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A Valuable Tradition
A private home was altered to

house the Chemical Bank when
it opened on Broadway in 1824.
The “ home- like” atmosphere

thus established prevails today
one of the reasons why so many
new depositors comment on the

friendly hospitality they find upon
entering the Chemical National
Bank .
A commercial bank - perform

ing every function of a bank .
Seeking New Business on Our Record
THE

NATIONAL
CHEMICAL
BANK
OF NEW YORK
Founded 1824

BROADWAY AND CHAMBERS, FACING CITY HALL

An Ancient Check on “ The Bank ”
ATthe new Uptown Branch of the Bank of New York and Trust Com
" pany, at Madison Avenue and Sixty -third Street, is a relic of old New

York worth dropping in to see.
It is a check drawn by Aaron Burr in 1788 on the Bank established by his
rival, Alexander Hamilton . It differs from the modern check in that the
name of the bank does not appear. It is an order on “ the Cashier of the
Bank " ; the name of the bank was not needed as The Bank of New York

was the only bank in the city !
There are many other banking institutions in the New York of today , but
none is better equipped to give careful attention to financial business of

all kinds than the Bank of New York and Trust Company, with one hun
dred and thirty -nine years' experience as a Bank and ninety -three years'
experience as a Trust Company.

Bank of New York & Trust Co.
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Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits
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NY BANK
OF NEW YORK
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over $ 15,000,000
Banking Office
48 Wall Street

Trust Office
52 Wall Street

Madison Avenue Office

at 63rd Street

HARRIS , FORBES & CO
Sucoossors to N . W . HARRIS & CO . Now York '

Pine Street, Corner William
NEW YORK

BONDS FOR INVESTMENT
Harris , Forbes & Company

Harris Trust & Savings Bank

Incorporated

Bond Department

Boston

Chicago
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59 Years
Conservative Banking

MATALALA
OLLAAHUMADAAN
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IN

1923

1864

The fundamental policy upon which
this Institution was founded , Con
servative Banking, has enabled us to

follow it successfully for over half a
century .

In strength of resources, in volume

of business, in widening of business

friendships, our progress has been
consistent and constant.

HUBUHIAINAMAS
NAMORADAN
NORMALNOGLOBUNGALINHA

While mindful of the best traditions
of the past, our present management
and Trustees are in complete accord
with the needs of the present.

We invite you, if you feel the need
of an institution of this character, to

use the complete facilities of our
Acts as
Executor

banking and trust service.
Acts as

Trustee
Under

and
Adminis
trator

Acts as Transfer Agent or Registrar

Mortgages

'80 BROADWAY
PLAZA OFFICE
5th Ave. & 60th St.

NEW YORK
42ND STREET OFFICE
Madison Ave. & 42nd St.

Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits over 33 Million Dollars
Member FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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The “ Hanover” is New York Correspondent of over 4000 Banks

Equipped
to Serve Commerce
at Home and Abroad
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NATIONAL PARK
BANK
214 Broadway
Trust Department

Safe Deposit Vaults

Foreign Exchange Department
Securities Department
Credit Department

Serving Financial Institutions
Since 1856
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1864 - SERVICE - 1923
TOR fifty-eight years the First National
E
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T Bank of Jersey City has striven con .
tinuously for the attainment of the high

est ideals in banking SERVICE .
Public appreciation constantly in .
creased the demands made on this insti.

E
FEE EEE
TELE

tution until it became necessary to greatly

increase facilities.
This new building,the last word in bank
construction , provides these additional
facilities so that a still broader and more

efficient banking service will be rendered.

The First National Bank of Jersey City
Jersey City, N . J.

100 Years of Commercial Banking
THE

CHATHAM
PHENIX
AND

CHATHAM
EST. 1850

Oos
309.

2013

EST.1812
PHENIX

NATIONAL
BANK
OF THE
CITY OF NEW YORK

200 Million Dollars Resources
.

aisiaisiais

EDWARD I. EDWARDS, President
ROBERT E . JENNINGS · Vice-President
JACOB R . WORTENDYKE . Asst. Cashier
HENRY BROWN, JR . . . . .
Cashier
CLIFFORD A . SPOERL . . Asst. Cashier
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ANNOUNCING
the Seaboard Checkbook -Letter ofCredit
A NEW CONVENIENCE FOR FOREIGN
TRAVEL
THE use of yourown checkbook when manner in which you are accustomed .
traveling is an innovation, which is
Your Seaboard Checkbook -Letter ofCredit
now provided by the Seaboard Check. holds forms nearly identical with domestic
book-Letter of Credit. This new provision checks. They will be instantly honored by
for the comfort of travelers will eliminate thousands of Seaboard correspondents in all
considerable unpleasant bother which other. parts of theworld . To make the convenience

wise may be connected with the securing of complete the checkbook has a pocket which
cash by travelers abroad. It is no longer holds the Seaboard LetterofCredit. You not
necessary to wait until foreign formsof draft, only secure funds more quickly butyou keep
often unfamiliar, have been prepared and track of your account in the usual manner.
Seaboard Checkbook -LettersofCredit can
submitted to you for your signature.
You now make out your own check in the be secured at any of our three offices.

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT

The Seaboard
National Bank
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
MERCANTILE BRANCH
115 Broadway
at Cedar Street

MAIN OFFICE
Broad and Beaver Streets

UPTOWN BRANCH

20near
East
45th Street
Madison Avenue

A

Statement of
Facilities

Commercial Banking, since 1812
(Authorized depository for federal, state and municipal funds)

Direct Foreign Banking , since 1814
(Correspondents in all principal cities of the world )

Trust Department, Organized 1888
(Acquired through consolidation with Franklin Trust Co. in 1920)
Seven offices in the principal financial, wholesale and retail
districis of Manhattan and Brooklyn .

THE BANK
OF AMERICA
ESTABLISHED 1812
· NEW

YORK CITY

The
COAL & IRON
NATIONAL
BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
It is significant that hundreds of out-of- town banks
prefer the Coal and Iron as a New York corres
pondent. This preferen ce is the natural result of
an exceptional attention to their needs - a service
no less practicalbecause it is more personal.

Personal Service Headquarters
Liberty and West Streets

TURNING NECESSITY
INTO A VIRTUE
It is sometimes hard to per

suade your depositors that
checksand other out-of-town

items cost both time and

money to collect
It does not always pay to
argue. Your best plan is to

let our Twenty -four Hour
Transit Department convert
your collections into cash in
the quickest possible time.

All items received at par.
No charge for telegraphic
transfers.
THE

PHILADELPHIA
NATIONAL
BANK
PHILADELPHIA , PA .

DA

The Broad Dimensions
of a Great Bank
W

EIGHING experience in terms of years and decades, Barclays
VV Bank Limited laysmore than two centuries on the scales of time.
Surveying growth of facilities in banking units, this bank checks on the.
map of the British Isles over 1670 branches — with 161 affiliated bank
offices in Scotland and many on the Continent. Measuring the sheer

power of resources, Barclays recounts aggregate assets in excess of

$1,618 ,000 ,000 — forming one of the largest private reservoirs of credit
in the world .

BARCLAYS' services, tested by time, shaped for efficient use by thor
ough practice, and distributed throughout all the principal world mar.
kets, are offered to American banks. The foreign business of American
corporations and individuals is solicited only through co -operation with
their own homebanks.

CORRESPONDENCE is cordially invited
December 31, 1922

Authorized Capital..................$ 97,332,000
Issued and Paid up Capital.... 75,882,773
Reserve Fund.......................... 40,149,945
Total Resources......................1,618,098,798
(Sterling converted at Par)

BARCLAYS BANK LIMITED
Frederick C.Goodenough, Esq., Chairman
Sir Herbert Hambling,Deputy Chairman Edmund Henry Parker, Esq., Vice-Chairman
Head Office: 54, LOMBARD Street, London, E. C . 3
AFFILIATED BANKS
BARCLAYS BARN (Overseas) LIMITED: Offices in Paris, Bordeaux, Boulogne, Havre, Lyons,
Marseilles, Rouen , Cannes, Mentone, Monte-Carlo , Nice and other Continental cities,
also in Algiers.

THE BRITISH LINEN BANK : 161 offices in Scotland.

TheRiding
Unionof Yorkshire.
BANK OF MANCHESTER: 148 offices in Lancashire, Cheshire, and the West
THE ANGLO- EGYPTIAN BANK,LIMITED: Branches in Egypt and Palestine; also at Gibraltar,
Malta and Khartoum .

Representative in America - H . Poe Alton
60 WALL STREET, NEW YORK CITY

XI

IN DETROIT
SAVINGS DEPOSITS INCREASED
$37,000,000 CO in the past year
Total April 1923

. . . $ 263,298,383.00

Total April 1922 . . . . $225,917 ,378 CO
Average savings deposits over $ 260.00 for
every man , woman and child .

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

RESOURCES OVER ONE HUNDRED MELION DOLLARS

XII

Put Your Credit
CONTINENTAL
NATIONAL
BANK
in

Fort Worth

Fort

Problems Up to
the Continental

If we can be of service to you in the
southwest, don 't hesitate to call upon

us. Our credit facilities are at your
disposal.
Give letters of introduction to us whenever you have cus
tomers coming this way — route your collection and transit

itemsthrough us to insure quick , accurate service.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS

$ 7 ,000 ,000 .00

READY
TO

SERVE YOU
IN CHICAGO
CENTRAL TRUST
COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
CHICAGO

XIII

Continental

The CONTINENTAL and
COMMERCIAL

Service

BANKS

With 7,450 Banks

CHICAGO

Combined Resources
more than $500,000,000

Placing Surplus Funds
Location in a great commercial and financial center and
intimate touch with the money markets make the Con
tinental and Commercial National Bank the logical

depository for surplus funds.
There is a variation
in sectional and sea

sonal demand for and
supply of funds. But
the broad reach of

this bank makes pos
sible the advantageous
placing of funds at all
seasons.

MELOR

Alle

Our 5 ,000 correspon - A
dent banks and 7 ,450
direct banking con
nections contribute

greatly to success in
this function, both by
giving and receiving.

It works both ways.
Priam

CONTINENTAL and COMMERCIAL
NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO
" An extra measure of service "

XIV

MEETING THE GROWING NEEDS OF THE GREAT MIDDLE WEST

ILLINOIS MERCHANTS
BANKS
CHICAGO

Comprising

ILLINOIS MERCHANTS TRUST COMPANY
A consolidation of the Illinois Trust & Savings Bank and

The Merchants Loan & Trust Company

Clark and Jackson Streets
and

THE CORN EXCHANGE NATIONAL BANK
Until completion ofwest half of Illinois Merchants Bank
Building remains at its present location

La Salle and Adams Streets

RAUF

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS • FORTY-FIVE MILLION DOLLARS

BOOKS THAT BANKERS NEED
Write for our new catalogue describing books

that you need for your banking library

BOOK DEPARTMENT

THE BANKERS PUBLISHING Co.
71 Murray Street, New York , U . S . A .
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THIS BANK offers com
plete facilities for the
transaction of every kind
ofbanking business.

Head Office :

Collections made promptly and
on favorable terms on every
part of the world

LOMBARD STREET, E.C. 3.

Foreign Exchange Bought

CAPITAL :

and Sold
Commercialand Travelers '

SUBSCRIBED
PAID UP

($ 5 = £1.)
$ 359,323,900
$ 71,864,780

RESERVE FUND $50, 000,000

Letters of Credit

Correspondence and
inquiries invited

DEPOSITS,& c. $ 1,659,767,335
ADVANCES, & c. $616 ,943,395

Capital - $ 3,000 ,000
Surplus and

1,600 Offices in England

Profits - 8,700,000

and Wales.

E. F. SHANBACKER
Colonial & Foreign Department :
20, King William St., E . C . 4 .

President

The Agency of Foreign & Colonial

The

Banks is undertaken.
Affiliated Banks:
THE NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND LTD .
THE LONDON & RIVER PLATE BANK, LTD.

Auxiliary :
LLOYDS AND NATIONAL PROVINCIAL
FOREIGN BANK LTD .

FOURTH STREET
NATIONALBANK
Philadelphia

AVI

TRUST CO.
INTERNATIONAL
Member of Federal Reserve System
MAIN OFFICE, 45 MILK STREET, BOSTON
BRANCH OFFICES
115 Summer Street, Boston
| Belgrade Avenue, Roslindale
Uphams Corner, Dorchester
Fields Corner, Dorchester
309 Washington Street, Brighton
136 Brighton Avenue, Allston
1219 River Street, Hyde Park

Capital . . . $ 2 ,000,000.00
Surplus . . . . $ 2,000,000.00
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

BANKING DEPARTMENT
TRUST DEPARTMENT

REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER DEPT.
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT
SAFE DEPOSIT DEPARTMENT
CHARLES G . BANCROFT, President
Thomas W . Murray, Vice-President
Endicott Marean , Assistant Treasurer
Lawrence S . Bearse, Assistant Treasurer
Charles D . M . Bishop, Assistant Treasurer
Joseph J . Carson, Assistant Treasurer
Arthur E . Smith , Assistant Treasurer
Richard E . Chapman , Assistant Treasurer

Henry E . Bothfeld , Vice -President
B . Farnham Smith , Vice-President

Hayden, Vice-Presidentand
A . Francis
Secretary
Clifford B . Whitney , Treasurer

A . Edward Garland, Assistant Secretary
Thomas F .Megan , Assistant Secretary

Kenneth E . Downs, Assistant Treasurer
Walter J . O 'Donnell, Assistant Treasurer

Howard Norton . Assistant Secretary

Donald Kirkpatrick , Assistant Treasurer

the individual.

011

imin

to call at our offices when you
are in Boston .

BOSTON
SAFE DEPOSIT &
TRUST COMPANY
Charles E. Rogerson, President
Choo

6

-

310

We invite you to write to
our officers concerning your
Massachusetts trust business or

100 Franklin Street
at Arch and Devonshire Streets
Boston

--
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During our forty years as a trust
company we have come in con
tact with every phase of service
including the requirements of
the large corporation as well as

CLASTIM
S

FAILIT

Experienced
In Every Problem of Trust

11

EVERO

XVII

THROUGHOUT
SOUTH
AFRICA
RESTORE

VA

BER

BRANCHES

Buyers of Bills
and sellers of Drafts and Cable
Transferson SOUTH AFRICA
and AUSTRALASIA

NATIONALBANK OF SOUTH AFRICA TO.
New York Agency, 44 Beaver Street
LEOPOLD R. MORGAN , Agent
Head Office, PRETORIA

LONDON

BOMBAY

ANTWERP

The A B C
of international banking is provided through our

62 branches and offices distributed as follows:

Argentina Brazil Chile
ENGLAND

GUATEMALA

FRANCE
MEXICO

URUGUAY

VENEZUELA

SPAIN
PERU
COLOMBIA

NICARAGUA
ECUADOR
SALVADOR

SAN FRANCISCO , U . S .

Bank, Ltd .
Anglo -South andAmerican
its affiliations

British Bank of South America, Ltd.
CommercialBank of Spanish America, Ltd.
and

ANGLO -SOUTH AMERICAN
BANK ,LIMITED
New York Agency, 49 Broadway
Cecil Piatt, Sub-Agent
Norman C. Stenning, Agent
Head Office, London

Capital and Reserves Over $60,000,000

XVIII

Citizens-American Bank & Trust Co .
TAMPA , FLA .
Member Federal Reserve System
Surplus to EPAPEU
10P

DO

ro

- $ 1,000,000.00

-

Capital

300 ,000.00

-

DR. L. A . BIZE . . . . . President
W . W . TRICE . . . . . Vice-President
ISAAC MAAS .
Vice-President
.
. .
L . L . BUCHANAN . . . . Vice-President
Cashier
D . H . LANEY
Asistant Cashier
W . W . BLOUNT .
EUGENE KNICHT . . . Assistant Cashier
C . E . HESTER .

.

.

.

Auditor

Our extensive connections and complete facilities enable us
to handle all branches of foreign and domestic banking

with the highest degree of efficiency
Collections given special attention, and prompt
remittances made

Use The " Old National”
TEPER

ITIETE
011

In Spokane

RESIE

LASER

— for the handling of your banking business

in Eastern Washington , Eastern Oregon,
EFS

Northern Idaho, and Western Montana. The

services which we render are the result of 31
years of successful operation in the " Inland
Empire.”

The Old National Bank
Spokane, Washington
Resources $ 22,000,000

XIX

Organized 1885
UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

. . . . $1,000,000
The
Capital
Capi
tal
and
. $1,190,000
Profits
Surplus
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The Oldest National Bank
in Eastern Virginia
BANK
W . A . GODWIN ...................President
A . B . SCHWARZKOPF . . . . Vice President

J. B . DEY, Jr........................Cashier

C . S . WHITEHURST .... . .. .Asst. Cashier

Asst. Cashior
I . T . VAN PATTEN . ..
E . D . DENBY . . . . .
.. . ... . Asst. Cashior

R . H . MOORE ..... .... ..... ...Asst. Cashier

CORRESPONDENTS –

National City

Bank, New York : National Bank of
Commerce, New York ; Fourth Street
National Bank , Philadelphia ; National
Boston ; Merchants
Shawmut Bank ,

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA Settomue Berenik PhiBodenbele werethe
National Bank , Baltimore .

N

ATIO

ENTED TO

SORROU

OR
CORP
CON

OOK.ROBERT DINWIDDIE
IN 1783

Our growth is the direct result of the confidence
of the business world in our bank - a bank that
has cultivated an intimate appreciation ofbusi.
ness problems and has tried to be helpful in up
building vital business interests of our country

Bank
Austin National
AUSTIN , TEXAS
Surplus and Profits $766 ,812

Capital $300 ,000

E . P . WILMOT, President

Resources $7 ,374 ,400

WM . H . FOLTS, Vice - President
MORRIS HIRSHFELD, Vice- President
C . M . BARTHOLOMEW , Cashier

JOHN H . CHILES, Vice - President
T . H . DAVIS, Vice - President
S . B . ROBERDEAU, Asst. Cashier LEFFLER CORBITT, Asst. Casbier

This old established bank is thoroughly equipped in every department. Its
strong financial position , efficient management and reputation commend it to

banks, bankers and individuals requiring a good banking connection at the

capital of the Union 's largest State.

We are at the center of an Empire of Business and would like to represent you here
H . A . WROE,L President
. J . SCHNEIDER , Vice - Pres.

. C . ROBERDEAU , Vice Pres .

A . D . THOMPSON, Vice-Pres.

L . D . WILLIAMS, Cashier

H . PFAEFFLIN , Asst. Cashier

D . H . HART, Jr., Asst. Cashier

For Prompt and Best Service Send Your

Texas Items Direct to the

Capital, $ 300,000

Surplus, $800,000

Directors Responsiblity Over $8.000.000 Unltod States Government Depository
will remit in New York , Boston , Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City
or New Orleans Exchange when requested . We have unsurpassed

facilities for collecting on all banking points in Texas.

.

NationalBank
American
AUSTIN , TEXAS

Banking
Service in
Canada ,
Newfoundland
and West Indies

AN
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CD

ESTABLISHED 1832

montant

XX

With 280 branches in Canada, 22 in Newfoundland ,

11 in Jamaica and 8 in Cuba, Porto Rico and the
Dominican Republic , we are well equipped to bandle
the accounts of banks and corporations wishing to do
business with these points.

Capital Paid-Up
Reserve Fund

: $10,000,000
. .

$ 19,500,000

Total Assets over . $220,000, 000

TORONTO , ONT.

J . A . MCLEOD, General Managoi

NEW YORK AGENCY .

49 WALL STREET

H . V . CANN and F . W . MURRAY, Agents

LONDON BRANCH : 55 Old Brond St., E .C . 2

CORRESPONDENTS

LONDON,ENG . – London Joint City & Midland Bank,Ltd .,
Bank of England

New York — Bank of New York & Trust Co.
National Bank of Commerce in New York

INISL

LLLL

GENERAL MANAGER ' S OFFICE :

IMIMMATHILINUNU

The Bank of Nova Scotia

XXI

Capital

Reserves

$ 7,000,000

$ 5 ,000,000

Head Office — TORONTO, CANADA
CANADIAN COLLECTIONS
Special facilities through our Branches and arrangements with other Banks
for making Canadian Collections for Banks and Business Houses in United
States and Foreign countries. Our service comprises close supervision and

prompt remittance. Information will be gladly furnished when required.

CANADIAN ACCOUNTS AND BALANCES
Deposits invited. Interest allowed on balances. Close rates of exchange
given on amounts transferred.

THBANKOFTORONTO
INCORPORATED

JOHN R . LAMB

1855

Genoral Manager

THE MOLSONS
BANK
Incorporated by Act ofParliament 1855
Head Office: Montreal, Canada
Capital Paid Up, $ 4,000,000
Reserve Fund, $5,000,000
Resources Over , $ 70,000,000
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
WM . MOLSON MACPA ERBON , Honorary President
F . W . MOLSON , President
W . A . BLACK , Vice-President
8 . H . EWING
WM . M . BIRKS
JOHN W . ROSS
J. M . MCINTYRE
EDWARD O . PRATT, General Manager
H . A . HARRIES, Superintendent of Branches
T. CARLISLE , Chief Inspector
E . HABERER , Inspector

Agents in Great Britain and Colonies
LONDON and LIVERPOOL - Westminster Bank , Limited

IRELAND - Munster and Leinster Bank, Limited. AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND

- The Union Bank of Australia, Limited. SOUTH AFRICA - The Standard Bank of South
Africa, Limited .

Foreign Agents
FRANCE - Société Générale.
BELGIUM , Antworp - La Banque D' Anyon .
Brussels - Société Générale de Belgique. CHINA and JAPAN - Hong Kong and

Shanghal Banking Corporation

128 Branches throughout the Dominion of Canada
Agents in all the Principal Cities of the United States
Collections made in all parts of the Dominion and returns promptly re
travellers' circular letters issued, available in all parts of the world .

mitted at lowest rates of exchange. Commercial letters of credit and
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YOUR CORRESPONDENTS
- OUR BRANCHES
-- --- - - -

o

-

ANAD

THER

- -- - - -

W

- - --

--

E invite you to add to your list of
correspondent Banks the names

y

of our more important Branches in

A

Canada, the West Indies, Cuba,
Central and South America.

By directing Letters of Credit to our
Branches we feel confident that your

interests and those of your clients

will be well and efficiently served .
Our chain of over 700 Branches is
placed at your disposal for other
classes of business , and we shall be
pleased to quote terms for collections,

drawings, etc .

Capital
and Reserves
$41,000,000

A copy of our complete list of
Branches will be mailed to you

upon request.
Total
· Resources

$511,000,000
-

THE ROYAL BANK
OF CANADA
Head Office

-

Montreal

New York
68 William Street

- - -
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Established 1878

Imperial
Bank of Canada
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO
Capital (Paid Up)

. . . $7,000,000

Reserve Fund - - - - -

7,500,000

PELEG HOWLAND , PRESIDENT
WM . HAMILTON MERRITT, M . D ., (St. Catherines), VICE PRESIDENT
A . E . PHIPPS,GEN. MANAGER
G . D . BOULTON , Asst. GEN . MANAGER
H . T . JAFFRAY, Asst . GEN . MANAGER

Agonts and Corrospondents
England - Lloyd . Bank , Limited.

New York - Bank of tho Manhattan Co.
Boston National Shawmut Bank.

Scotland - Tho Commercial Bank of Boot
land .

Philadelphia - Fourth St. National Bank

Ireland Northern Banking Co., Limited ,

Buffalo - Marine Trust Co .
CheeseFirst National Bank.
San Francisco - Wells Fargo Nevada Na .
tional Bank
Seattle Seattle National Bank.

Cuaumonononucunemecocon0000000
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GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND

UNITED STATES

Belfast, and Branches .
FRANCE , BELGIUM and

SWITZERLAND
Lloyds & National Provincial Foreign

Minneapolis First National Bank .

Bank, Ltd.

Having as its correspondents the largest and strongest banks
throughout the world , the Imperial Bank of Canada is in a

position to afford the most efficient banking service.
With 212 branches in Canada our facilities for handling business
throughout the Dominion are unexcelled .

peceacconauaecececens2020200000 cconocer
WESTMINSTER
BANK LIMITED
Authorised Capital - $ 165,000,000
Paid-up Capital - $ 45 ,018 ,590
Reserve

.

. $ 45,018,590

(85 - 61

New York Representative : C . M .PARKER
80475 Royal Building, 68 William Street
THE BANK is represented by Branches or Agents in all the Principal Cirius

and Towns of the United Kingdom and has Correspondents throughout theWorld

Head Office: 41 LOTHBURY, LONDON , E .C.2

COROCCO GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOG060606060606068
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The Union Bank of Australia, Limited
Established 1837.

Incorporated 1880.

Capital Authorized and Issued ..
Capital Paid -Up ........
Reserve Fund .

.£9,000,000

..... .........£3,000,000
-£3,250,000
Reserve Liability of Proprietors £6 ,000 ,000
. . . . . . . .

Head Office — 71, CORNHILL, LONDON, E. C. 3
Manager - W . J. ESSAME

AnsistantManager - W . A . LAING

Secretary - F . H . MCINTYRE

Branches throughout Australia and New Zealand 187, viz.:
la Victoria, 43 ; In South Australia , 14 ; lo New South Wales, 42 : La Western Australia , 20
In Queensland, 19 ; In Tasmania, 3 ; la New Zoaland, 46 .

Agents and Correspondents in all parts of the World
The Bank offers facilities for the transaction of every description
of Banking business in Australia and New Zealand .
Bills negotiated or sent for collection . Commercial and Circular

Credits issued available throughout the World .

Bank of Liverpool & Martins Limited.
Head Office: 7WATER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
London Office :68 LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C. 3.
$5 = £1

Capital Subscribed ... .......... ... ..... $93, 955,600
....... 11,744,450
Capital Paid Up
Reserve Fund and Surplus Profits...... .... 8 ,130,495
Deposits, etc., at 31st Dec., 1922... . . ....341,506,760
345 BRANCHES AND SUB-BRANCHES.

All descriptions of Banking, Trustee and Foreign
Exchange Business Transacted .
The Bank is prepared to act as Agents for Foreign Banks
on usual Terms.
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Established 1833

THE NATIONAL PROVINCIAL AND
UNION BANK OF ENGLAND, LTD.
($ 5 = £1)

Subscribed Capital - $217,235,400
Paid -up Capital
Reserve Fund -

46,547,080
45,000,000

HEAD OFFICE : 15, BISHOPSGATE, LONDON , E . C .2.

OVER 1000 OFFICES in ENGLAND and WALES.
- - -- -

Every Description of Banking Business Transacted.
ery

ness

ransa

The Agency of COLONIAL and
FOREIGN BANKS undertaken.

PRINCES STREET OFFICE : 2, Princes Street, London , E .C . 2 .
The Foreign Department at this Office is specially organized for the conduct of the
Accounts of the Colonial and Foreign Correspondents of the Bank .

COUTTS & CO .
Established 1692, is affiliated with this Bank

LONDON : 440 Strand, W .C . 2. 15 Lombard Street, E .C . 3. i Park Lane, W . 1
AUXILIARY

LLOYDS & NATIONAL PROVINCIAL FOREIGN BANK LTD.
Principal Offices : London and Paris.
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In Every Important
Italian Market
IN EIGHTY commercial and indus
I trial centers of Italy a branch of

the Banca Commerciale Italiana per
forms all the functions of a local
bank , with its service closely inter
woven with thebusiness affairs of the

community it serves.
The New York Agency of this insti
tution , therefore, brings to American
bankers and business men an inti
mate knowledge of Italian commerce
and industry obtained by constant
and direct relationship with these

eighty Italian business centers. Foreign branches and affilia
gium , Poland, Czecho-Slovakia , Austria , Hungary, Roumania,
Jugoslavia , Bulgaria , Turkey and throughout South America .
Facilities thus provided for American foreign trade are of
exceptionalbreadth and scope.

tions extend our service to England, France, Switzerland, Bel

FOREIGN BRANCHES
Constantinople

London

New York

AFFILIATED INSTITUTIONS
Banca Commerciale Itallana (Franco ) :
MARSEILLES, NICE , and other im

portant cities.
Banca Commorclalo Italiana . Bulgara :
8OFIA and branches.
Banca Commorciale Italiana e Romena ;
BUCHAREST and branches.

Banca Ungaro Italiana: BUDAPEST
pour
Italienne
Francaiso
Banquo
BUENOS
du Sud :etPARIS,
l'Amérique
AIRES, SAO PAOLO, RIO de JA
NEIRO, VALPARAISO , and other
important cities in Argentine, Brazil
und Chile .

Boehmlsche Union Bank : PRAGUB and
branches.

Banca della Svizzera Italiana : LU
GANO and branches.
Crodit Anvorsois : ANVERS, BRUXEL
LES and branches.
Italiana di Credito Commar
Boclet
cialo : VIENNA , and branches.

Banco Italiano: LIMA and branchen.
Banco Francês do Chile : SANTIAGO .
Banco Francés o Italiana do Colombla :
BOGOTA .

rciale Italiana
Banca Comme
Head Office, MILAN, ITALY
Authorized Capital $ 80,000,000

Capital fully paid $69,757,200

..
Surplus
Resources . .

$ 36 ,000 ,000

$ 1,345 ,547,956

Five Liro = Ono Dollar

NEW YORK AGENCY , 62-64 WILLIAM STREET
Telephone - Johp 1000

Giovanni Costa
John Stewart Durland
AGENTS

Siro Fusi

Edoardo Roffi
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THE

BANK OF CANTONLID
New York Agency Established January 9th , 1922

1 WALL STREET
Announces the opening of a new branch in Hankow , China ; other
branches in Shanghai, Canton and Bangkok
HEAD OFFICE, HONG
, CHINA
UNHKONG
ALAgent
E FAN UN,
L 3680-3681 invite
HEWW FAN
TELEPHONE WHITEHALL 3680-3681
Inquiries and correspondence invited

BOOKS . . ON . . BANKING
THE Bankers Publishing Co . is headquarters for Books
on Banking . A complete catalogue of all books on
Anancial topics will be sent to any address on application .

Tho Bankers Publishing Company
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
BOSTON
A Native Bank in Peru

for all Banking Operations

BANCO
LIMA, PERU

ITALIANO
Established 1889

Capital Fally Paid Lp .400,000
Surplus Lp. 401,585
BRANCHES
Callao - Arequipa - Chincha Alta - Mollendo- Trujillo

LIMA

Representatives for the U. S. A .

CHINCHA
ALTA

Banca Commerciale Italiana
62-64 William Street, N . Y .
Phone : John 1000

AREQUIPA .
MOLLENDORE

In Rhode Island
- the Industrial Trust
Branch offices in the principal centers throughout the state, and head
quarters in Providence, equip the Industrial Trust for prompt and satis
factory service. Your first transaction with us will prove this to you .

INDUSTRIAL TRUST COMPANY
Member of Federal Reserve System

Main Offices Providence, Rhode Island
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The Business Law Journal
-- --

A new monthly publication
for bankers and business men

-

TT presents each month , in clear and concise form ,
1 the decisions of the courts, State and Federal,
and the national and state legislation , which have

a direct bearing on banking and business.
There is no escaping the fact that much of the
vast amount of business litigation is avoidable.

It can be traced to overlooking some statutory
provision or settled rule of elementary law .
The most important of the business decisions are
selected each month and published either in full or
in digest form .

It is not intended to provide a course of study in
business law , but rather to keep the reader in touch
with the utterances of the courts and legislatures
which affect his everyday business transactions.
Current decisions on the following subjects
in each issue :
Guaranty
Agents

Banking

Insurance
Negligence

Bank Checks

Notaries

Arbitration

Bills of Lading

Railroads

Chattel Mortgages

Sales

Contracts

Stockholders

Corporations

Trade Acceptances

Warehouses
Foreign Corporations Workmen ' s Compensation

Exports

Single Copies, 75 cents
Yearly , $ 8 .00

The Business Law Journal Co.
71 Murray Street

New York City

Banca Nazionale di Credito
Capital Paid up · · Lit. 250,000,000
HEAD OFFICE : ROME, ITALY

Over 70 Branches and Agencies Throughout Italy
ver

Correspondents
in all the Principal Cities of the Kingdom

Every Description of Domestic and International
Banking Business Transacted
Special Travelers' Letters of Credit and

:

Money Order Departments

Inquiries

and

Correspondence

Solicited

AFFILIATED BANKS

Banque Italo-Francaise de Crédit
PARIS

MARSEILLES

TUNIS

Capital Paid up . . Frs. 15,000 ,000

Italian Discount & Trust Co .
NEW YORK CITY

Capital and Surplus

. .

$ 1,500,000

XXX

Banca Nazionale del Reduce
(ITALIAN VETERANS BANK )
ESTABLISHED 1919

Lire 30 ,000 ,000.

Capital Subscribed .....
Capital Paid -up

" 11,344,300.
» 2 ,000,000

Reserve Fund (Dec. 31, 1922)

HEAD OFFICE: ROMA, ITALY
GR. UFF. ALFREDO CALORO. President

NEW YORK AGENCY — 231 East 14th St., New York City.
Telephone; Lexington 5860-5861-5862-5863

HOME OFFICES — Roma, Milano, Genoa, Tivoli

FOREIGN BRANCHES — New York , Paris
Affiliated Banks: First State Bank, Boston , Mass.; South Philadelphia

State Bank, Philadelphia, Pa.
3 ,000 Correspondents in Italy : Correspondents all over the world .

Cable Transfers ; Drafts; Letters of Credits; Bonds; and etc.

Nederlandsche Handel-Maatschappij
(NETHERLANDS TRADING

SOCIETY ) .

Established by Royal Charter A . D . 1824

Capital Paid up............. ...........f.80,000 ,000 Neth. Currency (£6 ,666 ,666 )
(£1,620,434 )
Statutory Reserve Fund..........f.19,455 ,211 "
Extraordinary Reserve Fund f.22,660,000 “
“
(£1,888,333)
Head Office : AMSTERDAM

Branches: ROTTERDAM , THE HAGUE.
Branches in the NETHERLANDS INDIES : BATAVIA , SOURA
BAYA , SAMARANG , MEDAN , and further Principal Ports.

Branches in the STRAITS SETTLEMENTS, BRITISH INDIA ,
CHINA and JAPAN : SINGAPORE , PENANG , RANGOON , CAL

CUTTA , BOMBAY, HONGKONG , SHANGHAI and KOBE.
Grant Drafts and Issue Letters of Credit on all their Branches and
Correspondents in the East, on the Continent, on Great

Britain , Africa, America and Australia, and transact
Banking Business of every description .
LONDON CORRESPONDENTS : The National Provincial and Union

Bank of England, Ltd ., LONDON .
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Sir Christopher Wren ,

e

Builder of St. Paul's Cathedral.

The Craftsman
lives in his work
“ If you would see my monument look around ,”
is the proud inscription on the tomb of Sir
Christopher Wren in St. Paul's Cathedral, London .

The craftsman gives his life to his work - and
his achievement in his reward .

Seventy years of patient and skilful craftsman
ship have gone to the perfecting of The Chatwood
Safe and Strong Room . Throughout all those
years a determination to be satisfied with nothing

less than the best attainable has animated everyone
concerned with their construction .

The security afforded by The Chatwood Safe
and Strong Room of to -day is the monument
to the high ideals of Samuel Chatwood when
he laid the foundation on which the present
great business has been built.

THE Since 1858
CHATWOOD
SAFE

“ Achievement is but another
milestone along the highway
of progress - the end of the
journey lies ever beyond.”
THE CHATWOOD TRADITION

THE CHATWOOD SAFE CO ., LTD .

munition

Bankers ' Engineers

Head Offices and Works : Bolton , England.

1858

Branches : London - 56 Gracechurch St. E . C .

SINCE
amous

Glasgow - 12Greenlodge Terrace, Greenhead.

Manchester - Royal Exchange.

mm

1858

III

SINCE

LONDON JOINT CITY AND
MIDLAND BANK LIMITED
CHAIRMAN :

The Right Hon . R . MCKENNA
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTORS:

FREDERICK MYDE

EDGAR W WOOLLEY

Subscribed Capital

-

Paid - up Capital .

-

- £38 , 117 ,103
-

Reserve Fund .
Deposits (Dec. 31st, 1922)

•
•

. 10 , 860,852
. 354 ,406 ,336

10 ,860,852

HEAD OFFICE : 5, THREADNEEDLE STREET, LONDON, E . C .2
OVER 1,670 OFFICES IN ENGLAND AND WALES

OVERSEAS BRANCH : 65 & 66, OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
Atlantic Offices : “ Aquitania '

" Berengaria ”

“ Mauretania "

AFFILIATIONS :

BELFAST BANKING CO . LTD.
OVER 110 OFFICES IN IRELAND

THE CI.YDESDALE BANK LTD.
OVER 180 OFFICES IN SCOTLAND

THE LONDON CITY & MIDLAND EXECUTOR & TRUSTEE CO , LTD.

The Anglo-Egyptian
Bank, Limited
(Affiliated with Barclays Bank , Ltd .)
Subscribed Capital
CAPITAL PAID -UP

£1,800,000

£ 600,000

Reserve Fund
£ 720,000
Head Office : 37 to 39 King William Street

London , E .C . 4
BRANCHES
EGYPT.

Alexandria,Cairo, Port-Said ,Suez , Tantah ,
Zagazig,Mansourah, Assiut, Beni-Suef.

SUDAN .

Omdurman , Khartoum , Port Sudan , Makwar,

PALESTINE.

Wad Medani.
Haifa , Jaffa, Jerusalem , Ramallah , Nazareth .

MEDITERRANEAN. Malta , Gibraltar.
TRANS- JORDANIA . Amman .
The Bank transacts every description of Banking business in Egypt
and other Countries where it has branches , grants letters of credit

and affords facilities to travellers proceeding to Egyptand elsewhere.

Deposits received for one yearat ratesto be ascertained on application .
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THE BANK OF TAIWAN,LTD .
Incorporated by Special Imperial Charter, 1899

Head Office: TAIPEH , TAIWAN
...Yen 60,000,000

Capital Subscribed

Capital Paid Up..

...Yen 52,500,000

COC

Reserve Funds.

. . . . . .

....Yen 12 ,580,000

. . .

KOJURO NAKAGAWA, Esq .

.

HIROZO MORI, Esq.
Vice -President

President

Directors

GUNJI KAWASAKI, Esq.

MASUMI ESAKI, Esq.

TADASU HISAMUNE, Esq.

DENKICHI TAKITA, Esq .
BRANCHES :

JAPAN — Tokyo (General Manager's Office ), Kobe, Osaka, Yokohama,
Моі.

TAIWAN — Giran , Heito , Kagi, Karenko, Keelung, Mako, Nanto ,
Shinchiku, Taichu, Tainan , Takao, Tamsui, Toyen.
CHINA - Amoy, Canton , Foochow , Hankow , Kiukiang, Shanghai,
Swatow .
OTHERS— Hongkong, London , New

York, Singapore, Semarang.'

Soerabaia , Batavia, Bombay , Bangkok , Calcutta , Dairen .

New York Office : 165 Broadway
MASAJIRO ARAKI, Agent

London Office : 25 Old Broad Street
New York Correspondents :
CHASE NATIONAL BANK
NATIONAL CITY BANK
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
IRVING BANK -COLUMBIA TRUST CO .
CENTRAL UNION TRUST COMPANY
NEW YORK TRUST COMPANY

HANOVER NATIONAL BANK

GUARANTY TRUST COMPANY
BANKERS TRUST COMPANY
EQUITABLE TRUST COMPANY
BANK OF THE MANHATTAN COMPANY

FARMERS LOAN & TRUST COMPANY

Cable Transfers, Drafts, and Letters of Credit issued ; the

Negotiation and Collections of Bills of Exchange and other

Banking Business transacted through our various Branches
as well as correspondents in all parts of the world ; offers

exceptional facilities for handling transactions in the Far East.
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The Sumitomo
Bank, Limited
ESTABLISHED 1912
(Successors to The Sumitomo Bank)

. Yen 70,000,000
Capital Subscribed .
: " 50,000,000
Capital Paid up . .
" 24,500 ,000
Reserve Fund .
Deposits ( Dec. 81, 1922)
. “ 333,900,000
Head Office : OSAKA , JAPAN
BARON K . SUMITOMO , President
K . YUKAWA, Esq ., Managing Director
S. YOSHIDA, Esq., Managing Director
N . YATSUSHIRO, Esq ., Managing Director

New York Agency, 149 Broadway, New York
S. IMAMURA, Agent
HOME OFFICES ; in
Osaka (11)
Shimonoseki

Moji

Tokyo

Kurume

Kure

(7 )

Yokohana

Kobe

Hiroshima ( 2 ) Hakata
Wakamatsu
Kokura

Kyoto (2 )

Nagoya

Hyogo
Yanai

Niihama

Onomichi

Foreign Branches - Shanghai, New York , London , Hankow , San Francisco, Bombay
Affiliated Banks — The Sumitomo Bank of Hawaii, Ltd ., Honolulu , T . H .; The Sumitomo
Bank of Seattle , Seattle Wash .

Chief Bankers in New York and London National City Bank of New York, New York ;
Lloyds Bank, Ltd ., London

Correspondents in All Important Places at Home and Abroad
The Bank buys, sells and receives for collection drafts and telegraphic transfers ; issues
Commercial and Travellers Letters of Credit available in all important
of the world , besides doing general banking business

THE MITSUI BANK , LTD .
Capital Subscribed .

. . Yen 100,000,000.00

Capital Paid -Up . .
Reserve
1922).
Capital.Fund
Faida (Aug.
ise 1922

. . Yen 60 ,000 ,000 .00
. . Yen 33, 900 ,000 .00

HEAD OFFICE
(No. 1 Suruga -cho, Nihombashi-ku )

ΤΟΚΙΟ
BRANCHES

Nihombashi(Tokio ),Otaru , Yokohama,Nagoya,Kyoto , Osaka,
Nakanoshima (Osaka) , Nishi (Osaka ), Kawaguchi (Osaka ) ,

Kobe, Hiroshima, Shimonoseki, Moji, Wakamatsu (Kyushu ),
Fukuoka, Nagasaki, Shanghai, New York

Foreign Agents
London - Barclays Bank , Ltd . ; London Joint City & Midland Bank , Ltd .

Paris - Banque de l'Union Parisienne ;

Comptoir National d ' Escompte

de Paris

Hamburg - Commerz und Privat Bank

Bombay - National Bank of India , Ltd. ; Lloyds Bank , Ltd., Cox Branch
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Bank of Chosen
The
Incorporated by Special Charter of Imperial Japanese Government, 1909
. . Yen 80,000,000

Capital Subscribed .
Capital Paid -Up . .
Total Resources . . .

. .

Yen 50,000,000

. .

Yen 600,000,000

Head Office, Keijo (Seoul), Chosen (Korea )
Deputy Governor, T. KANO

Governor, S. MINOBE
Directors

S . OHTA

S . KATAYAMA

S. YOSHIDA

S . KAKEI

FOREIGN DEPARTMENT : TOKYO !
(All communications relating to the arrangements of correspondents and the Bank 's general
foreign business to be addressed to the Foreign Department)

Principal Branches :
CHOSEN : (Korea ) Chemulpo, Pyengyang , Wonsan , Fusan, Taiku.
MANCHURIA : Mukden , Dairen , Changchun , Newchang, Harbin , Antung.
JAPAN : Tokyo, Osaká, Kobe, Shimonoseki.

Caixa: Shanghai, Tsingtao, Tientsin, Tsinan.
SIBERIA : Vladivostok .

New York Agency , 165 Broadway
M . Hashimoto and T. Koba, Agents

The Kajima
Bank, Limited
Established in 1888
Yon

CAPITAL PAID UP .
RESERVE FUND .

. . . .

15,100,000.00

. . . . .

3,700 ,000 .00

DEPOSITS (Dec. 31st, 1922)

• . . . . 138 ,985,881.69

Keizo Hirooka, Esq., President
Chusuke Yoshii, Esq., Managing Director
Seijiro Gion , Esq., Director
Tadanosuke Emura, Esq., Director

Yukinori Hoshino, Esq., Managing Director
SeishichiKawakami, Esq., Managing Director
Hikotaro Ohmura, Esq., Director
Kyuemon Hirooka, Esq ., Auditor

Manroku Matsui, Esq ., Auditor

Kin -ichiro Hoshijima, Esq., Auditos

Head Office, Osaka, Japan
Principal Branches

Tokyo

Kobe

Okayama

Hiroshima

Fukuyama

Takuyama

Transacts General Banking, Foreign Exchange and
Trust Company Business
New York Correspondents
Tokohama Spoclo Bank , Ltd .
Bank of Talwan, Lta .
American Expren Co.

London Correspondents
Yokohama Spocie Bank, Ltd .
Bank of Taiwan , Ltd .

London Joint City & Midland Bank, LAS
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SKANDINAVISKA
KREDITAKTIEBOLAGET
Established in 1864

GOTHENBURG

STOCKHOLM

MALMÖ

Branches
In All Parts of Sweden
PAID -UP CAPITAL AND RESERVES
KR . 182,000,000
Telegraphic Address : Kreditbolaget
Foreign Exchange bought and sold , bills collected, deposit
and current accounts opened and all kinds of banking
business transacted

Commercial Bank

of Greece

( A Limited Liability Company registered in Athens)

Head Office : Athens
Branches : Piraeus, Argos, Pyrgos, Patras, Corfou, Crphalonia , Nauplie ,
Vostizza , Calamata , Syra , Chio , Candia , Volo , Salonica, Larissa ,

Triccala , Mytilene and Canea
ASSOCIATED BANK in LONDON

The Commercial Bank of The Near East, Ltd .
i Broad Street Place, E . C . 2
with branch in CONSTANTINOPLE

Correspondents in the principal towns of Greece and in foreign countries
throughout the world

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
Collections, Letters of Credit, Cable Transfers, Current

Capital

and Term Deposits, Etc.
Dr. 25,000,000 .00
.
.

Reserves

.

.

18 ,103 ,997.79

of the above Dr. 20,000,000 are represented by assets of £800, 000 evaluated at Dr. 25
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The National Bank of New Zealand ,Ltd .
Authorized Capital, $ 22,500,000
Subscribed Capital,

$18,750 ,000

Paid -up Capital,

$ 6,250,000

Reserve Fund,

AUCKLAND

NEW
ZEALAND

$ 6,250,000

Head Office
WELLINGTON

8 Moorgate Street, London, E .C . 2
Manager, ARTHUR WILLIS

CHRISTCHURCH

Chief Office
JOUNEDIN

In New Zealand atWellington
General Manager. ALFRED JOLLY

73 Branches and Agencies Throughout New Zealand .
Bill of Exchange Collected. Wool and Produce Credits Arranged .

All Classes of Banking Business Undertaken.

Industrial and Agricultural
Bank of Bohemia
( Česká průmyslová a hospodářská banka)

Prague, Checoslovakia
Paid up Capital .
Reserves over

Resources over .

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

. Kč

210,000 ,000.00

Kč

70 ,000 ,000 .00

. Kč 2,650,000,000.00

62 Branches and Sub -Branches in Checoslovakia
Correspondents in every town of the Republic
Foreign Branch : - LJUBLJANA, Yugoslavia
FOREIGN AFFILIATIONS :
Hungarian -Bohemian Industrial Bank, Budapest, Hungary.
Anglo -Roumanian Bank, Bucarest, Roumania .

Special Facilities for Foreign Banking Business
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Commonwealth Bank of Australia.
Guaranteed by the Australian Commonwealth Government

HEAD OFFICE. SYDNES

Branches in all the princi

pal towns and cities of
Australia , and at London
(2 ), Rabaul and Kaewieng .
A Savings Bank Depart
ment at all Branches and

3,212 Savings Bank Agen
cies at Post Offices through

out the Commonwealth of
Australia , Territories of
Papua and New Guinea ,
Solomon Islands Protecto
rate and other parts of the
Pacific .

Head Office
Sydney, N . S . W .

Agents and Correspondents throughout the World
Banking and Exchange Business

of every description transacted within the Australian Commonwealth,
United Kingdom ,United States, Canada and Abroad
December 31st, 1922
General Bank Deposits

Other Items

-

.

Savings Bank Deposits

Note Issue Department

$ 137 ,717 , 907 .63
37 ,147,936 .54
197 ,470 ,584 .08
259,557 , 137 .50

$632, 193,585 .75

Cable Remittances made to , and drafts drawn on United States,
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The Unsettled Reparations Problem
NOTHER

A

attempt to settle the reparations problem

has

failed . This time an offer was made by Germany, which was
promptly rejected by France and Belgium

and later by

Great Britain and Italy . While the terms of the replies made by
the two governments first mentioned were rather more vigorous
than those of Great Britain and Italy , all the replies in substance

meant the same thing , namely , that Germany's proposals were not
merely unsatisfactory both as regards the amount offered but as to
the certainty that even whatwas tendered would really be paid . In
other words, that the German proposal was unworthy of serious con
sideration . Thus the reparations problem remains where it was with
no immediate settlement in sight. And yet it is realized by all
who have given thematter serious thought that a settlement of some

kind must be made before long. The matter can not be allowed to
drift along indefinitely menacing not only the economic restoration
of Europe but possibly the peace of the world .
In searching for a solution of this vexing problem , its funda

mental character must be ascertained and kept steadily in view .
There is much confusion of opinion in regard to this in our own
country and on the other side of the Atlantic as well. Quite recently,
in commenting on Great Britain 's reply to the German offer, the
London “ Times” said :

“ The situation which we have to face is so continually misrepre
sented and is becoming so obscure that it cannot be restated too
often or too clearlv . In common with all our Allies in the war, and
notwith France alone, we are engaged in getting reparations out of
Germany up to the limit of her power to fulfill the obligations into
which she has been compelled to enter. Opinions still differ as to
the amount which she can pay , the period within which she can pay
it, the best method of securing its payment. But all these questions
are primarily economic questions, and the basis of their settlement

can be provided only by economic experts. It is quite idle , there
fore, to talk as though a war of honor were in progress in which no
self -respecting nation can be neutral and mere figures can be dis
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regarded till victory is won .

Figures, on the contrary, are the very

essence of the problem ; and so far from the discussion of figures
being scorned as irrelevant, the natural occupation of a nation of
shopkeepers’, it is perfectly certain that no progress whatever can

be made in the purpose common to all of us until we are agreed
upon Germany's capacity to pay. Once that is settled we return to
the regions of politics and statesmanship . In other words, there is
no doubt about the logical sequence of events if there is to be any
payment of reparations at all. The first stage is another and a
final examination (which can be conducted only by experts ) of
Germany's economic resources. The second is a decision , based
upon the results of that examination , and taking account, moreover
(as only governments can take account) , of the other great out
standing question of the debts of the Allies to one another.”
This seems like a clear case of putting the cart before the horse .
.

Would the question were so simple as the London “ Times” regards

it. But it is not.

There would be no great difficulty in finding

economic experts who could figure out how much Germany should
pay and how best she could be compelled to pay. But these economic
experts could neither give assurance that Germany would pay in the
prescribed manner or that France would accept the sums these
expertsmight award . Nobody can doubt that at some date the men
of figures will have to be called in to help in deciding these matters ;
but their services are not required at present.

The real problem is

to find out what France wants, notmerely as reparations but as a
guaranty against future German aggressions. Until this is ascer
tained and the necessary guaranties given , the figures which the
greatest economic expertsmay present will have no practical value.
Opinion in America in official and financial circles coincides
measurably with the views quoted , and very likely that is one reason
why the settlement of the reparationsproblem hangs fire. We either
fail to understand the essentialnature of the controversy, or if we do
understand it we refuse to be bound by the obligations imposed .
In either case we become incapable of rendering any effective aid

in clearing up the situation .
The conclusion to which events have been pointing for some time

would seem

to be this, that only by solidarity and coöperation

among those engaged in the war on the Allied side can there be any

satisfactory outcome of this long -pending controversy. Such
coöperation should not tend to foster harshness but would assure
justice. To bring about this coöperation is first of all the task of
the statesman . The world at this moment greatly needs a political
Moses.
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International Bankers and the President
DANKERS in the United States who are more or less engaged
in business of an international character are frequently held up
by demagogic politicians as frightful examples of evil. They
are held responsible for the wars and many other calamities that

afflict the human race. Not long ago a feminine parlor socialist
was vigorously denouncing Wall Street 's international bankers

for embroiling the United States in a war with Germany " in order
to compel England to repay themoney these bankers had loaned to
the latter country” . When reminded that the Wall Street bankers
had good American collateral in their vaults to secure this loan , the

lady did not modify her views one whit. Like all fanatics, she was
utterly impervious to facts.
This view of the international banker as a reprehensible fellow

represents a marked shifting of ground on the part of the cheap
politician . For a long time it was his favorite cry that all bankers

were of the same type. But this ridiculous assertion fell down,
because the people who knew their home-town bankers as decent
folks laughed at such preposterous efforts to stir up class hatred .
Then the demagogue quit trying to blacken the reputation of the
bankers ofhis own community and affixed the damning label on the

bankers of “Wall Street” . Now even this designation has become
too general, and the execration is confined to the “ international

banker ” . He is not very numerous, has few votes, and may live in
New York , London or any one of the great foreign money centers.
The politician considers himself entirely safe in attacking this type
of banker. But when the President of the United States is accused
of being influenced by the international bankers, an opportunity is
afforded of refuting the unfounded belief that bankers of this class
have an undue or sinister power. When President Harding was
said to have been influenced by international bankers in proposing
that the United States adhere to the Permanent Court of Interna
tional Justice, he responded to the charge in this vigorous fashion ,
addressing the American Society of Newspaper Editors at

Washington :
" I care nothing about editorial criticism

directed against the

individual.
But I read within forty -eight hours a very earnest
editorial, wherein it was stated that the recent proposal of the
Executive to the Senate that we adhere to the International Court
of Justice was imposed upon the Executive by the influence and the
cunning and design of the internationalbankers .
" Well, there isn 't a word of truth in it and I want to tell this to
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yon because it will enlarge your vision and enable you to comment
sometimes a little more satisfactorily .
" I have been President something more than two years. I have
yet to be asked for an audience or he requested an interview by a
single international banker in America or elsewhere. And the only

exchange of opinions between international bankers and the Presi
dent of the United States has been at the request of the President,
and it is fair to say that in the instances when they had been sum

moned they have said with just the same patriotic interest and
devotion that you would say: 'Mr. President, we are at your service
in any way you wish to command us'.
“ It is fair to tell you that when publishers and editors say with
seeming sincerity and great emphasis that the Government is being
led astray at the behest or design of the bankers, there isn ' t a grain
of truth to justify the statement.”
The truth of the President' s statement is beyond question , but
it will probably do little to alter the tactics of those who have been
making statements of this character, since their object is not the
dissemination of truth but to stir up hatred and dissension .

International bankers are merely engaged in banking and
finance on a wider scale than other bankers, and are neither better
nor worse than the latter, although it may be said in fairness that the
very breadth of their operations rather tends to increase the
liberality of their views. Perhaps if all of us had as intimate knowl

edge of foreign countries as is possessed by the leading international
bankers of the world wars would be far less frequent than they now
are.

Ownership of Stock by Bank Employees
as
ANNOUNCEMENT wasmade
recently that 3068 shares of the
Irving Bank - Columbia Trust Company of New York had
been delivered to members of the staff of the institution , and
that some 900 persons, ranging from office boys to vice-presidents,
had participated in the distribution . This distribution was not in

the nature of a bonus, but represented an outright sale of stock to

the employees. The sale was made to them , however, on excep
tionally favorable terms, stock quoted in themarket at $ 238 having
been sold to the employees at $ 100. To do this existing stock
holders generously waived their subscription rights to an increased

issue of the capital stock . As the employees paid for their shares on
the installment plan , paying 6 per cent. on the money advanced
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to buy the stock and receiving 12 per cent. in dividends, the stock

paid for itself in part out of its own earnings .
The plan of interesting employees and junior officers in the
ownership of the institutions they are serving has been tried by a
number of banks and industrial concerns and the movement seems

to be gaining in favor. Much may be hoped from it as offering a
means of bringing employers and employees closer together. When
a man realizes that he is working for a corporation in whose earnings
he has a direct share above his salary or wages it would seem to be a

reasonable inference that he will do his utmost to increase these
earnings. In the case of banks and trust companies the employee is

pretty sure of getting substantial dividends each year. But some
plans of a like character applied in large industrial concerns have
not turned out so well, for the stock has depreciated in value and
dividends have been suspended. Yet this is no argument against
the general desirability of the plan , for employees need to learn
that there are losses as well as gains in business. As reasonable
beings they can not accept the profits without also submitting to the
losses. It is believed, however, that as employees become more
widely interested in the country' s enterprises these losses will greatly
diminish as the result of greater efficiency and more peaceful
relations between employers and employed .

A Banker's Noble Gift
THROUGH the munificence of the late Henry P . Davison six

young Englishmen , three from Cambridge and three from
Oxford , are enabled to attend at least one year at Harvard ,
Yale or Princeton .

A

trust fund has been established for this

purpose on lines somewhat like the Cecil Rhodes trust by which
American young men go to Oxford . In announcing the founding
of the Henry P . Davison Scholarship Fund , Mrs. Davison stated
that its object was “ to aid in fostering good will between the United
States and Great Britain , and recognizing that mutual under

standing is of the essence of such good will” .
The motive prompting this gift is of the deepest significance.
It would first have the peoples of the two countries understand one
another better, in the belief that this would lead to closer relations.
That this belief is well founded in respect to the two countries named
can not be doubted . Probably also the same would apply to most
of the other countries of the world having different standards
of civilization . Not infrequently these variations are due to
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peculiarities of race, climate or other physical conditions. One
living for a time in England comes to realize how much of that
country' s food is imported and therefore how vital is a powerful

navy. Doubtless one going to Japan would be impressed by the
intensive cultivation of the soil and the consequent need for finding
new fields to till.

To bring about a better understanding between the many dif
ferent peoples inhabitating the earth 's surface is a task of no mean
proportions, though not so difficult in the case of England and the
United States where the basis for such better understanding already

exists. Nevertheless, even these two countries will be benefited by
knowing one another better, and to this Vr. Davison 's noble gift
will materially contribute . It would be an interesting experiment
for individuals and perhaps for nations to create funds or trusts for

the purpose of cultivating better understanding and creating good
will.

Battleships and fortifications, costing immense sums, are

provided for national defense . Might not smaller outlavs devoted
to creating international friendships constitute a far more effectual
barrier against hostile attacks from the outside world ?

Deposit Guaranty on Trial
OR some years several of the states have been experimenting
with laws guaranteeing deposits in the state banks. These

experiments have been made chiefly in the states of the West
and Southwest, the idea not having been favorably received in the
Eastern section of the country . Whether this difference in legis
lating on this matter has been due to varying standards of banking
in the respective sections or to a greater readiness in the West and
South to try legislative experiments, may be a debatable question .

It may he forgotten that the State of New York, many years ago,
tried the scheme for a time but found that it did not work success
fully . Owing to the same reason the State of Oklahoma has
recently repealed its bank deposit guaranty law . As several other
states still cling to lawsof a similar character, it will be interesting
to observe their history so as to find out whether the lack of success
in Oklahoma was due to the nature of the law itself , its administra
tion , or to the fundamental unsoundness of the principle involved .
Many of the best bankers of the country strongly oppose the
guaranty of deposits by government, or by a tax on all the banks,
as unsound in principle , holding that it relieves the banker from a
large share of individual responsibility which is passed over to
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others. An impartial history of the experience of the different
states with bank deposit guaranty laws should throw important light

on the subject.
While the State of Oklahoma has repealed its guaranty law ,
and the State of Minnesota has just rejected a bill for guaranteeing

deposits, laws of this kind are still in force in some of the states.
The cantonal banks of Switzerland also have their deposits pro
tected by a government guaranty - - a fact which they emphasize in
their advertising.
It is a trite saying that the best sort of bank guaranty is that

afforded by sound and capable management. In a country having
some 30,000 separate banking institutions, and where banking is
substantially free to anyone desiring to engage in it, considerable
difficulty is experienced in always assuring management of this
character. But the vast majority of our banks are thoroughly good
and they are getting better all the time.

The Supreme Court and Prohibition
ESPECT for the decisions of the Supreme Court is practically

VDL

N

universal, and justly so .

This for two reasons : in the first

place the character and legal attainments of the Justices are
such as to command the public confidence ; secondly, these decisions

represent the last word on any matter with which they deal, unless
the court reverses itself, and until there is fresh legislation .

There

fore, should anyone object to the court's judgment, the objection
would not amount to anything .
The recent decision of the United States Supreme Court in

regard to the importation of alcoholic liquors into the United States
and their sale on the high seas must therefore be cheerfully

acquiesced in by everybody concerned . In substance the court has
decided that both American and foreign ships may sell such liquors
on the high seas without violating the Eighteenth Amendment, but

that these ships can not bring their stocks of liquor into the ports
of the United States even under seal. That this is a sound legal
view of the matter can hardly be disputed, though its practical

effect is somewhat like “ Portia 's” conceding to “Shylock” his pound
of flesh but forbidding him to shed any Christian blood in getting it.

But the Supreme Court was concerned , and properly enough , with
the law itself rather than with its results. The results of legislation
are chiefly the concern of the legislative bodies enacting laws rather
than of the courts. Congress can easily modify the law , if it chooses,
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so as to permit both American and foreign vessels to bring liquors

into American ports under seal.

This decision is not referred to for the purpose of discussing the
Eighteenth Amendment or its application to American and foreign
ships, but for the purpose of illustrating the tendency toward con
fusion which much of our recent legislation on various subjects
seemsto encourage. In this connection it is very significant that the
Carnegie Corporation has lately set aside $ 1,075,000 as a fund to be
employed by the American Law

Institute in restating and sim

plifying the common law .

Saving to Buy a Car
UTOMOBILES have been held up as a favorite form

of

A

American extravagance. The desire to own a car has, it is
said , caused many a man to sell his Liberty bonds and to
mortgage his house. No statistics are available showing the extent
to which other forms of extravagance might have lured away the
citizen 's cash had not the automobile made its irresistible appeal to
his desire for pleasure and adventure. Doubtless the eagerness to
own a car has frequently caused people to make foolish financial
sacrifices, but something is to be said a great deal in fact - for
the compensating benefits which the ownership of an automobile
has conferred — the joy of going , the visits to friends, the long hours
in the country, giving renewed health and a fresh zest to life, and
more than all the increased business made possible through the
practical lessening of distances and the immense saving of time.

But now the automobile no longer needs any defense as an
inciter of extravagance. It is to become a promoter of thrift. A
manufacturer of cars of the most popular type has announced that
hereafter his vehicles may be bought through the savings banks.

Clubs for buving cars are to be formed something on the plan of the
Christmas clubs, the intending buyer of a car depositing an initial
$ 5 .00 in his local savings bank and adding to these deposits a small
sum weekly until enough is in the bank to pay for the car ; or, in case
his references are satisfactory, the carmay be delivered in advance of

the completion of the payments.

The deposits draw interest, and

should the total amount not be made up , they nevertheless go to the
depositor.
It will be seen that this plan embodies the idea of saving for a
purpose. In practice it has been found easier to get people to save
with a special object in view than where this incentive is lacking .
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The popularity of life insurance rests largely on this fact.

So the

savings banks have found it advisable to invite savings for
Christmas, for the trip to Europe, for the summer vacation , to buy
a home, etc . If people save to buy a car, they will not only get the
coveted vehicle but very likely will get the saving habit as well.

Future of Our Foreign Trade
N

A

examination of the statistics of the foreign trade of the

United States shows that while valued in dollars we are

exporting about 50 per cent. more than in the year imme
diately preceding the war and importing about 75 per cent. more,
these figures do not show much if any actual gain when it is con
sidered that there has been a rise of between 65 and 70 per cent. in
prices. Measured in dollars the value of exports has declined
rapidly since 1918 , while the so -called “ favorable” balance of trade
declined from $ 3 ,118 ,000,000 in that year to $ 716 ,000 ,000 in 1922 .
Should the tendency shown in 1922 be much longer continued this
balance will not only be wiped out but the “ unfavorable” balance
will run in the neighborhood of $ 500,000,000.

There are several reasons for this turn in the tide of our foreign
trade.

Europe, having to a considerable extent recovered her pro

ductive capacity, no longer is under the necessity of buying from us
to the extent necessary in the period immediately following the close
of the war. Then the deficiency in the supply of certain kinds of
goods the world over has been to a large extent made up. The
break - down of foreign credit in the spring of 1920 and the trade
revulsion following it likewise contributed to derange our foreign
trade as it did that of practically all other countries. This era of
depression has now been followed by another of rapid recovery and

inflation marked by rising prices which again have tended to curtail
exports. Higher tariff duties exercise a similar influence. The
failure of Europe to compose long-existing economic and political
difficulties has operated to cut down our market in that quarter of
the world .
That all these conditions will long continue as they now are can

hardly be expected . Already there are some signs of a check to
inflationary tendencies here. It may be that in time Europe will
quit quarreling and get down to work and business. Our tariff will
probably remain unchanged for several years at least. But even
when conditions become more favorable we are not likely soon to
witness again such a balance of foreign trade our way as marked
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the period from 1915 to 1920 , which was quite abnormal. It is not
desirable that any such figures be reached , but it is desirable that
a healthful state of our foreign trade be maintained if we are not to
experience a period of serious overproduction once the present
domestic demands are fully supplied .

Decline in American Buying of Foreign
Securities
1

DVOCATING the formation of investment trusts as a means
of furthering American purchase of foreign securities,
Grosvenor M . Jones, Chief of the Finance Division of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce , calls attention to the
fact that thebuying of such securities is falling off. Speaking before

the Bankers Forum in New York , he said :
" Since the middle of last year, despite greatly improved business
conditions and far greater prosperity than in the preceding eighteen
months, the volume of foreign securities underwritten in this country
has been reduced to low levels . As proof of this, it should be noted

that in 1919, 1920 and 1921 the total gross sales of foreign securities
in the United States were respectively about $ 720,000,000, $575,
000 ,000 and $690 ,000 ,000 , while in the first half of 1922 they were
about $675,000,000. Against this must be set a total of only
$ 180,000,000 for the second half of 1922, and less than $ 100 ,000 ,000
for the first quarter of 1923 .”

Before this time there had existed quite a marked tendency
among American investors to make direct purchases of foreign

securities . They were moved to this course partly by an under
standing of the necessity for such investments as a means of stini
ulating our foreign trade, by the plentiful supply of domestic funds,
and especially by the unusually attractive yield which most of these

securities offered . The recent marked falling off in such purchases
was attributed by Mr. Jones to the following factors:

“ ( 1 ) The unsettled political and economic conditions in Europe;
“ ( 2 ) The absorption of the resources of banks and other
reservoirs of capital in the revival of domestic industry and
trade, and in building construction ;

“ ( 3 ) The extraordinary issuance of domestic bonds and shares,
not only by large corporations long accustomed to this method of
financing their requirements, but also by smaller industrial and
merchandising concerns that never before issued bonds or offered
their shares to the general public ;
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“ ( 4 ) The fact that the funds of the smaller investors were
largely absorbed by the extraordinary purchases of foreign securi
ties in 1921 and the first half of 1922 ; and

“ ( 5 ) The reduction in the yield on the foreign securities that
have lately been issued .”
These adverse factors were regarded as generally of a temporary
character. Mr. Jones, however, thought that to facilitate American
investments in foreign securities there was urgent need of invest
ment trusts, and that conditions were now specially favorable to
their creation .
The principle underlying such trusts is well understood . It
merely consists in putting behind the foreign security the strength

of a corporation organized under American law and managed chiefly
or wholly by our own citizens. This principle was embodied in the
Foreign Trade Financing Corporation which it was proposed to

organize some time ago under the Edge Law .
Since there is a buying end as well as selling end to financial
organizations of this character, the question arises as to whether
or not it would be advisable to have them owned and managed
jointly by the citizens of the United States and of foreign countries.

The experience gained by similar institutions in other countries
should constitute a valuable element in their successful functioning
in the United States.

Taking Their Own Medicine
N

EWS comes from Bulgaria that in districts where the com
TV munists are in the ascendancy their property is to be ex
propriated and the professors of this faith are to be forced
to establish work settlements and to share equally in the labor of
production and its fruits. The fellows who believe in paper money,
socialism , communism

and all the various panaceas for the ills of

society will hardly be convinced by the result of this experiment.
They always contend that the experiment must be tried on a grand
scale . Had Russia succeeded in the levelling process instituted
there, they might have pointed to this as proof of their contention .

But with the disastrous history of so many ventures of this sort, it
could hardly be expected that the entire world , or any considerable
part of it, would at once adopt a system so marked with failure.
Very likely the Prime Minister of Bulgaria , who is reported as
favoring the administration of their own medicine to the communists
of his country, does not expect in this manner to demonstrate the
practicability of this system of ownership of property and the

distribution of work and profits but rather hopes to show the com
munist that he is on the wrong track.

- -- -

- --

- -- - - -

ALFRED L. RIPLEY

President the Merchants National Bank of Boston

R . RIPLEY, because of his eminent banking ex
perience and his recognized ability as an
economist, is regarded as the dean of the Boston
banking fraternity. He has been elected president of
the Boston Clearing House Association, succeeding
the late Thomas P . Beal, and has been proposed

by Boston bankers for the position of director of the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston as a representative of
the banks in Group 1 Class A . Mr. Ripley prepared
at Phillips-Andover for Yale, graduating from the
latter with Phi Beta Kappa rank. He spent one year
at the Harvard Medical School and later a year at the
Universities of Berlin and Bonn . He taught at Yale
for five years, resigning to go into the banking
business with his father in Boston. He was elected
vice-president of the National Hide and Leather
Bank in January, 1890 . Upon the consolidation
with the State National Bank in 1901 he became vice
president of the latter organization and seven years

later was made president. In 1912 he became first
vice-president of the Merchants National Bank and in
1917 was chosen president, which position he now
holds.
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THOMAS P . BEAL JR .
PresidentSecond National Bank, Boston

M

R . BEAL is of the third generation of his family

I to occupy the important office of president of
the Second National, his grandfather having been
elected president during the panic of 1857, and his

father in 1888. Mr. Beal is a graduate of Harvard ,
class of 1904. After three years with Kidder, Pea

body & Co., he spent a year at the Northwestern

National in Minneapolis and then entered the Second
National as assistant cashier in 1908. In 1910 he was
elected vice-president and director, and became presi
dent June 4, 1923, on the death of his father. Mr.
Beal has also been elected a member of the Boston
Clearing House Committee, a position his father and

grandfather before him filled with conspicuous success.
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ALVIN W . KRECH

Chairman of the board The Equitable Trust Company of New York
M R . KRECH at the age of sixteen entered the flour
1 milling business in Minneapolis, remaining in
this business for fourteen years. He was in the rail

way contracting business for four years, from 1888 to
1892. In 1893 -94 he was identified with the Union
Pacific Railroad. In 1894 he went with the
Mercantile Trust Company, New York , remaining
with that institution until 1903, when he left to
become president of The Equitable Trust Company.

At that time the entire staff of The Equitable did not
exceed twenty- five persons. Today, after twenty
years of Mr. Krech's leadership , the organization
numbers in excess of 1600 officers and employees, and
the capitalization has been increased from $ 3 ,000 ,000
in 1903 to $ 23,000,000. At the regular meeting of
the board of trustees of The Equitable on June 19 ,
last, Mr. Krech was elected chairman of the board,

effective on June 29, last.

ARTHUR W . LOASBY

President The Equitable Trust Company of New York
M R . LOASBY, whose appointment to the presi
W
dency of The Equitable Trust Company became
effective June 29, last, entered upon his banking career
as a clerk in the First NationalBank of Syracuse. He
worked his way up through the ranks to a vice
presidency of that bank, in which office he soon
demonstrated the executive ability and qualities of
leadership which were responsible for his election later
as president of the Trust and Deposit Company of
Syracuse. Mr. Loasby served as president of this in
stitution for six years. It was under his direction that
a consolidation was effected between the First
National and the Trust and Deposit Company, of

which new institution he was chosen president, holding
this office until 1920, when he was elected a vice
president of The Equitable Trust Company. Shortly
after this appointment, Mr. Loasby was elected a
trustee of The Equitable. He has been senior vice
As
acting head of the institution in the absence of Mr.
Krech , Mr. Loasby conducted the negotiations which
resulted in the recent merger of the Importers and
Traders National Bank of New York into The
president of the bank since February 8 , 1922.

Equitable Trust Company of New York .
- - -

WIDE WORLD PHOTOS

J. P . MORGAN

Talking with a member ofthe faculty after receiving honorary L .L . D . degree from
his almamater, Harvard ,at the 287th annual commencement

R . C . LEFFINGWELL
ProminentNew York lawyer and former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury who has become a partner in
the firm of J. P . Morgan & Co. He will represent the house of Morgan in Washington, taking ,
charge of the British payments of thewar debt which are being made through thathouse in the
form of Liberty Bonds
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How Much Do Workmen Save?
By Don Knowlton
THE amount of money that was

rule , have used only a mass appeal.

They have made little or no endeavor
to approach the individual workman .
They have also made little endeavor to
find out what percentage of workmen
are saving, how much they do save, and
lowed .
how much they ought to save.
'
When times were good it was the
And by the words “ ought to save” ,
favorite pastime of editorial writers to I do not mean the purely academic esti
berate the tendency of the workman to mate arrived at by consulting a savings
indulge in silk shirts , second -hand budget got up in the office of some ad
Packards, 25 cent cigars, and so forth. vertising manager. How much a work
Economists

Wall

saved , ought to have been saved , or
was not saved , by workmen has
been a subject of much discussion
throughout the entire post-war inflation
period and the depression which fol-

throughout

country

man ought to save is , of course , an open

threw up their hands in horror at the
so -called thriftlessness of the American

the

question , but it would seem that the ap
proximate solution might be arrived at

workman .

by tabulating the accomplishments of a

During the lean months that followed , in spite of unemployment and in
spite of the fact that the decline in
wages preceded the decline in prices,

large number of individual workmen
who have been successful savers over a
given period of time. What one man
can do, another man in the same or sim

the American workman seemed to be

ilar circumstances ought to be able to

able to take care of himself pretty well .
In fact, the fall-off in bank deposits

accomplish . It is easy to say that every
man ought to save 10 per cent. of his

during this period may have been occasioned , to a considerable extent, by

income. But when the endeavor is made
to apply that rule to any individual case

the fact that the so -called thriftless
American workman was using up the

it always happens that there are certain
special circumstances which tend to

money which hehad saved in good times make an exception to the rule .
John Jones and John Brown both
for the proverbial rainy day.
It seems a rather false accusation to make $ 35 a week . One is unmarried ;

call the American workman , on the
average, thriftless. Glance over the

the other has a wife and five children .
Nothing could be more ridiculous than

names of the savings depositors in

to attempt to apply the same arbitrary

almost any savings institution and esti -

10 per cent. savings rule to both of these

mate, if you can, how many of this num - men .
ber belong to the ranks of what is
termed “ common labor” . The total is
surprising. In fact, in many banks it

THE " SAVE AT THE SHOP PLAN "

The Union Trust Company . Cleve

is the rank and file of the men in over- ml.
alls who form the backbone of the land , has

perfected and is now operat
ing in a large number of Cleveland fac

banks' business . It is the sum total of
these small, slowly accumulated bal

tories an industrial savings plan which

ances
that go to make up a large portion
of the banks' funds available for loans.

with the workmen in these factories and

gives the bank an individual contact

In short, the patronage of the men in enables the bank to study at will the
the shop is extremely valuable to the savings habits and the savings abilities
of the “ boys in the shop” .
savings bank.
In endeavoring to secure business.
The operation of this plan has proved
from the men in the shop , banks, as a conclusively that the American work
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man will save money , and a good deal of
This industrial savings system

Records covering

a

considerable

period of time indicate that on an aver

money, if you give him a chance.
is

age 31.4 per cent. of all employees

and oopen
known as the “ Save at the Shop Plan” . adopt the plan
pe accounts at
Trustand

Its operation is simple, consisting fthe
Company upon the
nion Trust This
irstutUnion
Usolicitation.
d
e
t
c
co
merely
of
payroll
deduction.
The
em
first
t
u
n
d
h
um
u
e
am
c
th
ei
e
ma
m
wh
o
l
shesfroth
ta an is followed by a
m ount hiich mhe
Th pa specifies
ployee
thee aamount wwhiche he- continuous advertising campaign of
wants deducted from his pay each week .

posters inside the shop , payroll inserts

The paymaster then makes out duplicate deposit slips for each employee

and the like, and at intervals of about

who has so specified . The original goes
to the bank and the duplicate is en

six months, further solicitation , if de
sired . However, a second solicitation
is seldom necessary , as the men who

closed , with the money, in the em ployee's pay envelope, serving as his receipt for the money so deducted and de-

adopt the plan soon became so enthusi
astic about it that they continue to sell
it to the rest of the men in the shop

posited to his account at the bank .

until in many factories, at the end of

The

paymaster sends to the bank the deposit

two years of operation as high as from

slips for each pay period , together with

60 to 80 per cent. of all the employees

the company's check covering the
amount of their total, and the bank

are using the "Save at the Shop Plan ” .
It is in this personal solicitation of

credits each workman ' s account with the

workmen that the bank gains the per

amount indicated on each deposit slip .
sonal contact with the men in the shop
The plan is installed in this manner : which gives the bank some insight into
About ten days before the plan is to their savings habits and their savings
be put in operation , all employees in the ability. The most surprising thing re
factory receive a letter, on factory sta -

ported by the bank 's representatives in

tionery, signed by an officer of the plant,

stalling the " Save at the Shop Plan " is

explaining to them

the " Save at the

the fact that apparently workmen do

Shop Plan ” , and urging upon them the

not have to be sold on the thrift idea.
They already have it. They understand

desirability of saving money .
About a week later the employees re -

very well that they ought to save money

ceive a second letter, this time on the

and they understand , to a large extent,

bank stationery , signed by an officer of

that the consistent saving of money is

the bank , urging them

to adopt the

the only way in which they can get the

“ Save at the Shop Plan ”, and explain ing to what surprising totals savings

good things of life . There are , however,
influences which tend to retard this sav

accounts will grow , if deposits are made
regularly.

ings impulse which is already present.

On the pay day when the plan is to be

WHAT KEEPS WORKMEN FROM SAVING ?

installed , signature cards and authoriza

The main thing is , of course, the cost

tion cards are enclosed in each pay en
velope, the authorization cards specify

of living. It is actually impossible for
some workmen to save anything - men

ing the amount which the employee de

who are carrying large families on low
sires deducted from his pay each week . pay.
Another thing which keeps work
All that any workman has to do to adopt
men
from
saving is just downright
the plan is to fill out the signature card
inertia . They do not seem to have
and authorization card and return them
to the paymaster.

Then follows a personal solicitation

" gump” enough to get started. All that
is necessary to make these men good ,

of every workman in the plant by a

consistent savers is the push given them

Union Trust Company representative,

by the " Save at the Shop Plan ” .

and as many workmen as possible are
Another thing that keeps the work
signed up immediately .
man from saving money is lack of op
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A group of advertisements ofthe Union Trust Company in behalf of " The Save at the Shop Plan”

portunity . He has never been able to
the bank has been open for business he
has been at work in the shop and by
the time the whistle blew the bank was
closed .
Now , it is easy to say that he ought
to send his wife down to the bank — but
maybe he hasn 't any wife or maybe his
wife has three or four little children at
home, or perhaps she is working some

which is convenient, they do savemoney
sidering their incomes.
Before the installation of the " Save
at the Shop Plan” , figures compiled
from a number of factories showed that
only about 33.4 per cent. of all work
men have savings accounts or are saving
money in almost any form . After the
“Save at the Shop Plan” has been in
operation for anywhere from six to nine

get to the bank himself, because while and they save a surprising amount, con

where else. Many, many cases of the months, 56.4 per cent. of the employees
actual lack of opportunity to save have are saving through the "Save at the

come to the attention of the Union Trust Shop Plan ” - and in addition to this
been physically difficult for the work savers who are continuing to save as
man to get his money into the bank dur- they did before, through other banks,
ing banking hours.
through payments on homes, through
The " Save at the Shop Plan ” has savings and loan institutions, or in some
given the workman the opportunity to othermanner.
save with the utmost convenience. He PLAN ENCOURAGES CONSISTENT SAVING
does not even have to attend to the
making of his own deposits. Further
A study of the savings habits of a
representatives — cases where it has there are still a number of the original

more, he does not have to exert his will
power anew on each pay day and say
firmly to himself, “So much I save and
so much I spend" . The money which
he saves never reaches his pocket. It

group of 1100 workmen showed an
average deposit per man per month

through the " Save at the Shop Plan ” of
$ 5 .31. This same analysis showed that
on an average these workmen made
presents no temptation to him .
the courseevery
of a
of payment
the basisduring
year. Ondeposits
If workmen , therefore, are given the nineteen
push necessary to overcome their inertia other week , the usual plan , this would
and the opportunity to save in a way mean that these men , on an average,

E
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stuck to their original savings plan

ticularly , appreciate the fact that under

nineteen times out of twenty -six — which

this plan the money which they are to

indicates a pretty regular and consistent
exercise of thrift.

save is deducted from their pay in ad

Of course, it is possible for any man
any time he desires to ask his paymaster
not to deduct his savings deposit on any
particular pay , and the seven times dur-

vance. “ If we don 't get it” , they say
“we won 't spend it” .
T his plan is of particular service
among the men who need it most - the
men who go to make the great rank and

ing the year upon which the average

file of “ common labor” .

workman failed to make his savings de-

educated men and the skilled mechanics

The better

posit would probably indicate a special who have been getting high wages have,
need or emergency. The encouraging most of them , already adopted some
and the significant thing, however, is form of savings. It is the ordinary
the fact that even with this privilege of

laborer who works at so much an hour

cancelling the deduction arrangement at with the shovel, or at the machine, who
any pay day, the workmen did not yield is eager to adopt the " Save at the Shop
to this temptation , but continued to go

Plan ” .

back and carry through the original savings plan nineteen times out of twenty-

This factory saving , however, is by
no means confined to the men receiving

six .

the lower rate of pay. Someof themen

Another proof of the fact that the

have saved surprising amounts over a

average workman has the thrift idea in

period of the last two years.

mind and really wants to save is indi-

in particular, who had ,
workman , in
workman,
particular, who had never

cated by the length of time needed by
the bank 's representative to interview
each individual prospect for the " Save
at the Shop Plan ” . The salesman never

been able to save a cent before in his
life, purchased a few weeks ago $ 1100
worth of furniture and paid cash for it.
Several of the men have already passed

spends more than two minutes on one

the $ 2000 mark.

One

prospect. Generally one minute suf-

If the men in the shop who are using

fices. Sometimes a man is signed up in

this plan continue throughout the next

thirty seconds. The men know pretty
well before they are interviewed as to
whether they can adopt the plan or

ten years to follow it as enthusiastically
as they have up to the present time,
their savings are bound to run well into

whether they cannot. They have given
it some consideration . They are all in

the hundreds of thousands. Of course,

talk about the matter with the bank

a great deal of this money will be spent
as it is saved — but it will be spent in

salesman . In fact, it is an extremely

comparatively large amounts— spent for

It is a common occurrence for many
of the men in the shop , particularly

tangible objective . And after all , this
is one of the purposes of savings. The

foreigners, to sign up for the " Save at

keynote of the entire advertising cam

the Shop Plan” without the slightest
bit of urging . “ I would like to talk

paign used in the "Save at the Shop
Plan” is “ Save to get something” , and

terested in savings and all very glad to

rare thing for a salesman to come across some particular object or thing which
a man who refuses to discuss the propo will make life more worth while - a
sition at all. The men in the shop are washing machine, a victrola , an auto
mobile, a home, or some such definite,
in a receptive mood from the outset.

with you for a minute about our 'Save if these savers do get the real, physical
at the Shop Plan' ” , says the bank's

objects which they want — the things

representative.

which willmake for comfort and happi

" Sure, I take $ 5 a

pay” , says the workman , and that is all ness- certainly the " Save at the Shop
there is to the solicitation .
The younger, unmarried men , par-

Plan ” will have accomplished much .
At any rate , the statistics gathered
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1

by the Union Trust Company, through

Considering his average income and the

its “ Save at the Shop Plan " , would seem

cost of living at the present time, the

to indicate that the American workman

workman , where he is given the oppor

is far from being the thriftless spender

tunity, is more than keeping up his

which he is so often accused of being.

quota of savings deposits.

The Exchange Charge of the Collecting
Bank
By Robert C . Teare
Illinois Merchants Trust Company, Chicago
I N all that vast deal of argument and
discussion which has followed the

“ free area" , all points within which are
" par points” . In other cities no charges

establishment of “ par collection ” of
bank checks under the Federal Reserve
System , little attention has been given

are made unless the item be uncollect-,
ible at par through the Federal Re
serve System . In still other cases, all

to the difference between the exchange

domestic items are received without

charge made by the bank upon which

charge, with no qualification whatever .

an item is drawn and the charge made

Without entering into a highly technical

by the bank which merely acts as an

discussion in each case, several illustra

intermediate, or collecting agent. Much

tions are given below .

has been said regarding the charge of

The banks of Chicago, under their
clearing-house rules, classify as " dis
little concerning that of the bank which , cretionary points" , and in usual practice
as a collecting agent, receives an " out as “ free points ” , New York , Boston and

the paying bank , but comparatively

of town” item from a customer for im -

Philadelphia. In the case of all other

mediate credit or cash . It is the pur items, a 3 cent handling charge must
pose of this article to consider this be made, plus interest at 442 per cent.
neglected phase of the matter of ex - for the time during which the item is in
change charges, and to venture the process of collection , according to the
opinion that the charge of the collecting

Federal Reserve availability schedule .

bank may well be eliminated , just as the

It is only fair to these banks to add

charge of the paying bank has already

that these charges are waived in the
case of out-of-town customers. A some
what similar system has prevailed in St.
Louis .

practically disappeared .
The very lack of discussion alluded
to above has probably permitted many

bankers to be unaware of the fact that

The banks of New York City also

there is a wide difference of practice in

make exchange charges for collection

our banking centers with regard to the
collection of exchange upon " out of
town” , or transit, items deposited by
customers. Some banks, for example ,
receive at par only such items as are
drawn upon a few of the principal bank -

service, likewise based upon interest at
41/2 per cent. An important modifica
tion , however, is that provision is made
for a " free area", which has been grad
ually enlarged until it now comprises
New England and a large portion of the

ing points. Others recognize a certain

middle Atlantic states. One banker has
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estimated that this permits approximately 90 per cent. of all checks to be
received at par.

of credit to provide the theoretical jus
tification for the exchange charge. This
is almost invariably true in the case of

In Boston , for a considerable period , savings deposits.

the banks have extended to their customers the same benefits which they
themselves have received from the Fed eral Reserve collection system . That
isceived
, all at
items
collectible at par are re
par from customers. In the

The " advance of

credit” theory, then , appears to have
little real weight. Either the bank will
refuse actually to make the advance , or
the customer will not ask for it.
EXCHANGE AND INTEREST ON BALANCES

event that the bank must pay an ex
Another defense of the collecting
change charge, it is passed on to the bank's exchange charge
arises in con
customer depositing the item .
nection
with
interest
paid
upon cus
The final step in the modification of tomers' balances. It is contended
that
the exchange charge is the elimination the exchange charge approximates the

of it entirely, a practice for which the
banks of Philadelphia are well known.
THE " ADVANCE OF CREDIT" THEORY

With these differences of practice in

amount of the interest which the cus

tomer will receive upon the uncollected
portion of his balance. Without going
into details, it may be noted that the

exchange is usually computed at a

mind , we may consider a theory very higher rate of interest than that em
commonly employed in defense of the ployed in computing interest upon the
exchange charge of the collecting bank, customer's balance. Accordingly, the
i. e ., that the bank " advances credit" in same amounts are not approximated .
It must be granted , of course, that a
receiving checks payable out of town,
and that the exchange charge reimburses bank should not be expected to pay
the bank for the loss of interest on interest upon collected funds without
funds so advanced . Frequently , to em - some compensation or adjustment.
the

free

collection

system ,

phasize this matter of interest, an

Under

analogy is drawn between the discount
ing of a note and the charging of ex-

whether used partially as in New York
City or completely as in Philadelphia ,
the payment of interest upon uncol
lected funds is prevented by " holding
out interest" or, as frequently ex
pressed ,by " delaying credit for interest
purposes” until the funds are available .
This is easily accomplished by two com
mon methods. An analysis of the de
posits, according to availability , may be
made upon the back of the deposit
tickets, or special “delay interest" slips
may be prepared daily for the use of the
interest clerks at the close of the in
terest period. Computing machines
permit a large volume of this work to

change upon a check .
Yet, as a matter of fact, banks do not
want to carry to a conclusion the im plications of this argument and this
analogy. In other words, customers are
not expected to draw against uncollected
funds, even after paying their exchange,
although , of course, they expect to use

as soon as possible the proceeds of dis
counted notes. They might logically
feel that the assessment of an exchange
charge would entitle them to the use of
the money upon which , according to the
theory under consideration , they had
paid “ interest" . Few banks, however,
would be willing to consider themselves
placed in this position , and, indeed , will

be handled easily and accurately.
EXCIIANGE AND GENERAL OVERIIEAD

COSTS
usually decline to pay drafts against
uncollected funds.
A third line of defense , and one
there.
ourse, there
In the usual case, of course,
probably discloses the real de
which
will be no draft against uncollected

funds and, accordingly , no real advance

sign of these fees, is that the exchange
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is an important source of income to a petty fees only tends to intensify, in
bank , and that it may equitably be ap - the minds of many, their impression
plied to the expense of stationery ,
postage, and the like. Although the
real value of the exchange fees as a

that the bank is a cold -blooded , grasp
ing, and penny-grabbing institution . It
is needless to point out that this tends

matter of incomemay be questioned , no

to counteract the effect of the expensive

one can deny that these are of some
help in defraying general overhead
costs. In like manner, it could equally

advertising of the publicity department.
Carelessness of tellers and bank officers
in applying the schedule creates friction

well be maintained that an exchange between the banks, and differences of
charge upon local clearing -house checks
would help to meet overhead costs . In
short, petty fees could be devised for
every service which the bank performs.
There are, however, certain services
which banks have learned to use as
means of attracting the public's busi
ness. The safekeeping of idle funds,
the use of checks, household accounting
systems, assistance in the preparation

practice between adjacent cities does
turn business, not merely to another
local bank , but to another city. .
In the event that the customer is ac
quainted with the free collection system
of the Federal Reserve banks, and the
use of wire transfers through the Gold
Settlement Fund , he is likely to have his
opinion confirmed that the excha
charge is another method whereby the
of the simpler forms of income tax re banks wring a few more dollars from a
turns, and many other services have

helpless public. More of the publicity

freely extended to hold and

department's good will propaganda is

develop business. Many bankers, it is

thereby cancelled . This situation is par

believed , are coming to feel that the

to gain the good will of the public .

ticularly evident in the case of a savings
customer, upon the proceeds of whose
checks the bank may not begin to pay
interest for several weeks.

Expenses may be provided for by the
maintainance of adequate compensating
balances, or even by the use of a flat

of good will, then , the free exchange
system would seem to have decided ad

been

free collection of transit checks is one
of these services which banks may use

service charge per month when minimum
balances are not maintained .

With respect to the importantmatter
vantages. It casts aside faulty theories,

FREE EXCHANGE AND GOOD will
When we begin to consider this mat

more or less transparent to a critical
public , relinquishes a minor source of
income and places the banking business
upon a more friendly and businesslike
basis. In view of these considerations.

point which is vital in any business, and

many bankers have come to favor free

particularly so in the banking field . It

exchange. It would appear that the

is in its relation to good will that we

coming years will probably reveal a

find the most serious defect in the sys- steady development of sentiment in this
tem of exchange charges. A schedule of

direction .

Receiving and Paying Functions
Article IV. of a Reading Course in Banking
By Glenn G . Munn .
Formerly with Chase Sutional Bank, and instructor in banking, New York and Iludsos:0
County (New Jersey ) Chapters, American lostitute of Banking ina!
-

OUTLINE OF ARTICLE IV .

1. Receiving functions:

4. Receiving and mail teller's work
a . Receiving and verifying de

1. Origin of deposits
a. Over the window - Receiving
teller's, department.

b . By mail- Mail teller's de
partment.

posits.

b . Receipting for (or advising

receipt of) deposits.
c. Distributing items by
(a ) Home debits

c. By collections.

(a ) City collection depart
ment.
(b ) Note teller's depart
ment.
d . By borrowing- Loan

(self

checks).

(b ) Transits.
(c) Clearing-house.
(Non - clearing
( d ) City
house ).

and

discount departments .

2. Kinds of deposits
a. General - repayable on de

mand in money, relation be
tween bank and depositor
being that of debtor and
creditor.
b. Special- valuables , e. g.,
bonds, the identical property
being returnable upon de
mand, with relation between
bank and depositor being
that of bailor and bailee.

3. Composition of general deposits
- " cash ” items only.
a. Currency.
b . Checks, sight drafts, money
orders, etc.
c. Matured coupons.

(e ) Currency.
d. Computing exchange charges
and deferred interest.

e. Checking and proving.
II. Paying functions:
1. The paying teller's work
a. Paying out cash against
checks, etc.
b . Custodianship of “ till" or
counter money .
(a ) Counting,

verifying,

and inspecting. . .
(b ) Safekeeping.
(c) Furnishing adequate

supply in appropriate
denominations.
c. Certifying checks.
d . Payroll and petty cash .
e. Settling clearing-house bal
ances.

f. Proving the day's work.

IT is at the receiving and paying tellers' wickets that depositors come
into most frequent contact with
their banks. Many persons, it is safe to
say , scarcely realize that banks are organized for any other purpose than to
receive and to pay out money. Bank
managements, therefore, should regard

bank interdepartmentally, and it is es
sential that these functions be effectively
developed. But for success, tellers
should have a broad understanding of
banking functions and of interdepart
mental relations.
The receiving teller begins each day's
work with an empty drawer and a clean

these crucial contact points as media for

proof sheet - without any balance car

advertising the other facilities available ried over from the preceding day. His
to their depositors. Receiving and pay- department retains no part of the bank 's
ing tellers are outposts for “ selling" the assets nor does it keep any permanent
24
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records. It has a complete daily turn - main classifications: (1) letters contain
ing deposits, and (2 ) all other letters.
It is only with the former that this de
The most important work of the re- partment is ultimately concerned , and
ceiving teller is that of taking in de these are subdivided into the following

over of transactions, disposing each day
of all that it receives.

posits. What are the points to be ob -

served in this work ? They are as fol
lows :

1. Is the deposit intended for the bank in
question ?

2. Does the name on the pass book agree

groups:
1. Direct " cash ” letters, i. e., those con
taining cash items only, e. g., checks, money
orders, and currency, and intended for the
immediate credit of the remitter.
2. Indirect " cash” letters, i. e., those con

taining cash items intended not for the
with the deposit slip ? (Oftentimes , depos immediate
credit of the remitter, but for
itors have several accounts in addition to
unt that of another account indicated on the
the regular account, e. g , payroll account,
ticket.
dividend account, sinking fund account, etc., deposit
3. Transit and collection remittance let
which it is important not to confuse ).
3. Is the deposit slip correctly dated ? If ters, i. e., those containing checks or drafts
in payment of " cash ” or “ collection ” items
not, correct it.
forwarded to collection agents
4. Do the items as listed on the deposit previously
for collection and credit .
slip agree with the items constituting the
deposit ?
In case the deposit consists of cash only,

4. Collection letters, i. e , those containing
items which are not to be credited to the

account of the remitter until collection has
effected.
the been
5 . Coupon letters, i. e., those containing
slip matured
coupons only.
few
and

it is counted immediately, examined for
counterfeits and raised bills, listed on
cash sheet, and verified with the deposit
entry. If the deposit consists of only a
checks, they are verified as to amount

indorsement, and examined for exchange
charges.

Among large banks, deposits received
through the mail and over the receiving
teller's windows are customarily proved

But, if the deposit consists of many
checks, it is impractical to examine them at
the time the deposit is taken in , otherwise
customers would be compelled to wait in

by means of the “block ” system . This

line. Instead , the first and last checks are
usually examined as to endorsements, and

designed to save time in proving such

amounts are verified with the deposit slip,

posted to the individual ledgers.

but the final detailed proof is made at the

is a system of preliminary accounting

deposits before the deposit slips are
A

"block " consists of a number of checks,
by the block department) .
say from one to four hundred, together
At all events, any cash accompanying a with their relative deposit slips. To
deposit is immediately counted , examined
convenience of the teller (and in large banks

for counterfeits, etc., and verified with the

prove a "block " , checks are first as

deposit slip entry.

sorted into the divisions required by the

5. The amount of cash with each deposit
is listed on the teller's cash sheet.
6. The footing of the deposit slip, if cor
rect, is entered in the pass book. If the de
posit has not been verified , the pass book

conditions within any given bank, e.
g., self-checks, transits, clearing -house
checks, etc. After this sortation has
been completed , an adding machine

entry is subject to revision , in case the deposit slip footing is later found to be in

total of the checks is secured by di
visions. Another adding machine tot

error.

of the corresponding deposit slip foot

The function of the mail teller's de-

ings is secured, which , if the "block "

partment is to assort, prove, and route

proves, must equal the total of the

items to other departments for final dis-

checks.

position , when such deposits have been

Thus a " block” is an independent

received through the mail. Usually the unit of work . If errors occur, they can
mail teller's department controls all the be discovered comparatively easily ,
incoming mail of the bank . Excluding since they are confined to a part of the

mail of personal character, letters taken work , and it is unnecessary to check
from envelopes are divided into two back all of it. That is to say, it be
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comes necessary to re- examine only such

blocks as contain errors.
Before deposit slips are routed to the
ledger clerks for posting , exchange

11. Whether the check is subject to ex

change charges.

tations are made to indicate amounts on

The paying teller and his assistants
should be thoroughly conversant with
the sources of supplies of new money,
how to redeem worn and mutilated cur

which interest is to be deferred ( in case

rencies, and how to detect counterfeits

charges are computed ( if any) , and no

of interest-bearing accounts). The pur- and raised bills.
pose of exchange is to compensate the
READING ASSIGNMENT
W
.
H
.
Kniffin
: The Practical Work of a
in the process of being collected . Ex
cept in rare cases (where the Federal Bank, Chap. 5, 6 , 15 . ( The receiving, pay
and mail teller's work ).
Reserve check collection system cannot ing,Langston
& Whitney : Banking Practice,

bank for the loss of intcrest on items

be utilized ) , interest should not be de

Chap . 4 , 5, 6. (Paying and receiving func

ferred on items on which exchange is tions) .
G . G . Munn : The Paying Teller's Depart
charged .
( A complete analysis of the work of
For many reasons, the paying teller's ment.
the paying teller, including the handling of
responsibility is far more heavy than money, detection of counterfeits, etc.)
that of the receiving teller. In the
W . H . Kniffin : The Business Man and His
Bank , Chap . 5, 9. (Customers' relations
first place he is custodian of the bank 's with
the paying and receiving teller ) .

most

important

( although

not the

largest) asset — the money stock . He is
SUPPLEMENTARY READING
also intrusted with certain disbursing
For those who wish to make a more thor
functions, principally that of cashing
of the subject.
checks. In this role, if he has not been oughJ. study
: Money and Banking,
properly trained , he runs risks of over- Chap . T.13 .Holdsworth
(Deposits and depositors) .
paying , overcertifying, paying to an
W . H . Kniffin : The Savings Bank and Its
unidentified person , paying a post Practical Work , Chap . 11-20, 27, 29.
H . Langston : Practical Bank Opera
dated or stale check , paying a check for tionL ., Chap.
2, 3.
an account having insufficient or no
QUESTIONS
funds, or paying a stopped , forged, or
altered check .
1. What is the difference between general
Perhaps his most exacting duty is and special deposits? Give an example of
that of cashing checks. The points he each.
2. What is the relation between a bank
must observe in this work are :
and a general depositor? Between a bank
1. To establish the identity of the payee
beyond doubt, or to secure the indorsement
of a financially responsible depositor.
2. To assure himself that the check is not
post- dated or stale.

3. That the amount in words and figures
agree .

4. That there are no material alterations.
5. That the signature is not forged and
that the person signing the check has
authority .

6 . That no stop - payment has been issued.
7. That payment is not made in excess of
the limit fixed by a check -protecting device.
8. That the drawer has sufficient funds on
deposit to cover the amount of the check .
9. That the indorsement, if required , has

and a special depositor ?

3. What is a demand deposit? Time de
posit?

. 4. What is a certificate of deposit and
why is it employed ?
5. Ofwhat are general deposits composed?
6 . From what sources do general deposits
originate ?

7 . What is the nature of a pass book in a
commercial bank ? In a savings bank ?
8. What is the work of the receiving tel
ler's department?

9. What points should a receiving teller
observe in taking in a deposit ?
10 . What should a receiving teller do in

case the amount of a deposit is greater than
called for by the deposit slip ?

11. Should a receiving teller accept a

been properly affixed.

deposit slip containing erasures or altera

10. That the check has not become invalid
because of the death of the depositor or
legal attachment of his funds.

tions ? Why or why not?
12. Should a receiving teller ever make out

a deposit slip ?
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13. Name five different kinds of indorsements, and illustrate an indorsement in
blank and a special indorsement.
14. What is the function of the mail tel.
ler' s department?
15 . What is meant by (a ) direct cash letter, (b ) indirect cash letter, (c ) transit re
mittance letter, and (d ) coiiection letter ?
16 . Explain the use and purpose of the
" block " system .
17. On what items should interest be deferred from deposit balances ?
18. Should interest be cleferred on items

27

24. What are the various risks of the pay
ing teller ?

25. What is the work of the money de
partment ?

26. What are the various sources of sup
ply of used money ? New money ?
27. l'nder what conditions is paper money
with the torn parts missing acceptable at
full face value?

28 . Where must worn and mutilated na
tional bank notes be sent for cancellation
and re-issue?

29. Name eleven kinds of United States

upon which exchange has been charged ?

money.

19. What is the difference between " cash ”
and " collection " items?
20. Describe the " unit" system of paying
and receiving, and enumerate its advantages.
21. What are the various functions of the
paying teller ?
22. What points must the paying teller

30. Which of these are legal tender ?
31. How are counterfeit coins best de
tected ?
32. How would you detect counterfeit
bills ?

observe in cashing a check ?

33 . How would you guard against taking
34 . What is the difference between

in raised bills ?

23. W 'ill a paying teller he legally pro tected if he pays a check that is ( ) un
datei , (b ) post-datel, (c ) two years olıl,
(d ) written in lead pencil, (e ) different in

“ thumbing" and " scaling" ?
35. What is a certificd check ? What con
stitutes certification ?
36 . What bookkeeping is involved when a

amount in words and figures, ( f) forgcol,

check is certified ?

(g ) altered in amount, (h ) unnunbered , and
(i) " stopped " ?

tained ?

37. How is the paying teller's proof ob

Figures from Reports to Comptroller
REPORTS of condition received by due largely to the fact that deposits of
the Comptroller of the Currency

such banks on December 29 were very

from nationalbanks and by the Federal materially inflated because of the large
Reserve Board from state banks and amount of exchanges for the clearing
trust company members of the Federal house held on that date. The amount
Reserve System as of April 3, 1923, of such exchanges held by New York
show that there has been an increase in banks on December 29 was $ 1,019,819,
loans and discounts of all member banks

000 as compared with $ 614 .326 ,000 on

since December 29 , 1922, the date of the
last previous call, of $492 ,000 ,000 , and
of $ 1,407,000,000 since March 10 ,
1922. Holdings of U . S . securities in
creased only $95,000,000 during the
period between the last two calls as
compared with an increase of $ 1,128,

April 3 , 1923.

It is noteworthy that during the year
or since March 10 , 1922, demand and
time deposits have increased about $ 1,

500,000,000 each , the increase in de

mand deposits in the aggregate being

000,000 since March 10 , 1922 . Demand slightly in excess of the increase in time
deposits went down in both New York deposits, although in New York City
and Chicago , and increased somewhat the increase in time deposits amounted
in reserve city and country banks, the to $ 259,000,000 and the increase in de
substantial decline for New York being mand deposits to only $ 136 ,000 ,000.

Are Bank Clerks Underpaid ?
By Joseph Cully
( In view of a recent report that New York banks are formulating plans for raising the
salaries of 20 , 000 bank clerks of that city, the following article assumes a very timely nature.
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE prints this article purely as a matter of general interest, and
without editorial bias pro
THE EDITOR ]

or

( cn

with

regard

to

the cpinicrs

set forth

by

the

author.

HERE seems to be little justification for the small salaries paid
employees in the large city banks.

employee cannot be compared with the
skilled mechanic , but in answer to this
it can be said that by bank employee

It is certainly not because their work
is exceptionally easy. Many laymen

is meant all that the word implies, and
not merely one who can operate a Bur

have an idea that work in a bank begins

roughs adding machine, for such a one

at 10 o 'clock in the morning and ends

is not a full-fledged bank clerk but only

about 3 o 'clock in the afternoon .

an adding machine operator. Everyone

It is

quite true that these are banking hours, who is at all familiar with banking will
but they certainly are not working

agree that to work in a bank one must be

hours for the bank clerk . One might

able to do more than simply operate an

probably find these hours for work in

adding machine . As a matter of fact,

small country banks, but the work of the man who adopts this profession as
such banks cannot be taken as repre- his life work must needshave consider

sentative of the general field of banking able brains, more by far than the
As a matter of fact , employees of large mechanic. The latter, by concentrating
city banks, and it is with these that the
present article has to do, often work

all his energy and ability along a single
line, can achieve notable success, where

until late at night; and, whereas, many as the banker must not only be master
workers in other lines receive overtime

of his own work , but must also have a

and “ time and a half” for their extra

knowledge and insight into the basic

work, the bank employee in themajority
of cases receives only supper money, so

principles underlying all phases of
business. All banks, with a few ex

called because it is only enough to pay

ceptions, are organized with the idea of

for a supper, and this he gets regardless

diversifying their operations broadly so

of whether he works until o'clock
(before which time he gets nothing) or

that they touch upon numerous and
varied lines of business . To obtain the

until midnight. There is nothing which

knowledge thus required of bank em

will dishearten a man more than to be ployees to carry on this varied business
compelled to do a considerable amount

involves a considerable amount of study

of night-work , especially when it is and hard work on their part.
largely gratuitous service on his part.

The banks, themselves, may say

It is conceded that the bank em ployee has many advantages over the
workers in other lines, such, for in stance, as being paid for holidays, vacations, and illness. But even allthis does

here that by the large turnover of bank
employees each year it is evident that
comparatively few enter banking with
the intention of making it their life
work. But right here is the crux of the

not offset the amount over and above
the average bank employee's salary
which many other workers, such as the
mechanical workers, receive ; and as far
as being paid for time off on account of
illness , it must be remembered that even

situation . If bank employees were
given more incentive in the way of rea
sonably larger salaries, commensurate
with their work and ability always,
there would not be such a large turn
over, and banking , as a vocation , would

the mechanic receives his sick benefits

attract more brainy and intelligentmen

from the unions.

to it.

It might be argued that the bank

The standard of intelligence in the
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rank and file of banking is gradually
being lowered , in spite of the splendid

some point out that working in a
bank is an honorable vocation on account

work being done by the American In -

of the requirements. Aside from the

stitute of Banking along educational hard work and mean hours of such
lines. And the reason for this is work , this may be true to a certain ex
obvious: ifmen can sell their ability for tent. However, the laws of human
more in some business other than bank - nature cannot be disregarded and men
ing, common sense alone will prompt will go where the returns are greater,
them to follow that other vocation where not where position itself is the most im
the returns are greater, even though the

portant.

“ Position in life is every

prestige be less. This is only human thing" when it is a satisfactory means
nature and one cannot get away from it. of a livelihood, but not otherwise. The
Do bank employees receive small sal-

case of a former Postmaster General

aries because the earnings of banking

who gave up a coveted position with the

are smaller than those of other kinds of Government of the United States for
businesses ?

The answer is best given

by a counter- question :

one that was not so exalted , but more

In what other

remunerative, is a good illustration of

kind of business are the earnings (and

the force of this principle. A bank

profits ) greater and more stable than

employee may receive the respect and

in banking ? It is an undisputed claim , esteem of his fellow men , but if he is
which can be verified by taking into

an honorable person he will receive this

consideration the rates of interest paid

whether he is a bank employee or other

on bank stocks, that banks are among
those institutions whose earnings are the
highest. But how are these high earn

wise, and as far as he, himself, is con
cerned, what he wants to receive is
something more tangible for his efforts

ings made possible ; what are the con tributing factors ?

in the way of dollars and cents.

To sum up it can be said that a bank ,
While it is true that the means by being an institution with a specific serv
which a bank is enabled to derive large ice to render in our economic structure ,

profits are furnished chiefly by the must , on account of its importance, have
stockholders and depositors, yet it must intelligent people in its employ. In
not be forgotten that the employees are telligent people do not just grow that
also largely instrumental in this con - way, but become so only through pains
nection , and if they are, therefore, in - taking effort on their part. They have
strumental in this work of creating

not a commodity , but a service , to sell,

profits for the bank and its stockholders,

and as a bank will strive to obtain the

and to a lesser degree depositors, is it

highest returns possible on its invest

not only just that they receive what

ments and service , so also the individual

might be called an appreciative salary
for their efforts ?

will reach out for the highest returns

In a small number of banks the em

for that which he has to offer. It there
fore follows, that unless banks are will

ployees are given an opportunity to

ing to compete with other lines of busi

share in the profits through stock - ness in the matter of salaries there will
ownership on the partial payment plan . be, in time, a lowering of the standard
Whatevermay be the merits or faults of of service which a bank renders due to a

this arrangement we will not discuss, personnel with a lesser degree of intel
but it may be said here that what the

ligence as a result of the infallible law

average man wants more than anything

of human nature which decrees that a

else is a salary which will at least permit him to live in a manner becoming his
position first , and then be able to buy
stock on the partial payment plan if
he has a surplus .

man will sell for the highest possible
price whatever he has to offer, whether
in the banking or commercial fields; and
banks by no means pay the highest
prices for the services of men .

Federal Reserve System Tendencies
By Craig B . Hazelwood
Vice-president Union Trust Compny, Chicago, and chairman State Legislative Council,
American Baobers Association
[ The following article is taken from an address delivered by Mr. Hazelwood before the
Reserve City Bankers Association , French Lick , Ind. , May 29. At this meeting Mr. Hazelwood
was elected president of the Reserve City Bankers Association . - THE EDITOR . )

STITH a view to setting forth sug-

we have a credit panic anywhere near

gestive ideas for discussion, I

themagnitude of that of 1919 and 1920

should like to review with you
known results of the operation of the

without, at the same time, suffering a
currency panic.
In one particular we did not carry

Federal Reserve System thus far, to set
forth certain ideas with respect to sug- out the the original purposes of the Act.
gested changes and then to attempt to
make clear some of the misconception

It is clearly the intention , as stated in
the Act itself, that surplus profits of

regarding the administration of the Act
which appears to exist even in the minds

the Federal Reserve Banks should be
used to supplement the gold reserve

of not a few bankers themselves. I
shall be pleased if anything I may sav

held against outstanding United States
Treasury Notes and greenbacks. An

will bring about a free expression from

increase in this reserve of slightly less

the floor.

than $ 200,000,000 would cause all out

The primary purposes of the Federal

standing greenbacks to be transformed

Reserve System are generally accepted
as five in number, four of which I will

into gold secured notes. None of the
$ 117 ,000 ,000 of profits of the Federal

dealwith very briefly . These are:

Reserve System has been used so far
for this purchase but all has been ap
plied to our war debt. In the main ,
however, the Federal Reserve note is
sues inaugurated in 1914 gave us what

1. The establishment of a scientific
currency system .

2.Mobilization of bank reserves.
3 . Provisions for a satisfactory de

pository and fiscal agency for the Fed
eral Government.
4. Improvement of facilities for
financing foreign trade.
5 . Mobilization and direction of bank

we had not had in this country for
exactly 100 years; that is to say, an

The hope and expectation of those

automatic elastic currency system .
As to the second primary purpose in
the establishment of the System , mobil
ization of bank reserves, a result quite
generally satisfactory has been secured
yet it is frankly true that matters have

who framed the Federal Reserve Act

not worked out entirely as the framers

that the machinery set up for the
origination , distribution and automatic

of the Act conceived they would. A
large part of the bank reserves of the

credit.

retirement of currency issues, 40 per

country have been concentrated in the

cent. gold secured , should be en

hands of the Federal Reserve Banks

tirely responsive to the needs of trade and this fund of deposits furnishes the
and the varying conditions of business, basis , very largely , for the lending
have been wonderfully well realized . power to member banks.
The confidence displayed by the public
Many , however, expected that fol
in this currency , and the ease with lowing the enactment of the Federal
which its use has met the conditions

Reserve Act the practice of banks keep

imposed upon it, can be most quickly

ing money in the large centers would

realized when it is stated that never

be entirely discontinued .

before in the history of the country did

pectations have not been realized and

These ex
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The third purpose of the Act, to

pondents are larger now than ever be
fore. Again , support for the enact ment of the System was received from
some members of Congress who thought
they saw an end to what they pleased
to call Wall Street domination of the
money market. To these gentlemen the
working out of the matter has been a
disappointment. Fortunately the system for employment of funds on sharp

provide a satisfactory depository and
fiscal agency for the Federal Govern
ment, has been well fulfilled . There can
be no question but that the Federal Re
serve Banks have given better service to
Government and banks alike than the
antiquated sub -treasury system ever did .
It is, without doubt, true that the former
Secretaries of the Treasury were able
to save many a local situation through

call against securities listed in Wall

the quick transfer of funds to various

Street has been preserved and is being

local sub -treasuries, but it is also true

employed more scientifically and gen

that the power thus arbitrarily placed
was potentially a source of danger and
misuse . The function of the Federal

erally than ever before.
THE PAR COLLECTION SYSTEM

A supplementary provision for the

mobilization of bank funds was intro
duced into the Act at the last moment in
the shape of the par collection system .
There can be no question but that we,
as ex -transit men , know it to be true

that the par collection system has
speeded turnover of bank checks, has
cut down conversion time, and made
available as loanable funds a very con
siderable additional amount. Right
here, however, I desire to inject a com ment on what I consider to be one of
the small blunders committed by Fed eral Reserve Banks in the administration of the Act. I refer to the forcing
methods that were used at one time,
and now happily are very generally discontinued , to compel non -member banks

to either enter into a contract to remit
at par for items forwarded to them by
the various Federal Reserve Banks or
to suffer the inconvenience and embar -

Reserve System as a fiscal agency for
the Government was splendidly used
during the period of flotation of Gov
ernment war loans. We hope the time
will never come again when this func
tion will be so liberally required as at
that time.
Concerning the function of assisting
in the financing of foreign trade much
could be said. I may only say that I
believe the Federal Reserve Board

might very well codify and simplify,
and at the same time make more scien
tific and exacting, the requirements in
relation to the handling of collateral
against member banks' acceptances for :
the financing of foreign trade.

The problems of how best to use the
facilities of the Federal Reserve System
so as to control the volume of credit
through the manipulation of the redis

count rate and the regulation of bank
borrowing as well as open market trans
actions are, undoubtedly, among the
most discussed that have come up

rassment of taking care of their items through the operation of the System .
through unusual and irregular channels . It has become apparent to most ob
Unless by order ofGovernment or court, servers that in some respects the Sys
every business association should have tem has not functioned as scientifically
the privilege of voluntary election re as it should have in this respect. Many
garding any reciprocal business rela
tionship . It is my belief that the re theories have been advanced by bankers
sentment engendered by this bureau and economists for changes the better
cratic method of handling this question to enable the System to effect a more
has very seriously impaired the good complete control of the money market,
will and support of the country bank

so that the adjustment between redis

element toward the Federal Reserve

count rate and business activity might
be made in anticipation of a business,

System .
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activity that needs restraint or of an
inactivity that needs stimulation .
DETERMINATION OF REDISCOUNT RATES

more harmful and unsettling to business
than any clean -cut action might be. One
difficulty seems to be clearly evident;

"There are very many who find fault
with the manner in which the rediscount

mon denominator upon which its redis

namely, that thus far the Federal Re

serve Board has not fixed upon any com
rates have been determined thus far.

count rate is based. The policy has ap
peared to be a hesitant and unsettled

The establishment and maintenance of one and no possible clew has been given
an arbitrary rate for carrying Govern which would indicate to the bankers of
ment securities during the war financing the country what action might reason
period, which was far below the marketably be expected under any given set of
ra

es at the time, has been freely crit-

conditions. It seems to me highly im

icised . As a matter of fact these special portant that the Federal Reserve Board
rates on notes secured by Governments

determine on a policy which will enable

were but consistent with the extra the several Federal Reserve Banks to
ordinary low rates of interest which

fix their rediscount rates in accordance

the Government exacted on patriotic
grounds from the owners of war time
securities. The question of policy,
therefore , in relation to the rediscount

with the sum of certain local factors,

together with the position of the market
rate on someone class of paper the
country over.

rates resolved itself into the question of

It has been suggested and strongly

whether the Government was justified

urged, particularly by bankers of na

in putting out its securities at so low

tional repute in the East, that the gen

an interest basis. Many of you , I am

eral factor for fixing rediscount rates be

sure , will agree both that it was not
justified and that the policy of our

the rate at which bankers' acceptances
are bought and sold . This plan draws

neighbor republic, the Dominion of

value from the fact that bank accept

Canada , in paying the market rate was

ances have an open market and are

better taken with the result that their purchased with surplus funds. The
securities receded very little from par. practical difficulty is , however, that the
No one can estimate the losses incurred volume of bankers' bills is not yet large
by small investors who disposed of their enough to fix a rate which represents a
holdings of Governments at prices of true index of conditions the country
over. Another suggestion has been that
to 90 .r criticism directed at the Fed - the
82Furthe
rediscount rate should be governed

eral Reserve Board was that it was very

by the ordinary over-the-counter rate

dilatory in raising the rediscount rates of commercial banks. The difficulty
in 1918 and 1919 in order to signalize with this idea is that over -the-counter
and check the inflation which was evi- rates vary considerably in different

dently upon us. Even today there are

parts of the country, and even in dif

many who hold that the rediscount rate

ferent cities in the same Federal Re

should have been actually raised at the

serve district, and it would probably be

beginning of this vear to sound the

difficult to arrive at a common standard

warning that business was moving too which would bemutually satisfactory.
fast and that there was danger of an -

The third suggestion , which seems to

other period of inflation . Whatever de- me to be the most logical, is that the
gree of justice there may be in these Federal Reserve rediscount rate should
criticisms, it appears certain that the be based upon , or perhaps equal to, the

Federal Reserve policy with respect to

best prevailing rate on high grade com

its rediscount rates lacks definiteness.

mercial paper commanding a ready

The uncertainty with respect to what market.
the Federal Reserve System may do

The advantage of this plan , as I

with reference to interest rates is much

can see the matter, is that the commer
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cial paper rate most closely represents, to the other extreme and making the
generally speaking, the results of the rediscount rate higher than the market
action of the law of supply and demand . rate on the theory that rediscounting
Referring to the old economic law would involve a restraining cost or

that in a free market prices are de- penalty.
termined by the marginal buyer or
The practical difficulty with this plan
seller, it would appear that the com
is that in the event that the Federal Re
mercial paper rate representsmore than serve Banks were to attempt to charge
anything else a universal rate at which
the marginal borrower is willing to
come on the market for his requirements

member banks more for rediscounting
than the market rate , these same mem
ber banks would expect, and would have

and at which the marginal purchasing a right, to receive as a matter of course
bank is willing to make use of a certain the actual market rate from their cor
part of its surplus funds.
respondent banks, thus diverting bor
Under these circumstances is not the rowings from the Federal Reserve Sys
commercial paper rate as true an index
of the condition of the money market of
the country as anything we have ? No

tem to the commercial banks. This
would be a rather awkward situation
and would mean that city banks in turn

such standard is used abroad , but, by would only rediscount when and if their
the same token , no other country uses own funds were exhausted . That would
single name commercial paper as we do throw the whole scheme of things out of
alignment.
to obtain funds in the open market.
I do not mean to imply that the Fed I do not recall seeing very many ar
eral Reserve Board or the several Fed -

guments in favor of a rediscount rate

eral Reserve Banks should change their that is neither substantially above nor
rediscount rate at every change in the substantially below the market. Really ,
rate at which commercial paper is

from all angles, is not such a rate the

placed on the open market. Further, as

stated , there are local factors in each

logical rate to strive toward ? Would
it not tend to produce a most natural

district which must be taken into con sideration . It is also entirely con -

result and cause banks to seek the Fed
eral Reserve only for the purpose of

ceivable that the curve of the rate of refunding without profit or without
commercial paper will go off the chart penalty loans they have made to their
at either end . However, it seems to me customers ?
that a general statement of policy by

the Federal Reserve Board that the
commercial paper rate is in their

REGULATION OF VOLUME OF CREDIT

opinion as fair an approximation of the

In considering the general problem of

going rate as is available would tend to
settle a great part of the uncertainties

the control of the regulation of the
volume of credit used , and the question

which have existed with respect to what

of how much this control amounts to , is

the Federal Reserve Banks might pos- it possible that the Federal Reserve
1 Banks are credited with power over the
sibly do.
As to whether the rediscount rate of economic condition of the country
the Federal Reserve Banks should be which , in fact, they do not possess ? I

higher or lower than the current or believe that over -emphasis has been
going rate for money has been very placed on their possible role in this re
freely discussed and the consensus of spect.
opinion seemsto be that the Federal Reserve rate should not be substantially
lower than the current market, as other
wise an inducement is present to redis-

It is assuredly true that expansion
of Federal Reserve currency is the re
sult and not the cause of credit infla
tion . To prove this we have only to

count for a profit.

refer to our experience in 1920 . United

There are many who advocate going

States retail prices based on the Federal
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Reserve price index of June and July

be laid at the door of the Federal Re

of 1920 reached a high of 215. The serve System .
high point of Federal Reserve issues

The control of the situation is fun

was reached the last week of October damentally in the hands of our com
and the first week of November, or mercial banks and the influence of the
sixty days later than the peak retail Federal Reserve System is only effective
prices. Since that time Federal Reserve issues have steadily declined . It
is also obviously true that the expansion

when heed is given to the warning im
plied by a sharp rise in the rediscount
rate. As a matter of fact, a rise of

of bank loans was not of Federal Re-

one-half of 1 per cent, in the rediscount

serve making. I wonder if wemay not
honestly admit to ourselves that many

rate does not prevent banks from bor
rowing if the need be great. Further

of us were guilty of that same inclina-

more, an

tion to over -expansion which we found
in the records of our commercial cus-

obviously control, if at all, only such
banks as pay them . Non -member banks

increase

in

the rate can

tomers who felt that the very substan - and non -borrowing member banks are
tial growth of their businesses was due, obviously not effected in a direct way.
without doubt, to some special ability Furthermore, in the agricultural dis
which they possessed as against their tricts any ordinary rediscount rate
competitors. I wonder if we did our would not represent a penalty in view
full duty in curbing the evidences of of the considerably higher rates which
inflation and too rapid increase of com prevail for customer loans. It is the
mitments before proper assimilation.
commercial bank rate, and not the re
The banks in the agricultural dis - discount rate, that the public pays.
tricts had themselves to blame for the
Over the war period and the years
extended condition in which they found following, the Federal Reserve System
themselves after the year 1918 when has trica many experiments involving
crops brought enormous surplus funds regulation of the rediscount require
to them . An increase in deposits is an inents for paper. Most of these ex
increase in liabilities. Banks more often

periments have admittedly been fail

get into a strained condition through a ures. For example, it was undoubtedly
sudden reduction in deposit liabilities unwise to attempt the exclusion of cer
than from an increase in loan demand. tain classes of paper, as for example
The business public does business that representing the purchase of auto
with the commercial banks direct and

mobiles, through the practice of impos

not with the Federal Reserve Banks.

ing discriminatory discount rates.

It is within the power of every com -

It has been said that the return of

mercial bank to regulate the character 4 ,000,000 United States soldiers from
and volume of its own loans. With the the great war presented a political prob
exception that a strong urge was placed

lem which had a strong influence on the

upon them to absorb loans to assist decisions of the Federal Reserve Board.
Government financing during the war
period, there has been no . outside di-

From the Administration ' s standpoin
was necessary that these soldiers find

rection of their course in this respect.

employment.

It has been stated that

If bankers extended loans to finance the the Government deliberately encouraged
purchase of additional land, for the over-production and expansion to give
carrying of speculative securities, to that employment; and that the Federal
finance the purchase of additional build - Reserve Board, greatly moved by this
ings or equipment, or to enable manu - consideration , at the instance of the Ad
facturing or jobbing customers to book
forward commitments in unusual vol-

ministration did not as soon as might
have been apply the brakes by means of

ume; and if this was done on their own
initiative and if the results were un -

an increase in the Federal Reserve rate.
Whatever degree of fact there mav be

fortunate in some cases ; no fault should

in this statement ; whatever criticism
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This is particularly true in the
there may be due the Federal Reserve
Board for not having put on the brakes agricultural sections, and while the
soon enough ; and however true it may actual statistics of the Federal Reserve
be that the establishment of the Fed Banks show that basic lines of credit
eral Reserve System not only released and even eligibility requirements were
considerable bank reserves for trans- forgotten in many cases to prevent

thered for not having peter true it may

asanks show that

formation into bank loans, but also par- banks going out of business , yet the
tially removed the fear of the results feeling was prevalent that the country
of over-expansion as a result of a feel-

banks were not getting their full share

ing that the reserve power of the

of Federal Reserve coöperation . Dema

Federal Reserve System was there to

gogues in and out of Congress have been

fall back on ; it still must be said , in quick to take up the cry against what
all fairness , that neither the System , they have styled , “ Federal Reserve tyr
nor the Board , nor the individual banks anny and compulsion " .
The facts of the matter were, and
were actually responsible for the in flated condition in which the nation , and

they can be easily demonstrated by a

for that matter the entire world , found review of the figures, that the Federal
itself.

Reserve System not only went to the
limit of its lending capacity , but also
THE PROCESS OF DEFLATION

The process of deflation , however,
was one in which the Federal Reserve

System was more intimately concerned .
When the business public woke up to
the necessity of taking the water out of

ces, the Federal Reserve Board and
the Federal Reserve Banks took an
active hand ; and their efforts were con
scienticus, at least, and, for the most
part, intelligent and sympathetic. Blun ders were committed without doubt ;
some of them errors of judgment per
haps, as when one Federal Reserve
Bank sent out a general notice to all
borrowing banks in a certain state that
their entire debt must be liquidated on
or before a certain date.

that by far the larger amount, in pro
portion , of its lending power was used
in agricultural districts.

Great stress was placed by the
framers of the Federal Reserve Act
on the importance of restricting the
assets of the Federal Reserve Banks to
self-liquidating commercial paper. As
bankers we realize the importance of
this provision , and as stockholders of
the System we may well congratulate
ourselves that but a very small part of
the recent legislation for assisting the
farmer in withholding his products from
market for better prices was fastened
on the Federal Reserve System . Per
haps the machinery of the so -called in

This was

termediate credit bank may work out

obviously impossible and obviously il -

well , but there will always exist, I

logical. The final handling of that case
was, however, much more scientific and
the result was an orderly liquidation
from a high peak of about two and onehalf times the so -called basic line of
borrowing of the banks in that state , to
a present volume of rediscounts within
5 per cent. and 10 per cent. of the
maximum . The unfortunate part of the
affair was that a request on the part of
the Federal Reserve Banks for liquidation , or any disinclination to loan any
individual bank beyond a reasonable
amount, presented an opportunity to lay
blame for the whole situation on the
Federal Reserve System .

think , a suspicion in the mind of the
educated public that legislation fostered
by special interests und designed to
serve those same interests is likely to
have inherent weaknesses and not to be
100 per cent. good for the nation as a
whole . Although the framers of the
Act stressed the principle of self
liquidating paper, they at the same time
introduced the element of investment
banking into the System by the inclu
sion of Government securities. Gov
ernments are, of course, the highest
form of security, but they do not, in
any sense, have a self- liquidating char
acter. Government securities of twenty
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year maturity are not the ideal basis

for the Federal Reserve Board whose

for Government currency which is ex- sense of the responsibility of a con
pected to be absolutely responsive to fidential relationship is keen enough to
seasonal trade demands. It is a ques- make that provision unnecessary. Fur
tion whether, with the war over, and the thermore, the uncertainties of office
needs of the Treasury Department be- tenure, based on the ever present pos
ing more and more easily taken care of, sibilities of a change in political admin
we might not begin to consider the ad -

istration is not attractive to men in

visability of amending the Act to the private life . What might be called the
end that Governments are free to cir- turnover of the Federal Reserve Board
culate in the natural markets, but out-

has already been much too rapid for the

side of the Federal Reserve System .

good of the System . You might be in

The bankers of the country should be

terested to know that in the place left

proud of that great member of their

vacant on the Board by Mr. Mitchell

fraternity , Secretary Andrew Mellon ,
who has performed miracles with his
department and has always stood out

there have been three predecessors, or
four in all, with an average service of
two years. There have been three rep

against political domination in the Fed -

resentatives from the New York district

eral Reserve Board and against allow - with an average term under three years .
ing politics to sway the administration
in fastening upon the country huge

There have been four occupants of the
ex -officio chair of the Secretary of the

commitments for which no appropria tion had been made. Secretary Mellon
is a living demonstration of how far a

Treasury, and two in the seat of the
Comptroller of the Currency. Mr.
Crissinger is the fourth Governor. There

man of real ability , real courage and

have been four Counsels of the Board

iron will can go even in Washington .

and four secretaries. Only two mem
bers of the Board have served continu

POLITICS AND THE FEDERAL RESERVE

I desire to speak on one more matter
which must command our most thought

ful consideration . It is that of the
danger of political interference in the
organization and administration of the

ously from the first, though the term of
office is supposed to be for ten years.
The term of two members expired and
the President in each case failed to
make known his plans as to reappoint
ment until the terms had actually ex

ed .
Federal Reserve System . There is grave pirThere
is practically a unanimous
danger that unless certain changes are opinion among national banks that the

made with referenec to the manner in
which the personnel of the Federal Re
sérve Board is chosen , we will be
deprived of the leadership of men most
competent by experience, knowledge
and conservatism to serve. Already we
all know that in very many cases the
men who really have ability in the bank
ing and business world have refused
appointments to the Board for reasons
which are not hard to find . The small
salary will not be an insurmountable
obstacle to successful men who have

functions of the Comptroller of the Cur
rency should be consolidated with those
of the Federal Reserve Board , thus

giving them one examination and re

porting agency instead of two. There

have been men proposed for member
ship on the Federal Reserve Board of
whose real qualifications there could be
a reasonable doubt. Special interests
have put forward special candidates. A
recent candidate for Comptroller of the
Currency had a political lobby which ,
for energy and use of every possible
attained a competence . The three year influence , has perhaps never been sur
enforced vacation from the banking passed and but for the courageous stand
business following service on the Board taken by the junior Senator from Mich
is a serious obstacle. It should be pos- igan in telling the truth regarding the
sible, and it is possible, to secure men candidate's record as a banker and as a
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borrower, the narrow majority by which
the confirmation of his appointment was
defeated might easily have been wiped
out. The Governor of the Federal Reserve Board should not be appointed by
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animate the demagogue today have not
changed in a century. Further, I call
your attention to the fact that the Sec
ond Bank of the United States was
chartered in 1816 and failed to obtain

the President of the United States. The

a renewal of its charter in 1831, the

Board itself should elect him from its
own membership . Service on the Board

reasons as given by a noted authority
being a wide-spread belief that the bank

should be made of the same high stand-

was unconstitutional, the hostility of the

ing, and perhaps have the same life states, the opposition of the state
term , that it has in the Supreme Court banks, the rise of democracy, and the
of the United States. Every possible envy and hatred which the poor always
effort must be exerted to preserve the feel toward the rich .
Federal Reserve System from political
Both banks functioned well and ac
alliance and to keep its powerful in -

complished much for the country dur

fluence entirely devoted to the building
up of the greatest banking system in the
world .
The history of the First and Second
United States Banks is dim to us after
100 years, but I ask you to note that

ing crucial times. The downfall of both
was caused simply and solely by at
tempts to place the determination of

banking policies in the hands of political
authorities.
The delicate handling of currency
was
States
United
the
in
Bank
First
the
and credit to the high end that best in
established in 1791 and failed to obtain terests of allmay be served with special
a renewal of its charter in 1811, the op

ponents charging that the bank was a privilege to none cannot be left to others
than those who are competent through
"money trust controlled by foreigners, proven
judgment and experience. The
a tool in the hands of the Federalists ,

and that the act chartering the bank

danger of politics in the Federal Re

Note the use of the words, “money
trust” . We have the idea that this is

serve System is a real one ; upon us, as
bankers, is placed the grave responsi
bility of forever keeping the great Sys

a modern term . The suspicions which

tem clean .

Conal .
was unconstitutional.

American Bankers' League
THE formation of the American larger number of banks in the league.
Bankers' League, with nationalhead - National, state and private banks are all
quarters in Washington , was recently
announced in the New York Journal of

Commerce as having been completed.

included in the new organization , it was
stated .
The league was formed with the pur

According to a statement reported to
have been issued by J. A . Arnold , who

providing a medium for the bankers of

is secretary of the Southern Tariff As

sociation , 9000 banks, representing
every state in the Union , have joined
the league as charter members.
Charles B . Claiborne, president of the
Whitney CentralNational Bank of New
Orleans, was chosen as chairman of the
organization committee, it was stated ,
and will head the movement to enlist a

pose , as announced by its declaration , of

the nation to express their views col
lectively on the economic problems of
government, especially on the tariff,

taxation and fiscal policies. At the out
set the league, as one of its first ac
tivities, will oppose a general revision
of the tariff laws by the United States
Tariff Commission .

The Banker and the Business Cycle
By Gordon Wilson
Comptroller The Sational Bank of the Republic , Chicago
TN the course of its consideration of
the Report on Business Cycles and

In addition to being merchants , the
bankers are trustees who are entrusted ,

Unemployment, by a Committee of not only with the capital of their stock
the President's Conference on Unem -

holders, but with the capital of ncarly

ployment, the Society of Industrial

every man , woman and child in the

Engineers has asked me to submit an country. They have certain expenses
answer to the questions specifically re- and obligations that must bemet, which
ferred to bankers in the conclusion of means thatthey must make a profit from

the report. These questions are as fol-

their operations if this capital is not to

lows:

be impaired, dissipated or paralyzed .
Therefore, the banker must continue to

To what extent can the business cycle be

do business in times of inflation , just

affected or its consequences averted by
bankers ? How far is the possibility of
action by bankers dependent upon a change
in laws, and how far it is dependent upon
the individual action of bankers upon the
basis of a sound interpretation of statistics ?

and to do business, he must satisfy his

The business cycle cannot be directly
affected by bankers, any more than it
can be influenced effectively by any
single group in the business or labor
world, because the big determining factors in the movement of business cycles
are entirely psychological. The curve
of the business cycle is essentially a
graph of human hopes, spurred on by
human selfishness and human greed ,
with a downward reaction reflecting a
compound of human fears.

on anything like reasonable terms.
If the bankers were to try to force
business into channels of their own de
sign , we would shortly have the spec
tacle of the bankers going out of busi
ness, and of capital going from those
who have it to those who need it ,
through other channels — channels de
void of all the checks and safeguards
that the bankers have been able to de
sign . It does not take a long memory at
this moment to recall what happened

as he must in times of deflation , or in

whatever we might call normal times,
customers, that is to say, the borrowers,
insofar as such satisfaction can be given

Bankers can do no more than co - when the largest and most powerful
öperate in the flattening of the curve banking organization in this country,
of the business cycle.

They can in -

the Federal Reserve System , was sus

fluence and restrain the unhealthy pected of having tried , by the applica
expansion of business to a certain ex - tion of arbitrary pressure, to restrain
tent by counsel and exhortation , but
they can no more prevent it than cloth ing dealers could prevent the practice of
wearing clothes by the simple process of
shutting up their shops. The banker is
essentially a credit merchant and a
dealer in capital. He gathers it, or
ganizes it and places it at the disposal
of those who require it , and who are
able to pay the market price in terms of
yield and security . He does not create
capital and he has no monopoly of it.

speculation in cotton . Attacks were
directed against it which would have
wrecked a privately owned institution .
In order to understand themechanism
of a period of business inflation , let us
examine a working model. The world
is full of them . You can see one on
every street corner, on every elevated
platform and at every suburban station
every afternoon in the week . An ele
vated train pulls into the station when
people are going home from work , and

Being merchants, the bankers must meet

immediately there is a mad rush to get

the demands of their customers or go

aboard . The people don 't rush for the

out of business .

purpose of getting a seat, because they
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can see that the seats are already occupied , and one piece of standing room
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and learn to assemble and interpret and
expound the significant facts with ref

They don 't

erence to current business conditions,

rush because that particular train is the
last train that they can catch ; in fact,
there will be another train along in a
minute or two that would serve them
just as well, and would get them home
just about as quickly. Nevertheless,
men and women crowd and shove and
push each other, and trample over each
other, as thcugh their lives depended on
the catching of that particular train .
Everybody wants to catch that train
because everybody else does.

and to deduce from those facts the
trends which they forecast . At the same
time, the leaders in industrial and mer
cantile pursuits must learn the same
lessons and assume the same responsi
bility as the bankers, and the public at
large must be taught the language in
which these truthsmust be preached .
Self-control and even unselfishness
are primarily the result of education .
In this generation we no longer run
away from haunted houses, nor do we

is no worse than another.

It is clearly a case of blind unreason - get frightened into a murderous panic
ing , just the same as when each pur- because we suspect that some old woman
chaser of pig iron proceeds to sign up is a witch. We have even progressed
purchase contracts for all the pig iron
in the world . He does not do it because

to the point where our intelligence tells
us that we can prosper best by con

he needs the pig iron , for he couldn' t
use it if he got it. He is just afraid
that if he doesn 't get the pig iron someone else will. The normal production
of pig iron and other commodities in this
country is naturally in reasonable bal-

tributing to the prosperity of those
around us. Most of this progress has
been made within the last hundred

years, and it is really a wonderful step

ance with normal consumption . Abnor -

wise, far- seeing community action will

in advance. As a race, however, we
still have a tremendous lot to learn , and

mal buying gives an unhealthy stimulus

be impossible until the individuals that

to production , which in turn stimulates
more buying, and the evil effects react

make up the community have been
taught that there are often good reasons

and radiate throughout the entire busi- for holding back instead of pressing for
ness structure until the breaking point ward , and that there are personal ad
is reached , and the crash occurs. The vantages to be gained thereby.
Wall Street axiom that the public only
The question has been asked whether
buys on a rising market is not an eco- additional legislation is needed from the
nomic fact ; it is a psychological fact.
banker's point of view . I should say
Therefore, the bankers can influence

that it is not. Legislation in this coun

the business cycle only as they can con -

try is too often a means of passing the

tribute to the general education of the

buck and of soothing our consciences

human race. They are doing this now
in a larger degee, probably , than any

by unloading onto law enforcing
agencies the duties and responsibilities

other class of business men. Still, it that we ourselves should assume. The
would undoubtedly be profitable if they
were encouraged and stimulated to do it only legislation that I believe would be
to an even greater extent, and if, inci helpful would be laws compelling high
dentally, organized efforts were made schools, and possibly the upper grades
for the education of the bankers them
selves, because, in spite of a well defined
impression to the contrary , even

in grammar schools, to offer courses in
elementary economics even if we had to
cut out botany and music in order to

bankers are human . The more efficient

work them in .

collection and distribution of economic
Let us tell everybody in this country
data is a great and fundamental need, what it is that is symbolized by a dol
but it is conceded that the bankers must lar, and instruct them regarding the
accept the responsibility of leadership real power and limitations of a dollar.

WILLIAM B . JOYCE
Chairman , National Surety Company, New York

M

R . JOYCE was born at Utica,.N . Y ., December 28,
IVI 1866 , and started out for himself in 1871 by
selling newspapers at Grand Rapids, Mich . Subse
quently he was employed by Gen . William P . Innis as
office boy in Grand Rapids and later as messenger for
the Western Union Telegraph Co. He afterwards
engaged in the telephone business and in 1884 became
manager of the telephone company at Marshall, Mich .
In 1886 he undertook the management of the North
western Telephone Exchange Co. at Minneapolis and
later was promoted to the management of the com

pany at St. Paul, remaining there until 1891, when he
became Northwestern manager of the predecessor of
the National Surety Co.
In 1904, when the National Surety Co. was laboring
under financial difficulties, Mr. Joyce was made presi
dent. The company has made rapid strides under his
leadership . It is now the largest surety company in
the world, with a capital of $ 10 ,000 ,000, twice that of
any other surety company.
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Let us fix in the minds of the American people the distinction between
wealth and money, and the relation ship that must exist between consumption and production ; then when the
bankers or any other group of economic
leaders go forth to preach economic
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truths, they will have an audience which
will be able to understand what they
say. The foundation of all panics (and
inflation and deflation are both panic
symptoms) is ignorance, and only in an
educated community will enlightened
self-control be possible. .

New Fraud Insurance Offers Wide
Coverage
Worthless Check Nuisance Alleviated by New Bond
THE irregular and worthless check
nuisance promises to be greatly alleviated for banks by the new " Fraud

Loss must be reported either during
the bond 's term or within thirty days of
expiration . The surety company may

Bond”

the National Surety

cancel by giving five days' notice, but

Company, New York , began issuing last
The bond offers by far the widest
fraud coverage ever afforded , and one

remains responsible even during those
five days ; and returns all unearned
premiums.
Over $ 10,000,000 was lost by mer

of the clauses gives protection against
50 per cent. of any loss from fraudulent
checks drawn on banks in or within fifty

chants throughout the country last year
through fraudulent checks; and under
the new " Fraud Bond ” , the National

which

month .

miles of the holder's city , if not paid

Surety Company proposes to pay 50 per

on presentation . The National Surety
Company will collect as much of the
check 's value as possible , return the bal-

cent. of the loss on these worthless
checks, to prosecute the offender, and
also to return whatever of the balance it

ance to the bondholder and will have

is able to collect from the issuer .

offender arrested .

Loss under each clause in the bond is,
however, limited to a specified amount.
The “ Fraud Bond” is the first policy
ever brought out protecting against

The new " Fraud Bond ' was devised
and has been copyrighted by William B .
Joyce , chairman of the National Surety
Company, in person .
It also covers larceny, embezzlement,

robbery, hold -up, safe -blowing, counter
feit money, and general frauds " of any
other description" , including misrepresentations of merchandise.

checks drawn against insufficient funds
or no accounts.
Worthless checks, of course, often

embarrass banks because depositors
draw against them . The new " Fraud
Bond ” will greatly protect banks
against this situation .
Many bankers are already recom

It was especially designed to meet
theneeds of retail merchants, of which
there are 1,200,000 in the United mending the new “ Fraud Bond" to their
States, all of whom are , of course, bank

depositors as a mutual convenience and

depositors .

safeguard for both bank and depositor.

Bank Salaries in Missouri
By Dale Graham
Mississippi Valley Trust Company, St. Louis; chairman Committee on Analysis,
Missouri Bankers Association

THE country bank cashier and the

was provided with the questionnaire, a

brick layer have much in common ,
except in one regard — the matter of
compensation. Anyway, they both help

small blank coin envelope, and a
stamped envelope addressed to Secre
tary Keyser, who, because of his long

build buildings.

service to the Association , enjoys the

The cashier acts as financial adviser members' complete confidence .
to the prospective builder ; he makes the
Banks were specifically instructed not

loan on the lot and the building ; he to place identifying marks on either the
finances the contractor with temporary

questionnaire or the coin envelope in

credits; he handles the bills of lading which it was to be sealed . Their names
covering the material; sometimes he were to appear only on the mailing
draws the contracts and other legal envelopes. This method enabled the
papers.
secretary's office to check off the names
The bricklayer--well, he lays the of banks reporting and ship the ques
bricks. For which , if he were a union

tionnaires, still sealed in the coin en

bricklayer in good standing, he would

velopes, to the chairman of the com

receive $ 15.00 per day in St. Louis, but mittee. The identity of reporting banks
in the same small town with the cashier
probably receives only about $ 6 .00 or

was in this way undisclosed .
The fact that 1530 , or 93 per cent. of

$ 8 .00 . But on the other hand the
cashier , in consideration of the brain

the 1613 banks in the Association re
sponded either to the original letter or

work he does and the degree of his responsibility, is rewarded with about
$ 110 .00 per month .

to the follow -ups, indicated that the
bankers were quite anxious to see how
their own salaries and operating ex

No doubt he envies the fireman who

penses compared with those of other

rides by on the great locomotive (per

banks in their class.

haps also on his overtime) and the coal
miner who dirties up the counter getting
his check cashed , for the munificence of

gratify this desire, the figures were
divided into thirty- six classifications,
each represting banks of a certain size

In order to

their salaries !

in cities of a given size.

Averages found show that only 273
Such is the situation as revealed by
the research of the Committee on Analy - of the 1162 reporting banks in towns
sis of Accounts of the Missouri Bankers under 5000 population pay their presi
Association. Three hundred and eighty- dents a salary and , even allowing
six banks in the state , in towns under for the economy of living in small
2000 population, are paying their cash - communities , the cashiers and manag
iers (and chief executives) an average ing officers of those 1162 banks, who
of $ 110.00 per month .
receive an average of $ 140.00 per
Several months ago questionnaires month , either must have personalmeans
were sent out to members of the to begin with , or must maintain the
Association with the request that they

standards necessary to their positions

fill in the answers. In order that as the leaders of their communities and
the bankers might feel free to dis- the builders of the commonwealth by
close this confidential information con - means of " sides lines” , such as selling
cerning salaries and operating ex- insurance, collecting commissions on
penses , a system resembling a secret farm loans, and trading in real estate .
ballot was employed . Each institution
Of course these officers often arp
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heavy owners of their bank 's stock . But an embezzlement. The disaster is that
even this fact , coupled with the insuf- of the public. A blow is dealt the en
ficiency of salary, might result in the tire banking profession . Could small
taking of chances which offer large salaries have any connection ?
Missouri is not to be stigmatized by
profits to the bank , and, indirectly, to
the cashier through the sale of his stock comparison , as no doubt the same situa
or through large dividends.
tion exists in other states to an equal

Occasionally we read of a failure or or greater degree.

Moving $ 202,000, 000 in 100 Minutes
By Carl H . Getz
MONEY was moved from one bank They kept traffic moving at principal
building to another in New York intersecting streets.
So closely did the police watch the
recently at the rate of $ 34 ,000 a second .
Exactly 100 minutes was required to route of the treasure-laden motor cars
move $ 202 ,000,000 in negotiable securi- that no automobiles were permitted to
ties from the old to the new home of the stop near any of the corners of the in
Bowery Savings Bank in New York . To
accomplish this it was necessary to use
14 armored motor cars with portholes
bristling with sub-machine guns. The
cars followed in rapid succession
through New York 's crowded streets.

tersecting streets.
The transfer of the funds began at 2
o 'clock and was completed at 3 .40 .
Each armored car was manned by a
crew of six men . Each guard , driver
and conductor was under a specialbond

The transfer of the bank ' s treasure of $510 ,000 for the occasion , the total
was undertaken at a time when Park bond being approximately $ 43,000,000.
and Madison avenues and other streets The family history of each man who
paralleling Fifth avenue were choked
with traffic diverted from Fifth avenue
on account of the parade that marked
the end of the city's jubilee celebration.

was assigned to the treasure cars is an
open book to the company which em
ploys him and vouches for his honesty
and courage.

The cars themselves were armored
with bullet-proof chrome steel. The
driver, amply armed, was alone in his
tervals.
compartment, and he was protected by
The fleet of cars was operated by the bullet-proof glass. The car's armor
Adams Express Company and the re consisted of two thicknesses of chrome
sponsibility of transporting the money steel one-fourth of an inch thick. Be
safely was entirely in the hands of that tween
the two thicknesses of steel is a
company.
layer
of
laminated wool of one- fourth
A motorcycle policeman served as a
pilot for each armored car as it started inch thickness.
William E . Knox, president of the
on its way north from the Bowery and
Bowery
Savings Bank , supervised per
Grand street building . All along the

More than 100 policemen were required
to clear the route for the armored cars
as they sped along at five-minute in

route were stationed detectives, plain clothes men and uniformed policemen .

sonally the final count of the money and
securities.

·

JAMES W . H . HAMILTON

General manager Union Bank of Canada, Winnipeg
M R . HAMILTON , who has recently been ap
pointed general manager of the Union Bank of
Canada, began his banking career at the age of 18
years as a junior clerk with the Merchants Bank of
Canada. Six years later he entered the Bank of

British North America. In 1902 he became
manager of this bank at Quebec, remaining in
this capacity for seven years, at the end of which
period he joined the Union Bank of Canada , be
coming manager at Quebec City, and a year later
supervisor of Eastern branches. When the Union
Bank of Canada in 1911 acquired the United Empire
Bank, with its chain of branches in Ontario, Mr.
Hamilton went to Toronto as supervisor of the
Eastern branches. Two years later he became Eastern
superintendent. In 1914 Mr. Hamilton went to Lon
don , England, in temporary charge of the bank's
branch there, remaining five months. Mr. Hamilton
became assistant general manager of the bank March
1, 1917, and removed from Toronto to the head office

of the bank at Winnipeg . In February of this year he
was appointed general manager by the directors.

Some Bank Credit Problems
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE has secured the services of a capable bank credit man
to answer the inquiries of readers on current problems of the credit manager.
Questions of general interest to credit men and bankers will be answered and only

the initials of the person asking the question will be used. In case the question is
not one of particular interest to bank credit men as a whole or is one which has been
answered before, a reply will be made by mail.
In order that all questions may be answered intelligently, it is requested that
they be direct and to the point, but that sufficient necessary detail be included to
enable the editor to draw the proper conclusion . Inquiries should be addressed to
the Editor, Bank Credit Problems, The Baxkers MAGAZINE, 71-73 Murray Street,
New York.- EDITOR.

QUESTION : I have been interested

eighty days, and 10 per cent. or more of

take ninety days or more. As to
in trying to analyze the degree of col customers
distributors ), the reports
(wholesale
jobbers
lectibility of receivables appearing on show that throughout
the country generally

customers' statements through compari from 40 to 50 per cent. of buyers discount
son of them with sales and selling terms. their bills within fifteen days after pur
atin chase, while of those who take the sixty
Can you tell me if there is any set ratio
day option from 25 to 30 per cent. pay

between selling terms and outstanding

‘promptly', or within one month following

accounts ? By that I mean , for example,
if a company sells on terms of

the sixty day maturity. Of the remaining
20 per cent. only about one half pay in the

period between three and four months after
2% / 10 /30, could we safely say that it purchase,
the other half pay in from
normally should show only thirty-five four to sixwhile
months, or never, notwithstand
or forty days of outstanding accounts ing that the terms of sale agreed upon were
for a credit of only sixty days.” In the
on its books? Similarly with other sell wholesale
grocery business it is stated that a

ing terms, such as net ten days,

ANSWER : There is no set ratio between
selling terms and outstanding accounts. The

very comfortable condition is evidenced if at
the end of the current month only 25 per
cent. of the accounts receivable of the pre
vious month is outstanding. In other lines
this varies considerably. For instance, in an

amount of receivables normally appearing on
a customer's statement will vary greatly

investigation of dealers in mill supplies and
tools made by the Federal Reserve Bulletin

according to the type of business, the time
of year and the conditions current in the in dustry in question . In the wholesale grocery
business we might normally expect to find
thirty -five to forty days of accounts out
standing on selling terms of 1 % / 10 /30. In
various other lines, however, such as manu

in 1920 , it was stated as follows: "Collec
tions of dealers as indicated by the average
number of days' business represented by
accounts receivable, have always been con
siderably longer than the net period for
which terms are nominally made. The aver
age is generally estimated at about forty

2 % /10 /60, etc.- S . W .

facturers of farm implements, there might

five days. While certain houses aim to run

be considerably longer terms (sometimes by
note ) and often much slower pay. Several
years ago Robert H . Treman of the Federal
Reserve Board of New York made an in
vestigation of the subject under discussion
and in an interesting article published by
the American Acceptance Council wrote in

as close to thirty days as possible, in some
cases accounts are carried up to three
months, the latter occurring, for example,
in the case of the builders' business. Large
corporations are stated to be no prompter
than small firms, due to the fact that 'large
bodies move slowly'. The percentage of

part as follows: " The writer made a recent dealers' customers who discount their pur
canvass among manufacturers and jobbers chases is relatively small. While the figure,
of one line (hardware ), with the following of course, will vary with the character of
results: Among manufacturers the terms the business of the house, information re
are usually sixty days, less 2 per cent. ceived from several houses indicates that
premium for cash in ten days. The reports slightly over one third discount, approxi
show that when bills are discounted , instead
of being paid in ten days, they have aver
aged fifteen days, and for those who take

mately one third pay when due, and the
remainder run past due." In certain lines
of industry accounts receivable are generally

the option of the sixty day credit period , the

allowed to run overdue.

average payment is in from seventy -five to

bituininous coal, for instance, generally sell

Producers of
45
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their product on tenth , fifteenth , or twentyfifth proximo terms, and while in certain
districts payments appear to be prompt,
they are decidedly not in others. Again
quoting from another issue of the Federal
Reserve Bulletin , “ From certain sections it
is stated that purchasers largely run beyond the due date, one producer stating that
payments in general are effected from fifteen
to forty- five days thereafter, and that although it is endeavored to collect interest
for the extra time taken , it is next to im possible to do so . In one field it is reported
that an account is rarely considered old
until sixty days past due date. From certain fields it is stated that few purchasers

of all assets and liabilities; it is obvious that
this cannot be accomplished when offsetting
liabilities are deducted from their corres
ponding assets and only the equity appears.
It must be realized that in the event of
liquidation the debt will always be the same
whereas the asset may be considerably re
duced in the event of sale. Also , the net
worth of any company will of course include
the real estate, and if a mortgage is being
carried against the real estate in the liabili
ties, any comparison of net worth to debt
would have to include the mortgage in the
latter.
In considering the matter of deducting
certain liabilities from their corresponding

make payments until the coal reaches its
destination , and some only on the tenth

assets, the point in question is perhaps very
well illustrated in the case of current assets

proximo thereafter. Payment is thus made
on the basis of coal received rather than

and current liabilities. For instance, if a
statement shows current assets of $ 200,000

coal shipped. The railroads are often stated
to take up to ninety days, while in certain

offset by current liabilities of $ 100,000, the
ratio would be two to one; on the other

cases longer terms are given them than are

hand, if we deduct the latter from the
former and show the equity, the resulting
ratio will be 100,000 to 0. Obviously then
it is not permissible to cancel certain assets
by deducting offsetting debts, as this would

given other purchasers."

The above examples are given merely to
indicate the variance in bill-paying policies
in different industries. Since the time that
the above investigations were made con siderable changes may have occurred . How -

ever, it is readily discernible that the collectibility of accounts within the periods
specified by the terms of sale varies greatly
and it is necessary for the credit man to

tend to conceal the true financial condition .
In the third sentence of his question
F . S . H . apparently has in mind one of the
" internal analysis " comparisons known as
the " Debt to Worth " ratio . The debt re
ferred to is total debt and includes all li

be thoroughly familiar with the general custom followed in the industry under scrutiny.
QUESTION : We in this department

abilities, both current and fixed. In its busi

greatly enjoy and derive considerable
benefit from reading your " Bank Credit
Problems”, published in yourmagazine.
The question has arisen here and

corporation 's capital, surplus and undivided
profits, i. e. the net worth . The money loaned

opinion seems to be divided , as to

ness any corporation employs only two kinds
of funds: stockholders' and creditors'. The

stockholders' investment is measured by the
by the creditors is measured by the concern 's

total debt. The fact that the latter may
consist of notes payable to banks, or mort
gages payable secured by real estate, or
accounts payable to trade customers is im
material; it is all creditors' money and as
such is distinct from stockholders' funds

whether a real estate mortgage, when
appearing in the liabilities column of a
statement, should be included in the and is all part of the total debt.
purpose of the "Debt to Worth " ratio
total debt. In other words, should the is The
to show the balance between the stock

mortgage, in the analysis of a state holders' investment in the business and the
it, appear as a part of the total debt, creditors' investment. As the concern 's total
when comparison to net worth is being debt increases, without proportionate in
crease in net worth, the company becomes
determined ? - F . S . H .
ANSWER : ( The above question is from
the manager of the credit department of a
large bank .)

In analyzing a statement, real estate mort

gages should always appear as part of the
total debt. Occasionally a statement will
be sent in to a bank in which the mortgage

more and more dependent for working cap
ital on its current creditors and added em
phasis must hence be placed by the creditors
on the general ability and moral risk of the
principals in question . Consequently the
rapid rise of the " Debt to Worth " ratio can
not be viewed with favor as it indicates
that the stockholders have not enough of

has been deducted from the property on their own money in the business. The solu
which it is a lien and the net equity only is tion of the problem usually lies in refinanc
shown as an asset. This is not the proper ing the company involved through the sale
way of setting up a balance sheet, which is of additional stock which supplies the nec .
supposed to show a full and true condition

sary working capital.
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Banking and Commercial Law
Important Decisions of Current Interest landed Down by State and Federal Courts
Upon Questions of the Law of Banking and Negotiable Instruments

OPINION

Payment of Checks Where

Aggregate Amount
Exceeds Deposit

Action of contract and tort by Sam

Castaline against National City Bank
of Chelsea for nonpayment of checks
Castaline v. National City Bank of Chelsea, drawn by plaintiff , a depositor, on the
Supreme Judicial Court of Massa
defendant bank . Directed verdict for
chusetts, 138 N . E . Rep. 398 .
defendant, and case reported. • Re

A

BANK is under an obligation to
pay its depositor' s check , when

pay its depositorerly presented

and there is on deposit to the drawer's

manded for new trial.
The bank refused to pay either of

two checks because the total amount ex
ceeded the available amount to plain

credit, an amount sufficient to pay the tiff's credit. The case was reported on
check. The refusal or failure of a bank an agreement that, if the order was
to pay a check . without proper cause.

right, the verdict was to stand, and , if

lii

wrong, the case to be remanded for new

will ordinarily subject the bank to

on the question of damages.
ability for damages in an action brought trial
CARROLL,
J. The plaintiff, a de
by the drawer of the check .

sil 1920, dree for Sanks for 1920, ar
$

positor in the defendant bank , on July
A novel question arises where several 12, 1920 , drew twó checks- one for
checks are presented simultaneously
100 and one for 300. They were

, $
that is by the same mail or through the presented to the bank for payment
same clearing. In such case, it is the simultaneously on July 13 , 1920, ar

bank's duty to pay the checks so far as riving with others through the mail.
the amount on deposit will suffice . It The available funds to the credit of the
lies within the bank' s discretion to de- plaintiff when the checks were pre
cide which checks shall be paid and

sented , were $ 379 .57.

which shall be rejected.

refused to pay either of the checks on
the ground that the total amount of

In the present case, the plaintiff, a
depositor in the defendant bank drew

both

exceeded

The defendant

the deposit of the

two checks, one for $ 100 and one for plaintiff. The action is in contract or
tort to recover damages for injury to
$300. The two checks were presented the
s credit. The case is here
to the bank for payment at the same on aplaintiff'
report from the superior court.
time. At the time of presentment, the
If the check of a depositor exceeds
amount standing to the plaintiff' s credit the amount of his deposit, the bank
in the bank was $ 379.57. The bank may decline to pay it, and is not re

rejected both checks on the ground that
the total amount of the checks exceeded
the amount of the deposit. The plaintiff

quired to apply the deposit in partial
payment of the check . Beauregard v.
Knowlton , 156 Mass. 395 , 31 N . E .

brought action against the bank to re- 389 ; Dana v. Third National Bank in
cover damages for injury to his credit. Boston , 13 Allen , 445 , 90 Am . Dec.
Upon the trial, the court directed the 216 . But a bank is bound to honor the
jury to bring in a verdict in favor of

checks of its depositors, if it has suf

the bank. On the appeal the court, ficient funds belonging to them when a
after referring to the principles of law check is presented , provided the funds
set forth above, reversed the judgment are not subject to some lien or claim .
of the lower court and remanded the If the bank refuses payment of its de
case for a new trial.
positor's checks when in possession of
49
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his funds, it is liable to an action by the positor to stop payment, and was not
depositor. Wiley v . Bunker Hill Na- obliged to distribute the money among

tional Bank , 183 Mass. 495, 67 N . E . the depositor's check -holders.

The credit of a customer might be

655 .

The two checks drawn by the plaintiff

seriously harmed if all his checks, pre

were presented for payment at the same sented simultaneously , exceeded his de
time.

There were sufficient funds on

posit and payment on all of them was

deposit to pay one of them , and in our refused . And we know of no reason
opinion , it was the duty of the bank , in why this should be done. The banker
the absence of custom or a rule of
bankers to the contrary, to honor one

is not injured . The payment of the
checks according to his discretion im

of the checks, the bank having the right poses no hardship on him , all that he is
to make payment in any order it may

required to do, is to pay the checks in

decide, until the deposit is exhausted. whatever order he decides until the de
It was so decided in Reinisch v . Con - positor's funds are no longer sufficient
solidated National Bank , 45 Pa. Super. to pay any of the remaining checks.
In that case the plaintiff 's

The depositor cannot complain that

balance was $ 328 . Seventeen checks
aggregating $ 664, were presented at one
time through the clearing house. Pay ment was refused and they were all returned. It was held that it was the
duty of the bank to pay some of the
checks until the balance was so reduced
that it was not longer possible to pay
any of the remaining checks. In the
opinion of the court, there was no
necessity for injuring the plaintiff's

Ct. 236 .

some of the checks have been selected
for payment and some refused . He is
himself responsible that his account is
overdrawn, he has caused the condition ,
and if any damage is occasioned be
cause some of the checks are dishonored ,
the loss must fall on himself.
According to the terms of the report
the case is to be remanded to the
superior court for a new trial upon the
question of damages.

credit by dishonoring all his checks

So ordered .

when some of them could be paid . See

also Caldwell v. Merchants' Bank of
Canada, 26 U . C . C . P . 294 .

In 1 Halsbury's Laws of England, Bank Held Free From Negli
p . 605 , it is said :
If two checks are presented simultane
ously, e. g by the same mail or through the
same clearing, and there are only funds
sufficient to pay one, it is doubtful whether
both may be returned , and (c ) unnecessary
damage would be caused to the customer's
credit.

gence in Forwarding Check
for Collection
Montsdoca v: * High’ands Bank & Trust
Company, Supreme Court of Florida ,
95 So. Rep . 666.

On Friday, June 11, the plaintiff de

Dykers v. Leather Manufacturers' posited

in

the defendant bank at

Bank , 11 Paige, Ch. ( N . Y.) 612, is Sebring, Florida, a check , drawn on the
not in conflict. In that case the depositor directed the bank to pay none
of his checks, and later, the same day,
checks were presented and dishonored .
The depositor then withdrew all his
funds, paying some of his creditors.
The plaintiffs, who were payee of a
check drawn by the depositor, brought
a bill in equity to recover from the
bank . It was held that the bank was
right in obeying the order of the de-

Bank of Osceola County at Kissimmee,
Florida. There was evidence indicating
that the deposit was made after banking
hours and that the check was included
in the business of the following day,
Saturday, June 12. The last train , on
which the check could have been for
warded for collection on June 12 , left
at 11 a. m ., before the conclusion of
the day's business. The next train
thereafter left at 8 a. m . on Monday,
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the 14th. The check was forwarded on Kissimmee collected the amount of the
that train to a bank at Jacksonville . check from the Bank of Osceola County

This bank forwarded it on the 15th to in Kissimmee on June 16 , 1920, " the
the State Bank at Kissimmee . The check having been forwarded originally
State Bank collected the check from the from the Highlands Bank & Trust Com
bank on which it was drawn on the

pany to its Jacksonville depository , the

16th , but before it could remit the proceeds of the collection , it was closed by
the order of the State Comptroller.
There is a statute in Florida which
provides that, when a check is deposited
for collection , it shall be considered diligence on the part of the bank to forward the check without delay in the
usual commercial way according to the

Atlantic National Bank of Jacksonville,
Fla ., and by it to the State Bank of
Kissimmee, Fla ., for collection from the
Bank of Osceola County, Kissimmee,
Fla." ; that on June 16 , 1920 , before
the State Bank of Kissimmee had re
mitted the proceeds of the check it had
collected from the Bank of Osceola
County, the State Bank of Kissimmee

regular course of banking business. The
statute also provides that the bank shall
be liable for the proceeds of the collec-

was closed by order of the comptroller
of the State of Florida, and the pro
ceeds of said collection are now in the

tion only after payment is received by hands of the receiver of the State Bank
it, except in cases of want of diligence of Kissimmee. There is evidence that
the check was entered on the remittance
on the part of the bank.
sheet
of the bank , addressed to the
It was held that, under the circum
stances recited, the bank was not guilty

Jacksonville bank on June 12, 1920,

of failing to exercise diligence, within
the meaning of the statute referred to.
It was held therefore that the bank
was not liable to the plaintiff for the

and that checks received on deposit
after banking hours are placed in the
vault of the bank and entered in the

amount of the check .

business of the next day. It appears
that the mail train left Sebring about
11 a. m . Saturday, and that the next

OPINION

. mail train going north left Sebring

about 8 a. m . on Monday, June 14 ,
Action by William Montsdoca against 1920. Kissimmee is north of Sebring ,
the Highlands Bank & Trust Company. and Jacksonville is north of Kissimmee,
Judgment for defendant, and plaintiff
brings error. Affirmed .

WHITFIELD , J . In an action to
recover the amount of a check deposited

in the State of Florida. The court made

specific findings and gave judgment for
the defendant. Plaintiff took writ of
error.

in a bank for collection from a bank in
Section 4748 , Revised General Stat
another county of the state , trial was utes 1920 , is as follows:
had before the judge, a jury having
That when a check, draft, note or other
been waived .
negotiable instrument is deposited in a bank
It was stipulated that on Friday, for credit, or for collection , it shall be con
sidered due diligence on the part of the
June 11, 1920, the plaintiff deposited in bank
in the collection of any check , draft,

the defendant bank in Sebring, De Soto
to note or other negotiable instrument so de
county , Fla ., a check drawn on the posited , to forward en route the same with

Bank of Osceola County , in Kissimmee, out delay in the usual commercial way in
according to the regular course of busi
Fla .; that no special contract was made use
ness
of banks, and that the maker, indorser,
as to the transaction ; that the deposit guarantor
or surety of any check , draft ,
was entered in plaintiff' s passbook as note or other negotiable instrument, so de
of June 11, 1920 ; that the check shows

posited , shall be liable to the bank until

stamps of a Jacksonville bank dated

actual final payment is received , and that

June 15 , 1920 , and of the State Bank

when a bank receives for collection any
check
, draft,
or other
in
strument
forwards
and note,
the negotiable
same for col

of Kissimmee , Kissimmee , Fla. , dated

June 16 , 1920 ; that the State Bank of lection , as herein provided , it shall' only be
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liable after actual final payment is received

the statute above quoted . This in effect

by it, except in cases of want of due diligence on its part as aforesaid .

is

finding that the attempted collection

through a Jacksonville bank was " the
This statute makes the bank in which usual commercial way in use according
a check is deposited for deposit or col- to the regular course of business of
lection liable only “ after actual final banks.”

This finding, being upon suf

payment is received by it ” , unless it is ficient evidence, warranted the judg
negligent in its duty “ according to the ment for the defendant, and the finding
regular course of business of banks" .
is not here shown to be clearly wrong

on the evidence and the law . See Givan
If the person receiving a check and the
bank on which it is drawn are in different

1. Bank of Alexandria ( Tenn . Ch .) 52

places, it must be forwarded , for present

S . W . 923 , 47 L . R . A . 270 ; Lewis,

ment, by mail or other usual mode of trans
mission , on the next day after the receipt

Hubbard & Co. v. Montgomery Supply

thereof
at the place in which the payee
resides or does business, if reasonably and

L . R . A . (N . S.) 132, and notes ; 1
Morse on Banks & Banking, p. 476.

conveniently practicable, and, if it is not so
practicable then by the next mail, or other
similar means of conveyance, leaving after
said date. Lewis , Hubbard & Co. v. Mont
gomery Supply Co ., 59 W . Va. 75, 52 S. E .

1017, 4 L . R . A . (N . S .) 132.
The main question to be determined

Co., 59 W . Va. 75 , 52 S . E . 1017, 4
See, also , Pinkney v. Kanawha Valley

Bank , 68 W . Va. 254 , 69 S. E , 1012,
32 L . R . A . ( N . S.) 987, Ann . Cas.
1912B , 115. For an illuminating dis
cussion of the general subject, see Mal
loyv. Federal Reserve Bank of Rich

under the statute is whether there was mond ( D . C .) 281 Fed . 997 . See, also,
negligence on the part of the defendant 7 C . J . 619 ; 3 R . C . L . 610 , 622; Wil
bank in not sending the check out for liston on Contracts, 1019, p. 1918 ; 52
collection by the mail train which left L . R . A . ( N . S.) 608 , notes; Exchange
Nat. Bank of Pittsburgh v. Third Nat.
Sebring
m . onareSaturday,
June 12,about
1920 .11 a.There
circum - Bank of New York , 112 U . S . 276 , 5

Ct. 141, 28 L . Ed. 722.
stances from which the trial judge may . Sup.
The above-quoted statute controls,

check
have inferred that, though the check
ook
was credited on the plaintiff's passbook
to
on June 11, it was in fact delivered to
the bank after banking hours on the
11th and was put in the business of the
12th , and that the check was not sent

and the decision in Brown v. People 's
an
Bank
bar for Savings of St. Augustine, 59
Fla. 163, 52 South . 719 , 52 L . R . A .

( N . S.) 608 , is not applicable .
The title of the original act, chapter
5951,
now section 4748, Revised Gen
out on the 11 a. m . train on Saturday, as oeral Statutes
1920, is a sufficient com
the business of the day was not then pliance with section
16 , art. 3 , of the
through . There is also evidence from
Constitution
.
See
Butler
v. Perry, 67
which the trial judge could have ex
pressly and specifically found , as he Fla . 405 , 66 South . 150 , and cases cited .
did :

The quoted statute having been re

enacted in the Revised General Statutes
That the defendant has shown due diligence under the provisions of R . G . S. 8
4748, with reference to the handling of the
check .

of 1920 , the sufficiency of the title to
the original act is not now material.

Carlton v. State, 63 Fla. 1, 58 South .
486 .

The trial judge in effect found on

As to the duty of the receiver of the

supporting evidence that the defendant Kissimmee State Bank , which collected

forwarded the check “ en route" " with - the amount of the check from the
out delay in the usual commercial way Osceola County Bank for remittance,
in use according to the regular course of

see Collins v. State , 33 Fla . 429, 15

business of banks” , and that there was South . 214 ; Walker v. McNeil, 68 Fla.
no " want of due diligence" on the part 181, 66 South. 994 ; 7 C . J. 626 .
of the defendant, within the meaning of

A special contract with reference to
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the collection of the check may not pre-

MEYER , J. This is an application

vent the operation of the statute . See

for summary judgment. The plaintiff

Whitfield v . Ætna Life Ins. Co. of
Hartford, 205 U . S . 489, 27 Sup . Ct.
578, 51 L . Ed. 895 ; National Union
Fire Ins. Co. v. Wanberg, 43 Sup . Ct.

sues to recover for moneys loaned, evi
denced by promissory notes made and
executed by the defendant corporation
and indorsed by the individual defend
32 , 67 L . Ed . —
ants. The defendants deny that the
The doctrines of estoppel and waiver loans were made to the corporation , but
do not in general apply in transactions insist that the loans were made to the
that are forbidden by statute or that are indorsers individually , and, for the pur
contrary to public policy.
pose of attempting to evade the usury
Affirmed .

laws of the state , the plaintiff insisted

that the notes should be made by the de

Defense of Usury
Holding Corporation v.West Twenty
Arona
Fifth Street Realty Corpora
tion ,
City Court of New York ,
198 N . Y . Supp. 660.

Under the laws of New York, a cor
poration cannot plead the defense of

fendant corporation and indorsed by the
individual defendants. In my opinion
this raises an issuable question of fact.
While it is true, if the loans were made

to the corporation direct, usury would
not be a defense even to the indorsers,
nevertheless, if it should develop upon
the trial that the loans were in fact

usury in an action against it for money
loaned .
In an action on a promissory note

not to the corporation , by reason of the
insistence of the plaintiff, and in order

executed by a corporation and indorsed

transactions, these facts would apply

by individuals , the fact that the loan
was usurious cannot be interposed by
the corporation as a defense. But, if
the loan was in fact made to the in

and inure to the benefit of the individual
defendants. As was said by Mr. Justice
Lewis, in the case of First National
Bank of Brooklyn et al. v. American

dorsers and not to the corporation , the

Near East & Black Sea Line , Inc.. et

to serve as a cloak to cover its usurious

uted in the name of the

al., 119 Misc. Rep . 650, 197 N . , Y .

corporation in order to cover up the
asurious transaction , the defense of

Supp . 856 :
The law is that, if there is notice of an
intent to take usury, the lender cannot evade
the statute by disguising the borrower.
Grannis v. Stevens, 216 N . Y . 583, 111 N ; E .
263 ; Schanz v. Sotscheck , 167 App. Div.
202, 152 N . Y . Supp. 851; Gilbert v. Real
Estate Co. of Brooklyn , 155 App. Div. 411,

usury is open to the indorsers.

OPINION
Action by the Arona Holding Cor
poration against the West Twenty -Fifth
Street Realty Corporation and others.

140 N. Y. Supp. 354 .

On motion by plaintiff for summary
For this reason the motion for sum
judgment on promissory notes. Denied , mary judgment is denied , with $ 10
with $ 10 costs .

costs.
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LALO Can Your Bank
Go On Without You ?
DURING his lifetime a certain man had carved in
marble a full-sized monument of himself, for he

wished to leave something by which he might be re
membered always.
Hewas an eccentric ; but not be -

ity of its founder is taken away.

cause he wished to be remem .

Has yourbank this characteristic ?

bered . It was because he failed
to realize that there is only one
real reason for remembrance - a
service to ourfellowmen so estab .

stitution , which has extended its

lished that it shall continue.
One of the most durable, sub

Only if it is a well advertised in

interests and woven them into
the people's interests so closely
that the institution is no longer
yours alone but in an important
sense theirs .

stantial and lasting forms such a

monument may take is a well. Consult The Collins Service re
established banking business that
has been so closely knit into the

garding publicity that will so
mold the attitude of the com

lives of the people as to stand munity toward your bank that it
solidly in its own strength , un shall be a permanent, public in .
shaken even when the personal .

stitution .

The Collins Service
The Recognized Standard Financial Advertising
Philadelphia, Pa

Banking

Publicity

Special Section of The Bankers Maga zine

JULY 1923
San !Francisco, remarked upon
A Striking Program Greets F. A . A . Delegates San
the " amazing growth in the

at Atlantic City

quantity of financial advertis

Proceedings Bring Home Amazing Growth and Development

ing carried by the press”. Cit

of Financial Advertising

ing San Francisco as an

and enthusiasm was sustained

took place, and which gave the

example of the remarkable
change in the attitude of
banks toward advertising, Mr.

throughout the proceedings of

delegates a splendid opportun

Douglas said that in 1918 when

the eighth annual convention of
the
Financial tlantic
Advertisers'
AsCity, June
sociat

ity to becomebetter acquainted .
Special tables were assigned
for the discussion of commer-

reputed to be more obstinately

3 to 7. The meeting was marked
by the timeliness and interest

cial bank advertising, savings
advertising, and trust advertis

bankers of any other large city

of the addresses and by the
unusually able manner in which
the speakers presented their

ing.

San Francisco daily carried 98 ,

A HIGH pitch of interest phases of financial advertising

subjects.

Great credit is due the chair-

the bankers of that city were

opposed to advertising than the
of the country, a prominent

and
In the president's address, 490 agate lines of bank
bond house advertising, whereas

opening the first session of the
meeting, W . W . Douglas, vice-

five years later, in 1922, this

president of the Bank of Italy ,

(Continued on page 57)

man of the program committee,
Frederick W . Gehle, vice-presi

dent The Mechanics and Metals

National Bank , New York, for
his rare good judgment in the
selection of the speakers, and

his discrimination in the choice
of the subjects allotted them .
The chairman of the exhibit
committee, Carroll Ragan ,
United States Mortgage and

Trust Company, New York, is
also to be complimented on the
capable way in which he again
handled the advertising exhibit,
which was one of the most ef
fective that has yet been shown

at a meeting of the association,

which gave unmistakable evi
dence of the strides which

financial advertising is making
from year to year.

The convention was attended
hy more than 250 delegates,
men and women in charge of

the advertising and new busi
ness departments of banks
throughout the country. In ad
dition to the three main ses
sions at the Hotel Ambassador,

there were luncheons at which
informal discussions on various

GAYLORD S. MORSE
Assistant cashier State Bank of Chicago, and new president
Financial Advertisers' Association
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RICHARD F. DURHAM, Editor
Monthly Pullicity Soction

he is doing his customers a
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TAKE two businesshouses
between which there is

favor by

accepting

their

Frankly, however, we do
not believe that the average how he will accomplish this
bank,
no matter how effi- thing I do not know . I wish I
cient service it renders, has did .
As advertising managers go
reached the point where it I do
not count myself a failure,
gives its customers quite as nor do
the officers or directors
courteous treatment as the of this bank count me as such .

little to choose from a stand
point of efficient service ren average business house. In
What moves man

dered .
a
to transact business regularly with one of them in pref
erence to the other ?

Force

Some fine day a genius will
arise among bank advertisers
a man who can get the people
in his bank squarely behind
what the advertising says. Just

our intention to cast any un
kind reflections on banks or
bankers

But there is one thing that I
cannot, try as I will, accom

plish . I cannot get the people
in this bank to take any real or
constructive interest in our ad
vertisements. They will read
them . They will even discuss

of habit? Perhaps. But how
Many a bank has seen a
was that habit formed ? Not, good account fall by the them . They will tellme, heaven
we venture to say, by mere wayside without any ap save the mark , that they are
chance , but more probably parent reason . Something clever ! And straightway they
will forget permanently every
through some small courtesy
extended to the customer,

something which made him

happened ! What it was the
bank may never know . If
they do manage to find out

thing that the ads say.
I have tried , with officers and
employees
employee alike, all the ap

thev will probably wonder proved methcels of getting co
say to himself , “ This isis aa they
All seem equally
good house to do business how such a seemingly trivial öperation.
futile.
They
seem to take the
with ” .
thing could have influenced attitude that they are doing me
When

one attempts to

a large customer to with

a personal favor, rather than

ing bank service the objec-

draw his account. A small
breach of ccurtesy, a tact
less remark , a little thought

helping the bank, in even read
ing our advertisements. . . . .
ev
we, personai

tion is brought forward “ But

draw an analogy between

selling merchandise and sell

up

against this

less act - how many banks

er been

banking is different” . Yes,

have lost valuable customers

man 's pro

of course it is. But courtesy

because of these very things however, talked with several

in banking and courtesy
esy inin
business are not different.

which , in the cold and im personal business of bank -

Sma

in all seriousness the other

so

not

to count.

bank advertisers who have,
and our guess is that

methods have to be adapted
to suit individual cases. We

The average business

All things considered , we

man is forced to put up with

believe that courteous treat

system will work . It would

service from his banker that
of customers by one
he would not tolerate from ment
bank will more than over
anyone else with whom he
more efficient but
has business dealings” . We balance
courteous
service given
less
take this statement with a
by
another
without
dis
grain of salt. Banking serv

be interesting to hear from a

day :

do not believe that any stock

few bank advertisers on this
point. The problem is a
real one. There can be little
question , however, that some
advertising managers have

ice has undeniably improved counting the value of good been successful in getting
in the last few years, and service. We believe that the bank 's personnel to help
improved very markedly . this will hold true as long as them make the bank 's ad

The banker of today no human nature is what it is . · vertising mean something .
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A Striking Program Greets
F. F . A . Delegates
(Continued iron page 55)
agate lines — an increase of over

same paper carried 739,102
750 per cent.

“Many large banks in all sec
tions", said Mr. Douglas, " have
been materially increasing both

the frequency and the size of
their newspaper advertisements
during the last two years. Most
banking magazines now reg
ularly set aside a special section
for the subject of advertising as
a vital part of financial discus

sion. This does not mean that
American banks are growing
noisy and blatant in their
methods. But it does mean that
there has been a complete
revolution in the relationship
of the bank to its public. It
was once the most artic and re

mote of institutions with which
the everyday citizen had to
have dealings. But it is rapidly
becoming the most intimate and
approachable.
" This has not been accom

F . W . GENLE

plished by mere advertising

Vice-presidentMechanics and Metals National Bank, New York, chairman
of program committee at recent convention of financial advertisers
and director Financial Advertisers' Association

bulk , but by the constantly in
creasing skill of financial ad-

his entire time during the last who daily transact business

vertisers in presenting the A

year to the furthering of the with our banking institutions

BC of practical finance in an
understandable and compelling

best interests of the association .
The publication of the F . A . A .

way. I have been constantly

ultimately would absorb a more
or less concrete familiarity with

bulletins and the compilation of

the plan and purpose and gen

struck, in looking over bank ads · the advertising portfolio have

eral practice of the banks. But

produced during the last year, been in Mr. Coon 's hands, su by their vividness, punch and pervised by Gaylord S . Morse,
terseness of expression , and by first vice -president of the asso their apt use of illustrations. ciation for the last year, and
The historical series now so elected to succeed Mr. Dougpopular with banks in many las as president for the term
cities, is an instance of the 1923 -24 .
Fred W . Ellsworth , viceclever ingenuity with which

they don 't ! Most bank cus
tomers are superficially ac
quainted with the ordinary de

tails, such as the drawing of a
check , or the preparation of a

deposit ticket, but the econom
ics of banking, the value of per

sonal thrift, and the invaluable
fiduciary functions offered by

real business interest and pow -

president Hibernia Bank and

erful 'sales talks' are being

Trust Company, New Orleans, our trust departments are to

combined with that dignity
which banks as a whole are still
slow to abandon."
Mr. Douglas, in reviewing

speaking on " The New Orleans them a closed book . And if this
Plan of Coöperative Advertis- be true as to our customers who
ing" , stressed the value in bank have constant contact with the
advertising of the educational bank , what of the millions who

the activities of the last year,

element, which has predomin -

have yet to enter a bank for the

paid high tribute to the work of ated in the advertising carried
the secretary of the association, on under this plan.
“One naturally would asLloyd L . Coon, in charge of the

first time!
" The banks, if they are to
serve the people competently

central office in Chicago , who
has, with an assistant, devoted

sume” , said Mr. Ellsworth , and comprehensively as they
“ that the millions of customers should, must make up their
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ment coyotes become active, the
copy carries warning against

these get-rich -quick bonds and

stocks; and during the months
of December and January, the
advertisements are devoted al
most exclusively to the subject

of Christmas savings clubs.

Right now the advertising con
sists of that excellent series of

educational talks on banking
and elemenary economics pre
pared by the committee on pub
lic education of the American
Bankers Association . The series

which describes in easily under

stood language the general idea
of the bank and its plan of
operation will appear in the

New Orleans press during the
next several months.”
Speaking on “ The Los An
geles Plan of School Savings" ,
F . A . Stearns, advertising man

W . W . DOUGLAS
Vice-president Bank of Italy, San Francisco , and retiring president
Financial Advertisers' Association
minds to do some school teach -

ing, and to begin it now , and to

ager, Security Trust and Sav
ings Bank of Los Angeles, said
that since October last the plan
has been introduced into 116 of
the city's schools with a total
enrollment of 75,000 pupils.
" Seventy thousand four hun

dred safes have been distrib
informal one, and can be dis- uted ” , said Mr. Stearns, “ thus
continued at any time, except, evidencing the fact that over 93

continue doing it right straight of course insofar as the paralong year in and year out until ticipating banks are jointly
the general public is intelli- obligated on advertising con tracts.
gently saturated.
" There is nothing in the 'New
“With this ideal before them ,
the banks of New Orleans some Orleans Plan ' that in any way
four years ago conceived the interferes with the advertising
idea of establishing and main policies of the various par-

per cent. of the children ap
proached have pledged them
selves to save. Of these 70,400
safes distributed , 32,420 are ac
counted for already in actual
savings accounts opened , and

this total is mounting at the
rate of 325 accounts per day .

taining a continuous joint pro

ticipating institutions ; nor is

The aggregate school savings

gram of informative advertising.
" To put this purpose into

the individuality of their advertising affected at all. Each of

deposits in the banks of Los
Angeles to date is $ 298,000 — an

the banks conducts whatsoever

average of $ 9 .51 per account.

practical operation a committee
known as the 'Associated Banks
Advertising Committee' was or

individual advertising it may
desire to, just as though no co-

Over 85 per cent. of the school
children enlisted under the Los

ganized in May 1919. This com -

" The schedule of advertising

mittee, which consists of one

contemplates advertisements in

official from each of the par

the New Orleans dailies every

Angeles plan never had bank
“ The plan ”, continued Mr.
Stearns, “ is based on four gen

ticipating banks, is charged

business day in the year, and

eral principles : That all banks

with the job of preparing and

this has been going on now for

in the city should be permitted

publishing this continuous cam paign of educational advertis
ing.
" The arrangement that exists

exactly forty -eight months. The

to participate in the plan ; that

service' and 'thrift . Occasion

work in

between the several banks is an

ally, whenever the fake invest-

keeping records, etc.; that the

öperative arrangement existed.

accounts before."

two subjects that predominate the teachers and principals
in this advertising are 'trust should be relieved of all detail
receiving deposits,
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school children individually
should be given entire freedom
of action in choosing a bank for
depository ; that to increase the
educational value of the plan,

the actual depositing of money
by the children should be car
ried on directly with the banks

in the regulation manner and
using a regulation pass book ,
as opposed to the use of school
savings stamps, cards and such
devices for recording savings.”
Taking as his subject “ From

the Editor's Observation Post” ,
Keith F . Warren of THE
BAN KEES MAGAZINE mentioned
the inadvisability of a bank ad
vertising writer allowing his
enthusiasm to get the upper
hand over sound advertising
judgment.

" I think that in some cases”,

said Mr. Warren , " the over
enthusiastic advertising writer

F. W . ELLSWORTH
Vice-presidentHibernia Bank and Trust Company, New Orleans, and

member national commission Financial Advertisers' Association

in his eagerness to move the
public's interest makes promises well as those they can do, Mr.
which the bank for perfectly Warren said :
proper reasons is unable to ful
“Why would it not be worth
fill. For example, there are
for banks to explain in a
many banks which, quite prop while
clear, comprehensible way why
erly, do not find it profitable to it is not profitable to handle
accept small accounts, nor to accounts with small balances ?
handle trust business involving There are still many men and
small estates. In other words,
who do not understand
they are not seeking the busi women
why
a
bank
should not accept
ness of the public at large, but a small checking
account, or

land, speaking on the subject,
" Are WeOur Own Worst Com
petitors?” said, in part :
" If 10,000 men and women
started marching down your

Main Street tomorrow morning
with $5 each and with the in

tent to open a bank account, is
there any definite reason you
have ever pounded home as to
why they should pass ten other

only a certain section of the why, if they do accept it, they banks to reach yours?
public.
should make a service charge.
“Why walk a mile for your
" It seems to me that banks Why not explain in an imper- Camel? That's the question you
should be most careful in their
advertising appeal not to at
tract the type of business that
they do not care to handle. It
is not the function of the ad
vertising manager to decide
whether or not his institution
wishes to cater to small busi

sonal way the advantages both
to the bank and to the depositor of maintaining a satisfactory balance ?

and I have got to answer about
our banks before we become
advertising managers of banks
and cease being jumping jacks

“Why should not banks ex- torn by the necessities of adver
plain to the public why they tising 4011 different depart
may not make certain types of ments. We have, I fear, too

loans? The depositor who is refused a loan always carries
away with him a feeling of resentment towards his bank. Will
that policy through the bank's his
attitude not be more reaadvertising."
sonable if he is educated in

ness, but it is his duty to be
familiar with the policy of the
management and to interpret

much scattered our efforts. We
have been using a shot-gun
where a rifle was required. We
have spread our butter so thinly
that it is barely perceptible to
the taste and with it all we

Turning to a discussion of the
to an understanding of have been like the chameleon
valuable public service which advance
the bank's point of view of on the plaid carpet - bursting
banks are in a position to ren
what is and what is not a trying to make good.

der by using some of their ad
Fertising space to explain the
things that banks cannot do, as

" Worse than that, we have
C . H . Handerson of the been prolific spendthrifts of the
Union Trust Company, Cleve- most valuable thing in the
proper credit risk ?”
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widows?

Does it reflect the

fact that we buy Christmas
presents and happiness for the

kiddies? Does it reflect the fact
that we save a father years of
anguish and a wayward son a

life of dissipation and ultimate

destruction ? Does our adver
tising picture one small per

centage of the great gift of
happiness which is the final

crystalization of every banking
service ?

“ This address will not be a
popular one.

It is woefully

heavy but the darned thing

may, I hope, make you think.
It may make you wonder. If
Ivory Soap, Woodbury's, Paige
Motor Car, Castoria, and a
thousand others find it worth
while to play just one note
through the ages, I wonder if it
would not be equally worth
while for us bankers to settle

down , pick our note and tune
our little string accordingly,
R . E . HOTZE
Assistantcashier and advertising manager Planters National Bank, Rich
mond, and third vice-president Financial Advertisers' Association

world - ideas. Many an idea
now used in one advertisement
is big enough , strong enough,
vivid enough to be a whole cam paign. We have been passing a
series of delightful and varied
perfumes in a quick and never
ending succession under the
public 's nose — and they naturally are bewildered and retain
no distinct odor or scent. What

the public mind by repeated
advertisements of a multitude
of subjects in a multitude of
ways
have actually
ways that you have
diminished the effectiveness of
your advertising — as much as
though a new and competing
bank opened in your own
lobby.
“ And yet, speaking in terms
of criticism , one would think if

prepared to play that note
through hell and high water."
R . E . Hotze, Jr., of the
Planters National Bank , Rich
mond , Va., said in the course of

his remarks on the subject
“ Reaching the Masses with the
Outdoor Appeal” :
" In Richmond, where I'm
serving the Planters National
Bank , we have eight or nine
banks using outdoor publicity ,
but because we are inclined to
concentrate on pictures we are
nearly always mentioned as the
bank that is advertising out

we should be doing is to select much bank advertising is a truedoors. I don 't want to leave
our scent and then in a pleasing reflection of the bank, that the the impression here, however,

manner pass this scent to the majority of banks sold caskets,
dear public in a thousand garbs shrouds or embalming fluid. Oh,
- but always the selfsame scent. we bankers have changed , I
grant you ! The atmosphere of
“ By befuddling the public
by changing the scent so often our banks is different than it
- we ourselves have gotten off used to be, and yet on the
the scent. Wehave ceased to a whole, how much reflection of
the sunlight of banking does
degree to advertise ourselves.
" Today I fear that someone bank advertising hold today ?
will level the finger of criticism Be honest with me and be
at us and say : Mr. Bank Ad honest with yourself. Is there
vertiser, you are your own any lilt or bouyancy to our
worst competitor because you advertising ? Does it reflect the
have so muddied the water of fact that we bring happiness to

that I don 't use, or won't use
just plain copy. I do use some
copy a la Dodge Bros. but I
usually prepare the copy to suit
the locality. For instance : an
amateur athletic organization ,
with several thousand members
and supporters maintaining
their own baseball park , sold
me an unexcelled location for a
bulletin , and, as the baseball
season was on and games were
being played daily, my copy
read something like this: The
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Best Pinch Hitter in the World
is a Savings Account at the
Planters National Bank'.

" Quite often the masses will

read and remember certain ad

vertisers and not remember
others. While this applies more

or less to painted displays, at
the same time this truth holds

good in regard to all, and is a
fact you might do well to bear

in mind. Get your color scheme

right. Don 't let some painter
who should be designing crêpe

de Chene shirt waist colors in a

Parisian store, do your work.
"Run over in your mind the

names of the biggest advertisers
you know . You will instantly,

I am sure, think of Palmolive

soap; Camel cigarettes ; Coca
Cola ; Wrigley's; Chesterfield
Cigarettes ; and Dodge Bros.
Everyone of these people use

the magazines and newspapers,
but they also use outdoor
space. There are other adver

tisers who spend probably as
much as those mentioned but

C. H . HANDERSON

they do not come into our

Publicity manager Union Trust Company, Cleveland, and momber

minds, for their money is spent

national commission Financial Advertisers' Association

in media other than outdoor.
That's the answer my friends. Denver, this caller waits till he
Outdoor advertised

products

are clominant in your minds,
and in the minds of millions,

and control the buying action
of these people .
" The same thing applies to a

gets back . It serves as an ad

-]

words. Make your sentences
direct and grammatical. Mar

vance agent to set the stage and

shal your thoughts carefully

prepare the way for a conference with some officer of the
bank , which results in putting a

one central idea to each para
graph . Explain simply.
“ When you are aiming at

new customer on your books.

your customers, don 't be afraid

" Just as the bank insists that

to make your points simply and

inating your community with its representatives must be
posters and paint, it won't be well- groomed and pleasing in

clearly. Remember your cus

bank . If you are really dom

and appearance, so
much of a task to demonstrate manner
to your own satisfaction that should the house organ fittingly
the masses get your message represent the bank. It should
be well printed on good paper,
and react favorably.”

tomer is not a banker. He is
glad to be told what his bank
account looks like to a banker
— what privileges it entitles him
to and what services the bank

gaudy or bizarre, of pleas- is ready and anxious to render,
Edward H . Kittredge, pub not
ing
shape and adequate size, gratis or for a fee. He can be
licity manager Old Colony

with easy reading, clear type ' favorably impressed by a sim
and pleasing typographical ple statement of the safeguards
the well-prepared bank house arrangement.
Typographical your bank provides for his mon
organ a well- dressed , persuasive shortcomings can
seriously ey and valuables. He is glad
solicitor, who calls regularly.
handicap and reduce effective to know what elements of safe
Mr. Kittredge, taking for his ness. Give your publication a ty a good investment should
Trust Company, Boston, sees in

subject "House Organs for

fair chance to secure a reading.

possess. Probably he doesn 't

“ Editorially, it should be know much about foreign drafts
Banks”, said in part:
in clear, concise Eng and how they can be used .
"If the prospect is in Chi- written
cago or San Francisco, Boston lish. Avoid long sentences and Often he'd rather read a simple

or New Orleans, New York or

unusual words. Stick to short statement explaining their fea
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profitably, both for advertiser

and consumer, if the defects
now existent in film advertising
are corrected. To continue on
the basis of the past means loss
of prestige for the advertiser as
well as money wasted , but it is
our view that it is not neces
sary so to continue. I am in

Who's Who in
Bank Advertising

clined to think that it is pos
sible to entertain motion picture

theater patrons with a limited
amount of clever, entertaining
and instructive advertising, just

as it is possible to make the
ads in the Saturday Evening
Post and other similar maga
zines inviting to the person who
subscribes for the magazine for
its stories and editorial matter.
" Film advertising is uncloubt
edly intensive advertising. It

guarantees not mere circula
tion, but actual readers. Com
petition is limited because no
two institutions in the same line
of business are advertised in

any given theater at the same
time. Action, the most power
ful magret that can be brought
to bear upon the screen of con
sciousness, is used to attract
and hold the attention . As one
salesman for a motion picture
film advertising service put it,

'It is just the same as if the
man with the red flags advertis

ing Hood tires on the billboard
would step down from the bill

board and stand in front of you
on the highway, waving his red

LLOYD L. COON
possible for the theater patron

Secretary of the Financial Advertisers' Association

to fail to take notice of your
ad on the screen .
" The use of the radio by
banks for publicity purposes
may be in two forms— broad
casting and receiving. On ac

which he entered a commercial school at Quincy,
1 Ilinois . In 1919 he was elected assistant cashier
and director of the First National Bank of Lovington, Illinois.

count of the very great cost of
a good broadcasting station,
broadcasting is likely, for the
present at least, to be restrict
ed to a small group of fairly
large banks in fairly large

1921, he served as assistant secretary of the Financial Adver
tisers' Association and at the convention in Milwaukee in
June 1922. was made secretary . He was reëlected secretary
of the association at their recent convention in Atlantic City.
Mr. Coon is a live wire and has a very broad acquaintance
among the bankers of the country. Since he became serre
tary of the association membership has increased and more

cities. A cheap broadcasting
station cannot command high

grade talent for its programs
and consequently the institution

ON

attended

Northwestern

University, after

In September 1920, he severed his connection to accept the
position as manager of the new business department of the
City National Bank of Evanston , Illinois. Beginning August

interest generally is bing taken in the association 's affairs
by its more than 650 members.
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“ The principal kinds of ma

terial sent
radio by
banks
consistoverof theGovernment
bond
foreign reports,
exchange,stockgrainreports,
, live
stock, butter, poultry and egg
quotations, quotations of repre

sentative
bonds,quotations,
other agricul
tural product
ad
dresses
on thrift andIt entertain
ment programs.
is under
stood that there is a bill pend
ing the
in Congress
now
to provide
for
erection
of
Government
stations to broadcast market
and other reports of a similar
character. Direct advertising is
prohibited by Government reg
ulation so that whatever adver

tising
is obtained must be the
result of the prestige of the
broadcasting or inferential pub
licity, or propaganda relating
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to an entire industry or char
acter ofadvertising
service."
How

can be used

in helping a bank to build prof
FirstLocomotive ThatRan

On An American Railroad

S .W .STRAUS & CO.
ESTABLISHED IN

OMCES IN FORTY CITUS . INCORPORATED

- Strass Building
CHICAGO
CLARK AND MADINOM STARTS

New York -StressTHBuilding
TRITT

PTH AVE AT

41 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS TO ANY INVESTOR
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An advertisement
which it took a well-known investment
house
twelve
years
to write. the
The letter
advertising
manager
of
Straus
&
Co.,
says
regarding
quoted
within the
above
advertisement,
and
on
which
the
advertisement
based : “ A good many years ago on first receiving this letteris
we were wondering what to do with it, we were trying to
make
usenoof further.
it, but beyond
it indormant
our house
organfilesI
could go
At last,printing
after lying
in the
for many years, the idea was exhumed and after some
study a
happy
occurred ofreaction.
couplingThisup finally
with crystallized
this tragic
story a thought
reverse emotional
into one
word, 'Faith
was faith
then . made
some
well-known
work '. ofAnart effort
typifying
Here tois find
the
final
result."
Note
the
enlarged
reproduction
of
this letter
at the top of the opposite page - it is well worth reading.

with such a station loses,
rather than gains, prestige.
“ There do not seem to be
any cases among banks where
revenue is derived from the
radio station. From what can
be learned it appears that a

broadcasting station is for
tunate to secure high-grade
talent without cost, but there
seems to be no difficulty in do
ing that if the station is of
sufficient power to reproduce
satisfactorily.

met on
dale ThetAanreLaThau fintfead
f
o matu
entral
of
The aim

u nd andere men fully
the mothe
the mud
ramay tfor es the thecoupons
band met
Sao

The

WyomingEstablished
Nati1829onal Bank
WEST MARKET AT FRANKLIN STREET

In 1829 this Pennsylvania bank,
which
foundedran
. Inthistheadvertisement,
same year, inwas
an
adjoining
county
not many
miles away, theand" Stourbridge
LionAmerican
" , the firstrailroad
locomotive
on
an
wasruntried
out.
An
enterprising
advertising
manager
put - three
two and
to
gether ninety
yearstwolater,
and
turned
out
the
above
adver
tisement.
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I have bad Hai my liceogly a ' sa'lary , and a small one , and I ' m
am about to dose ?ever that , for ?. I am going blind , and in less
that a year I will be absolutely belélessi : thcr ; 1 most depend . : :
on my savings for 'way. It'ving and to keep are from being a 'burden on ...
the community . II I. keepther in the bank at 37 they will pct. : : :
iyizld me enough incore. If I. can get an incore: of 6er without :: : *

principal, then I can live ; very poorly , but with on the pauper
1 .drawing
out becoming

a

1 ' . you
: fully : : 1
.: trust

Gentis

all investments
and I must, depend on you entirely .. . Now knowing out
the facts of
investir,
the
case
please
that
sou
safely:
,
1.?seba
as
33 possibile
Better a síall interest than loss of both principal and interesti
That would kill me as surely as if it had been by the knife or . : :

Please bear this in sind for all my future investuents:
? ;bulleti.
that I am aunty - ĉertaintly going blind and that I have nothing
but ry accumulagions , now invested with you .
Here is the remarkable letter used in the advertisement at the top of the opposite page.
A finer example of sheer unquestioning faith would be hard to find. It may be mentioned that

this man actually did go blind, and that he is still a customer of this investment house.

itable branch banks was outlined in the address of Samuel
J. Keator, of the Mechanics
and Metals National Bank, New
York. Mr. Keator stated that
the development of branch
banks in large cities is growing
Wilkes-Barre Prices

In The Fall of 1830
RETETEN

increasingly important every
year and the selling service offered has opened a new field of
endeavor in financial advertising.
" In a city the size of New
York ” , said Mr. Keator, “ cer tain kinds of business center in
certain sections. There is, for

“ That day has long passed ,
if indeed it ever existed, when
advertising, under proper con
has long since become a demon
strated economic factor as a
business builder and a clearly
proved educational force. That

example, the textile district, the
shipping center, the district

it may not always, in all hands,
operate with 100 per cent. effi

ditions, can be considered as an

experiment or a speculation. It

where the grain dealers have ciency is no more proof of its
gathered around the Produce failure than an unsuccessful
Exchange, the districts of the
wholesale produce dealers, the
garment workers, the silk mer
chants, etc. Branches located
in such districts have had to

To dodatku
segepast
Ples of the com
18

band the homein
dr. Sebab
keadachecked

the Midd the pro

Th

e
ded

edthe
cons
attad

lor te
u ltato

THE REARD OF AGE IS EXPERIENCE

THE

WYOMING NATIONAL BANK
Ed
Wed Matt & Pranklin Street

build up a specialized service to
appeal to the particular busi
ness to which they cater .
“ The advertiser's problem is

therefore clear. It is to appeal
to the particular class of busi

An Aim
in Life

ness or residentialneighborhood

in which the branch is situated .
It is an interesting psycholog
ical study to do this correctly.
Therefore an intimate knowl

M

Tekentanterest. com
aariyaamteai
and he first dep

The bank to welping may people
who havelearned that savingm e
be afascinating hobby.
Through a laterest Department
you can art systemsvang
Small
plen coording to your
deposite of two, three or more
dollars wery week,thered with
compound stere , how rurpistog
relu la shart space of time

edge of all the districts is
requisite."

Everybody is interested in
prices, particularly in such prices
as shown in the clipping repro
duced in the above advertisement
of & Pennsylvania bank - eggs 8
cents a dozen and butter 1242
cents a pound . These prices were
current
in the year following the
tounding of the Wyoming Na
tional Bank .

OST of the Interest to life

ademite
n from having
M object ota vwmeching to ples

Francis H . Sisson , vice-presi

dent of the Guaranty Trust

MARINE

Company, New York, said in

Bank & Trust Company

part on the subject of " Public

Relations and the Advertising
Man" :

Good imagery in the above
savings advertisement of a New
Orleans bank .
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Deposits
made on or before
June 4th at the

Society for Savings

June
L

!

SMO

draw 4% interest

June

from June 1st
Mon.
Athe

Teder for

June
4th
GEEN TILL OR M

An ingenious arrangement of
white circles on a dark back
ground in this advertisement of a
Cleveland bank .

operation on the human body
proof of the failure of surgery.
Its call is for skilled men , broad
men , who have thoroughly mas
tered the tools with which they
by a horse doctor would be a

feeling. He must always stand

earn $ 2000 a year and under,

aloof from his problem and
have a detached point of view ,
which will give him perspective
and an angle of accurate ap
praisal which he could not
otherwise have.”
Louis Wiley, business mana-

and 52 per cent. of the national
income is paid to wage earners.
How many of these know what

is a bond, a coupon, or the dif
ference between investment and

speculation ?”
F . N . Shepherd, executive
ger of the New York Times, manager of the American
said, in the course of his ad Bankers Associaion , in his ad

dress " The Daily Newspaper dress “ Public Education and
and Financial Advertising" :
the American Bankers' Associa
" The advertisements on the tion " , gave an exceedingly in
financial pages of reputable teresting outline of the splendid
newspapers now form a di work
of the association in co
rectory of important financial öperation
the bankers and
institutions, reputable brokers, educators with
of the country in
bond and investment houses and spreading the knowledge of the
of every large or important of fundamentals of economics and
fering of securities by corpora
among the men, women ,
tions, states, counties, towns banking
and children of the country. A
and foreign countries. An particular effort has been made
nouncements of new securities, to bring this knowledge before
frequently over-subscribed be

must work, whose sense of pub
lic psychology is sure and true
the school children of the coun
and whose vision of national op fore publicly announced, are in try. The association has pre
in newspapers as a mat pared a series of talks, ele
portunity is as broad as the serted
ter of record .
world.
mentary in nature, but made as
“ A well-equipped advertising " A remarkable element in readable and interesting as pos

modern financial advertising is sible, which are read before
the number and value of new children in schools all over the
bond offerings. A new method country by bankers and teach
has developed through which ers. In this work the associa
capital is providing for indus- tion has the whole -hearted sun
try.
Securities are offered di
ness of his institution, but to
rectly by the issuing corpora
its officers. In this two-fold tion
to the public. Notable
capacity he should first of all
are the recent issues
be a sound, practical psychol ofexamples
the New York Telephone
ogist, and the importance of
Company and the Consolidated
this capacity for accurate psy Gas
Company of New York.
chological analysis as a chief
factor in advertising service is This change is welcomed by the
for no longer do they
becoming increasingly under bankers,
the whole burden of
stood. The complexity of hu bear
industry.
man thought and feeling pre financing
Boy, You Need Reserves
“ The new bond offerings
sents a real problein to such an represent
there's a Rough Old World Ahead
constantly
analyst, but the measure of his flowing into capital
You
eatNi Dee That
Icelydon't
Tra
dermakey us pornSheemse
bo'ldi
— as seen
the
spot Brak cercept !
success will be very largely the particularly commerce
The lets yo med
in contracts for

man in institutions whose pub
lic relation problems are impor
tant should be able not only to
interpret the public's mind on
matters pertaining to the busi-

measure of his ability to interpret and direct these motive
forces of human action. He
must understand the value and
place of emotional appeal, as
well as the logical argument.
Neither by itself carries a com
plete message. Hemust under
stand the varying appeals to the
sexes, and to the classes with
whom he must deal, in termsof
display, color, argument and

highways, municipal services
and public improvements gen
erally. New bond advertising,
therefore, shows the service the
newspaper is rendering the

community.

“Financial advertisers should
keep in mind the small inves
tors. Fifty per cent. of the
incomes of the nation are re
ceived by men and women who

- Reserve Bere
Youth Beside Y . eYo
Ing.
. Mense
Gle Savingmandhors
Area pered
gal
ing see and Ledge pp

Get Coing! Sewe Now!

Mercantile Trust Company
Users

GMTH AND LOCUST

- TO 51 CHARLES

BADNT LOUW

Inspirational copy with a good
" punch " . Written in colloquial
and somewhat slangy language
but effective because well handled
and not over- done. This sort of
advertisement is not so easy to
write as it looks. There is always
the danger of going too far, and
becoming merely ridiculous.
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nancial Advertising in Eng
A Helpful
Idea
land",
Eric
by
director
Field,
An
adding
machine
installed
of Erwoods International Ad- the lobby of
the bank to aidin
vertising Agency, London. This customers in adding checks for
latter address will be found deposit is an innovation of the
elsewhere in this issue of THE Mid-City Trust and Savings
BANKERS MAGAZINE.
The following officers and di Bank, Chicago, II .

YearsNigorous
Forty -And
Young
Organd in 1883.theAmerican
National Bank for forty your
habe a powerful force in the

o
Ling

n
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Nashville

rectors of the association were

AMERIGAN
BANKS
NASHVILLE

elected for the year 1923 -24 :
President, Gaylord S. Morse,
State Bank of Chicago; first
vice-president, Carroll Ragan ,
U . S. Mortgage and Trust Co.,
N . Y .; second vice-president,

Help
New York's

Crippled
Children
Park Avenue
Street Fair
och som sta
May 8 to 11
lades

muhi

H . G . Hodapp, Wells-Dickey
The distinctiveness of layout
employed by this group of
affiliated Nashville banks is at

Co., Minneapolis ; third vice

president, R . E . Hotze, Plant

tracting wide attention to the
advertisements

er's National Bank , Richmond ;
treasurer , Carl A . Gode, Illinois
Merchants Trust Co., Chicago ;

port of the bankers and the
educators. In order that teach
ers may know how the plan of
the association for the spread
of economic knowledge oper
ates, an outline of the lecture
course has been prepared, to
gether with an explanation of

directors : A . C. Flather, John

group's

.

L . Edwards & Co., Wash.; W .
W . Douglas, Bank of Italy, San
Francisco ; John Cowan, Toron
to General Trust Corp ., Toron

to ; F . W . Gehle, Mechanics and
Metals National Bank, New
the plan and a list of refer York ; Jessamine G . Hoagland ,
ence books, so that any teacher National City Bank , Chicago ;
may be readily informed as to Julius C. Peter, Detroit Trust
the nature of the work being Co , Detroit ; Ethel B . Scully,
done by the association .

Morris F . Fox & Co., Milwau
Other addresses of real in - kee ; Fred M . Staker, Commerce
terest and benefit to all those

Trust Co ., Kansas City ; W . B .
present at the meeting of the Weissenberge
r, National Bank
association were: " Advertising of Commerce, St. Louis ; John
and the Investment Bankers H . Wells, Rhode Island Hos
Association", by Samuel O . pital Trust Co., Providence;
C.
Rice, Investment Bankers As
H . Wettereau , American Na
sociation, Chicago; " The Wom tional
Bank, Nashville; Chas.
en 's Department", by Anne
Seward, manager of the wom Cason , Chemical National Bank ,
en's department, Hamilton New York ; E . H . Kittridge,
National Bank, New York ; Old Colony Trust Co., Boston ;
"Investment Advertising ”, by K . W . Roberts, First
National
H . B . Matthews, S . W . Straus Bank , Columbus ; W . J. Kom

Fifth Ar

Plith Art

d

dech Street

Personal
Banking
For uptown residents and business: men,
our uptown offices are especially convenient.
Interest is paid on checking
accounts, and
depositon have available many helpful ser .

Hees, such as :

ForTakeYouryourTriptravel
Abroad
funds in the form

of

Guaranty Letter of Credit.
Safe Deposit Vaulo
The vaules at both offices embody themost
modern ideas in protective construction

Silver Storage Vaults
Storage space is provided at our Fifth
Avenue Office for silverware,paintings,etc.
Your Investments

Theew facilities
the Guaranty
offices. of
at bothCompany
York areofavailable
As a depositor, you have at your disposal the
comprehensive facilities of our commercial
banking, credit, trust, and foreign depart
mesto. invite
We

you to call upon us.

Guaranty Trust Company
NewOffices:
ofUptown
York
Fifth Avenue
and 44th Street

Madison Avenue
aad 60th Street

& Co., New York ; " The Per
Spokane, Wash.; Clinton
sonal Solicitation of Trust Busi mers,
W
.
Berry,
Union Trust Co.,
ness”, by Tracy Herrick , assist Detroit; members
national

ant vice-president and manager,
trust development department, commission : L'ntil 1925 — F . W .
Cleveland Trust Company ; Ellsworth, Hibernia Bank &
" Assisting Newspapers De Trust Co., New Orleans ; Until

velop their Financial Section ", 1926 — C. H . Handerson , Union
advertising Trust Co., Cleveland; Until
bymanager,
E. Paul Blyth
Young,
. Witter & 1924— Guy W . Cooke, First Na
Co, Los Angeles; and, " Fi- tional Bank, Chicago.

Madison Avenue Office
Madison Avenue and och Street

Skillful layout
careful
preparation of copy and
in the above
advertisement have enabled this
New York bank to say a great
deal without saying too much .
You will find : few superfluous
words in this advertisement
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United StatesNEW
Mortgage
& Trust Company.
YORK

E

! olli
R

UNITEDSTATESMORTGAGE&
TRUST COMPANY
NEW YORK

DUITSUTOPORAL
SareGaransiCon
narhassak Frases

* RE

Ihis car will take you to the
125th Street Office of this Company where.
you will find complete banking, trust and

I

safe deposit facilities. Interestpaid on deposits.
A visit of inspection is invited

UNITED STATES
TESTI

Capital,Surplus and Undtvided Profits-67,200,000

NITE

COMPANY
| MORTGAGE
125th St,& atTRUST
Eighth Ave.

12

WHERE THIS CAR CROSSES 8th AVENUE
are located the new and enlarged banking rooms
and safe deposit vaults of our 125th St.Office
the headquarters of the Company in Harlem
Your inspection is cordially invited
ES
UNITED STAT
D
LATU

MORTGAGE & TRUST COMPANY
Ave.-$7,000,000
at EighthProfits
125 thandSt, Undivided
Capital,Surplus

A panel of the exhibit of a New York bank at the recent convention of the Financial

Advertisers' Association at Atlantic City.

Advertising Exchange
Bank
Those listed herewith arewilling to exchange booklets and other advertising
matter issued by them . Subscribers can get on this list free of charge.
Watch for New Names and Other Changes.
Albany, N . Y., City Svg8. Bank, F. H . Williams, Detroit, Mich., Security Tr. Co., H . B. Grimm ,

bus. ext. dept.
treas.
Asbury
III., Manufacturers State Bank,
Moline,
Park, N . J., Asbury Park Tr. Co., J. B . Eastmgr.
F . T . Shearman, cash ,
Fogal, asst. secy.-treas.
Baltimore,
City,
N . c ., 18t & Citizens Nat'l
W
.
B
.
Ellzaheth
of
Md.,
Nat'l
Bank
Baltimore,
Bank, M . H . Jones, cash ,
Thurston, Jr., mgr. for. dept.
Berkeley,
Cal.,
Berkeley
Com
'l
&
Svgs.
Bk.,
G
.
Elmira,
N
.
Y.,
2nd
Nat'l Bank, Helen E. Mal
L . Pape, V . P .
lory, adv. mgr.

Ind.,punNat'l." 8City:. Bank, Josephine c.
Boston,
Mass., Internat'l Tr. Co., T. F . Megan , Evansville,
asst. sery.
Buematiks
Boston , Mass., Nat'l Shawmut Bank. A.
Winship, V . P .
Boston,
Mass., oid Colony Tr. Co., E . H . Kit
tredge, pub. mgr.

Evansville, Ind. Old State Nat'l Bank. A . F.

Bader, asst. cash .
Com 'l & Svgs. Bank, H . E.
Citizens
Mich.,asst.
Flint,Potter,
cash .

Boston, Mass., State St. Tr. Co., R . M . Eastman, Flint, Mich ., Industrial Svgs. Bank, A . T. Smith ,
Brooklyn,
N . Y., Home Svgs. Bank, V. M . Pow . Gardner,
V . P . Mass., Gardner Tr. Co., P. O. Ahlin,
ell, secy.
8. C., American Bk. & Tr. Co., R .
Greenville,
Bank,
Svgs.
Williamsburgh
.,
.
Y
Brooklyn,
N
A . E . Leighton , acly. mgr.
Anilerson , cash .

asst. to pres.
mgr. special serv. dept.
Co. Svgs. Bank, W . Power,
Michnrw. Genesee
Nat'l Bank, A . Schlenker, Flint,mgr.
Brenham
tash . , Tex., 1st
bus. dent.

Bruxelles,
Belgium , Moniteur des Interets Ma. Greenville,
s. C ., Woodside Nat'l Bank, J. L
teriels, 27 Place de Louvain .
Williams, V . P .

Buffalo , N . Y., Citizens Tr. Co., H . G . Hoffman, Haverhill,
Mass., 1st Nat'l Bank, C. K . Worm
wood , adv. mgr.

treas,
N . Y., Fidelity Tr. Co., W . D . Lamp
Buffalo,
man , asst. pub. mgr.

Indianapolis, Ind .. Fletcher Svgs. & Tr. Co

mgr. serv, dept.
N. Y., Marine Tr. Co., J. A. Edwards, IthacaL . , A N. . Buennagel,
Buffalo,
Y ., 1st Nat'l Bank, W . A . Boyd, V .
adv. mgr.
Nat'l Bank, J. M .
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
Atlantic
V. P..
E . Illman,
Bank, P. Tr.
PeoplesGuaranty
Buffalo, N . Y.,Mass.,
Quincy, asst. cash .
A
.
Co.,
L
Cambridge,
Jacksonville,
Fla
Barnett
.,
Nat'l
Bank, E . G .
.
V . P Jowa,
Haskell, adv. dept.
CedarFrost,
Rapids,
Cedar Rapids 8vgs. EBank
Tr.
States
Co., B . W .
Jacksonville,
.,
Fla
United
C . E . duracher, adv. mgr.
Lanier, Rery. & treas.

Chambersburg, Pa., Chambersburg Tr. Co., F . Jollet. Ill., Will Co. Nat' l Bank, F . R . Adams.

A . Zimmerman , V . P .
111., City Tr. & Svgs. Bank, A . M .
W . Va., Charleston Nat'l Bank, Kankakee,
Charleston,
Shoven , cash .
C . F . Snyder, Jr., adv. mgr,
Mo., Commerce Tr. Co., F . M .
City,
Kansas
Tr. & Bkg. Co.,
. American
Chattanooga.
Tenn.
Staker, mgr. pub . dept.
, asst.Chattanooga
E . L . SmithTenn.,
cash .
Kansas City Terminal Tr.
Mo.,
City,
Svgs. Bank, Kansas
Chattanooga,
Co ., H . G . Hunter , V . P .

, asst. tr, oft.
Holdain
J . V . Pa.,
s. A., Banco Mercantil Americano
Nat'l Bank, E . C . Lima,delPeru,
Pennsylvania
Chester,
Peru .
Beach Nat'l Bank , P .
LongL . Beach,
Cal.,
Long
, asst.Hellman
cash . Com 'l Tr. & Svgs.
HudsonCal.,
Angeles,
Los Bank,
D . R . Branham , dir. pub,
Cal., Pacific -Southwest Tr. & Svgs.
Angeles,
Los Bk.,
R . M . MacLennan, adv. mgr.
Los Angeles, Cal., Union Bank & Tr. Co., A . L
tr. ore.1st Nat'l Bank, C . F . Ham
ex. dept.
Bilansky.
Gatos, Cal.,
Plan Bank, 8. B . Los Lathrop,
Ill., mgr.
Chicago,
Chicagobus.Morris

Burton., W .. Va.,
KanawhacinValley
Charleston
Kanawha
ess deBank
pt.. , H .
va..
mgr. new
Picklesinier,
Baker,business
738 S .dept.
Michigan
Ill., BaulerChicago,
Bauder, pres.
R . E .Critchfield
Ave., ini.,
& Co., L . E . Delson,
Chicago,
mgr. Tr. & Svgs. Bank, H . J.
adly.Liberty
finan . Ill.,
Chicago,

sher, pres.
, Spain,
Madrid
Banco Hispano Suizo, Apartado
E . C . Hirt.
1023,
Lake Co. Nat'l Bank, M . F .
.,
D
S.
E . L . Jarl, Madison,
Berther, V . P .
. Union Tr. Co., P. L. Hardesty, Manila,
angt. cash
de Las Islas Filipinas, W .
.
Banco
I..
P
III
,
.
Chicago.
pres.
T. Nolting,
pub. mgr.
&
Bank, M .
,
ilerchants
Miss.
Tenn., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . A . Bland. Meridian,
Clarksville,
Keeton , mgr. svgs. dept. Farmers

serv. (lept. Tr. & Svgs. Bank ,
mgr.Northwestern
Clark, ,Ill..
Chicago

V . Pof. Chicago,
Heuryoling.
F G . Ill.,
Chicago,
State Bank

V . P d. , Ohio , Central Nat'l Bank, R . J. Milwaukee, Wis., Second Ward Securities Co.,
Clevelan
R . P . Hammond , mgr. bus. serv. dept.

Izant, alv.
Minn., Farmers & Mechanics Svga.
Cleveland Tr. Co., I. I. Sperlin . Minneapolis,
Ohio,mgr.
Cleveland,
Bank, T . 1 . Wallace, treas.
mgr.
puh.
Minn., Midland Nat'l Bank, L . L .
Cleveland, Ohio, Rellance Tr. Co., E . J. Mac Minneapolis,
D . Stnrk , asst. tr. orr.
Nab, asst.
Minn., Minnesota Loan & Tr. Co.,
, Union Tr. Co., C . H . Hander- Minneapolis,
Clevelanıl,
Ohiosecy.
W . E . Brockman, pub . mgr.

son , puh. mgr.
Clinton,
Iowa, City Nat'l Bank, A . C. Smith,
pres.
Corsirana, Tex , First State Bank, L . G . Kerr,
.
Danielson Tr. Co., C. H .
Ison,cashConn.,
Dani-asst.
Starkweather, treas.
Bank, L . C. Tingley,
Nat'l
City
O.,
Dayton,
hus, er mgr.

Minn., Northwestern Nat'l Bank,
Minneapolis,
F . Merrill, adv. mgr.
Western Montana Nat'l Bank,
Mont.,
Missoula,
J . Bennett.

N . L ., Mex., A . Zambrano, Jr., care
Monterrey,
of A . Zambrano & Sons, Apartado No. 6 .

Montreal, Que., Banque d'Hochelaga. 112 st.

James St., Léon Lorrain , dir. pub .
, Ohio, Home Bldg. Ass'n Co., E . M .
Dayton , Ohio, Nat'l Cash Register Co., H . W . Newark
Baugher,
dir. Denver
Karr,Colo.,
pub. Nat'l Bank, G . T. Wells, New Orleans, pres.
La., Canal-Com 'l Tr. & Svgs.
Denver,
Bank, H . B . Caplan, secy. to pres.
asst.Mich..
rash . First National Bank, F . J. Camp
Detroit,
bell, adv. mgr.

& Tr., adv.
Co., mgr.
F. W .
New Ellsworth
Orleans, ,LA.,
Wisdom
P ., W . B . Bk.
V . Hlhernia
69
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New M Orleans,
La.,, Whitney
Pa., 3rd Nat'l Bank, Theda A . Hoppa
. L . Bouden
pub. mgr.-Central Nat'l Bank, Scranton,
mgr. new bus. dept.
Newport
News,
Va.,
1st
Nat'l
Bank,
D
.
L
.
Down.
Shanghai,
China, American Oriental Bkg. Corp..
ing, asst. cash .
F . J . Raven.

Shelbyville,
spacher, Ill.,
V . P .18t Nat'l Bank, J. C. Eber
Sloux
Falls,
8.
D ., Sloux Falls Nat'l Bank, J. W .
pres.
Wadden
,
Y.cashC.,. American Union Bank, R . Stein, asst.
Smithtown Branch, N . Y., Bank of Smithtown,

N . Y . C ., Ambrose R . Clark & Co., 71 Broadway.
Y . C ., American Express Co., 66 Broadway,
S . D . Malcolm , gen , mgr. adv.

BankBankers
of America
, Withers
Y . CC.,., The
Magazine.

J . A . Overton, cash
Woolford .
Ind., Indlana Tr. Co., J. C. Stover,
Y. C ., Battery Park Nat'l Bank, E . E . SouthV . Bend,
P.
Gafford , asst. V . P .
Spokane,
Wash
., Old Nat'l Bank -Union Tr. Co ..
A . F . Brunkow , pub. mgr.
& Phenix Nat'l Bank, N . P. St. Joseph,
C., Chatham
Y.Gatling.
.
.
P
V
Mo.,
Y. C., Coal & Iron Nat'l Bank, H . G .
pub. mgr. 1st Nat'l Bank, L. J. Morgan.

Mo., Liberty Central Tr. Co., J. V.
Stenerson, asst. to pres.
St. Louis,
Corrigan, pub. mgr.
N . Y.mgr.
C., Equitable Tr. Co., A. DeBebian, adv. St.
Louis,
Mo.,
pub . mgr. Mercantile Tr. Co., 8. P . Judd,
Farmers Loan & Tr. Co., I. H . St. Louis,
C., The
N . Y.Meehan
, asst. V . P .
Mo., Nat'lasst.Bankto of
Weisenburger,
pres.Commerce, W . B .
N . Y . C., Hamilton Nat'l Bank, 130 W . 42nd
. S . Van Leer, asst. cash .
Sweden,pub.Svenska
P . G . ,Norbers,
mgr. Handelsbanken ,
N . YSt.,
. C., EMechanics
& Metals Nat'l Bank, F . W . Stockholm
Gehle , V . P .

N . Y.mgr.
C., New York Tr. Co., E . Langstroth , pub.
N . v.secy.C., North Bide Svgs. Bank, A. A. Ekirch,
Seaboard Nat'l Bank, E . M . Hutchins,
N . v.pubc.,. mgr.
Norfolk,
Va.,
Nat'l Bank, W . V. Capps,
new bus. Seaboard
mgr.
Northampton,
Mass.,
Hampshire
Co. Trust Co.,
G . S . Wills, pres.
Norwich,
Conn.,
Chelsea
Svgs.
Bank,
J. D . Coit,
asst. treas.

Stroudsburg
Stroudsburg
Nat'l Bank, C. B
Keller, ,Jr.,Pa.,cash
.

Tampa, Fla., čitizens-Amer. Bank & Tr. Co., L

A . Bize, pres.
Toledo,
Ohio, Coml svgs. Bk & Tr. Co, J. H .
Streicher, asst. secy-treas.

Toronto,
Canada, Canadian Bank of Commerce
A . St. L . Trigge, secy .

Toronto, Canada , H . J. Coon, 68 Farnham Ave.
Toronto, Canada, Home Bank Monthly. Home
Bank of Canada , 8 King St. West.
Trenton , N . J. Mechanics Nat'l Bank, C . K .
Withers, tr. off. & pub . mgr.
Tuscaloosa
, Ala ., City Nat'l Bank , 8. F . Cla
baugh , V . P . & cash .

Oak L Park,
Ill., Oak Park Tr. & Svgs. Bank,
. A . Clarahan, mgr. new bus. dept
Orizaba,
Ver.,
Mex ., J. C . Gutierrez, Apartado Utica, N . Y ., Svgs. Bk., H . W . Bell, dir. serv.
146.
Valdosta
Merchants Bank, A . F. Winn.
Osaka,
Japan,
Japan Trust Bank, Ltd., H . Warren,
Jr., ,VPa.,
.Ga.,
P .Warren
Araki, for. div.
Nat'l Bk., R . W . Mackay.
cash .
Owego, N . Y., Owego Nat'l Bank, H . L. Under

hill.
Paterson,
N . J., 2nd Nat'l Bank, W . Van Blar.
com , asst. cash .
Pendleton,
Ore., American Nat'l Bank, J. De
Wilde, pub. mgr.
Phlla.,
Pa.,
4th St. Nat'l Bk., J. T. A. Hosbach,
mgr.
Phlla.adv.
,V . PPa.,
Overbrook Bank, R . H . Thompson ,
.
Phila.,com Pa.,
Phila. Nat'l Bank, W . R. D . Hall,
'l serv. dept.

Washington,
Poole, pres.D . C., Federal Nat'l Bank, John
, D. C.,secy.Unlon Tr. Co. of D. O.. W . 8.
Washing
tonasst.
Lyons,

Pine Bluff , Ark ., Cotton Belt Svgs. & Tr. Co..
L . E . Bassett, mgr. svgs. & pub. dept.
Pine Bluff , Ark ., Merch . & Planters Bank,
R . W . Etter, asst. cash .
Pittsburgh,
Pa., Mellon Nat'l Bank, J. M . WII
llams,
Pittsburgh , pub.
Pa .,mgr.
Pa. Tr. Co., pub. mgr.
Pittsburgh , Pa., W . H . Siviter, 122 Dithridge St.
Prague, Czechoslovakia , Bohemian Industrial

dept.
Westadv.
& Mechanics Tr. Co.,
J . Chester,
C . Hall,Pa.,
V . Farmers
P.

Washington , D . C ., Washington Loan &
E . H . Thompson , pub. mgr.
Watertown,
N . Y .,asst.Jefferson
R . W . Oakes,
cash . Co., Nat'l Bank,
Wausau,
Wis.,
Marathan
Co. Bank, H . C. Ber
ger, cash .

Phlla.,
Pa., Tradesmen 's Nat'l Bank, H . E . Waynesboro, Pau, 1st Nat'l Bank, J. E . Guy.
Deily , asst. cash .

Wellsboro, Pa., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . L. Matson,

Wilkes - Barre, Pa ., Luzerne Co . Nat' l Bank .

W . J. Rufr, cash .
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa ., pub.
Wyoming
Sherrill, mgr.
dept. Nat'l Bank , W . M .

Wilmington,
N . c ., Wilmington Svg & Tr. Co.,
C . E . Taylor, pres.
Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
Union Bank of Canada
Raleigh , N . C ., Citizens Nat'l Bank, R . A .
J . H . Hodgins, mgr. pub . dept.
Brown,
asst.
cash
.
Youngstown, Ohio, 1st Nat'l Bank & Dollar
Raleigh,
N . C., Com 'l Nat'l Bank, E . E . Cul.
Svgs. & Tr. Co ., J. N . Higley, pub. mgr.
breth , mgr. svgs. dept.
Zurich
, Switzerland, J. Muller, 19 Bonnegg
.
E
.
R
Bank,
Nat'l
Va.,
Planters
Richmond,
strasse.
cash .Tr. Co ., W . Scott. V . P . Zurich
Hotze, Jr.,
,
Switzerland, Unlon de Banques Suisgen.
Virginia
Va., anst.
Richmond,
H . de Muralt, sub -mgr.
Ripon , Wis., 1st Nat' l Bank , W . R . Dysart, cash .
N . Y., East Side Svgs. Bank, c . c.
Rochester,
Bank, head office,

Davy, atty.
Rochester.
N . Y., Union Tr. Co., A. J. Meyer,
pub
. mgr. Tex., Central Tr. Co., D . Ansley,
New Names
San V Antonio,
. P.
Ia
Central State Bank, H . G .
.,
Moines,
Des
San GFrancisco,
Cal., 1002 Monadnock Bldg., L.
Metcalf, mgr. bus. ext. dept.
. Peede.
San Francisco, O al., Anglo -California Tr. C
R . P . Anderson, mgr. bus. dev. dept.

San man
Francisco,
Cal.,. Union Tr. Co., M . New
, asst.CalcashAmeriran
SantaMorrow
Roea.
, V . P . & cash. Nat'l Bank, J. G .

N . Y . C ., Union Bank of Canada , A . G . Sclater.
Quincy, Mass., Granite Trust Co., D . King. V . P .
San Antonio,
Tex., City Nat'l Bank, H . M . Hart,
V. P.

Sydney, Australia , Gov't Svgs. Bank of N . 8 . W .
and Rural Bank, A . W . Turner, secy.
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BROWN BROTHERS & CO .
Established 1818
4th and Chestnut Sts.

59 Wall Street

PHILADELPHIA

NEW

YORK

60 State Street
BOSTON

A Four-Fold Service
Investment Securities
Weoffer complete facilities for

Travelers Letters of Credit
Our well-known Travelers Let

investors in the purchase and

ters of Credit will be found

sale of high -grade securities.
Statistical information and in vestment suggestions furnished
on request . Private wire con
nectionswith principalmarkets

convenient for those who may
now be
be planning
planning Summer
now
Summe Trav
el. Payable through more than
3 ,000 correspondents in all
sarts of the world . Issued in

throughout the East.

dollars and in pounds sterling.
Commercial Letters of Credit
For nearly a century merchants

Foreign Exchange
Drafts and cable transfers on

have recognized these credits as

foreign countries bought and

a standard method of payment

sold at finest rates. Foreign and
domestic collections on best

for shipments ofmerchandise to
and from America. Issued in dol

terms.

lars, sterlingorother currencies .

A Century of Service

BROWN , SHIPLEY

& COMPANY

Established 1810
Founders Court, Lothbury
London , E . C .

Office for Travelers
123 Pall Mall, London, S . W .

HT
HO)

EDITID
TUCH

“Wemust have
better credit information ”
SAID A MANUFACTURER

« Trrors in judgment are striking at the heart of this

E organization,” he told his executives. "Wemust
eliminate guesswork . Get the facts ; and verify them
through the credit department of a good bank .”

It is a function ofThe Equitable’screditdepartment
to gather business information for commercial cus
tomers. Our officers are trained to interpret facts and

apply them to a specific problem of sales, or of pro
duction or of organization .

Hence, commercial depositors may, without cost,
complementtheir own credit facilitieswith the organ
ization and counsel of this company.

THE EQUITABLE
TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
UPTOWN OFFICE

37 WALL STREET

Madison Ave . at 45th St.

COLONIAL OFFICE
222 Broadway

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES
FOREIGN OFFICES

LONDON : 3 King William St., E .C .4

PHILADELPHIA : Land Title Building
BALTIMORE: Calvert and Redwood Sts .

PARIS: 23 Rue de la Paix
MEXICO CITY : 48 Calle de Capuchinas

CHICAGO : 29 South La Salle St.

SAN FRANCISCO: 485 California St.

American Foreign Trade and Investment
By Stanislao Corvino
CINCE the advent of the peace
American business men have been
taking more interest than before
in foreign countries, both as regards
the exports of American goods and the
investment of American capital in in

dustrial, commercial, mining , shipping
and similar undertakings abroad . Un
fortunately , success has not always
been up to expectation .

As to exports, business has been ham
pered to a large extent by the present
high rate of exchange of the dollar,
which induces foreign buyers to limit
their purchases in the United States,
and makes it difficult for Americans to
compete with countries having a depre
ciated currency unless exceptionally
favorable circumstances concur, such as
a practical monopoly in a given product,
absolute necessity to purchase on the
part of the buyer, the possibility of
cutting prices, etc.
On the other side, the high rate of
exchange of the dollar ought to have
favored the investment of American
money abroad, especially in all countries
with a depreciated currency , such as the
ex -belligerent states of the European

STANISLAO CORVINO
Adviser to Bank of Italy on international
questions

continent and those of new formation in

him impervious to any suggestion about
the necessity of adapting himself to the
that, generally speaking, such has not taste and the customs of the foreigner.
been the case. The reason for this par The result is that he finds himself
tial failure of American enterprise seriously handicapped now that the
Eastern Europe. Yet experience teaches

abroad is to be sought chiefly in in
sufficient acquaintance with foreign
countries, and lack of adaptability on
the part of the American representa -

great expansion of economic activity in
the United States makes intensified
trade relations with the rest of the
world a matter of necessity , and invest

tives .

ment of American capital abroad a very
lucrative proposition .

In fact, up to now , with such a big
market as the whole of North America

As a matter of fact it often happens

at his disposal, the average American
business man has hardly ever felt in
clined to study the requirements of for-

that, while following the same methods
that have secured him success in busi
ness at home, an American utterly fails

eign countries. Besides, his settled
belief in the superiority of American

abroad. The reason is that, without
being in the least conscious of the fact ,

business methods— a feeling to a large

and much against his own wish and in

extent quite justified , and at any rate

terest, he has made enemies among the

easily to be understood — has often made

very men with whom he was expected

Vacationing
son

in

the

Great Lakes

RE
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::

T
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DETROI

.

UTUNDREDS of bankers will be on vacation
11 throughout the Great Lakes Region during the
next few months.

They will motor or cruise and will undoubtedly
pay a visit to Detroit.

If you are lucky enough to be one of these, per
haps there will be some service which wemay perform

which will add to your pleasure on this trip .
We extend a cordial invitation for any banker or
his friends to write us or call upon us and make his

wants known .

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
DETROIT

MICHIGAN

The First NationalBank, the Central Savings Bank and the

First National Company of Detroit, are under one ownership .
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to deal, either by disregarding or even
freely criticising the customs of the

country, or else by unwittingly com
mitting some serious breach of local
etiquette . At other times his natural
inability to humor the (often unreason
able and exasperating ) red -tape meth
ods of local bureaucracy, and to find the
right way of getting round the difficul

ties, prevents his obtaining valuable
concessions which eventually fall to the
share of more ductile competitors.

Now , local customs may often seem
peculiar to the outsider, while the busi

ness methods adopted by many coun
tries are really inefficient or obsolete,

and the obstructive tactics of pettifog
ging government officials prove most
aggravating to anyone whose time is
valuable ; yet the people of the country
- even those who know better them
selves— are only too often apt to resent
foreign criticism . On the other side,
the task of a business man is obviously
not that of a social reformer ; all that

he wants is to be successful. And the
best way to success will undoubtedly be
for him to take the people as they are,
and to avail himself even of their de
fects , if necessary , in order to reach his
aim . To that purpose he is bound,

first to know thoroughly the country he

The Punjab
NationEstablished
, Ltd .
al Bank
1895.
Head Office: Anarkali Street,
LAHORE , INDIA
Tel. Addresses : " Stability for head
ofce and branches; " Clearance
for Bombay , Lahore City and
Amballa Cantonment only .
Capital (subscribed ) .
Capital (paid - up ) . ... .
26 ,75 , 162
Reserves (31, 12, 1922 ) .
20.00 , 108
Deposits
Total Resources .. .... ..

4,92, 44,072
5 ,64,88 ,525
LONDON AGENTS - London Joint City &
Midland Bank , Ltd ., 5 , Threadneedle
St., London E . C . 2 .

BRANCHES- Amballa
City . Amballa
Cantonment, Amritsar, Bombay, Cawn
pore , Calcutta , Delhi, Dera Ismail
Khan , Ferozepore City , Gojra , Gujran
wala , Hapur, Hoshiarpur, Hyderabad,
Halizabad , Jammu, Jhelum , Jullundur
City . Karachi, Kasur, Lahore City,
Ludhiana , Lyallpur, Multan City . Mont

gomery. Okara , Patiala , Peshawar
City , Quetta , Rawalpindi City , Sar
godha, Sialkot City, Srinagar.

Banking Business of every description

transacted .
GOVIND DASS. BITAGAT, M .A ., LL. B .,
Secretary

- - - -- -- - - ---

Great Britain

is dealing with , and secondavtog.be willing
“ The Board of Trade returns for
to adapt himself to its ways.
April”,
says the June monthly review
Now , generally speaking, while— for of Barclays
Bank , Limited , London,
reasons easily to be accounted for by “ are not strictly comparable with those
historical and geographical conditions
for previous months, for the reason that
Americans often lack the necessary gift the administration of customs in South

of adaptability to foreign customs, and ern Ireland has now been taken over by
the knowledge of foreign languages, the Irish Free State. As a consequence,
Germans and to an even higher degree although the trade between Free State
Italians, possess it, and this explains ports and Great Britain and Northern
their well-known success abroad (e. g. Ireland figures in the returns, exports

in South
American
advisable,
fully with

America ). This being so ,
companies will often find it
in order to compete success
their foreign rivals, to avail

themselves at least for the time being,
of the services of foreign experts. Ger
man collaboration being for obvious
reasons less agreeable at present, the

from and imports into the Free State
from foreign countries are no longer in
cluded. Total exports amounted to
£75,299,602, or more than £5,000,000
in excess of the total for the previous

month . Of this increase, rather more

than £3,000,000 is represented by re

exports, while among exports of British
produce and manufactures, the value of
coöperation of competent Italians would new ships increased by £2,000,000 .
seem to be most suitable.
" Exports of iron and steel again show

INTERNATIONAL
BANK

OF LITHUANIA

(The Only American Bank in Lithuania )

Lietuvos Tarptautinis Bankas

KAUNAS , LITHUANIA
Laisvés Aléja No. 60

Cable Address : INTERBANK

THROUGH our extensive branch system

1 in Lithuania and our close connection
with leading banks in the United States
and all the principal commercial countries
of the world , we are especially well pre

pared to render complete international
banking service .
JOHN J. ROMAN ,

JOSEPH BECK ,

President

Vice-President
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WL

an increase in quantity, the total now
being only slightly below the pre-war
average. Production of pig iron in
April continued to improve, and, though
the output of steel ingots and castings

The sole business of

suffered a setback compared with

The National City Company is
the purchase and distribution of

March , the figure was well above the
monthly average of 1913.
Imports,
Monthly
average
1913

1920
1921
1922

iron and
steel.
th . tons
.185 . 9
92. 4
........ 137. 1

........ 73.5

1923 - January

February
March
April

128. 9
.....122. 6
.110. 9

.115 . 3

Exports,
iron and
steel.
th . tons
414 . 1
270. 9
141. 7
283. 5
353. 4

investment securities. The dis
tribution is asbroad as thecoun .

try itself. Through the Com .

pany's offices in more than 50

leading cities,the banks of every
section are promptly advised of

desirable new bond issues.

317. 5
368. 1
386 . 9

SONAL CITY
IN

S

"Coal production also continues at a
high level, the output for the first four
months of the year being practically on
a par with the pre-war standard . Of
287,000,000 tons of coal produced in
1913, 73,000,000 tons were exported,
while 21,000,000 were used as bunkers
for ships engaged in foreign trade, the

NATIONAL
CITY BANK
2 BUILDINGS

W YOR

NEW YORK

PITILADELPIITA MONTREAL

CIMICAGO

NEW ORI.KANS

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO TOKYO

1. 0 % DON

balance of 193,000,000 tons being de
voted to Admiralty and domestic re
quirements.
“ The output for the first fourmonths
of the current year totals about 92,000,
000 tons, while exports account for 25 ,
500,000 millions and bunker shipments

" Exports of cotton yarns and manu

for 6,000,000 , leaving a balance of factures decreased by over £1,000,000 .
60,500,000 tons. The home consumption Exports of cotton piece goods at 316 ,
of coal is now greater than in 1912, 000,000 square yards in April, compare
and is very little short of the high level with 337,000,000 square yards in
reached in 1913 . This fact, in con March , but the figure for the first four
junction with the improvement in in - months of 1923 is 1,396 ,000 ,000 square

dustrial activity, indicates distinct progress towards reinstating the pre-war
level of production , but in certain in dustries, such as shipbuilding, cotton ,
and the building trades, much progress

yards, against 1,197,000,000 square
yards in the corresponding period of
1922. In 1913, however, exports to
talled 7,075 ,000,000 yards, equivalent
approximately to 6 ,000,000 square

has still to be made.

yards, and it is, therefore, evident that
the cotton industry is still feeling
acutely the effects of the general dis
turbance in world trade and the high
price level.
“ Total imports amounted to £86 ,
417 ,017 , as compared with £90,000,000
in March , but they are nearly £6 ,000,

COAL PRODI'CTION IN GREAT BRITAIN
Tons

1913 .
1920
1921
1922

..287,000, 000
.229,000,000
163, 000,000
251,000 ,000

1923 :
Week ended

April 21
April 28
May 5
May 12 ..

May 19

5 , 824,900
5 ,721, 200
5 , 327,000

5 ,603,400

000 higher than the total recorded for
April, 1922. The whole of the decrease,

5,796,600 as compared with the previous month ,

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE

London office, English, Scottish and Australian Bank, Limited ,5 Gracechurch Street

occurred in raw materials and articles plied over 20 per cent. of the April
mainly unmanufactured, the most no- arrivals.
COTTON (EXCEPT
ticeable feature being a decline of £4, IMPORTS OF RAW
LINTERS)
280,000 in raw cotton , which reflects to

some extent the prevailing uncertainties
in the cotton trade, though seasonal in
fluences may also bave been at work.
“One effect of the upward movement
in the price of American cotton is re

(In thousand Centals of 100 pounds )
Four months
ending April
1922
1923
2 ,507
2, 166

From :
United States ......
Egypt ...

....1, 066

British East Indies

. ..

98

1,438
502

flected in the import returns. During
“ The adverse balance of trade of
the first three months of this year half £11,000,000 in April compares with
of the raw cotton supplies reaching this £20,000,000 in March , and brings total
country emanated from the United for the first fourmonths of the year to
States, but during April the percentage £70,000,000, which , when invisible
was only 27 , while British East Indies, items are taken into account, should

which in the first quarter of the year leave an appreciable balance on the

furnished less than 10 per cent., sup- right side.”
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France
The follow

of

summar

then time
at tio
France 's financiaingl position iza

when the French Parliament began its

of the budget for 1923

consider

atio
is regardedn as being a semi-official
presentation . The summary is from the
Paris Temps and has been received
from its French Inform on Service by
Company, New
the Bankers Trust ati
York :
New Orleans

1. PUBLIC DEBT OF FRANCE AT THE BEGINNING

OF 1923

VIII

France's internal debt at the above period
amounted to 282,418,000,000 francs and may
be subdivided as follows:

Bananas

Billion
franca
...114
. 145

Floating and short term debt.
Long term debt

nces from the. Banque de Fran. .ce. . . . .to. . .
Adva
the government

23

23

France's external debt may also be sub
livided into these two classifications:
government debt to the United States

New Orleans imports almost half of
the 45,000,000 bunches of bananas
brought into this country annually.

The port has adequate fruit landings,
green fruit. Special railroad facilities
and banana conveyors make possible

designed to expedite the handling of
unloading

bananas

shipside

the
of
from
at the rate of 10,000 bunches per hour.

New Orleans is the banana port of
the world .

anal Great Britain , which amounts to 29,
969,000,000 francs, and
(b ) Her cominercial debt which amounts to
6 ,493.000,000 francs, making a total of 35,

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co.
New Orleans, U . S. A . .

463,000 ,000 francs gold .

II. DEBTS OWED TO FRANCE BY OTHER COUNTRIES

In order to realize France's actual posi

tion,
there should be deducted from her own
debts the debts which other nations owe to
her. While it is true that France, in order
to insure the Allies' victory, borrowed
29,000,000,000 francs gold , she also lent to
her allies or to the other nations born of
the war or impoverished as the result of it
a total sum of 15,282,000,000 francs gold ;
the details of which are as follows:

UI. FRANCE'S BUDGETARY SITUATION IN 1923
The preponderating factor
in France's
budgetary situation
enormous public

is her
debt. The main item in her budget is her
expenditure for interest and charges of this
debt, which has been constantly increasing.
In the 1923 budget (as originally sub
mitted to the French Parliament), the ex

Francs
Russla (old government) ............. 5,560,000,000 ( 1 )

penditures were estimated as follows:

4 ( various governments ) ....
Belgium

France
Public debt
....12,344.000.000
Expenditures for all civil services....
5, 799,000,000
Expenditures for purposes of na

UU
Jugoslavia
Rumania ..
Greere
Poland

Czer-ho- Slovakia
Italy ......
Mon
tenegr
Esthonia o
Letton
Lithuaia .....
Hungarnia
y
Austria

Total

...

480.000.000

3 ,684,000 ,000
1,795,000,000 ( 2)
.. 1 , 181, 000 .000
861.000.000 ( 3 )
1 ,056 ,000, 000
574,000 , 000
49,000,000 (4 )
13,000 ,000

10,500,000

11,500,000
6 .000. 000
1, 000 ,000
500. 000

.15,282,000,000

(1) Including the 955 millions charged by the

discounting Russian Govern
Bankt ofBonFrance
men
ds. for

(2 ) Including 220 millions in book credits.
( 3) Including 300 millions in book credits.
(1) Not Including 800 millions in supplies of
inaterial to be covered to an indefinite extent
by the value of Italian supplies of materials.

tional defence

. 5 ,035 ,000, 000

Total expenditure foreseen by gen
eral budget for 1923..
...23,178,000,000
Estimated
revenue from normal
sources ...

....19,285,000,000

Estimated deficit of the general
budget accordi
proposal
ng to

s

originally submitted
......... 3, 893,000,000
Note: Senate finance commission has revised
these figures.

In addition to this expenditure for the

ordinary budget, France, during 1923, will
also have to make good the expenditure
for reconstruction and reparations which

Germany has failed to pay, and which , ac

BLANDY BROTHERS & CO .
Funchal, Madeira
BANKERS
Current and Deposit Accounts opened.

Foreign Exchange, Cable Transfers, Collections, Commercial Credits and
Banking Business of every description undertaken .
Current Accounts in London , New York, Paris, Madrid, Cologne,
Hamburg, Basle, Lisbon, Oporto, Prague, Amsterdam ,

Rio de Janeiro, Naples.
Correspondents in all important cities.
Agents in Madeira for principal American and Foreign Banks.

Merchants, Shipping andUnion
Forwarding
Agents (agents for White Star, Cunard,
-Castle, R . M . S. P ., etc.)
Agents for Lloyds, Board of Underwriters of New York, National Board
of Marine Underwriters. Coal Depot Proprietors. Wine Shippers.
Also firms at
Las Palmas, Grand Canary Island, and 106 Fenchurch
Street, London, E .C .3.

cording to the estimated special budget for paper's burden has been at least doubled .
1923, will amount to 10,148,000,000 francs. It has been more than doubled if one takes
The special budget for 1922 estimated that into account the increase in departmental
the sum of 7,000,000,000 francs would be and communal taxation.
In order to realize the increase, it is only
received from Germany as a result of the
necessary to study the following table :
negotiation of obligations on May 5 , 1921.
However, nothing was received during
1922, and therefore, there seems no hope of
GENERAL BUDGET

receiving anything during 1923, and the
deficit on the special budget will in con
sequence amount to the whole figures of
expenditure, i. e., 10 ,148,000,000 francs.
France's total budgetary deficit for 1923
can therefore be estimated at:
France

General budget .....
Special budget ......

... 3,900,000,000
.10.148,000,000

14,048,000,000
IV . FINANCIAL BURDEX ACTUALLY BORNE BY
FRENCU TAXPAYERS

(Comparison with 1913)

In 1913 the total amount of the French
budget was 4 ,900,000,000 francs gold . The
1922 French ordinary budget, which com
prised solely normal expenditure, amounted

1913
1922
Permanent revenue:
(million francs)
Dirant and assimilated taxes ........ 634
3 ,289. 7
834
Registration tax .
241
Stamp taxes ...
Tax on stock exchange operations 10
Tax on income from personal se

2 ,960, 4
615 ,5

curitics ............................................ 138
Luxury and turnover taxes .
756
Custons revenue

1 ,017, 8
2 , 300 , 7

720
Excise taxes
Revenue from post- office, tele
graph , telephones and state
monopolies
..............1 ,035
MUCO

Revenue from state property
and
sundry receipts ***** ****** . ..... ..

26, 1

2,423, 0
2,824, 0

2,919,5

348

651,6

Total permanent revenue ..........4,907

19,029,0

Erreptional revenue:
War profits tax ..
Liquidation of war stocks
Total exceptional revenue
Total general budget ...............4,907

3,508, 0
449. 5

3 .957, 5
22,986 ,5

to 24,296 ,000 ,000 francs paper.

V. WHAT FRANCE IIAS PAID FOR GERMANY ON
ACCOUNT OF BEPARATIONS
estimate was made in gold francs, whereas
In accordance with the Treaty of Ver
1923 estimates are made in paper francs, it

Taking into account the fact that the 1913

is still possible to say that the French tax- sailles. Germany was to have assured the re
80
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FRANCE nnd her colonies are reached directly
I by the exceptional service of the French
American Banking Corporation . More than 250
branches of our stuch holding b:ink, the Comploir
Nacional D 'Escompte de Paris, with the French
Colonial B : 11hs, piruvide a complete equipment

Arch of

iumph , Paris

for international Linking.

construction of the devastated regions, but
in reality. she has at the present time paid
only 600,000,000 marks gold , which have just
been sufficient to pay the expenses of oc
cupation .
Germany has therefore completely failed
to fulfill her obligations and France has,
in consequence, been obliged to pay out the
sums necessary for the reconstruction of her
invaded districts. These sums are consider-

ernment under Premier Mussolini and

hard work of the people, Mr. Boyce,
who is a close observer of European eco
nomic conditions, lays the successful
state of conditions in Italy today.
The Fascisti filled a need in Italy
and there is no doubt that the majority
of the people are with the new govern

able, as will be seen from the following ment, Mr. Boyce said . Mussolini is
figures :

ALF
PAYMENTS MADE BY FRANCE ON BEHALF
OF GERMANY UP TO JANUARY 1, 1923
Francs

one of the great figures of the age and
is the idol of his people.
He has made promises and is fulfill
ing them . The railway system is being

Damages to property .............. ........ ..55 ,000 ,000 ,000
Injuries to persons : pensions.. ..... ... . .33,000,000, 000

cleared out, as are the government of

Interest

fices. Other changes are beingmade for

on

sums

borrowed

by

France to make above payments 7,000,000,000

...95,000,000,000
It should be added that the reconstruction
of France's regions devastated by Germany
will still cost France the further sum of
50,000,000 ,000 francs, which will make a total
sum of 145,000,000,000 francs. These es
timates are made in paper francs.
Total

Italy

the betterment of the nation , and
through these Italy has reached a
stability second to England in the coun

tries emerging from war-time periods,
he said .

Asked about the Italian attitude
towards Americans, Mr. Boyce de

clared that the Latins held a great
friendship. The great majority of the

families have some relative in the
ahead with Premier United
States, and dreams of some day
Mussolini's hand on the throttle"
living
in
this country are held bymany.
describes Italy 's present state in read
The
3
per
cent. immigration law that
Justment from the war period , accord
ing to Sherman A . Boyce , manager of gives Italy a quota of approximately
the American Express Company in 40,000 immigrants yearly to the States,

" Full steam

Genoa, who returned to Italy recently
on the S. S . “ Mauretania" after a

comes far from taking care of those
desirous of a home in the new land.

Italy's present speed toward stable
brief tour of the company's offices in
New York. To the new Fascisti gov - and pre-war times will not be interrupt
81
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Reserves

$ 3,000,000
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ed, according to present indications, he 000 kilos of rye in blocks of 125 kilos
said . Momentary breaks in the money
markets may come, but the trend to
normal times seems sure to continue.Mr.
Boyce will visit some of the forty- two
offices maintained by the American Ex-

each , for which nontransferable cer
tificates of ownership were issued. Each
certificate is to be redeemed by a sum
equivalent to the price of 150 kilos of
rye, and in arriving at this price the
press Company in Europe before re average price of rye upon the Berlin
Produce Exchange during the three
turning to his post in Genoa.
months immediately preceding the date

Germany

of redemption will be taken .

In an effort to find a relatively stable
basis for investment, a number of pub -

While the certificates of ownership
bear no interest, in the ordinary sense
of the word , the gain to the purchaser

lic and private German institutions have

arises from

experimentally floated issues based upon

for his investment a premium of 25

some primary commodity rather than on

kilos of rye. The assets of the Olden

the paper mark , says a report to the

burg credit office have been placed as

Department of Commerce at Washing-

security for the issue, and the certifi

ton . Rye, wheat, coal, and coke have

cates are sold on the Bremen and Berlin
Stock Exchanges. On the Berlin Stock
Exchange they sell for about the cur
rent price of 125 kilos of rye plus
freight from Berlin to Oldenburg.

thus been used.

Although investment in a bond based
upon a commodity is not absolute pro
tection for the investor, the purchase of
such bonds is a guaranty that the depre

the fact that he receives

The example of the State of Olden

ciation of the sum invested will be limit -

burg has been followed by the Han

ed by the fluctuations in the price of the
specific commodities invested in . Further, a relative rise in the price of the
commodity between the time of invest
ment and the date of the maturity of
the bond gives to the investor an op portunity to make a clear profit above
whatever interest may accrue on his in

overanian State Credit Institute, by the
Free State of Mecklenburg -Schwerin ,
by the Free State of Saxony, and by a
number of private enterprises.
Under German law these issues are
suitable for the investment of trust
funds, and fundamentally all resemble
the one above described , though there
are slight variations in some cases.

vestment.

The pioneer work in issues based on
commodities was done by the Staatliche
Kreditanstalt Oldenburg (State Credit

Office of Oldenburg ), which put on the
market the Oldenburgische roggenan-

Scandinavia
"While labor disputes in

some

Swedish industries and the uncertain

weisungen in a total amount of 6 ,000,- political situation in Central Europe
82
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JAPAN ! What a delightful picture of charming land
scape, flower festivals of pink and white,fanciful temples

oddi

AT

and shrines, and amazingly interesting people. Yet
Japan is only one of the many fascinating and engross

ingcountries you will come to know on our 1924 Grand
Cruise Around the World .

Sailing Eastward in the Path of Spring, the superb
itinerary embraces the ever fascinating Mediterranean

and Egypt - India, Dutch East Indies and Straits Settle
ments, Philippines, South and North China, Cherry
Blossom Time in Japan , then homeward via Hawaii, San

Francisco, and Panama Canal. 129 joyous days.
The new oil-burning SAMARIA , the ship which proved

LICHTI

herself so popular during our1923Golden Jubilee Cruise,
has again been chartered by us. The renowned Cunard
Service - courteous, competent officers - well trained

stewards - unexcelled cuisine - will again enhance the

pleasure of the voyage.
Cruise Limited to
400 Guests

Last but not least, it is a Cook's Cruise, managed by
COOK'S TRAVEL SERVICE -theWorld 's Foremost Travel
Organization with its unique and complete chain of
permanent offices along the route.

THOS. COOK
245 Broadway
Boston

Philadelphia

Chicago

NEW YORK
San Francisco

Los Angeles

&

SON

561 Fifth Ave.
Montreal

Toronto

Vancouver
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make it difficult to forecast the imme
diate development of Swedish industry
and trade” , says the quarterly report
of the Skandinaviska Kreditaktie
bolaget, “there appears nevertheless to

SAN
CON

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE

be room for moderate optimism .” The
A

report continues :

UR

LT

CU

The stability of prices and wages and the
dollars and kronor have for months past re
stored the firm basis for economic activity
which has been the goal of the depression
process. Even if certain business under
takings have postponed until quite recently
the necessity of facing the problem of how

MERCOAGRO

maintenance of the gold parity between

the losses sustained during the period of de
flation should be covered , there can scarcely

be any doubt that the liquidation is drawing
nigh to its end. On the other hand it ap
pears from the companies' reports for 1922,
which have now come out, that the business
activity during the said year has, upon the
whole, not been unremunerative.
As far as quantity is concerned the export
trade during last year came close to the
pre -war figures and the foreign demand for
a number of Swedish staple articles must be
considered as satisfactory. It had been
feared that the Ruhr occupation would
cause a congestion in the export of ore. The
direct exchange of other goods between
Sweden and the Ruhr district has never
been of great importance. The scarcity of
coal and the increase in the price of that
commodity which have been a consequence
of the Ruhr occupation have, of course, also

Wherever Portuguese

is Spoken
Every country where Portuguese is
spoken is reached directly through
the New York Agency of the Banco
Nacional Ultramarino.

BRANCHES
Portasal.......3
London .. .
Brazii
West Africa . . 15
East Africa .. . 1
Judia . . . . .
Azore
s . ... ... ..

2

Paris . . .. ..
China . .. .
Madeira .. .
Belxinn Congo
Timor . . . . . . . . . . 1

The State Bank of the

Portugruese Cownies

BANCO NACIONAL
ULTRAMARINO
YorkOffice
NewHead
Agency,
93 Liberty St.
Lisbon Portugal
:

,

,

in Sweden affected industry and trade.
The increased industrial activity in

indications of the impatience of the
Turkish peasant of Anatolia to get
back to the land , and to exchange the
reached Sweden and, with regard to coal sword for the plowshare, saysGeorge B .
and iron , has been further intensified Bell, chief of the Agricultural Imple

America has given rise to a wave of higher
prices for raw materials which wave has now

through the Ruhr operations. As regards
wood goods and wood pulp the labor con ment Division of the Department of
Alicts had a hardening effect on prices. The Commerce at Washington . Mustapha
foodstuffs, textile and leather industries, Kemal Pasha, in his recent speeches,
which chiefly operate for the home market, has
been urging the necessity for work
are well occupied at remunerative prices,
at least in so far as the principal manufac and of the study of modern methods on
tures are concerned .

the part of agriculturists, and in this

As in many other countries the conditions connection it should be noted that al
of agriculture Sweden

in
have been difficult,
there is a considerable demand
more especially because the prices of corn ready
Anatolia
for agricultural ma
from
have been at a very low level. The recent
increase in the price of wheat has not caused chinery.
any larger sales, which in agricultural cir
A special commission , it is reported ,
cles is ascribed to the fact that the last crop has recently been appointed for the pur
is sold out by the farmers.
pose of inquiring into the needs of the

Turkey
Notwithstanding the existing uncer

tain political conditions in the Near
East, there are every day increasing

population in the matter of machinery
and farming implements. It is stated

that, as a result of negotiations with
the Commissariat of National Economy,
an agreement has been arrived at and

Telegraphic Address : “ Compdebary , Amsterdam "

Handel-Maatschappij

H . Albert de Bary & Co.
AMSTERDAM
Merchant Bankers

Capital

.

.

Fl. 6 ,000,000

.

(Fully Paid )

since ratified by the Council of Com

Greece

missaries, authorizing a Turco- Ameri
can company to import, within a period

The restoration of the merchant fleet
of three months of signing the contract, of Greece almost to its pre-war propor
a definite quantity of agricultural im -

tions by the unaided efforts of Greek

plements. The company itself is to be

subjects is an illustration of the fact

locally registered , and 70 per cent. of

that national aptitudes which result

from geographical conditions are likely
to succeed even in the face of a con
ring of adverse circumstances,
tinued
installed at different points.
Press reports from Constantinople re- according to the Department of Com
ceived by the Department of Commerce, merce at Washington .
the shares are to be reserved for Turks.
Assembling and repair shops are to be

note the organization of an Ottoman
company in Paris which will work to-

The Greeks are the oldest maritime
race of Europe. The physical con

gether with the Banque Nationale de figuration of the country, composed of
Credit, the Banque Perrier. Several peninsulas, islands and a mainland in
other financial establishments have been dented by the sea, requires domestic
formed for the reconstruction of the communication by water, and an in
destroyed and damaged districts of the terior traversed by mountain ranges
city and the province of Smyrna. An compels a considerable part of the pro
initial amount of 500,000 francs has

been subscribed for studies in this
nection , and a technical mission
been appointed for Smyrna for the
pose of making the required study.

lific race to seek a livelihood on the sea

con - or by migration across the sea . The
has Greek immigration to the United States
pur- is the expression of a racial impulse
The which began with the settlement of

company contemplates reconstructing

Greek colonies along the shores and

houses and other buildings in Turkish
style .
This company must be differentiated

islands of the Mediterranean centuries
before the Christian era. Greek sailors

from the Ottoman Development Com

centuries of Turkish domination , had a

and Greek merchants , even during four

pany which was incorporated in the

large share in the navigation and trade
United States, and which has taken up of the Mediterranean , Black , Aegean
the old Chester project for the building and Adriatic Seas, but the decline of
of railways and the furnishing of neces
sary supplies to Turkey ; also from the their political liberties stunted Greek
so -called Ottoman Estates Company, in maritime growth and when Greece

corporated recently in Virginia for the again became independent in the nine
purpose of developing the estates of

teenth century steamers were beginning

Sultan Hamid .

to supersede sailing vessels of which the

·
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Greek merchant fleet was then com
posed .

The modern Greek merchant marine

dates practically from 1910 when a law
was passed enabling Greek ship owners
to borrow money on favorable terms.

In the four years following the passage

Asia Banking
Corporation

of this law Greece increased her mer

chant marine to 401 vessels of 820,000
gross tons. Forty -eight per cent.
(388,000 gross tons) of this tonnage

was lost in the world war, a larger per
centage of loss than that suffered by any
other nation , and in addition , 114
steamers, aggregating 260,000 gross
tons, were sold to foreigners. Since the
armistice, Greece has twice radically

An American Bank render
ing complete service for
trade with the Orient and
all other parts of the world
CHARLES M . SABIN , Chairman of the Board

CHARLES A . HOLDER, President

changed its government and has under

T . FRED ASPDEN

IRVING V . SCOTT

gone a great military and political dis

Vice President
E . B . MacKENZIE

Vice President

aster.

Yet, by January 1922, official

returns show the Greek merchant ship

A . N . GENTES
Treasurer

Secretary

ping possessing 440 steamers of 685,
000 gross tons, and by January 1923 ,
419 steamers of 736 ,700 gross tons.

India

HEAD OFFICE : 35 BROADWAY,NEW YORK
SHANGHAI
CANTON

SAN FRANCISCO
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MANILA
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India 's foreign trade during 1922,
amounting to 5,195,323,000 rupees
($ 1,731,774 ,000 ), showed an increase
of 5 per cent, compared with 1921,
the market in 1922 with heavy
notwithstanding the general trade de tered
sales
of
glass.
pression , according to an analysis by the
European purchases of Indian prod

Far Eastern Division of the Depart ucts increased in 1922, with Great
ment of Commerce. With a decrease of Britain
leading and France, Italy, Bel
imports from 2,782,909,000 rupees in gium , and
proving good cus
1921 to 1,985 ,997,000 rupees in 1922 , tomers. TheNorway
volume of export trade to
and an increase of exports from 2 ,122 , Asiatic
countries and to South America
694,000 rupees to 2 ,522,691,000 rupees also showed improvement.
during the same period , India enjoyed a
favorable trade balance for the year

Japan

1922. In this movement the United
States suffered in common with other

Japanese raw silk exports in 1922

countries, supplying practically $ 40,-

showed an increase of 82,174 piculs

000,000 less of India 's imports in 1922
than in the previous year and taking

over 1921, says a report to the De
partment of Commerce at Washington .

about $ 20 ,000 ,000 more of India's ex -

Although trade in silk piece goods

ports. England and Japan also lost showed gains, these figures do not re
heavily in sales to India ; Germany's

flect a prosperous year. It was only

share of India 's imports increased by because stocks were carried over from
approximately $ 19,000 ,000 in 1922, and 1921 and the fact that the 1921 trade
smaller increases were reported in the had been extremely discouraging that
imports from other European countries

the shipments in 1922 appear favorable .

and from China. Czechoslovakia en-

Production of silk fabrics for export

DI1880 ROMA
BANCOEstablished
Head Office: Rome, Italy
Capital Fully Paid and Surplus . . Lire 174,000,000
Total Resources Over . . . . . Lire 3,700,000, 000
200 Branches in Italy
Other branches in : France, Spain , Switzerland, Fiume, Malta,
Palestine, Rhodes, Syria, Tripoli, Turkey
Affiliation in Egypt: Banco di Roma per l'Egitto e il Levante

New York Representative Office

during 1922 was seriously reduced, ac-

One Wall Street

this included habutae, crepe, pongee,

cording to a report of the prefectural etc., the increase was chiefly in pongee.
conditioning houses. This was due,
Australia
perhaps, quite as much to the condition
of the homemarket for raw materials as
With the passing of Sir Denison
to lack of foreign demand. The high Samuel King Miller, K . C . M . G ., first
price for domestic raw silk made it dif Governor of the Commonwealth Bank of
ficult to compete in other markets, and Australia , an outstanding figure is lost
makers turned their attention to the to Australian banking. Sir Denison had
domestic piece goods market which as many warm friends in the United States
sured a fair remuneration . Fukui and who greatly deplore his death.
Ishikawa, two leading silk goods export
manufacturing centers, produced only
970,661 pieces and 674,793 pieces,
showing decreases of 302 ,552 and 11,
382 pieces, respectively, when com
pared with 1921.

The total production in December,
169,971 pieces , was the lowest of the
year, and a decrease of 99,003 pieces

from December, 1921 figures. The
year's total of 2 ,247 ,169 pieces repre
sents a decline of 426 ,728 pieces , com
pared with 1921.
This reduction in output has enabled
the trade to maintain prices in nearly
all weights of plain habutae. Although
these goods are not in demand , stocks
are light and brokers need not sacrifice
to meet offers. Pongee, however, is a
menace to the market. American pur
chases are scattered , and since pro
ducers are anxious to market their hold
ings, the export market has a rather
heavy floating stock . This condition
was aggravated during January by con

tinued production , the output of silk

THE LATE SIR DENISON S . K . MILLER

textiles in Fukui being 76 ,954 pieces or
7454 more than in December . Although

First Governor of the Commonwealth Bank
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of Australia
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and China
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Mr. Miller was born at Fairy Miller paid a further visit to England
Meadow , near Woollongong , New towards the close of the great war,
South Wales, and received his educa- when he was entertained by the Royal

tion chiefly at Deniliquin Public School,
where his father, the late Samuel King
Miller, was headmaster. In 1876 Mr.
Miller began his career as a junior
clerk in the local branch of the Bank
of New

Colonial Institute at a luncheon in his
gathering of London bankers and
financiers. His work was also keenly
appreciated in the United States which

honor, supported by a representative

South Wales, Deniliquin . he had visited personally , and tributes

Thereafter transferred to the head of- to his high purpose and fine achieve

fice in Sydney of the same institution , ment have come to hand from many
he rose successively to the positions of lands. He was one of the founders of
accountant, assistant to the general the Institute of Bankers of New South
manager, and, in 1909, to that of chief Wales and acted as its honorary treas

metropolitan inspector.

In 1911 heurer for a long period .

left Australia for a twelve months' tour
of the world . Shortly after his return

Philippines

he was invited by the then PrimeMinis
ter and Treasurer of Great Britain , the
Right Hon. Andrew Fisher, to accept
the appointment of Governor of the
Commonwealth Bank of Australia , and
the remarkable success of this institu tion from the outset is largely due to his

nomic situation in the Philippine Is
lands during December and January
were fairly well maintained in the
month of February, according to a cable
to the Department of Commerce, ren

high ideals and practical wisdom . Mr.

dering the outlook at the close of the

Improvements in the general eco

7
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This bank is in a position to render direct banking service through its branches
and agencies in connection with commerce between the countries of the Orient

and the United States.
Complete facilities for all kinds of banking transactions in the Far East, including

the purchase , sale and collection of bills, issuing of drafts and letters of credit
negotiable in all parts of the world .

NEW YORK OFFICE

.
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first two months of this year considerably more encouraging than for the

there has been much discussion in the
Far East regarding the future policy to
be adopted by the powers with regard
same period of 1922.
The foreign trade of the islands for to this question , which has such an im
February reversed the unfavorable bal- portant bearing on Chinese Govern
ance of January to a favorable balance mental finance. There have been an
of approximately 7,000,000 pesos. nouncements from both British and

Bankers, however, urge that a conservative view of the situation should still

Japanese quarters that some modifica
tion of the procedure followed by the

be taken as improvements will have to
continue for some time before conditions
reach normal. In general, stocks are

United States (remitting part of the
indemnity funds, which was used sub
sequently by China for educational pur

fairly well closed out, and sales are
being made at a profit on the laid down

poses ) may be adopted by them . An
agreement has been signed devoting a

The acceleration in the move-

large part of the French portion of the

costs.

ment of local stocks should result in a

outstanding indemnity to refinancing the

considerable amount of business for re-

Banque Industrielle de Chine.

placement, though no large increases

the following table, compiled by the

in purchases, except of necessities, can

Far Eastern Division of the Depart

be expected until some of the indebtedness to the banks has been liquidated .

ment of Commerce, is a statement of the
status of the Boxer indemnity account

China

official Chinese sources, the conversions

on December 1, 1922, gathered from

With partial decisions already made to United States currency being made
as to the disposition of outstanding bal- at current rates of exchange on that
ances on the Boxer indemnity account, date :
SS

TheCHINESE
MERCHANTS
BAN KITA
EMMERCHANDTSA

NES

THE
CHLA

N .LA U , Agent

The First Chinese Bank in New York

LUMITED

OF HONGKONG
NEW YORK AGENCY, Marora Auding

CHI
NA

The value of banking service is determined, in the last 10NO
KON
extended over and above the routine attention which every
customer has a right to expect matter-of-course.
Such service, available through the Chinese Merchants Bank, Ltd., cannot help but
facilitate your introduction to trade in the Far East.
analysis - by the informalities of care and courtesy that are

Inquiries Inoited from Responsible American Business Houses
NEW YORK AGENCY
Head Office
Branches
Woolworth Building
Canton , Saigon, Shanghai
Hongkong
Telophone Barclay 4712

Countries
to which due
France, francs

Amount due Equivalent

in originalUnited States
currency
currency

...391,581,529 $27,489,023 (1)
Great Britain , pounds
sterling
11,186 ,547 50,560, 958 ( 2 )
Japan yen

$6 ,300 ,000 in March , and $ 16 ,300,000
in April 1922; increase normal this time
of year, will probably continue few

months; not necessarily indicative of
changed credit situation which is con
sidered satisfactory . Healthy buying
is still cautious. April bank clearings
total
$ 3,331,000,000 ; daily average
) Funds to be used partly for Sine-French
$ 133,000,000, against $ 131,000,000
Sucational purposes and partly for refloating
Industrielle de Chine.
(2)* Banque
Remi
Remittance for purposes mutually bene March , $ 137,000,000 January, and
ficial
al toto. cChina and Great Britain now under dis
$ 126 ,000,000 April 1922.
cussion
Cool dry weather aids in conditioning
( 3) Remittance for purposes mutually bene
ncial to China and Japan now under discussion .
maize
; exportable surplus now esti
(4 ) Remission proposed .
(5) No exchange available.
mated 2,500 ,000 tons, although official
The Boxer indemnity payments were estimate recently published was 700 ,000
lower ; we agree former figure.
suspended on December 1, 1917, and tons
Better prospects reflected by return to
,
.......... ... ....... 72, 121,578 34 ,986 , 177 ( 3 )
United
States,
12,455 ,507 12, 455 ,507 ( 4 )
Italy, fra
ncs dollars
............ 147 ,051, 159 10 , 322,991
Belgium , francs ...... . ... 46 ,873,522
3 , 290,521
Portugal, pounds sterl
20 , 386
92, 141
Russia , rubles
........ . 254,343, 251
.... ( 5 )

resumed on December 1, 1922.

South America
Aprilbusiness in Argentina continued
dull with underlying uncertainty. Sharp
drop in temperature after long summer,
says a cable to the First National Bank
of Boston from its Buenos Aires
Branch. Failures $ 11,400,000 against

April 1 prices after 9 per cent. rise

last month . Wheat prices rose 3 per
cent. in April, but have now returned to

early April levels. Wheat and other
cereal exports limited by lack of ton
nage. Freight rates up 85 per cent.
during April. United Kingdom princi
pal buyer of wheat, with French and
German demand greatly decreased .
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TRADE WITH

FINLAND

KANSALLIS -OSAKE - PANKKI
( The National Joint Stock Bank )
Affords every facility to American Banks and Trust Companies,
Merchants, Esporters and Importers having Commercial and
Financial transactions in Finland

ESTABLISHED 1889

124 Branches in Finland
HEAD OFFICE :

HELSINGFORS

Paid-up Capitaland Reserves - Fmk 252,000,000
Every Kind of Banking and
Exchange Business Transacted

Telegraphic Address :
“ Kausullispankki

Linseed exports continue heary , with to 5 9 / 16 pence to the milreis, the
sharp rise in prices in April of 5 per lowest rate in the history Brazil.
cent. net; increase lost in May but
Iron and steel is dull. Germany con
prices now 30 pesos a ton higher than tinues out of the market. American and
January, indicating substantial increase Belgian prices have advanced consider
in national wealth .
ably, and the English are making every
April exports of wheat 463,000 tons, effort to get business. The demand for
linseed 159,000 tons, maize 59 ,000 tons, cement is slack , with the largest im
against 514,000, 198 ,000 , 53,000 tons ports coming from Scandinavia .
The demand for hardware is not good
in March , and 466, 000 , 73,000 , and 83,000 for April 1922 respectively . Ap - in spite of the fact that stocks are very
proximate exportable surpluses on May low . The market for electrical goods
1 were wheat 2 ,550 ,000 tons, and 2 , is small.

There is little change in the ma
chinery market , except that Belgium is
of August if ships are available .
taking an increased share of the busi
Business generally is dull in Brazil, ness. German competition continues
according to a cable to the Department important in this line. The demand for
of Commerce at Washington . Fluctua agricultural implements is normal.
400 ,000 tons of linseed, of which twothirds probably will go out before end

tions in the exchange value of the
milreis are largely responsible for this
condition . The sight rate for dollars
during the past month ranged from
9. 100 milreis to 9 .766 milreis to the
dollar. In the second week in April the
relation of the milreis to sterling fell
90

* The market for automobiles shows

favorable prospects, although it will be
somewhat restricted by the unfavor
able exchange rates. During the period
from March 25 to April 22, 175 Ameri
can automobiles were imported at Rio

The Corn Exchange National Bank
OF CHICAGO
Capital

............. $ 5 ,000,000

Surplus and Profits..........$11,700,000
OFFICERS
F .rnest A . Hamill..
.......President
Charles I.. Ilutchinson .. ..... Vice - President
( wen T . Reeves, Jr......... ..Vice- President

J . Edward Mauss ....
Norman J . Ford ...

Vice - President

Jumes (i, Wakefield ..
Edward F . Nehoeneck ..

Vice - President

Vice- President
...........Cushier

J .ewis E . Gary ...... ..
Assistant ('ushier
James A . Wolker.... .........Assistant Cashier

C . Rony Phillips.................Assistant ('ushier

Frank F . Spiegler..............Ansistunt ('ushier
William E . Walker...........Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
Watson F . Blair
( hauncey B . Borland
Falwnr 13. IButler
Benjamin ('urronter

llenry l'. ('rwell
Ernest A . Uamill

Charles H . TIulburd
Charles 1 .. Ilutchinson
John J . Mitchell
Martin A . Ryerson
J . llarry Noiz
Rbert J . Thorne

Charles H . Wacker

Foreign Exchange

Letters of Credit

de Janeiro and Santos. Imports from

Cable Transfers

is a tendency toward cauticus buying

other countries were very small. Dur- on the part of Chilean merchants, due
ing March , 572 l'ords were assembled at least in part to weak exchange.
at Sao Paulo .

Customs receipts of Chile in March

Cuba
were 15 ,000,000 gold pesos, the highest
since February 1920 .
Cuban Treasury Department officials
Crops generally are good, and the estimate United States gold coin in
production of wheat, oats and barley Cuba at $ 2,000,000 to $ 2,500,000 and
are estimated as larger than last year. United States paper money at more
Imports during March , as compared

than $ 100,000,000. The amount of

with February, show an increase , par-

American silver in the form of dollars

ticularly in flour, pig iron , and pine,

in the island is considered negligible,

although the total March figures are not

while American fractional silver is re

yet available. March exports, too, are

ported to be in circulation to the extent

unusually heavy in peas, beans, oats, of approximately $ 100 ,000 , says a re
wheat, frozen meats, barley, copper port to the Department of Commerce

bars, ore, sheep skins, and wool. Con- at Washington .
siderable interest continues to be man -

Recently there has been some discus

ifested in the exportation of fresh fruitsion as to whether nickel coins in cir

to the United States. Prices ruling this culation in Cuba are in excess of the
requirements of business. These coins
are in great part Cuban. In 1919,

month in general, on both export and
import commodities, are approximately
the same as last month , though the ad vance in the world price of sugar is

$300 ,000 in 10-cent pieces and $ 200,
000 in 5 -cent pieces were imported from

reflected in the Chilean market. There the United States, and in the latter part
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BANKERS INVITED
FOREIGN BANKS ARE INVITED TO CORRESPOND WITH

The Central Bank of India, Limited
Bombay ( India )
OUR close contact with the commercial activities with five
Offices in the City and various Branches in other parts of
India , puts us in the best position to serve you .
Doposits (Dec. 31, 1922 ) . Rs. 13,22 ,00,000
S. N . POCHKHANAWALA, Managing Director

of 1920 another importation of 5 -cent March , says a cable to the Department

pieces amounting to $ 150,000 wasmade of Commerce at Washington. Mexican
At the present time it is considered by silver coin was quoted at 3 per cent. dis
treasury officials that $ 300,000 is a high count from gold and is still weak . Ap
estimate for the amount of United parently this is due to the continued
States nickel and bronze coins in Cuba.

coinage of silver, and to large receipts

The Cuban treasurer general has is - of such coin from the interior, and to a
sued a statement suggesting that Ameri-

recent agreement of the Mexico City

can fractionalmoney be segregated with Clearing House Association , effective
a view to arranging for its exchange May 1, 1923 , by which banking houses
for other money with the United States in this Association will no longer pay
Treasury. He favors the prohibition of interest on silver deposits and will
the importation of American silver charge one peso per thousand on all
nickel, or bronze coins by persons en - silver deposits and collections made in
tering Cuba in excess of $ 5 for each
person . In order to force the use of

silver. The same agreement fixes a
maximum of 2 per cent. interest an

Cuban silver , he advocates prohibiting nually on gold checking accounts of over
the importation of American $ 1 bills.

1000 pesos and abrogates payment of

Mexico

interest on accounts of less than that
amount. Payment of interest on savings

Silver currency was the outstanding

accounts and “ dollar" deposits is left to

feature of the financial situation during

the discretion of the individual banks.

Banque Nationale Francaise
Du Commerce Extérieur
Societe Anonyme
Organized under French Law of October 23, 1919

HEAD OFFICE: 21 BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN, PARIS
Cable Addresses :
Foreign Exchange Dept.: " Lexterozel, Parbres
Head Office: "Extecomexe, Paris"
Capital Subscribed
100,000 ,000 francs
Capital Paid Up

Advanced by the French Government without interest
Chairman of the Board of Directors
M . Charles Petit

.

50,000 ,000 francs

25 ,000,000 francs
General Manager

M . Eugène Carpentier

The bank was organized in 1919 to perform in France all operations connected with
foreign trade in foreign countries and in the French Colonies and Protectorato all

usual banking transactions, especially those connected with Exports and Imports.
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Rotterdamsche
Bankvereeniging
Amsterdam

Rotterdam

The Hague
Capital . . .
. fl 75 ,000,000
Reserve . . . . . fl 36 ,500 ,000
Every description of banking business transacted ,
including the making of collections, the issuance of
travellers' letters of credit and documentary letter

of credit, buying and selling of foreign exchange
and of stocks and shares.
Our large capital and complete organization en
able us to handle all matters entrusted to our
care with efficiency and promptncas.

Representative for the United States

J. G . van Breda Kolff, 14 Wall Street, New York
Wholesale merchants and manufacturers
display a growing tendency to give their
customers discounts on bills when pay
ments are made in gold .

LIABILITIES
capital and
........... $ 15 , 250, 000
surplus .....

Subscribed

Capital paid in ...
Undivided profits
Reserve for taxes, etc .
Due to banks and customers

$ 10 , 250,000
1, 188, 933
121, 793
16 ,758, 889
27 , 327,847

Acceptances outstanding
Letters of credit .............
Total

5 , 318,692

$60, 966, 157

International Banking Notes
The statement of condition of the Inter
The statement of condition of the London
national Acceptance Bank, 31 Pine street, and Brazilian Bank, Limited , London, for
New York, as of June 30, 1923, shows total the year ended January 31, 1923, shows total
resources of $60,966,157 ; capital paid -in $ 10,- resources of £34 ,055 ,903. At the fifty

250,000 ; and undivided profits $ 1,188,933. A second annual ordinary meeting of the
condensed statement as of the above date shareholders of the bank, held in London
follows:

on May 1, 1923, a dividend of 10 per cent.
was declared. An interim dividend of 10s.

RESOURCES
Stockholders'
uncalled li
ability .

per share, amounting to £75 ,000 , was paid

$5 ,000,000

Cash on hand and due from banks.... $ 4 , 991, 151
Acceptances of other banks ................ 2,343,021
Government securities

U . S.
.......
12,340, 107
Collateral loans ..
3, 369 ,580
Other loans and advances
2,687, 256
Other bonds and securities
4 , 051,767
Customers' liability for acceptances
(less anticipations ) .
25 ,630 ,645
Customers' liability under letters 0
credit ...... .

Other assets

Total

in October last. The above payments absorb
£150,000, leaving a balance of £389,975 ,
which has been dealt with as follows:
£200,000 to special contingency account, and
£189,975 to the credit of profit and loss
new account.

5 , 318,692

233,933

The statement of condition of the Banque

$60.966,157 National de Credit, Paris, for the year ended
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$ 120,000,000 Increase in Porto Rico's
Commerce Since 1900
As the pioneer American bank in Porto Rico we have given every aid to
the island's commercial development and have shared in its growth.
Send Us Your Bills of Exchange,
Drafts and Collections Direct.

AMERICAN COLONIAL BANK
OF PORTO RICO
SAN JUAN
Branches : Arecibo,Mayaguez, Caguas
December 31, 1922, shows total assets of

The statement of condition of the l'nion

francs 3,182,747,453 as compared with
francs 2,763,876,368 for the year ended December 31, 1921; deposits, francs 2,439,911,541 as compared with francs 2,062,954,204

Bank of Switzerland, Zurich , as of Decem
ber 31, 1922, shows total resources of francs
500,233,698 ; capital fully paid , francs 70,
000,000; and reserves, francs 16 ,000,000. A

for 1921; and net profit, francs 32,075,916 condensed statement as of above date fol
as compared with francs 30,644,869 in 1921. lows:
A comparative statement for the last two
years follows:
ASSETS

Dec. 31,

Dec. 31,

1921
Francs

1922
Francs

Cash on hand and in
Banque de France

and Treasury ............ 181,863,087 215,702,867
Due
by ............
banks ............
and
bankers
French
Government 290,071, 316 209,233,056
Treasury bills and
bills on hand ............1 ,184,117,756
1,627,462, 120
Coupons .......
30,212,455 30. 917,025
Loans
Debtors
count

255 ,486 , 204

264,335 ,930

in current ac

Bonds and stocks
Financial
participa
tions .....

39631,,784,273
387,441,502
812,153 50 , 167,084

Francs
20.081. 044

Banks and bankers
Bills of exchange

94.001,443
95 ,534 .667

Storks and investments
Bank and warehouse premises..

245,989,931

Debtors .........

27 .131, 911

.. 17,494,700
500,233,698

LIABILITIES
Capital,
fully
paid
........
Reserves

70.000.000
16 .000.000

.... .

Pension fund for employees
Deposits and current accounts
Banks and bankers deposits

... 6 .858.842
...343,088, 797
35 , 915 ,103

Bills
payable ..........
Dividend account

23, 162.806

4 ,994,810
213, 308

Balance to carry
23, 126 ,060
18,642,669
64, 767,639
286 , 992, 750

500, 233,698

38,728,243

Dividends paid :

21, 861, 442

86,756 ,464
238,034, 250

1914 - 16
1917

2,763,876,368 3,182,747,453

1918
1919 -21

LIABILITIES
Capital
500,000,000
Reserves
.
90,460,728 500,000,000
91,871,836
Deposits
......
..
2,062,954,204
2 ,439,911,541
Buls payable ........
40
,
181,022
56,
246,436
Acceptances and cred
acceptance.... 23, 1 26 ,060 38,728, 242
itors
by
Accounts for order .... 16 ,509,482
23,913,482
Net profit (inclusive
balance of old ac
count)
30,644,869 32,075,916
Dividend for
Dividend for

Cash in hand

12, 107,470

Customers' liability on
acceptances
Accounts
for orders ....
Real estate and fixtures
Capital uncalled ......

ASSETS

....... ....6 per cent.
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1922

The l'nion Bank of Switzerland was

founded on January 1, 1912, through the
amalgamation of the Bank of Winterthur
which dates back to 1862 — and the Toggen
burger Bank which was established in 1863.
These two banks have since upheld in the
institution the sameprinciples which be
new
2,763,876,368 3,182,747,453 fore their fusion had led them to prosperity,
1921: 16 per cent.
1922 : 16 per cent.
viz. a sound financialpolicy of national char

Ernesto Tornquist
Limited
&

Co.

Buenos Aires
Oldest and Largest Financial Ilouse in South America
Established in 1830

Fully paid up Capital, Reserves and Surplus
$ 16,031,961.00 Argentine Gold
Specialize in the Investment of Forcign Capital in State,

Murigage, Industrial and Public Utility Bonds and Shares

Money on Mortgages Placed Direct
BANKING TRANSACTIONS OF ALL KINDS
Ilandle Foreign Exchange and Give Prompt and Careful

Attention to the Collection of Drafts
Administration of Rcal and Personal Property
This Bank will be pleased to Scrve You in All Business Rela
lions with the Argentine and Contiguous Countries

CORRESPONDENCE IN ALL LANGUAGES INVITED
_

_

acter with a careful fostering of interna tional business relations .
Shortly after its formation the Union
Bank of Switzerland became interested in
the Crédit Argovien (Aargauische Cred itanstalt ) which was definitely absorbed in
1918, after having itself taken over the Bank
in Baden (1915 ) . From that time on ,
namely since 1916 , the l'nion Bank of
Switzerland has taken over the Banque Ch .
Masson & Cie. S . A . in Lausanne, furthermore the Banque William Cuénod & Cie.
S. A. in Vevey and Montreux the Comptoir
d'Escompte du Val de Travers Weibel &
Co. in Fleurier with agency at Couvet, the
firm of private bankers H . Rieckel & Co .
in Chaux-de-Fonds and the l'nion Bank in
Geneva. On January 1, 1920, a branch was
opened in Basle and finally, some months
later, the Union Bank of Switzerland tock
a footing in the Canton of Ticino through
the absorption of the Banca Svizzera
Americana with head office in Locarno and
agencies in Lugano , Mendrisio and in sev
eral other localities of said Canton . In the
course 1921 an agency was established in
Frauenfeofld .
The l'nion Bank of Switzerland which has

now forty -one branches and agencies, located
in the most important commercial and in
dustrial centers of the country, is one of the
" big five" Swiss financial institutions and is
perfectly equipped to render efficient service
to its friends.
The twenty -third annual general meeting

of the shareholders in the National Bank of
Egypt was held on March 19, 1923, at the
head office of the bank in Cairo.

B. Hornsby, C. B . E. (the governor), pre-sided.
The directors' report was as follows:
The directors present to the shareholders
the balance sheet and profit and loss account
for the year ending December 31, 1922.
The gross profit for the year, after pro
viding for depreciation on the bank 's buill
ings and furniture, for rebate of discount
and for bad and doubtful debts, amounts to
£906 ,869 15s. 7d . After deducting from this
sum for directors' fees £11,936 14s. 4d ., and
for current expenses £392,839 5s. 1d ., there
remains £502,093 16s. 21 . In conformity
with Article 49 of the Bank 's Statutes a
dividend of 4 per cent. is payable on the
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THE MERCANTILE BANK OF INDIA (LIMITED )
Head Office: 15 GRACECHURCH
STREET, LONDON, E.C.3.
. . . . . . $ 15 ,000,000 (£3,000,000

Capital Authorized .
Capital Subscribed .

.

.

.

.

.

Capital Paid -up

9,000,000 (£1,800,000)

5,250 ,000 ( £1.050 ,000 )
6,760,525 (£1, 352, 105)
Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits .
BANKERS :- Bank of England; London Joint City and Midland Bank (Limited )
Branches and Agencies in India, Ceylon, Straits Settlements, China, Japan
.

and Mauritius
The Bank buysand sells Bills of Exchange, issues Letters of Credit and Circular Notes and transacta
Banking and Agency Business in connection with the East on terms to be had on application .
Fixed Deposit rates quoted on application .
On currentaccounts interest is allowed at 2 per cent. per annum on daily balances.

NEW YORK AGENCY, 64 WALL STREET
= -

-- - - - - - -

- - - --

- - - -

-- - - - - - - -

- --- - - - -

share capital, £120,000. After this statutory

written off, a net profit of Kč 32,285,861,

distribution there remains £382,093 16s. 2d.
Adding to this the balance brought forward

which sum represents a yield of 15.37 per
cent. on the share capital.

from last year, £180,920 2s 5d., the amount

The total turnover attained during the

available is £563,013 18s. 7d . The directors

past year amounts to Kč 187,473,697,796 ,

consider it prudent to allocate to special

cash turnover KČ 31, 965 ,743,534, discounts

reserve for contingencies a sum of £50,000 ,

of bills of exchange and foreign acceptances

which leaves £513,013 18s. 7d . From this

Kč 1,729,351,363, and the turnover in bonds

amount the directors recommend the pay -

and securities Kč 3,724 ,344 ,236.

ment of an additional dividend of 11 per
At the end of the year the bank pos
cent. on the share capital, which will absorbsessed KČ 721,931,000 of immediately avail
£330,000, and leave a balance to be carried able funds. The deposits on savings books
forward of £183,013 18s. 7d .
and treasurers certificates . reached the
The total dividend for the year will thus amount of KČ 604,278,000, the commercial
be at the rate of 15 percent., equivalent accounts Kč 1,778,535 ,000, so that the ratio
to £1 10s. per share. An interim dividend of of liquidity is 30 per cent.

8s. having been paid on September 4 , 1922,

It was resolved at the general meeting to

the balance remaining to be distributed will

allot from the net profit to diverse funds

be £1 2s. per share.

Kč 10,602,521, to pay a dividend of
KČ 32, like in the past year, i. e. 8 per
cent. and to forward the remaining balance ,

The balance sheet of the Industrial and

after deduction of the bonus to the board

Agricultural Bank of Bohemia, Prague, for of directors, per Kč 2,830,818 to the new
the year ended December 31, 1922, shows, account.

after deduction of expenses, taxes and sums

The bank had at its disposal in the year

BANKING BUSINESS WITH BELGIUM
American banks and bankers are cordially

invited to utilize the organization of the

BANQUE DE COMMERCE, Antwerp
for their business in Belgium
Capital Subscribed . . Frs. 40, 000,000

Capital Paid Up

. Frs. 16,884,000

Reserve . . . . . Frs. 7,309,784
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Branches :

BRUSSELS

OSTEND

CORRESPONDENTS
AT ALL BANKING POINTS

BANK OF ROUMANIA
, LIMITED
Founded 1866)
(Registered in London on 17th April, 1903, under the Companies Acts, 1862-1900)

Head Office : 64, CORNHILL , LONDON , E. C . 3.
Branch : 11, CALEA, VICTORIEI, BUCAREST.
Directors :

E . W . H . BARRY, Esq .

C . DE CERJAT, Esq .

THE VISCOUNT GOSCHEN

GENERAL THE HON, SIR H . A . LAWRENCE, K . C . B .

LIEUT.-COL . BIR ALBERT STERN, K . B . E . C. M . G .

Bankors: BANK OF ENGLAND.

MESSRS. GLYN , MILLS, CURRIE & CO .

A general Banking business with Roumania is conducted , and correspondence
from those having interests in that country is invited .

1922, after the amalgamation with the
Agricultural Credit Bank of Bohemia and

reflected by a further rise in the price of
gilt-edged securities and by a substantial

the Commercial and Industrial Bank of Mor. decline in the earnings of nearly all of the
Ostrava, more than Kč 2,500,000,000 of its
own and entrusted capital. At the gen eral meeting was also approved the resolu tion to amalgamate in the same way with
the Commercial Bank of Hradec Králové.
The number of branches of the Industrial
and Agricultural Bank of Bohemia, amount
ing now to sixty, will thereby be further
increased
.

great London banks.
"Fortunately, we are not altogether de
pendent on the same sources of income as
they are, though, of course, in view of our
substantial gold assets, a higher rate of in
terest in London , which would be the result

of more trade demand for money, would
suit us better than the extremely modest
rates that were obtainable during 1922.

“ There has been a moderate revival of
trade in the East, and our operations gen

J. Usang Ly, manager of the Canton,
China, branch of the Chinese Merchants
Bank, Ltd. of Hongkong, has recently been
visiting the New York agency of that bank
in the Woolworth Building. Three years
ago following his graduation at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania , he returned to
China and became a member of the Canton
Municipal Council. Mr. Ly is very optimis
tic about the return to normal conditions in
China soon and is enthusiastic regarding the
growth of Chinese banking interests in the
United States.

erally have been fortunate, so our total earn

ings for the year were satisfactory. They
amounted to $ 12,932,403.99, which is an in

crease of more than $ 2,000,000 over the total
the same dividend on the increased capital,
viz., £6 per share for the whole year with
£2 bonus, to add to silver reserve $1,000,000
of 1921. We are therefore able to propose

and to write off bank premises $ 1,000,000 .
The carry forward , $ 3,331,788.59, is slightly
more than we brought in at the beginning
of 1922.”

At the ordinary general meeting of the
National Bank of India , Ltd., held April 4 ,
At the ordinary yearly meeting of the 1923, at London, Robert Williamson, deputy
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corpora chairman, presiding, said in part:
tion held at the City Hall, Hongkong, on
“ We are pleased to be able to put before
February 24 last, A . O . Lang, the chairman , you such satisfactory results from our oper
who presided , said in part:
ations, for trade conditions throughout the
"It is a great satisfaction to us that we year have not been favorable. In addition ,
we have had to contend with very keen com
baleanable to present to you such a favorable
alance sheet after a year of continuous un petition in our business, and margins in ex
certainties and disorganization in all the change have thereby been very bare. Stili,
change markets of the world , a year, too, our resources one way and another have
I which profitable channels for investment been well employed , and we are able to show
of gold funds have been difficult to find a net profit of £535 ,160 5s. 5d., to which
The cheapness of money in London has been there falls to be added £164,095 12s. 8d.
ih

The Bank of the Philippine Islands
MANILA , P . I .
Branches : Iloilo AND
ZAMBOANGA
I
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William T. Solting ....... Sergillant
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1851 - Seventy-one year's service to Commerce,Agriculture and Industry -- 1922

Transacts general banking business. Buys and sells exchange on
all the principal cities of the world
Correspondents
London : Nat'l Bank of Scotland, Ltd .
puin : Banco Ilispuno Americano

Paris : Comptoir Nat'l d 'Escompte
Australia : Bank of New South Wales

Hongkong : Notlierland Indiu Com 'l Bank

Shunghui: Bunk of Canton, I.id .

Nun Francisco : Wells Furgo Nerudu Nut'l

Chicugo : ('ontinentul & Commerciul Nat'l
Bank
Japan : Bank of Taiwan, Ltd., and Sumitomo

13ank

New York : National City Bank , The Buitablo
Tr. ('0 . und Irving Bunk - Columbiu 'Tr, Co .

Bank , Ltd .

brought forward from the previous year, the showed that the net profits were £60,913 3s.
total at our disposal being thus £699,255
18s. ld ., which compares with the slightly

Dividend at the rate of 10 per cent. per
annum absorbs £37,500 ; the sum of £20 ,000

larger sum of £704 ,095 12s. 8d . for the year is transferred to the reserve fund (making it
1921. A diminution in profits has been ex - £520,000 ), and £3413 3s. is added to the
perienced by most banking concerns. We amount carried forward from the previous

have provided for all bad and doubtful half-year (making it £32,162 4s. lld.).
debts.

“ Our proposals to you today are: To

place £100,000 to the credit of our reserve
account, raising the total to £2,700,000 , or

O

Hew Fan L'n, New York agent for the

Bank of Canton Ltd . of Hongkong, China,
£700,000 in excess of our paid -up capital, has
received advices regarding the open
£20,000 to the pension fund for the bank's

officers, and to write clown our house prop

ing of a branch of that institution in

erty account by £20,000. The remaining
balance permits of our paying quite easily to
the shareholders our usual dividend at the
rate of 20 per cent. per annum , free of

Hankow , China. This new branch is sit
uated in a stategic business city, 700 miles

up the Yangtze River, and will handle a

income tax, which , witn the interim dividend,
will cost £400,000, and carrving forward

land. Hankow is an ocean port, navigable
for fairly deep draught ocean -going boats
notwithstanding its great distance up the

£159,255 18s. Id. undivided profits."

large volume of business from the hinter
river, being relatively as far up the Yangtze
as St. Louis is up the Mississippi River. It

At the seventieth ordinary general meet
ing of shareholders of the Royal Bank of
Australia Limited, held at Melbourne on

was the center of an enormous brick tea
trade with Russia before the war and is
popularly known as the Chicago of China.

April 26, 1923, the report and balance sheet Mr. Un reports a healthy condition of trade
for the half -year ended March 29, 1923,
98

between China and the L'nited States and
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is of the opinion that the political and

which , to foreigners, are often over

bandit disturbances have had no appreciable
effect on business in China, which generally

emphasized in importance. The New York
office of the Bank of Canton Ltd . is at 1

pursues a healthy course under conditions

Wall street.

Great Britain Promotes Imperial Unity
By George Wilson
Assistant generul manger, Union Bank of Cunuda
( The following article by a prominent Canadian banker reprinted from THE GLOBE of
Toronto is based upon Mr. Wilson ' s recent visit to London where he made a careful study of the
problem of promoting Empire and colonial development. — THE EDITOR )

D

Y heroic taxation borne with phil
osophical fortitude, by drastic
national and individual econo
mies, and by the grace of that instinct
for finance, which is born in the flesh
and bred in the bone of the Briton ,

London has undoubtedly regained its
position as the financial center of the
universe . The abundant supplies of
loanable funds in London , the stability

of interest rates, which average 2 per
cent. below those prevailing in New
York , the practical rehabilitation of
sterling exchange, the slow but steady
improvement in British trade, which ap
proximately approaches pre-war levels ,
the surplus of over £100 ,000 ,000 in the
1923 Budget of £900,000,000, and the

high standard of British credit every
where attest Great Britain 's supremacy
in the world of finance.
The Britisher boasts not of his finan
cial achievements and recuperative pow
ers. Neither does he rest content with
his accomplishments so far, for he fully

realizes that the real prosperity of his
GEORGE WILSON
country is dependent upon world -wide
Assistant
general
manager, Union Bank of Canada
prosperity. With the Russian and Ger
man markets practically non -existent,
continental Europe in a state of econ - portant debates have recently taken
omic chaos, and the door practically place in the House of Lords and in Par

barred to the United Statesby the Ford ner tariff, the best thought in England

liament upon imperial preference, em
pire settlement and inter-empire trade.

today is directed toward the develop ment of trade within the Empire. Im -

The London Chamber of Commerce, the
Empire Development Union - of which
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that true friend and admirer of Canada, and impressionable period for the new
Lord Long of Wraxall, is the able and

settler, and unless he is properly looked

energetic president - many of the great

after on arrival, and comfortably lo

British dailies, eminent bankers, brok -

cated when he reaches his destination ,

ers, manufacturers, merchants and pub -

he becomes a “knocker” , who does in

licists vigorously preach the doctrine of

calculable, if not irreparable damage to

" The Empire's Products for the Em - the country. Australia recognizes that
pire's Needs.” Concrete evidence of to get the settler “ off to a good start"
British sincerity in these beliefs is seen is an elementary principle of a sound
in the Empire Settlement Act passed by immigration policy, and the government
Parliament about a year ago , the Im - of New South Wales and Victoria two
perial Economic Conference, to be held months ago promulgated comprehensive
in London next October, and the great arrangements with the Imperial Gov
British Empire Exhibition to be opened ernment, under which it is expected
in London in 1924 .

many thousands of British migrants will
proceed in a steady stream to Australia

during the next five years. During the
last half century no less than 33,000,
Under the provisions of the Empire 000
Britons migrated to countries out
THE EMPIRE SETTLEMENT ACT

Settlement Act, the cost of transporting
settlers overseas is

Empire.
side theloss
parable
of BritishSurely
shouldirre
stock this
be

borne in equal shares by Great Britain
and the overseas Dominions. The act
is not designed as a solvent of the unem

an incentive now to take full advan
tage of the Empire Settlement Act .

ployment problem in Great Britain , but
as a vital contributing factor in the de

IMPERIAL ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

velopment of the primary resources of

The Imperial Economic Conference
has been definitely fixed to take place in

selected

British

the Empire.

On February 20 last Mr. Ormsby

London in October next, and represen

Gore, under-secretary of state for the

tatives from each of the overseas Do

colonies, made the announcement in

minions

Parliament that the total number of
persons who had been approved up to
that time for the grant of assisted passages was as follows: Australia, 9662;
New Zealand, 1546 , and Canada (On-

present. Little has been announced so
far with respect to the part which
Canada will play at this important con
ference, and it is hoped that the Gov
ernment will beforehand call into its

and

dependencies will be

tario), 130 , and subsequently the same counsels the leaders of commerce, in
official made a public statement to the

dustry and finance so that a well

effect that if Canada did not bestir herself Australia would exhaust the bal-

defined constructive policy may be
evolved relating to Empire settlement,

ance of the appropriation provided by

Empire trade, preferential tariffs and

the Imperial Treasury for the purpose. all other matters affecting inter- Empire
Since that date the Canadian Govern - relationship . In addition to the political
menthas exhibited a “ certain liveliness” and official delegation the industrial and
in the matter, but if the reports are true commercial interests of Canada should
that the 750 desirable immigrants from be adequately represented at this im
the Hebrides are disgruntled with the

portant conference. Australia has al

conditions under which they have been ready announced the appointment of
recently " dumped” in the west , it were several of its political and industrial
far better that they had never been leaders to represent the Commonwealth
brought to this country. It is the first at the conference. There is a strong
few months following the severance of sentiment abroad in England today for
the homeland ties which is the critical Empire unity as well as a desire to give
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something tangible in return for the
preferential tariffs granted the mother

for the development of the Empire's
resources.

land by Canada , Australia and South

The forthcoming economic confer

Africa. It is doubtful if much can be ence marks an important milestone in
offered by Great Britain in the way of the affairs of the British Empire , and
trade preference, but capital and labor it is to be devoutly hoped that Canada
is available in plenty, and, after all, will lead the way there along the paths

these are the vital elements necessary

of Empire unity and development.

Financial Advertising in England *
By Eric Field
Director of Erwoods International Advertising Agency
TF my voice is not as honied as those

per cent. and lend it back to us at

1 of the speakers I have heard at this

41/2 per cent, and when they do lend it,

great convention you must blame the security they like the best of all is
your own dry country. Believe me when about 120 per cent. in solid gold . I
it comes to a race between American

should explain that all the many little

hospitality and the Eighteenth Amendment your hospitality is a very easy

banks they once had are now merged
into five great corporations, and branch

winner. Through this very hospitality

managers have very little power. One

I have not had any time to study your
own financial advertising and it would
be rank impudence on my part if I
tried to make any observations upon it,
but it may interest you if I briefly
describe the conditions that prevail in

result of this has been that the personal
security of a man 's character and ability
cannot play the part that it once did in
the granting or refusing of a loan , but
the men at the heads of these great in
stitutions are among the ablest in the

our country.

country .

It is their ability that made

Let us divide it into two divisions, the London the financial center of the
advertising of banks and such advertis- world , a position it lost to some extent
ing as concerns the issues of stock .
during the war but which it is slowly
Now British banks have been adver- but surely, in my opinion , regaining .
tised for over 100 years. Most of our

It is their ability and foresight that

famous British banks change their copy made British credit what it was and is
just about as often , in fact, there is only today and which is bringing British
one bank in England whose copy seems
to an outsider to show any glimmerings

credit back to par with the only other
country that really matters in this

of modern salesmanship and that is the

world .

Guaranty Trust Company of New York.
But our banks are different in many

Now each of these five great banks
spend probably about $ 100 ,000 a year

ways from yours.

They do not seem

to help individual traders half so much
as yours, but perhaps they help industries as a whole all the more. They cer
tainly have clever business men at their

heads. They borrow our money at 11/2

in advertising. A third of this will be

spent in two days on the publication of
the chairman's speech at their general
• An address delivered before The Financial
Advertisers Association Convention , June 6 , At
lantic City .
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meeting. These speeches are wonder- not as hopelessly inefficientas you might
fully skillful dissertations on interna- think them . The next point is that we
tional economics and though they are

have practically no blue sky stock ad

very interesting to listen to they don 't

vertising in the public press and very

have much bearing on the actual bank
itself. The remainder of the money is
spent on advertisements of three or four

little indeed by direct mail. Of ccurse
plenty of our investors make a regular
habit of losing their money. I think I

inches double column in a large list of may claim the honor of being one of
papers, containing the name of the bank ,

them , but that is not through fradulent

its nominal and subscribed capital, its

promotion . The reason for this is very

assets, deposits, and possibly some tre- difficult to say. I think it is due to the
mendously striking phrase such as inhibitions that surround the flotation
“ Foreign Exchange Transacted ” . I of an ordinary issue. When an issue is
once went to see Sir Herbert Hambling to be made in our country it is the uni
who is now one of the leaders of our
great banking corporation of Barclay' s.

versal practice to prepare and distribute
what we term a prospectus. This is a

I told him the story and explained to large and unwieldy sheet containing all
him why he should change his adver- sorts of information abcut the company ,
tising and what modern advertising the agreements that have been made by
might perhaps do for him . He said, it within a certain time, the amount
"Mr. Field, I have been very interested, being paid for underwriting , and the
but frankly we regard our advertising
as a polite form of blackmail” . I told
him that even so he might as well make
the money that was blackmailed out of
him do somework , but he explained that
he feared that the better he made his
advertising the more attention it would
attract and therefore the greater these

profits, if any, which the directors are
getting out of the promotion . All this.
is given in language which is quite un
intelligible to the ordinary investor. It
also contains the names of the brokers,
solicitors, auditors and of course the
directors of the company. Now usually
this prospectus is the only advertising

sums that would be levied on him .
However, bank advertising is slowly

of the issue that is made. It is dis
tributed by mail by the brokers of the

improving. One of our big banks that issue to their customers and to lists of
had been laboring under the handy lit-

likely investors. The bank will take

tle title of “ London County Westmin - a large number of copies and put them
ster and Parr's Bank ” changed its name on the counter at each branch . In ad
the beginning of this year to “ The dition to this anything from $ 25 ,000 to

Westminster Bank ” and actually went $ 150 ,000 will be spent in advertising in
so far as to advertise this fact in quite

the public press and this advertising

a worthy manner, and I do not think I consists purely of the insertion of this
am divulging a confidence when I state prospectus in whole or abridged form .
that one of cur great banks is at the Incidentally the rate that the news
moment considering an advertising cam - papers charge for this type of advertis
ing is anything up to double for
paign on really modern lines.
We now come to the question of is- ordinary trade advertisements. Now the
sues of stock of all kinds, and the first amazing thing about this advertising is
thing you must understand is that our the fact that in nearly every case where
public is an old investing public . Here the issue is a good and sound one, the
I believe that the masses of people have public subscribes the money when con
only acquired the investing habit since ditions are at all favorable . Some
the days of your war issue. In our times when the issue is a particular one,
country they represent the third and a preliminary announcement will be
fourth generation of investors in what made a day or two before by the in

we call joint stock companies.

This

sertion of displayed advertisements an

factmeans that some of our methods are

nouncing the impending issue. Usually
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these occupy a quarter double column cutside brokers, and at times they ad
and it is a curicus thing that in the
only cases where anything elaborate
has been done in the way of preparatory
advertising it has caused suspicion to
arise in the city and elsewhere. We use
the word “ the city ” more or less as you
use “Wall Street".
Now themost striking fact about our
financial advertising is that members of
any recognized stock exchange are
definitely forbidden to advertise, wheth er in the press or by direct mail, with

vertise not new issues but offers of sale
of large holdings in some company. I '.
have done this myself, but have found
that the direct mail is a more profitable
method .
Now , gentlemen , the only advertising
of financial issues that has been done in
England on an enterprising scale is
that of the government during the war,
and I played a large part in this myself
and knowing its success hoped that it
might set a standard that might be fol

the exception that they may send cir-

lowed when the war was over by com

culars to their own clients.

mercial undertakings. I am sorry to

Conse

quently when you see a financial ad
vertisement over the heading of some

say that the inate British conservatism
has proved much too strong for this,
one posing as a broker, you know that
he is not a member of any recognized but after all British methods in this
exchange and accordingly you keep respect have their advantages and do
your eyes skinned . I do not mean by undoubtedly prove a serious handicap
this that emphasizing of financial issues
is unknown in England in any other
way than I have described . We have

the fraudulent
fraudulent promote
promoter. So that
toto the
perhaps I ought not to be sorry but
glad that our government's example was

one or two firms of highly reputable not followed .

Protecting the Bank Reserve
[The following item is taken from an address, war. It is confronted with the necessity
" Inflation in Relation to the Bank Reserve" ,

delivered by Dr. W . F . Gephart, vice- president
First National Bank in St. Louis, before the

of formulating a policy capable of meet
ing customary banking problems rather

Reserve City Bankers at their recent meeting

at French Lick Springs.-- THE EDITOR . ]

war time conditions.

THE Bank of England for years has
used the discount rate for the purpose of protecting reserves against un -

Unfortunately , the fundamental prob
lem involved in a central banking sys
tem is one that is little understood in

due credit expansion and in recent years

the United States.

students of this problem have been advocating that the discount rate be used

The fact that provision is made in
the Federal Reserve System for making

not only to control credit but prices as

reserves available in times of emer

well .

gency does not eliminate the necessity

If British experience has demon -

strated that credit and prices can be of protecting them in such a manner
controlled in this manner it is particu
that they will not be in constant use.
larly valuable to us as a guide for the

Since the reserves of the central bank

development of a Federal Reserve are primarily the reserves of all the
policy.

member banks they can only be pro

The present problem that confronts tected by means of centralized control.
our Reserve System is probably as Such control can be satisfactorily exer
important and critical as that which cised only through the medium of a
existed during the early years of the sound contral banking policy .
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Greenville Bank and Trust Company, Jersey City, N. J.

THE new building of the Greenville Bank and
Trust Company, Jersey City, N . J., is being con
structed in the Neo-Greek style of architecture so
popular in Europe of late. A feature of this new
building will be the completeness of its modern safe
deposit facilities. It is designed by

Alfred C . Bossom
Bank Archit and Equip Engin
ect

ment

First National Bank Bldg., Jersey City, N . J.
680 Fifth Avenue, New York

Correspondence Inrited
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Head office of the Banca d'Italia, Via Nazionale , Rome

The Banca d'Italia
NHE union of the “ Banca di Sconti, di Napoli* ( Patrimony lire 50 ,000,
Depositi e Conti Correnti” of 000 ) ; Banco di Sicilia * ( Patrimony lire
Genoa and the “ Banca di Torino”

gave origin , in 1849, to the “ Banca
Nazionale nel Regno d'Italia" , with a

12 ,000,000 ) .

Their activity as banks of issue is
regulated by the same law .

capital of lire 8,000,000, which was
As has been formerly the case with
gradually increased until it reached the Banca Nazionale nel Regno , the
lire 200 ,000 ,000 in 1872.
Banca d' Italia has proved the chief in
At the latter date the Banca Nazion - strument by means of which the Gov
ale was by far the most importantof the
six Italian banks of issue, the remaining

ernment was able to perform the vary
ing financial tasks with which it had to

five being the following : Banca Nazion - cope in the course of the recent history
ale Toscana, Banca Toscana di Credito , of the country, both in prosperous and
Banca Romana , Banco di Napoli and

Banco di Sicilia .
In 1893 the Banca Romana was
liquidated , and the Banca Nazionale nel
Regno d'Italia , having been fused with
the Banca Nazionale Toscana and with
the Banca Toscana di Credito, formed

in difficult times. The bank took , for
instance, a prominent part in the conver

sion of the old Italian Consols from 5
per cent. gross into 334 per cent. and

then into 31/2 per cent. net ones (1906 ) ;
its organization has always been at the

disposal of the treasury for the placing
of loans floated by the Italian Govern
the Banca d ' Italia.
From that time the Italian banks of ment, including those very important
issue have been three in number , viz :

ones contracted during the world war.

Banca d'Italia (capital lire 240,000 ,
000 , paid up lire 180,000 ,000 ) ; Banco

* The Banco di Napoli and the Banco di

Sicilia have no shareholders.
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The Banca d 'Italia has acted, ever
since 1894, as the Treasurer of the Gov
ernment, in the Kingdom and the Col
onies. It has 125 branches in Italy
(twelve " sedi” , seventy -two " succur

sali” and forty -one agencies ) ; seven in
the Colonies, viz ., four in Erythrea, two
in Libia ( Tripoli and Benghazi) , one in
Italian Somaliland, and one in the City
of Fiume.

The Banca d'Italia is a joint stock
company. Its activity is placed under
strict supervision of the government,
and is limited to the operations ex
plicitly authorized by law , viz .: dis

count to customers ( and rediscount to
other banks) of commercial bills; ad
vances upon government securities, upon
securities guaranteed by the state and
upon bonds issued by the Italian Credit
Foncier banks. It receives deposits in
current account; it issuics banknotes

within limits, and according to condi
tions, as to the metal reserve, fixed by
BONALDO STRIXGHER

Director general

law , and also money-orders (transfer
able) payable by any one of its branches
(vaglia -cambiari) .
It cashes, buys and sells securities,
and undertakes similar operations for

the account of its customers.
It manages the clearing -houses of
Rome, Florence, Genoa, Milan , Venice
and Trieste .* *

Besides the special tax upon bank
notes issued — a tax which starts with

.10 per cent. (plus the additional rate )
per annum , and can reach the limit of

the official rate of discount— the bank
has to pay all other taxes imposed upon
joint stock companies.
The share of the state in the annual

profits of the bank is fixed as follows:
if the dividend to be distributed among
the shareholders is superior to 5 per

cent. of the paid up capital, but inferior

to 6 per cent. of same, two thirds of
the surplus goes to the shareholders and
ARRIGO ROSSI
Deputy director general

* * The clearing -houses of Naples and Turin are
managed by the Banco di Napoll.
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one third to the state ; if it is superior The growth of the activity and of the
to 6 per cent., half of the surplus goes assets of the Banca d'Italia as well as
to the shareholders, and the other half that of its contribution to the treasury
to the state.
are shown in the following tables :
TABLE I
METAL RESERVE

(in millions of lire gold )
Foreign bills
Gold
in cash
292.7
295 .1
476 .3
950.8

December
31

1894
1899
1904
1909
1914
1919

Silver
in cash
67.9
38 .5
79.8

1.118.2
8048
883 .9

1922

Gold deposited
and
abroad credits abroad
22.4
88. 7

Total
3830
422.3

85 .4

641.5

86.5

1.141.3

117.6

1.343.7

104.0
107.9
75 .1

394 8

382.2

1.656.9

75 .8

380.4

330.7

1.670.8

TABLE II
MAIN LIABILITIES

(in millions of lire paper )
December
31
1894

-Notes in circulation
On account of On account of
commerce
theState
.. 707.0
841.0

1899
1904

Deposits at
sight

826 .5
881. 8
91.1. 3

134 5

75.9

93 6
72 6

103.3

58. 1

734. 9

1.141.7
2.936 .0

7 .772.0
6 .111.9

12.691.8

2882
562.7

13 . 921.6

840. 1

59.5
40. 0

914. 3

1909

Current
accounts

Total

1914
1919

..1.141.7
.2 .201. 1
„.4 .919 8

1922

....7.809.7

December

( in millions of lire paper )
Advances
on Government
Discounts public securities
boncis

112.8
126.7
220. 4
1.413 . 7
818. 2

In
TABLE III
DISCOUNTS, ADVANCES AND INVESTMENTS
31

(inland )
165 .5
249.0
251.0
--- 427.2

1914
1919
1922

in hand

etc.

24 .0

62.8

41.8

171. 1

38 .8
124 . 2

229.0
171.7

705.8
. ..
.. ..
..1.355.9

151.2
1.365.3

- . . . - 4 .635 , 3

2.533.0

407.1

1894
1899
1904
1909

Advances
to
Total

the State
59.5

511.8

40.0

507.9

204.6

518 .8

212. 7

7.772.0

518.8
723. 1
1.580.4
10 .705.3

6 .111.9

13.686 .3

TABLE IV
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS

(in millions of lire paper )
- Net profits December
Capital
31

(paid up )

1894

210 .0

1899

180.0

Surplus
(total)
42.7

Total
4.8
5 .7
5 .7

1904
1909
1914
1919

44 .2
45 .6
58 .0
70 .0

15 .8
20.0

126 .6

49.0

1922

169.6

40. 1

To the shareholders
Total
Per cent.
4 .5
2.1
3.0
5 .4
5 .4
12.3
14 . 1
16 .5
18 .0

3 .0
6 .8
7.8
9. 1
10 . 0

To the
State

2 .7

Tax paid
on notes
issued
5 .5
2.4
1.4
0.3

4 .5

3 .0

18. 1
13 . 9

91.4
269. 3
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ENTRANCE HALL TO THE BANK
This view is looking from the street through the entrance hall into the courtyard , in the center
ofwhich is the Memorialshown on a following page

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE

Main hallof the bank offices

FITTE

Main courtyard which is in the center of the building
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MAIN STAIRCASE
As can be seen this beautiful staircase ascends to all the floors of the bank
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Oneview ofthe room ofthedirector general, BonaldoStringl.er

This view is taken from the opposite side of the director general's room

ill
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MEMORIAL IN HONOR OF THE EMPLOYEES FALLEN IN THE GREAT WAR
This memorial, by Eugenio Maccagnani (1922) was erected in the center of the courtyard of the bank in
honor of the employees who gave their lives for their country, and in the background
is a tablet bearing their names
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Waiting room of the director general's office

Sitting room of the director general's office
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Room of the president of the board

Board room

.
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Committeemeeting room

Shareholders' meeting room
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555

Reception room

ku
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• Main room ofthe library of the bank

The Last Word in Bank Vaults
THE new New York Federal Reserve ly for the Federal Reserve Bank. The
Bank building at Maiden Lane and

doors consist of a tapered cylinder nine

Nassau street is conceded a monument
to architectural ingenuity — its great

feet in thickness inside of the vestibule
— the front and rear section of each

size and simplicity make it one of the

door being thirty inches thick with four

most impressive banking structures in

foot space between . This section closes
the front and rear opening and they are

America .

It will house the largest bank in the revolved at a distance of ninety degrees
world from the standpoint of resources

to permit of passage into and out of the

and volume of business — the daily

vault, which makes a four-foot space

transactions frequently exceeding $ 1,- between the doors for entrance. The

YORK SAFE& LOCKQ9

OLG

COURTESY YORK SAFE & LOCK CO .

An enormous Federal Reserve bank vault door leaving the factory. Capacity of special car is 220, 000 pounds.;

000,000 ,000, and the number of em -

total weight of each vault entrance is

ployees is in the neighborhood of 5000.

265 tons.

One of the most important features
The base section which has just ar
of this new banking giant is the facili- rived in New York and is to be in
ties for storing the cash and securities in stalled in the building is the heaviest
three enormous vaults , said to be the single piece and weighs fifty-two tons.
acme of present day perfection in vault

To transport this section from the pier

building and absolutely impregnable to

will take five automobiles and four

attack. These three cash and security
vaults were designed and are under
construction at York , Penn., by the

men .

100 -ton jacks with a corps of forty

It is difficult to conceive of the deli
cate
required in making the
cently installed or is now building for solid technique
steel
sections
of vaults , and the
the seven largest banks in the Federal
York Safe and Lock Co., which has re

Reserve Districts, York vaults for New
York , Chicago, Philadelphia , Boston ,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh , and Minneapolis.
These three vaults are a new type
with revolvable doors, designed especial-

many and varied types of steel, each de
signed to resist a specific weapon of at
tack , which are united layer upon layer,
making the solid mass of steel which
assures adequate protection to the funds.
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Texas Bank and Trust Company of
Galveston , Texas
TOVEL features of construction

the tenants has been provided. The

distinguish the new building of

offices on the upper floors of the build

the Texas Bank and Trust Com
pany now being erected at Galveston ,

ing are reached by three multi-voltage
Otis elevators which run at a speed of
600 feet per minute.

Texas.

It is to be the tallest structure of the

Activity in the cotton industry of the

city by the Mexican Gulf , being twelve

South , which has resulted in the erection

stories in height, and will be a con -

of many mills near the fields where the

spicuous addition to the skyline of the white staple is produced, is largely re
southern city where a six story structure

sponsible for this new building.

hashitherto been considered tall. Owing

banking and commercial interests have

Both

to the occasional hurricanes and cy clones of that region , it has been so
designed as to withstand an unusual

had to provide extra facilities for the
increase of business.

amount of wind strain . Heavy piles of

to be occupied by the Kempner Com

pine were driven on which to impose the
foundation , and the steel frame of the

pany, extensive manufacturers of cot
ton . They also have the twelfth floor,

building is unusually heavy. The upper

which is used for a cotton classification

The eleventh floor of the building is

part of the structure is of reinforced

room arranged in accordance with the

concrete.
Polished Rockport granite is used for
the exterior up to the first floor, and
varigated limestone with copper cornice

rules and regulations for proper light

ing promulgated by the United States
Department of Agriculture. As the
room is on the top floor it is possible to

for the balance of the facade. In arch - have a sawtooth skylight over each of
itecture the structure is a modified form
of the Italian Renaissance. Exception ally spacious is the vault of the bank ,

the long tables. The light enters at an
angle best adapted for judging the

length and quality of the cotton samples
which is eighteen by thirty feet. It which are displayed . This room has
has a central door six and one-half feet also storage space and facilities for
in diameter and a foot in thickness. At

at the sides.
the rear of the vault is a small emer bathing
The steel work of the structure is
gency door twenty-two inches in diame
ter and just large enough to permit a now up and the operations are well
man to crawlthrough . The walls of the under way under the supervision of
banking room are in real stone with Alfred C . Bossom , Architect, 680 Fifth
ornamentation in marble. The building
is fire proof throughout and every con

avenue, New York City , and Sanguinet,

venience for the comfort and safety of

tects, Forth Worth , Texas.

Staats and Hedrick , Associate Archi
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COURTESY YORK SAFE & LOCK CO .

Main entrance, door and vestibule of vault for FederalReserve Bank,
Cleveland . The delicate mechanism ofthe door is adjusted
so perfectly on hinges that it can be moved with
the pressure of one hand.
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COURTESY YORK SAFE & LOCK CO.

View of closed door of vault for Federal Reserve Bank, Cleveland .
The largest and heaviest vault door in existence,
at least one third larger than any
yet constructed.
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"Go to India, the Taj alone is well worth the journey" - Lord Roberts

The World Cruise of Today*
By Louise Weber
[With no less than five around the world cruises scheduled to sail from New York during the
winter season of 1924 , there can be no doubt that the desire of one half the world , as exemplified
by America , to see how the other half lives, is steadily increasing . Whereas a few years ago the
number of prospective passengers willing to undertake the Great Circuit would scarcely have
warranted the chartering of the smallest liner for the voyage, today the shipping devoted to
around the world pleasure travel exceeds 100,000 tons. The size of the ships used for these
cruises is limited only by the capacity of the two great canals, Suez and Panama, and to some
extent by the docking and harbor facilities of the Mediterranean and Far Eastern ports. Were
it practical to send such liners as the " Majestic " and " Leviathan " around the world , it is
reasonable to suppose that an adequate quota of cruise passengers would be obtained , for the
distribution of wealth throughout the country and the consequent growth of the leisure class
has created a nation -wide demand for the best in pleasure travel. - THE EDITOR ]

" If you 've 'eard the East u -callin ', why,

you won't 'eed nothin ' else."

tropics were conspicuous by their ab

THAT the world cruise of today

sence. A photograph taken on board
Samaria " during the passage
the
the
Red“ Sea - supposedly
the hottest ofplace

1 embodies the best in travel could

this side of the Inferno — shows several

scarcely be denied ; the chartering members of the cruise wearing topcoats,
of a modern liner for the entire voyage and none seeking the shelter of the cov
assures the passenger the same degree .ered decks. Another incident worthy of

of comfort on all the Seven Seas; the mention is that the stay at Ceylon , only
itinerary may be planned along lines a short distance above the equator, was
most conducive to the traveler's enjoy- popularly voted the most delightful ex

ment and interest, and finally the whole
cruise may be arranged and carried out

Secure in the knowledge that the best

with the coöperation of the " weather

which every climate offers awaits her,

man", which is perhaps the most im -

the " Samaria” will sail from New York

portant factor of all.

on next January 26 for a second circum
navigation

Last winter's cruise on board the new
of the globe, under the
Cunard liner “ Samaria ” was the first auspices of Thos. Cook and Son .
cruise to follow the eastward route en
WHAT THE WORLD TRAVELER WANTS
tirely around the world, and was, to
TO SEE
some extent, an experiment in climatic
conditions. The “Samaria ” sailed from
Although there have been some in
New York on January 25 for Madeira , stances of a world cruise being the first
the plan being to arrive at Funchal at extensive journey made by an individ

the beginning of spring, to continue ual, the average American who under

through the Mediterranean , reaching takes the Great Circuit has already seen
Cairo at the height of the season , when
the weather was at its best, to arrive

a great deal of his own country and
Europe. The desire to go all the way

in India and the equatorial countries around is usually a development of the
before the " hot season ” had set in , to love of travel gained through actual ex
reach China in the early days of spring-

perience ; the things one has seen at

time, and to travel through Japan in

home and in Europe supplying the

April, the month of cherry blossoms. hors d' oeuvre for the great feast that
The Pacific was then to be crossed in lies east of Suez. So in planning an

May, the passage of the Panama Canal
made and anchor dropped at New York
before the beginning of summer.
The success of this plan of travel
was complete. The passengers actually
enjoyed a spring of over four months'
duration , and the much vaunted discom
forts of traveling in India and the

itinerary to satisfy the average demand,
to bring the journey within a period of
four and a half months, and to take
advantage of the best climatic condi
tions, Europe must be passed by with
short visits to her Mediterranean coun
* Illustrations for this article

by

Thos. Cook and Son .
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“ Egypt from whose dateless tombs arose
Forgotten Pharoah's from their long repose "

A part of the fantastic procession that winds itsway through India 's busy streets
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Satan 's votaries in fullwar-paint - devil dancers at Kandy

tries. Egypt, on the other hand, though fortress. In Algiers the travelers see
west of Suez, is the highlight of the their first African port, their first
cruise , and merits a prolonged stay. French colonial possession and a city
Indeed , Cairo, the Sphinx and the where Occident and Orient are fantas

Pyramids may be coupled with the Taj tically mingled — a pot pourri of modern
Mahal and Fujiyama as " headliners” of France and ancient Arabian Nights .
any world cruise , while of perhapsmore Crossing the Mediterranean to Naples,
importance at the present time, is the the travelers visit the largest and most
opportunity provided by a long stay in
Egypt for a trip up the Nile to Luxor,

colorful of Italian cities, climb Vesuvius
and view the ruins of Pompeii and Her

the site of Thebes, and the Valley of the culaneum , then after a five days' stay
Kings. Considering the itinerary of in Egypt, passage is made through the
the cruise of 1924 , it will be found that

Suez Canal, down the Red Sea and

each port of call fills its particular place
in the general scheme of seeing the
world from various angles and in con
trasting colors.
Madeira, the first port of call, sup -

across the legendary Arabian Sea, the
ship laying its course for Bombay, the

plies not only a pleasant break in the

Elephanta are visited , and a journey

first stretch of ocean voyage, but also
offers a charmingly quaint picture of
island life as it is lived on the outskirts
of Europe — a community as foreign
from our own in manners and customs

overland to Agra, the city of the Taj
Mahal is made, followed by a sail down
the southern coast, to Ceylon . Ceylon ,
though a part of the Indian Empire, is
as different from Bombay as Florida is

as the Hawaiian Islands in mid - Pacific.
Gibraltar is, of course, a landmark of

different from New York . This happy
island is said to be only forty miles

universal interest both as a rock and

from heaven , which may or may not be

principal port of western India . In
Bombay are received the first impres

sions of India , the famous caves of
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Laborers in the Rangoon Teak Yards waiting for the whistle to blow

true, but it is certainly one of the most the " Samaria” sails around the penin
celestial spots on earth .
sula an overland tour of Northern
Calcutta is the next port, and also the India proceeds from Bombay to Cal
starting point for the excursion to cutta, via Jeypore, Amber, Agra , Delhi,
Benares, the holy city of India , and Cawnpore, Lucknow , Benares and
perhaps the most amazing community Darjeeling , the celebrated Hills Station
of human beings in the world . While in the Himalayan Mountains. Three

Drying rice in Java
" The harvest treasures all

Now gathered in , beyond the rage ofstorms - "

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE

" Let observation with extensive view
Survey mankind from China to Peru,
Remark each anxious toil, each eager strife
And watch the busy scenes of crowded life ."

The Pali road near Honolulu
"Whose sun-bright summitmingles with the sky."
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Fujiyama, the sacred mountain of Japan
“ Fuji ofWinter snows, Fuji ofmany shrines
And it is Fuji which has called you to Japan
It is Fuji which keeps you there-- "

weeks in all are allotted to India , in - ence. The passage from Rangoon to
cluding the visit to Rangoon , the cap - Emmahaven also takes the traveler
ital of Burma, famous for its golden across the equator and into the southern
pagodas and “ tinklin ' temple bells ”. hemisphere.
Two days are spent in Java, includ - The island of Sumatra provides the next
shore visit , and an absorbingly interest-

ing visits to Batavia the capital and to

ing one it is. At Padang- Panjang, the
principal town of the west coast, the

Buitenzorg with its marvelous botanical
gardens. This Dutch colony is themost

Malay is to be seen in his native haunts, densely populated spot on earth , but the

practically untouched by modern influ - most fertile and one of the most pros
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perous . In scenic beauty and pictur- Peking. To enumerate the sights to be
esque native life it is second to none. seen would require volumes.
Two weeks are spent in Japan in
Leaving Java, the “ Samaria " sails to
Singapore, the gateway to the Far April, the month of flower festivals and
East, then crosses the China Sea to the height of cherry blossom time. The
Manila , in the Philippine Islands, the classic city of Kyoto ; the modern
first American colony of the cruise , and metropolis of Tokyo ; Miyanoshita , high
consequently of particular interest to in the Hakone Mountains; Nikko, the
all on board . The program in China in - place of pilgrimage, and the indescrib

cludes Hongkong, the great British port
and naval base ; Macao, the oriental
Monte Carlo and oldest European set
tlement in China ; Canton , the largest
city of South China ; Shanghai, the

ably lovely town of Nara are but a few
of the wonder places visited .

metropolis of the Far East , and inland

San Francisco and down the west coast

tours to Soochow , Hangchow , Peking

Two days are spent in the " Island

Paradise ” of Hawaii, Honolulu and
Hilo being the ports of call, and then

itinerary comprises the most interesting

of California and Mexico to Balboa and
the Panama Canal. Havana is the last

sections of the yellow man 's land,
heightened by contrast as between Can -

port of call and provides a pleasantday
ashore before sailing on the last lap of

and Seoul, the capital of Korea . This

ton

and

Shanghai, Hongkong and the voyage back to New York .

Bank Branch on the Leviathan
The Farmers Loan and Trust Company of New York Has Com
pletely Equipped Office Aboard America's Largest Ship
AMERICAN banking will take its home office of The Farmers' Loan and
- place on the high seas, with the
aid of radio , through the establishment
of a completely equipped office of The

Trust Company , whereby payments can
be made at any banking center through
out the world by wireless order from the

Farmers' Loan and Trust Company of

office on shipboard. Payments will also

New York , on the Leviathan . Ocean

be made on board ship on orders re

The

banking is not without precedent, but

ceived by wireless from shore .

the creation of this office , for which

head office will have a special depart

authorization has been obtained from

ment to care for this new service , and

the New York Superintendent of Banks,

has also arranged to offer its facilities

marks an innovation in American mer

to clients of its banking correspondents

chant marine and banking endeavor.

throughout this country and abroad .”

The Farmers' Loan and Trust Com
The news of this development was made
by The Farmers' Loan and Trust Com - pany, which operates the " ocean bank ”
aboard the Leviathan , is the oldest trust
pany in the following statement:
" This innovation in American bank - company in the world . It received the

ing service for travelers will give them

first charter granted to such an institu

while traveling at sea full banking fa cilities in the matter of cashing letters
of credit, travelers' checks, exchanging
" A further service will be offered

tion in 1822, and therefore celebrated
its 100th anniversary last year. The
company also has the distinction of
being the first downtown bank to open
an uptown office, and many who have

through a code arrangement with the

never visited the company' s main office

money, etc.
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Branch bank of The Farmers Loan and Trust Company,New York , on board the S. S. Leviathan

at 22 William street are familiar with
the brownstone banking office of the

street , London , while its Paris office
has been the gathering place of Ameri

company at Forty - first street and Fifth

cans for a generation .

avenue .

Paris office is at 4 Rue d 'Antin ,midway

The present

Abroad , the company has for years
maintained an office at 15 Cockspur

between the Avenue de l'Opera and the
Rue de la Paix.

The Cooperation in Government Medal
By Alfred C . Bossom
T

HAT America' s younger genera- uation , are likely to have an important
tion is capable of grasping the re-

part in the work of this busy world . So

lationships of the people to the much comment was given to the awards,
duly constituted authority of the state, in the daily press, and the project at
is shown by the deep interest manifest- tracted so much notice from educational
ed in the awards of the Coöperation in editors and publicists, that an analysis
Government Medal.
The winners of the medal and the

of the antecedents and training of the
winners has been undertaken . The in

diplomas in the high schools of New dications are, although the returns from
York City numbered 117 in all. They questionnaires are not complete, that the
included both boys and girls , all voters majority of the successful contestants
of tomorrow who, following their grad -

are children of foreign -born parents.
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The greater part of the names of the
winners indicates that the Anglo -Ameri
can strain is in the minority.

The keen witted young people who
competed for what the New York Board
of Eudacation has designated the Alfred
C . Bossom medal for coöperation in

Government, are especially responsive
to efforts to enlist their attention in
political economy. The teachers of
civics in the high schools report that the

incentive furnished by medals of this
kind has proved very helpful, and, in
deed , the principle on which the medal
was founded may be employed to ad
vantage in the Americanization of the

many children of the immigrants who
are arriving by every European steam
ship. There is no better time than the
present to spread the knowledge of gov
ernment.

The essays on which the awards were
made this year all had to do with the
administration of the City of New York ,
there being nineteen subjects in all ,
covering all the departments of the

Reverse of Bossom medal

municipality. It is planned to make
the theme of the competition for next

year more national in scope. As the
exact subject has not yet been decided
upon , the donor would greatly appre
ciate any suggestions along this line
from the bankers of the country.
Now a word as to the medal itself.
It is in reality a miniature silver plaque,

one and a half inches in height, and
so designed that it can be conveniently

worn on a chain . On the obverse is an
effigy of Columbia surrounded by youth
ful figures typifying Courage, Happi
ness and Caution , attributes which are

notably characteristic of the national
temperament. It was Lawrence Abbott,
I believe, who said that these qualities
are revealed in the American face. On
the reverse appears an open book , and

beneath this is a panel on which is

engraved the name of the individual
winner.

THE ALFRED C BOSSOM MEDAL
It is the hope of the donor that the
will be helpful in that important
ror.coOPERATIONIN GOVERNMENT medal
educational movement which the Ameri
Obverse of Bossom medal for cooperation in
Government

can banking fraternity is so successfully
conducting

IN

THE PUBLIC EYE

In all its history, St. Louis has never been so much in

the public eye, speaking nationally, as it is now . All
over the country, newspapers and magazines are pointing
to St. Louis as a shining example of material enterprise
and esthetic progress.

It is the first and immediate effect of the 87 Million
Dollar Municipal Bond Issue which the citizens of St.

Louis authorized recently ,by an overwhelming majority ,
and which will enable St.Louis to play a great part in the
nation ' s commercial and industrial development.

St. Louis's largest bank has built its service to meet
this growth . The same type of constructive leadership

which will play such an importantpart in this new era of
development for St. Louis, is well represented in the
excellent organization of the First National Bank .

TIONAL BANK

N STLOUIS

BROADWAY- LOCUST - OLIVE
Largest National Bank West of the Mississippi
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Review of the Month
The Business Situation Throughout the Country as Reflected

in the Opinions of Banks and Bankers
MTHAT the present period of pros- Government, however , he said , " offers a
perity in this country will be a refreshing contrast” to the situation
comparatively short one, was the which he pictured . He said further :
prediction of Colonel Seward P . Ayres

If present prospects are realized , there is

of the Cleveland Trust Company at the
annual meeting of the National Mone
tary Association in New York on June
8 , when leading bankers and economists
discussed the question of how this coun
try can conserve its prosperity .
Colonel Ayres said that if the his

no reason why the next Congress should not

tory of prosperity and depression
periods repeated itself , the top of pros
perity might be reached during the pres

make a further revision of taxes downward ,
why some more of the special war taxes
should not be discarded , and it is even con

ceivable that it may be possible to re
duce the normal income tax . Irrespective
of the financial status of the treasury, the
higher surtaxes should be further reduced
in the interest of greater productivity and
for sound economic reasons well known to
you all.

formulation of any specific plan
ent summer and the bottom of the next is The
extremely difficult , Carl Snyder of
depression at about election time in
1924 .

The end of the present prosperity

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
said in a report as chairman of the

would be caused by a labor shortage research committee. Of the various
rather than by a credit stringency, proposals that have been made, Mr.
Colonel Ayres prophesied. The symp Snyder said , the committee had been
toms of such a condition are already able to agree only upon the preliminary
step of a return of the nations formerly
present, he asserted .

on a gold standard to that standard .
COST OF GOVERNMENT A SERIOUS DRAG

At the same time the committee decried

the expansion of bank credit " beyond
Congressman Ogden L . Mills of New

the clear needs of business and in

York , who with Colonel Ayres was a
speaker at the meeting of the associa
tion , declared that the cost of govern
ment in the United States, taking into
account all cost of states, counties and
municipalities, was “ out of all propor

dustry ” .

tion to our national income and is a

While we students have been discussing
how to do it, Mr. Hoover, Franklin Roose
velt and the bankers have been doing it.

serious drag on our national prosper ity " .
The conduct of the Federal

STABILIZATION HAS BEGUN

Stabilization to some extent has al
ready begun in a mild degree, said Pro
fessor Irving Fisher. He continued :
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By raising interest, by refusing loans on
speculative building and by warning the
business world against inflation the rise of
the price level was arrested in May. It is
a great step forward for business to dis cover that it can prevent inflation and de
flation .
Rapid inflation of prices overstimulates

way along as we progressed — the method of
figuring the price index could be amended
if conditions made it advisable ; errors of
judgment made by the Federal Reserve
Board could be corrected, etc.
The main virtue of such a measure would
be in its preventive action . Instead of the
always indirect, often ineffective and some
times impractical method of raising the re

trade. Rapid deflation depresses trade, the
effect lagging behind the cause about half a

discount rates the Federal Reserve Bank

year. The two fluctuate together, being

would have a more direct, effective and

correlated to the extent of 80 per cent. This
is a closer correlation , I think , than any

practical instrument at hand with which to

curb inflation .

previously discovered to exist between busi

ness fluctuations and other alleged causes.

The use of compensated gold coins

the relative changes in the weight of
Among the bankers who discussed “coins
being the same for all countries” ,
the problems of Aluctuations in the pur is, Professor Hudson B . Hastings of
chasing power of money were H . A . E . Pollok Foundation , Newton , Mass.,

Chandler, economist, and John E .
Rovensky, vice-president of the Na
tional Bank of Commerce, New York .
Mr. Chandler said :

declared , the only effective method of
control by international coöperation of

" tendencies toward world secular price
movements which would provide for all

Business opinion exerts an important in possible changes in the volumeof trade,
I do the amount of gold and other forms of
not believe it possible to adjust Federal money,
and yet leave the production of
Reserve rates satisfactorily unless backed
up by sound business opinion . We pay too gold to unrestricted private enterprise" .
fluence on Federal Reserve policy.

M . C . Rorty, president of the Na

much attention to the Federal Reserve
rates, although this rate is a more im

tional Bureau of Economic Research ,

portant factor in commercial banking than

said :

we are ready to admit. If the public could
appreciate the fact that our huge surplus
gold supply could not be utilized for credit

one great addition to our banking facilities

extension without causing inflation and con

through its ability to prevent the old style

The Federal Reserve System has provided

sequent deflation , an important lesson would of money crisis. But it may be that we are
expecting too much of the safety valve of
be taught.
The public should be educated against the rediscounting when we ask it also to act
inefficient use of this surplus gold to as a throttle valve to control the whole in
guard against the condition that will arise dustrial machine.
from its subsequent deportation . I would
suggest that this gold either be earmarked
CHEAP MONEY MEANS INFLATED
or segregated. This operation might be
PRICE LEVEL
either physical or mental, but the gold
should be earmarked so as not to appear in
the Federal Reserve ratio .

The idea that " cheap money" is al

RESERVES

ways good for business is a wrong one,
said Professor John R . Commons of the
University of Wisconsin , who added :

Mr. Rovensky suggested that the

Farmers want cheap money , business men
want cheap money, stock speculators want

BELIEVES

VARYING

REQUIRED

WOULD HELP *

Federal Reserve Board be granted “ dis

cheap money, the United States Treasury

cretionary power to vary, under some
restrictions, the required reserves of the
Federal Reserve and member banks,
such changes to be made with due re
gard to changes in the general price
level as officially recorded in the com
modity price index of the Department
of Labor" . He added,

wants to float Government loans on cheap
money , Socialists, anarchists and old -line
greenbackers want very, very cheap money,
and everybody feels that when the money
rate is shoved up it is an arbitrary damper
on prosperity. But we cannot have a low
rate on money and a stable level of prices.
A low rate on money means an inflated price

have the
the advan
advanSuch a measure would
would have
tage of being flexible - we could feel our

level.

George Soule of the Labor Bureau ,
Inc., said that the strikes of the wage
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earners were " the least extensive and

destructive of the entire round of stop

BUILDING BOOM CHECKED

" So rapid has been the increase in

pages” . He said further :
The greatest damage is probably done by
the periodic strikes of the investors in new

labor costs and the difficulty of procur

more evident. We also have occasional
strikes of buyers, of traders and even of
farmers. The net result of all these changes

York have recently been suspended .
are: the $ 11,000,000 New York Tele

in relative prices, with the consequent bar
gaining conflict, is an injury to the com

phone building , a $ 10 ,000 ,000 program

ing certain building materials” , says the
current letter of the Irving Bank
capital goods, though the immediate Columbia Trust Company, New York ,
damage caused by the strikes of the owners
of productive capital already invested is " that several large enterprises in New

munity which far outweighs any temporary

Some of the projects thus postponed

at Columbia University, $ 4,000 ,000 at

the Hebrew Orphan Asylum , and a $ 2,
000,000 structure for the Y . M . C . A .,
Discussing the question of inflation with a number of smaller jobs in the

advantage gained by any one party .

and deflation from the international city, amounting in all to about $ 60 ,000,
standpoint, Prof. Jeremiah W . Jenks 000 ”. The bank continues :
said that the remedy was “devaluation
— the fixing of the price of the currency

I t is reported in several cities that con
tractors have placed orders for three times

their requirements with expectations of dis
posing of their surplus at a profit. Cement
tically the purchasing power of the mills in particular are scrutinizing orders
currency itself.” “ This” he said , " will and shipping only requirements for actual
construction in progress. The total building
probably bring about less injustice on permits
throughout the country filed at 151
in terms of gold at a lower rate at prac-

the whole than would an attempt to re
store the currency by deflation.”

cities, according to Bradstreet's, totaled

$ 319, 134,433 in April as against $ 369,267,939
135

Combined
Statement of Condition
HEAD OFFICE AND BRANCHES

BANK
OF
ITALY
SAVINGS
TRUST
COMMERCIAL
HEAD OFFICE, SAN FRANCISCO
MEMBER PEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

June 29, 1923
RESOURCES
First Mortgage Loans on Real Estate.............
.... $ 100 ,350,768.74
...............

Other Loans and Discounts

78,708,688.28 $ 179,059,457.02

United Sates Bonds and
Certificates of Indebtedness
State , County and Municipal Bonds

$ 34 ,379 ,695 .31

Other Bonds and Securities ......
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank .... ....

8,455 ,717.07
600 ,000 .00

11,625 ,600 .62

TOTAL U . S . AND OTHER SECURITIES ...

55 ,061,013.00

$ 10 ,613, 127 .04
Due from Federal Reserve Bank ..
............ 14 ,035 ,554.77
Cash and Due from Other Banks
TOTAL CASH AND DUE FROM BANKS ...
Banking Premises, Furniture, Fixtures

24 ,648,681.81

and Safe Deposit Vaults
Other Real Estate Owned

9,655 ,730.21

548,229. 12

Customers' Liability under Letters of
Credit and Acceptances

1,218 ,517.26

Uncollected Interest . .........
Employees' Pension Fund (Carried on Books at) .

2,266,460.96
1.00
269,710 .59

Other Resources

TOTAL RESOURCES

..$ 272,727,800.97
LIABILITIES

DEPOSITS -

$ 247,389,224.96
90,417.38

Irrigation District Funds
Dividends Unpaid

.

993 ,106 .00

Discount Collected but Not Earned
Letters of Credit, Acceptances and Time Drafts .

72,773 .71
. 1,218,517.26
$ 249,764 ,039.31
15,000,000 .00

CAPITAL PAID IN ......
SURPLUS

5 ,000,000.00

Undivided Profits ............ .

697,300.70

Interest Earned but Not Collected

2,266 ,460.96

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$272,727,800.97

All charge-offs , expenses and interest payable to end of half year have been deducted
in atove statement.

The Story of Our Growth
As Shown by a Comparative Statement of Our Resources

December, 1904 . ... ..... ....

December, 1908 .......

December, 1912 ......

December , 1916 ..

December, 1920..

. .. .. .. .. .. $ 285 ,436 .97

... .. .....$ 2 ,574 ,004 .90
.. ........ $ 11,228 ,814.56

....$ 39,805 ,995 .24

.............$ 157,464,685 .08

December, 1922.......... $ 254,282,289.52
June 29 NUMBER
, 1923..$
272,727,800.97
OF DEPOSITORS, 438 ,453
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at the same cities in March , a decrease of
13.6 per cent. It should be remembered,
though, that the March total was by far the
greatest ever recorded. The recent New

York situation , however, developed prin
cipally in May and its effect was not shown
in the April totals. New York City regis

THE

tered a decline of nearly $ 92,000,000 in

PEOPLES

building permits during April as compared

BANK
F

with the preceding month .
The shortage in small dwellings and the

cheaper grades of apartment houses is still
pronounced and therefore the demand for
this sort of construction must continue keen
for a long time. During April, according to
the F . W . Dodge Corporation, the total

O

BUFFALO
Established 1889

contracts awarded in thirty -six states ag
gregated $ 399,243,000 , and of this amount
$ 175 ,129,000 went for residential buildings.
Other items were $67,228,000 for public
works and utilities ; $53,826 ,000 for business

buildings ; $39,803,000 for educational build
ings, and $33,335 ,000 for industrial buildings.

CONDITIONS BETTER IN SOUTH

The South is participating in the gen

eral prosperity, according to Withers
Woolford of the service department

of the Bank of America , who has re
turned from an investigation there, but

there are some doubtful factors in the
condition of every one of the principal
crops. Mr. Woolford says further :
The South presents a very mixed picture
of emerging prosperity handicapped by ad
verse natural conditions. The population as
a whole has more money than last year, and

credit is better. The farmers in most cases
have their debts down to a point where they

THE character of the ser
- vice of The Peoples Bank
is distinctive. It is the pro
duct of over thirty years'
steadfast devotion to the

highest ideals in commercial
banking
Send us your Buffalo busi
ness for direct service. We
make personal presentation
of drafts and insist upon
definite disposition .

Our Elk Street Market
Branch ,recently opened,pro

can carry them .
Cotton growers are very well off at pres
ent, compared with their status a year ago ,

but the general situation is not as good as
was expected. Earlier optimistic views as
to acreage are subsiding. In many places

vides a complete banking

service for the great whole
sale food district of Buffalo .

seed already in the ground has been rotted
by the unfavorable weather, and the bad

weather has delayed planting in many of the
northern sections. The carryover of cot
ton will be very low at the end of the

Four complete offices —
Main and Seneca Streets (Head)

season. It will probably be much less than
a half of last year's, and only about a sixth
of that in 1921.
The peanut growers who belong to the

Main and Tupper Streets (Uptown)

coöperative association lost money on last

(Elk Street Market)

year's crop.

The ccöperative growers only

Niagara and Virginia Streets
Michigan Avenue and Perry Street

received $ 2 ,500 ,000 , whereas the marketing
costs alone amounted to $ 1 ,097,000 . Pro

duction costs were about 31/2 cents a pound

Resources over $ 24,000,000.00

and these growers received only 2 1 / 8 cents

MemberFederal Reserve System

a pound — and that in three instalments. The

non - coöperative producers received from 5
to 714 cents a pound .

The coöperative

organization , which has been fighting the

REF

Chartered 1836
PHILADELPHIA
- the “Workshop of the World ”
Philadelphia, the third largest city of the United States,
and the nation 's second greatest port, is America 's and the

world 's greatest manufacturing center .
For about a century the Girard Trust Company has been
intimately associated with Philadelphia 's commercial and

financial progress .
Corporations and Individuals desiring Philadelphia connec
tions are invited to avail themselves of the Banking, Trust,

Real Estate and other facilities of this Company .
Capital and Surplus
.
Resources .
.
.
.
Individual Trust Funds .
Corporate Trust Funds .

.
.
.
.

$ 10 ,000,000
60,000, 000
310 ,000 , 000
1,450,000,000

GIRARD TRUST
COMPANY
BROAD & CHESTNUT STS.
PHILADELPHIA
( O
Capital and Surplus
910 , 000 ,000
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EFFINGHAM B .MORRIS

Member Federal Reserve

President

System

Kings County Trust Company
City of New York, Borough of Brooklyn
Capital $500,000 Surplus $ 3,000,000 Undivided Profits $518,000
OFFICERS
JULIAN D . FAIRCHILD , President
JULIAN P . FAIRCHILD , Vice - President
WILLIAM J. WASON , JR., Vice -President

HOWARD D . JOOST, Assistant Secretary
ALBERT I. TABOR , Assistant Secretary
J . NORMAN CARPENTER , Trust Onicer
ALBERT E . ECKERSON , Auditor

THOMAS BLAKE, Secretary

BROWER, BROWER & BROWER, Counsel

ACCOUNTS INVITED

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

cleaners in the market and the courts and
threatening to operate its own cleaning

is released in action . It makes at this

plant, may reorganize. In this case it will

time an influence which well deserves

probably function only as a straight mar

careful consideration in forming judg
ments on the future, especially as one

keting and warehousing organization , selling
to the cleaners. Coöperative members are
said to be evading their agreements with the
organization by means of ficticious sales
of nuts for seed purposes.

Construction work is very active throughout the South, but famine conditions in
housing still exist in many sections. One
paper manufacturer in Richmond, for in
stance, complained of his inability to keep
skilled labor imported from the North for
more than a few weeks because of poor
dwelling facilities.

Migration of the negroes is agitating the
South , but in only few instances can actual
figures be proved. There is no doubt that
numbers of negroes are being attracted by
high factory wages in the North and that
many negro farmers are disconted with con
ditions, but in many sections the extent of
the migration appears to be exaggerated .

of the chief anxieties now is as to
to work serious hurt to essential ac

whether political action will be such as

tivities.” The bank goes on to say :
What is greatly needed is not only less

Government in business, but more business
sense in politics. Between now and when
congress assembles next December, it is
quite conceivable that the swing of Ameri
can public opinion will give direction to
things in Washington , so that ultra-radicals
will have little sympathy and less support
for impracticable and destructive measures.

In many directions and from various sources,
there are manifestations of a new awaken

ing determination on the part of the think

ing and acting people of the country, to
protect and promote their interests by up
Georgia has probably been affected more holding all those enterprises which , in their
than the other states and it is doubtful functions and developments, are vital to
whether more than 10 per cent. of the negro the common weal.
Application of this idea, which clearly is
farm laborers have actually left that state
taking form throughout the United States,
in the last six months.

PUBLIC OPINION AND RAILROADS

“ Better and more increasingly gen
eral public comprehension of the close
interrelationships of transportation with
all the industries, business and man

ifold affairs of the American people ,
is becoming a highly important and
actually constructive factor in our eco

nomic situation ” , says the current let
ter of the Girard National Bank , Phil

to the working out of the big railroad prob
lem , will mean more than dollars for the
railroads to enable their expansion and
improvement of transportation facilities for
service of the entire people. Whatever
makes it possible to sufficiently develop the

railroads, and to fit them fully into the life
of the country, constitutes one of the very
biggest and most far reaching factors in
support of general national prosperity .
HOW AUTOMOBILES DEVELOP COUNTRY

How motor cars and motor trucks

adelphia . " This is far more of an in -

are developing the resources of the

fluence than ever before” , continues the

country is brought out in the new edi

bank , “ and carries now potential force tion of " Facts and Figures of the Auto
for good , impossible to measure once it mobile Industry” , published by the Na
13 )

A Thrifty Cross-Section
EVIEW the occupations of the holders
17

1 of the American Telephone & Tele
graph Co. securities and you see a
striking cross- section of America's

thrifty workers.
You will find almost every industry
represented . Bankers, of course - for
these securities are favorite holdings
of the men who so often are sought
for investment counsel. Also ar
chitects and merchants, blacksmiths
and butchers, clerks and farmers,
salesmen and lawyers, doctors and
housewives -- these and thrifty folk
in a hundred other classifications
hold A . T . and T . securities. It is a
true test of their appeal as the
great American investment for prudent

" The People 's
Messenger "

Americans.

This very wide-spread holding of the
securities (there are over 250,000
stockholders, with an average of
twenty-six shares each ) is an assur
ance of the stability of the invest
ment as well as an indication of its
quality.
N
AD
GR
LE
TE

MERI R
CAICA
N
TEL
S

A . T . and T. pays 9 % dividends on the stock
LEPHONE

outstanding. Today the stock can be bought in
the open market to yield approximately 7% .
Full information sent on request.

BELL
SYSTEM NNIE
MI

ASS

CO

OCI

A

E BELL TELEPHONE
SECURITIES CO . Inc.
D .F. Houston , President
195Broadway
NEW YORK
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tional Automobile Chamber of Com
merce. A statement sent out by this
organization says:
Registration has reached the new peak of
12,239,114. Even allowing for duplication
in licensing methods in some states, this
means that close to 12,000 ,000 cars and
trucks are actually in use. Production of
motor vehicles, 22 per cent. ahead of any

previous year, reached 2,659,000 , of which
about 2,500 ,000 went into the domestic mar
ket.
This rapid growth is accounted for by the
need in all parts of the country for short
line transportation to develop the territories

LEGIBILITY !
The demand of every
bank official!

The

watchword of every

bank employee!
Dixon 's Eldorado ! As
sure an aid to legibility
as was ever devised for

men who deal with
figures.

not served by rail lines, and to supplement
the work begun by the railroads.
Suburban use of motor cars and motor
trucks is an example. Around our big cities

are areas of land used by home seekers.
Without motor vehicles only land within
walking distance of a railroad station has

been readily available. With the motor
vehicle, each station becomes a center for
home development for a radius of several
miles .

Long Island, N , Y., a part of the area in
the Metropolitan District, illustrates this
point. In 1917 there were 11,800 motor cars
-2
DOPADX

in suburban counties of this island, and
there were 50,796 ,000 passenger fareson
the railroads serving the territory . In

1922 there were 41,000 cars, and the rail
road passenger total had grown to 79,656,
000 . In the same period motor trucks in
creased from 2482 to 10,000, and the freight
carried by the railroads advanced from 5,
271,000 to 6 ,028,000 tons. There have been
many thousand new dwellings per year
constructed in this region ; 1922 set a new
mark with 23 ,336 .

CREDIT CONDITIONS, 1923 AND 1920
“ The current volume of wholesale

and retail trade indicates that the goods
now being produced are moving satis
factorily into the channels of distribu
tion” , says the Federal Reserve bulle
tin . “ About 700 firms” , continues the

DIXON'S

bulletin , " engaged in various lines of
wholesale trade and representing prac

ELDORADO

tically all sections of the country are
now reporting their monthly sales to the
Federal Reserve Banks”. The bulletin
goes on to say:

“ the master pencil ”

Since the opening of the year the total
volume of sales by these concerns has been
about 18 per cent. larger than during the
corresponding period a year ago. In retail
trade the sales of 306 department stores
located in 100 cities throughout the country

SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLES

Write
for full-length free samples of
DIXON ' S ELDORADO and full
length free samples of Dixon 's " BEST"
COLORED PENCILS . Both are
supreme in their field .

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

Pencil Dept. 163-J, Jersey City, N . J.
Canadian Distributors :

A . R . MacDougall & Co ., Ltd ., Toronto

BUFFALO - Second Railroad Center in the U. S.
Upwards of 300 passenger
trains and 500 freight trains
m

arrive and depart daily over
12 main lines of railroads.
Within thecity limits,there
are upwards of 700 miles of

ir'r ' e'er

railroad tracks.
BUFFALO - the city ofopportunity and enterprise served by the

MARINE TRUST COMPANY
OF BUFFALO

Capital, Surplus and Reserves over $20,000,000.00
have also exceeded the sales of last year by with 1920 figures taken as 100, is shown
15 per cent. In March 1923, sales of these below by Federal Reserve Districts.
Member
stores were above the level of March 1920 ,
bank
Check
credit
in spite of the lower retail prices now pre- Federal ctReserve
payments
cent.
Per
cent.
Per
Distri
vailing. Department store sales are at
105 . 0
.105 .5
Boston
present relatively higher in the industrial • New
99. 2
99. 6
York
districts of the East than in the agricultural Philadelphia
Cleveland

sections of the South and West. The volume
of merchandise buying in rural districts is
further indicated by the sales of mail-order
houses, which during recent months have
been approximately 37 per cent. above the
sales of a year ago, though the present dollar

volume of their buying is still much below
the level of 1920 .

100. 6

97.8

Richmond
Atlanta
Chicago

85 .6
80. 9
94. 6

St. Louis
Minneapolis
Kansas City
Dallas
San Francisco
System

81. 6
87. 8
101. 9
97.5

96 .9
88. 2

101. 4
105 . 4
96. 4

90 . 7
105 . 0

95 . 9

90.5
87.5
84.6
104.0
98.6

Both in volume of business and in bank
country as a whole, show but a slight re

The extent to which various sections of credit the more recent figures, taking the

the country have shared in the current
growth of business and credit may be shown duction compared with 1920 . When con
by reserve districts there is a close
in a general way by the changes in the sidered
e in the changes since 1920 in
volume of check payments and of member correspondenc
and in business volume. With but
bank credit. For this purpose a comparison credit
few exceptions, business activity in the in
is made of the total volume of bank debits dustrial
East and on the Pacific coast either
during the first quarter of 1923 with the

approximates or exceeds that of 1920 and
corresponding period in 1920, and a com has
been accompanied by corresponding in
parison of the total loans and investments creases
in credit. In marked contrast are
of member banks at the end of the year conditions
the South and Middle West,
1922 with similar figures for November 1920. where both inbusiness
volume and bank credit

This comparison in the form of percentages, are considerably below the 1920 level.
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Eastern States
Comprising New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania , Delaware, Maryland
and the District of Columbia

CONVENTION DATES

GEORGE A . HANNIGAN

American Bankers Association — at Atlan

George A . Hannigan, formerly assistant
treasurer of the Guaranty Trust Company

tic City , Sept. 24 -27 .

Investment

Bankers

Association - at

Washington , D . C ., October 28-31.
Morris Plan Banks- at Atlantic City,

October 15 -17.

of New York , was elected an assistant vice
president of the Italian Discount and Trust
Company of New York on June 13, 1923.

JOSEPH S. HOUSE RETIRES

CHEMICAL NATIONAL BANK OF

NEW YORK
The statement of condition of the Chem

Joseph S . House, cashier of the Mechanics
& Metals National Bank of New York ,
retired from active business life on June

20, when his resignation was tendered to the
board of directors of that institution . In
close of business on June 30 showed total announcing
his retirement Mr. House de
resources of $ 151,412,308.01 ; surplus, $ 13,
ical National Bank of New York at the

500 ,000 ; undivided profits, $ 2,967,182.48 ; de

posits, $ 121,416,859.29.

NEW DIRECTOR OF BIGELOW
STATE BANK

clared that he hoped now to fulfill an am
bition which he has entertained for a long

time, namely, to travel extensively. The
pressure of official duties had heretofore

made the fulfillment of this ambition im
possible.

Lafayette B . Gleason of the firm of

In accepting Mr. House's resignation the

Gleason & Carlton , New York , has been

board of directors of the bank expressed

elected a director of the Bigelow State

regret at his decision to retire to private
life. Mr. House is widely known in banking

Bank, New York .
Mr. Gleason until recently was attorney
for the New York State Tax Commission .
He was for a number of years clerk of the

and business circles throughout the coun
try, his duties having for many years
brought him intimately in touch with

New York State Senate and has served as

financial and industrial leaders from every

chairman and secretary of State and Na-

section of the United States.
COAL AND IRON EMPLOYEES HAVE

tional Republican Conventions.

OUTING

THE EQUITABLE TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

The Kainbank Club, comprising employees

The statement of condition of The of the Coal & Iron National Bank, Liberty
Equitable Trust Company of New York at and West streets, New York, held their
the close of business on June 30 showed

annual outing at Battershall Inn , Seacliff,

total resources of $376,906 ,361.64 ; surplus
profits . $$ 9,501,228.69;
ivided profits,
de
9.501.228.69: ' de
and undivided

Long Island, recently. The club traveled to

posits , $301,194,606.71.

NEW SEABOARD BANKING SERVICE
The Seaboard National Bank recently an

DR. J. T. HOLDSWORTH

and from Seacliff by auto buses.

Dr. J. T. Holdsworth , vice-president of nounced the inauguration of a new banking
the Bank of Pittsburgh, has been elected
president of the Pennsylvania Joint Stock
Land Bank of Philadelphia. He resigned
his position with the Pittsburgh institution ,

service for the benefit of depositors and cus
tomers traveling in the United States and
abroad. The innovation provides that the
customer can use his own check book when

where he was in charge of the foreign de-

traveling.

partment, to take over the new office on

The Seaboard Checkbook -Letter of Credit
is a combination of an ordinary check book ,

July 1.
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passbook, and letter of identification and

000,000, and a total of 120,000 depositors are

takes up no more room than an ordinary now carried on the books of the bank . In
check book .

1918 deposits approximated $30,000,000. The

"Arrangements can be made” , the an - bank was founded in 1890 and continued as
nouncement stated, “ to have customers' a neighborhood bank for many years. Its
checks honored by a number of the leading
banks in the important cities and summer

recent expansion , however, has placed it
among the ranks of the ten largest state

resorts both in the United States and in
the principal foreign countries. The use of
one's own check book when traveling ob

banks in the United States.

viates any possible delay, especially in for

The statement of condition of the
Bankers Trust Company of New York at
June 30, 1923, showed total resources of
$397,219,923.89 ; surplus, $ 15,000,000 ; un
divided profits, $8,155 ,621.05 ; deposits, $ 288,

eign countries, while forms of drafts— often
unfamiliar — are prepared and submitted for
signature, and does away with the necessity
of carrying large amounts of money in ex

cess of current requirements.”

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY

587,700 .30.

ASSETS INCREASE $65,000,000 IN

AMERICAN EXCHANGE SECURITIES
CORPORATION
The State Bank of New York reported
At a meeting of the American Exchange
assets in excess of $ 100,000,000 in its recent Securities Corporation Lewis L . Clarke,
statement. This is the first time in the president of the American Exchange Na
tional Bank , was elected chairman of the
FIVE YEARS

board and Theodore H . Banks, vice
president of the American Exchange Na

tional Bank , was elected president.

UPTOWN BOWERY BANK
The Bowery Savings Bank, New York ,
opened its branch office in the uptown
financial district recently in its new sixteen

story building at 110 East Forty -second
street.
The new building will house the executive

offices of the bank, which will still continue
to have its original bank on the Bowery.
CENTRAL UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
The statement of condition of the Central
Union Trust Company of New York at June
30 showed total resources of $ 280,848,889. 94 ;
surplus, $ 17,500,000 ; undivided profits, $4,

087,996.39; deposits, $236,317,330.87.
DONALD DURANT HEADS BOND
CLUB

The following officers were elected by the

Bond Club of New York recently: Donald
Durant of Lee Higginson & Co., president ;
E . P. Currier of Marshall Field , Glore,
President The State Bank of New York
Ward & Co., vice- president; Robert E .
Christie, Jr., of Dillon, Read & Co., secre
history of the institution that assets have tary ; Earl Holsapple of Harris, Forbes &
passed that mark. Within the last five years Co., treasurer ; Sam A . Spalding of Kissel,
assets have increased about $65,000,000, ac- Kinnicutt & Co ., Gilbert G . Browne of
cording to officials. Deposits now total $89,- White, Weld & Co., and Rollin C . Bortle ,

HAROLD C . RICHARD
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were elected to the board of governors, to
serve three years.

SAVINGS BANKS ELECT F. C. MILLS
The New York group of the Savings
Banks Association of the State of New
York elected new officers recently. They
are : Chairman , Frederick C . Mills, president

Positive Protection
A powerful argument
for new business

Savings Bank ; executive committee, William
C. Adams, president United States Savings

It costs no more to give depositors
positive protection than to talk safety
to them . No banker can mistake
the importance of such a factor in
building new business.
So today thousands of banks are

Bank ; Adolpf Koppel, vice-president Cen

posits by giving clients positive pro

Union Square Savings Bank ; secretary,
George B . Dunning, vice-president Irving
tral Savings Bank , and Arthur S . Van

Winkle, president Empire Savings Bank.
FARMERS' LOAN

INSURES

EMPLOYEES

The Farmers' Loan & Trust Company,

rapidly, substantially increasing de
tection against check frauds.

They furnish Super-Safety IN
SURED Bank Checks — triply safe
guarded :

| made
of the world's best safety
paper

New York has insured all of its employees

2 each check protected by The

under a group insurance plan of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. The
trust company assumes the entire cost of
the insurance, which guarantees to depend
ents of employees an amount equal to a
year's salary . There is also a provision for

William J. Burns International

annuities for incapacitated employees.

GIRARD TRUST HOLDS BOK PEACE
AWARD

Edward W . Bok deposited on July 8 with
the Girard Trust Company of Philadelphia ,
as his financial representative , securities to

cover the $ 100 ,000 American Peace Award
and its subsidiary awards. Mr. Bok ex

pressed confidence that the award would
bring forth a plan . He said :
The American people have been doing far
more thinking along the lines of our foreign
relations than some people imagine. A research
which I conducted from New York to San
Francisco before I made the award showed that

where three years ago there were three in every
ten in favor of some sort of a League of Nations,
the percentage is now seven in every ten .
Public opinion is swinging completely around in
this matter. There is, therefore, a widespread
public opinion on the question of what the
l'nited States Government should do, and this is
the psychological time to crystallize it and
offer it an avenue for expression

ELECTED VICE -PRESIDENT

F . S. Bale, formerly assistant to the pres

Detective Agency, Inc. — and so
marked

3 Providing a $ 1,000 insurance
policy in the Hartford Accident
& Indemnity Company
alteration

for each

depositor— against loss by check

Thus each depositor is provided
with positive protection — at no
extra cost to you . You are given a
powerful new argument for new
business. And we furnish free a
strong local advertising service.
With check -raisers getting a total
of over $50,000,000 yearly no
banker will dismiss this subject
without earnest investigation . Di
rect an inquiry now — to our near
est branch office.

d
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The Bankers Supply Company

Largest manufacturers of bank checks
in

the worid

New York

Atlanta
Chicago
Des Moines
San Francisco
Denver

K HEC
N
A
C
B

ident of the Bankers' Trust Company, New
York , has been elected a vice-president of
that institution . E . S . Chappelear has been

appointed controller.
Each depositor protected against check

EQUITABLE OFFICERS GIVE

DINNER
Officers of The Equitable Trust Company

of New York tendered a dinner recently to

alteration loss by $ 1 ,000 insurance policy

in Hartford Accident & Indemnity Com
pany. In addition, each check protected
by The William J. Burns International
Detective Agency, Inc.
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alternate for John W . Platten to remain a
member of the trustees' sub-committee which
effected the present organization . Alvin
W . Krech, chairman of the board of The
Equitable Trust Company, is chairman of
the trustees' committee.

Other officials of the Community Trust
who attended the luncheon were Joseph N .

Babcock , vice-president The Equitable
Trust Company; H . E .Miller, vice-president
United States Mortgage and Trust Com
pany; Walter McMeekan, vice-president
Manufacturers ' Trust Company; J. D . Fair
child, vice-president Kings County Trust
Company, and Cyril J. Burdette, vice
president American Trust Company.

A CORRECTION
In the June issue of THE BANKERS
MAGAZINE on page 1122 there was an item
stating that a quarterly dividend of 121 ,

per cent. on the capital stock , payable July
2, 1923, had been declared by the United
States Mortgage and Trust Company, New
York . The regular quarterly dividend de
clared by this company was at the rate of

4 per cent. and not 121/2 per cent.
UNDEAWOOD & UNDERWOOD, N. v.

ROBERT B. RAYMOND
Manager foreign departmentUnited States Mort.
gage and Trust Company, New York

CLEVELAND E . DODGE
The trustees of the Bank of New York
& Trust Company have elected Cleveland

E . Dodge a trustee, to succeed his father,
Cleveland H . Dodge, who had resigned . Mr.
Dodge is the third representative of his

Arthur W . Loasby in honor of his election
to the presidency of the institution . Alvin
W . Krech, chairman of the board, was toast
master. Other speakers included Lyman
Rhoades, George Le Blanc, Henry Cooper,
Herman Dowd and Morris K . Parker.
COMMUNITY TRUST INSTALLS

family to be chosen to this board ,
WAYNESBURG BANK MERGER
The Peoples' National Bank of Waynes
burg, Pa.,has been merged with the Citizens
National. The consolidated institution will
bear the latter name and will have $ 500,

000 capital, $ 1,257,696 in surplus and un

DIRECTORS

divided profits, and $5,000,000 in deposits.
as
tion
With the installa of Ralph Hayes
NEW YORK BANK DIVIDENDS
director, the New York Community Trust
has established headquarters at 120 Broad
way. Mr. Hayes formerly was secretary to
Secretary of War Baker. His appointment
to the position as director of the Community
Trust was announced in April.
Mr. Haves formally assumed office at a
luncheon given at the Bankers' Club and
attended by the officials of the several trustee banks. Frank J. Parsons, vice -president
of the United States Mortgage and Trust
Company, who has been acting director of
the New York Foundation pending the selection of a permanent director, agreed as

At the regular meeting of the board of
trustees of The Equitable Trust Company
of New York held June 19, a quarterly divi
dend of 3 per cent. was declared payable
June 30 to stockholders of record June 22 .

The board of directors of the United
States Mortgage & Trust Company declared
a quarterly dividend of 4 per cent. on the
stock of the company payable July 2, to
stockholders of record June 27.
An extra dividend of $ 5 a share besides
the regular semi-annual dividend of $5 was
declared by the Harriman National Bank.

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
Both dividends were payable July 6, to
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ad

stockholders of record at the close of busi
ness July 5 .

The board of directors of the Mechanics

& Metals National Bank, New York , on ·
June 20 declared the regular 5 per cent.

quarterly dividend and an extra dividend of
2 per cent. Both dividends were payable
to stockholders on July 2. The capital
stock of the bank is $ 10,000,000 .
The declaration of an extra payment of 1
per cent. was announced by the Bank of
the Manhattan Company, in addition to the
regular quarterly payment of 3 per cent.
Both dividends were payable July 2, to
stockholders of record June 26 . Three
months ago the bank declared an extra pay

Audits and Systems
for Banks
Our specialty is con
ducting efficient and
thorough bank and com
mercial audits , and the

installation of account

ment of the same amount.

ing systems for banks ,

At a meeting of the board of trustees of
the Bank of New York & Trust Company,
a dividend of $5 per share was declared ,

trust companies, and

payable July 2, 1923, to stockholders of
record at the close of business June 15 , 1923.
Directors of the Seaboard National Bank

declared an extra dividend of 2 per cent. in
addition to the regular quarterly payment of
3 per cent. These dividends were payable
July 2, to stockholders of record June 25.
The regular quarterly dividend of $ 4 a

share was declared on the capital stock of
the Chatham & Phenix National Bank , pay
able July 2, to stockholders of record

foreign exchange de
partments.

McArdle,
Djörup & McArdle
42 Broadway,New York

June 16 .

The Bank of America declared the regu
lar quarterly dividend of 3 per cent., pay
able July 1, to stockholders of record
June 21.

vice-president of the Mechanics & Metals
The United States Trust Company de heAtstilltheholds.
same meeting Charles W . Mc
clared the regular quarterly dividend of 121/2

per cent., payable July 2 to stockholders of
record June 21.
H . H . POND HEADS PLAINFIELD
TRUST COMPANY
At the monthly meeting of the board of
directors of the Plainfield Trust Company
of Plainfield , N . J., Harry H . Pond was
elected president to succeed Orville T .
Waring, deceased .
Mr. Pond began his career as office boy
in the Vineland National Bank. After
working his way up through the bank he
became secretary and treasurer of the Plain field Trust Company in 1910. In 1911 he
was elected to the presidency of the New
Jersey State Bankers Association . In 1913 ,
although continuing as a member of the
board of directors of the bank, Mr. Pond
resigned as secretary- treasurer to become

National Bank of New York , which position

Cutchen , one of the organizers of the com
pany, and a member of the board of di
rectors since its inception, was elected
chairman of the board. This is the first
time such a position has been filled and it

went to Mr. McCutchen in recognition of

his services.
UNITED NATIONAL BANK OPEN
FOR BUSINESS

The United National Bank opened for
business on July 5 in modern quarters at the
corner of Fifth avenue and Thirty-third
street, New York. It opened with a capital
of $ 1,000,000 . This bank was organized by
Sydney H . Herman , who was for many
years president of the Union Exchange Na
tional Bank of New York which was ab
sorbed by the Chatham and Phenix National
Bank in 1922. The officers are :
Sydney H . Herman, president; Frank C .

Remin

gton

More Work
Better Work
Quieter Work
ec

o

12

Rem

ing

ton

12

Remington Quiet 12
More Work — because of the " nat

ural touch ” and other time-saving
features.

Better Work _ because of improve
ments in the escapement and printing
mechanism .

Quieter Work _ because of refine
ments of construction which have
reduced or eliminated all of the old
familiar typewriter noises .

A demonstration of our new Model
We believe we make

12 will convince you. Call or phone.

the best typewriter rib
bon in the world , and

we call it Paragon .

co payment terms if desired
EEasy

Remington Typewriter Company
374 Broadway, New York
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Telephone Franklin 5580
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Campbell , vice-president ; Irving L . Levy,
cashier ; Peter E . Kassler, Mitchell H . Con
way and A . M . Conlan, assistant cashiers.
The directors are: Leon Bodenheimer, A .
B. Kirschbaum Co.; Frank C . Campbell,
vice-president ; Otto E . Dryfoos , Otto E .

Dryfoos & Son ; Edwin Goodman , Bergdorf
& Goodman Co .; Sydney H . Herman , presi
dent; Everett B . Heymann, attorney ; Peter
E . Kassler, assistant cashier ; Samuel
Kridel, J. Kridel Sons & Co .; Irving L .

Levy , cashier; Leslie R . Reis, Robt. Reis &
Co.; Isaac Rittenberg, Rittenburg Bros.;
Ralph Samuel, Ralph Samuel Stores, Inc.

NEW PHILADELPHIA BANK OPENS
The Community Trust Company of Phil
adelphia opened for business recently at
252 South Broad street. Norman S . Sher
wood is president of the new institution ,
the other officers being H . R . Disston , vice
president ; Raymond S. Stevenson , secretary
and treasurer ; William W . McKim , solicitor.
NEW YORK BANK MERGER
COMPLETED

Themerger of the Importers and Traders
National Bank into The Equitable Trust
Company of New York became effective on
June 29. As a result of this consolidation
the Equitable now has a capital of $23,000 ,
000, and surplus and undivided profits of
more than $ 9,500,000 . Deposits are in ex
cess of $300,000,000 and total resources are
overThe$375,000,000.
offices of the Importers and Traders
Bank at 247 Broadway will be known as the
Importers and Traders Office of the Equi
table. Its customers will continue to trans
act their commercial banking business with
the same officers and employees , but they
will have the further advantages of the

banking, foreign exchange , trust, invest

CHARLES F. JUNOD
Vice-presidentBank of America, New York

of eggs in New York City by months, the
production of eggs in the United States, the
shipment of eggs to New York by states,
etc.

NEW INK ON THE MARKET
“ Dello Ink ” , a new writing fluid that dries
instantaneously , and in addition is erasure
proof, has just appeared on the market.
It is the invention of Edward M . David
son , the well-known chemist, who invented
the “ Pyrene Fire Extinguisher ”. It is said
that Mr. Davidson has spent the last twelve

ment and safe deposit services of the years in perfecting formulae, and it is
claimed that numberless practical tests,
Equitable .
along with analyses made by experts, have
proved that Dello Ink " overcomes all the
NEW YORK AS A FOOD MARKET
defects found, even in the best inks on the
The Bank of America, New York, is pub
today” .
lishing a series of monographs on New York market
Besides the features of instant drying and
as a food market. The first of the series erasure-proof, Dello Ink, according to the
is entitled " The Egg Market ofMetropolitan announcement, is also water -proof, clog
New York" and is written by Charles F . proof, fade-proof and freeze-proof.
Junod, vice-president of the bank . This
In its introduction to the trade, em
pamphlet contains a complete analysis of the phasis is put on the latter feature for the
New York situation with regard to the mar reason that Dello Ink is not affected in
keting of eggs and a number of tables giv temperature down to twenty degrees below

ing interesting statistics, such as the receipt zero, the makers believing that this quality
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total resources of $215,843,403.11 ; surplus,
$ 10,000,000 ; undivided profits, $ 7 ,764,386 .

NEW ACCOUNTS

33; and deposits of $ 164,120,425.23.

5c EACH

THE FIFTH AVENUE BANK OF

This is the actual

According to the last statement of con

cost using direct
by-mail publicity .

clition of the Fifth Avenue Bank of New

NEW YORK

The

23

9

Colonial Business Service
109 West42d St. :: New York

deposits were $ 21,498,810.19.

FAC -SIMILE LETTERS

president of the French American Banking
Corporation and formerly vice-president of
the Metropolitan Trust Co., has become a

o
.

-- - =

- =

York at June 30 total resources of the bank
stood at $ 28,187,409.81 ; surplus at $ 2,000,
000 ; undivided profits at $439, 135 .56 ; and

= =

-

- -

ROGER P. KAVANAGH
Roger P. Kavanagh, until recently vice

- - - - -- -

appeals to dealers because of the possibili
ties of all-year-round shipping in smaller
quantities.
The erasure -proof feature is explained in

that when a little pressure is put on the
pen Dello Ink soaks into the paper, actually
penetrating the fibres and becoming a part

of the paper itself. "Other indelible inks
can be erased with a soft rubber” , says the
announcement of the manufacturers, “be
cause they do not penetrate below the sur

face of the paper. If directions are fol
lowed carefully, anything written with Dello
the paper. This feature is of vital im

Ink cannot be changed , without destroying
portance in the writing or signing of every

type of important document, especially of
checks” .

In the advertising of Dello Ink, the use
of this ink is advocated as a preventive
against the raising of checks, it being as

serted that no mechanical check protector
protects the names on the check , while
Dello safeguards names and amounts aswell.

The Dello Ink Corporation, which is mar
keting this new product, is composed of in
fluential New

York business men , with

executive offices at 511 Fifth avenue. The
officers of the company are the following:
President, Dr. John A . Harriss ; first vice
president, Edward M . Davidson ; treasurer,
Edward Ansen ; second vice-president, R . A .
Belmont; chairman board of directors, Leon

Schinasi.

R . P . KAVANAGH

New partner in the firm ofMcArdle,Djörup
and McArdle

partner in the firm of McArdle, Djörup &
McArdle, accountants and auditors, who
number among their clients many of the
banking institutions in this city.
Mr. Kavanagh started his banking carer

NEW YORK TRUST COMPANY

as a messenger in the Fifth Avenue Bank

The statement of condition of the New

of New York and worked his way up

York Trust Company at June 30 showed

through the varous departments, thus lay
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ing a substantial foundation for his later

National Bank, New York, effective as of

success.

July 1.

He has always taken a deep interest in
the educational side of banking, having early
enlisted as an active worker in the affairs
of the American Institute of Banking . He
served in various executive capacities in the
New York Chapter, having been its pres

ident for one term , and he is still greatly
interested in the progress of the institute.

S . II. LOGAN SUCCEEDS F . B .
FRANCIS
S. H . Logan has succeeded the late F . B .

Francis as one of the New York agents of
the Canadian Bank of Commerce at 16

Mr. Kavanagh was an examiner in the

New York State Banking Department for
a number of years, and his technical knowl

edge of general banking practice, foreign
exchange and foreign trade, permits this
firm to amplify considerably their service
as consultants on banking and foreign ex
change problems, bank organization and sys
tem work and on special investigations and

audits of borrowers' accounts for credit

purposes.

WILLIAM R . EDRINGTON
William R . Edrington , formerly vice
president of the Farmers & Mechanics Na
elected a vice- president of the Hamilton
tional Bank , Fort Worth , Texas, has been

S. H . LOGAN

New York agent Canadian Bank of Commerce
Exchange Place. Before coming to New
York Mr. Logan for a number of years
was supervisor of the bank's foreign busi

ness, with headquarters at the head office of
the bank in Toronto, and he did considerable
active work in encouraging the foreign trade

of Canada . While in the capacity of a head
office official his duties necessitated a great

deal of travelling and he visited New Zea
land, Australia, China, Japan, the principal
South American republics and many parts of
continental Europe. Mr. Logan has many
banking friends in this country.
BANK OF CANTON OPENS NEW
BRANCH IN CHINA
WILLIAM R . EDRINGTON
Vice-president the Hamilton National Bank ,

New York

Hew Fan Un, New York agent for the

Bank of Canton , Ltd., of Hongkong, China,
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Citizens Savings Bank of New York

This building, vaults and equipment designed by
CLARENCE WILSON BRAZER, Architect
1133 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Architectfor a numberofother distinctive Bank Buildings
This Building is one of the most remarkable structures now nearing completion
in New York City, on a lot fronting 75 feet on the Bowery and 85 feet on Canal
Street,
the Manhattan
Bridge
old bank isbuilding
still occupies
50
footfacing
frontage
on the Bowery
whilePlaza.
the newThe building
being erected
on a 25a
foot lot adjoining.
The foundations
have been
installed
underdisturbing
the existing
building,
supporting
the new building
over present
quarters
without
the old
bank
ing
room
,
which
has
been
occupied
every
day
during
the
construction
of
the
building. Upon completion of the adjoining 25 foot section the Bank will move new
into
this portion and into the top story containing the Directors' Room , Dining Rooms,
etc.,
whileadditional
the lowercost,20thefeetArchitect
on the Canal
Street side
is being
completed.
Thus
at
acontinue
slight
has
provided
a
design
in
which
the
Bank
might
business on the old site, saving moving expenses, rent, etc., of tem
porary quarters.
The Building
is constructed
Barre granite
in thefinancial
substantial
and distinctive
Florentine
Renaissance
institutions.
style, soofappropriate
to strong
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& SON
MULLER
ADRIAN STREET,
. Corner
H
of Pine Street,NEW YORK
WILLIAM
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AUCTIONEERS
The Business of Banks, Bankers, lovestors and Doalers in Securitie,

generally, receives promptand careful attention.

STOCKS AND BONDS AT AUCTION
REGULAR AUCTION SALES OF ALL CLASSES OF STOCKS AND
BONDS EVERY WEDNESDAY

Real Estate at Public and Private Sale
PromptReturns on all business entrusted to us .
1472
has been advised of the opening of a branch auspices of the Lifsey Tours, Inc.,
in Hankow , China. This new branch is sit Broadway, New York . The following
uated in a strategic business city 700 miles

up the Yangtse River, and will handle a

large volume of business from the hinter
land.

UNITED STATES MORTGAGE AND
TRUST COMPANY
The statement of condition of the United
States Mortgage and Trust Company of
New York at the last call of the Comptrol

bankers are members of the tour:

C . S . Andrews, Jr., vice-president U . S .
Bishop, president Genesee County Savings
Bank, Flint, Michigan ; J. D . Brown, presi
dent Bank of Athens, Athens, Ohio ; J. B .
Davis, president First National Bank, Cin
cinnati, Ohio ; Hon. Homer S . Cummings,
director First Stamford National Bank,
Stamford, Conn., ex -chairman Democratic
National Committee ; Judge Charles D .

Mortgage & Trust Co., New York ; A . G .

at June 30, showed total resources of Iockwood, president Citizens Savings Bank ,
ler
$67,942,064.62, the deposits stand at $58, Stamford
, Conn .; Clarence W . Bell, presi
583,024 .08, and surplus and undivided profits
at $4,251,428.22. The balance sheet is given
below :
ASSETS
Cash on hand, in Federal Reserve
$ 10, 128, 121. 74
and other banks . ..
.. 2 ,737, 760. 88
Clearing -house exchanges
11,675 ,995.60
U . S . Government securities.....
Other bonds and stocks
2,558,718. 26
9 ,059, 450.00
Demand loans . ... .
22,660, 229. 10
Time loans ....
4 ,781,44 2 .94
Bills and notes purchased
73, 994.41
Foreign exchange .
3,411,076. 34
Mortgages
Real estate (branch banking
house ) 478, 5 26 .00
Accrued interest receivable .......... 376,749. 35

!

!

$67,942,064.62
LIABILITIES
Capital
Surplus
Undivided profits . ..

!

!

Reserve for taxes, etc. ..

Dividend payable July 2, 1923...

169,232.52

Southington , Conn ., ex-governor of Con
necticut; Hon . Frank B . Weeks, president
Middletown Savings Bank, Middletown,
Conn., ex - governor of Connecticut; Fred

erick P . Hall, vice-president Union Trust
Company, Jamestown, N . Y .; Frank Merz,
president Union Trust Company, James
town, N . Y .; John Leh , director Merchants
National Bank , Allentown, Pa.; W . E .
Purdy, assistant vice -president Chase Na

tional Bank, New York ; Howard J. Potts,

president Reading Trust Company, Read

98, 764.87

$67,942,064.62

Smietanka, bankers' attorney, Chicago, Ill.;

1 ,058, 800. 00
.

Mortgage trust bonds ....
Accrued interest payable ......

ford , Conn.; Robert J. Gross, president
Merchants National Bank, Dunkirk, N . Y .;
F . A . Griffin , director Union Trust Com
pany, Jamestown, N . Y .; Hon . Marcus H .
Holcomb, president Bank of Southington ,

ing, Pa.; Dr. C . B . Story, retired physician
and director of Bank of Bayside, L . I. ; J. F .

.

Deposits .. ........
Treasurer' s checks

$ 3,000,000.00
3 ,000,000.00
1, 251,428. 22
660,814.93
120 ,000.00
58,583,024.08

dent First Stamford National Bank, Stam

....

BANKERS ON EUROPEAN TOUR

B . E . Smythe, former president New York
Bankers Association , New York ; F . B .

Many prominentbankers sailed from New Gannon, president First National Bank,
York on the S . S . “Majestic” on June 23 for Aberdeen, South Dakota ; C. E . Gannon,
a European tour which will include visits to bank director of Enid , Okla.; Herbert M .
England,
France, Italy, Switzerland, HolBridgeport Land & Title Company,
land and Belgium . The tour is under the Lyon,
Bridgeport, Conn.; H . A . Hickok , vice
153

A friend in every country
IN every important foreign city
I a traveler may visit, there is
always a correspondent bank of
The National Shawmut Bank .
Commercial as well as Traveler's

Letters of Credit issued to our
clients will be recognized instantly
by these bankers, who are of the

Assistance to clients — which
includes clients of our American
correspondent banks— begins with
securing American passports ,

visés, travelers' checks, and
steamer bookings. If special in
troductions are desired abroad,

ready to assist with

or reports to be ready upon
arrival, arrangements will be
made in advance by mail

finances, introductions,
investigations and many

or cable. In fact, any
service within the scope

personal services thatwill

of banking, and many
additional details requir
ing trusted representa

highest local standing. They are

be found most welcome
when the tourist seems to
be hemmed in by quaint,
interesting,butsometimes

inconvenient customs.

tives abroad , can be

handled effectively by
this international bank .

THE NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK
of BOSTON
Representatives in every corner of civilization
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UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD, N. Y.

BANKERS ATHLETIC LEAGUE GOLF TOURNEY AT LONG BEACH CLUB
Charles H . Sabin , F. H . Clarkson, Robert Forgan C . E , Reid receiving the low gross score prize ;
and E . B . Byron , who were among those playing
Tom Sherman, Peter J. Tobin and Walter Richard
also in the picture .

in the tourney .

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD, NY.

SOME OF THE BANKERS WHO TOOK PART IN THE TOURNEY
H . C. RICHARD
President The State Bank of New
York

A . P . LEE

H . G . STEMERSEN

American Exchange National
Bank , New York

Coal and Iron National Bank ,

New York

Bank
Partitions
Our bank partitions are
specially designed for
bank service. They have

the same features of
beauty, speed in install
ation, improved design ,
and economy that char
acterize all our par
titions.

Whether you are open
ing new offices or con

templating rearrange
ment, write our Dept. 14

MADE BY THE MILE
Copyright

SOLD BY THE FOOT

now for advice. We
gladly offer you the skill
and experience of many

years' service to banks.

Mount & Robertson, Inc.
41 Beaver St., New York
Phone Broad 1957

president Northern New York Trust Co., State Bank of New York, with the Guar
Watertown, N . Y .; Capt. James Dinkins, anty Trust Company runner up . The in
chairman of board Jefferson Trust & Sav- dividual winners were Walter L . Richard
ings Bank , Gretna, Louisiana; Chester W . and B . M . Sherman , both of the State Bank .
Among the players were C . A . Austin ,
Snyder, president Topeka State Bank ,
Topeka, Kansas ; Alexander A . Mcllvain ,
director National Central Bank, Baltimore,
Md.; E . B . Stephenson , president City Na-

H . C . Richard , S . Armstrong, E . S . Moore,
A . J. Armstrong, E . C . Haaren, T . F . Bar
rett, J . H . Philbin , S . S . Colt, T . S . Buck

tional Bank , Lincoln , Neb .; H . C . Wallace,
ton , Pa.; Charles E . Waite, president Stock

ingham , J. P . G . Moran, M . Field , C . W .
Hunter Marston, J. D . Gibson , George C .

Yards National Bank, Kansas City , Mo.

Holton , P. S. Duryee, F . H . Ecker, W . L .

vice-president Union National Bank, Scran

Hodson, H . L . Nichols , E . C . Wilson,

Ball, Eugene Miller, F . M . Weld , H . S .
McClure, H . W . Tifft, Jr., A . W . Hutchins,
BANKERS ATHLETIC LEAGUE
R . P . Nye, J. Sperry Kane, J. R . Swan , H .
TOURNEY
G . Stemerson , W . H . Riemann, Charles G .
The second annual golf tournament of Mever, R . Newman , H . S . Patterson, C . E .
the Bankers Athletic League, New York , Du Fresne, J. A . Will.
was held at the Lido Country Club, Long

Peter J. Tobin of the American Exchange

Beach, N . Y . on June 20, with nineteen

National Bank , now president of the league,

teams competing, comprising about eighty
players, all of them bank officers and directors. The tournament was played prin cipally for the Krech Cup , donated by Alvin
W . Krech, president of The Equitable Trust
Company of New York . The last holder of
the cup was the Guaranty Trust Company
team . The team winner this year was The

with a number of others, including Chris
topher E . Reid, who was chairman of the
golf committee, conceived the idea that the

athletic activities of the New York banks
could be combined for greater pleasure and
efficiency, and the result is the present
league, which has been in existence about
five years.

New England States
Comprising Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Rhode Island

The
First National Bank
of Boston

The leading financial institution in

New England

Branch at Buenos Aires, Argentina

Special Representative in London

Correspondence solicited
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HIS is a view of the banking room of

the new homeofthe Second National
Bank of Houston, Texas. The interior
is in marble and bronze and the walls
have been treated in Craftex. A spaciousmezza
nine gives ample room for additional working
quarters.

Thomas M . James Company
342 Madison Ave.,New York
3 Park Street,Boston
Architects and Engineers
Wewould be glad
to help you solve your
building
bank

problem

Write us for booklet
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON
REVIEWS CONDITIONS

NOMBINEDfigures , representing all

sections of the country show that pro
duction continues at the highest level in
history, according to the monthly letter of
the First National Bank of Boston . Out
put, with present effective plant capacity

and existing labor supply , is at or very near
the maximum . Distribution , as evidenced

159

interpret as forecasting a yield of only
11,250,000 bales or below the average of
pre-war years. World visible supply is es
timated at 2,787,621 bales, of which 1,327,621
bales is American . These compare with last
year's figures of 4, 967,679 and 2,910,676
bales, respectively. Total exports of Ameri
can cotton have reached 4,305,866 bales, com
pared with 5, 364,288 last year.
The hide, leather and shoe trades have

shown themselves particularly susceptible

by extremely high car loading figures, is

to the wave of conservatism experienced in

very satisfactory. Retail trade, New Eng

general business throughout the country in

land excepted, is holding up well. The
rapid - 10 per cent. in a little over a year
rise in wholesale prices has not fully reached
the retail figures and consequently has not

yet materially affected the purchasing power
of the consumer. On the contrary, the lat
ter's wages have risen during this period .
The fly in the ointment is the wave of con
servatism which has swept over the country
in the past two months but which already
shows signs of subsiding. This recession in
business, which is being felt most acutely
in New England, has shown itself in a fall

ing off in orders and has brought about mar
ket curtailment in manufacturing, especially
in cotton textiles, and to a lesser extent in
shoes. Wool buying has been dull, although
the mills continue consuming the raw ma
terial in huge quantities.

nual rate of 45,000,000 tons and steel ingot
production estimated at an annual rate of

an extent that prices of country hides have
dropped 11/2 cents for Ohio extremes, while

packer hides declined 2 cents a pound on
such selections as heavy native and Texas
steers and butt brands. With prices as they
were a month ago, raw materials were still

below pre-war prices, though above the low
mark reached during the post-war depres
sion . The most cheerful phase of the new
price basis appears to be the opportunity
to secure raw stock at prices more nearly
commensurate with the present value of

finished leather. On the other hand, tanners,
in view of the unusual demand for novelty
and bright colored leathers, have come to
view staple lines with the same uncertainty
with which they previously considered
specialties. The present restriction is re

Hiidildi
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May production of iron and steel broke
all records, with pig iron output at an an

the past month . Buying continues on a
hand -to -mouth scale throughout the whole
industry, and during the past thirty days
the demand for stock has declined to such

flected in employment statistics, which show

This latter compares with

11/2 per cent. fewer leather workers for the

the total actual production of 43,619,200

nation during April than during March , al
though April figures are still over 14 per

50 ,461,237 tons.

tons in 1917, the previous record year.
Finishing departments have also been

operating on a record breaking scale, but
warmer weather has been cutting down pro
duction , especially in sheet and tin plate de
partments, so that indications are that the
May record will stand for some time. Added
confidence in conditions has been reflected

cent. greater than a year ago.
The wool markets of the world during the
past month have offered a distinct study in
contrast. London wools have been relative

ly dearer than Boston , while prices paid for
wool in the West have been frequently above
the parity of either of the two largest sec

in improved buying of steel since June 1,

ondary markets of the world . The demand

while pig iron has also showed renewed life,

in this country has continued to be most
pronounced for the finer qualities, while
the medium and lower grades have been slow
of sale. Worsted wools have been active,

although buyers are cautious. Steel prices
have settled down generally to the levels
maintained by the leading interest, with oc-

casional shading in one or two lines . New
building programs under way or projected

while carding descriptions have been almost

continue to involve large tonnages of struc
tural steel, though labor difficulties are a re

mand for wool has been sluggish, although

tarding factor.

have made considerable sales in the country

The first Government cotton crop condi

entirely neglected . Of late the general de
the dealers in the eastern seaboard markets
for shipment direct to mills. Altogether, the

tion report for the new cotton year was market seems fundamentally sound in spite
issued on May 25 , and showed an average of the perplexing outlook. The American
condition of 71 per cent., which some experts

market has recently presented an anomaly

11111
SU310

INDIA

LIMESTONEGO

A TRIBUTE
In the primeval ages,
Before our timebegan ,
When Nature first provided for
The coming race ofman ,
She planned the rock to shelter him .
To give him home and hearth,
That noble buildingsmight arise
To glorify the earth .

And bestof all her efforts,
Best of the living rock ,

That stands the storm and stress of Time
Nature's building block ,
Is Indiana Limestone,
Its sturdy beauty stands
“Like frozen Music ”-tribute to
Themaster -builder's hands.
Fornoblest public structure,or
For simple dwelling-place ,
Its all-enduring beauty...

Timenor Tempest can efface.

OLVA WATON STRO

WOMEN 'S ADVERTISING CLUB
OF CHICADO

QuarrymensAssociation
IndianaLimestone
Bedford , Indiana
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through exports of wool to Europe. These an early president of the Washington, D . C .
shipments have not been large, but have chapter of the American Institute of Bank
assumed considerable significance because ing. He also served as secretary of the
of their rarity, and would indicate the rela- Bankers' Association of the District of
tive dullness of this market and the strength Columbia . He is present chairman of the
of the market across the Atlantic. These
exports have consisted largely of medium

to low grades of South American wools, of

which large weights have been received here,
shipments of Argentine wool to the United
States this season being larger than to any
other country.

JOHN N . EATON HONORED
At its recent annual meeting in Atlanta
John N . Eaton of the Merchants National
Bank of Boston was elected president of the

Robert Morris Associates. This association
is a national organization for credit and
economic research, composed of loaning of
ficers and credit executives of the leading

banks throughout the United States, and has
done good work in improving and standard
izing bank credit methods. Mr. Eaton was

connected for a number of years with E .
Saumburg & Co., the well-known commer
cial paper house, and later was manager of

the most important branch of the Industria )

Trust Co., of Providence, which position he
chants National Bank of Boston, in charge

resigned to become connected with the Mer

of credits. Mr. Eaton is known as one of

the best bank credit men in the country.

medis
HARRIS & EWING, WASH, D. C.

EDMUND S. WOLFE TO HEAD

EDMUND S. WOLFE

CONNECTICUT BANKERS

President First National Bank, Bridgeport, Conn .

Edmund S. Wolfe, president First Na American Bankers Association Educational

tional Bank of Bridgeport, Conn., was elect

for Connecticut, and a member
ed president of the Connecticut Bankers Committee
the Banking and Currency Committee of
Association in June 1923, and vice -president of
National Credit Men 's Association . He
of the American Bankers Association for the
attended
George Washington University and
Connecticut.
Washington University Law School,
In 1904 Mr. Wolfe went to the Traders George
National Bank , Washington , D . C . For five Washington, D . C .
years he was assistant cashier of the Ameri
LABOR BANK TO BE OPENED
can National Bank, Washington , and for
IN BOSTON
five years cashier District National Bank,
The establishment of a national bank for
Washington . He was for one year assistant
cashier National City Bank , New York . For

organized labor in Boston within a year was

the past five years he has been president of decided upon by localmembers of the order
the First National Bank , Bridgeport, Conn .
He was past president Chamber of Com merce, past president Rotary Club , and is

of railroad telegraphers at a meeting on
July 8. One of the announced objects was
the prevention of the use of the savings of

now trustee Bridgeport Public Library,
Bridgeport, Conn.

of strikes.

Mr. Wolfe was one of the organizers and

workers in anti-labor activities in the event

Leonard Jackson Ross, of St. Louis, grand
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secretary of the order, and vice-president
and cashier of the Telegraphers National
Bank of St. Louis, discussed that institution

and told of its success, whereupon the dele
gates, drawn from every part of New Eng
land voted to ask Mr. Ross to help in es
tablishing here either a branch of the St.

Louis bank or a separate concern of a

stockholders signify acceptance of the offer
for their stock .
GEORGE E . BROCK
The trustees of the Home Savings Bank of
Boston , Mass., announce the death of George
E . Brock , president of the bank, which oc

curred at his home, Brighton , Mass., on
legraphers' unions of the Boston & Maine, Sunday, June 10.

similar character. Leaders of the local te

New York, New Haven & Hartford , Boston
& Albany, Boston , Revere Beach & Lynn
and the Boston Elevated Railway took part
in the conference.

BANK MERGER EFFECTIVE
Stockholders of the Commonwealth Na

tional Bank ( formerly the Commonwealth
Trust Company ) and the Fourth Atlantic
National Bank of Boston, at a meeting on
June 25 , voted to ratify the action of the
directors in the consolidation of the two in
stitutions, effective at the commencement of
business July 2 .

TWO NATIONAL BANKS TO MERGE

WESTPORT BANK AND TRUST
COMPANY

The Westport Bank and Trust Company
of Westport, Conn., has selected Alfred C .
Bossom of 680 Fifth avenue, New York, as
the equipment engineer in connection with
the new building they are undertaking at
this time, which is located on a triangular
plot at the intersection of Church and State
streets.

The bank will be fitted with a safe deposit
vault department of the latest type. There
will be a mezzanine, in the rear of which
will be the offices. In the rear of the build
ing several stores have been provided for.

The triangular plot upon which the build
will be erected offers a very unique
Another national bank merger is in ing
treatment
as the building will be seen from
process in Boston . Arrangements were the two main
of the city. The
completed on June 12, for the merger of exterior is to thoroughfares
be of brick and limestone.
the Boylston National Bank with the
Commonwealth -Atlantic National Bank ,
EXTRA DIVIDENDS DECLARED
which latter bank is the result of the re
cent merger of the Commonwealth Trust
The Central Trust Company of Cam
Company with the Fourth Atlantic National bridge, Mass., declared a regular quarterly
Bank .
dividend of 3 per
and an extra divi
The stock of the Boylston National is to dend of 3 per cent.cent.
payable July 2.
be purchased at $200 per share. The bank
The Waltham Trust Company, Waltham ,
has deposits in excess of $ 13,000,000. The Mass., announced an extra dividend of 1 per
Boylston will be continued at its present lo cent. in addition to the regular dividend of
cation as a branch of the amalgamated 2 per cent. both payable July 2.

banks and President Charles W . Bailey
will continue as its manager. President

NEW DIRECTORS ELECTED

Mumford of the Commonwealth -Atlantic an
nounced that the merger would become effective when the Comptroller of the Currency approves the details and the Boylston

Directors of the Boston Safe Deposit and
Trust Company have added to the board
Ernest B . Dane and Elmer E . Silver.

Southern States
Comprising Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia , Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas, Kentucky, and Tennessee

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES

leaders are preaching the doctrine that
farmers

can

not hope to get returns

sufficient to pay labor wages that will
By THOMAS Ewing DABNEY

RUILDING is one of the big develop
ments of the South this year. Of the

compete with the city scale, unless there
is protection on Southern raw material,
so called . When all is said and done, the

principal sections of Dixie, there are only

hide is the finished product of the farmer,

half a dozen or so where construction
activity in April shows a smaller volume

the factory, yet the former is considered raw
material and the latter is not. There are

just as the shoe is the finished product of

than during the samemonth last year. Com times when the theory of relativity is pushed
parative figures are not available for May, too
far.
but unofficial information is to the effect
There are sections in the Southern states
that the activity is continuing at the same from which the hegira of labor has been
or a larger rate.
a wholesale scale. Entire plantations
Vicksburg, Miss ., and Orlando, Fla., lead on
have been denuded of their hands overnight,
in the percentage of increase for the month by the swarm of labor recruiting agents.
mentioned , the former with an increase of
859 per cent., and the latter 822 per cent.
Then comes John City, Tenn., 471 per cent.;

and Pensacola, Fla., 424 . Atlanta, Ga.,
shows a 281 per cent. increase,; Birmingham ,
Ala., 274 per cent.; and Miami, Fla., 270

per cent. Decreases are shown in Anniston ,

Ala., 35 per cent.; Montgomery, Ala., 11
per cent.; Tampa, Fla., 28 per cent.; Au
gusta , Ga., 30 per cent.; Columbus, Ga.,

23 per cent.; Meridian , Miss., 49 per cent.;
Chattanooga, Tenn., 11 per cent.
New Orleans and Alexandria, La., show
increases of 41 and 51 per cent., respectively .
The New Orleans increase does not show up
so largely in percentage figures, because of
the greater volume of the work that is
being done in this city than in the smaller
sections. Building activity in New Orleans

is now remarkable, more than $ 10,000,000
of major construction actually being under
way, not counting the hundreds of small
homes that are going up , and more than
$ 10 ,000,000 projected .
The employment problem of the South is
acute. Because of the great demand for
labor in the industrial sections of the North ,

thousands of negroes are leaving the farm
ing sections of the South . Agriculture, at

least in this part of the United States, can
not compete with the wages of the cities, a
fact that is responsible for the growth of a
tariff sentiment in even the most unrecon

uck
(the Beg
Our purse President

Merchants
National Bank
RICHMOND, VA.
Capital . . . . . $ 1,000,000,00
Surplus and Undivided

Profits . . . . $ 1,000,000.00
One of the largest, strongest and

oldest banks in the South

Send Us Your Items

structed regions of democracy . Economic
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investments during April. Loans secured
by Government obligations registered a
small increase during the period , while de

Bank of Charleston

mand deposits declined about $3,000,000.

National Banking Association

Loans and discounts reported by these
thirty -nine banks on May 2 were $405 ,842,
000 , compared with $406 ,486,000 on April 4 ,

S. C .

Charleston ,
Established 1834

and with $350,883,000 on May 3 of last year.
Loans secured by Government obligations

The Bank of Charleston succeeded
to business of liquidating branch

on May 2 amounted to $ 7,713,000 , compared

Bank of the United States.

with $ 7 ,346 ,000 the month before.

year.
Total of all loans, discounts and invest

Capital and Surplus . $1,500,000.00
Resources . . .

It was

$2,000,000 less, however, than on May 3 last

$ 12, 500 ,000. 00

ments held by these banks on May 2 was
$ 187,537,000, compared with $ 488,891,000 on

April 4 , and with $415,151,000 on May 3,
-= =-

= =- -

- -- =

last year.
Demand deposits on May 2 totalled $ 275,

There are cotton mills that have had to cut
production , despite the fact that they have

tremendous orders ahead , because there is
not enough labor to work three shifts a

666 ,000 compared with $ 278 ,797,000 on April

4, and $ 239,086,000 on May 3, last year.
Volume of bills on hand with the Federal
Reserve Bank on May 9 totalled $58,575,

compared with $46,982,887 on April
day. Louisiana recently invoked, for the 030,
11, and $ 36 ,656,398 on May 10 , last year.
first time since the war period, the law This total includes $3,808,634 of paper se
against recruiting labor. One agent has cured
by Government obligations, $ 22,558 ,
already been arrested.

The authorities are

928 of other bills discounted , and $32,307,466
watching for other infringements of the law . of
bills bought in the open market, all of
The industries of the South are going full

tilt, wherever there is sufficient labor.

In

which are larger than similar items a month

Atlanta, there is reported a large increase in

ago.

employment by iron and steel, and stone,

notes in actual circulation increased from
$ 126 ,035 ,835 on April 11 to $ 134,593,535 on

clay and glass products. Alabama's iron
and steel and miscellaneous industries have
likewise increased force. In Hattiesburg,

Likewise the volume of Federal Reserve
May 9- nearly $ 17,000,000 more than the

Miss., there is a slight decrease in employ

total on May 3 , last year.

ment by industrial plants; lumber mills,
however, are working overtime. Through

show an average gain of 14 per cent., At

out Tennessee, there is a gradual increase

in employment, except in coal mining, which
shows a decline. In Louisiana, the industries
are increasing their payroll, and the same is
true generally throughout the section .
The lumber industry of the South has

shown a steady increase in orders, as indi

Savings deposits throughout the district
lanta leading with 22 per cent., and New
Orleans trailing the procession with 4 per
cent.

Retail trade has been disappointing. While
the March reports to the Federal Reserve

Bank showed a 23.7 per cent. increase in
volume over the same month a year ago,

business showed an increase of only
cated by the review of the building situa April's
3
per
cent.
The difference may be attrib
tion . Shipments by mills have been in uted to the fact
the peak of spring
greater volume than actual production, business was donethat
in
March
of this year,
stocks being drawn upon heavily. The rate
while last year it was in April, Easter being
of production has picked up . There is still responsible.
Still, the business was disap
much dissatisfaction about the transporta

pointing, for the general average of the
The financial situation of the South is re United States in March was a 5 per cent.
.
ported good. Demands for funds for agri gainSavannah,
Ga., made the poorest showing,
tion situation .

cultural purposes have been easily met by

the banks. Reports made by thirty-nine with
of 13 per cent. New Orleans
decrease of
with aa decrease
member banks of the Federal Reserve Sys- was off nearly 4 per cent. Birmingham
tem in the sixth district show a small de- showed the greatest increase, 19 per cent.,

cline in the total of all loans, discounts and

followed by Atlanta , 10 per cent., Chatta

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
with

EXPERIENCE – Over fifty - seven
years

STRENGTH - Capital and Surplus
B
e
29992hall
00
990

$ 4,000,000.00

OFFICERS — Experienced , capable and
well versed on conditions
and credits thruout this
territory :

invites your business
JOHN M . MILLER , JR .
President
The Old Pirst
Est. 1865

Resources over $ 30 ,000,000

nooga, 7 per cent., and Nashville, 112 per

it came as a surprise, is typical of the many
honors that have been predicted for him by
his friends and acquaintances. Mr. Rives
was formerly with the Interstate Trust and
Banking Company of New Orleans, with
CONVENTION DATES
whom he has been connected since 1915.
Mr. Rives was born in Shreveport in 1889,
Kentucky — at Louisville, Sept. 5-6 .
West Virginia - at Fairmont, August and attended the public schools of that city.
He has always been in the banking business.
21-22.
His first connection was with the Commer
cial National Bank in Shreveport in 1905,
OPENS NEW BRANCH
from which he went to the First National in
The uptown branch of the Farmers & Shreveport, the following year. In 1911
Merchants National Bank of Baltimore was Mr. Rives was appointed assistant bank ex
opened during the latter part of June. This aminer for Louisiana under W . L . Young.
branch is at North and Linden avenues.
In 1915 Mr. Rives became auditor of the
Prior to the inspection of the new office the Interstate Trust & Banking Company in
directors of the bank were entertained at New Orleans, of which institution he was
luncheon at the Merchants' Club by Presi made vice -president in 1920. Hewas elected
dent Carter G . Osburn .
a director in 1921. Another honor came to
BECOMES VICE -PRESIDENT OF NEW him at the last convention of the Louisiana
Bankers Association , when he was elected
ORLEANS BANK
cent.

president of that body in 1923 , having pre

Claude G . Rives, Jr., became vice -president of the Whitney-Central Trust & Sav

viously served as vice-president.

ings Bank , New Orleans, on June 15. Mr.

Before his departure from the Interstate
Bank, Mr. Rives was a guest at a dinner

Rives is one of the best known bankers in
the South , and his new connection , although

given in his honor, when a handsome gold
watch was given him as a token of the high
165
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esteem in which he is held by his friends
and co -workers.
R . S. HECHT HIGHLY HONORED

In addition to his work on the Dock
Board, Mr. Hecht also was the outstanding
figure in the reorganization of the New

Orleans Railway and Light Company, and

is now chairman of the board of that body.
Rudolf S. Hecht, president of the He
also was instrumental in organizing the
Hibernia Bank & Trust Company of New Mississ
ippi Shipping Company, which gives

Orleans, has been honored as New Orleans'
most constructive citizen by being awarded
the Times-Picayune loving cup for having

accomplished the greatest good for the city
of New Orleans during 1922.

Mr. Hecht received this honor principally

New Orleans its first direct service to the
east coast of South America.
Other activities with which Mr. Hecht has
been intimately identified and which have
characterized his service to the community
have been the organization of the Federal

because of his services as president of the International Banking Company of which

he is a director, and the re-financing of the
New Orleans city debt to which as a mem

ber of the Board of Equalization he gave
several years of close study.

Practically all of Mr. Hecht's work for
bis adopted city has been unselfish and
altruistic in its nature, without any hope of

reward or compensation, and it is this fact
more than any other which influenced the
committee in designating him as New
Orleans' leading citizen .

HIBERNIA SECURITIES COMPANY

INCREASES CAPITAL STOCK
The Hibernia Securities Company, Inc., of
New Orleans in order adequately to handle

its constantly increasing volume of business
has decided to issue $ 300,000 additional pre

ferred stock. This will increase the capital
stock of the company to $800 ,000, $ 200 ,000

of which is common stock . The new issue
has already been underwritten .

The board of directors of the Company
to succeed J. J. Farrell, who recently re
signed . J. A . Baudean has been elected
secretary and A . P . Smith , Jr., has been
made assistant treasurer.

have elected George H . Nusloch , treasurer,

At a meeting of the board held June 6 ,

RUDOLF S. HECHT

the usual quarterly dividend of 134 per cent.

President Hibernia Bank and Trust Co .,
New Orleans

per share on the seven per cent. cumulative
preferred stock for the quarter ending June

Board of Port Commissioners, which is an

30, was declared payable July 2 to share
holders of record June 26 .

honorary office and carries no remuneration .
In this capacity he has depoliticalized the
Dock Board ; and by his policies has helped
to establish New Orleans as one of the most

At the samemeeting a dividend of 5 per

cent. per share on the common stock of
this company was declared payable June 15 ,

to shareholders of record June 11.

progressive ports in the world . He also

rendered the city invaluable service in con BALTIMORE BANK IN NEW HOME
ceiving the plan for financing the construc
The Bank of Hampden , Baltimore, Md., is
tion of the New Orleans Industrial Canal
which connects the Mississippi River with now occupying its new home at Thirty -sixth
Lake Pontchartrain , and provides almost street and Roland avenue, that city. The
unlimited wharf facilities for manufacturing bank was organized in 1910 and has made
splendid progress and development since
and other enterprises.
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that time which is shown by a comparison
of deposits from its organization . On July
1, 1910 deposits were $4 ,201.83 ; a year later
they had increased to $66 ,108.27 ; on July
1, 1913 they were $ 208,359.09, and ten years
later, that is, on May 15 of this year the

deposits stand at $ 1,548,711.73.
The officers of the bank are : Robert P .
Simpson , president; E . Clay Timanus,
Charles H . Benson , vice-presidents ; John
W . Backer, cashier ; Albert H . Carrill, Ed
ward H . Appleby, assistant cashiers.
LOUISIANA SAFE DEPOSIT
ASSOCIATION
The Louisiana Safe Deposit Association ,
which was organized last fall and which
includes practically all of the safe deposit
companies in the state of Louisiana, is pub

Per Day
and upward
is one reason for the rapidly
growing
popularity of the
Hotel Martinique

The statement of condition of the Fort
Worth National Bank of Fort Worth ,
Texas, at the close of business on June 30
showed total resources of $ 15 ,574 ,905.88 ;
surplus and undivided profits, $ 1,631,151.
90 ; deposits , $ 12,419,585.69.

.
Another is the consistent
economy of the entire estab
lishment. Here you may enjoy
a Club Breakfast at 45c., con
sisting of Fruitor Cereal,Bacon
and Egg, and Rolls and Coffee
-- Special Luncheon and Din
ners of superior quality are also
served at the most moderate
possible prices.
No location can be possibly
more convenient than that of
the Martinique. One block
from the Pennsylvania Station
(via enclosed subway) — Nine
blocks from Grand Central —
one block from the greatest
and best Shops of the City
half a dozen blocks from the
Opera and the leading Theatres
-- and directly connected with
the Subway to any part of the

D . ALLEN JOHNSON

REST without extra

lishing “ The Bulletin ” as the house organ of

the association .
The purpose of the Bulletin is to maintain
a complete record of the proceedings of the

meetings of the Association , and from time
to time to present articles by experts on
the various phases of safe deposit activities
which will tend to improve the service to
safe deposit customers.

FORT WORTH NATIONAL BANK

The board of directors of the Hibernia

City you wish to reach.

T. COLEMAN DU PONT TO HEAD
BALTIMORE BANK

Hotel
Martinique
Affiliated with Hotel M Alpin
Broadway- 32% -033r
dSts.
NEW YORK

General T . Coleman du Pont will head

A .E.Singleton , Manager,

Bank & Trust Company have elected D .
Allen Johnson , assistant trust officer to suc
ceed A . P . Smith , Jr., who recently re

signed to become assistant treasurer of the
Hibernia Securities Company.

Baltimore's newest financial institution — the

American Bank & Trust Company. The
new company will be capitalized at $7,

500,000. Deposit accounts of about $35,
000,000 have been obtained it is said and
this figure may reach $ 100,000,000 within
a year.

C. F. Delmar, of C. F. Delmar & Co.,
who has taken a leading part in the nego
tiations for the venture, expects the institu
tion will open September 1.

Middle States
Comprising Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa and Missouri

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
MIDDLE STATES

spring stocks and confidence in the future.
The recent declines in prices of farm prod

ucts have had some restraining influence on

BY CHARLES L . Hays
THE money market in the first half of
I June had an easier tendency, but the re
laxation was noticeable principally in call

rates. Commercial paper held at 5 to 514
per cent., with a very little bearing choicest
names going at 434, while bank loans were
5 to 6 per cent. and not much business

being done under 51/2. The city banks are
is going to the country institutions. Bor
rowing demand is moderate and brokers are
seeking paper rather than being sought, as

out of the paper market and what is moving

distribution of merchandise in the agricul
tural districts, but sales of the large mail
order houses continue to show a substan

tial gain over the figures for the corres
ponding time last year. In one noteworthy

case the gain for May was nearly 70 per
cent. as compared with the fifth month in
1922, which indicates that buying power is
undiminished .

The outlook for abundant soil yields this
season is good. Clear, warm weather in the

le to the com
latter part of May was favorab
ons
then
pletion of seeding operati

and since

there have been general rains, providing
they expect the market to be somewhat ideal conditions for growth .
broader after the income tax payments are
Curtailment of building operations be

out of the way. They are also looking for

cause of high costs, which has been the cause

a continuation of slack demand from bor of some concern in other sections, is hardly

rowers for a while, the indications being noticeable in the central west. Permits were
that business will go ahead through the issued in Chicago in May for 1491 buildings,
summer months on a steady basis without to cost $ 32,198,000 as against 1273 involving
much forward buying. Borrowers of Jan an expenditure of $27,029,650 for May, 1922,
uary are paying up and the retiring paper an increase of 19.12 per cent. Compared
exceeds the new output.
with the month of April when permits were
Business is good and signs of a setback issued for 1477 buildings to cost $61,814 ,965 ,
are encountered in this section much less the figures show an increase of 14 per cent.

frequently than in some others, judging

in the number of buildings but a decrease of

47 per cent. in outlay. This indicates that
current reports. Spring retail trade 47.9
from
was late in starting because of unseasonably
cool weather, but developed considerable

the construction of small apartments and
dwellings is going ahead as rapidly as ever,

vigor with the coming of midsummer tem

but that fewer large projects are being

peratures early this month. Light apparel, started , which is not unnatural as most of

white goods, wash fabrics, novelty sweaters, these are gotten under way at the beginning
silk hosiery and oxfords are in good de

of the season . In the first five months of

mand while the departments handling out this year permits have been issued for 5696
ing supplies, sport goods, motoring
equip buildings to cost $ 165,590,612, compared
all kinds are
ment and vacation lines of

busy. Wholesale business is running ahead

with 5006 permits involving an expenditure
of $84,925,460 for the corresponding part

of the corresponding time last year and the

of 1922, an increase of 94.9 per cent. In

buying for fall is in liberal volume. Markets

spite of this large increase in operations

are steady and there are no indications of
oversupplies. Price advances are less fre

the markets for materials have held com
steady without much of a rise in
paratively
quent and this has had an encouraging ef
One
prices.
for this is the excellent
fect on buying by merchants. Now that condition of reason
railroad traffic, the carriers

warmer weather has come fill- in orders are
more frequent and there is also more in -

being able to keep materials moving in large

quiry for goods suitable for summer special

volume, preventing any shortage in the

sales, indicating a satisfactory outlet for

supplies. Wages have been advanced, and it
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would not be surprising if from now on
there should be a checking of building ac
tivity, but it has not yet made its appear
ance and the housing needs are still great.

Conditions in the steel industry are strong.
Operations of the plants in this district for
some weeks have been on a larger scale

than even at the peak of war activity, run

Chicago

First

ning at 95 or 96 per cent. in the case of the
principal producer and 80 to 85 per cent. for
the leading independents. The mills are
well sold up for the remainder of the year

and for this reason there has been less
buying than in the preceding month , but

this is more a matter of obtaining deliveries

Developed through the

than anything else. Railroads are placing

growth and experience
of more than half a cen

much fewer orders for cars, but that is not
strange in view of the fact that no more
cars could be produced in the rest of the
year than already have been engaged . Rails ,
however, are still active and there is a sus
tained demand for track accessories. Auto

mobile manufacturers continue to take steel
in large quantities and the demand from im
plement makers also is good. Structural

tury

The First National
Bank of Chicago

orders have fallen off and those appearing

are for smaller tonnages.

James B . Forgan, Chairman of the Board
Frank O . Wetmore, President

Railroad traffic is of record proportions.

Earnings of the transportation lines are

good and they are making energetic efforts
te increase their equipment facilities so as

and the

to take care of the heavy business expected

First Trust and

in the fall. New cars are coming into serv

ice all the time and repairs have been

Savings Bank

pushed so rapidly that the setback due to
the shopmen 's strike has almost been over

James B. Forgan, Chairman of the Board

come. The enormous tonnage now being of

Melvin A . Traylor, President

fered is handled with much greater ease than

was a smaller business a few months ago .
Investment demand is holding up well,

and the market has been benefited by the
fact that security offerings of merit have
been fewer than earlier in the year. Savings
deposits continue to increase, reflecting full

offer a complete financial
service, organized

and

maintained at a marked

employment at high wages, and also a dis

degree

position toward thrift which is not always
an accompaniment of such prosperity as now

Calls and correspond
ence are invited relative

of efficiency .

prevails.

to the application of this
service to local, national
CONVENTION DATES
Farm Mortgage Bankers — at West Baden ,

September 18 -19.

and to international re
quirements.

Indiana - at Indianapolis, September 12.

NEW OFFICERS OF DETROIT BANK

Combined resources over

After a meeting of the board of directors
of the First National Bank in Detroit,

$375,000,000

Emory W . Clark, president, announced that
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E . G . COFFMAN

OLIVER G . LUCAS

Mr. Coffman was recently elected a vice
president of the First National Bank in St.
Louis. He held the oice of assistant vice

president before his election , having served the
First National and its predecessors for fourteen
years.

the following had been elected as officers of
the bank : Frederic J . Parker, cashier, be
comes vice-president; George S . Hoppin ,

Mr. Lucas was also elected a vice- president
of the First National Bank in St. Louis recently.
He previously served as assistant cashier, going
to the bank in 1919, having been connected
with the National City Bank of New York .

SEVERS CONNECTION WITH ST.
LOUIS BANK
Frank 0 . Hicks, vice-president of the

comptroller, succeeds Mr. Parker as cashier; First National Bank in St. Louis has severed
Arthur E . Patterson , assistant cashier, be his
connection with

bank to accept the
comes an assistant vice-president; Garnet vice-presidency of thetheMissouri
State Life
W . O 'Neil elected to the position of comp
troller.

Insurance Company. Mr. Hicks will have
charge of the investments of the company.

CONTINENTAL AND COMMERCIAL
BANKS OF CHICAGO

NEW BRANCH BANK OPENED

The statement of condition of the Con tinental and Commercial National Bank of

Providing the necessary banking facilities
for a growing suburban community , the

Chicago at June 30 showed total resources Cleveland Trust Company opened its fifty
of $121,246,925.89 , surplus $ 15,000 ,000, un divided profits $5 ,041,630.82, deposits $ 359,660,914 .94 .

third neighborhood bank, June 30 , at the
corner of Lee and Tullamore Roads, Cleve

055.37.

Euclid -East 105th Bank of the Cleveland

land Heights.
The statement of the Continental and
The new bank , to be known as the Cedar
Commercial Trust and Savings Bank issued Lee Bank of the company, will provide,
at the same time shows total resources of conveniently near, the services of a metro
$ 120,417,591.50 , surplus $5,000,000, undivided politan bank.
.profits $4,251,329.29, deposits $ 104,400,
W . C . Lamp, for several years at the

The Officers in charge of our Banks and Bankers Department
have served the bankers of this country for many years
and have developed a highly specialized Department.
The services of this Department and the advice of the

Officers in charge of it are at the disposal of our corre
spondents.
Accounts of Banks and Bankers invited

TheNATIONAL CTY BANK
of (HICAGO
DAVID R. FORGAN, President
BANKS AND BANKERS DEPARTMENT

F. A. CRANDALL, Vice-President
R. V. KELLEY, Asst. Cashier

S . P . JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier

Trust Company has been named manager of proportionate share of stock in the new or
the Cedar-Lee bank .
COMMERCE

COMPANY

TO

BE

ORGANIZED IN ST. LOUIS

e organization of a new financial in stitution to be known as the Commerce Com

pany with a capitalization of $ 1,000,000 to
handle investment loans such as first mortgage real estate loans, industrial bonds and
other securities was announced recently by
John G . Lonsdale, president of the National
Bank of Commerce in St. Louis.
The new organization , which in reality
will be a new department of the National
Bank of Commerce, will be financed through
the present stockholders of the bank , who
number 2300. The plan already has been
approved by the directors and other large
stockholders and a letter has been sent out
to the remaining stockholders requesting

their approval.
The plan contemplates the declaration of

ganization.
Mr. Lonsdale announced that the new
company will be housed in the Pine street

side of the Federal Reserve building form
erly occupied by the Mortgage Trust Com
pany. It is anticipated that as soon as the
Federal Reserve Bank moves to its new
building the space will be devoted to the
expansion of the Commerce Company.

EDGAR L . MATTSON HONORED
Edgar L . Mattson , vice-president of the

Midland National Bank, Minneapolis, Minn.,
chairman of the executive committee of the
National Bank Division of the American
Bankers Association and formerly president
of the Minnesota Bankers Association , was
recently appointed by Governor Preus as
chairman of the delegation from Minnesota
to represent the state at the Tercentennial
Exposition at Gothenburg, Sweden , which
is being held from May 8 to September 30 ,

of this year. This is pursuant to an invi

an extra 10 per cent. cash dividend, amount-

tation from the Government of Sweden to

ing to $ 1,000,000, which the stockholders
will immediately invest in the stock of the
new company, each shareholder holding his

the President and Government of the
United States, and a resolution requesting
the governor to make appointments, passed
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I
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tomers to their new place of residence.
Mr. Hajek , manager of the new office,
came to the Union Trust Company in 1907

as a bookkeeper and has worked his way up
to the position of assistant secretary. His
long experience with banking in a “ foreign "
district has given him an intimate under
standing of the financial habits of the people
in the community in which the new office

EDGAR L . MATTSON

Viæ .presidentMidland National Bank, Minneapolis
by the Legislature of Minnesota, during
April of this year. Copies of the resolution
will be presented by the delegation to the

officials of the Swedish Government and the
officials of the Gothenburg Exposition . The
first week of July was set aside as American
Week during which special festivities and
celebrations were featured .
C . D . HAJEK MADE MANAGER OF

BRANCH OFFICE
C . D . Hajek , assistant secretary of the
Union Trust Company, Cleveland, has been

C . D . HAJEK
Assistan
secretary
Union Trust Company, Cleveland
t
named as the manager of the new office of
the Union Trust Company opened at Kins is to be established . Mr. Hajek speaks sev
man and East 140th street, Cleveland, on eral languages and will be able to attend to
July 14 .
the banking needs of either generation of
The establishment of this new office is an the
people in his territory .
interesting example of the manner in which
the bank follows its clientele. Three offices WISCONSIN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
of the Union Trust Company — the Broad
ELECTS OFFICERS
way, Buckeye and Woodland offices were
The Wisconsin Bankers Association
established years ago in foreign districts.
These so -called

foreign districts were

elected the following officers for the year

crowded and closely built. As the second at the annual convention : E . A . Redeman,
generation of these immigrants became cashier National Bank of Commerce, Mil
Americanized they began to move away waukee, president; W . H . Doyle, vice

from their old districts, and established for president; E . T. O 'Brien, treasurer ; George
themselves a typically American residential D . Bartlett, secretary, and W . G . Coapman ,
community, centering around Kinsman and assistant secretary. The three members
East 140th street. Consequently, in estab - elected to the executive council were : T . 0 .
lishing this new office the Union Trust has Monk, N . F . Gill, and H . C . Berger.

Western States
Comprising North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma

W

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE

no short cuts to the prosperity of old for

WESTERN STATES
By SAMUEL SISLAND

which they rightfully and naturally yearn .

Wheat is too low for the Western growers
but not too low to meet world competition.

The export demand is disappointing. More
HAT the Western states have been than
40,000,000 bushels of wheat'were con
hoping against is developing -- produc tracted for export when the new crop year

tion is overtaking demand in some of their opened a year ago ; the 1923 - 24 crop year
more important agricultural markets. Wheat opens with less than a fourth of this amount
stands out as the most disappointing com contracted . Russia is beginning to cast a
modity. Hogs are disappointing. There is shadow over wheat markets. She is return
also weakness in oil. An easier tone has ing as a producer on an uncertain scale.
developed in lumber. Activity among
farmers is not lacking, for there is a strong

desire among them to effect economic recov

But Russia is a producer that needs Euro

pean manufactures. America does not want
so eagerly, as the new

these manufactures
ery. The problem of marketing, however, is tariff law attests. The European importers
beyond them . It is a world problem which
very complex .
The National Wheat Conference at Chi

therefore look more favorably upon Russian
offerings. A warning that European im
porters cannot use both Russian supplies

cago , which the writer attended, epitomized

plus was sounded by Dr. Alonzo E . Taylor

the varied problems of the Western states.

of the Food Research Institute. Current

they alone cannot solve, a problem that is

Two days were spent there in considering
the problems of the wheat farmer. There

of the future and the American wheat sur
wheat prices mean hardly 80 to 85 cents
a bushel to farmers. There is some bearish

was loud clamoring for the revamping of
the machinery of the Government used in

forecasting of an even lower market. Crop

war times for the purpose of establishing
a minimum of $ 1.50 a bushel for wheat.
There was clamoring for lower freight rates.
Increased domestic consumption of wheat

pect, but the present outlook for spring
wheat production in North America is

developments in the American Northwest
and Canada, if adverse,may alter this pros

upon prices. Some unforeseen crop
was urged . The president of Armour & Co. bearish
in Europe may also alter the
adversities
recommended that the lower grade wheat present prospect
for United States wheat
be fed to live stock . Lessened production

of wheat was recommended . Conservatives prices.
With the unsatisfactory European de
prevailed , and the net result was a set of mand, the reasons for which are well under
resolutions that expressed approval of the stood among grain men though somewhat
inquiry of the Interstate Commerce Com mysterious to many farmers, the domestic
mission into existing freight rates on grain markets are witnessing sharper competition .
and recommended price stabilization for Profits of distributors are down along with
wheat. Some of the radical farm leaders those of producers . Memberships on im
termed the latter recommendation as
"bunk " in the face of the refusal to vote

portant grain exchanges have shrunk 50

per cent. in value as compared with the
for a specific guarantee plan that included prices
quoted during the period of enor
an extra session of Congress to pass the

necessary legislation assuring farmers a mous European export trade in cereals.
There is greater competition in the milling
tional Wheat Conference accomplished any husiness.
When F . Edson White , the new president
good, it was in bringing the farmers who
were a part of the assembly of about 600 of Armour & Co., told the National Wheat
delegates and visitors from all parts of the Conference he favors feeding some low
l'nited States to a realization that there are grade wheat to live stock even though the

minimum of $ 1.50 for wheat. If the Na
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days before an Oklahoma market reported
the case of a farmer who sold old wheat at
" Un

95 cents a bushel and spent a portion of the
proceeds to pay for corn at $ 1 a bushel.
The fact is that cattle and lambs are not so

directly affected by European unwillingness
or inability to buy as are hogs and wheat.
Corn at this writing is relatively much
higher than wheat, but the disparity cannot

Good
Management

continue for long. As in the case of
hogs, cattle are likely to overtake de
mand with no great foreign market. If
labor is not kept busy at high wages, it

will reduce meat buying. So, while cattle

of Coal Properties
There are no dark secrets or
mysterious methods by which
Peabody management adds to

the profits of coal properties.
The results accomplished are
due to common -sense business
methods;wisehandling of funds
both in saving and spending;
tested systems of development
that promote future econom .
ical operation ; comprehensive

knowledge of the most effici.
ent mining methods acquired
through long and varied exper.
ience, and above all a vigorous,

aggressive, seasoned organiza
tion functioning smoothly un .
der intelligent and capable di.

and lambs are now helping to sustain West

ern business, the outlook is not brilliant.
The hog market is an interesting sign .
Crop progress thus far this season has
been very mixed . The extreme of drouth
last fall and winter has been followed by the
extreme of excessive wetness. However, the

rains stopped soon enough in Oklahoma and

Kansas to make possible good wheat har
vests, although sharply less than expected.
In the spring wheat states the plant is
late. Corn is promising, though there has
been some damage from floods as in the case
of wheat.

There is a great abundance of

pasturage. A big feed crop seems prob
able. This is going to help the Western
states, for, with disappointment over wheat
prices, preparations will be made for feeding

rection .

cattle more generally . Even with reduced

Proof of the value of Peabody
Mine management is found in

demand for beef, there is promise of buy

its steadily growing clientele .

entire West that sells grass stock . Will

ing of cattle for feeding that will help the

Descriptive booklet mailed on

there be over -feeding of cattle ?

request.

turn of corn and the employment situation
will answer next year.

PEABODY
COAL COMPANY
CHICAGO

Founded 1883

Operating 44 mines with annual capacity
of 23 ,000,000 tons

The out

Signs are not lacking that make the West

feel prices are going to recede to its level
in time. But this prospect is not what the
West has been hoping for. It hoped that its
own prices would
dustrial centers.
pointing a buyer
now sees this is

rise to the level of in
With Europe so disap
of its surplus, the West
impossible . As its own

prices recede, its liquidating power is af

recommendation may sound sacrilegious, he
did much toward making it possible to say
that that gathering epitomized the economic

fected - affected to a degree that will tell in
trade when industrial products are read
justed .

Of course farmers are economizing. Cur
rent
wheat prices are forcing economy.
White
Mr.
states.
Western
the
of
situation
Where
wheat is the mainstay the low market
noted that cattle and lambs are selling rela
tively better than hogs. He bemoaned the is more depressing than where there is
, for the products entering
fact that hogs were not being marketed in diversification
di
good condition and pointed to a supply sit almost exclusively into domestic channels
uation that was overtaking demand. But he
said hogs should be finished better. A few

are on a better basis. When there are
scattered floods, much attention is evoked

1923

1866
B

.

Complete Financial Service
The Omaha National Bank
The Omaha Trust Company
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Resources over
- - - --

- - - - - -- - - - - -

$35,000,000

-

from the daily press. When the crop season

is thinking more of the changes in rents

moves along without abnormalities, less attention is given the West in the daily press.
The season has been mixed, but with its
abnormalities, good total harvests are prom

and building outlays and wage payments
that lower farm prices are likely to force.
Offsetting the low prices, to a degree, is the

ised . One of the old rules of business in the

duction of the new crops, farmers having
done more of their own work . The weak
ness in the oil market affects an important

West is that good crops mean good business,
but disrupted Europe is a new factor.

low cost in labor expenditures in the pro

Demand for money is tending to increase,

source of revenue. Dullness rules at coal

as usual at this season . Low wheat makes
farmers more desirous of borrowing , for
the stronger farmers want to hold for better
prices. Bankers will make many loans, but
the action of the wheat market tends to

mines. Smelters are less active. The sup
ply of office workers seeking jobs is in
creasing. Manual labor is still well em
ployed, but there was no trouble about meet
ing the early harvest hand demands.

make financial interests more cautious about
supplying credit. It is one thing to attempt
to counteract a local situation and another
to run counter to world influences. The

A territory so gifted as the West in the
production of essential products is not by

feed situation promises to increase demand

for money to go into live stock undertakings.
There will be less money flowing to banks
from wheat. The outlook is therefore for
firmer money than was indicated a month

nature a pessimistic territory. The bounties
of nature make for hopefulness. There is
hope of better markets and better retail and
wholesale trade for merchants. But the

hope rests upon world events. Something
must develop to alter the demand situation.

Industrially, the Western states are in a

The West does not want to face markets
with demand running behind the supply

less cheerful frameof mind than at any other

when it is in a position to enlarge produc

ago .

time this season . Some diminution in build -

tion further. What response will the world

ing operations is apparent. This territory

make to such a territory ? The answer is
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in Leadville, Colorado, and after graduating
2

TATTE

Hotel
St. James
Times Square
New York City
Just off Broad
way at 109

113 W . 45th st.
Send postal for rates and booklet Much favored
by women
W . Johnson Quinn , President
traveling
without
An Hotel of quiet dignity ,
escort
having the atmosphere and ap
pointments of a well condi- " Sunshine in
every
room ”
tioned home.
40 Theatres , all principal shops and
churches , 3 to 5 minutes ' walk .

2 minutes of all subways, " L " roads, sur
face cars, bus lines,
Within 3 minutesGrand
Pennsylvania Terminals.

Central, 5 minutes

from Yale University , became general man

ager of the Isabella Mines Company at
Cripple Creek . During the war Mr.
Mitchell served in the air service of the
army, and upon his return became a partner
in the firm of Wright, Swan & Company,

investment bankers. When this firm was
merged into the Bankers Trust Company,
Mr. Mitchell became vice -president. Mr.
Mitchell is a regent of the University of

Colorado, and a director of the Denver Na
tional Bank, the Compressed Gas Corpora
tion , and the Sterling Lumber & Investment
Company. He is a member of numerous

clubs and business organizations. During
the past year, he has been active in urging

the key to the future of business in the
Western states.

CONVENTION DATES
Montana - at Great Falls, August 9- 11.
Nebraska - at Omaha, September 26 -27.
New Mexico - at Cloudcroft, September
7-8.

Wyoming — September.
CLARK G . MITCHELL HEAD OF
COLORADO BANKERS

Clark G . Mitchell, vice-president of the
Bankers Trust Company of Denver was

elected president of the Colorado Bankers
Association at the closing session . Vice
presidents elected were Roy Cox of Trinidad
and A . H . Hunt of Colorado Springs.
Paul Hardy of Denver was reëlected

CLARK G . MITCHELL
Elected president Colorado Bankers Association

secretary and the following were elected

vice-presidents of the various divisions of
the American Bankers Association : H . B . the repeal of the tax exempt feature in
Mendenhall, Rocky Ford , vice-president municipal
bonds.
Colorado section ; Harry L . Morgan , Den
adopted at the closing ses
Resolutions
ver, vice -president trust section ; W . F .
Boyd , Saguache, vice-president state bank
section ; C . G . Graham , vice-president na
tional bank section ; C . N . Jackson. Greeley.
vice-president savings bank section ; James
Ringold , Denver, nominating committee,
American Bankers Association ; Harry M .
Ruby ,Golden , alternate.

sion of the convention included one urging

a constitutional amendment to eliminate the
tax exemption of incomes from Federal,

state andmunicipal bonds to be issued in the
future; another opposed branch banks in
the state and a third urged that the Federal
Reserve banks or branches be prohibited

Mr. Mitchell, the new president, was born from handling collection items.

Pacific States
Comprising Washington,Arizona
Oregon,andCalifornia,
Idaho, Utah, Nevada,
Alaska

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE

and there would incline one strongly to be

PACIFIC STATES

lieve that business and industry in the Pa
cific States is suffering - if it can be said
By C . E . Taylor, Economist
to be suffering from anything — not from any
Department of Research and Service, excess of optimism but rather from an excess
of caution . The determination of business
Security Trust and Savings Bank,
men of the region to prevent any repetition
Los Angeles
the untoward happenings of three years
THE slowing down of business and indus of
ago is probably the best assurance that for
I trial expansion , which has been a notice some time to come business and industry will
able feature of economic development in be
on a sound and active basis in this ter
the United States during the second quarter ritory. At the same time, this determina
of the current year, has also been a char tion
is no doubt responsible for some of the
acteristic feature of conditions in the present
hesitation in the rate of economic
Pacific States during the past two months.

expansion in the Pacific States.

During April bank clearings in this region

It is also obvious, of course, that business
and industry cannot go on indefinitely at the
rate of advancement which they have dis
played since the recovery from the slump
began in February, 1922. Sooner or later
the slack must be taken up and the business
community content itself with the slow and
steady progress incident to the normal
growth of population and wealth . It is not
at all unlikely that in the Pacific States,
generally speaking, recovery from depres
sion has been practically completed , and the

were about 112 per cent. lower than during

March, building permits issued were about

12 per cent. less in valuation and 5 per cent.

less in number, retail trade decreased nearly
8 per cent., and wholesale trade probably
somewhere between 5 and 10 per cent.,
while the demand for certain basic raw
materials produced in this territory, such
as lumber, metals, etc., slackened some
what. Exact data is not yet available tor
May, but judging from general state
ments made by informed persons in various best that can now be anticipated is a con
parts of the district, the tendency toward tinuation of activity at or near present
curtailment of business and industrial ex levels,
with perhaps a gradual tendency to
word expansion
pansion was continued from April into May.
being manifested.
May. ward
To a certain extent the pause in the up
Fundamentally there is apparently noth
ward movement of business and industry in ing unsound in the situation on the Pacific
the Pacific States has been purely seasonal, slope. In practically every major field of
but all of the recent slowing-down cannot economic endeavor conditions are better
be attributed to this cause. There is ap than a year ago. Building is still at nearly
parently a very well defined determination
levels, involuntary unemployment has
on the part of business men in this section record
disappeared, the output of lum
practically
of the country that the mistakes of 1919 ber mills is the greatest of any time during
and 1920 shall not be soon repeated. The the past four years, activity in mineral pro
steady expansion of business and industry ducing regions is maintained at high levels
during the opening three months of 1923
was regarded by them with satisfaction , but in spite of recent declines in the prices of
at the same time they have resolved not to copper, lead and zinc and the approaching
termination of Pittman Act silver purchases,
be carried away by enthusiasm , but to be wholesale
and retail trade is active, business
cautious in their commitments. While it is

hard to determine what the great body of failures are few , the spring has been favor
able for crops, while livestock enters the

business men and industrialists are really
thinking, because they are largely inarticu

summer in good condition , and the supply of

late, such sporadic expressions of opinion as credit continues abundant with rates ap
have been made by business leaders here

parently steady at the levels of a month ago .
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First Bank to Incorporate in Hawaii

THE BANK OF HAWAII.LTD.
HONOLULU, HAWAII
Cable Address : " Bankoh"
Capital.Surplus and Undivided Profita $ 2,626 ,113.21
TotalResources .... .... ..... ...... 23,155 ,587.05
C . H . Cooke, President
E . D . Tenney , Vice- Pres. E . F . Bishop, Vice - Pres.
G . G . Fuller, 9d V . P .
Frank Crawford , ad V . P . R .MoCorriston, Cashr
Branch Banks: - Lihue and Kapaa, Irland of

Roror Damon , : d V P.

closing in production wherever possible and
the large companies and many of the smaller
ones are making strenuous efforts to curtail
production in new fields.

Mention has already been made that in
voluntary unemployment has virtually dis
appeared in the Pacific states. It would be

natural, therefore, to expect that with labor
more or less at a premium signs of indus
trial unrest would begin to develop and
strike reports to come from here and there

Kauai; Waipahu,Waialua, and PearlHarbor,

in the region. However, to date there has

Island of Oahu.

been only one labor difficulty of consequence
on the Pacific slope. This has been the

Prompt handling of collectionsthrough close connec
tions on each of the Islands in the Territory .

recent walk -out of I. W . W . and I. W . W .
of the Northwest, and of I. W . W . marine
and transport workers at the various Pa
cific ports. This walk -out was called for

sympathizers in some of the logging camps

A recent survey involving the entire Pacific

April 25 and in probably every port and

coast has demonstrated that there is only a

logging camp of the district was ended

normal amount of goods going into storage,

within two weeks of its inception, except in

in spite of active trade demands, and no
evidence can be secured of commodity spec

Los Angeles, where the I. W . W . were
joined by members of the Federation of
ulation or of duplication of orders for goods Marine Transport Workers of the Pacific
in order to make certain of delivery. To coast, who took advantage of the oppor
reiterate, there is apparently nothing wrong tunity to attempt to rid themselves of an
fundamentally with conditions in the Pacific objectionable employment agency conducted
States and economic activity is at a high
the employers. The walk -out at Los
level, with no reason for apprehension - in by
Angeles
harbor is now , however, completely
deed , rather the reverse — because of the at an end
after having threatened a seri
recent tendency toward a slowing-down of ous freight congestion at the port and hav
ing been the subject of some rather exag
Of much interest in California and in the gerated reports in newspapers elsewhere.
country at large is the petroleum situation
Perhaps as serious an economic difficulty
in the former, since California is now the

expansion .

as exists in the Pacific states is the mal
between the prices of agricul
and will, it is agreed, be in a position largely adjustment
tural
products
the prices of other com
to dominate the petroleum market of the modities. It is and
not
that the past
country for several years to come. The year has effected anyapparent
thorough -going change

greatest oil producing state in the Union

heavy production in California , to which at
tention was called last month , continues to

cause much concern . The attempts at cur

in this respect. Sheep , lambs, hogs, wheat,
rice and fresh and dried deciduous fruits

tailment of production have proved only

are bringing prices below those of a year

number of wells being brought in is a diffi

terially during the year it would seem that

cult problem , because, on account of pro
visions in their leases, lessees find it neces

as a whole the condition of agricultural

while cattle, wool, barley, cotton ,
partially successful, because of the new ago,
sugar and lemons are selling at prices well
wells which are being completed almost above
those of twelve months ago. Since
daily. How to bring about a decrease in the the general
level of prices has advanced ma
in this section has not been very
sary to continue drilling operations, despite producers
the fact that all of the physical facilities for greatly improved since the spring of 1922.

· Total loans and discounts of banks in this
district continue to increase while deposits
erection of additional storage facilities for have declined somewhat. However, the
excess production will only offer temporary ratio between total loans, discounts and in
relief and shipments to the Atlantic sea vestments and total deposits is still high and
board have already assumed such propor- the supply of credit seems abundant. Sav
tions as seriously to affect eastern markets. ings deposits in the banks of the region con
As a consequence, old fields in California are tinue to increase, though the rate of gain
the handling of production are now taxed
to capacity. Indications now are that the

CONVENTION DATES
Arizona - at Tucson , October 26 -27.

VERNON C.LEFTWICH
Vernon C . Leftwich, recently manager of
the new business department of the United
Bank and Trust Company of San Francisco,
has severed his connection with that insti
tution and is considering a proposition
which may take him to Los Angeles.
Mr. Leftwich joined the organization in

Sacramento in 1921 when it was known as

*Hand them a letter
to this Bank

the Sacramento -San Joaquin Bank. This
bank recently merged with the Merchants

National Bank of San Francisco and the
head office was transferred to that city.

Mr. Leftwich is also considering the pos
sibility of going east. " I believe” , he said ,
" that some of the Western methods of bank
business building could be adopted with ad
vantage by Eastern and Middle Western
financial institutions."

CONDITION OF BANK OF ITALY
More than 435,000 depositors are doing
business with the Bank of Italy, a number
greater than that of any other bank in the
United States, as shown in the semi-annual

statement of condition .
The increase in depositors during the last
six months is in excess of 35 ,000.

Vour patrons and
I friends visiting
California will be ex
tended every courtesy
and consideration at
the Security Bank if
they bear å letter of

introduction from you .

Resources Exceed
$ 165,000,000
Over 235 ,000
Accounts

Total

resources have grown nearly $ 20,000,000 dur
ing this same period and deposits have

jumped from $229,000 ,000 to more than

$ 247,000,000.

(VEGURITYTRUST

D & SAVINGS BANK
SAVINGS

COMMERCIAL

TRUST

Dividends for the first half year, amount
ing to $ 990,000 have been declared and

Capital and Surplus $ 10,350,000

checks are being mailed to all stockholders.

Eighteen Banking Offices in

Appointment of new officers, shown in the
statement include: A . Gamboni and Paul

Dietrick, assistant vice-presidents; Geo. W .
Schmitz, assistant manager credit depart
ment, and Alfred Fenton, acting personnel
officer.

Los Angeles

Hollywood - Long Beach - Pasadena - Glendale
South Pasadena - Highland Park - Eagle Rock

San Pedro - Huntington Beach
SUPOUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUWWWWWWWWWWWWWW

MARARARA
MARARAMPARARAMA
MARA
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Lake City and Spokane.
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QARAMAMARAMAMAMAMARAM
MAMAMARAMIL

has slowed down a bit and small losses have
occurred in San Francisco, Oakland, Salt
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Dominion of Canada
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick , Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatche.
wan, Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland, Prince Edward
Island and Yukon

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN CANADA

By J. W . TYSON
A N improved tone to the whole business
A and financial outlook has been supplied
by timely rains on the Western prairies and

liquidation of debts which this has permitted
has undoubtedly been effecting a general
improvement in the whole situation , atten
tion from which has to a large extent been
tion
by the propaganda of those pol
deflected
iticians who have been capitalizing the dis

of the farmers with market prices
assurances of good crops throughout content
Canada. In Alberta, where there have been for agricultural products and have been en

couraging all sorts of radical demands for
a series of dry years over a large area, the marketing
pools, cheap farm credits and
rain has arrived at a critical period and

reliable reports now indicate that only hail
can prevent this province from showing a
yield to equal the bumper crop of 1915 . A
crop of 100,000,000 bushels is being predicted
for this province, compared with 65 ,000,000
bushels last year, a year in which Western
Canada had its biggest harvest. In Sas
katchewan , the big wheat province, condi
tions for a large crop are very satisfactory
and the same applies to Manitoba. In East

special favors in regard to transportation
charges, customs duties etc.

With some further reduction in the cost
of crop production and sustained prices for
fruit and other farm products there should
be a fair margin of profit for the Canadian

farmer. However, his buying power will
depend to a very large extent upon the
prices for goods and products which he con
sumes. It is in this direction that the dan

of undermining general conditions lies.
ern Canada a long dry period in Ontario ger
The rise in wages has been recently reflected
in higher prices in many directions and these
by very general and heavy rains and, al advances
threaten to check consumption . In
though the season has been late, rapid and
and some other sections has been relieved

look for field crops, fruit, etc., is regarded

this connection the recent putting on of the
brakes in the industrial situation in the

as very good.

United States should have a salutary effect

healthy growth is taking place and the out
This improvement in the outlook has been

reflected in greater confidence in placing
future orders and in somebetterment in cur

in this country as it evidently has had on
the other side of the international line. It
would seem that the lesson of the last in

Industries are, therefore,

flation and collapse has had some effect in

looking for an extended period of activity

checking the parade of price advances which
threatened to bring about a crisis. The post

rent business.

and the good wages prevailing should main

tain buying power in the urban communities.
In Western Canada, where the buying power
of the farmer has a direct bearing on East
ern industrial activities, it is not to be ex
pected that there will be any marked in
crease in consumption until after crop
money is in actual circulation , but the im
proved prospects are having their effect not

ponement of construction and other activi
ties and the hesitancy of speculators in run

ning up prices with forward buying should
have the effect of extending the demand for
materials and goods over an additional

period rather than to increase the pressure
on production with increasing wages and
higher prices.

only in regard to orders for future delivery

The Fielding budget, outlining the King

but in the current buying of those who have
surplus funds. There has been a marked

government's fiscal program for the year,
does not make any radical proposals and has

change in the West since spring activities been fairly well received . However, in
financial circles the significance of the

opened on the land and there would seem to
be good grounds for the estimate of the Department of Agriculture in Saskatchewan

fact that this budget, like others since
the end of the war, fails to strike a balance

that the crop of 1915 provided a profit of

and continues to pile up capital debt for

$ 100,000,000 for prairie farmers.

current expenditures is seriously regarded .
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Are You Interested in Canadian Trade?
If so , this bank can be of service to you. With Branches

O

DA
CANADA
S
F

STAND

and direct connections in all important centres through
out theDominion and a Foreign Departmentmaintained
exclusively for their needs, Importers and Exporters can

rely upon an unexcelled service.

A

For turther particulars write
Foreign Department
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Standard Bank of Canada
TORONTO
Capital Paid Up - - - - - $4,000,000.00
Reserve - - - - - - - N

E
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5,000 ,000.00
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The deficit is on a declining scale — but there
is still a deficit. The big financial problem

becomes the collector of the tax, which it is
expected will be absorbed in his costs. So

of the country is the National railways

far as the tariff is concerned the govern

which are responsible for many millions in
deficits each year, and the hope for im provement in the whole situation is the
hope for better things in the operation of
these roads under the management of Sir
Henry Thornton . Whether this can be effected with the Western political groups
using their influence to get lower rates for
their transportation of grain and the movement of coal to Eastern Canada remains
to be seen , but it will evidently require a
strong hand at the helm of the overloaded
transportation craft to steer a sound eco nomic course with the handicap of political

ment did little to put its low duty promises
into effect — the principle of protection is
recognized as a national rather than a party
policy. The increase in the British protec
tion was about the only concrete action in
this direction, the reciprocity gesture to
wards the United States being regarded as
only of political character in view of the
anti-reciprocity influence exercised at Wash
ington by the farm bloc. However, the
reference to an embargo on wood pulp ex
ports is regarded as a possible hint of Mr.
Fielding to barter for tariff concessions on
Canada's farm products, while it is pointed

interference. Hope for a better showing

out that the demand of the Western farmers

than that made by the budget is expressed
in some quarters, based on the belief that
the railways will make greater improvement
and that the income from sales and other
taxes has been underestimated, the Minister

in the United States for a water route by
the St. Lawrence River might also be cap
italized as a concession to be bargained in
this connection in the interest of lower
duties on the products of the Canadian

of Finance working on the assumption that

West.

there will be more care exercised in departmental spending with prospects of a
deficit than if there was plenty of money

An increase of nearly $ 30,000,000 in cur
rent loans in Canada during April may be
taken as a reflection of the increased re

available.

quirements of trade and industry during the
The proposal for a fixed sales tax of 6 period.
indicates expanding trade ac
per cent. to apply at the stage of complete tivity andThisindustrial
operations, but the
factor rather than the smaller tax which total should not be considered
alone with
has had a tendency to pyramid , is expected
to facilitate collections. The idea is worked out considering also that the rise in com
out by supplying manufacturers and job modity prices is a factor in increasing com
bers selling materials to manufacturers, mercial credits. Atthe same time there was
with licenses. The tax applies when the an increase of about $ 9,000,000 in savings
goods pass out of the hands of any person deposits as the result of general employment
holding a license. The manufacturer thus at high wages. An increase of over $47,
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000,000 in demand deposits is an important item for furniture but the amount of about
$ 1,900,000 formerly representing the offices
There has been a material increase in call of the bank is not now in the balance sheet.
loans of the banks. January and February
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
saw considerable trading, yet the loans de
1923 1922 1921
clined. March showed a slight betterment, Bal. fwd. ...
57, 379 $ 35, 456 $ 74,219
while in April the increase was $4,554,033. Prof. for yr. ...... . ..... $ 327,
238 401,922 544,945
It is quite interesting to note that call loans Total
384,617
$437,379 $619, 165
were quite low in 1922 despite the fact Dividends
167 , 146 210,000 240, 000
125 ,000 100. 000 100 .000
that there was a material market advance. Depreciation
tax
27 ,863 20 , 000 26 , 708
The first of the present year saw the call War
100,000
Reserves
Dep
.
of
prem
.
40,000
loan continue down, yet the market con Dep . of fix.
25 , 000
tinued up. The conclusion reached is that Rebates
20,000
Pensions
.
20,
000
there were other sources of obtaining money
12,000
outside of the source under consideration . Subscrip.
It has been claimed that an unusual amount P. & L. bal. ................$ 64,608 $ 57,379 $ 35,456
feature.

of the buying of stocks has been for in
STERLING BANK OF CANADA
vestment and that savings accounts have
been largely drawn upon in this connection .
The fact that the annual statement of the
Call loan figures are as follows:
Sterling
Bank of Canada for the year ending
1921
1922
April 30 showed an increase rather than a

contraction in current loansmay be taken as
an indication of the renewed demand for
money for current business in recentmonths.
July
The total of such loans at the end of the
August . ...
year
was $ 7,157,437, an increase of $ 104,051.
September
October
This
and the fact that total assets of $23,
November
740,050 showed an increase of $295 ,824 were
98,383,590 113, 071,089
December
1923
1922
among the most encouraging features of the
467, 233 102,630 ,461 report. There was some decline in earnings
January
...............
90,025
3
85 100,379,637
88,513,509
February
$ 8 . 353
89,467,
103,638,801 as a result of conditions prevailing, but the
March
94,021,385 102,005,932 bank was able to maintain its very high
April
liquid assets both to total assets
The market value of real and unmovable ratio toof liabilities
to the public. The net
bank property in Canada is now $77,441, and
of $ 243,350 compared with $260,694
482. The growth of this total has been profits
for the previous year, and $255,976 for the
rapid as shown by the following table :
period ending in 1921. After providing for
Realestate
dividends and taxes the sum of $115,000 was
other than
$ 103,628,801
102,005,932
101,239,896
99, 894,892
96 ,770, 236
99,839,844
... 106 , 982.838
105 ,083,013
98,984,090

March
April
May
June

1890
1900
1910
1920
1921

1922

Bank

bank

premises
$ 4 ,187,572
6 ,496, 104
25 ,191,619
60,376,915
69,480,648
71,826 , 756

premises
$ 1,027, 107
1, 145 ,701
1 , 360, 966
4 ,323,027
4 ,582,328

5 ,614,726

$ 113,818,306
110, 289,586
111,251,182
110, 775 ,140
107,552,690
106, 115 , 117
106 ,729 ,270
105 , 362,186
104, 392,115

appropriated for the contingent fund. De

Total
$ 5 , 214,679
7,641,805
26 ,552,585
64,699,942
74,062,976
77,441,482

LA BANQUE NATIONALE
Many further changes appear in the an
nual report of La Banque Nationale
for the
year ended April 30, 1923. Following the
complete reorganization of the management
and the shake-up of the balance sheet a
year ago, there has been considerable progress toward a rock-bottom basis of opera
tion, and this shows in the figures that are
now going forward to shareholders.
Most important of all the changes in the
balance sheet is the fact that bank premises

tails follow :
1923
Bal. for.
Net prof. .
Dividends

Reserved
Taxes
Contingent
Balance

1922

1921

$ 38,034 $ 37,565 $ 42,943
243,350 260,694 255 ,976

$ 281,384 $ 298,259 $ 298,919
98,658 98,618 50,
98,418
000
31,550 31,606 29,935
115 ,000 130,000 83,000
36 , 178

38,035

37,564

$281,386 $298, 259 $ 289,919

UNION BANK ANNOUNCES POLICY
OF ECONOMY

The Union Bank of Canada recently an
nounced that its management had decided to
provide for losses developed in connection
with certain loans made during the recent
period
of inflation by writing down its re
serves to $ 1,750,000 and adding $4,250,000 to

have entirely disappeared . There is a small its contingent account. The announcement
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made by the bank stated that in further-

vestigation was made so thorough and the

ance of a policy of economy inaugurated

allowance made for bad and doubtful debts

after its recent change of management it

so liberal that eventually considerable sal

had also been decided to put its dividend on

vage will be obtained.

an 8 per cent. basis.
The bank's capital, surplus and undivided
profits now total $ 9,900,000 and its total
assets are over $ 127,000 ,000 .
It is understood that the above changes
in the bank 's capitalization were made after
a thorough examination and revaluation of
the bank 's assets had been made. It is

at its seventh annual meeting in Winnipeg
elected officers as follows: President John
W . Mitchell: vice -presidents, J . A . Eccles.
T. J. Coombs and Edmond Taylor ; honorary

further understood in Canada that this in -

treasurer, A . H . B . Mackenzie .

CANADIAN BOND MEN ELECT
OFFICERS

The Bond Dealers’ Association of Canada

The Flow of Capital
NEW study “ The Flow of Capi- and services were not put an end to by
tal in Canada" , completed by the the war. On the contrary they mark
research department of the Bankers
Trust Company, of New York , says :

edly increased during that period , so
that on March 31, 1921 (the latest date

" In Canada there has been a close for which statistics have been pub
interlacing of public finance and of pri- lished ) the Dominion had nearly
vate finance - -more so than in either the $ 1,250,000 ,000 invested in transporta
United Kingdom or in the United tion - just under $ 1,000,000,000 in rail
States.

In this respect Canada seems

and a little over $ 250 ,000 ,000 in water

to have been influenced by her French

transportation - while some $81,000,000

ancestry rather than by her Anglo-

had gone into other public works.

Saxon ancestry .

“ By direct investments in public en terprises, by loans and by guarantees,
the Canadian Government and to some
extent the provinces and the municipal-

“ During this period the Dominion
also advanced just under $ 500 ,000,000
to the British and foreign governments .
Unpaid advances of this latter charac
ter, on March 31, 1921, amounted to

ities have made possible a more rapid

$ 187,400 ,000.”

development of the country than other.
The war cost the Dominion almost
wise would have been practicable.
$ 2 ,000 ,000 ,000 , 9 per cent. of which was
“ This has been especially true in the met from taxation .
field of transportation . In 1902 the
Dominion Government was advancing
$ 167,300,000 to assist transportation by
rail and nearly $ 100 ,000 ,000 to pro mote water transportation. These
amounts increased yearly until, on

“ In the pre-war period ” , according to
the Bankers Trust study, “ the Dominion
had borrowed almost exclusively from
the United Kingdom , such loans on
March 31, 1914 , amounting to $ 311,
100.000 while domestic debt, including

March 31, 1914 , they stood at $ 111,- Dominion notes outstanding , aggre
900,000 and $ 177,000,000 respectively.
" During the same period investments

gated at that time $ 233,300 ,000 .
“ The great increase of debt after

in other public works had doubled , in - 1914 was made at home, so that on
creasing from just under $ 8,000,000 to March 31, 1921, the Dominion owed
just under $ 16 ,000,000 .

her own people $ 2,441,200,000 while

“ Such investments in public works she owed abroad only $461,200,000 .”
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The Slowing Down of Business
DUSINESS in

this country continues active, to

the great

rejoicing of bankers and everybody else , for when business
is active there is a strong demand for funds from the banks and

at good rates. Besides, the banker naturally delights to see things
moving and to feel that the people are adding to their material
y . But the bankers understand,
comforts and their store
ioftelwealth
n
i
l
e
n
i
t and experience, that a feverisht pace in
from long observation
scelebera indefinitely
cep ggoing
oing at
at
sekept
like toless
nightmuch
business can
banknot
,maintained,
a constantly accelerating gait. inThey
might
like
to
see
the
deposits
well g always increasing and never
of their banks keep oonn sswelling,
diminishing ; but they know this can not be. It is, therefore, a source
of relief to them , rather than of satisfaction , that there has been a
marked slowing down of the rather headlong pace at which
enterprise has been moving for some time. Very likely this restraint

came soon enough to prevent, or at least to postpone, a blow -up
something like that we had in 1920 . Wemay at least indulge this
hope.

The breathing -spell thus obtained may be profitably employed
in studying the cause of our recent approach toward a serious crisis
and to consider what if any remedies may be invoked to prevent an
actual disaster or the recurrence of a period of inflation like that in
which we now find ourselves. Where lies the blame for this
condition ? Weblamed the war for that era of almost mad inflation
and speculation which rapidly followed the armistice and lasted

until the spring of 1920 . But we can hardly attribute our present
plight to the same cause. Anyway, with the lessons of 1920 so
fresh in mind, it seems hardly conceivable that we should so soon

have repeated our folly. Wemay place the responsibility upon the
character of the people, and temperamental peculiarities are now

chargeable with almost every peccadillo of the human race. This
would imply that here in America the people have some national

characteristics which cause them to forget very speedily the lessons
of financial and commercial disaster, and with experiences of this
sort fresh in mind blindly to risk a repetition of them . But we
185
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should not be too ready to practice flagellation .

Commercial and

financial crises are not peculiar to the United States.

They occur

wherever the economic life of the people is highly developed.

Intense commercial activity , in all lands, occasionally tends towards
conditions where financial crises either threaten or actually happen .

Probably these crises are experienced more often in this country
than in others, but this again may be explained by the greater
intensity of our commercial and industrial life.

Prior to 1913 our banking and currency systems had to bear the
chief responsibility for panics and the subsequent depressions. The
Federal Reserve Act was looked to as the sure remedy. It would
seem

that, so far as bank panics are concerned , this hope has been

justified. Wehave not, since 1913 , even in the face of a great world
war, had anything like what happened in 1893 and in 1907. No
longer, at the approach of a financial storm , do banks topple over

one after another as they did in the years named .

They have behind

them a bulwark in the shape of the Federal Reserve System , and
this is an immense gain , for it saves the enormous losses and wide
spread hardship which numerous bank failures always bring in their
train .

But with all its advantages, the Federal Reserve System has
failed in keeping business enterprise down to a steady and healthful
rate of progress, as it also has failed in holding speculation in check .
Indeed , it almost seems as if the weakening of bank reserves and
the inducements to rediscount which the Federal Reserve Act

introduced into our banking system have been potent factors in
fostering a more rapid pace of enterprise than is consistent with

safety, have encouraged speculation , and may be justly charged
with bringing about some of the very evils the system was designed
to prevent. A direct charge of this character ought not, however,
to be made without a mass of reliable evidence to sustain it. We do

know that since 1913 — that is, since the date of the Federal Reserve
Act — the required legal reserve of the national banks has been
greatly reduced , and that whereas prior to the enactment of the
law in question these banks kept a large reserve in actual gold or

legal tender, now they are prohibited from keeping any of their
legal reserve in this form , but must lend it all out to the Federal

Reserve Banks, to be in turn partly lent again . That this
contributes toward inflation can hardly be doubted. The substi
tution of Federal Reserve notes for gold as reserves for state banks
has been a factor of no small importance operating in the same way .

We have these diminished actual reserves, the compulsory lending
of all legal reserves of the national banks, and the displacement of

gold by Federal Reserve notes as reserves of state banks at the same
time that we have accumulated a stock of gold unprecedented in the
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history of this or any other nation , and when a safe policy would
have indicated the strengthening of the character of bank reserves
and an increase in their amount. The adoption of a contrary policy
— that of diminishing the amount and weakening the character of

the bank reserves - has been followed , and this has helped to bring
about the rapid and almost sensational rise in prices, has pushed
enterprise forward at a more and more furious pace , encouraged
speculation , and finally has brought us near the brink of a precipice,
where we checked ourselves just in time to save ourselves from
falling over into the abyss.

But in drawing attention to these apparent imperfections in
the Federal Reserve Act, we must not lose sight of the fact that

before it was in existence our financial troubles were quite as
frequent and far more disastrous, and that other lands, with various

sorts of banking and currency systems, are by no means strangers to
commercial and financial crises. Nor must we forget that it was the
so -called “ deflation policy ” of the Federal Reserve System which in
1920 probably saved us from a financial catastrophe greater than
we have ever known. Still, if there are features of the Federal
Reserve Act which tend to encourage inflation and speculation ,

these should be ascertained and corrected .
Our banking system as a whole must bear its due share of
responsibility for the present situation . Loans have not been
scrutinized carefully enough, and there has been altogether too much
speculation . The very rapid expansion of loans and the recent
slump in securities witness the accuracy of these statements . It is

believed that the bankers of this country have realized the impending
danger in time, and that they have warded it off.

There have been

some serious banking failures recently, but they were due to special
causes of limited extent, and are not to be taken as indicating any
general weakening of our banking situation . The banks of America
are in a strong position , fully entitled to the confidence of their
respective communities and of the world .

Professor Fisher 's Stabilized Dollar
UR most recent experiences with inflation and deflation will

no doubt tend to revive interest in the proposal of Professor
Irving Fisher of Yale University for stabilizing the dollar.
In brief this plan is to vary the theoretical contents of the gold dollar
with the rise and fall of the index number showing the general level

of prices.

If these prices rise the coinable contents of a certain
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weight of gold bars can be increased , up to a ton if necessary,
Professor Fisher declares, and when prices decline the theoretical
gold dollar can be correspondingly lowered in weight. Wewould
thushave, Professor Fisher says, a dollar representing value instead

of one representing price as now . His entire argument, as he
plainly admits, rests upon the quantitative theory of money (see
page 11, Hearings before the Banking and Currency Committee of
the House of Representatives, Sixty -seventh Congress, fourth

session , on H . R . 11,788 to stabilize the purchasing power of
money ) . We are thus back to the controversies which raged in
1896 and 1900 , for that was the root of William J . Bryan ' s theory.
The Nebraska statesman contended that there was not money
enough . Professor Fisher seemsto think that at one time there may
be either too much or too little, and hewould vary his theoretic dollar

up or down accordingly .

The variation in the contents of the

theoretical dollarmeans only a variation in the official price for gold .
The purpose of the plan is to correct thehardships which follow

sudden and violent fluctuations in prices. While these hardships
are many and real, they do not always affect the same classes in the
community in the sameway. If they benefit one class this year they
are just as likely to work to the contrary next year, all depending
on whether the fluctuations are up or down . A good deal wasmade
in Professor Fisher 's argument before the Banking and Currency
Committee of the fall in the purchasing power of a savings bank
deposit. Here is the story in Professor Fisher's own words:
" Suppose you take a servant girl who put $ 100 in the savings
bank in 1896 . Today she takes it out and the accumulation at 3
per cent. interest makes it , say, $ 200 . She thinks at first – because
she thinks in terms of money — that she has got twice as much as she
put in , but as a matter of fact when she attempts to spend her $ 200
she finds she can not buy as much with it as she could have bought
with the original $ 100 in 1896 . She really hasn ' t received any

interest at all. Her whole $ 200 is worth less than the $ 100 that she
started with , and it would have been better for her if she had not

put this money in the savings bank but had spent it for goods in
1896 . She could have bought her rings or whatever she wanted at
that time and had them all this quarter of a century and had them
intact today, instead of waiting a quarter of a century and buying
less. She has been swindled out of all her interest, not by the

savings bank but by the dollar, in terms of which the savings bank
was forced to keep her account. In other words, interest has been
abolished .”

But his servant girl need not have been quite so badly off as
Professor Fisher makes out. If she attempted to buy from all the
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index number commodities she would have found the purchasing
power of her money greatly reduced , it is true; but she would
probably not extend her purchases over so wide a range. Some of

the things she wished to buy were probably cheaper. But even if
they were not, she need not suffer much , because an opportunity

existed to reinvest her $ 200 so that it would yield at the later period
quite 100 per cent. more than when she put her original $ 100 in
the bank .

Professor Fisher is not specially fortunate in referring to the

purchase of rings by his hypothetical servant girl. With her $ 200
she could have obtained exactly double the quantity of gold that
she would have got for $ 100 . True enough, when she came to have
the gold manufactured into rings this may have cost more, but this
increased cost would have been chiefly due to the higher wages of
the workmen who made the rings.

And if their wages had risen

while the servant girl' s money in the bank was growing from $ 100
to $ 200 what had happened to her wages ? They had not stood still.
As a matter of fact, Professor Fisher does not give sufficient
consideration to wages as a factor in the general price situation . The

success which labor unions have had in forcing up wages has been
a factor of no small importance in creating inflation , for inflation

can be brought about by other things than the supply of money and
credit .

Before acceding to Professor Fisher 's proposal one would
require more convincing proof of the validity of the quantitative
theory of money than has yet been produced .
There are some factors operating to produce alternating periods

of inflation and deflation . These have been mentioned in a
preceding article. One of these factors is the stoppage of the free
flow of gold in the markets of the world . It is believed , also, that if

our Federal Reserve System could be divested entirely of political
control, or the fear of it, and placed altogether in the hands of
bankers, we should have a much steadier credit situation than is now
possible. Professor Fisher 's proposals have served a good purpose
in calling attention to some real defects in the operation of our
monetary and banking system . His remedy is open to serious
criticism .

The Fortunate Layers of Brick
EPORTS that bricklayers are to be assured of a daily wage of
N

twelve dollars a day for the next two years fill less fortunate
persons, such as editors, farm hands and bank clerks, with a
spirit of envy. It may be replied that the editor and bank clerk are
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more or less superfluous personages any way, but the farm hand is
not so easily put to one side. He constitutes quite as indispensable

an element in the social economy as the layer of bricks. That his
work is no less physically wearing and that it requires, on the whole ,
quite as large a degree of skill, are facts hardly open to dispute,
but he gets much less for his work , notwithstanding his hours of
labor are much longer than those of the bricklayer or of mechanics

generally. The reason the farm hand is thus discriminated against
is because he is not organized in a way to insist upon his “ rights,”
regardless of the rights of others. Just why the worker on the farm

has not combined to force his wages up is not entirely clear. It may
be due to the fact that he has a larger spirit of justice, a wider

outlook , than those engaged in the mechanical industries, or it may
be that the large floating supply of workers willing to engage
temporarily in farm work render such organizations difficult if not
impossible.
That bricklayers have been able to demand and to receive what
many look on as princely wages may be explained in several ways.
It is chiefly due to two causes : the shortage of the labor supply
and the great demand for houses and business structures. Those
who lay bricks for a living have taken advantage of this situation

to force their wages up to the top notch . This they have been able
to do through the almost despotic power of closely organized labor.

No doubt they regard this as a great victory in the " fight between
“ labor ” and “ capital” . But is it really so ? What if workers in
substantially all branches of industry were able successfully to
employ like tactics? Who would pay the cost which such a general

advance in wages must inevitably entail ?

The labor cost of

production - - in most cases by far the principal element of cost - is
paid by those who consume the articles produced ; and the bulk of
such consumers are not capitalists, of whom there are comparatively
few , but workers, of whom there are many. The worker who by
strong- arm expedients forces up wages in his particular industry to
the highest point can hardly imagine that such increase in wages
can be taken altogether out of capital. Builders who pay twelve
dollars a day for laying brick figure that high cost in the rental

charges of their buildings, and this is distributed through a thousand
channels, even the bricklayer himself paying a part of it. Further
more, this high cost of laying bricks tends to hinder construction ,
and this keeps up rents and operates, indirectly at least, toward
enhancing prices of commodities. Whatever artificially restricts
the free activity of constructive enterprise constitutes one of the

greatest obstacles to the maintenance of reasonably permanent and
steady prosperity. Even if this increased wage cost could be wholly

taken out of capital, the result would be none the less unfortunate
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even for the worker himself . There is no more powerful instru
mentality contributing to the prosperity of labor than capital itself ,
and it should be the constant aim of labor to increase and multiply
this instrumentality rather than to diminish it.
But there is no doubt that where groups oflabor are able through
combination to exact exorbitant wages they do gain considerable
temporary advantage and at the expense of other workers not so
organized . It may be said that the remedy is for these “ other

workers” similarly to organize and to play the same game.

For

many workers this is impracticable ;but even were it not so , the result

in the end would be of no benefit. Doubled wages mean nothing
if all prices are increased to a like extent. The real injustice
consists in the fact that but a small percentage of those who gain
a livelihood by manual work will ever be organized, and that the
great body of consumers must suffer from the tribute exacted by

the closely organized industries. In addition to this, there is a more
serious objection to the artificial forcing up of wages, namely, that
it tends to put enterprise upon an uneconomic basis. Labor costs
and buildingmaterials are so high that in order to putup a residence
or office building more capital must be invested than will yield a fair

return from the rentals that can be obtained, and in the face of such
conditions a steady flow of capital into constructive enterprise can
not be expected . Already, on account of the factors indicated, a
decided check has taken place in this direction ; and the chief losers
are not the purveyors of capital but the farmers and workers in

every branch of industry, not excluding the bricklayers who vainly
imagine they can make themselves rich at the general expense.

The Success of the Austrian Loan
" HE great success of the recent Austrian loan , part of which
I was offered in this country , contains an encouraging lesson in

regard to the international situation . Austria found herself
in a very bad situation at the close of the war, her territory cut up
and a large part of her population lost. Loans had been made, but

without really helping matters much , and the paper “money ”
becameworthless . Internal political troubles were serious. Finally
matters became so desperate that Austria had to ask for outside help
in running affairs, and this was supplied by a financial commission
constituted by the League of Nations. When a new loan was
sought, part of which must come from other countries, there was
found adequate security for it and the guaranty of a proper employ
ment of the funds was given. In addition and this is perhaps the
point of greatest importance — several of the leading countries of
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Europe united

in

assuring Austria's political and economic

independence and safety. When these elements are provided,
security for the loan and assured political and economic
independence and safety, there is no difficulty in floating a foreign
loan , as is shown by the example of Austria .

There are several

European countries whose economic situation is far better than

that of Austria, but they do not offer any attraction to the investor
because the assurance justmentioned is lacking . It is a trite saying

that confidence is an indispensable element in the making of loans.
And how

can that confidence exist where political security is

lacking?

Loans to foreign countries have as their basis the

revenues, territory, resources, commerce and industry of the debtor
countries. This basis may be greatly reduced or entirely destroyed

in the case of impaired political sovereignty. The political security
of a country therefore lies at the very foundation of its international

credit. In the disturbed position of the world today this security is
lacking in many instances. With war still threatening, the smaller
countries having great and powerful neighbors find themselves
severely strained in providing for themaintenance of their territorial
integrity and economic independence. Only in desperate cases
would they invoke outside aid as Austria has done. If nations could
lay aside their hatreds and rivalries, cease hungering for each other's
territory and trade, and resolutely set about putting their respective

houses in order, the economic health of the world would be in a fair
way toward being restored . Austria has shown that outside help
can be had , once it is deserved.

A Banker’ s Remedy for the World 's Unrest
We

COME years before the great war, but when there was already
discernible serious social unrest, a leading New York banker
was asked what he thought was the best remedy for this state

of affairs. His rather startling reply was, “ Jesus Christ” . Asked
if he meant the theological conception of thisGreat Teacher, he said

that he did not, but that the principles set forth in the life and
teachings of Jesus should pervade our international relations and

reach down to themost minute business dealings of our daily lives.
Perhaps, if this banker were asked the same question now , in the
light of what has happened since 1914 , he would repeat his earlier
prescription . Certainly it is not without great significance that

many leading bankers in various quarters of the world ,have not only
expressed a like view buthave gone farther by declaring that there
is no other way out of the present tangle.
What these bankers probably mean is that in the conduct of
world affairs and of the daily routine of life hate should give place
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to love, or at least that the square deal should be applied . Perhaps
there will be difficulty in convincing people generally as to the
desirability of this change until they are made to see that it promises
greater profits than the existing system , which is more or less of
every fellow for himself and the devil take the hindmost.

In figuring up the cost ofwars and strikes, this policy of hatred
and strife is found to have been of frightful cost. Persons entirely
without sentiment of any kind are beginning to ask themselves if
such a policy pays. Business concerns, some of them of vast

magnitude, are effecting a reorganization of their affairs, not exactly
on an altruistic basis, but with a manifest desire to be just both to
their workers and the consumers of their products. It is too early

yet to give the definite outcome of these attempts, though they seem
thus far to promise good results. In endeavoring to inaugurate a
policy of fairness one concern always confronts the question as to
whether it can afford to do so unless the practice becomes more or

less general. The best answer to this doubt will be the success of the
square-deal policy , for as it succeeds its imitation becomes certain .

That it is succeeding the history of a number of our great mercantile
and industrialconcerns amply witnesses. Indeed, with the compara
tively close relations which still exist between employers and
employees, and between producers and consumers,no great difficulty
may be experienced in instituting a policy that partakes somewhat
of coöperation , or at least that recognizes more or less of a
mutuality of interest. But when we get into the broader field of
international relations the problem becomes much more difficult.
Weare apt to look upon the foreigner as a pretty bad sort, and to
suspect him even if we do not openly hate him . This is one reason
why nations rush into war over questions which ordinary business
men would settle peacefully . From the extremely meager results
obtained from the great war, in proportion to the terrible cost, we
may well question whether this is the most profitable way to settle
international difficulties. To avoid these colossal expenditures of
life and treasure we might even consent to sacrifice a little of our
contempt for the foreigner.

Itmay be too much to hope that nations, groups and individuals
will soon make a practical application of the simple principles of
love and service as exemplified in the life and teachings of Jesus

of Nazareth . But it is of the profoundest significance that many
of the leading bankers of the world are coming to recognize that
in this way, and in no other, is there hope for the future of the race.
As this feeling spreads it may be said :
There's a fount about to stream ,
There's a light about to beam ,

There's a midnight blackness changing into yray;
Men of thought and men of action, clear the way !

REINTHAL & NEWMAN, N . Y.

REPRODUCED BY SFECIAL PERMISSION

Warren G . Harding
W

HEN the late President came to the high station to which the people had
so overwhelmingly called him , he found the country in an angry mood ,

with discord and hatred menacing not only the life of the Republic but the

very existence of organized society. Before his eyes were forever closed in
death he could look out upon a united people working together for the common
good . This was the supreme achievement of Warren G . Harding. His kind
ness, tolerance, patience and wisdom powerfully contributed to the healing of

the wounds which the war had left. His nomination for the Presidency came

as a surprise, and was none too favorably received. In the light of events,
we can now see that exactly the type of man was chosen to meet the peculiar
conditions of the times. The country was less in need of a strong and
dominating personality than of a peacemaker. Not that the late President

was lacking in the art of leadership ; but he would persuade others to accept
his views by gentle and kindly arguments, which gained force from their
transparent sincerity and tolerant spirit.

While Mr. Harding was able to restore peace in his own country, he did
not find the means of affording like service to the distracted lands beyond the
sea . This was a task too great for him , as it has thus far been for any living

man. He saw no way in which this country might wisely participate in Euro
pean affairs until the nations most directly concerned showed a more reasonable
disposition . But he did what he could for the cause of peace, and the success

of the Washington Disarmament Conference was an achievement in that

direction surpassing anything done elsewhere in the world since the Great War
ended . To a movement for settling international difficulties by judicial pro

cesses instead of war Mr. Harding gave all his strength of mind and being,
and virtually sacrificed his life in its behalf. A grateful nation could build no
worthier monument to his memory than to give its approval to this cause for

which he so bravely fought even unto death.
There is one phase of Mr. Harding's career that must not be forgotten :

it was typically American. He rose steadily and surely from the humblest
ranks to the highest post his countrymen could bestow . His life constitutes a

splendid vindication of American institutions.

The late President was an impressive and forceful public speaker. Not
infrequently his utterances had a tone of religious solemnity like those of
Abraham Lincoln . His personal character was fine, and he was loved as

perhaps few Presidents have ever been . Of him it is peculiarly appropriate
to declare:

His life was gentle,
And the elements so mixed in him ,
That Nature might stand up and say
To all the world — this was a man .
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THE HONORABLE DONALD MacKINNON
Commissioner for Australia in theUnited States
M

R . MacKINNON was born in Victoria , Aus

W
tralia, and belongs to a pioneer Scotch family
in that state. He was educated at Geelong Grammar
School, Melbourne University and New College,
Oxford , England. He is a member of the English and
Australian bars. He gave up his profession for a polti
cal career and served over twenty years in the Vic
torian Parliamentwhere he was a recognized authority
on drafting parliamentary bills. He has held office as
attorney general, solicitor general, minister of rail
ways, director general for recruiting for Australia

during the great war and minister in charge of
He is also the trustee for many large estates and
chairman of the Equity Trustees Company. He is in
terested in athletic sports and was for sixteen years
president of the Victorian Cricket Association . He is
interested in well known pastoral properties in Vic
soldiers' land settlement in Victoria after the war.

toria, New South Wales and Queensland.
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S. PARKER GILBERT

Under Secretary of the Treasury
M

R . GILBERT, Under Secretary of the Treasury,
during the absence of Secretary Mellon . Mr. Gilbert,
who is still a young man , has had a remarkable career
in the Treasury department. He was called to Wash
ington in 1918 to join the war loan staff, where his
unusual abilities soon won for him the confidence and
admiration of his superiors. In July 1920 when Mr.
Leffingwell, after serving as Assistant Secretary under
three Democratic secretaries retired to resume the
practice of law , Mr. Gilbert found himself elevated at
the age of 27 to the vacant post. When the Re
publican Administration came into power Secretary
Mellon requested Mr. Gilbert to retain his post and
Congress created for him a new office, that of Under
Secretary of the Treasury . Mr. Gilbert was graduated

I has been acting as Secretary of the Treasury

at Rutgers in 1912 and the Harvard Law School in
1915 .
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JOHN A. MCLEOD

New generalmanager Bank of Nova Scotia
M

R . McLEOD , the new general manager of the
junior clerk at Summerside, P . E . I., thirty -seven
years ago and, after acting in various capacities at
other branches, was appointed to his first manager
ship in February 1895 when he opened the branch at
1 Bank of Nova Scotia, entered its service as a

Harbor Grace upon the bank entering the Newfound
land field . Since then he has served the bank as

manager at St. John 's, Boston , Havana, Chicago and
at other points, becoming attached to the head
office staff in 1912. He was appointed chief superin
tendent of branches in 1915 and in February 1917
becameassistant generalmanager. He has thus had a
large and varied experience, eminently fitting him to
discharge the duities of chief executive officer to
which he has now succeeded .

-
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ELIOT WADSWORTH

Assistant secretary of the Treasury
M

R . WADSWORTH from 1916 to the spring of
1 1919 served as vice -chairman and chairman
of the American Red Cross. In 1915 -1916 he
traveled through Europe as a member of the Rocke
feller War Relief Commission . For his war services
he received the decoration of Commander de l'Ordre
de la Couronne from King Albert of Belgium , and
from the United States Government the Distinguished
Service Medal with

a

citation .

In

1919 Mr.

Wadsworth became joint and alternate chairman with
Thomas W . Lamont of J. P . Morgan & Co., in the

Harvard endownment fund campaign , and took
active charge of raising $ 15 ,000,000 for Harvard
University. In 1916 he was elected an overseer of

Harvard College, and in October, 1920, president of
the Harvard Alumni Association. In March , 1921, he
was appointed Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
In November, 1922, Mr. Wadsworth was designated
to represent the United States in the conference at
Paris with the Allied Governments on the allocation of
German reparation payments, to cover the costs of
the maintenance of the Allied and American troops

upon the Rhine.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Does Bank Advertising Pay?
By B . W . Griffin
Manager Business Extension Department, Gotham National Bank , New York
TE are going to write about a
very elementary thing; namely , will it pay my bank to
spend money in any amount, to get its
name before the people of the city in

name before in any amoumy bank to
which it is located ?

44.0522 per cent.consider a rate

It is fair to consider a rate as high
as 51/2 per cent. as the earning rate be
cause the cost of investing savings de
posits is very low . No obligation to
loan money is incurred by the accept

The columns of ance of savings deposits, hence the ex

banking magazines are full of promotion ideas, whereas many readers are
not half sold on the elementary prin -

penses of making and administering
loans should not be deducted from the
earning rate .

ciple of advertising as applied to our

The most profitable savings accounts

national, or state, or whatever kind of a

are those in which deposits are made

periodically. This is because the

bank it is.

A great many articles have been

periodic deposits made between the

written on how to advertise and, no
doubt, everyone would agree that there
is money in advertising for the advertiser or for the advertising agency, but
the majority of banks are not yet aware
of the fact that they should advertise

quarterly interest dates do not draw
interest until the beginning of the next
quarter. The bank , in the meantime,
has the use of themoney without having
to pay interest on it.
The particular point to bear in mind

and that they are absolutely sure of returns in doing so if it is done rightly,
and that there is more money in it for

is that this bank with its present total
of $ 2 ,300,000 in savings accounts real
ized a net profit of $ 1, 13 on each $ 100 .

themselves than there is for the advertising agency.
We will first discuss advertising for
savings accounts , for the simple reason that more banks are interested in
such accounts than in commercial, because nowadays not only are savings

Another point of interest is that the

banks becoming interested in securing

as soon as one of these accounts reaches

accounts, but the national and state

the general average of $500 , the ac

banks and trust companies have quite

piled by the auditor of a national bank

count is worth $ 5 a year. The 12 ,000
accounts making the aggregate of $ 2,
300,000 were secured by this bank in a
year at a cost of $ 1 an account. These
figures will show the large profit there
is in going after this class of accounts.

on savings accounts.

The overhead from carrying these ac

generally added such a department.
Table " A " is a report from a savings
bank .

Table “ B ” gives the statistics com

total earnings in a year are $ 25 ,840 .

Walter J. Reeves, general secretary of
the New York State Savings Bank As
sociation , states that the average New
York savings account is $ 500. Now if
there is a profit of over $ 1 on each $ 100 ,

TABLE “ A ”

(Comparative figures for the three months from January 1 to April 1)
Year
1921

Total deposits on April 1 ....... ..........$ 12,480,855.61

Year

Year
1922

1923

$ 12,433,464.01
*$ 271,544.00

$ 13 ,280,366.29
+$ 74 ,528.00

941

1,796

Increase and decrease in total deposits
* $375 ,553.00
for first quarter
Number of new accounts opened in
769
first quarter -- * Losa.

Gain .
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TABLE “ B ”

(Special interest department statistics)
Earnings, expenses and net profits per $100
On
On
On
On
of deposits :
$ 2,300,000 $3,000,000 $4,000,000 $5,000,000
Earnings :
...
Interest at 51/2 per cent.
$5.34
$5 .34
$ 5.34
$5.34
In

Expenses:
Interest at 3 per cent. - All other expenses
Total expenses -

$ 3.00
.98

$ 3 .00
1.21

$ 3.00

$4 .21

$3.98

$3.88

$ 1 .13
Net profits
If the earning rate is 5 per cent. the net
profit will be
$ .64

$1.36

$ 1.46
$ .97

$ .87

$ 3 .00

.88

$ 3 .75
$ 1 .59
$ 1.10

(Derivation of above figures )
$2 ,300,000 $ 3 ,000,000 $ 4,000,000 $ 5,000,000
69,000
90,000
120,000
150,000

Average balance -

Less 3 per cent. reserve . ...

$2,231,000
$ 122,700
$ 111,450
$ 96 ,860

Earnings at 542 per cent. Earnings at 5 per cent.
Expenses
Net earnings at 572 per cent.....

Net Earnings at 5 per cent. .

$
. ........... ....... $

$2,910,000
$ 160,050
$ 145 ,550
$ 119,460

$3,880,000
$ 213,400
$ 194 ,000
$ 155,200

$4,850,000
$ 266,750
$ 242,500
$ 187,700

25,840 $ 40 ,590 $ 58,200 $ 79,050
14,590 $ 26 ,090 $ 38,800 $ 54 ,800

counts, you will notice from the figures, soliciting for commercial accounts pays,
is about 1/ 10 of 1 per cent., practically must be largely based on a bank's own
nothing. From the figures given above experience modified by the good judg
you will see that the cost is covered ment of the directors.
In the experience of this bank we
twice over in one year's profit, even if
the accounts do not grow .
increased commercial accounts one year
One method wc employed was a by over $ 4 ,000 ,000 and the results of
pay roll envelope. These envelopes some of the means used are described

cost $ 1.50 per thousand . On Novem ber 14 we had 45,000 appropriate pay
roll envelopes printed and distributed
during that week to be used for the
Thanksgiving pay roll.
During the next three weeks the deposits of new accounts averaged $ 165,-

below .
A great many letters actually typed
and personal in their nature were sent
out. No form letter was written as
such , for if a person sits down to write
a form letter he will write a letter which
in most cases he would never think of

000 as against $ 25 ,000 before and sending out to anyone individually. Of
all the various letters which were sent

after .

Another national bank , during the out there was one which gave the im
last year, secured 11,000 accounts at pression of bringing in more accounts
an average cost of $ 7 per account. Even than any other, and this impression was
this high cost would soon be covered verified by the results . We then sent
by the profits, to say nothing of all the out 500 of these letters and compared
advertising.
them with the results of two or three
The reader must be convinced from others which seemed good, but this let
these figures that going after savings ac ter, although simple as a child 's brought
counts does pay.
back the bacon . One or two of the
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS

officers objected to the simplicity of the
letter, saying that it was undignified

The principal test for deciding where and that it was not up to the standard
putting money into advertising and of bank letters. However, results
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showed this letter, in tests given in

longer and too technical. Following is

comparison with the letters which they a part of a sample folder which brought

submitted, to be better. An officer's in the most business of any sent out:
opinion is not necessarily right, any
more than the opinion of anyone else,
and the only real test is results. The
letter follows:
Since you are in our neighborhood , why

MIGHTY OAKS
FROM LITTLE ACORNS GROW
COMPARISONS

Surplus and
Capital undivided profits
$ 200,000.00
$ 104,042.47
200 ,000 .00
123, 318 .78
200,000.00
135 ,482. 37
200 ,000. 00
163,339.54
200,000.00
152, 262. 46
200, 000 .00
165 ,700 . 15
200,000.00
223,502.76
200,000 .00
208, 064. 27
200 ,000.00
208, 151. 75
500,000.00
527,420.68
500 ,000 .00
612,447. 95
1,500,000.00
1 ,592,786. 11

Total
deposits

$ 1,042,
858.60
1,522, 159.55

not let us make your acquaintance; we are 1910
1911
1,787,408.49
1912
ready to come to see you and offer our 1913
2,243,847.39
facilities any time you wish .
2 ,543, 158.78
1914
4 ,596 , 190.92
If you open an account with the . . . . ., 1915
4 ,860 ,008. 26
you will not find us " a fair weather friend” . 1916
5 ,788,736 . 95
1917
6 ,490 ,675 . 17
We have stood right by our depositors and 1918
10,820,775. 13
have furnished them with accommodation . 1919
11,690,636 .14
1920
12,699,308. 95
We are in a position to be of service to 1921
those who have banked with us and have a
right to bank on us.
Few banks can show such a sturdy oak
We should be glad to talk our services growth , one without a single break in its
over with you at your convenience.
continuity .
Every facility offered, domestic and for
Very truly yours,
eign : Collections, Remittances, Letters of
, Travelers' Checks, Investment Ad
On May 1, 1921 the average new ac CreditIncome
Tax Service, Trust Department,
counts per week for the three preceding vice,
Safe
Deposit
Boxes, New Vaults insuring
months,
which were the best up to date, you the maximum
of security and con
were $85 ,000 . On May 1, we started venience.

to send out from two to three hundred
of this particular form to a mailing

The latter part of June 25 ,000 of

list of several thousand, and as many these were mailed , and the three weeks
months as this letter continued the following the average of new business
average of new business brought in was was $ 195 ,000 per week , away in excess
$ 120 ,000 per

of anything up to that time. Seventeen

week or an increase of
thousand more of these folders were
$35,000 a week .
Direct-by-mail advertising also paid mailed the following October and the
very highly . We used no expensive average was $ 145,000.
The history of this bank has shown
booklet because an expensive booklet is

very likely to give the impression that
which is a decidedly wrong impression
for most people feel that a bank is a
public institution. Furthermore, the

conclusively that ifmoney is spent with
a helpful way it will not be “ Bread
cast upon the waters” but“ Seed planted
on good ground which will bring forth

the bank has a lot of money to waste, your eyes open, in your community in

more expensive booklets are usually some ten and some an hundred fold” .

Collections, Transits and Transfers
Article V of a Reading Course in Banking
By Glenn G . Munn
Formerly with Chase National Bank ; and instructor in banking , New York , Hudson County

(New Jersey ) and Elizabeth Chapters , American Institute of Banking

OUTLINE OF ARTICLE V.
I. Definitions :

1. Cash items-- checks, drafts, ac
ceptances, notes and matured
coupons to be credited to the

account of the depositor when
received .
2. Collection items- checks, etc.,
not to be credited to the ac
count of the depositor until
paid .
3. Transit items- cash itemsdrawn
on out-of-town banks.
4. Collection remittances - drafts
forwarded by a collecting agent
to a sending bank in payment
of checks previously forwarded
for collection .
5. Float - the aggregate of out-of

2. Collection items.
a. In
city - by messenger
(through city collection de
partment).
b. Out of town - correspondent
banks (through country col

lection department).
III. Work of the transit department:
1. Sortation of items by collection
agencies or Federal Reserve
banks.
2. Preparation of transit letters.
3. Mailing of transit items with
relative transit letters .
4 . Posting of transit letter dupli

cates to float or collection led
gers.

i. e., in process of collection and

5. Checking returns of collection
remittances .
6 . Reconciling debits and credits

not available as reserve or bal
ances.

with Federal Reserve bank .
7. Transactions with general book

town cash items outstanding,

II. Methods of check collection :
1. Cash items.

a. In city.
(a ) Clearing-house (through
mail or clearing -house
department).
(b ) Direct by messenger
(through note teller's
department) .
b. Out of town — (through
transit department).
(a ) Federal Reserve collec
tion system .
(b ) Correspondent banks as

collection agents.

(c) Direct to drawee banks.

(d) Clearing-house
departments.

foreign

keeping department.

IV. Means of transferring funds:
1. Individual checks and drafts.

2. Bank drafts.
3 . Money orders.
a. Postal ( domestic and inter
national).

b. Express company (domestic
and international).
c . Bank (domestic and inter
national) .

4 . Registered mail.

5.
6.
7.

Expressage of coin and cur
rency.
Telegraphic money order.
Bank wire transfer (letter of

advice ).
8 . Travelers' checks.

9. Travelers' letters of credit.

T HE facilitation of exchange is a right to claim funds from someone
primary function of commercial somewhere. The work of converting
banking. Collecting and clearing checks and other items ordering or
checks is a process that interludes the promising the payment of money into
receiving and paying of deposits. actual available funds constitutes a very

Checks are not funds in hand but the

important and exacting task , and in
203
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volves the creation of specialized ma- each sending bank being credited for the
chinery both within and without the
bank .
While there are many means of transferring funds from debtors to creditors
locally, out-of- town, or internationally ,
individuals and businesses generally
prefer to maintain checking accounts for
this purpose, because they provide the
safest, most convenient, and most eco nomical instrumentality for the regular
transfer of money . Through their collecting and clearing facilities, billions
of dollars in commercial and financial
transactions are settled weekly for their
customers by banks in the United States.
The foremost institutions for provid -

items it forwards for collection , and
each drawee bank being charged for the
items with which it is presented .
4. The Federal Reserve Board is the
clearing house for inter-Federal Re
serve district transactions. Inter
district settlements are made daily by
wire by means of bookkeeping adjust
ments against the gold settlement fund
at Washington . It is through the
operation of this fund that currency
shipments by banks in this country are
reduced to the minimum .
5 . Foreign exchange banks and
brokers furnish the means of tranfer
ring funds to and from individuals and

ing exchange machinery are the local businesses in the United States and
clearing -houses and the Federal Reserve those in other countries. This gives
banks. The former are purely local in
character and collect items drawn on
city. The latter collect items for any
member or clearing member bank

rise to the complicated business known
as foreign exchange.
Clearing-house operations will be the
subject of another article so that this
discussion will deal mainly with out-of

drawn on any other member or clearing

town collections.

the various banks located within a single

The Federal Reserve

Act authorized each Federal Reserve
Viewed in its broader aspects, the col- bank to “ exercise the functions of a

member in the United States.

lection of checks and other instruments

clearing -house for its member banks” ,

calling for the payment of money, may but the Federal Reserve check collection
be classified according to zones of system did not get under way until
July, 1916 . The purpose of this sys
widening circles, as follows:
1. A single bank is a clearing house tem was to correct the defects of the
for checks passing among its own de- methods formerly employed , and par
positors.

In this case settlements are

ticularly the following abuses : (a ) cir

effected by transfers of credit from the cuitous routing of checks growing out of
account of the drawer or maker to the the efforts of banks to avoid exchange
account of the payee or indorser.

charges, and which resulted in unrea

2 . A clearing-house is the exchange sonable delay in the presentation of
mechanism

for inter -bank transactions

items; ( b ) excessive exchange charges ;

within a given locality. Here daily set
tlements by banks with debit balances

and (c ) inequitable distribution of ex
change charges as between Eastern

to banks with credit balances are

metropolitan banks and banks in the in

achieved by ( a ) payment in cash , (b )
bookkeeping adjustments in accounts
with the Federal Reserve bank , ( c )
bank drafts on New York or other
financial centers, etc.
3 . Regional Federal Reserve banks
are clearing houses for inter-bank collections within a single Federal Reserve district. Settlements are arranged
by means of daily adjustments on the
books of the Federal Reserve bank,

terior.

At present the Federal Reserve check
collection system is efficiently organized
and through its instrumentality over 90

per cent. of out-of-town items are
passed directly, economically , and at
par among member banks, and clearing
member banks ( i. e., banks on the par
list ). Member and clearing member
banks are required to receive checks
drawn on and presented to them at par ,
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since the ideal of the system is par collections. In order that banks using the
system may know which non -member
banks are members of the clearing system , the Federal Reserve Board pub lishes a semi-annual list with monthly

serve banks (as well as the other ten )
are settled daily at Washington by tele
graph .
The volume of out-of-town collections
in a large bank is so heavy that a
separate department, known as the
supplements containing the names of all transit department, must be organized
banks which are members and clearing to handle it. Transit items filter into
members.
this department from other depart
Member banks are not required to use ments, particularly the mail and receiv
the system . Irrespective of their mem - ing teller' s department, continuously
bership in the system , they may forward

throughout the day.

out-of-town items through correspondents, but it is stipulated by the rules
of the New York and other clearing -

the transit department work is to sort
the items as between those collectible
through Federal Reserve banks and

The first step in

houses that if the correspondents are in

those to be collected through corres

the system , checks drawn on them can - pondents. The Federal Reserve items
not be collected under any other terms are then subdivided as between the Fed
than those prescribed by the rules gov- eral Reserve banks to which items are
erning Federal Reserve collections as to be forwarded directly. Country cor
regards exchange charges and time out-

respondent items must also be sub

standing.

divided as between the separate corres

pondents through which they are to be
HOW RESERVE COLLECTION SYSTEM WORKS

When a bank deposits checks with a

Federal Reserve bank to be collected
from another member or clearing mem
ber bank, the sending bank is immedi

collected .

The items for each bank are then
listed on transit letters which are sim
ply a special form of deposit slip . The
information entered on the transit letter

is as follows: (a ) the transit number of
ately credited in the collection or float the drawee bank for each item , other
account at such Federal Reserve bank . wise the name and location of the
That is to say, the amount of the checks drawee bank ; ( b ) the transit number
so sent does not become available as re of the owner (depositor) of the item
serve until it has been collected . The (for tracing purposes) ; ( c) amount;
time required for collection, however, and (d ) any special instructions, e . g.,
may be ascertained in advance by con no protest, wire non -payment, etc.
sulting the " Schedule showing when the
As a means of time saving in the list
proceeds of items will become avail ing,
identification and tracing of out-of
able ", in which the United States is di town checks, the universal numerical

vided in time zones, all points within
any single zone requiring a certain num

system , devised by the clearing-house

section of the American Bankers Asso
ber of days for collection. For example , ciation , has been adopted by all banks

a check which is deposited by a bank in
New York City with the New York handling transit items. Transit letters
Federal Reserve bank and drawn upon are prepared on special machines and in
a bank in Chicago, does not become duplicate, the carbon being preserved as

available in the reserve account of the a record and posting medium . Before
depositing bank until two business days the letters are mailed , the checks are in
have elapsed . Two days represent the dorsed and verified with the relative
approximate mail time between New
York and Chicago, but it is unnecessary
to allow any time for return of the
remittance, since balances between the

letter.
The Federal Reserve check collection
system contemplates universal par col
lections. All member banks and banks

New York and Chicago Federal Re- which have voluntarily placed them
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selves on the par list, must accept and rency, it may do so and the Federal
remit for all checks at par. Suppose, Reserve bank will pay the transporta
for illustration , that depositor A de- tion and insurance charges.
posits checks drawn on bank B in
READING ASSIGNMENT
Macon, Georgia, in his bank C in New
York City . When bank C presents
these checks through the Federal Re-

Langston & Whitney : Banking Practice,
Chap . 7, 8, 9. (Clearings, transits, and col

serve System , they must be remitted for

lections).

W . H . Kniffin : The Practical Work of a
at par. This is very different,of course, Bank
, Chap . 8, 11. ( In - and out-of- town
from making a charge for receiving for collections) .
W . H . Kniffin : The Business Man and his
deposit and credit, a check drawn upon

a bank located at a distant point. When

Bank , Chap. 7 . (Bank checks and their

). n : Financial Organization of
depositor A in New York deposits a collecti
H . G .onMoulto
check drawn upon bank B in Macon, Society, Chap. 26 . (Federal Reserve col
Georgia , for credit, he receives immet lections).. Langston : Practical Bank Opera
L. H
diate use of the funds, and if his accoun
is an interest-bearing account, it begins

tion , Chap. 5 , 6 , 7. (Transits and city and
country collections in a large bank ) .

to earn interest immediately . It takes coui

the New York bank , however, five days
toA 'scolle
char
s is . forTheinter
estgeonwhic
bankct the
makecheck
theh

advance.

In other words, bank C

charges depositor A for the five days
use of the funds, the interval elapsing
before the check can be converted into

QUESTIONS
1. What optional methods are there for
transferring funds from one place to an
other ?
2. When transfers of funds must be made
in large amounts and are of frequent oc
currence, which is the best all-round method ?
3. What differences are there between
postal and express company money orders ?

available funds. In reality this is not
4 . What is the maximum amount for which
an exchange charge at all. It is rather
an interest or discount charge. The a postal money order may be issued ?
5. What is meant by cash items? Give
check which A 's bank receives is exactly
similar to a note due in five days. Just

examples.
four
6 . What is meant by collection items?

as one would not expect to have a note Giv
not due for five days accepted at par,

7. Mention what machinery is provided for

so one cannot expect that a check not the collection of local, Federal Reserve dis
ible
ed

collect

for five days be accept

at

par. Such a charge is therefore justifi

trict, national, and international clearings.
8. Through what mediumsare local checks
collected ?
What
t iitems are collected by messenger
" 9. Wha

able. It is not only permitted by the
Federal Reserve Act, but such a charge and which through the clearing-house ?
is made compulsory
by the New York

10. What rules must a messenger observe
11. What are the messenger's duties in
case payment of an item is refused ?
12. What are the agencies for collecting

in presenting items?

Clearing House schedule of rates de
signed to prevent loss to New York
banks in competition for deposits from
interior banks by standardizing rates.
out-of-town checks?
A charge for honoring and remitting
13. What are transit items? Collection re

for its own checks at par, however , is
nowise justified by a user of the Fed
eral Reserve collection system . There
are two reasons for this : (1) Federal

mittances ?

14 . What departments of a bank handle
the collection of local items? Out-of -town
items?
15 . How were out-of-town checks col

lected before the adoption of the Federal

Reserve banks are prepared and ready Reserve check collection system ?
16 . What defects in the previous system
to transfer funds by wire from one part
of the country to another without cost

does the Federal Reserve check collection

to its member banks, and (2 ) if the

system correct?
17. Briefly describe the organization and

drawee bank wishes to pay checks method of ' clearings through the Federal
Reserve check collection system .

drawn on and presented to it in cur
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18. What proportion of all out-of-town

items are passed through the Federal Reserve System ?
19. Give a synopsis of the work of the
transit department.
20. What is the function of the country
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27. Trace the course of an item deposited
for credit by a New York bank and drawn
upon a Chicago bank until collection is

effected and the New York bank credited .
28. What is meant by "par list” , “ time
group" , and "availability date" ?
29. What is meant by " float" ?

collection department?

21. What two main differences are there

30. Are all banks entitled to use the

in the handling of out-of-town cash and col
lection items?
22. What information is entered on a tran

Federal Reserve check collection system ?
31. What is meant by a clearing member

sit letter ?

23. What is the purpose and practical

application of the universal numerical sys-

bank ?
32 . What advantages accrue to banks

through the use of the Federal Reserve

check collection system ?
33. What obligations does this use im

tem ?

24 . What organization devised this sys- pose?
34. Are

tem ?

25. Explain the make-up of a transit
number, i. e., the prefix and the second
number.

member banks permitted to col

lect their out-of-town checks through cor
respondent banks?

26 . How is it possible to determine in
advance the time required to collect an item

35 . Under what three arrangements may
a bank receive payment from a corres
pondent bank for checks previously for

through the Federal Reserve System ?

warded for collection ?

A Dire Prediction of 1786
(From an advertisement of the Bank of New York and Trust Co.)
ATTACKS on Banking Systems— whatever the system - began
before the U . S . Government began .

In 1786 , the Bank of New York was charged with having en
couraged imports of foreign goods and brought about great scarcity
of specie. The only remedy suggested was the emission of paper

money by the State — which sounds familiar.
The Bank , it was contended, had destroyed private credit, as well

as the compassion formerly shown by creditors to debtors, by
enforcing payment at maturity of notes lodged in the Bank . And

the following dire prediction was made:

“ If their number is not restricted, should banks be permitted in
America , after the profits they yield are known, we may not alone
have one in every State, but also in every county of the different
States."

C BACHRACH

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
Bank and office architect and building specialist

M

R . BOSSOM was born in London in 1881 and
I obtained his early education at St. Thomas
Charterhouse School in that city. From the age of
eleven on he earned his entire education and living
expenses by scholarships and prizes. At the age of

seventeen he won admission to the Architectural

School of the Royal Academy of Arts, Piccadilly,
the youngest person who had done so in the 150 years
of existence of that institution. He spent several years
working on buildings as a carpenter and bricklayer,
plasterer and plumber in England, came to America
in 1903 and since that time has concentrated on the
design of bank and office buildings and large opera
tions generally, having been responsible for some of
the biggest buildings in the country. He holds a
very distinguished position in his profession and has
taken an active part in matters of public interest. He
recently founded the scholarship that will affect every

architectural school in England and will send over
students to America to study instructional economics

here. He is also founder of the system of prizes
throughout the high schools of New York for
cooperation in government.
-
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Operating room , Penzance, England, cable station

How the New York Banker Gets in
Instant Touch With London
By H . J. Forbes
1

ANKERS, brokers and merchants

that particular place as good as they

who file anywhere from one to might be ? Perhaps the message is ad
three hundred cablegrams daily dressed to someone somewhere in Tur
with the Western Union Telegraph key. Will the Greek censor pass it
Company for transmission abroad , as along if it is written in code and if
well as hundreds of others who send all

the sender has omitted to specify what

sorts and conditions of messages, some
cheerful, some sad , and some silly , to
their friends on the other side of the
Atlantic , will perhaps be interested in

the code is ? It may be for someone in
Moscow - -there is no knowing, from day
to day , how Lenin and Trotzky feel
about admitting cablegrams from a cap

knowing how cablegrams are transmit -

italistic outside world .

ted from the point of origin to the point

of a social nature from some lovelorn

of destination .

youth to his lady who is touring the bat

Is it a message

It is human nature, of course, for

tlefields, or is it an order on the London

everyone who files a cablegram to feel

stock exchange for the purchase of 1000

that his particular message is of the shares of Rand Mines? If it is really
utmost importance , that it should re- important, whomever it may be from
ceive immediate attention , be despatched and wherever it may be going, it is sure
without any delay , and the reply , if any, to receive the best service possible. It
be received with promptitude. There are must also be borne in mind that there
several points, however, for considera are hundreds of other messages piling
tion with which he may or may not be in all day and partly through the night
acquainted. The destination , for in - at the central cable office of the Western
stance - - are the facilities for reaching

Union , the assembling point of all east
209
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Here a message is being sent on a direct New York -London cable . The special typewriter perforates
the tape , and transmission is effected by this tape passing through an automatic transmitter

Here a message is being received on a direct New York -London cable. The operator types cablegrams
directly from a papertape running continuously before him

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
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Corner of operating room , Bay Roberts, Newfoundland

ward cablegrams, from all parts of the
United States, Canada , Mexico, South
America, the West Indies, and even as

Cablegrams consequently are classi
fied with regard to their relative im
portance, as follows: Stocks and for

far away as Australia, China and eign exchange transactions, cotton and
Japan .
grain quotations resulting in orders to
On the other hand, the facilities are buy and sell ; banking , shipping, in
so extensive and the methods of hand surance and all other commercial busi
ling so simple and efficient that there is ness ; private and social messages, and
no reason in the world why there should
be abnormal delay to any message,
whatever its nature.

CLASSIFYING CABLEGRAMS
“ Traffic” , as messages are termed in

“ deferred service” ( cheaper rate) cable

grams, cable letters subject to delivery
before noon the day after filing, and
week -end letters, mailed for delivery on
the following Monday.

The recent reduction in trans-Atlantic

cable office parlance, must , however, be cable rates, which became effective on
classified , or sooner or later there would April 20 last , provides a rate for each
be no traffic to classify. The reason is
obvious. Precedence must be given to a

of these classes of service.
Foreign exchange, stocks, cotton and

banker's or broker ' s order to purchase

grain orders and quotations circulating

foreign exchange or some stock on a

between the United States of America

rising London market , over a social in - and London , Liverpool, Manchester,
quiry as to " how the trip is going ”, but

Paris, Antwerp , Amsterdam , Berlin ,

any message reporting a death , or ad -

etc., are re- classified with regard to sta

dressed to a passenger on a steamer

tion of origin and point of destination ,

about to sail, or at sea, or to a hotel take special prefixes and numbers, and
abroad , is invariably forwarded with are transmitted on the direct New York
London cables , with the exception of
the least possible delay.

212
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Eastern Telegraph Company's cable station at Gibraltar

Liverpool and Manchester which will be

that they " work ” at a higher rate of
speed than any other cables in the

dealt with later on .
There are at present four direct-to -

world .

London cables, and one direct to Liverpool, and I feel quite safe in stating

jeopardizes accuracy in transmission ,
since it is obtained by the elimination

This high speed in no way

Connecting Miami-Barbados cable atMiami Beach , in August, 1922
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Splicing Miami shore end of Miami-Barbados cable

of re-transmission at points along the cables, there is a special telephone sys
line, through the installation of “ rotary

tem and special telegraphic wires in

regenerators" . These instruments, which

stalled within a few feet of the trans

are exclusively controlled by Western mitting and receiving instruments , at
Union patents, have made possible this the disposal of any banking or broker
greatly increased speed without, as age house that files this class of traffic .
stated before, jeopardizing accuracy. These arrangements minimize the pos
As a matter of fact, by eliminating re- sibility of more than a few seconds
transmission , the possibility of error is delay between the time of filing by the
greatly reduced .
sender and the time the message is
actually sent. Incoming messages are
SENDING BOTH WAYS AT ONCE ON
handed to the telephone or telegraph
SAME WIRE
operators stationed nearby and are for
Just imagine, four direct wires from warded to the addresses immediately ,
New York to London without a single the only delay being the time taken in
break , spanning in their entirety the telephoning or telegraphing each mes
2700 odd miles separating the two sage, letter by letter or figure by figure.
greatest cities in the world . These wires It can therefore be readily understood
are worked “ duplex ”, which means that how New York -London or London -New
by synchronizing the electrical currents York cablegrams can be transmitted ,
used for transmission ,messages are sent

received and delivered with the utmost

and received on each cable at the same despatch . It cannot be too strongly
time. In a very short while there will emphasized that no favoritism is shown,
be six of these direct-to-London cables " first come, first served” .
and one direct to Liverpool to handle
HOW COTTON CABLEGRAMS ARE SENT
that city and the surrounding centers
Cotton “ traffic ” , destined for Liver
of industry .

To insure the prompt placing of stock pool and Manchester, the two great cen
and foreign exchange messages on the ters of that industry in England , ema
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Cable ship “ Lord Kelvin "

Mechanism on cable ship for picking up broken cable

Splicing a broken cable before " paying " overboard
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Original cable landing at southwest point of Valentia, Ireland

nating from the Southern cotton belt or valuable percentage of a daily file , and
other centers in the United States, is receives service next to that accorded
rushed to New York on special “ cotton stock and cotton , but this discrimination
wires” and receives " stock ” service, ex - does not mean that the difference in
cept that it is forwarded on a direct time of delivery is considerable . These
cable to Liverpool. Cotton “ traffic” for messages are also forwarded on the di
cities other than Liverpool or Man - rect wires, if possible , but if those
chester, say London , Paris , Havre, Antwerp or Amsterdam , as well as grain

cables are “ full” , they are distributed
on the others according to their im

and all other messages classed as portance and their destination . The
" quotations” , receive a special prefix average delay does not amount to more
and are handled on the direct London

than half an hour to London and other

wires. If for Paris, Havre, Amsterdam great British financial cities, and per
or Antwerp , the delay in transmission haps slightly more to the continent,
beyond London is practically nil as the varying according to destination and the
Western Union has its own wires to facilities thereto . In addition to this ,
these four continental cities. As a mat- quite a large percentage of the ordinary
ter of fact, it is now possible to give a business " file " receives special attention ,
fifteen minute service , “ New York to determined by the class it represents.
Amsterdam and return ” .
“ Social” traffic is forwarded in the
Beyond these points messages are order of its time of filing , but even for

subject to the condition of telegraphic messages of this class, should immediate
communication . This is natural, as the

answers be required , prompt service is

Western Union has no control in the always forthcoming .
administration of its connecting com
panies,

" DEFERRED SERVICE " CABLEGRAMS

Banking traffic other than foreign

exchange transactions, shipping and in
surance , represents a very large and

Last, but not least , is the “ deferred

service” cablegram . Such a message
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must be written in plain English , may be forwarded to a registered
French , or in the language of the coun -

code name, but to the continent a

try to which it is going, and is, as its

full mailing address is necessary as

prefiix would suggest, “ deferred” . Un

these messages are mailed from Lon

less there happens to be a wire clear

don , and the indication , “ Post Lon

f all “ full” rate business, it is held

don ” , must also be added . The class

until the opportunity offers and is then
forwarded , but this condition occurs
very rarely as there is almost always

of service required , whether cable let
ter or week -end letter, is determined
by the prefix “ CLT” or “WLT” .

some way of “ getting it off ” without
All other factors being equal, and
much delay. In fact, it generally re- with such a service as has been out
ceives far better service than the stipu- lined , can wireless communication be
lations governing its transmission re- considered a serious rival of the sub
quire.

marine cable ? Not at present — not

The cable and week -end letter service until a similar service can be offered by
which was suspended during the war wireless and maintained consistently .
period , is again available to Great

This cannot be accomplished , primarily ,

Britain and the continent and offers to

until interference from atmospheric dis

the public a splendid opportunity to
send and receive cable information

turbances has been eliminated for all
time. Even if this is brought about

not dependent upon fast service at a

eventually, there will still be the lack of

ridiculously low charge. Such mes- secrecy, which is so essential in these
sages for Great Britain and Ireland days of keen competition .

Barnacles attached to cable

Some Bank Credit Problems
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE has secured the services of a capable bank credit man
to answer the inquiries of readers on current problems of the credit manager.
Questions of general interest to credit men and bankers will be answered and only
the initials of the person asking the question will be used . In case the question is
not one of particular interest to bank credit men as a whole or is one which has been
answered before, a reply will be made by mail.

In order that all questions may be answered intelligently, it is requested that
they be direct and to the point, but that sufficient necessary detail be included to
enable the editor to draw the proper conclusion. Inquiries should be addressed to
the Editor, Bank Credit Problems, THE BANKERS MAGAZINE, 71-73 Murray Street,
New York .- EDITOR.

QUESTION : I would like to re
ceive your opinion and advice regarding
the method that should be used in an
alyzing the financial statement of a
banking institution . Which are the
strong and weak points to look for in the

LIABILITIES
..... $ 25,000,000.00
Capital paid up ......
25,000,000.00
Surplus . ...
13,374,286.91
Undivided profits .....
Dividend payable July 2, 1923....
750 ,000 .00
8 ,686 .50
Dividends unpaid .......
$ 345,853, 767.06
Deposits .....
Bills payable and rediscounts with 29,000,000.00
Federal Reserve bank
Reserve for interest, taxes and
6,1,513,
366,338.
17
other purposes .........
235 .56

statement of condition of a financial
institution , and should any ratios be
considered and if so , as between which
of the items appearing on the state

Acceptances executed for cus
21,866, 713.84
tomers
Acceptances sold with our en -

ment? I will greatly appreciate as ex
tensive information as you are able to

$472, 151,219.37
LOANS AND DISCOUNTS

give me. - A . E . A .

dorsement

3,418,191.33

This is usually the largest item among
ANSWER : Part 1 - Before analyzing
any statement it is necessary to understand
clearly the items that compose it. Conse
quently we shall divide our answer into
two parts - first, an explanation of the
various assets and liabilities that appear on
the financial exhibit of a banking institution ;
second, an analysis of the statement itself
from the credit man's point of view .
In taking up the first part of our answer
it is necessary to present a typical bank

the assets of any bank statement and con
sists of promissory notes from individuals,
firms and corporations for money borrowed .
These promissory notes may be in the form
of straight loans which are on a time or de
mand basis and may be collateralled or un - .
secured ; or they may be in the form of dis
counts of the paper of customers and others.
These notes may be " single name", i. e.
representing only the obligation of the
maker of the note, or they may be endorsed

statement for inspection . The statement
printed below is the most recently published
of a large national bank and illustrates the

which gives the added value represented by
the endorser's responsibility. As a general
rule loans and discounts run for a period of

main points in question . We shall review

three or four months' time, although they

this, item by itern , explaining in detail what may be for six months or even longer. How
ever, if a person wants to borrow for a
is meant by each .
period of eight months, he usually gives a
RESOURCES
four months' note which he renews at ma
Loans and discounts .......... ........ ... $ 303,535 ,763. 35
31,625 . 25
29, 177,089. 76
United States securities........
6 ,461,887 .09
Other bonds and securities

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
Stock of Federal Reserve bank
Banking house ......

Cash in vault and due from
Federal Reserve bank
Due from banks and bankers ..
Exchanges for clearing house
Checks and other cash items
Interest accrued ......
Customers ' liability under ac
ceptances ........ ..

turity for four additional months. The
security in back of collateralled loans as a

general rule consists of all types of bonds
and stocks, preferably sound, marketable
and listed securities, although it may con
sist
of warehouse receipts, merchandise, real
41,761,716.05
6 , 227 ,331.01
estate mortgages, etc., etc. The term " lis
55, 181,413 .59 counts"
includes commercial paper pur
2, 431. 907 .70
1 ,500 ,000.00
4 ,000,000.00

1 , 395 ,371. 12
20,447, 114. 45

chased , notes and bills receivable of cus
bankers' acceptances discounted and the
tomers discounted, trade acceptances and

$472,151,219.37 paper of various borrowers (usually cus
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OTHER BONDS AND SECURITIES
tomers) discounted. In order to be eligible
is customary for banks to carry some
paper held by a member bank must measure of Ittheir
funds in other securities in order
up to certain rigid requirements imposed to diversify
their investments and obtain a
under the Federal Reserve Act, aiming to
weed out poor and long time paper. No wider range of earnings under varying con

for rediscount at the Federal Reserve bank,

National banks are not allowed to
bank is allowed to loan to any individual, ditions.
stocks of corporations unless they are
firm or corporation an amount exceeding own
to take them in liquidation of a debt.
one-tenth of its paid -in capital and unim forced
The main items included under the above
paired surplus. This rule, however, does not

for a national bank would be
apply to the discount of bills of exchange headingscounty
and other municipal bonds,
drawn in good faith against existing values, state,
and the discount of commercial or busi railroad and other public service corpora

ness paper actually owned by the person
negotiating the discount.
OVERDRAFTS

tion bonds, collateral trust and other cor
poration notes issued for not more than one
year nor less than three months, foreign
government bonds and securities, claims,
warrants, judgments, etc.

An overdraft is really a loan without se
STOCK OF FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

curity on which the bank secures no in
terest, and consists of amounts by which
depositors have overdrawn their accounts.
Overdrafts are frowned upon by the es

Banks which are members of the Federal

usually large amount on a statement it in

payments to be made at stipulated intervals

Reserve System are required to subscribe
to the capital stock of the Federal Reserve
tablished rules of banking in this country bank
in an amount equal to 6 per cent. of
and are a source of great annoyance to
bankers. If this item appears in an un their paid up capital and surplus, certain
and others at the call of the Federal Re
dicates that the bank in question is not en serve
Board . Up to date, member banks
forcing conservative practices regarding
balance requirements of depositors. Oc have only been required to pay one half of

total amount, i. e. 3 per cent. of their
casionally overdrafts are carried as part of the
capital and surplus. The stock pays 6
per cent. cumulative dividends, exempt from

loans and discounts.

UNITED STATES SECURITIES

all taxes.

BAN KING HOUSE

The great bulk of United States securi
ties held by banks is for purposes of capital
investment. In times of easy money when
the demand for funds from the bank 's cus
tomers is not sufficient to keep the major
portion of the bank's loanable resources
busy in " Loans and Discounts” , this item to

This represents the real estate and build
ing owned by the bank for the purpose of
conducting its business. Banks are not al
lowed to buy real estate for investment,
although occasionally real estate is acquired
in the settlement of a debt, but this must be
disposed of in five years ( see section 5137

gether with that of “Other Bonds and Se of the National Bank Act ). Under Section
curities” will be heavy. Aside from pur 24 of the Federal Reserve Act banks may
poses of investment and desire to keep their now
loan on real estate under certain con
resources in liquid shape, however, national

ditions for periods not longer than five
banks are required by law to keep United years,
they are not situated in
States bonds on deposit with the Treasurer central provided
reserve cities. Banking houses are
of the United States in Washington up to usually carried
at a very conservative valua
25 per cent. of their capital, to secure their tion and sometimes
are charged down to
circulation . Nationalbanks are also required almost
figures.
nominal
to deposit United States bonds as security
for any United States funds that may be
CASH IN VAULT AND DUE FROM FEDERAL
deposited with them . Again , banks may
RESERVE BANK
borrow from the Federal Reserve bank or
correspondent institutions with l'nited
All banks are required by law to carry a
States bonds as collateral, or they may put certain portion of their deposits in cash ,
up such bonds as collateral for state de- either in their own
vaults or in other banks
posits. At the present time many banks are called reserve agents.
In accordance with
carrying United States Government securi the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act,
ties as an investment because their sale at national banks in central reserve cities, re
market price would entail a considerable serve cities and country banks are required
loss. United States bonds are usually car- to maintain balances with the Federal Re
ried on the statement at par value, not serve banks in their districts of 13, 10 and
market.

7 per cent. respectively of demand deposits,
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and 3 per cent. regardless of the situation of when it comes due; at the same time the
customer creates an obligation to provide
national banks, cash in the bank's own vaults the funds to meet the draft at maturity.
does not count as a lawful reserve, nor does
This obligation, represented by notes or
that carried with institutions other than other forms of security, the bank holds, and
Federal Reserve banks. This cash in vault it is carried on the statement as an asset
is commonly called “ till money” and is kept under the heading " Customer's Liability
on hand to take care of the daily counter under Acceptances” . In accordance with
the provisions of the Federal Reserve Act,
needs of the depositors.
the bank, of time deposits. In the case of

DCE FROM BANKS AND BAN KERS

This represents balances due from other
banks for deposit accounts which have been
created largely by items sent to them for
collection . Every bank in the country is

banks may accept domestic or foreign drafts
under certain restrictions, and may lend
up to 50 per cent. of their capital and sur
plus on domestic acceptances and up to 100
per cent. of capital and surplus on combined

foreign and domestic acceptances, provided

the approval of the Federal Reserve Board
is obtained ; in no case, however, must do

daily handling a great quantity of such
items which , upon collection, are credited mestic paper exceed 50 per cent.
to the account of the sending bank , thus
building up a cash balance. “ Due from
CAPITAL PAID-UP
Banks and Bankers" may also represent
balances carried for " exchange" with out
This represents the paid up capital stock
of-town banks (i. e. to meet the needs of of the bank, i. e. the bank 's liability to its
customers who do business in other cities stockholders. When a bank is first organized
and require drafts on these cities). It may the necessary working capital is supplied by
the sale of stock . Although the par value
also include balances with foreign banks.
EXCHANGES FOR CLEARING HOUSE
These represent checks which have been

of these shares is always $ 100, the stock is
sold for a larger amount in order to create
a surplus. For instance, stock with a par

received in the subject bank during the

value of $ 100 is subscribed to on a basis of,
say, $ 115 per share, and assuming that the

course of the day and which will be settled
through the clearing-house the following
morning. Upon presentation at the clearing -

bank is capitalized at $ 100,000 , this will
provide a surplus of $ 15 ,000 on which to
commence business. No national bank is

house these drafts will be offset by a quan - allowed to commence business until 50 per
tity of other checks drawn on the subject cent. of its capital stock is paid in ; the re
bank and presented by other banks for mainder must be paid up at least six months
collection. The net amount will then be thereafter. Under Federal law as well as

paid or collected .

the banking laws of most states, stock
holders of banks, in case of insolvency, are
liable to an assessment equal to the face

CHECKS AND OTHER CASH ITEMS
amount of their shareholdings. This is com
This represents cash items drawn on banks monly spoken of as the " double liability"
located in the same city as the subject in of stockholders and provides an additional
stitution , which are not members of the protection to depositors. The stockholders
local clearing-house and do not clear of the bank are the owners of its business
through member banks. They are collected and are entitled to its profits and liable for

direct from the banks on which they are

its losses.

drawn .
SURPLUS

INTEREST ACCRUED

This item represents all the interest which
is owing the subject bank up to date on its
loans and discounts , United States securi
ties and other bonds, securities and invest
ments, but which has not been collected
because it is not yet due. It is this in
terest which has accumulated since the last
regular interest-paying period but which
will not come due until the maturity of the
loan or the regular stipulated interest
paying period.

The surplus of a bank is created , as ex

plained above, by an original contribution
by shareholders at the time of subscrip
tion to capital stock . It is increased by the
addition of accumulated earnings. The
surplus of a bank is always fixed ; it can
only be added to by action of the board

of directors in transferring earnings from
undivided profits to surplus. The surplus of
a bank acts as an additional protection
to depositors and serves to increase the book
value of the stock . If the losses of a

bank should wipe out its undivided profits,
the capital of the bank could not be impaired
When a bank accepts a draft drawn upon until the surplus had first been consumed .

CUSTOMERS' LIABILITY UNDER ACCEPTANCES

it, it assumes a liability to meet the draft

No national bank is allowed to declare divi
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dends until the surplus amounts to 20 per deposited . Are negotiable and usually bear
a high rate of interest. Savings accounts
These are savings deposits exactly similar

cent. of the capital stock . All banks at
tempt to build up a good surplus as it is
looked upon as an assurance of solvency
and an evidence of conservatism .
UNDIVIDED PROFITS

This is similar to surplus except that it is

not fixed and subject to increase by action
of the board of directors. It really serves as
a reserve out of which dividendsmay be paid
in the event earnings do not provide for

them . The undivided profit account is in

to those of a savings bank , are not subject
to check , can be withdrawn only on presen
tation of passbook and are on a time basis.
l'sually draw high rate of interest. United
States Deposits---Represent funds deposited
by the United States Treasury . They may
also represent postal savings deposits, de
posits from Government agents resulting
from tax revenue collections, and from the
sale of Government bonds. Certified checks
outstanding--- These are often consolidated

creased at various intervals during the year under the heading of deposits. They repre
by transferring earnings to it, after a cer sent certified checks which have not been
tain amount has been set aside to take care returned to the bank for payment. When
of interest and expenses. This account thus a check is certified the amount of the check
reflects the current earnings of the bank, is immediately charged to the account of the
all expenses, dividends, interest, taxes, etc. maker and a certified check account receives
being charged to it and earnings credited an offsetting credit. Cashier's checks out

to it. The undivided profits account will
usually increase steadily in good times, but
remains more or less stationery or some
times decreases in periods of depression .
r the undivided profits account has
grown to a considerable size and is more
than sufficiently large to cover current ex
penses some of it is transferred to surplus
and becomes part of the fixed working
capital of the bank.
DIVIDENDS PAYABLE JULY 2, 1923
DIVIDENDS UNPAID

standing- These are also often consolidated
under the heading of deposits. A cashier's
check is the bank 's draft on itself signed by
one of its own officers and is used in pay
ment of the bank 's expenses. It constitutes

an obligation until paid .
BILLS PAYABLE AND REDISCOUNTS WITH
FEDERAL PESERVE BANK

Before the advent of the Federal Reserve
System banking credit in this country, par
ticularly in times of tight money, was re

stricted and no satisfactory means was pro
vided for the distribution of the country's
loanable funds. Consequently it was neces
DEPOSITS
sary for banks to keep much larger cash
Deposits constitute the principal portion reserves
than at the present time in order
of the liabilities of any bank and represent to provide for unexpected demand. The
the obligations of the bank to its customers Federal Reserve Act has remedied this dif
for funds left on deposit. In this case the ficulty and provided us an elastic money
deposits have been lumped together and are system . Banks which are members of the
not classified according to type. In general Federal Reserve System (compulsory with
they may be separated as follows: Individual national banks) may now rediscount eli

These two items are self explanatory.

deposits - This is a general term applied
to all deposits other than those of banks,

gible paper with the Federal Reserve bank
or borrow with United States Government

bankers and the United States Treasury .
Time deposits — This is also a general term
applied to deposits which are on a time
basis , that is, subject to notice of a stip

must of course bear the bank's endorsement.

bonds as collateral. The paper rediscounted
It is such borrowings and rediscounts that

ulated number of days before withdrawal,

constitute “ Bills Payable and Rediscounts
with Federal Reserve Banks”.

and usually bear a high rate of interest.
Demand deposits-- This refers in general to

RESERVE FOR INTEREST, TAXES AND OTHER

all deposits subject to check and withdrawal
without notice. State deposits — These con
stitute deposits by the state treasurer or
comptroller which usually must be secured
by state bonds or by surety bonds. Postal
savings deposits- Refers to deposits made
hy the local post office authorities which
consist of postal savings deposits. They are
secured by Government, state and municipal
bonds deposited with the Postal Savings

These are reserves which are set up to
have accrued but are not yet due. They
include real estate taxes, excess profits
and income taxes, interest payable on de
posits, etc., etc., which have accrued up to
statement date. If these reserves were not
shown on the statement the profit account of

Commissioner in Washington. Certificates
of deposit - These may be demand or time
and constitute certificates issued for money

the bank would be inflated by an equal
amount and consequently would not present
a true condition of affairs.

PURPOSES

cover the fixed charges of the bank which
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a trust company, or a firm , company, per

son or corporation engaged in the business
When a bank discounts a customer's note of granting bankers' acceptance credits" .
it deducts in advance the amount of the We take the liberty of quoting from a
interest charge for the period of the loan pamphlet issued by the Chemical National
and credits the customer's account with the Bank of New York , which explains clearly
balance. It is thus anticipating earnings. some of the restrictions in connection with
Consequently it is necessary for the bank to these acceptances. “National banks are
show on its statement as an offsetting authorized to make such acceptances when
liability the unearned discount, i. e. the dis they are based on : ( 1) The export or import
count charges representing the unmatured of goods from and to the United States,
portion of the loan. For instance, if the

or between foreign countries ; ( 2 ) the ship

discount charges on a customer's 120 dayment of goods within the United States
note are $ 100, and ninety days (or three provided that the bill at the time of its
quarters) of the period for which the dis
count runs have already expired , the un

earned discount will be $25.
ACCEPTANCES EXECUTED FOR CUSTOMERS

acceptance is accompanied by shipping
documents ; (3 ) the storage within the
United States of readily marketable goods,
provided the acceptor of the bill is secured
by warehouse, terminal or other similar re
ceipt; (4 ) the storage of goods which have
actually been sold provided the acceptor

This is an offsetting item to the “ Cus
tomers' liability under Acceptances”. It of the bill is secured by pledge of such
represents the liability of the bank assumed goods.
through letters of credit issued or accept
"Other limitations on the power of na
ances executed . The difference of about tional banks to accept bills of exchange are :

(1) That a bank cannot have a total amount
of its acceptances outstanding at any one
time exceeding 100 per cent. of its capital
and surplus; ( 2 ) that maturity on such
the bank in advance.
bills is limited to six months' sight ; ( 3) that
ACCEPTANCES SOLD WITH OUR ENDORSEMENT the total amount accepted for the account
of any customer of the bank is limited to
These are acceptances of other banks 10 per cent. of the bank's capital and sur
which have been purchased by the subject plus, unless the bank is secured either by
institution and later endorsed and resold. attached documents or by some other actual
A hanker's acceptance has been defined security growing out of the same transaction
by the Federal Reserve Board as " A bill of as the acceptance."
( To be Continued in Next Issue )
exchange in which the acceptor is a bank or
$ 1,400 ,000 in favor of the " Acceptances

executed for Customers" is accounted for
by acceptances on which cash has been paid

New York Banks Plan 20,000 Salary Increases
PLANS to increase the salaries of
bank employees and to bring their
pay more into line with that received
by workers in other professions are
being considered in the financial district. Upward of 20 ,000 men and
women will be benefited directly or in -

even work requiring a greater amount
of mentality is still underpaid in many
instances and it is with a view to
bringing these salaries more into line
with living costs that the present fun
damental change is slowly taking place
in the banking world .

directly, it is expected , and if the con
templated changes here prove as suc

MAY ELIMINATE BONUSES

cessful as it is hoped institutions in

One of the first things which it is

other parts of the country will likely expected to eliminate will be the pres
follow suit. As yet the movement has
not passed much beyond the preliminary
stage, but it is expected that at least
one of the city 's largest banks will an

ent bonus system which grew up as a
compensation for lower rates of pay .

An argument in its favor was that it
gave the employe a chance to share pro

nounce a complete revision of wage

rata in the profits of the institution . In

policy this autumn or early winter.

prosperous years this system proved

Probably more than any other em -

highly satisfactory , but in

the lean

years such as 1921 it proved more of a

ploye, the man in the bank has been
left behind in the post-war shuffle to
bring wages up to living costs , accord

burden than an aid.
In place of the bonus system , ac

ing to bank officers who have studied

cording to the plans of several institu

the situation . Other types of “ white
collar” workers are receiving 10 to 100
per cent. more salary than their

tions, the amount regularly devoted to
this purpose will be divided among the
workers in the form of salary increases.

equivalents in the banking field , and a
comparison of an average rank and file

This will not mean a blanket increase, it
was stated , but those men and women

bank clerk 's salary with the pay re - whose efficiency records warrant it will
ceived by skilled manual workers, as, receive comparatively large increases.
for example, bricklayers, plasterers, The inefficient will be shifted into other
plumbers or painters, reveals a great lines of work or shunted out of the
contrast.

banking field entirely .

With living costs practically double
the pre-war scale and with their pay
practically unchanged , bank employees

Another important point which is re
ceiving the consideration of executives
is in the matter of pension systems.
“ Our men give the institution ten ,
twenty or thirty of the best years of
their lives” , said one officer. “ After a
man reaches an advanced age he is no
longer of use possibly to the institution ,
but is it right that we, as the bank 's
officers, should let such a man leave us
without some kind of a reward ? We
feel that it is not, and as a corrective

have been undergoing a forlorn strug
gle for survival. This struggle, how ever, has been made easier by the
knowledge that promotions come com paratively quickly and that with promotions come increases in pay at a rate
which few other professions offer. The
rank and file worker has been averaging
as base pay in most institutions around

$ 75 a month for women and $ 100 a of this possibility we are studying vari
month for men. These salaries , it is ex- ous kinds of pension systemswhich will
plained , are paid only for the lowest fill the bill. This plan will not be un
form of clerical labor such as counting like those in vogue with some of the
coupons on bonds or some other work more progressive industrial concerns."

requiring no great mental effort. But
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Banking and Commercial Law
Important Decisions of Current Interest Handed Down by State and Federal Courts
Upon Questions of the Law of Banking and Negotiable Instruments

Deposit for Purpose of Paying after Prickett presented the check for
payment and was told by Pruet, then
Certain Check
president of the bank , that Randall had
First National Bank of Ashland v. Prickett,
Court of Appeals of Alabama, 95
So . Rep . 920.

NE Randall gave to the plaintiff

no funds on deposit with which to pay

the check , but that, if Prickett would
leave the check with him (Pruet ) , he

would try to collect it for him . The
check was not then deposited, but was

a check for $ 104 drawn on the left with Pruet for the purpose stated.
defendant bank , which check the
Subsequently one J. Q . Adams and
defendant bank refused to pay on the Randall executed a note to the bank and
ground of insufficient funds. The presi-

secured a loan of $ 225 .

dent of the bank , however, told the between
plaintiff that if he would

leave the

It was agreed

Randall , Adams, and one

White, Pruet's successor as president of

check , he (the president) would try to

the bank, that the money so borrowed

collect it. The president subsequently
left the bank and was superseded in

was to be used for the special purpose

office by another.
Some time later, a deposit of $ 225

should be placed to the credit of Ran

was made to the credit of Randall and
it was agreed with the bank that this

of purchasing a house-moving outfit
from one Slaughter, and that themoney
dall and payable on his check to
Slaughter.
Pruet, who still held

money would be held to pay a specified Prickett's check from Randall, being in
check in favor of one Slaughter. The formed by an employee of the bank that
ex -president, hearing of this deposit in a deposit had been made to Randall's
Randall' s account, deposited the plain favor, made a deposit slip for Prickett,
tiff's check and it was charged to Ran
which was deposited , Prickett's account
the

was credited , Randall' s account debited ,

The new president, upon

and there was mailed to Prickett a re

learning of these facts, canceled the

ceipt. White , then president of the bank ,

dall's

account and

plaintiff's.

credited

to

credit in favor of the plaintiff, and
Slaughter's check was paid upon

was absent when this attempted pay
ment was made.
presentment.
A check was drawn by Randall in
The plaintiff then brought this action favor of Slaughter for $ 225. In due
against the defendant bank. It was course it was received by the bank , and
held that the plaintiff could not re payment thereof declined because of
cover. The $ 225 deposit was made for lack of funds. White, being informed
the purpose of paying a particular of the fact , directed that the attempted
check and could not be diverted to the payment to Prickett be canceled, and
plaintiff's check or to any other pur the check in favor of Slaughter paid
pose .

in accordance with
OPINION

his agreement

with Adams and Randall. Thereupon

Prickett was notified of the withdrawal
Action by J . B . Prickett against the

of the credit, his account was debited

First National Bank of Ashland. Judg- to the amount of $ 104, Randall's ac
ment for plaintiff, and defendant ap- count was credited by a like amount,
and the check in favor of Slaughter, for
peals. Reversed and remanded.
P . O . Randall gave his check for $ 225 was paid .
$ 104 to J . B . Prickett , drawn on the
Thereafter Prickett brought this suit
First National Bank of Ashland . There against the bank . The trial court, sit
225
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ting without a jury, rendered judgment An erroneous or temporary diversion
for the plaintiff, and from that judg- of the same by one of the officials or
ment the defendant prosecutes this ap- agents of the bank was not binding on
peal.
it in such sense as that it could not

BRICKEN , P . J.

The complaint recharge the same to the “mistaken de

fails to aver, and the evidence to show ,
that there was due demand made on the

positor's account” , and credit that
amount to the true or special deposit

bank for payment after the deposit of

account.

$ 104 was transferred to the account of

Bank , supra . There was no question of

Mr. Randall, in correction of error in
the first deposit to the account of

the right of a bona fide third person in
the moneys thus surcharged by the

Prickett, paid

bank .

out of the Randall -

Adamsspecial fund . The requisite con ditions precedent to a collection against
a bank for funds on general deposit in
such bank and subject to withdrawal,
were discussed in First National Bank
of Montgomery v . Williams, 206 Ala .
394 , 90 South . 340 ;McCreless v. Tenn .
Valley Bank ( Ala . Sup .) 94 South . 722 ;
Tobias v . Josiah Morris & Co., 126 Ala .
535 , 28 South .517,
A special deposit in a bank , or
moneys for a specific purpose, remains

McCreless V . Tenn . Valley

The original draft or check left with
the bank for collection by J . B .
Prickett was drawn in his favor by P .
O . Randall, and by error paid , or re
ported paid , by the misappropriation of
a part of the proceeds of the special
deposit in question . In the act of the
attempt at collection of Prickett' s check
by the bank , the bank was the agent of

the payee, the plaintiff, and any error
made by such agent in such attempt at
collection must be visited upon Prickett

the property of the depositor or the as the principal in such action. The
beneficiary of the special deposit, as the

correction as to plaintiff' s account was

case may be, until the terms of such made in due course and according to the
deposit or escrow have been complied justice of the circumstances .
with , or until such terms have been

modified
Jones v .
203 , 89
Bank v .

If the court erred in

overruling

by the parties at interest. demurrer to the complaint, it is imma
First National Bank , 206 Ala . terial, since therewas error in rendering
South . 437 ; First National judgment against the defendant.
Hall, 119 Ala . 64, 24 South.
The judgment of the circuit court is

526 ; First National Bank v . Henry , 159

reversed , and the case is remanded .

Ala . 367, 49 South . 97 ; Hutchinson v .
National Bank of Commerce, 145 Ala .

CO :

196 , 41 South . 143.

The preponderance of the evidence
was such as plainly and palpably to
show that the judgment is wrong. Cobb

Wrongful Indorsement of
Cashier's Checks

v . Malone, 92 Ala . 630 , 9 South. 738. Morris & Bailey Steel Company v . Bank of
The evidence shows without dispute that
Pittsburgh, Nat. Ass'n , Supreme Court
the $ 225 was in fact borrowed from

of Pennsylvania, 120 Atl. Rep . 698.

the bank by Mr. Adams on note given
by him and Mr. Randall for $ 225 . The

One Schwartz , being indebted to the

proceeds were deposited in said bank plaintiff , drew two checks for the
to the credit of the makers of the note amount of the indebtedness on the de
for a specific purpose— to pay a certain fendant bank . The checks were taken
and designated draft to “ Dr. Slaughter to the defendant bank by Leder, who
for a house-moving outfit ” . No part of was Schwartz's agent. Leder delivered
such funds, under the law of such de- the checks to the bank and the bank
posit, could be diverted or applied by thereupon issued two cashier's checks
the bank , without consent of Adams and payable to the plaintiff's order. In
Randall, to a different use or purpose. stead of delivering these checks to the
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plaintiff , Leder indorsed them in the ant bank , upon which they were drawn,
name of the plaintiff, by his name as
attorney, deposited them in his own
bank and collected the proceeds. He

and in lieu thereof it issued two cash
ier's checks, " payable to the order of
the plaintiff , and delivered the same to

had no authority to so indorse the cash- one Benjamin Leder on behalf of the
ier 's checks.
plaintiff” , and “ charged the amounts
The plaintiff brought suit on the thereof to the account of the said
cashier's checks against the defendant Adolph M . Schwartz, and then and
bank , by which they had been issued. there appropriated the money of the
Upon the trial, judgment was given in

said

favor of the defendant bank . The plain -

amounts of said checks, to the payment

Adolph

M . Schwartz, in

the

tiff appealed and on the appeal it was thereof”. Instead of sending the cash
held that the plaintiff was entitled to re- ier's checks to plaintiff, Leder indorsed
cover the amount of the cashier's checks them in the name of plaintiff, by him
from the bank . It was held to be im
self as attorney , deposited them in his
material that the plaintiff had no knowl- own bank , it in turn presented them to

edge of the issuance of the cashier's

defendant, by which they were " paid

checks and had received neither the

and retained

cashier's checks nor the original checks.

and legally paid ” .

*

*

*

as if actually

“Leder had no

authority from the plaintiff to indorse

OPINION

said cashier' s checks *

*

*

or to

appropriate the proceeds thereof" , and
Action by the Morris & Bailey Steel defendant had no right to pay them
Company against the Bank of Pitts
burgh , National Association . Judgment
for defendant, and plaintiff appeals.

upon
the asfaith
indorsements.
Plaintiff,
soon ofas his
it learned of the
facts. requested defendant to deliver

Reversed , and a procedendo awarded
SIMPSON , J . Plaintiff appeals
from a judgment of the court below in

the checks to it , plaintiff ; this being re
fused , the present suit was brought.
Eliminating tautology, and also all

favor of defendant,
on points
points of
law
of law
int, on

allegations which offend against the rule
forbidding speaking demurrers, the
affidavit of defense asserts that the
averments of plaintiff' s claim are “ gen

raised in the affidavit of defense .

In

considering the right to have such a
judgment, no weight can be given to an

objection that the statement of claim is
too " vague, indefinite and insufficient to
support the action " ; this and all similar

averments, even

if justified ,, being
being.
wholly immaterial in such ined
an inquiry

It must appear from the statement it

erally
[totoo ] vague, indefinite and insuf
ficient
ficient
to support the action " , in that
u it does no
( 1 ) it “ does not set forth sufficiently

any plaintiff”
contract made
with
the
does not show
; ( 2 ) by
it “defendant
that any consideration , valuable or

self, “ as a 'question of law ', that otherwise, passed from the plaintiff to
plaintiff is not entitled to recover" , and the defendant” ; ( 3 ) it appears there
if there are real doubts regarding this from “ that neither of said checks had
they must be resolved against entering been delivered * * * to the plain
the judgment. Rhodes v. Terheyden , tiff
an by reason thereof the only
tiff , and

272 Pa. 397, 116 Atl. 364 ; Franklin
Sugar Refining Co. v. Lykens Mercan
tile Co., 274 Pa. 206 , 117 Atl. 780.
The statement avers that one Adolph

M . Schwartz , who was a depositor in

action of plaintiff is against the said
Adolph M . Schwartz on his original in

debtedness” ; (4 ) it " does not allege
sufficiently a legal demand upon the de
fendant
for the
amountchecks”
claimed; (5to ) beit
due on said
cashier's

the defendant bank , was and still is in
debted to plaintiff in two sums of money, “ does not allege plaintiff had any
in payment for which he, or his agent, knowledge of or authorized the procure
Benjamin Leder, drew two checks; they ment of the said cashier's checks, and

were taken by the latter to the defend - does not allege the said plaintiff agreed
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with the defendant or with Schwartz to

the checks, which defendanthad wrong

accept said cashier's checks, or any

fully paid , received , and retained

other checks in liquidation of the in -

though thereby acquiring no title to

debtedness” ; and ( 6 ) it “ shows on its

them or their proceeds.

face that plaintiff is guilty of such delay

if we could , at this time, consider de

Finally , even

in notifying the defendant of the illegal

fendant's contention as to delay in giv

and fraudulent indorsement on the said

ing notice — the burden of proof of the

cashier's checks by said Leder, as to

exculpatory fact, if any there was, being

prevent any recovery from the defend - upon defendant — the record , as now
made up , discloses no reason why suit
ant in this action ” .
Overlooking , for present purposes within the statutory period , without

that some of these suggested defenses, other notice , would not be sufficient.
Any further statement, at the present
if valid at all, may be available only to
Schwartz, and limiting ourselves en time, regarding the law of the case ,
tirely to the record as now made up, might possibly embarrass the court be
there is , when the above-stated rules of low at the trial, and this court on
law are applied , a plain answer to each appeal, if from the evidence produced a
By the checks in

jury might find any material variation

suit defendant contracts to pay the

from the averments of the statement,

amount thereof to plaintiff, or on its
order, upon their being presented for

which wemust now accept as true ; for
this reason we abstain from further dis

that purpose ; the consideration for so

cussion thereof.

doing being defendant's implied agreement with Schwartz, as its depositor,

As provided in section 20 of the Prac
tice Act of May 14 , 1915 , P . L . 483

of these contentions.

and the credit of those sums against his ( Pa. St. 1920, $ 17200 ), defendant will
account. That plaintiff did not know of be entitled to file a supplemental affida
the issuance of, and had not received ,
either the original or the cashier's
checks, are matters of no moment. The
latter belonged either to plaintiff or
Schwartz , who, so far as this record
shows, makes no claim to them , even if

he had a legal right so to do. Wemust
assume Leder had authority to draw
and deliver the original checks in favor
of plaintiff, and as the cashier's checks,
issued in lieu of them , were intended for

vit of defense within fifteen days after
the return of the record. Pottash v .
Hartenfeld Bag Co., 267 Pa. 96 , 110
Atl. 147.
The judgment of the court below is.
reversed , and a procedendo awarded .

action of Leder up to the time he re

Notice of Dishonor Held
Unnecessary

ceived them . This did not operate as a

Mercer v. Nevins, New York Supreme Court,

ratification of his subsequent wrong in

Appelate Division, 199 N . Y . Supp . 75 .

plaintiff, it had a right to ratify the

indorsing the checks, his conduct in this
respect being repudiated both before

The defendant executed a promissory

and by this suit. That plaintiff did not

note as president of a corporation and

agree to accept the checks in liquidation
of Schwartz's indebtedness to it is a
matter of indifference ; unless the parties

indorsed it individually . On the day
before the note matured , the defendant
executed and indorsed individually a

agree otherwise, checks are presumed to proposed renewal note and forwarded
have been delivered and accepted merely
as collateral security ( Phila . v. Neill,
211 Pa. 353, 60 Atl. 1033 ) , and this
status continues until they are actually
paid . The letters attached to the state- '
ment constitute an explicit demand for

the same together with a check to cover
the interest due. The defendant knew
that the maker corporation did not in
tend to pay the note at maturity and
could not pay it .
It was held that, under the circum
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posed renewal note, and forwarded the

defendant notice of dishonor in order same, together with a check to cover
to charge him with liability as indorser. the interest due, to the plaintiff's as
The facts recited constituted an implied signor ; that the defendant, Nevins,
waiver of notice .

OPINION
Appeal from Supreme Court, New
York County .
Action by Frederick

knew thatthemaker, the defendant cor
poration , did not intend to pay the note
at maturity, and could not pay it, be
cause the defendant Nevins advanced to
the corporation all the money used by
the latter, which had no bank account,

W . Mercer and never issued checks in payment of
against Thomas A . Nevins and another. any bills, all of such being paid by the
From a judgment entered on a directed defendant Nevins.
verdict for the named defendant, and
It is conceded that the sending of the
from an order denying plaintiff's motion renewal note constituted a waiver of
for a new trial, and to set aside the presentation . This, taken in connection

verdict, plaintiff appeals. Judgment with all the other circumstances men
and order reversed, and judgment di tioned above, shows also a waiver of
rected for plaintiff against the named notice of protest. O 'Bannon Co. v. Cur
defendant.
ran , 129 App. Div . 90, 113 N . Y . Supp .
FINCH , J. The action was brought 359 ; Sheldon v. Horton , 43 N . Y . 93 , 3
by the plaintiff , as the assignee of a

Am . Rep . 669. Had the note been pre

note made by the defendant Hydrocar-

sented , either it would not have been

bon Converter Company, and indorsed paid , or would have been paid by the
by the defendant Thomas A . Nevins. defendant Nevins, and in either event
The complaint alleged a waiver of

said defendant must necessarily have

presentation and of a notice of protest.

had notice of such presentation , and, if

The answer admitted all the material

it had not been paid , of the nonpayment.

allegations of the complaint, except that

The defendant Nevins occupied such a

it denied the alleged waiver, and as a

position towards the Hydrocarbon Con

defense set up a failure of presentation

verter Company that he possessed more

and notice of protest. Whether or not
there was this waiver was the only issue
litigated.
It appears that the defendant Nevins
is the president of the defendant corporation ; that he executed the note as
president of the said corporation , and
indorsed it individually ; that the office
of the corporation was kept in the office
of Nevins, and its books maintained
there ; that on the day before the
maturity of the note the defendant
Nevins, as president as aforesaid , executed and individually indorsed a pro -

notice than any notice of protest in and
by itself could have possibly given .
Acts in which said defendant partici
pated brought about this situation , and
hence the waiver required by the statute
is present. Negotiable Instruments
Law , $ 180 ; O 'Bannon Co. v . Curran ,
supra ; Sheldon v. Horton , supra .
It follows that the judgment should
be reversed , with costs and disburse
ments, and judgment directed for the
plaintiff against the defendant Nevins,
as demanded in the complaint, with
costs. All concur.

Record Gathering at A . 1. B. Convention
in Cleveland
Institute Celebrates With Its “ Pioneers” , and Plans
Advanced Educational Program

By D . Richard Young
Special Correspondent for The BankERS MAGAZINE
“ The present convention is different
from all others” , said John H .
Puelicher, president of the American
Bankers Association afterwards, “be

cause of the ‘pioneer' idea — coming back
to Cleveland after twenty years. A
great many of the older A . I. B . men
came here, and all had a wonderful time
at the pioneers' dinner, the golf tourna
ment and the discussions.

I believe it

will be a real factor in renewing the in
terest of the older men in the institute.

" Another feature is the appointment
of Mr. Miller as educational director

a man of such splendid qualifications
and experience, who understands the
genius of the institute.

“ A third feature is thatthe convention
just held was the largest of any , and
had the largest attendance of women .

They showed a great interest and had
many very interesting papers and dis
cussions regarding the problems of the
bank woman of today and tomorrow .”

“ The significant thing about this con
CLARENCE R . CHANEY
? President A . I. B., assistant cashier Northwestern
National Bank , Minneapolis

N HE twenty- first annual conven1 tion of the American Institute of
- Banking , which was held in Cleveland July 16 to 20 was not only the
largest and most successful yet held , but
was marked by a number of unusual
features.

Cleveland is the city where the first

vention , in my opinion ” , stated Carter

E . Talman , retiring president of the
A . I. B., “ is that it represents the get
ting together of employer and employee
to discuss their problems and work th
out in a manner beneficial to employer,
employee and the public . In this re
spect it is in contrast with the labor
troubles' of certain industries, having
strikes, violence , lock -outs, loss of time
and general disorganization with its
harmful effect on all society. This is

convention was held , in 1903, and the

evidenced by the attendance of hun

present “ reunion ” was attended by a
large number of the “ pioneers” who had

dreds of bank officers holding the high
est positions in their communities, to

originally founded the institute and had
attended the first convention twenty

discuss these things and raise the
standards of banking .
“ I consider as important the resolu

years ago.
230
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tion declaring that promotion should be
based on merit, rather than on seniority,
favoritism , etc . Of course this conven
tion is larger than ever before.”
When Clarence R . Chaney, newly
elected president of the A . I. B . was
asked his opinion regarding the con
vention just completed , he stated , “ The

most significant feature is the enlarged
educational program

that has been

planned . The heart of the American
Institute of Banking is its work in
training the bank officers and employees

throughout the country to be better
bankers. Heretofore, its study courses
have been limited to the two-year
' standard course', plus some special or
advanced courses. Now , however, we
have come to realize the necessity for a

continuation of study after these stand
ard courses have been completed . We
need to provide educational work for the
older men, to help them , and to hold
their interest in the institute . Such is

the program of advanced courses which
has now been planned , under the super
vision of such an able educator and

STEPHEN I. MILLER , JR .
Educational director A . I. B ., formerly dean of College
of Business Administration , University

banker as Stephen I. Miller.”
The above statement calls to mind a
remark made to the Institute by Frank
A . Vanderlip some years ago : " The
banker who considers his education com

of Washington

features for the entertainment of the
delegates and guests.
Most of the bankers arrived in Cleve

plete upon his graduation from high
Monday morning, July 16 . This
school or college is doomed to failure” . land
The alternative is for him to keep on year there were special trains bringing
studying for the rest of his life, and this them from the East, the West and the
is evidently what the A . I. B . now feels South. The official registration was
nearly 2500, which compared with
he should do.
about 900 at Portland last year, and
AN INTERESTING PROGRAM

1200 at Milwaukee in 1921. When the

The program in general was planned

first convention was held in Cleveland
twenty years ago, there were a mere

along much the same lines as the A . B .

handful in comparison . Between these

A . convention in New York last fall, two dates the A . I. B. membership has
and worked out with equal smoothness

increased from 300 to nearly 52,000 ,

and success . If the institute is the and the number of its chapters from
“ child ” of the latter, it has surely shown twenty -four to one hundred and forty
a most phenomenal growth and at this
time, on its twenty- first birthday, rivals
its proud parent in size.
The entire convention occupied five
full days, and was divided into two

two.

The largest delegation was from
Chicago chapter, 131 having come from
the "Windy City " . New York chapter
sent seventy -one, and there were large

general sessions, a large number of de delegations from Boston, Cincinnati,
partmental conferences , and many Detroit, Hartford , Kansas City, Phil
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adelphia , Rochester and St. Louis.
Every state in the Union was represented , as well as Canada .
The convention headquarters were at
the Hotel Cleveland . The Cleveland

“ Accounting Systems and Their Re
lation to Effective Auditing" by B . B .

Aley, assistant cashier United States

convention committee, which had been

ties” by W . F . Lynch , auditor Union

National Bank , Denver.
" Vault Control and Audit of Securi

working for many months in making the Trust Company, Cleveland .
“ Fundamentals of an External Exam
arrangements, was headed by P . S .
Kingsbury of the Cleveland Trust Com - ination " by Francis I. Coates,manager
pany, while the advisory committee in - Cleveland Clearing House Examination
cluded D . C . Wills, Federal Reserve Department, Cleveland .
“ Audit of Tellers' Cash ” by E . J .
Bank ; Edwin C . Baxter, Cleveland
Trust Company ; J. A . House, Guardian Novy, auditor Federal Reserve Bank ,
Savings and Trust Company ; Allard St. Louis.
Smith , Union Trust Company ; and C .
“ Audit Control of Bank ' s Earnings
E . Sullivan , Central National Bank and Expenses” by H . H . Smock cash

ier Security Trust and Savings Bank ,

Savings and Trust Company.
THE DEPARTMENTAL CONFERENCES

Los Angeles.
The “ Bank Administration ” confer

Many delegates stated that the real

ence was led by Charles W . Dupuis .

work of the convention was done in the
departmental conferences. These were
grouped into several sections, including
“ Audits and Examinations” , “ Bank Ad

president Citizens National Bank and
Trust Company, Cincinnati.

ministration” , “ Bonds and

Invest

Alex Dunbar, vice-president and
cashier, Bank of Pittsburgh , N . A .,
Pittsburgh , spoke on “ The Personnel of

ments” , “ Business Development and a Bank” and methods of improving it.
Advertising ” , “ Checks and Collections ” , Hesaid , in part:
"Observation has convinced many
“ Credits” , “ Foreign Trade and Foreign
bankers
that the way to further develop
Exchange”, “ Savings Banks” and
“ Trust Functions” . Most of these held experienced employees is to give them
plenty of authority and expect plenty
three half-day sessions.
The “ Audits and Examinations” con of results. Do not expect big results
ference was led by W . J. Evans, man without somemistakes. Mistakes are of
ager department of bank examinations, two kinds— those of the head and those
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. The of the heart. Mistakes of the head must
be judged by the circumstances which
following addresses were given :
were involved in their making . They
" Scope of the Auditor's Duties” by are forgiveable. Mistakes of the heart ,
J. Raymond Roos, assistant auditor Na such as indifference , disloyalty, etc., are
tional Commercial Bank and Trust capital crimes, beyond pardon .
Company, Albany, and E . C . Lindman ,
“We often hear it said nowadays that
Highland Park State Bank , Detroit.
the big opportunities in the banking
" Branch Banking and Its Problems field are few and far between , but if we
for the Examiner and Auditor” by carefully analyze the situation , we can
Godfrey F . Berger, state bank exam - readily see that greater and more
iner State Banking Department, New numerous opportunities exist now than
York City.
ever before in the history of banking .
“Where No Depositors Lost Their In order to succeed , however, we must
Money” by Donal ] A . Mullen , secretary thoroughly believe in our chosen pro

Clearing House Section, A . B . A .

fession and see that we take advantage

“ The Auditor' s Opportunity as Adviser to the Executive" by Frank L .
Moss, auditor Anglo and London Paris
National Bank , San Francisco .

of every opportunity to make ourselves
a profitable investment to the bank em
ploying us. We should keep in mind

that not only is ability essential to suc
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cess, but hard work , earnestness, en thusiasm , cordiality, patience and good
fellowship rank among the most im -
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security behind an issue, check the
quick and tangible assets and earnings
over a period of years? "

Chauncey P . Colwell, also of Cassatt
portant factors in advancement.”
&
Co., spoke on “ Railroad Equipment
Other addresses at this conference Trusts”
, and discussed the development

included :
" The Bank's Relations with the Pub lic by N . H . Dosker, vice-president
National Bank of Kentucky, Louisville .
“ The Credit Department in Bank
Administration ” by William Tonks,
vice-president Union Trust Company,
Cleveland .
“ Investments in Bank Administra tion " by John DeM . Werts, assistant
cashier First National Bank , Pitts-

of this form of security , the “ Philadel
phia Plan ” , and the legal phases und
both United States and Canadian laws.
He spoke of its desirability as a banking
investment because of the security, di
versification , marketability and con
venience of maturity dates.
" Industrial Bonds” was the subject
of an address by Norman B . Ward ,
manager bond department Peoples
Savings and Trust Company, Pitts
burgh .
burgh, who said in part:
The conference on “ Bonds and In " The great problem of the investor
vestments” was led by Edward C . in industrial bonds is to differentiate
Bendere, sales manager Cassatt & Co ., between the new issues of bonds which
Philadelphia . Mr. Bendere discussed under ordinary market conditions are
the enormous increase in the general offered at more attractive prices than
distribution

of investment securities

those already on the market.

during recent years , and the important
" To the average banker, fixed prop
position of the banker in advising
on erty accounts, depreciation , mainte
avising on
and selecting such investments .
nance, good will and working capital are
" A few years ago” , he said , " we very familiar terms. However, bond
talked of new issues in figures of hun circulars sometimes show three kinds of
dreds of thousands; now they are in
millions. Where total periodical issues

appraisal figures, ( 1) book cost, ( 2 )

were in millions, we now talk of bil

sound depreciated value, and (3 ) re
placement value. There are very few

lions. New business develops overnight. In June of this year over 1000

industrial concerns whose fixed assets
are of much value except to them as

new companies were organized , with a

going concerns.

capitalization of over $ 1 ,400 ,000,000.

individual issue is sponsored by one of

In the same month new investment is

the old and well known industrial bond

Therefore , unless the

sues offered totaled over $800 ,000 ,000 .

houses or by a responsible bank , one

"With conditions changing quickly
and the highly sensitive, over-developed
exchange conditions with which our
every -day lives are super-charged , let
us notbecome superficial to the point of
interfering with sound judgment. I
refer to this, particularly, in selecting
our investments.
" The term 'Hysterics vs. Economics'
has been flung across the editorial pages

should always see the balance sheet be
fore financing as well as after financing ,
as the appraisement of the fixed prop
erty may be wrong . Sound value
should be at least twice the amount of
money borrowed on the first mortg
bond , and current assets should be from
two to six times current liabilities, de
pending on the character of the in
dustry.
“ A good ratio of net earnings for a
small corporation should be from four

so often during the past month that it

has become tiresome, yet after all,
doesn't it apply to present conditions ? to ten times interest charges for a
How many bankers, when buying se period of ten years, and for a large cor
curities, take the time to analyze a cir poration three to five times such
cular ? How many study the real charges."
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“ Public Utilities” was discussed by
James C . Dulin , Jr., assistant treasurer

" The bank which hopes to function to
its maximum capacity in gathering de

American Security and Trust Company, posits in an industrial center must take
Washington , who traced the develop - full advantage of its two chief oppor
ment of public utilities over the last tunities, namely , by addressing its ef
thirty years, especially electric light forts both to the accounts of corpora
and power stations.

tions which distribute money in large

He said , "While costs of practically sums, then “ follow through ” to the
all other commodities have increased in workers who receive it in smaller
the past twenty years, the cost of elec - units.
tricity has decreased per kilowatt hour

“ The former presents the opportunity

from two and one-half cents in 1902 to
but little over a cent in 1920. If people
who normally average sixty cents an
hour in wages were to compare their

for commercial business , and the latter
for savings accounts."
Under the second heading he dis
cussed the merits of various plans of

energy with that of electricity and be
paid accordingly they would receive

savings banking, including employees'
contests for securing new accounts , the

less than one- third of a cent an hour.
proper use of window displays, the
" Lower costs and lower selling prices Christmas savings club plan, school sav
are the direct results of increased effi- ings plan , and advertising through
ciency in generating and distributing newspapers, street cars and direct by
electricity. Today four times as much mail.

power is developed for each employee
than was produced twenty years ago.

Other addresses at this conference
were :

" In the past 20 years gross revenue

“ A Nation -Wide Campaign for Trust

from the electric light and power indus- Business" by L . A . Merchon, deputy
try has increased from $ 100 ,000,000 to manager, Trust Company Division,
$ 1,000 ,000,000 ; net operating revenue
from $ 30,000 ,000 to $ 250,000,000 and

A . B. A .
“ Developing the Business of the

bonded debt from $ 25 ,000,000 to $ 150,-

Trust Department” by Tracy E . Her

000,000.

rick , assistant vice-president Cleveland

Yet despite the remarkable

growth of the industry, electric light

Trust Company , Cleveland.

and power company bonds generally

“ Securing the Coöperation of the

have not been as widely distributed
among investors as have, other securi-

Stockholders and Directors” by Alfred
T . Hunt, vice-president First National

ties. "

Bank , Scranton, Penn .
Cuthbert C . Adams, of Hill , Joiner
" Building Out-of-town Bank De
& Co., Chicago, discussed “Municipal posits in a City Bank ” by O . Howard
Bonds” generally — and such phases as Wolfe , cashier Philadelphia National

tax free quality , legislative provisions,
tax limits and debt limits, assessed val-

Bank , Philadelphia .
" Budget Control of Bank Advertis

uation , marketability, safety and yield ,

ing" by C . B . Hazlewood , vice-president

and value, from the banker's standpoint. Union Trust Company, Chicago.
The “ Business Development and

“ Developing the Business of Branch

Advertising" conference was of special
interest to the new -business men and to

Banks in a Big City" by Fred W .
Gehle , vice-president, Mechanics and

bankers generally. The group was in Metals National Bank , New York.
charge of F . W . Ellsworth , vice-presiThe conference on “ Checks and Col
dent Hibernia Bank and Trust Com pany, New Orleans.

The opening address was by Alex

lections” was in charge of 0 . Howard

Wolfe, cashier Philadelphia National
Bank , Philadelphia . The program in - .

Dunbar, on “ Developing the Business

cluded :

of a City Bank in an Industrial Cen ter” . He said in part:

Effect Upon the Transit Problem ” by

“ The Gold Settlement Fund and Its
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D . C . Wills, chairman of board , Fed eral Reserve Bank , Cleveland .
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“ A debenture, unless otherwise indi
cated on its face, is similar to the or

"Opposition to Par Collections" by dinary note except that payment is ex
George H . Keesee, cashier Federal Reserve Bank , Richmond.
“Making the Best Use of the Federal

Par Collection Facilities” by Edward
Buder , vice-president Mercantile Trust

Company, St. Louis.
“ Present Federal Reserve Collection
Methods and Possible Developments ”
by H . F . Strater, assistant cashier Federal Reserve Bank , Cleveland .
" Closer Coöperation Between City

tended over a much longer period of
time. In case of bankruptcy, payment
of the entire amount becomes due, and

the holders share in the assets with the
other unsecured creditors. In other
words, it is a quick debt. This being

true, is it not necessary to consider it a
current liability in your primary, or
what you may call rough analysis ?

“ To my mind, while an unsecured
bond issue is good financing from a cor

Banks and Country Correspondents” by

poration's standpoint, it should be a

O . Howard Wolfe , conference leader.

warning to the banker that there may

be some weakness to be ferreted out."

CREDITS AND THE “ BUSINESS CYCLE”

Other addresses at the “ Credits " con
ference were as follows:
features of the conference on “ Credits"
“What is Credit ?” by William Feick ,
was the discussion of the relation of assistant vice-president Irving Bank
This year one of the outstanding

general economic conditions to the
work of the credit man . The subject

Columbia Trust Company, New York .

“ What are the Prime Factors Which

was outlined by Clay Herrick , man the Banker Looks For in Analyzing
ager credit and statistical department, Statements ?" by William S . Davis,

Guardian Savings and Trust Company, Morris Plan Bank Cincinnati, and
Cleveland, who was the leader of this Edward Kirk, Fifth- Third National
Bank , Cincinnati.
group .
A paper was read by Allan H .
“ The Advanced Work in the Analysis
Newton , assistant treasurer Hartford - of Statements Conducted by the Robert
Connecticut Trust Company, Hartford , Morris Associates" by Alexander Wall,
entitled , “ How Much Attention Should secretary Robert Morris Associates.
the Credit Man Give to Our Position in
“What Investigation Should be Made

the Business Cycle — ( a ) In Analyzing
Statements ? (b ) In Passing Upon the
Whole Question of the Credit Risk ? "

of Accounts Receivable ? ” by H . W .
Burnside, Farmers and Mechanics
Bank ,Washington .

There followed a long discussion re-

" In Large Banks Personal Contact

garding the importance of this subject , With the Borrower and the Oppor
and various methods used by bankers tunity to Form an Estimate of the
in keeping track of the fundamental Moral Risk by Personal Contact Are

figures on production , trade and finance

Sometimes Confined to the Loaning Of

— both as regards the country as a
whole and the banker's own community.
The need was explained for some prac-

ficers, and Are Not Available to the
Credit Man . ( a ) Is this the best ar
rangement, or should the credit man

tical plan of recording these figures, by himself meet every borrower? (b )
graphic charts or otherwise, that would Under this set-up , how far can the
be simple and trustworthy, yet not de- credit man check the loaning officer' s
mand too much work to keep up - to -date. opinion of the moral risk by study of

“ The Analytical Treatment of Deben -

statements, agency reports, trade check

ture Bonds as They Appear in the Liabilities of a Financial Statement” , was

ings and other data from the files? " by
C . N . Smits, Continental and Commer

the topic of a paper by E . R . Barlow ,

cial National Bank , Chicago.

Phoenix National Bank , Hartford . He
said in part:

Credit Information ” by V. C . Boggs,

“ The Ethics of the Interchange of
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assistant cashier Columbia National deposits. This is an increase of 4 per
Bank , Pittsburgh .
cent. over last year. He said this proved

"What is the Proper Relation Be- America was not so wasteful econom
tween the Credit Department and the ically as some thrift advocates assumed .
New Business Department? ” by Chas.
L . J . Kaufman , vice-presidentGuard
D . Hayward, assistant cashier First ian Savings and Trust Company,

National Bank , Kansas City, and R . I. Cleveland, advised using savings ac
McGinnis , Hellman Commercial Trust

counts as " feeders” for the bank ' s in
vestment department. Hemaintained it
The “ Foreign Trade and Foreign was the duty of the bank to protect its
Exchange” conference was led by depositors from investing in “ wildcat”
Frank M . Horton , vice-president, Cen - securities which have impoverished so
and Savings Bank , Los Angeles.

tral National Bank Savings and Trust many people and , of course, have re
Company , Cleveland. The speeches in - duced bank deposits. Mr. Kaufman ad
cluded :
vocated the mailing to depositors of re

“ Letters of Credit" by William B. liable investment information .
Thurston , Jr., assistant treasurer At
E . V . Krick , assistant vice-president
lantic Trust Company, Baltimore.
Mercantile Trust Company, San Fran
" Bankers Acceptances” by Emil A . cisco, while discussing, “ Competition
Stake, assistant cashier First Trust and for the Savings of the People” , said .
in part:
Savings Bank , Chicago.
" The European Exchanges” by Fred
“ A statistician has said that only 30
W . Gehle , vice -president Mechanics and per cent. of the people save anything .

Metals National Bank , New York .
The chief competitors for the funds of
“ Banking Instruments of Foreign these savers are municipal, county, state
Trade" by Knight Woolley, assistant
cashier American Exchange National
Bank , New York.
“ Foreign Branch Credits" by Caleb
· W . Long , First National Bank, Boston.
“ The Importance of Foreign Trade
to the Interior Bank ” by H . I. Shep
herd , vice-president Guardian Savings
and Trust Company, Cleveland.
" Some Phases of South American In vestment Possibilities” by Eldon H .
Earle , W . A . Harriman & Co., New
York .
Much interest was shown this year in

the conferences on “Savings Banks” ,

and Federal Government bonds, invest
ment banking houses and various sav
ings institutions, among which

the

building and loan organizations are the
most direct competitors the savings
banks have.
“ Last year, postal savings accounts
dropped from $ 146 ,590 ,000 to $ 132,
282,000, while savings deposits in the
United States increased from $ 6 ,018 ,
000 ,000 to $ 7 ,118 ,000 ,000 and there
was an increase in savings depositors of
1 ,800,000 .

These facts bear out the

claim that the public is not losing con

fidence in savings banks."

which is accounted for, no doubt, by

"Savings systems, while numberless

the large number of so- called commer-

as the sands of the sea” , said C . H .

cial banks recently planning campaigns Handerson , publicity manager Union
to teach thrift to their communities and Trust Company, Cleveland , in dealing
by so doing increase their own deposits. with the subject, " Special Systems, Do
The group was led by W . H . Potts, as
sistant cashier Commerce Trust Com
pany, Kansas City.
Leo Day Woodworth , deputy mana

They Pay ? ” , “ correlate themselves into
two classes, and systems which do not

fit into one of these two classes are
either a new basic metal or are worth

ger Savings Bank Division , A . B . A ., less.
presented figures showing that $ 17,300,“ The first is a system which capital
000 ,000 , or 47 per cent. of all bank de- izes an especially basic appeal of more
posits in continental United States as or less universal application . The sec
reported June 30 , were savings or time ond is the savings system which mer
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chandises savings by making them
either more attractive, more convenient
or more useful.”
F . L . Frey, assistant treasurer Union

Trust Company, Cleveland , extolled
the “ Unit System ” as a means of es

tablishing intimate personal contact be
tween bank and depositors.
system

In this

there are no separate paying

and receiving tellers, but each teller
pays out, receives, attends to drafts, and

acts as a bank unit for a group of
customers .

Mr. Frey said his bank was enabled ,
by this system , to render efficient and

speedy service because the unit teller

knew the business , and sometimes the
family history, of the customer. In
this way , check cashing loses its ele
ment of risk for the bank and its

element of discomfort for the depositor.

Other speakers discussed :
“ Should a Mutual Savings Bank Of
fer a Number of Services Other Than

That of Affording a Safe Place to Keep
Money With a Fair Return Upon It ,
and if so , What Services May This

E . V. KRICK
Vice-president A . I. B ., asssistant vice -president

Type of Bank Properly Render ? " by

Mercantile Trust Company, San Francisco

George S. F . Bartlett, Boston Five
Cents Savings Bank , Boston .

by Neal W . Upham , Capital National

“ Creating and Keeping Accounts ” by Bank , St. Paul.
“ Analysis of Savings Accounts ” by
Milton W . Harrison , executive vice
president National Association of Mu
tual Savings Banks, New York .

“ A Better Relationship Between De
positor and Bank ” by Walter J. Reeves,
general secretary Savings Banks Asso

ciation of the State of New York , New

Albert H . Brittenbring, Hibernia Bank
and Trust Company, New Orleans.
" School Savings" by Henry F .
Peeck , Rochester Savings Bank, Roch
ester .

" Industrial Savings (Save at the

Shop Plan ) " by Claire L . Munson ,
Union
Trust Company, Cleveland.
Method
Audit
Larger
for
"A
of
“ The Development of Christmas Sav
Mortgage Departments” by George D .
Sears, secretary Buffalo Savings Bank, ings Clubs and Their Relation to Regu
lar Savings Deposits ” by L . D . Bar
Buffalo .
“ Americans in the Making — The For rett, Canal-Commercial Trust and Sav
eigner's Confidence , Then His De ings Bank , New Orleans.
"Window Display Advertising for
posits” by A . T. Huizinga, Peoples Savings
Banks” by Robert J. Campbell ,
Stock Yards State Bank , Chicago .
assistant
Fidelity Savings
treasurer
“ Dormant Accounts: The Reviving
Company
Kansas
Trust
ng
Company
Kansas
Trust
City.
,
and Building Up of Them ” byRevivi
C. E .
Teac
Thrif
hing
“
to
t
the
c" by
Robinson , assistant cashier Bank of J. Howard LaChapelle , AlbaPubli
ny Savings
Italy , Los Angeles.
Bank , Albany.
“ Analysis of Savings Accounts as a
“ Coöperative Savings Advertising”
Basis for Profitable Mail Solicitation” by G . H . Bernard , assistant cashier In
York .
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terstate Trust and Banking Company,
New Orleans.

your present clientele in a scramble for
increased business. Your institution will

“ Experience in Various Forms of Ad

grow as a result of what business you
have today and how you develop that
business.”

vertising - Profitable as well as Unprofitable Methods” by Arthur D .
Hagg , manager new business depart

Other speakers included :

ment Farmers and Mechanics Savings
Bank , Minneapolis.
" Personal Solicitation and Re- socili-

“ Trust Department Records and Ac
counting (Including Trust History ) "

tation ” by Fred G . Huechling, vicepresident Northwestern Trust and Sav

by Frank M . Totton , trust officer Chase
National Bank , New York .

“ Purchase, Sale and Exchange of

ings Bank , Chicago.
" Home or Personal Service Department” by Sarah J. Macleod , director

Trust Securities” by C . T . Ledgerton ,
assistant trust officer Anglo -California

home economics bureau - Society for

Trust Company, San Francisco.
“ Agency Trusts ” by Ralph M . East

Savings in the City of Cleveland .
" Fertile Fields for Work in New

Business” by H . J. Mergler , assistant
treasurer, Union Savings Bank and

Trust Company, Cincinnati.

" Savings Accounts for Business Peo
ple ” by F. G . Mitchell, manager sav
ings department First National Bank ,

man , assistant vice-president
Street Trust Company, Boston .

State

“ Living Trusts” by W . H . A . John
son , assistant secretary Continental and
Commercial Trust and Savings Bank ,
Chicago.

“Estate Tax Problems” by Henry
Verdelin , assistant secretary Minne

Richmond .

The “ Trust Functions” conference

apolis Trust Company, Minneapolis.

held three interesting meetings, being

“Managing Businesses for Trusts”

in charge of G . A . Herrington , trust officer Rhode Island Hospital Trust Com pany , Providence.

by James Flemming, assistant treasurer
Potter Title and Trust Company, Pitts
burgh .

The subject of “ Trust Salesmanship ”
was discussed by William A . Reckman ,

“Amortization of Premiums and Ac
cumulation of Discounts ” by E . Harry

Western Bank and Trust Company,
Cincinnati. He outlined six principal
methods of selling trust services, viz .:

Company, St. Louis.
“ Liabilities of Trustees Under Cor

Johnston, Mississippi Valley Trust

by George E .
(a ) Direct-by-mail - usually personal porate Mortgages"
Wisconsin
Com

letters signed by the president of the
bank .

(b ) Booklets or folders — serial

Sentenne, First
pany , Milwaukee.

Trust

or otherwise . (c) Newspapers. (d )
Personal solicitation . ( e ) Placards
posted in attractive and appropriate
space in office. ( f) Satisfied customers.

“ Relation of the Trust Department to
the Legal Fraternity” by I. F . Frieber
ger, vice-president, Cleveland Trust
ger,
Company, Cleveland.

He said : “ Our last method — the sat

Philadelphia Trust Company, Philadel

" Real Estate" by Elmer J . Schall,

isfied customer - is the bedrock upon
which our institution is built. Tie your phia.
“ Duties of Transfer Agents and
customers to you by making them feel Registrars"
by Fred W . Harrington ,
satisfied with any and all business they
may have with your institution .

The

American Trust Company, Boston.

satisfied customer may read the ads of
another trust company, he may be
visited by a personal solicitor of an -

The two business sessions of the con

other bank and as a result he may be

vention were held in the Brotherhood of

educated to use the trust services. But
at your bank ! Why your bank ? Be

Locomotive Engineers Auditorium .
The first, on Tuesday July 17, was

cause he is satisfied . Do not overlook

opened by an organ program by Vin

THE GENERAL SESSIONS
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cent H . Percy, called to order by Carter
E . Talman , president, and an invocation

was given by the Very Reverend
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women members, of which 2684 are en
rolled in educational classes, both
figures showing gains over those of a
year ago. The headliners in women' s
membership are Cleveland chapter with
669, Boston 450, Pittsburgh 435, San
Francisco 417 and New York 349.
The second business session , held on
Friday July 20 , was marked by an ad
dress by Hon . E . T . Meredith of Des
Moines, on “ Agriculture and Its Rela
tion to All Other Interests” , the passing
of resolutions, and the election of
officers.

Francis S . White, D . D ., dean of Trinity
Cathedral.
The delegates were welcomed by
Mayor Fred Kohler of Cleveland .
The president's annual address was
read by Carter E . Talman . He told
delegates that plans were afoot to affiliate the organization with Canadian
and British bankers. Opportunity
would soon be given the rural bankers
of this country , he added , to affiliate
with the institute and to get the benefit
The following significant resolution
of textbook instruction .
was presented by the committee on
The report of the secretary and ex- resolutions, and adopted by the conven
ecutive council was made by Richard tion :
W . Hill, secretary, and reports of com decades ago
a the first conven
Two decades
“" Two
mittees were made at this time.

The

tion of the American Institute of Bank

forum committee reported that last year
thirty -three chapters held forum meet

ing was held in this city and it is fitting
that at this , the largest convention of

ings, this being an increase of twelve the American Institute of Banking, we
over the previous year, and to at least should celebrate this anniversary and
six of these chapters the forum was an congratulate ourselves upon its history,
entirely new venture. The membership which reveals a record of distinct ac
committee reported that the institute complishments.
had grown from 300 members in 1903

“ An outstanding feature in the insti
tute development has been the power of
1923 , the increase for the past year each successive administration to hold ,
including 1132 members and thirty -two through increasing achievement, the in
chapters. The public affairs committee terest of its older members and it is,
reported that during the past year con therefore, also fitting to note the at
siderable progress had been made in tendance at this convention of a large
to 51,824 members and 142 chapters in

lining up men to speak in public , co

number of those who pioneered and per

öperating with the A . B . A . in carrying sisted in the early years of the institute,
on its work in the public schools, in

indicating that type of continuing in

watching for and guarding against legis
lation adverse to sound banking , and in

terest long recognized as a sustaining

local industrial

force of no small degree.
“ We appreciate the testimonial to the

plants. The publicity committee, in ad

value of institute training given by the

planning
dition

to

visits

to

its regular report, called

American Bankers Association in choos
special attention to ( 1 ) the survey of ing as its president this year John H .
present membership which it had just Puelicher, an institute graduate, and an
completed , and ( 2 ) the necessity to con

member of the American Insti
tinually " sell’ the institute to bank of active
tute of Banking.
ficers and directors. The public speak
"On August 31, 1922, George E .
ing and debate committee reported that
Allen
, after twenty years of useful
during the past year eighteen interchap service,
retired with the affection and
ter debates have taken place, with

eighteen

chapters participating ; of

this number five of the chapters had not
heretofore been active in interchapter
debate work . The women ' s committee
reported that there are now 6497

good wishes of all our members.
" In the selection of Dean Miller as
educational director, the institute has
secured the active service of a leading
educator and we are indeed indebted to
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the special committee for the splendid
work in this connection .

sity of California and the University of
Michigan , and for one year was Austin
“ We are encouraged by our experi scholar at Harvard . For two years he
ence with the institute idea, wherein was in the United States forest service.
promotion and progress are based on
Mr. Miller went to the College of
individual effort and ability, because it Business Administration at the Uni
is being proved practical and workable versity of Washington in 1917 as pro
as well as being fundamentally sound fessor of transportation . He was made
and just .

dean of this college within a few months

" We cheerfully record our sincere after his arrival, and for five years has
thanks and appreciation to the people been in constant touch with all phases
of Cleveland for their wholehearted of business and industrial activities

welcome; the bankers of Cleveland for throughout the Northwest, making sur
their generous hospitality ; the various veys and counselling in public affairs.
speakers for their inspiring and in During the war Dean Miller was
structive addresses ; the general con -

special investigator for the United

vention committee for the completeness States Trade Commission , determining
of the very thorough arrangements of costs of Northwestern food products
all the convention details ; the press for

and securing evidence of intercorporate

its helpful consideration ; and to all

relations.

He was also professor of

others who in any way contributed to
the success of our convention , we record
our sense of obligation .”

European institutions and military
transportation for the Student Army
Training Corps. After the war he was
made
United States counsellor for the
ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
board of vocational education in the
district.
The Cleveland convention was Northwestern
institute debate on the question
The
marked

by plans for a larger educa " Resolved : That branch banking in the
tional program , and by the announce United
States should be encouraged”
ment that Stephen I. Miller, Jr., had
was
the
center of interest one evening.
been secured as new educational di
Arguing that branch banking as
rector.

Many delegates pointed out

that the educational work had always

sembles deposits more evenly and levels

been the backbone of the institute, and
that the election of this new leader

rates, the Philadelphia chapter team ,
upholding the affirmative, won the de

would be a very important step forward . bate from Boston chapter.
Dean Miller comes from a position as
The Boston debaters contended that
head of the College of Business Admin -

branch banking leads to a concentration

istration at the University of Washing ton . He was born on a farm in Michi-

of credit and money power that is not
wanted in the United States. As state

gan , July 4 , 1874 . After graduation

banks can operate branches where na

from the University of Michigan law
school, later from Leland Stanford
University, department of economics
and government, he taught in rural and
and
high schools in California until 1900 ,
when he continued his studies for two
years in France , England and Germany.
Returning to the United States in
1902 , he began a career of university

teaching and business which extended
of two years. Through
a period
over this
out
period Dean Miller taught at

tional banks cannot, it has brought

about the elimination or amalgamation
of national banks, they asserted .

The Philadelphia team claimed that
branch banking was better banking be
cause it is stronger, attracts more skilled
men than the small, independent bank
can afford and is able to furnish better

service.
The winning Philadelphia team was

composed of George B . Herzog, Robert
Stanford University , the University of Mayer and Harold W . Scott. The Bos
Southern California , the State Univer- ton debaters were Joseph Morris,
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Charles Stratton and Robert P. Holds- the institute granted honorary certifi
cates to the managers of the two teams.

worth .

The editors of chapter publications There was also an exhibition tennis
held a special meeting at which they match between William H . Tilden , Jr.,
discussed the problems of A . I. B . and Manuel Alonzo, champion of
journalism . The conference was led by Spain . In the evening a men' s smoker
Charles A . Schact, manager bond de- at the Masonic Temple provided
partment, Federal Reserve Bank , St.
Louis . The addresses included :

“ Editor's Organization

Including

vaudeville and speeches.

The women

were guests at the art museum

in the

afternoon , and in the evening attended

Duties of Staff" by Thomas H . Work, a theater party at the Ohio theater.
One entire day was spent in a boat
editor Monthly Dividend , Bank of
Buffalo , Buffalo .
“ News Gathering " by Miss Seline L .
Winter, editor Chapter Topics, Hart-

trip to Cedar Point, located on Lake

ford -Connecticut Trust Company, Hart

" City of Buffalo ” and delegates were

Erie about sixty -five miles from Cleve
land . The trip was made on the steamer

ford.
given the opportunity for swimming and
" Financing" by Herbert S . White, to participate in several aquatic events .
editor Philadelphia Chaptergrams,
One of the entertaiment features:
Third National Bank, Philadelphia .
most appreciated was a sightseeing

“ Advertising in Chapter Publica

automobile ride around Cleveland and

tions” by D . H . McGill, editor Pittsburgh Banker, Pittsburgh.
“ Disadvantages of Carrying Ads in
Chapter Publications” by J. M . Telleen ,
editor Chapter Notes, New York .
" Paid Subscriptions and Special
Features" by Joseph J . Schroeder,

vicinity. The guests were taken in
about 250 private automobiles for a
two-hour drive through the business , in
dustrial and residential sections of the
city, at the completion of which they
had a buffet supper in the new building
of the Union Trust Company. When
completed , this will be the largest bank

editor The Bank Man , Chicago .
“ Are Personals Essential? "
Joseph J. Schroeder.

by

" Exchange Items and Their Im

ing structure in the world , and the visi

tors were greatly impressed as the auto

mobiles drove into the building and

portance " by F . B . Putnam , editor through the lobby , which is an entire
Cage and Desk , Farmers and Merchants

National Bank , Los Angeles.
“ Prospect of National News” by D .
H . McGill.
" Mechanical Method of Distribution
and Mailing List" by William Phillips,
editor The Combination , Stock Yards
National Bank , Omaha.

block long .

The convention witnessed an exciting
baseball game between the teams of the

Illinois Merchants Trust Company of
Chicago and the Chase National Bank
of New York . The Chicago players
by a score of 12 to 9 became the un
disputed baseball champions of the in
stitute.

Other entertainments included an aft

ENTERTAINMENT NOT FORGOTTEN
The mistake of " all work and no
play” was not made by the Cleveland

ernoon tea and musicale for the ladies,

Cleveland and New York , at which

of the first convention of the institute .

a shopping tour, and arrangements for
convention committee, and the official visiting the banks of Cleveland .
program was thickly sprinkled with
THE “ PIONEERS” DINNER
events for pleasure and sightseeing .
On the day the delegates arrived they
Mirth mingled with serious thought
were officially registered at convention at a dinner at the Hotel Hollenden , ten
headquarters and located at their dered the pioneers of the institute by
hotels, after which the men attended the Bankers Club of Cleveland. The
a double -header baseball game between occasion was the twentieth anniversary
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which was held in Cleveland . This din - Isabel R . Trowbridge, chairman of the
ner was attended by about 350 bankers women 's committee, presided , and Miss
and their guests, many of whom were Mary Murphy, Federal Reserve Bank

old graduates who attended the initial of Cleveland, welcomed the delegates.
convention .
An address was given by Carter E .
Ralph C . Wilson , of LaGrange, Ill.,

Talman , president of the institute , and

entertained with reminicences of former Miss Mabel Robson , Fourth National
conventions and old banking days. He
described how banking ways have
changed , and how a few years ago a
senior officer of a bank was nearly
always a veteran financier who seldom
came in contact with the public, while
today younger officers are steadily being

Bank , Atlanta, spoke on the “Women 's
Department, From a Southern Banker' s
Viewpoint” .
“ Really , the only way in which a
bank may excel is in the sort of service
it gives” , said Miss Robson . “ All banks
have to be safe and have to give about

elected and the presidents and other

the same amount of interest, but the

high officials have their offices easily ac-

bank that knows how to make friends is
the one that gets ahead.
“ My duties range anywhere from
planning a family budget, to telling

cessible to all patrons.

Joseph Chapman , Jr., of Minneapolis pointed to the recent Minnesota

election as a warning that such organ- where to get a good doctor, or helping
izations as the A . I. B . represent should find a maid .
bestir themselves in order to offset the
“ A business man wrote to me, 'What
are you doing now ?'
various blocs now established .
D . C . Wills represented the Bankers
“ I wrote back , ‘At present I'm look

Club of Cleveland and also the pioneers. ing for a husband', but I went on to
Other speakers were John H . Puelicher , explain that it was not for myself, but
president of the A . B . A ., George E . for one of my customers who was a
(“ Uncle” ) Allen , formerly for twenty
years educational director, Peter J .

newcomer to America.
“ An organization like this for women

Slack of the Union Trust Company, is one of the best things for the industry
Cleveland, Alfred M . Barrett of New

and for the women themselves.

They

York and Carter E . Talman , president learn what women in other cities are
of the institute.

doing , they get more confidence in each

The pioneers' golf tournament held

other, and more pride in their profes

that morning was won by Frank Hazlewood of Chicago. It was a blind handi

sion .”

Hazlewood

91 and his

to head the women 's committee for the

handicap of 12 made his score 79.
Second prize was won by W . B . Kramer

coming year. She is the first woman
outside of the state of New York to

The election resulted in Miss Mar
cap and the score drawn was 80. garet Coons, of St. Louis, being chosen
turned

in a

of Scranton, and third by John C . Knox head this committee, and will work as
of Philadelphia. Twenty- seven teed off. her predecessors did to encourage
WOMEN IN BANKING

women to improve their opportunities
for advancement by studying in the in
stitute.

Mention has already been made of the
large membership of women in the in
stitute ; their active participation in

Miss Coons is a graduate of the in
stitute, and is a member of the new

the Cleveland convention was just as business department of the First Na
marked. There were about 600 women tional Bank in St. Louis , with which she

and the
registered,came
major part of this has been connected for the last five
as delegates, not as years. She has been in the banking
world for the last twelve years , and is

number
guests.

One entire morning was devoted to a
conference of women delegates. Miss

a member of the Women 's Advertising
Club and the Town Club of St. Louis.
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She declared that equal rights with
men in the banking field will be the

chief objective of the 6497 women mem
bers of the institute.
" The women resent the idea of being
excluded from executive positions,
which they could fill to advantage,
merely because they are women ” , said
Miss Coons.

" They are taking advantage of the
opportunities for training in the Ameri

can Institute of Banking wherever it
is open to them , and have made wonder
ful progress even before a women 's com
mittee was formed .”
THE NEW

OFFICERS

The election of the four new mem
bers of the executive council was the
subject of considerable interest , al
though in the case of officers there was
but one ticket with no opposition .
All nominating speeches were made
in the first business session , and after
a lively evening of caucus, the votes

were cast at the second business ses
sion .

The new president of the institute is
Clarence R . Chaney , assistant cashier
Northwestern National Bank , Minneapolis, who moves up from the position

of vice-president which he occupied last
year.

E . V . Krick , assistant vice-president

MISS MARGARET COONS
Chairman women 's committee A . I. B ., with New
Business Department, First Naticnal Fank

in St. Louis

York chapter, of which he was presi
dent last year.

Mr. Spaulding, of the Illinois Mer
chants Trust Company, Chicago, is a
chapter member of Chicago chapter.
One of the last meetings on the pro

of the Mercantile Trust Company, San
Francisco, was elected vice-president. gram was the chapter presidents' con
The four new members of the execu ference, led by W . Murray Waters.
tive council are George S . F . Bartlett , Other speakers included Frank M . Tot
, trust officer Chase National Bank ,
W . Joe Evans, William Feick, and ton
New
York , who outlined ways for
Ralph D . Spaulding. Earl I. Vaughn, “ Holding
Older Members and Gradu
of Kansas City, made a strong race but
ates,
and
Interesting
Bank Officers” , R .
did not gain a place on the national
R . Rever, assistant cashier National
body .
of Baltimore, Baltimore, spoke on
Mr. Bartlett, of the Boston Five "Bank
Methods of Promoting Attendance at

Cents Savings Bank, was president of

Boston chapter last year.

Chapter Meetings” , while “ Retaining
Interest of Young Students” was the

Mr. Evans, manager department of subject handled by Charles A . Schact,
examinations Federal Reserve Bank of
bond department Federal Re
Dallas, is well known for his chapter manager
serve Bank of St. Louis.
work in the South .
The delegation from Baltimore in
Mr. Feick , assistant vice-president vited the institute to hold its convention
Irving Bank -Columbia Trust Company, there next year, which plan was unop

New York ,was strongly backed by New

posed and was accepted.

lin

IT :

Can Your Bank
Go On Without You ?
DURING his lifetime a certain man had carved in
marble a full-sized monument of himself, for he
wished to leave something by which he might be re
membered always.
He was an eccentric ; butnot be-

ity of its founder is taken away.

cause he wished to be remem .

Has yourbank this characteristic ?

bered . It was because he failed

Only if it is a well advertised in

to realize that there is only one
real reason for remembrance - a
service to our fellowmen so estab

interests and woven them into

lished that it shall continue.
One of the most durable, sub
stantial and lasting forms such a

stitution , which has extended its
the people's interests so closely
that the institution is no longer
yours alone but in an important
sense theirs.

monument may take is a well- Consult The Collins Service re
established banking business that garding publicity that will so
has been so closely knit into the mold the attitude of the com
lives of the people as to stand munity toward your bank that it
solidly in its own strength , un

shall be a permanent, public in

shaken even when the personal.

stitution .

The Collins Service
The Recognized Standend of Financial Advertising
Philadelphia, Pa.
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in abstract things. As a
Visualizing the Idea in Window Advertising than
youngster, you may remember,
Showing How One Picture is Worth
it was easier to substract two
apples from five apples, than to

a Thousand Words

substract two from five. And
if the apples were actually ex

By John T. Bartlett
A RECENT window display used

hibited , a group of five, and the

writer wishes here alone to

teacher asked, “ How many will

by the Bankers Trust Company, dwell. What he wishes to call

there be if I take away two?"

Denver, is a good illustration of

attention to are the possibilities

even the dullest one in the class

a marked trend in bank window
advertising which the writer
has observed . This window was

which this institution for one, was able to answer.
and other wide-awake institu In window display, the bank
tions, are realizing in the ing institution at first glance

designed to sell the idea of the
ease of banking by mail.

concrete visualizing of ideas.
Most readers of this will re-

Seventeenth street, on which the
Bankers Trust Company is lo cated , is the direct business
street to the Union Depot, only

call the primer of their child - dow advertisers. Themerchant
hood , picturing objects in text. has his wares — concrete objects
Instead of, “ I saw an apple” , of a thousand and one kinds,
there would be, “ I saw an ” , and readily before the passer in the

a few blocks away. Many hotels

the picture of an apple.

appears to be at a disadvan
tage, compared with most win

It

street. The banking institution

are within a few blocks. The made reading tremendously

mainly sells service which is

windows, patently , offer an op -

more interesting, and tremend -

intangible.

portunity to get banking-bymail service before many out

ously easier.
It was realized by educators
then, and it is realized even

windows, the institution can use
concrete things, adding to the

more now , that it is vastly

attention -getting power the hu

of-town people.
The writer is always interest
ed in Bankers Trust Company

But, selling service through

easier for children - and for man interest of a display, and
windows, handled by Allan grown-ups, too — to think in at the same time expressing a
Herrick, advertising manager, termsof actual, concrete things,
(Continued on page 217 )
but on this occasion he was in
a hurry to meet an appointment
and the institution's windows
would not have got so much

as a glance , but for an object
in the window which forced it

self on his attention as he hur
ried past.

THE

CHATHAM
AND

PHENIX
CHATHAM

your New York Correspondent
bank there is some one

towhom you can bring

yourfriendsprobleme
for thatyour
or ask send

The object was a green mail

box, standard size, such as
grace frequent corners all over
Denver. At a street corner, it
would not have been noticed .

NATIONAL

In a bank window , it fairly

BANK

reached out and pulled passers

OF THE

by up to the display. While

CITY OF NEW YORK

the writer was looking the win

Twenty Million Dollar

dow over, literally dozens of

Resources

passers-by stopped to study it.
It is not, however, on the
cleverness of a real mail box
as an attention -getter that the

That Ceraced touch
It is a great entrs.
faction to feel that with

-

Capital and Surplus
Two Hundred Million Dollars

kind of personal service
which would discuss only
with a friendchis bank
a
I
am that someone and
given me more

nothing than a rart
pleasure
from or a service to

my Virgina frende

np Sallinen

The " personal touch " in this advertiser .ent was secured by
reproducing the handwriting of one of the bank' s officers .
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in order not to injure sen-

in considerable more profit

RICHARD F . DURHAM , Editor
Monthly Publicity Section

sibilities. Depositors are
likely to resent any insinua

to the bank .

The BANKERS MAGAZINE
71-73 Murray St., New York
AUGUST 1923

TT is axiomatic to state

tion that their account is
not what it should be. The
difficulty of the task , how ever, should not discourage

THERE are two methods
available of increasing the

the resourceful advertising

deposit balances of present

man from making the attempt once he is con -

customers, one direct and
one indirect. The direct

I that banksmake greater vinced that the attempt is method would be to take up
accounts with

profits from

worth while . Some way can
active accounts with small be found to show the deposbalances. In fact there are itor that it is decidedly to
many banks that would rath his own advantage to carry
er have a comparatively few a larger balance and thus

large balances than from

the subject with the depos
itor either by letter or by
personal conversation and in :

a tactful way suggest the
advantage
advanta of increasing the

large accounts than a great

provide himself with

a

amount of his or her deposit.

many small ones. Bearing

larger reserve against con -

The indirect method would

this in mind it is interesting

tingencies of the future. He be to use advertising space

to note that a study of cur

also can be appealed to by

to poinč out in a general way

rent bank

showing him how his credit

the wisdom of maintaining

advertising re

This
veals that most banks devote standing in the business larger deposit balances.news
either
done
in
strengthened
could
be
be
world
will
the greater part of their ef
now
fort to campaigns for new

the fact that he carries a
by
by
comfortable balance at his

paper advertising or by the

counts. It is proper, we be-

distribution of booklets and
folders. This latter method

lieve, to raise the question

has the advantage of being

and necessarily small ac

less personal and relieving

whether advertising appro
priations might not be more
profitably employed in build ing present balances and

OF COURSE it is obvious that
no banking institution can
neglect the promotion of new

the depositor of the feeling
that he alone is being singled
out for attention .

cultivating present business. business. There must be a
Would it not be more profit- healthful inflow of new busi

able , assuming that it were

ness in order to prevent

possible , to double the balance of every depositor in

stagnation but it is often the WE BELIEVE without ques
case that in his excessive tion that a great many de

the bank rather than make

enthusiasm

the same deposit gain in new

counts the publicity manager increase their balances if

accounts ?

through

for

new

ac-

positors might be induced to

forcing methods they were convinced of any

puts on a lot of accounts at advantage to themselves in

considerable expense that so doing, or even if their
It Must be admitted that

are gratifying in padding

sense of justice and fair

there are difficulties to be en countered in any campaign

the deposit total but actually
are a burden rather than a

play were appealed to by
stating the bank 's side of the

to induce depositors to in crease their balances. It is
a subject that must be han dled with tact and delicacy

profit. The same amount of case and showing how much
energy and expense devoted more expensive it is to the
to a cultivation of present bank to handle a small ac.
business might have resulted count than a large one.

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
Visualizing the Idea in

and safe. Just enclose your de
posit in a letter stating your
wishes. Endorse the check,
message in such terms that any Pay to the order of Bankers

Window
Advertising
(Continued from page 845)

one can get it. Consider this Trust Company. We will
Denver window which the promptly acknowledge your
letter.”
writer alluded to earlier.
The Bankers Trust windows
The mail boxes, the pictured

are small windows. They are mail carrier, visualized the idea
perhaps, at a guess, not more of using the mails. Visualizing
than six feet wide, not more the simplicity of making mail

than three feet deep. On either actual
deposits,letter
the making
bank displayed
an
a deposit,

side, raised on a small support,
was a bright green metal mail
box. In the center of the win -

dow , back , was a poster with a
mail carrier and his bag pic
tured , and the message, “ Banking By Mail. Simple ; Easy ;
Convenient" .

To the front of the window ,
on one side, was a card headed
“ Deposits By Mail” .

the envelope, and an actual
$ 100 check .
On the opposite side, front,
of the window was a card
headed " Withdrawals” .
“Withdrawals from your
account are quite possible by
mail. If you have a checking
account, withdrawals are en
tered to your account when

“Deposits by mail are simple your check arrives at the bank.
To withdraw from your savings

Corlies is the Goalor Success

Science andBusiness
The man of science. commonly
termed a professional man - -gives
but little attention or thought to the
every day things of life. He is not,
generally speaking, conversantwith
business and financial matters His
entire thought, time and energy
being continually devoted to his

profession .
The creation of a LIVING TRUST
solve the financial problems of the
professionalman ,permitting him to
free his mind of distracting business
details. Such procedure is simple,
practical and efficient. Talk with
cur Trust Officer about it.
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INTEREST
yourself in a compound
interest account.
TEXT month get interest on interest.

WELVE interest payments each
year.

ACH month your accountincreasca.
EGULAR deposits are a sure road
to prosperity.

VERY
pay-day bank your surplus
earninga.
CESS is built upon

THRIFT
Thrift Department

GHATHAM
PHENU

$ 100
OPENS AN

co

account, simply mail us your
NATIONAL
bank book with a letter stating ACCOUNT
BANK
e Meyong
your requirements.”
Teaching
the
lesson
of
by
Visualizing withdrawals was a clever arrangement of thrift
letters.
an actual letter making a with
drawal, and a genuine bank got over to all because it
book .

pictured .
Mr. Herrick when planning visualized,
In
striving
to arouse thrift
this window on banking by instincts people,
much bank
in

mail wanted to convey three advertising literature talks of
ideas- the ease, simplicity and the rewards of thrift, such as
convenience of the method . He

security in old age and the
could have used words only to good
of life that the
sell the idea, and the window thrifty things
person,
would have graded about 10 per money, eventuallyaccumulating
comes to
cent. the effectiveness of the have. These, properly,
should
window

he did use which vis- constitute incentives to save.
ualized . The mail boxes, the
We have had much thrift lit
mail carrier, suggested the con - erature which is well done and
venience. Actual letters, of thoroughly inspirational. How
Birmingham Trust
only four or five lines at most ever, one of the most interesting
oSavinés
C
:
oftetBetween Island and Ave.
- by the way, Mr. Herrick used attempts to sell thrift the
Oncers
station
ery permitting long writer has found was a window
ாேம் Ragamith
display recently used by a Den
Ex Eimants
lines - looked like very simple ver
house in behalf
and extremely easy things to of itsinvestment
BAR DI
payment plan on
Lam Soft
write, a matter of a moment or bonds. partial
The same idea would be
two.
equally applicable to a display,
conveye
whole
And
d,
the
A well
arranged
trustforadvertise
selling thrift, on behalf of a
Inent
written
directly
the pro
fessional man .
The argument
peo
to
idea
same
the
rapidly,
bank
savings department.
points out why the latter should
ple of many degrees of intellect
The advertising manager got
leave his affairs in charge of a
trust company so as to keep his
and intelligence. Business man together a collection of photo
energies free to devote to his pro
# 18P

fession ,

erla

or street worker, the display graphs pertaining to that con
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dition of life which the thrifty
person often attains to, and
which certainly would be the
hope and wish of anyone. There

was the actual photograph of
an attractive, comfortable resi
dence. There was a photo
graph of an ocean liner plough
ing the sea. There was a pic
ture of a European resort.
There was the photograph of a
fireside, with a happy family
group around it.
The advertising manager got

RewaTherd of Serv= icise Success
Ithasbeen truly said:"Ifaman can

preach a better
writea betterbook,
or make a bettermouse

sermon,
trap than his neighbor,though he
build his house in the woods, the
world will make a beaten path to
his door."
That the American Banks today
have over thirty-one thousand
is significant. This large
accounts
clientele is equivalent to serving
over one person, on the average,in
every family in the City of Nash
ville.
Also,theAmerican Bankshandle
over forty-fiveper centof theentire
clearingsofthis city.

up a story around these, begin

ning, “ It you want a . .......”.
In place of " attractive, com
fortable home” he dropped the
words and substituted the
actual photograph. When he

came to the subject of a Euro

pean tour, he did not use
" ocean voyage” but put in the
photograph of the liner. Other
photographs were used in the
ys

to

bird and Union

Sa Baba

American Trust Co.
Charter Fort

With the proper humility, may we not
feel that our sincere endeavor to render

the greatest service to our friends in every
walk oflife is responsible for these achieve

American National
Third and Uhr

ments?
Let " American Service" serve you and
de " An American Aluays"

BANKE
TEAMERIGAN
AmericanNational NASHVILLE American Trust
Dank

l
ro

Corbind VertryOy

Company

dirican National
PILATEDY Company

BANK
ES

OX

The use of the circle in this lay out compels attention and
is pleasing to the eye.

ing
Announc
THE SEABOARD
Checkbook -Letter of Credit

A new convenienceforforeign travel
HE ofyourowockbook when traveling an
Novak , whech soe provided by the Seaboard
Checkbook Letter of Credit This new provision for
the comfort of travelers
in C
erables
pleasant bother which therwise sy be connected with
the ring of cash by paneles alread. It is no longer
Arrowery te wat til foreg forms of draft, often
andaluar, have been pared and submind to you for
Your nature. You wow take out your ched in the
Baarish x xwed.

Yews

Chaco Lex ofCredit holde foress

Marty dental wwch deset check . Theyw enty
honored by thounds Seaboard correspondrests in all
To maketh
e
complete the
cheb her packet whoholds the Swatoard Latte
ofCredit. You a
r e fundsmore quickly belya
keep trackdow n in the
manat
SebordC
heck Letter of Credit can be werd

perts

* any of

our
HOLIC DEPARTMEV

The Seaboard National Bank
MAV OFFICE
Bread and leaver Street

Announcement by a New York
bank of a new service to foreign
travelers in a pleasing combina
tion of text and illustration .

samemanner. The message occupied a card perhaps eighteen
by twenty-four inches, framed.
Bank advertising displays
which visualize ideas often have
great attention-getting power.
This display card did . It
stoppell people, caused them to
gather at the window . The
"puzzle” character of it inter
ested many to study it out.
While they studied it out, the

ticular thrift plan which it of
fered as a means to the end
of actual possession .
A window dealing with the
idea of family saving on be
half of a child , for an educa

tion, pictured a smiling, chubby

baby face on the center display
card. On an adjacent card , a

certain small sum of money for
daily saving was shown, not by
idea of the good things of life figures alone, but by figures

which reward the thrifty was plus the sum in bright pennies,

put before them , not in words attached to the card in rows.
but in live, appealing photo- This amount saved daily, the
graphs. Between the power to reader was told, would amount
arouse desire of the phrase,
" fine home" , and the picture of
a fine home, there is no com
parison.
And while desire was strong
in the reader's breast, the advertiser pointed out the par-

to a stated amount when the
baby, grown to youth was ready
for college.
“ Visualize the idea”, is a fun

damental principle of effective
bank display windows.
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the introduc
appeal.of someThrough
Advertising Should Be Judged Not By Looks tion
human recollection
or story the impressive fact of
But By Results
banking service can many times

By Clarence T. Hubbard

"You CAN NOT tell a good ad- persistence and planning which

be put over. We all like sugar

coated pills.

The " folder copy of this
vertisement by looking at it”, will get folks to recognize your type,
which breaks the conven
says Frank Black, vice-presi- style.
dent of the New England As-

Persistence in salesmanship is tional with a friendly yet prac

appeal and which is of
sociated Advertising Clubs. “ An recommended as a needed and tical
advertisement can only be successful virtue. It also ap fered for the use of all readers,
judged by what it accomplishes. plies to advertising. Spasmodic follows:
It is not so much in the Way insertions or "accommodation
AS ONE OF THE PUBLIC
advertising" as represented in often
As one of the public you have
you advertise as How " .
observed the way all pen
Many companies and mer - space given to dance programs braries
cils are chained in the public li
and railroad stations. And

chants in the same kind ofbusi- and other charity get-ups has

ness advertise in absolute con - no real value, excepting perhaps
trast as to style or type and
still all secure good response.
Many of our larger advertisers
and stores use entirely differ
ent types of appeal, yet the results in each case are success

under the head of reciprocal re
lations. This type of publicity
is all right as a supplement to
some regular and systematic
plan, but ahead of this you
should first determine the

ful. The point is to get folks purposes of your advertising
to recognize your type of adver-

Bank advertising is consider

tising no matter what the style, ably exploited in the form of
and in its very appearance it "asset and liability citations"
will
your name
reminders.
Yet
and always
business.suggest
As Mr.
Black and
our “poverty”
leading bank
men and
has said, " A man need not be specialists say that the ma
tall or short or stout or slim to jority of people carry bank ac
be successful. He becomes counts as a good business

recognized according to his ap

proposition. Why notmore ad

pearance and is accepted as the

vertising along this theme?

same person each time" . The Savings banks have already
same way with advertising. It somewhat abandoned the " poy

how telephone
books and
other.
directories
are likewise
fastened
Just a protection against a
weakness of human nature to
forget. Having so much to do
and so little time in which to do
it must leave a certain aniount of

forgetfulness in us which causes
our public institutions to protect
themselves against this innocent
trait.
If it is important enough for
libraries to chain pencils, is it not
quite essential that you in some
way attach a protecting cord to
your dollars ? We mean your

every day dollars - those that you
use to pay the butcher, the grocer
and the candy stick maker.
There is a most elastic chain for
this purpose and it is invincible
in its service. A personally con
trolled checking account with the
('enter Trust Company. Not
weak link exists.
COMMERCIAL BANKING.

is not so much the type but the erly” idea and now build their
appeals more upon the common
sense value of thrift.

美國友華銀行

ia Banking
Corporation

Consider the following as an
example of banking advertising
along the lines mentioned :
YOU MAY NOT NEED IT

An American Bank

Just the same you should have it.

rendering cemplete service
for trade with the Orient

A Bank Account.
Our big corporations seldom ever
ne large surpluses they
carry. But just the same they
should have them .

and all ether parts of theworld
CHARLES H . SABIN, Chairsan of the Board
CHARLES A . HOLDER, President
IRVING V. SCOTT
T. FxD. ASPEN
Vice Presidens
E. B. MACKENZIE
Escretary

Vice Prenins
A . N . GENTES
Trearter

HEAD OFFICE: 5 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
SKUANGHAI HONGKONO MANILA CANTON
HANLOW PEKING TIENTSIN YOKOHAMA

IT' S GOOD BUSINESS
You
can never tell when the need

Many reasons make it so.

will arise - frequently most unex
pectedly . In the bank your sur
plus supports itself and creates a
distribution of money the country
needs. It adds to your personal

credit and strengthens your ac

tivities. You are a better person
for having a savings account.

Several banks have recently
Good typography in an old

fashioned " card" type of advertising by a New York bank.

issued tone
circulars
of a had
“human
ized”
that have
good

Whereyourbusiness
isappreciated
Whether you take us for the convenience of a
checking account, or employ us in the broader
field of commercial banking your business in
appreciated

The seller er clerk who may have four trans
problem , the page who directs you - chey all,

action, the office with wbors you discuss spee

you will do take an interest to your business
with us which conserve your time and gives
you the sort of attention agencive ofour appro
ciation of your patronape

THE NORTHERN
TRUST COMPANY
Capital and Surplus $5.000.000
NORWEST CONNEN EASALERMONROE IT

Cordiality is the key-note of
this Chicago advertisement. Most
bank customers like to feel that

their
business is appreciated by
their bank .
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persuasion. Its power to the
banking profession is not a
cure-all. It is a business ad
vantage. Advertising should not
be expected to accomplish
everything, but rightfully ap
plied it can accomplish what
ly set ifirst
do in ra
t to whethe
you
way. Decide
plaindefinite
you want your advertising to

e atcanall
Yourbutmoney
you. You
only isto availabl
times,
not hang up your coat and have
some one " take it - your chain of
connection as a depositor prevents
You cannot drop it out when
this.
you reach for your handkerchief
because we are watching it. You
are less apt to lose it in thought
less spending as our chain of pro
tection again proves useful.
As one of The Public it would
pay you (actually , not just as an
expression ) to carry a checking
account y,with the Center Trust
Compan also one for your wife,
or a joint account to be operated
by you both . In fact it is a pretty
good idea when every one in the
carries a checking account.
family
We are equipped to render just
such a service.

The

Man
Who
Writes

produce prospects, inquiries,
business, or whether you want

You see — it is only because hun
dreds of folks have realized this
that we are able to offer this
service. In addition to being
bankers and protectors we lay
claim as Public Guardians of
Human Nature.

These
Advs.

it merely to popularize your
name or pave the way for later
transactions. Possibly you have
some special or individual sery
ice that you desire recognized.

the thatsich herches
the heshteter
ten opened
o 20 months
On thelarm dayAccord
of this
buththe Yeh Trend
Comece4 perBerkcorddepositing
Site

hn

Your success with advertising
H

desire it to accomplish and then
how you go about to accom
Advertising is a science of plish it.

Card

On mah
on every
he puts
and hetwoloveweeks,
deler po bothdy,when
mother
another
trwydering
twybec
S1 all the pres
Al 4 % were condd even
ports thatand c a andSander
191 the ibral
noVerhas the
n these
se deposits are in the
Inghm encept thatB kated
in the US Grand
en Irland (San Chef Caldes
P

A San Diego ad writer takes
his own medicine.

paragraph appears in italics:

“Not the least of his services

How Banks Are Advertising

is his ability to execute your

banking business in New York ”.
is
the
The
key
note
of
the
series
and
Trust
Loan
FARMERS'
THE
from rethis paragraph andno
importance of the “home town Aside
Company of New York now has banker"
of the bank,
signatu
the
services
.
The
various
available in pamphlet form the
ce is made to the
series of advertisements which which the “home town banker" referen
Farmer
of his pany. s' Loan and Trust Com
have recently been appearing in can render the people
pointed out.
The Saturday Evening Post,
The Literary Digest, and other
national advertising mediums.
This is a very interesting series
and worth study by all who are

community are
"Home town” people are urged
to consult him when they want
advice and guidance on business
and financial matters. At the

THE BIGELOW State Bank of
New York has issued an at
e folder entitled “When
tractiv
You Know Us and We Know

concerned in banking publicity. end of each advertisement this You". The opening paragraph
RULOL

TEERD A BRANCA IN YOUR NEIGESCEND

Serving Buffalo faithfully

Is betocen
thereyou andteamyour -work
bank?

Will TheybeSafe while

REAL SERVICE

You are Vacationing

for 72 years

D o you take advantages of all thatto

you frenfor
you ? Do offers
and toexperienced
traceoffers

and othergiftshoushold
you w theseerware sead
ables,
that we can

when the
I August,Bank1850,opened,
the
2017 Marine
194 population of the entire
city of Buffalo - 42,261 was less than the number of its
present day depositors - 64,871.

house of normation is almost every li
odb ent. Through a handa pars the
details ofmarty of the portant tract
world
in the
Tu eren ve sen o cerce and

destruy who you to use and safeguard

? Howtheremuch
to your inheadparing
Hoshablefartheme itisted
?
send espero
and
greater
The
Tres
Compensere
Marine
the
of
ent
one of a
to your door byfriendly
brought
offices,a
to please
which is boundsighborky
partofits ndwervice the

On our record se inte
anyof the
be welcomeat
You willnineteen
offices of the

and the war of information
are both vaned and siste
The informs and experience
yourwie for the simple asking

for the one of trunk and packages of

by capable, experi
Each
enced other is hemanaged
who to thedo know youhow to takeme your
andproblems
You
thon willof bethewek a y of the intern

MARINE

MARINE
TRUSTOF COMPANY
BUFFALO

MARINE

MARINE
TRUSTOF COMPANY
BUFFALO

COMPANY
TRUSTOF BUHALO

for free and for help ?
The Man Trust Company a chance

vale
le replaced ?
iton
leave
as
vacanthoseyou
The
to the burglar. A fire in yourarence

we be safe and you a have
Yu - theymedia
graded
are Kared incaretheandwakeworryof theyourMarievals
abies
Safe Depout ( sespesy what we equipped

Are you really using yourbank
» w e of fers ofthe

patele

0

SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY

This Buffalo trust company is a consistent advertiser using a uniform style of typography and layout.
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reads: "When you come into
this bank, whether you are a
depositor or a depositor-to-be,
we want you to know that you
are on 'friendly ground'” .
Friendly overtures of this kind
are effective when they are
backed by the policy of the en
tire staff of the bank. That
this policy prevails at the
Bigelow State Bank is apparent
to anyone who has visited this

Who's Who in
Bank Advertising

extremely courteous and friend

ly institution .
THE WHITNEY Central Bank of
New Orleans used the folowing
appeal to wage earners in a
recent advertisement:
THE WAGE EARNER
Who makes this bank HIS
BANK , receives the same cour

teous attention , and careful ad
up, as we accord any other de

vice on his problems as they come
positor, large or small.
It is the little things that count,
and we welcome the small account

of the Wage Earner .

Our Savings Department pays
342 per cent. interest, and you
can rest assured that your money
is safe.
A dollar will start a savings ac
count. Why wait until you have
more ?

Many Wage Earners de

posit with us weekly. Why not
you ?

THE Bank of the Manhattan
Company, New York , has start
ed thie publication of a series of
little volumes to be known as
the Manhattan Library. These
books will deal with separate
subjects of popular interest and

are planned to meet the public
desire for greater knowledge of
fundamental economic factors.
The first volume is entitled
World” and describes the insti
tution of life insurance. Small
as it is, this little book is the
condensed result of a long

" The Greatest Family in the

period of research and compila
tion, including consultation with
some of the world's foremost
authorities in this field. Subse
quent volumes will deal in suc
cession with other great Ameri
can business groups.

THE HIBERNIA Securities Com
pany, Inc., of New Orleans has

COLLINS MASON
Publicity director International Acceptance Bank, Inc., New York
S secretary to Paul M . Warburg, Mr. Mason was iden
tified with the publicity work of the capital issues
committee of the Federal Reserve Board when that
committee

was

organized

during

the

war

emergency .

Inasmuch as only through public support could the work of
that committee receive the proper coöperation throughout
the country, the publicity had to be carefully directed .
Mr. Mason has directed the publicity of the International
Acceptance Bank, Inc., since its organization slightly more
than two years ago.
As its name implies, the field of the International Accept
ance Bank , Inc., is international in scope and the institution
has rapidly gained prominence in all countries of the world

since its inception in 1921. Their advertising, therefore,
must be carried on throughout the world . Furthermore,
acceptance banking is a comparatively young practice in the
presenting it to
United States, and the problem of properly
large
those concerned in foreign trade is a

one.
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commercial importance. Her
great
industries had an annual output

Invest $ 762 Yearly for Income
of $ 1,140
AN averageannual cash investmentof$ 762continued for 15 yearswill

at the last cen
of $ 1,500,000,000
sus- slaughtering, meat packing,
products lead
mill
grist
and
flour
ing. Missouri-mined lead and

plus the odd amount
Second step: Add to interest semi-annually $300o even
hundreds.

First step: Invest$ 1,000 in a 64. StrausBond;
necessary to bring the total up t

world over and
zinc are used thes much
coal. Her
she also produce
annual crop is valued at well over
dollars.
a half-billion
The services of the Bank of the
i's
y toceMissour
anandCompan
Manhatt
is made
commer
industryvaluable
through being ad
doubly ed

Third step: Invest interest and cash addition in 6 % Straus Bonds.

and needs.

create a wealth in 6 % Straus Bonds which willreturn you thercafter an

annualincomeof $ 1,140.:

Semi-AnnualInvestment Progremio
Total
Total Wealth
latercet
31,000

Initial Investment
6 months
year
1312 years
years

$370
356
346

years
434 years
years
55 years
years
66 % year
years
years
713 yeen
& ytan
years
39 years

398

12 '3 years
131413 % year
years
years
145
years
15 years

vivono

11%
years
12 years

3.4.994000000
65.,400

368

353
338
323
303
201
224

961
7
39279
315
3.36
357

378
399
120
460
$ 16

543

500
600

385

364
343

332
308
357

1.400
2,200
2.699
1 .800

3,000
900
3.3.400

322
310

years
23 years

94 years
101011 % years
years
years

$400

809
800

7,500
,700
89,300
9,900
10.500
11,300
11.900
12.601 0
14,00000
14.800
15,600
16,400
17,200

18,100
19,009

ofHidden Treasure,"
" Chart circumstanc
booklet,financial
Our
es. Each onepresents
reward toto
liberaloftables
offers aa series
suit various
in safe, six
him who will seek fortune by patient, persistent investment
per centbonds. When such quick and big results are certain ,what vis.
tue is left in taking chances ? Ask for
BOOKLET A -949

AUS &
1. STR
OPPICES IN PORTY CITIES

ESTABLISHED 188%

INCORPORATED

STRAUS BUILDING - 565 Fifth Avenue - at 46th Street
Telephone- Vanderbilt8500

41 YEARS WITHOUT LOSS TO ANY INVESTOR
1023- SWS Colec
AR

advertising showing in exact
good example of concrete ished
by systematic saving.
figures what can be accompl

minister
conditiofirstns
of her with
hand knowledbygeofficers

THE MINNESOTA Loan and

olis

Trust Company of Minneap
has issued a Home Planning
and
containing plans homes
Book ations
specific

of modern

and an outline of the various
ion
ways in which this institut
ng of
can help in the financi

homes. This book should be of
value and interest
considerable
to home builders and is excel

y for a bank

lent publicit
zing in this type of busi
speciali
ness.
has
attractbyive thefolderUnited
A VERYissued
been
Trust
and entitled
States
of Newge York
CompanyMortga
izing Your Lifedescrib
Insures
“Capital
ance". This booklet
how to create an insurance trust
and shows its advantages.
monthlny
TRENDS”,
TRADEletter
“trade
of thethe Frankli
National Bank of Philadelphia,
is particularly helpful to the
busy reader because it sum
marizes at a glance thentessen
tial facts about importa facs
tors entering into the busines
situation.

ing Post. Like most articles
in the Post “ Your Estate" is
written in a human and popular
style and makes much easier
and more interesting reading
than nost of the trust literature
that is being distributed by the E . W . WOODY ADVANCES
ed
the
South
are
describ
and
banks.
reasons
given
why
local
capital
should take advantage of the THE BANK of the Manhattan F. W . Woody, who has been

issued a booklet entitled “The
New South " which records in a
very graphic manner the progress made by the Southern
states during the past half century. The various industries of

opportunities for sound invest Company, New York, in a
ment in the South.
series
states ofis
varioussements,
featuringof theadverti
S'
Trust
and
Loan
FARMER
THE
Union. A recent one on
Company of New York has re the
reads:
Missour
printed for distribution an ar From ithose
early days when
ticle entitled " Your Estate" by
James H . Collins which ap
peared in The Saturday Even

Missouri was the doutfitting station

cara
for the westwar wasmoving
destined to
vans, the state

and new
charge ofof promotion
inaccounts
the Citizens' Trust

Company, Buffalo,hasbeen apof
managerHar
advertising
pointed
that company,
succeeding
Mr.the Choate
re
old E . Choate.
Harrison
join
to
signed
Real Estate Corporation of
that city.

Advert
Exchan
ising
ge
Bank
Those listed herewith are willing to exchange booklets and other advertising
matter issued by them . Subscribers can get on this list free of charge.
Watch for New Names and Other Changes.
Albany,
N . Y., City Svgs. Bank, F. H . Williams, Detroit, Mich ., Security Tr. Co., H . B . Grimm,
treas.

bus. ext. dept.
Asbury
Park, N . J., Asbury Park Tr. Co., J. B . Eastmgr.
State Bank,
Moline,
Ill., Manufacturers
Fogal, asst. secy. -treas.
Shearman,
cash
. 1st &
F
T
.
.
Elizabeth
C
.
.,
N
Baltimore,
City,
B
.
.
W
of
Bank
Baltimore,
Nat'l
Ma.,
Citizens
dept.
Thurston, Jr., mgr. for.
Bank,N . M Y. ., H 2nd
. Jones,
. Helen E . Nat'l
Mal
Berkeley,
Nat'lcashBank,
Cal., Berkeley Com 'l & Svgs. Bk., G . Elmira,
L . Pape, V . P .

lory, adv. mgr,
Boston,
Mass., Internat'l Tr. Co., T. F. Megan, Evansville,
City Bank, Josephine C.
Ind.,pubNat'l
asst. secy.
MacCorkle,
. mgr.

Boston, Mass., Nat'l Shawmut Bank, A. L. Evansville, Ind., oid State Nat'l Bank, A. F .

Winship , V . P .
cash . Com 'l & Svgs. Bank, H . E .
Boston,
Mass., oid Colony Tr. Co., E . H . Kit. Flint,Bader,
Mich.,asst.
Citizens
tredge, pub . mgr.
Potter,
asst.
cash
Mass., State St. Tr. Co., R . M . Eastman, Flint, Mich., Industrial
Boston,
Svgs. Bank, A . T . Smith,
asst. to pres.
mgr.
special
serv.Co.dept.
Brenham
Schlenker,
,
Tex.,
1st
Nat'l
Bank,
A
.
Flint,
Mich.,
Genesee
Svgs. Bank, W . Power,
cash .

mgr. new bus. dept.
Brooklyn,
N . Y., Home Svgs. Bank, V. M . Pow . Gardner,
ell, secy.
V . P . Mass., Gardner Tr. Co., P. O. Ahlin,
Brooklyn , N . Y ., Williamsburgh Svgs. Bank, Greenville,
Bk. & Tr. Co., R .
A . E . Leighton, adv. mgr.
AndersonS., C.,
cashAmerican
.
Bruxelles, Belgium , Moniteur des Interets Ma Greenville,
s.
c.,
Woodside
Nat'l
Bank, J. L.
teriels, 27 Place de Louvain .
Williams, V . P .
Buffalo,
Citizens
Hoffman,
N
.
Y.,
Tr.
Co.
,
H
.
G
.
Haverhill,
Mass., 1st Nat'l Bank, C. K . Worm
wood , adv. mgr.
Bufftreas.
alo, Nasst: pub. metr. Co., J. A.

Buffalo, N . Y., Fidelity Tr. Co., W . D . Lamp Indianapolis, Ind., Fletcher Svgs. & Tr. Co.,
L . A . Buennagel, mgr. serv. dept.

Buffalo, N. Y., Marine Tr. Co., J. A. Edwards,

Ithaca, N . Y ., 1st Nat'l Bank, W . A . Boyd, V .

adv. mgr.
Fla.,cashAtlantic
Nat'l Bank, J. M .
Buffalo,
X. Y., Peoples Bank, C . R . F . Wichen Jacksonville,
Quincy , asst.
.
den , migr. new bus. (lept.
Bank, E . G .
Nat'l
Barnett
,
.
Fla
Jacksonville,
Cambridge,
Guaranty Tr. Co., L. A.
Haskell, adv. dept.
P.
V . Mass.,
Fla.,
United
States
Tr.
Co., B. W .
CedarFrost.
Rapids,
Iowa, Cedar Rapids Svgs. Bank, Jacksonville,
Lanler, secy. & treas.
C . E . Auracher, adv. mgr.
Chambersburg.
Pa.,, Chambersburg
Tr. Co., F .
A , Zimmerman
V. P.
Charleston, W . Va ., Kanawha Valley Bank , H
Picklesimer, mgr. new business dept.
Chattanooga, Tenn., American Tr. & Bkg. Co

Jollet, Ill., Will Co. Nat'l Bank, F . R . Adams.
Kankakee, Ill., City Tr. & Svgs. Bank, A . M .
Shoven , cash.
City, Mo., Commerce Tr. Co., F . M .
Kansas
Staker, mgr. pub. dept.

Kansas City, Mo., Kansas Cit Terminal Tr.

E . L . Smith , asst. cash .
H . G . Hunter, V . P .
Chattanooga,
Tenn ., Chattanooga Svgs. Bank, Lima,Co .,Peru,
S. A ., Banco Mercantil Americano
J . V . Holdam , asst. tr. ofl.
del Peru .
Chester,
Pa.,
Pennsylvania
Nat'l
Bank,
E
.
C.
, C. F .
The and
FirstnewNat'lbus.Bank
,
Neb.,
Lincoln
Burton , V . P .
Snyder,
Jr.,Cal.,pub.Long
mgr.
Michigan
S.
738
II
Bauder-Baker,
.,
Chicago,
, P.
Bank
l
Nat'
Beach
,
Beach
Long
Ave., IR . .,E .Critchfield
Bauder, pres.
L . Hudson , asst. cash .
,
Delson
.
E
L.
Co.,
&
Chicago,
Tr.
'l
Com
&
Svgs.
Cal.,
Hellman
Angeles,
Los
mgr.
finan. adv.
, dir. pub. Tr. & Svgs.
R . Branham
Bank, D . Cal.,
III., Liberty Tr. & Svgs. Bank, H . J. Los Angeles,
Chicago.
Pacific - Southwest
ex. dept.
Bilangky,
ingr. bus.Morris
Bk.,
R
.
M
.
MacLennan,
.
B
S.
Plan
Bank,
Ill.,
Chicago,
Chicago
Angeles, Cal., Union Bankadv.& mgr.
Tr. Co., A . L .
Clark ,Ill.,
mgr.Northwestern
serv. dept. Tr.
Chicago,
& Svgs. Bank , Los
Lathrop,
tr. off.1st Nat'l Bank, C . F . Ham
Los Gatos, Cal.,
F . G . Heuchling, V . P .
Chicago,
Ill., State Bank of Chicago, E . L . Jarl, Madrid
sher, pres.
Banco Hispano Suizo, Apartado
, Spain
asst. cash .
E . C ,. Hirt.
1023,
I ., Union Tr. Co., P. L . Hardesty,
Chicago,
S . D ., Lake Co. Nat' l Bank, M . F .

pub. mgr.Tenn., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . A . Bland, Madison,
Berther, V . P .
Clarksville,
P . I., Banco de Las Islas Filipinas, W .
Manila,
V. P.
T . Nolting, pres.
J.
.
R
Bank,
Nat'l
Central
Ohio,
Cleveland,
& Farmers Bank, M .
Miss., Merchants
Meridian,
mgr.
adv.
Izant,
svgs. dept.
Keeton, mgr.
Ohio, cleveland Tr. Co., I. I. Sperlinz, Milwaukee,
Cleveland,
Wis., Second Ward Securities Co .,
mgr.
pub.
R . P . Hammond, mgr. bus. serv. dept.
Cleveland,
Ohio, Reliance Tr. Co., E . J. Mac Minneapolis,
Minn ., Farmers & Mechanics Svgs.
Nab, asst. secy .

Cleveland, Ohio, Union Tr. Co., C. H . Hander

Bank, T . H . Wallace, treas.

Minneapolis, Minn., Midland Nat' l Bank, L . L .
son , pub.
mgr.
Clinton,
Iowa,
čity
Nat'l
Bank,
A
.
Smith
C.
D . Stark , asst. tr. off.
,
Minn., Minnesota Loan & Tr. Co.,
pres.
W . E . Brockman, pub . mgr.
Tex., First State Bank , L . G . Kerr, Minneapolis,
Corsicana,

Minneapolis, Minn., Northwestern Nat'l Bank ,
.
asst. cashConn.,
Danielson Tr. Co., C. H . Missoula,
Danielson,
F . Merrill, adv. mgr.
Starkweather,
treas.
Mont., Western Montana Nat'l Bank,
Dayton, O ., City Nat'l Bank, L . C . Tingley,
J. Bennett.

bus. ex mgr.
Ohio, Nat'l Cash Registera Co.,u H . Ww .
Dayton,
Karr, dir. pub.

Jr., care
A a. Zambrano,
Monterrey,
Monterr
ey, N . L ., Mex.,
Apartado No.
of A . ZambranoNeson
& Sons,
Apartado
No. 66 ..
Montreal, Que., Banque d 'Hochelaga, 112 St.

Tenter. Colo ., Denver Nat'l Cank, G . T. Wells,
James St., Léon
, dir. pub .
rash . IA , Central State Bank, H . G . Newark, Ohio, Home Lorrain
Des asst.
Moines,
Bldg. Ass'n Co., E . M .
Baugher,
pres.
Metcall,
ext. dept.
Detroit.
Mirhmgr.
. Firstbus.National
Bank, F . J. Camp- New Orleans, La., Canal-Com 'l Tr. & Svgs.
bell. adv. mgr.

Bank, H . B . Caple . Hocy. to pres.
233
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Francisco, Cal., Union Tr. Co., M . Pi-w
La., Whitney
New M Orleans,
pub. mgr.-Central Nat'l Bank, San man , Asst. cash.
. L . Boucien,

Santa Rosa, Cal., American Nat'l Bank, J. G .

ing,C .. asst.
cash .R . Clark & Co ., 71 Broadway .
Ambrose
N . Y . C ., American Express Co., 65 Broadway,
S . D . Malcolm , gen , mgr. adv.

MorrowPa.,
. V 3rd
. P . Nat'l
& cashBank,
.
Scranton,
Theda A . Hoppe,

żżżź
żżżzź

Newport News, Va., 1st Nat'l Bank, D . L . Down.

N . Y. C., American Union Bank, R . Stein , asst.
Ycash
. C .,. Bank of America, Withers Woolford .
Y . C .. The Bankers Magazine.
N . Y. C ., Battery Park Nat'l Bank, E . E .

mgr. new bus. dept.
Shanghai,
China, American Oriental Bkg. Corp.,
F . J . Raven

Shelbyville,
IllV ..,D.P .1stSiouxNat'lFallsBank,
J.Bank,C. Eber
spacher,
Sioux
Falls.'
Nat'l
s.
J. W .
pres.
n , cash ... Bank of Smithtown
SouthWadden
A. Ove, rto

Smithte

.
asst. V .& PPhenix
Gafford,
Nat'l Bank, N . P . South Bend, Ind., Indiana Tr. Co., J. C . Stover,
C., Chatham
N . Y.Gatling.
V . P.
V. P.
Bank, H . G .
Nat'l
Iron
&
Coal
C.
Y.
Wash., Old Nat'l Bank -Union Tr. Co.,
, asst. to pres.
N . Y.Stenerson
C., Equitable
Tr. Co., A . DeBebian, adv. Spokane,
A . F . Brunkow , pub. mgr.
St. Joseph,
Mo., 1st Nat'l

Bank, La J. Morgan,
mgr.
N . Meehan,
Y. c., Theasst.Farmers
Loan & Tr. Co., I. H .
pub . mgr.
V
.
P
.
Mo.,pub.Liberty
Corrigan,
N . St.,
mgr. Central Tr. Co., J. V.
Y. C ., . Hamilton
Nat'l Bank, 130 W . 42nd St. Louis,
S . Van Leer, asst. cash .
St.
Mercantlle
Louis,
Mo.,
Tr. Co., 8. P. Judd,
Y . C., EMechanics
pub . mgr.
& Metals Nat'l Bank, F . W .

Mo., Nat'l Bank of Commerce,
W . B.
P . Tr. Co., E . Langstroth , pub. St. Louis,
Weisenburger , asst. to pres
Y.Gehle,
C., NewV . York
.
Stockholm
Sweden,
Svenska
,
Handelsbanken
mgr.
,
N . Y. C., North sido 8v88. Bank, A . A. Bkirch ,
P . G . Norberg. pub . mgr.
secy.
Stroudsburg,
Pa.,
Stroudsburg
Nat'l
Bank,
C.
B
.
N . Y.pub.C.. mgr.
Seaboard Nat'l Bank, E . M . Hutchins, Sydney
Keller, Jr., cash .
, Australia , Gov ' t Svg8. Bank of N . S .
N . Y. C ., Union Bank of Canada, A. G . Sclater.
and Rural Bank, A . W . Turner, secy.

Tampa,
Fla., pres.
Citizens-Amer. Bank & Tr. Co., L
A . Bize,
Toledo,
Ohio,
Com 'Isecy
Svgs.
Bk. & Tr. Co., J. H .
Streicher, asst.
-treas.
Toronto,
Canada,
Canadian
G
.
S
.
willis,
pres.
Norwich, Conn., Chelsea Svgs. Bank, J. D . Colt, Toronto,
A . St. L . Trigge, secy. Bank of Commerce,
Canada, H . J . Coon . 68 Farnham Ave .
adv., Va.,
mgr.Seaboard Nat'l Bank, W . V . Capps,
Norfolk
new bus. mgr.

Northampton, Mass., Hampshire Co. Trust Co.,

Oak asst.
Park,treas.
I11., Oak Park Tr. & 8vg8. Bank,
L . A . Clarahan , mgr. new bus. dept
Orizaba, Ver., Mex., J. C. Gutierrez, Apartado

Toronto, Canada, Home Bank Monthly . Homo
Bank of Canada, 8 King St. West.
Trenton , N . J., Mechanics Nat' l Bank C . K
Withers, tr. ofl. & pub. mgr.
Tuscaloosa,
Ala ., City Nat'l Bank, 8. F . Cla
baugh , V . P . & cash .

146 .
Osaka,
Japan, Japan Trust Bank, Ltd., H .
Araki, for. div.
Owego,
N
. Y., Owego Nat'l Bank, H . L . Under Utica,
N ., Y.,
Svgs.
Bk., H . Bank,
W . Bell,A . dir.F . serv.
hili.
Valdosta
Ga.,
Merchants
Winn,
Paterson,
N
.
J.,
2nd
Nat'l
Bank,
W
.
Van
Blar.
Jr.,
V
.
P
.
Pat
eto
mo
ass
cas
Ban
Na
on
,
m
t.
h.
De
t'l
k,
J.
Warren
,
Pa.
,
Warren
Nat'l
Bk.,
R
.
W
.
Mackay.
Pendleton , Ore., American Nat' l Bank J . De
cash .
Wilde,
Phlla.,
Pa., pub.
Ath st.mgr.Nat'l Bk., J. T. A . Hosbach, Washington,
Poole, pres.D . C., Federal Nat'l Bank, John
adv.
mgr.
Washington,
D . C.,secy.Union Tr. Co. of D . C., W . 8.
PhllaV .. PPa.,
Overbrook Bank, R. H . Thompson, Washington,
Lyons, asst.
.
D . C., Washington
& Tr. Co.,
Phlla., Pa., Phila. Nat'l Bank, W . R . D . Hall, Watertown,
E . H . Thompson,
pub. mgr.CoLoan
N . Y ., Jefferson
., Nat'l Bank.

Dhucom Babes Tradesmen 's Nat'l Bank. H . E.
Deily , a.sst. cash .

Pine L .Blute,
Ark ., Cotton Belt Svga. & Tr. Co.,
E . Bassett, mgr. 8Vg8. & pub.

R . W . Oakes, Asst. . cash .
Wausau.
Wis., Marathan Co. Bank, H . C. Ber.
ger, cash .

Pa.. 1st Nat'l Bank, J. L . Guy,
Waynesboro,
mgr. serv. dept.
Wellsboro,
Pa.,
Bank , J. M . Wil.
adv. dept. 1st Nat'l Bank, M . L. Matson,
llams, pub. mgr.
West
& Mechanics Tr. Co.,
Pittsburgh , Pa., Pa. Tr. Co., pub. mgr.
J. Chester,
C . Hall,Pa.,
V . Farmers
P.
Pittsburgh , Pa .. W . H . Sivitor, 122 Dithridge St. Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
Luzerne
Co. Nat'l Bank ,
Prague, Czechoslovakia , Bohemian Industrial
W . J. Rull, cash.
Bank, head office.
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,
Wyoming
Nat'l
Bank, W . M .
Quincy, Mass., Granite Trust Co., D . King, V . P .
Sherrill, mgr. pub. dept.
dept.

Pine Blurr. Ark .. Merch . &

Planters Bank,

R . W . Etter,
asst. Nat'l
cash .
Pittsburgh,
Pa., Mellon

Raleigh, N . C., Citizens Nat'l Bank, R . A .

Brown, asst. cash .
Raleigh,
N . C., Com 'l Nat'l Bank, E . E . Cul
breth , mgr. svgs. dept.

Wilmington,
n . c., Wilmington Svgl. & Tr. Co.,
C . E . Taylor, pres.

Winnipeg , Manitoba, Union Bank of Canada.

J. H . Hodging, mgr. pub. dept.
Richmond, Va., Planters Nat'l Bank, R . E . Youngstown,
Ohio, 1st Nat'l Bank & Dollar
Svgs. & Tr. Co ., J . N . Higley, pub . mgr.
Hotze,
Jr.,
abst.
cash
.
Richmond, Va., Virginia Tr. Co., W . Scott. V . P . Zurich , Switzerland, J. Muller, 49 Sonnegr
Ripon , Wis ., 1st Nat'l Bank , W . R . Dysart, cash .
strasse.
Switzerland, Union de Banques Bulagen,
Rochester, N . Y., East Side Svgs. Bank, C . c . Zurich,
H . de Muralt, sub-mgr.
Davy , atty .

Rochester, N . y., Union Tr. Co., A . J. Meyer,

. mgr. Tex., Central Tr. Co., D . Ansley,
San pub
Antonio,
V. P.

New Names

Gotham Nat'l Bank, B. W . Griffin ,
Y. C.,
San VP.
Antonio, Tex., City Nat'l Bank, H . M . Hart, N . pub
. mgr.
Schenectady. N . Y., Schenectady Svgs. Bk., Miss

San Francisco, Cal., 1002 Monadnock Bldg., L .
. Peede. Cal. , Anglo - California Tr. C
San G Francisco,
R . P . Anderson , mgr. bus. dev. dept.

. director serv. dept.
www A . R . Waldron,

| N . Y . C., Mfg, Tr, Co., D. Lipsky.
N.

Y . C ., Western Union
Hamilton , adv. mgr.

Tele . Co ., H .
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BROWN BROTHERS & CO .
Established 1818

59 Wall Street

4th and Chestnut Sts.
PHILADELPHIA

NEW

60 State Street
BOSTON

YORK

A Four-Fold Service

1*

Investment Securities

Travelers Letters of Credit

We offer complete facilities for
investors in the purchase and

Our well-known Travelers Let
ters of Credit will be found

sale of high -grade securities.

convenient for those who may

Statistical information and in
vestment suggestions furnished

now be planning Summer Trav
el. Payable through more than

on request. Private wire con

3,000 correspondents in all
parts of the world . Issued in

nections with principalmarkets

dollars and in pounds sterling.
Commercial Letters of Credit

throughout the East.

Foreign Exchange

For nearly a century merchants

Drafts and cable transfers on

have recognized these credits as

foreign countries bought and

a standard method of payment

sold at finest rates. Foreign and

for shipments ofmerchandise to

domestic collections on best

and from America. Issued in dol
lars,sterling or other currencies.

terms.

A Century of Service

BROWN , SHIPLEY & COMPANY
Established 1810

Founders Court, Lothbury
London , E . C.

Office for Travelers
123 Pall Mall, London , S . W .
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT
to Bankers and Business Men
HE IMPORTERS AND TRADERS
NATIONAL BANK OF NEW YORK

has been merged into The Equita
ble Trust Company ofNew York .
The consolidation was completed June 29 .
As a result of themerger, The Equitable now
has a capital of $ 23,000 ,000, and surplus and

undivided profits of more than $ 9,500 ,000 .
Deposits are in excess of $ 300 ,000,000. Total
resources are over $ 375,000,000.
The offices of the Importers and Traders National

Bank, at 247 Broadway, are now known and oper
ated as The Importers and Traders Office of The

Equitable. Its customers will continue to transact
their commercial banking business with the same

officers and employees,butthey will havethe further
advantages of the banking , foreign exchange, trust,

investmentand safe deposit services ofThe Equitable.
To merchants, manufacturers, importers and ex
porters, the consolidation provides a complete finan

cial service, conveniently located on lower Broad
way, opposite City Hall.

THE EQUITABLE

TRUST
COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
UPTOWN OFFICE
Madison Ave, at45th as.

COLONIAL OFFICE
37 WALL STREET

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES

FOREIGN OFFICES

LONDON : 10 Moorgate , E . C . 2
Busb House , Aldwych , W . C . 2
PARIS : 23 Rue de la Paix
MevcO CHY:

48 Calle de Capuchinas

222 Broadway

IMPORTERS AND
TRADERS OFFICE

247 Broadway

PHILADELPHIA : Land Title Bldg .
BALTIMORE :

Calvert and Redwood Sts.
CHICAGO: 29 South La Salle St.
SAN FRANCISCO : 485 California Su.

Banking Evolution in Chile
By G . Butler Sherwell
THE prosperity of Chile depends

crisis of this sort occurred in Chile

to the greatest extent on its nitrate after a period of great prosperity be
and copper industries. The ease tween the years 1848 and 1856 . Silver
with which the government of that deposits of importance were discovered
country has been able to collect revenues
from nitrate and copper exports has led

about an era of widespread activity not

to the policy of making them pay for
the national expenses of Chile and relieve its people of the burden of heavy
taxation . It has also led to undertaking

only in that section of the country, but
also in the interior. This period coin
cided with the gold discoveries of Cal
ifornia , and Chilean agriculture found

the financing of large projects for pub-

a magnificent market for its products in

in the Atacama region , which brought

lic works, which in other countries

that relatively new section of the United

would have to be met largely from dohestic taxes. Revenue thus collected

States. This situation was temporary,
however. The markets of California

and the proceeds of the majority of
loans placed abroad have been used by
the Chilean Government in the develop
ment of the railroads of the country

and Australia were soon lost , with the
result that the agricultural industry
reached a state of stagnation , and the
silver mines proved to be of short pro

which are, to a large extent, government

ductive duration .

wned

Most of the nitrate deposits are

The same disturbing characteristics

also owned by the country, and the leas- have been manifested at other times. On
ing of nitrate fields to developing enter- one occasion the farmers of Chile were
prises as well as the payment of royal- imposed upon by the merchants of
ties to the Government through export Lima, when Chile 's commerce was sub
substantial
duties
constitutes a

source

ordinated to that city, which naturally

of revenue for the country. Export

created a difficult position for that

duties on nitrate and import duties on

branch of national prosperity . At other

other products constituted in 1918 about

times it was the ill effects resulting from

80 per cent. of the total Government paralyzation of business. Over -trading
revenue, which amounted to about 245,- with Spain was to account for the dif
000,000 pesos. Of this sum , about threefourths were paid by foreign nitrate
consumers.
Since not only the prosperity of
Chile, but also the financial machinery

ficult times prevailing in 1878. In gen
eral, the economic crises of Chile are
preceded by periods of great prosperity
and unrestrained speculation . These
crises are characterized by a restriction

of the Government depend to a con - of credit, increased rates of interest, and
siderable extent upon the condition of

fall in exchange, carrying with it busi

the nitrate and copper industries of the

mess failures, stagnation in industrial

country, it is only natural that economic and commercial activities and deadening
crises, characterized by widespread
privation and misery, have occurred
from time to time since the establish

of the spirit of enterprise.
HISTORY OF THE LAST CRISIS

The history of the last crisis which
ment of Chile as an independent coun
try. In certain periods, disturbances of has affected the economic system of
economic order have occurred due to Chile is much like the others. During
other causes, such as wars and earth - 1919, the previously established Asso
quakes, but the most severe crises have ciation of Nitrate Producers changed

found their origin in the economic
structure of the country . The first

its activities from a mere advertising
and propaganda agency to a producing
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Bankers Invited
All over this broad land merchants, tradesmen
and agents are, at an ever increasing rate, purchasing
the products of the vast industries of the Great
Lakes Region.

Bankers in distant cities are, as a result, being
asked many questions about Detroit and Detroiters,

Michigan and Michiganders, which they never before
have been asked .
All such bankers are invited to correspond with
this organization . Our close contact with the com
mercial activities of this district puts us in first
position to serve you .
(Formerly First & Old Detroit National Bank)

FIRST
NATIONAL
BANK
MICHIGAN
DETROIT
The First National Bank, the Central Savings Bank and the
First National Company of Detroit, are underone ownership .
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and selling trust. There is no law at
present in force in Chile which would
provide for measures against what is

known in the United States as a com
bination in restraint of trade. Ninety

five per cent. of the nitrate produced
in Chile is controlled by an officially
recognized trust. This trust produces
and sells the product, fixes the produc

tion quota of each plant, establishes the
prices and makes arrangements for all

sales. Not only nitrate of soda, but

other products such as iodine, ex
plosives and lumber are also controlled
by similar trusts. Iodine is controlled
by the corporation called the " Com
binación de Yodo" , which acts much

like the nitrate trust in assigning pro
duction quotas and effecting sales only
through its agents in London and New

York . Dealers of pine lumber are or
ganized in a similar way , and owners of
vessels in Chile operate under uniform

tariffs approved by the government.
Importers of explosives have an organ
ization which fixes prices at every port,
and consumers are obliged to conform
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The Punjab
Bank , Ltd.
National
Established 1895.
Head Omce: Anarkali Street,
LAHORE , INDIA
Tel. Addresses : " Stability

for head

office and branches ; " Clearance"
for Bombay, Lahore City and

Amballa Cantonment only .

Capital (subscribed ) ..........Rs. 50,00,000
26 , 75 ,162
Capital ( paid -up )
20 ,00 ,408
Reserves (31, 12 , 1922)...
4 ,92, 44 ,072
5 ,64,88 ,525

Deposits ....

Total Resources

LONDON AGENTS - London Joint City &

Midland Bank, Ltd ., 5 , Threadneedle
St., London E . C . 2
BRANCHES- Amballa
City, Amballa
Cantonment, Amritsar, Bombay, Cawn
pore, Calcutta , Delhi, Dera Ismall
Khan , Ferozepore City , Gojra , Gujran
wala , Hapur, Hoshiarpur, Hyderabad ,
Hafizabad , Jammu, Jhelum , Jullundur
City , Karachi, Kasur, Lahore City,
Ludhiana, Lyallpur, Multan City, Mont
gomery, Okara , Patiala , Peshawar
City , Quetta , Rawalpindi City,
godha, Sialkot City , Srinagar.

Sar

Banking Business of every description
transacted .
GOVIND DASS , BHAGAT, M . A ., LL . B .,
Secretary

with the dispositions of such an or
ganization .

During 1920 , the nitrate association ,
taking advantage of the excessive war

demand for this commodity,raised prices situation , the Nitrate Association en
to a figure never reached before , and tered into an arrangement with the
made large contract sales to a syndicate Pool on October 11, 1921 reducing the
of nitrate speculators in London , known

selling prices. As a result of this situa

as the London Nitrate Pool, under the

tion , four-fifths of the nitrate plants

agreement that no sales would be made closed down and a very considerable
at a lower price for a certain deter -

number of Chilean workers were thrown

mined period . It was soon apparent
that consumers would not or could not
buy the product at the prices demanded
by the Pool. This coincided with the
decreased demand for nitrate after the

out of employment. Thousands of la
borers were sent to the interior of Chile,
while many thousands remained in the
fields and were fed and housed by the
government in public houses known as

close of the war, but neither the Asso - alberques. The effects of such a situa

ciation nor the Pool were willing to sub - tion were clearly reflected in the com
mit to the loss which a cutting of prices mercial position of the country , more

would involve. To make matters worse, strikingly so in the mining regions. Ex
the plants had continued to produce change fell from an average of 33 cents
nitrate at full capacity and a surplus to the peso at the middle of 1918 to an
of some 2,000 ,000 tons of nitrate had

average of 10 cents at the end of 1921.

piled up in the oficinas in Chile, while
an additional 1,000 ,000 tons were held

Only a slightbetterment has been regis
tered since. At the present time the

in Europe, for which no buyers could be average quotation is 12 cents to the
found. With a view to alleviating the peso. The merchants of Chile, when
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capitalist to invest his money in a coun
try with a feeble and uncertain mon
etary system , no matter how high a
profit he may expect to obtain , when he
is always confronted with the risk of
having his profits sharply reduced by a
fall in exchange. The uncertainty pre
vailing is the most powerful reason

called upon to pay their foreign cred
itors, were obliged to secure postponement or else go into bankruptcy.
Observation of the policies followed
by the trusts operating in Chile reveals
that the tendency of these combinations
is to keep prices at a level as high as
possible, even when conditions in gen-

FLUCTUATIONS OF CHILEAN EXCHANGE
1878 TO JULY 1, 1922
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Fluctuation of Chilean peso since 1878

which

accountsin forChile.the lackTheofchart
foreignon
eralprocedure.
would indicate
anareopposite
course loan money
oftherefore,
They
instrumental,
fluctuations of Chilean exchange will
in postponing

commercial
avoided , the consequences are felt much the Chilean peso since 1878.
Until the system of paper currency
more severely.
to violent and constant fluctua
subject
THE MONETARY PROBLEM

crises, but when these can no longer be give a clear idea of the fluctuation of

tions is thoroughly reformed and placed
for foreign
ments of government economic policies pects
in
the
way of domestic loans or invest
which affect the Republic of Chile, the
hardlynowbe af
It can banks
securities.
monetary problem is of paramount im ment
es
foreign
the
that
firmed
portance.
Banking in that country is
in Chile have introduced for
intimately connected with it, since the tablished
Their
there.
capital for investment
monetary régime of Chile is one of eign
the
loaning
and
small
is
rather
capital
fluctuating paper currency , which does and discount operations in which they
not
offer the necessary and proper
Besides the already mentioned ele- on a solid basis, there will be poor pros
capital to enter Chile

engage are originated by using the de
guarantees forthe
investment
of capital,
principally
foreign.
posits secured by them in domestic cur
Undoubtedly,
there
cannot be any attraction for a foreign rency. Their profits are derived from
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the difference in interest rates paid for
deposits and collected from loans. The
coming of foreign institutions to Chile

has benefited the banking system of the
country as a whole since, due to efficient
management, they have extended the
benefit of good banking service, and ex

ercised some influence on the native in
stitutions. Foreign institutions have also
been instrumental in developing interna
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World -wide
distributors ofhigh-grade securi
ties:Bonds, Short Term Notes and
Acceptances . Correspondent

Offices in more than 50 leading
cities.

tional commerce. But, on the other hand ,

Bankers of this section are

it cannot be denied that prior to the es

invited to use NationalCity Com

tablishment of foreign banks, the profits

made by the national institutions in

their loaning operations stayed in the
country and were distributed among

pany service through one of our
following conveniently located

correspondent offices.

residents of the country, whereas, in the
case of foreign banks, the profits so

GONAL CITY

obtained go abroad in the form of divi
dends. It may be declared that the
safest way to protect capital invested in

14AVAIL
NATIONAL CITY BANKI
POVILDINGS

Chile from the dangers of exchange
fluctuations is through the establish
ment of permanent industrial concerns,

such as mining, cattle raising and agri

VEW YOR
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

MONTREAL

NEW

LONDON

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO TOKYO

ORLEANS

cultural.

Foreign capital so invested in Chile
willmean a tangible benefit to the coun
try, which has not produced capital of
its own sufficient to meet the demands
imposed upon it by a continual develop

WWWWWWWWUWUN

ment. Sight must not be lost of the

peso is generally quoted in the latter

fact , however, that the actual operations

currency.

of foreign concerns in Chile have been
at times disturbing elements in the

The conditions existing in Chile by
reason of inconvertible currency can

natural course of Chilean exchanges.

hardly be harmonized with the ideas

Their profits diminish as exchange rises, prevailing among the statesmen of that
since their product is sold in terms of

country during the first periods after

foreign currencies, while about one-half

its establishment as an independent na

of the cost of production is paid in Chile
with paper currency. In point of fact,

tion .
It is undoubtedly due to the feelings

under the present circumstances, it is of opposition to paper currency prevail
calculated that the nitrate industry is ing at that time that the first bank of
fairly profitable with exchange running issue in Chile, called the Banco de Chile
from seven to nine pesos to the dollar, de Arcos y Cía , established in 1848, did

whereas a rate of five to six pesos to the not last over one year, since the priv
dollar would give serious concern to a

ilege of note issue was revoked soon

large number of producers.

after its establishment. During the fol

Inconvertible paper has been Chile's
currency since 1878. The monetary

lowing ten years, however, a change in
sentiment was noticed.
The Banco de Chile was incorporated
unit is the peso of 0.5991 gram of gold ,
0 .916 2 / 3 fine, or 0 .54918 gram of pure in Santiago on September 5 , 1859. Be
gold . Its par value is 36.5 cents , or 18 sides other privileges, this bank enjoyed
pence in English currency . The Chilean that of note issue, payable to bearer at

Irving Bank -Columbia
Trust Company
NEW YORK

Statementof Condition, June 30, 1923
Resources
Cash in Vault and with Federal Reserve Bank $41,466 ,419.40

Exchanges for Clearing House and due from
other Banks .
60,413,308,66
Call Loans,Commercial Paper and Loans eligible
111,488,936.69
for re-discountwith Federal Reserve Bank
United States Obligations . . . . . . . 20,735,007.59 $ 234,103,672.34
Other Loans and Discounts
Demand Loans . . . . . . . . . . 20 ,575,021.81
Due within 30 days
24,069,386 .74
Due 30 to 90 days . . . . . . . . 38,056, 166 .00

Due go to 180 days . . . . . . . . 25,454,189.18
Due after 180 days . .
2,022,169.40

110,176,933.13

Short Term Securities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,768,219.22
Other Investments . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York City Mortgages . . . . . . . . . . .
Bank Buildings . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,534,585.70
4,638,705.39
4 ,983,810.66

Customers' Liability for Acceptances by this Company and its

Correspondents outstanding (anticipated $1,978,318.49 ] . .. 18,636 ,092.11
$ 388,842,018.55

Liabilities Capital Stock

. . . . . . $ 17 ,500,000 .00

Surplus and Undivided Profits .

10,675,027.40

Dividend Payable July 2 , 1923 .
Discount Collected but not Earned . . . . . . . . .
Reserved for Taxes, Interest and Expenses . .
Foreign Bills ofExchange sold with Endorsementof this Company
Acceptances by this Company and by its Correspondents for its
Account outstanding [including Acceptances to Create Dollar
Exchange) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Official Checks . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
.

Deposits

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$ 28,175,027.40
525,000.00

1,286,362.35
810,616 .74
1,135,118.54
20,614,410 .60
16 ,406 ,521.64

319,888,961.28

$388,842,018.55
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sight. This proves the assertion that at
that time public opinion had shown
signs favorable to giving the banks the
right of issue. In the same year, the

government submitted to congress a bill
providing for the creation of banks of
issue. The law was promulgated on

July 23, 1860.
HISTORY OF THE CURRENCY

The history of the currency of Chile
may be summarized as follows. The

New Orleans

Banco de Chile, an institution of pri

VIII
Bananas

vate character, was incorporated into

the Banco Nacional de Chile , which was
established in 1865 , with a capital of
7 ,000 ,000 pesos, composed of 7000
shares of 1000 pesos. The capital of
both institutions combined amounted to

New Orleans imports almost half of
the 45,000,000 bunches of bananas
brought into this country annually.

9 ,000,000 pesos. The war with Spain

The port has adequate fruit landings ,
designed to expedite the handling of
green fruit. Special railroad facilities
and banana conveyors make possible

broke out in the same year that the

the unloading of bananas from shipside

Banco Nacional was established , and

at the rate of 10,000 bunches per hour.
New Orleans is the banana port of
the world .

the law of September 24 , 1865, accord
ed the bank the right to issue notes up
to 50 per cent. of its subscribed capital,
provided that the necessary steps for
the proper security of the notes so is

sued were taken by the bank .
At the close of the same year, a new
law was passed, providing for incon
vertibility of bank notes until six months

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co .
New Orleans, U . S . A .

- -

-

The result was that in 1878 a general

after the ending of the Spanish war, or crisis was unavoidable . The govern
June 30 , 1867 at the latest. The gov- ment, therefore, authorized the banks
ernment, at the same time, demanded to issue notes receivable by the govern
from the banks a loan , without interest, ment in an amount not to exceed 12 ,

of one- third of the amount of its note
issues, making the notes acceptable for
the payment of government taxes and

000 ,000 pesos. The concessions granted
in virtue of such an agreement were to
expire on August 7 , 1888. The general

duties.

The inconvertibility of bank

situation became a great deal worse and

notes, however, was only maintained

on July 22, 1878, the senate enacted

until August 31, 1866 . A short period

a decree rendering all issues inconver

of prosperity and expansion of credit tible for one year. This period, how
was inaugurated in the following year,

ever, was later extended for nine months

due to the discovery of mineral deposits

and May 31, 1880 was fixed as the

in the Province of Antofagasta , then

limit for the period of inconvertibility

under the rule of Bolivia. Chilean pro -

of paper currency.

According to a

moters and capitalists took charge of statement of conditions of banks as of
the exploitation of the mines. The 1878 , the amount of 8,349,068 pesos
period comprised between the years was given as the bank notes convertible

1867 and 1873 was marked by a mining on demand against which thebanks held
fever, carrying with it speculation in a only 3,449,121 pesos in bullion .

high degree and a general abuse of
credit.

The general situation offered no hopes
of improvement. At the close of 1878

UW

BLANDY BROTHERS & CO .
Funchal, Madeira
BANKERS
Current and Deposit Accounts opened.
Foreign Exchange, Cable Transfers, Collections, Commercial Credits and
Banking Business of every description undertaken .

Current Accounts in London, New York , Paris, Madrid , Cologne,
Hamburg, Basle, Lisbon , Oporto , Prague, Amsterdam ,

Rio de Janeiro, Naples.

Correspondents in all important cities.

Agents in Madeira for principal American and Foreign Banks.
Merchants, Shipping and Forwarding Agents (agents for White Star, Cunard ,
Union -Castle, R . M . S . P ., etc .)

Agents for Lloyds, Board of Underwriters of New York, National Board
of Marine Underwriters. Coal Depot Proprietors. Wine Shippers.
Also firms at

Las Palmas, Grand Canary Island, and 106 Fenchurch
Street, London, E . C . 3 .
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it was almost certain that a war with
Bolivia was inevitable . The landing of

pesos, was authorized on January 4 ,
1880 , and the second , for 12,000 ,000

Chilean troops at Antofagasta on Feb .
ruary 14 , 1879 was equivalent to a
declaration of war. The Chilean Con gress two months later passed a law

pesos, on August 19. At the close of
1882, exchange was quoted at 36d.,
although the note circulation had
reached the amount of 31,009,200 pesos.

providing for the issue, either directly
or through the banks, of 6 ,000,000 pesos

This was due to the fact that the rich
nitrate territory was under Chile 's con

in legal tender notes with which to meet

trol.

the war expenditures. The banks did

price of silver in London did not last

The parity of exchange with the

not approve of taking care of such an

long. In 1884 the rate of exchange

issue and the government undertook the

started a rapid descent, and at the be

transaction . The notes were, therefore,
called fiscal notes. The exchange rate

at 23d .

fell to 38d . immediately after the decla

ration of war, and the first issue of

ginning of 1887 the peso was quoted
The government enacted a law on
November 26 , 1892, directed to the

fiscal notes was instrumental in bringing

the rate down to 32d . A new law pro
viding for an additional issue of 6 ,000,
000 pesos was authorized on August 26 ,

1879. This was reflected in the ex

solution of the problem of paper money

régime. This law was followed by
that of March 31, 1893, and another
one promulgated on February 11, 1895 .

change rate, which fell to 24d. the fol

According to the stipulations of this

lowing month .
Two additional government paper is

law , the conversion of paper currency
was to begin on June 1, 1895 and the

sues followed . The first , for 4,000,000

conversion rate was lowered to 18d .
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FRENCH AMERICAN
BANKING CORPORATION
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits
over $ 3,000,000
Cedar and William Sts., New York

ilului

RANCE and her coloniesare reached directly
1

by the exceptional service of the French

American Banking Corporation . More than 250

branches of our stockholding bank , the Comptoir
National D ’ Escompte de Paris, with the French

Colonial Banks, provide a complete equipment
for international bariking.

THE SINGLE GOLD STANDARD

Arch of
Triumph , Paris

of certain taxes. This fund has not

been used , but has been instrumental in

The régime of the single gold stand

giving the Chilean currency a certain

ard was inaugurated on July 1 , 1895 ,
the monetary unit being the peso with
gold contents of 0 .599103 gram and

degree of stability .
At the beginning of the twentieth
century new signs appeared pointing

11/ 12 fine.

The establishment of the towards a new era of prosperity. New

gold régime did not bring about a con siderable improvement in the economic

important nitrate deposits were discov
ered in the northern region , and in the

situation of the country. A feeling of south , a section which had not previous
certainty that the gold period would not lv been developed , a great impulse was
be of long duration prevailed in all cir- given to the cattle raising industry.
cles. In effect, on July 11, 1898, a Speculation and abuse of credit also
moratorium was declared . Its provisions characterized this period. Bank de
were to bear effect for thirty days , but

posits advanced from 95 ,657,415 pesos

prior to the closing of this period , on
July 31, a law was passed authorizing

in 1901 to 171,085,323 in 1904, while

the issue of 50,000,000 pesos in fiscal
legal tender notes. The issue and circulation of bank notes was suppressed
with a view to having the 50 ,000,000
government notes as the sole circulating
medium , together with silver currency .

from 106 .700.359 pesos to 201,691,651
pesos. At that time it was apparent
that the agricultural and mining inter
ests were opposed to any measure di
rected towards the conversion of the
paper currency . Inconvertible currency

loans increased during the same period

The enactment of the
law of
the law
of July
July 31,
31, was responsible for low exchange rate
1898 marked the collapse of the short and low exchange rate in turn made it
lived gold régime and the return to in practicable to sell the products from
convertible paper currency. It is evi the mining and agricultural industries
dent that the reason which prompted at a considerable profit, since these
the government to adopt such a measure products were sold abroad in terms of
was to save the gold reserve held in the

cold , which was converted into the de

banks against possible exhaustion on ac

preciated national currency ; with the

count of the heavy demands made upon
them by the holders of notes. Measures
were taken , however, for the building

latter, the domestic expenses are met. A
law was enacted on December 29 , 1904 ,
again postponing the conversion of the

of a conversion fund out of the proceeds paper currency. According to the terms

International Bank of Lithuania
( The Only American Bank in Lithuania )
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA
Laisvés Aléja No. 60

Cable Address: INTERBANK

THROUGH ourextensive branch system
in Lithuania and our close connection
with leading banks in the United States and
all the principal commercial countries of the
world , we are especially well prepared to
render complete internationalbanking service .

JOHN T. ROMAN,

JOSEPH BECK ,

President

Vice-President

Lietuvos Tarptautinis Bankas

of this law , however, a further issue of vertible paper currency. People at that
30 ,000 ,000 pesos in government notes time had fully realized the disadvan
was authorized . During the next three tages of supporting a currency subject
years the circulation was increased to to violent fluctuations in exchange. The
notion upheld by influential statesmen
150,000 ,000 pesos.
At the middle of 1907 , however, the that conditions in the country were not
effects of over-trading, speculation and adequate to maintain a gold basis was
abuse of credit started to be felt, and gradually losing ground in the minds of
public opinion organized itself to put the people, as a theory devoid of logical
an end to the inflation policies of con- or justifiable foundation . A move was
gress. The result was that a law enacted started , therefore, towards the creation
on August 27, 1907 provided that the of an office of issue and conversion , but
issues of paper currency could be in this coincided with the declaration of
creased only on condition that corres- war in Europe and it was then thought
ponding deposits in gold at the rate of advisable not to disturb the monetary
18d. to the peso were made in the organization . Thus, Chile again fell
national vaults or in the Chilean treas- into the régime of inconvertible cur
ury in London . Notes would be issued rency , which has affected the economic
in the above mentioned proportion by life of that country since 1878, with
a newly created bureau, the Oficina de the exception of the short-lived gold

Emisión . The general situation was

period from 1895 to 1898 .

considerably improved during the fol

lowing three years, but in 1911 it be

PROSPERITY BROUGHT BY WAR

came evident that the rulings of the
law of August 27 , 1907 did not provide

Due to the fact that the nitrate pro

for a currency sufficiently elastic to
meet the growing demands. As a result

ducers were not able to secure assistance
from European banks, the government

of the complaints made by the banks, a

enacted a law on August 12, 1914 ,

was enacted on May 11, 1912, whereby the government agreed to make
modifying the provisions of the law of loans to the nitrate producers against
August 27 , 1907 , creating the Caja de

nitrate as collateral.

Emisión .

stagnation and demoralization in busi

Prior to the outbreak of the Euro-

The tempor

ness immediately after the outbreak of

pean war, public opinion in Chile con the war was soon followed by a period
tinued to assert itself against incon- of prosperity such as Chile had never
266
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before witnessed . The manufacture of

MARINO

explosives in Europe and the United
States required a considerable amount
of nitrate, which Chile was called upon

to supply. Other mineral and agricul

tural products were in equal demand.

COLO

NIAS

The rate of exchange started on an
upward trend, reaching a point higher

CO

UL

AGRIC

LERCO

than 18d., the par value of the paper

pesos at the beginning of 1918 . In view
of this , the government enacted a law on
May 22, 1918, raising the ratio again
to 18d . According to this law , the

Wherever Portuguese
is Spoken
Every country where Portuguese is
the New York Agency of the Banco

Emission Office would exchange legal

spoken is reached directly through

tender notes for gold deposited in the

Nacional Ultramarino.

National Treasury of Santiago at the

BRANCHES
London .. .. . .

rate of 18d., in accordance with the
law of May 11, 1912. The national

Portugal.. .. . .. 33
Brazil . . . . . . . . .

9

West Africa . . 15

banks were accorded the privilege of

East Africa ... 1

obtaining legal tender notes against
gold deposits made at the same ratio

Azores . . . . . . . .

India .
2

. ..
Paris . . . . . .
China . . ...
Madeira . .
Belgian Congo
Timor . . . . . .

The State Bank of the
Portuguese Colonies

to the order of the Chilean Legations in

England , the United States, Spain or
Argentina , in banks approved by the

BANCO NACIONAL

executive. The practical effect of this
law was the granting to the banks of

New York Agency, 93 Liberty St.

ULTRAMARINO
Head Office : Lisbon, Portugal

the right of issue.

Summing up , at the close of
the European war the monetary system

-

of Chile was based on convertible legal

tender notes. Since banks do not enjoy above referred to, as may be seen from
the privilege of note issue, all notes in the figures given below . (1) Gold cur
circulation are issued by the Govern rency does not circulate in regular bus
ment. There are two kinds of treasury iness transactions, but it serves as basis

for value in certain operations, such as
notes: those of fixed issue, which taxes,
which are collected in currency
amount to 150,000,000 pesos, and those with the
respective premium for gold .
of variable issue, which may be subdi On October
1919 , there were 112,
vided in two classes : First, those issued 610,000 gold 31,pesos
of 18d. in the con
by the central office of issue, estab version fund. This amount would have
lished by virtue of laws of May 11, been sufficient to redeem the fixed issue
1912 and May 28 , 1918 . These issues of 150 ,000,000 pesos at 12d. and about
are guaranteed by gold at 18d. per 19,000 ,000 pesos would have remained
peso, or 12d. if the rate of exchange as surplus. No measures along these
reaches a lower figure than that. The lines, however, have been taken in the
second group comprises the treasury last few years since the inauguration of
certificates issued against nitrate depos the post-war crisis of Chile.

its by virtue of the law of August 12,
1914 .

Due to the severe reduction in nitrate

-

( 1 ) The amount of paper currency in circula
tion on June 30 , 1922, was as follows:
Pesos

exports in 1919, the producers of nitrate

Fixed issue .....
Notes
issued by the Office
with gold guarantee

availed themselves to a great extent of

Treasury Certificates

the loaning facilities afforded by the law

Total

..150, 853, 119

of Issue
40,788, 125
.104, 706,000
...296,347,244

Telegraphic Address : “ Compdebary , Amsterdam ”

Handel-Maatschappij

H . Albert de Bary & Co.
AMSTERDAM

Merchant Bankers

Capital

.

.

.

Fl. 6,000,000

(Fully Paid )

Exchange is still in a condition of

The creation of a state bank in Chile

decided weakness, and at times shows

has been under discussion in that coun

signs of reaction due only to speculative
influences. The improvement, there-

try since 1847 , but not until 1918 were
new measures towards the creation of a

fore, is only temporary. The impotence state bank taken .
on the part of the government to rem edy the situation can be attributed , in

The minister of

finance submitted to congress a bill in
that year, providing for the establish

a very largemeasure, to the parliament- ment of a bank to be known as the
ary form of government in Chile , which Central Bank of Issue. This bank was

has been responsible for the lack of to enjoy the privilege of issuing and re
stability in the cabinets . One minis-

deeming paper currency , taking charge

terial body follows another with a ra-

of the conversion fund.

pidity that leaves no time for the study

was to be subscribed by the existing na

The capital

and adoption of important economic re

tional banks and the public .

forms. It is hard to foresee the date
when such a state of affairs will cease
to exist. But it is certainly clear that

amount of capital was fixed at 100,000,
000 pesos of 18d ., but the bank would
be authorized to start operations with a

The

the public opinion is generally in favor capital of 50,000,000 pesos of 18d .
of reform and that the policies of the The bill provided for the conversion of
most important industries towardskeep

paper currency at par, that is at 18d .

ing exchanges at a low ebb have been so

clearly manifested , with their results so
pathetically disclosed , that they have

THE PROJECTED CENTRAL BANK

met with general condemnation .
There is no central, public , or semi-

A recent project for the establishment
of a bank to be known as the Central

public banking organization in Chile .

Bank of Chile provides that the bank 's

The most important bank is the Banco

capital is to be derived from the surplus

de Chile, which is a private institution
The influence of foreign banking in -

in the conversion fund above the amount
necessary to reduce the outstanding cur

stitutions in the economic system of
Chile is of considerable importance, although not to the extent that it is in
Argentina and Brazil. On December
31, 1921, the combined paid - in capital
of the twenty -seven commercial banks
in Chile amounted to over 324,989,000
pesos, of which over 171,228,000 pesos
represented the capital of the national
institutions, against 153,761,000 pesos

rency , to be increased by the profits
realized by the institution . The bank
would act as fiscal agent and would
take charge of the redemption of incon
vertible currency . The bank would
issue legal tender notes at the rate of
one peso for 0 .3611 gram of fine gold ,
which would bring the par of Chilean
peso to 24 cents. This institution
would be empowered to discount notes

as total capital of the foreign banks.

secured by obligations approved by the
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government for native banks with a cap

ital of not less than 1 ,000 ,000 pesos.

They would be obliged to keep 10 per
cent. of their deposits invested in gov
ernment securities. According to the
provisions of this project, native banks
are those with at least 75 per cent. of
their capital owned by Chilians or for
eigners residing in the country. The rate

Asia Banking
Corporation
An American Bank render
ing complete service for

of discount would be not less than 11/2
per cent. under the commercial rate. A

trade with the Orient and

gold reserve of forty per cent. would be
kept against all note issues and against

commercial discounts. The bank would
also be authorized to engage in foreign

KT

all other parts of theworld

CHARLES H . SABIN , Chairman of the Board

exchange transactions, receive deposits
from banks, and act as clearing house
for such banks. It has been stated in

Chile that this project was framed after
consideration was given to the adoption

of the American Federal Reserve Sys
tem in that coutnry.
The adoption of a Federal Reserve
System in Chile would have to deal first

with the currency problem of that coun
try . The establishment of a definite

CHARLES A . HOLDER , President
T . FRED ASPDEN
IRVING V . SCOTT
Vice President
Vice President
A . N . GENTES
E. B .MacKENZIE
Secretary

Treasurer

HEAD OFFICE : 36 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
SHANGHAI
HONGKONG
MANILA
CANTON
HANKOW
PEKING
TIENTSIN
YoкoHAMA

value for the monetary unit would be a

function which could be properly un

dertaken by a Federal Reserve Bank .
It would be the first step towards the
elimination of the feeling of uncertainty

which has prevailed in that country

Chile do not find themselves in the same

since 1878. Only a person who is will

position , since thebulk of their products

ing to stake the products of his labors is sold at home in domestic currency .

on a game of chance will enter into a Furthermore, in the case of importers a
contract in terms of pesos, which today safe margin has to be provided on their
may be worth ten cents, and fifteen

prices as a protection against exchange

cents tomorrow . The purchase of land

fluctuations, with the result that im

for agricultural or industrial purposes

ported merchandise is sold at consider

in instalments becomes out of the ques- ably higher prices. As a consequence

tion , since the purchaser would never of the instability of the value of the
know whether the next year he would paper currency, it is a general practice
have to pay as much as the total amount in Chile to make bank deposits subject
ld ..
to check in pounds sterling and dollars.
of the purchase in terms of go
gold
It is also evident that when the seller This means that there is an additional
of a property affixes his signature to a circulating medium expressed in the
contract he is running the risk of the form of bank credits in foreign cur
fluctuations of exchange if the terms of rencies.
Banking and monetary functions
sale are on the instalment basis. In the
case of a manufacturer who produces could undoubtedly be performed under
articles for export, such as nitrate , the excellent conditions by a central bank
risk involved in his operations is not in Chile , built on the pattern of our
considerable , since his terms of sale are Federal Reserve Banks. There is no
on a gold basis, but the farmers of doubt that the nitrate loans effected by
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the Government, as explained above, in scientific, practical and efficient
could have been handled by such an in - hands, with government interference
stitution in an effective and scientific only insofar as supervision of its pol
manner, with provisions for self liquida tion , without bringing about a consider-

icies and management is concerned .
As a theoretical conclusion , it must be

able expansion in the currency media.
The conversion fund of Chile could be
used as a basis for the currency reorganization . In addition to the much
needed monetary reform , a Federal Reserve Bank would perform banking op erations of difficult or impossible transaction at present in Chile, such as rediscounting bills of exchange for member
banks, discounting foreign bills of exchange, providing for an elastic currency and providing the government
with funds through the sale of securities. A thorough study of the economic
and banking conditions of the country
would first have to be made before
taking any steps toward the creation of
a Federal Reserve Bank in Chile , and if
it should be decided upon , then such
an institution would have to be placed

stated that judging from the present
economic monetary and banking status
of Chile, a system built on the principles
of the Federal Reserve System of the
United States, charged with the func
tions of currency reform on a sound
basis , of maintaining a stable rate of ex
change, of creating an elastic currency,
of regulating banking credit, of render
ing indirect financial services to the gov
ernment and of other banking opera
tions, such as collection, clearing, and
the like, would result in a great social
economic achievement for Chile. Sucn,
a reform and also a domestic taxation
reform would open for Chile a new era
of prosperity, not based on new discov
eries of natural riches, but along sound
modern and scientific principles of
finance.

Board Starts Inquiry on U . S . Money Abroad
Federal Reserve Board Inquires Into Reported Accumulation in Foreign Countries
of American Currency – Unfavorable Effect on System is Foreseen
N inquiry has been instituted by ter, and the Reserve notes received from
the Cederal Reserve Board the United States are frequently subject to
says the New York Journal of hoarding
Commerce, into the extent to which Re
OPPOSE EXCESSIVE CIRCULATION
serve currency is being held in foreign
countries whose own currencies have so

depreciated as to be practically worth

The presence of a reasonable amount of
Federal Reserve notes abroad is desirable

less as compared with the American

from the standpoint of the system , but too
great a volume of currency outstanding in

dollar. The Journal says:

foreign countries is regarded almost with
apprehension. Most of the Reserve notes

The board is studying the movement of
American currency to foreign countries with

which pass from hand to hand abroad are
never returned to this country for redemp

some uneasiness lest it assume too large pro -

tion , but are used until they fall to pieces,

portions, and it is understood that consid eration is already being given to corrective

so that the Reserve banks are the gainer by
their disappearance. But the gold back of

measures should they become necessary.

these outstanding notes must be held in re

Owing to the general disorganization of
circulatingmediums in Europe, and especial
ly the pitiful position of the paper mark
and ruble , American money is highly prized

serve, so that an expansion of the American
paper currency in Europe to undesirable
proportions could in a sense inflate the gold
reserves of the banks of issue. Too great an

abroad.

In Germany, Russia and other

amount of gold held for the currency in

countries it is readily exchangeable in bar -

Europe would lessen the liquidity of the

RGANIZED in 1900.
The Franklin National
Bank of Philadelphia has

attained a remarkable growth
through service to the banking
and business interests of the
United States.

Today, with ample resources
and increased facilities gained
through nation -wide and

foreign connections, this
OFFICERS

bank is prepared to give, in

J . R . MCALLISTER

even larger degree, the same
efficient and courteous service

President

J. A . HARRIS, JR .
Vice- President .

as in the past .

J . WM . HARDT
Vice -Pres, and Cashier
E . E . SHIELDS
Assistant Cashier
N . M . GEHMANX , JR .

Foreign banking in all its

Assistant Cashier
M . D . REINHOLD

branches is transacted . Trav

Assistant Cashier

elers ' Letters of Credit are
issued .

FRANKLIN NATIONAL BANK
PHILADELPHIA

Capital .

.

Surplus and Profits

.

.

.

$2 ,000,000
5,500,000
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Mediterranean
Cruise De Luxe
by specially chartered new Red Star Liner

BELGENLAND
January 19th to March 26th, 1924
DOMANCE and magic and beauty are still very much alive in the countries
N of Ali Baba, the whimsical Don, the heroes of the Aegean,and the Kings
of the Nile. The Mediterranean , next winter, more than ever, will be attract
ing those who seek the extraordinary , the wonderful.

As one of the guests of Cook's 1924 Grand Cruise , you can share the pleas
ure,the profitable study, the life-giving relaxation of a trip to the garden of the
world , amidst an atmosphere of leisure , comfort and luxury .
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to theMediterranean next winter. Abounding in many novel and exclusive fea
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a la carte service, where meals may be ordered at your own time in yourown way.

A superb itinerary under the management of cook' s Travel service - the
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Head Office
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Capital and Reserve

William Baxter, Agent

Federal Reserve System in the same pro portion .
Accumulation of Federal Reserve notes
by foreign financial institutions to the dis
advantage of this country has also been
conceived . It is considered altogether pos
sible that the Reichsbank , for instance,
might pile up an enormous store of Ameri
can currency in exchange for the easily
issued German paper. With Reserve notes
in hand it is contended Germany could make
a sudden demand upon the United States
for a considerable sum in gold by presenting
the currency for redemption .

Over $30,000,000

circulation of American currency would be
stopped in any foreign country where the
passing of Reserve notes from hand to hand

should amount virtually to the displacement
of the national currency of that country .

Diplomatic exchanges, it is believed , could
end such a practice. But the possibility of
the American dollar displacing the national
currency of some nations, where exchange
is at the vanishing point, is regarded as a
possibility, if the movement of notes to
Europe remains unchecked , in which event
the United States would be providing a
circulating medium for a foreign govern
ment free of charge.

FAVOR GRADU'AL RESTORATION

Although the excess stocks of gold held in
this country are looked upon as a burden
Great Britain
rather than a blessing, it is the view of
Government experts that a gradual restora
Bank of England's advance in
tion of the metal to its foreign storehouses theThe
official
rate from 3 to 4 per cent.
is to be desired — not a sudden movement
of any appreciable quantities. The country, on July 5, is viewed in New York as
it is argued, has become adjusted to some a natural result of the widening dis
extent to the gold reserves now held , and parity between the London and New
any unlooked for derangement of the gold York money markets , which has resulted
holdings, it is feared , might create con
siderable uncertainty before a definite move in considerable New York borrowing
inent could be developed.
from London.

It is believed in some quarters that the

It was pointed out that when the
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Complete facilities for all kinds of banking transactions in the Far East, including
the purchase, sale and collection of bills, issuing of drafts and letters of credit

negotiable in all parts of the world .

NEW YORK OFFICE

-

-

120 BROADWAY

Bank of England established its 3 per of depression without offering indica

cent. rate on July 13 of last year, three

tions of any early revival.

months' London discounts were ruling
below 2 per cent. They had risen 1/2 of
1 per cent. since that time, but in the
same interval New York discount rates
had advanced even more considerably,

“ The higher discount rate has been
necessitated by the very liberal extent
to which our position as the world's
cheapest monetary center has been
utilized by overseas borrowers. In par

and at one time this season the dis- ticular, the appreciably higher mone
parity between London and New York
rates was widened to fully 3 per cent.,
with resultant borrowing by New York

tary rates ruling in New York have
led for some time past to American
borrowers resorting to the London

in London of money which could readily market.

"

be used here during the present active
“ Further, whereas some time ago the
season . This had expressed itself in the United States was a large purchaser of

falling market for sterling exchange.

securities on this side and played a part

Discussing the increase of the bank in the rise that occurred in our gilt
rate, the financial correspondent of edged securities, the position has lately

The Times (London ) says:
" To those whosc business keeps them

been reversed, and British funds have
been transferred to North America for

in close touch with international mone -

investment, attracted by the superior

tary developments the movement has rates offered . The effect of these
caused no surprise . The need for a operations has already been seen in the
higher bank rate is of course to be fall that has taken place in sterling
found in the present condition of trade, dollar exchange. ”
which unfortunately remains in a state
The action of the Bank of England
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in raising its discount rate had been vance in the rates would steady busi
expected by Federal Reserve Board of- ness conditions.
ficials here for some time, according to

While the action of the Bank of

reports , but it was denied by Governor

England in raising its ' rate had been

Crissinger and Vice-Governor Platt under contemplation for a month or
that the board had had any advance more, the fact that the quotation was
marked up at this time came as a sur
knowledge of the step .

The increase makes the discount rate prise to several important London
in London only 1/2 of 1 per cent. below bankers who had been advising the
the rate charged by the Federal Re Governor of the bank to delay such ac
tion until industry had obtained a better
serve banks.
Renewed discussion of a change in the foothold.
The chief influence behind the in
Federal Reserve bank re-discount rates crease
was the disparity of 112 per

is expected to result from the action of
the Bank of England. If a change
should be sought, a test of strength in

the Reserve Board would probably be
precipitated , as the board is represented
as being divided on the question . One
group has contended that the rates gen erally should be lowered for the benefit
of the farmer, while another element
has favored an upward revision . The
latter group is said to feel that an ad -

cent. between the London and the New
York rates. This wide difference re
sulted in the diversion of investment
funds from the London market to the
New York market, where a better in
terest rate could be obtained. This
process resulted consequently in the
sending of sterling bills to the United
States for conversion into dollars, and
as a result of this inflow of sterling
there was a steady decline in the quota
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One Wall Street

tion for the European bill. To check

difficulty of British Government buying

this decline and to hold sterling bills at
home, it was deemed advisable to mark

of dollar balances or of an equivalent
in the form of Liberty bonds was great

up the rate, which had been unchanged

ly increased . With the London market

at 3 per cent. since June 15 , 1922 .

now only 12 of 1 per cent. behind the

Representatives of the Bank of Eng -

American money rate , this source of

land , according to a report to the Nero

wealth will, it is expected , be kept at

York Times, conferred with officials of home, and in addition considerable
the Federal Reserve System

before

money will be drawn back to England

making the change, according to re-

from New York .

ports from

York

steady sterling and will thus make the

bankers, although officials of the Fed eral Reserve System were unable to

purchase of United States Government
Liberties or of dollars possible without

London to New

This will help to

affirm or deny the reports for reasons of seriously affecting sterling quotations,
Government policy. This coöperation according to the belief expressed by
was explained as being due to the close

bankers.

intertwining of British and American
interests in money matters which since

Another consideration which is said
in London cables to have resulted in the

the war has been more marked owing to
the large debt to the United States
which Great Britain is now trying to

increase had to do with the situation
in the Ruhr. Cables received from Lon
don indicate that considerable disquiet
in financial circles has been felt over
developments there, particularly in the
inability of Great Britain and France to
reach an agreement as to a Ruhr policy.

pay off .

Bankers say that the change will have
no appreciable effect on the New York
money market. The American money
rate was advanced for rediscounts sev
France
eral months ago, and probably for the
first time in financial history this
country took the lead in posting rates
The economic position of France is
for loans, etc ., and England followed . characterized as strong at the present
Heretofore the American rate has been time, according to a report prepared by
influenced primarily by the course taken the British Board of Trade and received
in London .
by the Bankers Trust Company of New

The importance of a higher rate in

York from its English information

London was emphasized in view of the
big debt- funding program . With private investment funds flowing from
London to New York and with a consequent decline in sterling quotations, the

service. The report says:
" Not only in material resources and
in industrial equipment, but also in the
organization and direction of the forces
at her disposal, France has acquired
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new powers. Her ports, waterways, prejudice unduly the judgment of the

railways and roads have been and are
being improved ; her water power is
being systematically turned to account;
she has brought within her own area
large new resources in ores, coal,
potash and oils, as well as highly developed metallurgical, engineering and
textile industries ; and not only in the
devastated areas but in many other
parts of France new and modern factories for the principal branches of in dustry havc sprung up. This material
progress in equipment and production

world respecting the fundamental com
plex of her economic strength.”
Covering the various industries, the
British trade report says:
“ The French coal industry, which
now employs about 235,000 workers, as
compared with 176 ,000 at the end of
1919, gave signs at the end of January
1923, of quickened vigor. For last
November and December the totals
(production ) were 2,790 ,000 tons and
2,820,000 tons respectively. With the
anticipated progression in the produc

has been attended by advance in indus-

tivity of the war-damaged mines this
rate of 33,600 ,000 tons a year should
reach before the end of 1923 one of

trial organization.”

Figures are presented in the British
36 ,000 ,000 tons or within 4 ,000,000
the extent of French progress toward tons of the pre-war national output.
Board of Trade report which indicate

pre-war productive capacity. These
follow :
Produc

- Thousand Metric Tons
1922
1921
1913
3 ,417
5 , 128
5 , 207
Steel
4, 371
3, 102
4 ,687
21,
300
14
,
100
*
17,000
Iron ore ..
Coal
40 ,000
28,960
31, 910
Potash
355
896
Status of French : 1914 .
Merchant marine ........ 2 ,488
13,560
...44,227
40, 061
51, 366
Imports ... .. ..
Exports
. ......22, 073
16 ,034
22,615
tion of
Iron

* Ten months.

trolled in 1913.

Alsace output German con

March 31.

“ The resumption of activity in the
iron and steel trade in 1922 was evi
denced by the continuous increase in
the number of furnaces in blast, which
gradually rose from seventy-three (out
of a total of two hundred and twenty
one) on January 1 to one hundred and
sixteen on December 31. It may be
noted that the restoration of Alsace

Lorraine has almost doubled the pro

ductive capacity of France in iron and
steel.

Regarding the national finances of
the country the reports say: " The state
of her (France's ) public finances require
urgent and thorough treatment. There
are grounds for anticipating that, as
the outcome of a speedy and drastic
reorganization of these finances, this
weakness will be no longer apt to

" The transformation of France's
manufacturing equipment, which was
already under way before 1914 , has
been accelerated and made more com
prehensive and widespread by the
events of the war. The calls ofnational
defense for the regular supply of cer
tain commodities on a vast scale caused
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furthermore the erection of many large

1913 to 67,000 quintals (a quintal is

and efficient factories equipped with the roughly 1- 10 of a ton ), in 1921 (esti
latest machinery and accessories. There mated ) to 57 ,000 quintals, and for 1922

are visible substantial new factories of

(estimated ) to 62,000 quintals.”

this era, and in many cases workshops

The report details many plans sanc

on a scale and with an equipment un -

tioned or under way for the improve

known before the war in similar French ment of French waterways and seaports
and refers to an expenditure of 200,

..undertakings.

“ The reconstruction or rehabilitation
of the 22,000 factories in the devastated

000 ,000 francs, which has been author
ized and in part undertaken for the

areas will result in a notable increase
of the productive capacity of the north

development of the French fishing in
dustry.
The French mercantile marine
dustry . The

of France in comparison with its pre-

is stated to have risen from fifth place

to third place among the commercial
fleets of the world .
“ The French cotton industry, which fee
Mention is also made of the electrifi

war capacity.

suffered heavily in the war, has been

rapidly recovering its position . France cation program now under way on the
will within a short period — that is , on great French railroad systems, which
the execution of the reconstruction when completed , will cover about 5300
schemes - possess 9 ,600,000 spindles for miles, or one-third of their length . Part
spinning and 1,225 ,100 spindles for of the electric power is to be derived
doubling ; 180,000 looms and 268 print from water-power installations.
" Demands for new water-power con
ing machines.
" The French woolen industry has en - cessions and projects under examination

joyed remarkable prosperity since the cover a total of 1,500,000 horse power” ,
closing months of 1921, and the open the report states. “ The realization of
ing months of 1923 have witnessed no the program will be carried out partly
abatement of that prosperity . In fact, by the coöperation of public authorities,
the amount of material which has been of railways and of private capitalists,
registered as conditioned by the con

partly by the railways and partly by

ditioning establishments in Roubaix and private enterprise only."
Tourcoing during the first six weeks of
1923 is stated to have approached the

record figure of nearly 2,000 ,000 kilo
grammes a week .

“ The French silk industry showed
especial activity from last August. In
weight exports of silks amounted in
276

Italy

Both exports and imports of Italy
continue higher in value this year than
last, says a cable to the Department of
Commerce at Washington , but the fact
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that the latter are rising more rapidly
Statistics of movement of capital in
than the former causes an increase in Italy in May 1923, show an unusually
the unfavorable balance of trade. Im - large amount of capital withdrawn, so
ports in April, 1923, amounted to 1,404 ,000 ,000 lire, compared with 1,157,000 ,000 lire in April 1922, while ex ports amounted to 722,000 ,000 lire and
689,000,000 lire, respectively. Total
imports through April are 5 ,486 ,000,000 lire this year, compared with 4 ,-

that in spite of a normal amount of new
capitalization a great decrease in net
investment occurred . No explanation
of this phenomenon has been received as

According to the Turin periodical,
839,000,000 lire last year, and total ex- ber of failures in May was 434 , com
ports 3,135 ,000,000 lire, compared with pared with 462 in April. This is the
2,745,000,000 lire.
first instance when a decline has been
The revenues of the Italian Govern recorded since September 1922 , when
Le Procedure Commerciali, the num

ment are again showing an increase, and failures numbered 274 , compared with

by the end ofMay had surpassed budget 297 in the preceding month .
estimates for the whole fiscal year. The

Bachi's index number of wholesale

revenues for May 1923, totaled 793,- prices (based on average 1920 prices)
000,000 lire, an increase of 86 ,000,000 for May 1923 is 92.9, showing a de
lire over May 1922. The total for the cline from the two months preceding.
eleven months ending May 31 amounted
to 11,426 ,000,000 lire, compared with

The April index was 94 .2, the March
index 94.0 , and the February index

11,315,000,000 lire in the corresponding 92.8. In May 1922, the index number
period of 1922 and with advance esti- was 83.84.
mates for the whole fiscal year 1922
Unemployment is showing an encour
1923 of 10 ,896 ,000,000 lire.
aging decrease compared with previous
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months and also in comparison with last merce is still greatly hindered , and
year. On April 1 the number of un employed was 280,000, against 328 ,000
on March 1, and 392,000 on February
1. On April 1 a year ago there were
497,000 unemployed . The present decline is to some extent seasonal, but
the number of unemployed on April 1,

smuggling is frequent. Exports to un
occupied Germany continue to be im
peded by embargoes on many goods, and
the requirement of 10 per cent. export
tax on others.
Industrial unrest is increasing and
there are sporadic strikes, but there has

1923, is the lowest since June 1, 1921. been generally no concerted action by

labor, both because of lack of funds and

Germany

also ostensibly for patriotic reasons.
Reichsbank private discounts amount

Industry in unoccupied Germany ex

ed to 4 ,000,000 ,000 ,000 marks on May

perienced the usual revival of export 31, showing an increase of 26 per cent.
orders and domestic business as a result from 2,900,000,000,000 marks on April
of the recent collapse of the mark fol-

30. The note circulation increased 30

lowing the long period of relative sta-

per cent. from 6 ,500 ,000 ,000 ,000 marks

bility, says a cable to the Department of

to 8,500 ,000 ,000,000 marks during this

Commerce at Washington . The stimu- period.
lus is being felt especially by the metalThe effects of the industrial deadlock
lurgical, machine and textile industries, in occupied Germany are being in
while the glass, cement and wood in - creasingly reflected in the foreign trade

dustries continue dull. Industries in oc- of the country as a whole. Foreign trade
cupied Germany are further slowing

figures are necessarily inaccurate on ac

down and manufacturing for stock is

count of the substitution of the Franco

becoming increasingly

impracticable.

Belgian customs control in the occu

Most of the coal mines are producing
only enough to supply their own needs,

pied area . Total imports in April, ac
cording to preliminary figures, amount

the miners still being engaged on emer- ed to 6,090,000 metric tons, as against
gency jobs. Imports of Swedish ores 5 ,200,000 metric tons in March , while
are still forbidden by the French , but exports in April were 1,020,000 metric
the Franco -Swedish agreement looks to tons, as compared with 940 ,000 metric

an early removal of this embargo. Ex- tons in the previous month. The
ports from occupied areas to foreign marked increase in the imports of raw
countries have been facilitated by Ger- materials is reported by the German
man and French concessions which re - Federal Statistical Office to consist
lease goodsordered before February 20 , chiefly of coal, of which 4 ,500 ,000

upon payment of the export duty to both metric tons were imported in April, as
German and French customs, but com 278

compared with 3,400 ,000 in March , 1,
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400 ,000 metric tons in February, and
1,000 ,000 metric tons as the monthly

average imported during 1922.

Belgium
The recovery of business in Belgium
from the stagnation caused by the May
transportation strike has, according to
a report to the Department of Com
merce at Washington , been hastened by
lower exchange rates which render Bel

gian prices , especially metallurgical,

because of poor distribution resulting
from the transportation strike. Plate
and window -glass works are now

operating normally .
A considerable increase in the volume
of business in flax yarns has been re

corded since the beginning of June.
Native and foreign demand for linen
and cotton fabrics is considerable , but
transactions in the finer counts of cotton

yarns are slow because of the rising
price of American staple. For this rea

son, Indian cotton is being substituted
wherever possible . The generally pros

more attractive for foreign buyers. Dur perous operation of linen and cotton
ing the first two weeks of June, a dis
for the balance of the year appears
tinct recovery has occurred in the metal mills
assured .
market, particularly in finished steels ,
Consul Messersmith at Antwerp re

although pig iron and semi-finished

products are still lagging somewhat.

ports that economic life there was prac

The majority of blast furnaces, pre
viously shut down on account of lack of
coal, are again operating, but not at
full capacity. Prices are now advancing
There is no appreciable coal shortage,
but shortage of freight cars is reported

tically suspended during May because
of the transportation strike. Exports
were greatly reduced , and imports had
to be stored until warehouse space was
at a premium . Business was confined to
spot goods, and there was a steady de
279
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mand for spot wheat and corn , while
transactions in pork products were reduced 75 per cent. from April. The
lumber business was disorganized be-

between 414 and 438 per cent. com
pared with 434 per cent. in April, and
best commercial acceptances at 44/2 to
434 per cent. Call money was available

cause of inability to ship inland, but a

at 31 2 to 4 per cent.

slight increase was noted in imports of
American oak . There were some small
transactions for summer delivery of

California dried fruits , and imports of
tobacco from

the United States re

The Netherlands
Although the unfavorable influence
which is being exerted by the Ruhr
occupation on shipping and trade in the

mained normal despite dullness in the
local market . Notwithstanding difficul Netherlands is still keenly felt, the
ties in delivery and higher prices on general situation is somewhat improved
gas, oil and kerosene, trade in the petroleum products was brisk .
The condition of Belgian crops has
been seriously hurt by the recent excessive rains and continued cold weather.
The expected yield of all grains has
been reduced , and potato production
will be subnormal. The lower yield of

over that of a month ago , according
to cable advices to the Department
of Commerce at Washington . Greater
activity is noticed in the agricultural
and other industries- notably the elec
tric machinery industry , which is re
ceiving great impetus as a result of a
decrease in German competition . On

sugar beets per acre will be com -

March 31 coal shipments from Germany

pensated by the increased acreage sown . were resumed , with the result that the
Flax developed poorly , and much of the

existing industrial tension was some

area has been plowed under and the
ground resown. Cattle raising con tinues to be profitable because of good
forage conditions.
The financial situation is satisfactory.
The third lottery loan of 1 ,000 ,000 ,000
francs was so heavily oversubscribed

what relieved .
The consolidation of a number of im
portant industrial concerns in the

Netherlands is expected to take place
soon . Arrangements are now under
consideration providing the absorption
of the Holland South Africa Lines by

that apportionment was necessary. the United Netherlands Company. The
Money was somewhat easier in early
June, with bank acceptances ranging
280
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the approval of the government, which
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has heretofore granted subsidies to the metric tons during March, and 102,000
The Amsterdam Rub -

metric tons during February . However,

ber Company and the Netherlands Rub ber Company are considering an amal
gamation which would form the largest

latter company .

Rumanian grain exporters are now re
stricted to a small margin of profit
owing to the keen competition of South
America . Galatz has practically ceased
grain exports. It is reported that the
area sown to grain this year is about
20 per cent. less than last year.
Business in general has been very

rubber company in the Netherlands.

Rumania

Rumanian petroleum production for dull. Because of exchange fluctuations,

the month of April 1923, as cabled to

the Department of Commerce, was 128,

the Minister of Finance has decided

000 metric tons. Production from Jan

that, hereafter, export taxes to coun

uary 1 to April 30, 1923, was 509,420
metric tons, as against 430,936 metric

tries having a high currency must be
paid in the currency of the importing
country , or in French francs. For coun

tons
for the corresponding period of
1922. Petroleum exports for April
1923, were 42,000 metric

tons, as

against 35 ,000 metric tons during
March .
Exports of lumber during April were

tries of a low currency , taxes must be

paid in sterling , dollars or francs.
The financial stringency continues to
affect business. Exchange shows some
improvement.

There is some agitation

47,000 metric tons, compared with 48,
000 metric tons during March. Ex

shortage of money but the National

ports of cereals were 139,000 metric

Bank is strongly opposed to further in

tons during April, as against 111,000

flation. The Council of Ministers has

for currency expansion to relieve the
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| for spot wheatproducts were the

mand for spot wheat and corn , while
transactions in pork products were reduced 75 per cent. from April. The
lumber business was disorganized be-

between 414 and 438 per cent. com
pared with 434 per cent. in April, and
best commercial acceptances at 41/2 to
434 per cent. Call money was available

cause of inability to ship inland, but a

at 31/2 to 4 per cent.

best commercial acce

slight increase was noted in imports of

American oak . There were some small
transactions for summer delivery of
California dried fruits , and imports of
tobacco from the United States remained normal despite dullness in the

The Netherlands
Although the unfavorable influence
which is being exerted by the Ruhr
occupation on shipping and trade in the

local market. Notwithstanding difficul-

Netherlands is still keenly felt, the

ties in delivery and higher prices on
gas, oil and kerosene, trade in the petroleum products was brisk .
The condition of Belgian crops has
been seriously hurt by the recent excessive rains and continued cold weather.
The expected yield of all grains has
been reduced , and potato production
will be subnormal. The lower yield of

general situation is somewhat improved
over that of a month ago, according
to cable advices to the Department
of Commerce at Washington . Greater
activity is noticed in the agricultural
and other industries - notably the elec
tric machinery industry, which is re
ceiving great impetus as a result of a
decrease in German competition . On

sugar beets per acre will be com
March 31 coal shipments from Germany
pensated by the increased acreage sown. were resumed , with the result that the
Flax developed poorly , and much of the
area has been plowed under and the
ground resown. Cattle raising con tinues to be profitable because of good
forage conditions.

The financial situation is satisfactory

existing industrial tension was some
what relieved .
The consolidation of a number of im
portant industrial concerns in the
Netherlands is expected to take place
soon . Arrangements are now under

The third lottery loan of 1,000 ,000,000

consideration providing the absorption

francs was so heavily oversubscribed

of the Holland South Africa Lines by

that apportionment was necessary. the United Netherlands Company. The
Money was somewhat easier in early
June, with bank acceptances ranging
280
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has heretofore granted subsidies to the
latter company. The Amsterdam Rub ber Company and theNetherlands Rub ber Company are considering an amal
gamation which would form the largest
rubber company in the Netherlands.

metric tons during March , and 102,000
metric tons during February. However,
Rumanian grain exporters are now re
stricted to a small margin of profit
owing to the keen competition of South
America. Galatz has practically ceased

Rumania

area sown to grain this year is about

grain exports. It is reported that the
20 per cent. less than last year.
Business in general has been very
Rumanian petroleum production for dull.
Because of exchange fluctuations,
the month of April 1923 , as cabled to

the Departmentof Commerce, was 128 ,
000 metric tons. Production from Jan

uary 1 to April 30 , 1923 , was 509,420
metric tons, as against 430,936 metric
tons for the corresponding period of

the Minister of Finance has decided
that, hereafter, export taxes to coun
tries having a high currency must be
paid in the currency of the importing

country,
country, or in French francs. For coun

wil tries of a low currency, taxes must be
1922. Petroleum exports for April
1923, were 42,000 metric tons, as paid in sterling, dollars or francs.
The financial stringency continues to
against 35 ,000 metric tons during
March .
affect business. Exchange shows some
Exports of lumber during April were improvement. There is some agitation
47,000 metric tons, compared with 48, for currency expansion to relieve the
000 metric tons during March. Ex- shortage of money but the National
ports of cereals were 139,000 metric Bank is strongly opposed to further in
tons during April, as against 111,000 Aation . The Council of Ministers has
281
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ratified the agreement made by Ru-

Tientsin , Canton , and Dairen — which

manian commercial debtors with their
British creditors and it is stated that

together represented 75 per cent. of
China 's trade in 1921, show an increase

in case of lack of success in concluding
an agreement with other high currency
countries, the Minister of Justice is

for the first three quarters of 1922 of
13 per cent. over 1921, according to
figures compiled in the Far Eastern

authorized to formulate a law prolong -

Division , Department of Commerce at

ing the time within which such debts
may be paid .
Negotiations are under way for float
ing a loan of £6 ,000 ,000 in England ,
£4,000,000 to be supplied in materials
needed for reconstruction of railroads,
river, harbor and navigation purposes,
state tobacco monopoly, the postal tele
graph service and other public services.
The balance of £2,000 ,000 is to be used

Washington . The total import trade of
these five premier ports of China was
417 ,816 ,359 Haekwan Taels for the
first nine months of 1922, as against
371,872 ,769 Haekwan Taels for the
same period in 1921.
The export trade showed a decline
for the same ports and the same period
of from 654,021,090 Haekwan Taels in
1921 to 591,839,516 Haekwan Taels in

by the Rumanian Government for the

liquidation of that part of the internal
floating debt due to Rumanian industrial corporations. There has been no
finite statement regarding the security
for the proposed loan .
A

commercial

arrangement

with

1922 .

Lower prices for export com

modities ruled in 1922 and account for
much of this decline in the value of
China's export trade. The stocking up
of denuded shelves, even on a depreciat
ing silver market, was evident in the in
creased value of imports.

Spain has been concluded by which
While the increase in value of imports
Spain will apply only the minimum cus was general in all lines, the decline in
tom duties on imports from Rumania exports was principally in “ sundries” ,
and will receive from Rumania most- which classification comprises 90 per
favored -nation privileges. An arrange- cent. of the export trade.
ment has been made by which barley,
Shanghai showed the largest gain in
rye, oats, peas, beans, fresh and dried import trade, from 223,184 ,815 Haek

fruits, and wine may be exported into wan Taels in 1921 to 297,435 ,673
Russia , and payment made in dollars, Haekwan Taels in 1922. Hankow 's im
skins, wool or sugar.

port trade was stationary , while that of

Tientsin , Dairen , and Canton declined
slightly.
In export trade Shanghai shows an
The imports into the five principal actual increase of from 215 ,806 ,488
ports of China - Shanghai, Hankow , Haekwan Taels in 1921 to 226 ,313,617

China
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Haekwan Taels in 1922— a remarkable

which last year looked fair, have now become

showing in the face of the general de- doubtful, and many which then looked
doubtful have now become bad .
cline. Hankow 's export trade dropped merely
Prudent finance demands, therefore, a

off heavily , while Tientsin exports of heavy addition to the fund which should
skins, fur, bristles, etc., fell from 282, be held against contingencies of this char
295 ,531 Haekwan Taels in 1921 to acter. For this purpose the directors have
202,036,274 Haekwan Taels in 1922. decided to appropriate the whole of the re
The export trade of both Canton and serve fund and to recommend to the share
holders in extraordinary general meeting
Dairen showed slight increases.
that a reduction be effected of the paid -up
capital of the bank from £2,965 ,000 to £2,

075,500 by an alteration of the nominal

International Banking Notes

value of the shares from £10 each fully
paid to £7 each fully paid . Under the

of the National Bank of South Africa was

circumstances, of course, no dividend can be
paid for the past financial year.

held at Pretoria on June 29, 1923. At this
meeting the report of the directors for the

the interests of shareholders and clients alike

year ending March 31, 1923 , was submitted ,
in which it is stated :

partial authority regarding the measures to

The annual meeting of the shareholders

“As the directors deemed it essential to

to obtain the opinion of a qualified and im

“Unfortunately the promise of better con be adopted in order to meet the situation,
ditions with which the year opened were not they, with the knowledge and approval of
fulfilled . On the contrary the period under
review proved to be in many respects one
of the worst that the country has experi-

the union government, submitted the bank's
accounts to the governor of the South
African Reserve Bank, who authorises the

enced. The effect on the bank has been that

statement that after investigation by himself

many debts created prior to the year 1922, and some of his colleagues they are of
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opinion that the adjustments as specified
above fully provide for all the contingent
risks with which the bank is faced , and
further, that in consequence of these con ditions and in proof of their confidence that
the business of the National Bank of South

19s. 7d . From this an interim dividend was
appropriated at the rate of 10 per cent. per
annum amounting to £31,250 , leaving a bal
ance of £85,950 19s. 73. Out of this amount
a dividend on the old shares at the rate of
10 per cent. per annum was paid, amounting

Africa , Limited, is now being conducted on

to £31,250 , and £5000 was appropriated to

sound and prudent lines, the South African

be paid on the new issue shares at the rate

Reserve Bank has agreed to extend to the
National Bank of South Africa , Limited , all

of 10 per cent. per annum calculated to
March 26 , 1923, on the instalments paid

the facilities that it may require to meet its from the respective dates on which such
obligations and to carry on its business, amounts were payable. Twenty thousand
and that the union government, who have pounds were transferred to the reserve fund,
been made fully acquainted with the facts making it £720,000. This left a balance of
of the case, are prepared, should the occa - £29,700 19s. 7d . to be carried forward . Total
sion require, to support the South African

assets of the bank on March 28, 1923 , were

Reserve Bank in any steps they may deem
necessary for the carrying out of this decision."
The balance sheet shows a balance of
€75 .136 8d. which was apportioned as follows: To pension fund, £50,000 ; to be carried forward , £25,136 8d . The governor in
his annual address expressed confidence in
the prospect for more favorable conditions
in the future and stated that the bank is
now in a stronger position financially than
at any time since 1909. Total assets are
now £55 ,776,087 10s. 3d .

£178,450 19s. 7d . and deposits were £5,
853,068 13s. 9d .

016,015.835 yen .

The Imperial Ottoman Bank with its head
office in Constantinople and branches

The annual report of the Bank of Japan
for the year 1922 shows that the total

throughout the Near East publishes a

amount of notes issued during the year

The Industrial Bank of Japan Ltd.,
Tokyo, reports total earnings for the half
year ending December 31, 1922, amounting
to 17,702,652 yen. Of this amount 900,000
yen was appropriated to the reserve fund
and a dividend amounting to 10 per cent.
on the paid up capital was declared. Total

assets as of December 31 amounted to 476,

monthly circular giving important trade in - amounted to 4,590,120,960 .000 . The highest
formation about conditions in the Near amount outstanding at any one time was
East. The June issue gives a table showing 1,590,692,348.500 on December 30 and the
exports from Turkey during the first nine lowest was 1,042,816,973.500 on May 18 . The
months of 1922. In total exports France average amount outstanding was 1,175 ,322,
leads the list, with Great Britain second 363.000.
and the United States third . The bank
states that owing to the lack of adequate
communication with the interior it is ex
The one hundred and sixty-third half
tremely difficult to obtain any reliable in
formation on the present situation in regard

yearly meeting of shareholders of the West

ern Australian Bank was held May 2, 1923,
to Turkish agriculture and production. It at
banking house, Perth, W . A ., Sir E .
is stated , however, that the large areas of H . the
Wittenoom , chairman of directors, pre
land wasted during the Greek retreat and siding . The directors' report stated that
the exodus of the Greek and Armenian fruit, for the half-year ended March 26 the bal
vine and silk growers must have a very ance from the previous half-year was £21,
unfavorable effect on the immediate future. 099 13s.
4d. and that the net profit, after
providing for bad and doubtful debts, for

rebate on discounted bills current, for in

The Bank of Adelaide, Adelaide, South terest on deposits, and for all expenses of
Australia, ended its fiscal year on March management, was £31,848 8s. 5d., making a
26 , 1923, at which time the balance of profit total of £52,948 ls. 9d. to deal with . From

and loss including the amount brought for
ward from the previous year was £117,200

this the directors had resolved to pay a
dividend of 2s. per share on shares num

BANK OF ROUMANIA
, LIMITED
Founded 1866 )
(Roglstored in London on 17th April 1903, under the Companies Act , 1863-1900 )

Head Office : 64, CORNHILL, LONDON, E. C. 3.
Branch : 11, CALEA, VICTORIEI, BUCAREST.
Directors :

& W . H . BARRY, Eag .
C . DE CERJAT, Eng .
THE VISCOUNT GOBCHEN
GENERAL THE HON . BIR H . A . LAWRENCE , K . C. B .
LIEUT.-COL. BIR ALBERT STERN, K . B . E . C. M . G .

Banken : BANK OF ENGLAND .

MESSRS. GLYN, MILLS, CURRIB & co .

A general Banking business with Roumania is conducted , and correspondence
from those having interests in that country is invited .

bered 1 to 250,000 (free of dividend duty),

“Of this amount an interim dividend of

absorbing £25,000, and to carry forward

5s. per share or 21/2 per cent. paid in July

£27 ,948 ls 9d . The reserve fund now stands

and income tax thereon absorbed £18 ,750,

at £710,238 10s 11d . and reserved profits
amount to £27,948 ls 9d .
During the half- year a branch had been

the directors have deemed it advisable to

opened at Bencubbin , sub -branches of Bruce

justment account.

Rock had been opened at Ardath and South

leaving the sum of £36,909 6s. 2d. which
transfer to contingency and pre-war ad

“ After careful consideration the directors

Kumminin and a sub-branch of Mount Mag- have decided that adjustments of a compre
net at Yalgoo. Norseman branch had been hensive nature should be made by utilizing
converted into a sub-branch of Kalgoorlie, the reserve fund and rearranging the cap
and Kanowna and Mullewa sub -branches ital account. They have, therefore, trans
ferred the reserve fund of £350,000 to con
had been closed.
tingency and pre-war adjustment account,
and they propose that an amount of £225 ,

The Hungarian Commercial Bank of Pest, 000 , viz ., £3 per share, should be written off
Budapest, for the year 1922 showed profits the paid up capital, and also that the un
amounting to K143,545,060.83. At the close called capital should be reduced by £225,
of the year this bank had total assets of 000, viz., £3 per share.
K8,017,053,868.49. This bank has an Ameri

“ If these proposals for reducing the com

can department specially organized to fa
cilitate the transfer of remittances to and
from the United States. The bank states
that it " issues and forwards pass books for
deposits on interest-bearing savings accounts
to American depositors immediately on re
ceipt of their remittance".

pany's capital are sanctioned by the share
holders

In submitting the fifty-first report of the

and confirmed by the court, the re
sult will be that each of the existing £20
shares will become a £14 share with £7

paid up . These shares will then be sub
divided into shares of £7 each with £3 10s.
paid up, and be known as 'B ' shares."

The official report of the proceedings, dis

London Merchants Bank , Ltd ., for the year
ending December 31, 1923, the directors

cussion , and speeches at the eight group
sessions, and the addresses of the general

stated :

sessions, together with a list of the dele

" The net profit for the year amounts to gates present, the organizations and com
£36 ,876 ls. 2d. to which is to be added panies represented, and the personnel of the
£18,783 5s. brought forward from last year, tenth National Foreign Trade convention
making a total of £55 ,659 6s. 2d .
has just been issued in book form .
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THIS new building for the Texas Bank and Trust Company of Galveston
will be the tallest in the city, and will be a conspicuous addition to the sky
line. It will provide the trust company with every modern facility. This is
another addition to the Southern bank buildings designed and erected by

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECT S EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK

which are the Best BOVRIL POSTERS ? S
WIN
2000

Bush House from the Strand. The church is Saint Clement Danes

London's Most Modern Office Building
\HIS designation may be fittingly for those engaged in bringing about this
applied to Bush House, just re- most important development.
cently completed and thrown open

to occupancy. But Bush House, which
owes its existence to the enterprise of
Irving T . Bush , is something more than
a complete and beautiful modern office
building . It has been quite appropriately “dedicated to the friendship of
the English -speaking peoples” , and it is
confidently believed that the future fame

THE

LOCATION

Bush House is located about midway

between the “ City” and the “West
End” , and is thus convenient of access
to the great banking and financial
houses, and the hotels, theaters, social
and political centers which comprise the
very life of themetropolis. In its own

of this really noble structure will rest immediate vicinity are the courts , the
quite as much on this phase of its leading newspaper offices, Colonial Gov
public service as on its utility for prac- ernment houses and the homes of

tical business ends. In this spirit the numerous large corporations engaged in
structure was planned and built. For

the world 's leading conimercial, finan

Mr. Bush , with the farsightedness that cial and industrial activities.
The Strand — one of London 's busiest
has always characterized his great un dertakings, has realized that in the and best-known thoroughfares — paral

future the English- speaking peoples are

lels the building on one side, while

to be drawn closer and closer together
in their business relations. He has provided in Bush House, in the heart of
London — the world 's great commercial
and financial center — a worthy home

Kingsway — one of the newest and
handsomest business streets — faces the
main entrance. As the ground is clear
of adjoining buildings, the natural
lighting of Bush House is unexcelled .
287
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Side view of Bush House showing the dignity and simplicity of the architecture and the admirable
facilities for admitting air and light
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

aim of
architects
It has been the aim
of the
the architects
of Bush House , Messrs. Helmle and
Corbett, A . I. A ., of New York , to
create a modern office and showroom
building which would combine the best
elements of structural knowledge on
both sides of the Atlantic — an aim in
which they have completely succeeded .

effect is that of simple dignity . Mod
ern construction and the employment of
steel and stone as the materials chiefly

used
usea combine to make Bush House an
example of the very latest type of com
mercial architecture.
SOME OF THE BUILDING 'S ADVANTAGES

In addition to the exceptionally

Their design was based on the tradi-

favorable location , already mentioned ,

tional classical forms, with special
reference to the neighboring beautiful
church of St. Mary-le-Strand and the

Bush House affords other exceptional
advantages. Every office is a front
office , and all windows look out on a

imposing Somerset House .

wide street. Express elevators of the

The total

CHAMPLAIN STUDIOS

IRVING T. BUSH
Presidentand founder of the Bush Terminal Co.ofNew York and

proprietor of Bush House, London
M R . BUSH was born at Ridgeway, Michigan , and
W
educated at Hill School, Pottstown, Pennsyl
vania . At the age of 19 he entered the Bush &
Denslow Manufacturing Company of which his father
was president. Early in his business career he be
came interested in relieving congestion of business

and traffic, and began establishing warehouses in 1895
under the title of the Bush Company, Limited. He
founded the Bush Terminal Company in 1902 and has

created the Bush Terminal in New York with 123
warehouses, eight piers, sixteen industrial buildings
and facilities for receiving, shipping, storing, selling,
and manufacturing goods covering about thirty city

blocks. Bush House, London, described in the accom
panying article, also owes its existence to Mr. Bush .
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Facade of Bush House as seen from Kingsway, one of London 's notably fine business thoroughfares
AS

floors. Walls and floors are heated

without the use of unsightly radiators,
yet the heat is under individual control
in every room . Water is supplied from
the artesian well located on the prem

ises.

There

are hardwood

floors

throughout, and all windows are of

A

LOCATION

FOR

AMERICAN

BANKS

AND OFFICES

While Bush House is open to all

tenants who may find it a suitable home,
it is expected to be particularly popular
with American banks and financial in
stitutions and as offices and showrooms

for many large corporations, manufac
plate glass, in casements which exclude turing
and trading concerns maintaining
dust and draughts . The artificial branches
agencies in London .
lighting system is ample , and admits of Already twoor leading
American banks
distribution to suit the tenant's needs.
have
secured
locations
— the
The building is equipped with a com Guaranty Trust Company there
and
The
plete hydrant and sprinkler system . In Equitable Trust Company, both of New
the basement ample space has been pro York — and among its first tenants are
vided for storage purposes and a safe - the
U . S . Commercial Attache, the U . S .
deposit vault of the most modern type Shipping
Board and several American
will shortly be installed .
The total floor space available in the business firms. The Mexican Consulate
also have its headquarters in Bush
building is about 110 ,000 square feet , will
House
.
of which 10,000 is on the ground floor.
From its location , the modern charac
Each upper floor has about 12 ,000 feet ;
these floors being divided by the main

ter of its construction , and the general

landing and lift areas into half floors attractiveness of the structure, it is safe
of about 6000 feet, with a further sub- to predict that Bush House will speedily
division , if desired , into smaller areas

take rank as the most prominent and

down to about 600 square feet.

desirable business address in London .

A New Device for Saving Persons Locked
in Bank Vaults
A small tank of oxygen would last
satisfactorily for twelve hours and one
of the larger ones, about four feet high ,
would be sufficient to keep the air in a
public recently. It consists of a tank satisfactory condition for a period of
filled with oxygen under pressure, from probably twenty- four hours, which
which gradually life-giving air can be would be ample to instill confidence into
D

ERSONS accidentally locked in
bank vaults can be saved from
suffocation by a new device, a
description of which has been made

released .

Ever since a clerk was imprisoned in
the vault of a trust company at Pater
son , N . J ., several months ago through

the prank of a fellow employee, a means
of keeping such captives alive until the
time lock could set them free has been
sought by inventors. Owing to the tre
mendous benefit which such a device
will bring, Alfred C . Bossom , the New
York City architect, its inventor, will

RESPIRATOR
ELECTRIC
LIGHT

INSTRUCTIONS)

TELEPHONE

not patent it, and has furnished speci
fications and descriptions of it to the

Safety Institute of America and all
other similar organizations.

The first installation of this device is

being made for the new building of the

OXYO EN

CONTAINER /

Texas Bank and Trust Company of Gal
veston , Texas, by an Ohio safe com
pany, the Mosler Safe Company of

Hamilton , Ohio .
The operation of this safety device
is that either a small electric light auto
matically switches on upon the closing
of the door illuminating a card of in
struction immediately beneath it, or in

ALFRED C . BOSSOM ARCHITECT -680 5 " AVE NYC

This device supplies oxyg n to involuntary
prisoners in bank vaults

vaults where this is not desired , a suit

able electric torch is placed against this
card of instructions so that any em ployee who might accidentally be en closed can read these instructions after
groping around and finding the torch .
Acting upon these instructions the involuntary prisoner twists the stop -cock on
the tank which causes the oxygen to escape under a pressure not exceeding that
of ten pounds. In very small vaults
where there are many papers confined
and other dust-bearing material a mask
is connected to the oxygen tank , but in
larger vaults the oxygen is allowed to

the involuntary prisoner until he could
be released .
In order to keep the device always
effective the air in the tank should be
changed at least every six months, for
compressed oxygen escapes through the
tightest valves and even through the
walls of the steel container.
Although it is not generally known , a
great many instances of such imprison
ments have occurred recently and have

escape naturally through the valve.

of distress and were removed on the fol

escaped public notice because there was
no fatal termination . The victims of
these accidents, however, spent nights
291
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lowing morning in a state of total col- up and talk to officials outside and at
lapse. Sometimes they were found the same time know that there is life
lying unconscious on the floor with their

giving oxygen within . Hewill then have

noses pressed against the seam of the
door, imagining that they could get air

the sense of confidence that will prevent
the nervous dilemmas of the past re

at this point and not realizing that the

peating themselves.

majority of vaults are almost air -tight.
In large vaults if those imprisoned
could keep their nerve there is often
enough air to sustain life until the time
lock works, but fear often seizes the
prisoners and they give way to frenzy.
The youth who was locked in the
trust company's vault in Paterson , N .
J ., was unconscious when rescued and

If he is familiar with bank locks, he
can “ trip ” the combination from within
thus aiding in his own rescue and
making it possible for a person to work
on the combination from the outside, ir
respective of the time lock . Such a
procedure of course would be impos
sible for anybody without instructions
or in an excited condition . It is be

it was found that he had torn out his
finger nails and bruised his body in

lieved , however, that anybody would be
able to use the reservoir oxygen supply

frantic beatings of the walls of his
chilled steel prison. In old days wires
were not connected into the walls of the
vaults, but today telephone wires are
arranged snake fashion up through the
bottom and then across one plate and

provided by Mr. Bossom 's device and
thus be able to hold out physically and
mentally until help arrives.
Full information regarding this de
vice is being distributed to all of
the large bank vault manufacturers

back across another to make it impos-

throughout the country such as the

sible for bank burglars to introduce

York Safe and Lock Company, York ,

high explosives into the slots built for

Pa., the Remington -Sherman Company

these wires. In the same way the wires
for the electric lighting are carried in

of Philadelphia , Pa., the Mosler Safe
Company of Hamilton
y , Ohio
i . the

so as to leave the vault thoroughly protected . When such connections are made

rr peny of
Diebold Safe and
mpanLock HeCompany
Canton , Ohio , and the Herring -Hall

the person who is locked in the vault Marvin Safe Company of New York
can read the instructions and can call

City .

A . B . A . Convention Plans
THE general plan for the sessions sions of the association, including the
* of the American Bankers Associa - Executive Council, Administrative Com
tion Convention , to be held at Atlantic mittee, Finance Committee, Agricultural
City, N . J., September 24 to 27 , in - Commission , Commerce and Marine
Commission , Economic Policy Commis
clusive, is announced as follows:
sion , Bank and Currency Committee of
Monday, September 24 , morning : the Economic Policy Commission , Pub
General meeting of the Clearing -house lic Relations Commission , Committee of
Section . Afternoon : General meeting Five, Committee on Membership, Com
of the Trust Company Division . mittee on Public Education , Committee
Throughout the day there will be con - on State Taxation , Special Committee
ferences of the committees and commis- on Taxation , Fiftieth Anniversary Com
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mittee, Insurance Committee, Protec-

Thursday, September 27 , morning :

tive Committee, Committee on Federal

General Convention session . Afternoon :

Legislation , Federal Legislative Coun - General meeting of the National Bank
cil, Committee on State Legislation , and

State Legislative Council. There will

Division .

The headquarters of the Association

also be meetings of committees of the during the convention will be the Hotel
Traymore, and the general convention
various divisions and sections.
Tuesday, September 25 , morning : sessions will be held on Young's million
General Convention session of the whole dollar pier. The meetings of the com
Association . Afternoon : General meet- mittees, divisions and sections will be
ing of the Savings Bank Division .
scheduled in various hotels at Atlantic
Wednesday , September 26 , morning : City.
General Convention session. Afternoon :

The entertainment program is being

General meeting of the State Bank

arranged by a local committee of At

Division .

lantic City .

British and French Views
N an article on a recent tour in on England's unemployment problem ,
Europe” , says The Times, Lon - with more logic than understanding,
don, “ Elmer H . Youngman , editor of have suggested that the remedy for un
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE , New York ,

employment appears to be to devastate

puts the divergent views of England
and France on reparations very fairly.

with aeroplanes some of our great in
dustrial centers.

He says that England takes a calm
business view of the reparations prob lem , and that though she has great sym -

English and French post-armistice posi
tions is that England 's unemployment

pathy with

French criticism

“ The point of the comparison of the

of the

involves a heavy expenditure out of tax

German Government's actions and with

ation , and brings no return , while

the desire that Germany shall pay for French expenditure out of borrowed
the restoration of devastated areas, moneys on restoration involves the re
England doesnot believe that the means creation of old assets, with the advan

employed by the French will ensure tage that the new asset, being more
modern than the old , is better. Both
reparation payments .
" He points out that France appears unemployment in England and devasta
more prosperous than England . The tion in France are bad things. To
latter has 1,250 ,000 of unemployed to create a devastated area in this country
support on doles, but he adds that this

would , of course , be no remedy for the

impression fails to receive confirmation

difficulties of either country , though it

from an examination of the respective
budgets.

Some French commentators

would temporarily stimulate employ
ment in this country .”

That the First National
Bank in St.Louis , the
largest National bank West
of the Mississippi,is except
ionally well qualified to
handle the accounts of-out
of-town banks, is attested
by the fact that it serves cor
respondents in every state in the
Union with complete satisfaction

Banking and Financial Notes
SPECIAL

BANKERS

SECTION

MAGAZINE

Review of the Month
The Business Situation Throughout the Country as Reflected
in the Opinions of Banks and Bankers
SLOWING down of business ac

could be no such losses. There is no state

credit extension or stringency to cause
tivity is noted by economic of
pressure for the contraction of business or

observers and there is consider the sacrifice of assets. There are no such
able speculation as to whether or not drastic readjustments to be made as were
the country is going into another period made then , and no possibility of such a
shock to confidence as in 1920 . There is no
of depression . The recent weakness of occasion
as in other periods of prosperity to
the stock market has given rise to many
many stop for the purpose of catching up with
misgivings as to the future of trade, premature development; there are no stocks
but other factors such as crop reports, of goods to be worked off before more are
car loadings, credit conditions, employ needed . Here is a nation of 110 ,000,000
people with daily wants to be supplied, and

ment, etc., are of a more favorable

with industries now fairly well adjusted to

nature. It is pointed out that the stock

world conditions. In no respect are the con
ditions parallel to those of 1920 and 1921.
The entire situation was new and strange
fluential on general business, but does then
. Nobody knew what might happen to
not always clearly indicate what the Europe
or what the effects might be here.
immediate trend is to be. The monthly It was all a guess as to how low prices
bulletin of the National City Bank of might go and who would be solvent. The
New York summarizes the business out whole world has gone a long way toward

market reflects conditions that are in -

look as follows:
The general conclusion would seem to be
that actual construction work will go on at
least through the present year at about the
capacity of the industry, and that employ
ment in the principal industries will be
maintained about as at present. If so, it
will mean a resumption of buying and good
fall trade. If the latter is realized , the
present slump will have disappeared and the
scene of our apprehensions will have been
moved ahead to next year.

In valuing the apprehensions which are
manifested in some quarters about the pres
ent situation it should be considered that
norit the
level
neither
the pricelike
tion
is anything
what
wascredit
in 1920situa
. No
such price recessions as occurred then could
occur again , even if we should go into in-

dustrial depression , and it follows that there

finding itself since then .

The business sky is seldom entirely clear
of clouds, and the rise of industrial costs
which started last spring and is still in
progress is unfavorable to permanent pros
perity. The apprehensions which have been
aroused have served a good purpose in
checking the pace that was developing. The
wage advances that are being demanded , and
in many instances granted, are menacing,
not in the main because of their effect upon
the profits of the employers immediately
involved , but because they threaten the gen
eral prosperity. This is particularly true of
those which are pressed by the arbitrary
power of organizations which have the power

to disturb the general business of the coun
try, for such advances interfere with the
free play of economic forces, whereas a
spontaneous rise of eitber wages or prices

under competitive conditions sets in motion
295
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corrective influences. As to the outcome of ers themselves. Such a situation is unprece
such tendencies, reliance must be placed dented even in the automobile business.
upon the common sense of the people. The These 300,000 cars represent production
labor organizations no doubt have the power (even at the presentmaximum peak of man
to wreck the present prosperity, but we are ufacture ) for two months ahead. This
not expecting them to press their claims would not seem to indicate that there was
to be any cut in prices by the Ford Com
to that extent.
It is always necessary to take account not pany, as it has never been the Ford policy
only of the logical results of the economic to cut prices when the demand was so great.
factors in a situation , but of what other Such action has only been taken when it was
people think of them and are likely to do wished to stimulate demand.
I know of an instance where a friend of
about them . The present situation is largely
psychological, i. e., dependent upon what mine wanted to get a Ford car and went to
people think and are moved to do in efforts eight dealers here in Detroit in an endeavor
to promote their interests. There is no rea- to get the car at once, but the best delivery
son why the country should not go on in he could get after he had made the deposit
moderation with full employment and pros and placed the order, was six weeks ahead.
perity spreading until every department of If demand in automobiles is to be greatly
industry is included. Judging by the obvious curtailed, it will show itself in Fords as
possibilities and probable trend, we expect quickly as in any other make.
Regarding margins of profit, the auto
good business.
THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

mobile makers are the most intensive manu
facturers in any line of industry . They sys

tematize their work so that they get full
value from labor, and while wages are high
There seemsbe to no falling off in the they
received in good service. Their
demand for automobiles, most manu margingetofvalue
profit is accordingly large.
facturers being behind in their orders.
Automobile production for the first four
SEES NO CAUSE FOR PESSIMISM
months of 1923 is said to be 42 per
cent. over the same period last year.
The Garfield National Bank of New
It is questioned whether this same rate York sees no cause for pessimism in the
of increase can be maintained for the

present business situation and attributes

balance of the year , but anticipations most of the feeling of unrest to the
of a decline in orders or output have speculative element which is not content

little basis in fact. A correspondent with the " ordinary hum -drum turning
of The Bache Revier , writing from De- over of a comfortable business at a fair
troit, reports the situation as follows:
There is not the least indication of con servatism on the part of people in buying
automobiles. The manufacturers themselves
are, to a certain extent, holding back on
forward orders for equipment and materials,
as they are quite conservative and evidently
remember the lessons which they learned
three years ago this summer. At that time
materials were hard to get, and as
there was every evidence of scarcity, they
placed large orders for months ahead in

profit” . The bank 's letter says :
When a man is driving a high-powered
touring car along a strange road that he
knows to have dangerous curves at irregu
lar intervals, common prudence demands
that he keep it throttled down to a speed
that he can control. Sudden jamming on of
the brakes as danger looms ahead may
cause a smashup as readily as failure to
use the brakes at all. Such cautious driving
may lack in excitement for the passengers
but it is the most likely to bring the car to

order to assure themselves of a satisfactory
source of supply, anticipating a continuation

its destination under its own power instead
of dangling behind a repair wagon. There

of the large demand. But when the demand is no question but that prices were going
for raw materials from other sources let up, up too rapidly for safety and that some
deliveries to the automobile makers began branches of industry were running at a
to get easy, and their plants were soon dangerous speed early in the year. But be
flooded with enormous inventories almost be cause the brakes have been applied in time
fore they knew it.
to take the next obstacle with no serious
Some indication of the automobile demand damage is no reason for the wave of pes
is shown by the situation of the Ford Motor simism that seems to have spread through
Co. This concern is behind in orders 300 , some sections of business during the past
000 cars, and these orders are from the users few weeks. The speculative element wants
of cars- -the actual buyers who have made action all of the time and most of it meas
deposits with the dealers, and not the deal- ures prosperity by the opportunity to buy

and
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SENSE
A wise combination of the two makes an ideal bank

ing relationship .
In 65 years of experience, we have developed facilities
for intelligent banking service — the kind that
leaves no aftermath but satisfaction .
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cheap and sell dear. Ordinary hum -drum
turning over of a comfortable business at a
fair profit and with a feeling of security
means little to this group. Unfortunately,
the speculative markets supply most of the
news, and a feeling that all is not well in
the world among a relatively small group
may readily spread to others.

-

months our pessimists are greatly concerned
over the possibility of permanent excess pro
duction . A few years ago equal concern was
being expressed lest the demand outstrip the
supply , the potential resources of oil in this
country being estimated at an amount equal
to about twenty years' supply. Even more
recently - only a few months ago — a Con

years ago concern was being expressed

gressional committee made a report in which
it predicted that gasoline would soon sell at
$ 1.00 a gallon . At the moment, Europe,
which is increasing its consumption very
rapidly at the same time that European pro
duction is falling off, is endeavoring to limit
consumption on one hand and is scouring
the earth for increased supplies on the other.

over the possibility of a world

It is clear that we cannot have over-produc

THE OIL SITUATION

The monthly letter of the American

Exchange National Bank of New
York points out that while a few

tion in one quarter of the world and under
shortage of oil, at the present time production
in another — the markets of the
there is equal misgiving over the world are still functioning. As a matter of
somewhat abnormal increase in the fact, analysis of the situation in the oil in
fails to reveal any cause for alarm
stocks of gasoline, which it is feared dustry
at all, either on the score of a shortage or
will bring about a condition of over on the score of over-production . Mexico ,
production. The bank does not see any which has been one of the principal sources
grounds for fearing an over-production of supply , has shown some signs of failing
at this time, as European production is production ; but California , the end of whose

production was once predicted, has suddenly
falling off. The situation is summed up developed
wholly unexpected new resources
as follows :
Owing to a somewhat abnormal increase
in the stocks of gasoline in the last few

and is now producing at a rate equal to
that for the entire country a few years ago .
This unexpected increase in California's pro
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duction mainly accounts for the increase in
stocks of petroleum which has excited the
pessimists to new alarms. Other causes have
COORPORAS

IN

contributed , among them perhaps being the
Congressional investigation referred to, the

false hopes raised up by political attempts
to solve economic problems having doubtless

had some influence in inducing producers
and manufacturers to operate on a more

1886

extensive scale than they otherwise would
have done. As indicated by the rates of
production in the week ended June 2, about

one-third of the increase in the output of

THIS BANK offers com

plete facilities for the
transaction of every kind
ofbanking business.
Collections made promptly and
on favorable terms on every

part oftheworld
Foreign Exchange Bought
and Sold
Commercial and Travelers'

crude oil in this country is being offset by a
decrease in Mexican production . However,
as a solution of its problem , the oil indus

try is looking to increased demand to ab
sorb the increased supply , rather than to de

creased production, although in California ,
where the production is running to about
one-third of the total of the country, some
curtailment of production has been resorted
to . Since stored oil by evaporation loses
gasoline content first, and since gasoline

stocks are already high , curtailment of pro
duction solves the problem of conservation
by keeping the oil in its natural storehouse
until needed, and also the problem of tank
storage and financing supplies. But the de
mand for gasoline, the production of which
has shown a greater relative increase than

Letters of Credit

the production of crude oil, this year will in

Correspondence and

production , and as a result the stocks on
hand at the end of the year will show a de
crease from their present abnormal totals.
The relative increase from the first of the

inquiries invited

all probability run considerably ahead of

year in the stocks of gasoline on hand at

Capital - $3,000,000

Surplus and
Profits - 8,700 ,000
E. F. SHANBACKER
President

The

the end of May was less than the increase
in the same period the year before, the in
crease having been from , roundly, 586,000,
000 gallons at the end of 1921 to 856 ,000,000

at the end of May 1922, and from 883,000,
000 at the end of 1922 to 1,336 ,000,000

gallons at the end of May 1923. The sup
plies on hand at the end of May were about
equal to three months' consumption at the
rate reported during the first quarter of
this year, the consumption in this country
in that period having run to about 1,447,

000,000. As consumption during the first
quarter of the year runs somewhere around
18 per cent. of the total for the year, the

total consumption for 1923 has been esti
mated at 7 ,900 ,000,000 to 8,500 ,000,000 gal

FOURTH STREET
INATIONAL BANK
Philadelphia

lons. This estimate, however, calls for a
truly remarkable increase in consumption ,
the total for 1922 having run , including ex
ports, to slightly less than 6,000,000 ,000 gal
lons. The most important recorded increase

occurred in 1922, the consumption in that
year running about 850,000,000 gallons ahead
of the year before. In the same year pro

duction increased about 1,000,000,000 gallons,
the excess for the year over requirements.
being only 150,000,000 gallons or so . High

KingsCityCounty
Trust
Company
of New York, Borough of Brooklyn
Capital $500,000 Surplus $3,000,000 Undivided Profits $518,000
OFFICERS HOWARD

JULIAN P . FAIRCHILD , Vice-President

JULIAN D . FAIRCHILD, President
WILLIAM J. WASON, JR ., Vice-President

D . JOOST, Assistant Secretary
ALBERT I. TABOR, Assistant Secretary

THOMAS BLAKE, Secretary

ALBERT E . ECKERSON . Auditor

J. NORMAN CARPENTER , Trust Onicer

BROWER, BROWER & BROWER, Counsel
ACCOUNTS INVITED
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS
as it is, the estimate placed on this year's there is not much reason to be pessimistic

consumption may be realized, for the pro - on that score either.
duction of automobiles continues to break

all records and a great increase in the use

LABOR BANKS
of gasoline for business and other purposes
are
.
Exports
is
indicated
during the year
The Index, the monthly publication
also increasing. In any event, the petroleum
industry. is in no danger of over-production of the New York Trust Company, gives

--the chances are the other way, although in a recent issue the following table
BANKS IN EXISTENCE establisYear
hed

ton
Mount
..... .. ..... ..... .....,
.. . d Savings Bank,. Washing
D . C . Vernon
erhoo
otive
eers
Broth
of Locom

Engin

19 20

' Co

öperative National Bank , Cleveland, Ohio 1920
Peoples' Coöperative State Bank , Ham
1921
mond, Ind. .......
Empire Trust Co., N . Y . City.............
Amalgamated Trust & Savings Bank , Chi... 1922
cago,
s ' &.....Consumers' Bank , Philadel
ucerIll.
Prod
phia , Pa. .
1922

Organizing
Capital
or controlling body
stock Reserves
International Association of
Machinists ...
.......$
160,000
$ 2,689,182
Brotherhood
of Locomotive
Engineers ......
.....1,000,000
15,547,402
Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers .....
50,000
250,000
Same ...........
Amalgamated Clothing Work
ers of America
Members of Central Labor 200 ,000 1,291,411
Union .....
155 ,831
Railroad workers
200,000 770,000

Brotherhood
Trust & Savings Bank, . San 1922
Bernardino, Calif.
Coöperative
Bank & Trust Co., Tucson, 1922 Various labor groups.........
70,000
Ariz.
Federated Bank & Trust Co., Birming
State
Federation
of
Labor
1922
ham , Ala .
and locals of Brother
hood of Locomotive En
First National Bank, Three Forks, Montana 1922

gineers
Various labor groups .......

125,000

Brotherhood Coöperative National Bank of
Spokane, Wash .

Railroad unions .....

200,000

BANKS PROJECTED

---- - --,St. Louis, Mo. ......
Fraternity Trust Co., Harrisburg, Pa.
Buffalo , N . Y . .....
, Cincinnati, Ohio . ...
Transportation Brotherhood ' s
Bank , Minneapolis, Minn .
Brotherhood
Savings & Trust
burgh , Pa. -...........

... .....

Central Labor Union ...........
Brotherhood of Railroad

-

-

Order
of Railway Telegra 500,000
phers ......
Brotherhoods & 200, 000
Railroad
other unions ..........

National

Co., Pitts

and Steamship Clerks ........1 ,000,000
Railroad workers

"Labor leaders''

500 ,000

Los Angeles, Calif.
Port Huron , Mich .

Locomotive Engineers ' Cooperative Trust
Co., New York City ...

Federation Trust Co., New York City ........
- New York City ........

Central Trades & Labor
Council, N . Y . State Fed

eration of Labor ....................1,000,000
International Ladies' Gar
ment Workers' Union ...... ... 500,000

Clothing Work
Amalgamated Bank, New York City ........ ........ Amalgamated
ers of America ...

*No information available.
*Not organized by labor, but Brotherhood has purchased an interest in bank.
1 Opened April 14 with deposits of $ 250, 000.
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Remington
REMITTANCE REGISTER
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Complete Descriptions on Remittance Letters
Every bank knows their importance. The FederalReserve
membership banks. And more banks every day recognize this
Banks have requested greater explicitness in reports from

necessity .

This is one reason why the use of the Remington Bank
Machine is extending so rapidly. This combined writing and
adding machine writes complete descriptions on remittance let

ters— and more. It insures the placing of every description
opposite the correct amount— for both are written at the same
writing. It also registers the correct total of every letter and the
grand total for the day — thus furnishing a perfect accuracy
check .
The Remington Bank Machine is more than a combined

writing and adding machine-- it is EITHER, according to your
bank requires— either combined or separately.

needs. It will do all the writing and all the adding the average

Remington Typewriter Company
374 Broadway, New York :

Branches Everywhere

Remington Bank Machine
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showing the number of labor banks now
in existence or in process of organiza
tion .

FACTORS FOR SUCCESS AS FOREIGN

THE

BANKERS

PEOPLES
· BANK

George S. Mumford , president of the

OF

Commonwealth Trust Company of Bos
ton , writing in the monthly trade letter
of his institution , outlines as follows
the essentials for success in foreign

BUFFALO
Established 1889

banking :
There are two things essential to our

success as foreign bankers and for the de
velopment of foreign markets for our prod
ucts — an accurate knowledge of the condi

THERE exists among the

manent residence there of intelligent agents

+ Officers of this Bank a
pride in the service given in

thoroughly familiar with local conditions,

meeting the particular needs

tions in other countries through the per

and the cordial support and protection of
our Government. The one is of little use
without the other. In Mexico, for instance,
our money and enterprise had developed the

of each customer efficiently

immense resources of the country only to
find itself betrayed by our Government

Our steady growth is at

under the Wilson administration and of
ficially ordered to withdraw from the coun

try and told we had no business to be there.
How can we feel assured that if we should
in like manner develop China or Turkey or

and with courtesy.
tributed to the satisfaction

experienced by our friends,
both depositor and corres
pondent.

Poland, the same thing would not happen

It being our earnest desire

again ?

that this circle be ever on
THE GUARANTY OF DEPOSITS

the increase, we welcome

A recent letter of the National City
Bank of New York contains the follow
ing interesting comment on the experi

your Buffalo inquiries, and
will gladly render any special

service you may desire.

ences of the several states which have
enacted legislation providing for the

guaranty of bank deposits:
When the state legislature of Oklahoma

THE PEOPLES BANK
OF BUFFALO

in 1907 passed its famous statute providing
that the banks holding Oklahoma charters
must mutually guarantee each other's de
posits, without restriction or limit, the act
was hailed in many quarters as a new idea
of great importance- a reform of the first

Main and Seneca Streets (Head)

magnitude. It was going to do away with

Main and Tupper Streets (Uptown)

panics and losses to depositors and greatly
increase the total of bank deposits, thereby

Niagara and Virginia Streets

proving a boon to both depositors and

Michigan Avenue and Perry Street

bankers. For a time it was predicted that

(Elk Street Market)

Offices —
M

the national banks in the state would be

forced into the system or lose their busi
ness, and that the guaranty system would
sweep the country .

On March 31, 1923, the governor affixed

his approving signature to an act passed by

Resources over $ 24,000,000 .00

OFFICIAL STATEMENT
CONDITION AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS
June 30, 1923
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts ..
U . S . Bonds ........

..$ 57,787.835.81
........

Bonds and Securities .......
Banking Houses and Real Estate ..........

2,283,766 .27

Customers' Liability a /c Acceptances and Letters of credit......
Accrued

16 ,381,811. 28
39 ,963,745 . 75

......

380,978.71
430,000.00

Interest .............

Cash and with Banks

17 ,608,520 .00
$ 134,836 ,657.82
LIABILITIES

Capital ....
Surplus and Reserve

$ 10 ,000,000.00

10,000 ,000 .00

Additional Reserves and Individed Profits ....

1, 083,042.75

(Dividend $ 400,000.00 paid June 30 , 1923 )

Acceptances and Letters of Credit ..

Due to Federal Reserve Bank

380,978.71

12, 200,000.00

. . ......

101,172,636 . 36

Deposits

$134,836,657.82

MARINE TRUST COMPANY
OF BUFFALO

both houses of the Oklahoma legislature then

failure of the Scandinavian-American Bank

in session, repealing the guaranty act. It of Seattle with $ 15,800,000 of deposits broke
had been previously modified by amendment, the fund, and the system collapsed .
to make it less sweeping in its provisions
The legislative committee of the Minne
and therefore less of a menace to the banks sota Bankers Association is authority for
that were members of the system , but the the statement that since November 15 , 1920 ,

burden of liabilities swamped the guaranty
fund. The act of repeal does not relieve
the member banks of any liabilities already
existing to the fund, but the fund is hope
lessly bankrupt, and no measure for its
relief is proposed.

The law is simply

dropped as a failure. It did not accomplish
what was promised for it ; on the contrary,
the results were just as predicted by its
opponents. It encouraged bad banking by
making the prudent bankers stand as spon
sors for the reckless ones, increased the
losses of the banking business, proved so

the losses chargeable against the bank
guaranty fund of North Dakota are esti
mated at between $ 4 ,000,000 and $5 ,000 ,000.

l'nder the law the maximum amount that
can be raised by assessments is $275,000 an
nually. Allowing interest on the deposits
at 5 per cent., this maximum assessment
will just about pay the interest on the

liability, without reducing it.
The State of Nebraska has a bank guar
anty law , and the experience of the solvent
banks under it has been a bitter one. The
maximum assessment under the law , 11/ 10

burdensome to the solvent bankers that per cent. upon all deposits, was levied in
many of them left the system , and finally each of the years 1920, 1921 and 1922, and
the law was repealed and the experiment 14., of 1 per cent. has been levied already for
abandoned .
1923. The last legislature, however, re

The State of Washington in 1917 estab - duced the maximum assessment in one year
lished a guaranty system which was volun to 1 , of 1 per cent., which makes it easier
tary,upon the theory that the banks would on the member banks hereafter, but at the
enter it from choice for the security offered expense of the security. It amounts to a
to depositors. By 1920 116 banks, with de- partial retraction of the principle upon
posits of $65,000 ,000, had entered it. The which the law is founded .
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THE HOGGSON

PRELIMINARY
SERVICE

T
BES
O
METR
1
20
TH1EIR

TUITE

First National Bank ,

Lake

Genera, Wisconsin , recently
designed and constructed by
Hoygson Brothers,

FOR BANK BUILDINGS AND

This booklet

BANK & OFFICE BUILDINGS

describes

The Preliminary Architectural
Service of Hoggson Brothers
TF you wish the individuality of design which
distinguished architectural talent can produce

- if you would also like to know how to secure
reliable information as to final cost with prelimin
ary sketches — if you desire the advantages of a
monumental building but must also realize some

income from it -- or if you are considering an
office building and would like to know how to se

cure an analysis of its probable investment return
— we suggest that you send for theabove booklet
which will be promptly mailed upon request.

HOGGSON BROTHERS
Bank Design and Construction

NEW YORK

-

CHICAGO

CAR

$

Shop View of Vault Door Installed in Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank
Absolutely Impregnable

UORK
VAULTS
World's largest and strongest bank vaults ever built
Factory: York, Penna.

YORK SAFE & LOCK Co .
55 Maiden Lane
Boston

Philadelphia

New York
Branches
Baltimore

Cleveland

Chicago

Eastern States
Comprising New York, New Jersey , Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland
and the District of Columbia

CONVENTION DATES

A . H . Wiggin, Carl J. Schmidlapp, Reeve
P.
Holley .
Schley, Sherrill Smith and William

Delaware - at Rehoboth, September 6.
American Bankers Association - at Atlan
tic City, September 24 -27.

Investment Bankers Association --- at
Washington , D . C ., October 28-31.
Morris Plan Banks— at Atlantic City,
October 15 - 17.

NINTH

NATIONAL BANK OF

PHILADELPHIA IN MERGER
Announcement was formally made on July
12, of the merger of the Ninth National

Bank and the Ninth Title & Trust Company ,

NEW OFFICERS OF GUARANTY

Philadelphia, under the name of the Ninth

TRUST

Bank & Trust Company, with total re

The Guaranty Trust Company of New

sources of more than $ 16 ,000 ,000 . It is pro
posed that the new organization will

York announces the appointment of John

operate under a state charter, the present

J. Sample as a vice-president of the com bank surrendering its national charter. The
pany. Mr. Sample will continue to be asso

capital is to be $750,000, surplus $ 1,500,000

ciated with the domestic banking depart

undivided profits of $ 150,000 . Total de
ment of the company, where he will super and
posits will be $ 13,000,000.
vise all loans on staple commodities.
Shareholders of the Ninth National Bank
2 . B . Curtis, vice-president and cashier of
the Union Trust Company of Little Rock , willmeet in special session on September 13
Arkansas, has been appointed a vice to vote on the proposed plan of consolida
president of the Guaranty Trust Company tion, while the trust company stockholders
of New York , and will assume his duties will meet a day later. All of the stock of
the trust company is owned by shareholders
with the Guaranty on September 1.
Mr. Curtis is well known throughout

in the national bank .

the Southwest. For many years he was

The Ninth National Bank was organized

associated as an officer of the Union Trust

in 1885 and the Ninth Title & Trust Com

Company when that institution was in

pany in October 1920. Ira W . Barnes, who

charge of Samuel W . Reyburn , who is now

is president of both institutions, will be

president of the Associated Dry Goods Cor-

president of the new organization. All of

poration of New York , a director of the

ficers and directors of the consolidating

Guaranty Trust Company and other large units will serve with the new bank. Di
corporations.
William H . Hamilton has been appointed

an assistant vice-president of the company,
to serve at the Fifth avenue office. Mr.
Hamilton was formerly an assistant secre
tary of the company at the Brussels office
and in the foreign department of the main
office.

rectors of both institutions have approved
the plan .

BOOKLET ON INDUSTRIAL
PREFERRED STOCKS

A hand book on " Industrial Preferred
Stocks” containing a concise analysis of the
preferred issues of thirty -five leading in

PLAN SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY

dustrial corporations, has just been issued
by Dominick and Dominick , members of the

The Chase National Bank, New York , is New York Stock Exchange. This is the
planning a safe deposit company at 320

fifth annual edition of the booklet, which ,

Broadway, to be known as the Chase Safe

is considered a standard source of informa. i

Deposit Company. The incorporators are tion on these securities.
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comfortable chairs and other facilities for

the transaction of business. At the rear of

NEW ACCOUNTS
5c EACH

the banking lobby are the safe deposit de

partment and vault.
The officers of the bank are : Robert H .
Guibord , president; William C . Pike, vice

president ; John W . Guibord , cashier ; Fred

This is the actual
cost using direct
by-mail publicity.

erick S. Warren , Phillip A . Guibord , assist
ant cashiers.

6

OPENS NEW OFFICE

SG
OS

The

Colonial Business Service

The Central Trust and Savings Company

109 West 420 St. :: New York

of Philadelphia on July 23 opened its Broad
street office at the southeast corner of

FAC-SIMILE LETTERS

Broad and Spring Garden streets.
PLINY FISK AGAIN CHAIRMAN
OF FIRM

PLATTSBURGH BANK IN NEW
BUILDING
The Merchants National Bank of Platts

Pliny Fisk, retired senior partner of
tion with that firm as chairman of the board

Harvey Fisk & Sons, has resumed associa

burgh , N . Y ., which was organized in 1884,

recently moved into its own handsomebuild

IONNALIBADAD
MERCHANTS NATI
NK
.

WILOLT TWETT. COOK
CRITECT BUFFANY

New building of the Merchants National Bank of Plattsbuigh

ing. This building has been designed with

of directors. The firm is being reorganized ,

consideration for future requirements, all

but the changes and other additions in its

conveniences for modern banking being pro-

personnel have not been announced . The

vided . One feature of service, beside the
usual women 's department, is a customers'

concern hereafter will specialize in munici
pal, farm loan and other high grade tax

room in which are private telephones, desks,

exempt securities.
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HAMILTON NATIONAL BANK
The statement of condition of the Hamil
ton National Bank, New York, which opened
for business on January 15 , 1923, at the last
comptroller's call showed total resources of
$4,126,422.57. The bank is capitalized at
$ 1,000,000 , surplus is $363,992.52 (surplus
authorized and in process of payment,

Audits and Systems
for Banks

$500,000) and deposits are $ 2,701,617.32.
PEOPLE 'S BANK MERGER IN
PHILADELPHIA
A merger was announced on July 11 of the
People 's Bank and the People 's Trust Com
pany, both of Philadelphia , to be known in
the future under the name of the People's
Bank and Trust Company, with $ 1,250,000
capital and total resources of $ 12,500,000.
At a meeting of the board of directors of
both the People 's Bank and the People's
Trust Company recently, the consolidation
was announced. The State Banking De
partment has ratified the consolidation ,
which will become effective October 20.
The board of directors of both institu

tions will largely constitute the board of
the new company, while the samemanaging
officers will be in charge of operations.

Our specialty is con

ducting efficient and
thorough bank and com

mercial audits, and the
installation of account

ing systems for banks,
trust

companies, and

foreign exchange

de

partments.

McArdle,
Djörup & McArdle
42 Broadway,New York

Henry R . Robins, for many years vice
president of the Land Title and Trust Com

pany will be president of the new company,
while Charles L . Lipshutz will be chairman .
Maurice L . Wurzel and Anthony G . Felix
are vice -presidents, and William B . Vrooman

is secretary-treasurer. Walter L . Rodman
is title and trust officer.
HENRY L . DOHERTY BOOKLET
“ Serving a Nation" is the title of an attractive booklet just issued by Henry L .
Doherty & Company of 60 Wall street, New
York , describing the diversified interests
and activities of Cities Service Company and
its subsidiaries, and showing the advantage
of a unified management of operations which
extends from

the Atlantic to the Pacific

coasts and
Mexico.

from

southern Canada to

TO JOIN NATIONAL SYSTEM
The Overbrook Bank of Philadelphia pro poses to enter the national system under
the name of the Overbrook National Bank .
This bank has a capital of $ 200,000 . The

change in name will be made about Septem ber l. It is planned to increase the par
value of the stock from $50 to $ 100 per
share.

PHILADELPHIA BANK CELEBRATES
SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY
The First National Bank of Philadelphia
on June 20 celebrated the sixtieth anniver
sary of its founding. The institution has the
honor of being the first bank in the United
States chartered under the National Bank
Act. It was organized by Jay Cooke. The
bank's building at 315 Chestnut street- its

headquarters— was erected in 1867 on the
site of the old Franklin House, the insti
tion's original home. The resources of the
First National Bank of Philadelphia are
more than $49,000 ,000 . Livingston E . Jones
tu

is president.
INCREASES CAPITAL
The First National Bank of Hagerstown,
Md., has increased its capitalby 5000 shares,
par $ 10, offered to stockholders at $40 a
share. As a result the capital stock is now
$ 150,000, having been increased from $ 100,
000, and the surplus is enlarged from $ 180,
000 to $330,000 . The increased capital and
surplus became effective July 1.

From the beginning of the automobile
W

HILE the majority of
cars are produced in other

manufacturing centers, New

England fine tools and ma
chinery made possible the very
beginning of this great industry .
Precision instruments and high

cars. New England paper pre
serves the records and bills the
sale. And The National Shaw
mut Bank is privileged to serve
as an important connecting link
between buyers and sellers ofma
terials, as well as finished cars.

speed automatic devices from

Manufacturers in New Eng

this district are the foundation

land and in every automobile

of quantity production . And manufacturing district are
New England has always been among our valued clients. One
one of the best markets for

of the most appreciated services

automobiles of all classes . of this bank isourunusual quick
ness in collecting and re
New England tex
instruments ,

mitting. This directly
results from close rela
tionship to thousands of

paints and hardwoods

banks and business houses ,

are shipped to prac.
tically every automobile
factory. Bodies made
in New England are
widely used on fine

ties for handling banking
transactions along the
shortest dependable

tiles, rubber, leather,
tools, machinery ,
metals ,

giving us unusual facili

routes.

THE NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK
BOSTON

The bank that is closest to New England industry
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New England States
Comprising Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont,Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Rhode Island

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
NEW ENGLAND STATES

matters seem to be at a deadlock , but the
telephone company is rapidly filling the

places of the strikers and, except in a few

R USINESS has slowed down a bit during

places, service is about back to normal.

D

The tremendous volume of real estate
transfers which has marked this year as a

the past month but is still running in

good, healthy volume. The slowing down
may be attributed in part to seasonal causes,

otherwise known as summer dullness, and in

record -breaker now shows signs of de
creasing. This is due in large measure to

part to the price situation . Based on the conditions existing in the building trades,
for early in the season there were thou
sumers, prices of commodities in general sands of transfers of unimproved property
firm - and even stubborn — attitude of con

use have shown a tendency to drop, and

producers are now busy figuring just where
this drop is going to end. The textile in
dustry is curtailing production rather

on which the new owners expected to build
this summer. Building costs took a sudden
and
and very unreasonable leap soon after the
season opened and for the past two months

sharply , and during July and August many

the volume of new contracts let has been

of the larger mills and most of the smaller

steadily decreasing. Lumber has fallen off

ones will declare " vacations” for a period
varying from a few days to three weeks.

in price, bricks and cement are down, and
steel prices are softening as a result of the

These mills claim to have on hand a good decreased number of new contracts, but
building labor is still so high as to make
the aggregate
agere
the price situation is so unsettled that for the
cost the
almost pro
of building
hibitive and
even
hand
the present production will be curtailed to hibitive,
and
even
the
banks
are
loath to
enable the sellers to gauge the market more accept present-day valuations of new build

volume of orders for future delivery, but

closely than they can at present. Retailers
are buying in smaller lots than they did

ings as a basis for making either construc
tion loans or mortgages. Within the past

earlier in the season , and are not inclined

two weeks predictions have been freely made
The leather trade is rather quiet. The that building costs would be materially
price situation is a factor in this field also , lower by fall, and still lower in the spring.

to make forward commitments.

by those in close touch with the situation ,

for the movement of last year among shoe
buyers, demanding lower-priced shoes, and
which movement was so conspicuously suc-

Business mortality is low . The number of
failures is back to normal, and there is
nothing in the reports to indicate any strain

cessful, is just as firmly set now against any

in any locality or industry.

increase in price from present levels. Shoe
retailers report a good trade in medium
priced shoes.

Retail stores have had a good spring and
early summer trade and while business has
fallen off somewhat during the past two

PROVIDENCE BANK CELEBRATES
CENTENNIAL

weeks the decrease has not been anything

The Mechanics' National Bank of Provi

more than may be explained by the term
" summer dullness" . Retail collections have
been rather better than usual, and the gen eral credit situation is satisfactory.
The telephone strike has been a hindrance
and a great annoyance, but the public has
been entirely out of sympathy with the
strike and has taken the inconvenience

dence, R . I., celebrated its 100th anniver
sary on June 30. The bank began business
in the Franklin House at the corner of
South Main and College streets with a cap
ital of $ 100,000. In February 1825 , this
was increased to $ 250,000 and in July 1827,
to $500,000, the figure at which it stands
today. During the period the bank has had

philosophically. At the moment of writing

but eight presidents, one of whom , Amos
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HE building of the Citizens Savings
Bank of Fall River, Mass., has been
recently altered and enlarged to pro
vide the increased space and added
facilities so necessary to a growing institution .
The desired results were obtained with marked
economy.

Company
Thomas M . James
342 Madison Ave.,New York
On

Architects and Engineers
Wewouldbank
be gladbuilding
to helpproblem
you solve your
Write us for booklet
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Bank

Partitions
Our bank partitions are

specially designed for
bank service. They have
the same features of
beauty , speed in install

ation , improved design ,
and economy that char
acterize all our par
titions.

Whether you are open
ing new offices or con
templating rearrange

THE MILE
MADE BY
Copyright
SOLD BY THE FOOT

ment, write our Dept. 14
now for advice. We
gladly offer you the skill

and experience of many
years' service to banks.

Mount & Robertson , Inc.
41 Beaver St., New York
Phone Broad 1957

D . Lockwood , died eight days after his elec- ray, Henry E . Bothfeld, B . Farnham Smith,

tion. The present holder of the office is

A. Francis Hayden, vice -presidents ; A .

Charles C. Harrington , who has been con nected with the bank since 1868 and was its
president since January 1912. The present
cashier of the bank, H . Edward Thurston,
entered the institution as a clerk in October

Edward Garland, Howard Norton, Kenneth
E . Downs, Thomas F . Megan, Endicott
Marean , assistant cashiers ; Summer Street
branch , Clifford B . Whitney, manager ; Up
hams Corner branch , Lawrence S . Bearse,

1879, and was elected cashier in 1898 . Since

manager ; Fields Corner branch , Josep

1901 the bank has occupied its present quar Carson, manager ; Hyde Park branch,
ters at the corner of Dorrance street and
Exchange place.

Arthur E . Smith , manager ; Roslindale
branch , Richard E . Chapman , manager ;
Brighton branch , Walter J. O 'Donnell, man

FIRST NATIONAL MERGER

ager; Allston branch , Donald Kirkpatrick,

APPROVED

manager. At a previous meeting of the di
rectors Charles G . Bancroft was elected
vice
vice -president, director and chairman of the
executive committee.

At special meetings held on July 17, the
stockholders of the First National Bank of
Boston and the International National Bank,

formerly the International Trust Company,

approved the proposed merger of the insti
tutions which became effective on July 19.
The resources of the consolidated banks—
the First National Bank of Boston — are
$300 ,000 ,000 . The following officers of the
former International Trust Company have
been elected officers of the enlarged First
National Bank of Boston : Thomas W . Mur-

NEW

PRESIDENT OF HOME

SAVINGS BANK
Carl M . Spencer, connected with the Home
Savings Bank of Boston since 1904 , and
treasurer since 1919, has been elected presi
dent of the bank by the board of trustees,
to succeed the late George E . Brock .
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ADRIAN H . MULLER & SON
55 WILLIAM STREET, Corner of Pine Street, NEW YORK

AUCTIONEERS
The Business of Banks, Bankers, lovestors and Doalers in Securities
generally , receives prompt and careful attention.

STOCKS AND BONDS AT AUCTION
REGULAR AUCTION SALES OP ALL CLASSES OP STOCKS AND
BONDS EVERY WEDNESDAY

Real Estate at Public and Private Sale
PromptReturns on all business entrusted to us
DEATH OF DEAN OF BOSTON
BANKERS

t ional Shawmut, and continued to serve the
banking community in that capacity .

Charles A . Vialle, a director of the Na
tional Shawmut Bank of Boston , died July

OPENS HAVANA BRANCH BANK

31, following an attack of illness suffered in

The First National Bank of Boston has
announced the opening of a branch bank at
Havana,
under the management of John G .
Car

the bank the previous day. Mr. Vialle's
sixty -nine years of active participation in

the banking life of Boston, including forty

Interest in the announcement was height

five years as a bank cashier and bank presi
dent, should entitle him to rank dean of

ened because of the recent hearings before

Boston bankers.
Mr. Vialle saw the banking business of

the Federal Reserve Board with respect to
the advisability of having member banks

Boston grow until Boston's yearly bank
clearings are three times as great as the

open branches in Cuba. Considerable op
position to the plan developed , but follow

clearings for the entire nation when he be ing the hearing the board resolved that such
gan his banking career. Hehad opportunity a procedure would be mutually beneficial to
to observe, as one in touch with every step , Cuba and the United States and authorized
the enormous industrial and commercial de the Boston institution to create its new
velopment of the United States since 1855.

Cuban branch .

When he entered the banking field the total

The principal aid to Cuba which is ex

wealth of the United States was only about

pected to result from placing at that island's

$8,000,000,000 .
Mr. Vialle was born in the North End
district of Boston, May 8, 1839. He attended
the old Eliot school, famous for the boys

disposal the facilities of Federal Reserve in
stitutions is a more elastic and better supply
of currency. With growing industry in
Cuba and with a greatly increased traffic to

who have risen to prominence, and was
graduated a Franklin medal scholar in 1863.
He began his career as a banker with the

and from the United States, the plan of ex
pansion has been further encouraged and
several important American banks now have

old Suffolk bank a year after leaving school.
He lived to see some of the progressive
methods and sound banking practice of the

branc

Suffolk developed into the strongest bank
ing system in the world.
In 1860, he went to the Bank of the Re
public, as teller. Three years later, when he

was but twenty-four years old he was ap
pointed cashier. In 1882 he was elected
president of the bank and directed its des
tinies until 1908.

Cuba .

AMERICAN TRUST COMPANY
APPOINTED RECEIVER

Judge Newell Jeunings, in the Superior
Court in Hartford , Conn., confirmed the ap
pointment of the American Trust Company
of Bristol, Conn., as temporary receiver of
the Bristol Manufacturing Company of that

city, one of the oldest firms in the country,

manufacturing knit underwear. The re
ceivership was applied for by E . R . Burwell,
Following the merger of the National president,
and Charles T. Treadway, treas

Bank of the Republic, with the National
Shawmut Bank, Mr. Vialle became a mem
ber of the board of directors of the Na310

urer of the company, for the stockholders,
and the receiver was authorized to continue
the business until August 13.

Southern States
Comprising
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas,
Arkansas, Kentucky, and Tennessee

Ohio , during the closing days of June, com
ment with amazement upon the fact that it
SOUTHERN STATES
was a Southern state - Florida — that led the
By THOMAS Ewing DABNEY
field in advertising and exploitation at the
AGRICULTURAL conditions throughout exposition that was a feature of the meet
A the South are very backward . This is ing. Even California, which until now has
due to the inclement weather that came dur held the crown for publicity, took second

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE

ing the planting season and persisted later
than usual. The backwardness extends from
the cane fields of Louisiana to the cornfields

place - not a close second either. The
Floridians literally swamped Cleveland with
printed matter, and dazzled it with the orig

of Tennessee and Kentucky. In sections of inality of their displays. The reproduction
of orange groves, complete in every detail

the upper South , the corn is only a few
inches high . Cotton is likewise very back

from the patent front gate to the golden

'fruit on the trees, everything done to exact
Also , in many sections heavy rains have scale, so that a five-acre farm was shown
made it necessary to replant several times. upon the space equivalent to a dining room
This financial loss, however, will not be as table, was the least noteworthy of the dis
great as the future difficulty of working the plays. The point is, that such advertising

ward.

crops when all the work is concentrated

within a few weeks, and with the scarcity

of labor in the South, due to the activities
of the recruiting agents of Northern man

ufacturing establishments, this is a condi
tion that is to be dreaded.
General business throughout the South is
holding up nicely for the summer months.

Department stores in the principal cities re
port considerable improvement over the

same period last year, the cities of the
upper South leading those of the lower.
This does not indicate a sounder economic
situation in the upper section . The read
justment fluctuations were greater in the

upper part, and if the percentage of im
provement is now larger, the former loss
was also larger.
The essential soundness of the situation
is shown by the building and real estate
transactions. The slump or " buyers' strike"

that is reported in the North has not struck
the South , and from all indications, it will
not. The reasons are two-fold. First, the
cost of materials and wages have not been
kited so much in the South . Second, the
South has finally broken away from

awin Murident

Merchants
National Bank
RICHMOND, VA.
Capital . . . . . $ 1,000,000 .00
Surplus and Undivided
Profits . . . . $ 1,000,000.00

the

economic chains that held it bound until the
demand for production during the world
war opened up its resources.
Southern realtors who attended the na

One of the largest, strongest and
oldest banks in the South

Send Us Your Items

tional realtors' convention in Cleveland ,
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of the rising crest of the spring floods has
brought many problems of cost and stability.

Bank
of Charleston
National Banking Association
Charleston,
Established 1834

S. C .

There are sections where the ground has al
ready begun to yield under the weight of the

levees ; and engineers say that unless the

to business of liquidating branch
Bank of the United States.

limit of height is reached soon in levee con
struction, the ground won't be able to sup
port the huge embankments. The com
paratively light concrete walls, supported
upon piling held by friction , therefore offers
a practicable and economical way out.

Capital and Surplus . $ 1,500,000.00

expected to be greatly increased as a result

$ 12,500,000 .00

of the new schedule of rates adopted by the
dock board , which controls the port facili

The Bank of Charleston succeeded

Export of cotton through New Orleans is

Resources . . .

- --- - --- -

-

-

ties of the city. Certain charges have been
eliminated entirely, and others have been
more equitably distributed. An important
change instituted is the free delivery of

would not be possible for any save a push

cotton compressed in the public cotton ware

ing people , who are doing good business,
and know the easiest method to do more

Formerly, vessels had to receive this cargo

business. Advertising is the real measure

at the cotton warehouse wharf, or pay to

of progress.
The Government-operated barge line on

have the cotton trucked to the berths at

records it establishes, because the next
month the record will again be broken . Each
month so far this year has shown the traffic
move up a peg ; and the recent race be-

ing a new industrial center upon the west
bank of the Mississippi, opposite New Or
leans. The United Fruit Company, the
port's largest customer, has already pur

house to any wharf on the river front.

which they were taking on other freight.
the Mississippi river, which drains the com The dock board believes that the new rates,
merce of the Mississippi Valley from St. upon the remarkable handling facilities that
already here, will make New Orleans
Louis and adjoining and intermediary terri were
most modern cotton port in the country.
tory to New Orleans, whence it is distrib theAnother
important development of the
uted to the world , shows steady progress.
It is getting monotonous to refer to the new month has been the progress made in creat

tween two barge-tows up the river focused chased a site, and will develop it later on.
the attention of the country upon the water Other industries and shipping companies are
way and its commerce-carrying potentiali laying their plans to embrace the new facili
ties. Even so, the old Mississippi of the side ties. The company developing this new
wheel steamboats is remembered principally area has control of about 8000 acres of
because of the race between the Natchez land, with a river frontage of 10 miles.
and the Robert E . Lee.

An experiment of intense interest to the
Mississippi Valley has been begun at New
Orleans. This is the construction of a con
crete levee. The Illinois Central railroad,

CONVENTION DATES

which operates the Stuyvesant docks, is

Kentucky - at Louisville, September 5-6.

doing the work . This will be the first con
crete levee upon the river. It will be nearly
one mile long. Because of the lightness of
the concrete wall as compared with the old
style dirt levee, which is nothing but an
embankment which has to be continually

UNION AND PLANTERS HAVE
NEW BRANCH

The Union and Planters Bank and Trust
Company of Memphis, Tenn., purchased the
stock of the North Memphis Savings Bank

protected and repaired, it will, engineers be- and the union became effective on July 16,
lieve offer a solution to the problem of con taining the flood waters of the Mississippi in
the yielding-soil regions, such as are found
in Louisiana. The increasing height to which
it has been necessary to build levees because

when the acquired institution became the
North Memphis Savings Bank branch of
the Union and Planters Bank and Trust
Company. The institution is being operated
under the same management as heretofore,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF RICHMOND , VIRGINIA
with
EXPERIENCE – Over fifty - seven
years

STRENGTH – Capital and Surplus

beh

al

$ 4,000,000.00

299. 9900
99 100

OFFICERS- Experienced , capable and
well versed on conditions
and credits thruout this
territory ;

invites your business

JOHN M . MILLER , JR .
President
The Old

First

Est. 1865

Resources over $ 30,000,000

headed by John T . Walsh , the former president, who, it is understoo !, has been made

The new Commerce l'nion Bank has a cap
ital of $400,000 and surplus and undivided

a vice -president of the enlarged bank. The
directors of the acquired bank have also

profits of $ 160,000 .

continued as the North Memphis Advisory

NEW PRESIDENT OF DALLAS BANK

Board. The enlarged Union and Planters
Bank and Trust Company has a combined
capital, surplus and undivided profits of
approximately $ 3,000,000 and deposits in the
neighborhood of $ 32,000,000. Besides its
newly acquired branch , the bank maintains
three other branches— the Franklin Savings
Bank, the South Side Bank and the Main
Street branch. Frank F . Hill is president.

S. A . Temple, for many years vice
president of the Dallas Trust and Savings
Bank , Dallas, Texas, was elected president,
succeeding Judge Edward Gray, resigned ,
effective June 15, on account of ill health .
The position of chairman of the board has
been created by the directors and Christian
C . Weichsel has become chairman .

TENNESSEE BANKS ARE
CONSOLIDATED
A consolidation has been effected of five
Tennessee banks under the title of the Com merce Union Bank, with headquarters at

HIBERNIA BANK DIVIDEND
At a meeting of the board of directors of
the Hibernia Bank & Trust Company of
New Orleans, held June 21, a dividend of
$6 (6 per cent.) per share was declared for

Nashville. The institutions which united
were the Farmers and Merchants Bank of

the quarter ending June 30, 1923, payable
July 2, to stockholders of record , June 21.

Nashville , the American National Bank of
Sparta, the Union Bank and Trust Com pany of Lebanon , the Spring Hill Bank of
Spring Hill, the Lawrence Bank and Trust
Company of Lawrenceburg and the Farmers

An additional dividend was voted the em
ployees. This dividend is based upon a
sliding scale dependent upon the length of
time the employee has been with the bank ,
and is 3 per cent. of a varying amount of the

Bank and Trust Company of Springfield .

yearly salary.

FIVE
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© Reinthal & Newman, N . Y.
WARREN G . HARDING
1865 - 1923

Hand Printed Photogravures, each bearing a facsimile
autograph are available in the following sizes:

N1938 — Engraved surface 16 x 20 inches,
Sheet 19 x 24 — Retail price $ 6 .00 .
H1280 — Engraved surface 9 x 111/2 inches,

Sheet 16 x 20. - Retail price $ 1.50 .
Cabinet size - Oval printed part 4 x 51, on
sheet 7 x 9 – Retail price Fifty Cents .

These may be procured from your local art dealer or
direct from

REINTHAL & NEWMAN
“ THE HOUSE OF ART ”

59 West 19th Street,

New York

Write for prices, framed complete, if preferred to the
unframed listed above
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Middle States
Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Comprising Ohio, Indiana,IowaIllinois,Michigan,
and Missouri

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
MIDDLE STATES

$584,725,857. Other parts of the district

showed gains comparing favorably with
this, especially Michigan, where the rate of

BY CHARLES L . Hays
ONEY conditions in the central west
M
have eased slightly since the turn of
M
the month but rates are not quotably
changed and no reduction in the immediate
future is likely , as the demand for funds for
crop-moving purposes has started and in all
probability will increase as the season of

industrial activity was high almost to the
end of the half-year period.
The increase in savings deposits in Chi
cago was one interval
of the largest ever recorded
for a similar
between calls. It is
all the more remarkable in view of the fact
that in the three months there were calls
for two tax payments- one Federal and one

heavy grain movement approaches. Com

local. These usually make a heavy drain on

mercial paper finds a moderate outlet at

accounts of this character, and the with

5 to 514 per cent., principally to the country drawals for vacation purposes which are
common
further

and the outlying banks of the metropolitan

at this time of year make
inroads. The growth of savings deposits
in the second quarter of the year in spite

district, the large city institutions being well
loaned -up. Bank loans are 5 to 6 per cent.,
with less tendency toward the lower level
than a month ago.
There is every indication that the banks

of these adverse factors emphasize anew the
strong position of wage-earners under pres

of the district will be able to finance the
a gricultural activities of the next few
months without inconvenience. Commercial
borrowing has slackened somewhat and

pay. It gives evidence also of the deep
seated spirit of thrift that has resulted
from the warning of a year or so of slack
times and from the lessons learned during

there is less disposition toward forward

the war. The gain of $ 20 ,000 ,000 in savings

buying in nearly all manufacturing lines.

does not by any means represent the total

ent conditions of full employment at high

The position of the Federal Reserve bank is increase in the accumulations of persons of
strong, with a reserve ratio in the neigh moderate means in the city as nearly all
borhood of 80 per cent. Rediscounts passed the banks report a good volume of with
the $ 100,000,000 mark a few weeks ago, but drawals in the three months for the purpose
are again below that figure. There is a

of investment in securities, especially real

estate bonds, generally in sums of a few
comfortable margin of credit to be ab hundreds.
sorbed before most of the banks of the
While there has been some curtailment
region will find it necessary to have recourse

to the Reserve system to any material ex

in steel buying the operations of the mills

tent. While crops this vear promise to be
bountiful. prices are not high and it will

of the district are maintained at close to the
highest rate of the year. Plants of the lead

require less money proportionately to

ing manufacturers have been running at 95

handle them than last year.

to 97 per cent. of capacity and those of the

One of the most striking features of the
malls for
for
last response by the banks to calls
statements of condition from the Comp

principal independents at 65 to 16 per nt
This production has been kept up in spite

· troller of the Currency and the state auditor

of the handicap of hot weather, and book
ings seem to warrant the expectation that
the rate will not be modified much during

was another large increase in savings de
posits as of June 30, compared with the the remainder of the year. The railroads
returns at the time of the last previous call,
April 3 last. The increase for Chicago

are still in the market for materials that
can be delivered within a reasonable time,

alone was about $20,000,000, bringing the and good sized tonnages of rails and fasten
aggregate of these accumulations in the city ings are being taken. Automobile and im
banks to the new high record figure of plement manufacturers have reduced their
318
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requirements in some cases, the demand for

THIS TRIPLE Check
Safety MEANS

structural steel shows some shrinkage and
the oil companies are not buying so much
pipe or steel for storage tanks as they
were a few weeks ago. Car purchases also

New Business

are on a smaller scale, but this is principally

Put " teeth " into the safety argu
ments you present to prospective
depositors. Furnish definite, tan

due to the fact that no more cars than al

structed during the rest of the year. Labor

gible evidences of positive protec

shortage is probably more pronounced in

tion .

ready have been engaged could be con

this industry than anywhere else except in

Then you do two important things :
Avail yourself of the most powerful

agriculture.

agent in building business.

able shifting to the country for road build

Protect bank and depositors against

loss through check frauds. Protect
them positively, in three ways.

Factory and building opera

tions have drawn heavily on the available
supply and there has also been a consider
ing and other public works, as well as har

No extra expense — for Super-Safety
INSURED Bank Checks cost no

vesting
The outlook for soil crops this season is
promising. Two weeks of extremely hot

more than ordinary , unsafe checks.

weather late in June curtailed the yield of

We advertise them nationally . And
we furnish you , free, advertising and
display material to make the great
est use of this super-service - in

building business.
Thousands of banks, today, are find
ing how well it pays. More than
fifty million dollars was lost, last
year, through check frauds. Inves
tigate — and you will at once see the

C
Y
A
T
R N
E
E
F
P
U
A
S SI-S
L
S

possibilities.

K HECK
N
A
B
C

strawberries and vegetables for canning or
forced the ripening of these products so
that they could not be marketed profitably

in many cases, but the pack probably will
be ample for all needs and the easy tone
of canned goods markets does not indicate

itny expectation of shortage. Grains did

not suffer, as there was a good supply of
moisture in the ground, and with the com
ing of plentiful rains early this month

favorable growing conditions prevailed .
Wheat harvest is well under way and in
some of the principal producing regions,
notably Illinois, the yield is exceeding ex:
pectations, estimates of the crop in this

state running as high as 70,000,000 bushels.

Corn has had good growing weather, and
while the Government estimate of the crop
is slightly under that of last year a large

harvest seems as certain as can be expected
at this time of year. Oats also promise well.
While $ 1 a bushel for September wheat
has been a feature of the markets of the

1. Made of the world's safest check
paper.

month , corn and oats have held steadier, as
stocks are not excessive and it is realized

that feeding requirements are enormous.

2 . Each depositor insured for
$ 1, 000, in the HARTFORD

Receipts of hogs far in excess of normal

ACCIDENT & INDEMNITY
COMPANY, against loss by

have carried prices down to around $7 for
the best, or the lowest in many years, but

check alterations.

more nearly corresponding to current trade

cattle have held steadier, with marketings

3. Each check protected by the
famous WILLIAM J. BURNS IN
TERNATIONAL DETECTIVE

AGENCY, INC.

The Bankers Supply Company
World 's largestmanufacturers of bank checks
Chicago

Denver

Des Moines San Francisco

New York

Atlanta

requirements.

Retail business, which was much retarded
by the late coming of warm weather, has
made up much of the lost ground, and the

turnover for the season promises to be sat
isfactory. Demand for all kinds of ready

to -wear lines, for outing supplies, sport
goods, automobile travel accessories and
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similar articles has been exceptionally
strong. Reports from this source and also
from the railroads indicate that the move
ment toward the resorts and the highways

this summer will be unusually heavy. Money
is plentiful among the classes most given to
these forms of recreation and their out

1863

1923

fitting has been on a liberal scale. In staples
also there is a fair distribution , with con

siderable evidence of discrimination on the
part of buyers and a tendency to patronize
special sales where price concessions are
most attractive. In contrast there is also
a leaning in some quarters toward goods of

higher quality and a revival of luxury buy

ing that recalls in moderate degree the days
of lavish expenditure of three or four years
ago. Wholesale business compares favor
ably with that of last year, and in thematter

of advance buying for fall is running sub
stantially ahead. The markets are steady,
supplies are moderate and merchants are
cautious, showing a disposition to keep their

stocks in the wholesome condition that has
prevailed for some months. This conserva
tism is emphasized by the large number of
fill -in orders which has been a feature of
the summer trade, indicating not only a

Upon the foundation of sixty
years experience and growth is
based the present organization of

The First National
Bank of Chicago
and the First Trust
and Savings Bank

good retail outlet, but good control of stocks.

This experience has developed a

There is a large amount of building under

highly specialized service in both
banks, applicable to the needs
of banksand bankers.

way, but there has been a material reduc
tion in the number of new projects started .
This applies more particularly to large un
dertakings 'than to the construction of

dwellings and small apartments, which con
tinues active. Movement of materials is on
a large scale, but the markets have been held

steady with only a few advances worth
noting, a condition to which a satisfactory
transportation situation has contributed a

Calls and correspondence are
invited relative to the facilities
afforded for the transaction of
domestic and international finan

good deal. Costs are high, labor condi
tions are still unsettled , and banks are
showing some reluctance to finance opera

cial business of every conservative

tions on a large scale at the present level
of prices. These circumstances discourage
new commitments, but housing needs are
still pressing and rents are very high , so it
is reasonable to expect that a large amount
of work will go ahead , even if there is some

Combined Resources exceed

character.

$ 350 , 000 , 000. 00

modification of the boom that blossomed so

JAMES B . FORGAN , Chairman

promisingly earlier in the year.

Board of Directors of both banks
FRANK O . WETMORE
President

CONVENTION DATES
Indiana — at Indianapolis, September
11- 12 .

Farm Mortgage Bankers— at West Baden ,
September 18 -19.

First National Bank of Chicago

MELVIN A . TRAYLOR
President
First Trust and Savings Bank
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ELECTED VICE -PRESIDENT
was admitted to the bar in 1901. He left
practice of the law for banking, becom
At a meeting of the directors on July 12 , the
ing
cashier of the Bank of Malone in 1905.
Bournique
elected
L. G .
was
a vice-president

he was elected cashier of the Citi
of the First Wisconsin National Bank of In 1907
Bank of Ballinger, Texas, and when
Milwaukee. Previous to the consolidation zens
that bank merged with the First National
of the First National and Wisconsin Na Bank
the same city he became president
tional Banks on July 1, 1919, Mr. of the ofconsolidated
My. Traylor
Bournique was a vice-president of the removed to Illinois ininstitution.
1911
and
became
vice
Wisconsin National Bank .
president of the National Stock Yards Na

MELVIN TRAYLOR PRESIDENT OF
ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION

Melvin A . Traylor, president of the First

tional Bank of East St. Louis . His first Chi
cago connection was with the Live Stock
Exchange National Bank where he served
successfully as vice-president and president.

Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago, who was He achieved a remarkable record as direc
elected president of the Illinois Bankers tor in the Seventh Federal Reserve District
for United States certificates of indebted
ness during the war and in the period im

mediately following. He became president

of the First Trust and Savings Bank and
vice-president of the First National Bank of
Chicago in January 1919. He is also a di
rector of both banks as well as a number

of other financial and commercial institu
tions. He is chairman of the economic pol

icy commission of the American Bankers
Association and a member of a considerable

number of clubs and associations, both in
Chicago and New York . Mr. Traylor is a
golf enthusiast, and is vice-president of the
Western Golf Association .

JOSEPH E . OTIS
Joseph E. Otis, president of the Central
Trust Company of Chicago, was elected a

director of the Drovers National Bank of

Chicago on July 13, succeeding Henry M .
Dawes, who resigned owing to his recent

appointment as Comptroller of the Cur
rency.

MACTAVISH MADE COMPTROLLER
OF BANK

President First Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago,

Robert Forgan Mactavish , auditor of the
Northwestern National Bank of Minne
apolis, was appointed to the newly created

elected president of the Illinois Bankers

office of comptroller of that bank at a re

Association

cent meeting of its board of directors.
Mr. Mactavish, who was born in Scotland ,
came to the Northwestern in 1905 . For

M . A . TRAYLOR

Association at Rockford on June 27, was
also endorsed for second vice-president of
the American Bankers Association for
1924 - 25 .

Mr. Traylor's rise in the financial world
has been quite remarkable. He was born
in Kentucky not quite forty -five years ago
and received his early education in that
state. He later went to Texas where he

several years prior to that time he was as

sociated with the Bank of Scotland at Edin
burgh. Mr. Mactavish is a nephew of
James B . and David R . Forgan, bankers
of Chicago. Both of the Forgans were
officers of the Northwestern more than a
quarter of a century ago, each having held
office as cashier.

Investment Service by Your Bank
is the subject of a series of advertisements now being

published by our bank in farming communities.
We aim through these advertisements to direct the
farmer to the banker for the investment of his funds.

This is only one feature of the service rendered by our
Bond Department to out-of-town bankers .

We solicit inquiries regarding investment of funds.

| DAVID R . FORGAN , President
Country Bank Department

F. A . CRANDALL , Vice-President

Bond Department
J. B . CHRISTERSON , Manager

TheNATIONAL ITY BANK
of HICAGO

As comptroller Mr. Mactavish is given
the responsibility for the auditing and book
keeping systems of the Northwestern 's six
offices in Minneapolis.

THE MIDLAND BANK OF
CLEVELAND

Directors of the Midland Bank, Cleveland,
have declared the institution 's second regu
lar quarterly dividend of 112 per cent. pay
able August 1 to stockholders of record

NEW CLEVELAND BANK OPENED
On July 2 the formal opening of the Lake
Erie Trust Company- Cleveland's newest
bank - took place. A great deal of interest
has been shown throughout northern Ohio

in this new trust company because of its

personnel, the beauty of its new building
and the fact that only one other bank was

ever started in the state with a larger paid
up capital and surplus.
The bank is capitalized at $ 1,000 ,000 and

July 25 . At the same time they trans has a surplus of $250,000. The officers are :
ferred the sum of $ 20,000 from undivided J. Horace Jones, president; Charles H . Hill,
George
Kirkondale,
;
profits to surplus account, bringing the sur Arthur W .A .Pleister, secretaryvice-presidents
treasurer
and
plus to $450,000. The bank , which has Seymour C . Payne, trust officer ; Alf P ;.

capital of $2,000,000, has been in operation
just twenty -eight months.

According to announcement by D . D .
Kimmel, president of the Midland, the bank
expects to occupy its new quarters in the
Williamson Building on Cleveland's public

square about October 15 . The Federal Re
serve Bank , which now occupies the build
ing, expects to move to its newly erected
home about August 15 , and the Midland's

Fischley, assistant to the president; D . A .
Berardi, assistant secretary and treasurer ;
Leo Schwalb, manager foreign exchange de
partment; Mrs. A . Slaght, manager women 's
department.
NORTH -WESTERN

TRUST AND

SAVINGS BANK

remodelling operations will probably be

The North -Western Trust and Savings
Bank, Chicago, which has been an affiliated

completed within two months thereafter.

member of the Chicago Clearing-house Asso
319
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riation for the past seventeen years, was ('nion Trust lobby before making their exit
last week elected to regular membership in on the East Ninth street side. It was pos
this association .
sible for forty machines, in single file, to be
This bank will not only be subject to the
same rigid rules and periodic examinations
by the association as heretofore , but will

also have a voice in the affairs of the asso
ciation and will clear the checks of its de

positors directly through the clearing-house
instead of through the medium of a regular

member bank.
The recently published financial statement
of the North -Western Trust and Savings
Bank showed total resources of more than
$ 20 ,100,000 , invested capital and contingent
reserves of over $ 1,780 ,000 , and deposits of

over $ 18,000,000 .
AL'TOS PARADE THROUGH BANK
LOBBY

Five hundred autos, bearing delegates to
the American Institute of Banking Con

All set for 1800 hungry delegates in the new
Union Trust building

vention , drove through the partially com
inside this tremendous banking room at one

time. In fact, the ertire 500 machines could
have been parked on the main banking floor.
This novel method of visiting a bank

building came as the conclusion of an auto
mobile trip around Cleveland and environs,
arranged as part of the regular convention
program of the American Institute of
Banking.
At the conclusion of the drive through
the Union Trust building, the convention

delegates alighted and attended a buffet
supper in the building, given by the l'nion
Trust Company.

GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST
COMPANY

Harvey H . Brown, leader in the steel and

iron industry in Cleveland, and for many
years a director of the Guardian Savings

and Trust Co., Cleveland, died on August
2. He was 75 years old. He was a partner

Lobby ofnew Union Trust building. Cleveland,

of Harvey H . Brown & Co., dealers in

snapped as the hundreth machine
rolled through

iron ore ; president of the Stewart Furnace
Co., of Sharon , Pa.; and chairman of the
board of directors of the Brown Hoisting

pleted banking lobby of the new Union
Trust building, Cleveland , July 19.
The machines entered the building by
way of the east end of the building and
traversed almost 400 feet of the immense

Machinery Co.

J. A . House, president of the Guardian
Savings and Trust Co., has been elected to
the directorate of the Cleveland Life In
surance Co., to fill the vacancy caused by

Are Your Coal Mines
making money today ?
Peabody - managed mines
are. Let us show you why.
Our service includes man
aging, operating, financing,

selling.Experience 40 years.
U10

PEABODY
COAL COMPANY
Founded 1883

332 South Michigan Ave. - CHICAGO
Operating 44 Bituminous Mines in 12 Fields with Annual Capacity of 23,000,000 Tons

the death of the Hon . James A . Hemenway,

former United

elected assistant cashier. George D . Bush

States Senator from

nell was appointed assistant vice-president.
Indiana.
The above promotions have enabled the
P . G . Berg, vice -president of the company, Central
Trust Company to advance a num
attended the convention of the National ber ofmen all along the line, including E . E .

Association of State Bank Supervisors in Graham and Charles G . Clark, who have
Denver the last week of July. Being an been advanced to important positions in the
ex - superintendent of banks in Ohio, Mr. credit department.
Berg is an honorary member of the or

ganization. He addressed one session of
the convention .

CENTRAL TRUST COMPANY OF

ILLINOIS PROMOTIONS
At a meeting of the board of directors of

CELEBRATES FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY

The Bank of Sheboygan, Wis., celebrated
its fiftieth anniversary on June 27. The
bank was organized in 1873.

the Central Trust Company of Illinois, Chi
cago, held July 24, the following elections
were made:
2

George B . Cortelyou, Jr., formerly assist
ant vice- president, who has been with the
bank four and a half years, and who is the
son of former Secretary of the Treasury
Cortelyou, was elected secretary and assist
ant trust officer. Geary V . Stibgen was
elected trust officer and assistant secretary,
and William M . Otis, assistant trust officer

and assistant secretary. William J. Kel
lough, who for a number of years has filled
the position of chief clerk , was elected as
sistant cashier. Richard W . Gratton , who
has been manager of the bookkeeping de

partment for a number of years, was also

Hotel

St. James
Times Square
New York City
Justoff Broad
way at 109
113 W . 45th st.
Send postalfor rates and booklet Much favored
women
W . Johnson Quinn , President by
traveling
An Hotel of quiet dignity ,
without
having the atmosphere and ap escort

pointments of a well condi- " Sunshine in
tioned home.

every

room "

40 Theatres, all principal shops and
churches, 3 to 5 minutes' walk .
2 minutes of all subways, " L " roads, sur
face cars , bus lines.
Within
3 minutes Grand Central, 5 minutes
Pennsylvania Terminals.
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Western States
Comprising North Dakota , South Dakota , Nebraska, Kansas, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
WESTERN STATES
By SAMUEL SOSLAND
AN is not measuring up to the boun
M
ties of nature in the Western states.
W
Nature has been generous in giving the
Western states a wheat crop of liberal pro
portions and high quality ; nature, too, is
giving the Western states a very liberal
crop of fat grass cattle ; the hog output is
large ; more hay is being produced ; the

prevail ! If such activity could only be

hopeful? I asked him . He answered that
the Western states have the material things
that go to make prosperity. “What is pros

red in the review , but in business its con

achieved ! Admitting the larger debts of

the Western states, debts with the new
Federal land banks and with other sources
of farm borrowing, there would be great
activity. But this activity is not yet here.
The period immediately following the winter
wheat harvest is marked by a smaller
volume of business than usual. The move
ment of new wheat to date is lighter than
usual, especially when compared with the
size of the harvest. There is less trading
in the aggregate simply because many farm
states that are adapted to cotton are prom ers
are averse to exchanging so much more
ised more of this staple, and there is also wheat
in recent years for a dollar, es
a good fruit crop. But the man -made peciallythan
the dollar buys less trans
because
economic machinery is out of joint. Dis portation service, less cotton , less clothing,
com
loud
is
There
tribution is not healthy.
hardware, less of implements, less of
plaining over the cheapness of wheat; there less
less of coal, and less of other things.
is dissatisfaction over the unprofitableness lumber,
to pay taxes.
of hogs; grass cattle are disappointing the It even takes morethiswheat
situation , this terri
Contemplating
graziers in prices, and hay is cheap.
tory has reason for feeling that man is not
“What is the outlook for business in your measuring
to nature. Farmers are be
territory ?” This question came to a West . coming moreup and
more determined to force
ern banker some days ago when wheat on man to attempt to measure more highly in
the Kansas City market was breaking to his service. The feelings of the farmers
the lowest level since 1914, or to a basis of are apparent not only in the reduced move
70 to 75 cents a bushel on farms. In brief,
of wheat and the verbal protests but
his answer was that the outlook favored ment
recent election of a Farmer-Labor
the
in
prosperous conditions. With wails from candidate over Governor Preus of Minne
farmers over wheat and with a number of sota in a special senatorial contest . Min
other agricultural products at a disap
pointing level, how could this banker be so nesota is not one of the Western states cov
ditions correspond to those of other large
. wheat raisers such as the Dakotas, Kansas,
Oklahoma and Nebraska.

perity?” he also countered. His idea is What the Western states need today, or
that in the generous total of crops there is
what they lack , is an old story, a story that
assurance of prosperity in view of the great has
been repeatedly told . However, it au

capacity of the manufacturing districts of pears to be a story that is going to give a
the country and the demonstration by rail
demonstration of its realities in
roads of their ability to move goods to greater
unless there is a radical
months
coming
facilitate the exchange of commodities, change in the present
market situation . In
which, he said , makes trade.
the event there is a great loss in wheat
It is true that in the aggregate the har production in the spring wheat states and
vests now in prospect and already gar in Canada and the bread grain scores a
nered in the Western states will give this material advance, the position of the West
territory a great trading power. If theern states will of course be altered . How

goods it buys were on the same price basis ever, if Canada and the American spring
as the products it sells, what activity would wheat states, including Montana and the
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Complete Financial Service
The Omaha National Bank
The Omaha Trust Company
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
Resources over

.

-

$ 35,000,000

Dakotas, raise as large a crop of wheat as

reductions of sharp proportions in the prices

indicated at this writing, it is probable that
wheat will recede to lower levels . The

on manufactures, the farmer will be a bet
ter buyer than now indicated with cheap

buying power of the wheat districts will be

wheat.

for

Among considerations in respect to low

There will

wheat is the fact that, even where farmers

be less employment in cities.
One point
to be considered is that the void in building

complain that the market is below the cost
of production , a good share of that cost

has been filled in a large measure, removing

goes into their own pockets.

a source of business activity of the past

expense is largely their own , for less outside

more adversely

affected.

manufactures will be light.

Demand

The labor

year. The farmers' position will therefore

labor than in several years was employed

be more dominant. From this it should not

to produce and to harvest the crop.

be inferred that drastic contraction in business will be witnessed . The Western states

From a banking standpoint, the outlook
is more encouraging than commonly believed .

have been frugal in the past year. Mercantile stocks in the hands of wholesalers

Farmers have not anticipated the 1923
wheat crop. With no heavy commitments,

and retailers have been light in the agricul

there is not the tightening in money wit

tural regions for more than a year. The
stocks are light today. There will be con -

nessed several years ago when farmers
were disappointed because they couldn 't get

tinued hand-to-mouth buying on a somewhat
smaller, or considerably smaller scale, de
pending on the communities, but the decline
will not come as a blow because a large part
of the Western states are reconciled to a

$3 a bushel for wheat. Farmers had then

light volume of business.

In the event of a drastic cut in railroad

contracted to buy many things— from oil
stocks of unscrupulous promoters to ex
pensive automobiles and $ 100 and $80 land
at $ 250 and $ 170 an acre. Veteran bankers
say this means a better year than indicated
on the surface. When the farmers' incomes

freight rates and railroads are going to

are low and when they are not obligated to

face agitation for such a cut- along with

buy many things through premature com
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mitments, they are so frugal that their lim - montis of great activity. Horses and mules
ited revenues are applied to the liquidation are unchanged , the latter being supported
of debts and to saving. Money did not by cotton , which is still high. If labor does
firm up in the Western states during July ,

not fare as well in employment in the next

but closed fully as comfortable as at the
outset of this new crop month . In the past
crop year there was extensive liquidation .

year as in the past twelvemonth and if
Europe does not increase purchases of pork
products, there will be congestion in live

At country banks many loans were trans-

stock markets. Here again the lack of bal

ferred to farm mortgage loan companies or

ance in the economic machinery of the coun
try is an adverse factor.

to the Federal farm loan system , thus put-

ting the rural institutions in a better posi-

Two of the biggest Western industrial in

tion . There is no prospect of any important

terests - oil and lumber -- are in need of

increases in country bank deposits with the

wider markets. Prorating of oil runs by

present price situation ; in fact, country

refiners increased, and there are a few signs

banks on the whole will do well to maintain that this is curtailing production sufficiently
their present position . They may show some to steady the market. Gasoline demand is

improvement the first half of the crop year
just begun, but the latter half now gives in-

large, as is usual at this season, but the
productive capacity is greater, or would be

dication of being different unless market
conditions change materially.
That wheat is low is due to a combina
tion of circumstances. The greatly in creased North American production finds
Europe returning to harvests nearer the
pre -war totals. Russia is coming back as a
great wheat grower. Europe's buying
power is reduced . Russia is eager to sell
in exchange for goods. The United States
is not so willing to trade on this basis for
the present. If farmers hold back their
wheat on an increased scale, they will simply
find the same adverse competitive conditions
later unless the American acreage for 1924
is reduced by many million acres, and then
there will be doubt as to great improve-

if a damper was not being put on crude oil
production . There is even talk of a sus
pension of operations by some Western re
finers. In the lumber industry mills are
maintaining production in order not to lose
their labor and in the hope of better buying
in the fall. Lurber prices have declined the
past two months.
The crops are not yet generally made.
Something may yet develop to alter pros
pects. The principal need is an economic
upheaval that will promote the domestic and
international exchange of goods coupled
with the maturity of the crops not yet gar
nered . Will the former develop ? If not,
the Western states, with some political
unrest, will still work on, they will be

ment in prices.

frugal and finally restore better times in the

Industrial developments are being fol

future. To tell exactly when requires a

lowed closely in the markets for corn , oats,
hay, millfeeds and live stock . Rising wages
and great employment the past year have
already created a situation where the pro duction of hogs is slightly in excess of the
needs of the country with a large purchas

prophet, but a year of lean times will find
the Western states undaunted and prepared
to make the most of an era of healthier
price relationships.

ing power for labor. The hog output is

still on the increase. What is happening?
In some points corn is actually higher than
wheat. The feeding of wheat to hogs is

CONVENTION DATES

advised by scientific agricultural authorities.

Nebraska - at Omaha, September 26-27.
New Mexico - at Cloudcroft, Sept. 7-8.

Hogs are too cheap compared with corn .

Wyoming - September.

A year ago corn was too cheap compared
with hogs. There is a wide difference be

NEW

tween current cash prices on corn and the

DIRECTORS OF OMAHA
NATIONAL BANK

quotations on future deliveries of this grain,
a forecast of a natural readjustment. In
the cattle market a few choice corn - fed
steers are selling at high prices, but grass
cattle , which compose the great bulk of supplies, have been weak. Sheep and lambs are
lower, with wool dragging after a few

Charles C .George and George Brandeis of
Omaha, Nebraska, and George J. Woods of
Lincoln have been elected directors of the
Omaha National Bank , filling a vacancy
caused by the death of the late Arthur C .
Smith and other vacancies of longer stand
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ing. The new directors will also become carry on its operations in the former quar
directors of the Omaha Trust Company and ters of the Bankers Trust Company . At
the organization meeting of the company
the Omaha Safe Deposit Company.
Charles C . George is president of George held on July 12 the following officers and
and Company, realtors, and of several other directors were elected : A . C . Foster, presi
real estate and holding corporations. He is
a vice-president and for twenty - five years
has been a director of the Conservative
Savings and Loan Association. For four
years, until recently , he was a director of
the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States ; he is also a member of the Interna
tional Chamber of Commerce.

George Brandeis is president of J. L .
Brandeis and Sons and of the Brandeis In
vestment Company. These interests operate
a large department store and have heavy
real estate investments.
George J. Woods is vice-president of the
Woods Brothers Corporation of Lincoln , is
a director of the Lincoln Telephone and
Telegraph Company, a director of the

Standard Timber Company of Wyoming and
vice-president of the O ’Gara Coal Company
of Chicago .
DENVER MERGER CONSUMMATED
A merger of two important Denver
financial institutions— the Bankers Trust
Company with the United States National
Bank — was consummated on July 16 . Ac

cording to the Rocky Mountain News of

JAMES RINGOLD

July 13 the union of the two banks was

Treasurer United States National Bank , Denver

States Na
made possible by the itsUnited
capital by the is
tional Bank increasing

suance of 1500 shares of new stock (par
value $ 100 ) which were purchased by the
stockholders of the Bankers Trust Com pany. The consolidated bank , it is under
stood, has a capital of $ 550 ,000 and total
resources of $ 22,000,000. The two institu tions were closely allied in the past. A . C .
Foster, former president of the Bankers
Trust Company, was a vice-president and director of the United States National Bank,
and a number of the former board of di
rectors of the United States National Bank
were members of the board of directors of
the Bankers Trust Company. Pending the
next annualmeeting and election of directors
of the United States National Bank , the
former board of the Bankers Trust Com pany will act in an advisory capacity to the
board of directors of the United States National Bank.
Pending the making of alterations in the

dent; Will H . Wade, Canton O 'Donnell,
vice-presidents; C . F . Bell, secretary ; James
Ringold, treasurer ; W . A . Hover, Albert A .
Reed and Henry Swan , directors.
The United States National Bank was
founded in 1904. Prior to the merger it had
a capital of $ 400,000 with surplus and un
divided profits of $ 935,605 and deposits of
approximately $ 15,500,000. Two years ago
it moved into the building bearing its name.

The Bankers Trust Company was estab
lished in June 1920 , taking over the invest
ment business of Sweet, Causey & Co. and
Wright, Swan & Co. It had a capital of
$ 1,000 ,000 with surplus and undivided
profits of $ 250,000, and deposits of more
than $ 4,000,000.

TULSA BANK INCREASES CAPITAL
The Exchange National Bank of Tulsa ,

banking rooms of the United States Na-

Okla., will increase its capital from $ 1,500,

tional Lank, the new company it is said, will

000 to $ 2,000,000 . The new issue of stock
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was authorized by the shareholders on June

26. The enlarged capital became effective
June 26 .

WALTER W . HEAD
Walter W . Head, president of the Omaha

National Bank, left Omaha July 27 with his
wife and daughter for an automobile tour
through Wyoming, Yellowstone Park and

Montana. Mr. Head addressed the Mon
tana Bankers Association at Great Falls,

August 10 on "Government, Taxation, Citi

zenship ”.
Bert A . Wilcox , vice-president of the

Omaha National Bank, has returned to his
desk after an absence of several months due

Hand them a letter
to this Bank”

to illness. He spent several weeks in Hono

lulu, putting himself in fine physical trim .
FARMERS NATIONAL BANK OF

BERGEN

SALINA

· Vour patrons and

I friends visiting
California will be ex

tended oevery courtesy
andoconsideration
ch alankiat
u
d
F
the Security) Bank if
they bear a letter of

introduction from you

The Farmers National Bank of Salina,
Kansas, has just completed the doubling of
the space it formerly occupied .

The bank made a new departure in their
interior treatment and adopted a walnut

screen such as became famous over in
Europe in the greatest banks that the old
world produced. It has the unique charac
ter of being home-like and yet having all
the dignity that a banking house can pos

Resources Exceed

sibly present.
The security vault with its great rec

$ 195 ,000,000

tangular door weighing twenty tons is
capable of providing protection against all
forms of attack - the burglar, the mob or

Over 260,000
Accounts
SECURITYTRUST
DESAVIN
GSBANK
COMMERCIAL
SAVINGS
TRUST

the earthquake.
Another most unusual feature is the pro
vision of a special room for the use of
farmers when they come to town, where
they may conduct their meetings, look up
farm records, Washington agricultural re
ports , etc. Here they find a bureau of infor

mation in the most comfortable surround
ings, near the banker, with whom

such

matters ought to be discussed.

Capital and Surplus $ 10,525,000
Twenty -nine Banking Offices in
Los Angeles
Hollywood - LongBeach - Pasadena - Glendale

South Pasadena · Highland Park - Eagle Rock
San Pedro · Huntington Beach - Burbank
Lankershim · Santa Monica • Montebello

No single effort has been spared by J. R .
Geis, president, and J. P. Burns, vice
president, and their fellow officers and di
rectors, in making this new banking house
not only a great credit to Salina, but also a
step forward in general banking construc
tion in their part of Kansas.
The plans were drawn and the work was
constructed under the supervision of Alfred

C. Bossom , bank architect and engineer, of
680 Fifth avenue, New York .

Pacific States
Comprising Washington, Oregon , California, Idaho, Utah, Nevada,
Arizona and Alaska

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
PACIFIC STATES
By C. E . TAYLOR, Economist
Department of Research

and Service,

Security Trust and Savings Bank,
Los Angeles

ness seems to have fully recovered and to
have settled down for a more or less steady
period of good times, it will be disappoint

ing if greater activity is not reported from
the Pacific states than from the country at

large .
In spite of lower prices for some com
modities and an abatement of buying in dif

THE general hesitancy in business in the

ferent quarters, particularly in certain lines

1 Pacific states, which was commented on
last month , is still in evidence. However,

of the wholesale trade, bank clearings in
the Pacific states were nearly 23 per cent.

after making allowance for seasonal slack
ness, it does not appear that there is likely

greater in May than in the corresponding
month a year ago, and 4 per cent. greater

to be a pronounced slowing down in this dis-

than in April 1923. These increases com

trict in the immediate future. On the con -

pare with respective gains of slightly over

trary business is remarkably good and such

19 per cent. and of approximately 334 per

hesitation as has been noticeable has been

cent. for the country as a whole (outside of

the product of good business judgment and New York City ). During May building ac
is a guaranty that present satisfactory con ditions are to be maintained . Reports from
various portions of the district have been
somewhat at variance, but the general note
is one of optimism . It is doubtful whether

tivity in the district failed to show as large
a gain over the activity of a year earlier as
was recorded in previous months of this
year. While the total of building permits
issued in the United States during May

the hestitation which has been experienced
by business more or less generally has been

was 5 per cent. greater than in May 1922 ,
the increase shown in this district was less

as noticeable in the Pacific states as else-

than 31/2 per cent. However, the gain in

where, and it is probable that business is

permits issued in this district during May

now moving along more rapidly in this re-

over those issued in April was nearly 11

gion than in most other sections of the coun -

per cent., contrasted with a decline for the

try . Under normal conditions, with the busi-

country as a whole of over 20 per cent. Re

ness and industry of the country on a sound
basis, greater economic activity should be
expected of the Pacific states than of the
country at large. The Far West is still in
considerable measure undeveloped and its
population is growing rapidly. With this
increasing population and with the investment of Eastern capital in the development
of its great natural resources, more should

tail trade was exceptionally active during
May, and even after making allowance for
price increases was probably of record vol
ume for this season of the year. Sales in
creases were general throughout the district,
and as compared with April averaged about
18 per cent. greater in volume. A portion
of this increase must be attributed to the
large number of special sales usually held

logically be expected of it than of other

in May. Wholesale trade activity in May

sections of America . During the period of

was somewhat less in volume than in April,

business revival it is doubtful whether im -

though a number of lines showed increas
As compared with May of last year, how
than in many other sections of the Union . ever, the volume of trade in practically all
provement went on here at a greater rate

It is also probable, however, taking the dis trict as a whole, that the business depression was never as keenly felt here as in most

lines was much greater this year.
Employment conditions throughout the
Pacific states continue practically un

other places, and that the region did not changed. Unemployment is confined prin
cipally to casuals and the greatest demand
which to climb. Now , however, that busi- is apparently for unskilled labor and for
have the same depths of depression from
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farm hands. In some of the more desirable

cate that Arizona is steadily " coming back "

residence cities of the district there is a

in the production of hay. Probably the

surplus of clerks and general office help,
which has no doubt been largely created by

most interesting feature of the Arizona crop
situation is found in the cotton acreage

an influx of summer workers from the East
In the mining district production is said to

statistics. A total increase of 27 per cent. is
evident in the 1923 acreage of cotton, when
comparison is made with the total acreage
harvested in 1922. Freedom from the boll

be somewhat retarded by a scarcity of experienced workers and , generally speaking,

skilled laborers of any sort have no great weevil, and the world cotton situation, make
it seem almost inevitable that cotton will be
a source of a very large net profit for

ful to investigate local conditions before
moving to any western city with the expec .

Arizona growers this year. As in the case
of Southern California, the lure of azure

tation of finding employment. In Seattle ,

skies and bright clear days is a potent fac

it is reported, there is a surplus of carpenters who have been drawn there from

tor in bringing Easterners to take up re
sidence in Arizona , and the population of

!! !

difficulty in securing employment in this
region . Workers, however, should be care

Canada and the East by reports of great

the state is steadily increasing with a bene

building activity. The case of Seattle is a

ficial effect on the trade and construction

typical one. In view of the general demand

activity of its cities. Bank clearings, whole

for labor the absence of industrial disturbances throughout the Pacific states is

sale and retail trade, and building activity
are all in excess of a year ago.

highly encouraging. With the exception of
some unrest in the lumber camps there are

such an important part, the termination of

no labor controversies of consequence on
record in this district.
Throughout the Southwest economic con ditions are bright. In Arizona the four big

In Nevada, where silver mining plays
Government purchases of silver at $ 1 an
ounce has not materially affected the opera
tions of the big silver producers. Opinion
current among the larger operators is that

C's— copper, cattle, cotton and climate

the price of silver will remain sufficiently

which were among the sources of her great-

high to permit of profitable operation .

est difficulties a few years ago, are again

However, it is probable, if they have not

coming into their own as foundations of

already done so , that a good many com

prosperity. Lower copper quotations are
causing no great concern , as prices are
high enough to permit of profitable operation and because a better and more stable
price level is in prospect, it being certain

panies working very low grade ore will have
to suspend operations. Range conditions
for Nevada cattle are now improved, due
to showers early in June, but the demand for
cattle is dull. However, June is always a

that large consumers who have been well

dull month for the cattle growers and de

stocked up will return to the market before
long. Mining operations in the state are
going ahead full swing and production
probably would be increased were plenty of
skilled men available. Spring cattle sales
were less than had been expected and the
lack of buyers has been more or less
seriously felt. Range conditions are not satisfactory, water being needed to start sum mer feed. However, cattle prices are materially better than a year ago and when the

mand is expected to pick up soon . The
wool clip was good this year and very
satisfactory prices were realized . General
crop conditions are encouraging in spite of
a snow storm and cold weather at the end
of May. In Reno building is active.
Utah appears to have come back with a

rush from its post-war depression . In Salt
Lake City bank clearings this year have been
approximately 20 per cent. above those for
the corresponding period in 1922 and build

Arizona cattle men learn the lesson of

ing permits issued in 1923 are about 100

breeding better, heavier stock , which will
fatten quickly , cattle raising will be among
the state's most profitable sources of revenue. Wool shipments have been finished
in the state, the sheepmen netting as high
as 51 cents per pound for the best grades

per cent. greater in valuation than those of
a year earlier. May building permits were
greater than for the entire first five months
of 1922 and were in excess of the total for
the previous four months of this year. In
practically all the principal cities of the

of wool. General crop conditions are ex cellent and a noticeably larger production

state the building activity of Salt Lake City
is being duplicated . Retail trade activity in

is looked for this year. A substantial in crease in alfalfa hay acreage would indi-

Salt Lake in May was over 25 per cent.
greater than in April and practically 19
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per cent. greater than in May 1922. Exten
sive industrial developments are going on

First Bank to Incorporate in Hawaii

in various parts of the state and a number

THE BANK OF HAWATI.LTD.||

of branch railroads have been built to open
up important agricultural and mineral areas.
In southwestern Utah near Cedar City work

HONOLULU , HAWAII
Cablo Address : “ Bankoh "

is progressing rapidly on blast furnaces

Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits $ 2,653,894.91
7.72
4,69
:: 24,77
Total ResourcesC.......
697.72
24,774,
e
H . Co..ok...........

and by-product coke ovens and the plants
are expected to be ready for operation be
fore next spring . When completed the blast

furnaces will turn out the first pig iron pro
duced on the Pacific slope. Their full sig
nificance for the industrial future of this
section of America is probably hardly real

ized in other parts of the United States.
The Utah cattle ranges are in good condi
tion and frequent rains have reduced the

E . D . Tonnoy , Vice Pres E . F . Bishop, Vice- Pres.
Roxor Damon , Vice -Pres. G . G . Fullor, Vice . Fres
Tank Crawford , Vice - P . R .Mocorriston , Cash ' r

Branch Bank . : - Lihue and Kapaa, Irland og
Kauai; Waipahu ,Wainda, and Pearl Harbor,

Island of Oahu .

Prompthandling of collectionsthrough close connoc
tions on each of the Islands in the Territory.

need for irrigation to a minimum . The sugar
beet crop is in the best condition it has been
for years.

The sheepmen received prices

principals of the Brewster-Glenn Company,
Los Angeles, California , will be a vice

ranging up to 50 cents and better for their
Fred Swensenand J. E .
wool. The fruit crop , though it will be president.
O'Rourke,
both
of whom were previously as
smaller, will probably be better in size and sociated in official
capacities with the Cal
quality than a year ago and prospects for ifornia Bank of Los
Angeles, will also be
other crops are reported encouraging.

vice -presidents.

Reports indicate that there has been no
other prominent local business
change in money rates in this district and menAmong
who will serve on the directorate, in
money is plentiful, though caution is being addition
to the above mentioned parties, will
displayed in the making of new loans. Sav

ings deposits continue to increase .

be: Edgar F . Hughes, of the legal firm of
Goudge, Robinson and Hughes ; Adolph
Ott, realtor ; Walter G . L . Smith , manager

of the E . M . Smith Company; M . B . Rapp,
realtor, and Charles Murray, capitalist.

CONVENTION DATES
Arizona — at Tucson , October 26 -27.

Temporary headquarters have been ac

quired in the Los Angeles Athletic Club
Building at the corner of Seventh and Olive

streets, where the bank will remain for a
PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK OF

period of approximately one year, during

LOS ANGELES

which time the permanent home of the bank
will be erected in the downtown district.

The Pacific National Bank of Los
Angeles, now in process of organization

will have a capital of $ 1,000,000 and a sur
The bank will be officered by experienced
bankers who are well known locally and in
the West. E . M . Smith, a prominent and
wealthy manufacturer, will be president. Mr.
Smith is president and principal owner of
plus of $ 200 ,000.

BRANCH BANKING PLEA REJECTED
BY BOARD

The Federal Reserve Board has refused
the application of the Bank of Italy, San
Francisco , to establish a branch at Yuba
City, California, and also refused the same
institution 's request for permission to take

the following manufacturing concerns: E . over two banks in Long Beach.
M . Smith Company, Los Angeles, California ;
The Board also refused the application
Downey,

West Coast Asbestos Company,
of the Pacific Southwest Trust & Sav
California ; Emsco Steel Products Company, ings Bank, of Los Angeles, for authority
Los Angeles, California, as well as being to establish a branch within that city and
actively interested in various other enter- to absorb the Pioneer Bank of Porters
prises in California. B . P . Glenn, one of the ville, California, with its two branches.

Dominion of Canada
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatche
wan, Alberta , British Columbia, Newfoundland, Prince Edward
Island and Yukon

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN CANADA as in the United States, by the check in for
ward buying which has followed rapid price
By J. W . Tyson
advances based largely on increased wages
and
which, from various expressions of pub
W ITH the advance of a season which

lic sentiment, have not been well received
by
the consumer. Under the circumstances,
vest which Western Canada has ever known, of course,
effect is to curtail industrial
and satisfactory crop prospects for the profits and the
discourage
expansion .
Eastern provinces, there is a better out However, it is felt hereindustrial
as it is evidently
look for business and a more optimistic felt in many quarters in the
States,
sentiment. This improvement is evidenced that there has been no generalUnited
inflation
to some extent in better sales by retailers that the reaction which has taken placeandis
and greater confidence in placing forward in the nature of a corrective to be followed
orders, but it is noted that there is no
an adjustment and a resumption of buy
general disposition to discount the harvest, by
ing on a more healthy basis. There has
and the conclusion is that, for the most part, been no evidence in this country of any
actual buying will not take place until after great degree of speculative buying or stock
the crop money is in circulation . The ex ing up and it is felt that the improvement

W

promises to end in the greatest har

tended credit position of the farmers, par
ticularly in the West, and past disappoint

ments both as to yield and prices, are re
sponsible for this attitude.
With the prospect for a remarkably heavy

wheat yield with long straw the labor prob
lem is beginning to give the West consider
able anxiety. It is also believed that on

in buying by the consumer which should
follow the harvest will be quickly reflected

in industrial orders. The big factor in this
situation will be the margin of profit avail

able to the farmer and its bearing on the
volume of purchases. Not only will the
actual volume be affected in relation to

prices charged, but there will undoubtedly
account of the heavy growth there is likely be the psychological
factor and a tendency
to be a shortage of binder twine. Then

on the part of the farmer to refrain from
purchasing if he feels that the prices are
based on excessive industrial wages. Duncan
Cameron , president of the Manitoba divi
in proportion to their acreage when they sion of the Canadian Credit Men 's Associa

there is the very important question of price
to be taken into consideration. Two years
ago many of the farmers figured their losses

estimated that the expense of putting in the tion, says: “ The outlook is distinctly more
crop, harvesting, threshing and transporta favorable than a year ago . While a general

tion were greater than the market quota policy of caution in extending credit has
tions for the product. From the standpoint been necessary, better feeling exists be
of the banks it is felt that they are in a tween all classes of business in the West.
good position to handle a big crop and There is still a large volume of frozen
facilitate the financing between grower and credit, but current accounts are being
consumer. Current loans, after showing a handled in a very satisfactory manner and
tendency to expand during the spring, have some progress is being made in reducing
again been contracted and are about $60, the aggregate of old outstandings" .
000,000 less than a year ago. Call loans
The Canadian Bank of Commerce's index
abroad are nearly $30,000,000 greater than
number
of wholesale prices in Canada regis
a year ago and this surplus will be avail
little change. The number for exports
able if required for crop moving purposes. (ters
This improvement in general sentiment stands at 153 .78 as against 153 .83 a month
based on the crop returns, which are such ago , and that for imports at 167.53 as
an important factor in Canadian prosperity, against 167.92 a month ago. The break in
comes at a time when a cloud has been cast the hog market which brought about a fall
on the industrial outlook in this country, in price to the 1915 level, taken together
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and direct connections in all important centres through
out theDominion and a Foreign Departmentmaintained
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rely upon an unexcelled service.
For further particulars write
Foreign Department
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Are You Interested in Canadian Trade ?

O

Standard TORO
BankNTOof Canada
Capital Paid Up - - - - - $4,000,000.00
Reserve - - - - - - - -

5 ,000,000.00

anti

with record declines in prices of flour, hides,
copper and silver, balances slight increases
among exports in the case of wheat, beef,
bacon , butter, cheese and potatoes. Likewise among imports decreases in the prices

been conducted by the present general man
ager, the chief executive officers and the
auditors of the bank, and in addition, an in
dependent examination has been made by a
high executive officer of the Bank of Mon
of iron, tin and coke balance increases in treal, loaned for the purpose.
the case of corn , cotton, rubber and linseed
" This valuation has now been completed ,
oil.
and after the most earnest and careful con
The announcement that the Union Bank sideration , your president and directors,
of Canada will work out its own future your executive officers and auditors, and the
without an amalgamation has been well re-

officer of the Bank of Montreal above re

ceived by the public, particularly in West- ferred to unanimously concur in the fol
ern Canada, on account of the feeling that

the tendency toward mergers is having the
effect of creating a money trust. If more
banks are desirable, it is argued from this
standpoint, surely it is better to maintain
an old established and efficient organization
rather than try to establish a new bank. The
readjustment of the bank's finances as an-

lowing :

“ (1) Losses have developed in connection
of inflation, and in addition to taking care
of these, it is prudent to make provision in
respect of loans, the full liquidation of which
has been delayed by the well -known abnor
mal conditions which followed that period .
nounced by President W . R . Allan, provides “ (2) The ordinary losses inseparable from
for the transfer of $ 4,250,000 from the rest commercial banking, no matter how conserv
with certain loans made during the period

account to contingent reserve account and a atively and carefully conducted, would have
been readily taken care of by the usual pro

reduction of the dividend from 10 to 8 per
cent. per annum . The situation is reviewed
as follows:

visions, had it not been for the unexpected

and abnormal items above referred to. Pru
“ Shortly before the last annual general dence and sound practice call for adequate
meeting your then general manager reported provision for such risks in the current busi
to the president and directors the discoveryness of the bank.
“ (3 ) To provide amply for the foregoing
of certain unauthorized transactions in for
and risks, it has been deemed ad
eign exchange, from which a considerable losses
loss to the bank resulted, which loss had visable to transfer from the rest account
contingent reserve account the sum of
then been fully provided for. Having re to$4,250,000.
This leaves the present position
gard, however, to all the surrounding cir of the bank as
follows:
cumstances, and in view of the change in the

generalmanagement of the bank, a thorough
examination and revaluation of the bank's

assets was later decided upon . This has

$ 8 ,000 ,000
Capital
1,750 ,000
Profit and loss account............ 159,360

Rest account ........ .......
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" Your president and directors believe

perience and sound judgment will be of in

that investigation and appraisement of bad

valuable assistance."
That the government take an inventory
of idle industrial plants throughout Canada

and doubtful accounts have been so search
ing and thorough , and the relative appro
priations so liberal as to warrant the con
fident expectation that considerable recov

with the idea of bringing about a revival

which has already reduced , and will further

of operations in a way from which the
banks are debarred because they can only
make loans to going concerns, is the in
teresting suggestion of H . J. Daly, presi
dent of the Home Bank of Canada. At the

materially reduce the operating and overhead charges of the bank , and in order to

annual meeting of the bank Mr. Daly stated
that although conditions had been better

further implement this policy it has been
decided to reduce the dividend for the time

than expected during the year they had not
been altogether satisfactory ; the benefits of
a very satisfactory crop had to be consider

eries will be ultimately realized . A policy
of economy, as rigid as is consistent with
unimpaired efficiency, has been inaugurated,

being to 8 per cent. per annum .
“ While your president and directors

ably discounted because of the insufficient

deeply regret the necessity for this an
nouncement, they are confident that you will

spread between market prices and the cost
of production .

appreciate that it is a complete and candid
statement of the facts and will, in the

it was explained by General Manager J.

In connection with the annual statement

circumstances, approve their decision. They Cooper Mason , that not only had the bank
cannot too strongly assure you of their been able to maintain its position but “ car
dness of
belief in the fundamental soundness
of the
the ried out measures of retrenchment that
bank's position . They point out that, with

all bad and doubtful accounts provided for,

not only is the bank's capital unimpaired,
but its rest account is still substantial.

should inspire confidence as to the future".
Profits were $ 232,539 compared with $ 275,
112 in the previous year. Following are
comparative figures:

“ As a going concern, with a long es
tablished

1922-23 1921- 22 1920 -21
Bal. forward

and widespread business, a

Profits

splendid earning power, a good -will founded

Pr. on

on more than half a century of banking
service, a loyal and experienced staff and a
reorganized executive staff, actuated by a
policy of strict economy and prudent con
servation , it only requires the continued
confidence and support of its shareholders
and customers to insure for it a future of

stock .. ...

Dividends
Tax on circ.
Res. deprec.
Prov. taxes
Reserves
Income tax

$ 125,084 $134,867 $ 146, 874
. 232 ,539

275 ,112

278 ,556

179

147

140

$ 357,802 $ 410,126 $ 425 ,570
137,216 137, 184 137, 154
18,346
18, 175
19.494
50,000
22, 821
25 ,610
23 ,423
50, 000
6 ,690
29 ,040
10,632

Contingent

75 .000

Balance

72,761 125,085 134,867

100 .000

$ 357,802 $410,126 $425,570
progress and prosperity. R . T. Riley, who
was a director and vice-president for many
The increased item for taxation was
years and rendered most valuable service to especially referred to by the general man
the bank, has, we are pleased to advise, ager, as was a new demand upon the general
again accepted a seat on the board of di- profits which had been provided for by
rectors. Mr. Riley has consented to act as '
chairman of the newly constituted executive
committee of the board , where his wide ex -

closely limiting the program of extention
and carrying economic supervision to items
of miscellaneous and routine expense .
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American Financial Assistance to Europe
I

EPLYING to the charge of American isolation in regard to
European affairs, the New York Herald points out that since

the signing of the armistice we have advanced some eleven

billions of dollars to that part of the world .

These contribu

tions are thus classified : Credits advanced, $ 2 ,500,000,000 ; interest
remitted, $ 4 ,000,000 ,000 ; relief work , $ 2,125,000,000 ; private
loans, $ 1 ,000 ,000 ,000 ; expenditures of American tourists, $ 1 , 125 ,

000,000.

It is further pointed out that every year since the

armistice the per capita contribution to Europe has been three times
that required to run the American Government in 1916 or in any
previous year with the exception of 1865 . Nor do these contributions

take into account the costs we incurred in prosecuting the war and

the maintenance of overseas forces. The loansmade during the war
are also excluded.
There may be a dispute as to the propriety of taking some of
these items into account at all, butmaking all deductions of disputed
items, it will be seen that we have been far less indifferent to Europe
financially than many suppose. While our contributions in money

have been large, their effectiveness has hardly been in proportion to
their bulk . It has been a good deal like pouring water into a sieve.
Part of this was due to the bad situation itself, part to the failure
to exercise a wise discrimination in making some of the advances .
Large as our contributions in money have been , they would have
been multiplied several fold if economic and political conditions in
Europe had been on a sounder basis . Perhaps it is our failure to
co -operate in restoring political tranquility to Europe that has
been the cause of most of the criticism aimed at this country . Few

financial authorities in Europe blame us for withholding further
financial support in the face of present disturbed conditions. They
do feel, however, that we might, through co -operation , have done
more to lessen political friction between some of the countries on

the other side. It is the inaction of our Government that is censured
more than the unwillingness of our bankers and people to contribute

financial support .
333
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Capitalism Under Fire
MTHAT a serious attack should be made on the system which we

1 commonly denominate as “ capitalism ” , and in its leading
stronghold , constitutes one of the striking developments of the
time. And yet this is exactly what took place only a few weeks
ago in the English House of Commons when the following pro

posal was gravely debated :
“ That, in view of the failure of the capitalist system adequately
to utilize and organize natural resources and productive power, or to
provide the necessary standard of life for vast numbers of the

population , and believing that the cause of this failure lies in the
private ownership and control of the means of production and dis
tribution , this House declares that legislative effort should be

directed to the gradual suppression of the capitalist system by an
industrial and social order based on the public ownership and

democratic

control of

the instruments

of

production

and

distribution .”
It must be considered rather startling that a motion of this
character could receive an affirmative vote of 121 compared with a
negative vote of 368 . For this, be it remembered , was in the most
conservative legislative body of the world — the British Parliament.
In the course of this discussion of the proposal to abolish
capitalism and substitute socialism for it several notable speeches
were made. The former Prime Minister, Lloyd George, while
strongly opposing the motion , pointed out that the defeat of the
proposal would not remedy conditions. “ The facts would remain " ,

he said . He called attention to the significant fact that those who
challenged the existing order of thingshad received 4 , 250,000 votes
in the country. “ The real danger” , he continued , “ is not the
honorable members above the gangway (members of the Labor

Party ) but the social evils that still exist” .

He declared that

reports from the charitable institutions showed “ that while the older

people were resigned , being broken -spirited , the young people were
sullen , discontented and rebellious against existing conditions, and
resolved not to submit tamely.

That was the real danger” .

The former Prime Minister said that while gigantic efforts had
been made by the state to relieve existing social evils, the question
remained, had enough been done ? “ Those” , he said , “ who were
most anxious to preserve the present system ought to be most
anxious also to remedy the evils that arose from it. Otherwise the

bulk of the workers would come to the conclusion that those evils
were inherent in the system , and that the only cure was to destroy
the system ” .
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Some of the greatest directors of enterprise are fully alive to this
view of the situation and are doing all they can to “ humanize”

industry . It remains to be shown that any other system would be
an improvement on that we now have. Indeed , such experience as
we have had with Government direction of enterprise in this
country has been costly almost to the point of disaster . The railway
and shipping experiments are the best examples.

England has had

like experiences, though not along exactly the same lines. So has
Queensland, and Russia offers no encouragement for trying
socialism on a large scale .
Anxious as all right-minded persons must be to develop that
industrial and economic system which would best contribute to the
general prosperity and welfare, we have no information whatever
that points to socialism as such a remedy. The lessons of experience

point in an opposite direction .
If, therefore, we are to make the greatest possible progress in
bettering the conditions of human existence , we shall probably have
to proceed along present lines , making such improvements and
alterations in

the existing

system

as will tend to

correct its

imperfections. This process is going on , but it is still a question
whether it will be rapid enough to pacify the dissatisfied . Probably
no possible improvement in the social and industrial mechanism
could satisfy those whose heads have been turned by the empty
speculations of theoretical dreamers.

But real wrongs should be

redressed , and the conditions of life improved when they are
susceptible of improvement. The best antidote to socialism is to be
found in social betterment, produced chiefly through individual
effort, but aided to the extent practicable by the community.

Advance in the Bank of England Rate
CHE advance in the discount rate of the Bank of England

from 3 to 4 per cent. was due to a number of factors, chief of
which was perhaps the desire to check American use of the
cheaper credit facilities which the London market has offered. That
credit should be easier in London than in New York would naturally
follow from the business depression in England compared with a
period of great activity in the United States. It is a case of the

highest price being offered where the demand is briskest. A steady
decline in the dollar value of the pound sterling from above $ 4 .72 in

February to $ 4 .56 in the early part of July no doubt was a
contributing influence in the determination to advance the rate of
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discount. This decline in sterling has mystified some of the bankers

on both sides of the Atlantic.

Its origin was not uncommonly

ascribed to political uncertainties, though probably the real
explanation is to be found in other directions. Contributing factors
are the decline in the purchase of foreign securities by American
investors and perhaps a considerable resale in London of those

previously bought, while the large payments to bemade by England
to America to meet interest due on the debt owing to us have also
had their effect. On the contrary side are to be mentioned a
reduction in the balance of British imports over exports to some
thing like the pre-war level and the turning of our own large export
balance into an excess of imports .
In view of the lower rate prevailing in London it had become
rather easier for New York to borrow there than was desirable

under the circumstances- - a condition of which New York was not
slow in taking full advantage.
With the diverse economic situation prevailing in the respective
countries it is not easy to make a comparison of the money market
position of New York and London . We have not been specially
fortunate in our foreign investing, and some disposition may be seen

of a desire to pass this function of international lending over to

London .

Business depression in England tends to make that

market more favorable than our own for procuring foreign loans.
When business conditions in England and America becomemore on
a level than they now are the case may be different.

Foreign Branches of the Reserve Banks
D

DY permitting the Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta and
Boston to establish agencies in Cuba , a new and important
a
pa
departure
is taken in American finance. It would be still more

important were there a possibility that branches of the Federal
Reserve banks would be established throughout the world generally .

But this is hardly to be expected . Since our political and com
mercial relations with Cuba are much nearer than with any other

nation in the world , it is comparatively easy to extend the Federal
Reserve System to our island neighbor in the manner indicated
above. American currency is already legal tender in Cuba, so that

the use of Federal Reserve notes there will be in the nature of a

natural development. The agencies of the Federal Reserve banks
in Cuba will not only be able to help in supplying the country with
a safe and convenient currency , but will also afford a means of
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rediscount of commercial paper, thus obviating the necessity on the
part of the Cuban banks of keeping large reserves. The operations
of these new agencies, carefully supervised , should prove a strong
element in the restoration of more stable economic conditions in
Cuba, and it is earnestly hoped this may prove to be the case.
As has been said , the extension of these agencies to other lands

where the political and commercial ties are looser presents grave
difficulties. Particularly is this so with reference to the employment
of such agencies in the issue of currency , a function usually held as
an inalienable attribute of sovereignty . Probably it might be a
good thing for someof the countries of the world if they could look
at the matter in another light. Certainly many of them would be
better off if their worthless currencies could be replaced by notes

as good as those of the Bank of England or the Federal Reserve
banks. How this could be done is quite anothermatter. Cuba was
fortunate in having close political and commercial relations with the
United States, and more fortunate still in not having been weakened
by war and debased currency. She was merely suffering from the
results of rather too much prosperity — a condition from which
speedy recovery may be expected .

Par Check System Rules
S a result of the recent decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States, some changes in the rules relating to the
collection of checks have been made by the Federal Reserve
Board . These changes provide that in the future Federal Reserve
banks will be prohibited from receiving on deposit or for collection
1

any check drawn on any non -member bank which refuses to remit at
par. At the same time Federal Reserve banks will be required to
make a charge for their services in collecting checks which bear the

endorsements of or are drawn by any non -member bank which
refuses to remit at par. In effect the Federal Reserve Board has
put into operation a policy of retaliation , “ If you kill my dog , I'll
kill your cat” . This may not be a very dignified plan to follow ,

although it may prove effective.
In promulgating the new rule it is pointed out by the Federal
Reserve Board that the Federal Reserve collection system is now in
operation between banks which in number are about 92 per cent.

of all banking institutions and which have approximately 98 per
cent. of the total banking resources of the country. It is also stated
that this system

of collections has become a necessary instrumen
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tality in effecting the country ' s domestic exchanges, that it has
eliminated a large part of the time formerly consumed in the
collection of checks and has cut down the cost of making the
country's exchanges to the minimum . Long ago it was pointed out
in these pages that such broad considerations of public policy would

finally outweigh the individual advantage accruing to any bank
from its check collection charges. It is not easy for a bank a large
part of whose revenues consists of exchange charges to take this view
of the matter .
The recent decision of the Supreme Court did not uphold the
theory that it was incumbent upon the Federal Reserve Board to
establish universal par clearance of checks. On the contrary, it was
stated in the decision that under the Hardwick amendment to the
Federal Reserve Act a member bank or an affiliated member bank
may make a limited charge (except to Federal Reserve banks) for
payment of checks and remission therefor by exchange or otherwise.
The decision makes it clear that the Federal Reserve banks them
selves are not permitted to pay exchange.

Senator Underwood on Our Relations to
Europe
UMBERS of senators have been in Europe during the past
summer and have brought back with them a varied assortment

of plans for dealing with that distressed and distracted
quarter of the world . Some of the observers , while deploring what
they call our lack of policy in regard to Europe, are yet unable
themselves to propose anything specific . They think something
ought to be done, but omit to say just what. In this class must be
placed the observations of Senator Oscar W . Underwood of
Alabama, who on returning from Europe is thus reported in The
New York Times:
“ There are more causes of war existing in Europe today than
there were in January 1914 .

They may not produce war.

Let us

hope with all our hearts that this may prove to be true, but if it does
it will not be because the cause of war is not standing at the outer
door. It will not be because the angel of peace stands between the
contending powers, but it will be solely because Europe is financially
and economically exhausted .

“Weare not a party to the causes of strife as they exist today in
Europe, and theoretically it certainly is not necessary for our
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country to become involved . God grant that that cup may never
come to our lips again , but wemust remember that in 1914 when war
broke in Europe we stood for peace, and yet without our fault, in

1917 we were in the war and the sons of America were dying on the
battlefields of Europe. I cannot believe that the people of America

have forgotten their pledges to aid in securing the peace of the
world ; that they have forgotten that our men and women said we

were fighting that wemight make the world a better place in which
to live.

“Our nation can do more than any other great country today
because of its isolated position , its unselfish position when the war
closed and its great potential powers to establish permanent peace,
but we have done nothing and are doing nothing to aid the peace of
Europe.
“ There is nothing in an international court that can either solve
or direct the difficult and dangerous economic and financial

problems that are paralyzing the onward progress of business
development in Europe. It is a wise and progressive policy that is
needed and not the laggard motion of a court of law ."

It is to be regretted that Senator Underwood did not reveal to
a waiting world the details of his " wise and progressive policy" , and
particularly how he would make it fit into the European problems.
Perhaps the reason he did not give us more precise information
upon this point may be inferred from the concluding paragraph
of his interview :
“ The truth as I see it is there is no magic wand that can be
waved to cure the ills that confront us in Europe. In the first place,
they are the problems of the states abroad . We cannot dictate, we
can only advise; but we can have a policy, a wise, helpful policy on
each and every one of the problems in which our home people are
interested , and we can pursue that policy in an open , courageous
and helpful way for the ultimate peace of the world and the pros
perity of our people at home.”
Here the distinguished Alabama Senator in almost identical
language, states the attitude of the present administration toward
the European situation .

“ Our governmental arm seems paralyzed so far as help in that

direction is concerned. We seem to be standing in respect to the
affairs of Europe without a policy, without courage of conviction ,

without anything that goes to make a man a man , or a government a
government. We seem to be just observing and drifting, at least
so far as the public is allowed to know .

" If we have a policy or a conviction in regard to the peace and
development of European affairs it must be an undisclosed one.
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Never in all our history as a nation have we occupied a more negative
position in the affairs of Europe than we do today. We continue
to drift downstream and the roar of the cataract can be heard ahead .

"Wemust remember that we are almost as much interested in
good market conditions in Europe as are the people who live there.
The producers of America, whether in the mines, the fields or the
factories, cannot prosper and never are really prosperous unless our
surplus agricultural production finds a ready sale in the markets
of Europe — for the sale of our meat, wheat and cotton not alone
cares for the farmer but also creates a home market for the output
of the mines and factories.

“ There are always two essential factors to the building of a
market for the sale of goods. There must be a buyer who wants the
goods and that buyer must have the wherewithal to pay for the
goods he purchases. There can be no doubt that Europe wants our
surplus agricultural products and often wants them badly . There

is hardly less doubt that under existing conditions each year finds it
harder for the European buyer to find the purchase price. Itmust
then be apparent to all that distressed economic conditions in the
European states will sooner or later , unless they are remedied , bring
distress and disaster to our people at home.

“Most of this mighthave been avoided if wehad played our part
when the great war closed , but we did not. We rejected the Treaty
of Versailles and have put nothing in its place. Our Government
is drifting in an open sea without a policy of any kind to guide us as
far as the difficulties that confront us in Europe are concerned . We
might have been far on the highway to permanent peace and
restored business and industrial conditions if we had thrown the
predominating force of our great potential powers in favor of a

permanent, stabilizing and upbuilding program for the rehabili
tation of Europe. This we have failed to do, and the question that
now confronts us is whether or not we shall continue to pursue a

do-nothing policy.”

ULASSURES

CALVIN COOLIDGE
Thirtieth President of the United States
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Hamilton 's Statue in Washington
ATHER tardy recognition has been given to the financial

N

genius of Alexander Hamilton by the unveiling of a monu
ment to that statesman , facing the Treasury Building at

Washington . Hamilton was the organizer of the Treasury Depart

ment, and since he was also the first Secretary, the location of the
monument is particularly appropriate. He also made it possible

for the capital to be located at Washington by supporting this move
in exchange for help from

Southern members of Congress in

carrying out his policy regarding the assumption of state debts
by the Federal Government. In this matter of capital location his

services to his country were not commensurate with those he
rendered in restoring the public credit after the close of the
Revolution . Perhaps, with his absorption in financial affairs, he
could not see that it was of much importance whether the capital

should be on the banks of the Hudson , or the Delaware, or the
Potomac. In reality, the fixing of the capital at Washington has
been one of the factors strongly influencing the shaping of our

Governmental policy. Probably , in pointof geography, the placing
of the seat of government in the East was unjust to the country as
a whole, though this was something Hamilton could not foresee.
Hamilton 's work at the Treasury , his services in the field , and
his masterly support of the adoption of the Constitution , all entitle

him to the lasting gratitude of his countrymen .
The grave of Hamilton in Trinity Churchyard , New York , is
marked by an unimpressive monument, which should be replaced

by one more worthy of his great name.

M

ARKED changes that have come over business affairs since the

last annual convention of the American Bankers Association
will strongly impress themselves on the coming meeting at Atlantic

City.

. . . . Consideration will be given to the rising tide of

radicalism against the present capitalistic system ; agitation against
the gold standard and for unsound money ; the unsatisfactory eco
nomic position of agriculture, threatening to hamper the nation 's

food productivity ; and unwarranted assaults being made on the
Federal Reserve System , threatening in timeto to deprive the nation
of this chief bulwark of strength in its financial system . Bankers
must consider and take action on these problems. . . . .

I earnestly urge them to attend the convention at Atlantic City to
counsel together on them . - - John H . Puelicher.

© UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD, N . Y.

GEORGE F . BAKER

Chairman First National Bank , New York

M

R . BAKER recently celebrated the sixtieth anniversary
of his association with the First National. He
entered the bank's employ on July 25 , 1863, at the age
of 23, as a paying teller, and by successive stages assumed
the roles of cashier, president and chairman of the board.
He has been chairman for fifteen years. During the Civil
War, the First National Bank assumed an important role

along with Harvey Fisk and Sons in financing the Union ,
and won for itself the name, " Fort Sherman " . Together
with the growth in fortune of Mr. Baker, the bank has

prospered. It started with a capitalization of $ 100,000.
Its capital today is $ 10 ,000 ,000 and it has a surplus and
undivided profits of more than $ 50,000 ,000. While Mr.
Baker is known in the financial district as one of the pillars
in the world of finance, he is better known publicly for his

philanthropies. Most of his gifts have been for educa
tional purposes and among them are his donation of

$ 2,000,000 to Cornell University for a chemical laboratory
and other purposes, $ 1 ,000 , 000 to the Metropolitan
Museum , and the gift of Baker Field, valued at approxi
mately $ 700,000, to Columbia University. Mr. Baker is

reputed to be one of the five richest men in the United
States.
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Labor Banks and Capitalism
By John Walker Harrington
NY one who can make the subtle
distinction between labor and
capital can tell just exactly
what will be the future of the banks
established by the unions of American
workingmen . Economists tell us that

the success of labor banks, that
obviously will be determined by the
kind of management applied to them ;
they will succeed or fail for the same
reasons that produce succees of failure
among all financial institutions” .

capital is crystallized labor. Capital is
that portion of the produce of industry
which may be directly employed either

LAUNCHING LABOR 'S LATEST BANK

to support human beings or assist in

labor's most recent financial enterprise ,

This was apropos of the launching of

production, according to McCulloch . the Federation Bank of New York .
This being the case, " When is a labor
institution had flung open its doors
bank ?" Is it possible to have a bank toThat
the
clicking of cameras, the blare of
ing institution in which there will be
a
brass
and a fanfare of oratory .
nothing on the hat tree in the directors' Governorband,
Alfred E . Smith was there to
room , but paper caps?
the new bank God's speed and good
Financial circles these days are bid
luck
; and Samuel E . Gompers, head of
frankly wondering what labor and capi the American
of Labor, told
tal are going to do to each other in the how the toiler Federation
was
coming
into his own
banking world . Some grave economists
vill
and
would
soon
have
the
privilege of
think that the lion and the lamb will
exercising his own money.
lie down together, with a smile on the ex
One of the most significant features
face of Leo , as was the case with Frank
of
the impressive beginning was an open
Stocktons " The Lady and the Tiger” . liaison
with Mammon . The time was
Radical leaders of the proletariat are when Wall
Street would have been
sure that the lamb will twist the tail of anathema on such
an occasion , and yet
the lion . The leaders of paper cap Wall Street was there.
The old Sea
finance, and of the silk hat brand, are board National Bank, concerning
whose

hopeful of educating each other. The capitalistic affiliations there can be no
banker believes that labor through its

present venture into the counting room
will sense the problems of conservative
banking ; the unions are equally posi

possible doubt, had lent to the new re

pository of “ labor's capital” a full crew
of clerks to assist at the official debut.

the elbow of every teller in the
tive that capitalists will find in the labor At
cages,
stood ready to serve the cus
banks many lessons which will cause tomers who
of
the
Federation Bank of New
them to have a more tolerant view when York
,
stood
a
trained
expert whose serv
the laborer declares that he is worthy
of his hire - - and more of it.
" The professed motive back of the
formation of these banks, (labor banks)
is 'to give labor control of its own

funds'” , says The Index of the New

ices had been donated through the

courtesy of the Seaboard . The Guaranty

Trust Company had also sent repre
sentatives to give friendly aid and coun

sel.

Were these such amenities as

pugilists exchange before the battle, or
York Trust Company. “ Among bankers did
they indicate some real rap
the
disposition
these the
ex prochement
periments on istheto approve
ground that
between labor and capital?
greater the responsibilities labor asThe Governor himself , Mr. Gompers,
sumes, and the more experience it gains, Miss Ethel Barrymore, even lovelier
the greater will be its understanding of than usual; the State Bank Superin
business and banking problems. As to tendent, and Mrs. Sara A . Conboy,
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secretary of the United Textile Workers
of America , were among those who
made deposits in the first line, and came
away with their brand new bank books.
They were laboring men and laboring
women surely, but following them came
row on row of capitalists of various
kinds. The merchants and emplovers

money on account of labor troubles. If
this bank represented one industry only ,
a depression in that industry would have
an unfavorable affect on our deposits.
As we have at least 125 unions back
of us, it is unlikely that the members
of all of them would be out of work
at once. The institution has the added

and factory owners and department

stability due to its attracting deposits

store proprietors in the neighborhood of

from those not connected with labor

Eighth avenue and Thirty -fourth street, unions."
where the bank had been established .
Although the principal officers of the
came to avail themselves of its facili- Federation Bank are known as labor
ties. They were not depositing wages, leaders,
leaders, none the less the institution is
but funds which bore the superscription operated by men of mature experience
of capital. R . H . Macy & Co. and B . in the so- called capitalistic banks. Mr.
Altman & Co. opened accounts, quite Brady is at the head of the New York

as a matter of course, after having been

State Allied Printing Trade and is also

apprised by the organization committee

chairman of the Banking Committee of

that a most convenient repository had

the New York State Federation of

been established in their vicinity. Of Labor. By trade he is a photo -engraver.
the 400 depositors on the first day more The secretary and second vice-president
than half never had a union card in is John Nunholland, business represen
their hands. Most of that class showed

tative of the Pattern Makers Union .

very little interest as to the origin of The vice-president is Dr. Walter
the bank . They had had their eyes on it Flavius McCaleb , economist and author,
for some time, and felt that here they who had much to do with the organiza
could get such facilities as they de-

tion of the banks of the Brotherhood of

sired .

Locomotive Engineers. There is in the
personnel of this institution , therefore, a

CAPITAL'S FINGER IN THE PIE

faculty thoroughly equipped for im

As soon as the Federation Bank of pressing upon capital the lessons which
New York got its fiscal feet well on the it may learn by sitting at the feet of
ground , and got down to business, it the unions.
proceeded to solicit more accounts from
merchants, manufacturers and others A4 LINK BETWEEN LABOR AND CAPITAI.
of the cohorts of capitalism . There
was not even any pretense made that

“ It is the earnest belief of the officers
of this bank ” to again quote Mr. Brady

there would be enough money available

“ that our bank will form a link between

from the wages of the union workers to
provide an adequate clientele, and to

labor' and capital. As the large finan
cial interests come to know us better ,

furnish enough deposits for profitable

I feel they will sense our problems.

operation .

It is true that the paper

They will recognize that the laboring

caps opened accounts and made de

man should be well paid , and should
have a good standard of living, so that

much inin
posits, yet the silk hats were as much
evidence.

At the very outset the new bank had
provided for its own stability by dis

his condition will make for the general
prosperity . As far as our relations with

counting strikes.

New York banks and trust companies
are concerned it is too early even to

“ Our load is so widely distributed ” ,
said Peter J. Brady, president of the
bank , to the writer, “ that there is no
danger of the bank being cramped for

guess at the outcome. We have, on
every hand , been treated by the older
institutions with the greatest considera
tion and courtesy, and have received
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offers of co-operation from many
sources” . Mrs. Conboy, who has been
a labor leader ever since she worked
as a girl at the looms of a New Eng
land factory , is the only woman director
of the Federation Bank. In her ad
dress at the opening she told the several

ists, there is always in the background
an agency with which they must reckon .
All such institutions cannot escape the
supervision of the banking authorities

of the nation and the state. It is stated
that 95 per cent. of the stockholders of
the Federation Bank are union mem

thousand hearers massed on the side-

bers, but this does not make the officers

walk : " The money you had in other
banks has helped to defeat you when

of such an institution any less account
able for their stewardship to the powers

you were on strike” .

that be.

This may seem

The same hard and fast rules

more feminine than logical. Labor has

apply equally to the banking operations

felt, however, for many years that the

of Labor and Mammon .

large banking interests of the country
were against it. Its prominent leaders
have intimated frequently that the

banks and the capitalistic classes en
tered into conspiracies to prevent the

rise of wages. Hence the belief in labor

circles that it is necessary for the work
ing man to have a control of credit.

LIMITED DIVIDENDS THE MAIN
DISTINCTION

The main distinction between the so
called labor bank and the capitalistic
bank is that the shareholders of the
labor banks solemnly and highly resolve
to chasten their own souls by limiting

Bricklayers and carpenters and others
dividends. The recently formed
in the building trades who have con their
Federation Bank , for instance , in com
stantly made larger demands for wages, mon with most banks of its class , limits
especially feel that the institutions the dividends on its stock to 10 per cent.
which control large building loans are Whatever else may be earned must be

against them . The labor banks will now
have the opportunity to deal with such
situations as this, and to demonstrate to
their own satisfaction , at least , whether

distributed among the depositors in pro
portion to their average balances. The
original stock issue by many of the
venerable banking institutions of this
or not the building trade unions have country was comparatively small, and
been wronged by conservative banking. hence the earnings upon it seem to labor
If a builder proposes to give his work leaders as disproportionately large.
men not only high wages, but large
labor banks are simply co -opera
bonuses as well, a trust company or a tiveTheinstitutions,
and in this phase of
building loan corporation or a bank or
their activities they are not on experi
some such other capitalistic organiza mental ground . Co-operative banking
tion would at least hesitate in advanc has existed in Europe with more or less
ing money for such an enterprise.
success, and it is doing fairly well in
What would the labor bank do in such this country. Those who participate in
an emergency ? Its inclinations are to its benefits need not, however, all be
give the money because there are pros
wearers of the paper cap, and bearers
pective tenants willing and able to pay of the full dinner pail.
the high rents which are to be demand
According to Warren S . Stone, presi
ed . The conservative banker or in dent of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

vestor would maintain that tenants will Engineers Co-operative National Bank ,
ing to pay the high rents would not of Cleveland , Ohio , less than 14 per
always be available , and that when

cent. of the deposits of the Brotherhood

cheaper buildings were possible the of Locomotive Engineers Bank are
structure mightbe operated at a loss.
from members of labor organizations.
“ The meaning of co -operative bank
Whatever may be the sociological
views of the heads of banks, whether ing” Mr. Stone writes in response to a
they are controlled by labor or capital- letter “ is simply this : that the desire
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for profit shall be supplanted by the utilization of the peoples' money to
motive of service in handling the underwrite speculative enterprises.
peoples' money. The last report of the
LABOR BANKS' METHOD MAY DISPLACE
United States Comptroller of the CurOTHERS
rency shows that nearly $ 13 out of
every $ 14 constituting the $54,913,000 ,
“ Co-operative banking has come to
000 banking resources of the country stay,
in my opinion is gradually
were contributed by the depositors. going and
to
displace
other methods of
They are the people whomake the pros banking. The chain of
labor banks now
perity of the bank and they have a
stretching
across
the
continent will
right to share in that prosperity. The mean a new day for agriculture,
for in

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers

Co-operative National Bank is sharing

dustry and for the small business men .

surplus earnings proportionately among

from being a dominant factor in finance.

credit for these classes is the
its prosperity and profits with the de Honest
necessary
foundation for the progress
positors who havemade such prosperity and prosperity
of the whole country .”
and profits possible.
According
to
recent survey of the
“ This is the main reason why the United States the
Department
of Labor
Co -operative National Bank strictly there are eleven labor banks actually
in
limits the dividend that can be paid operation in this country , and an equal
to shareholders, and after setting aside
in process of formation . As yet,
the necessary reserve, distributes the number
therefore , these institutions are far
the depositors.
Meanwhile, the old line banks are doing
“ The Brotherhood of Locomotive En a great deal in the way of furnishing
gineers Co-operative National Bank funds to move the crops, to develop
pays to its depositors 4 per cent. com agriculture,
all manner of in
pounded quarterly , and in addition to dustries and toto finance
help in the development

this we have paid an additional i per of the projects of business men , both
cent. to all depositors. At the end of large
and small.
the first year of its business life it paid
It seems hard, indeed , to keep the
to its stockholders a 6 per cent dividend. bank as we commonly understand it,

At the end of the second year, an 8 per

from entering into relations with labor

cent. dividend, and this year (1923 ) we unions, and with labor banks.
are paying a 10 per cent. dividend ,

A thrill of surprise passed through

which is all that the stock of the bank

the nation last fall when it was found

can pay, regardless of what the earn
ings of the bank might happen to be.
" As a great majority of the bank de

that leaders of the United Mine Work
ers of America had gone to New York

and had there succeeded in borrowing

positors are farmers and wage earners , $ 100,000 from the Harriman National
it is the policy of the Co-operative Bank
to use such deposits to promote their
prosperity in common with that of the
whole business community. Farmers,
marketing associations, and workers'
co -operative organizations can always
depend upon getting a square deal from
co -operative banks, and they have the
same standing with co -operative banks
as have business men who need credit

for productive purposes.
·
“ In the co -opeartive bank there are
no insiders, no favorites to play , and no

Bank. As a matter of fact, that power
ful craft organization , more resembling
a mediaeval guild than a modern union ,
had proceeded so well with its banking
that it is said to have raised nearly
$ 1,000 ,000 from various sources. From
its headquarters in Indianapolis , the
organization of the coal miners could
reach out for the sinews of war in every
direction . No labor organization can
collect its dues more closely than the

union of mine workers under the leader
ship of John L . Lewis. At the time
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offers of co -operation from

many ists, there is always in the background

sources" . Mrs. Conboy, who has been

an agency with which they must reckon .

a labor leader ever since she worked
as a girl at the looms of a New England factory , is the only woman director
of the Federation Bank. In her address at the opening she told the several
thousand hearers massed on the side-

All such institutions cannot escape the
supervision of the banking authorities
of the nation and the state. It is stated
that 95 per cent. of the stockholders of
the Federation Bank are union mem
bers, but this does not make the officers

walk : “ The money you had in other
banks has helped to defeat you when

of such an institution any less account
able for their stewardship to the powers

you were on strike” . This may seem

that be. The same hard and fast rules

more feminine than logical. Labor has

apply equally to the banking operations

felt, however, for many years that the of Labor and Mammon .
large banking interests of the country
were against it. Its prominent leaders
LIMITED DIVIDENDS THE MAIN
DISTINCTION
have intimated frequently that the
banks and the capitalistic classes en
Themain distinction between the so
tered into conspiracies to prevent the called labor bank and the capitalistic
rise of wages. Hence the belief in labor bank is that the shareholders of the
circles that it is necessary for the work labor banks solemnly and highly resolve
ing man to have a control of credit. to chasten their own souls by limiting
Bricklayers and carpenters and others their dividends. The recently formed
in the building trades who have con Federation Bank , for instance, in com
stantly made larger demands for wages, mon with most banks of its class, limits
especially feel that the institutions the dividendson its stock to 10 per cent.
which control large building loans are Whatever else may be earned must be
against them . The labor banks will now distributed among the depositors in pro
have the opportunity to deal with such portion to their average balances. The
situations as this, and to demonstrate to original stock issue by many of the
their own satisfaction , at least, whether venerable banking institutions of this
or not the building trade unions have country was comparatively small, and
been wronged by conservative banking. hence the earnings upon it seem to labor
If a builder proposes to give his work
as disproportionately
banks are simply large.
men not only high wages, but large leaders
The labor
co -opera

bonuses as well, a trust company or a

tive institutions, and in this phase of

building loan corporation or a bank or their activities they are not on experi
some such other capitalistic organiza mental ground . Co -operative banking
tion would at least hesitate in advanc has existed in Europe with more or less
ing money for such an enterprise.
success, and it is doing fairly well in
What would the labor bank do in such this country . Those who participate in
an emergency ? Its inclinations are to its benefits need not, however, all be
give the money because there are pros wearers of the paper cap , and bearers
pective tenants willing and able
ble toto pay
pay of the full dinner pail.
the high rents which are to be demand
According to Warren S . Stone, presi
ed. The conservative banker or in dent of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
vestor would maintain that tenants will Engineers Co-operative National Bank ,
ing to pay the high rents would not of Cleveland, Ohio , less than 14 per
always be available , and that when cent. of the deposits of the Brotherhood
cheaper buildings were possible the of Locomotive Engineers Bank are
structure might be operated at a loss.
from members of labor organizations.
“ The meaning of co -operative bank
Whatever may be the sociological
views of the heads of banks, whether ing” Mr. Stone writes in response to a

they are controlled by labor or capital

letter “ is simply this : that the desire
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utilization of the peoples' money to
underwrite speculative enterprises.
LABOR BANKS' METHOD MAY DISPLACE
OTHERS

every $ 14 constituting the $ 54 ,913 ,000,

“ Co-operative banking has come to
000 banking resources of the country
and in my opinion is gradually
were contributed by the depositors. stay,
displace other methods of
going
They are the people whomake the pros banking.to The
chain of labor banks now
perity of the bank and they have a stretching across
continent will
right to share in that prosperity. The mean a new day forthe
agriculture,
for in
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and for the small business men .
Co-operative National Bank is sharing dustry
Honest credit for these classes is the
its prosperity and profits with the de necessary
foundation for the progress
positors who havemade such prosperity and prosperity
of the whole country."
and profits possible.
According
to
recent survey of the
" This is the main reason why the United States the
Department
of Labor
Co-operative National Bank strictly there are eleven labor banks actually
in
limits the dividend that can be paid
operation
in
this
country
,
and
an
equal
to shareholders , and after setting aside number in process of formation . As yet,
the necessary reserve, distributes the
these institutions are far
surplus earnings proportionately among therefore,
from
being
a
dominant factor in finance.
the depositors.
Meanwhile,
the
line banks are doing
" The Brotherhood of Locomotive En a great deal in old
the
of furnishing
gineers Co-operative National Bank funds to move the way
crops, to develop
pays to its depositors 4 per cent. com agriculture , to finance all manner of in

pounded quarterly , and in addition to
this we have paid an additional i per
cent. to all depositors. At the end of
the first year of its business life it paid

dustries and to help in the development

of the projects of business men , both
large and small.
It seems hard , indeed , to keep the

to its stockholders a 6 per cent dividend .
it ,
At the end of the second year, an 8 per bank as we commonly understand
from
entering
into
relations
with
labor
cent. dividend, and this year (1923) we unions, and with labor banks.
are paying a 10 per cent. dividend ,
thrill of surprise passed through
which is all that the stock of the bank theA nation
last fall when it was found
can pay, regardless of what the earn that leaders of the United Mine Work
ings of the bank might happen to be.
ers of America had gone to New York
“ As a great majority of the bank de- and had there succeeded in borrowing
positors are farmers and wage earners, $ 100 ,000 from the Harriman National
it is the policy of the Co-operative Bank Bank . As a matter of fact, that power
to use such deposits to promote their ful craft organization , more resembling
prosperity in common with that of the a mediaeval guild than a modern union ,
whole business community. Farmers, had proceeded so well with its banking
marketing associations, and workers' that it is said to have raised nearly
co-operative organizations can always $ 1,000,000 from various sources. From

depend upon getting a square deal from
co -operative banks, and they have the

its headquarters in Indianapolis, the
organization of the coal miners could

same standing with co-operative banks reach out for the sinews of war in every
as have business men who need credit direction . No labor organization can
for productive purposes.
collect its dues more closely than the
.

" In the co-opeartive bank there are

union of mine workers under the leader

no insiders, no favorites to play, and no

ship of John L . Lewis . At the time
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discount. This decline in sterling hasmystified some of the bankers
on both sides of the Atlantic. Its origin was not uncommonly
ascribed to political uncertainties, though probably the real

explanation is to be found in other directions. Contributing factors
are the decline in the purchase of foreign securities by American
investors and perhaps a considerable resale in London of those
previously bought, while the large payments to bemade by England
to America to meet interest due on the debt owing to us have also

had their effect. On the contrary side are to be mentioned a
reduction in the balance of British imports over exports to some
thing like the pre-war level and the turning of our own large export
balance into an excess of imports.
In view of the lower rate prevailing in London it had become
rather easier for New York to borrow there than was desirable
under the circumstances - - a condition of which New York was not
slow in taking full advantage.

With the diverse economic situation prevailing in the respective
countries it is not easy to make a comparison of the money market

position of New York and London . We have not been specially
fortunate in our foreign investing, and some disposition may be seen
of a desire to pass this function of international lending over to
London . Business depression in England tends to make that
market more favorable than our own for procuring foreign loans.
When business conditions in England and America becomemore on

a level than they now are the casemay be different.

Foreign Branches of the Reserve Banks
D

DY permitting the Federal Reserve Banks of Atlanta and
Boston to establish agencies in Cuba, a new and important
departure is taken in American finance.

It would be still more

important were there a possibility that branches of the Federal
Reserve banks would be established throughout the world generally .

But this is hardly to be expected . Since our political and com
mercial relations with Cuba are much nearer than with any other
nation in the world, it is comparatively easy to extend the Federal
Reserve System

to our island neighbor in

the manner indicated

above. American currency is already legal tender in Cuba, so that
the use of Federal Reserve notes there will be in the nature of a

natural development. The agencies of the Federal Reserve banks
in Cuba will not only be able to help in supplying the country with
a safe and convenient currency , but will also afford a means of
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rediscount of commercial paper, thus obviating the necessity on the
part of the Cuban banks of keeping large reserves. The operations
of these new agencies, carefully supervised , should prove a strong
element in the restoration of more stable economic conditions in
Cuba , and it is earnestly hoped this may prove to be the case.

As has been said , the extension of these agencies to other lands
where the political and commercial ties are looser presents grave
difficulties. Particularly is this so with reference to the employment

of such agencies in the issue of currency, a function usually held as
an inalienable attribute of sovereignty. Probably it might be a
good thing for some of the countries of the world if they could look
at the matter in another light. Certainly many of them would be
better off if their worthless currencies could be replaced by notes
as good as those of the Bank of England or the Federal Reserve
banks. How this could be done is quite another matter. Cuba was
fortunate in having close political and commercial relations with the

United States, and more fortunate still in not having been weakened
by war and debased currency . She was merely suffering from the
results of rather too much prosperity — a condition from which
speedy recovery may be expected .

Par Check System Rules
S a result of the recent decision of the Supreme Court of the
A

United States, some changes in the rules relating to the
collection of checks have been made by the Federal Reserve

Board. These changes provide that in the future Federal Reserve
banks will be prohibited from receiving on deposit or for collection
any check drawn on any non -member bank which refuses to remit at
par. At the same time Federal Reserve banks will be required to
make a charge for their services in collecting checks which bear the
endorsements of or are drawn by any non -member bank which
refuses to remit at par. In effect the Federal Reserve Board has
put into operation a policy of retaliation , “ If you kill my dog , I'll
kill your cat” . This may not be a very dignified plan to follow ,
although it may prove effective.
In promulgating the new rule it is pointed out by the Federal

Reserve Board that the Federal Reserve collection system is now in
operation between banks which in number are about 92 per cent.
of all banking institutions and which have approximately 98 per

cent. of the total banking resources of the country. It is also stated
that this system of collections has become a necessary instrumen
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tality in effecting the country's domestic exchanges, that it has
eliminated a large part of the time formerly consumed in the
collection of checks and has cut down the cost of making the
country's exchanges to the minimum . Long ago it was pointed out
in these pages that such broad considerations of public policy would

finally outweigh the individual advantage accruing to any bank
from its check collection charges . It is not easy for a bank a large
part ofwhose revenues consists of exchange charges to take this view
of thematter.
The recent decision of the Supreme Court did not uphold the
theory that it was incumbent upon the Federal Reserve Board to
establish universal par clearance of checks. On the contrary, it was

stated in the decision that under the Hardwick amendment to the
Federal Reserve Act a member bank or an affiliated member bank

may make a limited charge (except to Federal Reserve banks ) for
payment of checks and remission therefor by exchange or otherwise.
The decision makes it clear that the Federal Reserve banks them

selves are not permitted to pay exchange.

Senator Underwood on Our Relations to
Europe
TUMBERS of senators have been in Europe during the past
summer and have brought back with them a varied assortment
of plans for dealing with that distressed and distracted
quarter of the world . Some of the observers, while deploring what

they call our lack of policy in regard to Europe, are yet unable
themselves to propose anything specific . They think something
ought to be done, but omit to say just what. In this class must be

placed the observations of Senator Oscar W . Underwood of
Alabama, who on returning from Europe is thus reported in The
New York Times :

“ There are more causes of war existing in Europe today than
there were in January 1914 . They may not produce war. Let us
hope with all our hearts that this may prove to be true, but if it does
it will not be because the cause of war is not standing at the outer
door. It will not be because the angel of peace stands between the
contending powers, but it will be solely because Europe is financially
and economically exhausted .
“Weare not a party to the causes of strife as they exist today in
Europe, and theoretically it certainly is not necessary for our
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ounti our lipse we sta and
r . God grant that that cup may never
! to become involved
country
come to our lipsagain , but wemust remember that in 1914 when war
broke in Europe we stood for peace, and yet without our fault, in
1917 we were in the war and the sons of America were dying on the
battlefields of Europe. I cannot believe that the people of America
have forgotten their pledges to aid in securing the peace of the

world ; that they have forgotten that our men and women said we
were fighting that wemight make the world a better place in which
to live.
“ Our nation can do more than any other great country today
because of its isolated position , its unselfish position when the war
closed and its great potential powers to establish permanent peace,

but we have done nothing and are doing nothing to aid the peace of
Europe.
“ There is nothing in an international court that can either solve
or direct the difficult and dangerous economic and financial
problems that are paralyzing the onward progress of business

development in Europe. It is a wise and progressive policy that is
needed and not the laggard motion of a court of law ."

It is to be regretted that Senator Underwood did not reveal to
a waiting world the details of his " wise and progressive policy” , and

particularly how he would make it fit into the European problems.
Perhaps the reason he did not give us more precise information
upon this point may be inferred from the concluding paragraph
of his interview :
“ The truth as I see it is there is no magic wand that can be
waved to cure the ills that confront us in Europe. In the first place,
they are the problems of the states abroad . We cannot dictate , we

can only advise ; but we can have a policy, a wise , helpful policy on
each and every one of the problems in which our home people are

interested , and we can pursue that policy in an open , courageous
and helpful way for the ultimate peace of the world and the pros
perity of our people at home.”
Here the distinguished Alabama Senator in almost identical
language, states the attitude of the present administration toward
the European situation .
“ Our governmental arm seems paralyzed so far as help in that

direction is concerned . We seem to be standing in respect to the
affairs of Europe without a policy , without courage of conviction ,
without anything that goes to make a man a man , or a government a
government. We seem to be just observing and drifting, at least
so far as the public is allowed to know .
" If we have a policy or a conviction in regard to the peace and
development of European affairs it must be an undisclosed one.
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Never in all our history as a nation have we occupied a more negative
position in the affairs of Europe than we do today. We continue
to drift downstream and the roar of the cataract can be heard ahead .

“ Wemust remember that we are almost as much interested in
good market conditions in Europe as are the people who live there.
The producers of America , whether in the mines, the fields or the
factories, cannot prosper and never are really prosperous unless our
surplus agricultural production finds a ready sale in the markets
of Europe — for the sale of our meat, wheat and cotton not alone
cares for the farmer but also creates a homemarket for the output
of the mines and factories.

“ There are always two essential factors to the building of a
market for the sale of goods. There must be a buyer who wants the
goods and that buyer must have the wherewithal to pay for the
goods he purchases. There can be no doubt that Europe wants our
surplus agricultural products and often wants them badly. There
is hardly less doubt that under existing conditions each year finds it
harder for the European buyer to find the purchase price. It must

then be apparent to all that distressed economic conditions in the
European states will sooner or later, unless they are remedied , bring
distress and disaster to our people at home.

"Most of this mighthave been avoided if we had played our part
when the greatwar closed , but we did not. We rejected the Treaty
of Versailles and have put nothing in its place. Our Government
is drifting in an open sea without a policy of any kind to guide us as
far as the difficulties that confront us in Europe are concerned . We
might have been far on the highway to permanent peace and
restored business and industrial conditions if we had thrown the
predominating force of our great potential powers in favor of a

permanent, stabilizing and upbuilding program for the rehabili
tation of Europe.

This we have failed to do, and the question that

now confronts us is whether or not we shall continue to pursue a

do-nothing policy.”

CALVIN COOLIDGE
Thirtieth President of the United States
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Hamilton 's Statue in Washington
D

ATHER tardy recognition has been given to the financial

M

genius of Alexander Hamilton by the unveiling of a monu
ment to that statesman , facing the Treasury Building at
Washington . Hamilton was the organizer of the Treasury Depart
ment, and since he was also the first Secretary, the location of the

monument is particularly appropriate . He also made it possible
for the capital to be located at Washington by supporting this move
in exchange for help from Southern members of Congress in

carrying out his policy regarding the assumption of state debts
by the FederalGovernment. In this matter of capital location his
services to his country were not commensurate with

those he

rendered in restoring the public credit after the close of the
Revolution . Perhaps, with his absorption in financial affairs, he
could not see that it was of much importance whether the capital
should be on the banks of the Hudson , or the Delaware, or the
Potomac. In reality, the fixing of the capital at Washington has
been one of the factors strongly influencing the shaping of our

Governmental policy. Probably, in point of geography, the placing
of the seat of government in the East was unjust to the country as
a whole , though this was something Hamilton could not foresee .
Hamilton 's work at the Treasury, his services in the field , and
his masterly support of the adoption of the Constitution , all entitle

him to the lasting gratitude of his countrymen .
The grave of Hamilton in Trinity Churchyard, New York , is
marked by an unimpressive monument, which should be replaced

by one more worthy of his great name.

M

ARKED changes that have come over business affairs since the

V last annual convention of the American Bankers Association
will strongly impress themselves on the coming meeting at Atlantic
City. . . . . Consideration will be given to the rising tide of
radicalism against the present capitalistic system ; agitation against
the gold standard and for unsound money ; the unsatisfactory eco
nomic position of agriculture , threatening to hamper the nation 's
food productivity ; and unwarranted assaults being made on the

Federal Reserve System , threatening in time to to deprive the nation
of this chief bulwark of strength in its financial system . Bankers
must consider and take action on these problems. . . . .
I earnestly urge them to attend the convention at Atlantic City to
counsel together on them .- John H . Puelicher.

O UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD , N . Y .

GEORGE F . BAKER

Chairman First National Bank, New York
R . BAKER recently celebrated the sixtieth anniversary
of his association with the First National. He
entered the bank's employ on July 25, 1863, at the age

of 23, as a paying teller, and by successive stages assumed
the roles of cashier, president and chairman of the board .
He has been chairman for fifteen years. During the Civil
War, the First National Bank assumed an important role
along with Harvey Fisk and Sons in financing the Union ,

and won for itself the name, " Fort Sherman " . Together
with the growth in fortune of Mr. Baker, the bank has
prospered. It started with a capitalization of $ 100,000.
Its capital today is $ 10,000,000 and it has a surplus and
undivided profits of more than $ 50,000,000 . While Mr.
Baker is known in the financial district as one of the pillars
in the world of finance, he is better known publicly for his
philanthropies. Most of his gifts have been for educa
tional purposes and among them are his donation of
$ 2,000,000 to Cornell University for a chemical laboratory
and other purposes, $ 1,000 ,000 to the Metropolitan
Museum , and the gift of Baker Field , valued at approxi
mately $ 700 , 000, to Columbia University . Mr. Baker is
reputed to be one of the five richest men in the United

States.
- - - -- -

- --
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Labor Banks and Capitalism
By John Walker Harrington
NY one who can make the subtle

the success of labor banks, that

distinction between labor and

obviously will be determined by the

capital can tell just exactly kind of management applied to them ;
what will be the future of the banks
established
omists oftellAmerican
lionunions
lthe
y. staEconomists
can
s rithat
hapital is crby
tworkingmen
tell uus

they will succeed or fail for the same
succees of failure
among all financial institutions” .

eason that produce
rreasons

capital is crystallized labor. Capital is
that portion of the produce of industry
which may be directly employed either
to support human beings or assist in

LAUNCHING LABOR' S LATEST BANK

ing institution in which there will be

to the clicking of cameras, the blare of

This was apropos of the launching of
production , according to McCulloch . labor's most recent financial enterprise,
This being the case , “ When is a labor the Federation Bank of New York .
bank ?” Is it possible to have a bank That institution had Alung open its doors
a brass band , and a fanfare of oratory .
Governor Alfred E . Smith was there to
Financial circles these days are bid the new bank God 's speed and good
luck ; and Samuel E . Gompers, head of
frankly wondering what labor and capi the
American Federation of Labor, told

nothing on the hat tree in the directors'
room , but paper caps ?

tal are going to do to each other in the how the toiler was coming into his own
banking
world
Some
grave
think that
the. lion
and
the economists
lamb will and would soon have the privilege of
lie down together, with a smile on the
face of Leo , as was the case with Frank

ex

One of the most significant features

Stocktons " The Lady and the Tiger” . of the impressive beginning was an open
Radical leaders of the proletariat are liaison with Mammon . The time was
sure that the lamb will twist the tail of when Wall Street would have been
the lion . The leaders of paper cap anathema on such an occasion , and yet
finance, and of the silk hat brand, are Wall Street was there. The old Sea
hopeful of educating each other. The board National Bank , concerning whose
banker believes that labor through its capitalistic affiliations there can be no
possible doubt, had lent to the new re
present venture into the counting room
pository
of “ labor's capital” a full crew
conservative
will sense the problems of
banking ; the unions are equally posi

tive that capitalists will find in the labor
banks many lessons which will cause

them to have a more tolerant view when
the laborer declares that he is worthy
of his hire and more of it.

“ The professed motive back of the
formation of these banks, (labor banks)

of clerks to assist at the official debut.
At the elbow of every teller in the

cages, who stood ready to serve the cus
tomers of the Federation Bank of New
York, stood a trained expert whose serv
ices had been donated through the
courtesy of the Seaboard . The Guaranty
Trust Company had also sent repre
sentatives to give friendly aid and coun

is 'to give labor control of its own
funds' ” , says The Index of the New sel. Were these such amenities as
York Trust Company. “ Among bankers pugilists exchange before the battle, or
the disposition is to approve these ex

did they indicate some real rap

periments on

ground that the

prochement between labor and capital ?

greater the responsibilities labor assumes, and the more experience it gains,

The Governor himself, Mr. Gompers,
Miss Ethel Barrymore, even lovelier

the

the greater will be its understanding of than usual; the State Bank Superin
business and banking problems. As to
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tendent, and Mrs. Sara A . Conboy ,
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secretary of the United Textile Workers
of America, were among those who
made deposits in the first line, and came
away with their brand new bank books.
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money on account of labor troubles. If
this bank represented one industry only,
a depression in that industry would have
an unfavorable affect on our deposits.

They were laboring men and laboring As we have at least 125 unions back
women surely, but following them came of us, it is unlikely that the members
row on row of capitalists of various of all of them would be out of work
kinds.

The merchants and emplovers

at once .

The institution has the added

and factory owners and department

stability due to its attracting deposits

store proprietors in the neighborhood of

from

those not connected with labor

Eighth avenue and Thirty -fourth street, unions."

where the bank had been established .
Although the principal officers of the
came to avail themselves of its facili- Federation Bank are known as labor
ties. They were not depositing wages,
but funds which bore the superscription

leaders, none the less the institution is
operated by men of mature experience

of capital. R . H . Macy & Co. and B . in the so -called capitalistic banks. Mr.
Altman & Co. opened accounts, quite Brady
head of the New York
Brady isis at
at the
the he
as a matter of course , after having been State
Allied
Printi
State Allied Printinngg, Trade and is also
apprised by the organization committee chairman of the Banking Committee of

that a most convenient repository had the New York State Federation of
been established in their vicinity. Of Labor. By trade he is a photo-engraver.
the 400 depositors on the first day more
than half never had a union card in

The secretary and second vice- president
is John Nunholland, business represene

their hands. Most of that class showed

tative of the Pattern Makers Union .

very little interest as to the origin of
the bank . They had had their eyes on it

The vice-president is Dr. Walter
FlaviusMcCaleb, economist and author,

for some time, and felt that here they

who had much to do with the organiza

could get such facilities as they de

tion of the banks of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers. There is in the
personnel of this institution , therefore, a
faculty thoroughly equipped for im

sired .
CAPITAL 'S FINGER IN THE PIE

As soon as the Federation Bank of
New York got its fiscal feet well on the

pressing upon capital the lessons which

ground , and got down to business, it

the unions.

proceeded to solicit more accounts from
merchants, manufacturers and others
of the cohorts of capitalism . There

AA LINK BETWEEN LABOR AND CAPITAI.

it may learn by sitting at the feet of

of pretense
capitalismmade
. There
that
was not eventsany

It isbank
the ”earnest
belief
of Mr.
the officers
Brady
quote
of “this
to again

gh union
moneyworkers
availableto
from the wages of the
provide an adequate clientele, and to
furnish enough deposits for profitable

"labor
that our
will form
capital.
largebetween
finan
and bank
As thea link

operation .

They will recognize that the laboring

It is true that the paper

cial interests come to know us better,
I feel they will sense our problems.

caps opened accounts and made de- man should be well paid , and should
posits, yet the silk hats were as much in
evidence .

At the very outset the new bank had
provided for its own stability by dis
counting strikes.
" Our load is so widely distributed ” ,

said Peter J. Brady, president of the
bank , to the writer, “ that there is no
danger of the bank being cramped for

have a good standard of living, so that

his condition will make for the general
prosperity. As far as our relations with
New York banks and trust companies
are concerned it is too early even to

guess at the outcome. We have, on
every hand , been treated by the older
institutions with the greatest considera
tion and courtesy, and have received
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offers of co-operation from many
sources” . Mrs. Conboy, who has been
a labor leader ever since she worked
as a girl at the looms of a New England factory, is the only woman director
of the Federation Bank. In her ad dress at the opening she told the several
thousand hearers massed on the sidewalk : " The money you had in other
banks has helped to defeat you when
you were on strike” . This may seem
more feminine than logical. Labor has

ists, there is always in the background
an agency with which they must reckon .
All such institutions cannot escape the
supervision of the banking authorities
of the nation and the state. It is stated
that 95 per cent. of the stockholders of
the Federation Bank are union mem
bers, but this does not make the officers
of such an institution any less account
able for their stewardship to the powers
that be. The same hard and fast rules
apply equally to the banking operations

felt, however, for many years that the

of Labor and Mammon .

large banking interests of the country
were against it. Its prominent leaders

have intimated frequently that the

LIMITED

DIVIDENDS THE MAIN

DISTINCTION

banks and the capitalistic classes en

The main distinction between the so
tered into conspiracies to prevent the called labor bank and the capitalistic
rise of wages. Hence the belief in labor bank is that the shareholders of the
circles that it is necessary for the work labor banks solemnly and highly resolve
ing man to have a control of credit. to chasten their own souls by limiting
Bricklayers and carpenters and others their dividends. The recently formed
in the building trades who have con Federation Bank , for instance, in com
stantly made larger demands for wages, mon with most banks of its class, limits
especially feel that the institutions the dividends on its stock to 10 per cent.
which control large building loans are Whatever else may be earned must be
against them . The labor banks will now distributed among the depositors in pro

have the opportunity to deal with such

portion to their average balances. The

situations as this , and to demonstrate to
their own satisfaction , at least, whether
or not the building trade unions have
been wronged by conservative banking.
&
If a builder proposes to give his work -

original stock issue by many of the
venerable banking institutions of this
country was comparatively small , and

hence the earnings upon it seem to labor
lear
leaders
as disproportionately large.

men not only high wages, but large
The labor banks are simply co -opera
bonuses as well, a trust company or a tive institutions, and in this phase of
building loan corporation or a bank or their activities they are not on experi
some such other capitalistic organiza mental ground . Co -operative banking
tion would at least hesitate in advanc has existed in Europe with more or less

ing money for such an enterprise .
Whatwould the labor bank do in such

an emergency ? Its inclinations are to
give the money because there are pros

success, and it is doing fairly well in
this country. Those who participate in
its benefits need not, however, all be

wearers of the paper cap , and bearers

pective tenants willing and able to pay

of the full dinner pail.
According to Warren S . Stone, presi
ed . The conservative banker or in dent of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
vestor would maintain that tenants will Engineers Co-operative National Bank,
ing to pay the high rents would not of Cleveland , Ohio , less than 14 per

the high rents which are to be demand

always be available, and that when
cheaper buildings were possible the

cent, of the deposits of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers Bank are

structure might be operated at a loss.
Whatever may be the sociological
views of the heads of banks, whether

from members of labor organizations.
“ The meaning of co -operative bank
ing" Mr. Stone writes in response to a

they are controlled by labor or capital- letter “ is simply this : that the desire
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for profit shall be supplanted by the

utilization of the peoples' money to

motive of service in handling the
peoples' money. The last report of the

underwrite speculative enterprises.

United States Comptroller of the Cur

rency shows that nearly $ 13 out of
every $ 14 constituting the $64 ,913,000,

000 banking resources of the country

LABOR BANKS' METHOD MAY DISPLACE
OTHERS

“ Co -operative banking has come to

and in my opinion is gradually
were contributed by the depositors. stay,
going
displace other methods of
They are the people whomake the pros banking.to The
chain of labor banksnow
perity of the bank and they have a stretching across
the continent will

right to share in that prosperity. The
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers mean a new day for agriculture, for in
and for the small business men .
Co -operative National Bank is sharing dustry
Honest credit for these classes is the
its prosperity and profits with the de necessary
foundation for the progress
positors who have made such prosperity and prosperity
of the whole country .”
and profits possible.
According
to
recent survey of the
" This is the main reason why the United States the
Department
of Labor
Co -operative National Bank strictly there are eleven labor banks actually
in
limits the dividend that can be paid

operation in this country, and an equal
to shareholders, and after setting aside number
in process of formation . As yet,
the necessary reserve, distributes the
surplus earnings proportionately among

therefore, these institutions are far

the depositors .

from being a dominant factor in finance.
Meanwhile , the old line banks are doing
a great deal in the way of furnishing

" The Brotherhood of Locomotive En
gineers Co-operative National Bank funds to move the crops, to develop
pays to its depositors 4 per cent. com agriculture, to finance all manner of in
pounded quarterly , and in addition to dustries and to help in the development
this we have paid an additional i per
the projects of business men, both
cent. to all depositors. At the end of of
large
and small.
the first year of its business life it paid
It
hard , indeed, to keep the
to its stockholders a 6 per cent dividend. bank seems
as
we
commonly understand it,
At the end of the second year, an 8 per
from
entering
relations with labor
cent. dividend , and this year (1923 ) we unions, and withintolabor
banks.
are paying a 10 per cent. dividend ,
A thrill of surprise passed through
which is all that the stock of the bank the nation last fall when it was found
can pay, regardless of what the earn that leaders of the United Mine Work

ings of the bank might happen to be.

ers of America had gone to New York

“ As a greatmajority of the bank de
positors are farmers and wage earners,
it is the policy of the Co -operative Bank
to use such deposits to promote their
prosperity in common with that of the
whole business community . Farmers,
marketing associations, and workers'
co -operative organizations can always
depend upon getting a square deal from
co -operative banks, and they have the
same standing with co-operative banks

and had there succeeded in borrowing
$ 100 ,000 from the Harriman National
Bank. As a matter of fact, that power
ful craft organization, more resembling
a mediaeval guild than a modern union ,
had proceeded so well with its banking
that it is said to have raised nearly
$ 1,000,000 from various sources. From
its headquarters in Indianapolis, the
organization of the coal miners could
reach out for the sinews of war in every

as have business men who need credit direction . No labor organization can
for productive purposes.

-

“ In the co -opeartive bank there are
no insiders, no favorites to play, and no

collect its dues more closely than the
union of mine workers under the leader
ship of John L . Lewis. At the time
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it made its successful application for

Bank has acquired a very substantial

loans it had dues for fully $ 1,600,000

interest in the Empire Trust Company

coming to it within the few months
which would elapse before its notes
were to be paid . The iron discipline of

of New York , although by no means a
controlling one. According to Mr.
Stone, this connection is of extreme

the head of the order, and the so called value to all the banking and financial
“ check off" system which makes the enterprises of the Brotherhood of Loco
employers, in effect , collecting agents motive Engineers. Dr. McCaleb and
for the union , were the main bulwarks those who are very fully committed to
of that extensive credit. Some men of the co -operative labor control idea are
large wealth , or men who could com - on record as being opposed to a coalition
mand extensive credit, were quite will of this character. For all that, labor
ing to aid the coal miners in obtaining and capital continue to coalesce at
those heavy loans when the funds of points where it is least expected .

the United Mine Workers were tied up
by a Government injunction .
One of the anomalies of the situa-

tion is the fact that the Brotherhood

Eventually the conclusion of this whole
matter may be that both labor and capi
tal will each recognize that the other is .

worthy of its hire.

The Organization and Operation of the
Credit Department
By M . A . Knight
N the December 1921 issue, The scientific record of all transit, transfer
1 BANKERS MAGAZINE
activities of any or all of
ysis outlined
lpublished
alle s customers,
he bank'
bcollection
outlinaned tand
the anawhich
in a Dbyalltheas writer
mentarticle
the
and thereby pro
vided an effective control over this busi
ment in a Dallas bank whose total de-

ness and over the internal operations

posits were about $ 20,000,000. At the
outset it was stated that the article was
intended for bankers doing business in

connected with it.

towns of between fifty and three hun -

ures along other than operational lines.

dred thousand inhabitants, for it was

2 . It laid the foundation for scientific

development of further protective meas
--notably along credit lines, and

the writer's belief that such a depart-

3. It returned in actual interest saved

ment would be unprofitable in a bank

on floating funds, a sufficient reduction

serving a community of less than fifty

in overhead to more than pay for the

thousand people , and in banks located

expense of its own operation . In brief,

in large cities it was his belief that such
a department would be already in opera -

it paid its own way and netted the bank
a profit in addition .

tion , or its need obviated by the rules
of the local clearing -house.

Now having seen the first and third
of these benefits demonstrated during

justified the establishment of such a de-

the past two years in not only the small
bank referred to two years ago but also
in another bank in the same city — the

partment, were three :
1. It created monthly an accurate ,

largest in the Southwest ; and having
been busied during the whole of last

The underlying benefits to be gained ,
which the writer believed two years ago
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year demonstrating the second benefit
claimed — by virtue of his efforts to organize and operate a credit department
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years to having any clerk in sight do
their bidding when called to , they
are convinced that the red -tape of the

in the last bank mentioned — the writer

department would become entangling to

feels that an outline of his experiences

the point of stangulation ; and finally ,

in the course of the department's de-

having by years of work and waiting

velopment may prove of some interest

learned to realize and discharge the re

and benefit to other bank men similarly

sponsibilities that attach to a loaning

situated and confronted with a similar

officer, they feel sure that too great con

problem .

centration of information in any young

Ordinarily when a long -established man would augment his knowledge to
bank , officered continuously by the same the detriment of his wisdom , and there
executive officers and located in a fast -

by work harm both to himself and to

growing community , reaches the point

the bank .

in its growth when its executive officers

Now inasmuch as the writer has had

can no longer effect personal and im mediate contact with all the customers
whose names are on its books, those officers are subjected to daily reminders
in the form of petty occurances that
they need something to assist them to

the thrilling experience of presenting
what in his judgment at the time of
presentation was a complete outline of
a first class credit department, and in
asmuch as by the grace of God the
enlightened and unselfish attitude of his

keep in touch with their valuable cus

senior officers, and the money saving

tomers and to accumulate information demonstrated by an analysis system
that will be of value when occasion

previously worked out he has thus far

demands that they grant or refuse a re managed to postpone immediate dismis
quest for credit accommodation . After

sal, he is of the opinion that he can

a time they conclude that a credit de write - certainly feelingly and perhaps

partment will solve their problem and
they decide to install one. Their ideas
of what a credit department should be
are hazy and diverse for, having got
along so far without one, they have had

with somedegree of intelligencesubject. Again , however , he
caution the busy reader that this
has little interest for bankers in

on the
would
article
either

very large or very small communities,
no impelling reason for studying up or and
he invites the consideration of
thinking out the matter. Moreover, each

-sized city bankers only.
of them is so occupied with multifarious middle
The
credit department finds its en
duties requiring immediate dispatch ,
tire
“
reason
for being” , so the writer
that no one of them has the time or in feels , in the need
of the loaning officers
clination to do the preliminary studying
or make the dissociated survey of the

of a bank for assistance in gathering

bank 's need , which is the first essential

and compiling facts and opinions that

of an efficient organization . The result will help their discount committee de
is that some young fellow is given his termine whether or not to grant an
chance, and if he submits a complete
outline of what is necessary to be done,
he is ordinarily " fired ” immediately for
being full of theory and devoid of com -

mon sense, for, not having done clerical
or detail work for years, the executive
officers underestimate the detail-capacity
of a first class clerk and conclude that
the expense of the department would
more than outweigh the benefits to be
gained ; moreover, having been used for

applicant for credit, an unsecured loan .
Considered broadly, the information
that will lend such assistance can be
classified into three general heads:

1 . What does the applicant's
business and good will mean to the
bank ?

2 . What does the bank 's own ex
perience and that of other cred
itors indicate regarding his in
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Name

Opened
Savgs.

Residence address

Safe D .

Business address

Trust

Specific occupation or title
Introduced by

Had acct.

References

Initial deposit
I - Librury Bureau 40 - 23076

(Over)

Specimen 1. Card for recording preliminary information regarding new customer for use of credit department

tegrity , character, and habits of

necessary to its efficient operation , must

pay ?

come from five sources :

3. What does an analysis and
comparison of his successive busi
ness statements indicate regarding
his business ability , his financial

1. The loan committee .
2. The new account desk .

strength , and his future prospects ?

4 . The analysis department.
5. The loan and discount depart

Accordingly, the existence of the
credit department is justified when by
virtue of the information its files con tain and the penetration and assiduity

3. The correspondence files.
ment.

From the loan committee the credit
department wants to learn the particu
lar or combination reason or fact that

of its personnel in uncovering pertinent caused a loan to be granted or refused ,
facts , real assistance is actually af the basis upon which the loan was
forded to the loaning officers during granted (together with any agreements,
their consideration of an application for provisos, etc., relative thereto ), and the
individual position of each member of
credit accommodation .
In order to get the information the committee when a final vote was
needed , the credit manager must have taken . In order to obtain this informa
besides efficientassistance in his own de- tion most certainly and with a minimum

partment, the effective co -operation of of trouble the manager of the credit
the loaning officers and of certain opera -

department should attend these meet

tional departments; and it is his busi - ings in the capacity of secretary and

ness, if the bank has no chief clerk , to keep minutes of the proceedings.
From the new account desk the credit
see to it that the routine internal operation of these other departments , as well department wants to learn when a new
as that of his own department, is so customer opened his account, how large
ordered or altered as to make certain his initial deposit was, what agreements
that the information needed is received were made, and what references and
promptly in the credit department.

affiliations were mentioned. In order to

The organized co -operation outside of obtain this information a card similar
the credit department itself, which is to specimen 1 should be filled out
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simultaneously with the signature card, ment the credit department wants to
and at the end of the day all such cards learn immediately when loans are
should be sent immediately to the credit actually made, and some days in ad
department.
vance wants to be advised of approach
From the correspondence files the ing maturities. In order to obtain this

credit department wants to learn what information , lists should be prepared
agreements were entered into at the es- daily on sheets similar to specimen 3,
tablishment of an account, who the page 354, and sent each morning to the
principal and borrowing officers are, credit department.
and, if credit is requested , what nego
Now , within the department itself

tiations developed. In order to obtain
this information all completed correspondence dealing with the establish ment or change in an account and with

certain mechanical devices and forms
ment and revision ticklers; card indexes
and cross references; form letters for
must be created — for instance, state

LOAN COMMITTEE
MANAGER
CREDIT
11. ) Attend to stroot checlding and outside work
2 . ) Act as intermed lary between committee & department.
3 . ) Read and mark correspondence and business statement s.
4 . ) Make an gwer to credit inquiries.
5 . ) Work up the information wanted daily by the committee .
6 . ) Supervise generally the operation of the department.

STRIOGRAPHER
Tale all dictation and write all lotters .
2 . Malce all transcription of marked copy .
3 . Maintain the officiency of the files .

CREDIT

ASSISTANT.

1 . ) Make all now credit folders .
2 . ) Malog all initial and revisory inquir1o8 .
3 . ) Mark for transcription answers to inquirie
4 . ) Transcribe all marked statements .
5 . ) Consolidate into the file all figures
from other departments .

Graphic presentation ofthe organization of a credit department composed oftwomen and a stenographer
in a bank having deposits of $ 42.000. 000

the extension of credit should be assembled and sent daily to the credit
manager for his perusal and notation .
From the analysis department the
credit department wants to learn what
the average net and ledger balances
have been , what proportion these balances have borne to any credit accom -

modation granted , and what the bank
has netted in dollars and cents from the
account since it was opened or became
of any size. In order to obtain this
information the records of that depart.

inquiries and for certain replies to in
quiries ; means of distinguishing cus
tomer and non-customer accounts, etc.
The time and duties of the personnel,
moreover, must be divided up clearly
and logically so as to eliminate all dup
lication of effort and as much lost
motion as possible . The organization
within the department itself, however,

may be more clearly domonstrated by

a graph and by an account of its daily
operation than by didactic dissertation .
The following outline of the operation

ment should be sent monthly to the of the department seems pertinent :

credit department and such figures as
are provided for in the average loans
and balances section of specimen 2
should be copied off.
From the loan and discount depart-

Upon arrival each morning the credit
manager would look over the new ac
count cards and the new maturing loans
list , in order to determine and mark
which accounts to make folders for and
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tive officers, forewarn him of their
to learn which maturities required local needs
and wishes, and enable him to
investigation ; he would then employ as
the loans
much of the morning as was necessary, keep thoroughly familiar with
protection
his

meetthe houron forthethestreetcommittee
untilworking
to obtain curing,
rent information. In interviews with
customers or prospective customers, by
using tact and discretion in his questions and courtesy in his demeanor, he
should be able to do more than obtain
TOWN

COUNTY

KITIZENSNATIONAL BANK
1 1922 1922

YEAR

DATE O CALL

Pres.
Vice- Pres
Cagher

and discounts for whose

department was created. In the after
noon he would mark by number all
newly received statements for future

transcription to the comparison of state
ments section of the above mentioned

specimen 2, and would read (bracketing
CORRESPONDENT
BANKS NYC
NANOPR NAKAK

PRINCIPAL CROPS

AMERA
LE77. N

LV
192 COMPARISON OF_ STATEMENTS

- 15 - 12 - 29- 1- 4 - 3
1164120730731
14741223
901
6211 12111
430 12671392/
11701
975714225 542

LeDim
OB

Otheraka
Cachar

890 12 3201 2194 01
3207

TOTAA

/ 516 811 89341
NAH

Total De

50 o

Cinsi Oto
Rennes
Didi
Caps
CP

0

LDO
100

50

451

Lood
2000
100
245
37 100

1702. 2201 2. 1940
AVERAGE BALANCES AND LOANS

MOTH

January

Perry .
March
April
May
July
hes
September
Cetebes
November

FOYERONARY LA

Av.L

ale Audio

D

L

4551741259

Gul AE
Amt
OD

At
Os Due

74159123272.
4of 4

December

Specimen 2. Comparison ofstatements card formonth'y reference by creditdepartment

just the information sought; he should such parts as should be incorporated
be able to learn someof their grievances in the credit folder) all new account
and complaints because of the bank's and loan correspondence. The state

orreported,
service
lack ofconsidered
it , and until
they
could
be
and
remesmoothbond
died,a firmer
them ofoverfriendship
and weldbetween
thereby
the customer and the bank. Returning
in timetheto special
presentinformation
to the discount
com mittee
on
maturing or newup, loans
thatattend
he hasthemeeting
previously
worked
he
would
capacity of This
in theproceedings.
secretary
the
wouldandkeeprecord
him

by number,
ments should
be marked
statement
because
every
figure
on
a
can
numbered
rapidly
bean actual
much
more
than
copy of the statement could be
made in full; thus a competent, well
man would
trainedworthy
betalents,
busiedandonlya sten
with
work
of
his
ographer or lessin trained
assistant,
would comby
adheringtheexactly
copying,
plete manager
clerical would
work . Finally,
the
dictate his
credit

in touch with the policies of the execu- answers to all credit inquiries and wind
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9 2 3

9 - 15 - 12-29-1
-4 - 3- |
T 482517 307 51

DATE OP CALL
Loans and Discounts
Bills of Ex., Accept.

Other Stocks & Bonde

Real Est., Purn. & Fix.
Cash and Exchange

1474 i2 23 1219
661 . 630
630
1170
1267
13921
3757 42281 562 21

IL 890 11222071 2 194 el
817 8334 1 8207

TOTAL ASSETS

TotalDeposits
Bills Pay . and Redisc.

none

none

none

Acceptances Executed
Circulation Outstdg.

50 o

soo

488

Reserves Ins. Taxes

Dividends Unpaid
Capital

2000

2000

2000

Surplus

100 oll

10ool

Undivided Profits

233

100d
373

24 50

1 890112 3207 2 1940

TOTAL LIABILITIES
DIRECTORS WORTH

3 AVERAGE
FOUR YEARS' SUMMARY
MONTH

Cont.

Avg.

Amt.
Officersto Direct
Av. Loan Rate Av.NetAv.Led Loan

Avg.
Net
Bal .

Avg.
Led .
Bal.

ΑΡΓΟΣ.
Net

Profit

January
February
March

455 876 6880

April

955123 211112.04
744 114 0 106.991

May

June
July

August
September
October

November

December
AVG . FOR YEAR

UNE GRANTED

P.. .

? ??

"

" " Specimen 2. ' Section of comparison of statements cara
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192

New Loans

INFORMATION FOR CREDIT DEPARTMENT
Amount
second
Total
This Note
Indebtedness Rate

Name

Remarks

SP .CLİEL

TOTAL LOANS PAID $ .
TOTAL LOANS NS _ $

Specimen 3. Sheet for information to be supplied by loan and discountdepartment

up his day by reviewing the new or
revised folders worked up during the
day by his assistant.
His assistant should start the day by

posit is in excess of $ 1000 would war
rant development. So, using the marked
cards ( specimen 1) to guide him , he
would make up a folder, request an

checking over the new account cards to agency report, and send out a form let
get under way the machinery for gath - ter such as the following:

ering outside information on those
a folder (specimen 5 ). Ordinarily any

names that warrant the development of

We note with pleasure that you have re
cently opened an account with this bank,
and in acknowledging our appreciation of

commercial account whose initial de- your business, we want to ask you to all
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out and return to us the enclosed blank
form and favor us with a recent copy of
your husiness statement.
This request is made in line with an established policy of ours, which is the out.
growth of our desire to be prepared to promote in every legitimate way possible the
economic welfare and business growth of
our depositors. We have found from long
experience that our efforts along these lines
— when called for- are most effective when
based on a familiarity with the history of
a business and when guided by a thorough

involved. Consequently, whether all the mat
ters covered in the enclosed questionnaire
have any bearing on your present relations
with the bank or not, we feel that it is ex
pedient that all the questions be answered
as a preparation against future deyelop
ments; and inasmuch as we are called on
daily to answer legitimate inquiries regard
ing the financial responsibility, progress,
personnel, etc., of our customers, we feel
it is decidedly to your advantage that we be
in possession of such facts as your state
ment reveals- even though your present

and exact knowledge of the immediate facts

credit requirements are being satisfactorily

NAME
ADDRESS

SEE ALSO

OFFICERS

LINE $

GUARANTORS OR ENDORSERS

AGREEMENT

BASIS

BANK & TRADE REFERENCES

ACCOUNT OPENED
AGREEMENT

OTHER ACCTSWITH "S.

BROKER

Specimen 5. Sample sheet used by creditdepartment in the developmentof an information folder
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Tho American Exchange National Bank ,
Dallas, Texas.
Gontlomon :
The business of
( Write Corroot Business Name . )

Partnership

(Trust) (corp.-: established under the laws of (state) Taste of abertos
- and succooded to the business of (or "was n por vonturo") Ownership
or opening)
O

and the

is invosted in

(In caso of corporation, state stockboldors)
original capital ras(IT
_ Corp.stato auth . cap.- ) Tbo prosont capital investment is
and the prosent principal officors are

- . Our prosont Dallas location is

-

, and no bav. brapchos at (or constituto a branch of

- and aro

We are engaged in the businos8 of

(State nature of businoso)
closely attillated in a bus inoss ray with

(Stato Subsidiarios, other business under

- Our account with the American Exchange
same omorship, oto .)
and thogo authorised to sign against

National Bank was opened

funds on doposits are

_

_

(Please stato title and or Capacity of Signature)

Additional bank accounts are maintained with
_ and our principal purcbases aro from (Ploaso state principal
ar account was formely carried ith

Trade Creditors)
(Name of Bank)

Our annual statonont is

( Tom and stato )

each year and is usually ready for distribution about
At the present time we are using the following dopartments of your bank:
Commercial Departm»nt
i Sayings __ Sato Deposits - : Trust Loan & Discount
: Colloction _
prepared

( Dato)

(Dato)

REMARKS

Vory traly yours,
Dato

Ntl . .

Specimen 6 Information blank to accompany form letterwhere necessary
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cared for - in order that our replies may be

in the course of a current revision of our

made intelligently, advisedly, and to your
interest.

files, we have the name of the above men
tioned before us, and believing you have

If you agree with our point of view and

had dealings with the name in a credit way,

are disposed to co -operate with us in this
matter, we assure you that the information

we are disposed to ask your assistance in
our revision .

so furnished will be considered strictly con

fidential and used with the most careful

If you will advise us regarding their past
transactions with you — the line of credit you

discretion .

have extended , basis and terms of such
credit, and the promptness with which pay

Thanking you in advance for your co
operation, and again expressing our sincere
appreciation of your valued business, we re

main , with cordial good wishes,
Very truly yours,

Vice-president.

ments have been made- we shall sincerely
appreciate your co -operation and receive the
information in strictest confidence, without

liability or prejudice attaching to you.
Holding ourselves in readiness to recipro
cate at all times and assuring you that our
inquiry is prompted solely by a customary

This letter is accompanied by an in
formation blank (specimen 6 ) — unless
the concern is so large and well estab

lished as to cause the blank to be un
necessary. This done, he would incor
porate into previously created folders

revision of our files and bears no other
significance, we offer our thanks in advance

for your courtesy, and beg to remain,
Very truly yours,

Manager Credit Department.

would then be ready to mark up
the newly received filled in information forHe
transcription
agency reports and
blanks, and to the trade, bank , or in letters received inallresponse
previous
dividual references mentioned in both requests. By transcribing theto substance
cards and blank, he would send out in of these reports (always noting on the
quiries similar to the following speci transcription the date and source of the
mens :
information ) , several advantages are to
We are revising our files on the above

be gained although considerable sten

mentioned, and believing you have had ex perience with the name in a credit way, are

ographic work is involved . The first of

these advantages is that the information

writing to ask if your relations have been
entirely satisfactory and whether or not you

can be classified under proper headings ;

have any criticisms to offer regarding their
methods of doing business, their financial
position as reflected by their latest balance
sheet, or regarding the character and abil

the second is that bulkiness in the folder
and its resultant annoyance is obviated

ities of those in charge of affairs.

by the elimination of a great many sep
arate letters and reports, all super

If you give them a line of credit will

scriptions, formal conclusions, and

you be good enough to advise upon what

other impertinent matter ; and finally ,

basis and to what extent, and if you have
received any unfavorable information from
your credit checkings we shall appreciate
your advising us in confidence regarding
same.
Our own relations have been quite satis

the third of these advantages is that the
information in hand is all copied in a
chronological order that is not easily

factory and we wish to assure you that our
present inquiry is prompted solely by a
customary revision of our files and is made

disarranged or lost . But to resume

after the credit manager's assistant has
disposed of his newly received responses
to inquiries, he would inspect his state

simply in order that our files may evidence ment and revision ticklers and his sus
a thorough investigation and reflect the pense correspondence file to determine

concensus of opinion of those dealing with
the name in a credit way .

Thanking you in advance for your co
operation and assuring you that your com
munication will be received in confidence,
we await an opportunity to reciprocate your
favor, and beg to remain ,
Very truly yours,

what routine inquiries or requests must
be made through specially constructed
letters or form letters similar to those
given above. This done, he would be
ready to copy to the comparison of
statements card

(specimen

2)

all

marked statements (the accuracy of

Manager Credit Department.

which transcription he would prove on
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an adding machine ) and , if it should answering, to the principal objections
be around the first of the month , all the that are generally raised by executive
figures furnished by the monthly report officers who want an efficient credit de
partment but are dubious as to what
of the analysis department.
The stenographer, or two of them , constitutes efficiency , the writer wishes
would be busied all day with writing to add these concluding remarks.
letters or transcribing marked copy, and
First, to obviate the expense objec
toward the end of the day with making

tion , the writer would recommend the

index cards, ticklers, cross references, establishment of a system for analyzing
etc ., for newly created folders, and with bank and commercial accounts simulta
properly filing all returned , revised orneously with the creation of a credit de
newly made folders. If they still have

partment, and the consolidation of both

any considerable amount of spare time these departments, together with the
it could be profitably employed in main correspondence files , under a single
taining the efficiency of the files, which manager. By doing this, a saving in
will forever be needing constant check managerial salaries, floor space , and
ing and rechecking.
clerical assistance would be possible , in
Now having outlined the daily opera -

addition to the large money saving of

tion of the department in such minute interest resultant from a scientific and
detail, and having made such a definite accurate analysis of accounts.
and clear cut division of duties between
Secondly , in answer to the red-tape
the three individuals that make up the objection, the writer calls attention to
department's personnel, it might be well the highly systematized organization of
to add that the writer realizes that im -

the largest banks in the country , recalls

plicit adherence to the above outline the old truism that most tasksare harder
would be impossible in actual practice in contemplation than in performance ,
for ordinary men and women ; but inasmuch as he conceives his reasoning to

and adds his observation that straight
laced folks are seldom out at the elbows.

be sound, his development logical, and

Thirdly, and finally, in answer to the
his system pliable and expansible, he concentration of information objection ,
believes that the principle is subject to the writer wishes to point out that the
practical application and he believes concentration is not in the brain of any
further that with an intelligent, ener individual, but in the inanimate folder
getic personnel , a credit department for which can be read and absorbed by any
a bank the size of the American Ex
have the privilege and inclination
change National Bank of Dallas, could who
to
use
the credit files. And if the de
be patterned on it which would serve ef
partment
manager can't stand the good
ficiently the present needs of the bank
fortune
that
falls his way, but becomes
and constitute a nucleus around which
looselipped
or
conceited, he would de
uninterrupted and normal growth
consistent with the growth of the bank
itself — would be possible.

serve pity , but he could easily be dis

charged without fear of incurring any
And to hark back , for the purpose of loss of the written records.

Clearing Houses
Article VI of a Reading Course in Banking
By Glenn
G . Munn
instructor in banking, New York , Elizabeth

Formerly with Chase National Bank;
Hudson County (New Jersey) Chapters, American Institute of Banking

and

OUTLINE OF ARTICLE VI.
I. Functions of a clearing house :
1. To facilitate exchanges, i. e., lo
cal collections, among members.
2. To encourage safe and conserv

e. Determination of total
amount to be taken to the
clearing house, i. e., the
“ total credit”.

ative banking (through required

f. Proving “total credit” with

examinations, published state

2. Delivery of items at clearing
house.
3. Delivery of “ total credit slip "
to the clearing house manager.
4 . Exchange of " items" .
a. Delivery of envelope con
taining items by each pre
senting bank to each drawee

ments, and exchange of credit
information ).

3. To render mutual aid through

co-operative measures in time
of stress.

4. To secure uniformity of practice
by regulating deposit interest
rates, exchange charges, com
putation of reserves, advertis

other records.

bank.
b . Receipt by each drawee bank

ing, closing hours, etc.

for items presented .

5 . Determination of each bank's

II. Advantages of a clearing house:
1. Economy in the use of money,
i. e., balances average only 4
to 7 per cent. of the total
amount cleared.
2. Economy in time.
3. Economy in effort.

4. Minimization of loss or theft of
exchanges.

6 . Maximization of convenience.

6 . Increased prestige of members.

“ total debit" by settlement
clerks.
6 . Entry of “ total credit" and
“ total debit” for each bank on
the clearing house proof by
clearing house manager.
7. Determination of debit and
credit balances.

IV . Methods of settling balances:
1. Actual transfer of cash .
2. Checks issued to creditor banks
by

III. The clearing process:

1. Preparation for clearing by
members.

a. Indorsement of all clearing
house " items" .
b. Sortation of "items” accord

clearing

house manager

against checks received from
debtor banks.
3. Drafts against a gold clearance
fund controlled by the clearing
house.

d. Insertion of " items" against

4 . Drafts against the Federal Re
serve bank of the district, or
correspondent bank in New
York or local financial center.
5. Bookkeeping adjustments in the
accounts of members with the
Federal Reserve bank.

each drawee bank in large
envelopes for presentation
at the clearing house.

6. Clearing house certificates.
7. Borrowing and lending balances
over short periods at interest.

ing to drawee banks.
c. Determination of total
against each drawee bank

(by adding machine slip ).

CLEARING house is a volun - of checks (ordinary and certified ),

tary association of banks lo - clean drafts, bills of exchange, notes
cated within a single city pri- and acceptances among its members,
marily to facilitate the daily exchange and the payment of the resulting bal
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an adding machine) and, if it should

answering, to the principal objections

be around the first of themonth , all the
figures furnished by the monthly report
would be busied all day with writing
letters or transcribing marked copy , and

that are generally raised by executive
officers who want an efficient credit de
partment but are dubious as to what
constitutes efficiency , the writer wishes
to add these concluding remarks.
First, to obviate the expense objec

toward the end of the day with making

tion , the writer would recommend the

of the analysis department.
The stenographer, or two of them ,

index cards, ticklers, cross references, establishment of a system for analyzing
etc., for newly created folders, and with bank and commercial accounts simulta
properly filing all returned , revised orneously with the creation of a credit de
newly made folders. If they still have partment, and the consolidation of both
any considerable amount of spare time these departments, together with the

it could be profitably employed in main - correspondence files, under a single
taining the efficiency of the files, which manager. By doing this, a saving in
will forever be needing constant check managerial salaries, floor space , and
ing and rechecking.

clerical assistance would be possible, in

Now having outlined the daily opera- addition to the large money saving of
tion of the department in such minute interest resultant from a scientific and
detail, and having made such a definite accurate analysis of accounts.
and clear cut division of duties between
the three individuals that make up the

Secondly , in answer to the red -tape
objection , the writer calls attention to

department's personnel, itmight be well the highly systematized organization of
to add that the writer realizes that im plicit adherence to the above outline
would be impossible in actual practice
for ordinary men and women ; but inasmuch as he conceives his reasoning to

the largest banks in the country, recalls
the old truism thatmost tasks are harder
in contemplation than in performance,
and adds his observation that straight
laced folks are seldom out at the elbows.

be sound, his development logical, and

Thirdly , and finally, in answer to the
concentration of information objection ,
believes that the principle is subject to the writer wishes to point out that the
practical application and he believes concentration is not in the brain of any
further that with an intelligent, ener individual, but in the inanimate folder
getic personnel, a credit department for which
can be read and absorbed by any
a bank the size of the American Ex who have
privilege and inclination
change National Bank of Dallas, could to use the the
credit
files . And if the de
be patterned on it which would serve ef
partmentmanager
can't stand the good
ficiently the present needs of the bank

his system pliable and expansible , he

nd which
which
and constitute a nucleus around
uninterrupted and normal growth consistent with the growth of the bank
itself - would be possible.

fortune that falls his way, but becomes
tor
loose - lipped or conceited , he would de
serve pity, but he could easily be dis
charged without fear of incurring any

And to hark back , for the purpose of loss of the written records.

Clearing Houses
Article VI of a Reading Course in Banking
By Glenn G . Munn
Formerly with Chase National Bank ; instructor in banking, New York , Elizabeth and
Hudson County (New Jersey) Chapters, American Institute of Banking
OUTLINE OF ARTICLE VI.
e. Determination
of
total
1. Functions of a clearing house:
amount
to
be
taken
to
the
1. To facilitate exchanges, i. e., lo
clearing house, i. e., the
cal collections, among members.
“ total credit" .
2. To encourage safe and consery
f. Proving “total credit” with
ative banking ( through required
other records.

examinations, published state
ments, and exchange of credit

2. Delivery of items at clearing

information ) .

3. Delivery of “ total credit slip"

3. To render mutual aid through
co -operative measures in time
of stress.

4. To secure uniformity of practice
by regulating deposit interest

rates, exchange charges, com

putation of reserves, advertis
ing, closing hours, etc.

II. Advantages of a clearing house:
1. Economy in the use of money,

i. e., balances average only 4
to 7 per cent. of the total
amount cleared .

2. Economy in time.

3. Economy in effort.
4 . Minimization of loss or theft of
exchanges.

6 . Maximization of convenience.

6. Increased prestige of members.

III. The clearing process :

1. Preparation for clearing by
s
member .

a. Indorsement of all clearing
house " items" .
b. Sortation of "items” accord
ing to drawee banks.
c. Determination
of total
against each drawee bank

(by adding machine slip ).
d. Insertion of " items" against
each drawee bank in large
envelopes for presentation

at the clearing house.

house.

to the clearing house manager.

4. Exchange of " items".
a. Delivery of envelope con

taining items by each pre
senting bank to each drawee
bank .
b . Receipt by each drawee bank
for items presented .

5. Determination of each bank ' s

" total debit" by settlement
clerks.

6 . Entry of “ total credit" and
" total debit” for each bank on
the clearing house proof by
clearing house manager.

7. Determination of debit and
credit balances.

IV . Methods of settling balances:
1. Actual transfer of cash.

2. Checks issued to creditor banks
by clcaring house manager
against checks received from
debtor banks.
8. Drafts against a gold clearance
fund controlled by the clearing
house.

4 . Drafts against the Federal Re
serve bank of the district, or
correspondent bank in New

York or local financial center.
5. Bookkeeping adjustments in the
accounts of members with the

Federal Reserve bank.
6 . Clearing house certificates.
7. Borrowing and lending balances
over short periods at interest.

CLEARING house is a volun - of checks (ordinary and certified ),
tary association of banks lo - clean drafts, bills of exchange, notes
cated within a single city pri- and acceptances among its members,
marily to facilitate the daily exchange and the payment of the resulting bal
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ances. As such, this institution is one

clearing, this department sorts out all

of the greatest labor-saving mechanisms the items drawn on each member of the
ever devised , for without it , exchanges

clearing house, and obtains an adding

would have to be made directly by messenger by each bank with the others.
Although clearing houses are usually

machine total for each . This total is
attached to the bundle of checks to
which it applies, and both are placed

associated in the public 's mind as a inside a large envelope bearing the
place where local checks and other items name and clearing house number of the
are cleared , in the larger and more
modern conception these associations
have a much broader' scope. In a real
sense, a clearing house in a large city
bears the same relationship to its mem ber banks as a manufacturers' or merchants' association bears to its constitu ents. It exists to promote the mutual
interests of its membership through in telligent co-operation and by the main
tenance of conservative banking policies
and practices.

bank to which presentation is to be
made. On this envelope the amount of
the checks which it contains also ap
pears. Then the totals on all the en
velopes are added to determine the
bank 's “ total credit” , which is proved
with the other records of the depart
ment.
Upon arrival at the clearing house,
each participating bank deposits with
the clearing house manager a " total
credit” ticket showing the total amount

Since the New York Clearing House of checks it has brought against all
is the largest association in this country,

other banks. This constitutes the bank' s

a brief description of the clearing procedure in that city will serve to clarify
the process as it occurs elsewhere. On

credit at the clearing house, and the sum
is listed by the clearing house manager
on the clearing house proof in the credit

account of the heavy volume of ex- column under the general heading,
changes, the New York Clearing House

Credit, Amounts Brought.
The clearing house proof consists of
sions, namely at 9 a . m ., 10 a . m ., and 3 a list of the clearing house banks, to the
p . m . The 9 o ' clock session is arranged right of which are four columns for
for the convenience of member banks total debits and total credits and result

has arranged three daily exchange ses

whose exchanges are especially heavy , ing debit and credit balances. The total
and which maintain night forces to pre- credit for each bank is, as explained
pare the mail which arrives between above, available from the “ total credit "
3 p . m . and 12midnight. No settlement ticket presented by each bank at the
is made at this session , but each bank opening of the clearing. The total debit
which receives checks at this time issues for each bank , however, can not be de
the presenting bank a receipt for them . termined until after the clearing process
The 3 o 'clock exchange session is for the

has been completed .

This is accom

purpose of returning all items which , plished in the following manner.
because of their infirmities, cannot be
accepted by the drawee bank . The 10

Each clearing bank usually sends two
clerks to the clearing, a settlement clerk

o 'clock session is the main clearing at

and a delivery clerk . At the opening of

which all members participate . At this

the clearing session , the delivery clerks

exchange period , settlement is made not

deposit the envelopes intended for each

only for the items exchanged at that
hour, but also for the items delivered at
9 o 'clock , and at 3 p . m . of the preced ing day .
No department of a bank works so
closely on schedule as that engaged in
the preparation of the items for the

bank at their respective stalls in
numerical order. After all deliveries
have been made, each settlement clerk
must determine the total of the amounts

clearing house . Prior to the hour of

this amount has been computed, each

that have been presented to him by
other members, i. e., the total charges
against the bank he represents . When

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
settlement clerk reports the total to the
clearing house manager, who lists the
amount beside the appropriate bank 's
name in the debit column of the clearing house proof under the general head -

ing, Debit, Amounts Received . After
all the debit totals are in , the clearing
house manager foots the total debits
and total credits , which must agree, for
the reason that the total of the items
taken to the clearing house must necessarily equal the total taken away. The
clearing house manager then determines
the difference between the total debit

361

inter-bank bookkeeping machine of ex
traordinary efficiency . It effects great
economies in the use of money, and in
time and labor. From five hundred mil
lion to eight hundred million dollars of
items are passed daily through the New
York Clearing House with about fifty to
seventy million dollars in balances. To
illustrate further the money -economiz
ing function of a clearing house, the
statistics of the New York Clearing
House show over a period of sixty - six
years ( 1854-1919 ) that the resulting
balances averaged only 5 .48 per cent.

and credit for each bank , carrying over of the total clearings. At the present
the balance into the debitor credit time, since settlements at the New York
column under the general heading, Clearing House are arranged by means
balances, as the case may require.
Obviously , just as the total of checks

of book credits and debits .at the Fed
eral Reserve bank , millions of dollars of

brought to and taken from the clearing

transactions are settled daily without

house are equal, so the total of the de-

involving the transfer of a single penny,

posit balances must equal the total of

of cash .

the credit balances. If the debit and

Clearing houses achieve an economy

credit columns of totals do not agree,
some error has been made by one or
more settlements clerks, and it is neces
sary that they check their work until
the error or errors have been discovered .

of labor since ( a ) collections are ef
fected at one central place, thereby dis
pensing with messenger collections at
every other bank , (b ) because a much
greater volume can be administered by

If correct, the clearing house proof re -

a given number of clerks, and ( c ) be

veals the debtor and creditor banks,

cause only one settlement clerk is re

and the extent to which they are in -

quired .

debted or are entitled to credit.
As mentioned in the outline, there are

saving in time is also secured .
Most clearing houses require weekly

several ways by which clearing house

reports from their members, in which

For the same reasons, a great

balances may be settled. The best the principal facts regarding their
method will be determined by local con - financial condition are required to be dis
ditions, but in all cases daily settlement closed. These reports contain figures on
in some way or another is imperative.

such items as deposits (demand and

Where all members of the clearing

of paying off the

time ) . loans and investments, legal re
serves, cash in vault , circulation , etc.
Before the Federal Reserve System was
a
adopted , the weekly report of the as
sociated banks of New York City was
regarded as the most important statis
tical banking display in the United

balances in cash or by New York drafts,

States. being a reliable gauge of money

ed ,, isis placed
a debit or credit , as requir
required
placed
on each bank' s account with the Federal

and credit conditions and tendencies.
But now with the weekly statements of

Reserve bank from a certified copy of

the Federal Reserve banks, separate and

house are also members of a Federal
Reserve bank , the simplest and most
convenient method of arranging settle-

ments is through bookkeeping adjust
ments in the books of the Federal Re
ser

the clearing house proof, which serves as a system , these exhibits overshadow
as a journal entry for the Federal the clearing house statements in im
Reserve bank's bookkeeper.
portance.
The expenses of clearing houses are
The clearing house is thus a huge
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borne by the member banks, usually in

11. What is the nature of a “settlement

proportion to the dollar value of the

sheet" ?

items passing through.

upon the " clearing house proof” .

Chap. 7. (Principles and practices in
clearing house exchanges.)

12. Describe the form of and the entries
13. Why must the totals of debits and
credits in the clearing house proof be
equal? Also the debit and credit balance
14. What different methods of settling

J. T . Holdsworth : Money and Banking,

clearing house balances are used ? Which is

READING ASSIGNMENT

Langston & Whitney: Banking Practice,

method ?
Chap. 14 . (Organization , functions, and set the15 .simplest
What method of settling the New
tlements ) .
York Clearing House balances is used ? Can
W . H . Kniffin : Practical Work of a Bank, this
be universally employed ?
Chap . 7. (Clearing and clearing houses) .

16. What is the normal ratio between re
L . H . Langston : Practical Bank Opera
balances at a clearing house and the
tion, Chap . 4 (Work of clearing in a large sulting
total clearings ?
bank ).
17. In what ways is a clearing house a
H .' P . Willis: American Banking, Chap .
saver ?
9. (Functions and meaning of clearing time
18 . What kinds of instruments can be
houses ).

passed for collection through a clearing
Can coupons detached from bonds be
For those who wish to undertake a more so 19.
collected ?
SUPPLEMENTARY READING

house ?

thorough study of the subject.
20. On what date must notes and ac
J. G . Cannon : Clearing Houses, Their His
be presented for collection through
tory and Administration. (The classic · ceptances
a clearing house?
treatise on clearing houses ).
21. What is the difference between a
J. Thralls: The Clearing House.
clearing house certificate and a clearing
Constitution and By -Laws of the New house
loan certificate?
York Clearing House.
22 . Do you think that clearing house loan
certificates are ever again likely to be used ?
QUESTIONS
Why, or why not?
23. How may small banks not members of
1. State four functions of a clearing house.
2. What are the advantages of a clearing a clearing house collect their checks ?
24 . Are members of a clearing house al
house (a ) from the standpoint of the mem
ber banks, and (b ) from the standpoint of lowed to collect checks for non -members ?
If so, under what circumstances?
the public?
25. What are the names of the important
3. State exactly what is meant when it
is said that a clearing house economizes the clearing house committees ?
26. What regulatory measures are some
use of money.
4 . What is meant by the " clearing prin - times taken by clearing houses as a means
of preventing unwise competition ?
ciple" ?
27. Of what importance are clearing house
5. For how many years, approximately,
examinations?
has the principle been used ?
28. Do they take the place of Federal and
6. Under what conditions is it practicable
state examinations?
for a city to establish a clearing house ?
7. Explain the steps which are necessary
29. Of what advantage are the weekly pub
by a bank in preparing its items for the lished statements of clearing house associa
clearing.
tions? Are they as important now as form
8. What representatives does a bank have erly ?
at the clearing sessions?
30. Why have the country collection de
9. What information is given by each partments of clearing houses generally been
bank's representative to the clearing house abandoned ?
manager upon the former's arrival at the
31. How are clearing houses supported ?
clearing session ?
32. How are clearing houses managed ?
10 . What are the duties of each bank's set
33. Why do some rather large banks re
tlement clerk at the clearing session ?
main out of the clearing house ?

Some Bank Credit Problems
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE has secured the services of a capable bank credit man
to answer the inquiries of readers on current problems of the credit manager.
Questions of general interest to credit men and bankers will be answered and only
the initials of the person asking the question will be used. In case the question is
not one of particular interest to bank credit men as a whole or is one which has been
answered before, a reply will be made by mail.
In order that all questions may be answered intelligently, it is requested that
they be direct and to the point, but that sufficient necessary detail be included to
enable the editor to draw the proper conclusion. Inquiries should be addressed to
the Editor, Bank Credit Problems, THE BANKERS MAGAZINE, 71-73 Murray Street,
New York .- EDITOR .

Analyzing the Bank Statement - Part 2
(Continued from August Issue)
ANSWER (Continued ) : The items on the
statement presented in this department last
month in connection with Part 1 of the
answer to A . E . A .'s question , enable a lay
person to " read” a bank exhibit with a fair
degree of understanding. The matter of
analyzing a statement is quite another ques
tion ; it requires more detailed knowledge
and considerably more banking experience.
In analyzing any bank statement our main
aim is to ascertain the degree of solvency
of the institution under scrutiny. By a com
parison with previous statements we are able
to judge the institution's progress, the degree
of conservatism of the management and the
direction in which the bank is headed. These
are all important factors. But we must
realize that no definite standards can be
applied too strictly ; conditions vary so
greatly in different sections of the country
that analytical equations necessarily have to
be elastic. The business of a country bank ,
for instance, in which loans and discounts
are often made to individuals and small
mercantile organizations purely on personal
knowledge of the moral risk in question
unsupported by sound banking security,
differs vastly from that of a large city bank
where most of the paper discounted is ac
companied by a recent audited statement
and complete trade and bank " checkings"
and where the collateral offered for loans is
practically all composed of marketable se
curities. A great many country banks have
practically no customer 's paper that can
meet the requirements of rediscount with ·
the Federal Reserve bank. A good many
of their loans run for substantial periods
of time, “ clean -ups” are not required and a
substantial portion of the investments are
made in mortgage and real estate transac
tions. Obviously , therefore, set ratios to
apply to all types of banks cannot be
devised . But it is possible to point out the

essential features of a bank statement that
normally indicate scund or unsound condi
tions and to suggest the various items to be
compared as well as the equations generally
desirable.

1. Quick Assets to Demand Deposits
Our first thought is to the protection of
fered the depositor in case of a run on the
bank. The majority of bank statements
separate demand from time deposits. A
bank's " quick " assets consist of all assets
which can be turned into cash on approxi
mately twenty -four hours' notice, such as
Government bonds and obligations, banker's
acceptances, good commercial paper, cus
tomer's paper eligible for rediscount with
the Federal Reserve bank , marketable se
curities, etc. Country banks as a general
rule should have cash and quick assets suf
ficient to liquidate 40 to 50 per cent. of their
demand deposits. The proportion for city
banks is higher, but 50 to 60 per cent. should
suffice. Unless one is familiar with what a
bank's " Loans and Discounts" consist of as
well as the type of securities carried as an
investment it is of course not easy to figure
the proportion of quick assets. In such an
event this information must be obtained

from the banker himself.

2. Cash to Deposits
The amount of cash on hand, or " till"
money, carried by banks varies according to
whether they are located in central reserve
and reserve cities or whether they are coun
try banks. Banks of the two first named
classes generally carry only enough cash on
hand for their barest needs, as in an hour's
time they can obtain from the local Federal
Reserve bank whatever currency is required .
Country banks, on the other hand, have to
carry a proportionately larger amount on
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I. CASH RESOURCES

of dollars)
banks: ( In thousands
Federal
Due (from
Other
Central
with Federal
itemsReserve
Includes
reserve
Reserve bank in process of
banks city banks Country banks
cityreserve
collection )
.... .133,560
211, 776

1914
Dec. 10,
31, 1915
Nov.
17, 1916
Nov.

.234,067
.488,006
.515 ,948
944
.576,
554,140
447,110
561,773

.

Nov. 20, 1917
Aug.
1919
12,8, 1918
Sept. 31,
1920
Sept.
1921
,
6
Sept.
Sept. 15 , 1922

59,992

73,459
194,654
389,899
441,465
600,488
679,147
479,841
624,568

Due from all other banks:
,462
586
444,400
708,259
788,380
685,801
601, 253
667,586
519,208
387,007
566,520

.242,575
185 , 319

Oct. 21, 1913
1914
Dec. 10,
31, 1915
Nov.
1916
Nov. 17,
20, 1917
Nov.
Aug. 31, 1918
Sept. 12,8, 1919
Sept.
1921
Sept. 6 , 1920
Sept. 15, 1922

210,470
. 285
,619
365
...247,
213,861
230 , 307

137, 864
10594,954
,371

67, 908
951
22080,,450

364,914
350,334
427,770
490,210
408,496
464,686
710,834
529,271
944,767
837,018

684,494

712,682

809,783
767,151

557,702
691,345

Aggregate
261,460
366 ,186
649, 171
11 ,,242,819
307,747
1,605 ,202
1, 723,497

335,447
1,1,651,027

11,,539,871
158,990
1,603,223
2,018,766
1 ,770,184
1,527,796
1, 707,676
1 ,424, 223
1,1, 039,663
363,236

Total cash (on hand):
Oct.
21,
1914
Dec. 10,
31, 1913
1915
Nov.

445,632
358,231
118,588
87,693

-

1916
Nov. 17, 1917
20, 1918
Nov. 31,
Aug.
12, 1919
Sept.
Sept. 8. 1920
Sept. 6 , 1921

256, 236
203,357
204,843
217,978
148,695
99,677
355
116,
1 21,555
87,544
81,585

. 380, 796
.264,340

231
97,
98,073

64,232
52, 262

Sept. 15 , 1922

941,408
734,706
920 ,380

304,374
267,010
269, 905
282,064
248,837
176,676
,625
225
251,918
206 ,022

858,273
439,211
546
471,
357,798
331,951

516 ,120
364,136

198, 104

2. DEPOSITS
Demand deposits :

(Including U. S. deposits )

Central
reserve

1913
21, 1914
Oct. 31,
Dec.

992,5365
..... 1,175,
24

Sept. 6 , 1921

.2,695 ,597
2,508,519
2, 174,616

1915
Nov. 10,
17, 1916
Nov.
Nov. 20 , 1917
Aug. 31, 1918
Sept. 12,8 , 1919
1920
Sept.

Other

city banks
1,618,422
715
1,960,
2 ,789,524

2, 290,436

2, 367, 231

Sept. 15, 1922

reserve
city banks Country banks
2 .683,682
304,136
1,,415
22 ,604,461
1 ,490
,793,046
1,660,375
347,997
2,015 ,366
572
33,.972,
2 ,646 ,858
3 ,665,444
2 ,646,452
4 ,371,544

3,203,295

,498,477
23,002,659
3 ,047,596

4 ,577.911
3,789,644
4 ,000 ,733

157,588

1,012
263
982,,091
1,120,436

Aggregate
,980, 183
546 ,195,475
,071,843
324,078
7,9 ,358,954
,602,332
810,270,468
10,089,039
8,462,737
, 415 ,560
9

Time Deposits :

.
.

17, 1916

20, 1917
1918
31,
Aug.
12,8, 1919
Sept.
1920
Sept.
1921
Sept.
Sept. 15,6, 1922

.

10, 1915

121,917
133,055
172,993
192,969
159, 104
271,214
.1,972,707
2,071,823
3,126,037
221
... 3,590,
4 ,284,684
3,773,043
4 ,468, 785
...4,063,060
... 3,491,796
.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

15,113
922
17,
781
39,
76,272

.

Sept. 15, 1922
Total deposits:
Oct.
21, 1913
Dec. 31, 1914

.

1916
Nov. 17.
20, 1917
Nov.
1918
31,
Aug.
12,8 , 1919
Sept.
1920
Sept.
Sept. 6 , 1921

.

1917, in
11, deposits)
(Beginning
savings
postalSept.
cludes
Oct.
21, 1913
1914
Dec. 31,
10, 1915
Nov.

.. 3 ,994,211

hand,
duecaseto ofinability
to obtain
immediate
cash
in
necessity.
With
the
latter,
“till”
money
amounting
to
about
5
to
6 fair
per
demand
cent.
of
generally
deposits
is
a
figure.

171,037
215 ,739
287,922
362,742
409,557
502,924
620,606
659,461
822,519

2, 380, 348
,848,453
22,341,895
3 ,66 6 ,497
4 , 307, 990
161, 299
54 ,,270,730
4 ,966, 254

,125,462
54 ,152,354

1,452,252
854,879
1,1,797,206
2 ,245, 117

184,792
1,1,171,
222
,956
1,375
1 ,816 ,446
865

2 ,281.
2 ,397.491
2 ,921,034

2,746 .723

298
,680,704
343,550,
, 169,220

,992,956
33,822,750
4 ,182,983
,205,662
65 ,232,561

8 , 346 .011
8 , 236 ,468
10.157.473

,862,139
23 ,075
,487

5 ,841,986
7,051,498
7, 722,642
6 ,943,594
7 ,452, 197

12,489,279
14,798,336

,759
13,885
16 .681,582
16,751, 956

14,560,852
16,598,762

The (i.total
amount
of cashwith carried
by a
bank
e.
cash
on
hand,
the
Federal
Reserve
with tootherdemand
depositaries)
should firstbankbe and
compared
deposits

and then to total deposits. The approxi
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mate ratio of total cash to demand deposits
is usually 1 to 3, varying between 30 to 35
per cent. of deposits. This ratio of course
depends to a large extent on the amount of
quick assets which the bank has on hand,
i. e. assets which can be turned into cash
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period of ten years of the total cash re
sources (i. e. cash on hand, due from Federal
Reserve banks and due from all other
banks), with the demand deposits, time de
posits and total deposits of all national
banks as of the date of the call in the fall

almost immediately through rediscount, sale of each year.
or used as collateral for borrowing. Banks
whose quick position is good do not have 3. Loans and Discounts to Deposits
to carry such large cash reserves.
The degree of solvency of any bank de
The proportion of total cash tr total de
posits depends upon the amount of time pends largely upon the condition of its
and savings accounts which the bank car
ries. If there is a large proportion of the
latter, the amount of cash needed to be car

ried is smaller. On the other hand, when de
posits are made up mostly of demand
balances, the cash reserve must be pro
portionately larger. As a general rule total
cash should average at least 20 per cent.

of total deposits.

loans and discounts. The loans and dis
counts of a national bank ordinarily con
stitute about 55 per cent. of the total assets
of the bank, the average running about 52

per cent. in times of business inactivity and
about 59 per cent. in periods of heavy money
demand. The amount and character of the
loans and discounts of a national bank
should run about as follows:

In considering the amount of cash that

On time, paper with one or more individual or

a bank should carry we are guided by two

firm names, not secured by collateral, 50 to 53
per cent.

factors: First, it is necessary to carry
enough to keep up the legal reserve and to
take care of all ordinary business require
ments, allowing also some margin for un
foreseen withdrawals (in this connection it
must be remembered that it is often em
barassing to a bank to be forced to liqui

date some of its investments in order to raise
cash , because of attendant losses in market
depreciation which it has to suffer through
the sale). Second, no more cash should be
carried on deposit or on hand than is neces
sary, for such funds are not working or
earning a fair banking return . Balances
carried with the Federal Reserve bank re

On time, secured by stocks and bonds 13 per
cent.
On demand, secured
11 to 13 per cent.

by stocks and bonds,

On time, secured by other personal securities ,
including merchandise, warehouse receipts, etc.,
9 to 11 per cent.
On demand, paper with one or more individ
ual or firm names (not secured by collateral)
5 to 6 per cent.
On demand, secured by other personal se
curities, including merchandise, warehouse re
ceipts, etc ., 2 to 3 per cent.
The remaining 10 per cent. or less consists of
miscellaneous, such as bankers ' acceptances
purchased or discounted , loans secured by real
estate, customer' s llability on account of drafts
paid under letters of credit, etc ., etc .

The deposits of a bank are fundamentally
intended to take care of the borrowing

ceive no interest, and those carried with

needs of the customers and to cover all short

other depositaries bring usually one half or

time investments. Loans and discounts, ex
cept under exceptional conditions, should
not exceed deposits. During very heavy bor
rowing years, such as 1920 and 1921, the

one third of what they would ordinarily

bring were they properly invested.
Banks are required by law to carry cerabilities. In analyzing a bank statement it
is well to figure up the amount of cash that
a bank is carrying in excess of its legal requirements, as this reserve position is an in

tain cash reserves against their deposit li

total loans and discounts of national banks
in this country reached as high a percentage
as 81 and 80 per cent. respectively of
total deposits during the calls in the fall of
the year. At the time of the call in April

dication of its strength . It must also be of 1923, the total loans and discounts of
remembered that when a bank is carrying national banks amounted to 69 per cent. of
only the actual cash required by law , it can - total deposits. The general average during
not make any additional loans unless one of the fall calls for the past nine years has
the following happens: the bank borrows the been about 72 per cent. Banks that keep
necessary additional money itself; the bank their loans and discounts in liquid shape, so
causes some of its present loans to be liqui- that they are able to rediscount paper at
dated ; or the bank receives additional non - any time at the Federal Reserve bank, are

borrowing deposits. Some interesting sta - warranted in allowing the ratio to run
tistics regarding national banks from the higher than the average. A comparison of
annual report of the Comptroller of the the total loans and discounts in thousands

Currency for 1922 furnish material for of dollars of national banks, taken from

comparison of cash to deposits. These the comptroller's report, as of the date of
figures are given on opposite page in thou- the call in the fall of each year from 1913

sandsof dollars, showing a comparison for a to 1922, is as follows:
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Loans and discounts :
( Including overdrafts and re
discounts)
Oct. 21, 1913
Dec. 31, 1914
Nov. 10, 1915
Nov. 17, 1916
Nov. 20, 1917
Aug . 31 , 1918
Sept. 12, 1919
Sept. 8, 1920
Sept. 6 , 1921

Sept. 15, 1922

( In thousands of dollars )
Central
Other
reserve
reserve
city banks
city banks
1 ,649,905
.. 1 , 348, 251
1 ,702,882
1,453,275
1 ,870,810
2 ,060, 444
2 ,383,982
.2 ,343, 162
. 2 ,649,534
2 ,871,016
3 , 127, 062
.2,883,871
. 3 , 144, 150
3,637,689
3 ,695 , 463
4 ,174,877
3 ,418,497
2 , 866 ,210
3 ,453,410
. 2 ,469, 124

Country banks
3 , 290, 182
3, 207, 278
3, 309,886
3 ,676,511
4 ,277, 234
4 , 100 , 180
4 , 759 ,664
5 , 853, 271
5 ,410, 340
5 ,325 ,632

Aggregate
6 , 288,338
6 , 363,435
7, 241, 140

8 ,403,655
9,797 ,784
10, 111, 113
11,541,503
13, 723,611
11,695 ,047
11, 248, 166

The above may be compared with the revealed an average ratio of 1 to 17, the
smallest being 1 to 5 and the largest I to
28. The average ratio on the same date of
capital, surplus and profits to total deposits
years, at the time of the call in the fall of the twenty -three national banks was I to
of the year, the average ratio among na - 8, the smallest being 1 to 3 and the largest
tional banks of capital to loans and dis- i to 14 . On the same date the average ratio
counts, has been $ 1 of capital to $ 9.16 of of capital, surplus and profits to total de
loans and discounts. At the time of the call posits of the seventeen trust companies was
in September of 1922 the ratio was $ 1 to i to 7, the smallest being 1 to 2 and the
$ 8 .60. This ratio, while interesting, is not largest 1 to 11. The combined ratio of cap
particularly valuable from an analytical ital to deposits of the above New York City
standpoint. Theoretically, capital is sup national banks and trust companies was
posed to be used in more or less long-time 1 to 19, and the combined ratio of capital,
investments, whereas deposits cover and surplus and profits to deposits of the same
gauge loans and discounts. The latter is, banks was 1 to 7. Although the high and
therefore, the ratio on which stress should low ratios mentioned above show rather
startling extremes, the general average gives
be placed.
us an idea of what the normal standard
among large city banks should be.
4. Capital and Surplus to Deposits
Among the national banks of the country
the
represent
bank
a
of
The
deposits
a
of capital to total deposits is
public's investment; the capital, surplus and 1 tofair13 ratio
capital, surplus and undivided
undivided profits represent the shareholders' profits to; oftotal
deposits, 1 to 6 . These fur
investment plus accumulated earnings. It nish us with the general standard which can
is thus necessary to compare these two items
in analyses.
to determine the relation between the bank's be Aused
detailed analytical study may be
two main creditors. As the deposits of a mademore
the figures on page 367,
comparing
by
bank increase, its earnings increase and con showing capital, surplus
profits as of
sequently returns to the stockholders are date of the national bank and
call in the fall of
greater and the stock becomes more valu each year from 1913 to 1922,
with the total
able. On the other hand, the larger the deposits at the same dates shown
on a pre
ratio of deposits to capital stock , the smaller vious page.
is the protection to the stockholders. In the
event of insolvency stockholders of a bank 5. Capital and Surplus to Fixed Assets
have a "double liability " to face, i. e. they
The fixed assets consist of the banking
are liable to an assessment equal to the face
value of their shareholding in case creditors house, banking property, furniture and fix
cannot be paid off on the basis of the exist tures, together with any other real estate to
ing assets. It is thus necessary for us to which the bank has acquired title during the
determine as far as possible what the de process of liquidation of loans and discounts.
sirable proportion between these two items The ratio of capital and surplus to the fixed
should be. Increase in deposits plus a pro investment is influenced by the length of
portionate increase in capital and surplus time the bank has been operating, its size
is the only way a bank can conservatively and the character of its business. A newly
bank will usually show a propor
grow
In .December of 1922 the average ratio of organized
tionately larger 'fixed investment as com
capital to total deposits of twenty-three of pared
with capital and surplus than an old
the largest national banks in New York established
institution. The reason for this
was
ratio
smallest
The
City was 1 to 21.
bank has neither had time to
new
is
that
the
1 to 8 and the largest 1 to 85. In Novem accumulate a large
surplus through earnings
ber of 1922 a similar comparison between nor
to write down its fixed assets over a
' the capital and deposits of seventeen of the
largest trust companies in New York City period of years. Old institutions often carry
total deposits shown before. Occasionally
comparison is made between capital, and
loans and discounts. During the past seven
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(In thousands of dollars)

Capital stock :
Oct. 21, 1913
Dec. 31, 1914
Nov. 10, 1915
Nov. 17, 1916
Nov. 20 , 1917
Aug. 31, 1918

Central
reserve
city banks
182,650
175, 900
177, 290
182,650
.........188,200
189 ,850
200 ,550
246 , 700

Other
reserve
city banks Country banks
263,018
613,735
280, 963
609,088
283, 311
608,048
281,736
606,730
293,686
610, 321
315 ,763
596 ,226
324,328
613,092

Aggregate
1, 059,403
1 ,065, 951
1,068,649
1,071,116
1 ,092,207
1 , 101,839
1, 137,970

Sept.
1919
Sept. 12,8 , 1920
Sept. 6 , 1921

.228, 170

353,543
345, 107

666 ,558
684 ,310

1, 248, 271
1, 276 ,177

Sept. 15 , 1922

223,055

378,532

705,535

1,307,122

225 ,640
25 , 359
.......234,091
....252, 157
...293, 167
....323,358

254,142
262,985
268,115

527, 796
520,517
537, 908
559, 520
603,456
565 ,321
641, 973
709,567
702,762
735 .586

Sept. 6 , 1921

Sept. 15, 1922

.

Nov. 17, 1916
Nov. 20, 1917
Aug. 31, 1918
Sept. 12, 1919
Sept. 8, 1920

.

Oct. 21, 1913
Dec . 31, 1914
Nov. 10, 1915

.

Surplus and other profits :

381,633
.....436 , 133
.....422,087
.391,510

279,097
315 ,246
354,422
396 ,672
453,979
441,308

454,148

1 ,007,578
1 ,008,861
1 ,040, 114
1,090 ,774
1,211, 869
1, 243, 101

1,420, 278
1,599,679
1,566 , 157
1 ,581,244

their
bankfigures.
buildings and property at almost ties
averaging approximately 30 per cent of
nominal
capital, surplus and profits.
The fixed investment should never be

An interesting comparison of total in

larger than surplus, i. e. no part of the vestments, investments in Government se
bank's capital should be invested in fixed curities, and capital and surplus for national
assets. Also , the fixed investment should banks, trust companies and state banks

never
exceed 50 per cent. of capital and follows:
surplus. A fair proportion is about 16 to
19 per cent. of capital and surplus. Im

posing
rapid
increasesbankin buildings
deposits;very
butoften
they bring
also mean
the tying up of working capital in non

liquid assets.

6. Investments to Capital and Surplus

(In thousands of dollars )
National
Banks
( June 30, 1922):
Capital, surplus and profits, $ 2 ,848,000;

total
investments,
( 160) ; per
cent of capin
ital, surplus $ 4,563,000
and profits
investments

United States securities, $ 2,285,000 (80 per
cent. of capital, surplus and profits ).

Loan and Trust Companies (June 30, 1922) :

Capital, surplus
and profits, $1,213,000 ; total
Prior to our entrance into the world war investments,
$ 2, 311,000 ( 191 per cent. of cap
in 1917, the total investment of national United
ital, surplus and profits ) : investments in
States securities, $319,000 ( 25 per cent.
banks in securities (including United States of capital,
surplus and profits).
Government obligations) was about equal State
Banks (June 30, 1922) :
to their combined capital, surplus and un
Capital, surplus and profits, $ 1 ,786,000 ; total

divided profits. With the very material in
crease in this country of United States

Government securities commencing in 1917,
the investment of banks in this type of

obligation
showed a corresponding increase.
At the present time the total security in
vestments among national banks amounts to
about 175 per cent. of capital, surplus and
profits. Of this total investment, the in
vestment in United States Government se
curities averages about 95 per cent. of capi
tal, surplus and profits. Among the trust
companies total investments in securities at

the present time should average a trifle

higher,
perhaps 205 per cent. of capital,
surplus and profits, whereas their invest

investments, $ 2 ,305 ,000 ( 128 per cent. of capi
tal, surplug and profits ) ; investments in
United States securities, $ 391,000 ( 22 per cent.
of capital, surplus and profits ) .

National Banks (September 15 , 1922) :
Capital, surplus and profits, $ 2,888,000 ; total
investments, $ 4,692,000 (163 per cent. of cap
ital, surplus and profits) ; investment in
United States securities, $ 2,402,000 (83 per
cent. of capital, surplus and profits ) .

National Banks (April 3, 1923) :
Capital. Surplus and profits, $ 2 ,872,000 ; total

Investments, $ 5 ,041,000 (176 per cent. of capi
tal, surplug and profits ) ; investments in
United States securities, $ 2,694,000 (94 per

cent. of capital, surplus and profits ).

The following figures show the investment
in
United States Government securities, and
ment in United States Government securities in bonds
of national banks at the time of
should be about 35 per cent. of capital, the fall call
for the years 1913 to 1922.
surplus and undivided profits. State banks Commencing September
6, 1921, the list
will show both a smaller total investment, headed “ Other Bonds” includes
stocks,
amounting to about 138 per cent. of capital, securities, etc. This list may be allcompare
surplus and profits, and a smaller invest with capital, surplus and profits as giver
abovo.
ment in United States Government securi-
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Loans and discounts :
(Including overdrafts and re
discounts )
Oct. 21, 1913

Dec. 31, 1914
Nov. 10, 1915
Nov. 17, 1916
Nov.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

20, 1917
31, 1918
12, 1919
8 , 1920
6 . 1921
15, 1922

( In thousands of dollars )
Central
Other
reserve
reserve
city banks
city banks
1,649,905
1,348,251
1,702,882
1,453,275
1 ,870,810
. 2 ,060,444
2 , 383,982
2 ,343,162
2,871,016
2 ,649,534
3 ,127, 062
2 ,883, 871
3 ,637,689
3, 144, 150
4
,174,877
3 ,695 ,463
3 ,418,497
. 2,866 , 210
3, 453.410
2 , 469,124

The above may be compared with the
total deposits shown before. Occasionally
comparison is made between capital, and
loans and discounts. During the past seven
years, at the time of the call in the fall
of the year, the average ratio among na tional banks of capital to loans and discounts, has been $ 1 of capital to $ 9.16 of
loans and discounts. At the time of the call
in September of 1922 the ratio was $ 1 to
$8 .60. This ratio , while interesting, is not
particularly valuable from an analytical
standpoint. Theoretically, capital is supposed to be used in more or less long-time
investments, whereas deposits cover and
gauge loans and discounts. The latter is,
therefore, the ratio on which stress should

be placed

4. Capital and Surplus to Deposits

Country banks
3 , 290, 182
3, 207,278
3 ,309,886
3 ,676 ,511
4 ,277, 234
4 ,100, 180
4 ,759,664
5 ,853,271
5 ,410, 340
5 , 325 ,632

Aggregate
6 , 288, 338
6 , 363, 435
7 , 241, 140
8 ,403,655
9,797,784
10, 111,113
11,541,503
13,723,611
11,695 ,047
11, 248, 166

revealed an average ratio of 1 to 17, the
smallest being 1 to 5 and the largest i to
28. The average ratio on the same date of
capital, surplus and profits to total deposits
of the twenty -three national banks was I to
8, the smallest being 1 to 3 and the largest
1 to 14. On the same date the average ratio
of capital, surplus and profits to total de
posits of the seventeen trust companies was
i to 7, the smallest being 1 to 2 and the
largest 1 to 11. The combined ratio of cap
ital to deposits of the above New York City
national banks and trust companies was
1 to 19, and the combined ratio of capital,
surplus and profits to deposits of the same
banks was 1 to 7. Although the high and
low ratios mentioned above show rather
startling extremes, the general average gives
us an idea of what the normal standard
among large city banks should be.
Among the national banks of the country
a fair ratio of capital to total deposits is
1 to 13 ; of capital, surplus and undivided
profits to total deposits, 1 to 6. These fur
nish us with the general standard which can
be used in analyses.
A more detailed analytical study may be
made by comparing the figures on page 367,
showing capital, surplus and profits as of
date of the national bank call in the fall of
each year from 1913 to 1922, with the total
deposits at the same dates shown on a pre
vious page.

The deposits
of the
a bank
the
public's
investment;
capital,represent
surplus and
undivided profits represent the shareholders'
investment plus accumulated earnings. It
is thus necessary to compare these two items
to determine the relation between the bank's
two main creditors. As the deposits of a
bank increase, its earnings increase and con
sequently returns to the stockholders are
greater and the stock becomes more valu
able. On the other hand, the larger the
ratio of deposits to capital stock , the smaller
is the protection to the stockholders. In the
event of insolvency stockholders of a bank 5. Capital and Surplus to Fixed Assets
have a " double liability" to face, i. e. they
The fixed assets consist of the banking
are liable to an assessment equal to the face
house, banking property, furniture and fix
value of their shareholding in case creditors tures,
together with any other real estate to
cannot be paid off on the basis of the exist
ing assets. It is thus necessary for us to which the bank has acquired title during the
determine as far as possible what the de process of liquidation of loans and discounts.
sirable proportion between these two items The ratio of capital and surplus to the fixed
should be. Increase in deposits plus a pro investment is influenced by the length of
portionate increase in capital and surplus time the bank has been operating, its size
is the only way a bank can conservatively and the character of its business. A newly
bank will usually show a propor
grow .
In December of 1922 the average ratio of organized
tionately larger fixed investment as com
capital to total deposits of twenty -three of pared
with capital and surplus than an old
the largest national banks in New York established
institution . The reason for this
City was 1 to 21. The smallest ratio was is that the new
bank has neither had time to
1 to 8 and the largest 1 to 85. In Novem
a large surplus through earnings
ber of 1922 a similar comparison between accumulate
the capital and deposits of seventeen of the nor to write down its fixed assets over a
largest trust companies in New York City period of years. Old institutions often carry
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(In thousands of dollars )
Central
Other
reserve
reserve
city banks
city banks
182,650
263,018
175,900
280, 963
283,311
177,290
.182,650
281,736
188,200
293,686
189, 850
315 ,763
200 ,550
324,328
353,543
.228,170
345 ,107
246,700

Capital stock :
Oct. 21, 1913

Dec. 31, 1914
Nov. 10, 1915
Nov. 17, 1916
Nov.
Aug .
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

20, 1917
31, 1918
12, 1919
8, 1920
6 . 1921

Sept. 15, 1922

223,055

378,532

Country banks
613,735
609,088
608,048
606 ,730
610, 321
596 , 226
613,092
666 ,558
684, 310
705 ,535

225 ,640
225,359
234,091
252, 157

254,142
262,985
268,115
279,097
315,246
354,422
396 ,672
453,979
441,308
454,148

527,796
520,517
537, 908
559,520
603,456
565,321
641,973
709,567
702,762
735 .586

367
Aggregate
1 ,059,403
1,065, 951
1,068,649
1,071,116
1 ,092,207
1, 101, 839
1 , 137,970
1, 248, 271
1, 276, 177
1 ,307,122

Surplus and other profits :
21, 1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
12, 1919
8, 1920
6 , 1921
15, 1922

31,
10,
17,
20,
31,

.

Oct.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

293, 167
.323,358
.381,633
36 , 133
......422, 087
391,510

their bank buildings and property at almost
The fixed investment should never be
larger than surplus, i. e. no part of the
bank's capital should be invested in fixed
assets. Also , the fixed investment should
never
exceed 50 per cent. of capital and
surplus. A fair proportion is about 16 to
nominal figures.

19 per cent. of capital and surplus. Im

posing bankin buildings
very
often
bring
rapid
increases
deposits;
but
they
also
mean
the tying up of working capital in non

1,007,578
1 ,008,861
1,040, 114
1,090,774
1 ,211,869
1,243, 101
1 ,420, 278
1,599,679
1 ,566,157
1,581, 244

ties averaging
capital,
surplusapproximately
and profits. 30 per cent of
An interesting comparison of total in
vestments, investments in Government se
curities, and capital and surplus for national
banks, trust companies and state banks

follows:
(In thousands of dollars )
National
Banks
(June 30, 1922) :
Capital, surplus and profits, $ 2 ,848,000 ;

total
investments, $ 4,563,000 (160 per cent of cap

liquid assets.

ital, surplus and profits ) ; investments in
United States securities, $ 2,285,000 (80 per

6. Investments to Capital and Surplus

cent. of capital, surplus and profits ).

Prior to our entrance into the world war
in 1917, the total investment of national

Loan
and Trust Companies (June 30, 1922) :
Capital, surplus and profits, $ 1, 213,000 ; total
investments, $ 2,311,000 (191 per cent. of cap
ital, surplus and profits ) ; investments in

United States securities, $ 319,000 (25 per cent.
banks in securities (including United States of
capital, surplus and profits ).
Government obligations) was about equal State
Banks (June 30, 1922) :
to their combined capital, surplus and un Capital,
surplus and profits, $ 1, 786, 000 : total

divided profits. With the very material in

crease in this country of United States

investments, $ 2, 305,000 (128 per cent. of capi
tal, surplus and profits) ; investments in

States securities, $ 391,000 ( 22 per cent.
Government securities commencing in 1917, United
of capital, surplus and profits ) .
the investment of banks in this type of National
Banks (September 15, 1922) :
obligation
showed a corresponding increase.
surplus and profits, $ 2,888,000; total
At the present time the total security in Capital,
investments, $ 4,692,000 ( 163 per cent. of cap
vestments among national banks amounts to ital,
surplus and profits ) ; investment in
United States securities, $ 2,402,000 (83 per
about
175 per cent. of capital, surplus and cent.
of capital, surplus and profits ).
profits. Of this total investment, the in National
(April 3, 1923) :
vestment in United States Government se Capital,Banks
surplus and profits, $ 2,872,000 ; total
curities averages about 95 per cent. of capi investments,
$ 5 ,041,000 (176 per cent. of capi

tal, surplus and profits. Among the trust
companies total investments in securities at
the present time should average a trifle

tal, surplug
profits ) $; 2,694,000
investments
in
United
States and
securities,
(94 per

higher, perhaps 205 per cent. of capital,
surplus and profits, whereas their invest
ment in United States Government securities
should be about 35 per cent. of capital,
surplus and undivided profits. State banks
will show both a smaller total investment,
amounting to about 138 per cent. of capital,
surplus and profits, and a smaller invest

The following figures show the investment
in United States Government securities, and
in bonds of national banks at the time of

cent. of capital, surplus and profits).

the fall call for the years 1913 to 1922.
Commencing
6, 1921,all thestocks,
list
headed “OtherSeptember
Bonds” includes
securities, etc. This list may be compareti
with capital, surplus and profits as given
ment in United States Government securi- abovo.
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(In thousands of dollars)
United States Government securities :

:

Oct. 21, 1913
Dec. 31, 1914
Nov. 10, 1915

Nov. 17, 1916
Nov. 20, 1917
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

31,
12,
8,
6,
15,

Central
reserve
city banks
.... . 85 ,478
81,802
76,510
53,953

Other
reserve
city banks
187 , 783
196 ,955
193,328

873,431
572,660
727,609
339,433
216,687
588,318

521, 248
629, 870

494 ,990
959,504
1 , 263,738

800 ,525
795 ,078
777,765
724,473
2 , 354, 183
2 ,466, 268

966 ,506
553,343
451, 130

1,602,478
1, 282, 243
1, 124,522

3, 296 ,593
2,175 ,019
1 ,861, 977
2 ,402,492

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922

Other bonds:
Oct.
21, 1913
Dec. 31, 1914

311,025

!

Sept. 15, 1922

689,652

207,335
.230 ,281
285 ,736
345 ,693
405 ,830

!

1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

!

Nov. 10,
Nov. 17,
Nov. 20,
Aug. 31,
Sept. 12,
Sept. 8 ,
Sept. 6 ,

313, 161

284, 125
274,638
....299,641

175 ,530

251,802
317, 478

324, 254
402, 4 20

427,400
410 .632
411,046
374 ,574
405 ,057
496 ,010

Country banks
527, 264
516,321
507,927

1 , 194, 160

647, 950
722,164
733,832
961,843
1,073,552
973,413
1 ,082, 388
1 , 146 , 880
1 , 294,054
1 ,494, 131

Aggregate

1, 107,087
1 ,270, 443
1 , 343, 822

1 ,709,956
1 ,906 ,782
1,695,070
1, 806 ,595
1 ,805 ,579
1 .973,749
2 , 289,782

the decrease

is due to the writing off of bad
debts and losses. It is highly improbable
A
comparison
of
security
investments
to
loans and discounts is also valuable in that that salaries have been so increased or new

7. Investments to Loans and Discounts

departments installed at such heavy main
it indicates the relative proportion to each tenance
expenses as to cause a shrinkage in
other of the bank 's two main earning assets.
On June 30, 1922, the total investments of surplus or undivided profits. The undivided

account will of course first show the
all national banks in this country were 40 per profits
shrinkage. This account indicates the cur
cent. of loans and discounts. Investments of rent
of the bank and is really a re
national banks in United States Govern serve earnings
out
of
which
dividends may be paid
ment securities were 20 per cent. of loans when earnings do not
warrant them . The
and discounts. On June 30, 1922, the total surplus of a bank should
be at least 20
investments of all loan and trust companies
cent. of its capital ( except sometimes in
were 53 per cent. of loans and discounts. per
of newly organizedmayinstitutions) ; the
Investments of loan and trust companies in cases
fact that no dividends
be paid on the

United States Government securities on the capital stock of national banks until the
other
hand were only 7 per cent. of loans surplus account amounts to this figure in
and discounts. On June 30, 1922 , total in dicates
as a minimum margin for con
vestments of all state banks were 29 per servativeit institutions.
If a bank has been
cent.
of
loans
and
discounts.
Investment
in
in
existence
a
substantial
of time a
United States Government securities by reasonable surplus is 75 perperiod
cent. of capital
state banks, however, was only 5 per cent. stock or equal

of loans and discounts. A later comparison
of figures for national banks as of April
3 , 1923, shows total investments as 43 per
cent. of loans and discounts, and invest
ments in United States Government securi
ties as 23 per cent. of loans and discounts.

to it. In this connection ,

however, it is not necessary to set a definite

8. Capital to Surplus

figure, since the main point to bear in mind
Among national banks on June 30, 1922,
total capital amounted to 84 per cent. of
total surplus
and profits. Among state
banks
on the same date total capital
amounted to 131 per cent. of total surplus

In comparing successive statements from
the same bank we instinctively look to the
surplus account to note the progress. The
steady increase or decrease of this item is
the best external gauge of the conservatism
of the management and its ability to make

panies on the same date total capital
amounted to 78 per cent. of total surplus
and profits. From this it can be seen that in
case of both national banks and trust com
panies surplus and profits together average

is the continual growth of surplus.

and profits. Among loan and trust com

money. A decrease in surplus or undivided larger than capital. On April 3, 1923, the
profits causes us first of all to look at the total capital of national banks averaged

investments to see if the bonds have been
written down because of depreciation ; if
these remain practically the same as at the
time of the previous statement, we inquire
asdividends
to whether
there has been an increase in
or any extra dividends. If this is
not the case then we can rest assured that

85 per cent. of total surplus and profits,
the present approximate ratio.

Occasionally we see the statements of
the size of the capital. Although this indi
cates ample protection to depositors it does
banks which have surpluses several times

not indicate as subsantial an amount of pro
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tection as if the stockholders had subscribed
more capital. The reason for this is that the

8 per cent. of capital, surplus and undivided
profits. Notes and bills rediscounted and

shareholder is liable for an assessment equal
to the face amount of his stock whereas

bills payable of state banks on the same
date averaged 23 per cent. of capital, sur

the so -called double liability does not apply

plus and undivided profits. On April 3,
1923, notes and bills rediscounted and bills

to surplus.

Comparisons of capital and surplus of na -

tional banks over a period of ten years are
furnished on a previous page and may be
referred to for further analysis of these

two items.

9. Bills Payable and Rediscounts
Although banks often take pride in the
fact that they do not borrow , it is not indi
cative of an unfavorable condition of af
fairs if they do borrow occasionally . There
are seasonal periods in a bank's business
just as there are in mercantile lines, when
demand is more than usually heavy and a
bank needs additional temporary working
capital. It also often happens that a bank
has perhaps overinvested in its bond ac
count, not anticipating a money demand, and
it does not care to raise cash by selling a
portion of its bonds because of the fact
that these have depreciated and the sale

payable of national banks averaged 23 per
cent. of capital, surplus and profits .
It is also interesting to note that on
September 15, 1922, 56.7 per cent. of the na
tional banks in the country had no out
standing obligations for borrowed money .
The loans and discounts of these banks
amounted to 47.8 per cent. of the total loans

and discounts of all national banks, invest
ments in United States Government bonds
and other securities were 56 .8 per cent. of
the total investment of national banks, cash
in vaults was 59.6 per cent. of total cash
in vault, balances due from other banks

were 50.9 per cent. of all national banks
and aggregate resources were 50 .1 per cent.
of total resources of all banks. Capital,
surplus and profits of non -borrowing na
tional banks were 50.1 per cent. of the total
of all national banks and the total deposits
of non -bororwing banks amounted to 51.6

would entail a loss. " Consequently the bank

per cent. of total deposits of all nati

will either borrow against its bonds as col

banks.

lateral or rediscount some of its paper. If

10. Losses : Dividends to Earnings

a bank borrows steadily, however, it is an

unfavorable sign , usually indicating one of
the following things: that a good proportion of its loans are slow ; that it is under
capitalized ; that it is not enforcing sound

banking requirements regarding commen
surate balances and the clean-up of loans or
discounts. As a general rule the borrow

ings of a bank should not exceed capital and
surplus. There are of course tight money

periods when certain banks in heavy bor
rowing centers have to exceed this limit; for
instance, during 1920 and 1921 some of the
New York banks borrowed two or three
times their capital and surplus in order to
carry their customers. This would seem
excessive but it was a necessary measure of
the time. In large cities it is a generally
accepted axiom of banking that as far as
possible mercantile customers carry balances
averaging 20 per cent. of their line of

The ordinary lay person who attempts to

analyze a bank statement has no means of
checking up the character of the bank's
amount that it has charged off to loss or de
preciation . He also has no knowledge of
what a bank's losses should normally be.
Yet in analyzing a bank statement the char

loans, discounts and investments, or the

acter of its loans, discounts and investments
gauges fundamentally the solvency of the
bank itself. Taking national banks as an
example, we shall therefore present figures
analyzing their averages losses, earnings,
dividends, etc.

In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1922,
the gross earnings of national banks

amounted to $ 134 ,651,000 less than in the
previous fiscal year. The reason for this
was the reduction in the loans and discounts
of these banks and the consequent smaller

year. Non -enforcement of this rule in many

credit and liquidate their borrowings once a
cases is liable to lead to excessive borrow

collected . During the year the banks also

ing by the banks. If a bank 's capital and

and discounts, wiping out frozen and bad

surplus are small in proportion to its de

credits that had developed in 1920 and 1921.
The percentage of losses charged off on ac
count of loans and discounts to total loans

posits and it borrows rather steadily, it
usually indicates that it is overtrading and
that additional working capital should be
supplied through increased paid in stock .
On June 30 , 1922, the notes and bills re discounted and bills payable of national

banks averaged 18 per cent. of capital, sur
rediscounted and bills payable of loan and
trust companies on the same date averaged

plus and undivided profits. Notes and bills

amount of interest and discount charges
charged off very heavily for losses on loans

and discounts was 1.20, which was almost
double the percentage for 1921 and com
pared with an average of 29 for the
years 1918, 1919 and 1920. On the
other hand the amount charged off on ac
count of losses on bonds and securities was

less than half of that for 1921. The per
centage of losses charged off on bonds and
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securities to total bonds and securities for other hand the percentage of net addition
the year ending June 30, 1922 was .73 as to profits to capital and surplus for na
compared with 1 S9 for 1921 and an aver- tional banks for the same period averaged
age of 1.05 for the years 1918, 1919 and only 7.79 per cent., which was smaller than
1920 .
of the previous eight years except
The dividend rate of banks is based in1915.any Thus
the dividends of national banks
fundamentally on their earning capacity . increased whereas the net additions to
Among national banks the average dividend profits decreased, which is an unfavorable
rate is between 12 and 13 per cent. During sign. It is also interesting to compare the
the lean years of 1920 and 1921 banks which dividends paid to thenet additions to profits.
had large capitals in comparison to de For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922,
posits in some cases experienced difficulty dividends of national banks averaged 90

per cent. of net additions to profits. For
the
year ending June 30, 1921, they averaged
73 per cent. of net additions to profits. This
reflects the decline in earning power of
banks during the past fiscal year, despite
theTheincreased
followingdividends.
figures compiled from the
report
of
the
Comptroller
of the Currency
for 1922 illustrate clearly the points dis
insecurities
total
to
bonds

in meeting their dividends and either had to
pay them out of undivided profits or cut the
dividend rate. This of course always lends
an unfortunate impression of the banks in
question. A comparison of the percentage
ofinteresting
dividendsandto capital
surplus
for theandfiscal
yearis always
ending
June
30,
1922
it
averaged
7.04
per
cent.
for
national banks, which was higher than in

discounts
to
total
a* nd unts loans
disco

United ment
States
Govern

any of the previous eight years. On the cussed above:

and
securities

Percentage
of

Percentage
of

and

losses
charged
off
bonds
on
and

Lossesed
charg
bonds
and
securi
.e,onofftc ties
losses
charged
off
on
loans

Lossesoff
charged
loans
and
discounts

ties

eties
., tc

Loang
and
discounts
cluding
rediscounts

Total
bonds
and
securi

Other
bonds
and
securi

securities

Year
ended
Juno
30

National bank investments in United States Government securities and other bonds and
securities, etc., loans and discounts ( including rediscounts), and losses charged off on account of
bonds
and securities, etc., and loans and discounts, years ended June 30, 1918 to 1922, inclusive:

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922

$ 2 , 1 29,283
3 ,176,314
2,269,575

2 ,019,497
2 ,285, 459

$ 3, 969, 770

$ 1, 840,487
1,875 ,609
1 ,916 . 890
2 ,005 ,584
2 , 277,866

5 , 051,923
4 , 186 ,465

4 ,025 ,081

4 ,563,325

$ 11,010
10,135,842
,206
13,611 ,416
12,004,515
11, 248, 214

$44,350
27, 819

$ 33,964
35 ,440
31,284
76 , 210

61,790
76 , 179
33,444

135 ,208

.32
.23
.63
1. 20

.55
1.43
1.89
73

expenses, and dividends of national banks for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1921
and Earnings,
1922:
Capital stock ...
Total surplus fund
Dividends declared
Gross(a earnings:
) Interest and discount ...
( b ) Exchange and collection charges ...
( c ) Foreign exchange profits

June 30, 1921
8147 banks
.........$ 1, 273, 237
..... 1,026, 270
158,158
........$ 1 ,105 ,832

20,439
21,472

( d ) Commissions
and earnings from insurance premiums and the
negotiations of real estate loans ..

( e ) Other earnings

52,985

Total
Expenses paid :

(a ) Salaries and wages ..
(b ) Interest and discount on borrowed money ...

( c ) Interest on deposits ..

...... $ 1,201,919
202,726
119,396
291,828

( d ) Taxes ........

( e ) Contributions to American National Red Cross ...
( 1) Other expenses

Total
Net earnings during the year .......
Recoveries on charged -off assets ...

1 ,191

..

Total
Losses charged off :
(a(b )) On
On loans
discounts etc.
.
bonds,andsecurities,

( c ) Other losses ............

( d ) On foreign exchange
Total

Not addition to pronto during the year ......

87,398
187
128,371

June 30, 1922
8 246 banko
$ 1,307,199
1,049,228
165,884

955,451
15,546

15,868
1,169
79, 234

$1,067,268
$ 198,404
47,685
294,076
79,376

113,449

829,906

$ 732,990

372,013
23, 978

334, 278

395,991

$ 376,060

76, 210

$ 135,
208
33,444

76,179
16. 868
10 ,623

41,783

21,665
2, 073

179,836

$ 192,396

. $ 216 ,106

$ 183,670
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The equations which have been discussed
to be made in analyzing a bank statement.
To bring the analysis down to a more prac
tical basis, however, we present herewith in
brief the following list of ratios which would

above indicate the fundamental comparisons
reflect a satisfactory financial condition of
affairs for banks in this country in the late

spring of the present year:
1. Quick Assets to Demand Deposits:
a . Country banks- quick assets 40 to 50 per

cent. of demand deposits.

b . City banks— quick assets 50 to 60 per cent.
of demand deposits.

c . State banks - total investments 32 per
cent. of loans and discounts. Invest
ments in United States Government se
curities 8 per cent. of loans and dis

counts.

8. Capital to Surplus:
a. National
banks-- Capital 82 per cent. of
surplus and profits.
b . Loan and trust companies --capital 76 per
cent of surplus and profits.
c. State banks-- capital 125 per cent. of sur
plus and profits .

9. Surplus:
Bills Payable and Rediscounts to Capital and
a . National banks - bills payable 20 per cent.
of capital, surplus and profits.

b . Loan and trust companies- - bills payable

10 per cent. of capital, surplus and
profits.

2. Cash
to Deposits :
a . Cash on hand

" till money " 5 to 6 per
cent. of demand deposits for banks in
rediscounting facilities
where
localities
are not immediately available to supply
additional needed cash . Proportionately

less than this (as low as 1 per cent. )
banks in central reserve or reserve
for
cities, where rediscounts can instantly
supply needed cash .

b . Total cash (1. e. on hand, with legal de
positaries
andofdue
from deposits.
other banks)
demand
35 per cent.

c. Total cash 22 per cent. of total deposits.
3 . Loans and Discounts to Deposits:
a . National banks - loans and discounts 66
per cent. of total deposits .
b . Loan and trust companies - loans and dis
counts 62 per cent. of total deposits.
c. State banks- loans and discounts 66 per
cent. of total deposits.

4. Capital
and Surplus to Deposits:
a . National banks--- capital 8 per
total deposits .
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cent of
Capital, surplus and

profits 17 per cent. of total deposits.
b . Loan and trust companies - - capital 8 per
cent of total deposits. Capital, surplus
and profits 19 per cent. of total deposits .

c . State banks- Capital 10 per cent. of total
deposits. Capital, surplus and pronts,
18 per cent. of total deposits.

5. Capital and Surplus to Fixed Assets :
a . National banksfixed assets 17 per cent.
of capital, surplus and profits.
b . Loan and trust companies - - fixed assets 18

C. State
banks -- bills payable 25 per cent. of
capital, surplus and profits.

The above presents the main points to be
considered in analyzing a bank statement.
But this fact must be remembered : The
degree of solvency of a bank depends almost
entirely on the character of its loans and
discounts and its investments. If an undue
portion of these are slow unmarketable,
regardless of whatever theorratios
may indi
cate, the bank is in an unsafe condition .

We must also consider this fact: Banks
located in industrial communities are de
pendent for their prosperity on the pros
perity of the industries themselves. When
the price of cotton in the South dropped
to 7 cents two years ago and the demand
for that commodity fell off to practically
nothing, Southern banks in the cotton grow
ing districts became filled up with frozen
loans and were as poor as the cotton growers
and mill men who kept their accounts with
them . When the iron and steel market
dropped in 1921 the loans and discounts of
the iron and steel banks became slow and

they had to borrow heavily. This then is
banks--- fixed assets 21 per cent. of should not overstock itself on the credits
c. State
capital, surplus and profits.
d . Among all banks, fixed assets should of any one particular industry. As bank
never exceed surplus.
credit men we tell the mercantile executive
should
per cent. of capital, surplus and profits .

6. Investments
to Capital and Surplus:
a . National banks - total

Investments 185
per cent. of capital, surplus and profits.

Investments in United States Govern
ment securities, 100 per cent. of capital,
surplus and profits.
b . Loan and trust companies- - total invest
ments 210 per cent. of capital, surplus
and profits. Investments in United
States Government securities 40 per
cent. of capital, surplus and profits.
c. State banks total investments 140 per
cent. of capital, surplus and profits .
Investments in United States Govern
ment securities 34 per cent. of capital,
surplug and profits .
7. Investments to Loans and Discounts :

a . National banks- total investments 45 per
cent. of loans and discounts. Invest ments in United States Government se
curitles 25 per cent. of loans and dis
counts.

b . Loan and trust companies- total Invest
ments 56 per cent. of loans and dis

counts. Investments in United States
loans and discounts .

Government securities 10 per cent. of

a danger signal: As far as possible a bank

that he
diversify his credit risks by
spreading his accounts receivable among a
comprehensive range of purchasers rather
than concentrating large amounts among a
small number of houses, the failure of any
one of whom might cripple him severely.
As bank credit men we should apply the
same rule to ourselves: we should analyze
our accounts,
see if we are " long” on cer
tain industries and as far as possible have
our new business department concentrate on
industries in which we are weak in accounts.

A diversified list of credits among our
loans and discounts will mean a healthier
and sounder bank. The old axiom of its
being a bad policy to have " all the eggs
in one basket” applies to banking as well

asthe toearthevery
other business on the face of
.
To analyze the condition of any bank
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11. Does the bank carry a reasonable
thoroughly,
it is also important to know
certain facts regarding the bank's manage amount
insurance

of fire
on banking house,
furniture and fixtures? A reasonable
ing questions should be ascertained when amount of burglary and hold -up insurance ?
ever possible:
12. Is the bank a member of the Federal
Reserve System ? Does it borrow frequently ?
1. How long has this bank been in exist. When and for how long was it last out of
ence and what has been its record as con debt?
cerns progress and conservatism ?
13. Does the bank keep up -to -date credit
2. Has there ever been any reorganiza - files on all borrowing customers and does
tion ?
it check up carefully any commercial paper

ment and policies. Answers to the follow

3. Have there been any recent mergers?
What was the type of institution absorbed?
4 . Is the present management considered
conservative? Does anyone individual
dominate it? Has he an efficient under

it buys?
14 . Does the bank require financial state
ments from all borrowing customers ? What
are its policies regarding discounts of single
name paper ? What are its requirements

concerning commensurate balances ? Does it
study?
5 . Is the board of directors active in the require clean-up of loans and discounts once
management of the bank ? How often are a year?
meetings of the board held ?
15. What are its policies regarding over
6. Have the active officers of the bank drafts?
16 . In what does the bank invest its sur
any large outside interests ? If so, do they

endorse or guarantee payment of the ob - plus funds?
ligations of any of these interests? Do these
17. What percentage of the bank 's de
interests borrow money from the subject posits are represented by time and savings
bank ?

7. Are all active officers and employees
having access to funds and securities prop erly bonded ?

8. Do the directors borrow personally
from the bank, and are there any accounts

accounts?
18 . What rate of interest does the bank
pay and how does this compare with other
banks in the locality ?

19. Does the bank have any substantial
percentage of deposits from

any single

in which they are interested, borrowing source, such as state, municipal or special
heavily from it ?
accounts ? How permanent are these ac
9. What are the general business condi-

tions in the locality in which the bank is
situated ? Is it a " one industry” town? Is
the bank overstocked in accounts of any one
particular industry ? What proportion of
commercial business does it do ?
10. How does this bank compare as to
size, conservatism and progress with the
other banks in town ? Is the town over
banked ? Has the bank a favorable location
and a prepossessing bank building ?

counts liable to be?

20. What have been the bank's net earn
recent years ? Have dividends been reduced
or increased in recent years ?
21. Are there any loans more than sixty
days past due ? What is the bank's policy
regarding charging off doubtful loans? Are
demand notes considered due six months
after date ? Has the bank had any heavy
losses in recent years ?

ings, dividends and additions to surplus in
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THE BANK OF VAY BISCAYNE, MIAMI, FLORIDA
Contracts have been awarded and actual work begun on
the twelve story building for the Bank of Bay Biscayne,

the oldest bank in Miami. Bedford stone over a granite
base is used for the lower stories with polychrome terra
cotta for the superstructure . All architectural and en
gineering work by the Weary and Alford Company.
May we send you a copy of our portfolio ,
The “ Work ofWeary and Alford Company ”

WEARY AND ALFORD COMPANY
Bank Buildings and Interiors
1923 Calumet Avenue

Chicago
374

Banking and Commercial Law
Important Decisions of Current Interest Handed Down by State and Federal Courts
Upon Questions of the Law of Banking and Negotiable Instruments

Bank Liable on Check Drawn

Against Proceeds of Draft

conducting his. cattle business with the
assistance of the defendant bank in the
manner above described for a period of

Pierceville State Bank v. English , Supreme two years and that this was the first
time one of its cattle shipment drafts
Court of Kansas, 214 Pac. Rep . 788.
had been protested . It also appeared
NHE plaintiff bank brought action that the bank had been in the habit of
against the defendant bank on a paying checks drawn by English with
check for $ 237.50, drawn on the out waiting for the return of his drafts.
defendant bank by A . L . English, and It was held that the plaintiff was en
payable to the order of J. C . Kitch . titled to recover.
The check had been given by English
to Kitch in payment for certain cattle
OPINION
and had been indorsed by the latter to

At the time of giving this check ,
English drew several other checks, aggregating $ 1500, and delivered them to
the payees named therein in payment
for cattle. He shipped the cattle to
a commission company at Kansas City,
giving to the defendant bank a draft on
the consignee for $ 1500. The cattle,
however, netted only $ 1329.23, which

Action by the Pierceville State Bank
against A . L . English , the Gray County
Bank , and another . From a judgment
for plaintiff , defendant bank appeals.
Affirmed .
MASON , J. The State Bank of
Pierceville sued the Gray County State
Bank , of Cimarron , upon a check (and
facts connected with it ) for $ 237.50
drawn by A . L . English upon the de

amount was subsequently received by

fendant bank in favor of J . C . Kitch

the plaintiff bank .

and by him indorsed to the plaintiff.
When the plaintiff presented the English and Kitch were made defend
check in question to the defendant, ants. The plainiiff recovered , and the
payment was refused on the ground of Gray County Bank appeals.
insufficient funds. It appeared that a
On May 31, 1920 , English bought
the defendant bank .

portion of the proceeds of the $ 1500

some cattle of Kitch, the price being

draft had been paid out by the defend

ant bank on checks which English had

$ 237.50, for which amount he gave the
check referred to. At the time he had

given in payment for things other than

but $ 3. 18 on deposit at the bank (which

cattle.

The plaintiff brought suit

will hereafter be spoken of as the de

against the defendant bank to recover

fendant) .

the amount of the dishonored check .
The general rule is that the payee or

for which he gave checks on the de
fendant,making a total, as he estimated ,

other holder of a check cannot bring
action upon it against the drawee bank ,
unless the latter has certified the check .
But a bank may agree with a depositor

of $ 1500. He shipped the cattle to a
commission company at Kansas City for
sale, giving the defendant a draft on
the consignee for $ 1500 , for which he

that it will pay certain checks out of a
certain deposit or the proceeds of a par
ticular transaction . And in such case,

was given credit on his deposit account.
The cattle, when sold at Kansas City,
netted only $ 1,329.23, and for this rea

He purchased other cattle ,

the bank will be liable to the holder of

son the draft was protested . This cir

any check for the payment of which the
deposit was intended . It appeared in

cumstance, however, is important only
in the matter of amount, for the de

the present case that English had been

fendant at once applied for and re
376
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ceived the proceeds of the cattle, and as ness, as the defendant knew , was prin

a matter of bookkeeping allowed the

cipally buying cattle from the farmers

$ 1500 credit it had given English to
stand, entering a charge against him for

about Cimarron and shipping them .
The defendant's cashier knew (“ by sup

the difference between that and what it

position only” based upon past transac

had actually received . The plaintiff
sent the Kitch check for collection ,
presentation being made June 5 , and
payment refused on the ground of lack
of funds, other checks having already
been presented and paid sufficient, according to its version , to exhaust the
fund. The action was brought upon

tions of a similar nature ) that the draft
here involved was to cover a shipment
of cattle English was then making or
preparing to make to the commission
company, and knew that his usual way
of handling his cattle buying was to
give his checks on the defendant to the
persons from whom he bought, these

the theory that the defendant had an

checks being paid from the credit he

arrangement with English by which it
agreed to pay checks which he might
give for the purchase of cattle ; the
promise being for the benefit of the
sellers, and therefore available to them

obtained by depositing a draft covering
the cattle shipment. From this practice
the cashier knew , when a draft was
drawn and deposited , the cattle he had
bought were to be paid for out of the
credit so obtained. This was the first
time one of his cattle shipment drafts
was protested .

as a basis for suit.
In support of its claim that its demur
rer to the evidence should have been
sustained the defendant makes these

W e think there was room for a reason

contentions: (1 ) No competent evidence

able inference that there was an agree

was produced tending to show that it

ment between English and the bank that

had agreed to pay the Kitch check ; ( 2 ) it would pay the checks drawn by him
the only testimony having such tendency in payment of cattle to be shipped for
was improperly admitted ; ( 3 ) the pro - sale . That seems a natural explanation
ceeds of the cattle were shown to have of his conduct in giving his checks in
been paid out on other checks before the payment without any other provision

one in controversy was presented ; and for meeting them , and of the bank's
( 4 ) the plaintiff is not the real party in
1 . With the exception of the item the
competency of which is challenged , the
plaintiff produced no direct evidence of
an agreement by the defendant to pay
the Kitch check or any of the others
given for cattle , but relies upon in -

course in paying them without waiting
to see if the wrafts were met . . . . .
If such an agreement existed (an
agreement to pay checks drawn by
English ) the defendant's liability to the
owners of cattle to whom checks were
issued in payment is established by
prior decisions. Ballard v . Bank , 91

ferences to be drawn from these facts,

Kan . 91, 136 , Pac. 935 , annotated in

interest.

testified to by the defendant's cashier L . R . A . 1916C , 161 ; Saylors v . Bank ,
and English , who were the only persons 99 Kan. 515 , 163 Pac. 454 ; Goeken v .
having first -hand knowledge of the mat- Bank , 100 Kan . 177, 163 Pac. 636 .
ter, and whom the plaintiff regarded as

2 . Some of the English checks paid by

unfriendly witnesses. English drew the the defendant do not appear to have
checks without having funds on deposit
to meet them . The checks, or a part of
them , were paid by the defendant with

been given for cattle . The bank seems
to have had some funds of English on
hand when the Kitch check was pre

out waiting for returns on the draft.

sented , after charging him with the dif

Themethod pursued in this instance was ference between the amount of the draft
that by which English had transacted and the actual proceeds of the cattle.
his cattle business for some two years.
The bank prepared the draft upon in

Inasmuch as Kitch gave no credit to
English , but accepted his check as cash ,

formation furnished by him . His busi-

he was the real owner of the money re
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ceived from the sale of his cattle except inconsistent with this , and was proper
as it may have passed into the hands by way of impeachment, except for the
of an innocent holder. Goeken v. Bank , fact, which was made the basis of a
supra. But, if an agreement existed timely objection , that his attention had
between the defendant and English , as not been called to the matter while he
the jury and trial courtmust be deemed was upon the stand. Such an objection
to have found , for the payment of the is of greater or less importance, accord

Kitch check and others given for cattle , ing to the circumstances in which it is
to the extent of the face value of the

made . Here we think it of no conse

draft , we think the amount of the judgment was warranted by the evidence,

quence whatever. The cashier was
afterwards called as a witness for the

it not being clear that on that basis
enough had been paid out on cattle

defendant, and testified that at the pre
liminary examination he had not given

checks to prevent the payment of the the testimony attributed to him by
Kitch. The purpose of the require
Kitch check in full.
3. When payment of the Kitch check

ment that, before a witness can be im

was refused he caused English to be peached by showing prior contradictory
arrested under the statute making it a

statements, his attention must be called

public offense for a person to give a

to them , and to the time and place of

check knowing that he has no funds on
deposit in “ or credits with ” the bank to

their supposed making , is that he may
not be taken unawares and led to deny

meet it. Gen . Stat. 1915, § 3471. Eng- something that he might have admitted ,
lish was discharged upon a preliminary

if his memory had been refreshed .

examination before a justice of the

Wigmore on Evidence, § 1025 . Any

2

peace. Kitch testified in the present

possibility of prejudice resulting from

action that the defendant' s cashier was

the omission to make the preliminary

the only witness for English in the inquiry in this instance is eliminated by
criminal case and as such said with ref- the witness afterward having been given
erence to the check given to Kitch that an opportunity of which he availed him
he (the cashier) had authorized Eng- self to make the denial upon full in
lish to write checks for these cattle . formation of the alleged time and place
The defendant urges that this testimony of his former statement. The fact that
was not competent as an admission of what he was represented to have said as
the defendant, because a corporation is

a witness in the criminal case was not

only affected by such declarations of its

admissable as independent evidence does

officers as are made in the line of the

not preclude its use for the purpose of

declarant's official duty , and that the

impeachment. 40 Cyc. 2707.

cashier, in testifying in the criminal
action , necessarily was acting in a
purely personal capacity. The point
seems to be well taken . 22 C . J . 387,

4 . The defendant's proposition that
the plaintiff is not the real party in in
terest is based on the fact that Kitch
gave the plaintiff his note (which is

388. As we have already held , how -

still unpaid ) for the amount of the

ever, this item of evidence was not

check in controversy , upon learning of

necessary to the plaintiff's case — that is, its nonpayment, and therefore he is the
there was other evidence sufficient to only person who could maintain the ac
support the judgment, and no error was

tion. The mere giving of the note would

committed in receiving it if it was ad - hardly restore the title of the check to
missible for any purpose .

The cashier

had testified , while being examined by
the defendant's attorney, that he had no
special agreement with English to honor
checks for cattle that he might buy
What he is alleged to have said while
on the stand in the criminal action was

the plaintiff.

It has been suggested

that in such a situation the indorsee
could not sue because the action is not
upon the check , but upon the chain of
circumstances of which it is a part.
Brannan 's Negotiable Instruments Law
( 3d Ed.) $ 190. It seems probable
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that the transfer of the check would

Bright, deceased , against the Planters '

operate as an equitable assignment of

Savings Bank . Judgment for plaintiff ,

all the rights its payee possessed . These

and defendant appeals. Affirmed .

questions, however, need not be passed
upon . Kitch was a party to the action ,

FRASER, J. The agreed facts are

and the defendant, being protecteda briefly as follows:

from any claim on his part, could suffer

The Planters’ Savings Bank , the de

no substantial injury from the Pierce
ville bank being named as the plaintiff.

fendant herein , on February 5 , 1920 ,

The judgment is affirmed .

received on deposit from W . A . Bright
the sum of $ 3550 , for which it issued a
certificate of deposit set out above. W .

A . Bright died intestate in June, 1920 ,
and on August 13 of the same year the

Bank Held Liable in Paying
Joint Certificate of Deposit

defendant paid the amount of the cer

Smith v. Planters' Savings Bank , Supreme

W . A . Bright was dead. Demand has
been made upon defendant for the pay

Court of South Carolina, 117 S . E .

Rep 312.

tificate to J . G . Bright upon his in
dorsement, knowing at the time that
ment of the certificate, which demand

One W . B . deposited $ 3550 of his has been refused. It is also admitted
own money in the defendant bank . The
bank thereupon , at W . B .'s request , issued a certificate of deposit , reading in
part as follows : " W . B . or J . B . have
deposited in this bank three thousand

five hundred and fifty dollars ($ 3550 ),

that, so far as this case is concerned ,
there was no gift shown from W . A .
Bright to J . G . Bright, either in

praesenti or by way of donatio causa
mortis.

The certificate of deposit reads:

payable to either order six months after

date with interest from date at the rate

“ Planters' Savings Bank. Greer,

of 51/2 per cent. per annum ” , etc.
Before the certificate matured W . B .

S . C ., February 5 , 1920. No. 2531.

died , and after its maturity, the bank
paid the money to J. B . upon his pre

This is to certify that W . A . Bright or
J. G . Bright have deposited in this bank
thirty - five hundred and fifty dollars

($ 3550.00 ), payable to either order six
At the time ofmaking the payment, the months after date, with interest from
bank had knowledge of W . B .'s death . date at the rate of 512 per cent. per
Subsequently , W . B .'s administrator annum , on the return of this certificate
brought suit against the bank to recover
the amount of the certificate.
It was conceded that the money de
posited with the bank belonged to W . B .

and that no gift of the same in favor of

J. B . had been shown. It was held

properly indorsed. Interest after ma
turity at the rate of 4 per cent. per
annum , unless renewed. [Signed ] R . M .
Hughes, vice-president, cashier."

The only question in the case is : Was
the bank authorized to pay the certifi

that the certificate of deposit was, under
the circumstances recited , a mere power

cate ofdeposit to J . G . Bright after the
death
of W . A . Bright?
of attorney authorizing J . B . to with
It
is
that the money be
draw the money , and that the death of longed toadmitted
W
.
A
.
Bright,
and after his
W . B . revoked that power. The bank , death it was paid to J . G . Bright.
therefore, had no right to pay J . B . and these circumstances there was aUnder
was liable to W . B .' s administrator for power of attorney to withdraw mere
the
the amount.
money . The death of the principal re
OPINION
vokes a power of attorney .
Action by W . McClure Smith , as administrator of the estate of W . A

" Power not coupled with an interest
is limited to the lifetime of the donor.”
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Gaston v . Gaston , 80 S . C . 157,61 S . E . . S . E . 451, October term , 1922. The
bank 's contract to pay W . A . Bright's
393 .
His honor Judge Sease was right money either to W . A . Bright or to J . G .
when he held that Sawyer v. Mabus, 107 Bright was of necessity predicated upon
S . C . 369, 92 S. E . 1029, is controlling authority conferred by W . A . Bright so
to pay. That authority conferred no
in this case.
The judgment appealed from is af power, coupled with an interest , upon
J. G . Bright, since admittedly he had no
firmed .
interest in the fund itself ( Johnson v .
WATTS, J., concurs.
Johnson , 27 S. C . 309, 3 S . E . 606 , 13
Am . St. Rep . 636 ) , nor did it confer a
GARY, C. J., did not sit.
power, coupled with an interest , upon
MARION , J. (concurring ). The ad the bank, for the same reason . When
mission “ that the money deposited was W . A . Bright died , the authority by
the money of W . A . Bright, and that virtue of which it had agreed to pay
the bank , at the time of taking the de his money to another died with him .
posit, knew it was his ” , and the ab Such seems to have been the conclu
sence of any contention that there was sion of the Maryland court in a prac
-a transfer or delivery of the certificate tically identical case. Second National
for value during the life of W . A . Bank of Baltimore v . Wrightson , 63
Bright, would seem clearly to charge
81. Let us assume that the money
the bank with knowledge that J. G . Md.
here involved had been deposited in the
Bright, the alternative payee, had no name of the owner, W . A . Bright, and
enforceable claim to the deposit for the that prior to his death he had given the
reasons: (1) That the supposed agree bank written authority to pay it to J.
ment as to him was without valuable G . Bright upon or after his (the
consideration ; (2 ) that the deposit was owner's) death . Upon compliance with
not a gift, the depositor retaining the

thatwritten order, would the bank have
right himself to withdraw it ; (3) that it been absolved from liability to the legal
was not a trust in that no present right representatives of W . A . Bright's
was transferred ; and (4 ) that it was estate ? Clearly not, I think , for the

not a valid testamentary disposition in
that it lacked the essentials of a will.
L . R . A . 1917C , 550 ; Sawyer v . Mabus,
107 S . C . 369, 92 S . E . 1029. If J . G .
Bright, the alternative payee, had no
enforceable right to compel payment,
did the bank have a legal right to pay

W . A . Bright's money after his death
to one who had no title to or interest
in the fund , by virtue of its agreement,
evidenced by the certificate, to pay
either of the two named payees ?

While the acceptance of a deposit
creates the relationship of debtor and
creditor, there is always the superadded

obvious reason that it would then have
paid out the money to one not clothed

in due form of law with authority to
collect and administer the decedent's
estate. See Sullivan v . Sullivan, 161

N . Y . 554 , 56 N . E . 116 . I cannot
perceive how the certificate of deposit ,
under the admitted facts of the case
at bar, amounted to more than an agree
ment on the bank 's part to comply with
the verbal authority conferred by W . A .
Bright to pay his money to another who
had no enforceable interest in it. If so,

the bank 's mere correlative agreement
cannot of itself keep the power so con

obligation on the bank's part to as- ferred alive ; it died with the donor.
For the reasons stated, I concur in the
certain that payment is made to the
C . J. 650 , § 343 ; opinion of Mr. Justice Fraser.
proper person .
COTHRAN , J. (dissented ) .
Wolfe v . Bank of Anderson ( S . C .) , 116

m

nr
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ko Can Your Bank
Go On Without You ?
URING his lifetime a certain man had carved in

marble a full-sized monument of himself, for he
wished to leave something by which he might be re
membered always.
He was an eccentric ; but notbe- ity of its founder is taken away.
cause he wished to be remem .
bered. It was because he failed
to realize that there is only one

Has yourbank this characteristic ?

Only if it is a well advertised in
stitution, which has extended its

real reason for remembrance - a interests and woven them into
service to our fellowmen so estab the people's interests so closely

lished that it shall continue.

that the institution is no longer

One of the most durable. sub
stantial and lasting forms such a
monument may take is a wellestablished banking business that

yours alone but in an important

has been so closely knit into the

mold the attitude of the com

lives of the people as to stand
solidly in its own strength , un

munity toward your bank that it
shall be a permanent, public in .

shaken even when the personal-

stitution .

sense theirs.

Consult The Collins Service re
garding publicity that will so

The Collins Service
The Recognized Standard

Financial Advertising

Philadelphia, Pa.
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New Account Doo -Dads and Their Dangers

at the First National?
bank
Because, primarily, it is a safe

bank - because it is courteous,
convenient.
serviceable,
But should John Brown bank
banks in their scurry for new

By T. N . T.
FREE MANICURES?

Just suppose — though it will accounts.
at the First National because it
stretch your imagination to do Now there is nothing fun gives hand-painted garbage
it — that one of the old -line in - damentally wrong with these cans with each account— where

of interesting the pub as the Second National gives
surance companies were to ad methods
lic in a banking institution , merely a rubber rolling-pin ?

vertise,

provided that the bank does
John Brown should pick his
lose its sense of perspective. bank for what it can and will
Free manicure with each policy ! notWhy
should John Brown
(Continued on page 383)
LIFE INSURANCE

What, you would ask - not

being in the insurance business

---do manicures have to do with
insurance ?
Why, they bear the same re
lation to insurance that string

beans do to Beethoven - or
cream puffs to a bank account.

And yet banks are getting
perilously near to cream puffs
or free manicures.
I do not want to belittle any
means by which a bank en
deavors to secure new business

- but I wonder, sometimes,

where we are drifting in our
desire to get something new ,
something catchy, something
different from the other fellow .
I believe that we are in dan
ger of allowing the means to an

A VITAL NEED OF
THE NORTHWEST :

CO -OPERATIVE
MARKETING
SE of the most vital needs of the North

wes is a recognition
all classes
and that
that
agriculture is our hasicbyindustry
best of the entire community
In internt study of the problemsofagriculture

s probleins are not the prololems of farmers only .

Through the nght kinel of co-operation oflammer
orderly inerchandising their
substitute
may
for the present expense and drocoral
prodlurts
izing practice of " dumpine" They are diang this

atsfully and profitably with all kinds of porou
acts in California , with otton in the uth , with
in the New England and Central states,
in the Northwest will reveal the fact that its Johaere
with
milk and its prudlucts in Monnet and with
problems of production are being sell cared for. all kiods
but that its equally important problemsof mar. Ted Statesof farm products somewhere in the I'm
keting have been neglected by all cases errept
a wong kundof
a nght kind and years
farmers, and they have not yet been able to solie There is, however,l'atıl
most
very reeent
of co-operation,
them wueressfully
is the most important industry of the the marketing efforts of American farmers were

inculture It needsand must have a selling de
Vortlisest

ed on the wrong system of co -operation

ties with new accounts— broom

any excuse for choosing the
partment as efficient as the velling departments There is no longer
trong hind ,we have only to tudy the experience
of other great industries
surrenExrativelseshere in the l'nited
Each farmer is, in effect. a produeing stockholder of
apply the principles of true
how
learn
to
to
States
national industry As long as each
ininesthis great
marketing to the top of the North
to market lus oun mall share of the total mokratise
That should be thelack ofall classes work
production he is as helpless as the stockholders of sest.
good by making
for
the
cominon
ing
together
our factories wouldlif each tried to market bis agriculture profitalele

holders, safety-razors, puzzles,

forkholders pool their shares, organize sales de
faroentsand employersto operate them

all sorts of doo-dads, some

and dumping is never probitable .

end to become an end in itself.
Many banks are giving novel

serviceable, some merely enter
taining. Some banks are giving
radio concerts. One bank in a

farming community owns a
blooded bull, to aid rsstock
raisers who are custome to
improve the breed of their

stock.
. Otheror concerts.
banks giveJingle
pic ,
ture-shows
contests, picnics, all sorts of
attention -getting services or ar
ticles are in constant use by .

Indisadual selling by farmers means "dumping
(II' ILTON PETETT
Dirror ( o-operohre Jarditing I w ent
Aerican Farat Barreu firulet Trayu
TO THEATBANKERS
DDRESSED
THE
OF NORTHWEST
THE EOL ESTTHE
HRITTEN

TERN
NORTHWES
BANK
NATIONAL
IS,
MINNEAPOL MINNESOTA
Resources . 850.000 .000

of well chosen and appropriate
Here is a good example
This Minneapolis bank ,talks about some

indirect advertising.
thing that is both timely and of vital interest to everyone
in the community , in which it is located . Note that the
advertisement is " addressed to the bankers of the north
west"
, and that it was,written at the request of the bank
by one of the leading authorities on the subject.
291
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Banking Publicity neither time nor inclination

high speed motion picture

to evolve any of his own, is
progressing backwards.

running in hard luck lately.

RICHARD F . DURHAM , Editor
Monthly Publicity Sortion

camera. This man has been
He can't seem to find a bank

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
71-73 Murray St., New York

that is progressive and wide
If you can get a good idea awake enough to appreciate
from some other advertiser his multifarious and kalei

SEPTEMBER 1923

that you can adapt to your

doscopic capabilities. Dur

own bank 's advertising, ap -

ing his stay at the last bank

THERE is a tendency in

propriately, and without
“
lifting” it bodily , phraseis becoming more conspicu ology and all,why fine. But
ous all the time, and which at least try to adapt it to
is not doing any one any fit your particular bank.
good. There seems to be a And by all means do your
ready disposition on the part
- bank advertising which

of many banks to steal the
other fellow 's thunder in
tact. One bank appropriates
another's advertising part

and

parcel, and

calmly

adopts it as its own .

own writing. What you say
will very likely have been

he was with the president
showed symptomsofnervous.
prostration, and one of the
directors had a stroke - al
though of course this may
have been merely a coinci
dence.
W e know another man

said before in one form or who writes bank advertise
another. Dress it up in
words that are yours.

ments in a matter of fact
sort of fashion . When he

gets hold of an idea that he
thinks is a good one he
CONSIDER the man who comes down on it like a ton
coined the phrase " The of brick , turns it over in his

Who CARES, one might ask , "Friendly Bank” . Little did mind, and then takes it
whether a bank in Michigan the poor man realize what apart very much as young

he was starting. This phrase sters will an alarm clock to
has cometo be the “ Yes ,We see what makes it go. Some
bank in Pennsylvania copies Have No Bananas !” of bank how the ideas this man de
the advertising of a bank in advertising .
velops seem , when he puts
Ohio ? A few cases like this
them into his advertising, to
bank in Massachusetts , or a

will pass unnoticed . But
multiplied indefinitely this
sort of thing will, and does,

hurt both bank advertising

WE KNOW a writer of bank
advertising who is full of
ideas, other people's and his

bring quite a little business
in to his bank . He has
worked out a distinctive
frame for his copy. His

stuff is “ different" without

in particular, and advertis

own, and who has an ex

ing in general.

ceeding facility of expres- being ridiculous, and im
sion. Ideas and phrases pressive without being at

NOBODY has a monopoly on
ideas. The bank advertising

like sparks from a flint. He you the impression somehow
will get so many different that he knows, thoroughly ,

manager who keeps in touch

seem to flash from his mind all spectacular. He gives
layouts, so many “ clever "

just what he is talking

with developments in the ideas, and so many “ snappy"

about, knows just what he
wants to say, and that he

field of financial advertising

phrases in a series of adver

has the edge on the man who

tisements that, if the ads are means every word of it. And

doesn't. But the advertiser

placed alongside each other, you can 't help feeling that

who spends so much energy

the effect is quite startling

keeping track of the other
fellow 's ideas that he has

it's his bank that he's talk

something like looking at ing about in his ads— not
a strip of film taken by a

just a bank.

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
New Account Doo-Dadsand
Their Dangers
(Continued from page 381)

do for him as a bank — not as a
dispenser of doo -dads.
And so the real purpose of
the advertising novelty given by
the First National should be to
provoke the initial interest of
the prospect in the institution .
The novelty should be the bait,

Who 's Who in
Bank Advertising

the lure, by which the bank

succeeds in getting the prospect
inside the lobby. Once there,
the prospect should be sold on
the bank — not on the novelty.
Safety, service, convenience
the same old selling points
which banks have relied upon
for years— must still form the
basis of the customer's contin
uing allegiance to any banking
institution . Of course, a novel

ty has a certain good -will
value — but it is not enduring.
Which would you prefer - to
have your customer like you be
cause you are a good bank — or

because your patent jumping
jack entertains the children ?
And it is the same with
special services, unrelated to
banking, as it is with novelties.
Radio broadcasting of concerts
is a special service. It pos

sesses some good -will value
but its greatest benefit, per

haps, lies in its continuous repi

tition of the bank's name be

fore the radio audience. It
bears the same relation to the
ear as does a bill-board to the

eye. But it cannot be con

strued as being a banking serv
ice.

The prospect may select

CARROLL RAGAN
Publicity manager U . S. Mortgage & Trust Co., New York

AT the June convention of the Financial Advertisers
A Association Mr. Ragan was elected first vice
president. Since 1920 he has served as chairman of the
exhibit committee of the association . As advance man

a bank because he is familiar

for the annualmeetings of the F . A . A . for the last three

with its name as a result of

years Mr. Ragan has become thoroughly familiar with
just how every financial exhibitor wants his display set
up, and under his able guidance the advertising exhibit
has proven to be one of the leading features of the
annual conventions. Mr. Ragan is a former newspaper
man . He was on the editorial staff of daily papers in
Peoria and Omaha and later worked on special assign
ments for the Evening World , New York . He received
his education at Wabash College and the University of

" listening in " on the radio, and

he may have a certain friendly
regard for the bank which sup
plies his children with bed- time
stories — but once a customer,
he must be held, not by extra
syncopated

jazz

revues, but

by straightforward, honest-to
goodness banking service.

Again I ask , would you have
your customer like you because

Illinois.
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Your Investments
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GEORGE M . FORMAN & Co.
105 W.MONROE ST.CHICAGO

38 Years Without Loss to a Customer
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GEORGE N PORMAN & COMPANY
Dept. 125-A, 105 W . Mesroe Serent Chicago Bli
Gentes . Please email me, without color blade
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ion
combination ofthillustrat
headline in this in
esThe
epresents
reof thaand
tment adverti
adv Norsement
ad
vestmen
is
e strong
appeal to the
imagination . Nor is there any lack of " dignity " or " con
servatishm " in the make-up of the advertisement which ,
althoug laid out in a manner pleasing to the eye and written
in a highly interesting fashion , strongly embodies bothngof the
The copy is well in keepi with
above mentioned qualities.
the rest of the advertisement.

you broadcast " Three O 'Clock
in the Morning" - or because
you are a sound, serviceable
bank
The? same question may be
asked of blooded bulls, puzzle

conservative point of view ?
I once heard a workman say:
“ I'm going to open a savings
account at the National City.
They're giving away fountain
pens with each new account,

contests, movie shows, and all and I want one."
other surprisingly varied serv"Are you going to withdraw

ices or articles by which banks
strive to obtain new accounts.
To sum up, in the long run
the customer must be sold on
the bank not the novelty, if his
patronage is to continue in definitely.
The service or novelty unrelated to actual banking should
be considered as having an ad- ,
vertising or business-getting
value only — and not as being an
end or a service in itself.
But are we maintaining that

your account from the State
Bank ?" I asked.
“Of course not!” he an- .
swered. “ I've dealt at the
State for years— I've got almost
$400 there. I'm not going to '
draw that out. Mighty good
bank, that State Bank I'm
just going to put $ 5 in the Na
tional Çity long enough so that
I can get that fountain pen ."
There is the difference between being sold on a bank and
being sold on an article.

The fountain pen, in this il
lustration , had accomplished all
it was supposed to do. It had
persuaded a prospect to enter
the lobby and open an account.
It still remained for the Na
tional City Bank, after that
man had opened the account,
to sell him on the merits of the
institution as a bank - - to so
pound home the old principles
of safety, service, convenience ,
and the like, that this man
would transfer his entire ac
count from the State Bank to
theButNational
in thisCity.
particular case

the National City Bank failed
this point.
utterly to grasp
red

It corside its final purpose
accomplished when the work
man opened his $5 account.
Its solicitors and its tellers
did not sell their bank on the
basis of its merits as a bank.
“We give you a fountain
pen" , they said, smugly -- the in
ference being that that fact
was sufficient reason to make
their bank a better bank than
the one across the street.
Instead of recognizing the
giving of the fountain pens as
merely a means to an end, this
bank made the mistake of re
garding thein giving
of the pens
as an end itself- a kind of

“banking" service, if you please,
which
the public should recog
nize as placing that bank
above the common or garden
variety of banks.
Why is your bank a better
bank than the one across the
street?
Because it broadcasts radio
concerts?
Because it gives picnics or
has puzzle contests ?
Because it gives away a nov
elty entirely unrelated to the
banking business ? ' . .
If so-- if banks are to be
judged by the ' extraneous
things which they do for their
customers ' or prospects— what
will we be up against in 1933?
Why not supply free mani
cures for all male:customers
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the manicurists recruited from
among the most

beautiful of

ex -follies bathing girls ?
Why not maintain a free
shoe-shining service for lady
customers or possibly a "hair
bobbed free with every $5 ac
count" system ?
Why not arrange to have a

staff physician to make free
diagnoses, or a staff dentist to
estimate the cost of needed re
pairs to themolars?
Why not give away lard ,
toothbrushes, dice, shoe-polish ,
canned apricots, picture-wire or
bottle openers ?
Where, pray,
the line ?

is one to draw

A matter ofminutes to London

"No" , will say the tired
housewife in 1933, “ I took my
account away from the First

"W W e ormust
before themarket
in Londonl depositor
telephoned closes,
sufferhave£50,000
us.
a loss," a commercia
It was then 9:30.A . M , in New York; 2:30 by " Big Ben ” in
London — and at three o'clock the London marketwould close.

National Their hair-dresser is

80 oldfashioned - and besides, I
don't like their silver-plated ice

By 9:39 the customer's instructions had been written,
the exchange figured and a statement prepared .

picks. I went over to the Se

By 9:42 the order had been reduced from thirty-two
words to a few code words.
By 9:50 — just twenty minutes after the telephone call- .
themoney was on deposit in « London bank.
completing this transaction
To our customer,thetime saved inDepartment

it was but a part

mcant a great deal; to our Cable

of the day's work. The rapid and economical transferring of
points is a feature of
York to distantforcign
from New commercial
fundsEquitable
banking service.
Thc
's

D E . FRENCH

Firms and corporations whose increased business activities
require better bankingaccommodationsare invited to consultus.

one of the young men of this
cessfulman,lawyer,
bankermember
and busiof
senior
Bens
, Easleyof and
ofwasFrench
law ErmHebeing
the
President
Essley.
the
Keystone,
Bank
First
National
of
Va.. one of the strongCo.outstand
W banksofMcDowell
Va..
ing
,
W
first of thisof year, when he
unta tbePresident
became
is who is well known as a se
section

THE EQUITABLE
TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
UPTOWN OFFICE
STDECT COLONIAL OFFICE
22 WALL
WALL STREET
Madison Av . al St. 37
222 Jrador
FORRIGN OFFICES
REPRESE
DISTRICT
NTATIVE
St
Wolina
Kiat
LONDON
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3
PARIS 23CITY
Pain Capackisar
Ro de laCalle
NDADALIWA: Le Thia Bellies
MEXICO
de
MALTIMORS
Cabren Redwood se
CHICAGO: Se La Sall
SAN FRANCISCO Corsa

BLUEFIELD

NATIONAL
BANK
BLUEFIELD

considera itsellits for.
and this bank
tunate
him wellin satisfu
in interesting
and andfeels.
ture
those condec
looking
itsgrowth
customers
Red
Natisfactory
banking
for
consideration
both
receive
will
tion
and service at his hands

Total resources over $300,000 ,000
O L.L.C. 2.
THE
BLUEFI
ELD
NATIONAL
BANK

Bland
and Raleigh .Street
BLUEFIELD,
W VA

personal element

banking

in
The
- particularly
is always important
larger cities, in
outside
the
so
communities where most men are

apt to know their bankers rather
well personally . The above adver
tisement , unusually well prepared
and laid out, brings this personal

element to the fore in an informal
discussion of the
bank's new forpresi
qualifications
the
dent and his

office .

This advertisement has attracted a great deal of atten
tion and called forth much favorable comment. Here we
personified . No beating around the
have " Old Man Specific"
bush but rather a straightforward and direct presentation
in interesting narrative form , of a single banking transaction.

curity -- their dancing teacher is

There are, of course, certain
So good looking, and I'm just extra
neous services which are
in love with their hand-carved

tely related to banking,
toothpicks and sanitary salad defini
which
tend to sell the bank
and
forks.”
bank . Income tax advice,
as
a
Why not?
Someone, somewhere, must merchandising advice, foreign

call a halt.

trade information, and the like,
altho
ugh not strictly banking in
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themselves, are closely allied to
banking activities.
But as to these services and
these articles that are as closely
related to banking as a cream
puff or a free manicure
therein lies the danger.
Unless banks can remember

to view these items purely as
business-attracting devices, in
stead of viewing them as serv
ices in and of themselves, we
may be faced with a most
bizarre, most pitifully ridic
ulous state of affairs in the
banking world of 1933.

THE MIND OF A CHILD .
The mind of a child is wonderfully plastic
but early precept and practice ultimately
your child thrift and you inculcate Charac
ter Start an account with Five pesos apd
we will provide · Home "Bank." The e

harden to uasbakeable Character. Teoch
" Banks make saving easy .

THE ANGLO -SOUTH AVERICAN BANI IN
Agency: TARDA 700

RECONQUISTA 10

How Banks Are Advertising
As Exhibit “ A ” of how com - magazine of the First National
prehensively a bank may de- Bank in St. Louis, published
scribe its services and facilities,
without being tedious or boring
about it, we cite the booklet
“Guaranty Service”, published
by the Guaranty Trust Com -

by and for the employees, con
tinues to uphold its standing in
the field of bank house-organs
as an unusually interesting and
well-edited publication.

pany, New York. This booklet
covers thoroughly every phase
of service offered by the
Guaranty in readable and un
derstandable fashion. In the
back of the book is an exhaust
ive index , and an interesting
chart of the organization, di

rection and control of the

Bank It Quickly

THE HARVARD Trust Company,
Cambridge, Mass., publishes a
compact and well-worded little
booklet on the facilities offered

"itBut,"
hewenton," I should havelearned
five years younger than I did. I finally
found that if I put my money in the bank
first, instead of carrying it in my pocket,
I could save it. Once in the bank, it

The Bank-It-Firat habit- everyone ought
to have it. The sooner you start the
better. It paves the way to success.

Trust Company, New Orleans,

cent operation for appendicitis .
Very good narrative copy in
Agreeably con

THE NORTH Branch Title and
Trust Company, Sunbury, Pa.,
publishes a booklet “ Banking
by Mail” which treats of this

form of banking service in a

It Is Too
Hot
to write advertisements, but

very adequate and easily under

we vant you to know this.

stood fashion.

The charge for large space is mod.

Virginia
Trust Company
THE SAFE EXECUTOR
Richmond, Va.
PN - Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent Letter of Credit
and Tracelery Obeck , Inpeed .

This advertisemnent has three
gooil qualities. It is luman , it is
brief, and it is timely.

of the Hibernia Bank and
has fully recovered from his re

THE “Buzzer”, a monthly

bulk while you are away for the Summer.

THE GOOD news reached THE
BANKERS MAGAZINE too late for
publication in the last issue,
that the genial Fred Ellsworth

Houston's Bank of Service"

exchange department.

facilities for handling your valuables in

O

F . W . ELLSWORTH

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL
the first person .
cise .

We have ample vault space and the

79 Fifth avenue, New York .

man when asked how he learned to have
money

by its banking, trust, vault,

savings, investment and foreign

ficiently subdued to permit pro
jection. It throws advertise
ments varying in size from one
to six feet at a distance from
six to thirty feet. Information
about this instrument can be
obtained from the Perfection
Slide and Pictures Corporation,

"When I got it into the bank, I found 1
could hold on to it," said a successful

stayed there."

company.

A sample of savings copy from
South America . Published by a
Buenos Aires bank .

THE CARBONDALE Miners and
Mechanics Bank of Carbon
dale, Pennsylvania , is using
with success a Transforma
Sidewalk Projector for pub
licity purposes. This is a type
of lantern slide projector

SSBBORODRRORODOGRODDONSORGONOODOROBOGBORDROLONDOS

Home Owners

Encouraged
Many a man and woman in Spo
kane has been able to build or
buy just the home desired be
cause the Spokane and Eastern
Trust Company has assisted the
saver in accumulating money which
added to that loaned by the bank.
has made the purchase posible on
the most favorable terme
The Spokane and Eastern can and
willing to aid you. It has money
to lend on residential property en
casy ternis

Spokane andEastern

Trust Company

which projects from a bank
window or any other advan
natural colors against a dark
sidewalk or wherever the rays
tageous place advertisements in

of surrounding light are suf

MLMDER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
RONDBQQDPORODDORO .

ORDRDONDOOR

This frame, though attractive,
seems entirely too heavy for the
copy that it carries. The copy
does not stand out. Note the sig
nature cut. It is a good one.

Bank Advertising Exchange
Those listed herewith are willing to exchange booklets and other advertising

matter issued by them . Subscribers can get on this list free of charge.
Watch for New Names and Other Changes.
Albany, N . Y., City Svgs. Bank, F. H . Williams, Detroit, Mich., Security Tr. Co., H . B . Grimm ,
treas.
bus. ext. dept.
Moline,
Asbury
Park,
J., Asbury Park Tr. Co., J. B . Eastmgr.
Ill., Manufacturers State Bank ,
F . T . Shearman , cash .
Fogal,
asst.N . secy.-treas.

N .' C., 1st & Citizens Nat'l
Baltimore, Md., Nat'l Bank of Baltimore, W . B . Elizabeth
Bank, MCity,
. H . Jones, cash .

Thurston , Jr., mgr. for. dept.
Cal., Berkeley
Berkeley,
Com 'l & Svgs. Bk., G . Elmira
, N . Y ., 2nd Nat'l Bank, Helen E . Mal
P.
lory, adv. mgr.
BostonL . ,Pape,
Mass.,V . Internat'l
Tr. Co., T. F. Megan, Evansville,
Ind., Nat'l City Bank, Josephine C.
asst. secy.
Mass., Nat'l Shawmut Bank, A . L.
Boston,
Winship , V . P .

Boston, Mass., Old Colony Tr. Co., E . H . Kit

MacCorkle, pub. mgr.
Evansville , Ind., Old State Nat' l Bank, A .
Bader, asst. cash .

Flint, Mich., Citizens Com 'l & Svgg. Bank, H . E .

Potter, asst. cash .
tredge, pub. mgr.
Svgs. Bank, A . T. Smith,
., Industrial
Michspecial
Flint,mgr.
Eastman,
.
M
.
R
Co.,
Tr.
St.
State
Mass.,
,
Boston
serv. dept.
asst. to pres.

Genesee Co. Svgs. Bank, W . Power,
Brenham
, Tex., 1st Nat'l Bank, A . Schlenker, Flint,mgr.
Mich.,
cash .
new bus. dept.
Brooklyn,
N
.
Y.,
Home
Svgs.
Bank,
V.
M
.
Pow
Gardner,
Mass.,
Gardner Tr. Co., P. O . Ahlin ,
V. P .
ell, secy.

Brooklyn,
N . Y., Williamsburgh
A . E . Leighton
, adv. mgr. Svgs. Bank,
Bruxelles, Belgium , Moniteur des Interets Ma
teriels, 27 Place de Louvain .
Buffalo,
treas.N . Y ., Citizens Tr. Co., H . G . Hoffman,

Greenville,
C., American
Bk. & Tr. Co., R .
Andersons., cash
.

Buffalo,
N. Y., Marine Tr. Co., J. A. Edwards,
adv. mgr.

Ithaca , N . Y ., 1st Nat'l Bank, W . A . Boyd , V . P .
Jacksonville, Fla ., Atlantic Nat'
l Bank, J . M

Buffalo
, N . Y., Fidelity Tr. Co., W . D . Lamp
man, asst. pub. mgr.

Greenvil
le, S. VC.., P .Woodside Nat'l Bank, J. L .
Williams,

Haverhill,
Mass.,mgr.1st Nat'l Bank, C. K . Worm
wood, adv.

Indianapolis,
Ind., Fletcher Svgs. & Tr. Co..
L . A . Buennagel, mgr. serv. dept.

Quincy, asst. cash.
Buffalo,
N . Y., new
Peoples Bank,
F. Wichen Jacksonville,
Fla .,dept.
Barnett Nat'l Bank, E . G .
den , mgr.
dept. C.Tr.R . Co.,
Cambridge,
Mass., bus.
Guaranty
L. A .
Haskell, adv,

V. P .
Fla., United States Tr. Co., B . W .
CedarFrost,
Rapids,
Iowa, Cedar Rapids Svgs. Bank, Jacksonville,
Lanier, secy. & treas.
C . E . Auracher, adv. mgr.
Joliet,
Ill.,
Will
Co. Nat'l
, F .Bank
R . Adams.
Svgs.
Chambersburg. Pa., Chambersburg Tr. Co., F . Kankakee, Ill., City
Tr. &Bank
, A. M .
A . Zimmerman , V . P .

Shoven , cash .

Charleston,
W . Va., Kanawha Valley Bank, H . Kansas
City, Mo., Commerce Tr. Co., F . M .
Staker, mgr. pub. dept.
Picklesimer, mgr. new business dept.
Chattanooga, Tenn., American Tr. & Bkg. Co.,
E . L . Smith , asst. cash .

Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Terminal Tr.
Co., H . G . Hunter, V . P .

Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
Svgs. Bank, Lima,delPeru,
J. V . Holdam
, asst.Chatanooga
tr. off .
Peru . S. A ., Banco Mercantil Americano
Chester,
Pa.,
Pennsylvania
Nat'l
Bank,
E
.
C.
Lincoln
,
Neb.,Jr., The
Nat'lbus.Bank,
C. F.
pub . First
and new
mgr.
Burton,Ill.,V . Bauder
P . -Baker, 738 8. Michigan LongSnyder,
Chicago,
Beach, Cal., Long Beach Nat'l Bank , P .
Ave., R . E . Bauder, pres.
L . Hudson , asst . cash .

Chicago,
Ill., Critchfield & Co., L . E . Delson, Los Bank
Angeles,
Cal., Hellman Com 'l Tr. & Svg
, D . R . Branham , dir. pub.
finan. adv. mgr.
Chicago,
Ill.,
Liberty
Tr.
&
Svgs.
Bank,
H
.
J.
Los
Angeles,
Cal.,
Pacific-Southwest
Bk., R . M . MacLennan
, adv. mgr.Tr. & 8vga.
Bilansky, mgr. bus. ex. dept.
Chicago,
Ill.,
Chicago
Morris
Plan
Bank,
S.
B
.
Los
Angeles,
Cal.,
Union
Bank
& Tr. Co., A . L .
Lathrop, tr. off.
Clark , mgr. serv. dept.

Chicago
Northwestern
Gatos,pres.
Cal., 1st Nat'l Bank, C . F . Ham
F . G, . Ill.,
Heuchling,
V . P . Tr. & Svgs. Bank, Los sher,
Chicago,
Ill.,
State
Bank
of
Chicago,
E
.
L
.
Jarl,
Madrid
,
Spain,
Banco Hispano Suizo, Apartado
1023, E . C . Hirt.
asst. cash

Chicago,
I11., Union Tr. Co., P. L . Hardesty. Madison,
S. VD.,. P Lake
Co. Nat'l Bank, M . F .
Berther,
.
pub. mgr.

•

Clarksville,
Tenn., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . A . Bland, Manila,
P. I., Banco
T . Nolting,
pres. de Las Islas Filipinas, W .
V. P.
Cleveland, Ohio, Central Nat'l Bank, R . J. Meridian, Miss., Merchants & Farmers Bank, M .

Keeton , mgr. svgs. dept.
Izant, adv. mgr.
Cleveland,
Ohio, Cleveland Tr. Co., I. I. Sperling. Milwaukee,
Wis., Second Ward Securities Co.,
R . P . Hammond, mgr. bus. serv. dept.
pub. mgr.

Cleveland, Ohio , Rellance Tr.
Cleveland, Ohio, Union Tr. Co .,
son , pub. mgr.

Clevelab. 'asst. secy..no ne. Co., C. HE .. HaJ. ndMace
Clinton,
Iowa, City Nat'l Bank, A . C. Smith,
pres.

Minneapolis, Minn ., Farmers & Mechanics Svgs.
Bank, T . H . Wallace, treas.
Minneapolis, Minn., Midland Nat'l Bank , L . L .
D . Stark , asst. tr. off .

Corsicana,
Tex., First State Bank, L . G . Kerr,
asst. cash .
Danielson,
Conn., Danielson Tr. Co., C . H .
Starkweather, treas.
Dayton,
O ., City Nat'l Bank, L . C . Tingley,
bus. ex. mgr. Cash Register Co., H . W .
Nat'l.
Ohio,
Dayton,
dir. pub
Karr,Colo.,
Denver,
Denver
Nat'l Bank, G . T . Wells,
asst. cash .
Des Metcall,
Moines, mgr.
Ia ., bus.
Central
State Bank, H . G .
ext. dept.

Minneapolis,
Minn., Northwestern Nat'l Bank,
F . Merrill, adv. mgr.
Missoula
,
Mont.,
Western Montana Nat'l Bank,
J . Bennett.
Monterrey,
N
.
L
.,
Mex., A . Zambrano, Jr., care
of A . Zambrano & Sons, Apartado No. 6 .
St.
d 'Hochelaga,
Banque
Que.,
Montreal,
James St., Léon Lorrain
, dir. pub. 112
Newark,
Ohio,
Home
Bldg.
Ass'n
Co.,
E
.
M.
pres.
New Baugher,
Orleans,
La.,
Canal-Com
'l
Tr.
&
Sygk.
Bank , H . B . Caplan, secy, to pres.

Detroit, Mich ., First National Bank , F . J . Camp

New Ellsworth
Orleans, ,La.,
& Tr., adv.
Co ., Fmgr.
. W.
Wisdom
V . Hibernia
P ., W . B . Bk.

bell, adv. mgr.

Minneapolis,
Minn., Minnesota
W . E . Brockman,
pub. mgr.Loan & Tr. Co..
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to view these items purely as
themselves, are closely allied to busines
s-attracting devices, in

banking activities.
But as to these services and stead of viewing them as serv
these articles that are as closely ices in and of themselves, we

be faced with a most
related to banking as a cream may
most pitifully ridic
bizarre,
remanicu
free
a
puff or
ulous state of affairs in the
therein lies the danger.
Unless banks can remember banking world of 1933.

THEMIND OF A CHILD.

The mind of a child is wonderfully plastic
but carly precept and practice ultimately
harden to unsbakeable Character. Teach
your child thrift and you inculcate Charac
ter Start an account with Five pesos and
we will provide a Home “ Bank." The e
" Banks make saving casy.

THE ANGLO - SOUTI ATERICAN BANK IN.
Agency: FLORIDA 79

RECONQUISTA 18

How Banks Are Advertising
As EXHIBIT “ A ” of how com - magazine of the First National
prehensively a bank may de- Bank in St. Louis, published

A sample of savings copy from
South America . Published by &
Buenos Aires bank .

scribe its services and facilities, by and for the employees, con
subdued to permit pro
tinues to uphold its standing in ficiently
It throws advertise
jection.
s
the field of bank house-organ

without being tedious or boring
about it, we cite the booklet
"Guaranty Service" , published
by the Guaranty Trust Com -

varying in size from one
as an unusually interesting and ments
feet at a distance from
six
to
tion.
well-edited publica
six to thirty feet. Information
about this instrument can be
pany, New York. This booklet
obtained from the Perfection
covers thoroughly every phase
and Pictures Corporation,
Slide
of service offered by the
Bank
ItQuickly
avenue, New York .
Fifth
79
Guaranty in readable and un
"When I got it into the bank, I found 1
derstandable fashion. In the
could
hold
on
to
it,"
said
successful
man when asked how he learned to save
back of the book is an exhaust
money.
F. W . ELLSWORTH
" But," he went on , " Ishould have learned
ive index, and an interesting
it five years younger than I did . I finally
COOD news reached THE
THE
found
that if I put mymoney in the bank
chart of the organization, di
first, instead of carrying it in my pocket,
BANKERS MAGAZINE too late for
rection and control of the
I could save it. Once in the bank, it
stayed there."
publication in the last issue,
company.
The Bank-It-First habit- everyone ought
to have it. The sooner you start the

The Harvard Trust Company,

better. It paves the way to success.

Cambridge, Mass., publishes a

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL

compact and well-worded little

"Houston'. Bank of Service

savings, investment and foreign

exchange department.

Very good narrative copy in

the first person . Agreeably con

0000000.

booklet on the facilities offered
by its banking, trust, vault,

that the genial Fred Ellsworth
of the Hibernia Bank and
Trust Company, New Orleans,
has fully recovered from his re
cent operation for appendicitis.
ead . OROD . . .

North Branch Title and
THE “Buzzer”, a monthly The
Trust Company, Sunbury, Pa.,

SE

wewant you to know this.
We have ample vault space and the

facilities for handling your valuables in
bulk while you are iway for the Summer.
The charge for at se space is mod.

eres.

VirginiaTHE SAFE
TrustEXECUTOR
Company
Richmond,Va.
T. - Bafe Deprest house ter Rest. Leten of Credit
Asd Travelers Checks arend

This advertisement has three
gooi qualities. It is human , it is
hrief, and it is timely,

form of banking service in a
very adequate and easily under
stood fashion.
THE CARBONDALE Miners and
Mechanics Bank of Carbon
dale, Pennsylvania, is using
with success a Transforma
Sidewalk Projector for pub

licity purposes. This is a type
of lantern slide projector
which projects from a bank
window or any other advan
tageous place advertisements in
natural colors against a dark

sidewalk or wherever the rays
of surrounding light are suf

The Spokane and Eastern can and

us willing to aid you It has money
to lend on residential property on
easy terms

SpokaneandEastern
Trust Company
0

I

Many a man and woman in Spo
kane has been able to build or
buy just the home desired be
cause the Spokane and Eastern
Trust Company has assisted the
saver in accumulating money which
added to that loaned by the bank.
has made the purchase possible on
the most favorable terms

30

10

. .

Home Owners
Encouraged

publishes a booklet “ Banking
by Mail” which treats of this

It Is Too
Hot
to write advertisements, but

.

cise .

MEMBEA FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEMS
0000000
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This frame, though attractive,

seems entirely too heavy for the
copy that it carries. The copy
does not stand out. Note the sig
nature cut. It is a good one.

Bank Advertising Exchange
Those listed herewith are willing to exchange booklets and other advertising

matter issued by them . Subscribers can get on this list free of charge.
Watch for New Names and Other Changes.
Albany, N . Y., City Svgs. Bank, F. H . Williams, Detroit, Mich., Security Tr. Co., H . B . Grimm ,
treas.
bus. ext. dept.
Asbury
State Bank,
Park Tr. Co., J. B. Eastmgr.
Ill., Manufacturers
Park,asst.N . secy
J., .Asbury
F .Moline,
T . Shearman
, cash .
Fogal,
-treas.

City, N .' C., 1st & Citizens Nat'l
Baltimore,
Md., Nat'l Bank of Baltimore, W . B . Elizabeth
Bank , M . H . Jones, cash .
Thurston , Jr., mgr. for. dept.
Elmira,
N
Y., 2nd Nat'l Bank, Helen E . Mal
.
.
G
Bk.,
Berkeley,
Svgs.
&
'l
Com
Berkeley
Cal.,
L . Pape, V . P .
lory, adv. mgr.
Evansville,
Nat'l City Bank, Josephine O.
Ind.,
Boston,
Tr.
Co.,
T.
F
.
Megan,
Mass.,
Internat'l
MacCorkle, pub. mgr.
asst. secy.

Ind., Old State Nat' l Bank , A .
Boston
, Mass., Nat'l Shawmut Bank, A. L. Evansville,
Bader, asst. cash .
Winship , V . P .
Citizens
Boston,
Tr.
Co.,
E
.
H
.
Kit.
Flint,
Mich.,
Mass.,
Old
Colony
Potter, asst
. cash .Com 'l & Svgs. Bank, H . E .
tredge,
pub.State
mgr.St.
Boston
Mass.,
,
Tr.
Co.,
Flint,
.
R
M
.
Eastman
Mich.,
,
Industri
Svgs. Bank, A . T. Smith ,
asst. to pres.
mgr. special sery.al dept.

Genesee Co. Svgs. Bank, W . Power,
Mich.,
Brenham
, Tex., 1st Nat'l Bank, A . Schlenker, Flint,mgr.
new bus. dept.
cash .
Mass.,
Gardner Tr. Co., P. 0. Ahlin,
Brooklyn
Gardner,
, N . Y ., Home Svgs. Bank, V. M . Pow
V. P.
ell, secy .
Greenville,
American Bk. & Tr. Co., R .
Brooklyn
8.
C.,
Svgs.
Bank,
, N . Y., Williamsburgh
Anderson, cash .
A . E . Leighton , adv. mgr.

Bruxelles, Belgium , Moniteur des Interets Ma
terlels, 27 Place de Louvain .

Greenville, s. c., Woodside Nat'l Bank, J. L .

Charleston , W . Va., Kanawha Valley Bank , H .
Picklesimer, mgr. new business dept.
Chattanooga , Tenn., American Tr. & Bkg. Co.,
E . L . Smith , asst. cash .

City, Mo., Commerce Tr. Co., F . M .
Kansas
Staker, mgr. pub. dept.

Williams, V . P .
Mass., 1st Nat'l Bank, C. K . Worm
Buffalo,
N . Y., Citizens Tr. Co., H . G . Hoffman, Haverhill,
wood , adv. mgr.
treas.
Ind. Fletcher
Buffalo,
Tr. Co., W . D . Lamp Indianapolis,
N . Y., pubFidelity
mgr. servSvgs.
, dept.& Tr. Co..
L . A . Buennagel,
man,
. mgr.Tr.
Buffalo
, N asst.
. Y ., Marine
Ithaca,
N . Y ., Fla
1st.,Nat'l
Bank,Nat'
W . l A .Bank
Boyd,, V . P .
Jacksonville,
Atlantic
adv. mgr.
Quincy, asst. cash.
Buffalo,
N
Y.,
Peoples
.
Bank,
C.
R
F.
.
Wichen
den , mgr. new bus. dept.
Fla.,dept.
Barnett Nat'l Bank, E . G .
Haskell, adv.
Cambridge,
Mass., Guaranty Tr. Co., L . A . Jacksonville,
Fla.,
States Tr. Co., B . W .
United
Frost, V . P .
Jacksonville,
secy. & treas.
CedarC . Rapids,
Iowa, Cedar Rapids Svgs. Bank, Joliet,Lanier,
Ill., Will Co . Nat' l Bank , F . R . Adams.
E . Auracher, adv. mgr.
Ill., City Tr. & Svgs. Bank, A . M .
Chambersburg,
Pa., Chambersburg Tr. Co., F . Kankakee,
Shoven , cash .
A . Zimmerman , V . P .
Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Terminal Tr.
Co., H . G . Hunter, V . P .

Chattanooga,
S. A ., Banco Mercantil Americano
Tenn.,
Chatanooga Svgs. Bank, Lima,delPeru,
Peru .
, asst. tr. off.
J. V . Pa.,
Holdam
Chester,
,
Neb
.,
The First Nat'l Bank, C . F .
Nat'l Bank, E . C . Lincoln
Pennsylvania
Snyder, Jr., pub . and new bus. mgr.

Burton , V . P .
Chicago,
Ill., Bauder-Baker, 738 S. Michigan LongL . Beach,
, asst.Long
cash .Beach Nat'l Bank, P .
HudsonCal.,
Ave., R . E . Bauder, pres.
Chicago,
&
Co.,
L
.
E
.
Delson,
Los Angeles, Cal., Hellman Com 'l Tr. & Svgi.
Ill.,
Critchfield
Bank , D . R . Branham , dir. pub .
finan. adv. mgr.
Svga.
Cal., Pacific- Southwest
Chicago,
Angeles,
Ill., Liberty Tr. & Svgs. Bank, H . J. Los Bk.,
adv. mgr.Tr. &
R . M . MacLennan,
Bilansky, mgr. bus. ex. dept.

Union Bank & Tr. Co., A . L .
Chicago,
Ill., Chicago Morris Plan Bank, S. B . Los Angeles, Cal.,
tr. off.
Clark , mgr. serv. dept. Tr. & Svgs. Bank , Los Lathrop,
Chicago,
1st Nat'l Bank, C. F . Ham
Gatos, Cal.,
Ill., Northwestern

sher, pres.
F . G . Heuchling, V . P .
Chicago,
, Spain,
Banco Hispano Suizo, Apartado
Ill., State Bank of Chicago, E. L. Jarl, Madrid
1023,
E . C . Hirt.
asst. cash .
Co. Nat'l Bank, M . F .
S.
D
.,
Chicago,
Madison,
Tr.
Co.,
P.
L.
Hardesty.
II
.,
Union
.
Berther, V . P Lake
pub . mgr.

W.
Clarksville,
P. I. Banco
Tenn., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . A . Bland, ManilaT . ,Nolting,
pres. de Las Islas Filipinas,
V. P.

Cleveland, Ohio, Central Nat'l Bank, R . J. Meridian , Miss., Merchants & Farmers Bank, M .

Keeton, mgr. svgs. dept.
Izant, adv. mgr.
Wis., Second Ward Securities Co.,
Cleveland,
Milwaukee,
Tr.
Co.,
I.
I.
Sperling,
Ohio,
Cleveland
R . P . Hammond, mgr. bus. serv. dept.
pub. mgr.
Minn., Farmers & Mechanics Svgs.
Cleveland,
Tr.
Co.,
E
.
J.
MacMinneapolis,
Ohio
,
Rellance
Bank, T . H . Wallace, treas.
Nab, asst. secy .

Cleveland,
Ohio, Union Tr. Co., C. H . Handerson , pub. mgr.

Minneapolis, Minn., Midland Nat'l Bank, L . L

Danielson, Conn., Danielson Tr. Co., C . H .

Missoula , Mont., Western Montana Nat' l Bank.

D . Stark , asst. tr. off.
Minn., Minnesota
Clinton,
Iowa,
City
Nat'l
Bank,
A.
C.
Smith,
Minneapolis,
, pub. mgr.Loan & Tr. Co..
W
. E . Brockman
pres.
Corsicana,
Nat'l Bank,
Minn.,
Tex.,
First
State
Bank,
L.
G
.
Kerr,
Minneapolis,
mgr.
F . Merrill, adv. Northwestern
asst. cash .
J. Bennett.
Starkweather, treas.
Dayton,
N . L ., Mex., A . Zambrano, Jr., care
Monterrey,
O
.,
City
Nat'l
Bank,
L.
C.
Tingley,
of
A . Zambrano & Sons, Apartado No. 6.
bus. ex. mgr.

Dayton,
Ohio, Nat'l Cash Register Co., H . W .
Karr , dir. pub .

Que., Banque d 'Hochelaga, 112 S
Montreal,
James St., Léon Lorrain , dir. pub.

Denver,
Ohio, Home Bldg. Ass'n Co., E . M .
Colo.,
Denver Nat'l Bank, G . T. Wells, Newark,
Baugher, pres.
cash .
La., Canal-Com 'l Tr. & Svga
Orleans,
Des asst.
Ia ., Central State Bank, H . G . New Bank,
Moines,
B . Caplan, secy. to pres.
ext. dept.
Metcalt,
Detroit,
Firstbus.National
Bank, F . J. Camp New Orleans,H . La.,
Mich.,mgr.
Hibernia Bk. & Tr. Co ., F . W .
bell, adv. mgr.

Ellsworth , V . P ., W . B . Wisdom , adv. mgr.
387
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New Orleans, La ., Whitney -Central Nat'l Bank,
M . L . Bouden , pub . mgr.
Newport
News,cash
Va., 1st Nat'l Bank, D . L . Down
ing,
N . Y . C ., asst.
Ambrose R . Clark

& Co., Broadway.
Y . C ., American Express Co., 6571 Broadway,

San Francisco, Cal., Anglo - California Tr.
. P . Anderson, mgr. bus. dev. dept.
San R Francisco,
Cal., Union Tr. Co., M . New
asst.Cal.,
cash The
. 1st Nat'l Bk. of Santa
Santaman,
Rosa,
Rosa , J . G . Morrow , V . P . & cash .
Schenectady, N . Y ., Schenectady Svg8. Bk.,
Miss A . R . Waldron , director serv. dept.

Malcolm , gen. mgr. adv.
Y.caS . shC D.,.. American
Union Bank, R . Stein, asst. Scranton , Pa., 3rd Nat'l Bank, Theda A . Hoppe,
mgr. new
dept. Oriental
YY .. C.,
Bank
of
America,
Withers Woolford. Shanghai,
China,busAmerican
Bkg. Corp.,
The Bankers
F
.
J.
Raven.
N . Y . CC .,., Battery
Park Magazine.
Nat'l Bank, E . E . Gaf Shelbyville, Ill., 1st Nat'l Bank, J. C. Eber
ford,
asst.
V
.
P
.
spacher, V . P .
Y. C ., Chatham & Phenix Nat'l Bank, N . P .

Sioux Falls,' s. D., Sioux Falls Nat'l Bank, J. W .

Wadden Branch,
, pres. N . Y., Bank of Smithtown,
N . Y.Gatling.
O., CoalV . P& . Iron Nat'l Bank, H . G . Smithtown
Stenerson , asst. to pres .
J . A . Overton,

cash . Tr. Co., J. C. Stover,
Y.mgr.C., Equitable Tr. Co., A. DeBebian, adv. South Bend, Ind., Indiana
V
.
.
P
N . Y. C., Theasst.Farmers
Loan & Tr. Co., I. H . Spokane, Wash., Old Nat'l Bank-Union Tr. Co.,
V. P.
A . F . Brunkow , pub. mgr.
N . Y.Meehan,
Gotham
C.,
Nat'l
Bank, B. W . Griffin, St. Joseph
, Mo., 1st Nat'l Bank, L. J. Morgan,
pub.
mgr.
pub
. mgr.
N. Y

. C ., Hamilton Nat'l Bank., 130 W . 42nd St. Louis, Mo., Liberty Central Tr. Co., J. V.
St., E . S . Van Leer, asst. cash .
Corrigan , pub. mgr.
NN .. Y.1. CC.,., Mechanics
Mfg. Tr. Co.,
D. Lipsky.
Mo., Mercantile Tr. Co., S. P . Judd,
& Metals
Nat'l Bank, F . W . St. Louis,
pub
. Mo., Nat'l Bank of Commerce, W . B .
N . Y.Gehle,
C., NewV . P .York Tr. Co., E . Langstroth, pub. St. Louis,mgr.

N . Y.mgr.
C., North Side Svgs. Bank, A. A. Ekirch,
secy.
N . Y.pub.
Seaboard Nat'l Bank, E. M . Hutchins,
c., mgr.
N . Y.adv.C.,mgr.
Union Bank of Canada, A. G . Sclater,
N . Y.iltonC.,, Western
Union Tele. Co., H . L . Ham
adv. mgr.
Norfolk,
Va.,
Seaboard
Nat'l Bank, W . V. Capps,
new bus. mgr.
Northampton,
Mass.,
Hampshire
Co. Trust Co.,
G . S . Willis, pres.
Norwich
,
Conn.,
Chelsea
Svgs.
Bank,
J. D . Colt,
asst. treas.

Welsenburger, asst. to pres.
Stockholm
, Sweden , Svenska Handelsbanken ,
P . G . Norberg , pub. mgr.

Stroudsburg, Pa., Stroudsburg Nat'l Bank, C. B .
Keller,
Jr., cashGov't
. Svgs. Bank of N . 8. W .
Sydney,
Australia,
and
Rural
Bank,
A . W . Turner, secy.
Tampa, Fla., Citizens-Amer.
Bank & Tr. Co., L.
A . Bize,
Toledo,
Ohio,pres.
Com ' Svgs. Bk. & Tr. Co ., J. H .
Streicher, asst. secy -treas.

Toronto, Canada, Canadian Bank of Commerce,

A . St.Canada,
L . Trigge,
Toronto,
H . J.secy.
Coon , 68 Farnham Ave.
Toronto, Canada , Home Bank Monthly , Home

Oak Park , Ill., Oak Park Tr. & Svgs. Bank ,
L . A . Clarahan , mgr. new bus. dept.

Bank of Canada, 8 King St. West.
Trenton,
N . J., Mechanics Nat'l Bank, C . K .

Osaka,
Japan, Japan Trust Bank, Ltd., H ..
Araki, for. div .

cash H. . W . Bell, dir. serv .
Utica , N . Y ., Svg8.& Bk.,
Valdosta, Ga., Merchants
Bank, A . F . Winn,
. P . Warren Nat'l Bk., R . W . Mackay,
WarreJr.,n , VPa.,

Withers, Ala.,
tr. off.City& Nat'l
pub. mgr.
Orizaba,
Ver., Mex., J. C. Gutierrez, Apartado Tuscaloosa,
Bank, 8. F . Cla
146 .
baugh, V . P .

Owego,
N . Y., Owego Nat'l Bank, H . L. Under
hill,
Paterson,
N . J., 2nd Nat'l Bank, W . Van Blar
com , asst. cash .

cash .
D . C., Federal Nat'l Bank, John
Pendleton, Ore., American Nat'l Bank, J. De Washington,

Wilde, pub. mgr.
Poole, pres.
D . C ., Union Tr. Co. of D . C ., W . 8 .
Phila.,
Pa.,mgr.4th st. Nat'l Bk., J. T. A. Hosbach, Washington,
Lyons, asst.
adv.
Washington,
D . C.,secy.Washington
Loan & Tr. Co.,
Phila.,V . PPa.,
Overbrook Bank, R . H . Thompson,
E
.
H
.
Thompson,
pub. mgr.Co.
.
Watertown,
N
.
Y
Jefferson
.,
Nat'l Bank,
Phila.,com Pa.,
Phila. Nat'l Bank, W . R . D . Hall,
R . W . Oakes, asst. cash .
' l serv. dept.
n
Wausau,
Wis.,
Maratho
Co.
Bank,
H . C. Ber
Phlla.,Delly,Pa.,asst.Tradesmen's
Nat'l Bank, H . E .
cash .
cash, . Pa.,
ger,
PineL .Bluff,
Ark
sboro
.,
Cotton
Belt
Svgs.
&
Tr.
Co.,
Wayne
1st
Nat'l
Bank,
J.
E . Guy,
E . Bassett, mgr. svgs. & pub. dept.
mgr. serv. dept.

Pine Bluff, Ark ., Merch . & Planters Bank .
R . W . Etter, asst. cash .
Pittsburgh
, Pa., Mellon Nat'l Bank, J. M . Wil
liams, pub. mgr.
Pittsburgh,
Pa ., Pa. Tr. Co., pub. mgr.
Pittsburgh, Pa ., W . H . Siviter,
122 Dithridge St.
Prague, Czechoslovakia , Bohemian Industrial
Bank
,
head
office.
Quincy, Mass., Granite Trust Co ., D . King , V . P .

Wellsboro, Pa., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . L . Matson,

dept. Pa., Farmers & Mechanics
Westadv.
Chester,
Tr.
Co., J. C . Hall, V . P .

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Luzerne Co. Nat'l Bank,
W . J. Ruff,Pa.,
cashWyoming
.
Wilkes-Barre,
Nat'l Bank, W . M .
Sherrill, mgr. pub. dept.
Wilmington,
N
.
C
.,
Wilmington
Svgs. & Tr. Co.,
Raleigh, N . C ., Citizens Nat'l Bank, R . A .
C . E . Taylor, pres.
Brown,
asst.
cash
.
Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
Union
Bank of Canada,
Raleigh,
N . C., svgs,
Com 'ıdept.
Nat'l Bank, E . E . Cul
J. H . Hodgins,
pub. dept.
breth, mgr.
Youngstown,
Ohio, mgr.
1st Nat'l
Bank & Dollar
Richmond,
Va.,
Planters
Nat'l
Bank,
R
E
.
.
Svgs. & Tr. Co., J . N . Higley, pub. mgr.
Hotze, Jr., asst. cash .
, Switzerland, J. Muller, 49 Sonnegg
Richmond,
VirginiaBank,
Tr. Co.,
. Scott, cash
V. P.. Zurichstrasse.
Ripon, Wis.,Va.,
1st Nat'l
W . R W. Dysart,
Rochester, N . Y ., East Side Svgs. Bank , C . C .
Davy, atty.

Rochester,
N . Y., Union Tr. Co., A . J. Meyer,
pub . mgr.

San Antonio, Tex., Central

Zurich , Switzerland, Union de Banques Suisses,
H . de Muralt, sub-mgr.

Tr. Co., D. Ansley, Goldsboro, N . C ., Wayne Nat'l Bank, W . E .
V. P.
San Antonio,
Tex.,
City
Nat'l
Bank, H . M . Hart,
Stroud, VW . . P Va.,
. & cash
.
. P.
Kanawha
Nat'l Bank, Lee
Bldg., L . Charleston,
Monadnock
Cal.,
1002
San VFrancisco,
8 . Trimble , tr. officer.
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BROWN BROTHERS & CO .
Established 1818

59 Wall Street

4th and Chestnut Sts.
PHILADELPHIA

NEW

YORK

60 State Street
BOSTON

A Four-Fold Service
Investment Securities
We offer complete facilities for
investors in the purchase and

Travelers Letters of Credit
Our well-known Travelers Let
ters of Credit will be found

sale of high -grade securities.

convenient for those who may

Statistical information and in

now be planning Summer Trav
el. Payable through more than

vestment suggestions furnished
on request. Private wire con
nections with principal markets

3,000 correspondents in all
parts of the world . Issued in

dollars and in pounds sterling.

throughout the East.

Foreign Exchange

Commercial LettersofCredit

Drafts and cable transfers on

For nearly a century merchants
have recognized these credits as

foreign countries bought and
sold at finest rates. Foreign and
domestic collections on best

a standard method of payment
for shipments ofmerchandise to
and from America.Issued in dol

terms.

lars, sterling orother currencies.

A Century of Service

BROWN , SHIPLEY

& COMPANY

Established 1810
Founders Court, Lothbury
London , E . C .

Office for Travelers
123 Pall Mall, London , S. W .
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Block signals of business
EPENDABLE credit informa

We aim to help depositors

tion bears the samerelation

avoid trouble by giving them ac

to business that the modern sig -

curate information of the credit

nal system bears to the railroad. . conditions surrounding a trans
Like the automatic block sig-

action, interpreted bymen trained

nalsystem of a trunk line railroad,
protecting each mile of trackage,
The Equitable 's system of gath
ering information for safeguard

to diagnose business tendencies
from current facts .

For with this information and
counsel, a manufacturer ormer

ing its commercial depositors

chant knows more definitely

extends throughout thewhole
business world .

when to hold back and when
to go ahead .

The same service we render our own commercial depositors is avail

able to the customers ofcorrespondent banks. Write for particulars.

THE EQUITABLE
TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
37 WALL STREET
FOREIGN OFFICES
LONDON : 3 King William St., E . C .4
PARIS: 23 Rue de la Paix
MEXICO CITY: 48 Calle de Capucbinas

890

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES
PHILADELPHIA : Land Title Building
BALTIMORB: Calvert and Redwood Sts .

CHICAGO : 29 South La Salle St.
SAN FRANCISCO : 485 California St.

What Foreign Trade Means to America
By Allan B. Cook
Assistant secretary Asia Banking Corporation
THE average American shows little

Those manufacturers who regard the

if any interest in the markets in

world as one great market find, how

which our products are sold, and

ever, that the dull period is largely re

apparently feels that it is of no con sequence to him whether the buyers live
in Bogota , New Jersey and Rome, New

duced , and feel that it may be elim
inated eventually in the future as for
eign customers increase in number, for

York or in Bogota , Colombia and Rome,
Italy. He is mistaken , however, in such

those lands south of the equator enjoy

belief, for foreign demand for American
merchandise , or the lack of it, has a
far-reaching effect upon his daily life,
liberty, and pursuit of happiness. It
is , therefore, of considerable value to
him to have some knowledge of the ben

efit which he receives automatically

from the flow of goods both to and from
the United States.

Obviously a wage of $ 10 a day in
itself means little if the man receiving

it is employed but half the year. In
fact, it is preferable from his view
point to have steady work during the
full twelve months even at a lower rate ,

not only because the yearly income is
greater or at least usually equal to that

derived from part time employment,but
also for the retention of or improve

ment in his skill at his individual task .
The customary objection often raised

by employer and employee alike when
the desirability of steady annual pro
duction is mentioned , is that in most,
if not all, industries seasonal demand
creates feverish activity in our mills

and factories during certain months,

ALLAN B . COOK
Assistant secretary Asia Banking Corporation

while the lack of that demand during

other months forces the curtailment of
plant operations with a corresponding

spring and summer while we are having

reduction in the number of men at the

fall and winter weather, which means

lathe and bench . In the automobile in -

that the purchasers of motor cars in

dustry , for example , there is a restricted

the Argentine and Australia eagerly

domestic market during the last quar-

await the arrival of shipments of auto

ter of the year and the first month or mobiles at almost the same moment
two following , so that those factories when our domestic sales slacken. The
which sell their output only in the

result of this reversal of seasons in the

United States either close entirely or
run along with a skeleton force of hands

northern and southern hemispheres is
expressed ordinarily in a stream of for

for from sixty to ninety days.

eign orders in sufficient volume to fill to
391
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THE “ FOURTH CITY ” is continuing its remarkable record

of growth. For twenty years this city has forged steadily
forward .

The Michigan State Telephone Company is carrying on a
building program providing for a community of two million
by 1930.
Your bank should have the best connection obtainable in

order to serve your customers in this rapidly growing territory.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MICHIGAN

DETROIT

The First National Banh , the Central Savings Bank and the
First National Company ofDetroit, are under one ownership .
D

o wnload
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a very considerable degree that other
wise unavoidable gap in the production
program , and the factory is consequent

The Punjab

ly able to keep many more men on the
payroll.

National
Bank, Ltd.
Established 1895.

" All very well”, says someone, “ but

Head omce : Anarkall Street,

I work for a steel mill and my brothers

LAHORE, INDIA

for piano and typewriter companies, so

this doesn 't help us”. His snap judg
ment is wrong, for when the automobile
companies are busy the steel mills are
called upon to make certain varieties of
their wares, inasmuch as steel forms es

sential parts of every car. Further
more, if the people in both the automo
bile and steel industries are earning

their salaries and wages during what

would usually be a dull season, they can
and do purchase more pianos, clothing,
etc. than formerly at such times, which
means that other manufacturers are
also active. Thus typewriters too are
in demand, and so it goes around the
complete circle.
What foreign trade can and does ac
complish in the case of the automobile
industry holds good for practically all

Tel. Addresses : " Stability for head
office and branches : " Clearance"
for Bombay , Lahore City and

Amballa Cantonment only.
Capital (subscribed ) ..........Rs. 50 ,00 ,000
26 , 78 , 162
Capital (paid -up) ..
Reserves
(31, 12, 1922) ............
20 ,00,408
Deposits .................
4,92,44,072
Total Resources
6,64,88 ,820
LONDON AGENTS - London Joint City &

Midland Bank, Ltd ., 6, Threadneedle
St., London E . C . 2 .

BRANCHES- Amballa

City,

Amballa

Cantonment, Amritsar, Bombay , Cawn
pore, Calcutta , Delhi, Dera Ismail
Khan , Ferozepore City, Gofra , Gujran
wala , Hapur Hoshiarpur, Hyderabad .
Hafizabad , Jammu, Jhelum , Jullundur
City, Karachi, Kasur, Lahore City ,

Ludhiana, Lyallpur, Multan City, Mont
gomery ,

Okara ,

Patiala ,

Peshawar

City, Quetta, Rawalpindi City, Sar.

godha, Slalkot City, Srinagar.
Banking Business of every description
transacted.

GOVIND DASS,Secretary
BHAGAT, M .A ., LL.B .,

of our other industries, so that the
much desired geal, one long season ,
should ultimately be achieved through
its application generally . That the pic
ture drawn is no idle dream or vision, while bad crops may seriously curtail
even though its completion may take the purchasing power of the American
many years, is demonstrable at the pres farmer and thus affect our national
prosperity unfavorably , it does not
ent time by the growing interest in for necessarily
follow that the farmer in
eign trade among our business leaders, Europe, South
Africa, or elsewhere is
who know what their European com equally
unfortunate
. In fact our mis
petitors have gained from it.
fortune may, and often does, redound
to the benefit of other nations by adding
AVOIDING BUSINESS DEPRESSION
to their wealth, which is but another

“ Even granting all that has been way of saying that their ability to buy
said ”, cries a conscientious objector, “ it goods has been increased as compared
is a well known fact that American with their former purchasing power.
business suffers periods of depression
The farsighted manufacturer knows
every few years” . The answer is, of this to be the case and for that reason
course, that indigestion is an equally cultivates his foreign markets with the
well known ailment but that one is not

same care given to his domestic busi

forced to suffer from it if the proper

ness. During good times at home, he
sells more merchandise than his less
observant competitor, and, what is even

remedy is applied.
The commercial and economic history
of the past century reveals that nor more important, he has an extra anchor
mally the entire world is seldom subject

to adverse conditions simultaneously ;

set when the business clouds gather.

John Bright learns some morning
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that his domestic orders equal only 30
per cent. of his normal output, but he
knows that with the addition of the 10 ,
15 or 20 per cent, which is shipped
overseas he can keep his factory run -

the smaller salaries received a few years
ago. We are vitally concerned, there
fore, in any plan which has for its end
the reduction in prices of the goods
which we need or desire.

ning at a small profit or at the minimum
loss, as the case may be. James Dull,
however, hears that same morning that

The basic principle of modern busi
ness is mass production with its essen
tial corollary, volume sales, for it is

his sales department cannot market but useless for manufacturers to invest their
30 per cent. of his production at home.
Having no export sales, he is placed in
the undesirable position of either con tinuing operations at a heavy loss or
closing his factory temporarily. Assuming that he decides that the latter
plan is the lesser evil and that he banks
his fires and discharges his hands, the
ill effect is not limited to him and his
partners alone, nor is it confined to

capital in huge quantities of merchan
dise unless they can promptly sell their
wares at a satisfactory profit, as their
experiences in 1920 and 1921 proved
beyond question . The cost of produc
ing goods on a large scale is relatively
less for each hammer or automobile , for
example , than when only a few units of
merchandise are made, due to the fact
that the factory is forced to pay less for

them and to the idle laborers who form -

the raw materials when purchasing same

erly were in their employ, for just as
business activity in any one industry
stimulates activity in others so does un -

in bulk than it must pay when buying
in moderate quantities only , and also
that the manufacturing and selling ex

employment often make itself felt by

penses as expressed in salaries, wages,

retarding progress not only in allied but etc. do not increase in direct proportion
in widely divergent lines, even to the to the increase in the number of in
point of causing general slackness. In dividual hammers and automobiles
this instance the circle is a vicious one. which the plant makes.

While it is true that the abnormal

As an illustration , assume that 1000

conditions following the world war

hammers represent an investment by

created universal business depression , it

one factory of $ 1000 , while 10 ,000 cost

should be borne in mind that these were
the result of an extraordinary upheaval.

another plant but $ 7500 , and it is
readily apparent that with hammers

The past four years have shown decided
improvement in the economic status of a
large part of the world , and the signs
are generally favorable for a gradual

selling at $ 1 each one concern merely
breaks even while the other makes a
profit of $ 2500. When fixing his selling
prices, a manufacturer adds to his pro

return to stability in international busi- duction and sales costs that percentage
ness. It is quite probable also that the of profit which he feels should be his ,
standard by which we classified business but he must always bear in mind that
as normal or otherwise prior to 1914

prospective purchasers usually buy that

will not fit our needs in the years to

hammer, automobile , or whatever it may

come, but relatively the underlying

be which is cheapest, provided the qual

economic principles still hold good, and

ity and style of the competitive mer

thus
the world
world markets
markets continue
continue to
us the
overchandise are equal.
to offer
our capital and labor insurance against
The carpenter naturally likes to see
domestic dull times.
good hammers selling at $ 1 rather than
LOWERING LIVING COSTS

at some higher figure ; the white collar
man wants his phonograph or radio out

All of us know from personal experience that the weekly incomes of today
buy but little more proportionately of

fit prices reasonable; or, in other words,
every American is interested in having
our mills and factories operate at full

the necessities and comforts of life than

speed. The productive capacity ofmany

. .
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plants is greater, however, than the do
mestic demand for the article which they
make, which means that they must
either run at less than full capacity or
market the otherwise unsalable surplus
overseas. Many steel, oil, typewriter ,
hardware , automobile, and other com
panies have been and are doing this very
thing to their own profit as well as to
the benefit of the users of their goods.
Another important factor which has
to be considered in its relation to living
costs is our import trade. Ordinarily

most of us think of exports whenever

JMM

The National City
Company's investment service
to bankers includes trading staffs

who find securities which banks
wish to buy, and locate themar.
kets where the best prices may

be obtained for securitieswhich
thebanks wish to sell.

FIONAL CITY
SH

come to us from abroad. Thatmorning
cup of coffee in all likelihood originated

in Brazil or Colombia , while the sugar
on our tables comes largely from Cuba.

OS

NATIONAL CITY BANK
P BUILDINGS

NEW YOR "

The cigars we smoke often contain
tobacco grown in Cuba, Porto Rico, and
silk goods with which we clothe our

selves are either imported in the finished
piece or the raw materials for same
are shipped to us from overseas for
manufacture in our own mills.
It has been shown that competition

OMPANY

foreign trade is mentioned , and take
for granted those daily comforts which

the Philippines, while the woolen and
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in the last analysis is the controlling
lever which determines the prices at
which domestic made goods are sold in
this country. It is immaterial whether

25 cents higher than would otherwise
be the case. The American public pays

only in the case of this
such competition is between two Ameri the shot not
can hammers, or between American article but for others as well, for if any
hammers and those produced in British

class of goods is dear others rise also .

and German factories. If foreign mer

inasmuch as each man passes increased

Ited to
chandise is permitted
to Aow
into
flow freely
freely into
our ports without Government restric -

costs to the consumer. Lowering our
living costs depends therefore upon the

tion in the form of tariff, obviously our maintenance of capacity production sus
domestic plants and millsmust sell their
wares at lower prices than those which
they get under the protection of high

import duties. For example , if a for
eign article can be landed in New York
free of duty at a cost of $ 1 and is sold

tained by export sales and an almost
unhampered importation of foreign
products .
EMPLOYMENT AND THE TARIFF

Many persons sincerely believe that

for $ 1.25 , manufacturers in New Eng- tariff barriers which prevent the entry
land or elsewhere cannot secure more of foreign goods into the American mar
for the same class of goods, but if a ket are a boon to labor in that it is em

tariff of 40 cents is imposed , the foreign

ployed by domestic manufacturers who

unit costs the importer just that much

would otherwise be unable to continue

more and forces his sales level up to or to commence operations. Apparently
more than $ 1.50 , which permits the such people feel that unless these mills
American producer to charge at least and factories are active, the handsmust
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remain idle, which conclusiɔn is not

American shipper sending $ 1000 worth

necessarily the case.

of goods to Paris would draw his draft

motorld mcanarketsuccessfully
heNo
ing
re thenation

appear

for but francs 5000, and at that par

in the world markets over any consid erable period of time as an exporter
unless it is willing to buy proportion

ticular period a draft on New York for
$ 1000 could be bought in Paris for
francs 5000 . A year later if francs

ately from other countries. Interna
tional debts can only be settled in gold

had fallen in value to 10 cents , the im
porter would be forced to pay a draft
drawn on him for francs 10 ,000 or if
buying New York funds in the sum of

or its equivalent, which is to say for
eign exchange, in the form of written
or telegraphic orders from

some re-

$ 1000 would have to pay the Paris

sponsible bank , firm or individual to pay
a given amount of foreign currency to

bank francs 10,000. The principle ex
plained by this illustration is that unless

the creditor at some place abroad at

the demand for and supply of dollars in

which the money can be exchanged for Paris practically balance, or the supply
gold or readily transferred by check or

and demand for francs in New York

cable to another place where gold may are approximately equal, the prices or
be had freely if the owner of the funds
should so desire .

rates of exchange attain

a premium

abroad and a corresponding discount

the sellers for their merchandise either

here. Carried far enough, as would be
the case if we were exporters only,

by sending them

eventually the point is reached at which

When we import goods we must pay
funds or by paying

drafts which they draw upon us. Sim - the foreign customer can no longer af
ilarly when we sell goods abroad we

ford to buy from us and hence turns his

require that the buyers either remit the
amounts due us or that they authorize
us to draw drafts upon them or their
banks for payment in due course. Foreign exchange, like anything else, is

business to other lands. An American
low priced automobile , which cost the
Frenchman but francs 5000 in pre-war
days when francs would buy 20 cents
of our money, selling at the same list

bought and sold in every land in an
open market comparable to the markets

price of $ 1000 today costs him more
than francs 12,000 exclusive of duties.

for stocks, cotton, grain , metals , etc.,
so that a buying movement in France
for drafts payable at New York banks

It is clearly seen why few motor cars
are sent from the United States to
France.

in dollars tends to force the price for

In effect a high protective tariff such

dollars up in France. Furthermore if as that which now prevails in this coun
American exporters endeavor to sell try is notice to the other nations of the
large quantities of drafts drawn in world that we intend to restrict the im
francs on French barks and importers port of their products, although we still
in the New York foreign exchange wish them to buy ours in quantity . Dis
market, the tendency is for francs to regarding the large debts owed us and
become lower in value here.
also the danger of retaliation in the
As American money rises in price in form of prohibitive duties which might
France French money falls in the eliminate our goods from their markets ,
United States, and ultimately it becomes
necessary for French bankers to ship

it must not be forgotten that we have
taken away their greatest means of pay

gold to us in order to create the dollars ment, for their shipments to us create

needed by French importers to pay largely the necessary supply of dollars
their debts to American firms; or for
those importers to pay drafts for a
larger number of francs drawn by ex porters here. For example, if the franc
on a given day is worth 20 cents, the

with which they must pay us. For
many years we had a heavy surplus of
exports over imports, but recently the
balance has swung against us and is
likely to remain so for some time to
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come unless we moderate our attitude

toward high duty schedules.
As our foreign orders dwindle , so
must our factories in many cases slacken

their activity, inasmuch as they rely
upon their export sales to run at or
near full capacity , and with this les
sened production labor is likely to find
less favorable employment conditions
prevailing. The ideal tariff program
for American labor is one which recog
nizes the international aspects of the

Office, Association ofCommerce

New Orleans
IX

situation, while creating moderate and
reasonable revenue for the Government
and giving any proper protection to de
serving infant industries and to those

industries which in time of war are

needed for our national defense. If
some foreign country is capable of mak
ing goods which do not fall in the cate

gories mentioned, to better advantage
than we can, those products should be
permitted to come to us with little or no
restriction , for our purchases create
buying power abroad for other articles
which we can and do make better and

The Association of Commerce
A modern organization through which

public spirited citizens express them
selves collectively on questions of civic
welfare, and through which they make
their collective desires effective;

A live result-producing body, com
prising 5000 of the leading business
men of the city, operating through
twelve Service Bureaus and embracing
every phase of commercial and indus
trial activity.

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co .
New Orleans, U . S. A .

cheaper than our sister nations. A grad
ual transference of industrial activity

from those lines in which we are illy
equipped to compete with foreign fac
tories and mills to such lines of industry
in which we can compete , will give all ers, all of which spells gradually ad
hands employment without it being vancing wages and salaries for the
necessary to harm labor generally to
help the few .
CREATING NEW CAPITAL

American.
No statistics have been compiled to
show what percentage of such deposits
are due to foreign trade, and at best
any attempt to estimate such a figure

The steadier employment and lower would be nothing but the individual's
living costs which foreign trade obtains personal opinion . It is clearly seen ,
for the public make it possible for the

however, that foreign trade is partly re

individual to save more of his salary or

sponsible for the creation of this type

wages each year than would otherwise of free capital annually, and that the
be the case.

This surplus is largely

deposited with local banks throughout
the country or is invested in bonds,
stocks, mortgages, etc.

expansion

of

industrial

enterprises

caused indirectly by it spells oppor
tunity for all of us.

The final question is whether or not

Old and new commercial ventures each of us can in any way assist in the
need this capital for the erection of development of our foreign trade and
mills and factories or for the expansion thus hasten the reduction in living costs ;

of their activities along other lines, and

the securing of one long season embrac

with the building of each new plant oring the entire year ; the avoidance of
the increase of activity in others come business depression ; and the creation of
greater demands for labor by employ - new capital year by year. An intelli
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BLANDY BROTHERS & CO .
Funchal, Madeira
BANKERS
Current and Deposit Accounts opened .

Foreign Exchange, Cable Transfers, Collections, Commercial Credits and
Banking Business of every description undertaken.
Current Accounts in London , New York, Paris, Madrid , Cologne,
Hamburg, Basle, Lisbon, Oporto , Prague, Amsterdam ,
Rio de Janeiro, Naples.
Correspondents in all important cities.

Agents in Madeira for principal American and Foreign Banks.
Merchants, Shipping and Forwarding Agents (agents for White Star, Cunard,
Union -Castle , R . M . S. P ., etc .)
Agonts for Lloyds, Board of Underwriters of New York , National Board

ofMarine Underwriters. Coal Depot Proprietors. Wine Shippers.
Also firms at
Las Palmas, Grand Canary Island, and 106 Fenchurch

Street, London, E.C.3.

-

gent study of the inherent problems in - British -American debt negotiations and
volved in international trade and the rapidity with which a satisfactory
finance, and a wide dissemination of the agreement was reached between Mr.

sound conclusions resulting from such

Norman and himself on the one hand ,

intelligent inquiry into these subjects,
cannot fail to influence the production
and sales policies of American concerns,
and this greater knowledge of the in
ternational aspect of certain Congres
sional legislation is bound to be felt in
the passage of such laws as should be
productive of benefit to the nation as
a whole.

and Mr. Mellon on the other in the fol
lowing words:
“ In private life my experience always

has been that whenever you lend money
you make an enemy. That is not neces
sarily true internationally as it is in
evitably true in private life. In private,
in addition to making an enemy you
never get repaid . But I know my friend
Mr. Mellon would agree with the Gov
ernor of the Bank and with me that no

Great Britain

business arrangement could have been
carried out more fairly , more honorably

At a recent dinner given in London and more pleasantly in its details than
by the Lord Mayor and including the settlement of our debt to America
among other prominent guests Stanley which was negotiated in Washington
Baldwin , Premier, Sir Montagu Nor- last January.
man , Governor of the Bank of England,
“ I am sure no one in this room will

and Andrew W . Mellon , Secretary of misunderstand me for a moment when
the United States Treasury, Mr. Bald - I say that I believe that a great deal of
win in a speech touched upuri the the credit, if credit there was, that was
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FRENCH AMERICAN
BANKING CORPORATION
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits
over $3,000,000

KILTI
Mull

Cedar and William Sts., New York
" RANCE and her colonies are reached directly
by the exceptional service of the French
American Banking Corporation . More than 250
branches of our stockholding bank, the Comptoir
National D ’Escompte de Paris, with the French

Colonial Banks, provide a complete equipment
for international banking .

due to the negotiations for the rapidity
with which that great question was

Arch of
Triumph, Paris

NEW CAPITAL DEMANDS LOWER

The amount of new capital raised on
solved arose from the fact that neither
the London market during the first six
of 1923 is considerably less than
nor I, nor Mr. Mellon, had ever at any months
the
amount
issued in the corresponding
stage of our lives been members of the
period
the Governor of the Bank of England ,

three of us individually and collectively

of last year. Figures, however ,
include British Government borrowings

far more business men even than we

and ways and means advances ) , and if

legal profession , and that we were all

(with the exception of treasury bills

were politicians or statesmen .
these be eliminated the discrepancy is
“ I have often felt that had it been very
much smaller. The total issued in
possible to leave the settlement of Eu the second
quarter of the year was sub
rope in the hands of business men we
stantially
larger
than in the first three
might have arrived at some settlement

long before this time.”
Turning his attention later on in his
speech to Great Britain' s financial position , Mr. Baldwin said :

months, and without British Govern
ment issues the increase is over 75 per
cent. This increase, however, is due

almost entirely to Colonial and foreign
government borrowings, and not to any

“ We have in three years out of our appreciable expansion in money raised
income reduced our debt by £400 ,000 ,000 ($ 1,840,000 ,000 ) and we have
nearly halved the Aoating debt from
£1,500,000,000 ( $ 6 ,900,000,000 to
£800 ,000,000 $ 3,680 ,000 ,000 ) .
"We have paid off all our foreign
debts except the American debt. We
have paid £20 ,000 ,000 ( $92,000 ,000 ) ,
£25 ,000 ,000 ($ 115 ,000 ,000 ) and as
much again in loans to Canada. .
" The external debt is perhaps the
most dangerous debt of all. We have
balanced our budget and we have established in this year's budget a statu tory sinking fund.”

for industrial and other purposes.
The amounts for the first two quar
ters of this year are above the averages
for the years immediately preceding the

outbreak of the war, but in those days
the British Government's activities as
a borrower in the open market were
practically negligible. Moreover, the
decline in purchasing power vitiates a
direct comparison , and if allowance be
made for this and for the British Gov
ernment's presence in the new capital,
it will be seen that the amounts raised
this year compare unfavorably with
those of the last prewar years.
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International Bank of Lithuania
(The Only American Bank in Lithuania)
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA
Cable Address: INTERBANK

Laisvés Aléja No. 60

THROUGH our extensive branch system
in Lithuania and our close connection
with leading banks in the United States and
all the principal commercial countries of the

world , we are especially well prepared to
render complete internationalbanking service.
JOHN T. ROMAN ,

JOSEPH BECK ,

President

Vice - President

Lietuvos Tarptautinis Bankas

ceipts amounted to 1,500 ,000 francs,

France

and export licenses yielded 1,200 ,000
The statement of the Bank of France

francs. The estimated expenses for rail

for July 5 showed an increase of nearly
1,000,000,000 francs in note circulation
over May 31, and advances to the state

road operations in the first quarter of
the year were 128 ,000 ,000 francs,
while the actual expenses for the period

by the Bank of France an increase of amounted to only 47,000,000 francs .
900,000,000 francs in the same period ,

according to the Department of Com
merce at Washington . On July 5 the
total notes outstanding amounted

TEXTILE RECOVERY IN NORTHERN
FRANCE

to

Reconstruction in the textile indus

37 ,682,000 ,000 francs and the bank 's
advances to the state to 23,900 ,000 ,000
francs. The major portion of the in
crease in each case occurred between

tries in the Northern District of France
has advanced to such an extent that in

June 28 and July 5 .

some instances pre-war production has
been exceeded , says a report to the De

of Commerce. The extensive
Issues of securities during May ex partment
replacement
machinery destroyed
ceeded those of April. Issues omitted during the warof has
resulted in modern
by new companies amounted to 19,000 , installations of the newest
and most im
000 francs, compared with 26 ,000,000

proved types, and although the cost has
francs in April, while increased capital been
heavy the results represent a con
of established companies amounted to
200,000,000 francs, compared with
188,000,000 francs. Bond issues in May
totaled 587,000 ,000 francs, including
the the Algerian loan in the amount of

siderably enhanced production .
A wool spinning mill at Tourcoing ,
which had been completely dismantled

during the war, possesses, with the ex
ception of half a dozen mule spindles

362,000,000 francs , while bond issues which have been in use about forty
in April totaled only 189,000,000 years, a complete new installation of the
francs. The average rate of security
issues was 6 .4 per cent. against 6 .3 per latest typemachinery, predominantly of
Alsatian manufacture . It is probable
cent. in April.
that if the machinery had not been
The official French report on the oc destroyed , this plant would be function
cupied areas, covering the period to the ing with a much inferior installati
end of June, states that customs re- today.
400
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Nowhere in France is the spinning

industry more active than in the De
partment of the Nord .

Of the 640,000 spindles accredited to
all mills in France spinning flax and

hemp before the war, nine-tenths be
longed to the Lille district, which thus
produced practically the entire national
output, amounting in 1913 to 72 ,000

metric tons of linen thread, 35 ,000 tons
of hemp, and 200 tons of remie yarns.
Of these quantities 11,000 tons were ex
16 7 7

ported . About four-fifths of the flax

spinning mills have now been restored ,
and the number of spindles put back
into operation is approximately 50 per
cent of the pre-war spindlage.
Several hundred

exist

cotton mills now

at Lille , Roubaix -Tourcoing ,

Croix , Wasquehal, Hellemess, Lamber
sart, La Madeleine, Lomme, Armen
tieres, Dunkerque, Hazebrouck , Wat
trelos, and in Pas-de- Calais , at Auchy
lex-Hesdin . The Lille group includes
twenty- five establishments, employing

about 13,000 workers and counting over
2,000,000 spindles. These spinning
mills, specializing in the finer numbers,
use mostly the Jumel variety of Egyp

Head Office :
LOMBARD STREET, E.C. 3.
CAPITAL :

SUBSCRIBED

($ 5 = $ 1.)

$ 359,323,900

$ 71,864,780
RESERVE FUND $50,000,000
PAID UP

tian cotton . These yarns are particu
larly in demand for the manufacture

ofmuslins, tulles, and laces.

DEPOSITS, & c. $ 1,659,767,335

ADVANCES, & c. $616,943,395

"

Italy
1,600 Offices in England

Improved conditions in Italy are re

and Wales.

ported to the Department of Commerce

at Washington in a cable from Rome.
Government revenues for the fiscal year

Colonial & Foreign Department :

20, KingWilliam St., E . C . 4.

1922-23 totaled 12,781,000,000 lire , an

increase of 1,795,000,000 lire compared

The Agency of Foreign & Colonial

with budget estimates, though somewhat
less than revenues for the previous fiscal

Banks is undertaken.

year.

Bank clearings in May reached 59,
265 ,009 ,000 , compared with 52,893 ,

Affiliated Banks :
THE NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND LTD.

THE LONDON & RIVER PLATE BANK, LTD.

000,000 lire in April and 54,637,000 ,
Investments
000 lire in March .
of capital in private enterprises were

much greater in June than in May,
the net increase of industrial in

vestment in June being 498,000,000
lire, compared with net decline of

Auxiliary :
LLOYDS AND NATIONAL PROVINCIAL
FOREIGN BANK LTD .

Telegraphic Address : “ Compdebary , Amsterdam "

Handel-Maatschappij

H . Albert de Bary & Co.
AMSTERDAM

Merchant Bankers

Capital

.

.

.

Fl. 6,000,000

(Pully Paid )

371,000,000 lire in May. The un - merce at Washington , although less
usual amount of withdrawals in May activity was experienced than during
was due to a reduction in the capital the previous month . Unemployment

of the Ansaldo and Allied companies decreased somewhat on account of
and to large withdrawals from other
firms. The general tendency toward in creases in investment has reappeared in

slightly improved industrial activity re
sulting from the new depreciation of
the mark by nearly 200 per cent. In

June .

the Ruhr district, however, the business
depression was worse than ever, pro
duction in nearly all industries having

The Turin publication " Le Pro
cedure Commerciali” reports 434 com

mercial failures in Italy in June, the largely ceased except for small local
same number as reported in May.
needs.
Unemployment showed a further
Inflation continued unchecked during
slight decline on May 1, standing at June, the note circulation , which on
270 ,000 compared with 280,000 on June 20 amounted to seventeen trillion
April 1 . On May 1, 1922, the total marks, having increased 88 per cent.
number of unemployed in Italy was since the beginning of the month .
The floating debt of the government

432 ,000 , while 250 ,000 were reported
as unemployed on May 1, 1921.
Railway freight traffic increased 13.4
per cent. during April. It is reported
that the traffic of the port of Genoa in

marks, an increase of nearly 40 per
cent. over the beginning of the month .
Of this amount, 14 ,300 ,000 ,000 ,000

June 1923 , was 77 per cent. higher than

marks consist of discounted treasury

in June 1922 , owing to heavy arrivals
of coal and grain . The wheat crop of

bills, of which 12,900 ,000 ,000 ,000
marks are held by the Reichsbank . The

Italy is officially estimated as consider-

government's latest attempt at control

on June 20 was 17 ,000 ,000,000 ,000

of speculation in foreign exchange has
ably above average this year.
Imports in May were valued at 1,- not proved effective. There has been
586 ,000,000 lire , an increase of 342,- a constant demand for the use of a
000,000 lire over May 1922, while ex fixed standard of value in certain busi
ports amounted to 782,000,000 lire, an

ness transactions, and a fixed value

increase of 189,000 ,000 over May 1922. wage is being demanded by labor. The
growing lack of any confidence in the

Germany
Despite unstable financial and eco-

mark is evidenced by the increasing de
sire on the part of the public to invest
in fixed value securities, as shown by the

nomic conditions, the general aspect of success of the rye and other commodity
German business during June was good ,
says a cable to the Department of Com 402

loans.
The eagerness of the public to invest
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in fixed value securities is shown by the
immediate hundred - fold subscription of
the Berlin municipality to the new rye
loan on the first day of sale , although
the same city' s paper mark loan offered

Asia Banking
Corporation

at the same timehas been almost ignored

by the public.
Agitation was constant throughout
the month for the abolition of the paper
mark as the standard of value in various
business transactions, the movement

An American Bank render
ing complete service for

trade with the Orient and
all other parts of the world

naturally having been fathered by the
creditor class, which has the most to

lose through the mark slump. The
greatest interest centers in the discus
sion of the proposed “wertbestaendig ” ,

CHARLES H . SABIN , Chairman of the Board

vigorously urged by the labor unions T.

CHARLES A . HOLDER , President
FRED ASPDEN
IRVING V . SCOTT

and opposed with equal stubbornness

Price President

that is, a fixed value wage, which is now

by the employers.

Belgium

Vice President

E . B . MacKENZIE
Secretary

A . N . GENTES
Treasurer

HEAD OFFICE : 35 BROADWAY,NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

Belgian staple industries, particularly

HANGHAI
CANTON

metallurgical products, have been bene
fited during the past month by active
foreign buying, stimulated by the de
preciation of the franc, says a cable to
the Department of Commerce at Wash
ington . Producers, however, hesitate

TIENTSIN

HONGKONG
HANKOW

MANILA

PEKING
YOKOHAMA

to accept commitments beyond a limited

that of the past year, but the forage

period, usually not exceeding three

beet sowings are less than those of 1922

months, because of the uncertain costs and the potato crop will probably be
of production. Toward the end of June one-fourth below that of last year. In
metal prices rose rapidly, butat present spite of the slightly increased acreage,
the majority of plants are refusing to the wheat and rye crops are likely to

quote, as they are booked until October. be inferior to those of last year. It is
" Textile markets are generally firm . The reported that Belgian banks have been
situation in the window glass industry advising clients to defer foreign grain
is better. Exchange fluctuation , while purchases in the hope of a more favor
promoting investments in dollars and able exchange.
sterling, exercised
coles . a depressing effect on

The Netherlands

commodity sales.

Fuel deliveries to Belgium from the

Ruhr have increased considerably. The

Dutch industry during June was

coal situation is normal with a strong
demand for domestic grades.
The agricultural outlook was im -

quiet, and was somewhat affected by the
situation in the Ruhr, according to a
cable to the Department of Commerce

proved by the sudden arrival of warm

at Washington from its office in the

weather, but as the grain crops had

Hague.

F rench and Belgian competition was
been previously greatly retarded , full
development is not entirely assured. keenly felt in many lines during June
The estimated sugar beet yield exceeds

owing to the exchange advantages of

TRADE WITH

FINLAND

KANSALLIS - OSAKE - PANKKI
( The National Joint Stock Bank )

Estaransactions in Finlan Commercial and

Affords every facility to American Banks and Trust Companies ,
Merchants, Exporters and Importers having Commercial and
ESTABLISHED 1889

124 Branches in Finland
HEAD OFFICE :

HELSINGFORS
Paid -up Capital and Reserves - Fmk 252,000,000
Every Kind of Banking and

Telegraphic Address :

Exchange Business Transacted

“ Kansallispankki ”

these countries. German activity , how -

figure for twenty-five stocks, prepared

ever, has fallen off considerably as a
result of the industrial slump which
followed the temporary stabilization of
the mark during March and April. Im ports into Holland during June amounted to 160,000,000 guilders, while exports were 98 ,000 ,000 guilders.
Industry remained somewhat dull
during the month and , as shown by

by local banks, showed a drop of from
151 on June 1 to 143 on June 29.
Capital issues during June were the
largest for the year, reaching 94,000 ,
000 guilders, making a total of 206 , 000 ,
000 guilders for the half year.
The total number of registered unem
ployed remained stationary. Strikes
and lockouts during the first fivemonths

statistics of sea and inland shipping

of this year was 139, involving approx

reflected the unfavorable influence of imately 22,000 workers, as compared
the Ruhr situation. While the heavy with 146 in the corresponding period of
overseas demand kept the margarine last year, affecting 20 ,500 workers. The
and condensed milk industries active, index figure for retail prices at the end
most other lines were dull. The leather of June was 147.

shipping, shipbuilding, tobacco , and
paper industries were quiet, and the tex
tile industry further restricted its ac
tivities. Coal production , however,
reached a record figure during the first
five months of the year, the output
to

ns.
amounting to 2 ,847,000 metricin tons.

The stock market was generally dull
and prices were lower . The index
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Switzerland
The offering on August 1 , last , of a
$ 20 ,000 ,000 issue of Government of
Switzerland three -year 5 per cent. ex
ternal gold notes to American investors .
by a group of bankers headed by J. P .
Morgan & Co., brought so prompt and
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Banking Service
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Chartered Bank of India
lia and China
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New York Agency, 44 Beaver Street Capita

Head Office
London

Capital and Reserve

William Baxter, Agent

Over $30,000,000

favorable monthly results so far reported
widespread a response that the sub are
continued.
scription books were closed within two
The Federal railways , which have a total
hours of their opening. The notes will
yield the investor 6 per cent. Associated
with Morgan & Co. in the offering were

length of about 1880 miles, or more than
one-half of the total railway mileage in
Switzerland, are gradually being electrified .
As of June 30, 1923, about 268 miles were
under electric operation . Switzerland has
large resources of water power, estimated at
2,700,000 horse power, the increased utiliza
tion of which should result in substantial

the National City Company, the Chase
National Bank , Harris , Forbes & Co.,
and the Bankers Trust Company, all of
New York. The Swiss Federal Finan reduction of the quantity of coal which now
cial Department has authorized the folhas to be imported.

general debt of the Government of
lowing statement regarding this issue The land
(exclusive of the railway debt)
and the country's present financial posi- Switzered

The total debt of the Government of
Switzerland at June 30, 1923, was approxi
mately $ 873,000,000, of which about $463,
000,000 represents indebtedness incurred in
connection with the purchase and improvement of the Federal railways. For many

amount to about $410,000,000 on June 30 ,
1923. Of the two loans previously issued in
the United States, aggregating $55,000,000,
and constituting (with the present issue of
notes) the entire external debt of the Swiss
Government, about $ 15,000,000 has been re
tired by the government. As a partial offset
to its general debt, the government owns the
telephone and telegraph systems and has
other property , securities and special funds,
all aggregating approximately $ 170,000 ,000

years preceding the war, the operation of

in value.

tion :
These notes are to be direct external ob
ligations of the Swiss Confederation (Gov
ernment of Switzerland ).

the Federal railways had always resulted
in a surplus over interest charges ; it is ex pected that the railway accounts for the

current year will show a surplus, if the

During 1922 and the first half of 1923,
the Government of Switzerland issued in
ternal loans aggregating 750,000 ,000 francs
for purposes of consolidating floating debt
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The Yokohama
Specie Bank, Ltd .
( Yokohama Shokin Ginko]
HEAD OFFICE , YOKOHAMA, JAPAN
. . Yen 100,000,000
Capital Subscribed .
Capital paid up . . .
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Reserve Fund . . . .
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This bank is in a position to render direct banking service through its branches
and agencies in connection with commerce between the countries of the Orient

and the United States.

Complete facilities for all kinds of banking transactions in the Far East, including
negotiable in all parts of the world .
the purchase, sale and collection of bills , issuing of drafts and letters of credit

NEW YORK OFFICE

.

and providing funds for railway electrifica tion . These loans have been sold at prices

to yield from 5.5 to 4.3 per cent.

The

latest issue, made in April 1923, was placed
on a basis of approximately 4.5. Swiss Gov

.

120 BROADWAY

fact that the strike in the iron industry

is still unsettled .

The country's financial position re

mains strong. The Riksbank note cir
ernment obligations have for many years culation was practically unchanged at

been included among those enjoying the 526 ,936 ,000 crowns on July 14. Na
tional debt and gold reserve were sta

highest credit ranking .
The currency system of Switzerland is in
a strong position . The amount of outstand

tionary . Riksbank clearings for June

ing bank notes of the National Bank of

were slightly greater, 1,862,000,000

Switzerland, which has the sole power of

note issue, has been reduced during the
past two and a half years, and on June
30, 1923 the bank held a metallic reserve in
gold and silver equivalent to about 70 per

crowns, as compared with 1,772,000,000

cent. of its note circulation . As a result of

May figures of 8,590,000 crowns. Bank

its sound monetary condition , Switzerland
has been able to maintain a favorable ex
change rate as compared with other Euro

crowns in May.

Capital issues during June were 36,
200,000 crowns, a sharp increase over

foreign credits increased slightly , but
deposits and loans decreased . Commer
pean currencies.
cial failures in June were 306 , a slight
All figures stated in dollars in the above increase.
statement have been converted from Swiss

francs at par of exchange.

Scandinavia
Unemployment in Sweden decreased
in June from 32,500 to 24,100 , or 32
per cent., according to a cable to the
Department of Commerce, despite the
406

INDUSTRY IN DENMARK
Continued decreasing unemployment
and fair industrial activity in Denmark

are reported in a cable to the Depart
ment of Commerce , though exchange

fluctuations, rapidly advancing prices,
and midsummer vacations have had
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Head Office
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Woolworth Building
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Telephone Whitehall 6330

some adverse effect on commerce as a

Spain

whole.

Unemployment dropped to 21,000 , or

Many banking institutions throughout

one half of last year's figure and onethird of that of two years ago. The
labor market was entirely quiet. The

Spain were recently reported to be ex
periencing difficulties with their em
ployees, who demanded that the banks
be run in accordance with the rules of

industries were all moderately quiet,
Employees' Union .
but high prices of raw materials and theThe
trouble began when the president
fuel continued to hamper business . The and the secretary of the union were as
textile industry was working full ca sassinated in Valencia , and the em
pacity . Shipbuilding was fairly active,

plovees of the Banco Espanol Credito

and the footwear industry was mod in Madrid immediately declared a
erately busy but was threatened by
renewed German competition owing to
the discontinued emergency tariff.

strike. Following this the employees
of various institutions either quit their
jobs or forced the banks to recognize
their union .
Building was active.
In some banks the employees refused
Shipping was well occupied but the
freight market was dull and rates were to handle checks and other paper com

The merchant marine was de-

ing from the Banco Espanol Credito,

creased by 36 ,000 tons during the first

where non -unionist workers under police

half of 1923, and is now 977,000 gross

protection took up the duties of the

low .

tons. Twenty - four ships of 50,000 tons, strikers. The Marquis Cortina, presi
of which seven are Diesel ships of 26 ,-

dent of the Banco Espanol Credito, re

000 tons, are under construction .

ceived numerous threats of death and
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DI1880 ROMA
BANCOEstablished
Head Office: Rome, Italy

Capital Fully Paid and Surplus . . Lire 174,000,000

Total Resources Over . . . . . Lire 3,700,000,000
200 Branches in Italy
Other branches in : France, Spain, Switzerland, Fiume, Malta,
Palestine, Rhodes, Syria, Tripoli, Turkey

Affiliation in Egypt: Banco diRoma per l'Egitto e il Levante

New York Representative Office

ief of police in consequence provided him with a special guard.
At Seville the employees of the banks

One Wall Street

The National Bank's statement on

June 23, as compared with May 23,
shows an increase of the note circula

and on the Bourse, and bank employees tion by 9 per cent. to 5,000,000,000
at Cadiz , Huelva and Badajos formed
unions. Twenty -eight banks through
out the country decided to permit their
employees to organize, but others de

crowns. As shown by its equivalent in
paper crowns, the metallic reserve in
creased 44 per cent. to 2300 crowns.
Commercial deposits increased 41 per

cent. to 580 crowns, while commercial

clined to do so.

discounts increased 3 per cent. to 857
crowns.

Austria
The first stage of the Austrian re
construction has been virtually com
pleted according to the program , says a

cable to the Department of Commerce

Poland
The advantage to Poland of the an
nexation of Polish Silesia with its great

at Washington. The Austrian share of
the reconstruction loan has been substantially all subscribed to by the pub lic. The National Bank 's sound money

coal, steel and zinc industries, is shown
in the very marked increase of exports,
reported by cable to the Department of

reserve continues to increase and covers,

value of imports has also increased

at the legal rate of conversion, 46 per
cent. of the note circulation. Foreign
exchange is steady while the cost of liv ing and wages increase slowly and unemployment continues to decrease. In
terest rates are lower. The industrial

Commerce at Washington. While the
despite the fact that importation of coal
is no longer necessary, the first quarter

of 1923 showed a considerable excess of
exports over imports and during March
the excess was 46 per cent. The total
value of imports for the three months,

and commercial crisis has apparently

converted on the basis of average ex

and industries are generally

change rates, was $52,020,000, and that

passed

somewhat improving.

An important

of exports $61,030 ,000.

This favor

able balance of trade, aided by the re
mittances of emigrants, is a partial ex
signed during the month .
According to the reconstruction plan planation of the comparative steadiness
the deficit should average 190 billion of the exchange value of the Polish
paper crowns per month during the sec- mark during February and March in
ond half of the year. July estimates the face of great increases in the volume
commercial treaty with France was

for expenditures are 669 billion crowns,
while receipts are 393 billion crowns,
leaving a deficit of 276 billion crowns.
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of outstanding currency.

The slackening of currency issues,
aided perhaps by government regulation

BANKERS

INVITED

FOREIGN BANKS ARE INVITED TO

CORRESPOND WITH

The Central Bank of India, Limited
Bombay (India )

UR close contact with the commercial activities with five
V Offices in the City and various Branches in other parts of
India, puts us in the best position to serve you .

Doposits (Dec. 31, 1922) • Rs. 13,22,00,000
S. N . POCHKHANAWALA,Managing Director

of exchange transactions, resulted in a of a value of ten gold rubles, and about
continuance during May of the com - twenty millions gold in short-term notes.
parative steadiness of exchange rates
GOLD IN CIRCULATION
which has been manifest since February.
The exchange for dollars stood at 53,
Thus with the 1923 issue of paper
500 at the end of May , as against 46 ,- which is equivalent to 100,000,000 gold
250 at the end of April. However, dur- rubles, the chernovetz and short term
ing the present month exchange has notes, there is a total of 200,000,000
fallen sharply and on June 15 was about gold upon which this vast country is
70 ,000 to the dollar. One factor going doing business. It has a par paper
to help Polish exchange in recent circulation value of 2,225 ,000 ,000 gold .
monthshas been the more favorable balStrictly limited issuance of unse
cured paper together with the shutting
ance of foreign trade.
down of credit by banks in the prov
inces to prevent speculation before the
Soviet Russia
harvest has created a money famine
Eighty -eight per cent. of the expen -

which the government considers neces

diture from the government treasury

sary , but as the State Bank 's securities

next year will be paid with revenue and

continue to roll up, more and more

the remaining 12 per cent. with an emis -

chernovetz will be issued .

sion of paper, according to the finance
commissar of Soviet Russia .

But the

“Germans who were lucky enough to
invest marks in

Russian

rubles six

country is trying to do business on months ago made money” , said Sokol
about 10 per cent. of the gold value in nikov, " for the depreciation of the ruble
These salient points of Russia 's finan cial condition were brought out in an
interview granted to the foreign corre-

has been much under that of the mark .
In the last six months of 1922 all money
depreciated twenty- five times, but in the
first six months of this year only five

spondents (Associated Press) by M .

times.

circulation in 1914 .

" In April, 1922, our total paper issue
Sokolnikov, finance commissar. He said
that the unsecured paper rubles of 1923 was worth only 36 ,000 ,000 gold, but it
issue now in circulation in Russia total has now risen to an exchange value of
about 10,000,000,000 . The average 100,000 ,000 and we have State Bank
value of 100 paper rubles now is one notes in addition . We plan gradually
gold ruble, making the equivalent of the

to issue chernovetz until the currency

current issue 100,000,000 gold rubles .

is stabilized.”

In addition there are in circulation

The chernovetz now has a nominal

approximately 8,000,000 chernovetz , or value of a little over $5 and is above
notes secured by the State Bank , each par, based on the British pound sterling
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in Moscow , M . Sokolnikov told the cor- farmer when he wishes to buy a bullock ,
respondents.

The Soviet now is minting new gold

make an improvement, or provide dowry

for a daughter is to go to the money

coins but, like the silver coin minted , lender in his village and ask for the
they will not be circulated perhaps for amount he needs, offering his farm or

a year or two, as the government de- jewelry as security. The money-lender
sires that the metal shall not find its is understood in many cases to take two
way into the stockings of the peasants,

receipts, one for the exact amount

who still have 2,000,000 or 3,000,000 loaned and the other for sometimes
old gold rubles hidden away. The gov - twice the amount. The interest charged
ernment has set the example of accept

is usually one anna on a rupee per

ing its own paper money instead of month or about 612 per cent. a month .
If the amount borrowed is paid back
goods for taxes, and the natural tax,
which was abolished this year, will be by the farmer both of the receipts
wiped out entirely next year.

The government's gold production

taken are returned to him , but if the

farmer cannot pay and themoney lender

this year reached 25 per cent. of the has to go to court in order to foreclose
normal amount in pre-war years. Ex- he produces the receipt for the larger
ports for the first half of 1923 slightly
exceeded imports. The Soviet budget

amount and collects on that basis.
The recent rapid growth of co -opera

from October 1923 to October 1924 , tive societies in this district is said to
calls for an expenditure of 1,600 ,000 ,000 gold .

be in a large measure due to the rapacity

of the village money- lenders.

These

societies undertake to loan money to
member farmers on security at an an
India
nual rate of interest of 912 per cent.
Loans on farm lands in India are not
There is no regular form for the ar
taken care of in the same manner as rangement made between the farmer
in the United States or in European and the money lender.
countries, says a report to the Depart
ment of Commerce at Washington .
Japan

Practically all of such loans are made

by the native money-lender called the

Japanese exports of raw silk , cotton

Marwardi. Modern methods of finance

and silk textiles and cotton yarns de

are practically unknown in the country

clined during May, while imports

districts and only come into anything
like general use in the large business

reached a high level, according to a
cable to the Department of Commerce

centers.

The usual procedure for the Indian
410

at Washington . Themoney market was
better, and a loan amounting to 50 ,000,
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DIRECTORS
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Charles H . Hulburd
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Letters of Credit

000 yen was floated in London by the

Cable Transfors

Imports for May were valued at 201,

Tokyo Electric Company. Capital ex- 400 ,000 yen , as compared with 188,
penditures increased during the month , 000,000 yen during April, while exports

especially government issues,while gold reached the low level of 114,300,000
holdings continued to decline.
yen, as compared with 149,900,000 yen
The outstanding note issue declined ,
and it is reported that the government
is withdrawing the small fractional currency notes from circulation . Postal

during the preceding month . The ex
cess of imports amounted to 87,100,
000 yen — the highest adverse balance
since February last year when the ex

savings reached a new high level, while cess of imports amounted to 96 ,000 ,000
the cost of living advanced and the yen. This makes an adverse balance
wage scale remained stationary . Specie
exported during the month aggregated
200 ,000 yen . Warehouse stocks showed
an increase.
The cocoon crop is now reported to be

for the first five months of the year
amounting to about 282,000,000 yen
and it is expected to reach the total of
about 340 ,000 ,000 yen by the first of
July. Such an excess of imports at this

smaller than had been anticipated, time of the year when normally imports
owing to bad weather. An agreement should be falling off and exports in
was reached during the month by the creasing, reflects the present unstable

Cotton Spinners Association to limit the condition of Japan's foreign trade.
output of cotton yarn. Shipping dur- All the principal itemsof export show
ing the month was reported to be active, large decreases. The decline in the ex
and the construction of several fast ports of raw silk is accounted for by

liners to compete in the trans-Pacific the refusal of buyers to accept the high
silk carrying trade is being considered. prices demanded during the early part
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of the month, and to the falling market United States' holds a strong position
during the latter half. Silk textile exports were affected by the same factors.
The boycott of Japanese goods in

are, kerosene and gasoline, lubricating
oils, linoleum and oilcloth, patent and
enamelled leather, and arms and ammu

China , which has been vigorously re-

nition . Over 90 per cent. of the motion

newed , is held to be partly responsible

picture films shown in Australia are im

for the decline in exports of cotton

ported from the United States.
The two dangers threatening the

yarn and cotton textiles.

country are labor disturbances and con

Australia

tinued drought. The refusal of labor

Several features of the Australian sit uation combine to justify the belief that
1923 will be a prosperous trade year.

to accept a reduction in wages to meet
changed conditions is the outstanding
feature of the labor situation . Coal
operators claim
claim that
that lowered labor costs

Wool isbringing excellent prices, says a

are essential to a readjustment of the

report to the Department of Commerce
vorable for their continuance. Improve-

coal industry, and the attempt to force
this reduction is reported as likely to
to aa bitter
struggle between
lead to
bitter struggle

ment is expected in the meat industry .

operators and miners.

at Washington , and indications are fa
The export of metals is increasing. It

is believed that money will be easier and
that interest rates will be reduced dur
ing the year.
The position of the United States in
Australian trade is favorable , especially
with regard to machinery and automo

tive vehicles, and to a lesser degree with

·

South America
FALL OF THE PESO IN
ARGENTINA

By Owen Roberts, F .R.G .S.
In banking and commercial circles the

agricultural implements. The year 1922 rapid fall of the Argentine peso re
was a banner year for American auto- cently has been a subject of more than
mobiles. The United States holds first ordinary comment. Not in one cur
place in Australian imports of auto mobiles, hardware, miscellaneous iron
stores and surgical, scientific and musical instruments, and second place in
iron and steel imports , although with
Newcastle Steel Works again in opera tion the importation of these commodities may register more or less of a de-

cline. Other import lines in which the
412

rency alone but in all the more im
portant exchange quotations there has
been an appreciable fall. At the time of
writing the dollar and sterling rates
have reached $ 126 .50 and £41 9s. 16d .
respectively, and it remains to be seen
whether there is a further drop in the
immediate future.

For the Argentine importer the re

$ 120,000,000 Increase in Porto Rico's
Commerce Since 1900
As the pioneer American bank in Porto Rico we have given every aid to
the island 's commercial development and have shared in its growth .
Send Us Your Bills of Exchange,
Drafts and Collections Direct.

AMERICAN COLONIAL BANK
OF PORTO RICO

SAN JUAN
Branches : Arecibo,Mayaguez, Caguas

action — if prolonged — will certainly af-

per day according to the class of goods,

fect his operations. Payment of sterling or dollar invoices will require more
pesos and purchases will in consequence
be curtailed until there is an improve-

the average rate is about 150 to 180
tons per day, largely due to the atti
tude and organization of the labor avail
able .

ment in the exchange.

The importance of Buenos Aires as a

The sanction given to the Meat Trade shipping port is such that the reëstab
Control project by the Chamber of lishment of the Port Advisory Com
Deputies has brought forth a joint mittee, which was done away with some
memorial signed by the frigorifico com - years ago, is now considered indispens

panies. It is contended that the pro - able for the proper control and manage
posed control will have a deleterious ment of the port .
effect not only on their own industry but
on the live - stock industry as well,
which it has been framed to assist. The

NEW BRAZILIAN BANK OF

ISSUE

law also stipulates that full details of
all transactions shall be given to the

For some weeks past banks and busi

Ministry of Agriculture, and imposes
severe penalties for infringement, to

ness houses with interests in Brazil
have been considerably concerned over

both of which clauses objection has been

the announcement that the Brazilian

raised .

Government had turned over its note

issue functions to the Bank of Brazil.
growing dissatisfaction with the labor It was feared that the bank might thus
conditions at the Port of Buenos Aires, become involved in government financial
which has resulted in a letter on the difficulties from which it would be un
subject being addressed to the Customs able to extricate itself . Apparently,
Administrator by the “ Centro de Nave however, there was little basis for
gación Transatlantica" , which includes alarm , as the scheme as now described
representatives of overseas shipping in in the issue of Wileman 's Brazilian Re
view for May 9, seems to be sound and
terests operating in the port.
The principal complaint is the delay likely to work to the benefit of Brazilian

For some time past there has been a

in loading and unloading steamers in the

finances.

docks. Whereas the discharge of cargo

The Bank of Brazil has carried on

should be at the rate of 250 to 400 tons

certain of the functions and has en
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Buenos Aires
Oldest and Largest Financial House in South America

Established in 1830
Fully paid up Capital, Reserves and Surplus

$ 16 ,031,961.00 Argentine Gold
Specialize in the Investment of Foreign Capital in State,

Mortgage, Industrial and Public Utility Bonds and Shares

Money on Mortgages Placed Direct
BANKING TRANSACTIONS OF ALL KINDS
Handle Foreign Exchange and Give Prompt and Careful
Attention to the Collection of Drafts

Administration of Real and Personal Property
This Bank will be pleased to Serve You in All Business Rela
tions with the Argentine and Contiguous Countries

CORRESPONDENCE IN ALL LANGUAGES INVITED

joyed many of the privileges of a cen -

currency . That, however, can be pro

by hard and fast rules.”
tralbank for some years, but in the past tected
Taking up the various features of
it has not had the power of note issue.
This has been under the control of the

the agreement as presented by Dr.

treasury . According to the new agree-

Braga, president of the Bank of

ment, the bank takes over all note issue Brazil, we find that the notes to be is
power, and is expected eventually to sued by the bank are to be legal tender,
put the paper currency back on a gold but cannot be exchanged for gold until
basis .

In

the article appearing in

Wileman ' s Review the head of the bank

such time as the following conditions

have come about in Brazilian finances :
1 . The official exchange must have

analyzes the agreement between the been maintained at or above 12d (or
treasury and the bank and gives it as his
opinion that a great step forward has about 24 cents ) for a period of not less
been taken in separating the note issue

than three years.

though not faultless the scheme as put

notes issued .

The gold reserve at the bank must
from government control. Wileman 's be 2.equal
to 60 per cent. of the value of
speaking editorially , states that, “ alforward by Dr. Cincinato Braga is ac-

3 . The government must have decreed

ceptable and may attain the end in view , the same afteronsinvestigation ofy the eco
if only the administration will not in - nomic conditi of the countr .
The backing for the notes are to be
terfere with it. There is always the
danger that future directors of the bank
may adopt different views or may abuse

one- third gold and two -thirds double
name commercial paper. Commenting

their powers of issue , without proper

upon this the president of the bank

consideration to withdrawal of treasury

states that " so bridled , the bank will.
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Rotterdamsche
Bankvereeniging
Rotterdam

Amsterdam
The Hague

Capital . . .
.
Reserve . . . . .

fl 75 ,000, 000
fl 36 ,500 ,000

Every description of banking business transacted ,

t and 21s, tthe
he issuance of
ng andofedicollections,
including the making
travellers' letters of credit and documentary letters

of credit, buying and selling of foreign exchange

and of stocks and shares.

Our large capital and complete organization en
able us to handle all matters entrusted to our
care with efficiency and promptness.

Representative for the United States

J. G . van Breda Kolff, 14 Wall Street,New York
WWW

never be in a position to inflate the

sources ? With the huge net profits of

circulation with superabundant and un necessary paper money ” . He promises
that once the department of issue is

the bank as stated in the contract with
the Government. From now on the
paper money for which the Government

created , the Treasury will be forced to

is responsible - issued merely on a nom
find other means for doing its deficit inal basis — will be slowly but surely
financing than by the issue of notes. To withdrawn ; not with grants from a
use his words, “ it will have to nego budget, but with the sure and certain
tiate loans, reduce expenditures or in - profits on commercial banking , for the
crease taxation " . As Wileman 's adds, most part independent of aid from
this certainly deserves the approbation Union budgets. The nation will short
of the nation and of other nations as
well.

ly witness - probably commencing in

1924 — the methodic withdrawing and

Dr. Braga . considers that the greatest burning each month of inconvertible
benefit the bank can perform , however, paper money. This currency will be
is that of withdrawing the paper issues replaced by bank notes guaranteed by
that now plague the country. He the resources of the country's greatest
points out that although it has been con - credit institution .”

stantly urged that the paper issue

should be reduced,on the contrary it has

Philippines

been continually increased . He states,
“ This is now to be altered . The with -

General business was not so active
during the month of April as in March.

drawal of paper money will no longer be

and prices were lower, though still well

a function of the national Treasury but
of the bank of issue. With what re-

above production costs , says a report to
the Department of Commerce at Wash
•
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ington. The seasonal moving of crops business and to prepare for the great in
crease to come, due to the tremendous
has rendered money tighter, but it is progress
ample for the needs of well secured war. made by Jugoslavia since the last
business. Banks continue to advise Mr. Andricevic recently sailed from New

conservatism .

York for Jugoslavia, after an extended trip

The sugar milling season is practically completed , inaugurating the pur-

to the Pacific coast. Hehad business which
took him to Philadelphia , Pittsburgh , Cleve

chase of sugar mill machinery and
supplies. Preliminary negotiations are
being made for a bond issue by United
States bankers on the sugar centrals
controlled by the Philippine National
Bank , to be guaranteed by the Philip

land , Detroit, Chicago, Denver, San Fran
cisco, Seattle, Los Angeles, Galveston, New
Orleans, and St. Louis.
Before Mr. Andricevic visited America,
the Adriatic Bank had twenty - four connec

machinery . The figure is given tenta
tively as $ 10,000 ,000 .
Government revenues to date show

bors, and there is a good market for Ameri

tions with banks of this country. Now he

has placed eighty additional American in
pine Government for the purchase of stitutions on the books of his home bank.

Jugoslavia is building railroads and har

can products. Especially there is a big de
an increase over last year , and dis- mand for American cotton , gasoline, agri
bursements for public works are still cultural implements, elevators, textiles, labor

devices, typewriters, cash registers,
guaranteed . Various new prospects are saving
adding
machines,
automobiles, and automo
now being planned .

The bank examiner's statement cov bileTheaccessories.
Adriatic Bank is in close connection

ering all Manila banks for the week of with American banking, especially on ac

May 5 showed total loan , discounts, and count of the 12,000,000 and over Slavs,
overdrafts of 168,973,000 pesos ; cash , whose pro rata wealth is very high, now
15 ,412 ,000 pesos; resources, 26 ,982,000 residing in the United States.

pesos ; working capital of foreign banks,
39 ,204,000 pesos ; and circulation , 108 ,
The statement of condition of the Com
mercial Bank of the Near East, Limited ,
077,000
pesos.
There was some labor disturbance in London, for the period ended December 31,
April. An effort to reduce wages 1922, shows total assets of £259,193; cur
naused a dispute involving 2000 anda rent, deposit and other accounts £129,500 ;

up capital £106,725.
farmers' union strike in several pro andThepaidCommercial
Bank was incorporated

vinces resulted in some destruction of
property. No serious results, however,
.
are considered probable .
Seasonal building activity in April
maintained the March level. Permits

were issued for strong construction to a
total value of 524 ,000 pesos.

on October 17, 1922, and began transacting
business the following month , November 6 .
The bank has a branch at Constantinople.

A condensed statement as of above date
follows:
LIABILITIES
Capital issued and fully paid .

. 106 ,725
18 ,289

Current, deposit and other accounts.......129,500
Drafts payable .

* * ** *** ** ... .

Bills for collection per contra ...... ......... .. 4 ,678

259,193

International Banking Notes
D . F. Andricevic,
of the
American
department manager
of the Adriatic
Bank of Belgrade, Jugoslavia, largest
fices and branches in over thirty cities in

of the Jugoslav institutions, with of
Bad

States, establishing closer relations with
American banks to take care of the present

ASSETS
Cash in hand and at Lloyd ' s Bank, Ltd . 33, 460

Money at call and short notice.................... 180, 740
Balances with foreign bankers and cor
293
respondents ....
Investments
British Government securities
29,905
Advances
to customers and other ac
counts .....
5 ,727
4 ,678
Bills for collection ..
Lease, alterations and furniture
1 ,534
Preliminary expenses ...
2, 458
Profit and loss account- Excess of ex
penditure over income from November
6 , 1922, to date ......

396

259,193

W

RGANIZED in 1900 .
The Franklin National

Bank of Philadelphia has

attained a remarkable growth
through service to the banking
and business interests of the
United States.
Today, with ample resources
and increased facilities gained
through nation -wide and

foreign connections, this
OFFICERS

bank is prepared to give, in
even larger degree, the same

J . R . MCALLISTER

President

efficient and courteous service

J . A . HARRIS, JR .
Vice -President
J . WM . HARDT
Vice-Pres. and Cashier
E . E . SHIELDS

as in the past.

Assistaut Cashier
w . M . GEHMANN, JR .

Foreign banking in all its

Assistant Cashier

branches is transacted . Trav

M . D . REINHOLD
Assistant Cashier

elers' Letters of Credit are
issued .

FRANKLIN NATIONAL BANK
PHILADELPHIA

Capital .

.

Surplus and Profits

.

.

.

$2,000,000

-

-

5,500,000

Principal builders of high
grade fire-proof and burglar
proof bank vaults and safes

in the world
Vaults recently installed or
under construction

Federal Reserve Bank New York
Federal Reserve
Federal Reserve
Federal Reserve
Federal Reserve

Bank
Bank
Bank
Bank

Phila.
Boston
Pittsburgh
Buffalo

Federal Reserve Bank Cleveland
Federal Reserve Bank Chicago

Federal Reserve Bank Minneapolis
Federal Reserve Bank Jacksonville
"Merit has made them

Famous "
Factory - York, Pa.

YORK SAFE & Lock Co.
55 Maiden Lane, New York
Philadelphia

Boston
Baltimore

Cleveland

Chicago

San Francisco

Consult our Engineering Department
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
York Vaults being installed

Regarding Safe or Vault Installations
Correspondence invited

The Bank of the Philippine
Islands
O
Peterson ' s

Lieber' s
Western Union
William T . Nolting . . .. . . . President
F . Borromoo . . . . . . . . . . Vice - President
P . J . Campos. . . .Mgr. Noilo Branch

BANK

Bentley ' s

P

BA E
TH

Codes Used :

HILI

EISLANS

Reserve Funds . . .

F TH

PIN

E

Capital fully paid -up .

. (Pesos) 6 ,750,000.00
2,250,000.00
Cable Address :
“ BANCO ”
R . Moreno,. ...... ... .. ..... Secretary
D . Garcia .. .. ..
E . Byron Ford
S . Freixas..

J . M . Browno . Mgr . Zamboanga "

.. .. .Cashier
.. . Acoountant

.....Chief For. Dept.

Head Office

MANILA , P . I.
BRANCHES: Iloilo AND ZAMBOANGA

Agents and Correspondents in all Parts of the World
Every description of Banking and Foreign Exchange
Business transacted under favorable terms

Collections given special attention and returns promptly remitted
The First National Bank of Boston has pansion in note circulation during the last
two years is entirely due to a change in
overseas trade. Whilst importing by both
the management of John G . Carriker.
Australia and New Zealand has been

opened a branch at Havana, Cuba, under

severely cut down since 1920 -21, the exports
of wool, wheat, meat, dairy produce, and
The main London office of The Equitable other commodities have continued to pour
Trust Company of New York, formerly at into the British markets until exports have

3 King William street, E . C. 4, has been
moved to 10 Moorgate, E . C . 2 .

The

Equitable has a second London office at

Bush House, Aldwych, W . C. 2.

exceeded imports by many millions. The
result has been an excessive accumulation

of funds in London by every large Aus
tralian and New Zealand financial institu
tion , and the banks have had either to sub
mit to this or cease to purchase their cus

At the fifty - first general ordinary meeting tomers' produce bills.
“Deposits in 1922 showed a small decrease
of the National Bank of New Zealand , Lim
ited , held July 9 last at the head office in of £53,000. This year they amount to
London , the chairman , Hon . William Pember £9,262,000, exceeding the previous year's
figures by £1,019,000. They are well spread
Reeves addressed the shareholders in part over
our branches, and include additions to
as follows:
" Our paid -up capital is now £1,250,000, our deposits in London . Bills payable are
and our reserve furd, if you approve the down £200,000. On the assets side, coin
further recommendation ' of £10,000 , will be bullion and cash at bankers are £1,087,000,
increased to £1.260 ,000 . Note circulation , a decrease of £433,000 as compared with
which last year was £2,031,000, at March the figures of March 31, 1922, but invest
31 was £1,729,000. Our latest figures show ments are larger by about £321,000. Bills
this is now reduced to £880,000. In expla- receivable (that is , British bills) , current
nation of this item I would say that the ex - and in transit, have increased £1,611,000
417
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This year the figure is £3,130,000, against
£1,519,000 in 1922, whilst our advances are
£8,218,000, or $662,000 less than the previous year. The total of overdrafts, discounts, and British bills stood at March 31
this year at £12,087,000 . On March 31,
1922, they were £11,064,000.
“ Turning now to profit and loss account,

which stand at £2,850,000, as against
£3,490,758 a year ago, reflects the depres
sion in trade.
“ The year's operations have been carried
on in somewhat difficult circumstances. Trade
has not been prosperous, rates for money
have been low , and wehave had our troubles,

£13,600 to the staff, is £229,000, an increase
of £16 ,000. Including the carry -forward , it
shows £371,000 , an increase of £41,000 over

like all other commercial undertakings. We
have also been carrying a load of new de
velopment, having opened in the first thrce
years of our existence eight branches in
the East, which have involved quite substan

last year's figures. We propose paying you

tial expenditure incidental to their opening,

our net profit , after paying a bonus of

the same rate of dividend and bonus as last and cannot be expected at once to con
year - i. e., 14 per cent., free of tax - and tribute their quota to the profits of the
this on our increased paid -up capital of bank as a whole.
“ Our permanent investment in the Al
£1,250 ,000. I am pleased to say, as the
balance- sheet indicates, that we have been
able to employ our larger resources profit -

lahabad Bank stands at the purchase price,
and this was remitted to India at about Is.

ably. We have again placed a substantial 5d . per rupee. The investment has not
sum to premises account, and have allo - been written up or written down. Despite
cated £22,600 to the pension and gratuity the financial troubles which India has gone

funds. In pursuance of the policy which I through, the Allahabad Bank has held its
referred to when I had the pleasure of ad- own, and both as regards staff and the ad
dressing you in 1921, we are carrying for- vantage of having an affiliated bank with
branches all over India, it has proved a
ward the sum of £145,567.”
valuable connection for the P. and O . Bank ,
and, so far as we can see, this will prove
At the third ordinary meeting of share- even more valuable in the future.
“ The result of the year's working shows a
holders of the P . and O . Banking Corpora
tion . Limited . held July 13, last, at the profit of £139,388 , which , together with the
bank 's head office, London , the Right Hon . amount brought forward from last year of
Lord Inchcape, G .C.M .G ., K .C .S.I., K .C.I.E ., £14 ,042, gives £153,430 to be dealt with.
“We propose to pay the same dividend as
chairman, presiding, said in part: “ Prac
tically all items in the balance-sheet show last year- viz., 51/2 per cent., less income
a substantial expansion . The total balance tax - but as the effective rate for tax de
sheet figures have risen from approximately duction is reduced to 4s. 114, d. by reason of
£13,000 ,000 to £22,500,000, a gratifying Colonial relief, this dividend will cost
feature being the rise of £4,000,000 in the £14,000 more than last year, leaving us in
current, deposit, and other accounts, which a position to place £25,000 to reserve,
now stand at over £10,000 ,000 , as against thereby bringing that fund up to £115 ,000,
and to carry forward £15 ,179, as against
£6,316,000 a year ago.
" Our cash position is very strong indeed £14,042 a year ago.
" Our new premises in London are nearing
and nobody, I am sure, will cavil at the
large liquid balances of nearly £5,000,000, completion , and are already partly occupied.
representing about 50 per cent. of our de- When they are finished, our managers and

mand liabilities, which we have thought it
necessary , even at the expense of profits, to

staff will be comfortably housed, and there
will be ample accommodation for the public.
We have succeeded in securing efficient

retain in these days of uncertainty.
" Another feature which I am sure you will managers and a good staff at our various
be glad to note is the item of bills dis- branches abroad, and you will, I am sure,
counted , which shows a substantial increase join with me in acknowledging that the re
to over £4 ,500,000, and which includes such sults which are reported today reflect credit
liquid assets as £2,630,000 in British and on all our managers and staff at home and
abroad .
Indian Government Treasury bills.
“Our securities, save for the permanent
“ The board' s policy is one of prudence.
investment in the Allahabad Bank, are all

We intend to go cautiously, avoiding risks

British and Indian Government securities. as far as possible, gradually working up
The decrease in our advances to customers, what, we hope will be a sound and lucrative

BANKING BUSINESS WITH BELGIUM
American banks and bankers are cordially

invited to utilize the organization of the

BANQUE DE COMMERCE, Antwerp
for their business in Belgium
Branches:
Capital Subscribed . . Frs. 40,000,000
OSTEND
BRUSSELS
Capital Paid Up . . Frs. 16 ,884,000
CORRESPONDENTS
AT ALL BANKING POINTS
Reserve . . . . . ' Frs. 7,309,784

business, building up our reserves instead
of distributing up to the hilt, and in this

in 1919, Drachmas 420 in 1920, Drachmas

support of our shareholders.”

tion of the shareholders in the profits real

550 in 1921 and Drachmas 800 in 1922, is
course I feel confident we shall have the a practical proof of the increasing participa
A dividend of 51%, per cent. per annum ,

less income-tax at 4s. 11 d ., on 259,416 shares
was declared payable on July 20, 1923, to

ized in this especially fruitful period .

" The administration considered it, how
ever, to be necessary, according to the

the members who were on the London and

policy instituted some years ago, to make

Bombay registers of the corporation , re

strong additions to the reserves out of the

spectively, on July 6, 1923.

profits which have accumulated out of the
extraordinary business and exceptional cir

cumstances of the last few years.
At the ordinary general meeting of the
shareholders of the National Bank of
Greece, held on April 4, at the head office

“ It will be readily understood what a
great advantage is derived by the share
holders from this policy, as well as by the

of the bank, Athens, Greece, the governor, bank itself and the whole public. The in
A . N . Diomede, read, on behalf of the terests of all classes in the country coincide
general council of the bank , the report for in this, that the National Bank as the cen

1922. The report touched upon the bank's tral issuing bank of the country, shall
profits for the year as follows:
“ The profits of the National Bank for

possess in itself such strength that it may

be in a position to withstand any unforeseen

disposal during the year 1922, as appears attack . And the bank can confidently look
from the analysis of its whole business, were
exceptionally satisfactory. Of course a

forward to being in such a position because
it has taken care, without deviating from

portion of these profits arises from the
profits undisposed of in previous years.
" The gross profits amount to Drachmas
279,595 ,250 and after deduction of the ex
penses of administration, interest paid and
amounts written off, there remains a net
profit of Drachmas 187,466 ,654, which is
higher than that of 1921 by Drachmas 72,
000 ,000, and exceeds the profit realized in

its policy in years of abundant harvest, to
strengthen itself and to raise a bulwark
against any unforeseen circumstances.
“ Following this policy it assigned in the
past year 45.4 per cent. of its net profits, or
Drachmas 85,000,000, to increasing its re
serves, which thus amounted on December
31, 1922, to Drachmas 220,000,000. Be
sides this , it was considered absolutely
necessary to maintain various headings

any previous year.
" This net increase in profits enabled the

administration of the bank to propose a

under assets in a strong position in order:
that they being in themselves strong may

dividend considerably higher than in any add to the bank 's strength in general.
previous year and thus to adapt the divi" I believe that the present year will open
dend to the current price of the shares. a new chapter in the life of Greece. After
The ascending scale of dividends distributed, the disasters which have overwhelmed her,
which from Drachmas 225 in 1915, reached the clearest proof that our indomitable will
Drachmas 250 in 1916 , Drachmas 265 in is to march forward , will be devotion to
1917, Drachmas 300 in 1918 , Drachmas 320 work . And I believe that the Greek people ,
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BANK OF ROUMANIA , LIMITED
Founded 1866)

(Roglatered in London on 17th April, 1903, under the Companies Acte, 1863-1966)

Head Branch
Office: :11,64,CALEA,
CORNHILL,
LONDON, E. C. 3.
VICTORIEI, BUCAREST.
Directors :
THE VISCOUNT GOBCHEN
GENERAL THE HON . BIR H . A . LAWRENCE , K . O. B .
LIBUT.-COL. BIR ALBART STBRN, K B . EL C. . G .

1 W . H . BARRI, Dag.

C. DE CERJAT, Eag.

Bankon : BANK OF ENGLAND.

MESSRS. GLYN, XALIS, CUBRIR & Co.

business with Roumania is conducted , and correspondence
A general Banking
from those having interests in that country is invited .

which is prudent, laborious, saving, will cast
itself into the work of peace with zeal and
courage ; and that it will thus lay those
wider foundations which are necessary for
the economic prosperity of the country in
the future.”

" It will be noted that in all cases there has
been a moderate reduction in totals as com
pared with a year ago , a circumstance which
is almost entirely to be connected with the
adverse exchange position to which I have
already referred."
In addition to the payment of the dividend
on account of 10s. per share made in Sep

Addressing the shareholders at the
sixtieth ordinary general meeting of the
British Bank of South America, Limited ,
held at the head office, London, May 3, last,

tember last, a dividend of 10s. per share,
subject to income-tax, payable May 4 , was
declared , making a total distribution of
10 per cent., subject to income-tax, for the

the chairman , R . J. Hose, said in part: “ The

year ended December 31, 1922, on the paid

balance -sheet shows a reduction of some

up capital of the bank of £1,000 ,000 .

£27,000 in our gross profits, but this has
been accompanied by a moderate saving in

expenses, and as a result, the net profit, at
£110,884, is only about £20,000 less than
a year ago. This reduction in profits is by
no means exceptional in the case of banks
working abroad , and especially in South
America , where the continued setback in the
exchange value of the local currencies has
been an adverse factor, and in view of all

At the fifty-ninth annual general ordinary
meeting of the shareholders of the Banco
Nacional Ultramarino (State Bank of the
Portuguese Colonies) held at the head of
fice, Lisbon , on April 28 , a dividend of

30 per cent., including 14 per cent. already
distributed, was declared. The net profits

the circumstances, we think you will agree
that the results are not unsatisfactory. I

of the bank for the year ended December
31, 1922, including amount brought forward

may mention that the slightly lower dividend is quite in accordance with the wishes

from previous year, and less state and gen
eral taxes, amounted to escudos 10,880,351.

of the holders of practically all of the

The bank has total assets of escudos 1,382,

shares.

015 ,291; paid up capital of escudos 24 ,000,

“ In the following table a comparison is 000; and reserve fund of escudos 30,200,000.
made between the position of some of the The Banco Nacional Ultramarino has the
principal items of the accounts at the end following branches:
Portugal and adjacent islands; Aveiro,
of 1922 and twelve months previously :
December 1921
31,

1922
Liabilities :

Current and deposit ac
.....11,49 2 ,434 12,297,649
count ..
Other accounts

.... 2 ,406 ,087

2 ,418, 1 86

Assets :
Cash in hand, at bankers ,
and at call ..... .

Bills receivable ..
Other accounts ...
420

5 ,230,939 5 ,500,228
5,573,908 5 ,625 ,888
388
...... 6 ,642, 766 6 ,998, 386

Barcellos, Beja, Braga, Braganca, Castelo
Branco , Chaves, Coimbra , Covilha, Elvas,

Evora, Estremoz, Faro, Figueira Do Foz,
Guarda, Guimaraes, Lamego, Leiria, Lisbon ,

Olhao, Oporto, Ovar, Penafiel, Portalegre,
Portimao, Regoa, Santarem , Silves, Torres
Real
Castello, Villa Angra
Vedras, Vianna Do Vizeu
. Azores;
De Traz Os Montes,

Do Heroismo, Ponta Delgada, Madeira ;
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Funchal. West Africa ; Cape Verde Islands; S. Thiago, S . Vincent. Portuguese
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8 per cent. was declared , making a total
dividend for the year of 16 per cent.

Guinea ; Bissau , Bolama. Gulf of Guinea ;

The general balance sheet and statement

Principe, S . Thome. Province of Angola ;
Benguela , Bihe, Cabinda, Loanda, Lobito ,

of profit and loss account for the year end
ing December 31, 1922, showed net profits

Lubango,

Malange,

Mossamedes,

Novo

for the year, after providing for bad and

Redondo. East Africa ; Beira (Banco da

doubtful debts, and including £137,671

Beira), Ibo, Inhambane, Lourenco Marques,

brought forward from last account, amount

Mocambique, Chinde, Quelimane, Tete.
India ; Mormugao, Nova Goa. Timor ; Dili.

At the thirteenth annual meeting of the
shareholders of the Mercantile Bank of
India, Limited, held at the head office, Lon-

ing to £405,105. From this sum has to
be deducted £84,000, being the interim
dividend of 8 per cent., less income tax ,
on the “ A ”, “ B ” and “ C ” shares paid in
September last.
The directors have added £50,000 to the
reserve fund (raising it to £1,200,000 ) ;
£15,000 to the officers' pension fund, and
written £20,000 off freehold banking
premises. The final dividend on the " A ,"
“ B ” and “ C ” shares of 8 per cent., less
income tax, leaves a balance of £152,105 to
be carried forward. A branch of the bank

don , on March 27, last, a final dividend of

has been opened at Bangkok .

China ; Macau. British

India ; Bombay.

Belgian Congo ; Kinshassa. Brazil ; Manaos,
Para, Pernambuco, Rio de Janiero , S . Paulo.
Great Britain ; London , 9 Bishopsgate, E . C .
France ; Paris, 8 , Rue du Helder, IXe. New
York , 93 Liberty street.

Credit Interdependence
By J. H . Tregoe, secretary-treasurer National Association of Credit Men

T SOLATED for a sufficient time the finally led to recognize how complete
human being inevitably deteriorates.

is his failure in the larger sense.

His mind and spirit become flabby . It

Even if money making were all that

is in association alone that the individ ual finds his impulse ; it is in the giving

is to be considered , we doubt if this
selfish , independent spirit would be jus

and receiving of ideas that expansion is tified. Interdependence in credit work ,
encouraged , for we are all dependents. playing the game together, rather than
It is best to recognize this fact and
associate ourselves with others for

alone, will bring about better methods
of credit granting than we now enjoy

and better protection for credit in
In the commercial credit field, we at general.
times find enterprises made so self
In every phase of credit work a rec

progress.

confident by their large operations that ognition of our dependence upon one
they feel quite qualified to play the another is necessary
whether it be in
neces

game alone and carry out their in the opening of the credit risk or in its
dividual policies without regard to their closing. All the everlasting objectives
effect upon others. Furthermore, we
creditmen seek — surrounding the
find sometimes a credit manager who which
credits
proper defenses, stabilizing
overplays his egotism and apparently the flow with
,
having
the credit reserves ever
feels that there is nothing others can
give him and that he can successfully

available for our large commerce, in

play a lone hand.

jecting into the buyer the right spirit of

intense individualism

This leads to the

which finally business morality — are attained through

brings its unhappy ending , for even
though for a time the enterprise or the
individual appear to prosper, yet he is

frank and complete co -operation be
tween the grantors of commercial
credit even in closely competitive lines.
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THE new fourteen story building of the Trenton Trust Company,
- Trenton, New Jersey, will be the tallest in the city and when
completed will give this institution commodious and modern bank
ing facilities. Architectural and engineering work by
ALFRED

C . BOSSOM

BANK ARCHITECT & EQUIPMENT ENGINEER
First National Bank Bldg., Jersey City , N . J.
680 Fifth Avenue, New
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The New Home of the Bowery Savings
Bank
NHE new home of the Bowery
Savings Bank of New York is

as well as the high wainscot against
the walls, is of Levanto marble , which

considered by many competent

comes from the Italian quarries near

critics to possess the most beautiful
main banking room in America. Certainly every visitor is at once impressed
with the rare beauty and dignity of this

Carrara. The floor is also inlaid with
patterns of mosaic. The upper part of
the counter screen , check desk and doors
are of bronze, all modeled and executed

room , dedicated to the thrift and sav
ings of the people .

Nine years ago William E . Knox,
president of the Bowery Savings Bank ,
was among the first to recognize that the
Grand Central Station forms the stable

W

INUTE

center of a second city of tremendous

banking importance. A careful study
of the residence and business locations
conviction that Forty - second street and
Park avenue form one of the greatest
centers for a savings bank in all New
York .

The tearing down of the old Grand

MITTED
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of the bank ' s depositors confirmed his

Union Hotel provided a tangible loca
tion in this district and has enabled the
Bowery Savings Bank to provide con
venient and accessible banking service
not only to this district but to the
enormous outlying population which
flows daily through the railroads and
subways concentrated at this point.
In planning for its new home the
bank sought to obtain an equipment
which would enable it to serve the pub
lic with the greatest effectiveness, speed

and economy. To this end it specified
permanent materials which require the
least possible maintenance and up-keep ,
and after these requirements had been

The new building of the Bowery Savings Bank

met it demanded that the building

should be architecturally beautiful.
The result is an eighteen -story office

in the same Romanesque style that has

building which, in arrangement, light- been adopted for the building.
Adequate working light is given by
ing and construction , is the equal of
The walls of the bank -

the great windows on Forty -second and

ing room are of variegated limestone in -

Forty- first streets, which are twenty

terspersed with blocks of Ohio sand -

seven feet wide and head forty -seven

stone. The columns against the walls
of the room are of different colored
marble, and the panels between them

feet above the floor. There is a sky
light thirty - five feet wide by sixty feet
long over the center of the room . The

are of mosaic patterns, harmonious of

ceiling of this room , eighty feet wide by

any in the city.

design, but left rough and unpolished . one hundred and sixty feet deep , is
The lower portion of the counter screen , decorated in color. At night the room
423
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is lighted by six hanging fixtures which
provide the general illumination , while

the continuous reflectors behind the

screen and others upon the desks give
individual working light to the em
ployees.

The vault, 9 feet 8 inches by 36 feet ,
inside measurements , is placed in the
rear of the basement and is surrounded
by heavy walls of the latest construc
tion and provided with doors three feet

thick . This work is so designed as to
provide the highest resistance not only
to ordinary burglar attacks but to mob
attacks which may be continued for a
sufficient time to admit of the use of

high explosives.
HISTORY OF THE BOWERY SAVINGS BANK

The Bowery Savings Bank was or
ganized in 1834 to cater to the large
territory north of Chambers street on

WILLIAM E . KNOX

the east side of the city , in which ship
yards, machine shops and other great
branches of industry were located. The
incorporators were public spirited men

President Bowery Savings Bank

of prominence who desired to prevent

Main banking room , Bowery Savings Bank
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the recurrence of the poverty and dis
tress following the cholera epidemic of
1832, and to develop habits of thrift
among the wage earners.

At the outset no one believed that the
savings would grow to any substantial
proportions. In fact the original char
ter limited deposits to $ 500,000 . Quar

ters were taken in a corner of the
Butchers' and Drovers' Bank at 126

Bowery and two sessions a week in the
evening were considered sufficient for
transacting business.

Up to July , 1835 , all the work was
done gratuitously by the trustees.

Then , with clerical detail increasing
rapidly, two men were employed at a
salary of $ 300 a year each , representing

the bank's first pay -roll. The first in
terest credited January , 1835, amounted
to $636 .76 . Now at each semi-annual
interest period depositors receive more

than $ 3,000,000. A deficit of $ 281.66
was shown on January 1, 1836 . Today
there is a surplus of over $ 25 ,000,000.

The original quarters were quickly
outgrown and to provide additional

VICTOR A . LERSNER

space a building at 128 Bowery was

Vice-president Bowery Savings Bank

purchased early in 1836 at a cost of

$23,500 . This served until 1852, when
a lot at 130 Bowery was acquired and a

1858 ; Thomas Jeremiah, 1858- 1872 ;

Samuel T. Brown, 1873-1878 ; Henry
new buildingA further
erected , enlargement
covering both
properties.
oc- Lyles, Jr., 1878 - 1880 ; Edward Wood .
curred in 1864 . and another in 1894 .
The growth in resources of the bank

1880 - 1894 ; John P . Townsend . 1894
1898 ; John D . Hicks, 1899- 1903 :

is indicated by the following table :

William H . S. Wood, 1903-1908 ; Henry
A . Schenck, 1909- 1922 ; and William

Resources
January 1, 1835 .
1840 . .
1850 .

1860. .

1870 . .
1880 .
1890 .

1900 . . .
1910 . . .
1920 . . .

E . Knox, who became president in 1922.
William E . Knox, president, who is

505,391.29 known to bankers and all of his many
2, 923,469.39

friends everywhere as “ Bill” Knox,
grew up in the banking business in the
institution which he now heads. Start
50,024 ,350.37 ing as a junior clerk thirty -eight years
72,877,525.00 ago , he advanced from one position to
10 ,020 ,790 .85

20 ,656 ,804.43
37,188,057.17

117,271, 187.24

another until he became secretary in

148,042,997.74
172,450 ,814 .78

1906 , comptroller in 1908, vice-presi

186,502,852.86
1, 1923 . . . .. . . . . .. . . 206 ,119,331.95

dent in 1920, and president in 1922 .

1921

1922 . . .

He has seen the Bowery Savings Bank
grow from relatively small proportions
On July 1, 1923 , total deposits were to a bank of more than two hundred

July

over $ 180 ,000 ,000.

Twelve presidents have held office

million resources.

Mr. Knox is recognized for his broad

since the organization of the bank : understanding of banking problems and
Benjamin M . Brown, 1834- 1837 ; David his great appreciation and sympathy

Gotheal, 1837-1839 ; James Mills, 1839- for the struggles and needs of the plain
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Rectangular vault door 36 inches thick , built by York Safe & Lock Co. for new Bowery Savings
Bank vault

people. He has taken an active part in

vice-president of the Bowery Savings

all movements for the advance of bank -

Bank .

ing and has devoted his life to his own
institution , which is one, of the largest
and most modern savings banks in the
country. Speaking of the savings field
as an opportunity for service and per
sonal enjoyment, he says: “ Savings
banking is a great vocation , and any

Mr. Lersner is recognized as a pro
gressive thinker and is one of the for
ward - looking bank executives of the
coun
country.
He has been a pioneer of
many movements that have had the
effect, in recent years, of broadening
the
service of mutual savings banks and
man who will try can get everything of taking
these institutions closer to the
out of it that he wants.”
Victor A . Lersner, vice-president, is peop !
Besides being an active figure in
a banker who has come up from the
ranks. Starting as a clerk in the Wil- bankers' conventions all over the coun
liamsburg Savings Bank, he rose suc- try, Mr. Lersner has held many promi

cessively to teller, cashier and comp- nent positions in bankers' associations,

troller .

In 1922 he was made first notably , president of the New York

427
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View of closed door of Bowery Savings Bank's new vault

Chapter of the American Institute of tions as a result of service and experi
Banking in 1911 ; president of the Sav -

ence.

ings Bank Section of the American
Bankers' Association in 1918 ; and at
the present time, president of the Sav ings Bank Association of the State of
New York.
It is interesting to note that all of the
officers of the Bowery Savings Bank
rose step by step from the banking
ranks and achieved their present posi-

Other officers of the bank are Wil
liam M . Spackman and Joseph G .
Liddle , vice-presidents ; Percy G . Dela
mater, secretary ; James A . Stenhouse,
comptroller ; Edward S . Innet, assistant
comptroller ; George W . Wright, Robert
H . Stenhouse, Peter 1. Menzies and
J . Watson MacDowell, assistant secre
taries.
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BEACON TRUST COMPANY, BOSTON
New bank and office building, 31 Milk Street

31 MILK SI

NEW BUILDING OF THE BEACON TRUST COMPANY, BOSTON
The lower floors are occupied by the Company, with extensive safe deposit vaults in the basement

The Beacon Trust Company, Boston
THE new building of the Beacon

The building is twelve stories in

Trust Company of Boston, which

height, with basement and sub -basement,

- has been under construction for

and constructed of Indiana limestone

the past year, is now completed and with polished granite base. The main
occupied by the company. The build ing is located at 31 Milk street, and
fronts also on Arch and Hawley
streets, so that the banking rooms are

entrance is guarded by handsome
bronze doors.
All of the first floor is devoted to
the banking room and, as the lot com

open to the street on three sides.

prises about 10,000 square feet, makes
429
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Main banking room , Beacon Trust Company

one of the best of its kind in New
England . The bank also - occupies the

is a colonnade of marble columns with
bronze and marble counters between .

mezzanine floor, which is so arranged " At the front of the banking room is the
as to give the banking room unusual
height. As the lot has a frontage of
forty feet on Milk street and extends
back 137 feet on Arch street and 125
feet on Hawley street, the banking and

officers' space, with conference rooms
and private offices adjoining. Parallel
with Hawley and Arch streets , between
the exterior walls and the colonnade, on
either side of the banking room , is a

other rooms are well supplied with
natural light and fresh air.

bookkeeping forces and a room for the

balcony affording space for clerical and

The main entrance is in the center of executive committee. Opening from the
middle of the public space on the first
cess to the banking room and through floor is a wide marble staircase leading
the Milk street front, giving direct ac
this to the elevators.

Flanking the

to the safe deposit vaults in the base

elevators, at each side, is the main cor- ment.
ridor, accessible by entrances from
THE BANKING ROOM
Hawley and Arch streets . This ar
The main banking room which was
rangement is advantageous in many
ways and affords entrances from three planned by the Thomas M . James Com
streets.

pany, bank architects, is unusually at

The banking room proper is two tractive in its simplicity of decoration.
stories high , of monumental design, It is finished in imported and domestic
with the walls finished in travertine marbles, mostly of s.
stone. On each side, separating the white tone, and the
n
public space from tne quarters of the
bank ' s executives and the tellers' cages,

v " r creamy
s qnare pil

lars of marble with elu tely carved
capitals give a pleasing effect. Bronze
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Executive committee room , Beacon Trust Company

grilles along the counters serve to set the room . Back of the window on the
off the general decorative scheme. There mezzanine floor is the room for the use
is also a heavy bronze balustrade to of the executive committee of the bank .
protect the stairway leading to the This room is reached by a stairway at
vaults in the basement. The furnish - the right of the main entrance and lead
ings are all of choice mahogany, and ing from the officers' quarters along the
the chandeliers and other electric fix - left forefront of the banking room .
tures have been chosen with great care. Other officers' desks, including that of
As one enters the Milk street doorway he faces the main banking room
and the stairway to the vaults, with the

the president, are on the Arch street
side of the Milk street front, where also
will be the president's private confer

bronze and glass doors leading to the

ence room , handsomely finished and

elevators at the far end of the room .

furnished in mahogany.

Entrances will be opened later on Arch
T he directors' room will be in the
and Hawley streets, which are con - Milk street end of the basement. This
nected by a corridor between the ele- large room , like the coupon and con
vators and the rear wall of the main

ference rooms for the use of box renters,

banking room . It is expected , however,
that a majority of the people going and
coming from the offices above will pass
through the banking room , after enter-

is panelled in mahogany of beautiful
finish .
The visitor faces the bronze grille in
front of the vaults as he descends the

ing the Milk

str et front of the marble stairway.

building. Viny. "

Inside, the

Also he is oppo

site the massive steel door to the vaults

entrance is framed

when he reaches the bottom of the stairs

in marble a : . above it is a double
window with a bronze rail, overlooking

and approaches the gateman and
guards. The bank never before has had
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Office of the president, Beacon Trust Company

boxes for rental to the public , but lining was installed , the middle layer of
already it has secured many customers which is of torch -proof steel.
in this department, which is expected
Around door of the latest type is
to prove one of the features of the placed at the entrance to the safe de

bank 's many services. No approved

posit vault and has an over-all thicki

device for the protection of such vaults of twenty - four inches. The vestibule
hasbeen overlooked .
weighs approximately twenty tons. The
vault has a capacity for 10 ,000 boxes.
THE NEW VAULT
The work was designed, built and in
The new safe deposit and security stalled by the Mosler Safe Company.
A unique system of ventilation has
vault is nine feet high, twenty-four
even
feet
deen
A
been
worked out by the Mosler Com
feet wide and thirty- seven feet deep. A
pany, and the telephone has a direct
steel partition separates the security wire
connecting with the telephone of
from the safe deposit vault and it has
fice.
interior of the vault is
been so designed that it can be easily coveredThebyentire
a steel finish plate. The
moved to allow the installation of future vault is lighted
by use of bowl fixtures,
safe deposit boxes.
The entire vault has been designed to

twenty - four in number.

GROWTH OF THE COMPANY
withstand fire, burglars, earthquake
and the oxy-acetylene torch . The outer
covering is twenty -four inches of con
The Beacon Trust Company was in
crete, in which is laid two layers of corporated in 1892 and has shown a
rails set in angles at top and bottom steady and consistent growth which has
and held together by a network of steel brought it from capital of $ 400,000 and
rods. An exceptionally heavy steel deposits of $ 1,800 ,000 in 1905, up to
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Courtesy of Mosler Safe Co.

The Beacon Trust safe deposit vaults, showing vault door and ornamental grille

Courtesy of Mosler Safe Co.
Interior of the Beacon Trust safe deposit vaults
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capital and surplus of $ 3,000 ,000 and ment has a savings department, issues
deposits of over $ 20 ,000 ,000 in 1923. foreign exchange, letters of credit and

In 1909 it acquired the old Faneuil travelers' checks. It serves as transfer
Hall National Bank , which occupied
quarters near Faneuil Hall for several
generations. Last year this branch was
removed to quarters at 89 State street,

agent and agent to register transfers of
stocks, bonds and notes of corporations.
The president is Charles B . Jopp and
the other officers of the bank are : Vice

where banking rooms have been hand

presidents, C . L . Billman and Frank B.
Lawler ; treasurer, Alfred S. Nelson ;
secretary, Robert G . Shaw , Jr.; assist

somely fitted up for the purpose.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE
ant treasurers, Leverett A . Haskell,
The company is a member of the Wallace H . Pratt, Henry H . Pierce,
Federal Reserve System , and in addi- Edward J. Ramhofer, Jr.; assistant
tion to its commercial banking depart- secretary, James H . Turnbull.

Bankers Association Issues Booklet on China
economic survey of China has with their solution the whole economic
the structure of Chinese society will be raised
been issued in book form by the
to a higher plane.
commission on commerce and marine of
There is danger the people will lose sight
the American Bankers Association . It of the relative importance of agriculture
A

presents what is described as “ a bal- and that the migrations of rural people to
the cities because of the inducements of
anced statement of the outstanding fac fered
by the factories and modern indus

tors of China's present-day economic
life and indicates the most probable de

trial organizations will be hard to withstand.
There is already a decided movement in this
. One of the greatest problems
velopments of the immediate future, direction
confronting the Chinese educator and ad
particularly with reference to American ministrator
of today is how to make condi

interests.” The survey continues :
Eighty- five per cent. of China's popula-

tions among the farming classes such as to

insure to the nation in the future an intelli

tion are engaged in agricultural pursuits gent rural population , capable of applying
and illiteracy is probably slightly less than modern civilized methods to the opportuni
90 per cent. The relation between these ties which their environment will present.
The basis of China 's potential growth as
two percentages is rather an intimate one.
The Chinese agriculturists have remained an industrial nation is well grounded in the
unaffected by modern influences over 3000

possession

years. New movements represent the im mediate interests of but 10 per cent. of the
entire population. The tremendous sig nificance of this 360 ,000,000 passive popula -

These include coal and iron in substantial
quantities as well as other important min
erals. China's resources in coal have been
greatly overestimated. China, however, is

tion acting as a dispassionate check on

the only country on the Pacific excepting the

things new and different are the founda
tion of that " stolid indiffierence" so often
quoted in connection with Chinese charac

United States with large resources in coal.
The coal reserve is probably forty to fifty
billion tons, or one-eighth that of the United
States. The United States coal output for
1920, however, was 650 ,000,000 tons, while
that of China was only 25 ,000,000 tons. The

teristics.

of ample mineral resources.

Five hundred thousand is the figure given
for labor engaged in modern industrial
plants in China. As yet the industrializa - Geographical Survey estimates the iron re
tion of China is in its infancy. A large serve of China at 1,000,000,000 tons, one
portion of China's population must remain half of which is capable of workaz by
agricultural if the prime needs of the peo modern methods. Thus China has one
ple are to be met. The demands upon the quarter the reserve of the United States.
country for improved methods in agricul. The present annual production of iron ore
ture, irrigation , forestation , coping with in China is about 1,500,000 tons. In the
plant and animal diseases, transportation United States the production of iron ore
and rural credits are indeed pressing, and in 1920 was 70,000,000 tons.
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MOSLER SAFES AND
VAULTS
A Half Century of Experience
Superior Strength - Advanced Design and Per
fection of Finish
An Appreciation from One of the Leading Boston Banks

THE BEACON TRUST CO .
31 Milk St., Boston, Mass., August 21, 1923.
The Mosler Safe Co., Boston , Mass.
Dear Sirs:

We have had so many complimentary remarks in regard to our
new vault that I am taking this opportunity to express our appre
ciation of the service rendered and the prompt and efficient manner
in which the contract was carried out. It has been one of the
pleasant experiences in connection with the entire building.

Very truly yours

CHAS. B. JOPP , President.

THE LARGEST SAFE WORKS IN THE WORLD
The following Federal Reserve Banks are using Vaults Built

and Installed by us :
Federal Reserve Bank
San Francisco, Calif.
Federal Reserve Bank
Atlanta ,Ga. ( 3 vaults )
Federal Reserve Bank
Kansas City, Mo. (2 vaults )
Bank
ReserveTexas
FederalDallas,
(2 vaults )
Federal Reserve Bank
New Orleans, La.

Federal Reserve Bank
Helena , Mont.

Federal Reserve Bank
Seattle, Wash .
Federal Reserve Bank
Nashville, Tenn .

Federal Reserve Bank
El Paso , Texas
Federal Reserve Bank
Houston , Texas

Federal Reserve Bank

Federal Reserve Bank

Minneapolis, Minn .
Federal Reserve Bank
Birmingham Ala.

Federal Reserve Bank
Oklahoma City

Richmond, Va. (Interior Work )

Federal Reserve Bank, St. Louis, Mo.

THE MOSLER SAFE CO .
375 Broadway, New York
Factories - Hamilton, Ohio
Branches
Chicago

Boston

Detroit

St. Louis

Atlanta
San Francisco

New Orleans

Kansas City

Dallas

Los Angeles

Seattle

Portland

The Largest, Most Modern ,
Most Replete Steamer
Cruising
Next Winter to the

MEDITERRANEAN
the Specially

Chartered Red

Star Liner

S

" BELGENLAND "
January 19 to March 26, 1924
THIS mammoth , palatial steamer abounds in unique

I and novel features - features which make her the
ideal ship for just such a Cruise de Luxe. Broad ,
glass enclosed promenade decks, magnificent public
rooms, large , airy and superbly fitted staterooms with
hot and cold running water and private bathrooms
in plenty .

The most distinctive dining-room - service

afloat - here you may order meals in your own way
at your own time.
A master -hand itinerary embracing romantic Spain ,

Gibraltar, Algiers and Tunis ; Naples and Pompeii;
Athens, Constantinople, Palestine ; a long stay in
Egypt - Cairo , the upper Nile (the Valley of the

Kings), etc . Stopover privileges in Europe, returning

by Majestic, Olympic , Homeric , etc .
Under the management of Cook ' s Travel Service

the World ' s Foremost Travel Organization — the
Owners of the Finest Fleet of Steamers on the Nile .

THOS. COOK
245 Broadway
Boston

Los Angeles

NEW YORK
Philadelpbia
Toronto

Chicago
Montreal

& SON
561 Fifth Ave.
San Francisco
Vancouver

Main banking room

... The Bank of Washington Heights,
New York
THE growth of the Washington

The Bank of Washington Heights,

York

the one independent commercial bank

Heights section of New

during the last twenty -five years on the Heights, was incorporated Octo
has been quite remarkable , and no one ber 24 , 1901, and was organized by
who has not in his mind's eye a picture local men, to meet the banking needs
of the Heights as it was twenty - five
years ago can really appreciate the

of the community
Hon . John Whalen, former corpora

tion counsel of the City of New York ,
improvements which have taken place.
At that time St. Nicholas avenue, an old resident of the Heights, was the
from 162nd street north to Kings- man responsible for the starting of this
bridge, was little better than a cow bank for the convenience of the people
path , with no streets cut through, east of upper Manhattan.
or west.
Its progress under his guiding hand
Then there were three banks on has been steady and consistent. “ Sound,
125th street, and no banks between Conservative and Independent" has
there and Yonkers. Today this section
is well built up with fine apartment
houses, and Washington Heights has

been the motto of his bank , and its
strong condition and ability to meet
every demand at any time has been a

seven banking institutions, which in - fact long noted by those who make it
cludes one independent commercial their business to study bank statements .
The growth in deposits has been as
bank , one savings bank and five branch
banks.

follows:
135
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View of entrance to new vault showing York circular vault door opened

View of York circular vault door closed
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$ 500,000

March , 1904 . . . . .

March, 1909 . . .. . . .
March , 1914 . .
March , 1919 . . . . . .
March , 1922 . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,200 ,000
1,500 ,000
2 ,600 ,000
4 ,497,000

March , 1923 . .. . . . .. . . . . 6 ,558 ,000

It will be noted that the gain in
deposits during the last four years has
been about four million dollars, which
is quite remarkable for a local bank.
Some of the banks of New York have

shown a shrinkage in depoits during
the past year. The Bank of Washing
ton Heights has not only held its own,
but has forged ahead.
It speaks well for the community.
It shows that the Heights is improving
rapidly and that the business man of

the Heights is a pretty good type of
citizen .

The success of the bank is due to a
large extent to the policy of the man
agement and the atmosphere to be

found in the bank. Every effort is
made to render service to the depositor
and to render that service courteously
and efficiently.
In keeping with that desire to render

HON . JOHN WHALEN
President Bank of Washington Heights

Safe deposit department showing individual booths
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Interior of safe deposit vault having capacity for 8,000 boxes. The vault has heavy steel lining
with two feet of concrete reinforcing

service, and in answer to many re- a capacity of 10 ,000 boxes, a total of
quests made from time to time, by both 14,000 boxes, there will be ample safe
old depositors and new friends of the deposit accommodation in this section .

upper section of the Heights, the bank
purchased the Hobson Building on
West 181st street, just east of St. Nicholas avenue, and has opened there a
new banking office, fully equipped to do
a banking business of every character.
The vaults, constructed by the York
Safe and Lock Company, follow the
lines of vaults about to be installed in
the new Federal Reserve building in
lower New York , and are the last word

The officers of the Bank of Washing
ton Heights are : John Whalen , presi
dent; John D . Beals and James J.
O 'Shaughnessy, vice-presidents ; Lewis
S . Rough, vice-president and cashier;
Collin H . Woodward , vice-president;
William H . C . Pletz, assistant cashier.
The directors are : John D . Beals,
Beals & Nicholson ; J. Romaine Brown,
J. Romaine Brown Co. ; Joseph J.
McArdle, McArdle, Djörup & Mc

in safe deposit vaults.

; George H . McCormack , Thos.
Out of the large population of Wash Ardle
Bruce
Boyd, Inc.; Daniel F . Mahony,
ington Heights there are still many

Jr., Bradley-Mahony CQ.; Newell Mar
who are doing their entire banking and tin,
retired ; James
J. O'Shaughnessy,
safe deposit business in the lower part vice-president;
David Stewart, real
of the city , carrying money and securi estate ; John Whalen,
president ; John
ties back and forth , but with the new T. Whalen, John T. Whalen,
Inc.
T.
vaults recently installed atandthisAmster.
bank's The bank is an associate member
of
home
office,
155th
street
and
Amster
dam avenue, with over 4 .000 safe de- the New York Clearing House and a

1.The bank isatleastong House and on

posit boxes, and the new vaults which depository for the State and City of
are ready at the 181st street office, with New York .

Passes Sixtieth Banking Milestone
LEXANDER GILBERT, vice - time as president of the association .
· chairman of the Irving Bank Columbia Trust Company, who is in
active charge of the Market and Fulton
street office of that institution , has
rounded out sixty years of his career as

“ The man whose youth saw ‘shin
plasters' and 'Autographical Counter
feit Detectors' as part of the currency
system of the country, worked as a sea
soned banker to secure a solid founda

a bank officer .

tion for the nation 's financial structure ,

The following testimonial, adopted by and Mr. Gilbert was among the earliest
the Irving-Columbia board of directors,
was sent to Mr. Gilbert: “ August 25,
1923 marks an important anniversary in
the career of one of our fellow directors.

On that day in 1863, Alexander Gilbert ,
then a youth of twenty-four, was ap
pointed cashier of the Market Bank of
New York , an ancestor of the great in
stitution with which he now is asso
ciated .

" Today , after sixty strenuous and

productive years, which have included
the entire range of banking activity, Mr.
Gilbert, still vigorous, still keenly in
terested in the public service and in the
great banking system in behalf of which

he has labored so long and faithfully, is

the active vice-chairman of the Irving
Bank -Columbia Trust Company. Dur
ing these years, in various posts of re
sponsibility , he has witnessed , and taken
part in , the developmentof sound bank
ing in the United States.

" Mr. Gilbert entered the banking
profession at a time when specie pay
ment had been suspended and when the
nation was endeavoring to finance the

closing years of the Civil War. As an
active New York banker he participated
in the creation of the National Banking
System .

“ As an officer of a New York bank ,

ALEXANDER GILBERT
Vice-chairman Irving Bank-Columbia Trust Company

advocates of the Federal Reserve Sys
tem , crystallized into law in the year he
was welcomed to the Irving board.

“ On the sixtieth anniversary of Mr.

he saw the panics of 1873 and 1893, and Gilbert 's career as a bank officer, his
as president of the same bank , went fellow directors desire to indicate to
through the panic of 1907. The New him their appreciation of his ripened
York Clearing House was organized counsel, their admiration for his long

during his boyhood. In 1894 , with

and honorable service to the banking

thirty years of banking experience behind him , he was made secretary of the
Clearing House Association . A decade
later, when experience and judgment
were required to guide the New York
banks through the panic of 1907 , he

community, and their high regard for
the qualities of mind and heart which
have earned for him the esteem and af
fection of those with whom he is asso
ciated .
“ It is ordered , therefore, that this

again was called upon to serve, this testimonial be spread upon the minutes
439
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of the board, and that a copy, suitably

of the board that the future holds for

engrossed, be sent to Mr. Gilbert, with

him many years of continued usefulness

the sincere hope of his fellow members

and honor.”

American Bankers Association Convention
Program
N

TATIONAL problems of agricul- last year and the year before, the con

ture, business and finance will vention will hear a detailed report by
dominate this year's convention an American banker, Fred I. Kent,
of the American Bankers Association , vice-president of the Bankers Trust
which for several years past has made Company of New York and chairman
the European problem an outstanding of the commerce and marine commis
feature of its sessions, it is indicated in sion of the American Bankers Associa
the detailed program of speakers and tion, who has just returned from a pro
events issued here. The convention will longed tour of study of the economic

which forpean problem it is indicated

be held at Atlantic City, N . J., Sep tember 24 - 27.
In view of the widespread attacks and
discussions on the Federal Reserve

situation in various countries of Europe.

on
System , a forum has been
arranged on
been arranged
“ The Federal Reserve System — its

sessions of the convention will be J. H .

rits and Defects” for the third day
of the general session , with speakers

Charles E . Mitchell, president National
City Bank, New York City ; M . A .

appointed to open both sides of the

Traylor, president First Trust and Sav
ings Bank , Chicago ; William A . Scott,
director School of Commerce, Univer

question in fifteen minute addresses.
The forum will last an hour and fifteen
minutes, speakers from the floor being
allotted five minutes each , with no one

allowed to speak more than once. The
forum is designed, according to the of
ficial announcement, “not only to bring
out the various points of view , but to be
helpful and constructive” . This discussion will occupy a similar place in the
program to the branch banking contro versy which attracted great attention in
banking circles at the 1922 convention
of the Association in New York City .

Although the Federal Reserve and
other domestic questions will occupy
prominent places in this year's program ,

the European problem will also be taken
up. This year, however, instead of lis tening to the views of an English
authority on this subject as was done
440

SPEAKERS AT THE GENERAL SESSIONS

Other speakers before the general
Puelicher, president of the association ;

sity of Wisconsin ; and D . H . Otis, di
rector Agricultural Commission , Ameri
can Bankers Association . George E .

Roberts, vice -president National City
Bank , New York , will address the
Clearing House Section on “ The Eco
nomic Position of the United States"
and Seymour L . Cromwell, president of
the New York Stock Exchange, will
also address the same section on " How
the American Banker Can More Ef
fectively Co-operate with the New York

Stock Exchange".
Regarding this year's convention ,
President Puelicher says:
“Marked changes that have come over
business affairs since the last annual
convention of the American Bankers
Association will strongly impress them
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Wednesday, September 26 , 9.30 a . m ., con
cert ; 10.00 a. m ., call to order; invocation ,
Robert Arthur Elwood , pastor Board
tic affairs were running with such ap - Rev.
walk Church, Atlantic City : address, “What
parent smoothness and prosperity that We See and What We Don 't See" , William
it seemed fitting to devote our chief at- A . Scott, director School of Commerce, Uni
of Wisconsin ; address, “ Banker
tention to the great problemsoppressing versity
Farmer Team Work ", D . H . Otis, director
Europe and to America's relationship agricultural
commission , American Bankers
to them .
Association ; report of nominating commit
" Since then slackening domestic busi tee and election of officers ; address, " Across
Atlantie" , Fred I. Kent, vice-president
ness and increased trend of sentiment the
Bankers
Trust Company, New York ; re
toward a state of unrest in many sec- port of resolutions
committee.
tions of the United States have placed
Thursday, September 27, 9.30 a. m ., con
cert; 10.00 a . m ., call to order ; invocation ,
particular emphasis on some of our own Rev.
Thomas J. Cross, pastor Chelsea Bap
great problems, as well as the problems tist Church
, Atlantic City address, speaker
of Europe. These problems command to be announced ; forum , “; The Federal Re
the serious consideration of every serve System - Its Merits and Defects" ; new
selves on the coming meeting at Atlan -

tic City . At the last convention domes

banker in the nation. I earnestly urge
them to attend the convention at Atlan

business ; installation of officers ; final ad
journment.

tic City to counsel together on them .

meeting , Monday, September 24 , Vernon

" Consideration will be given to the

The program of the clearing house section
Room , Haddon Hall, is as follows: 9.30 a. m .,

rising tide of radicalism against the call to order by President James Ringold ;
invocation ; address of President Ringold ;
present capitalistic system ; agitation appointment
of resolutions and nominating
against the gold standard and for un committees; address,
"Seeing Things”, M . A .

sound money ; the unsatisfactory eco

nomic position of agriculture, threaten
ing to hamper the nation 's food pro
ductivity ; and unwarranted assaults
being made on the Federal Reserve

System , threatening in time to deprive

Traylor president First Trust and Savings
Bank, Chicago ; address, “ The Economic
Position of the United States", George E .
Roberts, vice-president National City Bank,
New York ; address, “ How the American

Banker Can More Effectively Co-operate
with the New York Stock Exchange,” Sey

L . Cromwell, president New York
the nation of this chief bulwark of mour
Stock Exchange , New York ; report of ac

strength in its financial system . Bankers
must consider and take action on these
problems. Their own business and
their nation's welfare particularly need
them at the convention this year.”
DETAILED PROGRAMS OF MEETINGS

The detailed programs of the meet-

ings follow :
General sessions of the convention ,
Young's Million Dollar Pier. Tuesday, Sep tember 25 , 9.30 a. m . concert ; 10 .00 a. m .,
call to order President J. H . Puelicher ;
invocation , Dr. Hinson V . Howlett, presi
dent Ministerial Union and pastor First
Baptist Church , Atlantic City ; address,
Charles E . Mitchell, president National City
Bank , New York ; address of President
Puelicher ; report of executive council and
administrative committee ; address, “ Play ing Fair" , M . A . Traylor, president First
Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago ; address,
" Education and Banking" , Stephen I. Mil
ler, Jr., national educational director
American Institute of Banking ; appointment of resolutions commitee.

ceptance committee, Jerome Thralls, chair
examinations, A . 0 . Wilson , chairman ; re
port of resolutions committee ; report of
nominating committee ; election and installa
tion of officers ; adjournment. Conference
for clearing house examiners, Hotel Tray
more, 2.30 p . m . Monday, September 24 ,
John W . Wilson , examiner Los Angeles
Clearing House Association , presiding . Con
ference for clearing house managers, Hotel
Traymore, 2.30 p . m . Tuesday, September
25, Francis Coates, Jr., examiner Cleveland
Clearing House Association , presiding .
man ; report of committee on clearing house

TRUST COMPANY DIVISION

The program of the trust company di
vision meeting, Monday, September 24, Ver
non Room , Haddon Hall, is as follows: 2.00
p. m ., call to order by President Theodore
G . Smith ; address of President Smith ; ap
pointment of nominating committee for ex
ecutive committee vacancies; announcements
by the secretary. Presentation of reports:
committee on legislation , Henry M . Camp
bell, chairman, chairman of board Union
Trust Company, Detroit, Michigan ; commit

tee on publicity, Francis H . Sisson, chair
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man , vice-president Guaranty Trust Com George H . Richards, Minnesota ; on sim
pany, New York ; committee on community
trusts, Frank J. Parsons, chairman , vicepresident United States Mortgage and Trust
Company, New York ; committee on staff
relations, P . E . Hathaway, chairman, em
ployment manager Northern Trust Com
pany, Chicago ; committee on research , L .
H . Roseberry, chairman , vice-president Se
curity Trust and Savings Bank, Los
Angeles, California ; committee on protective
laws, Nathan D . Prince, chairman , vice
president Hartford -Connecticut Trust Com
pany, Hartford , Connecticut ; committee on
co -operation with bar, William S . Miller,
chairman, vice-president Northern Trust
Company, Chicago, Illinois ; committee on
standardization of charges, George D . Ed
wards, chairman, vice-president Common
wealth Trust Company, Pittsburgh , Penn
sylvania ; committee on mid -winter confer
ences, Frank W . Blair, chairman, president
Union Trust Company, Detroit, Michigan ;
committee on insurance trusts, Thomas C .
Hennings, chairman , vice-president Mercan
tile Trust Company, St. Louis, Missouri;
open forum for discussion of subjects per
taining to the maintenance and develop
ment of fiduciary business, and such other
matters of interest as are presented ; vice
president's report ; election of officers ; re
port of nominating committee. Meeting of
new executive committee at conclusion of

this meeting
SAVINGS BANK DIVISION

The program of the savings bank division
meeting, Tuesday, September 25, Vernon
Room , Haddon Hall, is: 2.30 p . m ., address
of President Samuel H . Beach ; appoint
ment of resolutions and nominating com
mittees ; address, “School Savings Banking” ,
Thomas F . Wallace, treasurer Farmers and
Mechanics Savings Bank, Minneapolis,
Minn. ; address, “ Industrial Savings Bank
ing", Allard Smith, vice-president Union
Trust Company, Cleveland , Ohio ; address,
“Newspaper Advertising for Savings De
posits” , W . R . Morehouse, vice-president
Security Trust and Savings Bank, Los An geles, California ; discussion , led by Charles
H . Deppe, vice-president Union Trust Com pany, Cincinnati, Ohio ; reports of commit
tees and state vice-presidents; report of
committee on resolutions; report of com
mittee on nominations.
The program of the state secretaries sec
tion meeting, Tuesday, September 25, Club
Room , Traymore, 2.30 p. m .: call to order
by President William B . Hughes ; address
of President Hughes ; appointment of reso
lutions and nominating committees ; report
of the secretary -treasurer, Secretary M . A .
Graettinger, Illinois. Reports of Commit
tees : on forms, Secretary George D . Bartlett, Wisconsin ; on insurance, Secretary

plified income tax forms for banks, Secre
tary W . F . Keyser, Missouri; on protective
matters, Secretary Robert E . Wait, Ar
kansas ; on public education , Secretary C .
F . Zimerman , Pennsylvania . Round table
discussion on “ What Special Function Shall
the Section Take 'p for the Next Year ?”
Report of session committees ; election and
installation of officers. The newly elected
board of control will meet immediately after
oment.

STATE BANK DIVISION

Program of the state bank division meet
ing, Wednesday, September 26, Vernon
Room , Haddon Hall, 2.30 p . m .: address of
President H . A . McCauley ; address, “ Co
operative Farm Marketing" , Carl Williams,
president American Cotton Growers Ex
change, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; address,
“ Standard State Banking”, E . H . Wolcott,
bank commissioner of Indiana. Presenta
tion of reports: Federal legislative commit
tee, C . S. McCain , chairman , vice-president
Bankers Trust Company, Little Rock , Ar
kansas; state legislative committee, C . B .
Hazlewood, chairman , vice -president Union
Trust Company, Chicago, Illinois ; farm
finance committee, W . C . Gordon , chairman,
president Farmers Savings Bank, Marshall,
Missouri; public service committee, R . S.
Hecht, chairman, president Hibernia Bank
and Trust Company, New Orleans, Louis
iana; committee on exchange, Charles deB.
Claiborne, chairman , director Whitney Cen
tral Trust and Savings Bank, New Orleans,
Louisiana. Reports of state vice-presidents;
open forum ; report of committee on resolu
tions; report of committee on nominations;
election and installation of officers.
NATIONAL BANK DIVISION
National bank division , Thursday, Septem

ber 27, Vernon Room , Haddon Hall, 2.30
p . m .; call to order by President Waldo
Newcomer ; address of PresidentNewcomer ;
appointment of resolutions and nominating
committees ; address, " Receivable Com
panies", A . E . Duncan , chairman of the
board Commercial Credit Company, Balti

more. Following this address members will
be invited to ask questions and to participate
in a general discussion of the subject. Ad
dress, speaker to be announced ; report of
committee on resolutions; report of commit
tee on nominations; election of officers ; in
stallation of new officers. Meeting of new

executive committee at conclusion of divi
sion ineeting.

The general entertainment program dur
ing
the convention is as follows: Sunday,
September 23, 8.30 p . m .: concert, Steel
Pier. Monday, September 24, 3.30 p . m .,
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yacthing party for ladies from Atlantic City
Yacht Club ; 6 .00 p. m ., subscription dinner,

Bankers Association state vice-presidents
at the Traymore ; 9.00 p. m ., reception to

Association of Reserve City Bankers ; 8.30

officers and officers-elect of the American

p . m ., special music, orchestras of leading
hotels. Tuesday, September 25, 9.30- 10.00

Bankers Association and their wives; danc
ing, Steel Pier. Thursday, September 27,
9.30 - 10.00 a. m ., concert, convention audi

a . m ., concert, convention auditorium ; 4.00
5 .30 p. m ., reception at Haddon Hall for

ladies, 8.30 p. m ., Steeplechase Pier party,
all attractions of the pier, dancing. Wed nesday, September 26, 9.30-10.00 a. m ., con -

torium ; 6.30 p . m ., subscription dinner, Na
tional Alumni Association , American Insti

tute of Banking, Traymore ; 9.00 p. m ., grand
ball with a bathers revue as a feature,

cert, convention auditorium ; 4.30 p . m ., drill

Young's Million Dollar Pier. Friday, Sep

of lifeguards at South Carolina avenue and

tember 28, all day, golf tournament, golf

the boardwalk for ladies; 6 .30 p . m ., dinner
to presidents and secretaries of state bank ers associations and incoming American

links to be selected ; 8 .00 p . m ., golf sub
scription dinner and vaudeville, Traymore.
Distribution of prizes.

Increase in Use of Luxuries
ECONOMY is apparently a forgotten
word in the lexicon of American
users of luxuries. An analysis of the
recent census of manufactures, made by
the Trade Record of The National City
Bank of New York , shows that while
the value of all manufactures produced
in the United States in 1921 fell 30 per
cent. below that of 1919 a large share of
the articles classed as luxuries not only
“ held their own" but in many instances
showed an actual increase. Out of the
450 articles or groups of articles enum
erated by the census, about 400 showed
a decline in the value of the 1921 out-

pared with 1914 . The value of to
bacco manufactures increased from
$ 1,013,000,000 in 1919 to $ 1 ,048 ,000,
000 in 1921, an increase of 312 per
cent., while in contrast with this food
products as a whole showed a fall of
37 per cent., iron and steel manufac
tures as a whole 40 per cent., other
metals and metal products 43 per cent.,
textiles 24 per cent., and leather and its
products 41 per cent. Not only did the
tobacco manufactures show an actual in

crease of $ 35,000 ,000 when comparing
1921 with 1919 but cigar boxes also
showed an increase of $ 1,000,000 , and

turn when compared with that of 1919 , matches, which are in these days of the
and of the fifty articles which showed cigarette much more in demand than

an increase about 60 per cent. were
articles which may not improperly be
classed as luxuries, while most of the
remainder were articles required in the
construction of new homes. Even

formerly, increased from $ 18,000,000
value in 1919 to $ 30 ,000,000 in 1921.
The chief increases outside of the
luxury class occur in newspaper and

among the articles which show an actual
decline the fall off in luxuries is less
pronounced than in articles of the ordi

from $ 924,153,000 in 1919 to $ 1,123,
700 ,000 in 1921, and in building ma

magazine publishing, which advanced

nary requirements of daily life or indus
tries of the country .
Just a few examples will show the
contrast between the growth in the output of luxuries and the fall off in the
total output in which there was a decline

terials and supplies, cement alone an in
crease of $ 28,000 ,000 ; wall plaster and

of 30 per cent. in value in 1921 com -

electric fixtures a $ 500,000 increase .

floor composition $ 6 ,000,000 increase ;
paving materials $ 16 ,000 ,000 ; doors
and shutters $ 1,500,000 ; window and
door screens $ 1,500,000 ; and gas and

OUT- OF - TOWN
BANKERS !
Avail yourselves of the excellent facilities

offered by the largest National bank West
of the Mississippi - the First National Bank
in St. Louis.

This prominent institution has attained its

prestige in the great Central West and its
high standing among the dominant institu
tions of America, by giving its correspond
ents, located in every state in the Union ,
the very best in banking service.

Correspondence invited

IN ST.LOUIS
BROADWAY - - LOCUST - OLIVE

Resourc : s over 140 Million
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Review of the Month
The Business Situation Throughout the Country as Reflected
in the Opinions of Banks and Bankers
To those who may feel that the

factors in the present situation noted

present situation bears some gen - by F . H . Curtiss, chairman of the Fed
eral analogy to the depression eral Reserve Bank , Boston , in the cur
which culminated in the crisis of 1907, rent business summary of that bank .
the current letter of the National City Mr. Curtiss says that “ the prices of
Bank , Chicago, offers the reminder, not many commodities continued to decline
apt to be overlooked by most bankers, during the first three weeks in July,
that the crisis of 1907 "was chiefly following the trend of the previous two
due to the credit strain , the intensity or three months. A large drop in wheat
of which forced the clearing houses of quotations during the first two weeks
large cities to issue loan certificates as of the month served to call attention
the only form of emergency currency

again to the reduced purchasing power

then available . With the facilities of of the farmers in many sections of the
the Federal Reserve System at hand,
however, these difficulties are no longer
possible, and the nation 's credit struc
ture today is immensely stronger than

country” . He goes on to say :

The nation now is in every way better off.
According to the Government's July forecast the farm value of the leading crops this

The wide extent of the decline in prices is
clearly shown by the index constructed by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Not one
of its nine groups of commodities showed
an increase between May and June. The
same was true between April and May.
The general price level in June was re
ported to be only two per cent. higher than
in June last year. Furthermore, the de

year will be fully $ 1 ,000 ,000,000 greater than

cline in commodity prices is not confined to

that of 1922, and while it is too early to
speak with assurance on this point, the
promise is for a good harvest. The sta tisticians of the Department of Agriculture
estimate that the twelve principal crops of

this country, because similar movements
have been reported from several European
nations. The decline in England, for ex
ample, has nearly paralleled that in this
country .

it was sixteen years ago " .

The letter

continues:

wheat, corn , oats, barley, rye, white po

tatoes, sweet potatoes, flaxseed , hay, cotton , apples, and peaches will represent this
year a valuation of $ 7,829,000,000 as against
à total worth last year of $ 6 ,768,208,000.

FINDS GENERAL PRICE DECLINE
A general decline in prices and a sea

THE DECLINE IN THE PRICE OF WHEAT
The recent sharp decline in the price
of wheat has furnished an outstanding

example of the hardships which lack
of balance in the commodity price
structure entails, states the current issue

sonal falling off in production are two of The Guaranty Survey, published by
445
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the Guaranty Trust Company of New

tistics concerning stocks and the impossi

York . “ In this instance, not only is the bility of marketing them .
years ago , when cotton was selling
fio Two8 cents
depression of the value of wheat a major for
a pound, we were told in the
economic situation

factor in the general

,

War Finance Corporation that there was a

of 10,000,000 bales and that it would
but the discontent engendered is re stock
flected in various schemes for relief take years to eliminate its disastrous in
Ninety days later cotton doubled
which could only prove futile or mis influence.
price and the stocks began to disappear,
chevious” , the Survey continues.

“ As

until now the cry is that the stocks are

is usually true in the face of such a dangerously inadequate.
dilemma as now confronts the wheat

Eighteen months ago the stocks of sugar

in Cuba were reported to be so large that
growers, there is a disposition to ignore some
otherwise considered sensible,
the fundamental economic aspects of startedpeople,
a movement to force a restriction of
the difficulty and to strike out more or
sugar production in Cuba.

Those stocks

less blindly at imaginary causes" . The have disappeared with equal rapidity.
Two years ago corn was selling at 18 cents
Survey says further :
a bushel in Nebraska and in Iowa, and there

What is needed in the framing of policies
and measures of relief for the producers of
wheat is a frank recognition of the con

was much talk about burning it for fuel,
although there was little burned. Today

corn is selling at 83 cents a bushel in the
market, and equal to 65 cents at the
ditions which have made necessary a post Chicago
interior points in Nebraska and Iowa, and
war readjustment of the producing activities all
talk about the calamity of three bumper
of farmers, as well as of other producers
corn crops of over 3,000,000,000 bushels each
in this country. Wheat growers are not has
disappeared .
alone in their subjection to the vicissitudes
The figures for the world stock of wheat

of costs, prices and markets. To center
their attack upon speculators, railroads, and

in proportion to the world's annual produc

“ the interests" is to ignore the basic causes tion and consumption , are not, in my opinion ,
of the present situation. No scheme for dangerous. But no one is in a position to
harassing the speculators, no resort to cheap guess the wheat market. I believe that
credit, Government price fixing and hoard some of the people who, with good inten
ing of the commodity, or browbeating of tions, are trying to help the wheat pro
the railroads can abolish price determination
in a world market. After the worst that
can be done in these directions, it would
still be necessary for the production of
wheat in this country to be adjusted to the

world market situation .
DENIES WHEAT SURPLUS DANGER

In answer to those who predict a

ducers are lending power to the propaganda
for depressing prices. I think they are dis
couraging buyers, frightening producers,
and encouraging bear speculators.

With the improvement in the general
banking situation and the ample resources
made available by the legislation enacted
by the Congress in March of this year, there
can be no question concerning the avail
ability of adequate financing for orderly
marketing of the wheat crop , as well as all

heavy surplus production of wheat, other agricultural products.
Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing director
In discussing the future of wheatMr.
of the War Finance Corporation, re
cently expressed the opinion that pre- Meyer says that “ if it does not pay the
dictions or statistics concerning the farmer to produce wheat for export,
wheat stock and its marketing are dan then the acreage, as a matter of busi
gerous, and that no one " is in a posi- ness, must and will be adjusted in the

tion to guess the wheat market. There

states where production can be diverted

is too much talk ," said Mr. Meyer.

into other more profitable directions un

“ about dangerously large stocks”. He til our wheat production is balanced
continued :
Probably the stocks in excess of the pre

with the American requirements."

;

WHAT MAKES FOR PESSIMISM

war normal carried in the producing coun

tries are no greater than the deficiencies
in the stocks carried in the consuming

“We are never free from agitation"

reminds the current letter of the Na
The
experience
of
the
last
two
years
tional City Bank, New York , in com
should lead us to be distrustful of the sta - ment on the expressions of pessimism
countries.

TRAC

and
SENSE

NWAAH

DOLLARS

ERA

TheNATIONAL BANKin Saint
OF COMMERCE
Louis

A wise combination of the two makes an ideal bank

ing relationship.
In 65 years of experience, we have developed facilities
for intelligent banking service — the kind that
leaves no aftermath but satisfaction.

Let usknow your requirements.

Willing Cooperation is a Part of Our Working Capital
from those who believe that certain un

sound tendencies which are manifest in

in want of goods and services. Statistics
show that even under the most depressed

the present situation will check a con

conditions the demand does not fall off on

tinuance of our present state of pros
perity. “ Time and again ” , says the

there is no reason to apprehend that we

bank , “ new champions of the communi
ties regarding themselves oppressed
have arrived in Washington commis

the average more than 25 per cent. and
shall experience anything like that again
for years to come. The most pessimistic
cannot show much similiarity between
present conditions and those of 1920. Peo

ple who are looking for absolutely clear

sioned to reorganize the Government sailing are not likely to have it, but a lot
and its policies, but the result has al of business is going to be done right along.
and caution are the watchwords
ways been that they either readjusted Prudence
for the time, but, after all, if people man
their own views in the light of more age
to do business in Germany under exist

intimate knowledge of the matters at
issue, or soon lost all influence both in

Washington and at home" . The bank

ing conditions, it should be possible to go
ahead fairly well in the United States.
THE RAILROADS IN

1923

goes on to say :
Nine-tenths or more of these controver

What have the railroads done since

sies result from misunderstanding and dis
appear when the parties come face to face.
Labor troubles probably will work out about
as in the past, not to anybody's entire satis

1922 to increase their facilities, and to
improve transportation capacity and

Throughout all these difficulties, however,
110,000,000 people in this country, not to
speak of those who have become accustomed
to look to this country for supplies, will be

out the following outstanding facts :

performance ? A report of the car
faction . When construction work falls off service division of the American Rail
no doubt the wage situation will be more way Association on the constructive pro
easily dealt with than it can be now . gram of the railroads for 1923 , brings
1. In the first six months of 1923 the
railroads hauled the largest traffic ever

SI

S
F

Chartered 1836

PHILADELPHIA
— the “ Workshop of the World ”
Philadelphia, the third largest city of the United States,
and the nation 's second greatest port, is America 's and the
world 's greatest manufacturing center.

For about a century the Girard Trust Company has been
intimately associated with Philadelphia 's commercial and

financial progress .
Corporations and Individuals desiring Philadelphia connec
tions are invited to avail themselves of the Banking, Trust ,
Real Estate and other facilities of this Company.
.
.

.
.

Individual Trust Funds .
Corporate Trust Funds .

.

Capital and Surplus
Resources .
.
.

$ 10,000,000
60,000,000
310 ,000,000

1, 450, 000 ,000

GIRARD TRUST
COMPANY
BROAD & CHESTNUT STS.
PHILADELPHIA

Capital and Surplus

EFFINGHAM B .MORRIS

Member Federal Reseny

$ 10 , 000 , 000

President

System
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3. For the week ending June 30 they

loaded 1,021,770 cars with revenue freight,
exceeding the largest previous week's load

a
arr
pas
DAtor
ADO
AR

hauled in any six months in their history.
2. In June, 1923, they hauled the largest
traffic ever carried in any one month .

ing in history by 3231 cars.

4 . In the first six months of this year
79,240 new freight cars were put in service
and 1998 new locomotives, leaving 96 ,855
freight cars and 1902 locomotives still on
order July 1.

5. The total number of bad order freight
cars has been reduced from 216 ,011, or 9.5

per cent., on January 1, to 190,411, or 8.4
per cent., on July 1.
6. Bad order locomotives have been re

duced from a total of 15,549, or 24 .1 per
cent., on January 1, to 11,450, or 18 per
cent., on July 1. Locomotives in need of

heavy repair have been reduced from 13,587,
or 21.1 per cent., on January 1, to 10,326, or
16 .2 per cent., on July 1.

7 . The number of repaired locomotives and
cars turned out of railroad shops per month
has far exceeded the performance of pre
vious years. In the first six months of 1923

an average of more than 38,000 repaired
locomotives were turned out of shops each

month against an average of only about
21,000 for the first six months of 1922. In
the month of June over 1,200,000 freight
cars passed in aud out of the railroad repair
shops of the country.
8. The average loading per car was in
creased from 27 .8 tons in April to 28 tons
in May.

9. The average daily movement of all
freight cars has been increased from 27.9
miles in April to 28.6 miles in May.
10 . The reserve bituminous coal stocks of
the railroads have been increased from 6,

756 ,886 tons on January 1 to 10,667,371 tons
on July 1, which reserve is approximately
as great as the railroads were able to ac
cumulate against the threatened coal strike

of April 1, 1922.
SAVINGS CONTINUE TO INCREASE

INTEREST totals
in the ledger.

They will never
smear or smudge if
you use a 2H
DIXON'S

ELDORADO
“ the master pencil ”

Savings of the American people con
tinue to increase, according to the latest
national compilation of the Savings
Bank Division of the American Bankers
Association. Savings deposits in banks
and trust companies of the United
States were reported at $ 17,300,000,
000 , June 30, 1922, the last available

SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLES
Write for full-length free samples of
DIXON'S ELDORADO and full

nation -wide figures, as compared with

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY

$ 16 ,620,000,000 , June 30, 1921. This

Pencil Dept. 163- J, Jersey City, N . J.

is an increase of $680 ,000 ,000, or 4 .1
per ceni.

The savings and time deposits re

length free samples of Dixon's“ BEST”
COLORED PENCILS. Both are

supreme in their field .

Canadian Distributors :

A . R . MacDougall & Co., Ltd ., Toronto

Nation -wide Basis
Gives Stability
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELE
GRAPH stock represents a system
nation -wide in scope and indispensi
ble in character. It is based on the

company's ownership in the Bell
System 's properties, which include
the Associated Companies. These
are 26 distinct organizations, cover

ing the 48 States of the Union .
The combined earnings of these com
panies are in but small part depend
ent upon the business conditions of
any one or even a few sections of our
land. A wave of business depression
may strike to the very roots of a
single locality but affect very little
the main volume of the country's
business.

The number and distribution of the
properties producing earnings de
crease the risk and this is another
reason why A . T . and T . stock is
judged a desirable investment.
A . T. and T. pays 9 % dividendson the stock outstand
ing. Today the stock can be bought in the open market to
yield approximately 7 % . Full information senton request ,
EI
NE & TELES
NT STEPHOONE

CO
PH

GRA

CA

" The People's Messenger"
N

SSOC

N
MU

SSI

AS
D
AN

BELL
SYSTEM
IATE CO

BELL TELEPHONE
SECURITIES CO . Inc.
D .F.Houston , President

195 Broadway
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ported on the two dates by the different
types of banks were as follows, data for

state banks other than mutual savings
banks being combined with trust com

panies :

THE

PEOPLES
TOTAL SAVINGS DEPOSITS
June 30, 1921 June 30, 1922

· BANK

$5 ,582,812,000 $5 ,696,439,000

BUFFALO

Mutual
savings
....
banks ... .
State banks and
trust companies

OF
7 ,406 , 292,000

7 ,530,292.000

National banks........ 3,629,491,000

4 ,074, 281,000

United States......$16,618,595,000 $17,301,012,000

Established 1889

The number of savings depositors, as
indicated by the number of accounts ,
shows an increase of 4 .9 per cent., with

Buffalo and Foreign

the states reporting for the first time
in 1922 excluded. The third annual re
port of the Savings Bank Division on

FOR the first quarter of

school savings banking also shows in
creased American thrift, 1,271,029
pupils having savings accounts during

the school year of 1921-22, as against
802,906 during the previous year.
The distribution of depositors be
tween the different types of banks re

ported is as follows:
REPORTED
June
30 , 1921

June
30, 1922

9,654,989

17

9,652,569

companies ..... ... ..188 , 967, 106

28

11,797, 4 24

National banks.. ( all)

8, 015 ,736 ( all)
26 ,637, 831

1 1923, in distinct contrast
United States, BUFFALO
with other large ports of the
showed a balance of trade
in favor of this country .
The proportion of Exports to
Imports at this port during

the period mentioned was

NUMBER OF SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Mutual
sav. bks.....17
State bks. & trust

Trade

8, 873 , 327
30 ,323, 320

• Number of states.

“ The amount of the average savings
account for the country as a whole can
not be determined with a satisfactory

degree of precision ”, the statement of
the savings bank division says, “ but we

have data for following conclusions:
In mutual savings banks the average bal
ance on June 30, 1922, was $456 in Massa
chusetts, $571 in Connecticut, $ 489 in all
New England, $713 in New York , $670 in

the Middle Atlantic states, $495 in Wash

four to one.

THE PEOPLES BANK OF
BUFFALO , with its Branch
Offices at important points,
welcomes inquiries relating
to the usual phases of busi

ness, andwill efficiently ren
der special services on re
quest.

THE PEOPLES BANK

OF BUFFALO
Four Offices
Main and Seneca Streets (Head)
Main at Tupper Street (Uptown)

ington, $ 978 in California , and $590 for the
621 mutual savings banks in the seventeen
states reported .
In state banks and trust companies the
average savings accounts on June 30, 1922,

Michigan Avenue and Perry Street
(Elk StreetMarket)

was $292 in Massachusetts, $ 260 in Con
necticut, $364 in all New England, $441 in
New York , $ 352 in the Middle Atlantic

“ The bank where you feel

states, $ 349 in Washington , $ 540 in Califor
nia, and $ 503 for all state banks and trust
companies reported , which included 20,308
state banks and 1489 trust companies.

Niagara and Virginia Streets

at home ”

To the heart of the Orient
in two weeks
Exec

EAVE New York on an express de
luxe liner — the Paris, France or
BUXOR Lafayette - Paris a week later. A
delightful few days there — next historic

Under Ideal Conditions

Marseilles — Algiers the following day.

mer - orange and olive groves,

In luxurious automobiles, over
smooth roads, with comfortable
hotelaccommodations. Through

smiling lands of perpetual sum
date , palm and fig trees. Over
cool, craggy heights of the Atlas

Then commence leisurely tours through
lands of golden romance , strange peoples
and traditions — that old pirate den Algiers

that – ruinous Roman
oyed Carthage
– iedestroyed
tcicities
se t- rcolorful,
oriental Tunis, Fez, Biskra ,
Marrakech - the heart of vibrant Islam .

Mountains. The Sahara 's sun
lit sand- ocean . A Mohammedan

paradise as accessible as
Europe !
Rates include all land and sea
transportation charges, all hotel

expenses from the time you
leave New York till you return .

You can arrange the time table
to suit your convenience.

French Line
Compagnie Générale Transatlantique

Extremely interesting literature
further detailing these tours may
be had by writing to the nearest

French Line office - or 19 State
Street, New York .

19 State Street, New York
Offices and Agencies in
PrincipalCities of Europe
and the United States

North African Motor Tours
Morocco -Algeria Tunisia
Kotim :AAAH: : : :

:

: : : : : : : : :8 :9
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In national banks the average savings

account on June 30, 1922, was $366 in Mas
sachusetts, $379 in Connecticut, $ 376 in all
New England, $ 526 in New York , $393 in
the Middle Atlantic states, $ 336 in Wash

O
RPPORA

CO

N

ington, $673 in California and $ 334 for all

national banks in the United States.

PEAK OF BUILDING BOOM HAS PASSED

“ The peak of the building boom has

18

passed ” , says the currentbusiness bulle

tin of the Cleveland Trust Company ,
“ and the best evidence of this is to be
found in the figures for building permits
which reached their high point in
March , and declined sharply in April,
and again in May. Permit figures
supply the best available forecasts of
the amount of construction that will
be under way a few months hence. They

do not show the volume of building
actually under way, but they do indicate
what is likely to liappen in the building
industries in the near future.” The
bank continues :
During 1922 and 1923 , there has been
under way in the United States the greatest
building boom that there has ever been in
this, or in any country. This large volume
of new construction has constituted the

foundation of our present period of pros

THIS BANK offers com
plete facilities for the
transaction of every kind
of banking business .

Collections made promptly and
on favorable terms on every
part of the world

Foreign Exchange Bought
and Sold
Commercial and Travelers'
Letters of Credit

Correspondence and

perity. It came into existence because there
was a great shortage of buildings that had

inquiries invited

been accumulating during the war years, and
it is beginning to decline in volume be
cause the costs of materials and labor have

Capital - $3,000,000
Surplus and
Profits - 8,700,000

reached such heights that many building
projects are now being abandoned or post
poned .

In the diagram the heights of the columns
indicate in millions of dollars the values of
Wanna WEST
CENTRAL
EAST

300

WWW

MWWWWWW

MWWWWW

MWWWWW

200

OM
WWW

AM

AVD

1922

E. F. SHANBACKER
President

The
FOURTH STREET
NATIONAL BANK
Philadelphia

9 CM
1921

OMWWW

SOUTH
MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS

MAN

BUILDING PERMITS IN 160 CITIES I

1923

A comparative chart ofbuilding permits

BUFFALO - a steel center
Because of its lake frontage and
available electric power as well as
being one of the largest railroad
centers in the country , Buffalo
offers an ideal location for its steel

industries.

The principal com

panies operate 13 blast furnaces,
38 open hearth furnaces and 20
rolling mills. These companies

produce 2,000,000 tons of finished
products a year.

BUFFALO - a city of enterprise served by

THE MARINE TRUST COMPANY
OF BUFFALO

Capital, Surplus and Reserves over $20,000,000

permits in about 160 cities each month since

to double in March the highest records

the beginning of 1921. Each column is divided in four sections. The lowest portion
in solid black represents the value of the
permits in New England and the cities of
the Middle Atlantic states. The part in
heavy cross-hatching shows the permits in

reached in 1922.
The result of the largely increased de
mands was to send the cost of building up
so rapidly as to discourage those who were
planning to build, and to alarm those who
were called upon to finance the construction
operations. The consequence has been a

the Central states, while that in light shad
ing indicates the permits in the Western

rapid falling off in the permit figures, most

states, and the portion in outline those in
the South .

marked in the East, but also noteworthy in

the other sections. Building will undoubtedly
During nearly
all of 1922great
construction
continued
in unprecedently
volume. , go forward during the rest of the year in
This activity was accompanied by steadily large volume, but the peak of the boom
rising prices for both materials and labor. appears to have been definitely passed , and
Then , in the spring of 1923, the permit already the prices of building materials
figures rose to so great a degree as almost have begun to decline.
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Eastern States
Comprising New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware

CONVENTION DATES
American Bankers Association - at Atlan
tic City, September 24 -27 .

Morris Plan Bankers— at Atlantic City,
October 15 - 17.

NEW MECHANICS AND METALS
BRANCH

LLLLLLLL

MERGED WITH BANK OF AMERICA

Simmonds understands the prob
tion, Mr.
lems confronting agriculture, to which the
Bank Division is giving particular at
State
tention .

afforded the services of eight offices in Man

hattan and Brooklyn, as follows: In Man
hattan at 44 Wall street, corner William ;
257 Broadway, opposite City Hall ; Produce

Exchange Building, and 21 East 40th street,

DO

HLHEL
LLLLLL

Construction of the new banking quar
The Battery Park Bank has merged with ters
of the Central Park branch of the
the Bank of America , New York . The Mechanics and Metals National Bank ,
executives will be unchanged .
The Bank of America has capital and 143-45 West Fifty -seventh street, is now
surplus of $ 11,500,000 and resources of
$ 125,000 ,000.
Customers of the combined banks are now

corner Madison avenue. In Brooklyn at

166 Montague street, corner Clinton ; 369
Fulton street, opposite Hanover place, 41

Washington avenue, corner Flushing ave
nue, and 934 Third avenue, in Bush Ter
minal. The bank has also more extensive
connections throughout the United States
and in the principal markets of the world .

NEW DEPUTY MANAGER OF A . B . A .
On the retirement of George E . Allen
after twenty years of service, Frank W .
Simmonds of New York City has been ap

CRIANIU ANHENU W

DARK

pointed deputy manager of the American

Bankers Association. As deputy manager,
Mr. Simmonds will be the secretary of the

State Branch Division , giving particular at
tention to the interests of the state in
corporated institutions. He came to the
Association from the Chamber of Commerce

of the United States with whom he was
employed for several years, first as field
secretary and then as manager of the east

New branch ofMechanics and Metals National

Bank , New York

ern district, covering eighteen states, with
headquarters in New York. Having lived nearing completion and they will be ready
most of his life in the agricultural state of for occupancy early in the winter. These
Kansas, where he taught in rural and city new quarters will be fully adequate to the
schools, became superintendent of schools growing business activities of the district
and a member of the State Board of Educa - of which this important crosstown street is
455

Citizens Savings Bank of New York
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This building, vaults and equipment designed by

CLARENCE WILSON BRAZER, Architect
1133 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Architect for a numberof other distinctive Bank Building;

This Building is one of the most remarkable structures now nearing completion
in New York City, on a lot fronting 75 feet on the Bowery and 85 feet on Canal

Street, facing the Manhattan Bridge Plaza. The old bank building still occupies a
50 foot frontage on the Bowery while the new building is being erected on a 25
foot lot adjoining. The foundations have been installed under the existing building,
supporting the new building over present quarters without disturbing the old bank
ing room , which has been occupied every day during the construction of the new
building. Upon completion of the adjoining 25 foot section the Bank will move into
this portion and into the top story containing the Directors' Room , Dining Rooms,
etc., while the lower 20 feet on the Canal Street side is being completed. Thus at
a slight additional cost, the Architect has provided a design in which the Bank might
continue business on the old site, saving moving expenses, rent, etc., of tem
porary quarters.

The Building is constructed of Barre granite in the substantial and distinctive
Florentine Renaissance style, so appropriate to strong financial institutions.

KingsCityCounty
Trust Company
of New York, Borough Brooklyn
of

Capital $500,000 Surplus $3,000,000 Undivided Profits $518,000
OFFICERS
JULIAN D . FAIRCHILD , President
JULIAN P . FAIRCHILD. Vice- President

HOWARD
D . JOOST, Assistant Secretary
ALBERT TABOR A8sistant

WILLIAM J. WASON , JR ., Vice-President

J. NORMAN CARPENTER, Trust Officer
ALBERT E . ECKERSON , Auditor

THOMAS BLAKE, Secretary

I.

,

Secretary

BROWER, BROWER & BROWER,Counse
ACCOUNTS INVITED
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

the center and will also be conveniently trustees for it. The directorates of several
located to the residential district lying to other institutions have the matter under
the west of Fifth avenue and south of Cen - active consideration . The procedure of the
tral Park .
Community Trust is exceedingly simple. Its
essentials are quickly stated :

NEW YORK COMMUNITY TRUST

1. One or more banks or trust companies agree
es, and to invest prudently the

RESIDUARY LEGATEE

to accept bequests for civic , charitable or edu

The Manufacturers Trust Company, which
has absorbed the Columbia Bank , an
nounces that the New York Community
Trust has been made the residuary legatee

principal of such funds.
2 . A carefully selected group of citizens (the
committee on distribution ) , representative both
of the trustee banks and trust companies and

in a will naming the trust company as
trustee.

of the public , supervises the disbursement of the
incomes (and, under cetrain conditions, por
tions of the principal) of those bequests.
3. The committee on distribution employs in
come customarily for the purposes specified
by the donor. In the absence of such specifi

The notification to the Community Trust
was contained in a letter of Walter
McMeekan , vice-president and trust officer
of the trust company, to Ralph Hayes,
director of the Community Trust, at 120

donor, furthermore, retains the assurance that
if, by lapse of years, originally designated bene
ficiaries become obsolete or harmful, the com
mittee guarantees the application of income to
such other objects as harmonize with the spirit

cation , it determines upon the use most con
ducive to the interests of the community . The

Broadway.

of the gift and the benefit of the community ,
and this without unreasonable delay , expense

“We are not now at libetry,” Mr.
McMeekan said, “ to disclose the size of the

or litigation .

estate or the name of its owner. The use
of the property goes upon the death of the
testator to his two children ; should both
these die without issue, the income from
the estate would be administered through
the Community Trust for charitable pur
poses."
The L'. S . Mortgage & Trust Company an nounced recently in a statement by its
president, John W . Platten , that a will

NEW COAL AND IRON TRUST
OFFICER WAS FORMERLY
ATTORNEY

On September 1 Harold C. Knapp, form
erly of the Irving Bank -Columbia Trust
Company, assumed the position of trust of
ficer of the Coal and Iron National Bank
of the City of New York , succeeding Arthur
A . G . Luders, resigned
Mr. Knapp was graduated from the New

naming it as co-trustee made the Com -

York University Law School in 1908 and,

munity Trust the residuary beneficiary. In

being admitted to the bar, practiced law

that instance, the life use of the estate went until 1918. He then joined the Irving Trust
to the wife and brothers of the testator, Company which became successively the
with provision that, upon the death of the Irving National Bank and the Irving Bank
last survivor, it should go to the Community Columbia Trust Company.
Trust.
Mr. Knapp is a member of the faculty

“Eight of the principal banks and trust of the New York University School of Com
companies of the city " , Mr. Hayes stated , merce, Accounts and Finance, and the co

" have now passed a detailed resolution

author of a volume entitled “ Wills, Estates

creating the machinery of the Community and Trusts".

Trust and agreeing themselves to act as

He is a member of the University Club
437
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LUORE

CRADE MARK

ESTABLISHED OVER HALF CENTURY

C . C . SHAYNE

&

CO .

Manufacturers of

STRICTLY RELIABLE FURS
Are Showing the

Extreme Styles of the Season
More Conservative Models
OS

Comprising

Draped Wraps,
Fulland Medium Length
Coats

Also a Very Fine Collection
of the New Styles in
Neckwear and Muffs

126 West 42nd Street
WWW
.
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of Brooklyn , the Lawyers' Club of Brook
lyn , and the Phi Delta Phi Club of New
York .

At the same time that Mr. Knapp was
made trust officer, John R . Voorhis, Jr., was
appointed assistant cashier of the Coal and
Iron National Bank .

Audits and Systems
for Banks

BANK JOINS TRUSTEE GROUP
The Seaboard National Bank has been
named a trustee of the New York Com
munity Trust. It is the second national
bank to qualify, the other having been the
Chase National Bank which , through Albert
H . Wiggin , president, announced that it had
associated itself with the group of institu
tions acting as trustee last month .

The other trustees are all trust companies,
including the American Trust Company, the
Equitable Trust Company, the Fidelity

International Trust Company, the Kings
County Trust Company, the Manufacturers

Our specialty is con
ducting efficient and

thorough bank and com
mercial audits, and the
installation of account
ing systems for banks,
trust companies, and
foreign exchange de
partments.

Trust Company, the Title Guarantee &

Trust Company, and the United States
Mortgage & Trust Company.

HUTH & Co ., LONDON, LEASE
PREMISES

Frederick Huth & Co., of London , Eng
land, a large international banking house

McArdle,
Djörup & McArdle
42 Broadway,New York

founded in 1809, have rented the Milton

Piano Company building at 542 -548 West
Thirty -sixth street, New York City. The
building will be used principally as the
United States branch for their fur auction
sales, which heretofore have been held in
London periodically for more than 100
years .

OLIVER F . MEREDITH
Oliver F . Meredith, formerly director of
the business development department of The
Bank of America , has been

elected an

MANUFACTURERS TRUST COMPANY
TO OPEN NEW OFFICE
The Manufacturers Trust Company has
announced that it will open a Brooklyn
office in the new building at 190 Jeralemon
street, which will be known as the Manu -

assistant cashier of that institution.

facturers Trust Company Building. Upon

of directors of the United States Trust

completion of proposed alterations, the
company will have one of the finest banking
quarters in Brooklyn , with every modern

Company, New York , was kept busyon
August 25 reading messages of congratu
lation from his friends in the banking com

BANKERS CONGRATULATE THEIR
PATRIARCH
John A . Stewart, chairman of the board

banking equipment. It is expected that al- munity of the country on the occasion of
terations will be completed in December of
this year. Permission has already been
granted by the Superintendent of Banks for
the establishment of this new office.
The addition of this new office will give
the Manufacturers Trust Company, after
the Columbia Bank merger which was ef
fected last month, twelve offices in all - five
in Brooklyn, five in Manhattan , one in
Queens and one in the Bronx.

the 101st anniversary of his birth, said the
New York Times.
From 1853 to 1902, Mr. Stewart was
president of the bank , except for two years
during the Civil War, when at the call of
President Lincoln he served as Assistant
Treasurer of the United States. Since 1902
he has been chairman of the board .
l' p to two years ago Mr. Stewart made
three trips a week by motor from his home
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been in the banking business in New York
for many years.

NEW ACCOUNTS
5c EACH

GENERAL MOTORS SEMI-ANNUAL
STATEMENT
During the first six months of 1923 Gen

cost using direct

This is the actual
by-mail publicity.

eral Motors Corporation sold 397,318 cars
and trucks. Net sales ( value of all products )

The

value were the largest in the corporation 's

were $ 362,819,353. Sales in both units and
Colonial Business Service
109 West420 St. :: New York
D

FAC-SIMILE LETTERS

O

history.
The corporation is in excellent financial
condition. Cash in banks was $56 ,055,248,
sight drafts $ 10,220,439 and inventories
$114 ,725 ,627. The corporation has no bank
loans. Current liabilities, including accounts
payable of $ 30,657,255 amounted to $55,
200 ,542, leaving an excess of current assets

- -

-

-- - - - - - - - - ---- -- - - - - - - - - -

over current liabilities of $ 150,196 ,212, as
compared with $126,476 ,237 at December 31,
in Morristown to the bank for the purpose 1922.

of presiding at meetings of directors. Of As of May 1, 1923, the corporation exer
late, however, he has taken only a passive cised its right to subscribe to 60,080 shares
interest in the bank 's affairs.

Mr. Stewart has been characterized as
the patriarch of the American banking fra ternity as he holds the record for continuous
service in the handling of affairs of trust.
He has been associated with many corpora tions throughout the country. Mr. Stewart
is the oldest living graduate of Columbia
University, having completed his studies
there in 1840.
JERRY GREENE MADE ASSISTANT

of common stock of the Fisher Body Cor
poration, paying therefor $4,506 ,000 in cash .
On May 31 the corporation anticipated pay
ment of the remaining Fisher Body pur
chase money note of $ 1,000,000 due August
1, 1923 , thus complcting the payment of the
$ 23,840,000 purchase money notes issued in
September 1919, in part payment of the
original purchase of 60 per cent. of the
stock of the Fisher Body Corporation .

Some comparative balance sheet figures
are:

SECRETARY

ASSETS

Jerry Greene since September 4 has been
associated with the Manufacturers Trust
Company in the downtown office as an as

sistant secretary. He was formerly an of

ficial of the Guaranty Trust Company and
served both here and abroad for a number

ofyears. department
Upon his return
joined Discount
the new
business
of theheItalian
and Trust Company.
CHAUNCEY H . MURPHEY WITH
METROPOLITAN TRUST
Chauncev H . Murphey, formerly vice
president of the United States Mortgage
and Trust Company, has been elected vicepresident of the Metropolitan Trust Com pany. Mr. Murphey was born in Albany,
N . Y . He was educated at the Albany
Academy, Lawrenceville School, and was
graduated from Princeton in 1900. He has

June
30, December
31,
1923
1922
Total current and work
ing assets
..... $ 205 , 396 , 754 $ 180, 239, 160
Total fixed assets ........ 358, 876,422 342,095 ,874
.....$ 564, 273, 176 $522, 335 ,034
Total

LIABILITIES, RESERVES AND CAPITAL
Total current liabilities $55,200 ,542 $53,762,923
Purchase money mort
905 , 399
2, 279, 750
74,938 ,680 60,332,636
Total capital stock and
surplus
433,228,555 405 ,959,725
Total
$564, 273, 176 $522, 335,034

gages .. .. ...
Total reserves

ARTHUR M . AIKEN
Arthur M . Aiken has been appointed
cashier of the Mechanics and Metals Na
tional Bank of New York . Mr. Aiken was
for a number of years assistant cashier, and
succeeds Joseph S . House, who recently re
tired from banking to private life.
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DURANT TO OPEN A NEW BANK
Announcement has been made of a new
bank in New York to be named the Liberty
National Bank in New York with William
C . Durant, head of the Durant Motors, as

The Corporation Manual

its sponsor and chairman of the board of di

A systematic arrangementofthe statutes affect
ing both foreign and domestic business cor

rectors. The bank will open its doors soon
at 256 West Fifty -seventh street, near

Broadway, with a business policy believed
to be unique for an institution of its kind.

The announcement is the first definite
news regarding the new bank which first

took form last April in the declaration by
the multi-millionaire automobile manufac
turer that he would set up a bank “ to be
owned by the people at large" and one

Twenty -fourth Edition

Revised to January 1, 1923
porations in all states.
The Uniform Stock Transfer Act.

The Blue Sky Laws.
The Anti-Trust Laws.

Forms and Precedents.

United States Corporation Company
65 Cedar Street, New York

established on the principle of “business
comradeship " .

---

The bank will have 300,000 “ partners”, corporate connection with any other bank ,
none of whom will be permitted to own trust company or securities company.
more than a share of stock. It will be
“William
C . Durant, chairman of the
operated under a national bank charter. The board,
announces
that under its plan of or
president of the bank, the chairman of the ganization it is intended that this bank shall
board and the directors will serve without be owned by the people at large.
pay. “ In no instance will the interest on
“ The day of the formal opening of the
loans exceed the legal rate.” No commission, Liberty National Bank in New York will
fee or bonus in money, merchandise or stock be duly made known in the public press.”
will be charged or accepted “ in connection
with any loan made or negotiated.” Further,

The new
bank , it is stated , will be the
largest
in the United States in number of

no associated affiliated or controlled com -

stockholders.

pany will be operated in connection with
the bank. “ The bank will be operated in
the interest of all stockholders and not in

BANK WOMEN TO MEET
The Association of Bank Women will hold
the interest of a few of its officers or di
its first general convention at Atlantic City
rectors."
The announcement also sets at rest any from September 24 to 27, simultaneously
doubt as to what Mr. Durant, whose fight with the convention of the American Bank
against speculative vicissitudes in Wallers Association . Haddon Hall has been se
Street is believed to have prompted his de- lected as the official headquarters.
cision to enter the banking field as " a peo There will be two sessions and a dinner
ple 's banker," would actually do. Following meeting, so arranged that they will not con

Aict with the more important parts of the
is the announcement:
“ The Liberty National Bank in New York, American Bankers Association convention .
owned by the people at large, comes into Miss Jean A . Reid , manager of the women's
being within a short time sponsored by Wil- department of the Bankers Trust Company,
is general chairman , and Mrs. William
liam C . Durant.
“ A new institution of public service will Laimbeer, assistant secretary of the United
soon open its doors in this cits, Chartered States Mortgage and Trust Company, heads
under Federal laws and operated under the the entertainment committee.
supervision of the United States Govern

ment, the Liberty Nationai Rank will, under

NEW BANK ON STATEN ISLAND

experienced management, be inducted

South Shore Bank of Staten Island
solely for the service of its depositors and of The
Great Kills, N . Y., began business on

patrons.

July 17. The new building which the bank

“ The Liberty National Bank will begin occupies is said to be an attractive addition

business as a completely new and inde to the community. The bank has a capital
pendent institution without any past or of $ 100,000 and a surplus of $ 25,000. The
present financial affiliations and having ro

officers are A . O . Ingram , president; Joseph
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“ STEELCRETE ”
ARMORED VAULTS

explosives

ment of steel
Resists the cutting
flame with its

monolithic mass of

SD

DY

concrete

2

with its enmesh

ACCESS

Resists

BUFE

construction

B

The newest form
of bank vault

V
NO
OS

AS DEVELOPED FOR FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Resists edged tools
with the combined
tenacity of meshed
steel and concrete
2

Pattern
of section showing
massive construction of
" Steelcrete" Armored Vaults

EVELOPED and tested in connection application “ Steelcrete" has been selected
for many other notable financial institu
tions.
It provides every factor for protection
against burglary, and combines in the
crete, has proved a striking and most highest degree the resistive qualities of
successful advancement in armored vault both concrete and steel.

U with the planning of Federal Reserve Banks by the Consulting Architect
of the Federal Reserve Board. The use
of mats of “ Steelcrete" Expanded Metal
embedded in a solid mass of rich con
construction .

The first assignment of the “ Steelcrete "
System was for use in the tremendous

vaults of many Federal Reserve Banks.

Within a single year since this first

" Steelcrete" Armored Vaults are
the protection they provide. In plan
ning protection for your bank, in

being adopted by leading banks for
vestigate “ Steelcrete" — the modern
system of armored vault construction.

The Consolidated BRADDOCK
Expanded, PA. Metal Companies
NEW YORK

337 West 35th St.
462

PITTSBURGH
Oliver Building

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

1075 Germantown Ave.

1234 W . Washin . top
Boulevard
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A . Springstead, chairman of the board of
directors, and Howard H . Poole, cashier.
Mr. Poole was formerly treasurer of the
American Bank and Trust Company of

Bridgeport, Conn.
PENNSYLVANIA TRUST COMPANY
OF PITTSBURGH
The directors of the Pennsylvania Trust
Company of Pittsburgh announce the elec
tion of Avery J. Bradford as trust officer,
F . LeMoyne Page as secretary and Carl M .
Wolter as assistant trust officer. Mr. Brad

ford was formerly secretary and Mr. Page
assistant secretary of the trust company.

ARTHUR T. VINTON

Put Every Check
at Work
Getting Business !
With this mark on the corner of
each check you supply depositors,

you have made protection a posi
tive, definite fact.

You have put a triple safeguard
between your clients and the ever
threatening check raiser. And that
is the greatest deposit-building
power a bank can have.

You have put to work every
Arthur T. Vinton , cashier of the Bank of
Bogota, Bogota, N . J., died on August 20,
after a prolonged illness . Mr. Vinton was
a leading and popular figure in his com

munity and was well known for his public
spirited activities. He was an officer of the
Investing Building and Loan Association ,
and a director of the Realty Finance Cor
poration of Bogota . Prior to his connection
with the Bank of Bogota four years ago as
cashier, Mr. Vinton was for several years

with the Public Service Corporation , and
later with the Peoples Trust and Guaranty
Company of Hackensack , N . J.

check your depositors use — adver
tising positive protection , bringing

nem depositors.

Thousands of America's banks

are doing this today — by furnishing
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BANKER -FARMER CONFERENCE
S . G . H . Turner , president of the Second
National Bank, Elmira, former president of
the New York State Bankers Association ,
who represents New York on the agricul
tural commission of the American Bankers
Association, has always taken great interest
in matters that would aid agriculture;

largely through his efforts, with the co
operation of the men of the New York State
College of Agriculture, a most interesting

conference of bankers and farmers was
held recently at Ithaca, N . Y .

1. Made of the world's safest check
paper

2. Each check protected by Burns
and so marked
3. Each depositor insured for
$ 1,000 _ by the Hartford Acci
dent & Indemnity Co., — against
check fraud, and each check so
marked .

The mark

As a result of its deliberations, the con

ference adopted the following resolutions,

of positive

to which it is believed bankers as a whole

proctection

will give their cordial endorsement.
Whereas there has been presented to this
conference ample and indisputable evidence that

the pursuit of the profession of agriculture in
the State of New York is resulting in a distinct
deficiency in financial return and
Whereas we recognize that since the land is
the source of wealth " there can be no gen
uine prosperity in our state and nation unless
the husbandman be a sharer therein and
Whereas the principles of co - operative market
ing of farm products and co -operative pur
chasing of farm supplies have so far devel

The facts are worth money to every

banker ! Address :

The Bankers Supply Company
The world's largest manufacturers
of bank checks
Chicago
Dallas

New York
Atlanta

San Francisco
Denver
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New building of Huguenot Trust Company, New Rochelle, N . Y.
oped that they can be said to offer the most
favorably constructive lines of action for the
improvement of existing conditions now there
fore be it
Resolved , that this conference respectfully re
quests the New York State Bankers Association
at its earliest opportunity to urge its members
to support with energetic guidance and helpful
advice those farmer co - operative organizations
that have already demonstrated their ability to
accomplish the ends for which they were or
ganized .

Resolved, that this conference recommends
the holding of similar conferences in all coun
ties of the state by the county bankers' asso
ciations and the agricultural organizations for

the
purpose of discussing banker-farmer rela
tionships.

HUGUENOT TRUST IN NEW
QUARTERS

fire

odern

safe deposit and fur storage departments,

are prominent features of the building.

Alfred C . Bossom , the prominent New York
bank architect, did the engineering and
architectural work of the building. The
Huguenot Trust Company has total re
sources of $ 3,922,187; capital of $ 150,000;

and
surplus and undivided profits of $149,
354. The officers of the company are as
follows: Charles W . Bryan , chairman ; Ray

mond J. Walters, president; Michael J. Mar
tin ,vice-president ;George E . Galgano, vice
president; Everett A . Culp , secretary and
treasurer; and Joseph A . Seaborg, assistant
secretary ajiu treasurer. The following table

.

The formal opening of the new building shows the remarkable growth in deposits
of the Huguenot Trust Company, New which
the bank has had in the last thirteen
Rochelle,
N
.
Y.,
took
place
on
September
rs
:
yea
8. The modern new building, which the
bank will occupy exclusively, is of the
GROWTH IN DEPOSITS
Roman Ionic type of architecture. Tucka August
....$ 35 ,860.58
31, 1910 ..
June 30, 1916
841,218. 39
noe marble, a constructural material which June
30, 1917
..... 1,151,275.68
June 30, 1918
has stood all tests, has been used for the June
1,267,990.45
1919
1,685 ,815.98
massave stone columns which surround the June 30,
30, 1920
2, 349,287.46
June 30 , 1921
2 ,659, 254 .59
huilding. A fine marble banking screen , June
30, 1922
3 ,047, 305 . 28
.

.
.

A massive circular steel door guarding the June 30, 1923

3,612,219.86

.

New England States
Comprising Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont,Massachusetts,Connecticut
and Rhode Island
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The
First National Bank
of Boston
The leading financial institution in
New England

Branch at Buenos Aires, Argentina

Branch at Havana, Cuba
Special Representative in London

Resources $ 300 ,000 ,000
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Cotton is the world 's greatest traveler
understanding of many customs
peculiar to the trade.
The National Shawmut Bank has
travels thousands of miles to the
great mills where it is used in tex - a long standing familiarity with
tiles, tires, machinery belting or in needs of cotton financing. It has
several hundred other commercial sufficient resources. And with corre
DROM our Southern states, as
T well as India and Egypt, cotton

products .

Then it takes the road

again for even longer journeys.
· When it passes to each succeeding

spondents in every important city in

the world , it gives rapid , intelligent
service wherever cotton travels. In

owner as raw material or

addition to routine banking

finished goods, settlements

matters, this bank provides

must be made in cash or

information on credits, mar

credit. No other commodity

requires so much financing
at every stage, from the

kets and opportunities, also
serving as a local representa
tive in many matters of de

planter to the final retailer.

tail.

The bank that would serve
this great industry in all its

are invited to use our service

Banks and business houses

phases must have ample re

in any transaction where a

sources and a thorough

wide-awake bank can help.

THE NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK
of BOSTON
The bank that is closest to the heart of New England industry
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REMINGTON ReQUIET 12
mington

THERE has been no radical change in
1 business conditions in New England
during the past month , but there has been a
gradual letting down in practically all lines

of industry. "Summer dulness” explains part

of this, but not all. Here as elsewhere the
price situation looms up as the most im

portant factor in our economic readjust

ment, and this slowing down process in busi
ness is due in large measure to the efforts
Remington Typewriter Co .
of producers to find the new price level.
374 Broadway, N . Y . Branches Everywhere
The big textile mills are taking far longer
“ vacations" than usual, and yet they report
a rather large volume of forward orders
for future delivery on lines just opened .
It is pretty generally felt that these
" vacations" will go a long way toward be no real revival of building in either
bridging the period between the present

field until prices come down .

Real estate is governed by much the same
dulness and a later busy season .
The shoe trade is doing fairly well, as conditions. Unimproved real estate is far
the retail prices of shoes have already been from active, in sharp contrast to the im
brought down pretty well. The production portant part it played in the market in
of shoes for the eight months of this year, the early spring. Improved real estate is

however, is below normal, because of labor

fairly active, but the demand has fallen

troubles in the early part of the season .
Hardware and tool manufacturers report

from the peak of a few months ago .
Credit conditions are sound, business

a marked falling off in orders, reflecting the
sharp decrease in building. Building ma-

failures are below normal, and collections
are about normal for this vacation season .

terial dealers, bevond filling present orders,

The employment situation is good , and while

have little in sight for the balance of the
year, and prices for lumber, cement, bricks,

the demand for unskilled labor has fallen
off there is little real unemployment as yet,

etc., have dropped sharply. It is confidently
predicted that the aggregate cost of build ing will be much lower in the coming spring
than it is now . The banks have plenty of

and it is doubtful if there will be, except
perhaps in the building trades.

money for mortgages but the demand has

slackened so that they are now buying more
heavily of bonds. There has been no change
Retail stores report a sharp decrease in
the volume of sales. Part of this decrease

MALDEN TRUST INCREASES
CAPITAL
Malden Trust Company has increased its
authorized capital stock from $ 200,000 to

may be attributed to summer dulness, but
on the other hand the big stores find that

present holders at par. Such shares as re

in money rates.

$300,000, additional stock to be offered to

unsubscribed for by stockholders are
there is a rather prompt response to offers main
of real bargains and other intensive sales to be offered at discretion of directors at
efforts. This is just a further bit of evi not less than $200 per share.
dence on the importance of the price ques
NEW BEDFORD BANK CONVERSION
tion .
Builders and contractors are busy on
The Comptroller of the Currency recently
work which was started earlier in the year,
a conversion of the New Bedford
approved
but the number of new contracts being Safe Deposit
and Trust Company, New
let is pitifully small. In the cities there Bedford, Mass., with one branch in that

is almost no new work being started. In

place, to the national system under the title
the suburbs there is a large amount of home of the "Safe Deposit National Bank of

building now under way, and a small number

New Bedford” .

of new contracts being let, but there will

bank is $ 350 ,000.

The capital of the new
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exterior view of the new fire
HIS is anbanking
home of the Peoples

proof
Bank and Trust Company, Westfield ,
N . J. The exterior is of variegated
limestone and the interior ofmarble and bronze
counter screen . It was completed at a very
nominal cost and within the amount appropriated.

Thomas M . James Company
342Madison Ave.,New York
3 Park Street, Boston
Architects and Engineers
to help you solve your
Wewould be glad
bank building problem
Write us for booklet

1

Bank
Partitions
Our bank partitions are
specially designed for
bank service. They have
the same features of
beauty, speed in install

ation , improved design ,
and economy that char
acterize all our par
titions.

Whether you are open
ing new offices or con
templating rearrange
ment, write our Dept. 14
now for advice. We
gladly offer you the skill
and experience of many
years ' service to banks.

MADE BY THE MILE
Copyright

SOLD BY THE FOOT

Mount & Robertson , Inc.
41 Beaver St., New York
Phone Broad 1957

NEW BANK WORK PLANNED

of the Glen Ridge Trust Co., Glen Ridge,
New Jersey .

The Thomas M . James Co., bank archi-

New banking rooms for the Portland Sav

tects, Boston and New York , report plans ings Bank in the old Preble Hotel building
at Portland, Me.
for the following new bank work :
Alterations and enlargement of the bank
Plans in preparation for an individual ing rooms of the Pentucket Savings Bank ,
bank building for the Bank of Europe, to be Haverhill, Mass.
Extensive alterations to the building of
erected at the corner of First Avenue and
the
Lynn Five Cents Savings Bank , Lynn,
Seventy- fourth street, New York.

Extensive remodelling of the building of Mass.
enlargement and improvements
the West End Building & Loan Association , to Extensive
the
building
of the Slater Branch of the
Broad street, Newark, and alterations to
Industrial Trust Co., Pawtucket, R . I.

the banking rooms on the ground floor.

Remodeling of the building of the Whit
A new building for the Central Home man Savings Bank. Whitman , Mass.
Trust Co., recently organized at Eliza
Additions and improvements to the build
beth , N . J.
ing of the Waltham Savings Bank , Waltham ,
Alterations and additions to the building Mass.
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HIS is an exterior view ofthe new fire

proof banking home of the Peoples
Bank and Trust Company, Westfield,
N . J. The exterior is of andvariegated
limestone and the interior of marble bronze
counter screen. It was completed at a very
nominal cost and within theamountappropriated .

Compan
James
Thomas
y
.
M
342Madison Ave., New York
3 Park Street,Boston
Architects and Engineers
be gladbuilding
to helpproblem
you solve your
Wewouldbank
Write us for booklet

Bank
Partitions
Our bank partitions are

specially designed for
bank service. They have
the same features of
beauty, speed in install

ation , improved design,
and economy that char
acterize all our par
titions.
Whether you are open
ing new offices or con

MADE BY THE MILE
Copyright

SOLD BY THE FOOT

templating rearrange
ment, write our Dept. 14
now for advice. We
gladly offer you the skill
and experience of many
years' service to banks.

Mount & Robertson , Inc.
41 Beaver St., New York
Phone Broad 1957

NEW BANK WORK PLANNED

of the Glen Ridge Trust Co., Glen Ridge,
New Jersey .

The Thomas M . James Co., bank archiNew banking rooms for the Portland Sav
tects, Boston and New York , report plans ings Bank in the old Preble Hotel building
at Portland, Me.
for the following new bank work :
Alterations and enlargement of the bank
Plans in preparation for an individual ing rooms of the Pentucket Savings Bank,
bank building for the Bank of Europe, to be Haverhill, Mass.

erected at the corner of First Avenue and

Seventy -fourth street, New York.

Extensive alterations to the building of

the
Lynn Five Cents Savings Bank, Lynn,
Mass.

Extensive remodelling of the building of Extensive enlargement and improvements
the building of the Slater Branch of the
Broad street, Newark , and alterations to toIndustrial
Trust Co., Pawtucket, R . I.

the West End Building & Loan Association ,

the banking rooms on the ground floor.
of the building of the Whit
A new building for the Central Home manRemodeling
Savings
Bank,
Whitman , Mass.
Trust Co., recently organized at Eliza
Additions and improvements to the build

beth, N . J.
Alterations and additions to the building

ing of the Waltham Savings Bank , Waltham ,
Mass.
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Federal Reserve System Manifests
Preference for Indiana Limestone Construction
No such ovation has everbeen paid any building material
as has been accorded Indiana Limestone in its selection for
the construction of eight Federal Reserve Bank buildings.
Most recent of this interesting group is the building to be
erected at St. Louis. It will be occupied exclusively by the
various departments of thebank and willbe completed in
January, 1925.
The exterior walls are self-supporting and provide an op portunity for deep reveals. The scale of the building is

massive and the stone will be used in large units for the
purpose of creating an harmonious whole.
In this building the Architects, Messrs. Mauran , Russell
& Crowell, have created a design which admirably ex
presses the dignity and permanency of the institution it
is to house

Our new booklet on bank

building is acknowledged to
be an unu sually fine compila
tion of material on this sub
ject and will be sent free
upon request.

INDIANA
LIMESTONE
The NATION 'S BUILDING STONE

Indiana Limestone Quarrymen 's Association, Box 758 , Bedford , Ind .
Service Bureaus in New York and Chicago
ERROR
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Federal Reserve
Bank Building,
St. Louis, Mo.
MAURAN ,
RUSSELL G
CROWE

Southern States
Comprising the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia , West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia , Florida, Alabama, Missis
sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky and Tennessee

W

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES

guards against the yellow torrent have been
the means of turning considerable develop

By Thomas Ewing DABNEY

ment away from this city. In the country

HILE the rest of the lower river sec
VV tion is busying itself with the play time of the year, secure in the belief that

and where periodical crevasses have shown

comes with the low water of summer that

the Mississippi can never become a raging
Louisiana is grimly carrying on its work

sections, where the flood menace is greater,
the planters that it is well-nigh impossible
to lay up treasures on earth with nothing
more substantial in front than levees, values

of property have had to stay down to offset

the gamble with nature.
Business has held up well in the South
to get better and more adequate protection during the summer. The figures for June
against the floods that roar by every spring. the latest available — show a more favorable
Fighting the preconceived opinions of the comparison with the same period last year
Mississippi River Commission , the Govern than has been true of any month this year,
ment body that does not admit the pos- with the exception of March , the spring
sibility of error, the Safe River Committee time peak , with an extra early Easter to
is carrying direct to the people the propa - help swell the total. Representative depart
ganda for providing relief against the floods

torrent again , the Safe River Committee of

that yearly strain the levees, by means of
spillways. And the Mississippi River Com
mission now finds itself driven from its de
fense that the reputable engineers of Louis
iana , the state most vitally concerned, are in
favor of the " levees only ” policy - a defense
to which it had resort when hard pressed
recently , for the Safe River Committee ad

dressed a questionnaire to members of the
American Society of Civil Engineers resi

dent in Louisiana, in answer to which thirty

two declared against the " levees only” policy
and only six in favor of it. Thirty -four de
clared in favor of building the spillway,
deeming that this will offer substantial re

lief to the flood problem , and four declared
against it.

The significance of this movement, whose
strength is attested by the professional en

dorsement above indicated, is great, because
it is well understood by bankers and stu

dents of economics that the flood danger has
been largely instrumental in retarding the

development of this section . Capital is the
timidest handmaiden of them all ; and while
it is true that no one really believes New

The Beguck
Merchants National Bank
ch

Our post wident

RICHMOND, VA.

Capital . . . . . $ 1,000,000 .00

Surplus and Undivided

capital demands that its investment be as

Profits . . . . $ 1,000,000 .00
One of the largest, strongest and
oldest banks in the South

far above suspicion as Caesar's wife ; and it
has been declared by more than one con

Send Us Your Items

Orleans will suffer a crevasse, nevertheless

servative banker that the inadequate safe
471
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common "hands" of today, and who is able

to tear a greater return out of the soil
through intensive niethods, becoming more
and more a factor.
Weekly reports made by thirty -nine repre

Bank of Charleston
National Banking Association

Charleston ,

S. C.

sentative banks in the sixth district show
an increase of $6 ,000,000 in loans and dis

Established 1834

counts for the week ending July 3, but
loans secured by Government obligations
showed a small decline, as did time de

The Bank of Charleston succeeded
to business of liquidating branch

posits. Savings deposits continue to show

Bank of the United States.
Capital and Surplus . $ 1,500, 000 .00
Resources . . .

an increase over the preceding month, and
are also greater than during the sameperiod

$ 12,500 ,000 .00

of last year.

Development of the foreign trade terminal
= - -- -

- --

-

-

-

-

on the west bank of the Mississippi oppo
site to New Orleans is proceeding steadily,
with the purchase of an 8000 acre tract by

the New City Company Inc. The United

ment stores of the sixth Federal Reserve
district report sales of 18 .3 per cent. greater
in June than during the same month of

1922. Atlanta led the procession, with an

Fruit Company has purchased a site, and
announces its intention to erect wharves

there when its business justifies. The dock
board has announced that it will seek to

increase of 33.5 per cent. Birmingham and
nd have the frontage in question put under its
Chattanooga followed, with 33.1 and 31.5
jurisdiction through special legislation, so
per cent. respectively. Then came Nash that
the port facilities can all be governed
ville, 16.3 ; Jackson , 12.4 ; New Orleans, 9.2, by one policy. The dock board now has
and Savannah , 5.7
control over the east side facilities, and

In the wholesale trade, the volume of sales
was somewhat less - the third consecutive
month to show a decline in dry goods and

part of the west side, already developed.
Imports at New Orleans during June to
taled $ 13,334 ,356 , the third highest for the

stationery from March , and the second for month on record , the years 1920 and 1919
farm implements. Comparisons with June,

being first and second, respectively .

1922, however, are favorable in all lines ex

Announcement is made that a million dol

cept dry goods, sales in this line being 4

lar hunting club is to be developed on Pecan

per cent. smaller this year. The decline

hardware, furniture and drugs. The in

Island in Vermillion Parish, Louisiana, for
been purchased . Members will be Northern

crease, compared with June a year ago,

capitalists.

compared with May was small in groceries,

which purpose 125 ,000 acres of land have

ranged from 6.4 per cent. for groceries to
50 .4 per cent. for furniture.

Banks of the South are optimistic. No
unusual demands have been made upon them .
CONVENTION DATES
In certain sections, however, the cost of
making crops is reported higher than last
Investment
Bankers Association – at
year- due largely to the scarcity of labor Washington , D . C ., October 28 -31.
brought about by the migration of thou
sands of negroes to the factories of the HIBERNIA BANK & TRUST COMPANY
East and West. This labor shortage is a
factor to which the South will have to recon
cile itself, for in spite of the loud and bit

ter protests of employers, the men will
continue to go in search of the wages which

ANNOUNCES OPENING OF NEW
BRANCH

R . S . Hecht, president of the Hibernia
Bank and Trust Company, New Orleans,

seem higher and, even making allowances has announced that the bank would open
for different living conditions, are higher, its seventh branch bank early in the fall.
than are paid in the South , especially on the The new bank will be known as the St.
plantations. There are many students who Charles Avenue Branch of the Hibernia
foresee a change of farming conditions in

Bank and Trust Company and will be the

the South, with the small landowner, who only banking house on the avenue.
The bank has acquired a long term lease
knows more about agriculture than the

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF RICHMOND , VIRGINIA
with
EXPERIENCE – Over fifty - seven
years

STRENGTH - Capital and Surplus

$4,000,000.00

99. 9900
99 Teo

OFFICERS — Experienced, capable and

well versed on conditions
and credits thruout this

territory ;
invites your business

JOHN M . MILLER , JR.
President
The Old Pirst
Est. 1865

Resources over $ 30,000,000

on the fine building hitherto occupied by

president American Trust & Savings Bank,

A . and J. Solari, Ltd., as a grocery store.
There will be no exterior alterations of the
building, and the chief interior changes will
be the installation of bank fixtures and of
safe deposit vaults.
The new branch will solve the problem
that confronts many uptown depositors who
have complained that when they drive down -

Birmingham .
Officials of the American Bankers Asso
ciation for Alabama:
Member executive council, Oscar Wells,
Birmingham ; vice -president for Alabama,
Clyde Hendrix , Decatur ; member nominat
ing committee, E . C . Melvin , Selma; alter
nate member nominating committee, S. F .
Clabaugh, Tuscaloosa ; Trust Company

town to transact business at the main of

unable to
ently unable
to find
find aa
fice, they are frequently
place to park their cars. The tremendous

traffic congestion in the downtown streets
thus has created
and the decision
a branch on the
a desire to solve

a new business problem
of the board to establish
avenue was prompted by
it.

ALABAMA BANKERS CONVENTION
The officers elected at the 1923 convention
of the Alabama Bankers Association are

division , H . H . Montgomery , Anniston ;

Savings Bank division , C . M . Williamson ,

Birmingham ; National Bank division, J. L .
Crawford , Dothan ; State Bank division, A .

H . Dabbs, Carrollton.
BALTIMORE BANK CHANGES NAME
The management of the National Bank
of Baltimore has announced changes in
plans for its associate, the Emerson Trust

Company. Instead of this title the chartered

name will be the Century Trust Company.
as follows: President - Adolphe Hohenberg, The title selected has been suggested by the
First National Bank , Wetumpka; vice fact that the National Bank of Baltimore
president- M . A . Vincentelli, vice-president was founded in 1795 . The capital stock will
Alabama Bank & Trust Co., Montgomery ; be divided into 10 ,000 shares of a par value
secretary -treasurer - H . T . Bartlett, vice- of $50 each, the subscription price being
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ADRIAN
H . MULLER & SON
55 WILLIAM STREET, Corner of Pine Street, NEW YORK
AUCTIONEERS
The Business of Banks, Bankers, lovestors and Doalers in Securities
generally, receives prompt and carefulattention .

STOCKS AND BONDS AT AUCTION
REGULAR AUCTION SALES OF ALL CLASSES OP STOCKS AND
BONDS EVERY WEDNESDAY

Real Estate at Public and Private Sale
PromptReturns on allbusiness entrusted to us
$ 100 , providing $500,000 capital and $500,000 the architectural firm of Rathbone DeBuys,
surplus.

Ben E . Hanna, manager of the Mid - City

R . S. HECHT STARTSNEW BUILDING

Branch , F . W . Ellsworth , Alvin P . Howard ,
and other officials of the Hibernia Bank and

R . S. Hecht, president of the Hibernia

Trust Company.
The new building will be located on the

Bank and Trust Company, New Orleans,
turned the first spadeful of earth, recently,
in the construction of the building that is to

corner of Canal street and North Carrollton

Mr. Hecht " bore down" in the presence

has completely outgrown its present quar

avenue. Its erection has been deemed a
necessity for some time, owing to the in
-City
Mid
bank's
that
of
be the new home
creased service given by the branch which
Branch .
ters.

of George J . Glover, the contractor for the

building, Maurice B. Reilly, representing

LIBERTY NATIONAL OF SOUTH
CAROLINA
A condensed statement of the Liberty Na

tional Bank of South Carolina, Columbia,
as of June 30 last showed total assets of

$3,047,971, of which loans and discounts
amounted to $ 1,900,427 and cash and in

banks to $ 317,201. On the debit side of the
statement deposits were given as $ 1,705,231,

capital at $500,000 and surplus and un
divided profits as $65,670. The officers of
the bank are as follows: A . F . Lever, pres

ident; W . A . Coleman, W . J. Conway, C. L.
Kibler, A . H . Kohn , Julien C. Rogers (vice
president and cashier) and Allen L . Rogers,
vice -presidents, and E . C . Barnard , D . P .

Campbell and R . E . Halford, Jr., assistant
cashiers.

COLUMBIA BANK REORGANIZED
The Palmetto National Bank of Columbia ,
S . C ., was recently succeeded by the Colum

bia National Bank, an institution organized
for the purpose of taking over its assets
and assuming its liabilities. The new bank
has a capital of $500,000 . Its officers are :

G . M . Berry, president; T. J. Cottingham ,
RUDOLF S. HECHT

President Hibernia Bank and Trust Company
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vice- president; H . C . Leaman , cashier and

T . E . Marchant, assistant cashier.

Middle States
Comprising Ohio , Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin , Minnesota,
Iowa and Missouri

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
MIDDLE STATES

decided disinclination on the part of mer
chants to cover their needs very far in the
future.

BY CHARLES L . Hays
Woolen dress goods are in good demand
notwithstanding higher prices. Silks also
PANKERS in Chicago expect firmer are sought, and anything in the line of
D money rates for the next sixty days or

ready -to -wear goods finds a free outlet. The
so. It is not believed that 512 per cent. retail
trade is better in the industrial and
will be exceeded , but improvement is noted metropolitan districts than in the agricul
in the borrowing demand, business is active tural sections, but even in the latter there
for the time of the year, and when the de is satisfactory distribution in spite of the
mands for funds for crop moving purposes decline
in the prices of farm products.
become more important a stiffening of
Calamitous talk about the farmer does not

the market would be only natural. At
to have much foundation outside of
present commercial paper is being placed seem
channels. There is no disposition
political
in moderate volume at 5 to 514 per cent.,

to belittle the plight of the wheat grower,
the rates which prevailed for several months. who
has been threatened with severe losses
Some brokers have liberal offerings at 514 ,
but there is still a considerable volume of by the breaking of the market through $ 1
wheat because of the large crops grown
business at 5 per cent. In Texas and some abroad
and the obstacles to export business
other parts of the Southwest, where the in
the demoralized condition of
flow of money from this year's crops is free, presented by markets.
But even in this
buying of paper has increased , but to the the exchange
northward home loan demands still call for quarter things are looking up since the last
Government report, which cut nearly 25,
most of the bank 's surplus funds.
A feeling of confidence in regard to the 000,000 bushels from the prospective wheat
business of the fall is general in both yield of the year, bringing it down to 793,
financial and commercial circles. As the 000,000 bushels. Diversification of crops is
head of one of the largest mercantile con being strongly urged as one way to a solu
tion of the wheat grower's problem . An
ing on the disposal of this year's surplus,
healthy condition . The summer turnover is the feeding of the grain to livestock,
has been good. The margin of supplies which is now under way in several important
with wholesalers and jobbers also is narrow . districts of the Central West. Gain in weight
cerns in the city expressed it :

“ Nobody has a surplus of merchandise.
The stocks of merchants as a rule are in

other, which may have an important bear

For these reasons our house is going out and

on animals, it has been found by experi
ments at the Missouri and Nebraska agri
cultural colleges, can be put on more cheaply

buying goods on a liberal scale, with the
idea that before long there will be a strong

demand for them and we will have them ,
while some others may not.”
Buying for fall by the retailer is con

siderably in excess of that at the corres

with 70 cent wheat than with corn at
present prices.
Aside from the wheat-grower, however,
the farmer is not in an uncomfortable posi

ponding time last year. Price readjust

tion. As pointed out by E . T. Meredith of
Iowa, former secretary of agriculture, the
completed and the markets are more steady. year's
crops are abundant and will bring
The demand for staple cottons has been the producer $500,000,000 more than last
stimulated by the strength of the market year notwithstanding lower prices. The

ments, especially on textiles, have been about

for the raw material since the publication

of the last Government crop report. Com manner in which the rural sections of the
mitments are being made in larger volume, Central West have pulled out from under a
but it is noteworthy that there is still a load of debt in the last two or three years
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is astonishing . That liquidation has come
out of the soil and would not have been
possible were the farmer 's financial condition

anything like as bad as some political agi
tators seek to make the public believe.

A little study of the bank loan figures

1863

1923

of the State of Iowa, in this connection , is
illuminating. On December 31, 1920, the
national banks of Iowa had rediscounts and

bills payable (the latter including loans
made by them from correspondent banks)
totaling $ 97,609,000. For the state banks of

Upon the foundation of sixty |

years experience and growth is
based the present organization of

Iowa these items aggregated $ 80,143,000,
making a grand total of $ 177,752,000. In
their responses to the call of April 3 , 1923,
the Iowa national banks showed rediscounts

and bills payable of $11,339,000, while the
state banks reported similar items totaling

The FirstNational
Bank of Chicago
and the First Trust
and Savings Bank
This experience has developed a

highly specialized service in both
banks, applicable to the needs

of banks and bankers.

$ 34,232,000 , an aggregate of $45,571,000 .

Here is a shrinkage of $ 132,181,000 in the
load of debt which the deflation period
placed upon the Hawkeye state, bringing its

obligations close to the normal. The farmer
has been paying up. Iowa is typical, so

far as reflecting the financial status of the
farmer is concerned .
Steel plants of the district continue to
run at 85 to 91 per cent. of capacity and

within the last few weeks there has been

noted a revival in the demand for their
products. The railroads are in the market
for good sized tonnages of materials for
track and car rehabilitation . Demand for

Calls and correspondence are

structural steel holds up well, although there

invited relative to the facilities

are fewer new projects. Steel for oil storage
tanks is being taken in large quantities .

afforded for the transaction of
cial business of every conservative

Requirements of automobile makers have
slackened somewhat, but are still substan
tial in volume. Pig iron has eased off to
around $ 27, but is picking up again . Steel

character.

plants as a rule are booked full for the

domestic and international finan

remainder of the year.

Combined Resources exceed

$ 350 , 000 , 000 . 00
JAMES B . FORGAN , Chairman

Board ofDirectors of both banks
FRANK O . WETMORE
President
First National Bank of Chicago

MELVIN A . TRAYLOR
President
First Trust and Savings Bank

.

Railroad traffic holds up to record pro
portions. In the last few weeks there has

been a large increase due to the movement
of new grain and in some quarters there
have appeared signs of car shortage. The
carriers have received from the shops tens

of thousands of new cars in the last year,
and are in better postion to handle the heavy
freight offerings next fall than ever before.
These satisfactory transportation conditions

are being reflected in improved earnings,
although in this respect the western lines
are in a much less favorable position than
those of the East.

Investment Service by Your Bank
is the subject of a series of advertisements now being
published by our bank in farming communities.
We aim through these advertisements to direct the
farmer to the banker for the investment of his funds.
This is only one feature of the service rendered by our
Bond Department to out-of-town bankers.

We solicit inquiries regarding investment of funds.

DAVID R. FORGAN, President
Country Bank Department

Bond Department

F . A . CRANDALL, Vice-President

J. B . CHRISTERSON , Manager

TheNATIONAL (ITY BANK
of CHICAGO
BANK ADMITTED TO CLEARING

HOUSE
The Noel State Bank , Chicago, has been

The Old State National Bank was suc

cessor to the Old State Bank of Indiana,
chartered in 1834 . The officers and directors
of the Old National Bank will be the same

admitted to direct membership in the Chi as those of the Old State National Bank,
cago Clearing House Association , of which

Wm. H . McCurdy, president; F . R .
it has been an affiliated member since 1914 . viz.:
Wilson , vice-president ; J. 0 . Davis, vice
president and cashier ; H . J. Reimer and
NEW BANK IN RUSHVILLE,
A . F . Bader, assistant cashiers ; directors:
INDIANA
Wm . H . McCurdy, president Hercules Cor
Due to a union of the People's National poration , president; Marcus S. Sonntag,
Bank and the People's Loan and Trust Com
president American Trust and Savings
panv. affiliated institutions, of Rushville , Bank ; James T. Walker, attorney-at-law ;
Indiana, a new bank has been formed . It Sidney L . Ichenhauser, Ichenhauser Co .;
is known as the American National Bank , Samuel L . Orr, Orr Iron Co .; F . R . Wilson,
and has a capital of $ 100 ,000 and surplus of vice-president ; H . C . Kleymeyer, Standard
$ 60,000. Robert A . Innis is president and Brick Mfg. Co.; G . A . Trimble, Vulcan Plow
Co. ; Louis A . Daus, Anchor Supply Co . ;
Glen Foster, cashier.
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA HAS NEW
BANK

J. O . Davis , vice-president and cashier ; J . L .
Igleheart, Igleheart Bros., and H . D . Bour

land, Red Spot Paint and Varnish Co.
The deposits of the Old State National

on June
Bank on
Application has been received by the Bank
June 3030
Comptroller of the Currency to organize the
Old National Bank in Evansville, Ind. This
bank will begin business October 1, suc

ceeding to the business of the Old State
National Bank of Evansville, with capital
of $ 500 ,000 and surplus of $ 100,000.

were $ 7,297,825, and the
resources on the same date were $ 8,820,701.

NEW CHICAGO BANK
The new West-City Trust and Savings

Bank of Chicago, located at Fullerton and
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Cicero avenues, began business last month.

Charles H . Requa, P. C. Dings, A . C .

The newly organized institution has a capi-

Thompson and John W . Fowler.

tal of $ 100,000 and a surplus of $ 10,000.
The stock , in shares of $ 100 each , was sold

EDGAR L . MATTSON DECORATED BY

at $ 125 per share. Raymond G . Kimbell,

SWEDISH KING

president of the Kimbell Trust and Savings
Bank, is president of the new institution.

chairman of the Minnesota delegation to the

Charles F . Hellberg of the Irving Park

Gothenburg Tercentennial Exposition , Ed

Dairy Co., is vice-president, and Axel G .
Johnson, formerly assistant cashier of the

gar L . Mattson, vice-president of the
Midland National Bank of Minneapolis and

During a visit in an official capacity as

Kimbell Bank, is cashier of the West -City

Trust and Savings Bank . The directors are:
William O . Olsen, Charles F . Hellberg,
Albert J. Ross, Edward H . Olsen , Frank C .

Voisinet, Raymond G . Kimbell, Leo J.
Winiecki, Arthur L . Thorsen , Burt T.
Wheeler, F. E . Lammert and Charles
Jarchow .

TWO CHICAGO BANKS MERGED
The Century Trust and Savings Bank of
Chicago has been consolidated with the Chi
cago Trust Company. The new institution
is now located in the banking querters pre
pared for it in the new Chicago Trust

Building at Monroe and Clark Streets. Both
banks have shown steady and consistent
growth since their organizations. The de

posits of the combined banks will be ap
proximately $ 19,500,000 and total resources
about $ 24 ,500,000. " The fundamental rea

son for the consolidation," said President

Lucius Teter of the Chicago Trust Company,
“ was based on the desire on the part of

directors and officers of the Century Bank
to secure added facilities and more com
prehensive service for their customers than

they were themselves able to give. The
Century Bank is in splendid shape,” Mr.

Teter added, “ and we are delighted with
the opportunity to welcome its customers as
a part of the Chicago Trust Company."

EDGAR L . MATTSON
Vice-presidentMidland National Bank,
Minneapolis

chairman of the executive committee of the
National bank division of the American
Bankers Association , was admitted to the
Swedish Order of Vasa as a commander by
King Gustaf. The Order of Vasa is an order

John W . Fowler, who organized the Cen merit founded in 1772 by King Gustavus
tury Trust and Savings Bank and who has of
the Third. During the delegation 's stay in
been its president continuously, will become Sweden , its members were guests at a state
a vice -president of the Chicago Trust Com - dinner given by the King. Mr. Mattson
pany. He will be joined in his new con presented a resolution passed by the Legis
nection by the entire staff of officers and lature of the State of Minnesota, and re
employees of the Century Bank .
ceived in return greetings from the King
The following new directors were elected : to the people of Minnesota.

Western States
Comprising North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE

normally the largest spring wheat raiser, is

WESTERN STATES

credited with a crop of 65,024 ,000 bushels for
this year, against the 1922 harvest of 123,

BY SAMUEL SOSLAND

234,000.

These are tremendous shrinkages,

it is obvious. Montana and Oklahoma have

UIETLY but surely the Western better wheat crops, but the gains in the
States are proceeding to make the most two states are not equal to one-half the

MINIMUM

of the abnormal crop growing season now
coming to a close. No great enthusiasm is
manifest over the yield of any crop . The
probable aggregate of the harvests now
promises to be smaller than in 1922. Just

now there is a better tone in live stock
markets than in the grain centers.

The

influence of Europe hovers over both, but
has made itself most apparent to date over
grain. Industrially, recessions are the rule,

losses in either North Dakota or Kansas.
Black rust and heat ravages reduced the
spring wheat production very sharply, while
in Kansas and neighboring winter wheat
states hot weather and the dry winter of
the past year played havoc with the crop .
Nebraska is one of the states that has almost

been a failure as far as wheat is concerned.

Following the recent confirmation of seri
ous shrinkages in the production of wheat,

or at least there is absent any decided up

the market for the grain recorded a mod

ward trend in operations even with a new
season at hand.

erate rise from the low levels late in July,
when wheat was quoted at the cheapest

“We can't all make a living out of the prices in about eleven years, as low as 70
wheat crop that is moving with no export and 75 cents a bushel to Kansas farmers.
buying of any importance", a grain mer The sensational crop losses in the Western
chant at Kansas City remarked during
August, when the wheat movement out of
the winter wheat states was at its peak .
" Business will improve if live stock markets continue to do as well”, a stock yards
banker of national reputation said on the
samemarket at practically the same time.
The two foregoing remarks throw interesting light on the business situation in the
Western states. With additional considera tion of the status of the oil industry with
its serious over-production , and with a brief
review of conditions in lumber, mining, mer-

States are offset in part by the better har
vest of soft wheat in the Central States
and increased production in the Pacific
Northwest. The total wheat crop for the
United States is 69,000,000 bushels less than
for 1922. There is even some talk of a
bread wheat shortage, because along with
the reduced production in the Western
States, which are primarily bread wheat
raisers, the quality is inferior and will
necessitate the use of more bushels to each
barrel of flour. Still, the price situation on
the wheat of this territory is disappoint

cantile and banking lines, one can form a

ing to growers. The outstanding reason is

fair outline of the economic conditions of
the Western States.

the fact that Europe is a very poor buyer.
Serious consideration is also being given to

In the matter of yields, greatest disap-

the possibility of the importation of Cana

pointment is apparent over the yields of
winter wheat and spring wheat, together

dian wheat by the United States even with
the present duty of 30 cents a bushel. At

with the markets for these cereals. Within

this writing the Canadian prices are only

the group of states comprising the Western
territory there are located the largest winter

moderately above an exportable level after
making allowance for the 30 cent duty.

What Washington legislator dreamed
wheat state and the largest spring wheat
raiser. Kansas, the largest winter wheat that the 30-cent-a -bushel tariff would not
grower, has about 79,000,000 bushels of suffice to keep Canadian wheat out of the
wheat this year, compared with the harvest L'nited States? The most foresighted prob
of 122,737,000 bushels in 1922. North Dakota,

ably believed the tariff would close Amer
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Are You Losing Money
on Your Coal Properties?
Our specialty is making money
out of coal property. Our
records show that wehave done

it for 40 years. Give us the
property make money for you.

chance to make your coal
KIX

..

PEABODY
COAL COMPANY
Founded 1883
332 South Michigan Ave. - CHICAGO

TIENNE EN

Operating 44 Bituminous Mines in 19 Fields with Annual Capacity of 23,000,000 Tons
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ica's doors to Canadian wheat under all con - tle breeding sections feel better than the
ditions. That there is talk of importations wheat districts.
when the Canadian crop moves shortly is

Sheep and lambs do not compare so favor

due to the poor European buying situation

ably with a year ago as cattle, but profitable

together with the sharply reduced supply of
bread wheat available from United States
farms. Canada has somewhat less wheat

prices still prevail. More lambs are moving
out of the range states because the past
feeding season was hardly profitable, with

than in 1922, but the crop is the second

the result that feeders are not eager for

largest on record. The record Canadian
harvest was gathered in 1922. With this

thin lambs except at sharp concessions.
Flockmasters have been holding back lambs

extraordinary prospect, there is no reason

later than usual to obtain added weight,

for surprise over the keen disoppointment

planning to sell more of their output to

of the Western States over wheat.

packers. Prices are now about $2 lower

Thanks to the generous corn crop in pros-

than a year ago on lambs. One of the rea

pect, together with the profits from feeding

sons is the dullness and weakness in wool.

cattle the past year, there is a large demand
for stocker and feeder cattle. This is help ing to sustain the market for grass cattle

Larger supplies are also an influence. Com
pared with the average of recent years,
lambs and sheep are still high .

Hogs sold better than expected during
in general, and graziers are reporting profits
as a rule. Corn -fed cattle, which are very August, but were out of line with the ab
scarce, are extremely high, but only a few normally high prices on corn. Export trade
loads are bringing the exceptional prices. In
some of the winter wheat areas where wheat

showed some improvement, and packers re
ported domestic trade holding surprisingly

land was abandoned early there will be more

well. With a disparity between corn and

feed and increased live stock feeding. Some hog prices, packers have complained of many

pastures have been and are still dry, but inferior offerings of hogs, reflecting liquida
tion of holdings by farmers. Even with
liquidation, however, heavy receipts of hogs

thus far the grazing season has proved successful. The movement of cattle is running

ahead of last year, and the grass season as are in prospect. There is some reason for
a whole promises to close with increased anticipating that hogs will be a more sat
marketings. If labor enjoys good employ- isfactory source of revenue for farmers than
ment through the winter and spring, it is a number of other crops and products, in
hoped that cattle finished in the meantime cluding even cattle, in coming years. Once
will bring profitable prices. This is one of Europe settles her reparations problems,
the keys to business in the Western States there is reason to expect that industry there
in coming months. At the moment the cat- will revive. With more employment, one of
480
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Complete Financial Service
The Omaha National Bank
The Omaha Trust Company
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
Resources over

.

.

$ 35,000 ,000

the products that will be in demand from

in the rural districts, but quiet is the rule

the United States no matter how economical

in cities. Country merchants are carrying

Europe must be, is provisions. This promises

small stocks. They were slow to prepare for

to make hogs more attractive even if the
demand from domestic consumers declines
with a lessening of industrial activity.
Under the influence of comparatively high
cotton prices, mules are maintaining a

the after-harvest business. Farmers did not
anticipate good harvets. Wholesalers fol

steady tone. Horses continue cheap . Un

improvement.

less cotton prices change drastically downward , mule raisers have ahead a season of

signs of readjustments to the farmers'
levels.
Financially, the prospect is that banks
will do very well to maintain their present

profitable prices.

Next to grain and live stock , oil is

the center of attention .

In Oklahoma,

lowed in line. As a result, the disappoint

ing wheat crop is not setting business back
sharply. However, there is little hope of
In the cities there are more

deposits a year from today. Where exclu

with a larger crop of wheat, the de-

sive wheat districts experience a failure,

pression in oil is an offsetting influence.

there is a possibility of some local banking

Oklahoma was the largest oil producer
prior to the sensational rise of California in
production . Drastic cuts recently made in

difficulties. However, the Western States
on the whole have fewer farm debts than a
year ago, although the obligations are large

gasoline tell the story of depression in oil.

enough. Farmers are conserving. It is a

Of course, even current low prices mean

rule that disappointing years for farmers

profits for many producers, but refiners are
having a hard time. Another industry that

are not so severe on banks as expected be
cause of the economies farmers effect. The

is experiencing quiet is lumber. Disappoint-

fall will probably see a larger demand for

ment is apparent over the failure of the

money to finance live stock feeding opera

lumber market to record improvement with

tions, but other borrowing is light. Good

the changing season. Mining is quiet.

returns from live stock , if realized, will pro

Mercantile business is better in cities than

vide a bright phase to the business situation .
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How much is he Worth ,
M .Bank Officer ?
Q . That bank clerk of yours, how much is he worth ?
What ofhis potential value?
Banks grow and there arise needs for men capable of
assuming responsibility. Then time, the inexorable,
takes away in one fashion or another those who now
exercise administrative and executive discretion .

Given two men of equal generalknowledge and ability,
isn 't the one with years of experience in your institution

- one familiar with your customers and accounts
infinitely more valuable at an officer' s desk than the out.
sider ?

Good bank officersarenot bought - they are made. For
thebank's interest the clerk should have encouragement,

training , and financial education . This is not without
immediate benefits, for the lad who can see success,
even beyond a rocky path , will be a little more active in
getting new accounts, a little more courteous to cus,
tomers.

The American Institute of Banking is
the world 's greatest trainer of bank
men and women . Are you actively

supporting it ?

AMERICANSECT INSTITUTE
OFIONBANKING
AM
OCIAT
BANKING

ION

ERI

CDUCATION

RS ASS

AMERICAN BANKERS AS
CHAPTERS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
COURSES BY MAIL

National Office: 110 East Forty- Second Street, New Yond
Space Donated to
National Publictly Committee

Pacific States
Comprising Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Utah , Nevada,
Arizona and Alaska

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE

ment is found at any point, and certainly
not in skilled construction workers, where
the demand, particularly in the large cen
By ROBERT J. Sevitz
ters, has often been ahead of the supply
Credit Department, Security Trust and during the summer months.
Conditions in the petroleum industry are
Savings Bank , Los Angeles
worthy of more lengthy discussion than the
ACCORDING to reports and figures present. Suffice it to say that overproduc
A available at this writing, the business tion in California has become so alarming
situation on the Pacific Coast during the that numerous conferences of producers,
first half of the current year has been large and small, have been held in an effort
largely characterized and predominated by a to come to some solution of the problem .
PACIFIC STATES

spirit of caution and some hesitancy in most

As much oil as is possible is being shipped

dealings. As has been expressed in these

to the Atlantic seaboard , and it is a sig

columns before, the entire period has in -

nificant fact that over 50 per cent of the

exports from Los Angeles harbor, where the
industry now centers, are of oil and oil
products. Naturally the small producers
are the most affected and most concerned ,
lent pessimism , but rather from an excess of but while some curtailment has been brought
about by the shutting down of some of the
caution .
This has been best evidenced by the falling larger producing wells, no real solution has
off of the totals of credit advanced by the been found. Several small refineries have
banks in the region particularly in the sprung up close to the fields during the cur
latter part of this period. The falling offrent year, but most of these have been able
is not in sums at all alarming, but the to market their products only by cutting
diminishing demands on member banks for prices. Rumors of a gasoline rate war have
clined one to the belief that the whole Pacific Coast, if it may be said to be suffering
from anything, is suffering not from an ex cess of optimism , nor adversely from preva

credit have been noticeable, and discounts at

been heard in several Coast cities, and it is

the Federal Reserve bank decreased
slightly .
However, no check in productive activity
is noticeable. The lumber mills of the region have been operated at greater than
single shift operation . Production in west ern Washington and Oregon, as shown by
reports from mills having 75 per cent. of
the total output, was 22.70 per cent. greater
in the first half of 1923 than in the corres-

said that one may buy gasoline for as low as
11 to 13 cents retail, but the large refineries
have apparently not been involved, as sta
tion prices remain steady in settled dis
tricts.
Apparently the volume of business in the
Pacific States reported so far in 1923 is
way ahead of the first half of 1922, per
cents. of increase running as high as 20 for
one month and averaging almost that for
the entire period. Both wholesale and re
tail sales, while they show seasonal fluctua
tions, continue higher than a year ago. The
number of business failures has been larger,
but chiefly small firms have been involved,
and the total amount in any one month has
not been as great as in January 1922. Price
levels in general have declined during the
entire period, prices of the non -ferrous

ponding period of 1922, 106 .73 per cent.
greater than the same six months of 1921,
and 21.43 per cent. greater than in the
same period of 1920, the peak year. Figures
for shipments of lumber correspond in
ratio roughly to these figures, as do the
figures for orders up to July 1. Everything
points to a banner year in this industry
Building operations in all sections of the

Coast continue their upward trend, with metals, including copper, lead, and zinc now
the resultant demand almost everywhere for being approximately 15 per cent. below the

construction labor. Very little unemploy - recent peak in March 1923.
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Interesting data is received from the De
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partment of Agriculture predicting bumper
crops for Oregon in 1923 in spite of damag
ing rains in that section during the fore part
of the year. The Federal estimate is that
20,045,000 bushels of wheat will be produced
this year as compared with a five year aver
age of 17,115,000 bushels ; 3,080,000 bushels
of barley as compared with a five year
average of 2,493,000 bushels ; 2,277,000 tons
of hay as against a five year average of
2,122,000 tons: 5 ,045,000 bushels of potatoes
as against a five year average of 4 ,867,000

www

bushels ; and 4,851,000 bushels of commercial
apples as against the five year average of
3,472,000 bushels. Figures at the close of the
cereal year showed that the crop just moved
out had dropped heavily in comparison with
the banner year of 1921. Rains have in
jured the cherry and berry crops to some

extent, but harvest was well along before

"Hand them a letter
to this Bank "

the rains came, and the benefit to later fruit
---apples, pears and prunes-- is expected to

offset the damage to cherries and berries.
Reports of the meeting of silver miners
from all over the world called by Nevada
miners at Reno in August were not avail

able at this writing. The conference of pro
ducers was precipitated by the termination
of Government purchases of American sil
ver at $ 1 an ounce, under the terms of the

our patrons and

I friends visiting
California will be ex
tended every courtesy
and consideration at
the Security Bank if
they bear å letter of
introduction from you .

Pittman act, and great things are expected

of it by those concerned . The plan on foot
is to form some sort of an association,
similar to that formed by the copper pro
ducers after the war, which will unite all

Resources Exceed

the producing centers of the American con

$ 195,000,000
Over 260,000

tinent into a body powerful enough to exert
an influence in fixing world prices in the
commodity in which they deal. Approxi
mately three-fourths of the world's output
of the white metal will be represented at

Accounts

the meeting.
Meanwhile the termination of Government
buying of silver at $ 1 an ounce has not had
the serious effect on the mining industry
in Nevada that had really been expected by

the producers themselves. Several pro

SECURITYTRUST
DESAVINGS
BANK
COMMERCIAL
TRUST
SAVINGS

ducers are considering curtailment of pro

duction , however, stating that foreign prices

Capital and Surplus $ 10,525,000

are not sufficient to make production profit
able. None of the big producers have ceased
operations, although several affiliated com
panies have reduced their working forces
somewhat.

A serious frost in June in Nevada
damaged crops badly in some districts. The

canteloupe yield of the state will suffer a
loss of about 40 per cent. and garden truck

Twenty-nine Banking Offices in
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Bankers, Exporters and Importers
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING DIRECTORY
I will be found of inestimable value to those requir
ing a dependable and comprehensive reference
book containing a complete listing of banks and bank .

ers throughout the world . It gives in addition requisite
information as to resources, branches, agencies and
correspondents as well as the names of the principal
executives.
In addition there are new maps in colors showing every
country , a complete table of money values of every
country, and other features of practical and daily use.
............. 192
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Signed by ...
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and alfalfa in some places were ruined .
Potatoes and berries were set back some

what, but warmer weather in July has im
proved conditions.

There has been little change in the mar
ket situation of Nevada cattle, sheep and
wool in the past few months. The price of
lambs has held up, but growers expect a de
cline before long. Some cattlemen who
have had to sell their stock to liquidate
maturing indebtedness say they are losing
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First Bank to Incorporate in Hawaii

THE BANK OFHAWAII,Ltd.
HONOLULU, HAWAII
Cable Address: “ Bankoh"
Capiial, Surplus andUndivided Profits $2,653,894.91
Total ResourcesC . .................
.. 24,774,6 ,7.72
H . Cooko, President
E . D . Tonney , Vice Pres E . F . Bishop, Vice- Pres.
Frank Crawford, Vice- P . R . McCorriston , Cash 'r

Roxor Damon , Vice -Pres . G . G . Fullor, Vice Pres

money on the present market. Few sales
of wool are reported . The prevailing price

Branch Banks : - Lihue and Kapaa, Island of
Kauai; Waipahu ,Waislus, and Pearl Harbor,
Island of Oahu.

ranges from 35 to 37 cents, and many wool
growers refuse to sell at that figure. From

Prompehandling of collectionsthrough close conDOC
tions on each of the Islands in the Territory .

750,000 to 1,000,000 pounds of Nevada wool
have been pooled and shipped to Boston
for storage, with instructions not to sell
for less than 40 cents. It is estimated that
three-fourths of the state's wool crop has

Very few American farming communities

been sold .

get half that return.
The brilliant organizer of these concerns,
Aaron Sapiro, has been preaching co-opera

tive marketing from one end of the coun

CONVENTION DATES
Arizona— at Tucson , October 26 -27.
CO -OPERATIVE MARKETING IN

CALIFORNIA

try to the other, as a remedy for the
farmers' ills, and his efforts are being sup
ported by many leaders of the American
Farm Bureau Federation .

CALIFORNIA BANK , LOS ANGELES
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS

The farmers of California have been con

To meet a great increase in business, Cal
spicuously successful during the period of ifornia
Bank, Los Angeles, has added a
general farm depression in the rest of the vice-president,
junior vice-presidents,
country, according to the recent report of four assistant five
cashiers
and two assistant
the agricultural committee of the Oregon
Bankers Association . For years California
growers have been experimenting - develop

ing and perfecting their co-operative com

secretaries to its official staff. The new
home office is located in the California Bank
Building at 625 South Spring street. This

makes

offices

-five
of this bank in
modity organizations until today the operationthirty
Angeles
in
Los
and suburbs.
obvious conclusion is that these associations
G . L . Alexander, formerly cashier, be
are, in the main, the cause of their con comes
and T. E . Ivey, Jr.,
tinued prosperity. The extent to which Cal formerlya vice-president
assistant
cashier,
becomes cashier.
ifornia products are marketed collectively

will be realized when it is remembered that
twenty -two important crops are now
handled through these associations. Last
year out of a total crop production for the
entire state of $379,000,000, it is claimed
that $ 260 ,000,000 was sold under the group

H . M . Coffin, H . C . Hunt, A . A . Lamm , R . P .
Lehmer and M . K . Salmon were elected

junior vice-presidents ; A . T. Brett, J. D .

Farmer, H . M . French , C . H . Sundquist,
assistant cashiers and R . P. Burt and F . J.
Callinan, assistant secretaries.
Discussing this increae in the personnel
marketing plan and that, notwithstanding of the bank family, President
A . M . Chaffey
the large advertising expense, the growers
received 48 cents of the consumers' dollar,

said :

" The principal reasons for the promotions
as contrasted with the 8 cents they averaged
before these associations were functioning. are to take care of the very substantial
In Denmark, the home of the co-operative growth in California Bank's business, and
marketing system , the growers have been at the same time provide an efficient work
receiving 72 cents of the consumers' dollar.

ing organization for the new home office.

IRREE
!03

The New Business Department
By T. D. MacGregor

THE " intensive" cultivation of
1 present customers of a bank

This paper won the 1917 Cannon
Prize given by New York Chapter,

and the systematizing of efforts to

American Institute of Banking, for
the best two-thousand -word paper

secure new ones are the keynotes
of this book by T. D . MacGregor,

on this subject.

the well-known writer on thrift and

financial advertising.
The author's long and successful

" The New Business Department"

experience in every phase of finan

is unique in its field . There is abso

cial advertising has brought him into

lutely no other published work on
this subject. If you want to have a

contact with many bankers and ad
vertising men . He is familiar

with the many problems of getting
new business for financial institu
tions and has a first-hand knowl
edge of how to solve them .

concise yet complete idea of how to

conduct a Publicity and New Busi
ness Department in your bank, large

or small, you will need this book as

an inspiration and guide. It is worth

Besides Mr. MacGregor's text, the

many times its price $ 1.25— to any

book contains the prize paper on

bank or trust company that wants
to make the most of its opportuni

" New Business and Analysis of Ac

counts" by James B. Birmingham of
the National City Bank .

ties both in developing present cus
tomers and in getting new ones.

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, New YORK

I am enclosing $ 1.25 for a copy of “ The New Business Department." It
is understood that if the book is not satisfactory I may return it and you will
refund the money.
NAME
BANK
ADDRESS
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We will continue to maintain the Eighth
and Broadway bank.
" A strong personnel is one of the essen -

489

buildings owned by these institutions and
utilized wholly or in part in the conduct
of their banking business. The acquisition

tial elements of successful banking to which of additional property in the future suit
I attribute a large part of California Bank's able for banking premises and the construc
success. The promotions just made are in
line with our policy to promote to larger

tion of buildings thereon will likewise be
undertaken by the Realty Company, which

responsibilities, the young men who have will own and manage all properties.
grown up with our bank, as they develop
ability ."
BANK MERGER IN SAN FRANCISCO
BANK CHANGES NAME
The Growers National Bank of Fresno,
California , has charged its name to the
First National Bank in Fresno. Its capital
is $ 200,000 . The institution , which has been
established since October 1919, has undivided
profits of $ 243,063. Its officers are Lucius
Powers, president; M . L . Wells, cashier, and
E . L . R . Trimble and H . A . Thompson ,
assistant cashiers.
PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REALTY

According to newspaper reports from San
Francisco , an amalgamation of the American
National Bank and the Security Bank and
Trust Company of that city was effected

at a meeting of the officers and stockholders
of both institutions. The resulting institu
tion , it is said , will be known as the Ameri
can Bank of San Francisco and will have
deposits in excess of $ 26 ,000 ,000 and re
sources of about $ 40 ,000,000 . The Ameri

can National Bank was converted into a
state institution on August 6 , it is said , in
order to effect the consolidation .

COMPANY ORGANIZED

Stockholders of the First National Bank
of Los Angeles, the Pacific-Southwest
Trust & Savings Bank and the First
Securities Company were advised by
President Henry M . Robinson of the organ ization of the Pacific Southwest Realty
Company, and were offered the prior
right until July 1 to subscribe to a total
of $ 3,000,000 61, cumulative preferred serial
stock of the Realty Company at $ 100 per
share.
The Pacific Southwest Realty Company
has been incorporated for the purpose of
purchasing from the First National Bank of
Los Angeles and the Pacific-Southwest
Trust & Savings Bank the real estate and

ALBANY, ORE. BANKS ARE
CONSOLIDATED

A consolidation of the banking firm of
J. W . Cusick & Co. of Albany, Ore., with
the First National Bank and its affiliated
institution , the First Savings Bank , of that

place has been consummated . As a result
of the merger the capital of the First Na
tional Bank and the First Savings Bank
have been increased to $ 125,000 and $62,500,
respectively . P . A . Young is president of
both institutions . The banking firm of J. W .
Cusick & Co. was founded in 1892 by J. W .
Cusick . His three sons have operated the
bank for some years past. The First Na
tional Bank was established in 1871.

The Paying Teller's Department
By Glenn G . Munn
Lecturer at the American Institute of Banking : Formerly with the

Chase National Bank , New York

Second Edition containing the complete Text of the
Negotiable Instrument Law and other Additions
Now Ready
What Others Say About This Book :
" To young men ambitious of becoming bank tellers, Mr. Munn's book will
come as a boon and a blessing. They will learn therefrom all that the teller
should be.” — The Annalist.
" In this book the organization, functionings, routine, forms, methods, and

processes of the paying teller's department with their interrelations are set forth .
Not only are the mere mechanical operations described, but also the transactions
out of which conditions arise, which if not understood and interpreted by the
paying teller in accordance with banking law and custom , might involve the bank
in a loss. * * . .
“ The book will not only prove useful to paying tellers, assistants, money

clerks, and other bank employees, who wish to clarify and " check ” their knowledge
draw ,
of their work , but also to the business executive and layman who daily
,

accept, deposit, and cash various credit instruments.” - Administration
“ This is a most interesting book . We have never been a paying teller ; we
never expect to be one. But we read the “ Paying Teller's Department” by Glenn
G . Munn , with a great deal of zest and interest. The facts about any man 's
job are interesting, and worth while if for no other reason than that they help us
to understand what the other fellow is up against. . . .
“ The pages on the handling of checks at the window are interesting
and
worth the reading of every one who handles a bank account.
Incidentally
the layman picks up bits of interesting information from the reading of these

pages.— The Office Economist.
CONTENTS
The Relative Use of Money and Credit ; Qualifications of a Good Paying Teller : The
Paying Teller's Duties ; Organization Chart of Paying Functions ; Cash Reserves and Cash
Requirements : The Paying Tellers' Cages ; The Unit Paying -Receiving System : Methods

guente

e
Rigsar

of Bafeguarding Paying Teller's Cash ; Cashing Checko ; The Paying Teller's Cash Proof;
Risks of the Paying Teller : Stop - Payments ; Alterations and Forgeries; Certifications ;
Sources of Money Supply : The Money Department; What a Paying Teller and Money
Counter Should Know About the various kinds of Money : Chart Showing Various Kindo
of United States Money with Their Leading Characteristics : Separating Good and Usable
Money from Mutilated and worn ; Separating Paper Money by Denominations; Detecting
Countertelt Currency and Ralsed Bills ; Verifying the Count ; Money Section Proof;
Shipping Currency : Settling Clearing-House Balances; The Bank's Payroll; The Petty
Cashier: The Paying Teller' s Reports ; Department Proof to General Bookkeeper,

APPENDICES
1.

Digest of Court Decisions Showing Liability of Bank to Drawer for Certain

Irregularities in Certified , Altered , Forged, Post- Dated and Stopped Checks. II. Pur.
poses of and Principles Underlying Subsidiary or Fractional Coing. III. Chart showing
Engraved Portralt on Various kinds of United States Money.

BANKERS PUBLISHING CO.
P. O . Box 657, City Hall Station, New York
I enclose $ 1. 25 for a copy of " The Paying Teller' , Department" by Glenn G . Munn .

It is understood that if this book is not satisfactory I may return it within 6 days and
you will refund the money.
Name
Bank .. .

Address
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Dominion of Canada
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick , Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba , Saskatche
wan , Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland , Prince Edward
Island and Yukon

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN CANADA

By J. W . Tyson
S crop estimates are being modified by
A

shown in the last government return is an
indication of the steady pulling in of cash
reserves which is in progress. The majority

of farmers have financed their crop unaided

rust and saw - fly damage to the wheat up to date and will only require bank loans

in Western Canada, trade optimism is tem - for the buying immediately incidental to the
pered . A big crop is definitely assured, actual harvest outlay. Implement com
perhaps even bigger than last year, but
early guesses- - they were hardly estimates
are being revised and, with an acute short-

panies are making efforts to get assurance
from farmers that they will receive sub
stantial payment on implements out of the

age of labor which will no doubt be re new crop . In some instances they are
threatening to exercise liens overhanging
farm machinery at once where such assur

sponsible for high wages and uncertain
prices in the export market, the profits to
the farmer and the resultant buying power
of the agricultural community are a matter
for conjecture. Thus, while there is continued improvement in business in a moderate way, conditions are patchy as a re
Alection of crop prospects and even in the
better districts there is a tendency to place
orders conservatively . There is undoubtedly
a shortage of supplies in dealers' hands
throughout the country but manufacturers
and wholesalers are not particularly seeking
orders until buying power is more definitely
assured while the merchants themselves, in
view of past experience, are not inclined to
discount the future even if the financial
substructure -- and this refers particularly
to the West - -were healthy. As it is , exist
ing obligations are heavy and the banks are
not encouraging further extensions of credit
unless substantial security is offered .
The dependency of even such fundamen
tal industries as steel on the crop is indicated by the statement of H . H . Champ,
treasurer of the Steel Company of Canada,
in which he says: “ It is felt that if the
northwest is favored with a good crop of
wheat, to be sold at prices which will re
turn the grain grower a fair profit, business in steel and other lines in Canada
should be good for this year and also for

ance is not forthcoming.
There have been several strong agitations
in Western Canada for some change in the
marketing system of wheat. The formation

of a government wheat pool by the federal
authorities, along the lines of the pool
formed during the war, was advocated some
months ago by western politicians. The fed
eral government "passed the buck ” to the
provincial legislatures, which in turn,
showed little enthusiasm and the idea fell
through when efforts to get experienced
grain men to manage such a project failed.
Eleventh -hour efforts have resulted in the
formation of voluntary pools in Alberta and
Saskatchewan without government support.

Whether these efforts will prove of benefit
to the farmers or whether it is just another
form of political catering to a popular de
mand remains to be seen . Banking accomo

dation is being offered if the pools are well
organized .
Aaron Sapiro, the organizer of the Cali
fornia Fruit Growers, has been active in
the movement and it is evident that some
thing of the succees experienced in Califor
nia is anticipated . However, it would seem
that the important fact is being overlooked
that in California an unorganized industry,
marketing luxuries, was put on a business

the year 1924". Mr. Champ adds that the basis while the grain industry, handling the
year 1923 will show a considerable improve- world's staple food supply , has been ef
ment over 1922 in the steel industry both in
the matter of sales and also profits . Rail
way business is an important factor.

ficiently and elaborately organized over a
period of many years. Business men who
have studied the situation feel that if the

The financing of the crop has been antici- farmers by sincere co -operative efforts can
pated by the banks and the liquid position

reduce the cost of marketing their products
491
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it will be a good thing, but they argue that

per cent.-- as a further precaution . In ad

this is where benefits must be anticipated
and that nothing is to be gained by an en -

justing these losses the point is made in
banking circles that the Standard had to

deavor to control the price of wheat in a

change its " show window " because it had no

world market in which all exporting coun tries are competing.

"hidden " reserves as in the case of some in
stitutions. The annual report made public

The banks are showing a disposition to

last February covering the fiscal year ending

aid any sound scheme to imporve marketing

January 31, showed profits for the year of

conditions. The matter of extending credit

$728,074. Of the total assets of $ 78,719,264 ,

to encourage the live stock industry is also
receiving consideration . Thus far the ex perience of the banks in regard to live stock

liquid, or immediately available assets,
amounted to $ 32,107,431 being equal to ap
proximately 48 per cent. of total liabilities

loans has not been very encouraging. The to the public.
suggestion has been made, however, that
something effective might be worked out be

tween the individual, the banks and the gov

BOLD BANK ROBBERY

ernment. It is felt that while the individual

With an utter disregard for human life,

live stock loan is risky banking under the

a gang of heavily -armed bank robbers re

attacked messengers of several
conditions prevailing in Western Canada, cently
Toronto
banks on their return trip from the
districts might be organized where the credit clearing house
after the morning adjustment
of the whole might be used to strengthen and, after seriously wounding three mes
the borrowing power of each. Of course this sengers and an unarmed citizen , got away

would require careful organization , and co with three money bags belonging to the
operation of the government would perhaps
aps Bank of Nova Scotia and the Sterling Bank
be desirable but it would seem that some

containing $82,000 in bank notes in addition
thing of a practical character might be done
ne to checks. The robbery was carried out
in this direction.
the lines of that successfully executed
The industrial atmosphere has been along
the Denver Mint, the policy being to ter
cleared to a considerable extent by the at
rorize the whole community by the reckless
failure of the "Red " uprising in the coal and use of firearms while making a surprise at
steel districts of Nova Scotia . Here the tack and rushing the booty to a waiting

workers had formed an alliance with the

Red Internationale of Moscow and the strike
was carried out in defiance of the orders of

automobile. The transfer of bills and checks
through the clearing house is a daily opera

tion and large sums are in charge of the
International President Lewis of the Mine messengers
from various banks. The rob

Workers Union . Lewis deposed the Red bers were evidently fully aware of the pro
leaders and ordered the men back to work cedure and correctly planned their attack to
and thus finally upset the revolt, although
for a time troops were necessary to guard
the public life and property. It is now
felt that an opportunity is offered the coal
and steel operators to improve their rela -

make it most effective. The messengers
robbed were on foot and accompanied by
armed guards but the element of surprise
was very much in favor of the robbers. Some
of the banks have been in the habit of using

tions with their workers and quell the radi

special automobiles for the daily trip to

the clearing house and by this and other
Following the example of the Union Bank means it is planned to prevent a repetition

cal element.

of Canada in adjusting its assets to take

of the affair. It is recognized , however, that

care of losses, the Standard Bank of Canada

so long as heavily armed gangs of desperate

has announced that, because of agricultural

men go about showing a disregard

and industrial losses sustained in the course

human life it is difficult to prevent such

for

of business , the reserves have been drawn

occurences. Following the affair there has

upon to the extent of $ 2,250,000, of which

been a strong feeling in the financial com

$ 1,000,000 will be used to create a new con -

munity that the best method to deal with

tingent fund. There will still be reserves of
$ 2,750,000 or nearly 70 per cent. of the paid
up capital of $4,000,000. Dividends will be
reduced to 12 per cent. - a reduction of 2

the situation is to increase the
punishment for all forms of
where automobiles are involved .
is made that unless this is done

severity of
lawlessness
The point
the serious

..
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Are You Interested in Canadian Trade ?
AN

rely upon an unexcelled service.

CANADA

For further particulars write

1873
0.

OM
ON

THE
STANS

If so,this bank can be of service to you. With Branches
and direct connections in all important centres through
out the Dominion and a Foreign Departmentmaintained
exclusively for their needs, Importers and Exporters can

Foreign Department

Standard Bank of Canada
TORONTO
Capital Paid Up - - - - - $ 4 ,000 ,000.00

Reserve - - - - - - - initi

I

MMUNIDROITUMINUMIRIM

I NALINNU

menace to tourist traffic will have the effect
of discouraging visitors coming from the
United States and thus cut off a highly

satisfactory source of business.
WANT HIGHER SALARIES

2,750,000. 00

MERABANISASTROFESINISELINARINN

STAMP TAX REGULATIONS
Since August 1, $ 1 is the maximum
amount of tax payable on checks, bills of
exchange, receipts for money paid to a per
son by a bank chargeable against a deposit
of money in the bank to his credit, express

orders, travellers' checks or post
The same conditions which have led to the money
office money orders.

announcement by New York banks of salary

October 1 postage stamps
increases to employees have brought the mayOnnotandbe after
used in payment of stamp taxes
staff problem emphatically to the attention
of Canadian banks. Despite pension funds for revenue purposes. Excise tax stamps
may be used, and they may be bought
and other considerations, there have recently only
from
any collector of customs or any bank .
ex
of
resignations
of
been a large number
The tax on receipts makes taxable receipts
perienced men and, while these have of

undermining of efficiency is seriously feared .

for $ 10 or upward on post cards, form let
ters and letters, and this came into force
on and after August 1. The amendment to

the costs involved and it is possible that as

BRANCHES BEING CLOSED

fered opportunities for promotions, the
movement has been carried so far that the

Head office officials are considering the the act also provides that a receipt liable
pro
problem of how to increase wages at a time to the tax shall not, except in criminal
be given in evidence or be avail
when , owing to the business depression, ceedings,
able for any purposes unless it be duly
profits are naturally contracted. Some of stamped
in accordance with the law .
the banks are making a close analysis of
their various services to decide definitely on
a result there will be increased charges for

The Canadian chartered banks report a

collections and some other services being

net loss of seventeen branches during the

rendered to the public on a basis of fees month of June, when there were thirteen
which do not nearly pay for the actual cost. new branches opened and thirty closed. In
The banks complain that while they are fac July fourteen branches were closed as com
ing this problem and are paying a large pared with nine offices opened .
proportion of their profits in taxes there is
a tendency to set up government banks HAMILTON -COMMERCE MERGER

which pay a higher rate of interest than

That the recent announcement of the

the chartered banks can afford under the absorption of the Bank of Hamilton by
circumstances.

the Canadian

Bank of Commerce was
493
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well regarded in financial
ment circles is indicated by
Hamilton shares advanced
points during the trading on

and invest- healthy condition , there was nothing to be
the fact that gained by a merger. The public complaint
over fifteen of curtailed service and a money trust no
the following doubt influenced the Minister of Finance in

days, says the Canadian Financial Post
( Toronto ) . Thirty days will elapse after

his attitude. It is now accepted , therefore,
that the bank has suffered in the recent

business depression and that, although its
soundness has not been impaired , there have
It has been intimated by Sir John Aird , been losses which would have necessitated
general manager of the Bank of Commerce, an adjustment of reserves which would have

the agreement is drawn up before the shareholders pass on it.

who conducted the negotiations on behalf

weakened the institution in the keen struggle

of that bank , that the transaction will be for business which the bigger banks are
on the basis of a share for a share, but evi- waging.
dently the terms have been left open and
The merger, too, can be justified eco
will be definitely decided after a survey of nomically at this time from the standpoint
the assets has been made to establish rela -

of the reduction of overhead expenses. This

tive value. Goodwill and bank premises
are two items particularly entering into this
survey. The high and low for the month
of July were 165 and 150 . The price opened
at 170 with the present year and sold

was particularly referred to by Sir Edmund
Walker in making the announcement on
behalf of the Bank of Commerce, while
Cyrus A . Birge, president of the Hamilton ,
expressed satisfaction that the merger would

slightly higher in May. The high in 1922 be a good thing for the shareholders of his
was 175 and the low 163, and in 1921 the
relative prices were 188 and 168. Before

bank, maintaining, at the same time, that
the move was one of strategy rather than

the war the stock ranged above 200. The of necessity. The Bank of Hamilton has
present market for Bank of Commerce large interests in Western Canada and it is
felt that the situation as regards commer
shares is around 190 .
It will be recalled that the Bank of cial loans has meant the tying up of a large
Hamilton has been previously mentioned in amount of capital. The recent develop

connection with proposed mergers. In one ments regarding the crop, together with the
case the negotiations were brought to a trend of prices, has had a tendency to post
head but Ottawa refused to give consent pone the improvement in the situation which
on the ground that, as the bank was in a had been hoped for this year.
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The Atlantic City Convention
TEARLY five thousand bankers assembled at Atlantic City,
V New Jersey , in the last week of September , for the
forty -ninth annual convention of the American Bankers
Association . In looking over the registration list, one was struck
by the fact that it did not represent alone or chiefly the bankers

of the big cities nor of any particular section of the country. It
was a gathering of representative bank men , big and little , with
the average prevailing, and coming from every geographical division

of the United States. In other words, it was a meeting of typical
American bankers, thoroughly representative in character, whose
deliberations and conclusions should carry great weight.
The prevailing note at Atlantic City was clearly one of
confidence in the soundness of American conditions — a feeling that
our present prosperity is genuine and likely to last for a considerable

period at least. In fact, the optimistic spirit was so marked in some
of the addresses as to cause some surprise to those who were under
the impression that high prices and wages, and the shadow of the
European disturbances, were factors likely to administer a check
to American prosperity . One banker attributed cur comparatively

rapid recovery from the depression of 1920 to the extraordinary
capacity of readjustment shown by the business of the country and
to a greater flexibility in our economic system than had been
generally recognized . The optimism of one speaker even went so
far as rather jauntily to wave the war and its effects aside as some
thing belonging to the remote past, that was over and paid for.

Whether such extreme optimism is justified or not, no doubt exists
that the bankers of the country, as represented in the Atlantic City
convention , have the strongest confidence in the soundness of our

present prosperous condition .
If we turn to what may be termed social conditions, the view
was less satisfactory. The addresses of Mr. Roberts of New York

and of Mr. Beck, the Solicitor-General of the United States, con
tained warnings of the grave dangers to the country from socialistic
agitation and from efforts to undermine the Constitution of the
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United States.

The resolutions adopted took the strongest possible

ground looking to the perpetuity of our institutions, and President
Puelicher pledged the bankers to the support of the Government.
A notable discussion of the Federal Reserve System

was a

leading feature of the convention , and while there were some

criticisms of minor details of the system , it was strongly sustained
in its main principles. One point raised was the failure of the state
banks to enter the system . The opinion was expressed that the
state banks felt that they
p ana from their
thath getfoany helpmthey
akin needed
the could
a Federal
g lbanks,
r a , in Reserve
t and that
city correspondents ratherr than the
entrance into the system called for a contribution in capital and
reserves greater than they felt justified in making for the benefits
they would receive. Whether this is the true explanation or not,
it is a significant fact that fewer than two thousand out of the
twenty thousand state banks have voluntarily entered the Federal
Reserve System , and that these are the only voluntary memberships
- the adherence of all national banks being compulsory. It can not

with truth be said , however , that this compulsory provision is really
necessary to keep all existing national banks in the system or to
compel new banks to join it. Were the banks allowed a free choice,
no doubt exists that the majority of them , perhaps substantially all
of the national banks, would remain in the Federal Reserve System
on account of the help it gives to the banks individually and to the

financial, commercialand agricultural interests of the country .
There was a considerable feeling expressed that the Federal
Reserve Board should be kept clear of merely political appointees,

and the dual systems of examination , by the Comptroller of the
Currency and the Federal Reserve Board — were declared
unnecessary . It was urged that some of the functions of the two
organizations should be consolidated

in order to avoid useless

duplication of work .
The discussion developed the fact that the members of the
Federal Reserve System , while believing that in some of its minor
working improvements could be made, agree that the system as a
whole is highly beneficial to the country , and that it should be
carefully preserved .
European affairs occupied only an incidental place on the
program . In an address entitled “ Across the Atlantic ” Fred I .
Kent of New York made a survey of conditions prevailing in
several of the European countries, and made a strong plea that the

United States should be officially represented on the Reparations

Commission .

He urged also that the War Debt Funding

Commission be given larger powers of dealing with the debts due
this country from those nations engaged with us in the late war .
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His suggestions looked toward a reduction of these debts in some
cases and to their cancellation in others. Since the adjournment of
the Atlantic City convention · newspaper dispatches have been
published to the effect that the American Bankers Association is to

engage in active propaganda in behalf of a movement looking to the
cancellation of the Allied debts due the United States. This

information may be based upon incorrect advices. There is nothing,
however, to hinder the American Bankers Association from entering
upon a campaign of this character if it chooses to do so .

The

advisability of such a course is another matter and one about which
there will be differences of opinion . No doubt some of the debts
due to the United States will have to be written off altogether,
others scaled down, and the payment of still others long postponed .
But this is something quite different from a general cleaning of the
slate of the European war debts due to the United States. While
there are economic factors involved , the question fundamentally
takes on this character : Did we make a proper proportionate

contribution to winning the war, or ought we to add still further to
this contribution by cancelling the Allied debts ? In answering this

question it must be remembered that the war was purely of
European origin , and that America renounced any benefits from
the peace in the shape of indemnities or territory .

Effectually the proposal to cancel the Allied debts due America

is a gesture of generosity toward Germany. For if the American
taxpayers shoulder this load themselves, France, Great Britain and
Italy will correspondingly reduce their reparations claims on
Germany. The loss falls upon us.
If the American Bankers Association is actively to engage in
propaganda looking to the cancellation of the Allied debts, it may

stir up a large political hornets' nest and may engender hostility
that would do the Association much harm .

There is nothing more

substantial than inference from the newspaper dispatches referred

to that would warrant the assertion that the American Bankers
Association is to enter into such a campaign .
The conventions of the American Bankers Association , whose
sessions in former years were but slimly attended , have become
annual events of national importance. The general sessions are
crowded, as are many of the meetings of the sections. It can be
truly said that the American Bankers Association was never more

vigorous than now , and that it is doing valiant service in behalf not
only of the bankers but of the entire people of this country . Next

year the organization will be a half-century old , and will
probably observe that important birthday at Chicago .
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The New President 's Great Opportunities
ARELY has a new President of the United States had so
many opportunities of public service as are offered to Mr.
Coolidge. In the first place, he can continue and complete
the great work begun by his predecessor in restoring the Presidency
to the place ordained for it by the Constitution . Mr. Harding
realized , as some of our recent chief executives have not done, that
the legislative functions of the Government had not been confided
to him . He did not seek to enforce his views upon Congress by
N

other than Constitutional means.

Mr. Coolidge will do well to

follow this example.
Just now the executive attributes of the Presidency are in
especial demand . There is a Federal law - - that adopted in
pursuance of the Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution
which sadly needs enforcement.

The duty of enforcing this and

other laws of the United States devolves chiefly upon the President.
And the President can hardly render his country a greater service
than by bringing about a strict enforcement of this measure,
thus helping to restore that respect for law in generalwhich the open

disregard of the Volstead Law has seriously impaired .
Self -appointed executors of the law and mobs have been allowed
to usurp important functions which belong to the President, and

it is most earnestly to be hoped that Mr. Coolidge will recognize
the great opportunity he has for bringing about a rule of law and
-

order through Constitutionalmethods.
Mr. Coolidge has been quoted as saying that we should not be

-

-

-

in too much of a hurry to legislate, but that we ought to give

administration a chance to catch up with legislation . Themaxim is
a sound one, and it is peculiarly applicable to conditions in the

-

United States today.

It is the first duty of the President of the United States to take
care that the laws be faithfully executed , this duty transcending
the power to recommend fresh legislation or to veto measures not

meeting the President's approval. And surely we need law enforce

ment at this timemore than weneed fresh legislation .
Despite the present tendency to hold aloof from

active par

ticipation in European affairs, the new President has a matchless

opportunity of public service if at the proper time and in the right
way he can cause the United States to play in the affairs of

distracted Europe that noble and effective part for which it is so
well fitted .

It is believed that Mr. Coolidge recognizes his responsibilities
and that he will not flinch in meeting them .

COLONEL THOMAS H . BIRCH
President the Trust Company of North America

COLONEL BIRCH is forsaking diplomacy for banking.
U After serving nearly ten years as American Minister
to Portugal, he has organized the Trust Company of North
America, which will open its doors at 93 Liberty street,New
York about the end of October. The bank will have a capi
tal of $ 500,000 and a surplus of $ 250,000. Before entering
the diplomatic service Colonel Birch was associated with

his father James H . Birch ofBurlington , New Jersey, whose
vehicle manufacturing business was established in 1862 .

During 1912-13 he was personal aide to Woodrow Wilson ,
then Governor of New Jersey. He received his education

in private schools and business college.
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Granting Credit - The Credit Department
Article VII of a Reading Course in Banking
By Glenn G . Munn
Formerly with Chase National Bank ; instructor in banking, New York , Elizabeth and
Hudson County (New Jersey) Chapters, American Institute of Banking
OUTLINE OF ARTICLE VII
I. Essentials of credit :

b. Debtors (less essential).
c. Competitors (not ordinarily
essential).

Lending credit is attended with
a risk which bankers endeavor to
reduce to zero by an examination
of each applicant with respect to

the following essentials:
1. Character, or business honesty
the moral risk .

2. Capacity, or business ability
the business risk .

3. Capital, or net worth — the prop
erty risk .
An ideal risk is one that com
bines each of these essentials in a
high degree. Whereas the first es
sential should never be waived, con
cessions may be made in the third

if the second is strong, or vice
versa.

II. The credit department:

nections.

4. From applicant's note broker
(if any) .
5 . Mercantile agency reports.
6 . Bank 's own records.
7. Public records.
8 . Clippings.
9. Special audits or financial in
vestigations.
IV . Contents of a credit folder:
1. History sheet, and record of
average loans and balances.
2. Investigation reports.
3. Answers to inquiries.
4 . Financial statements.
5 . Agency reports.
6 . Affiliations.

1. Functions.

a. To gather information .
b . To record , classify, and file
information .

c. To analyze and disseminate
information .
2. Organization - sections.
a. Statement analysis.
b . Commercial paper.

c. Local investigations - credit
investigators.

d. Out-of-town investigations
correspondence .
e. Answering inquiries — oral
and written .
f. Revisions of reports.

g. Stenographic and typing.
III. Sources of credit information :
1. Direct from applicant.
a . Financial statements.
( 1) Balance sheets.
(2) Profit and loss state
ments.

b. Interview by credit investi
gator.
2. From applicant's trade connec
tions.

a. Creditors (essential).
50 0

3. From applicant's banking con

7. Circulars.
8 . Clippings.

9 . New business.

10. Summarization.
V . Statement analysis:
An attempt to appraise scien
tifically the business and property
risks from the sworn financial
statements of the prospective bor
rower. This analysis includes,
among other things, the application
of certain credit tests, as follows:
1. Current ratio.
2. “ Acid test” - ratio of receivables
plus cash to current liabilities.

3. Ratio of current assets to total
liabilities.
4. Ratio of proposed loan to net
worth .

5 . Ratio of total debt to net worth .
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ratio
Ratio
Ratio
Ratio

of net profits to net worth .
of net profits to net sales.
of merchandise to sales.
of receivables to sales.

10. Ratio of net worth to fixed
assets, etc.
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RTICLE II dealt with the funda- obligations and fulfilling promises, the
mentals of credit — the nature average balance, to whom and for what
and kinds of credit. The pur the principal expenditures have been
pose of this article is to discuss the made, etc. Recourse may also be had to

problem of extending credit.
the applicant's trade creditors for
Granting credit is the crux of bank - further information concerning his rep
ing. How to select good credit risks utation for paying debts. Most banks
- borrowers who can be trusted — is the

“ check ” this phase of the credit inves

banker's central problem . A bank 's tigation further by requisitioning an
profit and loss statement will make a
favorable showing in proportion to its
ability to judge those who apply for

agency report.
is capacity . When men borrow , they

credit. Losses may be incurred by too

“ discount" the future.

Hardly less important than character
They expect to

much caution as well as by too little .
pay off their loans out of the proceeds
Errors in overestimating credit risks of transactions not yet consummated.
are liable to result in losses arising Ability to discharge obligations depends
through dishonesty, failures, bank - not upon present financial status but
ruptcies, or otherwise. On the other that of the future. But wherever
hand , errors in underestimating risks,

futurity is involved there is risk . What

i. e., an over- conservative policy, may

degree of risk is involved in the par

result in the loss of business and the

ticular business which requests accom

hampering of production in enterprises modation ? Will the transactions which
that give every promise of success. The the proposed loan is to finance prove
ideal condition is to lend all the bank 's profitable or result in a loss?
idle resources in such a way that the
This is where the banker needs to be
funds will be paid back as and when a business analyst ; indeed , a business
promised. But to do this, bankers must economist. He should be certain that
know the men to whom they lend, their the applicant for credit is thoroughly
businesses, their capital resources, and conversant with the business in which
general trade conditions. This implies he is engaged , and that he knows mar
an investigation of the facts.

ket outlets , probable price trends, and

For purposes of convenience, the pursues a moderate credit policy. He
analysis of a credit risk resolves itself should also know that the applicant's
into three lines of investigation , namely, business is well managed, is well thought
character, capacity, and capital. Class - of in the trade, does not tend to over
ically, these are known as the three

manufacture or overstock , and that its

credit Cs.

products are an essential commodity.
Character is ordinarily regarded as
The most valuable index for measur
foremost among the essentials of a good ing this element of the credit risk is the
credit risk . The banker cannot take detailed operating statement showing
the honesty of the applicant for credit the profits or losses over a period of
for granted . Yet it is this part of the years. The final criterion of business
risk — the moral risk — which is the most ability is whether good profits over a
difficult to appraise. Capacity to bor-

sustained period of years can be made.

row must be earned ; and since banks On a strict scientific basis, therefore,
do not usually lend except to their own
depositors, they have had an opportu nity to observe the characteristics of
their applicants for credit before they
have become prospective borrowers.

how great or small the business risk is ,
can be determined by a study of the
comparative profit and loss statements
taken over a period of years.
The third element in the credit risk

Thus within their own records, they which requires investigation is capital
can determine the applicant's past per- or collateral.: The prospective bor
formances in such matters as meeting rower's capital is the ultimate measure
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of the collateral he can offer, whether termine and measure credit risks, lead
it is specifically pledged or not. Does

ing to a recommendation for action

he possess sufficient tangible property to

when applications for loans are made.

pay off this obligations in case he is
overtaken by reverses, or in case of en forced liquidation ? Every loan should

The purpose of the department is to
reduce to theminimum , if not absolutely
to prevent, losses arising through the

be for productive purposes, and theo-

failure of businesses to which money is

retically the proceeds of every loan go
into property of some kind or another.

loaned .
Credit departments of many banks

Supporting every loan there should

also reciprocate credit information with

exist the property which it is intended

correspondent banks, trade customers,

to purchase . plus additional liquid
assets having a ready market so that
if converted into cash , the net sum real-

and other affiliations, and for this rea
son not only serve as a “ checking"
bureau for their own organization , but

The

ized would be sufficient to pay off the

for other organizations as well.

Joan. For example , in the case of com mercial paper and bills discounted

most important type of assistance ren
dered is that of presenting to the credit

where there exists no specific pledge
of collateral, there is always the pre-

officers, and the loan and discount com
mittee, such facts as are necessary to

sumption that the current assets of the

provide a basis for intelligently grant

principal debtor thereon are more than
sufficient to pay off the amount bor-

ing or rejecting loans, discounts, and
renewals thereof, issuing letters of

rowed .

credit, purchasing bills of exchange, and

Thus an ideal credit risk should com bine unimpeachable moral character (as

in establishing lines of credit.
The banker not only has the problem

relates to business ) , unquestioned busi-

of determining whether he can afford to

ness ability, and adequate working capi- lend money to an applicant or not. If
tal. But it must not be assumed that he decides in the affirmative, he must de
every bank can secure borrowers who
possess all three of these elements in

termine how much . Many of the
“ established ” borrowing customers are

the highest degree. In the science of

given a line of credit, i. e., a potential

credit extension the measure of risk de-

borrowing power or credit force , which

pends upon the degree in which these
elements are combined. It is safe to
say that loans should not be granted
where character does not exist. Cer

is in proportion to their balances,
financial condition , and general credit
rating. This line of credit is usually
defined as the maximum which a bor
tainly loans should not be extended rower may have at his disposal at any
where business ability has not been time. Oftentimes this line is divided so
proved unless adequate collateral is that a certain amount is available with
given . On the other hand, if the first out security , so much more with guar
two requirements are strong, the fact antees or sureties, and an additional
that the capital is relatively small may
with security of specified kinds.
not necessarily operate as a deterrent amount
for the line of credit the
In
return
influence .

Because of its importance, and the borrower is required to maintain pro
detail with which every application for

portional balances, prove to be accept

credit must be analyzed , all large city

able as a credit risk , and otherwise sat

banks have organized credit depart- isfactory as an account. The amount
ments. In many instances, the credit of the credit line is not rigidly fixed ,
department is the largest in the institu but may vary from time to time accord
tion both as respects number of em ployees and floor space. The function
of this department is primarily to de-

ing to the financial standing of the bor
rower as shown by submitted financial
statements, the bank 's loanable re
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sources, and general money and
conditions.

While a bank ordinarily fixes a line
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7. Can a banker be too conservative in ex
8. What are the essentials of an ideal

tending credit? Explain .
cred

of credit for its borrowers, it is usually
9. What are the various sources of credit
reluctant to agree absolutely to provide information ?
of these sources do you think
this amount because changing condi are10.theWhich
most valuable ?
tions either in the affairs of the cus
11. Should a loan ever be granted before
tomer or of the bank , may make it in
the applicant's financial statement is scru
expedient, if not impossible , to grant
What element of the credit risk does
the line intended. The purpose of the the12.analysis
of the financial statement give
bank is to insure the line of credit al particular insight
into ?
Finimad2

lowed , but it is not legally bound to do

so. Any line of credit, it may be pre

sumed, is predicated upon the contin
the maintenance of a financial standing

uance of the same managements, and

13. What are the three credit Cs.?
14 . What are the functions of a bank
credit department?
15. Into what main sections is a well
organized credit department divisible ?

16. What particular phases of a credit

as good or better than that which was investigation are covered by the credit in
?
in existence at the time it was estab vestigator
17. When interviewing a trade creditor of
lished.

an applicant, what two questions should nor
mally be asked first by an investigator ?
Why
?
W . H . Kniffin : Practical Work of a Bank,
What is meant by saying that a bank
18
.
Chap. 13. (Essentials in granting credit) .
credit department is a credit " checking "
Langston & Whitney : Banking Practice, bureau ?
Chap. 16 . (Extending credit- work of the
19. Distinguish between the general and
credit department).
agencies.
specialmercantile
L . H . Langston : Practical Bank Opera
20. Of what particular importance to
tion , Chap . 9. ( The credit department of a banks
are the services offered by the mer
large city bank ).
cantile
agencies?
W . H . Kniffin : The Business Man and His
How
should the information in a well
21.
Bank, Chap. 16 , 17, 18. (Credit science, organized credit
folder be classified ?
and the preparation of statements for
22. What is meant by " credit baromet
credit).
rics" ?
23. How would you proceed to determine
SUPPLEMENTARY READING
the net worth of a corporation whose bal
For those who wish to undertake a more ance sheet is submitted as a basis for credit ?
thorough study of the subject:
24 . Outline themajor aspects of analyzing
T . J. Kavanaugh: Bank Credit Methods a statement.
and Practice.
25. What is meant by the current ratio ?
R . F . Prudden : The Bank Credit Investi- How is it applied ?
gator.
26 . What other credit tests are applied to
a statement in addition to the current ratio ?
A . Wall: The Banker's Credit Manual.
How are these applied ?
A . Wall: Analytical Credits.
C . E . Phillips: Bank Credit
27. How would you go about to determine
READING ASSIGNMENT

W . Post: The Four Big Cs.

QUESTIONS
1. Why is the extension of credit the cen
tral problem of banking ?
2. Name all the risks which a bank takes
in lending its deposits.
3. What means should be taken by a bank
to reduce these risks to as near the vanish
ing point as possible?
4. What are the essentials of credit?
5 . Which of these is regarded as the most
important?
6. What is meant by the moral risk ?
Business risk ? Property risk ?

whether a specific piece of commercial

paper submitted to you is safe for invest
ment ?

28. What is meant by line of credit?
29. What is a line of deposit?
30. What factors are considered in fixing a
line of credit ?
31. What is the advantage and cost to a
borrower of receiving a line of credit from
a bank ?
32. Is a bank legally bound to live up to a
line of credit agreed upon ?
33. What is the 20 per cent. rule in rela
tion to borrowings ?
34. What relation usually exists between
the credit and new business departments?

- - - - - - - - - --

TR. STRAUS is a native of Indiana. In 1884, at the
age of 18, he entered the employ of his father,

- -
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- - -

cities of the United States.

- - -

Frederick W . Straus, who conducted a mortgage loan
business in Chicago. Four years later he was admitted to
the firm as partner and in 1898, upon the death of his
father, the name of the organization was changed to that
of S. W . Straus & Co. The business developed rapidly
and in 1910 it occupied the Straus Building at the corner
of Clark and Madison streets, Chicago. Two years later
offices were established in New York and in 1921 the
monumental Straus Building at the corner of Fifth avenue
and Forty -sixth street was occupied. In addition offices
have been established in more than forty of the principal

- -- - - - - - --- - - -

S . W . STRAUS

President S. W . Straus & Co.

Some Bank Credit Problems
THE BAXKERS MAGAZINE has secured the services of a capable bank credit man
to answer the inquiries of readers on current problems of the credit manager.
Questions of general interest to credit men and bankers will be answered and only
the initials of the person asking the question will be used . In case the question is

not one of particular interest to bank credit men as a whole or is one which has been
answered before, a reply will be made by mail.
In order that all questions may be answered intelligently, it is requested that
they be direct and to the point, but that sufficient necessary detail be included to
enable the editor to draw the proper conclusion. Inquiries should be addressed to
the Editor, Bank Credit Problems, THE BANKERS MAGAZINE, 71-73 Murray Street,
New York.- EDITOR.

QUESTION : The writer has before unwilling to advance such large sums to it
he were not reasonably certain that they
him a statement of a lumber company, ifwould
, still he is in the enviable
which shows total assets of approxi positionbenotpaidonly
of knowing the financial
mately $ 2,000 ,000 with total liabilities

condition and profit prospects at all times,

of approximately $ 1,000,000 exclusive but also of controlling the payment of his
of capital stock of $ 1,200,000 , which loan , should reverses overtake the company.

has been impaired by about $ 200,000,

Mr. Blank has an advantage which other
creditors do not share. Suppose the com

occasioned by a profit and loss account

pany's affairs to be approaching a state of

In the liabilities

embarassment or involvement. Mr. Blank

there is an item " Bills payable to Mr.
Blank , of approximately $ 380,000 ”.
"The bank which submitted this state
ment to us, claims that Mr. Blank is an
officer and one of the principal owners

could then order the debt to be paid out of

on the wrong side.

such assets as might be available. In know
ing the trend of the company's business and
its future prospects, he is in the position
of protecting his loan (although he might
not choose to do so ) while the other creditors

of the business; that he is a wealthy

are not.

man and endorses all paper of the com

superior acquaintance with the internal af

Should Mr. Blank take advantage of his
pany. When we received the statement fairs of his business, and of his ability to
the payment of the loan , the current
we had no knowledge that Mr. Blank order
would suddenly be reduced, and the
was endorser on the company 's paper, ratio
security of the remaining general creditors,
So we included the item as a current including the lending bank , would be ma
liability . Even if wehad known that he terially impaired, if not eliminated. This
is doing business under the cor
was an endorser we would have done company
porate form , and consequently in case of
likewise .
creditors would have no re
The bank rediscounting the paper bankruptcy,
course for the payment of their claims be

criticizes us in our attitude, claiming
that they consider it a deferred or slow

yond the remaining assets of the corpora

obligation , in view of the fact that as

tion . Mr. Blank , of course, would be per
sonally liable for such notes as he may have

an endorser, other obligations would
have preference.
Will you kindly let us know whether
you would consider this debt current or

gin over his debts, direct and contingent, it
is not safe to rely solely on his indorsement.
Usually it is impossible to determine the

indorsed ; but unless it can be determined
that his personal assets provide a large mar

slow ? - F . S . H .

exact financial worth of an individual.
There is one way out of this difficulty,

ANSWER : Without a subordination
agreement, the debt of the lumber company
to Mr. Blank must be considered as a cur
rent liability, and we concur in the position

however, and that is through the execution
of a subordination agreement. This instru
ment, in fairly common use among the larger

Mr. Blank is playing banker to his com pany, and while presumably he would be

protect themselves thereby . Mr. Blank could
not order himself paid until the debt to the

banks of New York for just such situations,

make the obligation to Mr. Blank in
you have taken . It is the only sound and would
ferior to that of such creditors as might
safe procedure.
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party or parties in whose favor the subor-

QUESTION :We find that the terms

dination agreement operated, was satisfied. of a bond indenture provide that the
Violation of a subordination agreement
would be tantamount to theft or conversion

mortgage covers not only the realty and

of funds, and therefore a criminal offense.
In the event that the lending bank is

buildings, but also the personal prop
erty , i. e., the current assets. What

protected by a subordination agreement,
which gives it the right to demand repay

protection has a bank that lends to a

ment prior to the satisfaction of Mr. Blank 's corporation with such an issue of bonds
claim , we would allow "bills payable to Mr. outstanding ? -- M . T . L .
Blank " to be regarded as a slow liability,
ANSWER : This is a question that is dif
and to be excluded in computing the cur
ficult to answer categorically. In all cases,
rent ratio .
wherever a corporation has issued mortgage
bonds, a copy of the trust indenture should
QUESTION : A statement which has be
secured and scrutinized , since very often

been submitted to us shows a surplus
account nearly three times that of the
capital stock . This opens up a possible

the mortgage attempts to cover both fixed

and current assets. Some legal experts con
tend that it is almost impossible to tie up
current assets under a mortgage and have
the provisions hold , and so far as known
there have been no conclusive court de

avenue of danger through the possible
dissipation of assets in the form of
extra dividends to the detriment of the cisions on this point. Quick or current
creditors. How can a bank protect it-

assets of necessity are constantly “ turning",

self against this possibility ? - A . G . G .

and the trustee under a mortgage indenture
would find it difficult in actual practice to
carry out the requirements of the trust deed ,

ANSWER : Wherever the surplus and un -

divided profits of a business bear a high
ratio to capital stock there is always the
danger that you mention . Such surplus,
moreover, need not be three times the capi-

i. e., to keep the current assets ear-marked
and intact. Nevertheless, in case of bank
ruptcy or forced liquidation , the trustee

would undoubtedly make every effort to pre

tal stock to present a condition that re - vent the sale of these assets by bringing
quires some form of protection . A situa - them under the lien of the mortgage .
In such a case the bank would seem to
tion where surplus is only 40 or 50 per cent.
no certain protection , and legal assist
of the capital stock , especially wherever the have
assets are in a highly liquid form , probably ance should be sought if this condition is
discovered after a loan has been made. A
demands safeguards.
which makes advances to a corporation
Many bank credit men regard it as fun bank
damental that a concern with a statement whose bonds are secured by an indenture
having a set-up of the character you men - covering current assets runs the risk of
tion , should protect the lending bank by buying into a law suit.
having its principal stockholders indorse or
guarantee its notes. In the event of a dis
QUESTION : In connection with the
sipation of assets through excessive dividend analysis of a mercantile statement, will
disbursements or otherwise to such an extent
as to cause difficulties, the management of you explain to me how to figure the
the concern could very likely prove that the “ Net Worth to Fixed Asset" ratio ?

dissipation had been carried out innocently Should mortgages and reserves against
fixed assets be deducted from the fixed
to creditors, and the courts would not hold assets
in figuring the ratio just as they
the
of
the company responsible. The burden
proof would be upon the creditors to show are deducted in figuring the net worth ?
that the company's management had with

and without a realization of any injustice

drawn assets with the intent to defraud . By
obtaining the indorsements or guarantees of

ANSWER : In order to derive the ratio of

ment providing that no extra dividends or
increased dividends shall be paid during

Otherwise the company would be in the
position of operating entirely on funds pro
vided by creditors. In view of the fact

to fixed assets, the net worth should
the principal stockholders, however, a bank worth
divided by the total fixed assets. The
would be able to follow the funds with be
resulting ratio will indicate the proportion
drawn from the business into the outside of
stockholders' investment in the non
stockholders,
investments of the indorsing
current assets of the company. In any going
and besides have the added security which concern there should be a margin of work
these indorsements might bring. It is also ing capital provided by the stockholders
well to require the execution of an agree above their fixed investment in plant assets.
the term of the loan .
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that in determining the net worth of any sources - the factor and the bank ? concern all real estate mortgages, reserves
for depreciation , and other obligations set W . B . E .
up against fixed assets are deducted from
ANSWER : This brings up the discussion
these assets, it is obvious that in a com of an interesting
type of risk . In the tex
parison of net worth to fixed assets the same tile industry a majority
the mills are
deductions must be made from the fixed factored and this type ofoffinancing
is as
assets as are made from the net worth.
prevalent as it is well established. Before
W . B . E .'s question regarding
QUESTION : In looking over the answering
the advisability of a bank's taking on a
statements of various mercantile con credit risk of this sort, we will discuss
relationship between a factor and its
cerns I frequently see the item of “ Re the
factored mill.
serve for bad debts" set up in the The relationship between these two im
liabilities. Will you kindly tell me if portant elements in the textile industry is
this reserve is against estimated sales briefly that between a combined sales, credit,
and financing organization (the
for the coming fiscal year, i. e., is set collection
factor) and a purely manufacturing organ
up as a reserve for all possible bad ization
(the mill). In financing the mill's
debts during the ensuing year, or is operations
the factor acts primarily as a
simply a reserve for bad debts against banker and as such holds a definite and
the actual receivables showing on the necessary position in the country 's financial
system which a bank is unable to occupy.
statement? - W . B .
The most common way in which this rela
ANSWER : Specific reserves set up on tionship comes about is as follows: A tex
mill is established with (we will assume)
balance sheets generally apply to specific tile
a modern plant, a good product and sound
assets showing on the statements. The “ Re prospective
earning power. Upon comple
serve for bad debts" item is a reserve tion of the plant,
however, it is found that
against actual receivables outstanding on the
mill lacks working capital- its working
the statement. It does not cover all pos
sible losses from bad debts during the com funds are largely tied up in fixed assets.
ing year but simply makes a conservative In order to finance itself during the periods
provision for possible charge-offs against of the purchase and conversion of raw ma
receivables now carried on the company's terial into finished product and the carrying
books. Before setting up the reserve all of accounts receivable until collection , with
the necessity of investing new funds in ad
bad debts should be charged off and the ditional
merchandise, in order to insure con
reserve itself should apply only to those acof production the mill has to obtain
counts which come under the “ doubtful” tinuity
from outside sources. In this in
heading. Reserves are not set up against assistance
dustry
the
period of time from the purchase
good accounts. Occasionally the computa
the raw material to the realization of
tion of the reserve is made on a basis of of
from sales varies from about four to
previous losses compared with sales, i. e., a cashmonths.
Also , the mill does not manu
manufacturer may know that his losses in six
against orders received ; it manu
the past have averaged 14 of 1 per cent. of facture
in anticipation of purchases. All
sales and in computing the reserve he, ap factures
requires working capital and it is here
plies this figure to the actual receivables out this
that the aid of the factor is sought.
standing on statement. However, the con
servative way to figure the reserve is to go

Negotiations between the mill and the fac

each account outstanding on the books tor are instituted and the factor agrees to
make ad
and set aside a sufficient amount to cover cash the mill's sales and perhaps
all possible losses on each . If an account is vances against merchandise, which will serve
quite doubtful of collection a 100 per cent. to supply working capital and enable the
mill to secure the turnover necessary to
reserve should be set up against it .
operate at a profit. Also the factor agrees
to act as selling agent for the mill and
QUESTION : Recently this bank has guarantees
the credit and collection of all
been offered the account on a loaning accounts. A bank ordinarily would not loan

over

basis of a textile mill which is being

a mill along the lines adopted by the factor

factored. As a general proposition do

because themill's assets are to a large extent
represented by plant and it is not a bank 's
function to supply the primary working
capital on which a business operates.
Ordinarily a manufacturing house when ap
plying to a bank for a loan should have

you feel that a bank should go into a
risk of this sort? What is the cus
tomary relationship between a factor
and the company it is financing ? Should

a factored mill ever borrow from two sufficient working capital to carry itself dur
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ing normal periods of the fiscal year, relying
on the bank to supply the additional work ing capital necessary to finance seasonal
peak inventories. The factor, with its trained
selling organization, control of credits and
collections and active touch with the daily
market situation , is able and willing to make

Regarding W . B . E .'s question as to
loaning a factored concern , the answer is
simple - we do not. Ordinarily a bank
should not go into a credit risk of this sort,
for the simple reason that the bank is ad
vancing funds on the company's straight

whether we favor as a general rule a bank 's

loans against merchandise consigned to it,

paper when the factor is very definitely se

where a bank would simply be speculating

cured by a binding lien on the company's

as an untrained outsider on the future buy -

consigned merchandise or on the receiv

ing power of the public.
The relationship between the factor and

ables which have resulted from the sale of
the merchandise. In some cases the factor's

the mill embodies in general the following
points :

lien even extends to raw material not in its
possession. The bank is thus purely in the

1. The factor cashes the entire sales of the
mill and in this way supplies the needed

position of a secondary creditor. If the
bank does consider making a loan of this

working capital on which the mill can con - sort it should have the fullest information
duct business in volume and operate at a from the factor regarding the mill, includ
profit. By " cashing the entire sales of the ing a complete understanding of the agree
mill” is meant that ordinarily the factor ment between the mill and the factor, and
agrees to take on consignment all the fin - the nature and extent of the factor's lien on
ished goods which the mill produces and to the mill's goods and property. Why is it
pay in cash on the 10th of the following necessary for the mill to borrow funds in
month the amount of the previous month 's
sales. In the event that this does not supply
all the working capital needed , the factor

addition to those advanced by the factor
and why does the factor not make the addi
tional advances himself? If the factor is un

may agree to make loans on sales in advance

willing to make these advances why should

during the month or loan the mill against its
unsold merchandise. When loaning against

the bank ? The burden of proof is clearly
with the factor and the mill to show why

merchandise the factor usually loans only

the bank should go into such a risk on an

up to about two thirds of the value of the

unsecured basis. Furthermore, in answer to

merchandise and limits the amount of such

W . B . Er's last question, we feel it is a well

advances to what is considered a conserva

established axiom in banking that a bor

tive figure.
2. As stated above, all goods produced by
the mill are consigned in finished form to the
factor for sale . The sale is made by and in
the name of the factor on a commission
basis, although the name of the mill appears

rower should confine his obligations to one
distinct form of borrowing . Borrowing in
one place on security and in another on an

unsecured basis almost always ends in
trouble the unsecured creditor demands

that he be secured or calls his loan and

on the label of all goods sold , usually as a
department of the factor. The factor ordinarily charges at the rate of 6 per cent.

refuses further credit. Also , borrowing on
both a secured and unsecured basis en
courages overtrading on the part of the

interest for his advances and about 4 per
3. In addition to having complete charge
of the sale of the goods through an exten
sive selling organization , the factor guaran
tees the credit of the accounts and is re
sponsible for their collection.
4 . The factor has a lien on all the goods
or property of the mill in its possession as
a security for money advanced .
From the above it can be seen that by
obtaining the assistance of a factor the
mill relieves itself of all responsibilities for
its product after the time it is actually man
ufactured , i. e., the mill is in no way con
cerned with the problem of distribution and
sale, credit and collection , and finance. Also,
the mill is able to calculate accurately what
the selling price of its product should be in
order to yield a fair profit, since it can in

borrower and is liable to lead to specula
tion - -a serious danger signal in any credit
risk.

cent. commission on sales.

There may of course be some cases in
which a bank 's loan to a factored concern is
justified. If the mill is not borrowing from
its factor at the time it makes a loan from
the bank and does not borrow from the fac
tor during the period of the loan , an en
tirely different aspect is put on the credit
risk . In that event provided the mill's
statement shows up satisfactorily and the
factor has no qualms re. the risk , the bank's
confidence in the credit is increased by the
fact that the mill's collection and credits
are guaranteed . It is important, however,

that the bank have a definite understanding
that the mill will not borrow from its factor
during the period of a bank's loan . It might
also be mentioned in connection with this

the usual way determine the cost of man -

discussion that a mill which has ample

ufacture and then has only to add the fixed
interest and commission due the factor in
order to estimate the final cost upon which
to base the selling price.

working capital and is of sufficient size to
organize and maintain sales, credit and col
lection departments of its own has or
dinarily no need for a factor.
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Banking and Commercial Law
Important Decisions of Current Interest Handed Down by State and Federal Courts
Upon Questions of the Law of Banking and Negotiable Instruments

Bank Not Liable in Paying
Checks Drawn by

question of preference under section 60
of the act ( Comp. St. § 9644 ) is in

Bankrupt

The District Court was of opinion
that the bank was so liable , basing its

Citizens Union National Bank v. Johnson ,

volved .

conclusion on the decision of this court
in Toof v . City National Bank , 206
Fed . 250 , 124 C . C . A . 118 . The Dis
PETITION in bankruptcy was trict Court was in error in so construing
filed against one of the deposi- the opinion in that case . The Toof
tors of the Citizens Union Na- Case did not involve the question of
tional Bank. After the filing of the pe- good -faith payments by the bank to
l'nited

States

Appeals 286,

Circuit

Fed .

Court

Rep .

of

527.

ition , but before there had been an ad -

third persons, but only the bank 's right

judication , the bank paid certain checks
drawn by the depositor in the regular

to apply deposits upon its note against
the depositor by way of set- off. We held

course of business. The checks were
paid in good faith and without knowl

( following Bank v. Massey , 192 U . S .
138 , 146, 24 Sup . Ct. 199, 48 L . Ed.

edge on the part of the bank of the in -

380 , and Studley v . Bank . 229 U . S .

stitution of bankruptcy proceedings
against the depositor. It was held that
rupt's trustee in bankruptcy for the

523 , 527 , 33 Sup . Ct. 806 , 57 L . Ed .
1313 ) that the bank had the right of
set-off as to the existing deposit bal
ance when the petition in bankruptcy

amount of the checks.

was filed . We further held that the

the bank was not liable to the bank

right of set -off did not extend to subse
OPINION
quent deposits.
think a conclusion that the bank
Appeal from the District Court of is We
payments made to third
liable
the United States for the Western Dis parties in for
good faith and in ignorance
trict of Kentucky; Walter Evans, judge.
Suit between the Citizens' Union Na of the bankruptcy proceedings is not
founded . Its effect would be that
tional Bank and C . W . Johnson , trustee well
the
bank
could not protect itself against
of the Kentucky Automotive Company,
liability
to
a trustee in bankruptcy sub
bankrupt. From an order requiring sequently appointed
on account of pay
the bank to pay moneys to the trustee,
made in good faith and in the
the bank appeals. Reversed and re ments
regular course of business and in ig
manded .

norance of the bankruptcy proceedings
--except through the impossible course
of keeping itself advised not only daily,
momentarily , of the filing of peti
tion of bankruptcy and actual adjudi but
tions
for adjudication of bankruptcy
cation received deposits from the bank
against
its depositors in any competent
rupt to the credit of the latter's check
PER CURIAM :-- The sole question

presented is whether a bank which be
tween the filing of petition for adjudica

ing account and made payment there

jurisdiction. In our opinion the bank

from to third parties upon depositors'

ruptcy works no such

checks, but without knowledge or notice

broadly speaking, the adjudication when

of the pendency of bankruptcy proceed -

made relates back to the commence

result.

True,

ings, is liable to the trustee in bank - ment of bankruptcy proceedings for the
ruptcy for the payments so made. No

purpose of adjudicating rights and

receiver had been appointed and no

equities generally . Acme Co. v. Beek
511
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man Co., 222 U . S . 300, 32 Sup . Ct. for the accommodation of the defendant
96 , 56 L . Ed. 208 ; Everett v . Judson , indorser. This question was submitted
228 U . S . 474 , 33 Sup. Ct. 568 , 57 L . to the jury and the jury decided that
Ed. 927 , 46 L . R . A . (N . S .) 154 ; Toof

the note was given for the defendant's.

v . Bank , supra. But we think that both
on principle and authority the rule re-

accommodation . Under the provisions
of the Negotiable Instruments Law an

ferred to does not make the banker

indorser for whose accommodation a

liable for good - faith payments to third

note is given , is not entitled to notice

persons made before adjudication upon of dishonor. It was held , therefore,
depositors' checks in the regular course that the bank was entitled to enforc
of business and without knowledge or
notice of bankruptcy. In re Zotti (C .

$. 9744, 2408CiCC.

the note against the indorser notwith
standing the fact that no notice of dis

C . A . 2) 186 Fed. 84, 108 C. C . A . honor had been given.
OPINION
1
.
Ed.
628
;
and
see
Johnson
v.
ColAction
by
the
Park Bank
, in theagainst
hands.
lier, 222 U . S . 538, 32 Sup . Ct. 104 , of Frank M . Jackson
, receiver,

196 , Ann . Cas. 1914A, 240, certiorari
denied , 223 U . S . 718, 32 Sup . Ct. 522,

56 L . Ed. 306 ; In re Perpall (C . C . A .
2 ) 271 Fed . 466 , 468. For its general
bearing, see Frederick v. Fidelity Mutual Life Ins. Co., 256 U . S . 395 , 398 ,

L . Naffah . Judgment for plaintiff , and
defendant appeals. Affirmed.
Roy G . Bostwick and W . D . Stewart
(of Thorp , Bostwick and Stewart ) ,

41 The
Sup .order
Ct. 503,
65 . Ed. 1009.
bothPrichard
of Pittsburgh
, for and
appelant.
Edmund K .
and Trent,
of the District Court is
Trent, all of Pittsburgh , for appellee.
reversed so far as it required the bank
FRAZER , J. - According to stipula -to repay to the trustee in bankruptcy
any sum beyond the moneys received on tion of counsel, placed on record at
deposit by the bank after bankruptcy trial,' the sole question at issue is.
proceedings were begun and which were whether a note for $ 2500 , dated Novem
applied by the bank upon its own note ber 4 , 1917 , payable sixty days after
against the bankrupt, and the record date, to the order of defendant, and
remanded for further proceedings not signed , “ R . Megory," was made for the
inconsistent with this opinion . Appel accommodation of defendant, or given
lant will recover its costs of this court. by the maker to the payee for value.

The court below submitted this ques
tion to the jury, and on verdict for
plaintiff , and from judgment entered

Accommodated Party Not En
titled to Notice of Dishonor
Park Bank v. Naffah, Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania, 119 Atl. Rep. 923.

thereon , defendant appealed .
It is conceded the note was not paid

at maturity and that the plaintiff failed
to give notice of nonpayment to defend
ant as indorser. However, if the note

was for defendant's accommodation , no
The plaintiff bank brought suit
against the defendant as indorser of a

tice to him of dishonor was unnecessary
under section 115 of the Negotiable In

note held by the bank. The note was
signed by one Megory as maker and

struments Act of May 16 , 1901 ( P . L .
209 ; Pa . St. 1920 , § 16106 ) . Plaintiff ' s.

videedele

was payable to the bank's order.
For a defense, the defendant alleged

cashier testified defendant called at the

bank and arranged for and secured a

that no notice of dishonor had been

line of credit not to exceed a specified

given to him and that he was, therefore,

amount, the understanding being that

discharged from liability as indorser. the privilege was extended to him of bor
The evidence was conflicting as to

rowing from the bank from time to time

whether or not the note had been given

funds needed in the building operations
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in which he was at the time engaged, and indorsed by one Hittinger. The in
the notes given to secure his indebted -

dorser , Hittinger, died before the note

ness to be either signed or indorsed by

matured . Atmaturity , the bank caused

him and R . Megory , who defendant ex plained was his father- in -law , and that,

the note to be protested and a notice of
dishonor was sent to the indorser 's last

pursuant to this arrangement, the note
in suit and also other notes were given

place of residence. On the same day ,
the maker of the note gave the bank

On the other hand, defendant denied

a new note due in sixty days.

having either asked for or secured credit

note recited that the original note " with

The new

on the strength of the signature of his indorsers" should stand as collateral.
father-in - law , and further denied the It was held that the words " with
note in suit was given for accommoda- indorsers” amounted to an express
tion, claiming, on the contrary , that R . reservation of recourse against Hit
Megory was a customer to whom he sold tinger as indorser of the original note.
goods and that he received the note in
The extension of time granted to the
question in the ordinary course of busi- maker, therefore, did not discharge
ness in settlement of the amount due. In Hittinger from liability , and his estate
support of his case defendant was priv -

was held liable.

ileged to call as witnesses in his behalf

OPINION

both the father-in -law and customer, but
chose to rely entirely on his own testi

Action by the Federal Trust Com

mony and offered no explanation of the

pany against the Central Trust Com

absence of those who, if his contention

pany, executor of Richard Hittinger,

is correct, would have corroborated his

on a promissory note . Reported from
statements. Under the circumstances. the
superior court, after a trial without
the case was necessarily for the jury, a jury and a finding for defendant.
judgment
Judgment
motion
and the
for
non
for plaintiff .
obstante veredicto was properly refused.
Defendant claimed that its intestate
The judgment is affirmed.
was discharged from his liability as in
dorser by reason of an extension of the
time of payment. The trial judge so
ruled , and reported the case, with the

Indorser of Note not Dis
charged by Extension of
Time Granted to
Maker
Federal Trust Company v. Central Trust
Company , Supreme Judicial Court of

Massachusetts, 138 N . E . Rep . 562.

Ordinarily , where the holder of a note
grants an extension of time to the
maker, the indorsers on the note are
thereby discharged. But the Negotiable Instruments Law provides that
an indorser is not discharged by an ex tension of the time of payment where
the right of recourse against the in dorser is expressly reserved.
This action was brought by a bank ,

stipulation that, if his rulings were cor
rect, judgment was to be entered for
defendant, and otherwise for plaintiff
for $ 3000 and interest.

PIERCE , J.- This action was tried
before a judge of the superior court
without a jury . He found for the de

fendant and reported the case to this
court, with the stipulation :
“ That if my rulings are correct
judgment is to be entered for the de
fendant; otherwise judgment is to be
entered for the plaintiff in the sum of
$ 3000 and interest.”
The report discloses that the action is
by a holder in due course of a promis
sory note against the estate of the in
dorser; that the American Ammonia
Company, the maker, on May 10, 1921,

as a holder of a promissory note for

gave to the plaintiff for consideration

$ 3400 , signed by a corporation as maker

the note in question, dated May 5 , 1921,
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for $ 3400 , indorsed by the decedent,

ceipt of the collateral note, was bound

Hittinger ; that on May 10 , $ 300 was

to grant an extension of time for the

paid thereon ; that the indorser died

payment of the original note until the

June 29, 1921 ; that on July 5 the note maturity of the collateral note. The
was duly protested , and notice thereof effect of the binding agreement for the
duly sent to the indorser's last place of
abode ; that on July 5 the plaintiff re -

extension of time was to discharge the
indorser and his estate , unless the

ceived from the maker a collateral note holder of the note reserved its rights
for $ 3100 , due in sixty days, which against him .
note was several times renewed .
The note of July 5 , and all renewal

General Law , c. 107, § 143, reads:
“ A person secondarily liable on the

notes, stated that the collateral given instrument is discharged : * * * By
with each note was the “ note of the any agreement binding upon the holder
American Ammonia Company for $ 3400 , to
extend the time of payment, or to
dated May 5 , 1921, with indorsements” ; postpone
the holder's right to enforce
that the plaintiff reserved the right to the instrument,
unless made with the
call for additional security, and if such

assent of the party secondarily liable ,
security , approved by the holder, was or
the right of recourse against
not given , the note should become due. suchunless
party
is expressly reserved .”
Shortly stated , it was agreed that the
It
is
found
as a fact that the plaintiff
original note dated May 5 , 1921, " with
did
not
intend
to give up its rights
indorsements " should be held by the against the indorser;
the question for
holder as security for the payment of decision therefore is whether
it succeed
the note of July 5 . The judge found ed in preserving its rights against
the
that the holder did not at any time
indorser by the statement

in the col
intend to give up his rights against the lateral note :
indorser, and that no express exten
That the collateral was the 'note
sion of time was given to the American of "the
American Ammonia Company for
Ammonia Company on the note in suit , $ 3400 , dated May 5 , 1921, with in
except in so far as the acceptance of dorsements.' ”
the collateral note of July 5 may have
affected such an extension , and he ruled
It is plain the words " with indorse
that the effect of this transaction was to ments ” were pure surplusage and added
put the holder into the position that it nothing of value to the collateral, if the
could not enforce either note unless the effect of the receipt of the collateral
maker refused to furnish , at its request, note was to release the indorsement.
additional collateral approved by the Assuming the words were not vain and
holder ; that the result thereof was to empty and were intended to confer
take from the indorser the right to pay valuable rights, the conclusion is ir
the note at least until additional se

resistible that the holder " expressly re
curity was called for ; and that the served
” its rights against the indorser.
agreement operated as a postponement
It follows that the plaintiff's right
of the time of payment.

The circumstances not being in dis
pute, the judge properly ruled upon
the conclusion of fact which followed
therefrom . We think the ruling was
right in so far as it held that the
holder could not proceed against the
maker on either note until the maturity
of the note dated July 5 , 1921. And
we agree that the holder of the original

note and the collateral note , upon re-

against the indorser wasnot lost by the
acceptance of the collateral note. Sohier
v. Loring, 6 Cush . 537 , 544 ; Hutchins
v. Nichols, 10 Cush . 299 ; Kenworthy
v. Sawyer, 125 Mass. 28.
In accordance with the stipulation ,
" judgment is to be entered for the
plaintiff in the sum of $ 3000 and in
terest.”

So ordered .
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the United
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right:Starek
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Cooksey
Meyer,States
Jr., managing
. Mondell.

SIR HERBERT HOLT

President of the Royal Bank of Canada
Sir Herbert, who is one of the Dominion 's leading financiers, as well as one of Canada's
wealthiest
men, is shown above on board ship with Lady Holt, ready to sail on a holiday tour of
Europe.
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Letters to the Editor
The pages of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE are always open to readers, in so far
as limited space permits, for expressions of their opinion on matters of general interest

to bankers. - THE EDITOR .

CONCERNING BANK SALARIES

in the banking fraternity, which is the rea

Editor THE BANKERS Magazine:

son this field is chosen in preference to the

an article of Joseph Tully on the salaries of
bank clerks in the July issue of THE
BANKERS MAGAZINE.
Mr. Tully starts with the assertion that
there seems to be little justification for the
small salaries paid employees in the large
city banks. One wonders why he should
have made a distinction between the large
city banks and the country banks, because

the employee may rise to a commanding

higher cash remuneration in other lines of
I submit these paragraphs in answer to endeavor, is the possibility that some day
position of high remuneration , which pros

pect is not found in a union -controlled body
of men . That such things do happen is
evidenced on every hand and this article is
too short to permit the naming of the
men in this country who are now chairman

of the board or presidents of banks, who

started at the very lowest position in a

either by a strange coincidence or perhaps
by intent of the editors, the same issue of

bank.

the magazine contains an article on bank

and more stable than in many other lines,
but the employee who gets the idea that a
bank is so rich that it can well afford to
pay any salary that the employee thinks he
is worth , is on the wrong track . During
the war the banks did make very large
profits, but so did other lines of business,
and a study of the bank earnings for the
last year shows that a great many institu

salaries in Missouri by Dale Graham in
which he points out that 386 banks in that
state are paying their cashiers and chief
executives an average of $110 per month .
This is considerably less than the average
bookkeeper's salary in the large city banks.
It would, therefore, seem that any discus
sion of bank clerks' salaries should cover
the entire field and not any particular com
munity or class of community.
Mr. Tully proceeds to say that the bank
employee has many advantages over the
workers in other lines, such , for instance,
as being paid for holidays, vacations and
illnesses, but points out that even all these
do not offset the amount over and above the
average bank employee's salary which many
other workers, such as the mechanical

We will grant that in the banking busi
ness the earnings and profits are greater

tions ended the year with less surplus and
profits than at the beginning.
Twenty or thirty years ago an individual
ledger bookkeeper in the city of New York

was receiving $600 or $ 800 a year. Boys
starting in the bank at that time were paid
$4 a week and no allowance for lunches.
Today bookkeepers are paid from $ 1500 to
$ 2500 a year and boys starting in the

bank are paid in the large cities a minimum
workers, receive, and further states that as of
a week , and in many instances they
far as being paid for time off on account of have$ 12their
lunches furnished without charge.
illness, it must be remembered that even
This letter, however, is not intended to be
the mechanic receives his sick benefits from a defense
so much of the salaries paid bank
the union. I do not believe that any fair
minded man will for one moment grant that employees, as it is to present another
the sick benefits from the Union are in any

way commensurate with what the banks are

aspect of the situation . The writer would
like to see every bank employee receive

larger salaries than are now paid and
in the habit of doing for employees whose much
believes that the attitude of bank officials in
this matter is steadily improving. The
We all know of innumerable cases where writer
believes that the crux of the situa
health has broken down in their service.

banks are carrying at full salary employees
whose health has been undermined , perhaps
because of overwork , but often for other
reasons, and it is not unusual to pay full
salary for a year or more, and instances have
been known where up to 50 per cent. of a
senior clerk 's or officer's salary has been paid
for a series of many years.
The bank employee in most instances is
reasonably assured of steady employment,
whereas the mechanic is liable to be laid off
if not from general lack of employment in
dull times, from numerous strikes in times
of general prosperity .

Another great advantage enjoyed by men
516

tion lies in the attitude of the boards of
directors and officials toward their em
ployees, fully as much , if not more, than in
the cash remuneration received. We find
employees worrying not so much about their
salaries as about losing their positions
through mergers or consolidations. We
find them fearing that after long years of

intensive work , some man from another
will be brought into the institution and
promoted ahead of them . We find them
discouraged because what they consider
constructive suggestions are not considered ,

much less followed . We find them hurt be

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
cause important news of their institution
is often learned from gossip on the street
before they are informed by their superiors
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Profit -sharing plans have not been entirely
successful, partly because bank stocks are
so far above their par value that an em

of what is going on. This matter was most ployee can afford to hold but a very small
ably set forth by Alexander Dunbar, vice- proportion of the stock. Welfare plans so
president and cashier of the Bank of Pitts- widely advocated during the war have their
burgh , in his address before the Cleveland objections because savoring so much of
Convention Departmental Conference, from paternalism . I believe that banks should in
sure their employees by group insurance,
which the following is quoted :
because the premium is only about 1 per
The next point to consider is the proper at
titude of officers and department heads toward
subordinates. The other day I ran across this
trip -hammer" sentence - Emerson 's I think it
is : " Treat men as pawns and nine - pins and
you shall suffer as well as they." This line says
all that there is to be said concerning this im

portant phase of a bank ' s personnel. En
thusiasm must be inspired - it cannot be com
Perhaps a hasty word , on a busy morning,
will kill the spark of an ambition which would
otherwise kindle a bonfire of good will for your
Institution . It is unfortunate, but true, that
enthusiasm is a very delicate plant in most
persons. Perhaps it may be misguided, per
haps it may be impractical in some of its of ferings, perhaps it is annoying in its per
sistency ; but the basic fact should be kept in
mind that it will die unless nourished by
patient attention . Courteous pruning, generous
watering by words of encouragement, and pains
taking explanation as to why its offerings are
impractical, will, in nearly all cases, nourish it
into healthy growth . Let me emphasize the
fact that enthusiasm is one of the cardinal
requirements of a successful personnel. Here
is the best definition of it that I have ever
heard : " Enthusiasm is outside evidence of in
side belief" .

manded .

There is nothing more disheartening to an
or group of employees, after put
employee
ting all their enthusiasm in their work , than
to have their plans and enthusiasm squelched
and orders given, the reason for which is

not at all understood by them . It would
seem that a group of loyal employees might
be kept more fully informed of the general
policy of the institution. That proper con sideration of employees and interest in their
individual problems and appreciation of
their constructive suggestions can be made
to count more than large salaries was
proved during the war, when all banks had
inany employees stand by them at salaries
25 to 50 per cent. less than they were of

cent. of the payroll and is so far cheaper
than the employees can get individually ,

and it would be a great relief to all bank
clerks if they could be assured that after
thirty or forty years of faithful service in
an institution they would receive a mod
erate pension. The dread of losing their
positions at fifty or sixty, a grey haired , per
haps somewhat stooped, " experienced bank
clerk ' " is one that hangs over many a man
of thirty - five or forty - five and worries him
far more than the fact that he could use
$ 10 or $ 15 a week more now . As we look
over the field , we find in many institutions
group insurance, we find in some institu
tions pension systems, we find institutions

contributing generously to the American
Institute of Banking and in addition paying

the tuition or part of the tuition of those
clerks who elect to take up the courses.

But whether an institution does all of these

things or none of tl:em , they can effect a
wonderful improvement in the whole situa
tion if they will take their clerks into part

nership in the management of their institu
tion
, not in a financial but in a human sense.
They must make them feel “ this is our busi
ness; we are working for the success of our
institution because we have a pride in it and
because its success means our success. We
must efface our individual differences of
opinion , must co -operate, be happy with one
another, and get something out of life be
sides receiving our salary and paying it out
to live" . Without that spirit life is but a
grind ; with it all things can be accom
plished.

BANK OFFICIAL.

fered by other institutions. When a bank

officer has employees staying with his insti WHY BANK POSITIONS ARE SOUGHT
tution at less salary than paid elsewhere

because they like the environment, he can be
sure he is on the way to solving the unrest
that is surging through the ranks of white
collar workers. Unfortunately, however, one
officer of a bank rarely has authority to
handle the employees as he wishes and must

Editor Tue BANKERS Magazine:
Joseph Cully, in his article, “ Are Bank
Clerks Underpaid ?" in the July issue of
THE BANKETS MAGAZINE, implies that in

proportion to their responsibilities the com

do as directed by those higher up , who pensation of bank employees in the large

dictate policies but do not come in close city banks is inadequate. If one accepts
contact with the clerks to observe the effect this simple and unqualified statement as
that their policies have on the rank and gospel, to such a one it is a fact, however
file.
specious it may be made to appear upon
The writer has seen both sides of the careful and experienced analysis.
counter ; he has been a junior employee and
in nearly all cases positions in banks and
a senior official and hence cannot be accused trust companies are sought for these

of writing from theory rather than practice. reasons:
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Stability.
Permanence.
Unusual rewards and honors.
Social position .

THE STABILIZED DOLLAR
Editor THE BANKERS MAGAZINE:
May I have space for a few comments on
your recent editorial: “ Professor Fisher's
Stabilized Dollar" ?
At the outset, let me express my satisfac
tion in finding that you believe “ Professor
Fisher's proposals have served a good pur
pose in calling attention to some real defects
in the operation of our monetary and bank
ing system ."
That was my main purpose ! Ifmy remedy
is " open to serious criticism " I hope you ,
or others, will find one which is not. The
National Monetary Association of bankers

Employees in the large city banks get
just these very things in addition to incidental benefits and pleasures which come
through the proper functioning of various
employees' club activities which embrace
educational opportunities with tuition paid ;
thrift deposits which bear very liberal rates
of interest ; opportunities to purchase stock
of their company on long term easy pay
ments ; various entertainments and outings
during the year. Life insurance usually
equal in amount to the employee's yearly
salary for which the bank pays the pre and economists is now studying my plan

about a dozen others as well. The Iowa
miums, and in most cases a bonus payable in and
Association recently passed a reso
cash in a lump sum at Christmas, should also Bankers
lution favoring the finding of some accept
be mentioned. Employees of most large able
solution .

banks and trust companies receive their
lunches without charge. The services of a
capable physician are usually provided. Cases
of serious illness are taken care of, and in
many instances individuals are sent to hospitals or camps for treatment without cost
to the employee .
It is not implied that numerous business
houses do not pursue many of these prac

tices, but this discussion is touching only
on what the larger financial institutions

actually offer their employees.
A bank employee in a large city bank
has unusual opportunities for contacts with

important and influential people. Such con
tacts frequently lead to close friendships
out of which grow further business opportunities and additional chances for broad ening and extending one's resources. This
plays no small part in the advancement of
clerks and officials.
It should be borne in mind that there are
no limits to the opportunities open to any
clerk of a bank other than the limitations
of his or her own capability, energy,
patience, loyalty and ambition . The discern ing and thoughtful employee soon finds out
that the management is eagerly seeking
competent men and women for advancement
and will diligently prepare himself for
something better, and he will do this first
by perfecting his work in his own department. In one of the very large trust com
panies almost every one of the officers was
at one time a clerk . That fact alone would
account for the popularity of bank posi

tions. There is no shortage of proper bank
ing material in men or women ; they seek
bank positions and know what they are
about when they do so .
R. E. A.

I am not sure that my plan is the best;
but I am sure that it is a good one! After
running the gauntlet of criticisms for ten
years it has not been convicted of any faults
other than those frankly admitted at the
outset.
You are mistaken in thinking, if you do,
that my plan stands or falls with the truth
or falsity of the quantity theory of money.
With most economists I accept the quantity
theory (with reservations) and so , very
naturally, showed ( in the hearings on the
Goldsborough Bill to stabilize the dollar)
how the plan would work out according to
that theory of money. But, according to
the other, or “metallist" theory of money,
the plan would also work , in fact more sim
ply and promptly ; for, by that theory, put
ting more or less gold into the dollar ipso
facto puts more or less value into it.
I quite realize that the gains or losses due
to unstable money are partly offset by op
posite losses or gains. Only the net dif
ference measures the injustice done. But
with shifts of ownership of forty billions of
dollars (as estimated by Prof. W . I. King)
due to unstable money, the net effects must
run into the billions, if not the tens of bil
lions of dollars.
You did trp me up very neatly in pointing
out that the hypothetical servant girl could
buy a gold ring at about the same price as
ever ! But of course the ring, like the serv
ant girl, was supposed to be typical, rather
than literal. Let it be platinum or a dia
mond ring, or better, let it stand for the
girl's purchases in general. Then its price
must go up as the dollar goes down and her
savings are largely swept away by the de
preciation of the dollar.
Yours for a juster standard ,
IRVING FISHER
New Haven , Conn .,
Sept . 6, 1923.

JOHN H . PUELICHER
Retiring president American Bankers Association ;
president Marshall and Ilsley Bank , Milwaukee

Forty -ninth Convention of the American
Bankers Association
N

ANKING and business problems radicalism , Federal Reserve System , the
of national and international im -

coal

strike,

immigration , railroads,

portance were discussed at the agricultural credit, soldier bonus, branch
forty-ninth annual convention of the banking, European situation , etc .
American Bankers Association , held at
Atlantic City, New Jersey, September
24 to 27. These conventions serve not

The attendance at this year's con
vention , while it did not come up to the
total figures of the convention last year

only as an opportunity for a mutual
interchange of ideas on practical bank -

in New York , was the third largest of
any other gathering ever held by the

ing matters, but also to proclaim to the

association .

general public banking opinion on mat-

Among the important addresses of the

ters of national importance . The reso - convention were the following : Address
lutions of the convention , which are of President Puelicher ; " The Economic
printed in full elsewhere, express the Stage and the Bankers Rôle " by
crystalized opinion of the banking Charles E . Mitchell, president of the
world. The resolutions this year covered National City Bank of New York ;
such topics as the gold standard , Gov- “ Seeing Things" by M . A . Traylor,
ernment regulation of business, taxation ,

president First

Trust and Savings
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WALTER HEAD

President American Bankers Association ;
president Omaha National Bank , Cmaha

Bank , Chicago ; “ Across the Atlantic "
by Fred I. Kent, vice-president Bankers

Knox , president Bowery Savings Bank ,
New York ; second vice-president, Oscar

Trust Company, New York ; “ A Rising Wells, president First National Bank ,
or a Setting Sun ?" by Hon . James M . Birmingham . Elwood J . Cox of High
Beck , solicitor-general of the United
States ; “ The Government in Business”

by George E . Roberts , vice-president
National City Bank, New York ; “ The
Problems and Policies of the New York
Stock Exchange” by Seymour L . Crom well, president New York Stock Exchange.
An open forum discussion was held
on the Federal Reserve System , various
merits and defects of the system being
touched upon by representatives of both
country and city banks.
New officers were elected as follows:
President, Walter W . Head , president
Omaha National Bank , Omaha , Nebraska : first vice -president. William F .

Point, North Carolina, was elected
treasurer.
WALTER WILLIAM HEAD

from first vice-president of the Ameri
can Bankers Association to president,

was born in Adrian , Illinois, December
18 , 1877. He is president of the Omaha
National Bank , Omaha, Nebraska.
Mr. Head, who received a normal
school and business college education ,
was for several years a country school
teacher, later being principal of public
schools in DeKalb , Missouri, from 1901
to 1903. In the latter year he gave up a
salary of $ 75 a month and entered bank
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WILLIAM E . KNOX
First vice-president American Bankers Association ;
president Bowery Savings Bank

ing at $ 10 a month. He became cashier he was a major, Omaha battalion , Ne
of the DeKalb State Bank , serving in braska Home Guard , during the war; he
that capacity until 1906 . From 1906 to is a member of the board of di
1908 he was state and national bank rectors of the International Committee,
examiner, and in 1908 hebecame cashier Y . M . C . A . ; and president, Omaha

of the American National Bank of St. council, Boy Scouts of America , and
Joseph , Missouri, remaining there until
1917. In that year he was elected vicepresident of the Omaha National Bank
and became its president in 1920. He is
also president of the Omaha Safe Deposit Company and the Omaha Trust

vice-president of the national organiza
tion . In the American Bankers Asso
ciation he was president of the National
Bank Division , 1919 -20 ; second vice
president of the general organization ,
1921-22, and first vice-president, 1922

Company ; and vice-president of the

23.

American National Bank of St. Joseph

taught a men 's Sunday school class in

For many years Mr. Head has

and of the St. Joseph Life Insurance

the

Company.

Omaha, with from fifty to sixty regular

First

Presbyterian

Church

of

His diversity of interest in civic ac- attendants. It is, with one exception ,
tivity is shown by the fact that he is the largest men 's Bible class in Omaha.
a member of the Nebraska State Capitol
The further diversity of interest of
Commission having in charge the erec- the new head of the American Bankers
tion of the new $ 5 ,000,000 state capitol; Association is also shown by his activi
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OSCAR WELLS
Second vice-president American Bankers Association ;
president First National Bank of Birmingham , Ala .

ties as a practical farmer . He has a
2200 acre farm near St. Joseph , Mis

WILLIAM E . KNOX

one daughter. His home is in Omaha,

Bank as a junior clerk in 1885. He
was elected secretary of that bank in

the elevation of Mr. Head to
souri, that he personally directs, and the theWith
presidency
of the American Bankers
technicalmethods pursued under his su Association, William
E . Knox advances
pervision are credited with remarkable from second vice-president
to first vice
results. He raises as specialties Here president. Mr. Knox is president
of
ford cattle and fine Poland China hogs the Bowery Savings Bank of New York
that are frequently prize winners at City. He was born in Strabane, Ire
the livestock fairs. His practical farm land, October 27, 1862. He came to
ing experience has won him the the United States while young and re
soubriquet of “Granger President of the ceived
his education in the New York
American Bankers Association " , and , it City public schools.
is declared, has particularly fitted him
Mr. Knox began his business career
to aid in bringing about continued im
provement in the relations between agri as an office boy in 1877, being employed
by a publishing firm in New York until
culture and finance.
Mr. Head married Della Thompson 1885. He began his banking experience
of St. Joseph, Missouri, and they have when he entered the Bowery Savings
Nebraska .
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Left to right, Congressman L . T . McFadden , chairman of the House Committee on Banking and
Currency, Washington , and president First National Bank of Canton , Pa., and Rollin P . Grant,
vice- chairman Irving Bank -Columbia Trust Company of New York, pause for a snapshot on
the Boardwalk

1906 , comptroller in 1908 , vice-presi-

when he entered the employ of the Wis

dent in 1920 , and became president in

consin Marine and Fire Insurance Bank .

1922. He has been active in banking

In 1893 he became a discount clerk in

association affairs. He was president the Marshall and Ilsley Bank , being
of the Savings Bank Section of the elected assistant cashier in 1905 and
American Bankers Association 1914 - 15 ; was made cashier in 1906 . He was pro
and vice-chairman of the National Asso - moted to vice-president in 1914 and be
ciation of Mutual Savings Banks 1921- came president in 1920.

22. Mr. Knox is a member of the
Mr. Puelicher occupies an outstand
Union League Club , New York Athletic ing position among the nation 's bankers
Club , Rye Country Club and the Cham - as an aggressive advocate of sound edu
ber of Commerce of the State of New cation in banking, finance and eco
York . Hemarried Miss Robina Watson nomics. In 1902 he founded the Mil
Bartley in 1897 , and they have two waukee chapter of the American In
children . He lives in New Rochelle , stitute of Banking , serving as its vice

New York .

president until 1903, when he became
president, serving until 1904 . He has

JOHN HUEGIN PUELICHER

made education the keynote of his ad

The retiring president of the asso- ministration , pressing a vigorous cam

ciation , John Huegin Puelicher, presi- paign for the inculcation of a better
dent of theMarshall and Ilsley Bank of

understanding of the fundamentals of

Milwaukee, Wisconsin , was born in

business and banking on the part of the

Milwaukee, December 26 , 1869, where general public , chiefly by means of lec
he was educated in the public schools. tures in the schools by bankers. In
His business career began in 1885 1911 he was president of the Milwaukee
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Three ex-presidents of the American Bankers Association, F . O . Watts, Robert F .Maddox and W . A .
Hinsch snapped together on the Boardwalk with Paul Warburg, chairman International Accept
ance Bank , New York . Left to right, F . O .Watts, presidentFirst National Bank in St Louis,
Paul Warburg, Robert F . Mad lox, president Atlanta National Bank, W . A . Hinsch ,
president Fifth Third National Bank of Cincinnati

School Board and is a trustee of Mil-

from which he retired three years later

waukee-Downer College and of Marquette University Medical School. He
is a member of the American Philatelic
Society, Wisconsin State Historical So
ciety and the Milwaukee Art Institute .

to become cashier of the Carthage Na
tional Bank at Carthage, Mo. After
serving in that capacity until 1905 , he
went to Texas and was successively em

Hemarried Matilda Siefert of Milwau
kee in 1892 and they have a son and
daughter. His home is in Milwaukee.

Houston , being vice -president of the

OSCAR WELLS

ployed in banks in Fort Worth and
Union National Bank in the latter city
during 1913- 1914 .
Mr. Wells was appointed governor
and director of the Federal Reserve

Oscar Wells , who was elected second bank at Dallas in October, 1914, but
vice-president of the American Bankers resigned in less than a year to become
Association , was born February 6 , 1875 , president of the First National Bank of
in Platte City , Mo., and was educated Birmingham , Ala. He is a Mason and a
in the public schools of that place and member of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity ,
at Bethany College, Bethany, W . Va. Birmingham Country Club , Roebuck
After leaving college, he went into Golf and Country Club and the Bir
business with his father as assistant mingham Newspaper Club .

He was

cashier of the Wells Banking Company married to Miss Hallie Hurst Jacob of
at Platte City. In 1899, he became Wheeling , Va., in 1900 . His home is

president of the Bank of Edgerton , Mo., in Birmingham , Ala .

Resolutions Adopted by Convention
ESOLUTIONS adopted by the our banks. Loans and discounts of the
American Bankers Association at member banks of the Federal Reserve Sys
tem on June 30, 1923, were $ 1,076 ,328,000
the convention , include a recog less than on November 15, 1920, while the
nition of the transition from boom con - bills payable and rediscounts of the same

ditions to those of prosperity, termed banks amounted to less than 34 per cent of

by the resolutions committee
in the " the
field out
of

the 1920 figure. During this period the

combined net demand , time, and Govern
standing achievement in the field of ment
deposits of the member banks in

American business and finance in 1923” ; creased by $ 2,224,223,000 , showing, in view
comment on the menace of unwarranted

of the decline in loans, a large net increase
in actual cash deposits.
We note with satisfaction that although a
tion in business ; a criticism of present greater
activity in production and trade has

Government interference and regula -

methods of taxation ; a warning against
the menace of radicalism ; and comment

on wages, the Federal Reserve System ,
the coal strike, immigration , branch
banking , the railroads, agricultural
credits, the soldier bonus, etc. The text
of the resolutions follows:
The bankers of the United States in con
vention assembled in this the forty -ninth an
nualmeeting of the American Bankers Asso
ciation review their half century of organ
ized effort with reasonable pride and satis
faction as a period marked by constant
progress toward sounder policies and higher

ideals in their important branch of business.
Their united effort is directed toward the
increase of knowledge and understanding in
their chosen field that will make for greater
service on their part and an appreciation
on the part of the public of the facts and

purposes which underlie their activities.
FROM BOOM TO PROSPERITY

The orderly transition from boom condi
F . H . SISSON
tions to those of tempered but sustained
prosperity has been the outstanding achieve
Chairman Public Relations Commission ;
ment in the field of American business and vice-president Guaranty Trust Company, New York
finance in 1923. The volume of business, as
measured by basic production, reached an
unprecedented level in the first half of the been financed by the banks this year than
year. The advance in commodity prices was in 1920, there has been no such pyramiding
rapid, and bank loans were expanding of credit as took place three years ago.
Recognizing the dangers inherent in such a
THE FLOW OF GOLD
situation - for heretofore drastic reactions
have usually marked the ind of similar
The comparative figures of reserve ratio
periods of general expansionbusiness lead must
be interpreted in the light of the enor
ers and bankers co -operated in preserving a mous growth in the gold holdings of the
degree of caution which made possible the country. The extraordinary flow of gold
maintenance of generally rosperous condi into this country during and since the war
tions, uninterrupted by violent readjust
our stocks of gold coin and bullion
ments. In this experience leaders in busi brought
up
to
$
,049,000,000 on July 1, 1923, as
ness and finance have demonstrated their against $41,891,000,000
on July 1, 1914 . Al
capacity for vision and initiative.
though more than $ 3,000,000,000 of the total
gold stocks is held by the Federal Reserve
STRONG POSITION OF BANKS
banks, the Federal Reserve Board has prop
Among the most favorable factors in the erly made it clear that the reserves are not
present situation is the strong position of to be regarded as a basis for proportionate
123
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credit expansion. We believe that the gold
reserves are so large that anything approx
imating their full utilization for credit ex
pansion would involve an inflation which
could hardly fail to end in disaster. More
over, it is apparent that the heavy im
portation of gold was the result of tem
porary and abnormal conditions, and that it

will be impossible to retain all of the present
stock of gold in this country permanently,
even if it were desirable to do so .
On the other hand, there is no occasion
for extraordinary devices for disposing of
the metal. Such a redistribution of the
world's gold holdings as may be called for
by the future course of international trade
and currency readjustments should be left
to the operation of ordinary agencies in in
ternational trade.
GOVERNMENT REGULATION

The present demonstration in this coun
try of the advantages of individual initiative
and self-direction has been made at a time

when the menace of unwarranted extensions
of Governmental interference and regulation
in business is especially pronounced .

In defiance of economic law , groups whose
commodities or services are temporarily de
pressed in relative market values, clamor for
Government action in their behalf, when the
M . A . TRAYLOR
only real relief can come from those eco
Chairman Economic Policy Commission ;
nomic readjustments which lie outside the
president First Trust and Savings Bank, Chicago
sphere of proper Government action.
Despite the interference with the activities
of commodity exchanges, the need for the
THE MENACE OF RADICALISM
orderly exercise of the speculative function
in business persists. Suppression in this
We regard the continued agitation for so
field reacts most harmfully upon the very called nationalization of industries as a
interests which it is intended to benefit.
menace to national welfare. It is linked
The cry for Government purchasing of with the persistent efforts to undermine
wheat or the fixing of its price above the the fundamentals of the American system of

market is another case in point. Obviously,
the corrective for inadequate prices of wheat
is an adjustment of production to demand
which reflects the requirements of consump
tion . Raising the price by Government in
terference would tend to perpetuate the
relative over -supply of the commodity.

Domestic production would be stimulated
by the artificial price. And, unless the
Government promptly takes a loss by mar

keting abroad its purchased stocks, the out
put of other wheat-growing countries would
rise to meet the requirements of importing

government. Government ownership in the
field of industry weakens the economic struc

ture. With a minimum of necessary regula
enterprise must be preserved .
We express again our firm conviction that
the forces and ideas which have developed
our country to its present unsurpassed posi
tion must not be denied or repudiated in
vain pursuit of Utopian dreams.

tion , the bases of freedom for individual

TIIE BURDEN OF TAXATION

Already the multiplicity of Government
countries. In any case, price fixing would activities,
the amazing growth in the
bring no permanent relief, and the immedi number ofwithpublic
employees, has added
ate cost of the experiment would fall upon enormously to the burden
taxation. There
the taxpayers. Moreover, if the Govern are now more than half a of
million
ment is to undertake to raise the price of of the Federal Government alone;employees
and, in

one commodity by such means, producers of cluding employees of state and local govern
innumerable other products might, with ments, the total number on the public pay
rolls is estimated at more than 1,500,000.
money.

The tax burden is enhanced by needless

The National City Bank
Insurance Trust
You can protect your life insurancemoney against
loss or waste and assure the greatest possible bene
fits to your dependents through an Insurance
Trust. In effect, the Insurance Trust takes the
place of a will as to insurance money.

An Insurance Trust can be created
1 - By making your life insurance policies pay
able to TheNational City Bank ofNew York
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which are specified your wishes concerning
the disposal of your insurance money, or

2 - By fulfilling the above provisions, and in ad
dition placing securities in trust - the income

to be applied to the payment of premiums
as they become due.
The National City Bank will accept Insurance ,

Trusts where insurance amounts to $ 10,000 and
upward.
Our booklet “ The Modern Insurance Trust” giving infor
mation about insurance trusts in more detail, will be mailed
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inequalities in its apportionment. The com
plete tax exemption of many billions of dol
lars of public securities is an important

factor in the unequal distribution of the
burden , and the necessary action for the
gradual elimination of this feature of our

fiscal system should be promptly taken .
The rates of sur-taxes on incomes should
be revised downward .

It is evident that

their legitimate evasion is a disturbing ele
ment not only in our tax system , but in the
security markets as well. The rapid increase
in the tax burden is shown by the increase
of the per capita tax since 1914 from $ 22. 95

to $ 79.15 . We call attention to the disas

trous results in previous periods of high
taxation , when public expenditures have run
so far ahead of economic development that

they caused serious reactions and impair
ment of credit. Tax-levying bodies cannot
hamper the legitimate functions of private

business by depriving business of necessary
capital and penalize thrift and enterprise

without in turn destroying values and re

tarding progress.
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

The association calls attention to the spe
sion . It believes that this report embodies
the views of the best friends of the system ,
cial report of its economic policy commis

O UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD ,

FRED N . SHEPHERD
and it expresses the hope that the Federal
Governmentmay adopt the suggestion made Executivemanager American Bankers Association
in this report. We would call special at
tention of all bankers to this report and which are warranted is in the service ren
urge their support of its recommendation . dered, is a truth
too little understood.
The pressure of public opinion should be
THE QUESTION OF WAGES
directed toward the encouragement of the
Business is confronted with the handicap resort to voluntary arbitration in cases

of excessive labor costs of production, re- where direct negotiations between employees
flecting wage scales which have been raised and employers fail to reach an agreement.
out of proportion to general prices or cost The resort to force in the form of strikes
entails needless costs and hardships for the
of living.
The advance in industrial wages since public.
February has been greater than in any like
THE COAL STRIKE

period since 1920. In July, wages in repre
sentative New York State factories, for
The recent strike of the anthracite coal
example, were 118 per cent. above those for miners, which has been settled for the time
July , 1914.
by a further wage concession
mine
The cost of living in July, as measured by workers, has again demonstrated tothethepublic's
the index compiled by the National Indus relative helplessness with the powerful

trial Conference Board, was only 62 per monopoly of organized labor in this indus
cent. above the pre-war level.
try. The people feel a growing resentment
It is to be noted that since the pay of over the prospect of constantly enhancing
other workers - for example, farm wages prices for anthracite imposing a further bur
and the compensation of office employees , den upon the already oppressed consumer,
has not advanced proportionately , the highly and look to the Government for the protec
paid workers in the preferred positions are tion of the public interest which has ap
benefitting at the expense of their fellow parently been to a degree forgotten in the
workers in other lines.
agreement which has been reached in the
Some recognition of this fact by those present controversy . The belief that the
among the favored workers who demand in - mine workers have taken advantage of their
creased pay for less work would be help - strong postion to obtain wage advances that
ful. That the basis of all wage payments are out of alignment with wages in other

A

Statement of
Facilities

The growth of a bank is not only indi
cated by the amount of its resources,
but also by the development of its
facilities.

Resources over 125 million

Commercial Banking, since 1812
Direct Foreign Banking, since 1814
Trust Department, organized 1888
Eight offices in the principal financial,

wholesale, and retail districts of Man
hattan and Brooklyn bring to the service
of out of town banks that close and

constant contact obtainable in no other
way .
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THE BANK OF AMERICA
ESTABLISHED 1812
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industries is strong, and may be expected
this monopoly. The adoption of other kinds
of fuel to an increasing extent is probable.
Meanwhile the public is entitled to receive
from the Government the fullest information
to lead to efforts to escape the exactions of

as to all the facts in regard to the anthracite
situation , covering every phase of production
and distribution. Such a record will afford

a basis for action , which will finally be in
evitable to bring the coal industry in fair
relation with other branches of business.

No settlement that tends away from this
relation can be expected to endure.
IMMIGRATION POLICY
The numerical restrictions upon immigra

tion imposed by the present law, do not
in our opinion represent a satisfactory im

migration policy . Net immigration last year,
265,000, was less than one-fourth that in

1913. Mere restriction of numbers does not
assure the desired result — the selection for
admission of the most fit among the appli
cants. This law - limiting, with certain ex
ceptions, the number of immigrants of each
nationality admissable in any fiscal year to
3 per cent. of the number of the foreign
born of the respective nationalities residing
in this country in 1919 - excluded many who
are clearly fit socially and industrially for
admission and who could make genuine con
tributions to the national welfare. This
emergency measure, adopted during a period
of widespread unemployment and designated

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

WM . G . FITZWILSON
Secretary and assistant treasurer American
Bankers Association

primarily to restrict the number of immi

grants, is not the suitable expression of a
permanent immigration policy. The law
should be liberalized by providing for selec
tion on the basis of quality, the selection to
be made abroad as far as practicable. We
advocate improved methods of examination,
selection , reception and distribution, and re
gard our present haphazard and unfair
system as a violation of international cour
tesy, and an economic and social error.
A PLEA FOR THE RAILROADS

Despite many handicaps, some of them the

results of the dsiturbed conditions during
the war, and of Government operation,
American railroads have been able this year
to meet the requirements of the largest
volume of traffic in their history. Although

a business factor of such vital importance

to our national life that we vigorously op
pose any efforts to injure the credit or
reduce the operating efficiency of our rail
roads in the assumed interest of any class
or section . We are confident that such a
destructive policy, if successful, would not
only react seriously upon the general busi

ness situation, but most painfully upon our
agricultural interests and the various classes

of labor involved in the operation of the
roads.
AGRICULTURAL CREDITS

The criticism of the Federal Reserve Sys
tem as inimical to the interest of the
farmers, and the agitation for an expansion
of its activity in the field of agricultural
credits, still persists. Such an attitude in

the roads have been able this year to earn

dicates a failure to realize that the useful

the estimated fair return in only a brief

ness of the system depends on its ability
to serve impartially the credit needs of all

period in the spring, aggressive efforts are
being made not only to reduce rates, but

sections and industries.

to reduce valuations for rate-making pur

The new machinery of agricultural credit

poses to absurdly low figures. It is in the

adopted last year, though of doubtful value,

interest of the public that the transporta- should be allowed to demonstrate its effec
tiveness, without further tinkering.
that the carriers be permitted earnings adeThe fact that the relative purchasing
quate for the maintenance and development power of farm products as a whole has been
of the systems. Adequate transportation is increasing in recent months is evidence that
tion act should be given a fair trial and
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gradually the prices of these products are
general prices. The index of purchasing

assuming a more nearly normal relation to
power of farm products in July, as compiled

by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
was 72 per cent. of 1913 purchasing power.
This compares with 68 per cent. at the be
ginning of the year and 64 per cent. in

August and September of last year.
Further improvement in the economic
position of the farmers is to be sought in

continued reliance upon the readjustments
of supply to demand, rather than upon
artifically cheap credit or subsidies. This
association through its agricultural commis
sion will continue its endeavors to co -operate

in the farmers' organization, agricultural
colleges, and other bodies to the end that

there may be a sane development of the
farming industry and all of its branches.
SOLDIER BONUS UNJUSTIFIED

The menace of the proposed bonus, or
" adjusted compensation" for ex -service men ,

which was defeated by vote of the President
last year, persists. That proposal would
have added some $4,000,000,000 to the na
tional debt, already heavy. There is no suf
ficient justification for such an added bur
den upon the taxpayers as the bonus would
entail.
This committee renews its former state
ment of its interest in the welfare and com

fort of our disabled soldiers, but sees in an
indiscriminate allotment of money to able
bodied veterans a serious menace to the

HARRIS & EWING
THOS. B . PATON

General counselAmerican Bankers Association
FRAUDULENT SECURITIES

credit of the nation and a tremendous drain

The American Bankers Association re
Generous aid should be readily available to affirms its views so frequently expressed of
every needy soldier, but there seerns to exist the need of stamping out the issue and sale
no justification for the unrestricted grant of fraudulent securities. It urges co
of public funds which is proposed by the operation with the Investment Bankers'
bonus bill which Congress will probably be Association , Better Business Bureaus and

upon an already heavily taxed Treasury .

all other legitimate bodies to attain this
end and protect the public against the
ended. There is today little unemployment machinations of unscrupulous and unprin
in the country and soldiers have been re- cipled individuals and firms.
absorbed in industrial and commercial life,
and surely any need for temporary aid that
BRANCH BANKING
might have existed immediately after the
To the end that ways and means may be
war has long since passed .
urged to pass.

Five years have now elapsed since the war

devised to carry out the spirit of the resolu

tion about branch banking passed by this
association last year, it is recommended to
Institutions receiving savings deposits the executive council of the association
should be under the jurisdiction and super that it authorize the appointment of a com
vision of banking departments with proper mittee with suitable appropriation to safe
uniform rules and regulations. Such de- guard the present unit system of banking,
posits should be invested in securities of
SAVINGS BANK DEPOSITS

unquestionable value and safety. The asso
ciation is emphatically opposed to the ac

STATE DEPARTMENTS

ceptance of savings accounts by business
firms and other establishments that are not
compelled to conform to those rules which
are designed to safeguard savings deposits.

legislation looking toward the standardiza

We desire to express our approval of
tion of state bank departments, to the end
that such departments should be distinct

:mark
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Metropolitan Trust Company.
serve

Own

Safe-keeping of investment securities is an
important function of our service. Closely
adjacent to the markets, we are able to handle

securities and loan accounts most carefully . It
is a type of business with which we are
familiar.

We invite correspondence with bankers and
others who are seeking a connection in New
York . Our forty -two years of experience have
in them much that will be of value to you.
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and independent agencies of state govern
ment, with sufficient authority to enforce
observance of the laws affecting banking
activity, and to control the issuance of new
banking charters.
HOSPITALITY

The outstanding success of this conven
tion was due in a certain measure to many
who have assisted in the working out of its
details, and we desire to express our appre

ciation of the hospitality of our Atlantic
City hosts and of all others who have con
tributed to the comfort of our delegates and
guests.
OBITUARY

Wedesire to express the sincere regrets of
this association for the death of a former
president, Caldwell Hardy, chairman of the
board of the Federal Reserve Bank at Rich

mond, Virginia. As an executive of this
Association, as a banker and as a citizen ,
Mr. Hardy rendered a fullmeasure of serv
ice, for which we desire to express the
appreciation of the many who came in touch
with his life work , and we extend to his
family our sincere condolences.
PRESIDENT PUELICHER

The association takes this occasion to
express its keen appreciation for the energy
displayed by its retiring president in
furthering the interests of the association
and especially the cause of economic educa

tion in the country. Under the progressive
leadership of President Puelicher, a cam
paign has been inaugurated which will carry
to our school children true teachings of
economics, which will do more than anything

else to prevent the spread of radicalism in
this country .
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BANKING

ATLANTIC FOTO SERVICE
John G . Lonsdale, president National Bank of
Commerce in St. Louis, and daughter, Miss
Eileen Lonsdale , on the Boardwalk

has finally begun to curtail our domestic
production as well. It is our firm belief
that if we do not recognize and accept our
responsibilities in connection with the
reparations question which is preventing
our Allies and Germany from coming to an
agreement that will re-establish peaceful
conditions in Europe, that both our foreign

and domestic trade will continue to suffer
seriously. We again urge upon the Admin
istration the advisability of giving an official
standing to our representative upon the
Reparations Commission in order that he

Closely related to the efforts of President may express his opinion with his vote ; and
Puelicher in furthering the work of public further recommend that the debt funding
education of the American Bankers Associa commission immediately enter into negotia
tion , is the work of the American Institute tions with Great Britain and France in con
nection with such part of the reparations
of Banking
We acknowledge the splendid progress question as may be included in the Inter
allied indebtedness in order that the com
made by the American Institute of Banking mission
may be in position to make such
Section, and we recognize the institute as an
essential agency for training and develop recommendations to Congress as it may con
ing the bankers of the future. We pledge sider desirable and to the interest of the
States.
our hearty support to its undertaking and United
In making these recommendations we
our full co -operation in its activities.

would particularly call attention to our
THE EUROPEAN SITUATION

former warnings as to the effect of the

During the past year the effect upon the
United States of the serious conditions
existing in Europe has become more and
more noticeable in our foreign trade and

European difficulties upon the trade of this
country and the fact that events have proved
that our judgment was correct.
A policy of complete isolation from Euro
pean affairs cannot be maintained indefinite
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It is obviously necessary to have such business
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This Company is qualified to meet the require
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and

Trust Companies

requiring

additional facilities in this City.
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month on daily balances
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Left to right, S . G . H . Turner, president Second National Bank, Elmira, N . Y .; Charles L . Schenck,
vice-president Peoples Trust Company of Brooklyn , and Pelton Cannon, vice-president

Merchants National Bank , Poughkeepsie , N , Y ., snapped on the Boardwalk

ly without grave danger to our own in - until a larger degree of international good
terests. The example of Austria , aided in will supplants racial animosities, until a
part by American capital in the rehabilita - higher regard for moral obligations and
tion which is now clearly in progress in human welfare characterize the practices of
that nation , indicated the methods by which men , the many economic problems incident

America may in due course, when the will to the operation of these evil forces will
to establish political, financial and economic

stability and maintain peace has been con
vincingly demonstrated abroad , be a power
ful influence in the betterment of conditions

in other continental countries.
CONCLUSION

In the midst of the many puzzling eco
nomic problems which the world faces today,
largely resulting from the political differ
ences and ambitions of rival nations, the
conclusion is inevitably forced on the im
partial observer that the primary need of
the world is moral and spiritual regenera 'tion as the essential basis for economic
recovery. Until the nations of the world
are willing to liquidate their hates, they
can make slight progress toward liquidating
their debts . l'ntil the dominating forces of
greed and selfishness are mitigated by a
higher regard for the rights of others,

await solution. While the purposes which
dominate the councils of the nations are

political, rather than economic, are selfish
rather than fraternal, are following the
forces of expediency and opportunism
rather than the ends of justice and

righteousness, there can be little hope for
improvement in the existing order. Until
the ideals of human welfare, of a just dis
tribution of earth 's bounties and a righteous
observance of the common good are more
firmly implanted in the minds of men , we
must expect the constant conflict of interest
and its expression in political, social and
economic disorder. To the ends of a better
understanding, not only of the purposes of
business, but of life, that a better order may
be established among men , the bankers of
America dedicate themselves in united effort
to attain and maintain those ideals of civil
ization upon which alone human society can
soundly rest .

A Prosperous Bank
is a Progressive
Influence in any
Community

GARFIELD
NATIONAL BANK
FIFTH AVENUE
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Discussion of the Federal Reserve System
NE of themost conspicuous topics

Congress has amended the Federal Re

Act in ways which appear not to have
of discussion at this year's con serve
improved it. The addition to the Federal
vention was the Federal Reserve Reserve Board of members representing dis

System .

In anticipation of the wide -

tinctive interests sets a dangerous precedent.

spread interest in this subject an open Representation on a body such as the Fed
eral Reserve Board ought to be for the
forum was arranged as a feature of the benefit
the people. Representatives
Thursday general session . At this forum ought toof beallappointed
on account of their
Craig B . Hazlewood, vice-president of
the Union Trust Company of Chicago ,
expressed the attitude of the city banks,
while George H . Bell , cashier of the

Planters Bank and Trust Company at
Nashville, Arkansas, represented the

country banks' point of view . Other
speakers were allotted five minutes each
to discuss any phase of the subject that
they desired .

A study of this discussion and also of
the various referencesmade to the Fed
eral Reserve System in the .convention

speeches revealed that while there are
numerous complaints as to the adminis
tration of the system , there is practical

ly unanimous appreciation of its value
as a whole and certainly no sentiment

for its abolishment.

Many of the speakers expressed con
cern over the tendency toward political
interference with the system and the in

creasing demand for special considera
tion from certain class interests.

VIEWS OF GEORGE E. ROBERTS
For example, George E . Roberts,
vice -president National City Bank of

New York , referred to the demand that
the Government becomemore intimately
concerned in the management of the

Federal Reserve banks, and said that

even in Europe where the central banks
had been made subservient to Govern
ment policies of inflation , they were
being removed

from

government in

CRAIG B. HAZLEWOOD
Vice-president Union Trust Company, Chicago

qualifications and their technical training.
There can be no objection to a farmer on
the Federal Reserve Board, provided that
the farmer understands the mechanism of
finance and provided also that he will regard
himself not as the advocate of measures
which may prove of benefit to one industry
of our people at the expense of others.

fluence and were going back to private
incidental weaknesses which have
management. He stated that every beenThedeveloped
the administration of the
where it is being recognized that polit Federal ReserveinSystem
can readily be cor
ical agencies cannot be trusted to deal rected . The unfavorable public opinion
which has been drawn down upon the sys
with themonetary system .
tem can be corrected only by an intelligent
PRESIDENT PUELICHER's views
understanding on the part of both the
and the layman of its beneficent and
President Puelicher also referred to banker
stabilizing purposes. If America wishes a
political interference with the system continuance of this financial structure, if
its charter is to be renewed , its fundamental
and said :
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principles must not be perverted and
American public opinion must be brought
to an understanding that this system was
the result of the most painstaking study of
the financial systems of the civilized world ;
to an understanding of the interdependence
of the Federal Reserve System and Ameri
can commercial life; and that unless in
telligently supported , the present Federal
Reserve banks may follow the way of the
First and Second Banks of the United
States.

STAND OF ECONOMIC POLICY COMMISSION

The economic policy commission in a
report approved by the executive coun

cil advocated the consideration of the
following revisions in the operation of
the Federal Reserve System :
1. Amendment of the Federal Reserve Act

forbidding the establishment by any Fed
eral Reserve bank of any branches in foreign
countries under the guise of agencies.
2. Appointment of two members of the
Federal Reserve Board by member banks
of the Federal Reserve System .

3. Provision that members of the board ,
at the expiration of their terms, may be re
appointed by the President without Sen
atorial confirmation .

0. HOWARD WOLFE
Cashier Philadelphia National Bank, Philadelphia ,Pa.

4. Amendment of the Federal Reserve Act
to make the governor of the Federal Re
serve Board the chairman of the board , the balances with the Federal Reserve banks,
Under-Secretary of the Treasury becoming free of uncollected funds and subject to
an ex -officio member, instead of the Secre definite percentage requirements, but avail
able for instant use by draft or wire trans
tary of the Treasury .
5 . Amendment to the Federal Reserve Act fer, represent a truer and more scientific
providing that the major functions of the reserve than we have ever had before.
Comptroller of the Currency shall be trans
Third, through the operation of the collec
ferred to the Federal Reserve Board, with a tion system we have greatly reduced the
view to bringing about a simplification and average time in collecting the average check .
uniform system of examinations and rulings.
duction has been from 3.71 days before the
operation of the Federal Reserve System as
HAZLEWOOD SUMMARIZES MERITS
against 2.59 days at the present time. If

At the forum discussion Mr. Hazle -

this be an average saving for all member

wood summarized the merits of the Fed

banks then the total savings on $600,000,000
of floating checks in process of collection
through the Federal Reserve System would
be in the neighborhood of $ 15,000,000 per
annum . This is a saving on account of the
increased turnover of a bank check and has
nothing to do with the elimination of ex
change charges on checks collected through
the Federal Reserve System . As to that,
the Federal Reserve Act states member
banks may collect checks at par through
the system and, on the other hand, member
banks must remit at par to the system .
This is equitable and sound. The act also
states that checks on non -member banksmay
also be collected through the Federal Re
serve System , if they can be collected at

eral Reserve System as follows:
First, it has given the nation an elastic
currency system which we had been without
for fifty years. That this is so is proved by
the simple statement that never before in
the history of the country did we have a
credit panic anywhere near the magnitude of
that of 1919 and 1920 without, at the same
time, suffering a currency panic.
Second, we concentrated the bank reserves
of the nation in the hands of the system ,
available for loans to member banks, when
ever needed , in any part of the country.
We have reduced our own currency reserves
to till money, and our non -interest bearing

Empire Trust Company
MAIN OFFICE :

EQUITABLE BUILDING
120 BROADWAY
New York

FIFTH AVENUE OFFICE :

580 FIFTH AVENUE, Corner 47th Street

LONDON OFFICE :

41 THREADNEEDLE STREET, E . C .

This Company is the Fiscal Agent of the

State of New York for the sale of
Stock Transfer Tax Stamps
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par, and only so . The Supreme Court of
the United States has said that every non
membe: bank has an unqualified right to

elect whether it will remit at par to the

Federal Reserve banks. This is also equi
table and sound . The attempt that was
made to enforce par collection on non
member banks of this country by bureau
cratic methods was unsound, un -American
and , in my judgment, a blunder which has
cost the loss of much good will toward the
system on the part of city and country men
ber and non -member banks alike. Happily

this has been stopped. Bankers of all
classes can now consider the advantages of
the collection system without prejudice and
on the ground of the saving of time and
labor it can effect for the banking and busi
ness world .
Fourth, the Federal Reserve System has
given the Government a fiscal agency and
a depository of maximum usefulness. The
war loan service of the System was of in

calculable value to the Government.
Fifth, the system has performed the func
tion of a central bank in the mobilization
and direction of bank credit. It is toward
the manner in which these functions were
performed in the panic of 1919 and 1920
that most of the criticism of the system has
been directed . The machinery was new and
undoubtedly was stiff in many of its parts.
The facts were, however, that the system
loaned the banks of the country a total of
$ 2,826 ,000,000 at the peak point and that
these loans were made when needed to the
limit of capacity of the system , and inin many
many

cases without reference to so -called basic
lines of credit.

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD ,

JAMES M . BECK

Solicitor-Generalof theUnited States

tirely eliminate the present conflict of
interests .
VIEWS OF ANDREW J . FRAME

BELL SPEAKS ON PAR CLEARANCE

Andrew J. Frame, chairman of the
George H . Bell in his address, while board of the Waukesha National Bank ,

defending the system as a whole, ex- Waukesha, Wisconsin , spoke as follows
pressed disapproval of the attitude of at the forum :
the Federal Reserve Board toward the Some 8000 national banks had no choice.
subject of par clearance. He stated The command came in 1913, in effect: " Join
that the animosity aroused by the the system or surrender your charters !"
methods of the Federal Reserve banks
to enforce par clearance has done a

great deal to damage the prestige of the
system . He stated that if the system is
to have the universal support of the

The great central banks joined willingly
creased, and most of the small banks, rather
than stand material costs in reorganization
into the state bank system , reluctantly
swallowed the pill.
It is approximately ten years since the
Federal Reserve System became operative.
State banks have been importuned constant
ly and to our mind unstatesmanlike methods
because their profits were materially in

entire banking public , the interests of
both large and small banks and state
and national banks must be served. As
a practicalmeansof bringing this about have been pursued to coerce them to join,
he advocated the appointment of a com - and yet approximately but a small fraction
joined out of the thousands eligible.
mission to be composed of both member have
Why?
and non -member bankers to recommend
The answer seems very simple. I desire
to Congress such measures as would en -

it distinctly understood , that for many
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ITALIAN DISCOUNT
AND TRUST COMPANY
399 BROADWAY NEW YORK
Harlem Office : 2242 First Avenue

Bronx Office: 363 East 149th Street
Directors

Capital and Surplus $ 1,500 ,000

LUIGI BERIZZI
Berizzi Bros. Co.

B

VINCENZO DE LUCA
V . De Luca & Co .

Our Foreign and Domestic
Services

JOSEPH DI GEORGIO

Di Giorgio Fruit Corporation

Accepts drafts for financing

RICHARD EE.. DWIGHT
DWIGHT shipments of merchandise to
Rounds, Schurman & Dwight
RICHARD

and from Italy and the United
HON . JOHN J. FRESCHI

States — and all other parts of
EMANUEL GERLI
E . Gerli & Co.

JOSEPH GERLI

the world .
Domestic and foreign accept

E . Gerll & Co.

ances.
GIOVANNI GIRARDON
Vice - President

HECTOR GRASSI
L . Gandolf & Co.

Commercial and travelers' let
ters of credit available in every
part of the world .

ALESSANDRO OLIVOTTI
A . Olivotti & Co.

LUIGI PODESTA
Natl. Inst. of Exchan
A . PORTFOLIO

A . Portfolio & Company
J. M . POTT3
E . Gerli & Co.

Domestic and foreign bills of
exchange.

Buys and sells exchange on all
countries, specializing in Italian

exchange.

Deposits received, bills dis
counted and loans made on
approved collateral.
Affiliated Banks
ROME - Banca Nazionale di Credito
('apital Paid up Lit . 250,000 ,000

PARIS - Banque Italo - Francaise de Credit
('npital Paid up Frs. 1.5,000 ,000

BANCA NAZIONALE DI CREDITO , ROME
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O ATLANTIC FOTO SERVICE

Left to right, Lucius Teter, president Chicago Trust Company, Mrs. Willard F . Hopkins and Willard

F. Hopkins, secretary Chicago Trust Company, on the Boardwalk
vears I have openly pleaded for some great
central bank or banks, to be sustained at
least by the larger banks of the nation , by
mobilization of a reasonable, but not an un
reasonable, part of their reserves as now
arbitrarily enforced , to the end :
First, that calamitous cash suspension of
banks as in 1873, 1893, and 1907 should not
occur again .
Second, that any central bank should be
our servant and not ourmaster or monopo lizer at any time; that it should provide
measures for relief and not for profit .
No. 1 has accomplished its great mission
as all sound economists expected. It has
done no more than European central banks
without the coercivemeasures here resented .
No. 2 contains germs of dissatisfaction ,
for example : First, as the requirement for
capital (now about $ 109,000 ,000 ) pays 6 per
cent. annually to members, few object.
Second , under compulsion the member
banks have on deposit in Federal Reserve banks (on which no interest is paid )
the enormous sum of say, $ 1,850,000,000 ;
surplus funds (all go to the Govern
ernment under the misnomer of " Fran
chise Tax” ) say, $220,000,000 ; total
without income to member banks, $ 2,070,000,000. This vast sum exceeds all the cash
held by all the banks in the United States
in 1914 by over $400,000,000 . It also exceeds

the total capital stock of all the member
But who contributes these colossal re
serves ?
The New York , Chicago and St. Louis
central reserve banks that held 25 per cent.
of deposits in cash before the Federal Re

banks by hundreds of millions.

serve System was inaugurated , now hold ap
proximately but 2 per cent. of deposits in

cash ; reserves in Federal banks 13 per cent.
of deposits in cash ; and the balance of 10
per cent., or more than $500,000,000, re
leased cash is loaned to the public, thus
giving those banks from $25,000,000 to $ 30,
000,000 increased profits annually. Per
Contra . As the country state banks formerly
held say 4 per cent. of deposits in cash
(6 per cent. in nationals) which cannot con
servatively be materially reduced , it seems
clear that the 12,000 and over eligible state
banks, fairly concluded not to contribute
from income producing sources vast sums
additional, none of which will ever be needed
for relief.
Third , the par collection of checks has
absolutely nothing to do with the true
functions of reserve banks and yet through
compulsion of national and largely through
reluctant consent of state banks, the smaller
banks of the country are mulcted out of
say, $ 100 ,000,000 annually. We do not count
an additional $ 94,000,000 which would doubt

The State Bank
7 Branches in Greater New York
Member of the New York Clearing House Association
Condensed Statement as of the Close of Business ,
September 10 , 1923

Resources
$ 59,773,751.52

Loans and Discounts ...
Public Securities

8,408 ,157.92

Private Securities ...

16 ,860,519.50

Banking Houses
1,430,852.70
Real Estate (Other than Banking Houses)......
170,481.60
11,209,231.53
Cash and Exchanges
Customers' Liability , Account of
Acceptances, etc.

2,284 ,049.99

$ 100, 137,044.76
Liabilities

Capital Stock

$ 2,500,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits ... ..........................

5 ,009 ,477.46
604 ,557.49
89,672,983.50

Reserved for Taxes and Contingencies ...............

Due Depositors......
Acceptances, Letters of Credit, etc. ..

....

2,350,026.31

$ 100,137,044.76

HAROLD C . RICHARD , President
Vice-Presidents
ALBERT I. VOORHIS
JOHN KNEISEL
WILLIAM B . ROTH
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less be remitted at par because the accounts
justified free remittances. If this is a
" tax on commerce" , then post office orders,

express charges, all transportation, all trade,
all industry for reasonable profit is a “ tax
on commerce" .
Is not the true diagnosis of this case

summed up in the righteous decision of 12,000
state banks that they will not consent to an
injustice which robs them of say, $ 100 ,000,

000 annually, all for the benefit of the rich
in the great centers ?

Last but not least : Branch banking.
Do the Federal Reserve banks advocate

branch banking which will, as proved in
other states, “put 30,000 independent banks
out of business” , or do they use their power
to sustain the best banking system the
world ever knew ? A gleam of hope lies in
fifteen applications in California lately re
fused by the Federal Reserve Bank.
The Federal Reserve banks started with
twelve districts. They have added some
twenty -five branches — the last one in Cuba,
Canada and threatened in California and

and if there, why not throughout the isles
of the sea ?. All these compete more and
more with members who furnish the cash .
Judge Cochran , of the United States Dis

trict Court in Kentucky, in a decision on
par collection of checks is quoted as saying
in part that H . A . Magee, traveling repre
sentative of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland, testified : “ In the next five years
there will be no small banks.” As we have

ATLANTIC FOTO SERVICE

Left to right, Richard W . Hill and Clarence R .
Chaney, secretary and president, respectively,
of the American Institute of Banking, out
for a stroll on the Boardwalk

not seen any denial in the press, this state
ment must have given great concern to the

panics. He spoke of the necessity of

independent banks of the nation .

keeping the assets of the system liquid

For these reasons alone, criticism for
As war has ceased, as the Federal Re
serve banks now hold, say $ 3,250,000,000
cash , and should not enter into competition

at all times, so that there would be no
danger of this function being impaired .

refusal to join seems unfair.

Harry M . DeMotte, president of the
Mechanics Bank of Brooklyn , New

with
their own members in any field ; why
should 12,000 banks be coerced into locking

lowing member banks to count cash

York, spoke of the injustice of not al

up hundreds of millions more, while like
sums can be released to the overburdened

their vaults as reserve. He urged an

bank members, and still have ample funds amendment to the law that would
to cope with any emergency ?
obviate this objection .
To our mind gross inequity reigns. We
repeat, we firmly believe in the underlying
0 . HOWARD WOLFE ON COLLECTIONS
proper functioning of the Federal Reserve
banks, and it would be a calamity if through
causes similar to those which destroyed the

0 . Howard Wolfe, cashier of the

old United States Bank, that another

Philadelphia National Bank , Philadel

Andrew Jackson should arise and destroyphia , stated that collections by Federal

the Federal Reserve System .

We say

amend, but do not destroy.

Elliot C . McDougal, president of the
Marine Trust Company of Buffalo ,
New York , stated that themost important function of the Federal Reserve

Reserve banks could not be divorced

from the reserve provisions of the Fed
eral Reserve Act, as unless national
banks could consider balances carried

with other national banks as reserve.
System was its ability to supply good of check collection without making the

currency and thus prevent monetary

they could not go back to the old method

cost prohibitive to country banks. He
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Modern new home of the First National Bank of Jersey City, N . J.

Good Will
IT' S NOT WHAT WE HAVE DONE FOR OUR customers, but it's the way we
have done it, that has secured their good will.

IT'S NOT ATTENDING TO THE ROUTINE banking functions which we're
obliged to perform , but it' s the going out of our way voluntarily to be helpful
to all, that has made people speak well of us.

HELPFULNESS , OR COURTESY IN ACTION , IS not selective in this Bank .
We never hesitate before rendering a service, nor discriminate between
customers — all are valued friends.
WE CORDIALLY INVITE EVERYONE TO USE this service which our
depositors have found so helpful, and which has given to us our biggest asset
— their Good Will.

The First National Bank of Jersey City
Jersey City , N . J.
EDWARD I. EDWARDS, President
ROBERT E . JENNINGS. ... ... Vice - President

HENRY BROWN, JR .. ..
MUNTII | || | || || | IIIIII

.

Cashier
WW

BR. WORTENDYKE Asst. Cashier

JACOB

R . WORTEN DYKE.. . Asst . Cashier

('LIFFORD A . SPOERL............Asst. Cashier
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stated that it was his opinion that the Bank of Maysville , Kentucky, stated
state banks were staying out of the sys- that he believed that the Federal Re
tem , not on account of the check collec - serve System should pay interest on
tion regulations but because under state the balances that member banks are re
supervision they were granted certain

quired to keep with them . He also said

profitable privileges as to reserve requirements which under the Federal Re-

that the city correspondents of country
banks should use their influence with

serve System they would have to forego. the latter in persuading them to join
M . S . Calhoun , vice-president of the

the system .

The. Banker and the Farmer
HE fact that the bankers of the efficient marketing methods by the
country are fully aware of the

farmers.

necessity of studying the farmers'

Carl Williams pointed out that sta

problems was evidenced by the many

tistical records conclusively show that

references to the agricultural situation
made by the different speakers at the

there is a law of relationship between
agriculture and city business . This law

convention .

is that the percentage and volume of

Practically all of the

speakers who had anything to say about city business failures vary annually in
the general business situation , made accordance with the acre value of farm
some reference to the agricultural prob - crops in the preceding year. “ If we
lem . A very able address on co -operative recognize this law ” , said Mr. Williams,
farm marketing was made by Carl " we inevitably conclude that when the
Williamsof the American Cotton Grow - farmer is broke, the business man is
ers Exchange, Oklahoma City, Okla - bent and we know that by virtue of di
homa, as a feature of the session of the rect relationship that the banker will be
State Bank Division and D . H . Otis ,
director of the agricultural commission
of the American Bankers Association

first and most keenly affected ” .
Mr. Williams pointed out that nat
urally the farmer is not happy about his

before the general session of the con

present situation and is seeking to

vention spoke on “ Banker - Farmer Team
Work ” .

evolve remedies. He said that some of
them had naturally turned to politics

Reference was made to the fact that but that while political action , as an
the farmer's position is unfavorable be-

easy method which would place the bur

cause farm commodity prices are out of

den on the Government and relieve the

line with the prices for other commodi

individual, has caught in its coils large

ties which the farmer must buy . One masses of farmers, by far a greater

percentage of farmers are coming to see
speaker stated that he looked to a solu that
there is no political remedy for an
tion of this problem , not by the lower
economic evil ; that the farmers them
ing of the prices of other commodities selves are responsible for their own

to the farm commodity level, but by a destiny and that the reason why they
have failed to become prosperous is be

gradual raising of the level of farm
commodity prices to the general price
level. He thought this could be accomplished by the utilization of more

cause they have failed to recognize the
economic principles of city business in
their own marketing operations.

Member Federal Reserve System
eru

The Bank of United States
Main Office - Fifth Avenue at 32nd Street

NEW YORK

V

Resources $48,000,000.00
OFFICERS
Joseph S. Marcus, President
Bernard K . Marcus,
Vice -president

Henry Meckauer,

Ralph Henderson,

P. F . W . Ahrens,

Vice-president
Assistant Cashier

Acting Cashier

A . H . Planteroth ,

William A . Bliss,

Assistant Cashier

Assistant Cashier

George S. Spinner, Credit Mgr.

The steady and consistent growth of this
bank is evidence of its constant attention
to every detail of banking service.

A

thoroughly organized foreign department
is equipped to handle all classes of foreign

financial transactions.

Accounts of Banks and Bankers
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FARMER LAST TO ADOPT GROUP

PRINCIPLES

Mr. Williams then went on to point

out as follows the value of co-operative

marketing:
Agriculture is the only American indus
try in which both production and marketing
have been individual processes. In every
other line of business it has been long since
learned that combinations of capital and
labor are more economical and more effi
cient than individual efforts in the same
direction. Thus the group principle has
come into action in every type of city busi
ness.
The farmer has assumed that because
production is an individual problem mar
keting must also be, and he has only re
cently learned that the group principle may
be applied to the marketing of farm crops.
just as readily as it is to the marketing
of shoes or steel rails.

For generations he was told that price
is dependent on supply and demand, and
that there is no remedy for low prices ex
cept decreased production. Farmers could
not decrease production without disorganiz
ing their entire farming system , and so they
turned to politics for relief.
Nowadays, however, we have learned that
there are two movable factors in supply
and demand. One is time and the other is
place. The actual price of the product
depends in a large degree on its time of sale

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD
CARL WILLIAMS
President American Cotton Growers Exchange,

Oklahoma City

and also on whether its sale is at the point

principle of merchandising for that of

of production or at the point of consumption .

dumping.

With this fundamental understanding, the
farmer began to see how to solve his own
problem . Out of that new knowledge has
come a movement so great that it has already become the most important develop ment in the agricultural history of this
country, and so far-reaching in its effects
that it touches directly or indirectly the
pocketbooks of the entire nation. It is a
movement which todav engages the attention of one-sixth of the farmers of the
l'nited States and through which more than
one-tenth of all the crops, as measured by
dollar value, are marketed.
More than 90 per cent. of the dried fruits,
75 per cent. of the citrus fruits, 70 per cent.
of the tobacco, 60 per cent. of the nuts, 25
per cent. of the milk and milk products and
20 per cent. of the cotton grown in the
l'nited States are today being marketed by
farmers' co -operative associations of one
standard type, by a standard method , and
for a standard purpose. There are 1,200,000 farmers who belong to these commodity
organizations. They have learned that their
success lies through the substitution of the

The world's consumption of American
crops is approximately in even ratio, month
by month. The monthly usage of cotton,
for example, varies from 7.9 per cent., in
November, to 8.9 per cent. in March, con
sumption of every other month in the year
being between these two figures. Yet 70
per cent. of the cotton crop is dumped by
farmers during the months of September,
October, November and December. About
65 per cent. of the wheat is marketed in
August, September, October and November.
This dumping process floods the market with
an excess supply, and lends its aid to spec
ulative manipulation . It results in a situa
tion wherein every farmer competes with
every other farmer to sell and where, under
the pressure of debts at the bank and the
need of food for the family and feed for
the teams, the necessities of the weakest
make the price for all.
lo individual farmer can remedy this sit
uation. Collectively farmers have learned
that their power to avoid the evils of dump
ing is limitless and that their ability to
merchandise their crops intelligently is just
as great as the ability of any city group to

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

HUTH & CO .
30 Pine Street
New York

STERLING and DOLLAR
COMMERCIAL CREDITS
and

FINANCING IMPORTATIONS
of PRODUCE

. Correspondents of
FREDK . HUTH & CO ., London
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turbed economic conditions, inability of the
consumer to buy and fluctuating rates of

dumping ; which means simply that they exchange have changed this situation in re
control the movement of farm crops so that cent years to the degree that the wholesale
the crops go into the markets of the world merchants and manufacturers of Europe
at such times and in such quantities that are carrying smaller stored stocks and are

they are fully absorbed at prices that are buying from American exporters only as
they themselves receive orders for the raw
and finished produce. In cotton , for in
stance, 65 per cent. of the total exports were
aim is not arbitrary fixation of price on an in pre-war years shipped abroad in the first
artificial basis. The aim is purely to apply five months of the delivery season . Last
to the great industry of agriculture those year less than 40 per cent. of the season 's
principles of business which have been ap - exports were shipped abroad in the same
proved in every other type of manufacturing period.
production and distribution , and which are
This situation, which appears to be more
in universal use in the best and largest or less permanent, has changed the manner
corporations in practically every country. of financing American agricultural exports
fair under given commercial conditions.
This is one fundamental aim of the mod
ern co -operative marketing association . The

HOW BANKERS ARE AFFECTED

Speaking on how the bankers are af

and has thrown on American institutions
and American capital the burden of carry
ing the crop from harvest period until the

time of actual manufacture or consumption .
This burden has fallen primarily on bankers

fected by co -operative marketing , Mr.

and has increased the total requirements of

Williams said :

business institutions engaged in the dis

The fact that the co -operatives borrow
the money which they use in making the

original advance to growers brings them
into the closest possible contact with the
banking fraternity of both city and country.
The cash requirements of the cotton associa
tions alone during the present marketing
year will be more than $ 150 ,000,000 and the

needs of all the commodity co -operatives
will probably be in excess of $ 700 ,000,000.

This money is borrowed chiefly from banks,
and most of it from institutions within their
own home states.

The co -operatives recognize that the
country bank is a permanently necessary
credit institution for the whole community

tribution of export farm products.
The fact that the co -operatives are taking
over a certain percentage of the processes

of distribution heretofore handled by pri
vate concerns, however, effects no change
whatever in the amount of banking credit
to take the place of an old one. The bankers
of America are intensely interested in this
new customer, because their money and a
large share of their total business is involved
in the change of marketing methods.
It was exceedingly natural that in the
early development of commodity marketing,
bankers generally should look on the new
system with suspicion . City bankers were
the first to approve it because they saw an

and their attitude therefore is that they
prefer to deal with the country bank up to

opportunity thereby to raise agriculture to
the prosperous level of industry . Country

bank to so deal. When that resource is

over many years they have heard constant
talk of many types of agricultural reform ,

were the last to approve it because
the limit of the willingness or ability of the bankers
in their personal relationships with farmers
exhausted they go to the city banks in their
home states and for additional needs they
go into the money markets of the world

most of which have borne no result and

financing was done in pre -war years by the
people of the importing countries. Dis-

farmers are insecure borrowers and weak
depositors. It increases the business in

of which have brought actual injury
in the customary manner with paper which tosome
both farmers and bankers.
is generally recognized to be as good or
The actual operations of the co -operative
better than the average of commercial commodity
association, however, have con
paper anywhere.
clusively demonstrated to the bankers of the
The tremendous sums involved in these nation
the system of gradual payments
transactions require no unusual financing to the that
grower stabilizes bank deposits, re
nor do they make unusual demands on bank moves the
load of both deposits and
ing institutions of this country. The prod loans, and peak
puts the bank itself on a fun
ucts of agriculture have always been damentally permanent
basis for doing busi
financed by banks from the beginning of
production labor to the final distribution to ness .
It helps out the farmer on a cash basis
the ultimate consumer. Cotton is financed
and thus alleviates the evils which every
from seed to shirt.
In agricultural products subject to ex banker knows surround the problem of in
port, a considerable percentage of the discriminate production credit. Too many

The Largest and Oldest Com
mercial Bank on the Niagara
Frontier
The Marine Trust Company with its
nineteen branches offers an unusual

collection service to its corespondents.
DEPOSITS
over 100,000,000 of Dollars

CAPITAL, SURPLUS and RESERVES
20,000,000 of Dollars

The

Marine

Trust Company
of Buffalo

WALTER P. COOKE, Chairman of the Board
ELLIOTT C . McDOUGAL, President
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telligence of farmer depositors, thus making
them better bank customers.
It increases the amount of deposits in
banks as a result of increased prices re
ceived for farm products, thus furnishing
the banker with a larger volume of money
on which to base his operations.

In the vast majority of cases it furnishes
the farmer with a better price for a given
amount of produce than he would otherwise
receive and thus creates a better oppor
tunity for payment of agricultural debts.
The co -operatives fully protect the bank
er's interest in the matter of mortgages and
crop liens given for production credit and
other purposes and the banker without
effort on his part thus has a greater assur
ance than ever before that the proceeds of

the crop will be applied to the payment of
the debt.
Finally, the co -operatives actually increase
the volume of commodity trade in propor
tion to their degree of success. This means
more business for all types of city men ,
and increased land values, increased assessed
valuations, decreased mortgage indebted
ness, and a higher level of prosperity for the
whole consuming public.
OTIS U'RGES CLOSER HARMONY

D . H . Otis urged a closer harmony

D . H . OTIS
Director Agricultural Commission American

between bankers and farmers and a
Bankers Association
more serious study of the farmer's
problem by the banks. He stated that ought to be. We cannot solve our economic
the two greatest problems of agricul problems unless we are willing to work.
ture were proper diversification of crops The one-crop farmer is not doing his share
and more efficient marketing methods. of work . He needs to have profitable em

On the importance of the diversification

ployment throughout the year. Loafing on

of crops he stated :
I was surprised not long ago in learning

the farm ought to be taboo. The bankers

in one of our Southern states that there
were 20 per cent. of the farms that did not

produce a single egg, 26 per cent. of the
farms did not raise a single chicken, and 36
per cent. of the farms in that state did not
have a single dairy cow .
In another state that I visited I found
that they were importing every year $ 18,000,000 worth of poultry and eggs. In an other state I found one county where there
were one thousand farms and only seventy
cows on those one thousand farms.
What is the trouble ? Agriculture is sick .
Production is unbalanced. The farmer does
not realize that he is on the downward road
instead of on the upward road .
If we are all to be successful, we must
give greater attention to the subject of
diversified farming.
Now, I realize when you get the farmer
working the year around there may be less
opportunity for automobile riding. There

and other business men are obliged to work
throughout the year. Why should not the
farmer? If he did , he would have less time
to listen to the agitators. The latter only
produces discontent, makes the worker less
efficient and prolongs the time of recovery .
The farmer must work his way out and not
vainly hope that the Government is going to
legislate high prices.
“ Oh but,” you say, “ if you get all these
farmers to work will you not have over
production ?" . This overproduction is exag
gerated . It gives us the wrong viewpoint.
It blinds us to the real issue.
I admit that there are times when certain
crops, under certain climatic and economic
conditions, may be unprofitable, but at the
same time, there are other crops that are
profitable .
At the present time wheat is said to be
selling below the cost of production , but do
you realize that corn is selling higher than
it did a year ago, and as much higher as
wheat is lower ?
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Did you ever go into a livestock section
and find an overproduction of clover or
alfalfa ? We are importing feed and food
products into various sections of our coun

United States National Bank ,
New York City , and the First

try where we ought to be raising them upon

National Bank of Richmond , Va.,

our own farms.

both have this type of clock.
SAYS FARMERS HAVE ADEQUATE CREDIT

The committee on farm finance of the

state bank division in a report of its
activities during the past year referred
as follows to the farm situation :
Credit requirements of the farming in
dustry now seem to be adequately provided
for. At least opportunity should be given

for a thorough test of the recent credit legis
lation passed, before additional proposals
are made. There is a widespread belief
that the farming industry has not suffered
unduly in recent years from a lack of credit
facilities. It is well known that in many
communities just the opposite has been true
and farmers have readily admitted that

credit was too easy to obtain . It seems that
a solution of the ills that beset the industry
of agriculture at present must be sought
elsewhere than in the realm of credit re

quirements. The economic situation in
Europe has undoubtedly had much to do
with throwing out of balance the inevitable
relation between supply and demand, which
has effected the farmer quickly and ad
versely .

When the adjustment to normalcy is
brought about, if ever, relief will be afforded
by the supplying of an outlet for the sur

plus production of the farm . Probably the
most promising avenue of relief for the in
dustry just now is the establishing of co
operative marketing associations, not for
speculative purposes, but for the orderly
marketing of crops and other produce. This
plan has been and is being tried in various
sections of the country with increasing suc

cess. If sanely conceived and wisely ad
ministered in accordance with recognized
economic principles, the plan of co -operative
marketing would speedily enable the farming
industry to becomemaster of its own des
tiny and take its rightful place among other

great industries with the certain assurance
to those engaged in it that they will re
ceive a reasonable profit for their time and
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CLOCKS
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BANKS
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capital expended above the cost of produc
tion .

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO .

HOW ARKANSAS WAS CONVERTED

Clockmakers for 80 Years

During the session of the State Bank

Division , C . S. McCain , vice-president
of the Bankers Trust Company, Little
Rock , Arkansas, recounted an incident
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of co-operative marketing.Mr. McCain thing the matter with it. He has gone
said :

out to see if he can 't get hold of a man
" I will tell you an instance of what to endorse his note so he won't have to

converted us in Arkansas to the cotton
co -operative association .

They were

sell this bale.'
“ I said, go up and get himim .

trying to get up one. Some of us in
“ The fellow came down and I said ,
Little Rock were very lukewarm . We have you tried to sell that cotton all
had talked it over and felt that we overtown ?
should remain neutral and wait for de-

"He said , 'I have been to every buyer

velopments rather than give it our moral on the street in Little Rock today with
and financial support. One afternoon

about four-thirty , the cashier of our

that bale.'

“ I said , what is wrong with it ?

bank came to me and said : “We have a
customer here who owes the bank $50
and he has brought a bale of cotton into

" He said , 'there is not a thing wrong
with it.'
“ Won 't you get me a sample ?

town this morning at eight o 'clock . He

“ He went down and brought it and

has been here all day and the best offer while I am not an expert in grading
he has been able to get on that bale of

cotton , I could see that it was white

cotton is 6 cents a pound'. Cotton at
that timewas not in particular demand,
it was along in July, but cotton was
selling at 8 and 9 cents when you could

cotton , it was ginned properly . I said ,.
we'll go over to one of our customers
and see what he will give you for this
bale of cotton . We went over to see

find a buyer .

him .

“ I said to him , what is the matter

“ I said , Mr. West, here is one of our
customers who has a bale of cotton we
“ He said , 'I don 't think there is any- want you to buy.

with the cotton ?
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“ He took the sample and said, 'what
do you want for it ?'
“ Just an honest price that you can
make some money out of.
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" We told them then that we would
furnish them whatever money they
needed and would make only one re
quirement of them , and that was that

" You know how a buyer takes the they should have a good business admin

cotton and pulls it and judges. He istration and on their first election of
looked up and said , 'I will give you 14 directors , should submit to us the names,
cents a pound for it .

" The man couldn't believe it. Mr.
West said to him , you will have to

so that we could counsel with them .
CALLS ASSOCIATION ABLY RUN

haul it to the compress which is only

“ That association today, and Mr.
Williams
will bear me out in it, has a
“ The man said , 'Hell - I will haul it board of directors
that would be com
anywhere.
petent
to
operate
any large business
" That was the difference between

nine or ten blocks down .'

concern in any state in the United
that man getting $ 30 for his bale of States. There is not a stronger body of
cotton and still owing $ 20 on his note, men certainly in our state and I do not
and getting $ 70 and being able to pay believe in the entire South . They have
his note and have $ 20 left.
made a great success of their associa
" He got $ 70 for his bale of cotton. I tion . They have the confidence of the
saw Mr. West the next day, and I said , banks. Mr. Hecht' s bank has offered
Mr. West , did you do us any particular them a line of $ 1,000 ,000 . Our own

favor in buying that bale of cotton ?
“ He said , I will tell you — I hate to

bank
has loaned them a large amount,
and we believe it is the biggest thing

tell you this -- but that is one of the

that has come to the cotton farmers in

best bales of cotton that I have bought
this year. That was an inch and an

the State of Arkansas.”

eighth strict middling cotton . I have

TRAYLOR ON AGRICULTURE

been trying to fill an order that I have

In an address entitled “Seeing
had for some time of 100 bales of that
Things” , Melvin A . Traylor, president
cotton.
I
completed
it
this
morning,
and I am shipping out that 100 bales of the First Trust and Savings Bank of
of cotton , of which this bale is one, Chicago, had the following to say about
through your bank this afternoon at
32 cents a pound.'

the agricultural situation .
Probably the largest, and certainly the

" I immediately called a meeting of most thoroughly advertised , group which
been “ seeing things" in recent years is
the clearing house , and I said, gentle has
composed of those who have sought and are
men , I am sold on the Co-operative seeking to exploit and capitalize the mis
Marketing Association . Whenever a fortunes of those engaged in agriculture.
farmer can walk into Little Rock and

offer for sale to all the cotton firms in

this town a bale of cotton and not know
what he has, not know the grade and
staple of his cotton , and be offered 6
cents for it and afterwards get 14 , and

That the conditions of this industry are
bad is unhappily true, but that they were
never as serious as pictured and that they

are now greatly improved is equally certain .
Nevertheless, the harm done by the publicity
given to the condition of those engaged in

agriculture is almost immeasurable, and all

us are to some extent responsible , be
the same day have that shipped out of of
cause in some way most of us have con
this town at 32 cents a pound , that is tributed to the farmer's feeling that he is
a question that every banker in Little not so much the victim of the circumstances
Rock and every banker in the State of of his own industry, as of the machinations

Arkansas ought to be interested in , be-

of all elements of business, finance, and

cause we ought to have him getting all Government.
As bankers, we contributed to this feeling
the money he can get from that bale of when we sought to blame our demand upon
cotton .

the farmer for payment on the cruel ac

7 .C.Knight

At Night at the Corn Exchange
a busy force of men in the Transit Depart
ment is working opening letters, forwarding
checks and other items by messenger to New

York or by special mail delivery to other
out-of-town points .

Six nights of every week since 1912 this
force has been at work , gaining a day in the

collection of hundreds of millions of dollars;

saving losses to our customers by the quick
TI

collection of items and by handling much
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of the detail work , affording our day force

sufficient time to attend to the customers'

everyday needs.

There is no hurry and excitement in
handling our business, great as it is, for

by planning ahead the work moves along
with dispatch .

Associate yourself with this wide-awake
bank, the

CORN EXCHANGE NATIONAL BANK
PHILADELPHIA
Chestnut St. at Second
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tivities of the Federal Reserve Bank and
the Federal Reserve Board . Our cowardly
action in failing to tell our farmer friends
the truth , which was that we had loaned
too much money and were hard up and
needed to collect, rather than that we were
being made to do so by some Governmental

agency, is bearing abundant fruit today, and
we have ahead of us a tremendous task to
correct the false impressions for which we
are responsible.

FARMERS WERE MISIN FORMED
The business man and the merchant in the
city and in the small country town contrib
uted his part to the same misinformation
given to the farmer. It evidences a queer
twist of the human mind that permitted
those of us who knew the facts to assist in
the assassination of the most important fac
tor in our financial and coinmercial life.
Naturally, the politician was not slow to

pick up these stories, for which he had such
excellent authority and to which he added
some charges of his own, for which he
had no basis. It is easy to understand how
ne succeeded in inflaming class hatred and
in convincing the farmer that he was the
" goat of the universe" . No wonder he is on
the war path, little wonder he is seeing red,
and equally it is not difficult to understand
why some of us, in part responsible for the
situation , are now seeing things of dire
consequence to come because of his activity.
The real facts as we know , are that the
farmer prospered tremendously in the
period from 1916 to 1920. Like all of
us, also , he had speculated in every way
that it was possible for him to take a
chance . He was imbued by a feeling,
common to the rest of the population , that
the boom would never end. He felt that
the price of products would continually go
up and that there would be a perpetual
shortage of the things that he could produce.
To meet this increasing demand he bought
liberally of tools and equipment and reached
out for yet more land. For this land and
equipment he incurred debts just as his
compatriot, the business man , incurred debts
for building and inventory ; and when the
inevitable slump came and values evaporated
he lost just as the business man , the bankers
and every one else lost. The only difference
was that his losses were promptly adver
tised and magnified to such an extent that
he came to feel that he was the only loser
in the gamble of prosperity.
No one told him of the losses and finan
cial wrecks of business and industry. I
doubt if he has ever been told that during
1920 there were 8881 bankruptcies, with li
abilities aggregating $ 295,121,805 ; in 1921
19,652 bankruptcies, with liabilities aggregating $627,401,883 ; in 1922, 23,676 bank-
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ruptcies with liabilities aggregating $623,
896,251; and for the first seven months of
1923, 10,955 bankruptcies with liabilities
aggregating $ 295,145,256 . On the contrary,
he was repeatedly told that the Govern
ment had neglected him , that he had no
proper credit facilities, that no adequate
provision had been made for his marketing
machinery and that all round he was the
nation's one and only outcast.
Fortunately, during most of this crisis his
principal organizations have been led bymen
of unusual intelligence and sound judgment.
These have faithfully pointed out that his
predicament was not due to a lack of credit
but too much credit of probably not exactly
the proper kind. Just as unfortunately,
however, the sound gospel of these leaders
did not travel with the speed or conviction
of the mouthings of the demagogue, hence
much of the good they might have ac
complished was destroyed and they them
selves in many instances were accused of
selling out to the " interests" , whatever the
" interests" may be. Herein lies one of the
paradoxes of the universe. Falsehood and

error make the headlines, while truth and
fact are lost in the maze of half-point type.
Human nature makes it so. Until the
beauties of truth are as fascinating as the
romance of fiction , honesty will lag in its
race with dishonesty and the political liar
will triumph. The latter is having his day
now , and if he were to become numerous
enough and had the courage to carry out
his threats he would have his day largely
at the farmer's expense. Fortunately, there
will not be enough of him to make a work
ing majority, and at heart he is a moral
coward .

The resolutions passed by the general
convention contained the following par

agraphs on the subject of agricultural
credit .

The criticism of the Federal Reserve Sys
tem as inimical to the interest of the farm
ers, and the agitation for an expansion of its
activity in the field of agricultural credits
still persist. Such an attitude indicates a
failure to realize that the usefulness of the
system depends on its ability to serve im
partially the credit needs of all sections and
industries.
The new machinery of agricultural credit
adopted last year, though of doubtful value,
should be allowed to demonstrate its ef
fectiveness, without further tinkering.
The fact that the relative purchasing
power of large products as a whole has been
increasing in recent months is evidence that
gradually the prices of these products are
assuming a more nearly normal relation to
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PERMANENT RELATIONS
The Girard National Bank has for many

years acted as Philadelphia correspondent
for some of the largest and strongest financial
institutions in the country .

Any of these clients will tell you that the
permanency of their associations with us is

due to the character of theservice we render.
THE

GIRARD NATIONAL BANK
PHILADELPHIA
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general prices.

The index of purchasing
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continued reliance upon the readjustments

power of farm products in July, as compiled of supply to demand, rather than upon ar
by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, tificially cheap credit or subsidies. This
was 72 per cent. of 1913 purchasing power association through its agricultural commis
This compares with 68 per cent. at the sion will continue its endeavors to co -operate
beginning of the year and 64 per cent. in in the farmers' organizations, agricultural
August and September of last year.
colleges, and other bodies to the end that
Further improvement in the economic there may be a sane development of the
position of the farmers is to be sought in farming industry and all of its branches.

President Puelicher on the Value of the
Capitalistic System
to very man ac
TOHN H . PUELICHER, president innate fitness— “ talents,ability
".

to his several
of the American Bankers Associao - cording
Co The capitalistic
has brought to
tion , in his annual address took oc - all the people moresystem
comfort and greater

casion to review some of our national leisure than has any other system thus far

problems. His views on the the capi

talistic system are of particular interest.

tried . Its higher evolution demands that,
with the further development of the ma
chine, there must be given greater considera

He said :

tion to the development of the man . If we
wish
to preserve the good which this system
Only as industry is rewarded by the pos brings to humanity, we must abolish in it
session and use of its accumulations can whatever is bad and detrimental to prog
it be hoped that accumulation or capital ress, to happiness, to liberty . Those men
will be striven for and preserved . Without who have courageously and honestly de
the aid of capital or the accumulations of manded that the evils of the capitalistic
yesterday, each day is a new beginning.
The scientific appliances which have les
sened human labor and which make enlarged
production possible, are the result of yes
terday's effort. Their fruits are felt in
every home.

system be corrected , should command our
admiration and respect.

The mechanical aids to production en couraged under the capitalistic system have
released human energy into a further mul-

EVILS TO BE CORRECTED

There should be no child labor. If it

Machinery has in -

is impossible to restrict it legally , the moral
force of the entire capitalistic system should
child life and child opportunity.
protect
it begins with protecting womanhood and

creasingly overcome the need and the hard -

motherhood , compelled to labor, and is

ship of manual labor, bringing increased
opportunity, increased remuneration , in creased possessions.
The wonderful progress and prosperity
of America are due to the protection of the

intelligent self-interest, intelligent self
preservation .
There should be no seven -day -labor wee's.
“ Six days shalt thou labor and do all thy
work ; but the seventh day is the Sabbath

reward of individual initiative. The reward
of individual initiative is the outstanding
attribute of the capitalistic system . When
Russia substituted Sovietism for individ
ualism , only the generosity of the world
saved her people from starvation .
So that the inspiration of individual re

in it thou shalt not do any work .”
There should be no unduly long hours of

titude of inventions.

ward may remain
people, equality of
maintained ; equality
logical impossibility.

labor, undermining the health of workers,
and even where this is not true, preventing
them from having proper leisure for family

life, for self-improvement, for recreation ,
the heritage of our stood , for the requirements of her citizen
opportunity must be ship . This is all the more necessary because
of capacity is a bio of the monotony imposed by many of our
The first should be modern labor-saving devices.
and, so that America may be better under

provided fully in accordance with each man's

There should be no treacherous business

capabilties ; the latter is a Utopia seeking

cycle with its inflation or deflation , excessive

to wipe out the inequalities imposed by
nature. Man 's greatest opportunity is in his

wages or unemployment, " feast or famine" .
Industry should seek levels which would re

Trust Company Service
THE ensuing months and years will present many
I opportunitiesbutmore obligationsto theprogressive
trust company. Its servicesmust be made as intensely
practical, helpful, and personal as possible. The giving
of dependable counsel must be considered as much a

matter of course as the accurate handling of clerical de
tails. Trust funds must be administered with unusual
discretion . Strenuous coöperation will be a vital factor
in rebuilding foreign markets.
Each of the six major departments of the Old

Colony Trust Company is better prepared today than
ever before to render its particular kind of specialized
service to all who may need it. Complete facilities are
available for every branch of Commercial Banking.
Through its Trust Department this company is un
commonly well prepared to act in every fiduciary capa

city for both corporations and individuals. Its Foreign
Department can be of great value in financing inter
national trade. High standards of serviceability obtain
also in the Bond, Transfer, and Vault Departments.

By reason of the progressive administration of its
policies, its position in the field of banking and its thor
oughly modern equipment, this company is exception
ally well qualified to handle the finances of individuals ,
estates,and corporations.
We shall be glad to send you our booklet:
“ How We Serve Our Clients"

OLD
COLONY Trust COMPANY
52 Temple Place 17 Court Street 222 Boylston Street
BOSTON
INY

Member of the Federal Reserve System
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sult in constant production , avoiding ex cesses which lead to suspension of operation ,
resulting in home-destroying unemployment.
Our Americanization efforts, meagre and

life have been accepted by too many of our
newly adopted citizens without understand
ing. Should future immigration be viewed
from the standpoint of greater material

too long postponed , have left vast multi-

wealth for the already wealthy America, or

tudes of immigrants unfamiliar with Ameri-

should America insist on a quality of citizen

can institutions, American ideals. The ad -

ship that will con - erve the character and in

vantages of American political and economic

tegrity of her institutions?

Bankers Views on Domestic Conditions
T

HE predominant tone of the

opinions of the leading bankers of
the country as expressed at the

convention of the American Bankers
Association was one of confidence in

grains make up to a large extent for the
light crop of wheat and the low prevailing
prices for same.

Live stock is again being produced and
sold at a profit. The farmer who is not
over-capitalized by virtue of having paid
extravagant prices for his land is making
satisfactory progress. The farmer who
bought land at the peak is having difficulty
in making ends meet. The latter class is
in the minority.
Records of the War Finance Corporation

the basic soundness of the present eco
nomic situation , despite the unfortunate
conditions in various rural districts,
where poor crops, resultant unemploy
ment and low prices for their products speak well of the extent of recovery, as in
have brought about a wave of depression most agricultural states its loans have been

to the farming sections. There is, how
ever , a feeling of optimism in those sec
tions hardest hit by the wave ofdepres
sion . The fall yield of crops has en
couraged the farmers, and banks are
loaning money on the belief that better
priceswill be gotten for the output, thus
stablilizing conditions. .
The highest wages in history are
being paid in the cities, where much

materially reduced , if not almost liquidated .

This slow but steady restoration of eco
nomic stability is true to a large degree in
the country as a whole. A close personal
observation indicates that the temporary de

pression of the last few months has served
its purpose ; that the tendency to dangerous
inflation has been properly checked , and
that the next twelve months promise to be a
more prosperous period than we have ex
perienced since 1919 — prosperity built upon
à permanent improvement of agricultural

construction work is under way . There conditions.
is a scarcity of skilled labor and very
little unemployment. Workers are de- J. H . Puelicher, retiring president of
the American Bankers Association ,
positing their earnings in banks and
and president of Marshall & Ilsley
more money is in circulation now than
Bank , Milwaukee, Wis.:
at any period since the war, the city
bankers say .

Bankers from many parts of the

country

expressed

their

views as

The two-sided view given of the country as
expressed by the city bankers than by the
a whole by the greater degree of optimism

country bankers is significant and is an
follows:
accurate reflection of the more rapid im
provement that has occurred in commerce
Walter W . Head , new president of the and
industry than in agriculture. Despite
American Bankers Association , and this unevenness, business in the Middle West
president Omaha National Bank , in general is good. We may hope that it
will continue to improve if sanity continues
Omaha, Neb .:
to control and the rural districts are not

A marked improvement in general farm mislead into believing that the answer for
their problems is to be found in special
twelvemonths. A large corn crop and more legislation instead of in the normal working
than normal yield of miscellaneous small out of economic processes.
conditions has taken place during the past
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Group photograph of delegates and visiting bankers taken on the Boardwalk , Atlantic

•

Charles H . Deppe, new president Save

and credit condition is unusually strong and

agricultural interests while not as pros
ings Bank Division , American Bank perous
be desired , yet will not at
ers Association , and vice-president the closeas ofmight
the crop period be in as bad a

Union Trust Co., Cincinnati:

more definite adjustinents, and until Euro

condition as last year, or as serious as the
wide publicity of complaint and agitation
would lead one to believe. If legislative
bodies, national and state, will avoid the
attempt to enact panacea laws for economic
ills that are in process of curing themselves,
the future outlook for business need cause

pean markets can again absorb our surplus

no alarm .

Business conditions, generally speaking,
are sound, but optimistic caution should be
exercised in practically all lines for some
time to come. Agricultural interests desire
crops, wisdom in planting as well as skill
in selling will aid the situation . Resort to
legislation to stabilize prices will prove in
effective.

Samuel H . Beach , retiring president

Savings Bank Division , American
Bankers Association , and president
Rome Savings Bank , Rome, N . Y .:

Oscar Wells , newly elected second vice
president of the American Bankers
Those who, by reason of the general slow
down noted in the business world during
Association and president First Na ing
the
past
few weeks, have jumped at the con
tional Bank, Birmingham , Ala.:
clusion that a period of depression is close
us, fail to take into consideration the
Aside from whatever handicap there may upon
consuming power of our own people. With

be in the present status of the European
conditions which must be shared by our
section of the country, there is a very en
couraging outlook in this territory. It is
true that there will be a short crop of cotton

and parts of this section will fall below the
average yield of this season, but it is al

together probable that the monetary result
for this portion of the country will be quite
as satisfactory as if the yield had been
greater throughout the South and we had
gotten only a fair proportion of it.

wages at the high level which today pre
vails in this country, each individual earner

is not only a potential buyer but is able
to be and is an actual factor in creating
for our homemarket a demand both steady
and continuous for all of the necessities and
many of the luxuries of life.
D . H . Otis, speaker at the general ses

sions of the convention , and director
agricultural commission, American
Bankers Association , North Lake,

F. O . Watts , former president American
Wis .:
Bankers Association , and president
The business outlook as I see it, from the
First National Bank in St. Louis :
agricultural standpoint, is worthy of our
There does not seem to be anything in
the basic business and financial conditions to

deepest consideration . There is no question
but what transportation facilities, the Eu

cause alarm or pessimism .

ropean markets, together with the insects,

The banking
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plant diseases, and lack of soil fertility,
have a tremendous bearing on the success

or failure of the so -called one-crop farmer.

R . S. Hawes, former president of the
American Bankers Association, and
vice-president First National Bank ,
St. Louis:
From the financial and banking stand

Theodore G . Smith , retiring president
of the Trust Company Division of
the American Bankers Association ,
and vice -president Central Union

Trust Company, New York :
The outstanding aspect of business con
ditions in the United States is the manifest

point the country presents a picture of im

return to a considerable degree of relative
stability after the high unstable equilibrium
of the last seven years. Evidence of what

pressive strength and one full of promising

I mean of " more stable conditions" is fur

possibilities for sound expansion . Agricul

nished by the exceptionally sound banking
tural conditions are not particularly prom situation ; ample funds to meet the require
ising. This is especially true of the wheat ments of business even in the season of
farmer. There is evidence, however, that maximum demand ; business continuing
the total value of agricultural products for steady and the outlook good , with inven
the year will not compare favorably to last tories generally conservative and bank
year, but the entire yield will average better

credit not over extended .

than it has during the past two years.

N . Reynolds, chairman Conti
Waldo Newcomer, retiring president of George
nental and Commercial National
the National Bank Division of the
American Bankers Association , and

Bank , Chicago:

strength of the present situation lies
president National Exchange Bank , in The
the well fortified condition of the banks,
Baltimore :
the satisfactory agricultural yield taken in

The general situation in business is far

the aggregate, record breaking railroad ton
nage, with consequent favorable net earn
ings which enable the railroads to buy freely,
the full employment of the people at high

better than I anticipated it could possibly
be with the European situation continuing
as it is. We hear much of the troubles of
the farmer, but here again the comment ap

wages, and what appears to be a subsidence

plies in a very restrictive way and should ,

of radicalism and the prospect of a return

perhaps, be limited to the farmers of wheat
and perhaps one or two other grains; the
cotton farmer and the tobacco farmer find
little to complain of. It is the writer's

to conservative political opinion and action .

belief that even this “ fly in the ointment”
will be eradicated in due time, and the one
thing to be hoped for is that the coming
Congress will not continue to pass new laws
without limit and will not be dominated
by the radical element.

At the opening of the fall season the busi
ness situation is characterized by an atti
tude of generally increasing confidence. Sub
stantial bases of this hopefulness are evi
dent. The reaction around the mid -year in
commodity and security markets, accom

Charles H . Sabin , chairman Guaranty

Trust Co., New York :
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panied by reduced activity in many lines Oliver C . Fuller, president First Wis
of industrial production , has had a clarifying
consin National Bank , Milwaukee ,
effect. Runaway tendencies which had ap
Wis:
peared earlier have yielded to the influence
of a salutary spirit of discriminating caution
do not see any fundamental reasons
and conservatism in the matter of future whyI business
not continue to be good
commitments, with the result that the for the rest ofshould
this
year
for some time
bases of continued prosperity have been thereafter. Altogether tooandmuch
has been
strengthened.
made of agricultural troubles. The fact
of the matter is that the farmers of the

John G . Lonsdale, president National country, instead of being worse off, have

Bank of Commerce in St. Louis:

Business in the Middle West is on a
sound, conservative basis; in volume less
than May of this year; but greater than
the same period a year ago. There have
been seasonal lapses, as well as price reac
tions, both of which were timely in retarding
a cycle of improvement too rapid to be last
ing. Sentimental emphasis on certain drab
features of raw production seem to have
spent themselves, and there is apparent
everywhere the hopeful determination of all
to dig in sanely toward the mother lode
of prosperity.

been slowly coming out of the woods. The
very moderate amount of credit that agri
culture has needed this year is evidence of

improvement.
M M . F E . Holderness, vice-president First
National Bank in St. Louis :

The most significant factor in the present
business situation is the increasing evidence
that the hesitant tendency of the past few
months is drawing to a close. Autumn de
mand for goods is of such a character that
there is little doubt as to the immediate
future.

Grant McPherrin , president Central J. W . Barton, vice-president Metropoli
tan National Bank , Minneapolis :
State Bank , Des Moines, Ia.:
Iowa has a splendid crop of corn and has
cannot help but feel apprehensive
harvested a large crop of small grain. Good asWe
to
present and future situation .
feeling prevails and everybody appears to be Americanthe business
is suffering from two

optimistic.

M . W . Fitz , president Farmers' Sav

ings Bank , Manson , Ia.:
Our banks are well supplied with money
and are loaning freely for all legitimate
purposes, and there is more feeding this fall
than usual. On the whole, there is nothing
but an optimistic feeling to be cultivated .

causes well realized and both of which are
beyond the power of business men alone to
correct. First, the foreign situation and

secondly, the political rampage on in this
country , which apparently will have to run
its course. Neither of these conditions can
be corrected by legislation. On the con
trary, they would be more quickly adjusted
if a moratorium on all new legislation was
declared.
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ing cost of doing business. Working hours
are too few per week, and not enough ef
ficiency - people have forgotten what hard
The outlook for the country at large is work means. Taxes are likewise getting to
brilliant if the people will practice individ be burdensome— not enough economy in gov
ual thrift and refrain from speculation . ernment. Generally speaking, the country
Looking through the Seattle glasses, condi is safe and sane, business is good, and there
tions are unusually favorable. Seattle is no cause for pessimism . The yields on
building permits, bank clearings, postal re investments are absolutely unprecedented .
ceipts and shipping for the first seven
months of the current year were far in Frank J. Wikoff, president Tradesmens
excess of 1921, and the first seven
National Bank, Oklahoma City :
months of 1922. Both wholesale and retail
trade are good . Bumper crops of grain
Much
upon the character of the
and fruit presage unusual prosperity. The fall — if depends
frost
holds
off, cotton will make a
lumber and fishing industries have an out big crop , and with the
excellent price, much
standing bright outlook .
liquidation will be accomplished ; many
country banks that have been groaning with
the burden of carrying the deflated farmer,
G . O . Walton , president Liberty Na will
get on their feet again . On the whole ,
tional Bank, Washington :
this will probably prove to be not far from
At this time I do not hold the optimistic an average year, agriculturally, before its
views that prevailed at the beginning of the close. The oil industry is in a very bad way.
year. The foreign situation has certainly Immense over-production in California and
not improved and is more chaotic than ever. Texas has demoralized the prices of crude,
No settlement of the great problems now in and before it is restored to average condi
question may be looked for in the early tions, many small independents in the fields
future. During the coming twelve months will be wiped out.
political agitation will prevail and as usual
during this period capital will be employed
with caution . While there is no occasion for I. H . Kempner , president Texas Bank
alarm I am of the opinion that the coming
and Trust Co., Galveston :
year will continue unsettled and that general
prosperity can hardly be expected under the
Pessimism can hardly find much place in
existing conditions.
a view of the outstanding aspects of con
ditions that at present surround the busi
Charles deB. Claiborne, vice-president ness outlook . Export trade may be dis
Whitney -Central National Bank , New located by the unsettled conditions in Eu
rope, but it is doubtful if the price of any
Orleans :
American commodities would be materially
If there is anything disturbing in the enhanced, even if European conditions were
present situation it is the continually mount- suddenly much improved.

Raymond B . Frazier, president Wash

ington Mutual Savings Bank , Seattle :
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in that time has built
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DAL

corporations.
We act as agent, attorney, custodian of property , ex
ecutor, and trustee under will and trust agreements .
We invite individuals and corporations to consult our

officers about personal or corporate trust business.
When you are in Boston we invite you to call at our
offices.
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~ TRUST COMPANY Ś
Charles E. Rogerson, President
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C . L . Brokaw , president Commercial William G . Edens, vice-president Cen
National Bank, Kansas City, Kan .:
tral Trust Co. of Illinois, Chicago :
The business outlook is fairly good. We

Business transactions have fallen off from

have had a poor wheat crop , which is being

the peak in the twelve states in which I

marketed at lower prices than a year ago .
From the most part of the state the corn
crop is poor, but a lot of feed is being
raised , the farmers are paying a great deal
more attention to the cow , the sow and the
hen and are seriously practicing proper

spent considerable time during the season
just closing. This is a summary of the
opinions of bankers, business men and road
builders expressed at bankers' conventions,
highway conferences and civic or commercial
gatherings. Bankers were pleased at the

economies and, we think, are slowly but

progress the farmer is making in paying off

surely improving their condition.

his loans.

Charles E. Mitchell Discusses Some Cur
rent Problemsof Banking Administration
policies and management. But
YHARLES E .MITCHELL, pres dissimilar
it has seemed to us that under sound ad

ident of The National City
, a bank that is taking
Bank, New York , addressed the ministration
reasonable risks in its endeavor to assist
convention on the subject of “ The Eco commercial development, will find that the
increases with the degree of inflation
nomic Stage and the Banker' s Rôle ” . risk
existing and decreases with the degree of
During the course of this address he deflation
How , then , can one de
called attention as follows to certain termine theexisting.
measure of normality , and what
problems of bank administration which yardstick can be applied to determine in
he considered of current importance :
It is a great opportunity that we have
each year in these conventions, of exchang
ing views, of letting each other know some
thing of the problems that we are individ
ually meeting, and how we are answering
them , and if I may be permitted to do so,
I should like to take this opportunity of
telling you some of the things we have been
thinking about lately in our institution .
One of these is the question of reserves

Aation or deflation ? Now , in our institu
tion , we have made an assumption which is
subject to change, for experience may show
it to be very wrong, that conditions are
normal when the member banks of the coun
try are borrowing from or discounting at
the Federal Reserve banks in the amount

of $ 500,000,000,
or below that
of inflation or
then , that the

and that discounting above
deflation. On the theory,
risk of banking varies as

figure reflects a condition

these borrowings increase or decrease, we

against contingencies. The business of com

are establishing a reserve for losses or

mercial banking is, by its very character, a
business of risk . There is scarcely an

contingencies , set aside monthly against cur

operation that we perform in which risk is

average commercial loans and discounts, in

not inherent and continuing , and so long as

creasing our percentage so applied for each

this is so , it cannot be conservative to carry
the operating profits of a month to the
surplus and undivided profits accounts until
some measure be taken of the risk of that
month's business and a reserve directly ap
plied for it. It has been an interesting

study to us to measure that risk and to feel
our way toward obtaining a standard
yardstick for it. Unlike the insurance com
panies, we have no actuarial table to turn
to. The losses sustained by the banking

rent earnings, and based upon the bank 's
unit of $ 100 ,000,000 increase or decrease
above or below the normal figure of mem

ber bank borrowings. Now if it be a sound
principle that the business of commercial
banking involves a risk that will inevitably
be met, I wonder if it is not an opportune
question for the division of the American

Bankers Association having to do with
ties as to whether commercial banks should

taxation to raise with the Federal authori

institutions of the country over a given

be called upon to pay full taxes upon cur

period , even if this information were avail

rent operating profits, or whether it is not
in the interest of conservatism that banks
be allowed to set up current reserves against

able, would serve as no more than an index
because of the differential arising out of

A Leading New England Bank

-

ORIGINAL CHARTER
18 20

COMMONWEALTH -ATLANTIC
NATIONAL BANK
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Invites Your
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CHAS. E . MITCHELL
President National City Bank, New York

current operations, paying their taxes upon
the net figure. It seems to me the Govern ment has in its hands to thus foster a con
servative movement in bank operation .
And, again , in this regard, let me speak
of the item of bank buildings and fixtures,
which item , as shown by the reports of the
Comptroller of the Currency for the year
1922, for all national and state institutions,
runs to the enormous figure of $ 1,079,000 ,
000, an item equivalent to nearly one-sixth
of the combined items of capital, surplus,
and undivided profits. The bank buildings
of the United States represent probably the
highest development in American architec
ture. They are costly structures. But it is
sound that the banks of this country should
be housed in buildings that psychologically
stimulate the feeling of strength and
stability in the minds of the people and
lure thereby into channels of usefulness, currency that might otherwise go into hiding.
The outlay is justified . And yet, is it not
slightly inconsistent that banking institu
tions whose liabilities are quicker than those
of any other division of commerce should
carry with slow depreciation an item of

this character, of such unusual size, and
which is recognized as the slowest of all
assets ? I am wondering whether we should
not all be depreciating our bank buildings
more rapidly and whether our Government
should not perhaps be fostering such a con
servative development by permitting, or,
perhaps even forcing us, through tax regula
tions, to a more rapid depreciation plan
than we are now following.
Another problem to which I personally
feel there may be directed profitable dis
cussion is that of the degree of liquidity
properly to be maintained by our banking
institutions, and how to measure it. Cash,
discountable paper, Government obligations,
and in large measure, deposits with the
Federal Reserve bank , are unquestionably
liquid assets. Brokers' demand loans are
quick , and a percentage, at least, of the
market value of the bond account is quick ,
and, of course, a part, differing in every
institution , of the loans and discounts that
are not eligible for re- discount, are quick .
But to what degree of liquidity should we be
working? I feel that each executive should
carefully analyze the situation of his own

Home

New

of the

Beacon
23

Trust
Company
31 Milk Street

Boston, Mass .
OPENED

in

August,

1923, the lower floors
and basement being OC
cupied by this Company.
Safe

deposit

vaults

and

every modern bank equip
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A RECORD OF PROGRESS :
Surplus and Profits

Deposits

January 1, 1905

$ 400,000.00

$ 164,710.00

$ 1 ,795 ,937.33

January 1, 1911

600 ,000.00

498 ,600.00

9,093,040.59

January 1, 1916

600 ,000 .00
600 ,000 .00

983,844,17

11,847,300.00

1,056 ,500.00
1,940,122. 76

14 ,530,240.00
20,742,685.91

Capital

January 1, 1917

July 1, 1923

1,000 ,000 .00
Officers

CHARLES B .
CL. BILLMAN , Vice -President
ALFRED S. NELSON , Treasurer
R . G . SHAW , Jr., Secretary
JAMES H . TURNBULL, Asst. Secretary

JOPP, President
FRANK B . LAWLER , Vice -President
L . A . HASKELL, Assistant Treasurer
WALLACE H . PRATT, Assistant Treasurer
HENRY H . PIERCE , Assistant Treasurer

EDWARD J. RAMHOFER, Jr., Assistant Treasurer
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institution in this regard , and that we should
be helpful to one another in determining the

His interests should be first and fore
most those of his bank. His thought and

ratios in respect to this important subject
that spell sound banking.
The subject of bank officers' remuneration

of the height of economical administration

his every endeavor would be in the creation
and service to his customers, regardless of

is one that has been of marked interest to

personal interest. His compensation should

me. If the banking profession is to prove
inviting to the best commercial minds of

be through , rather than by virtue of, his
position . And so thinking, we have in our

the country , it must obviously compete in
remuneration with the rewards that come

institution established a plan by which , out
of the balance of current earnings, after

to leaders in other commercial enterprises.
The opportunities of gaining an insight into

establishing reserves covering the risk in
current business, and after allowing for lib

commercial developments and of knowing eral interest on the capital in use, as repre
something of the profitable nature thereof, sented in the items of capital, surplus and
which are inherent in the bank executive's

undivided profits, a percentage is each

up in a management fund for
position , and the possibilities of becoming month set distribution
to those officers who
privately interested financially in profitable periodical
have contributed most effectively to the
enterprises through acquaintance, have bank
and profitable progress,
presented an allurement to men to enter the and 'sfordevelopment
recognition of significant achieve
banking profession. But these very oppor ment. Our plan is in its experimental stage ,
tunities, when exercised , have resulted in but I am confident that while resulting in a
not a few cases in a lowering of the stand direct benefit to the bank executives, it will
ard of the profession , for personal interest
is bound to cloud the judgment of the bank

react in the higher efficiency of the institu
tion and in larger returns to the share

executive.

holders.

Discussion of International Affairs
Convention Passes Resolution Urging United States Participation

Kent Advocates Concellation of Allied Debts
THILE the discussion of inter- make such recommendations to Congress
can Bankers Association con -

interest of the United States” .

The text of the resolution follows:
tions as the Federal Reserve System

During the last year, the effect upon the
United States of the serious condition exist

and the matter of Government inter
ference with internal business affairs,
still Europe drew a substantial share
of the convention's attention .

ing in Europe has become more and more
noticeable in our foreign trade and has

An important resolution was passed

if we do not recognize and accept our re

finally begun to curtail our domestic pro
duction as well. It is our firm belief that

in connection with the repara
by the convention urging the Adminis sponsibilities
tions question , which is preventing our allies
tration to give an official standing to and
from coming to an agreement
America's representative on the Repara that Germany
will re-establish peaceful conditions in

tions Commission “ in order that he may Europe, both our foreign and domestic trade
express his opinion with his vote" .
will continue to suffer seriously.

The resolution further recommended
that the Debt Funding Commission

We again urge upon the Administration
ing to our representative upon the Repara

the advisability of giving an official stand

" immediately enter into negotiations tions Commission in order that he may ex
with Great Britain and France in con - press this opinion with his vote, and further
recommend that the debt funding commis
nection with such part of the repara sion
enter into negotiations with
tions question as may be included in the Greatimmediately
Britain and France in connection with
interallied indebtedness in order that such part
of the reparations question as
the commission may be in position to may be included in the inter-Allied indebt
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edness in order that the commission may

Kent, has given away to real hope, and

be in position to make such recommendations
to Congress as it may consider desirable

America owes a duty to the people who

have so successfully passed through a
and to the interest of the United States.
In making these recommendations we period of suffering and anguish .
would particularly call attention to our
“ The question is” , he continued , “how
former warnings as to the effect of the can the United States enter into this
this
of
trade
the
European difficulties upon

situation without seemingly agreeing
to the principle of debt cancellation
A policy of complete isolation from Euro before it can ascertain wherein its best
pean affairs cannot be maintained indefinite interests lie ? Fortunately, the way is
ly without grave danger to our own
interests. The example of Australia, aided open to us if we have the courage to

country and the fact that events have proved
that our judgment was correct.

art by American capital in the rehabilitation which is now clearly in progress in

accept it” . He said further :

that nation , indicated the methods by which

By an act of Congress a Debt Funding
Commission has been created whose mem
bership, named by the late President Hard
ing, consists of the following men : Secre
taries Hughes, Mellon and Hoover, Senators

America may in due course, when the will
to establish political, financial and economic
stability and maintain peace has been con
vincingly demonstrated abroad, be a power

ful influence in the betterment of other Con
tinental countries.

Reed and Smoot, and Congressmen Theodore
E . Burton, Charles R . Crisp and Richard
Olney. These men are, outstanding Ameri
cans of the highest type, honorable, pa

KENT URGES CANCELLATION

triotic, possessed of great intelligence and
great experience. Between them they have
a knowledge of law , finance and diplomacy
and an understanding of domestic and for

Cancellation of the debts owed to the
United States by her Allies of the eign conditions that undoubtedly could not
agreements
World War,
“provided
are
obtained in return that would re
establish peace in Europe" , and official
American representation on the Allied

Reparations Commission , were advo
cated by Fred I. Kent, vice-president
of the Bankers Trust Company of New
York , in his address, “ Across the At
lantic ", before the general session of
the convention . Congress should em power the American Debt Funding
Commission, appointed by the late
President Harding , to negotiate with
our European debtors and present plans
for cancellation for ratification by the
Senate, he said .
Occupation of the Ruhr by French
troops was justified by Mr. Kent in a

be surpassed by any similar body of men .

This commission , with its extraordinary
ability, integrity and understanding, could
safely be entrusted with any interests which

the people of the United States have at
stake and could be relied upon to give
proper account of their stewardship . Under
the Act creating the Commission , Congress

so limited their powers that they are im
potent to carry out their duties except as

they may make recommendations that may
be accepted by Congress that are outside of
their limitations. The funding of the British
debt to the United States is sufficient evi
dence of this fact.
If this Commission had the power to send
one of its members or a representative or a
sub - committee to Europe to sit in at a con

ference with the British and French to work
out a plan that would enable the repara
tions total to be demanded of Germany to

include only reparations and not inter

Allied debts, a series of agreements un
summary of post-war conditions in Eu doubtedly
could be arranged that would re
rope. Before the occupation of the establish peace
and confidence throughout
Ruhr, he explained , the strain between

Germany and the Allies was constantly

Europe.
The Debt Funding Commission , which is
made up of honorable men who accepted

increasing, and many years of uncer appointments thereon under the restrictions
tainty and stress might have elapsed be which Congress applied, is not in position to

fore the establishment of ultimate peace,

negotiate for cancellation unless it clearly is

whereas the occupation has brought to the public desire that it do so . There is
a head the problem of final settlement no doubt but that it is against the wishes
of the people of the United States to con
of the reparations question .
cancellation of the Allied indebtedness
The despair and desperation which sider
unless by means of such cancellation or at
pervaded all Europe after the first re the same time the causes of militarism in
action following the Armistice, said Mr. Europe and militarism itself shall be abol
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ished and proper fundamental conditions
shall be established that will allow the un
restricted development of trade and com
merce.
If Congress were in session today, it would
be the height of folly for it to demand of
the Debt Funding Commission that it take
up the question of Allied indebtedness and
arrange for its cancellation without con
siderations . On the other hand, if Congress
could give the Debt Funding Commission
full power to negotiate, including power to
arrange for cancellation , provided agree
ments are obtained in return that would re
establish peace in Europe, the Debt Fund

ing Commission would be in a powerful and
perfectly proper trading position and it is

not conceivable that the interests of the
United States would suffer at its hands.
Should such agreements be better de
veloped by means of treaties, the Secretary
of State, who is a member of the Debt

Funding Commission , would be in position
to take over the negotiations at such point
and get them into proper shape for presen

tation to the Senate for confirmation .
As one of the outstanding difficulties in
connection with a possible settlement be
tween France and Germany lies in the
fixation of the amount of reparations,
and as the principal element in preventing

the determination of such an amount that
it is believed Germany can pay without
putting an unfair or too great burden upon

its people lies in the inter-Allied indebted
ness, the entry of the Debt Funding Com

O UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

FRED I. KENT
Vice-president Bankers Trust Company, New York

mission of the United States at the council

table of the Allies, with power to trade the
indebtedness , would undoubtedly be a de
termining factor. This should be done with
out any reference to the League of Nations.
MUST FIND WAY TO ACTION

Commission would be thoroughly justified in

entering into the matter.
As things are today , representatives of the
European nations naturally do not feel war
ranted in suggesting cancellation , as it
would partake more or less of the nature
a repudiation if they did so , and neither
As Congress does not convene until De of
are the members of the Debt Funding Com
cember and cannot, therefore, change its in mission
justified in view of the limitations
structions to the Debt Funding Commission
upon them .
before that time, and as a continuation of placed
whole proposition should be handled
the present situation in Europe over the on The
a
non
basis, which is thoroughly
winter would be courting catastrophe, a way warranted-partisan
in
view
of
the appointment of two
must be found under which immediate action Democrats on the Debt
Funding Commis
can be taken . Such a way undoubtedly is

.
open to the people of the United States, sionShould
the Commission , through entry into
for if they individually and through their the European
negotiations in this matter,
organizations express to their congressmen succeed in bringing
about a prompt and

with sufficient force their belief in the safety
to this country of placing the authority to
negotiate in the hands of the present per
'sonnel of the Debt Funding Commission
even
point of cancellation
inter -Alliedthe indebtedness
, in part ofor the
in
whole , against proper agreements assuring
peace in Europe, and congressmen notify the
leaders in Congress that they would favor
ably consider such recommendation that
Inight be made by the Debt Funding Com mission at the next session of Congress, the

satisfactory settlement, it would not mean
that the United States would be the loser
of the full amount of any indebtedness that
might be cancelled . On the contrary it is
conceivable that during the period it would
take for the indebtedness to be paid, if it
were paid, increased domestic and foreign
trade profits would far exceed the amount
of the cancelled debts.
it is impossible to believe that the spirit
of justice in the people of the United States
is not sufficiently strong and that they are
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not sufficiently generous to recognize this

to the Ruhr occupation and the manner

situation . Money has never stopped them
from going to the aid of any people who

in which it has been carried on ," he

have met catastrophe. The sums which they
have raised have been based on the need of

continued , " is it not a fact that there
was no power other than France which

humanity and there has seemed to be no

would have stepped in and brought to a
head for final settlement the growing

limit as to what they could do if necessity

required. A famine such as took place in
at differences between the Allies and Ger
Russia and the terrible earthquake that
just occurred in Japan left no element of many that were giving the world so

doubt as to the human necessity that had much concern before the occupation ?
arisen.
A situation such as exists in Europe, how

He went on to say:

ever, is very much harder for our people to

Whether future historians will be able
to construe the Ruhr occupation in this
the pages of history is so clearly to sacrifice manner would seem to depend entirely upon
what is necessary to meet the emergency what the French actually demand and ac
of others, that there is not the slightest cept when a settlement finally is reached
doubt but that if they could see the need and whether such settlement is of a nature
of the people of Europe as it really exists that will warrant the French in reducing
for the peace that is being denied them , they their military to a national police, which
would meet this emergency in the way that they state is their desire.
is open to them .
Today France undoubtedly is the strong
comprehend, but their intent as written upon

SAYS FRANCE BROUGHT THINGS TO HEAD

est military power in the world and it is
quite natural that Americans returning from
Europe should be impressed with this fact,

it seems to be felt throughout the Con
Differences between Germany and the astinent.

Allies are holding back the reconstruc
tion of Europe , Mr. Kent said .
Disregarding all questions of dif -

There would seem to be no doubt but that
Poincaire's inflexible attitude in connection
with the passive resistance of the German

ference 578of opinions that may exist as will break such resistance quicker than if
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he showed weaknesses which might lead represented on this Commission by a man
Germany to be hopeful that through delay who can express his conviction with his
she could succeed in obtaining a more fa - vote. The economic and moral force of the
vorable outcome. In view of the powerful United States is so well recognized by the
position which the French hold today and Allies that if our representative had a vote
there would inevitably be a desire on the
the fact that no nation can dislodge them
without going to war themselves, which does part of the representatives of other nations
not seem a probability or a possibility at on the Commission to work in accord with
the moment, the quicker the German people us whenever they could do so legitimately
realize that their greatest interest lies in and we could maintain our position as being
coming to an agreement with France, the correct. We have nothing to fear through
such an association in the nature of en
better it will be for them .
If when Germany surrenders its program tangling alliances, or other dangerous in
of passive resistance, the French demand
the impossible and continue to develop their

ternational complications, and we undoubt
edly would be less involved in difficulties

military power, as is feared in so many than is true at present, where we are obliged
quarters, the world may be a dufficult place to sit on the sidelines and watch develop
in which to live for many years to come, ments without having any choice in their
exactly as might have been true had not the control.
occupation of the Ruhr occurred .
On the other hand, if after Germany sur
PU'ELICHER 'S COMMENT ON EUROPE
renders its passive resistance, the French
are fair and reasonable and it is found pos
At the president's address at the
sible to develop agreements which will result
in the elimination of militarism throughout opening session of the convention John
Europe, a new era of tremendous prosperity I. Puelicher said :
may be in sight.
"While the solution of many of
Until the terms of actual settlement be- Europe's most difficult problems is not
come known, therefore, no one is in position yet apparent, still many of the underly
to judgenotthewarranted
French action
are cer
tainly
now and
in we
calling
hering influences which caused them have
militaristic or a menace to the world's peace. been corrected .
Neither should we anticipate that she may
“ The so oft expressed world humani
justify such an attitude and it would seem tarian interest of America, lately evi
far better for the world to accept France
at her word than to doubt her, and to look denced in her work among Europe's
forward in confidence to her stopping her stricken peoples and again in the quick
military program as soon as a settlement response to Japan 's great need , should
is concluded with Germany.
But until there is such a settlement, the assure Europe, when ready , of Amer
world , and Europe in particular, is doomed ica 's definite, unselfish counsel and co
to stagger under the burden of so many operation . It is certain that progress
uncertainties that life to many millions will
represent only a bare existence.
This leads to the question as to what the
people of the United States can and should

has been made toward a better under
standing with the people of Europe."

do to bring about the return of peace in
Europe. Our duty in this connection is
two- fold — that to ourselves and that to
humanity - and it is the same duty that con
fronts every nation . For instance, it is good
for America to be able to export its surplus

MITCHELL SEES US LESS DEPENDENT
ON EUROPE

production and to do so to the full extent

In his address , “ The Economic Stage
and the Banker's Rôle” , delivered at the
general sessions of the convention ,

of our ability to produce it is necessary that Charles E . Mitchell, president, the Na
the buying power of Europe be restored .
We are thoroughly justified in this coun
try in stating openly that we desire to help
Europe accomplish the restoration of her
buying power so we may sell to her in
greater volume. Our duty to humanity lies
in bringing about this condition as quickly
as possible so there may be as little suffer
ing in the world before the restoration of
trade as the existing situation will allow .
One simple act that would be most help
ful is to take our place upon the Repara
tions Commission officially. We should be

tional City Bank , New York , touching
upon international affairs, said :
In the past five years wehave been grad
ually breaking away from economic de
pendence upon the outside world . Before
the war, we were largely dependent upon
Europe for a market for our agricultural
products, but our margin or surplus in these
products is now comparatively small. We
no longer depend upon Europe for capital,
but are able to supply capital to them and
other countries, and in so doing, markets
are opened for our manufactures.
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per cent. — in 1921, the latest year for which
figures are available, it was 45 per cent.,

and in the seven months of this year ending
with July, our exports to Latin -American
countries increased over what they were in
the corresponding months of 1922 by a gain
of 21 per cent. In those seven months our
total exports to countries outside of Europe
aggregated $ 1,172,000,000 ; and, mark you,
there was little difficulty in paying for those
products, for their exports to us in the
same months aggregated $ 1,680,000 ,000 ; that
is, they sold to us $500 ,000,000 worth of
products in excess of what we sold to them .

Moreover, those importations were only in
small part manufactures ; they were raw
material or food products, either non
competitive with our products or required

in addition thereto .
It has long been our custom

to settle

adverse balances in South America, Asia ,
and elsewhere by means of our credit bal
ances in Europe, the latter making payment

for the most part in manufactures. With
the decline of European trade, we have
been doing more business with the rest of
ATLANTIC FOTO SERVICE

WALTER W . HEAD
The new president of the American Bankers Asso

the world direct.
TRADE PROBLEM3 OF THE FUTURE

ciation on the Boardwalk at Atlantic City

But while we do enjoy the present, let us
business must meet in the next few
We continue to have a reasonable amount can
years when conditions the world over, and
of export trade. The opportunities for especially
in Europe, become stabilized and
trade outside of the disturbed areas of Eu their business
become active.
rope are so great that our dependence Our problems ofandthe trade
future will arise, not
upon the latter is comparatively slight, and from a diminishing trade
other countries,
yet business with those disturbed areas con but from their recovery by
and
tinues in moderate volume. We take from as competitors, and we need reappearance
to prepare
them little that is essential to us, but what ourselves for the inevitable competition
of
they take from us is vital to them . The
not be unmindful of the difficulties Ameri

disturbance of European trade results in

developments elsewhere in the world. If
Germany, for example, imports less of raw
materials, it follows that she will export
less of finished goods and that other coun
tries, the t'nited States among them , will

other countries, and especially European
cluding our own. Foreign competition is
not altogether without itsbenefits, for it acts

countries, in all markets of the world, in

to stabilize the price level, to restrain the
tendency to inflation , and to keep industry

with production costs abroad, but,
manufacture and export more. The cutting into touch
say the least, it is trying. I am not
out of any country, in whole or in part, afraid
ability of this country to
from the circle of world trade, occasions a competeofin the
long run and to secure an
shock and a temporary break in the cir ample share the
of
world
provided that
culation of products, just as the loss of a we now recognize thattrade,
competition is
limb from the human body causes a shock coming, that it is going that
be vigorous, and
to the entire system - -but just as blood cir that to meet it we mustto loosen
every re
culation will again establish itself, so world straint to American industrial development
irade will be resumed through new con

nections and eventually be as vigorous as
hefore. Thus, for instance, we see that
while in 1913 the share of the United States
in all the imports of Latin -America was 25

to the end that in this country there may be
an efficiency which will overcome a higher
standard of living and still make us able
to do business on the world's price level.
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A Bank Devoted to the Advance
ment of Commercial Enterprise
HE National Park Bank ofNew York during its history of

nearly three quarters of a century has justified by its
record this description of its activities .

That such a result has been achieved may not be ascribed
to chance or to fortunate circumstances. No; the foundations
of this institution were carefully laid , its policies and principles
deliberately shaped . Instead of being nursed in the lap of

fortune the bank has encountered the very roughest kind of
weather — within a year after its organization in 1856 a financial
storm of theretofore unprecedented fury broke upon the coun
try. But The Park Bank , as it was then called , weathered this
storm , and even in this troubled period began to pay dividends
La habit which has continuously persisted throughout the

sixty -seven years of the bank' s existence.
Into the making of this bank have gone, in a large degree,

character, individuality , appreciation of logical sequence, un
assailable reputation , leadership , business acumen , courage and
adroitness. The result is the well- rounded institution of today,
widely known, respected and loved, with a record of having
performed a highly useful service, and still maintaining the
soundest traditions of banking while making all prudent con
cessions to ever-changing business conditions.

Serving admirably as it has done the vast banking needs of

the community making up the great City of New York , the
National Park Bank has extended its operations to include, in
some way, a share of the commercial banking needs of the
entire country. Its large number of banking correspondents

throughout the Union are living witnesses to the high esteem
in which it is held by other banks — the acid test of banking .

The organization of the National Park Bank antedates the
establishment of the National Banking System , and it was not
until after the adoption of some improvements in the original
National Bank Act that the bank , in 1865, became a member

of that system .

The bank commenced business in 1856 in the building then
known as the Clinton Hotel, 5 Beekman street, and which
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Broadway entrance to the banking home of the National Park Bank of New York

earlier had been Clinton Hall. In 1866 need of a new building
arose, and a five-story structure was completed on Broadway

opposite St. Paul' s Church in 1867. It ranked at the time as
the most modern building of its kind. The second structure
was planned and built to provide for future needs and growth ,

but at the end of a quarter century the problem of more room
and modern conveniences had to be solved again . To this
end land was purchased in 1893 on Ann street and on Fulton

street for suitable additions to the then existing structure. How
urgent had become the need of additional space may be gained
from the fact that at the timementioned thebank was reported
to be the largest in the United States in deposits, resources and
business.
From 1893 to 1901 there was such a marked gain in busi

ness that a new building had to be provided. On December
17 , 1901, plans were submitted and approved .

In July of

1902 construction was begun , and finished in 1906 .

The plan provided for the main facade on Broadway and
a clear sweep from Ann to Fulton streets, giving an exposure
on three thoroughfares.
This edifice served the bank 's purpose for the fifteen years
from 1906 to 1921, but during this period the need for en
larged facilities became increasingly evident. New depart

ments and new services rendered to the public made further
expansion so necessary that in 1917 a building at the rear was
purchased .

This building was torn down and a new addition

erected which was finished in 1922.

As a result of this addition, it was made possible to enlarge
the public banking room to its present proportions. An idea
of the stateliness and dignity of this room may be gained from
the colored illustration which accompanies these pages.

Not only is the structure adequately suited in all respects
to the latest requirements ofmodern banking, but in arrange
ment, materials and decorations it offers a fine example of
architectural judgment and taste.

It is, indeed , one of the

world 's notably fine and beautiful banking homes.
Naturally, the officers and directors of the National Park
Bank feel a pride in the fine record of the bank, but they most
keenly feel that what has been done in the past must be an

inspiration to still wider and better service in the future .
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UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

SEYMOUR L. CROMWELL
President New York Stock Exchange

The Clearing House Section Meeting
Roberts Deplores Agitation for Government Control of Industries.
Cromwell Defends New York Stock Exchange ;
Calls Legislative Interference Impracticable
TN the leading addresses delivered at
the annual meeting of the Clearing
- House Section of the American
Bankers Association , the question of the
advocacy of Government interference or
supervision , either national or state, in
the conduct of the existing industrial
and financial order, occupied an im portant place.
George E . Roberts, vice-president of
the National City Bank , New York,
speaking on the subject of “ Government
in Business” , said that great as were
the losses resulting from the cost of the
war, the losses resulting from the gen -

eral state of demoralization existing
since the war have been even greater.
“ I think most of our troubles” , said
Mr. Roberts , “ are due to the fact that
we have developed the industrial or
ganization beyond the understanding
of the common man. He doesn 't under
stand his own part in it , he doesn't
understand the benefits he derives from

it, he doesn't know much about the
economic laws which govern it and
which control at last the distribution of
benefits. The primitive man knew that
the harder he worked themore he would
have, and when a man exchanged work
581

of the Banks of Wisconsin
are correspondents of the
First Wisconsin
National Bank
of Milwaukee

Why ?

with a neighbor he had the whole transaction under his eyes; but when a man

Mr. Roberts pointed out, the sympathy
of great bodies of people , not only

works with thousands of others for a

abroad , but also in the United States.

great corporation , he doesn 't see his relationship with other workers, or any

“ The economic principles of Bolshev
ism ” , said the speaker, " are influencing

definite relationship between what he

public opinion more or less every

does and what he gets ; he doesn 't know
whether he is getting a fair share of the
industrial results or not, and he suspects

where” .
Mentioning the formal proposal in
the British Parliament by the Labor

rliament which , other

Party, of a resolution which , after set

not."

Mr. Roberts stressed the point that

ting forth unemployment and other de

our modern industrial system is essen -

plorable conditions existing in England

tially co -operative, and that effective as a result of the disorganized state of
co -operation is not to be had without world trade, proceeded to declare that

understanding. “ The highly compli- these afforded proof that the capitalistic
cated system ” , he said , “will not work , system of industry had broken down ,
it will break down, unless there is a

and that the industries should be taken

broader understanding of the principles

over and operated by the British Gov

upon which it is based” .

ernment, Mr. Roberts said , “ if we care
for institutions we cannot afford to ig
WARNS AGAINST RADICALISM
nore the fact that agitation to that end
being carried
carried on
on with
fanatical fervor
The Bolshevist regime, the outcome is
is being
w
of a protest not merely against a bad all over the country , and that thousands
government, but more directly against of people who would not give their ap

the so -called capitalistic system , had,
DA2

proval to such extreme policies are
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helping them along by favoring the con
tinual extension of Governmental ac
tivities in business affairs” .
ROBERTS DEFENDS PRESENT SYSTEM

The individualistic system of indus

try , Mr. Roberts said , is a system cal

culated to stimulate the initiative, call
out the energies and develop the ability
of each individual. “ In the business

world today", the speaker remarked ,
" the positions of leadership and re
sponsibility are held by men who have
been advanced to them under a system
of competition and elimination ” . He
continued :
The test of fitness is an economic test, a
test of ability to produce economic results
- and the fact that as a rule the men in
positions of responsibility have come up
from the ranks is proof that the system is
fundamentally sound and effective. Society
cannot afford to change from the economic
test of leadership to any arbitrary or po
litical system of selection . There would be a

lessening of incentive throughout the eco
nomic organization, a loss of ability in
management and a loss of productivity
everywhere. These results are quickly seen
in any organization where favoritism or the
strict rule of seniority govern promotions.
The clamor for official regulation of busi
ness is due in large part to a lack of under
standing of the effectiveness of the natural
economic forces. There are few lines of
business in which these forces are not amply
sufficient to protect the public . In normal
times there are few instances of unusual
profits where competition does not quickly
result, or other corrective influences are not

brought into play. The interference of Gov
ernment officials where natural forces are
likely to be effective in due course, often
has the effect of nullifying these influences
and of throwing the whole situation into
confusion . Such activities as the attempted
regulation of trading in futures on the com
modity exchanges simply add further ele
ments of uncertainty to the price situation .
Business men are obliged to take account,
not only of all the natural risks in which
such trading is involved , but of the possible
effects upon the market of official action
besides. Of course in the end the public

m

pays for every obstruction to business that

must be surmounted and every risk that
must be carried .

It is for the business men of the country,
who have been alarmed by the tendency of
legislation to restrict and hamper individual

O UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

GEORGE E . ROBERTS

Vice-president National City Bank, New York
initiative and to exert a leveling pressure
upon the whole body of society, to make
their opinions known and their influence felt.
It may as well be added, however, that they
will not be able to exert much influence
unless their efforts are directed by the broad
principle, that the public welfare should be
the first consideration all of the time, and
that they want no special policies for their
own advantage at any time. It is not un
common to hear a business man declaiming
that the Government should stop interfering
with business, at the same time clamoring

that it should regulate some other business
than his own, or pleading that Governmental
authority be used in some other way to his
advantage. There must be genuine faith
in the efficacy of natural forces to regulate
the business situation and willingness to let
natural forces have their way.
Finally, there is wanted on both sides of
this question a broad appreciation of the
fact that the activities of business are all
" affected of a public interest”. They are
not merely private activities. The funda
mental purpose of all business, the purpose
which gives it the chief claim to considera
tion and protection , is that of serving the
wants and needs of the population . The
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argument against excessive Governmental

is the business of his customers and an ex

interference is that instead of serving the
public interest, it hampers this necessary

amination of the books of the broker in
volves an examination of the private affairs

service and makes it more costly ; but this

of all of his customers. The examination of

plea cannot be urged affectively by business
men unless they show an appreciation of the

brokers' books is proposed as a means of
protecting their customers, but the cus

obligations which it lays upon them .
The controversies that arise out of the

tomers are the very people who would pro
test most vigorously against such disclosure

of their private affairs. Business done by a
sent a case where one must enlist for the peculiarly confidential nature, to be guarded
war on one side or the other. In every as strictly as the secrets of a lawyer or a
instance there is a right relationship be- doctor.
tween business and the public which is best
The examination of a broker's books would
relations of business with the public are not
inherently irreconcilable. They do not pre

broker for his customers is necessarily of a

for both , and which both should be equally

not afford the public any substantial degree

eager to find

of protection ; licensing and examination of
books might result in the improper use of

CROMWELL UPHOLDS STAND OF EXCHANGE

information gained . As a result of the large
force of inspectors that such an examination,
however perfunctory, would require, the op

Seymour L . Cromwell, president of
for graft would be limitless.
the New York Stock Exchange, speak portunities
The confidential information to which the
ing on the subject of “ The Problems examiners would have access might in some
people disposed to make dis
and Policies of the New York Stock cases reach
use of it. It would open the door
Exchange" , explained why the stock honest
graft even if only one exam
exchange objects to efforts at regulatory toinerunlimited
out of fifty should prove venal. Con

legislation and political interference,

sider the price the dishonest operator would

and said that the exchange, which has

pay to learn of the transactions on some

remained passive under attacks of its
enemies, will hereafter conduct a battle
of active publicity against those who
seek to interfere in an unjust manner,

brokers' books! Consider the opportunity
to trade upon the knowledge obtained !
A proper and complete examination of a
brokerage house takes much more time than
the examination of a bank of the same rela

or with attempts at political coersion ,

tions of the exchange to continue to

tive size. This is because of the diverse and
occur in the brokerage business. The usual
bank examination consists of a verification
of assets, mainly physical inspection of cash ,

wage an active battle against the bucket

securities (stocks and bonds) , discounted

with the lawful conduct of its activities.

Mr. Cromwell cmphasized the inten

sometimes complicated transactions which

shops, which are trying to capitalize the notes, etc., comparison with book figures
political influence which they possess and determination of sufficiency of total
in an effort to prevent interference with
their vicious operations.

assets to meet liabilities, capital and surplus.
It would be a rare instance where a bank
examiner would do other than accept dis

counted notes at face value or where he
Speaking of proposed regulatory would
depositor's accounts. In a
legislation aimed ostensibly at the con broker'sconfirm
office, however, a determination of
duct of the affairs of the stock exchange, the status of and a confirmation of every
Mr. Cromwell said :

customer's account is one of the most vital

Among the proposals of those who would
regulate the New York Stock Exchange

through political bureaus, were, licensing of
of the use of securities by firms in the
matter of loans, and regulation of the issue
brokers, examination of books, restriction

and sale of securities. The question is often
asked : The books of banks are subject to

examination , why not the books of brokers?
A very great distinction exists between the
banker and the broker. Brokers are agents

for their principals. The business of a
banker is primarily the business of the bank
and involves the affairs of its depositors
only incidentally. The business of a broker

points in the examination . Difficulties in
volving a brokerage firm may be brought
about by partnership operations and would
be discovered by inspection and verification
of firm accounts. But a firm may also
become involved through the operations of
its customers, making imperative a thorough

verification of every customer's account.
The need for this and the labor involved is
readily appreciated when thought is given
to the status of the customers of a broker.

The stock exchange will continue to fight
bucket shops, and it will fight those affiliated
with bucket shops who seek to make money

out of the power given them by their politi
cal connections. Do not think that I am
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attacking political parties or the
of public men who are giving
and earnest effort to the work
ment. The State of New York
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great body
their time
of govern
has in its

legislature men of the highest type and in
its other public offices men equally impec

cable. It is not political parties with which
I quarrel, but political pirates and those
hangers-on of politics who are mixed up with
politics and interfere with law enforcement.

The political buccaneer knows no party, and
the public official who is spineless in the en
forcement of the law is usually the one who
makes gratuitous, purposeless and rabble
rousing attacks on decent men and decent
institutions.

Public officials should know

that crooks take on the protective coloration

of respectable business men , but instead of
recognizing this fact and realizing that
crooks are crooks and merely the barnacles
of decent business, decent business is at
tacked in the pulpit, in the magazines, in the
public prints.
I hope I have made clear the position of
the exchange. It has fought a fight to keep
the people's market out of the hands of
crooks and their more crooked allies. It has
conscientiously endeavored to develop some

plan which would prevent swindling of the
public.
TRAYLOR TALKS ON CLEARING HOUSES

FRANCIS COATES, JR .
President Clearing House Section :

Melvin A . Traylor addressed the

examiner Cleveland Clearing House Association

Clearing House Section on the subject
“ The Clearing House in Its Relation bank's condition from the standpoint of
which to my mind is after all the
to Our Financial and Economic Struc solvency,
chief concern of those so interested in the

ture”. Mr. Traylor said, regarding

the subject of clearing house examina
tions, that “ any examination by Govern

management of our institutions. It is for
this reason that it can probably be truth

ment authority is naturally handicapped

clearing house associations are of more real

because of the fact that those conducting such examinations are almost with

out exception not thoroughly acquainted
with local conditions, familiar with local

fully said that examinations conducted by
value than those made in any other way.

The clearing house examiner has the ad
vantage of serving a smaller group who have
voluntarily associated themselves for mutual
protection and whose only concern is the

and proper conduct of each of the
credits, or otherwise equipped properly solvency
parties to the agreement. He works under
to appraise the assets of the institution the
direction of an independent committee
under investigation . This is not the consisting
of the best bankers in the com
fault of the individuals charged with munity, his compensation is such as to at
such examinations, because most fre
quently they are shifted about from one

territory to another with such rapidity

tract the best talent in the country. His
contact with his principals and his freedom
of action , the absence of red tape and his

knowledge of local conditions enable him
as to prevent their acquiring the knowl without
fear or favor to approximate the
edge essential to the most efficient highest degree of efficiency in his work .

prosecution of their work” . He con
tinued :

This is not said in any disparagement of
the splendid work that has been done and
is being done by either national or state

In too many instances examinations are departments , but is a plain statement of
facts, which I do not think can be success
ing systems and a check for discrepancies, fully denied, which presents a case which I

in effect more nearly audits of the account

rather than a true determination of the

feel fully warrants the statement that every
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community concerned for the welfare of its
banking institutions should have a system
of examinations, at least similar to those

conducted at the present time by the recog
nized clearing house association .

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

The following were elected officers of

e recoge the Clearing House Section for the en
suing year :

On the question of the objections
President: Francis Coates, Jr., exam
raised to the clearing house examiner iner Cleveland Clearing House Associa
idea by various groups of bankers , Mr. tion ; vice-president: C . W . Allendoerfer ,
Traylor declared that about some of vice-president First National Bank ,
them there was enough of fact to give

Kansas City, Mo.; chairman of execu

the friends of the clearing house idea

tive committee : Alexander Dunbar, vice

some real concern .

president Bank of Pittsburgh , Pitts

" The public in those communities burgh , Pa.; members of executive com
where clearing house supervision ob - mittee three-year terms: Fred A . Cran

tains” , said the speaker, “ has been so dall, vice-president National City Bank ,
Chicago , Ill. ; W . F . Augustin , vice
house bank subject to clearing house president Merchants National Bank,

often told that no depositor in a clearing

examination has ever lost a dollar, that Richmond, Va.
there is danger of their further assuming
The new president of the Clearing
that such losses will never occur” . Mr.

House Section was born in Dubuque,

Traylor went on :

Iowa, Oct. 15, 1876. He went to work
as a clerk for the National German

Under these circumstances the clearing
houses of the country are shouldering a
terriffic responsibility, and it cannot be too
often or too specifically emphasized that
clearing house membership does not entail
guarantee of deposits or integrity of man
agement, but that it does this, and this

Ameracin Bank , St. Paul, Minn ., after

finishing high school. After working
up to a place as assistant to the presi

dent of that institution , he went to
Armour & Company in Chicago as

only: Insure the most drastic supervision credit manager. He resigned from that
consistent with independent management of position to become a national bank ex
the banking institutions of the community , aminer . He started in his present posi
that the record of its performances so far tion in 1911.
has been such as to justify the belief that
it will be difficult for any member of the
Mr. Coates became nationally prom
the signing
1919, just afterSecret
association to so mismanage his institution inent in armisti
ary of
hazard
ce, when
capital
of of the
to the
as to impair his
his deposits before he is apprehended, and
the condition corrected or the institution put War, Newton D . Baker senthim as head
out of the association .
of a commission to make an examina
It must be again and again emphasized tion of the Philippine National Bank
that there is no reletion whatever between
clearing house supervision and the guarantee and a survey of those sections of China,
of deposits. In the first instance you have a Japan and other nearby countries that
group of individuals or institutions for might affect the financial condition of
mutual protection , agreeing to supervision the Philippines . The American Govern
or regulation by themselves, for themselves,
in the interest of themselves and the public ment intervened , upon receiving the re
— this is the clearing house, and it is clear port of Mr. Coates, and began the
that under this system the best are not re- liquidation of the Philippine National
duced to the level of the worst, but the
worst are elevated to the standard of the Bank , found to have been wrecked by
best, or eliminated. Under any system of native management. He is a member of
guarantee of deposits that has yet been Union and Mayfield Country Clubs of
devised the reverse is true, and the best are
forced to underwrite the conduct and the

solvency of the worst without any chance

Cleveland , of the Masonic Lodge and
the Presbyterian Church . Mr. Coates

or opportunity to detect, protect against, is also prominent in Cleveland civic af
or eliminate the worst. The past two or
three years have witnessed the utter folly

fairs. He is married and has one

and the complete failure of such a system .

daughter.

Trust Company Division Meeting
EvansWoollen Made President - Lucius Teter New Vice- president
INSTEAD of a formal program of and all of February 14. He stated that

prepared addresses the meeting of the banquet would be held on the eve
the Trust Company Division, following the address of the president, in cluded the more or less informal discussion of matters pertaining to
fiduciary business. As President Smith
stated , the purpose of the session was

ning of the 14th , at the Hotel Com
modore.
Lucius Teter, president of the Chi
cago Trust Company and chairman of
the executive committee of the Trust
Company Division , reported on the vari

" to exchange views on practical sub- ous meetings and activities of that com
jects” and he urged that as many mem - mittee during the past year. He also
bers participate in the discussion as pos- offered the following resolution ap

sible . In addition to the general ses- proved by the executive committee,
sion of the division , arrangements were which was carried by an unanimous
perfected so that after its adjournment vote :
WHEREAS, At the thirty -seventh annual
those present might divide themselves
into various groups for the practical convention of the American Bankers Asso
discussion of problems with which they ciation held in Chicago in the year 1918, as
ca ..
were most intimately concerned

In his address President Smith spoke
of the accomplishments of the Trust
Company Division during the year and
expressed his gratitude for the splendid
co -operation which he had received from

part of the consideration for the adoption
of the constitution of the said association
and in order to afford adequate representa

tion to the different divisions of the associa
tion on its official staff, it was understood
and agreed by representatives of all of the
divisions that thereafter the office of second
vice-president of the association should be

the executive committee and also from filled every other year by a representative
the various special committees. Like of the national banking associations, and in
many of the other speakers at the con -

alternate years by representatives of the

Trust Company Division , the Savings Bank
vention , President Smith warned against Division
the State Bank Division suc
the danger of political tampering with cessively, and
as suggested by such division ; and
the Federal Reserve System and with
WHEREAS, The said agreement has met

banking affairs in general. He stated

that if changes are to be made in the
Federal Reserve System they should be
made by practical bankers and not by
politicians.
SMITH FINDS PRESENT SITUATION SOUND

with the entire approval of all of the divi
sions of the said association for the past
five years; now be it
RESOLVED , By this committee that we
deem the
deem
the observance of the agreement of
vital importance to the unity and integrity
of the American Bankers Association .

Secretary Mershon presented a brief

He expressed the opinion that the report of the activities of the secretary's
fundamental business situation of the

office during the past year.

nation was sound and stated that our REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION
domestic problems were those born of

prosperity and not of adversity.
John C . Mechem , vice-president of
Evans Woollen , president Fletcher the First Trust and Savings Bank of
Savings and Trust Company, Indian - Chicago, reported on the activities of
apolis, Indiana, who is in charge of the
annual Trust Company Division ban quet , reported that the mid -winter New
York conference this year would extend

the committee on legislation , of which
Henry M . Campbell, chairman of the
board Union Trust Company of De
troit, is the chairman. Mr. Mechem

over a day and a half and would take told of the efforts made by the legisla
place on the latter half of February 13 , tive committee to secure a more favor
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" Do unto others as you

would that others do
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FACILITIES sufficient to meet every
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able construction or an amendment to
section 226 of the Revenue Act. He
stated that after repeated unsuccessful
attempts to get the Treasury Depart
ment to reverse their ruling on this sec

tion , it was decided that the only way
to test the regularity of this regulation
was by a test case before the court.
After an examination of the situation ,

it was decided that the best test case
under all circumstances was a case

which the Bankers Trust Company of

New York then had pending.
The proceeding was held in the Dis
trict Court of the United States for the

Southern District of New York. A
brief on behalf of the Bankers Trust

Company was filed and by leave of the
court, Henry M . Campbell, chairman of
the legislative committee and represent
ing the trust company division of the
American Bankers Association , filed a

very able brief on the same question.
The point which was raised in both

briefs was that the interpretation which
the department had put upon the statute

was incorrect and that if that interpre
tation was correct , the statute was un
constitutional.

EVANS WOOLLEN
President Trust Company Division ;

president Fletcher Savings and Trust Company,
Indianapolis

The matter came to a decision last
August and JudgeGoddard presiding in
the District Court held against the con SISSON REPORTS ON EDUCATIONAL WORK
tention of the trust company in both
H . Sisson , vice -president of
cases. The necessary steps have been theFrancis
Guaranty
Trust Company of New
taken to effect an appeal and every
everyo
York
and
chairman
of the committee on
thing possible will be done to carry the publicity , reported on the work of this
committee in carrying on its educational

matter through to a successful conclu sion.

campaign to familiarize the public with

Nathan D . Prince, vice- president of

the services performed by trust com

the Hartford -Connecticut Trust Com - panies. He stated :

pany of Hartford, Conn., chairman of
the committee on protective laws, out
lined in a graphic manner the exhaustive

work being done by this committee in

watching state legislatures all over the

In 1921 we had 600 subscribers who con

tributed $65,000 to the campaign . That was
based upon an assessment of .001 per cent.
of the combined capital, surplus and un
divided profits of the subscribing companies.

In 1922, we had 380 subscribers who con
tributed $45,000. There was an average
subscription rate of $25 minimum and $ 2000

country and in fighting all legislation
affecting adversely the interests of trust maximum . During the past year we have
companies. He stated that
that as
only some
some had 400 subscribers, who have contributed
as only
six state legislatures will be in session

about $47,000 on a maximum of $ 2000 and

of $ 25 .
this coming year, the work of this com a minimum
It is the plan of our committee, as recom
mittee will be measurably lighter than mended to the executive committee this
last.

morning and approved by them , to solicit
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subscriptions on the basis of $ 25 minimum

portance of placing able and broad

and $ 1000 maximum , in the hope that we
will be able by such a schedule to bring in
a very much larger representation of the
1900 odd trust companies to whom our mes

munity trusts.

sage is directed.
I am glad to say that we have already,

the Northern Trust Company of Chi

even at this early date, secured subscriptions
from 220 trust companies for next year's
campaign , and the prospect of making it
even more successful than that of the pre
vious year is certainly good .
I am not going into the details of either
the finances or the mediums which we have
used. That is pretty clearly explained to

guaged men at the head of the com

William S. Miller, vice-president of
cago and chairman of the committee on

co-operation with the bar, told of the
of this committee and told what had

reasons which led to the appointment

been accomplished in bringing lawyers
and trust companies to a better realiza

tion of the fact that their interests do

you by these bulletin boards. Of the $47,- not and should not conflict. He stated
000 which we hope to have received by the that trust companies should concern
end of this year, we have already spent

$ 32,000, and the balance remains yet to be

themselves entirely with the business

spent during the latter months of the year.

administration of an estate and leave

We have received over 11,000 inquiries
concerning trust service through the medium
of this advertising. We have distributed
hundreds of thousands of leaflets and
pamphlets, samples of which you will see
upon the boards, and we have distributed
our monthly bulletin effectively to the sub
scribing companies in a constantly increasing volume and with constantly increasing
results to them .

the legal function entirely to the lawyer.
A . V . Morton, vice-president of the

Mr. Sisson also reviewed briefly some

Pennsylvania Company for Insurances

on Lives and Granting Annuities, Phil
adelphia , told of the work of the com

mittee on the standardization of charges
and what it had accomplished in bring
ing about a more uniform scale of

charges for fiduciary services.

Pi S. Kingsbury, personnel manager

of the Cleveland Trust Company, told
situation gathered from his two months' of the investigations that were being
made by the committee on staff relations
visit abroad this summer.
to obtain information and experience on
such problems as the cost of replace
REPORT ON COMMUNITY TRUSTS
of his impressions of the European

ment of employees in trust companies ,
the United States Mortgage and Trust and college graduates, attitude in deal
Company of New York , chairman of the ing with employees, measuring service
Frank J. Parsons, vice-president of the comparative value of high school

committee on community trusts, report

and determining the comparative value

ed that there were some forty - four com - of employees, training employees and
munity trusts in the country. Of these,
some twenty -two are known to have

fitting them into their proper position .
L . H . Roseberry , vice-president of

received gifts under wills , living trusts the Security Trust and Savings Com
or in cash . Ten of these trusts have

pany of Los Angeles and Chairman of

appointed their committees of distribu -

the committee on research reported on

tion and are doing active work . Eight

the activities of this committee in com

of them are already distributing in - piling data of interest to trust company
comes, and in the case of five of them , officials. He urged trust companies
known gifts have been received in excess
of a million dollars.

Mr. Parsons told what his committee

with their own individual research de

partments to pool their resources.
Thomas C . Hennings, vice -president

had been doing in disseminating in - of the Mercantile Trust Company of St.
formation and statistics about com - Louis , as chairman of the committee on

munity trusts and in helping to promote insurance trusts explained the various
public interest and understanding of kinds of insurance trusts and empha
this form of charity. He urged the im -

sized the importance of co-operation
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with life insurance agents in developing
this type of business. He stated that
the committee was intending to prepare

some bulletins covering this type of
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Teter, president Chicago Trust Com
pany, Chicago ; members of the execu
tive committee for three years, J . N .
Babcock , vice-president Equitable Trust
Company, New York ; John B . Larner,

service, containing suggested forms and
also suggestions as to advertising.
William P . Giblin , president of the

president Washington Loan and Trust

Lincoln Safe Deposit Company of New
York City, offered some very informing

McLucas, president Commerce Trust
Company, Kansas City ; Frank P . Ken

remarks on the legal aspect of safe de-

nison , vice-president Ohio Savings Bank

posit operation . He urged the organiza-

and Trust Company, Toledo ; A . C.

tion of local safe deposit associations to
hold frequent meetings for the discus-

Robinson , president People's Savings
and Trust Company , Pittsburgh .

sion of mutual problems.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS

The report of the nominating commit
tee was accepted and the following of
ficers were elected for the coming year :
President, Evans Woollen , president
Fletcher Savings and Trust Company,

Company, Washington , D . C.; W . S .

Evans Woollen , the new president,
was born in Indianapolis on November
28 , 1864 . After finishing in the public

schools of that city , he went through
Yale , from which university he was
graduated
18869 ,. 1896
Mr.toWoollen
was
married on inJune
Miss Nancy
Baker. They have one child . Mr.
Woolen is a director in the Monon Rail

Indianapolis ; vice -president, Lucius road Company.

The Savings Bank Division Meeting
Morehouse Presents A . B. A. Newspaper Advertising Service
Plan .

Interesting Addresses on School Savings and

Industrial Savings Banking
NE of the interesting features of is $ 10 a year. In order to prevent a
the meeting of the Savings Bank duplication of the service in the same
Division of the American Bank -

locality , where more than one bank in

ers Association was the disclosure by W . the same city orders the service, the
R . Morehouse , vice-president of the Se- bank which is first to order will get the
curity Trust and Savings Bank , Los

service. Should there be a large num

Angeles , California, of a newspaper ad - ber of cases where more than one bank
vertising service plan conducted by the in the same city orders the service , the
association and available to its members.

association has under consideration the

In the course of his address , “ News- publication of several series of adver
paper Advertising for Savings De- tisements differing from each other ex
posits” , Mr. Morehouse , as chairman cept as to size, in which case the first
of the committee on bank facilities, out bank to order would receive Series A ,
lined the plan which the service follows. the second bank to order Series B , and
The service consists of one advertise-

ment a week for a year, sixty advertise
ments in all being furnished . With the
advertisements are furnished four bor

ders. The total charge for the service

so on .

WALLACE LAUDS SCHOOL SAVINGS

Thomas F . Wallace , treasurer Farm
ers and Mechanics Savings Bank ,

B
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Minneapolis, Minnesota, speaking on
" School Savings Banking" said that “ if
we as bankers demand on the part of

educators due recognition of the im

portance of thrift education in connec
tion with school savings banks, it is cer
tainly incumbent on us to maintain

equally high ideals in connection with
our management and control of the
practical side of school savings, namely,

the collection , safe-keeping and scrupu
lously correct accounting for of all sums
deposited with us through such chan
nels.

" This, in my opinion, can never be

accomplished if the bank or banks in
any community selected to operate
school savings seek to derive commercial
profit from such deposits or strive to
make what should always be a child 's

school savings account and nothing else ,
a convenient depository for the famliy

savings.” Hewent on :
The moment that you introduce the goal
of commercial gain into school savings in the
place of the education of the child you have
departed from

the ideals of its founders

CHARLES H . DEPPE

President Savings Bank Division;
vice-president Union Trust Company, Cincinnati

and well wishers and endangered the entire
edifice. This is a very real danger and one
which the rivalry of various companies and
agencies organized for the purpose of in
stalling certain special systems and selling 489 towns and cities in the United States,
certain equipment in connection with school operated in 6884 buildings, and the school
savings is making more acute each year be children now have on deposit through the
medium of this agency more than $ 9,600,000 .
cause of the emphasis which they lay on this

purely commercial side of school savings.

In every case, then , even when the plan
is officially endorsed by the educational au

thorities, the depository bank must help to
inspire the teacher and scholars alike. Any

A large part of the credit for developing
and sustaining this vast work at a very per
sonable outlay for which there has been no

direct compensating gain , belongs to the

banks, and especially the savings banks of
this country, and the tremendous increase in
school savings banking system can be savings deposits during the past ten years
in this country is undoubtedly in consider
operated successfully or permanently with
out constant personal stimulation by some able part due to the principles of thrift in
one who is so interested that they find culcated in the minds of the children while
pleasure in details and drudgery which they were yet young through our school sav
would otherwise be annoying, is woefully ings banking. The realization that if thrift

banker or any educator who believes that a

mistaken .

One other point I wish to stress and that
is that more efficient operation and better
supervision result when one bank in a city
assumes entire charge rather than where a
number jointly attempt the task . Certainly

is to increase among our people we must
devote our chief attention to the child rather

than the adult is now becoming general.

SMITH SPEAKS ON INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS

Speaking on the subject of " Indus
this is true where one bank has assumed the
responsibility
and
financial
burden
of
the
trial
Savings Banking ” , Allard Smith ,
early years of operation and has already
vice -president the Union Trust Com

achieved a reasonable degree of success in
carrying on the work .
School savings are now operated in con
nection with our public schools in more than

pany, Cleveland, outlined a plan known
as “ The Save at the Shop Plan ", which
his bank has been using since last
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that these men on an average, stuck to
their original savings plan nineteen

times out of a possible twenty-six ,which
indicates a very regular and consistent
saving . The amount saved by the aver

age workman has increased from an
average of $ 5.31 per month to $ 6 .03."

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

The following resolutions were
adopted by the Savings Bank Division :
RESOLVED , That institutions receiving
savings deposits should be under the juris
diction and supervision of banking depart
ments with proper uniform rules and regu
lations, and such deposits should be in
vested in securities of unquestionable value
and safety ;

RESOLVED , That this division will con
tinue its active co -operation with other
established agencies, such as blue sky com

missions, better business bureaus and com
missions, and the Investment Bankers Asso
ALLARD SMITH
ciation , in an effort to stamp out the sale of
Vice -president Union Trust Company , Cleveland
fraudulent securities ;
RESOLVED , That we note with gratifi
March with a high degree of success. cation both the increase in the number of
This plan , which was described in de pupils who are participating in school sav
de ings banking systems and the growing dis
tail in an article in the July issue of

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE, is one form

position on the part of educators and teach
ers to regard school savings banking as a

of deduction from the payroll, but not definite and an important item in school

a deduction in the sense that the com
pany takes a portion of the employee's
The workmen control entirely

curricula ;
RESOLVED , That we commend the
action
executive
of this
division ofin the
placing
beforecommittee
our membership

the amount saved, and have their own

a definite plan of industrial savings banking.

money.

bankbooks.

The bank uses the following methods

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

in merchandising the plan : First the
management of the plant has to be sold ,

The following officers of the Savings
Bank Division were elected :

then the workers. When this has been
done the plan is installed and put into
operation . Every ninety days a resolicitation of the plant is made.
An analysis of the results of the plan,
made last July in sixty factories shows,
said Mr. Smith , that51 per cent. of the

President - Charles H . Deppe, vice
president Union Trust Company, Cin
cinnati; vice-president - Alvin P . How
ard, vice-president Hibernia Bank and
Trust Company, New Orleans; execu
tive committee ( 3-year term ) — John H .
Dexter, president Society of Savings,

people talked to are availing themselves

Cleveland, Ohio ; Charles J. Obermayer,

of the plan . “ A study of the savings president Greater New York Savings
habits of this same group" , continued

Bank , New York ; executive committee

the speaker, " showed an average de- (1-year term ) - Kent M . Andrew , cash
posit of $ 6.03 per man per month . The ier LaPorte Savings Bank , La Porte, In
same analysis showed that on an aver- diana; Charles A . Taylor, president
age, these workmen made nineteen de- Wilmington Savings and Trust Com

posits during the course of a year. On pany, Wilmington , N . C.
the basis of payment every other week , Mr. Deppe was born March 4 , 1876 ,
which is the usual plan, this would mean

at Covington , Kentucky and went into
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the banking business after he had com - vice-president of McCoy & Company,
pleted his courses in the public schools
of his home city. He remained with
Seasongood and Mayer, a private bank

an investment and banking house. He
returned to Cincinnati four years later
and entered private business, but later

in Cincinnati, with whom he began his returned to the Union Savings Bank and
career, until 1903 , when he took a place

Trust Company as vice-president. The

with the Union Savings Bank and Trust name of the institution recently was
Company of that city. After serving changed to the Union Trust Company .
there until 1908, he went to Chicago as Mr. Deppe is unmarried .

State Secretaries Section
THE proceedings of the State

In the last year, that committee has is

sued suggested forms on which country
Secretaries Section which were banks
can analyze their accounts. The com

held on the afternoon of Septem mittee realized , of course, that it wasn't suf
ber 25 were informal and no set
speeches were arranged for. Officers

nlows: President
were
sidenMt .B. asBrown
rowfollows:
ing pHelen
reelected
sMrs.
of Michigan ; first

vice-president - W . F . Augustineof Vir
ginia ; second vice-president - E . P .
Gum of Oklahoma ; secretary-treasurer
- M . A . Graettinger of Illinois ; board

of control— Mrs. H . M . Brown , W . F .
Augustine, C . F. Zimmerman , George B .
Power and Morris Goldwater.
Reports were received from the vari
ous committees, after which a round
table discussion was held on subjects of
interest to the different secretaries.
Considerable interest was expressed in
the work now being done by the Mis

souri Bankers Association in the analysis
of bank accounts. W . F . Keyser out
lined what this association had been

doing in this connection as follows:
I think this committee possibly is about
four years old , if I recall correctly . The
committee was thought of from the fact that
it was realized , as Mr. Augustine has just
said , that country banks in particular have
no idea in most instances whether or not
their accounts are paying. They get an
idea that because possibly a customer has a
ledger balance of $ 1000 that it is a profit
able account, but they don 't take into con

MRS. H . M . BROWN
President State Secretaries Section

sideration various other things that enter
into that.
On that committee was Dal Graham , of
St. Louis, and the success of that committee
is due very largely to Mr. Graham 's efforts.

ficient simply to suggest that the country
banks analyze their accounts and

see

whether or not they were profitable, but
they should have some suggestions as to
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STEPHEN I. MILLER, JR .
National educational director American Institute
of Banking

E . V. KRICK
President American Institute ofBanking Section ;
assistant vice-president Mercantile Trust Company,
San Francisco

the kind of forms they should use, so those as $ 10,000,000. We are trying to find out
what the banks in those towns are doing in
The committee has issued two pamphlets, the way of charging for accounts that range
the first entitled, “ All is not gold that glit- below a certain average. We hope to be
ters”. As you would probably infer, the able to give out those figures before very
committee went on to describe how the ac- long, and I should be glad to send them to
forms were sent out.

counts that would seem to be profitable are
often actually a loss to the bank . The second
pamphlet was entitled , “Martin 's Bank Ac
count” . That pamphlet has gained con
siderable comment all over the United
States. I think we have gotten letters from

the secretaries of the different associations.
There has been a good deal of work at

tached to it, but we find we are accomplish
ing some good . We find in our state that
some of the banks are analyzing their ac

every state in the Union on that pamphlet.

counts to their astonishment, and I am sat
isfied that as this work continues, the coun

I believe I sent a copy of it to every secre
tary.

try banker will be educated up to the point
of ascertaining whether or not certain ac
counts they are now carrying are really

The committee is now working on a little
different line to ascertain what banks are profitable.
doing in the way of charging for accounts
The secretaries also discussed pro
that range below a certain average.
Just recently we have — I say “we” be tective matters and exchanged informa
cause the work itself is done in the secre
on the work now being done by the
try's office, but the idea originated else tion
various
state associations in protecting
where - written to one bank in each town in their members
from the operations of
the United States where the total capital
stock of the banks in the town is as much crooks and yeggmen .

The State Bank Division Meeting
Williams Outlines Advantages of Co-operative Farm Marketing .
Wolcott Discusses Standard State Banking.

Phillips Made New President
-operative
ata ribetinofg”,, a"aCommatter
alerativofe
articulsubject
pFarm
baTnIt HE
Marketing"
particular interest to the state
banker, who comes in such close touch

bankernehacomesandsublin

dollar to the store he finds that it has
shrunk in value to about 70 cents and that
his buying power can not be compared with
that prevailing even ten years ago.
Farmers and students of economics unite

with the farmer and his marketing in the belief that this is what is the matter
agriculture. It is one agricultural
methods, was presented in a most able with
problem , true ; but it is not the fundamental
fashion by Carl Williams, president of one.

the American Cotton Growers Associa

The fundamental problem is the fact that

editor of the Oklahoma

the individual system under which agricul

Farmer -Stockman , in his address at the

ture has been organized and under which

tion , and

crops have been marketed has always been
meeting of the State Bank Division.Mr. such
that on an average the only profits
Williams said that " the mental attitude

earned by farmers above a bare living have

of the American farmer has come out accrued from increased values of land.
of his own recognition of a real eco
nomic agricultural evil” . This evil FARMER LEARNS GROUP MERCHANDISING
came, the speaker added, in the form of
farmer, said the speak
a situation , dating from the deflation er,Nocanindividual
remedy the situation . They
period , in which farm prices dropped
below the level that they should occupy, have learned , he continued, that they

while no other prices dropped propor

can avoid the evils of dumping, and that

they have the ability to merchandise

tionately , thus leaving a disproportion their crops just as successfully as any
ate commercial ratio .

city group merchandises its product.
" America's crop values” , said Mr. Co-operating
farmers have substituted
Williams, “ average more than $ 8,000 ,
merchandising
for dumping, which sim
000, 000 a year and the banks finance
the production of most of it. They fur ply means that they control the move
of farm crops so that the crops
nish the farmer with money with which ment
go
into
the markets of the world at such
to buy his seed and feed and even the
times, and in such quantities that they
food for his family during the four to are
fully absorbed at prices that are
ninemonths period between the planting fair under
given commercial conditions.
of the crop and its harvest and sale .”
"
This
is
the one fundamental aim ” ,
He continued :
added Mr. Williams, " of themodern co
In the cotton south and in the tobacco operative marketing association . The
districts only 12 per cent. of the farmers aim is not arbitrary fixation of price on
are sufficiently well-to-do that they can an artificial basis. The aim is purely
finance their own crop raising. For cotton
production alone bankers annually advance

to apply to the great industry of agri

more than $650,000 ,000 of their depositors'
and stockholders' money .

culture

those

principles of business

which have been approved in every
The banker has been especially concerned other type ofmanufacturing , production
within the last two or three years over the and distribution , and which are in use
evil effects of deflation on the American
in the best and largest corporations in
farmer. This evil exists not because defla
tion occurred in crop prices but because it

practically every country.”

occurred in practically nothing else, so that
commodity

values
the ratio of crop values to
has been consistently out of proportion . The

Williams, is vital to the success of a

farmer receives a dollar for a specified

co-operative marketing association . He

amount of his crop , but when he takes that

cited the following five fundamentals

Expert management, declared Mr.
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on which the modern commodity mar

keting movement stands: (1) Organ
izing by commodity. (2 ) The employ

ment of experts. (3 ) Growers only as
members, so that there will be no di
vided interests. ( 4 ) An iron - clad con

tract under which members must de
liver all their product for a term of
years, so that the association may have

an assurance of a specific volume of

business. (5 ) An internal pooling ar
rangement whereby every member gets
the same price for the same quality and
grade of product, regardless of the time

of delivery or of sale. Seven Supreme
Courts, the speaker said , have passed
favorably on the legality of these prin
ciples, and they are specifically author
ized by the statutes of twenty -nine
states.

MEANS A NEW STANDARD OF LIVING

“ The whole co -operative movement" ,
said Mr. Williams, "means more than
dollars and cents. It means a new

standard of living on American farms.
No farmer can have many of the com

J. D. PHILLIPS
President State Bank Division ;
president Sapulpa State Bank, Sapulpa, Oklahoma

forts of civilization when the profits

from an entire acre of wheat for one
year will barely equal the wage of a
bricklayer for one day.” He added :

is against the fundamental interests of the
farmers themselves because it tends to over
production , that in the long run it fattens
pocket of the speculator and not the
This modern marketing movement means the
that it increases the burden on the
farmer,
in the last analysis more home comforts for public treasury, that it means higher taxes
wives and children , better schools and a and their consequences and that it adds to
more useful education for boys and girls,
cost of living .
better churches and opportunity to attend theCogeneral
-operation not only results in more
them for the whole family. All of these prosperous banking, but in a mental rela
things means a higher standard of civiliza tionship between banker and customer that
tion on farms and a clearer understanding is eminently satisfactory to both. The
on the part of farmers of the problems of country banker is the farmer's best friend.
the other fellow , fewer fool notions about Throughout all America, wherever these co
the Government in the mind of the farmer operative associations have come into being
himself, and a constantly increasing knowl on a broad scale, the banker
has almost uni
edge of public problems and of the way in versally shown that friendship by working
which they must be solved , on the part of side by side with the farmers for the solu
the whole agricultural public .
tion of their common problem of farm pros
Co -operating farmers are not as a rule perity. The co -operatives themselves feel
radical farmers. They are not as a rule be decidedly grateful for this friendship.
lievers in Government ownership . They are
not as a rule to be found on the housetops
SHOULD MAKE STATE BANK LAWS
shouting for Government control of the
UNIFORM
prices of farm products. They come into
close contact with the economics of business
Speaking on the subject of "Standard
in their own business operations, and they State Banking ” , Hon . E . H . Wolcott,
are as fully convinced as you or I that
Governmental price- fixing opens the way to Bank Commissioner of Indiana , men
an infinite number of other subsidies, that it tioned the fact that the American Bank
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED
ers Association had gone on record for
uniform laws which could apply to all
following resolutions, offered by
banking institutions, and urged the asso theThecommittee
on resolutions, were
ciation to further assist the various unanimously adopted
by the division :

states in passing uniform laws appli- un

cable to state institutions.

RESOLVED , That we reaffirm our faith
ous state institutions, such as discount and in the efficacy of the co -operative mar

“ Formerly national banks, and vari-

in the wisdom of orderly marketing of crops

and deposit or state banks. loan and

keting idea ; provided , however, that organ
izations employing this idea are conducted

trust companies, and private banks” ,
said Mr. Wolcott, “operated along dif-

on sound economic principles .

We believe that the ultimate success of

ferent lines." Each had distinctive any such organization will be great or small,
features, said the speaker. The national depending upon the sound business judg
of the men who control its affairs, and
banks had circulation privileges, but ment
the complete divorce of any element of
formerly had no trust powers and were speculation .
limited as to savings deposits. State " WHEREAS, As state bankers we are
institutions have no circulation rights vitally interested that the highest efficiency
maintained in the office of all state bank
but have broader powers in the ways be
ing
and commissioners, there
of loans and investments. However, fore supervisors
be it
continued Mr. Wolcott, with the en - RESOLVED, That we favor:
1. The divorce of bank supervision from
larged fields of endeavor through
other functions of state government to
new laws granting new privileges the all
the
end that commissioners and banking
difference between national and state superintendents
may devote their entire at
institutions has been practically re tention to the administration of banking

moved . The speaker went on to say:

affairs and bank examination .

In Indiana, we have different laws appli-

2. That the tenure of office of banking
superintendents be made more certain and

cable to each variety of banking institutions
operating under our law , namely, private
banks, loan and trust companies, state banks

lasting and not subject to political change.
3. That sufficient compensation be paid to
attract men of the best ability .

and savings banks. The first three can prac

4. That men for the examination service

tically do the same kinds of business. In
many other states these institutions operate
under one and the same laws; in others

be chosen who have had a practical banking
knowledge, preferably from actual banking
experience.

WHEREAS, A joint committee has been
there is wide variation, but conditions in all
states are practically the same so that some appointed by Congress under the chairman
uniform law can be drawn that would apply ship of Congressman McFadden of Pennsyl
to all banks of like character and activities vania, to investigate the reasons underlying
the fact that more state banks are not join
in all states.
the Federal Reserve System and
Back of all these laws regulating or gov ingWHEREAS,
The State Bank Division
erning banking operations, whatever they

approves the fundamental principles upon
may be, there are certain other requirements which
the system is based , fully appreciates
such as experience has deemed advisable for its proved effectiveness as a splendid

good banking. The laws regulating banking
operations are but the mile-posts on the way
to success. Between these the road may be
straight or devious. The eyes may grow

stabilizing influence in maintaining the
financial integrity of our country, and de
sires to render any assistance possible in
curing existing defects to the end that its

careless and lose sight of the proven path ; facilities may be mademore widely available
carried away by the desire to make a " big and
WHEREAS, In this division, comprising
showing,” buying deposits through granting
12,000 state-chartered institu
unwise credits, or influenced by the ex approximately
tions, there are more banks which are not
pediency of certain transactions when good now
members of the system than in any

judgment is opposed . Every banker should
division , therefore be it
have on his desk the motto, " When in doubt other
RESOLVED, That a special committee of
- Don 't !" Personal interest in propositions five members be appointed by the president
presented often blinds

the vision , and prevents a careful consideration of the matter
involved.

of the division to assist in compiling the
information sought on this subject with au
thority to present the data obtained to the
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committee of Congress referred to, at a
special hearing if deemed advisable.

WHEREAS, The State Bank Division
since its organization at Kansas City in 1916
has been served as secretary and deputy

President J . D . Phillips, president
Green Valley Bank, Green Valley, Illi
nois ; vice-president - W . C . Gordon , .
president Farmers Savings Bank , Mar

manager by George E . Allen , and

shall, Missouri ; member of executive
WHEREAS, After twenty -three years of committee for the unexpired term of
continuous connection with the American
Bankers Association he is retiring from William P . Sharer, deceased — Guy E .

active service to become an observer instead
of a participant, carrying with him the well
deserved respect and good will of our mem
bers, and the sincere friendship and af
fection of those who have been closely asso

Bowerman , president Arlington Heights
State Bank , Los Angeles, California ;

three year term — C . S. McCain , vice
president Bankers Trust Company,

ciated with him , the rich benefits of which

Little Rock , Arkansas ; M . H . Malett,

heritage and the consciousness of duty well
done should be to him most precious ; there

president

fore be it

Citizens

Bank ,

Abilene,

Kansas.

thisn division , who have enjoyed his con

scie

J. D . Phillips, the new president of
the State Bank Division , was born April
7 , 1870 at Green Valley, Ill., on the

entire devotion, part with him with great

homestead settled by his grandparents,

RESOLVED , That we, the members of

regret, and wish him the best that life can

pioneers of that community. He still

hold for one who so well deserves it ; and be

resides there, tilling the soil of a 1500

it further

RESOLVED , That this preamble and

acre farm as well as serving as presi

resolution be spread upon our minutes and

dent of the Green Valley Bank. After

that an engrossed copy be prepared , signed finishing high school in Delavan , Ill.,
by the officers and presented to Mr. Allen . Mr. Phillips attended business college
in Chicago. He entered the private
NEW OFFICERS

· banking business in his home town in

The following were elected officers of 1900 and in 1916 incorporated his bank
the State Bank Division for the ensuing under a state charter. He is married
and has two children .

year:

National Bank Division Meeting
Newcomer Advocates Repeal of the Prohibition Amendment 31
Preston Made New President of Division
TN the president's address at the ahead with further amendments cover
| meeting of the National Bank Divi- ing all the different crimes and mis
sion, Waldo Newcomer, president demeanors and turning the Constitution
of the National Exchange Bank, Balti- into a code of criminal law , and there
more, made a vigorous attack on the

was no reason for putting it in in this

prohibition amendment, declaring that case except that the advocates wanted to
the Constitution of the United States fix things in such a way that it should
was never intended to be a code of be practically impossible to repeal, even
criminal law , but to lay down the re-

though it should turn out to be most

spective rights of the National and
State Governments .
" The serious danger of introducing
ang
this present question into the Constitu -

undesirable.” He added :
One of the greatest evils of the present

tion " , said Mr. Newcomer , “means that

day is the enormous number of laws being
passed and it has been charged there is a
deliberate Bolshevik influence at work to

there is nothing to prevent their going

increase the number of laws so as to have

bi

.

Safe deposit vault of the New York Trust Company

HE recognized standard of quality in burglar

proof vault work and design has been established

for over three -quarters of a century by the Herring
Hall-Marvin Safe Co.
Specifications and plans embodying the most recent

features in vault protection to meet your individual
requirements furnished upon request.

HERRING-HALL-MARVIN SAFE CO.
Factory - Hamilton, Ohio , U . S . A .

.

BRANCHES
400 Broadway, New York , N . Y .

165 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass.

225 W . Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

214 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

1805 First Ave., N ., Birmingham , Ala .

Cable Address — “Fireproof" New York
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CHAMPLAIN STUDIOS , INC .

THOMAS R . PRESTON
PresidentNationalBank Division ;
president Hamilton National Bank, Chattanooga,
Tenn .
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WALDO NEWCOMER
Retiring president Nationai Bank Division :
president National Exchange Bank, Balt.more

them so numerous they cannot possibly be
enforced .

prove of prohibition , and without expres
sion of any opinion on its merits, I submit

Whether or not there is any truth in this
charge the fact remains that the tendency
to regulate everything by law does have

that the introduction of this into the Con
stitution of the United States was a serious
blunder which should be undone by repeal.

the effect of making the code so cumber

some that nobody can keep up with it and
know whether the things they are doing are

TOUCHES ON ESCH -CUMMINS BILL

legal or illegal, and it does have the effect
Mr. Newcomer said he believed it
of making people more contemptuous of law would be inadvisable for Congress to
itself.
Every session of Congress puts out thou tinker with the Esch -Cummins railroad
sands of new laws, every state legislature bill at this time. If, however, as is
adds an unconscionable number of state laws strongly intimated , Congress is deter
and the municipalities are constantly pass mined to change essential parts of the
ing ordinances. I understand that the New
York City police force, if conscientiously de measure, he believed strong pressure
termined to look out for violations of all would be brought to bear to prevent
ordinances, would be compelled to be “ such a catastrophe" .
familiar with 16,000 laws.
Touching on labor, Mr. Newcomer
It would seem that the essentials for
order and conduct of the country have been

so well covered by this time that surely very
few additional laws should be necessary and
it is hoped this grist mill of Congress can
be reduced to a production basis of 40 per

said he believed in collective bargaining
and the right of workers to strike, but
"where such action interferes with the
rights of the public. fair notice should

cent. of its capacity.

be given and in no case should there be

Without the slightest concern as to
whether any one of you approve or disap -

any opposition to their places bei
filled . This unquestionably is an en
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Federal Reserve System and reaffirm
ing the division 's confidence in the
system :
WHEREAS, The Federal Reserve Sys
tem has repeatedly demonstrated its ef
fectiveness in the mobilization of banking
and credit resources and in the stabilization
of finance, and ;

WHEREAS, We recognize the value of
constructive criticism , though we view with
alarm the unwarranted assaults made upon
it, now therefore, be it
RESOLVED , That the National Bank
Division of the American Bankers Associa
tion reaffirms its confidence in the Federal
Reserve System , and pledges its aid in the

struggle to repel the attacks of those who ,
through lack of understanding or a per

verted sense of public duty , seek to destroy
its effectiveness.

URGE NATIONAL BANK ACT AMENDMENT

The division also adopted a resolution
urging an amendment to the National

Bank Act permitting national banks to
own stock in safe deposit companies in
those states which permit state banks
A . E . DUNCAN
Chairman ofboard Commercial Credit Company,

and trust companies to own such stock .

Baltimore

PRESTON ELECTED PRESIDENT OF DIVISION

Thomas R . Preston , president Hamil

dorsement of the open shop ”. Headded , ton National Bank, Chattanooga, Tenn .,
I think every laborer, should ne prefer was elected the new president of the
not to join the union , should be free National Bank Division . Mr. Preston
from any coercion and have an absolute was born on a farm near Woodbury ,

right to work without its benefits , if he

Tenn ., November 29, 1868, and after
graduating from Woodbury Academy
A . E . Duncan, chairman of the board taught school for a number of years.

prefers to do so” .

of the Commercial Credit Company , of
Baltimore, talked on “ Receivable Com

During vacation periods he studied law

in the office of an attorney, who also was

panies”. Mr. Duncan devoted the
larger part of his address to a detailed
discussion of the rediscounting of auto
mobile paper. He declared it to bee his
his
conviction that the point of saturation
in the automobile business is still a
long way off, and pointed out that the
larger number of cars purchased are

president of the Bank of Woodbury .
Mr. Preston became so interested in the
banking business that he gave up the

The division adopted the following
important resolution commending the

tional Bank in Chattanooga.
Mr. Preston has twice been a candi

study of law and worked in the bank

six months without pay. His first sal
aried position in a bank was with the

Traders National Bank of Tullahoma,
Tenn
. From that place he moved to
used wholly or in part for business pur
Chattanooga
and became associated
poses and as such have increased the with the Chattanooga
Savings Bank, be
business of the purchaser.
ing made cashier one year later. In
, Mr. Preston and his brother, C .
DIVISION COMMENDS FEDERAL RESERVE M1905
. Preston , founded the Hamilton Na
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date for the Democratic nomination as
governor of Tennessee. He attended
the Democratic National Conventions in
St. Louis and San Francisco as a na tional committeeman from his state.
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During the war, he was director of the
Tennessee Agricultural Loan Agency of
the War Finance Corporation . Hemar
ried Miss Robert Clift, daughter of
Major M . H . Clift, of Chattanooga.

Bank Women in First General Convention
Welcomed by President Puelicher
By KEY CAMMACK
T the close of the banquet given
by the Association of Bank

-

Furman , assistant secretary of the
Irving Bank -Columbia Trust Company,

Women in the Venetian Salon of New York, then introduced Miss Lucile

the Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City , on
September 26 , John H . Puelicher, presi

dent of the American Bankers Associa
tion , made an impromptu appearance,
congratulating the association upon the
careers open to its members, and en
couraging them to the performance of

their self- set standards. His welcome
brought applause, and additional re
marks on the valuable economic educa
tion acquired in banking received pro
found attention . " Eighty per cent. of
those entering school leave before the
eighth grade is reached” , said Mr.
Puelicher, " 10 per cent. before high

school is completed , and of the re
maining 10 per cent. only 2 per cent.
learn anything of economics, as colleges
have made it an elective study. Sound
economics not only govern good bank
ing , but are the foundation of it. None
can achieve in banking any executive

position without gaining considerable
knowledge of that vital subject. Such
knowledge” continued Mr. Puelicher,
" carried into the homes could not fail
to benefit, and in those cases where
marriage withdrew women from banking

MISS VIRGINIA D . H . FURMAN

they would demonstrate in home keep
ing and civic life the advantages of

President Association of Bank Women ;
assistant secretary Irving Bank-Columbia Trust
Company, New York

their former banking contacts”.
Mrs. William Laimbeer, assistant
secretary of the United States Mort- Aitchieson, Secretary of Embassies,

gage and Trust Company, New York, from the State Department, Washing
presiding in the absence of the asssocia - ton, who in the course of her talk on
tion's president, Miss Virginia D . H . “ Women in Banking”, stressed the in

General Motors Acceptance
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MRS. WM . LAIMBEER
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UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD . N . Y

Vice -president Association of Bank Women ;
assistant secretary United States Mortgage and

MISS JEAN A . REID
Treasurer Association of Bank Women ;

Trust Company, New York

Manager women 's department Bankers Trust

Company, New York
teresting fact that women were now

those masculine speakers of the Ameri

successfully represented in each rank of can Bankers Association upon kindred

banking life, from manager of women's subjects, Miss Reeves concluded with
departments through assistant officers to hearty thankfulness that her lot was
treasurer, director, vice-president and in America.
even president. “ This absence of reForty-three members of the Asso
striction ” , said Miss Aitchieson , " is ciation of Bank Women attended the
peculiarly interesting in view of the convention . The full membership is
corners' alloted women in many other ninety- eight, and a conservative esti
fields. Highly privileged as you are mate would indicate that it will be

you are equally highly obligated . One doubled shortly since the association,
of your chief services to my mind will though young, is national in scope and
be educating other women along the spirit , and each week brings word either
lines of sound investment. Of earning of some recently created woman officer,

they have fair knowledge, and circum - or of one heretofore without knowledge
stances incite to the necessity of saving, of the association . .
but on investment they are ill in
Many out-of-town bankers, notified
formed.”
from the platform of the American
" The status of European Women

Bankers Association by Leroy Mershon ,

Under Present Economic Conditions” executive secretary of the Trust Com
was pungently phrased by Miss Mary B . pany Division , of the presence and pur
Reeves, late secretary of the National pose of the bank women 's convention ,

Mutual Savings Bank Association , just

called at their committee room in Had

returned from a European survey of don Hall and interrogated officers of the
somewhat similar institutions. Like association concerning qualifications for
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membership, some saying that in their

speak . In this manner banking activi

organizations there were already eli-

ties from Nebraska to Tennessee, from

gible women , others, that they proposed
having eligible women installed upon

Massachusetts to Missouri, were noted
and compared .

their return .

The buffet luncheon on the final day

One of the many interesting features
of the convention was a regional “ Clear

was followed by a review of the past
short history of the association and a

ing House ” so to speak , under direction

forecast of its future , succeeded by a

of Miss Jean A . Reid , manager of the

lively open forum presided over by Miss

women 's department, Bankers Trust

Mina M . Bruere, secretary of the asso

Company, New York , at which each
vice-president of the association called

ciation and assistant secretary of the
Central Union Trust Company , New

upon certain members of her district to

York .

The Entertainment Program
A WELL rounded program of enter- Atlantic City, however, is somewhat like
tainment was provided for the " bringing coals to Newcastle” , because
delegates and guests to occupy the time

one has only to promenade on the board

when they were not attending the regu - walk to be entertained.
Monday afternoon there was a yacht
lar sessions of the convention . The

provision of special entertainment at ing party for the ladies, and on Tues

ATLANTIC FOTO SERVICE
Bankers and their wives leaving the Atlantic City Yacht Club on a sailing trip
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day afternoon there was a reception at grand ball on Young 's Million Dollar
Haddon Hall, giving an opportunity for Pier, with a bather's revue as one of the
the ladies to meet the wives of the of- attractions. A subscription dinner was
ficers of the association . Tuesday eve given Thursday evening by the Na
ning a party was arranged for Steeple tional Alumni Association of the
chase Pier, and all of the attractions of
Institute of Banking, and an
this pier were available to the guests of American
all-day
golf
tournament was held on
the association .

Wednesday afternoon a drill of life Friday with a golf subscription dinner

and vaudeville in the evening at the
guards was arranged for and in the Hotel
Traymore.

evening there was a reception given

to the officers and officers-elect of the

Concerts were given every morning

in the convention auditorium before the

association and their wives.

On Thursday evening there was a opening of the general sessions.

Record of Past Conventions

1884 Saratoga Springs, N . Y.

1908 Denver, Colo.
1910 Los Angeles, Cal.
1911 New Orleans, La.
1912 Detroit, Mich .
1913 Boston , Mass.
1914 Richmond, Va.
1915 Seattle, Wash .
1916 Kansas City, Mo.
1917 Atlantic City, N . J .
1918 Chicago, Ill.
1919 St. Louis, Mo.
1920 Washington , D . C .
1921 Los Angeles, Cal.
1922 New York , N . Y .

1885 Chicago, Ill.

1923 Atlantic City, N . J.

THE following is a record of all con

1909 Chicago , Ill.

- ventions of the American Bankers
Association held prior to this year :
1875 Saratoga Springs, N .
1876 Philadelphia , Pa.
1877 New York, N . Y .
1878 Saratoga Springs, N .
1879 Saratoga Springs, N .
1880 Saratoga Springs, N .
1881 Niagara Falls, N . Y .
1882 Saratoga Springs, N .
1883 Louisville, Ky.

Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.
Y.

1886 Boston , Mass.
1887 Pittsburgh , Pa.

Attendance records from 1909 to

1888 Cincinnati, Ohio .

1889 Kansas City, Mo.
1890 Saratoga Springs, N
1891 New Orleans, La.
1892 San Francisco, Cal.
1893 Chicago, Ill.
1894. Baltimore, Md.

Y .

1923 are as follows:
Date

City

Attendance
svece.. ... 4600

1909 Chicago . ..
1910 Los Angeles

2750

1911 New Orleans
1912 Detroit .............

2825

1897 Detroit, Mich .
1898 Denver, Colo .
1899 Cleveland, Ohio .
1900 Richmond , Va.
1901 Milwaukee, Wis.

1913 Boston ....

4235
2680
2500

1902 New Orleans, La.

1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

1895 Atlanta, Ga.
1896 St. Louis, Mo.

1903
1904
1905
1906
1907

San Francisco, Cal.
New York , N . Y .
Washington, D . C .
St. Louis, Mo.
Atlantic City, N . J

2850

1914 Richmond, Va.
1915 Seattle 1916 Kansas City

4316

1917 Atlantic City, N . J.
Chicago
St. Louis ..
Washington
Los Angeles ..
New York .
Atlantic City

.........

3120
4259
3597

4092
3854
.11,503
4473
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BANKER 'S LI
ARY
COURTES
Yss C
Pre
The Ronald
o.

A complele banking library, containing over five hundred books and magazines selected by a group
of financial librarians and bank economists, was displayed at the convention by the courtesy of
the Ronald Press Company, New York

Council and Committee Appointments
MEMBERS OF COUNCIL FOR ONE YEAR

Macon, Ga.; R . F . McNally, vice-president

APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT

and cashier National Bank of Commerce, St.

Mo.; John T . Manson, president
Charles W . Carey, president First Na Louis, National
Bank, New Haven , Conn.;
tional Bank , Wichita, Kan .; Richard S. First
C . D . Rorer, president Bank of Commerce,
Hawes, vice-president First National Bank , Eugene,
Ore.; R . D . Sneath , president Com
St. Louis, Mo.; Rudolf S. Hecht, president mercial National
Bank, Tiffin, Ohio ; S. G .
Hibernia Bank & Trust Co., New Orleans, H . Turner, president
National Bank,
La.; Charles E . Mitchell, president National Elmira , N . Y .; F . Second
, president
City Bank , New York , N . Y .; Arthur Rey Tradesmen 's National J.BankWikoff
, Oklahoma City,
nolds, president Continental & Commercial Okla.; Frank A . Zimmerman,
vice -president
National Bank , Chicago, Ill.
and treasurer Chambersburg Trust Co.,
Chambersburg, Pa.; D . H . Otis, First Na
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
tional Bank Building, Madison , Wis., di
Walter W . Head, president Omaha Na- rector.
tional Bank , Omaha, Neb ., chairman ;
COMMERCE AND MARINE COMMISSION
Charles H . Deppe, vice-president Union
Trust Co., Cincinnati, Ohio ; Alexander
Kent, vice-president Bankers
Dunbar, vice-president Bank of Pittsburgh Trust
T Fred Co.,I. New
York , N . Y ., chairman ;
N . A ., Pittsburgh , Pa.; R . E . Hard M . E . Ailes,
Riggs National Bank ,
ing, vice -president Fort Worth National Washington ;president
E . H . Furrow , vice-president
Bank, Forth Worth , Tex.; William E . Knox, Merchants National
Cedar Rapids,
president Bowery Savings Bank, New York , Iowa ; Earl S . GwinBank,
, president Lincoln
N . Y .; J. D . Phillips, president Green Bank & Trust Co., Louisville,
Ky.; mana
J. R .
Valley Bank, Green Valley, Ill.; Thomas Kraus, vice-president and executive
R . Preston , president Hamilton National ger The Union Trust Co., Cleveland, Ohio ;
Bank, Chattanooga , Tenn.; J. H . Puelicher, John G . Lonsdale, president National Bank
president, Marshall & Ilsley Bank , Milwau of
St. Louis, Mo.; John Mc
kee, Wis.; Joseph B . Ramsey, president HughCommerce,
president Mechanics & Metals Na
First National Bank, Rocky Mount, N . C .; tional, Bank,
York , N . Y . ; Robert
Sam Stephenson, president First National F . Maddox, New
Atlanta National
Bank, Great Falls, Mont.; Oscar Wells, Bank , Atlanta,president
David H . Moss, vice
president First National Bank, Birming president First Ga.;
Bank, Seattle,
ham , Ala.; Evans Woollen, president Wash .; Lewis E .National
, chairman of
Fletcher Savings & Trust Co., Indianapolis , boardſ Irving Bank Pierson
-Columbia Trust Co.,
Ind .
New York, N . Y .; Charles H . Sabin , chair
man of board Guaranty Trust Co., New
FINANCE COMMITTEE
York , N . Y .; Lewis L . Strauss, Kuhn , Loeb
William E . Knox , president Bowery Sav & Co., New York , N . Y .; secretary to the
ings Bank, New York , N . Y . chair- commission ; John R . Washburn , vice
man ; W . Meade Addison , president Plant president Continental & Commerial National
ers National Bank , Richmond , Va.; Charles Bank, Chicago, Ill.; F . O . Watts, president
W . Carey, president First National Bank, First National Bank, St. Louis, Mo.; Daniel
Wichita, Kan.; J. Elwood Cox, president G . Wing, president First National Bank ,
Commercial National Bank , High Point, Boston , Mass.; D . B . Bunim , 110 East
N . C .; Harry J. Haas, vice-president First Forty -second street, New York , N . Y ., as
National Bank, Philadelphia, Pa.; Jacob H . sistant secretary .
Herzog, vice-president National Commer
ECONOMIC POLICY COMMISSION
cial Bank & Trust Co., Albany, N . Y.;
J. J. Jamieson , cashier First National Bank ,
Traylor, president First Trust &
A
.
.
M
Shullsburg, Wis. ; H . H . Sanger, vice
Bank, Chicago, Ill., chairman ; Paul
president, National Bank of Commerce, Savings
M . Warburg, chairman of board , Inter
Detroit, Mich.; Oscar Wells, president national
Acceptance Bank, New York , N .
First National Bank, Birmingham , Ala.
Y ., vice-chairman ; A . E . Adams, president
Dollar Savings & Trust Co., Youngstown ,
AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION
Ohio ; Stephen Baker, president Bank of
Burton M . Smith, president Bank of the Manhattan Co ., New York , N . Y.;
North Lake, North Lake, Wis., chairman ; Richard S. Hawes, vice-president First Na
J. Elwood Cox , president, Commercial Na tional Bank , St. Louis, Mo.; Craig B .
tional Bank, High Point, N . C .; P . B . Doty , Hazlewood, vice-president, Union Trust Co .,
president, First National Bank, Beaumont, Chicago, Ill.; R . S. Hecht, president
Tex .; Fred A . Irish, vice-president First Hibernia Bank & Trust Co ., New Orleans,
National Bank , Fargo, N . D .; Charles B . La .; Charles A . Hinsch, president Fifth
Lewis, president Fourth National Bank, Third National Bank, Cincinnati, Ohio ;
611
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George A . Holderness, chairman of
Walter S . McLucas, president Commerce Ore.;
s Banking & Trust Co ., Tar
Trust Co., Kansas City, Mo.; George E . board NFarmer
Roberts, vice -president National City Bank, boro, . C .; J. D . Phillips, president Green
New York, N . Y .; H . M . Robinson, presi Valley Bank , Green Valley, Ill.
dent First National Bank , Los Angeles,
COMMITTEE ON EXPRESS COMPANIES AND
Cal.; John W . Staley, president Peoples
MONEY ORDERS
State Bank, Detroit, Mich.; Walter Lichten
stein, executive secretary, The First Na
John G . Lonsdale, president National
tional Bank , Chicago, Ill., secretary .
Bank of Commerce, St. Louis, Mo., chair
man ; John A . Cathcart, vice-president First
BANKING AND CURRENCY COMMITTEE OF THE
National Bank, Sidell, Ill.; J. H . Soliday,

ECONOMIC POLICY COMMISSION

Paul M . Warburg, chairman of board In
ternational Acceptance Bank, New York , N .

Y ., chairman ; R . S. Hecht, president Hi

bernia Bank & Trust Co., New Orleans, La.;
Charles A . Hinsch , president Fifth - Third

National Bank , Cincinnati, Ohio ; Waldo
Newcomer, president National Exchange
Bank , Baltimore, Md.; Evans Woollen , president Fletcher Savings & Trust Co., Indian
apolis, Ind.
PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMISSION

Francis H . Sisson, vice-president Guar
anty Trust Co., New York , N . Y ., chairman ;
M . E . Holderness, vice-president First Na
tional Bank, St. Louis, Mo., vice -chairman ;
Charles Cason , assistant vice-president
Chemical National Bank, New York , N . Y .;
W . G . Edens, vice-president Central Trust
Co. of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.; Fred W . Ells
Bank &
bernia Bank
worth , vice-president Hibernia
Trust Co ., New Orleans, La.; W . R . More
house, vice-president Security Trust & Sav
ings Bank , Los Angeles, Cal.; Thomas B .
McAdams, vice-president Merchants Na
tional Bank, Richmond, Va.; Nathan D .
Prince, vice-president Hartford -Conn . Trust
Co ., Hartford, Conn.; George O . Walson ,
president Liberty National Bank, Washing
ton , D . C .; Gurden Edwards, 110 East
Forty -second street, New York , N . Y .,

president Franklin Savings Bank , Boston ,
Mass.
COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY
Francis H . Sisson, vice-president Guar
anty Trust Co., New York , N . Y ., chair
man ; F . J. Denison , vice-president Hamilton
National Bank , Denver Colo .; Fred Stadt
muller, assistant cashier Washoe County
Bank, Reno, Nev.; Carter E . Talman,
assistant cashier American National Bank ,
Richmond, Va.
COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP

T. J. Hartman, president Producers Na
tional Bank, Tulsa, Okla,, chairman ; Charles
H . Bender, vice-president Grand Rapids
Charles A . Faircloth , president National
City Bank, Tampa, Fla.; George H . Gutru,
president Newman Grove State Bank, New
man Grove, Neb .; Ben Johnson, president
Commercial National Bank, Sheveport,
La.; H . Y . Lemon , vice-president Commerce

National Bank , Grand Rapids, Mich . ;

Trust Co., Kansas City, Mo.; Robert Mc
Cincinnati, Ohio ; C . Howard Marfield, vice
president and cashier, Seaboard National

Evilley, vice -president First National Bank,

Bank , New York , N . Y .; Harry M . Rubey,
president Rubey National Bank , Golden ,
Colo .; Charles A . Smith, manager Bank of
Italy, Livermore, Cal.; Wirt Wright, presi
dent
National Stock Yards National Bank ,
secretary .
National Stock Yards, Ill. ; H . Lane Young,
vice -president Citizens & Southern Bank,
COMMITTEE ON CANADIAN RELATIONS
Atlanta, Ga.
Ex-officio members: Thomas B . Paton,
David R . Forgan, president National City
Bank of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., chairman ; general counsel, 110 East Forty -second
Frank W . Blair, president Union Trust Co., street, New York , N . Y .; F . N . Shepherd ,
Detroit, Mich.; E . C . McDougal, president executive manager, 110 East Forty -second

Marine Trust Co., Buffalo, N . Y.; W . D . street, New York , N . Y .
Vincent, president Old National Bank,
COMMITTEE ON NON -CASH ITEMS
Spokane, Wash .; Daniel G . Wing, president
First National Bank, Boston, Mass.
J. W . Barton , vice-president Metropolitan
COMMITTEE ON CONFERENCE - AGRICULTURAL
CREDITS

P . J. Leeman , vice-president First Na
tional Bank, Minneapolis, Minn ., chairman ;
L . A . Andrew , president Citizens Savings
Bank , Ottumwa, Iowa ; C . C . Colt, vicepresident First National Bank , Portland,

National Bank, Minneapolis, Minn., chair
man ; C . L . Brokaw , vice- president and
cashier, Commercial National Bank, Kansas
City, Kan .; D . M . Finnegan , president First
National Bank, Yankton , s . D .; Robert F .
Maddox , president Atlanta National Bank,
Atlanta , Ga.; James Ringold , president
United States National Bank, Denver, Colo .
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ALFRED C . BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECT AND
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Asia Banking Corporation , New York

THE building at 35 - 39 Broadway, New York City, in which are
located the offices of the Asia Banking Corporation .

The first

structure entirely of concrete stone built on Broadway.

ALFRED C . BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK
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The Trenton Trust Company Building, Trenton, N . J.

THE fourteen story building of the Trenton Trust
Company, Trenton, New Jersey, is the tallest in the
city and gives this institution the most commodious and

modern banking facilities.
ALFRED C . BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK
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Yonkers Trust Company, Yonkers, N . Y.

THE new building of the Yonkers Trust Company
- is in the form of a Roman arch , entirely of stone
and severely plain. One large window , 15 by 30
feet, in which a metal door is placed, will food the
banking room with light at all times.

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE NEW YORK

HE NATIONAL BANK

The National Bank ofHarrisonburg, Harrisonburg, Va.

THIS building holds a conspicuous place in
the community in which it stands and forms
a center about which many of the business

activities have naturally grouped themselves.

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE , NEW

YORK

OOOR
Main banking room , Hibernia Bank & Trust Co., New Orleans, La.

WHEN the Hibernia Bank & Trust Company
" decided upon their new banking quarters
they raised the standard of comfort and ease
for their depositors ahead of anything any
where near them in the South , and we were
called in to collaborate to obtain this result .

ALFRED

C . BOSSOM

BANK ARCHITECTS EQUIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW

YORK

THE TIDELITY

THE FIDELITY BANK

The Fidelity Bank, Durham , N . C .

THIS building in the style of the Italian
· Renaissance has a character suitable for so
many towns wherein very tall buildings are not

desirable.

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK
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Irving Bank-Columbia Trust Company, Harlem Branch, New York

A DOOR can invite you in or repel you. It extends the hand of

invitation at your approach to a bank's building.
ALFRED C . BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK

THE CITIZENS NATIONAL BA

The Citizens National Bank , Covington, Va .

" THE reaction on the volume of depositors when
" a bank has a first-class building in a smaller
town becomes evident at once. Statistics on this
matter are very edifying."

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK

The National Bank of Commerce in New York

THE officers' quarters in the rearrangement

of The National Bank of Commerce in New
York , showing the spaciousness that provides
the best privacy.

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQUIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE NEW

YORK
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The Texas Bank and Trust Company, Galveston, Texas

THIS new building for the United States National Bank of Galveston,
succeeding the Texas Bank and Trust Company, will be the tallest
in the city, and will be a conspicuous addition to the sky-line. It will
provide the bank with every modern facility .

ALFRED C BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW

YORK
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Magnolia Petroleum Building, Dallas, Texas

THE building of theMagnolia Petroleum Company of Dallas, Texas,
* is said to be the second tallest office building in the United States
outside of New York . It is designed so that the prevailing wind that

is coming from the South will drive into the court which faces the street.
No room in the entire building gets all of its light from the side upon
which the “ northers" strike the city , this entire facade being given up

to a battery of elevators.

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE NEW YORK
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Greenville Banking and Trust Company. Jersey City, N . J.

THE new building of the Greenville Banking
and Trust Company, Jersey City, N . J., is

being constructed in the Neo -Greek style of
architecture so popular in Europe of late . A
feature of this building is the completeness of
its safe deposit facilties.

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQUIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE NEW YORK
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Wayne National Bank, Goldsboro, N . C.
THE ten -story bank and office building for the Wayne

National Bank of Goldsboro, N . C ., provides banking
facilities equal to any similar structure in the South .
ALFRED C . BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK
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Merchants Bank, Durham , N . C.

THE black and white marble front of the building of the Merchants

Bank, Durham , N . C., stands out in pleasing contrast to the dark
exteriors of the other buildings in the same block .

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK
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Seaboard National Bank of New York
THE business expansion of the Seaboard National Bank of New York hasbeen
such that it was found necessary to provide increased officers'Aoor space. To
meet this need the second Aoor was completely remodelled as officers' quarters,
thus providing additional space and comfort for the bank's visitors to transact

their important business. The ground floor officers' space is still retained. This
work
has recently been completed by the same architectwho designed the original
building
.

ALFRED C. BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS
EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE, NEW YORK

Dawes Limits National Bank Branches
CATIONAL banks may establish

fixed points within the city limits and

outside of the four walls of the banking
branches in the cities where they house
.

are located for receiving de

This opinion is not inconsistent with that

posits and cashing checks, but these

of Attorney General Wickersham , and the
practical application which will be made of

branches cannot conduct a generalbank -

it will be that certain national banks will
ing business , according to an opin be
permitted to establish what are virtually
ion submitted by Attorney General tellers'
windows in places more or less re
Daugherty to Henry M . Dawes, Comp moved from the banks, but in the city limits,
where they may take deposits and cash
troller of the Currency.
Mr. Dawes announced this opinion checks. The discretionary powers which are

and his interpretation of it when he ap
peared on October 3 before the joint
Congressional committee considering
plans to induce state banks to enter the
Federal Reserve System . He called the
permitted facilities tellers' windows,

inherent in such transactions as making

loans, purchasing securities and similar ac
be pe
tivities
permitted in such offices
not be
will not
tivities will

located at a distance from the parent in

stitution .
It seems to me unnecessary at the present
reference to the legal situation . The force
time to do more than make the above bare

and intimated that no othermajor func

of the opinion of the Attorney General just

tions, such as making loans or purchas
ing securities, could be carried on at
these windows. The Comptroller said
explicitly that a national bank should
not be permitted to operate these tellers'
windows in any states or cities where
the state banks had not similar or great
er facilities.
The general extension of branch
banking would result in the elimination
of the national banking system , Mr.
Dawes said , and thereby the ultimate
destruction of the Federal Reserve

handed down would as a practical matter
remove the national banks from the branch
bank controversy, since a national bank can
not engage in the banking business outside

System .

tional banks will be able to reach their cus
tomers in the matter of making deposits and
cashing checks in the same way that their
competitors do in this single important
aspect of the banking business. At the

STATUS OF BANKS CLARIFIED

of the city limits of its location , and inside
of the city limits it may under certain con
ditions perform only limited functions at a
distance from the banking house.
PREDICTS ADVANTAGES IN CITIES
Authorization to national banks to es

tablish such additional offices will be of
great advantage in certain localities where
the state banks are already extending their

services in this manner. In such cities as
New York, Cleveland and Detroit, the na

“ The relations of the national bank
to operations in branch banking have present time in the City of Cleveland there
been the subject of a very widespread are only three national banks, and in the
only three.
misunderstanding ,” Mr. Dawes said. City of Detroit
opinion that the major question

“ In order that the situation might be
clarified and defined, the present Comp

It is my
fected by this differentiation of the func

of branch banking is not in any way af

troller requested an opinion of the At tions of the tellers' windows except to miti
torney General which has just been gate the handicaps that at present exist in
some great cities and that it cannot by any
handed down.” He continued :
the
possibility be used for the extension of

A previous opinion given by Attorney

principles of branch banking. The banking

General Wickersham was to the general arrangements of any individual city are dis
effect that a national bank might not de
novo establish a branch bank. The present
opinion from the Attorney General makes
it clear that none of the major or important

incidental functions of a national bank may
be exercised beyond the limits of the city
in which the parent institution is located.
This opinion also indicates that certain func
tions of a national bank , incident to the

tinctly a matter for local determination .

When the extension of branches passes the

city lines and becomes statewide, a condition
such as I have previously described is
created , under which the whole balance of

the Federal Reserve and unit banking sys
tem of a larger section of the country is
disturbed and the fire will, in my opinion ,

banking business, may be carried on at very quickly jump over State lines .
6
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Aba Can Your Bank
Go On Without You ?
URING his lifetime a certain man had carved in
marble a full-sized monument of himself, for he
wished to leave something by which he might be re
membered always.
Hewas an eccentric; but not be- ity of its founder is taken away.
cause he wished to be remem -

Has vourbank this characteristic ?

bered . It was because he failed

Only if it is a well advertised in

to realize that there is only one stitution , which has extended its
real reason for remembrance - a
interests and woven them

into

service to our fellowmen so estab the people's interests so closely
lished that it shall continue.

that the institution is no longer
One of the most durable, sub yours alone but in an important
stantial and lasting forms such a sense theirs.
monument may take is a well- Consult The Collins Service re
established banking business that garding publicity that will so
has been so closely knit into the mold the attitude of the com

lives of the people as to stand munity toward your bank that it
solidly in its own strength , un

shall be a permanent, public in .

shaken even when the personal-

stitution .

The Collins Service
The Recognized Standard but Financial Advertising
Philadelphia, Pa.
1 BA
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Banking
Publicity
Special Section of the Bankers Magazine
OCTOBER 1923

Helping Denver Boys To Save Money

Two valuable seasonable
suggestions

The Bankers Trust Company Begins by Showing Them Ways
to Earn It. A Popular Booklet.
By John T. Bartlett

Many of our depositors find the two services described
below to be of great value during the summer vacation
uson, especially if they are planning a top abroad.

THERE 18 perhaps no Denver exigencies, it is necessary that
banking institution which has the boy should.
more boy depositors than the Allen Herrick, advertising
Bankers Trust Company. One manager of the Bankers Trust
thing this company has demon- Company, retained to get up

How toskryer
trip easier and
more esjoyee

TO

Foreign Travel Service
OBerenPAROLES
ForrigeTruel
Serra
toeverre
many trouble
troldesasto
The Euble of Larter
Crede
kes andher hrncheut the world

strated is that most banks, in the copy of the boys' money
their work with boys, stop far making manual a Denver man
short of the point where the with a national reputation for

law of diminishing returns his work among boys. This en
operates. To put it another sured that the matter would be
way, the boys of the community practical and authoritative, and
will repay far more extensive that it would be written in lan
bank promotion
is com gauge
get to boys.
finishedwouldbooklet
com
monly
attempted. than
The Bankers
The which
Trust Company does not hesi prised twenty pages and cover.
tate to get up elaborate litera- The compiler located so many
ture“ Forty
for the
boy field.
for boys was
to earn
money
Ways Boys Can Earn ways
that treatment
necessarily
Money" , the most recent book - brief. In a few sentences the
let, was timed for publication ground was covered, important

and distribution just as Den points brought out. One or two
ver boys, school at an end for quotations will illustrate the
the year, faced a long summer's treatment. This is what was
vacation. Summer for the city said about an accesible summer
boy is a period of abundant business— mowing lawns:

spare time. A greatmany boys
are ambitious to earn money;

in some cases, owing to family

Close to the heart of

New England Industry

. / BOSTON

Wide Town
you of ,thecleting
care ofa your lovend per
Hadir
paringelconspcem
, a efect,
cretary and investiceWek
cestodes

THE EQUITABLE
TRUST
COMPANY
OF NEW
YORK
TOVN OFFICE

WALL STREET

COLONIAL ON
TCT

EVIANO
ALL

SEND

Total resources over $100.000.000

The above advertisement ran in
New York newspapers during the
height
of thebank,
summer
travel
sea
son.
This
instead
gen
eralizing
on the subject
ofof serv
ice to travelers,
very
specific
suggestionsoffers
as totwo
services

which it can perform .
work. It takes a good sharp lawn
but find it too strenuous or have mower, a canvas basket to catch
no proper tools. Two boys to
the cuttings, a rake, a pair of
gether do best at this sort of sheep shears, a broom , a bushel

The cradle ofmodern textiles
When the sun gikts New Englandhills

OF BOSTON

Yen

Many people have lawns to cut,

On time, thanks to New England

MUT BANK THE NATIO

THE NATIO

How to becerisia
by eredberoper

Safe Keeping Service

MUT BANK THE NATIO 01

WITH

MUT BANK THE NATI
BOSTON

Where news begins
DEPOLE

OF BOSTON MUT BANK THE NATIO of BOSTON MUT BANK

Five good reasons why the advertising of a Boston bank is so widely known and so readily
recognizable . There is no emblem in bank advertising more distinctive, and at the same time
more appropriate, than the Shawmut Indian -head .
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Banking Publicity

the public's interest in the ful way to treat this sub

RICHARD F . DURHAM ,Editor

bank arouses also the in -

ject through advertising he

Monthly Publicity Soction

terest of those inside the

will go a long way toward

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE

bank in what the bank pro- building the good will of his

71-73 Murray St., New York

poses to do for the public. institution. There are more
To do this successfully re

OCTOBER 1923

quires both tact and perTHE man who directs a

severance .

jobs for advertising than
simply getting new business.

.

bank's publicity activi
The publicity department Banks, like every other
ties is primarily a " contact” has had a real fight to ob form of business enterprise ,
man. If he is to get the tain a foot-hold as an im function in order to make
most out of the possibili portant unit in the organiza money for their sharehold
ties offered by well directed tion of a well-equipped bank .
publicity, he must establish It will have to fight to keep ers. The successful adver
tising manager is the one
an effective liaison , or con it. But it can keep the place who shares in this function
tact, between the bank , those

it deserves if the right sort

who do business with it, and
those with whom the bank

and helps his institution to

of effort is made consistently make money. He can do this
to keep a proper coordina
seeks to do business . He tion between the publicity by utilizing the service of

advertising in building up
and other departments of those branches of the bank's
profitable venture for the the bank , and to stimulate
operations that are most

must make this contact a
bank.

a spirit of real and helpful profitable . The true test of
co-operation within the bank the advertising man's suc
ment, circulars , booklets , at large.
cess shows up in the record
form letters —— these things
of earnings, not in the total
hold important places in the
Bank
borrowers
have
alof
new accounts secured .
scheme of financial public

The printed advertise

ity .

been more or less mys
They are a helpful ways
tified by what is technically

means toward the end of

When A man is sufficiently
bringing business into the known as the “ 20 Per Cent. interested in some special
bank . But they are not an Rule”. We refer to the cus department of your bank 's

tom of lending banks to re
as the officers and personnel quire borrowers to main
of the bank view these in tain a deposit of at least 20
end in themselves. So long

service to ask for informa

tion regarding it, don't sim
ply give him the information

struments of establishing
contact with the public as an
incidental part of the day's

per cent. of the total loan . requested and let the matter
Many borrowers fail to un drop there. If one depart
derstand why banks should ment of your service can be

business, they are bound to

loan them a certain amount

fall far short of their pos

and then only allow them to reasonable to assume that

sibilities for effectiveness.

use approximately 80 per

Right here is where the
man in charge of publicity
should cease to be simply an
“ advertising manager” . He

should bend every effort
toward bridging

is necessary

the gap

your bank has other serv

cent. of that amount. Here ices to offer in which he
is another opportunity
the publicity man to
some way of showing
borrower why such a

that is sure to exist between
the bank and the public un -

of use to him , it is not un

and how

for might be interested , and
find which he might be able to
the use. See if you can 't in
rule terest your prospect not
it

only in the department that

works both to the advantage
of the borrower and the

he inquires about but also
in some of your other de

less publicity which arouses bank. By finding a success- partments.
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Helping Denver
Money Boys Save
(Continued from page 615)
basket or a piece of canvas to
hold the grass. Take pains to
finish up a nice clean job and
you will get a chance to come
again . You can develop a list of

customers and be busy through

summer season . Either work
the
the hour at an agreed -upon
by
rate or contract for the job in
advance.

This is what was written on
the subject of “ Cleaning and

Greasing
Autos" :
Cleaning and greasing automo
biles is a dirty job and one that
many men and women dislike.
However,
it has to be done regu
larly and in a systematic way. A
real live boy can develop a num
ber of customers for whom he
does this little job at regular in
tervals. It is a job that must be
well done and demands some
knowledge of a car, but any boy
can easily learn it by studying the
lubricating charts of the various
cars that happen to fall in his
list.

In addition to the two ways

just described, “ Forty Ways”
gave the following:

Paper routes, cutting and pil

ing wood, odd painting jobs,

houses, tutoring and teaching,
home printing press, laundry

Nostrum
or Nation?
A straight from the shoulder message to
the businessment of Cleveland and vacinary

CERTAIN men , influential in national politics, are sponsors

U of sick
the propaganda
that our nation
's radicade
ously
and need senc
dctering
" are seri
But do the thefacts per regaron
their co a
In Thepiedrafrada
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the thrulives outthemofthe, andpublewith conher bodies
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forsong
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in thetheGST
ose wuk dican
She pesuther
can wu bycances
men longshould inc
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When
burundas
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which thesis wingtherehete realicy
futhing called
whom
mean mung

taking inden pays

Whowhowers!
Steffens?
ForTher theoadrailroadand arethatarunghed.
these fond kuhe und now
1Withdienhonfaired
gainAmerican
all enge
part theof these
from railedand thefinoutput of
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mundem
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a
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In short theheath of the deathe health
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very indesdual in The radio and Industry
Slam
the otheryou can regularne without equalle regering

perify aan ruit and wheet salad wedid inden

In political
our estimation it isera acasecontinued
of choosing either a plainly
railroad Rosten
facilities of our nation . improvement in the
Both
are
impossible.
I
must
Politics of Prosperity be one or the other

WhatYou
Can Do
.

BUMPER CROPS YOU
THISmustis look
one ofat those
occasionsnotin atBalsiness
thedoughnut,
the hole.when we
Over emphasis is liable ta be suited to the effect the

whatpricu hare on the prosperity of the nation

Under malis conditions
that is not all the value of the
corn
threecrop,cotton
times the whesabout
w the
ith same crep value, hay and forage in

.

CHARLES A WCIONES

FRANK AW
ROY
wiec
FRIDORIE BURTON

TheUNION
TRUSTCo.
Resources over 200 Millions
CLEVELAND

An interesting

BER

unusvally

and
well
conceived
advertisement
in behalf
of the
railroads byruna
Cleveland
bank. The
advertise
ment
was designed
to awaken
the
the
of
business
men
community
to
the
dangers
latent
in
the
present
railroad
legislation
program
This
.
is another
example of al
truistic
bankgood
advertising.

caring for furnaces and empty
for golfers, delivery boys, dis
tributing samples, cleaning up

TheNATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
IN SAINT LOUIS
Joren G LONSDALE. President

good example
of the altruistic
viewA point
banking.
This St.
Louis
bank in emphasizes
skillfully,
and
illustrates
graphically
the
relationship that wheat ,prices
bear to the nation' s prosperity .

selling
Havingrockreadspecimens.
“ Forty Ways,"

no Denver boy could exclaim to

mother “ I wish I knew some
way to earn money !"
The first two printed pages
of the booklet were devoted to

anature
foreword(incidentally,
of an inspirational
it called
attention to the company's sav
ings
department)
For Boy
Savers". and
This “Helps
was a
brief description of homesafes,
bankbooks, and the terms on
which
the company supplied
them to boys. The booklet con
dime savers, and boy scout
tained no other matter of an
advertising nature.

The company's experience in

distributing the booklet tallied
with its usual experience:
Though newspaper space be ef
fective, the window , drawing
passers by in to the informa
tion desk, dwarfs the newspaper

returns. The initial newspaper

announcement
pictured the
booklet in a message measuring
two columns by some six inches.

Aside from the illustration,
there were only two or three

ing ashes, office work , caddying

yards, raising squabs, raising
chickens, raising rabbits, jani
Wheattohas$ 17.900
an estimated
espered
000 in crop
1522 ale this year of $317.000.000,
The 3.900.30
growingen
is estimated $1,370.000.000
, ottoncrop, $1 value
0.900,000
On thesethreefourtimesprope,the without
dairy and
poultryin value
productethis
overaping
wheet incumpe,
the pain
year 1992 709.300,00
Business
in 1922-23 power
u pood,
everbenefit
700 million
dollars
creased
farm
purchasing
the
every
comercial
endgar la 1123-24
ofthesound
logic beginning
Septembermarksthe
series'
res . Startfeedit bybasiesmeeting
resolve
the theindividual
basis
in benefits
way the byunfolding
to aid ferin every
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tor work, collecting junk, tin
kering,
gardens andfor gardening,
raising vegetables
sale, driv
ing delivery trucks, picking
fruit,
farm work, clerkingdelivin
stores, messenger boys,
ering bills and notices, shovel
ing snow , building bird houses,

refreshment
stands, sickspecialty
salesmen, assisting
and

making wirelesspainting,
blind,
sets,
selling stamps, poster
and
pressing
agency,
taking
snapshot
pictures,
soliciting
magazines, assisting about newfor

Ask Your Attorney
Hewill tell you that appointing
Compeny
yourthewillTrumat
the wise thingofcier
toeerste
do. under
Imposing
ministratie
pas
friends
- boch so fun andchangethe this
beneficiaries
Individualsdie,they
place of
rouidance,itaku
they lack aperience and they
make
Our
Trust
Departmentiscompraedam
of experience and proven abilir .
de fled towide
a Our tram
t
yourdrag

BANKING CO
FOREMAN BROS
TRUST ERATEXT
S. W . Cor. La Salls andWashington Su .
MEMBER
PIDURAL
ROUR ASSOCIATI
CANTALENRYSTER
SURRES ANDN -C ASELRING
O PORTS LACUS

White space can be wasted. It
good effect.
usedan toexample
alsowebehave
can
Above
and ofliba
of silhouette
combination
space,
white
of
eral
allowance
, rather
which serves to strengthen
gen
and
layout
the
,
weaken
than
eral effectiveness of this adver
tisement of a Chicago bank .
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sults were obtained. The
“Forty Ways Boys Can Earn

Money”
booklet just issued is
the latest phase of continuous
promotion effort with the
“ver.coming generation" in Den
PROLAJML
M LIBERTY
1993

The Making of a Saver
By Raleigh E. Ross
He was invited out for dinner
and to the theater afterward.

So it was rather late when he
reached home.
On his dresser was a com
munication from the Blank Na
tional Bank. He looked at it
with curiosity tinged with a
trace of sleepiness. It had been

LIBERTY
NATIONAL

a hard day.

Tearing open the envelope, he
found a brief, friendly letter

directing his attention to the

BANK
in NEW YORK

DONT
SPEND IT

Distinctive emblem used by a recently organized New York
bank which opened for business in October.

sentences of text. The window of the latter had spent itself,

display, which followed on the featured photos of boys actual
heels of the newspaper inser- ly engaged in money-making
tion and after most of the force occupations.
The Boy Scouts Bank Book ,
to which reference was made
above, has been in use for quite

a period and has demonstrated
itself a strong aid in obtaining
ur Servia

is our Best Advertisement
A PLEASED customer is an asset of rare
valde.

Satisfaction is a vital part of any firm 's
reputation
An actualcensus of new patronage in the National
Bank of Cocamere daring the month shows that
per
centofcustomers
it cameupon the recommendation of those
already
Our Mity and facildes are kepe Before the pub
the through advertising that our old comer play
an important role in the consensation of new bod
ne shows the efficacy the Commerce polley of
friendly helpfulness to all
Whether you fe the go the Bude prospective
a l or Virus of board you
CU C ,

find thar thebest that can send the way wariabled
worthy of your first considerado
ThirtyThe
3 L

Mer
S fer
DeMeer
Jones

etag

TheNATIONALin SAINT
BANKLOUIS- COMMERCE
CAPITALRESP

the cony dignified without being

"Nemeny methalone dirty
On my feet were patni testhel

Safely, thing happened w ith
I thoughtto my
hould any
Stone
on thethesense
city sideo rest as leide n
That nightl oped
in
with dreunde

Then p

bench
bed

lod God . bow dI

ont

new boy accounts. This book

la time I was noted. Send tha
dvend. Now the
wyt .

has a khaki cover with the seal

e
r
Om"Whatever
Pay Day they
that candoorh
I work !
MVINOR BOOK ve moche el N um .
MVINOS
"
Every
on
are
you
time
Pay
Day
Sering Book chat oth me
"We the site
together,
at
gintobente
the Aadi
Pen
"Nevertrenger
B e with
called
" DONTVEND
mading non
Open Bank De were

of the Denver council imprinted
on it. Leaves at front and
back give boy scout rules, signal
code, and other information
useful to boy scouts.

When a general school sav
ings campaign was launched in
Denver recently, the Bankers

Trust Company put a great
deal of promotion pressure be

t

have be

en
NTRA

Crew
me
ITAL

entral
avings
Bank
WOODWARD AVENUE AT CADILLAC TOUAR

hind it. School savings cam

paign photos featured news

paper advertisements. Window
advertising material was used.

A brief dissertation on bank
service. The layout is good and
1 . ) formal.

“Good Old Pay Day”

school campaign . Handsome re

Unusually good savings copy
run by a Detroit bank. Written
by a depositor from the deposi
tor' s viewpoint.
The " Don ' t
Spent It All" slogan in the form

of an emblem is well placed in the
layout.
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esting. It was not trite ola
The tiny illustrations appealed savings
talk about " rainy days”

Why Give Wildcats
a License to Prowl?
Me
g
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e
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dhe

to him . They were deftly
drawn and a bit unusual in
treatment. He read the folder
and resolved to open an account at the bank on the mor
row . But the next morning he
conveniently " forgot” his good
resolution. Coming demands on
his cash were, he felt, too heavy

and the "marvelous wonders of
compound interest”. It de
scribed several advantages of a
savings account which had
never occurred to him .
"Maybe I should open an ac
count”, reasoned the young
man. “ But it's simply impos

anyway.

sible this week .”

The third message found the
young man in a penitent mood.

Thrift was again submerged.

money carelessly and he knew

He had been spending too much
it. So, as a kind of penance,
he read this third folder very

The fourth folder, on “Re
serve and Credit” , the young
man thought was particularly
good. But he immediately ap
plied its suggestions to one of

carefully .

his chums, instead of himself.

He found it terse and inter-

“ Jim ought to read this", he

away
tafe
they have the
e
wher

d

Ne
r

Inele

eended

e

Want with
samky Saunde
y

ten den ur Meist

a
tot

m

derecho

apes that

we this

ts

lower than the

the banksPria kesh

Lucide the corner Lab

kafaniky
de the

erty and West Screala New
York C

camera

is

The Barnett
National Bank
of Jacksonville

UDERTY ST.

• FLORIDA LANDMARR

This advertisement of a Jack
gonville bank is a disinterested

and
well directed
attacksecurities
on the
activities
of wildcat
salesmen in Florida. The copy is
somewhat lengthy, but is so well
handled that it does not seem too

long.

folder enclosed, " The Art of
Depositing".
This young man had never
considered thrift an "art". He
had regarded it as a borea

distasteful duty that he ought
to undertake as soon as he
could force himself to it. There
fore he felt inclined to read the

message and absorb this new
viewpoint. But it was late, so
folder and laid it aside for a

more careful reading, which
never materialized.
ca .
The incident was soon for
gotten . However, the same day
of the following month brought
a reminder from the bank, a
second folder on a phase of
saving. The young man exam

ined this one more carefully .

ELULA

VOLTO

Is your place ofbusiness
in lower Manhattan ?
If you do business in lower Man .
hattan you will find the “Coal and
Iron " National Bank a pleasant
and
convenient
place forits every
banking
service. Through
close
affiliation with many of the basic
industries, it is in a position to
secure, early and accurate infor
mation regarding business con

ditions and to aid by its counsel

thosewho are genuinely interested.
"PersonalAttentionto EveryBankingNeed"

The

COANATIONAL
L & IRON
BANK
This old - line commercial bank in New York , until recently
very formal and conservative in the layout and copy of its
advertisements, steps into the ranks of the more progressive
bank
advertisers with a striking form of layout and very
effective
copy.
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FEEDING AMERICA'S
THIRD LARGEST CITY

A MANUFACTURING WORLD

THE BANK OF AMERICA

THE BANK OF AMERICA

WE FASHION AND TRAVE Mum

SEVEN CONTHUTIONS
TO SPECIALIZED BANKING

SERVING
A GIANT CUSTOM
OT REST OF AMERICA

THE BANK OF AMERICA

THE BANK OF AMERICA

THE BANK OF AMERICA

IN MINIATURE

dowod
boxoxood

An excellent group of advertisements of a New York bank. Note the distinctive frame and

the graphic manner in which the location of the bank ' s various offices is given by means of

arrows indicating certain sections on a bird' s eye view map of Manhattan and Brooklyn.

thought. "He's always charge
ing things and neglecting to
pay for them , till his credit is
about gone” .
He passed the folder along to

there. Whenever he passed the ing and in recommending it to
bank that was sending the fold- others. The folders had “ sold"
ers, he thought of saving and him well on thrift and they

its effect on his future. And were keeping him sold.
each time the urge to go in and

His ambition began to be evi

his friend, at the first oppor- open an account grew stronger. denced in many ways. He took

tunity. Jim , because it came

The sixth folder, “ Looking a more serious interest in his

well recommended , read it at Ahead”, broke the back of his work . Many evenings found
tentively. A seed was sown on reluctance. It was not so much him at home delving into books
what it said as what it sug- that broadened his grasp on his
fertile ground.
But our first young man was gested that brought about his

vocation .

still hanging back. Each week favorable decision. He looked This attitude toward his
brought unexpected expenses. carefully into his own future work brought promotion. His
responsibilities became
heavier
The “ five-spot” he wanted to and he saw places where he
" spare" from his pay envelope would greatly need the bank. and his salary was substantially
did not appear.

He saw an asset in his ac- increased. The other day his

When the fifth folder's mes- quaintanceship there, as well as account passed the $1000 mark
sage was absorbed, the young in his growing balance. He de- and a more pleased depositor
man reasoned , “ I can't spare termined to open an account on would have been hard to find.
even a dollar on the day before the next day if he had to starve

" Some one leave you a leg

pay day. Tomorrow — ” But till pay day.

acy?” asked a friend in the

“tomorrow ” failed to come.
However, his outlook on
thrift was broadening. He
found himself spending with a
little more care and reluctance.
His pay was going farther and
he was settling up small debts

savings lobby.
“ Better than that" , replied
the young man, “ I've built my
self one".
He exhibited the pass book
with real pride.
This depositor rightly feels

This time he kept his resolution.
The bank continued to send
the folders — little monthly messages of encouragement. The
young man's balance grew
steadily to more than $ 100. He

he had contracted here and began to take pleasure in sav- that he is well started on the

And then
thewhiningschool-boy

And then the Justice

Then the Soldier

Last Scene of All is
Hawa

hd

CONTINENTAL
and COMMERCIAL
TRUST and SAVINGS BANK
.

CONTINENTAL and COMMERCIAL
TRUST and SAVINGS BANK
US

CONTINENTAL
and COMMERCIAL
BANK
TRUST and SAVINGS

CONTINENTAL
and COMMERCIAL
TRUST and SAVINGS BANK

.

Four of anseveninteresting
series, and
of called
seven advertisements
run by a Chicago bank, based on
Shakespeare's
of man
extremely well ages
conceived
been
and handled
. " The Seven Ages of Saving " . The entire series has
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road that leads to success. And
the bank which aroused his am

bition, ard which is still helping
him , has earned his lasting grat

Who's Who in
Bank Advertising

itude.

Thus the Blank National
Bank has made a

valuable

friend who will logically be
come increasingly desirable as a
customer. And the same series
of folders is making more such

friends and depositors in every
part of the Blank National's
territory.

How fortunate it is that this
wholesale propaganda is also
profitable. For its dollars and

cents value is its reason for
being. It is employed for the
profit of both the bank using
it and the people who read it.
It does its work well.

How Banks Are
Advertising
AN ATTRACTIVE and unique
twelve-page booklet entitled
“ The New Egypt in Missouri”,
has recently been issued by the
bond department of the Liberty
Central Trust Company of St.
Louis, reprinting completely a

three-quarter column editorial
which appeared in the St. Louis
Star, an evening newspaper.

It so happened that the edi
torial referred to the extraor
dinary richness of the land in

B. W . GRIFFIN

southeast Missouri, on which
the Liberty Central had a bond
issue of $ 1,700,000, comparing

Manager business extension department of the Gotham

National Bank , New York

it to the world famed Nile Val

ley in Egypt.
The front cover of the book
let is a reproduction of the en
trance pylons of the Karnak
Temple, one of the wonders of
ders of the world .

In the center of the booklet
is a four-page spread, showing
a view of one of the farms in
the territory spoken of in the
bond issue. The back cover,

which is extended, contains a
reproduction of the bond cir
cular.

M

R . GRIFFIN was born in 1885 in Balasore, India ,

IVI learning the Oriya language before the did Eng

lish . In 1907 he graduated from Bates Vollege. For
ten years he taught Latin , Greek and English in private
schools, and did summer post-graduate work towards a
master's degree. For three years he was connected with
the Continental Guaranty Corporation . He later took
a course in banking at the Guaranty Trust Company,
going from there to the Gotham National Bank. In
the two years that Mr. Griffin has been with the Gotham ,
the bank has doubled the number of its depositors. He

has been particularly successful with direct mail adver
tising.
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“ Opportunity MeansNothing
To A Man With
Empty Pockets"
how many of us realize
thisIwonder
?
It seems that if we did we would
immediately start a savings account
- bank regularly a portion of each
pay - 10 that when opportunity
came it would not catch us with
empty pockets.
OpenExchange.
one today
tional

with The New

THE

NationalROANOKL,
Exchange
Bank
VA
Resources Over Bleren Million Dollar
An appropriate proverb used as

serve as a
a headline may often
to savings copy.
good
above advertisement the
In theintroduction
appropriate,
headline
proverb
following
The iscopy
too trite.
but
It is not very convincing.

“OUR FORTY YEARS” , is the title

of a booklet issued by the Cedar

Rapids Savings Bank and
Cedar Rapids,
Trust Company,
The booklet contains a

have passed since its founding
in 1883. In addition to several
other interesting illustrations,
the booklet contains pictures of
the present officers, directors,
and employees of the bank.

to be the

tegaheat,s thetimetoeye beof . listes
Th e
inedposted
and experiencia en anneThema bin
het
thefollobe i apalagi m odd
Om h facilityeen veilied
and departmental
pasta
made the dread
man conEsche
fined bethe carefully
work analyzed
on les by theproblemman withe thsperada
e
to
we masen

The Farmers Loan and Trust
Company, New York, publishes

a pamphlet on New York City

which contains very complete

The UNITED STATESNATIONAL BANK

information , compactly ar

ranged, on all transportation
facilities of the city, railway
hotels, res
stations,s churches,rooms,
shops,

taurant and tea

s, and places of interest.
theater
This company also publishes

*Cart esiaa' Car B '

In this advertisement of a
Portland, Ore., bank, the bank' s
name stands out well in the ar
rangement of the signature cut.

“ got an idea from the
pamphlets of the same general that he Rapids
Savings Bank
description on London, and also Cedar
about
saving
by
contracting
with one's self to save a part
The way to insure

your family 's future
PERHAPS hewe were
de fil Or maybe

the will you made some time
alther case your frily's future

enake te your holding
with
will be dided
Webereprepared booklet
"Prolering the Penity, which
hould help you when consid
ering you will It tells who

Iowa.
compact history of the develop
ment and expansion of the bank

Every Du should make
will and should review
periodically when doing
de toi
yer stop
ney aboutthe legalphens, ad
se experienced trust officer
about the basistes phases

ebould make fils and what
PIRON Cortingencias should be
provided
in I explains
bea fande deplaced in

during the forty years that

pour illis dis way.

post cay today !

Thi Advertisement appeared in Pinar
cial Publications in August, 1973

Specialization
THERES wetryingin partdel

tror and how this is dans
Protecting the Family
Interesting booklet
deserving
andful rudy My we need

Philadelphia Trust Company
An advertisement written in the
interest of a booklet on wills. The
copy is somewhat too neutral in

tone, and the closing paragraph
lacks the proper

of each week 's or month 's earn
ings, and pay on that contract
as regularly as you would pay

on any other
de
positing
in thatobligation,
bank, thatby sav
ings, regularly". Joe gets the
idea and wishes that he had
done the same. The moral is
a concrete example gets interest
and attention where vague gen

obvious. Another case of where

eralities fail to attract.

The Wyoming Bank And
The Panic Of 1857
NEM

persuasiveness.

on Paris. These pamphlets are

Like Detroit's
Great Plants
lo Detroit - the fourth city- men have learned
to keep abreast of today. They have learned never
to hesitate in replacing even the semi-antiquated, if
they would progrem .
This Bank has taken lessons from Detroat's great
manufacturing industries. It rased a fourteen story
hotel building to make way for the above modern
structure.
Here every department is designed to speed and
eure accuracy in the handling of the financial re
sponsibilities placed with us. Minutes are considered
in the routing and dispatching of business

The Bank is like a great modern plant.
With such facilities, this Bank is in first position
to serve you in the Great Lakes Region
Perry Fue Ou Detroit National dando

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
MICHIGAN

DETROIT

ThePar
Nasrnal
Bask, theBetraContraseSerra
Pro
Retina!
Cesen
aderenBondt the

Designed
to buildthe prestige.
analogy
between
bank andThea
large modern manufacturing plant
1s well drawn in the copy.

designed for those of the bank's
customers who do not care to
be hampered with a guide book,
but who wish some brief gen
eral information to help them in
their way about in any of these
three cities, and also in their
sight- seeing

THE CEDAR Rapids Savings
Bank has issued a folder head
ed “ A New Idea About the
Contracting Business” . It con
tains a dialogue between Joe

and Ed. Ed has just bought
a valuable piece of property
and Joe asks him how he man

aged to finance it. Ed explains

one of 1857
lei
dhan hite
the estas
y
Bekenen
condici wereaydane
dated
and mybanks
furie dew
Punktadini
s
In bestThe
the ofWyoming
textion,
m
e niare
the
its kity,continued
and tothere
Even with dechod
fourcia edilenthat
s kata
dividende
A to ware
28 year before
you dow n

Ninety-Three Year ofBenki Setes

THE

WYOMING Established
NATIONAL
BANK
1829
Pest Market at Franklin Street

This frequent
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.,usebankof
makes
successful
the historical
form
of advertise

ment.
One ofwith
the this
chiefstyle
reasons
for
its success
of ad
vertising is that the bank in .
variably ties up its name and
activities closely with the copy.
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withKeepiProgr
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NationalrhoodBank
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Napoleon Sold Minneapolis

for Two Cents an Acre

Pulse of The Northwest
. thu
וחורכן

HIN

IT

na 302
UD
a >
0991
On

40** FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MINNEAPO

N

DAL
N
.
Phan NATIONAL BANK

First NA ANAL BANK

FIRSTNA RAL BANK

A group the
of unusual
of planned
a Minneapolis bank.copy.Left3. toA right.
1 . A graphic
depiction
growth.
bank's ofadvertisements
2. Well
good picture
of the.
present dayof importance
Minneapolis
center. 4 . Stressing convience
as a business historical
of location

has
of indus
trial adopted
exhibits aofplanits prominent
customers
in therooms.
spaciousA handlobby
of its banking
some thedisplay
case andis inplaced
near
entrance
this
are
arranged
products
of
Provi
dence
amnufacture,
sometimesas
showing
production
methods
well
as finished
products.
The
displays
have
proved
interesting
and instructive to the public
and
servedintoto
bringhave
bankofandcourse
customer
closer and more pleasant rela
tions.

E . H . KITTREDGE

E . H . KITTREDGE for the last
six years publicity manager of
the
Old Colony
Trust Company,
Boston,
has
resigned
histo con
nection
with
that
bank
become associated with the Boston officeThrough
of Hornblower
Weeks.
his able di-&

rection Colony,
of the advertising
of the
Old
Mr.
Kittredge
holds
a prominent
positionfieldin.
the
financial
advertising
In 1917OldheColony
startedNewsthe Letter
wellknown

des and pasty drest
en fr
You are ind em
ce
cadav v MFA
r chJah, a charge. - the
of the s

urve

NORTHWESTERN
NATIONAL
BANK

ton. aHewellhasknown
for several
years
been
figure
in
the
field
of
financial
publicity.
The
Indian-head
symbolhas ofbecome
the
Shawmut
Bank
nationally known as a result of

SUNAREN

CITY WIDE SERVICE

INPAID,

FORTY TWO THOUSAND pounds
depan
the Lance Officeandof
T the safe heresNosRelath

in the rechte
Cum E CE the
Codege Womesinpandomen
. Outr
os en
remoche
Sharpur, Lataprach
theGAR
Home anCare
of the BapeNo ChartDiand theWars

ADDISON
L . Winship has re
signed as vice-president and
director Shawmut
of publicityBank,of Bos
the
National

CITY WIDE SERVICE

CITY WIDE SERVICE

chy
undo

ADDISON L. WINSHIP

which heup hasto theedited
de- Mr.
direction of the
bank'sWinship's
advertising.
veloped
presentandtime.

CITY WIDE SERVICE

WERE
meinde

He assumed his new duties on
October 1.

man

IslandProvidence,
Hospital
THE
Trust RHODE
Company,

TRIKING marcalarunty y, sur
with the
Liels Other is in
and Nor derech

Men
here

-

--

be
.
that

NORTHWESTERN
NATIONAL BANK

NORTHWESTERN
NATIONAL BANK

NORTHWES
NATIONAL TERN
BANK

the
attention
confines itsGood
group branches.
bank byadvertising.
Anotherandexample
layoutto and
some of theThisbank's
service offered
phases ofof Minneapolis
facilities
typography.

GOTHAM
BANK
BUILDING

GOLD SONAL

e lesttheme
cigaTherettfaste

NADA

TELIO

Tite:Owl
1

O UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD , N . Y

THE HIGHEST SIGN IN THE WORLD
Bearing the words “Gotham Bank Building" , the highest electric signs on any business
structure in the world , were recently flashed on for the first time 347 feet above the curb at
Columbus Circle, New York . Facing north and southeast, they were seen far up the East River

and for miles out on Long Island. The signs are eighty feet wide, each letter is twelve feet high,
and the stroke of the letter is two feet. Each sign contains 1000 50-watt Daylo lamps. Erected
directly on the steel columns of the bank building, the signs are made to withstand thirty - five
pounds wind pressure to the square foot, this requiring the use of eighty tons of steel and 15,000
4 - ounce bolts.

The signs themselves are sixty -seven feet high .

Advert
Exchan
Bank
ising
ge
Those listed herewith are willing to exchange booklets and other advertising
matter issuedWatch
by themfor. New
Subscribers
canandgetOther
on thisChanges.
list free of charge.
Names
Albany,
N . Y., City Svgs. Bank, F. H . Williams, EastF .Moline,
I ., Manufacturers
State Bank,
treas.
T . Shearman,
cash .

Asbury
Park, N . J., Asbury Park Tr. Co., J. B . Ellzabeth
City, N .' C ., 1st & Citizens Nat'i
Fogal, asst. secy. -treas.
Bank, M . H . Jones, cash .
Baltimore, Md., Nat' l Bank of Baltimore, w

Elmira,
. Y .,mgr.
2nd Nat'l Bank, Helen E . Mal
lory, Nadv.
Thurston , Jr., mgr. for. dept.
Berkeley,
Cal.,
Berkeley
Com
'l
&
Svgs.
Bk.,
G
.
Evansville,
Ind.,
Nat'lmgr.
City Bank, Josephine C .
L . Pape, V . P .
MacCorkle, pub.
Boston,
Mass.,
Internat'l
Tr.
Co.,
T.
F.
Megan,
Evansville,
Ind
.
,
oid
State
Nat'l Bank, A . F.
Bader, asst. cash .
aast. Recy .

Boston , Mass., National Shawmut Bank .
Boston , Mass.. Old Colony Trust Company.
Boston , Mass., State St. Tr. Co., R . M . Eastman,
asst. to pres.
Brenham , Tex., 1st Nat'l Bank, A . Schlenker,
cash .

Brooklyn,
N . Y., Home Svgs. Bank, V. M . Pow
ell, secy.

Brooklyn, N . Y ., Williamsburgh Svgs. Bank,
A . E . Leighton,, Moniteur
adv. mgr. Interets Ma
Bruxelles,
teriels, Belgium
27 Place de Louvaindes
.

Citizens Tr. Co., H . G . Hoffman,
Buffalo,
treas.N . Y .,

Flint,Potter,
Mich.,asst.
Citizens
cash .Com 'l & Svgs. Bank, H . E .
Flint,mgr.Mich.,
Genesee Co. Svgs. Bank, w . Power,
new bus. dept.
Gardner,
Mass.,
Gardner Tr. Co., P. 0. Ahlin ,
V. P. .
Goldsboro,
N
.
C.,
Stroud, V . P . & Wayne
cash . Nat'l Bank, W . E .
Greenville,
s.
C.,
American
Bk . & Tr. Co., R .
Anderson , cash .
Bank, J. L .
Nat'l
Woodside
c.,
s.
Greenville,
Williams, V . P .
Haverhill,
Mass.,
1st
Natl
Bank,
C.
K . Worm
wood, adv. mgr.
Flint,mgr.
Michspecial
., Industrial
Svgs. Bank, A . T. Smith ,
serv . dept.

Buffalo,
. Y., pub.
Fidelity
man , N asst.
mgr. Tr. Co., W . D . Lamp
Svgs. & Tr. Co..
Ind., Fletcher
N
Y.,
Tr, Co., J. A. Edwards, Indianapolis,
.
Marine
Buffalo,
L . A . Buennagel,
mgr. serv. dept.
adv. mgr.
Buffalo,
N
.
Y.,
Peoples
Bank,
C.
R
.
F
.
Wichen
Ithaca,
N
.
Y
.,
1st
Nat'l
Bank,Nat'l
W . A .Bank,
Boyd, J.V. MP ..
Fla., Atlantic
den , mgr. new bus. dept.
Cambridge,
Mass., Guaranty Tr. Co., L . A . Jacksonville,
Quincy, asst. cash .

Fla.,dept.
Barnett Nat'l Bank, E . G .
Haskell, adv.
CedarC . Rapids,
Iowa, Cedar
Rapids Svgs. Bank, Jacksonville,
E . Auracher,
adv. mgr.
Jacksonville,
Fla.
,
United
secy. & treas. States Tr. Co., B . W .
Chambersburg
, Pa., Chambersburg Tr. Co., F . Joliet,Lanier,
Ill., Will Co. Nat'l Bank, F . R . Adams.
A . Zimmerman, V . P .
Charleston,
W . Va., Kanawha Nat'l Bank, Lee Kankakee,
Ill., City Tr. & Svgs. Bank, A . M .
Shoven , cash .
S . Trimble, tr. officer.
Charleston , W . Va., Kanawha Valley Bank, H . Kansas City, Mo., Commerce Tr. Co., F. M .
Staker, mgr. pub. dept.
Picklesimer, mgr. new business dept.
Kansas
Kansas
Chattanooga , Tenn., American Tr. & Bkg. C
City Terminal Tr.
Hunter,
H . G . Mo.,
Co ., City,
V. P.
E . L . Smith, asst. cash .
Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
Chatanooga
Svgs.
Bank,
Lima,
Peru,
S.
A
Banco
.,
Mercantil
Americano
J . V . Holdam , asst. tr. off.
del Peru.
Frost, V . P .

Chester, Pa., Pennsylvania Nat' l Bank , E . C .
Burton , V . P .
Chicago, Ill., Bauder- Baker, 7
S . Michigan
Ave., R . E . Bauder, pres.

Lincoln , Neb ., The First Nat'l Bank , C .
Snyder, Jr., pub . and new bus. mgr.
Long Beach , Cal., Long Beach Nat' l Bank , P
L . Hudson, asst. cash .

Chicago,
Ill., Critchfield
& Co., L . E . Delson, Los Bank,
Angeles,D . Cal.,
Hellman, dir.
Com pub.
'l Tr. & Svga.
Anan. adv.
mgr.
R . Branham
Chicago,
Ill.,
Liberty
Tr.
&
Svgs.
Bank,
H
.
J.
·
Los
Angeles,
Cal.,
PacificSouthwest
Bk., R . M . MacLennan, adv. mgr.Tr. & 8vgs.
Bilansky, mgr. bus. ex. dept.

Chicago,
Ill., Chicago Morris Plan Bank, S. B . Los Lathrop,
Angeles, Cal.,
Union Bank & Tr. Co., A . L .
tr. off.
Clark , mgr. serv. dept.
Chicago,
Ill.,
Northwestern
Tr.
&
Svgs.
Bank,
Los
Gatos,
Cal.,
1st
Nat'l Bank, C . F . Ham
F . G . Heuchling, V . P .
sher, pres.

Chicago,
Ill., State Bank of Chicago, E. L . Jarl,
asst. cash .

Madrid , Spain , Banco Hispano Suizo , Apartado
1023, E . C . Hirt.
Berther, V . P .
Manila,
P . I., Banco de Las Islas Filipinas, W .
T . Nolting, pres.
Meridian,
Miss., Merchants & Farmers Bank, M .
Keeton , mgr. svgs. dept.
Milwaukee, Wis., Second Ward Securities Co
R . P . Hammond, mgr. bus. serv. dept.
Minneapolis, Minn., Farmers & Mechanics Svgs.
Bank, T . H . Wallace, treas.
Minneapolis,
Minn., Midland Nat'l Bank, L . L .
D . Stark , asst. tr . off.
Minneapolis,
Minn., Minnesota
pub. mgr.Loan & Tr. Co.,
W . E . Brockman,
Minneapolis, Minn ., Northwestern Nat' ı Bank.

Chicago,
Ill., Union Tr. Co., P. L. Hardesty, Madison, s. D . Lake Co. Nat'l Bank, M . F.
pub. mgr.

Clarksville,
Tenn., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . A. Bland,
V. P .

Cleveland,
Ohio, Central Nat'l Bank , R . J.
Izant, adv. mgr.

Cleveland,
Ohio, Cleveland Tr. Co., I. I. Sperling,
pub. mgr.

Cleveland, Ohio, Rellance Tr. Co., E . J. Mac

Nab, asst. secy.
Cleveland,
Ohio, Union Tr. Co., C. H . Hander
son , pub . mgr.

Clinton
, Iowa, City Nat'l Bank, A. C. Smith ,
pres. Tex., First State Bank, L . G . Kerr,
Corsicana,
F . Merrill, adv. mgr.
asst. cash .
Mont., Western Montana Nat'l Bank,
Conn., Danielson Tr. Co., C. H . Missoula,
Danielson,
J. Bennett.
Starkweather, treas.

Dayton,
O ., City Nat'l Bank, L . C . Tingley,
bus. ex. mgr.

Monterrey, N . L ., Mex., A . Zambrano, Jr., care
of A . Zambrano & Sons, Apartado No. 6 .
James St., Léon Lorrain , dir. pub .

Dayton,
Nat'l Cash Register Co., H . W . Montreal, Que., Banque d'Hochelaga, 112 st.
Karr,Ohio,
dir. pub.
Denver,
Colo., Denver Nat'l Bank, G . T. Wells, Newark,
Ohio ,pres.
Home Bldg. Ass'n Co., E . M .
Baugher,
asst. cash .

Des Moines, Ia., Central State Bank, H . G . New Bank
Orleans,
, Canal-Com
pres.& Suga.
secy. 'ito Tr.
. Caplan,
, H . B La

Metcall,
ext. dept.
Bank, F. J. Camp
., Firstbus.National
Michmgr.
Detroit,
bell, adv. mgr.

Detroit, Mich ., Security Tr. C o ., H . B . Grimm ,

mgr. bus. ext. dept.

New Orleans, La., Hibernia Bk. & Tr. Co., F . W .
Ellsworth , V . P ., W . B . Wisdom , adv. mgr.
New Orleans, La., Whitney - Central Nat' l Bank .
M . L . Bouden , pub . mgr.
625
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Newport News, Va., 1st Nat' l Bank , D . L . Down
cash . R . Clark & Co., 71 Broadway .
Ambrose
. C .. asst.
N . Y ing,

N . Y . c ., American Express Co., 65 Broadway,

Santa Rosa, Cal., The 1st Nat'l Bk. of Santa
Rosa , J. G . Morrow , V . P . & cash .
Schenectady. N . Y ., Schenectady Svgs. Bk.,
Miss A . R . Waldron , director serv. dept.
Scranton , Pa., 3rd Nat'l Bank, Theda A . Hoppe,
mgr. new bus dept.

adv.R . Stein , asst.
Bank,
Unionmgr.
American, gen.
Y.S . C.,D . Malcolm
China, American Oriental Bkg. Corp.,
Shanghai,
sh
ca
.
Y . C., Bank of America, Withers Woolford. Shelbyville,
F . J. Raven .
Ill.,
1st Nat'l Bank, J. C . Eber.
Y . C ., The Bankers Magazine.
V. P.
Y . C ., Chatham & Phenix Nat'l Bank, N . P . Siouxspacher,
Sioux Falls Nat'l Bank, J. W .
.,
S.
D
Falls,
Gatling. V . P .
Wadden , pres.
Coal & Iron Nat'l Bank, M . Wheeler, Smithtown
N . Y.pub.C.,mgr.
N . Y., Bank of Smithtown,
Branch,
J. A . Overton , cash .

N.
N.
N.

N . Y. C., Equitable Tr. Co., A. DeBebian, adv. South Bend, Ind., Indiana Tr. Co., J. C. Stover,
V. P.
Loan & Tr. Co. Io B
.: Theasst.Farmers
Wash ., Old Nat'l Bank-Union Tr. Co.,
. P . Bank, B . w . Griffin, Spokane,
VNat'l
Meehan,
A . F . Brunkow , pub. mgr.
N . Y. C., Gotham
Hamilton Nat'l Bank., 130 W . 42nd
C ., mgr.
N . Y.pub.
St., E . S . Van Leer, asst. cash .
C., Mg.
Tr. Co.,& Metals
D. Lipsky.
NN .. YY.. C.,
Mechanics
Nat'l Bank, F . W .

N.
N.
N.

St. Joseph,
Mo., 1st Nat'l Bank, L . J. Morgan.
pub. mgr.

Central Tr. Co., J. V.
Louis, Mo.,pub.Liberty
St. Corrigan,
mgr.
St. Louis, Mo., Mercantile Tr. Co., 8. P. Judd,

pub. mgr.
V. P .York Tr. Co., E . Langstroth, pub. St. Louis,
Bankto ofpres.Commerce, W . B .
Mo., Nat'lasst.
New
C.,
Y.Gehle,
Weisenburger,
, Sweden , Svenska Handelsbanken ,
Y.mgr.C., North Side Svgs. Bank, A . A. Ekirch , Stockholm
pub. mgr. Nat'l Bank, C . B .
P . G . Norberg,
весу.
Pa., Stroudsburg
Seaboard Nat'l Bank, E . M . Hutchins, Stroudsburg,
c., mgr.
Y.pub.
Keller, Jr., cash .

N . Y. c., Union Bank of Canada, A . G . Sclater,

Sydney, Australia , Gov' t Svgs. Bank of N . S .

and Rural Bank, A . W . Turner, secy.
mgr.
.
Tampa,
Co.,
Fla ., Citizeng-Amer. Bank & Tr. Co., L
L.
Ham
H
Tele.
Union
Western
c.,
N . v.adv.
A . Bize, pres.
mgr.
ilton, adv.Seaboard
Com 'l Svgs. Bk. & Tr. Co., J. H .
Ohio,
Toledo,
Capps,
.
V.
W
Bank,
Nat'l
Va.,
Norfolk,
Streicher, asst. secy -treas.
new bus, mgr.

Canada, Canadian Bank of Commerce,
Northampton , Mass., Hampshire Co. Trust Co., Toronto,
A . St. L . Trigge, secy.

Willis,
pres . Svgs. Bank , J . D . Colt.
G . S ,. Conn
., Chelsea
Norwich
asst.
treas.
Oak Park . 111., Oak Park Tr. & Svgs. Bank .
L . A . Clarahan, mgr. new bus. dept.
Orizaba,
Ver., Mex., J. C . Gutierrez, Apartado
146
Osaka, . Japan Japan Trust Bank, Ltd., H .
Araki, for. div .

Toronto , Canada, H . J. Coon , 68 Farnham Ave.
Trenton,
N . J., Mechanics Nat'l Bank, C . K .
Withers, tr. off. & pub. mgr.
, Ala., City Nat'l Bank, S. F . Cla
Tuscaloosa
baugh , V . P . & cash .
Utica , N . Y ., Svgs. Bk ., H . W . Bell, dir. serv .
, Ga., Merchants Bank, A . F . Winn,
Valdosta
Jr., V . P .
Owego,11 N . Y., Owego Nat'l Bank, H . L . Under Warren,
Pa., Warren Nat'l Bk., R . W . Mackay.
cash .
hill.
Blar.
.
Van
W
Bank,
Natl
.
2nd
J.,
N
Paterson,
, D . C., Federal Nat'l Bank, John
Washington
com , asst. cash .
Poole, pres.
Wilde, pub. mgr.
Lyons, asst. secy .
Pa., 4th St. Nat'l Bk., J. T. A . Hosbach, Washington,
Phila.,
D . C ., Washington Loan & Tr. Co.,
E . H . Thompson, pub. mgr.
mgr.
adv.
. H . Thompson , Watertown,
R
Bank,
Overbrook
Phila.,V . Pa.,
N
. Y., Jefferson Co. Nat'l Bank,
R . W . Oakes , asst. cash .
P.
.
.
Hall,
D
.
R
W
Bank,
Nat'l
Phila.
Phlla.,com Pa.,
Marathon Co. Bank, H . C. Ber
Wis.,
Wausau,
dept.
cash .
Nat'l Bank, H . E . Wayneger,sboro
Phila., 'lPa.,serv.Tradesmen's
,
Pa.,
1st Nat'l Bank, J. E . Guy,
.
mgr. serv. dept.
Belt Svgs. & Tr. Co
Cotton
Ark.,cash
PineDeily,
Bluff,asst.
Nat'l Bank, M . L. Matson,
Pa.,
Wellsboro,
ist
L . E . Bassett, mgr. svgs. & pub. dept.
adv. dept.
Pine Blute, PhArk.,
Merch
&
.
Planters
Bank
,
Pa.,
Farmers & Mechanics Tr.
Chester,
West
i
R . PW . Etter,mgasst.
insylcash.
Co., J. C . Hall, V . P .
ghuh., Pa., Mellon
Nat'l Bank , J. M . Wil Wilkes-Barre,
Pittsbur
v
Pa.,
Luzerne Co Nat'l Bank,
liams, ,pub,
W . J. Ruff, cash .
Pennsylvania Tr. Co., pub . mgr. WilkesPa.,mgr.
Pittsburgh
Nat'l Bank, W . M .
Wyoming
Pa.,
Barre,
Pittsburgh , Pa ., W . H . Siviter, 122 Dithridge St.
Sherrill, mgr. pub. dept.
Prague, Czechoslovakia , Bohemian Industrial
Svgs. & Tr. Co.,
Wilmington
.,
.
Wilmington, N C
Bank , head office.
C . E . Taylor, pres.
P
V
.
.
D
King,
.
Co.,
Trust
Granite
Mass.,
Quincy,
Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Union Bank of Canada,
Raleigh , N . C ., Citizens Nat' l Bank , R .
J. H . Hodgins, mgr. pub. dept.
Brown , asst, cash .
Ohio , 1st Nat'l Bank & Dollar
Raleigh,
N . C ., Com 'ı Nat'l Bank, E . E . Cul Youngstown,
& Tr. Co., J . N . Higley, pub, mgr.
dept.
breth , mgr.
Nat'l Bank, R . E . ZurichSvgs.
Va., svgs.
Planters
Richmond,
, Switzerland, J. Muller, 49 Sonnegg.
. Co., W . Scott, V. P .
cashTr.
Hotze, Jr.,
strasse.
Va., asst.
Virginia
Richmond,

Pendleton , Ore., American Nat'l Bank, J. De Washington, D. C., Union Tr. Co. of D . C., W . S.
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“ Our information isn 't complete
call up The Equitable”
A MANUFACTURER received by telegraph a large order
from a far-western company. The order was attractive,

but it required acceptance or rejection that day.
"Call up The Equitable,” said the creditmanager ; and
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The ability of The Equitable to furnish credit in
formation promptly is a special feature of its commer
cial banking service.
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BALTIMORE : Calvert and Redwood Sts.
CHICAGO : 29 South La Salle St.

Shifting of the Ground in the European
Controversy
By Elmer H . Youngman
Editor THE BANKERSMAGAZINE
( For the past fourteen months Mr. Youngman has
economic and financial position of Great Britain and
just returned to the United States . The accompanying
present and probable future state of affairs abroad ,
between Great Britain and France. ]

been a broad making a careful study of the
the leading European countries. He has
article sums up his final impression of the
with particular reference to the relations

HETHER or not Stanley French Prime Minister, addressed to
Baldwin will succeed in recon - the British Government on August 20
ciling the sharp divergence of in reply to the latter's note of August
and

11, shows that the shifting of the

France respecting the course to be fol-

policy

between

Great Britain

ground has not measurably reduced the

lowed toward Germany, he has already difficulties of the situation.
won a distinct triumph by shifting the
GERMANY' S CAPACITY TO PAY
discussion from a political to an eco
nomic basis. The question of security
The British Government, in the note
for France against future German ag
of
August
wished to have Germany's
gression
, which once bulked so largely capacity to11,pay
in the diplomatic exchanges between
submitted to anim

Great Britain and France, has now dis
appeared altogether. France refuses to
barter any of her reparation rights in
exchange for an offer of future protec
tion against Germany. The reason for
this attitude may be moral, but it no
doubt rests largely upon the belief that
France feels quite able to take care of
herself at present and for some time
to come.

Bankers and men of business gen

erally in England have been trying for
somemonths to get the reparation ques
tion out of politics and to initiate a dis

cussion of the problem from the eco
nomic standpoint. They have doubtless
felt that the political relations between
the various countries of Europe, and

partial commission of experts” , in ac
cordance with a proposal made some

months ago by Mr. Hughes, the Ameri
can Secretary of State, and which re
ceived the assent of the German

Government.

To this proposal the

French Prime Minister replies, in sub
stance, that should this committee of
experts supersede the Reparation Com
mission this would be a contravention of
the Treaty of Versailles; and that if it
merely agreed with the findings of the
Reparation Commission , its labors
would be superfluous. The French
Government, however, interposes no ob

jection to the calling in of expert ad
visers, whose findings are made subject
to approval by the Reparation Com

. But the French Prime Minister
more specifically those relating to mission
France, England and Germany , pre does protest most strongly against es
sented many thorny aspects impossible timating Germany' s capacity of future
of
being made smooth in any reason payment on the basis of the country's
able length of time. If attention could present economic situation , because in
be diverted from these problems, with the French view Germany has deliber
their indefinite ramifications, and fixed

ately followed a policy leading to bank

upon the concrete mathematical problems of reparations and inter-Allied

ruptcy and ruin for the express purpose
of avoiding payment. France believes

debts, it was felt that the prospects of that Germany can pay “ pretty quickly ”
a fairly early settlement would be once she has the will. And in his note
greatly improved. But the note of the of August 20 the French Prime Minister
629
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More Banking
THIRTY-FIVE Million Dollars, approximately , is
being spent in and around Detroit by the Rail
roads to improve their freight terminals, trackage,

equipment, etc., to care for the continually growing
freight traffic.
This constantly increasing flow of merchandise
andmaterials to and from Detroit meansmore Bank

ing with correspondents.
Your bank should have the best connection ob
tainable in order to serve your customers efficiently
in this fast growing territory .

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
DETROIT

MICHIGAN

The First National Bank, the Central Savings Bank and the
First National Company of Detroit, are under one ownership .
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points out that France did not go into
the Ruhr with the idea of getting repa
rations, but to bring about Germany's
will to pay. France disclaims any in
tention of permanent occupation of
Germany or a desire to ruin that coun

try economically . It is contended that
the present occupation of the Ruhr is
in strict accord with the Treaty of
Versailles .

BRITAIN 'S STAND ON DEBTS

After getting over these more or less
technical matters , the discussion shifts

to a consideration of reparations and

inter-Allied debts. The position of the
British Government was thus laid down
in the note of August 11 :

" Apart from the heavy material
damages suffered by Great Britain, His
Majesty's Governmentare now involved
in heavy payments to meet unemploy
ment, in respect of which they have
been compelled to spend over £400 ,

000 ,000 since the armistice. They
alone among the Allies are paying in
terest on debts incurred abroad during
the war, representing a capital sum due
to the United States Government of
£1,000,000,000 at the present rate of
exchange. They alone have been de
prived , in the Allied interest , of foreign
securities estimated at from £700,000,000 to £800,000,000, which would

631
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Khan , Ferozepore City, Gojra, Gujran
wala , Hapur, Hoshiarpur, Hyderabad ,
Hafizabad , Jammu, Jhelum , Jullundur
City , Karachi, Kasur, Lahore City,
Ludhiana, Lyallpur, Multan City, Mont
gomery , Okara , Patiala , Peshawar
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Banking Business of every description
transacted .
GOVIND DASS, BHAGAT, M .A ., LL .B .,
Secretary

liards of gold marks, this sum represent

ing the present value of the recently
funded British debt to the United
States Government. The concessions
otherwise substantially assist in the which His Majesty's Government may
payment of the British debt in America. be able to offer in respect of inter
Nothwithstanding these gigantic bur- Allied debts must accordingly depend
dens, Great Britain made an offer at the largely on the percentage of this sum
Paris Conference of January last to of 14 .2 milliards which they can recover

forego her rights to reimbursement of from Germany."
ness , by reducing the debts of the Allies, HOLDS UNITED STATES RESPONSIBLE
IN PART
to treat her share of German repara

her damages, and expressed her readi
tions as if it were a repayment by her

Allies of their debts due to her.”

It will be seen that the British Gov

ernment stands on the position taken in

It was further stated that: “ The main the Balfour note of last year, in which
principle of the British scheme is that it was made clear that since Great

Great Britain is ready, subject to the Britain was to pay the amount owing to
just claims of other parts of the Em - the United States, she was under the
pire, to limit her demands for payment necessity in turn to recover either from
by the Allies and by Germany together Germany or from the Allies that were

to a net sum approximating 14.2 mil- British debtors. Thus a considerable

New conditions in business
have developed a new trend
in banking
What the coming together of highly

tantmarkets, rapid transfers of credit,

specialized organizations in the two

development of service to depositors

expert advice in financing , and a
multiplicity of services almost unheard
of a generation ago. This is why trust
companies have added one after the

IN 1922, bank clearings in New York
City alone were more than 213

other banking services of an entirely
commercial character. It is why com

billions of dollars - four times the cor-

mercial banks have added trust ser

responding amount for 1900 .

vices, personal and corporate .

Yet the business of the country has
not merely grown in size — it has also

But high grade services cannot be
created overnight. They require time,

become more complex. Markets for

experience , the growth of corporate

commodities which a decade ago were
confined to the larger cities, today
havebeen extended to every town and
hamlet and farmer's home. Farm prod-

judgment. The Irving Bank -Columbia
Trust Company therefore considers it
self fortunate in having been able to
bring together into one organization

ucts , once seasonal, today are being
delivered regularly the year round in
Commercial banking transactions
have consequently becomemore volu minous and increasingly complex -

two groups of special services seasoned
by long years of experience.
Depositors of the two former insti
tutions, those outside as well as in
New York City , now have at their com
mand an exceptionally well-balanced

involving accurate knowledge of dis-

service for meeting every banking need.

great fields of banking means in the

every city of the nation.

IRVING BANK - COLUMBIA
TRUST COMPANY
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

NEW YORK CITY
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share of responsibility for the present

situation is sought to be placed upon the
shoulders of the United States; for had

World -wide

we been willing to forego the payment
of what was owing to us by England ,
the amount to be recovered from Ger
many would have been correspondingly
reduced. The same remark applies to
the debt which France owes to the
United States.
England, without waiting to get rep

distributors ofhigh -grade securi.
ties:Bonds, Short Term Notesand

Acceptances. Correspondent
Offices in more than 50 leading
cities.

Bankers of this section are

arations payments or to collect on inter

invited to useNationalCity Com

Allied debts, began paying her debt
to the United States, but now looks for
reimbursement either to German repara
tions or to the payment from the Allies
to Great Britain of whatever sum may
be necessary to meet the British pay

pany service through one of our
following conveniently located

correspondent offices.
KAONAL CITY

ments to America . France admits that :

“ It is quite legitimate that the British
Government should claim from Ger
many what they have to pay to the
United States . But if they claim from
us what they do not receive from Ger
many, we shall naturally be obliged to
maintain as far as necessary the right
to recover from Germany within the
limit of our admitted rights” .

NADU

DATIONAL CITY BANK
POVILDINGS

NEW YORK
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA MONTREAL
NEW ORLEANS
LONDON
SAN FRANCISCO TOKYO

In concluding the French PrimeMin

ister says:
" France has never repudiated her
debts, nor will she do so, but she is con vinced that no British Government will
ever bring to bear on an Allied country
the pressure which the London Cabinet
does not think it possible to bring to
bear today on the ex -enemies of France
and England. We can, therefore, only
repeat that we shall only be able to
repay our debt to England, or even to
pay interest thereon , when payments
from Germany shall have placed us in a

recently declared in London , " war is
materially impracticable and morally
unthinkable .”

position to complete the reparation of

the head of Allied debts. In regard to

damages caused to our country by in vasion and the shock of war.”

the French indebtedness, the note of the

However strongly England may be

“ While recognizing our debt, while

Possibly an examination of some of
the concrete proposals made by France
will open further discussions that may
bring about a settlement. In the note
of August 20 France asks her Allies to
credit her in “ A ” and “ B ” Bonds with
26 milliards (£1,300 ,000,000 ) and to
reserve for her in “ C ” Bonds such sums
as may be claimed from France under
French Prime Minister says :

opposed to the French occupation of not dreaming of leaving it unpaid , we
the Ruhr, France very well under are compelled to say that we cannot pay
stands that England is powerless to act it until we have received from Germany

in the matter. There would be one way

what Germany owes us. Weshall claim

of getting France out of the Ruhr,

from the latter over and above our 26

namely , by using force. But, as was milliards in 'A ' and 'B ' Bonds whatever

Northern
Banking Company, Limited
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is claimed from ourselves. The less we ing any purpose to effect the economic
are called upon to pay, the lighter will ruin of Germany, admits that he does
not wish this recovery to be too sudden .
Germany's burden be.”
Both France and England contend
DIFFERENCES OF VIEW UNRECONCILED that their object is to secure repara

Notwithstanding the shifting of the tions from Germany. But they differ
methods of attaining this ob
ground of discussion of the reparation inject.theirFrance
holds that Germany could
controversy, it will be seen that the
long-existing differences of view be

pay if she wished , and that the amount

tion will be gradually and progressively
diminished. It would therefore appear

like to see French troops quit the Ruhr,

that so long as the Poincaré Govern

and give Germany a more or less free

ment remains in power there will be no
alteration in French policy until Ger
many ceases resistance and begins to
pay . There are no present indications
of a change in the Government of

trade, at the same time taking certain
guaranties to ensure the payment of

tween France and England have not already fixed is not excessive. England
been reconciled England strongly op thinks the reparation question should be
in the light of Germany's
poses the occupation of the Ruhr, while re-examined
present
situation
. France would put
France is irrevocably committed to the
occupation until Germany ceases pas the screws on Germany, so that the gov
sive resistance and begins payment of ernment and people might be forcibly
to a frame of mind where the
reparations, when the French occupa brought
will to pay would exist. England would
chance of building up her industries and
reparations. France bluntly declares
that she is sick of promises, and wants

payment, claiming that Germany's pres
France; on the contrary, public opinion ent
financial and economic sit
sustains with substantial unanimity the uationchaotic
has been deliberately brought

policy toward Germany.

There is a further divergence of the
French and British policies with respect

to the economic recovery of Germany.
England finds in German prostration a
strong contributing influence in her own
industrial depression and unemploy
ment.

about to escape the payment of repara
tions.

DIFFICULT TO PREDICT WHAT WILL
HAPPEN

These are sharp divisions of policy ,

But M . Poincaré points out in

and if they are incapable of accommo

his note that certain important branches

dation it is difficult to predict what will

of British trade have improved since happen , although several solutions may
the Ruhr occupation , and that unem - be reached : Germany may collapse

ployment has likewise decreased. The
French Prime Minister, while disclaim

politically, breaking up into a number
of small states ; the present German
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Government may yield to France ; the
deadlock may continue indefinitely, with
France in the Ruhr, and the remainder
of Germany existing as best it can ; or if

the Baldwin Government does not find
a solution agreeable to British public
opinion , another government may come

into power that will work in harmony
with France. Until it becomes definitely

established that the French and British

Office, Association ofCommerce

policies are incapable of being recon
ciled , the consideration of these various

New Orleans

alternative solutions may be wisely
postponed.

IX
The Association of Commerce

A further alternative would be some

kind of separate action by the British

A modern organization through which
public spirited citizens express them

Government, but it is not easy to see

selves collectively on questions of civic
welfare, and through which they make
their collective desires effective;

what this would mean . Should Great

Britain and Germany come to a separate
agreement, how would its terms be en
forced without the assent of France ?
This assent would be certainly withheld,
unless fortuitously Germany and Great
Britain , acting together, should hit upon
a plan that would enable France to col
lect the sums she demands upon repara
tion account. Such a miracle is hardly
to be expected.

A live result-producing body, com
prising 5000 of the leading business
men of the city , operating through
twelve Service Bureaus and embracing
every phase of commercial and indus
trial activity.

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co.
New Orleans, U . S. A .

It has been seen that in the latest
phase of the European controversy a

considerable share of responsibility has
been passed on to the United States, us to our present position is the fatal
and there is a strong disposition to em
phasize this fact.

misunderstanding about the United

Thus the London

States. That is past history, and the
Times, in its issue of August 16 , says: present
task for us is to solve our
"We are where we are today because European problems alone.”

of a series of grave blunders and mis

understandings. We blame our former
government for many shortcomings, but

OUR POLICY OF NON -INTERVENTION

it would be wrong to fix the blame on

The policy of non -intervention in

It must never be forgot-

European affairs which PresidentHard

them alone.

ten that a large part of our present ing followed will probably be adhered
confusion is due to the failure of the

to by the Coolidge administration, at

United States to confirm the pledges least until a time comes when we can
given by their representative at the help in some effective way without com
Peace Conference. We fully realize the bining with some special group or in
causes of this failure, and we are not volving ourselves in engagements con
disposed to make complaint or to expect

trary to our political traditions. What

that the United States will take an ever may be the defects of this policy,
active part in the near future in any at- it may not be without some compen
tempts to solve our European problems. sating advantages. When Europe
But we do know and must remember clears up its present political and
that one of the factors that have brought

economic tangles, loans will be needed

BLANDY BROTHERS & CO .
Funchal, Madeira
BANKERS
Current and Deposit Accounts opened.

Foreign Exchange, Cable Transfers, Collections, Commercial Credits and
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Banking Business of every description undertaken.
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Hamburg, Basle, Lisbon , Oporto, Prague, Amsterdam ,
Rio de Janeiro, Naples.

Correspondents in all important cities.
Agents in Madeira for principal American and Foreign Banks.

Merchants, Shipping and Forwarding Agents (agents for White Star, Cunard,
Union -Castle , R . M . S. P., etc. )
Agents for Lloyds, Board of Underwriters of New York, National Board
of Marine Underwriters. Coal Depot Proprietors. Wine Shippers.
Also firms at
Las Palmas, Grand Canary Island , and 106 Fenchurch

Street, London , E .C . 3.

for restoring the currencies and for
general economic development. This is
a service the United States will be in a
position to render, and wemay do this
work all the better because we have

ing our international policies, we ought
to share in helping to solve both the
political and economic problems of
Europe. It may be fortunate that for
the time being the political aspects of

kept out of these bitter controversies of these questions are less prominent than
recent years. There is no doubt what
ever that President Harding wished to
render helpful service to Europe, based
upon good will, and it is clear thatMr.
Coolidge has a like disposition . How
this service was to be rendered was
never made plain to the late President,
and his successor must expectantly
await the opportune hour when his

they were ; but they have neither been
settled nor have they permanently dis
appeared from the arena of controversy.
For years before theWorld War Eng
land had relied for her security on the
balance of power in European ar
rangement by means of which any par
ticular group that might be unfriendly
to England was not allowed to become
course may be revealed by events.
sufficiently powerful to become a serious
In making this final guess at the menace. Under present conditions such
European riddle before sailing for New
York , after an absence of more than a

an arrangement can not be made, either
for the reason that the powers for mak

year, I wish to reiterate the views previously expressed in these pages : that

ing them no longer exist, that they are

decrepit or that they are in the category
fundamentally the problems of Europe of recent enemies of England — too re

are political in character ; that in some cent to make them agreeable political
way, to be determined by those upon bedfellows. Russia is in a position bor

whom rest the responsibilities of shap - dering on political and economic chaos ;
836
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so is Germany ; the old Austrian dual sought to protect themselves by weaken
monarchy is gone ; Turkey is lamelying their late enemies politically and
struggling back into the family of na - economically, by joining the League of
tions ; Greece has been badly shaken by Nations or by making fresh alliances.
defeat and revolution ; Italy is slowly

That surer

consolidating her political and economic
position , with but little disposition to

creation of an atmosphere of good will
- has been almost wholly ignored.

make outside alliances; the new -born
nations have hardly as yet shown suf-

I have thought we should not have
kept aloof from the difficulties of our

t rt, he er ists. ch

neighbors now with our present-day

sppolitical
eciwropear-of
strengthttohemake
hroatnigenetmestrength
m
ficient
p
s
ex desirmu
rangements
n howith t themog specially

form

of protection — the

European neighbors, for they are our

able. In short, the political Europe of means of communication , even though
The

they may be 3000 miles and more away.

League of Nations, of which so much
was expected , has not as yet justified

pre-war days no longer exists.

However uninviting the field , I do not
think we were justified in keeping out of

the hopes of its founders. Naturally,
the World War intensified national
hatreds and jealousies, giving rise to

it . Rather has it seemed to me that our
duty was in proportion to Europe' s
need of help , which certainly is very

suspicions even among those fighting
together. The Treaty of Versailles,

great. I can not think of America
shirking its obligations. I do not be

whatever may be said in its justification , certainly did not tend to heal the

lieve it means to do so, but is merely
waiting to see how effective help may be

wounds of the war, so far as the enemy

given . I do not think we should wait

countries were concerned, but rather to
keep them open .

too long, and I believe it is our duty
to seek for the way and not wait to have

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD WILL IGNORED

it shown us. Conscientious statesman
ship can find the way if it wishes to do
so . We are spiritually and materially

In the midst of all these conflicting

concerned in the restoration of Europe.

and confusing influences nations have

To aid in this work is a duty toward the
637
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living and toward those who died on
European battlefields.
The United States of America is too

erous in its impulses, to put forth a
plea of incompetence in the face of the
plain duty which Europe affords.

great and powerful, too noble and gen-

London, Sept. 7, 1923.

The Economic Resources of Italy
By Paul Einzig
Doctor of Politicaland Economic Sciences, University of Paris
gerated pessimism . Their authors— like
those of articles dealing with the eco

nomic conditions of other European
countries — are rather inclined to base
their conclusions exclusively on their

impressions regarding the present eco
nomic situation , and more particularly

the present financial crisis. However,
if we want to know whether there is any
hope for a recovery, it is not sufficient
to examinemerely the symptoms of the

disease , it is also necessary to examine
the resisting capacity of the organism
of the patient. The present financial
situation of Italy and many other coun

tries may appear hopeless to the present
generation, as the financial chaos of
Europe after the Napoleonic wars ap
peared hopeless to contemporary ob
servers. Still, the financial system of a

country is merely a superstructure
built upon the basis of its economic re
sources, and if the economic basis is
sound, a complete recovery of the finan
DR . PAUL EINZIG

cial situation will sooner or later take
place. The over-estimation of the im
portance of the present economic crisis

Dr. Einzig was born in 1897 , and received
his education at the London School of Eco

contributed extensively to scientific reviews, and

is not only misleading, but also detri
mental from a practical point of view ,
for it results in economic “ defeatism "
of the public, and this contributes, on a

is at present foreign editor of THE FINANCIAL
NEWS of London .

large scale, to the delay of recovery.

nomics and the University of Paris, the latter
institution conferring upon him the degree of
Doctor of Political and Economic Sciences. He
is a fellow of the Royal Statistical Society and
of the Royal Economic Society . Dr. Einzig has

Doubtless the present economic sit
T

THE great majority of articles ap

uation of Italy has been largely de

pearing in the American press con -

teriorated through the war and its after

cerning the economic situation of effects. Her huge budgetary deficit,
Italy are characterized by an exag- which the successive governments have

FRENCH AMERICAN
BANKING CORPORATION
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits

over $3,000,000

KIL - Illllkll

Cedar and William Sts.,New York
RANCE and her colonies are reached directly
1 by the exceptional service of the French
American Banking Corporation . More than 250
branches of our stockholding bank, the Comptoir
National D ’Escompte de Paris , with the French
Colonial Banks, provide a complete equipment

been unable to eliminate completely up
to the present, the existence of large
devastated areas, the over- industrializa tion in certain branches of industry, the
internal and external depreciation of the
national currency and the deficit of her

Arch of
Triumph , Paris

for international banking.

pear in the near future. Post -war
figures have only been quoted with ref
erence to changes which are likely to be
of permanent character. Still, in order
to keep the reader up to date , a short
survey of the situation during the first

foreign trade, are facts which ought not half of 1923 is given in the conclusion
to be overlooked. However, before pro - of this article .
nouncing any judgment as to the future
LIMITS OF ITALIAN TERRITORY
vitality of Italy it is necessary to ex

amine those economic resources of per
manent character which constitute the

country's economic basis. The task of
the present article is to submit to the
reader an enumeration

of those re

sources. It has been the aim to avoid
dealing with the present temporary ab

normal situation , not because of an

under-estimation of its importance, but
merely because it has been too amply

dealt with already and has given rise to
a one-sided trend in public opinion,
which ought to be counteracted in the
interest of the rapid recovery of Italy.
Its investigations are largely based
on pre-war statistical data, because

The territory of Italy is about 300,
000 square kilometres, as compared with
pre-war territory of 286 ,000 square
kilometres. On December 1, 1921, the
population numbered 38 ,522,694 , which
means an increase of nearly 4 ,000,000
as compared with the pre-war popula
tion . The increase is due in part to the
acquisition of Austrian territory with a
population of 1, 765 ,000 and to the re
turn of a great number of emigrants.
On the other hand, war losses amounted
to 560 ,000 men , and there was a revival

in emigration after the temporary de
cline experienced during the war, the
number of emigrants during 1919 -1921

post-war data do not give a true

amounting to 850,000 .

picture of the permanent resources of
the country. The productive forces of

increase of population is largely attrib

Italy are under the influence of tem
porary disturbing factors since the war,

Therefore the

utable to the excess of the birth rate
above the death rate, and is proof of
the vitality of the Italian people . Be

but in most cases there is much hope

fore the war, the annual excess of births

that the discrepancy of post -war figures
from the normal averages will disap -

over deaths was thirteen to fourteen per
thousand inhabitants, and , as the coun
639
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try was unable to employ this rapidly

Lietuvos Tarptautinis Bankas

power, but was also largely due to the

increasing surplus, many hundreds of advantageous geographical situation.
thousands of Italians had to leave their

Being surrounded on three sides by

country every year in order to find occupation abroad. In 1913 the number

seas, and lying at the meeting place
between east and west, the country

of emigrants attained 900, 000 , 21/2 per

necessarily played a rôle of great im

cent. of the total population , two -thirds
of which went to North and South

portance as an intermediary of the in
ternational trade of that age. The eco

America. The number of Italians liv -

nomic importance of several Italian

ing abroad is estimated at 7 ,000 ,000.

cities — in the first place Venice and

Thus the total number of Italians ex- Genoa - survived the political power of
ceeds 45,000,000. Italy is practically their country. They were leading fac
the only European belligerent country

tors in the international trade through

the population of which has undergone
a substantial increase — apart from the
increase due to the acquisition of new

out the Middle Ages, as their merchants
penetrated into all known countries of
the world , serving as connecting links

territories— since the beginning of the between them , and their merchant fleets
The Italian people are characterized

were of predominant importance in in
ternational shipping for many centuries.

by an extraordinary capacity for work .

After the discovery of America and of

The Italian workman is strong, healthy ,
intelligent and sober. Without these
excellent qualities it would have been
impossible to conquer the natural ob -

the sea route to India, the Italian mer
chant cities underwent a marked decline,
for the Mediterranean ceased to be the
center of international trade and the

war .

stacles to the expansion of agricultural main trend of sea transports took an
production , and to create powerful in -

other direction .

This period of decline

dustries in spite of lack of raw material. lasted until the second half of the
THE

COUNTRY'S

ADVANTAGEOUS

GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION

Ninteenth Century, when the political
and economic unification of the country
resulted in a considerable increase of

Italy as the center of the Roman Em

its importance as a factor in the world ' s
pire acquired great economic importance economic life . The abolition of customs
several thousand years ago. This was, barriers between the various Italian
in part, to be ascribed to her political states brought with it a rapid expansion
640
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which has only been hampered for a
while by the country's lack of capital.
The acquisition of colonies has also
contributed to the evolution of trade.

The colonial domain of Italy is of rela

The most important economic re

WWU

Head Office :
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SUBSCRIBED

culture, which engages the greater part
of the population . The development of
agriculture has been largely hindered

PAID UP

the strenuous and patient work of sev
eral centuries that the population has
succeeded in conquering a great many of
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source of Italy has always been agri

by unfavorable soil, and it is only after
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AGRICULTURE THE MAIN RESOURCE

T

railway lines of 450 kilometres.

H

3. Italian Somali, 457,000 square
kilometres with 375 ,000 inhabitants and

Y

as follows:
1. Lybia , consisting of Tripolitana
and Cyrenaica, with a territory of 1,
500,000 square kilometres and a popu
lation of about 1,000 ,000. The length
of railway lines attains 200 kilometres.
2. Erythrea, 119,000 square kilo
metres with 380,000 inhabitants , her
railway lines attaining 225 kilometres.

D

temporarily occupied islands in the
Aegean Sea. The Italian colonies are

N
PA

of African territory, with the exception
of the Tien - Tsin concession and of the

L

tively recent origin and consists mainly

$ 359,323,900
$ 71,864,780

RESERVE FUND $ 50,000,000
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ADVANCES, & c. $616,943,395

the natural obstacles. The progress is

particularly important in regard to the
work of irrigation , which during the
period 1892 to 1905 enabled agricul

1,600 Offices in England
and Wales.

tural production to expand by 22 ,400

hectares per annum . At present there
is hardly any productive land in Italy
which is not being worked , so that in
future any further expansion could only

be attained through the intensification

Colonial & Foreign Department :
20, King William St., E . C . 4 .
TheAgency ofForeign & Colonial
Banks is undertaken .

of the production instead of its exten

sion to new territories. Modern scien
tific methods of production are being
largely applied and are gaining popu
larity, as is proved by the permanent

increase of the quantity of modern ma
chinery imported and of the quantity
of chemical materials used for the pur

pose of fertilizing the soil. This latter
increased between 1906 and 1913 from

Affiliated Banks :
THE NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND LTD.
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700 ,000 metric tons to 1,400,000 metric

and Argentina.

tons.

1923 the consumption of

progress noticeable in the wheat pro

superphosphate anuounted to about 11,000,000 quintals , as compared with 3 ,

duction , the index number of which in
creased from 100 to 111 between 1909

In

There is a permanent

000,000 in 1913 . Owing to the peculiar

and 1919. Oats were grown on 500 ,

character of Italian soil and climate,
there is a variety in agricultural prod-

000 hectares before the war and the
average output during the period of

ucts unknown in most other European

1909 to 1913 amounted to 5 ,000 ,000

countries. Even on the same land there
are several different products being

quintals while home consumption at
tained more than 6 ,000,000 quintals.

grown at the same time. For instance

Maize is a very important crop in

on corn -producing fields they grow

Italy, for in many provinces the peas

grapes, olives and other fruits . There-

ants consume it instead of wheat. The

fore it is misleading to judge the pro

pre-war production amounted to 25,

ductivity of Italian land exclusively on

000,000 quintals, while

the basis of its corn output per hectare,

growing territory of Italy was about

the maize

which is , as a rule, lower than the cor-

16 per cent. of the total maize-growing

responding figures of most European

territory of Europe. In spite of this

countries. It is necessary also to take
into calculation the value of various

Italy had to purchase from abroad in
order to meet a part of her maize re

products grown on the same territory.
The average value of the annual prod ucts of a hectare was 259 gold lire in
1910, which compares very favorably
with the average of 1885, amounting

quirements.
While all categories of corn are
grown in every part of the country , the
production of rice is restricted to the
Po Valley. Italy is the most important

to 190 lire only.
The most important agricultural

rice

rice -growing country of Europe, her
fields extending over

145,000

product of Italy is wheat, which oc hectares against 39,000 hectares in
cupies more than one- third of the agri Spain , 28,000 hectares in European
cultural land. Before the war Italy Russia and 3000 hectares in Rumania .
produced about 10 per cent of the wheat Owing to the application of scientific
grown in Europe. Nevertheless, as methods, the average output has been
home consumption largely exceeded pro
duction , the importation of about 2 , increased to thirty-three quintals per
000,000 metric tons per annum was hectare, which figure represented the
maximum output a few decades ago .

necessary .

This deficit was covered by

Rumania and Russia before the war
while at present the chief wheat sup pliers of Italy are the United States
642

The maximum attains sometimes eighty
quintals. The quality of Italian rice
is particularly good . Before the war
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Italy exported about 800,000 quintals
per annum .
The progress of beet -root production
is particularly worth noticing. In the
season of 1888 - 1889 it was less than
5000 quintals, while in the season of
1908- 1909 it reached 1,653 ,000 quin

Asia Banking
Corporation

tals. The expansion of tobacco pro
duction has also been considerable , and
its territory nearly doubled between
1900 and 1910 . Owing to favorable
climate horticulture has advanced to a
very high stage of development. Vege
tables are grown on 60 ,000 hectares by
themselves, while they are grown mixed
with other agricultural products on

145,000 hectares. The pre-war value
of horticultural products amounted to
a billion lire per annum .
Italy has acquired an excellent repu-
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tation as a fruit grower, not only be

cause of the good quality of her fruit,

HEAD OFFICE: 35 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

but also because, owing to her southern

position, most categories of fruits ripen

SHANGHAI

by several weeks earlier than in other

CANTON

European countries. The annexation of
Trentino to Italy signifies an appreci
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HONG KONG
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MANILA
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PEKING
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able increase of the fruit production of
the country. Though inland consump
tion is considerable, still Italy exports

substantial quantities of nearly every000.000
hectolitres. About three-quar
000 ,000 hectolit
kind of fruit. For instance, in 1913 , ters of the output consists of red wines.
apple and pear exports amounted to A large quantity of wine is being ex
1 ,106 ,000 quintals, while in the same
year 1306 quintals of oranges and 3045

ported ; for instance, in 1913 more than
13,000 ,000 bottles of vermouth were

quintals of lemons were exported. Italy sold abroad. Another important prod
also exports large quantities of flowers. uct of Italian agriculture is olive oil.
The forests of Italy occupied about In this respect Italy is second after
4 ,000 ,000 hectares before the war and, Spain . Olives were one of the few
although the war devastated some big agricultural products showing an in
forests in the Alps, still this has been! crease in quantity during and after the
more than counteracted through the war .
gain of 500 ,000 hectares of forests in
Horse breeding is making a slow but
the newly -acquired territories. In cer steady
progress, the number of horses

tain kinds of timber there is an ex having increased by 34,000 to 990,000
portable surplus.

Italy is the most important wine

producing country of Europe.
wine crop
litres in
hectolitres
hectolitres

The

attained 38, 960 ,000 hecto
1916 against 36 ,068 ,000
in France and 23,396 ,000
in Spain . The pre-war

between 1908 and 1918, despite the ad
verse effect of the war. The introduc
tion of thoroughbreds has shown ap
preciable results. The breeding of
donkeys and mules is very important in
Italy and the progress attained is by far
more considerable than that of horse

Italian wine production averaged 46,- breeding. Cattle are among the chief
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assets of Italy , their number having number of Italians residing there. The
reached 6 ,239,741 in 1918. The agricultural conditions of the country are
favorable to pig breeding, though there
has been a slight decline during the past
few years. On the other hand, the

production of vegetable conserves has
undergone a rapid increase, the quan
tity exported in 1912 attaining nearly
800,000 quintals.

number of goats shows a rapid advance.

MINERAL RESOURCES

The total number of livestock pro
Italy is, generally speaking,
gressed from 18 ,186 ,221 to 25,874,852 wellAlthough
with mineral resources,
provided
between 1881 and 1918.
i. e., her lack
weak
one
has
she
The quantity of eggs exported in of coal fields. Thepoint,
country is entirely
1913 was 248,000 quintals, while 50,000 dependent on foreign coal imports, aver
quintals of fresh and condensed milk aging
about 10,000,000 tons per annum
was sold abroad. One of the chief ex under normal
conditions. There is hard
port products is cheese, of which more ly any coal worth
mentioning being pro
than 300,000 quintals were exported in duced in the country, yet, on the other
1913 , one- third of which was Parmesan hand , Italy is very rich in fuel of in
cheese , to the value of 25,000,000 gold
quality, and in the first place in
lires. Another important foodstuff of ferior
lignite. The quality of lignite produced

which large quantities are being ex
is very good , as its process
ported abroad is spaghetti and other ofin Sardinia
carbonization has arrived at a fairly
similar pastry products; in 1913 the advanced stage. The total output

quantity sold abroad was above 700 ,000
quintals , the chief consumer being the
United States, on account of the large
844

amounted to 700 ,000 tons before the
war, while it advanced to 2,217,000 tons
in 1919. The oil output amounted to
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First National Bank, York, Penna.

Rounding out half a century as builders of high grade
bank vault equipment, we are justly proud of our record
of achievement.

and guarantees its maintenance in perfect condition at
all times.
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New York Federal Reserve Bank nearing completion . Three YORK cash and

security vaults under installation — new type of revolvable doors — weight of
each vault entrance 265 tons or 530,000 pounds.

Shop view of YORK vault door installed in the Philadelphia Federal Reserve
Bank — thickness of this round door 36 inches solid steel - over all thickness

is five feet six inches.

Interior of YORK vault in the Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank - largest and
heaviest vault door ever designed and constructed — 48 inch thickness of solid
steel- total weight of door and entrance 300 tons or 600,000 pounds.

Shop view of one of the rectangular 30 inch YORK inain entrances for thi
Chicago Federal Reserve Bank .
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Building housing Mechanics and Metals Bank and
xterior view of Cuna
'ORK
vault at 25 Broarddway
New York City.

s,

,

Entrance to the vaults of the Mechanics and Metals Bank showing YORK
circular door 20 inches thick with newly devised bolting system .

Rear entrance to the safe deposit vault of the Mechanics and Metals Bank
- 20 inch rectangular YORK door .

Door

LAS

Standard 15 inch circular YORK door - entrance to safe deposit vault
Bank of Manhattan , Jamaica Branch - security vault has rectangular door of
same thickness .

Interior view of Bank of Manhattan , Jamaica Branch, safe deposit vault show
in assorted sizes of YORK safe deposit boxes on one side.

Main entrance to safe deposit and security vault Fidelity & International Trust
Co ., William & John Sts., New York showing YORK door in closed position
with heavy polished steel hinge, pressure system , etc.

Main entrance to safe deposit and security vault Fidelity & International
Trust Co., William & John Sts., New York — YORK 12 inch rectangular door
of solid steel with rear emergency door of same thickness.
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York Engineers
are equipped to furnish banks and architects with com
plete plans and specifications. Our Engineering
Department is at your service without obligation .

High Grade York Equipment for
Banks in Smaller Communities
It has been our pleasure to design and build YORK
vaults for Banks in smaller communities throughout
theworld , in addition to themetropolitan centers. The
same infinite care and attention to mechanicalprecision
is given to every YORK installation whether it be for
A partial list ofrecent installations follows:
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Glen National Bank , Watkins, N . Y .
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First National Bank of Jersey City, N , J.
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Somerville Trust Co., Somerville, N . J.
Madison Trust Co ., Madison , Conn.
Bristol Savings Bank, Bristol, Conn .
Kingston Trust Co., Kingston , N . Y .
City National Bank, Binghamton , N . Y .
First National Bank, Waterloo, N . Y
Union
Trust and Hudson County National
First National Bank , Wolcott, N . Y .
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the largest vault in the world or one of the smaller
vaults.
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4780 tons in 1921, which is far from number of horsepower of hydraulic
being sufficient to cover home require- energy per square mile is estimated at
ments. However, research work is being fifty -five, against twenty -seven in
carried out in several parts of the coun -

France and twenty - six in Spain .

try and there is reason to believe that
Italy is unable to produce the quan
within a few years the Italian oil pro - tity of iron ore required by her home
duction will acquire greater importance. industries, as her total stocks are esti
In order to reduce the dependence on mated at 40 ,000,000 tons only and her

foreign countries in regard to fuel, pre-war output was 600,000 tons per
Italy endeavors to utilize her hydraulic

annum , while her consumption required

forces for industrial purposes. The
nominal amount of concessions granted
for the utilization of hydraulic forces
was about 1,000,000 horsepower in
1910 ; it amounted to 1,300 ,000 horsepower in 1916 , and to 2,240 ,000 horsepower in 1919. The electrical current

1,500,000 tons. On the other hand ,
there is hope that the research work
being carried out in Calabria, Sicily,
Sardinia, etc ., will meet with success.
Moreover, large quantities of iron pyrite
are produced, containing about 60 per
cent. of iron .

actually produced through hydraulic

Among the othermetallic products of

forces was estimated at 800 ,000 kilowatt the Italian soil the quicksilver, copper
at the beginning of 1920. There are ores, zinc, lead, mangan , aluminum ,
wide possibilities of increasing this bauxite, etc., are particularly worth

figure, as up to now only an insignifi- mentioning. Since the annexation of
cant part of the existing energy has Istria , Italy is the leading quicksilver
been utilized . Italy is the richest Euro - producing country of Europe. The

pean country in hydraulic forces; the average quantity of copper ore pro
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This bank is in a position to render direct banking service through its branches
and agencies in connection with commerce between the countries of the Orient
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the purchase, sale and collection of bills, issuing of drafts and letters of credit
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NEW YORK OFFICE

duced for some timebefore the war was white marble of Carrara has acquired
90 ,000 tons per annum , but its copper international reputation . The pre-war
contents did not exceed 3 per cent. On exports attained 180,000 tons per

the other hand , zinc production is very

annum .

important in Italy. The annual output

exceeds 150,000 tons. In lead Italy
possesed an exportable surplus of 17,

GROWTH OF ITALIAN INDUSTRIES

terial requirements of the aluminum

try possessed no industrial traditions

The rapid development of Italian in
000 tons per annum before the war. dustries
toward the end of the
Part of the lead produced contains a Vineteenthbegan
Century.
The results at
high percentage of silver. The output tained during the past few
are
ofmanganite ore has undergone a rapid satisfactory, considering thatdecades
the coun
increase since the war. The raw ma
whatever, and that lack of fuel has
industries are duly covered by home been
a handicap to industrial develop
production .
ment.
The war has contributed , on a
The most important mineral resource large scale,
to the acceleration of this
of Italy is sulphur. Before the evolution . While
before the war Italian
war the annual sulphur output exceeded industries were unable to compete with

2,500,000 tons, of which the average foreign industries- -with the exception
quantity exported was about 400 ,000 of those branches where the superior
tons, about 90 per cent, of the output skill of Italian workmen secured an ad
originating in Sicily. Another impor- vantage --- the urgent requirements
tant non -metallic mineral product of the created by the war and the difficulties
country is marble, the output of which of purchasing manufactures abroad have
amounted in 1913 to 426 ,000 tons. The led to the establishment of a great num
646
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ber of important enterprises, especially

in 1915 to two hundred in 1917 .

in the metallurgical, engineering, elec-

Simultaneously with this expansion ,

trical, textile and chemical industries. substantial progress has been made in
It is true that the cessation of the ex - the specialized production of fine qual
traordinary situation which made the ities of steel. The total output of
creation of these enterprises necessary metallurgical industries amounted to

deprived some of them of their raison
d'être, still the greatmajority were able

246 ,000 tons in 1895, to 731,000 tons.
in 1906 , and to 1,821,000 tons in 1917 .

to adapt themselves to the changed cir- The aluminum industries of Italy have
cumstances.
the great advantage over the iron and
The metallurgical industry is one of steel industries that they need not im

the oldest branches of Italian industrial

port from abroad part of their raw ma

enterprise.

terial requirements. Electricity is being

In 1862 there existed

forty -four blast furnaces producing 29,- largely used for the transformation of
000 tons per annum . After the crisis bauxite, and a marked progress is no

in the last decade of the Nineteenth ticeable concerning technical perfec
Century, there was a period of pros- tion of the process applied. The
perity, and between 1905 and 1910 a separation of the silver contents of lead
great number of importantmetallurgical is the chief object of several important
enterprises have been created. The enterprises, and the silver thus gained

cast- iron output increased from 140,000
tons in 1905 to 350,000 tons in 1910,

amounted to 13,094 kilos in 1913.
Engineering industries were among

and to 514 ,000 tons in 1918, and dur- the few branches of enterprise which

ing the period 1905 to 1910 the steel succeeded in conquering foreign com
output more than doubled . The number petition without any difficulty even be
of electrical furnaces rose from twenty

fore the war, not only in the home mar
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kets but also abroad . For instance,
Italian motor cars were sold in great
numbers even in motor-car manufacturing countries.

The number of hands

One Wall Street

before the war. The number of cars
sold abroad amounted to 3600 in 1912
and to 11,320 in 1920 . Turin is the
center of motor -car industries.

The

employed in engineering industries was
about 300 ,000 before the war, but this

number of its motor-car factories was
forty in 1911. The bicycle and motor

figure has undergone a substantial in -

cycle industries are also prospering ; the

crease in consequence of war require- number of bicycles exported in 1920
ments, and though several works had to
reduce their activity during the post-

was 5400, that ofmotorcycles was near
ly a thousand .

war period , nevertheless a great part of

Even before the war, Italy was able

the progress attained during the war

to cover by her home production the

has been maintained. The concentra- rolling stock requirements of her rail
tion carried out since the war has large ways. Since the war a great number of
ly contributed to the reduction of net ammunition factories have been trans
cost and to the elimination of unsound formed into railway material factories ,
competition .
One of the few branches of Italian

and though at present home require
ments absorb the total products, it is to

industries possessing a tradition is the be expected that after a few years there
shipbuilding industry. The number of will be a substantial surplus available
shipbuilding concerns was forty in 1913 , for export.
but their number and producing capacOwing to the rapid development of
ity has largely increased during the the employment of electrical machinery

war, and the annexation of Trieste has in factories , the Italian electrical in
also added to the shipbuilding capacity dustries were unable , before the war, to
of the country . There was an extraor- keep pace with the growth of require
dinary progress in the building of air ments in dynamos and other electrical
planes. The number of motors for air machinery, and even today a substan
planes manufactured in 1910 was but tial part of the requirement is covered
ten and in 1915 only 950 , while it at-

by import. Still, the urgent demand of

tained 15,600 in 1918 , and the number

the homemarket has largely stimulated

of airplanes produced per annum
progressed during the same period from

the development of that branch of in
dustry. The number of electric lamps

three to 450 and to 6500 respectively . manufactured in 1912 was 4 ,000,000 ,
The number of airplanes exported was

while it attained 6 ,000 ,000 in 1918 , and

281 in 1920. The progress of motor- a similar progress has been made in the
car industries since 1914 was less rapid , production of accumulators, telephonic
because Italy had already arrived in and telegraphic material, electrical
that branch at a fairly advanced stage heating apparatus, etc. The manufac
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turing of cables and insulated wires has the most important chemical products
attained a particularly advanced stage, of Italy :
and is not only able to cover homeneeds
but also to acquire foreign markets.

In metric tons
1895
1905
1913
1918
95 , 710 302, 100 644,713 835 ,440
1 ,105
1 ,455 13,611 85 ,800
5 , 750 11 ,170 18 , 966 21,600
3 , 150 26 , 210 44,497 100 ,800

The value of cables and wires exported
was 7,500 ,000 lire in 1914 . In 1920

Sulphuric acid . ..
Nitric acid ..........
Chlorhydric acid ..
Copper sulphate....

the quantity of dynamos exported was
14,600 quintals, against 9700 quintals

Superphosphate ....145,685 512,348 972,494 485,400

in 1913. A similar progress is notice

As is shown by these figures, there

was a marked tendency toward prog
ress even before the war. The decline
in the superphosphate output is to be
ascribed to merely temporary factors,
as the vitality of that branch of indus
try is proved by the steady increase of
its exports. The quantity of super
phosphate exports was 40 ,000 quintals
in 1920 against 1500 quintals in 1913.
The manufacturing of copper sulphate
is making rapid progress, still it was
unable to keep pace with the increase of
inland demand until 1920 when , for the
first time, the quantities exported ex
ceeded those imported . Among organic
the production of boric acid is
ing works and the creation of new ones, acids,
showing a good progress, and the quan

able in the export of most categories of
machinery , such as tractors, 13,600
quintals in 1920 against 368 quintals
in 1913 ; agricultural machinery, 8428
and 4095 quintals respectively ; textile
machinery, 6552 against 4860, etc.
With the exception of certain special
branches the chemical industries of
Italy were in their infancy before the
war, and the predominant majority of
the chemical raw material, semi-product
andmanufacture requirements had to be
imported from abroad. The extraordinary requirements of the war gave a
stimulus to the expansion of the exist-

so that at present Italy is able to supply
at home a great number of products
purchased from Germany before the

tity exported has undergone a marked
increase since 1919 .

war. The progress has been particular-

The number of soap factories in

d from 300 in 1894 to 800 in
ly substantial in the manufacturing of crease
1911, and during 1911 the production
synthetic chemical products, some of exceeded 150,000 tons. Before the war
which are expected to conquer foreign soap
export amounted to from 3000 to

markets in the near future . According 4000 tons per annum , while in 1920 it
to statistical data , the number of hands increased to 6000 tons. Italian perfumed
and medica
acquiring good
are acow
soaps are
and
medicall soaps
dustries has doubled since 1914 .
markets in Eastern Europe. The in
The following table shows the prog - dustrial transformation of olive oil, the
ress in the annual output of some of production of stearine, oleine, and
and of motors employed in chemical in -
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glycerine show also a tendency toward
rapid development. The manufacturing

the average 280 ,000 quintals per annum ,
part of the raw material has to be im

of essences and perfumes, on the other

ported.
The production of flax has undergone

hand , is relatively insignificant and is
unable to cover home requirements,

a decline since the second half of the

especially as far as superior qualities
are concerned. The production of drugs
is much favored by local conditions and
is able to compete with the best foreign
products. The manufacturing of dyestuffs and other aniline products was

Nineteenth Century, owing to Russian
competition. Before the war the quan
tity of flax used by the textile industries
of the country was about 30 ,000 quin
tals. The production of hemp is far
more important, as Italian hemp is of

introduced during the war when they exceptionally good quality and is easily
could not be imported from Germany. marketable abroad . Though the re
Among the textile industries of the quirements in raw hemp for use of the
country the silk industry has the great- home industries show a steady increase,
est importance in the world market. still there is a big surplus available for
In 1911 about 2000 enterprises with export. Hemp manufactures are also
176 ,000 workmen were engaged in silk

being exported in increasing quantities,

production , and iheir annual output at-

especially strings and cords, while the

tained 5 ,000 ,000 to 6,000 ,000 quintals, export of tissues is declining. Jute in
i. e., about one- sixth of the total silk
production of the world . There is an
increase of the quantities exported of

dustries are in less favorable condition
than hemp industries, for they have to
import their raw material, still, their

most kinds of silk products. The pro -

progress is none the less encouraging,

duction of artificial silk has also undergone a considerable development dur-

and the export of jute manufactures
showed an increasing tendency before

ing the past few years, so that, while

the war.

before the war Italy imported more arThe hide and leather industries of the
tificial silk than she exported , at present country are in a prosperous state . Their
her exports substantially exceed her im - raw material requirements are nearly
ports.
completely covered by home products
The progress in the cotton industries and the products of the Italian colonies.
is shown by the increase of raw cotton The exportation of prepared hidesmade
imports from 136 ,500 tons in 1900 to rapid advance before the war. The
291,300 tons in 1915 , and it is worth manufacturing of boots is of quite recent
noticing that this increase is mainly origin , as in 1911 the number of such
due to the increase of purchases from factories was only thirty.

the United States, while the quantities
The progress of paper manufacturing
of cotton imported from other countries was slower than that of most other in
remained nearly unchanged. In 1913
the quantity of cotton goods exported
was 67,000 tons while the quantity im -

dustries, and manufacturers are unable
to cover the needs of home consumption .
Still, the increasing figures of cellulose

ported was below 6000 tons. The un -

imports ought to be regarded as a good

favorable effect of the war on the ex portation of cotton goods has entirely
disappeared since 1920. The wool in dustries had developed during the two
decades that preceded the war, and in

sign . The number of paper mills was
440 in 1913, employing 26 ,000 workmen
and possessing machinery with 73,000
horsepower total force.
The number of cement factories was

1913 there were 785 factories with 63,- 814 in 1912, and the annual output
000 workmen . The quantity of wool amounted to 1,000,000 tons, which com
transformed was 215,000 quintals in pares favorably with 300, 000 tons in
1894 and 416 ,000 quintals in 1913. As 1905 . There were before the war 331
the wool production of the country is on glass factories with 17,000 workmen ,
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while in 1920 the number of workmen nary skill - -and even artistic talent - re
attained 25,000 . Among industries em - quired by them . Such industries are

ploying the output of agriculture, the those engaged in producing artistic
production of beer showed a rapid prog- glassware, furniture, ceramic ware,
ress before the war, and the output in - lace and embroidery , marble sculpture,
creased from 567,000 hectolitres in 1900 etc. The totalvalue of exports of these

to 721,000 hectolitres in 1910 . The industries increased by nearly 50 per
progress of rubber industries may be cent. between 1900 and 1910 when it
judged from the increase of raw rub approached 100 ,000,000 gold lire,
ber import from 684 tons in 1900 to which figure includes only the mer

5367 tons in 1915, and from the fact
that during the same period the value
of annual exports in rubber wares has
increased by 1000 per cent.
While in most other countries domes

chandise sold abroad, while there are
not even approximate estimates as re
gards the value of artistic objects
bought in Italy by foreign travelers.

THE ITALIAN RAILWAYS
tic industries and small industries are
merely of local significance and their
Having given an enumeration of the
description cannot be of any particular productive resources of Italy, let us

interest to the readers of another coun
another important asset of her
try, the domestic and small industries examine
national
wealth,
i. e., her transport sys
of Italy have succeeded in acquiring,

tem . Ever since the unification of the

through their exceptional character, an

country , one of the main endeavors of

international importance. Their prod- the government was the completion of

ucts are beyond competition on the its railway network . The length of
world market, owing to the extraordi-

railway lines was 15 ,479 kilometres in
651
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1895 , 15 ,884 kilometres in 1900, 16 ,247
kilometres in 1905 , 16 ,832 kilometres in

1905 and 154 ,000 units in 1920 . Sev
eral important projects of new lines

1910 , 18 ,614 kilometres in 1915 and

will be carried out in the near future,

20,000 kilometres — including the rail- and the work of electrification of rail
ways of the newly -acquired provinces —

ways, which was interrupted by the

in 1920. The income of railways per
000 lire in 1910 and 45,500 lire in 1915 .
The annual average quantity of merchandise transported by the Italian railways was 16 ,000,000 tons during the
period 1885 to 1894 , 21,000,000 tons
during the period 1895 to 1905, and 33,000 ,000 tons during the period 1906 to

war, has been resumed after the armis
tice. At present the length of elec
trified railway lines attains 400 kilo
metres, and the total length of lines
which are to be electrified is much above
6000 kilometres, i. e., almost one-third
of the total length of the Italian rail
way network . The electrification of
railways is all the more important as

1916 . These figures may appear some-

it will render the country more inde

kilometre was 20,000 lire in 1895 , 39 ,

what low as compared with the total pendent of foreign coal imports.
Originally all Italian railways were
population , yet the peculiar circum stances of the country ought not to be private property , but the state pur

overlooked. The relative uniformity of chased themost important lines in 1905,
the climate of the country reduces to a so that at present all lines of national
minimum the division of labor between or international importance belong to
the respective provinces so that each the state. The state railways possess
part of the country is more or less self-

5500 locomotives, out of which 200 are

sufficient in most goods produced in the electric locomotives, 11,000 carriages
and 110 ,000 railway trucks, and the
other parts of the country .

This, as

well as cheap shipping possibilities, number of its employees is 192 ,000. The
tends to reduce the railway traffic of the new government intends to denational
country . However, Northern Italy, and ize the state railways, and this change
especially Milan and its surrounding will probably largely contribute to their

territory, is an exception from that rule , improvement, as it will eliminate red
as its highly-developed industries neces- tape and replace it by individual initia
sitate a very lively traffic. During the tive.
past few decades important ameliora tions have been carried out, and at
present the technical perfection of
Italian railways is not inferior to that
of the railways of other modern coun tries. The rolling stock consisted of
77,300 units in 1895 , 91,000 units in
662

In consequence of her geographic sit
uation , the great length of her coast and
of the traditions of her population ,
navigation in Italy is highly developed .
Even before the unification of the coun
try, the various Italian states possessed
important merchant fleets, but during
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the last three decades of the Nineteenth

by the war has been succeeded by a

Century a marked decline took place.
The aggregate tonnage fell from 1,044,-

revival after the armistice. Important
works of amelioration have been car

337 in 1875 to 776 ,077 in 1895 . After

ried out in order to enable the ports

1895 there was an improvement notice -

to receive the biggest modern steamers.

able, owing to the growth of the foreign

The most important commercial port is

trade of the country . This improvement Genoa , the traffic of which is rapidly
is shown by the figures of annual pro duction of shipbuilding industries,

increasing, and since the armistice there
is a slow but steady tendency notice

which advanced from 23 ,000 for the

able toward the elimination of the ab

period 1892- 1902 to 26 ,200 for the normal difference between the exports
period 1903-1913, to 30 ,700 for the

and imports of Genoa — the quantity of

period 1914 - 1918, and to 57,000 for
1919. In spite of this advance, the
Italian shipbuilding industries were unable to cover the home requirements and
a great part of the Italian merchant
fleet has been built by foreign ship
builders. Between 1910 and 1920 the
net tonnage of steamers has more than
doubled , but part of the increase is due
to the substitution of steamers for sail ing vessels and to the acquisition of a
great part of the late Austrian merchant
fleet. A considerable number of ships

goods imported through that port has
been five to six times larger than the
quantity of goods exported — which had
an unfavorable influence on its freight
market and hindered the development
of the port.
The tonnage of goods embarked and
debarked in Italian ports shows a still
more substantial progress than the ton
nage of ships entering and leaving those
ports. In 1894 this figure was 13,640,
000 tons and it increased to 29,158 ,000
tons in 1914 . Out of the latter quan

are under construction and it is expected

titv , 14 ,457 ,442 tons were embarked or

that the tonnage of the Italian merchant debarked through the port of Genoa .

fleet will undergo a sudden increase

Another important port of Italy is

Venice, the goods traffic of which in
during the next few years.
Owing to the favorable geographical creased from 1,000,000 tons in 1895 to
situation of the country, its ports are 2,500 ,000 in 1913. Trieste is the most
very important in international ship ping. During the two decades that
preceded the war, the traffic of the
Italian ports was doubled. In 1913 the
tonnage of ships that entered and left
the Italian ports amounted to 114 ,000,000 , as compared with 56 ,000,000 in

significant Adriatic port, with a ship
ping traffic of 10,000,000 tons and a
goods traffic of 3,500,000 tons, and it is
in a better situation than Genoa or
Venice as far as return cargo is con
cerned . The shipping traffic and the
number of passengers of the port of

1895 , and the temporary decline caused Naples exceed those of any other Italian
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port, but the commercial traffic is in - Italian colonies, and twenty -five cham
ferior to that of the three above- bers of commerce in foreign countries.
mentioned ports. The future of Naples From time to time sample exhibitions
as well as Palermo, Messina and Bari are organized in the country and
depends on the success of the agricul

tural transformation that is being car
ried out in Southern Italy.
Before the war the net tonnage of
Italian ships entering and leaving Ital

abroad , and since 1920 there is an in
ternational fair every year in Milan
and in Trieste .

(To be Concluded in the Vovember Issue.)

ian ports grew much more rapidly than
that of foreign ships. During the period
1893 to 1914 the net tonnage of Italian

ships entering or leaving all Italian
ports increased by 44 ,000,000 while

that of foreign ships in Italian ports in
creased by 16 ,000 ,000 only.
The organization of the commercial

policy of the country is being carried
out by the Ministry of Industry and
Commerce. The local commercial in

International Banking Notes
The directors of Lloyds Bank , Limited
declared an interim dividend for the half
year ended June 30 last of ls. 8d . per share,
being at the rate of 16 2 /3 per cent. per
annum , payable, less income tax, on and
after July 28. This is the same as a year

terests of particular districts are repre
sented by the chambers of commerce

ago .

and industry , the number of which is
eighty -three, including those of the
newly -acquired territories. There are
also three chambers of commerce in the

Bank , Limited , London , for the half-year
ended June 30, 1923, shows total assets of
£372, 151,799 ; total current, deposit and
other accounts of £335,594,414 ; paid up cap
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The statement of condition of Lloyds

$120,000,000 Increase in Porto Rico's
Commerce Since 1900
As the pioneer American bank in Porto Rico we have given every aid to
the island's commercial development and have shared in its growth.
Send Us Your Bills of Exchange,
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AMERICAN COLONIAL BANK
OF PORTO RICO
SAN JUAN

Branches: Arecibo, Mayaguez, Caguas
ital of £14,372,956 ; and reserve fund of has announced that on August 30 certain
£10,000,000. A condensed statement follows:

changes in the capitalization were decided
There was formerly an authorized capital
of Frs. 500,000,000, of which Frs. 261,965,
750 was fully paid , but consisting of some
shares fully paid and others only partly paid .
So as to put all of the shareholders on the
upon .

LIABILITIES
Current, deposit, and other accounts..335 ,594 ,414
Acceptances, endorsements, guaran
tees, etc.
........... 12,184,429
Capital: - Authorized
...................€72,500,000
Subscribed
71,864,780
Paid up .....
14, 372, 956
Reserve fund
10,000,000

£372,151,799

ASSETS
Cash in hand and with the Bank of
England .......
35 ,614,077
Balances with , and checks in course
of collection on , other banks in the
11, 059, 878
British Isles ...
Money at call and short notice ............ 19 , 109, 951
57,894,211
Bills of exchange .
Treasury bonds and other short-term
British Government securities.......... 56 ,324,850
Other British Government securities.... 26 , 373,412
Indian and Colonial Government se
curities, corporation stocks, Eng
lish railway debenture and prefer
ence stocks, and other investments 2 ,482,026

The National Bank of Scotland Lim
ited , £4,861,570 (nominal) stock
( £1,069,545 8s. paid up ) at £300 for
each £110 paid up .......

The London and River Plate Bank,
Limited , 118,883 shares of £25 each
(£17 paid up ) at £38 per share........
Lloyds & National Provincial Foreign
Bank Limited, 12,000 shares of £50
each ( £20 paid up ) at £20 per share
Advances to customers and other ac

2,916,942

same basis the new capitalization will stand
at Frs. 250,000,000, all of which will be fully
paid . The reserves totaling upwards of Frs.
90 ,000,000 will remain unaffected . This
modification is to be carried out in the fol
lowing way. Fully paid -up shares to a
total of 365,242, of Frs. 500 denomination ,
will receive in cash Frs. 250 each . Other
shares numbering 643,758, on which so far
only the previously called portion of Frs.
125 each has been paid , are now required to
pay in a balance of Frs. 125. The denomina
tion of shares will continue at Frs. 500 each .
It is expected that these changes will meet

the approval of American banking circles

as they have met the unqualified approval of
4,517,554 French financiers.
240,000

.......138 ,004,939
Liabilities of customers for accept
ances, endorsements, guarantees,
12,184,429
etc ., as per contra
counts .........

Bank premises .......

5,429,525

£372, 151,799

A cable was received on September 17 by
from the Yasuda Bank, Limited, Tokio,
stating that on September 10 the bank and
its affiliates opened business at a new ad

the Guaranty Trust Company of New York

dress within the limits of the moratorium .

The cable also states that the bank 's strong

The Banque Nationale de Credit, Paris, room is safe, although the office was burned.
one of the most important French financial Monetary and all other conditions were re
institutions, with 420 branches in France, ported calm and improving.
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BANKING BUSINESS WITH BELGIUM
American banks and bankers are cordially
invited to utilize the organization of the

BANQUE DE COMMERCE, Antwerp
for their business in Belgium
Branches :

Capital Subscribed . . Frs. 40,000,000
Capital Paid Up . . Frs. 16,884,000
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BRUSSELS

OSTEND

CORRESPONDENTS
AT ALL BANKING POINTS

The Semena Financiera, a weekly financial At the seventy -fifth ordinary general
paper of Madrid , announces that a Spanish- meeting of the shareholders of the Munster
Cuban bank will be created in that city and Leinster Bank, Ltd., held July 24 , 1923,
with a capital of 25,000,000 pesetas.
at the head office, Cork , a dividend at the

rate of 20 per cent. per annum for the half
year ended June 30, 1923, was declared. The
The statement of account of the London
Joint City and Midland Bank Limited, Lon don,made up on June 30, 1923, compares as
follows with the position shown by the bank

bank's balance sheet for the half-year ended
June 30, shows that the profits of the bank,
after deducting expenses, providing for the
interest on deposits, rebate on bills, and for

on December 31, 1922 and June 30, 1922 :

all bad and doubtful debts, amount to

LIABILITIES

June 30, 1922

Dec. 31, 1922

June 30, 1923

10, 860,852

10,860,
852
10,860,852

17,718,567

10 ,860,852
10,860,852
355,928,411
25,862,341

£407,671, 103

£403,512,456

347,900,203
26,380,696
£396,002,603

54,254,534

51, 886,944

13,548,935

14,637,852
20,657,598
38,087,428
45 ,336 ,797

Capital paid up ..........

10 ,860,852
368,230,832

Reserve fund .....
Current, deposit and other accounts ( including bal
ance of profit and loss account) ...
......
nces and engagements on account of
Accepta
customers

ASSETS

Coin . bank and currency notes and balances with
53,325,176
the Bank of England
Balances with , and checks in course of collection on
11,600,430
other banks in Great Britain and Ireland ...........
15,644,306
Money at call and short notice ......
67,697,021
Investments ....
56, 252,193
Bills discounted
176 ,91 2,071
Advances to customers and other accounts...
Liabilities
of customers for acceptances and 17,718,567
engagements .....
4,961,924
Bank premises .
Shares of the Belfast Banking Company, Ltd., 3, 259,415
and The Clydesdale Bank Ltd. .
Shares of The London City and Midland Executor
300,000
and Trustee Company Ltd. ......

17, 187,013

55,454,831
46 ,066 ,631
182, 307,521

£407.671, 103

190, 104, 209

25 ,862,341
5 ,270,960

26 ,380,696

3,259,690
300,000

3, 259,690
300,000

£403,512,456

£396,002,603

5,351,389

The following statement, supplementing the above figures, shows the proportion of the assets
to current, deposit and
other accounts (including balance of profit and loss account) :

30, 1923
31, 1922 June
30, 1922 Dec.
June
Per cent.
Per cent.
Per cent.
Coin , bank and currency notes and balances with the
Bank of England ......
Balances with , and checks in course of collection on other

banks in Great Britain and Ireland
Money at call and short notice ....
Investments ...
Bills discounted ....
Advances to customers and other accounts ..

14. 5

3. 1
4 .2
18. 4

15 . 3
48.0

15 . 2
3.8
4.8

14. 9

15 .6
12.9
51. 2

10. 9

5.9

13. 0
54. 6

Rotterdamsche
Bankv
ereen
iging
Rotterdam
Amsterdam

The Hague
Capital . . . . fl 75 ,000, 000
Reserve . . . . . fl 36 ,500,000

description of banking business transacted,
Every
including the making of collections, the issuance of
travellers' letters of credit and documentary letters
and selling of foreign exchange
of credit, buying
and of stocks and shares.
Our large capital and complete organization en
able us to handle all matters entrusted to our
care with efficiency and promptness .
Representative for the United States

J. G . van Breda Kolff, 14 Wall Street, New York
DMINIUM

£94,204, to which has been added from last for the half-year ended June 30, 1923, shows
of Kr. 601,209,774 ; paid up capital of Kr.

account £41,031, making a total of £135,235. total resources of Kr. 1,126,627,551; deposits
This sum has been disposed of as follows:
87,188,000 ; and reserve fund of Kr. 94 ,
dividends for the half- year.................30,000
To
" reserve fund ...............
......50, 000
" reduction of premises account.
......10 ,000
Carried forward to next account.........
.45,235

812,000. A condensed statement follows:
ASSETS
Kr.

At the general meeting on July 24 , the

!
!

otherwise, as are contained in the articles
of association .
( 2 ) -That such new shares shall be offered in
the first instance to those who were share
holders of the company on the 9th day of
July , 1923, in proportion as nearly as may
be to the amount of the capital held by
them , and at the sum of £2 per share,
being the amount which is to be paid up
in respect of each such new share .
3 ) - That the payments for such new shares
shall be made in such manner and at
such time or times as the directors shall
think fit.

!

shares of £5 each , which shall be con
sidered part of the original capital of the
company, and shall be issued subject to
the same provisions as to the amount to
be paid upon each share, and as to the
payment of calls and instalments, trans
fer and transmission , forfeiture, lien and

Due from other banks
Bills discounted
Loans on securities
Current accounts ...
Sundry accoun ...
Bank premisests

22,463, 805
..... 35 ,548, 262
...133,958,835

52,780,844

!

the capital of the company be in
( 1) - That
creased by the creation of 50,000 new

Securities ....
!

following resolutions were passed :

Cash ...

613, 172,985
183, 357,049
70,745,483
14,600, 283

Kr. 1 .126 ,627,551

LIABILITIES
Kr.
Paid up capital ..

Reserve fund .......
Bills in circulation
Current accounts
Deposits .....
Due to other banks ..
Sundry accounts

87, 188,000
94, 812,000
19,508, 275
160 , 327,523

.601, 209,774
101,440,425

... 62, 141,552
Kr. 1,126,627,551

The directors of Westminster Bank Lim

ited, London, have declared an interim divi
dend of 10 per cent. for the half-year ended
The statement of condition of the Skan - June 30 on the £20 shares, and the maximum
dinaviska Kreditaktiebolaget, Stockholm , dividend of 614 per cent. on the £1 shares
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BANK OF ROUMANIA , LIMITED
Founded 1866)

(Registered in London on 17th April, 1903, under the Companies Act , 1863-1900)

Head Office : 64, CORNHILL, LONDON, E. C. 3.
Branch : 11, CALEA, VICTORIEI, BUCAREST.
Directors :
THE VIBCOUNT GOBCHEN
GENERAL THE HON . BIR H . A . LAWRENCE , K . C. B .

L W . H . BARRY, Esq .

C . DE CERJAT, Eng .

LIEUT.-COL SIR ALBERT STERN, K. B. E C. X . G .
Bankers: BANK OF ENGLAND. MESSRS. GLYN , VILIS, CURRIE & co .

A general Banking business with Roumania is conducted , and correspondence
from those having interests in that country is invited .

for the same period. The dividends, 10 /-

The solvent institutions are the Bohemia

per share and 1 /3 per share respectively
(both less income tax ) became payable on

Bank , the Land Credit Bank and the
Moravo-Silesian Bank . According to the
cabled dispatch , every bank will contribute

August 1.

to the special reconstruction fund at the rate

of 2 per mille of their deposits. The amount

The Warsaw and London Bank was to
have been opened in Warsaw before the end
of September, according to press advices re
ceived in New York last month , with a paid
up capital of £250,000 , representing 250 ,
000,000,000 Polish marks, entirely subscribed

thus to be received will be about 80 ,000 ,000
crowns per annun, and it will enable the

insolvent banks to reimburse their depositors
33 per cent. in cash . The balance will be
taken up through the issuance of bonds

under the guarantee of the state.

in England.
The board of directors is composed of At the seventeenth annual meeting of the
Lieut. Gen . Sir Hubert de la Poer Gough ,
shareholders of Ernesto Tornquist & Co.,
Hugh Lawrence Fletcher Moulton and J. Limited
, Buenos Aires, held September 17,

Henry Thomas for England ; Henry Kar

last, it was decided to increase the extra
ordinary
fund by $ 300,000 , bringing
Poland, and Emil Swida, director of the the total reserve
paid up capital, reserves and sur
Warsaw gas plant.
plus to $ 16 ,404 ,289. A dividend of 6 per
The government has promised to issue a cent.
the preferred shares, and 7 per cent.
charter to the bank seven days after the on theonordinary
shares, was declared at the

pinski, the largest pulp manufacturer in

capital is actually transferred from Eng

meeting. The statement of the bank 's con

land.

dition as of June 30, 1923 showed that the

The Russian State Bank has transferred

year's profits, after deducting amortiza
tions, general and administrative expenses,
amounted to $ 1,182,328, which it was de
cided to distribute as follows:

certain of its credits in foreign exchanges
from German correspondents to banking in
stitutions in London and Amsterdam , ac
cording to a radio to the New York Journal
of Commerce.
The Russian State Bank also contem

Six per cent. dividend on the $ 3 ,000,000
.....
preferred shares ..........
Seven per cent. dividend on the $ 9 .000,
000 ordinary shares
...

plates opening accounts with banks in Paris.

Balance to be carried forward to new

Five per cent. to the legal reserve fund .. $ 59,116

180, 000

630, 000

Balance of profit brought forward from
35 , 427
the year 1921- 22 ..
To the extraordinary reserve fund........ ... 300 ,000
account .....

48,639

With these distributions the capital and
reserves of the company stood on July 1,

Banks of the City of Prague have pooled
their resources to revive three Prague in

stitutions now insolvent, according to in
formation received recently in New York .
658

1923, as follows:
Capital .... ............... ...***

Legal reserve fund ......
Extraordinary reserve fund
Balance of profit and loss account....

... $ 12,000, 000
355,649
1,3 , 000,000

48,639

Vault door open, revealing steel grille and safe deposit boxes

Safe Deposit Vaults of the Peoples Trust
Company, Brooklyn , N . Y .
THE safe deposit vault recently independent of each other. Any one
constructed for the Peoples Trust
Company of Brooklyn, N . Y., by
the Herring-Hall -Marvin Safe Co., has
for its main entrance a door twelve

of them will release the mechanism at
the expiration of the time for which the
time lock is wound , thus permitting the
door to be opened by operating the com

inches thick and approximately seven

bination locks. These four movements

feet in diameter, composed of alternate provide for an emergency, making it
layers of five-ply chrome steel, open possible for the door to be opened , even
hearth steel and special metal to guard though three of these movements may
against burning with electricity or the fail to operate.
oxy -acetylene torch .

The door is se-

This heavy door swings on a crane

cured with twenty-four bolts , each three hinge which weighs 2800 pounds. These
and one-half inches in diameter. Bolts hinges are provided with both ball and
are checked with two combination locks roller bearings, eliminating all friction .
so arranged that they may be operated

The door swings so easily that a child

separately or together. This provides can operate it. The bolt work locking
for an emergency in case one lock should mechanism is covered with plate glass
get out of order. The door may be in order to keep out all dust and dirt.
opened on either one of the combina tions.

The entrance to the vault is further
provided with a grille made of special

The locking mechanism is further steel bars. The weight of the door and
checked with a four-movement timelock . frame is 44,000 pounds.
These four movements are separate and
The steel lining of this vault is twe
639
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Vault door closed, showing combination locks and crane hinge

inches thick , and is composed of alternate layers of five-ply chrome steel

safe deposit boxes; each compartment
is provided with a lock requiring the

and open -hearth steel. The weight of operation of two keys to open it ; one

the lining is 52,000 pounds.
EMERGENCY ENTRANCE

key being held by the renter and the
other by the bank . Neither the bank
nor the renter can open the box alone.

The emergency entrance to this vault
is made in the same manner as themain

Each compartment is provided with a
tin bond box with the lid secured with

door, the only difference being that it

a hasp and staple fastener.

is small, being just large enough to
SECURITY VAULT

ventilate the vault and to permit a man
to crawl through , in case of the remote

possibility of failure of the locking

This vault is built in the same man

mechanism on the main door to operate. ner as the safe deposit vault, except
This emergency door has a four- that the door is rectangular instead of
movement timelock and two combination

round .

In the interior of the cash vault,
burglar-proof
chests or lockers are pro
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
vided for further protection to the
Within the vault are several thousand bank 's funds and securities.

locks, just the same as the main door.
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MOSLER SAFES AND
VAULTS
A Half Century of Experience
Superior Strength – Advanced Design and Per
fection of Finish
THE LARGEST SAFE WORKS IN THE WORLD
The following FederalReserve Banks are using Vaults Built
and Installed by us :
Federal Reserve Bank

Federal Reserve Bank,

San Francisco Calif.

Helena, Mont.
Federal Reserve Bank

Federal Reserve Bank
Atlanta, Ga. (3 vaults )
Federal Reserve BankMo.

Seattle, Wash .
Federal Reserve Bank
Nashville, Tenn.
(2 vaults)
Kansas City,
Federal Reserve Bank
Federal Reserve Bank
El Paso, Texas
Dallas, Texas (2 vaults)

Federal Reserve Bank

Federal Reserve Bank
Houston , Texas

New Orleans, La.

Federal Reserve Bank
Minneapolis, Minn .
Federal Reserve Bank
Birmingham Ala.

Federal Reserve Bank
Richmond, Va. (Interior Work )
Federal Reserve Bank
Oklahoma City

Federal Reserve Bank, St. Louis, Mo.

THE MOSLER SAFE CO .
375 Broadway, New York
Factories - Hamilton, Ohio
Branches in the United States
Chicago
Atlanta

San Francisco

Boston

Detroit

St. Louis

New Orleans
Los Angeles

Kansas City

Dallas
Portland

Seattle

Foreign Branches & Agencies
Mexico City

London

Tokio

Madrid

Osaka

Barcelona

Shanghai Manila

WWW

VINO

IMWI

Havana

San Jose, C . R . Bogota , Col.
San Salvador

Caracas

Cartagena , (' ol.

Medellin , Col.

Cali, Col.

Santa Marta , Col.
Barranquilla , Col.

mmmm
ULTI

New York Bankers Discuss Branch
Ruling
ATTORNEY General Daugherty's

privilege is growing less important

ruling that branch banks cannot steadily owing to the approaching ma
legally be established by national banks turity of outstanding bonds which may
will not affect existing branches of New be pledged to secure the notes issued
York national banks, in the opinion of by national banks, he pointed out.
Charles E . Mitchell, president of the
The uniformity of the periodical ex

tional banen

be pletional banks, be the perio

National City Bank . He expressed his

aminations

views after receiving a number of
opinions from Washington , none of

some advantage as customers recognize
it as a standard , Mr. Mitchell said , but
emphasized that he did not mean to
impugn the value of examinations by

which , however, was official. Mr.
Mitchell thinks the ruling may cause
the closing of many branches in the
West , particularly in California .
Mr. Mitchell explained that the local
branches were acquired through pur

state authorities.

That the advantages of having a na
tional charter have grown less would
chase under the provision of the Na appear to be true from the fact that
tional Banking and Federal Reserve recent mergers of national and state
tend to result in the retention of
Acts, whereas the branches governed by banks
charters. The absorption of
state
the
the ruling were established under au
Importers
the
& Traders National Bank
thorizations from former Comptroller
Equitable
Trust Company had
by
the
of the Currency Crissinger. Four na

tional banks, the National City, the

this result, as did the merger of the

Chatham & Phenix , the Mechanics &

Merchants National Bank with the

Metals and the American Exchange Bank of the Manhattan Company and
have branch offices in this city. The the Irving National Bank with the Co
ruling does not concern national bank lumbia Trust Company, now the Irving
Bank -Columbia Trust Company.
branches in foreign countries.
This banker has little fear that the
Officials of other national banks hav
establishment of branch banks will tending branches either would not discuss
to displace the Federal Reserve System , the interpretation or were absent from
as such branches are restricted to the their offices when called upon.
Mr. Daugherty's ruling provides that
cities in which the parent bank is situated . The growth of chain banks in national banks may have branches for
different cities controlled by the same receiving deposits and cashing checks,

interests was checked by legislation , he but not for the making of loans or the
said .

transaction of a general banking busi
The privilege of state banks to estab - ness. It was pointed out recently that
lish branches is an advantage which the this ruling might be circumvented by
national institutions until recently have having a vice-president in charge of a
not enjoyed . There is a tendency for branch personally qualified to exercise
national banks to become fewer because discretion , whose decisions simply
of this and other disadvantages, Mr. would be “ rubber stamped” at the main

Mitchell said .

The money circulation

office .
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CONSIDER THE FIRST
NATIONAL !
Its complete service.
Its service constantly adapted to changing
conditions and increasing demands.
Its prestige as the dominant financial insti
tution of the great Central West.

MAKE IT YOUR CORRESPONDENT

It is a pleasure to answer letters of inquiry

CATIONAL BANT
IN ST. LOUIS

BROADWAY - LOCUST - OLIVE

Capital and Surplus $ 15,000,000 .00
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Eastern States
Comprising New York , New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware
SEABOARD NATIONAL ENLARGES

New York State Department and will open
for business at 93 Liberty street, New
York City, about the end of October. The
New and enlarged quarters for its officers new bank will have a capital of $500,000
were opened recently by The Seaboard Na and surplus of $ 250,000 . Colonel Thomas
tional Bank on the second floor of its build H . Birch , former U'. S . Minister to Portugal,
ing, Broad and Beaver streets, New York. will be president, according to present ad

QUARTERS

The renovations, necessitated by the de
veloping business of the bank, have been in
progress during the summer months and
have resulted in providing much extensive
floor space for the executive staff . The
second floor, now given over to the officers,
contains approximately 5000 square feet.
As a result of the changes, enlarged ac

The incorporators of the institution are :
Joseph McCurrach , Edward I. Edwards,
William J. Keeley , Charles Paul Brown,
Walter J. Green , William C . Sproul, Wilson
P . Tanner, Thomas H . Birch and Edward
J. Noble.

commodations for the loan and tellers' de

BANK DIVIDENDS

partments are provided on the first floor,
and the foreign department and various

The American Exchange National Bank
of New York declared a 334 per cent. quar- ,

other departments of the bank have enlarged

terly dividend, payable October 1 to stock

accommodations on the third floor, mez

vices.

zanine and other floors of the building. In

holders of record Sept. 24 .

and walnut, with the board room adjoining
paneled in walnut. Special attention has

record September 29 .
The Empire Trust Company, New York ,

been paid to noise- reducing features and to

ventilation , as well as lighting, such artificial

declared the regular quarterly dividend of

light as may be required being provided by

holders of record September 22.

The Bankers Trust Company, New York ,
all, some 16,000 square feet of additional declared
a quarterly dividend of 5 per cent.,
space now is utilized for the bank 's pur payable October
1 to stockholders of record
poses through the changes just completed. September 21.
The furnishings for the new quarters for
The Central Union Trust Company, New
the officers include an entrance of bronze York
, declared a 6 per cent. quarterly divi
and marble. The banking room is in marble dend, payable October 1 to stockholders of

3 per cent., payable September 28 to stock
a new system .
At the regular meeting of the board of
The Seaboard's building received the trustees
the Equitable Trust Company
Downtown League's prize for the finest of New of
York , held September 18, a quar

building constructed in 1920 in the business terly dividend of 3 per cent. was declared ,
section of Manhattan , south of the City payable September 29 to stockholders of
Hall. The bank moved into it in 1921.
record September 20.

NEW BANK FOR NEW YORK CITY

At a meeting of the board of directors of
The Fifth Avenue Bank , New York, held

The Trust Company of North America

September 12, the regular quarterly divi

filed an organization certificate with the

dend of 6 per cent. was declared , payable
663
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October 1 to stockholders of record Sep- LIBERTY NATIONAL BANK FORMED
tember 29 .
BY DI'RANT HAS BEEN
OPENED
The First National Bank of Brooklyn,
New York, declared a 3 per cent., quarterly
National Bank, New York , declared a
quarterly dividend of 3 per cent. on the

W . C . Durant of the Durant Motors, Inc.,
opened the doors of his newly organized
bank, known as the Liberty National Bank,
on October 10 . Policies which , it is claimed ,
will prove more or less novel in the banking

capital stock . pavable free of city and state

world will be put in force by Mr. Durant

dividend, payable October 1 to stockholders
of record on September 21.
The board of directors of the Garfield

tax, on September 29 to stockholders of and his associates. Among these are the
bank 's commitments as to interest, provid
record September 25 .
The Greenwich Savings Bank, New York, ing that “ in no instance will interest on

exceed the legal rate” and the declara
declared the usual dividend to depositors of loans
tion that " no commission , fee or bonus in

4 per cent. per annum , to be credited to
depositors on and after October 15 .

The board of directors of the Guaranty
Trust Company of New York declared a
quarterly dividend of 3 per cent. on the
capital stock of the company for the quarter
ending September 30 , payable on September
29 to stockholders of record September 14.
The Hanover National Bank. New York
declared a quarterly dividend of 6 per cent.
payable October 1 to stockholders of record
September 19.
The Irving Bank -Columbia Trust Com

money, merchandise or stock will be charged
or accepted in tedconnection
with any loan
"
Mr. Durant will serve as chairman of the
board of directors and Carrol Downes will
be president, with Charles S . Andrews, Jr.,
and Robert W . Daniel as vice-presidents.
According to officers, the bank 's capital
is now fully subscribed. Figures have not
been made public, but it is known that the
bank's stock has been spread among in
vestors of moderate means.

pany, New York, declared a quarterly divi

dend of $3 a share, payable October 1 to

GEORGE F. BAKER GOES ABROAD

stockholders of record September 20 .
George F. Baker, chairman of the board
The Mechanics and Metals National Bank,
New York , declared its quarterly dividend of the First National Bank, New York , has
of 5 per cent., payable October 1 to stock sailed on the Olympic for a vacation in
Europe. Mr. Baker, who is 83 years old,
holders of record September 22.
it is said , to visit several countries,
The Metropolitan Trust Company of New plans,
York declared a quarterly dividend of 4 staMr. Baker's trip will be in line with the
per cent., payable September 29 to stock
programs of other important New York
holders of record September 21.
The National Park Bank, New York , de- bankers who have been sailing for European
clared a 6 per cent. quarterly dividend pay countries throughout the summer.

able October 1 to stockholders of record
September 24 .
The New York Trust Company declared

CORN EXCHANGE PLANS CAPITAL
INCREASE

a 5 per cent. quarterly dividend, payable

September 29 to stockholders of record a

An increase in the capital stock of the

week earlier .
The State Bank , New York , declared its

Corn Exchange Bank, New York , has been

quarterly dividend of 4 per cent. payable
October 1 to stockholders of record Septem ber 18. The bank has total resources of
$ 100,137,044 .
A quarterly dividend of 121 , per cent.
on the capital stock has been declared by
the United States Trust Company of New
York , payable October 1 to stockholders of
record September 20.
The board of directors of the United
States Mortgage and Trust Company, New
York , declared the regular quarterly divi
dend of 4 per cent., payable October 1 to
stockholders of record September 28.

recommended by the directors, who have

called a special meeting of stockholders to
vote on the proposal.
The directors recommend that the cap

ital be increased to $ 10,000,000, divided into
100,000 shares of $ 100 par value each . Pres
ent capitalization is $ 9,075,000, divided into
90,750 shares of $ 100 par value each . It is
suggested that the additional stock be dis

posed of in a manner so that each stock
holder of record on December 7, 1923,
“ shall have the right to subscribe at $ 100
per share to an amount of the new stock
equal to 10 per cent. of the stock held by
him " .
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TheNATIONAL BANKin Saint
OF COMMERCE
Louis
and

UTA

SENSE
A wise combination of the two makes an ideal bank
ing relationship.
In 65 years of experience, we have developed facilities
for intelligent banking service — the kind that
leaves no aftermath but satisfaction .

Let us know your requirements .

Willing Cooperation is a Part of Our Working Capital
- -

-- - -

This operation, if approved, will dispose
of 9075 shares, leaving a balance of 175 .

“ These shares,” the board recommends, “ and
any of the 9075 shares not subscribed for,

APPOINTS NEW ASSISTANT
DU
SECRETARY
The Guaranty Trust Company of New
York announces the appointment of J .

will be sold at public auction in lots as Luther Cleveland, Jr., as an assistant secre
small as any bidder may wish to bid for
same, and if there is no request for sale in tary of the company. Mr. Cleveland will
smaller lots, the entire amount to be sold assist in handling the company's business in
will be sold in one lot. All subscriptions the southwestern part of the United States.
shall be based on the agreement that frac

Mr. Cleveland was formerly associated

tional parts of shares shall not be entitled
to dividends” .
The present dividend rate on the stock
affected is 20 per cent. a year, or $5 a
quarter. The stock in the open market was

with the American National Bank of Okla
homa City as vice-president and member of

the board of directors, in which capacity
he was particularly identified with country
bank relations.

quoted yesterday at $450 bid and none

offered. The dividend rate will apply
equally to the new and the old stocks, ac

cording to officials.

AUGUST EMKE MADE ASSISTANT
TREASURER
At a recent meeting of the board of di

In bringing the bank's capitalization to an
even figure of $ 10,000,000, Walter E . Frew ,
president, said the recommendation was in

Company of New York , August Emke was

line with the bank 's policy of giving stock

tion.

rectors of the Italian Discount and Trust
elected assistant treasurer of the corpora

holders a chance to share in profits. De
posits under the proposed plan should be

made on or before January 3, 1924, for
which , it was announced, " temporary re
ceipts shall be issued , and such temporary

USEFUL BOOKLET ON CIRCULATION

PROFIT
The First National Corporation of Bos

receipts shall be exchangeable for stock ton, New York office, has published a book
certificates" on January 5, 1924 .

let " Profit From Circulation of National
665
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Bank Notes,” which has recently been dis- Richard Delafield, chairman of board
tributed to a large number of national

National Park Bank ; James Dodd, vice

banks throughout the United States, president New York Trust Company ; Wal
and covers very completely a subject that ter E . Frew , president Corn Exchange
is of direct concern to over 8000 banks and Bank ; John C . Foley, assistant treasurer
of interest to all students of American bank- United States Mortgage and Trust Com
ing practice.
pany; Fred W . Gehle, vice-president
Mechanics
& Metals National Bank ; Percy
BANKERS FORUM

COMMITTEE

H . Johnston , president Chemical National

Romaine A . Philpot of Philpot and Can Bank ; Roger P. Kavanagh, partner
non , Inc., New York, organizer of the McArdle, Djörup & McArdle ; G . P . Ken
Bankers Forum , New York, and chairman nedy, vice-president Chatham & Phenix
of the Bankers Forum Committee announces

National Bank ; F . I. Kent, vice-president
Bankers Trust Company ; George A . Kin
ney, trust officer Chase National Bank ; H .
R . Kinsey, comptroller Williamsburgh Sav
ings Bank ; Jacob C . Klinck , trust officer

Metropolitan Trust Company ; G . L . Le
Blanc, vice-president Equitable Trust Com
pany; V . A . Lersner, vice-president Bowery
Savings Bank ; Frederick C . Metz, Jr.,
treasurer Bank of New

York & Trust

Company; Gates W . McGarrah , chairman of
board Mechanics & Metals National Bank ;
I. H . Meehan , assistant secretary Farmers'
Loan

&

Trust Company ; Charles E .

Mitchell, president National City Bank ;
W . J. Montgomery, vice -president Bank of
America ; J. T . Monahan , vice -president
Metropolitan Trust Company ; W . H . Moor
head , assistant cashier Chase National

Bank ; T. B . Nichols , branch manager

Mechanics & Metals National Bank ; L . H .
Ohlrogge, assistant cashier National Park
Bank ; John W . Peddie , S . W . Straus & Co .;
Lewis E . Pierson, chairman of board Irving
Bank -Columbia Trust Company ; Horace F .
Poor, vice-president Garfield National

Bank ; William Rosendale, vice-president
Irving Bank -Columbia Trust Company ;
Richard W . Saunders, honorary member
Chairman Bankers Forum Committee ;
partner Philpot & Cannon , New York

New York Chapter, A . I. B .; H . C . Sonne;
Jerome Thralls, vice-president Discount
Corporation of New York ; H . L . Tompkins ;
Albert H . Wiggin, president Chase National

the following membership for this committee

Bank
; GeorgeSavings
W . Wright,
tary Bowery
Bank . assistant secre

ROMAINE A . PHILPOT

for the forthcoming year :
tin , president Seaboard National Bank ;

NEW YORK A . I. B . PLANS DINNERS
The New York Chapter of the American

Henry Billman , vice-president Manufac
turers Trust Company; J. B . Birmingham ,

seven monthly informal business dinners at

Newton D . Alling , assistant cashier Irving

Bank -Columbia Trust Company ; C . A . Aus

Institute of Banking has arranged to hold

assistant cashier National City Bank ; C . E .

the Hotel McAlpin during the 1923 -24 sea

Blackford, Jr., vice-president Fidelity In
ternational Trust Company ; Albert Breton ,
vice-president Guaranty Trust Company;
J. H . Brennen , assistant cashier Bank of
America ; J. A . Broderick , vice- president
National Bank of Commerce ; Edward C .

son . In addition a formal dinner is
scheduled for December.

Delafield, president Bank of America ;

H . Riddleberger, assistant secretary ; and

MORRIS PLAN CONVENTION
W . D . McLean and G . J. Schutz, vice
presidents ; J. B . Morris, comptroller ; R .
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Huger W . Jervey, Charles Jerome Edwards
and Lionel Sutro, directors of the Morris
Plan Company of New York , attended the
fourth annual convention of banks and com

panies throughout the United States, that
are members of the Morris Plan Bankers
Association, at Atlantic City, October 15 to

THE

PEOPLES

17 inclusive.

· BANK

Dr. John Finley, noted educator and asso

OF

ciate editor of The New York Times ad

BUFFALO

dressed the delegates on the subject of

“ Thrift" on Tuesday evening, October 16 .
Social features of the convention were a
banquet, ball and golf tournament. In the
latter, Ames Higgins of New York met the

bankers from all sections of the country to
defend the cup he won in the 1922 tourna
ment in New York .

Accompanying some of the officials were
their wives, who sojourned during the con

vention at the Ambassador Hotel.

Established ISS9

IMPRESSION
THE first impression re
ceived is said to be a last
ing one.

Our depositors tell us that
it is impossible to come into

the offices of this Bank with
out realizing the truth of our
slogan “ The bank where

you feel at home.”
Friendly , efficient service has
conveyed this impression to
our many correspondents,
and our constant endeavor

is to see that this first im
pression lasts.

THE PEOPLES BANK

OF BUFFALO
Offices —
Main and Seneca Streets (Head)
HARRY H . POWELL
Vice-president Equitable Trust Company, New York

Main at Tupper Street (Uptown)
Niagara and Virginia Streets
Michigan Avenue and Perry Street
(Elk StreetMarket)

HARRY H . POWELL

Harry H . Powell, who is vice-president of
the Equitable Trust Company, New York ,
has been elected trustee of the Broadway

Savings Institution .

Resources over $24,000,000

.
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A Winter Playground
in a Mohammedan Paradise
ACCESSIBLE as Europe , are Algeria, Tunisia
and Morocco - where you rest from the
ceaseless grind ofWestern civilization - one

day's sailfrom France.

Tour Rates Cover All Expenses
Allhotel,guide andtransportation
expenses on sea and land-- even

gratuities -- are included . Voyages

Under African skies the grass is green ,flowers

to Europe and back on the express
liners Paris, France or Lafayette , a
week in Paris , days in Marseilles

blaze in themeadows and the soft, perfumed air is
peopled with feathered minstrels. Summer stays the
year-around. Further south are the cool heights of
the Atlas Mountains and beyond, the sunny Sahara.

domains of the Prophet, return to
France and home. Time table to
suit your convenience - back in six
weeks or three months according

You can now make leisurely, care -free tours through lands of
dead civilizations and wonderful ruins to colorful oriental cities

Write for interesting descriptive lit

and vividly green oases. In luxurious automobiles,over straight,
smooth motor roads, with modern hotels at all cities and points

of interest - a winter playground in a Mohammedan paradise .

and Bordeaux , crossing theMedi
terranean ,motortours through the

to tour selected.
erature on North Africa and rates
for different tours conducted under
French Line Management,

Compagnie Générale

French Line

Transatlantique

19 State Street,New York
Officesand
Agencies
in Prin
cipal
Cities States.
of Europe
and
the
United

North African Motor Tours,
Morocco -Algeria Tunisia
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GEORGE S. LITTLE
Vice-president in charge of Madison avenue office,
U . S. Mortgage and Trust Company, New York

669

669

CHARLES DIEHL
Assistant treasurer U . S . Mortgage and Trust

Company, New York

and was educated in Buffalo. His former
business connections were with the Buffalo
office of Bonbright & Co. of New York and
Charles S . Andrews has resigned as vice later with Stacy & Braun , a municipal bond
president in charge of the Seventy -third house.

U . S. MORTGAGE AND TRUST
CHANGES

street branch of the U . S . Mortgage and

Trust Company, New York , to become vice WARBURG RETURNS FROM ABROAD
president of the Liberty National Bank.
John A . Hopper was elected vice-president
James P . Warburg, vice-president of the
in charge of the Seventy -third street branch International Acceptance Bank , New York ,
and George S . Little vice-president in charge has returned after a three months' trip
of the Madison avenue branch to succeed · abroad. Mr. Warburg visited the various

Mr. Hopper. Gladding B . Coit, formerly

banks of England and on the Contin

assistant secretary, has been elected assist where the International Acceptance Bank
ant treasurer, as has also Charles Diehl, has its own stockholding correspondents, and
formerly manager of the 125th street branch. devoted his time to ascertaining business
and financial conditions.

JOSEPH E . CHAMBERS
Joseph E . Chambers who was recently

BANK OPENS BRONX BRANCH

elected assistant secretary in charge of the
department of The Fidelity Trust Company

of Buffalo, is one of the few men outside of

The Cosmopolitan Bank has opened a new
branch at 904 Freeman street, the Bronx,
New York City.
The Cosmopolitan Bank was established in

New York City who has made a special

June, 1906 , and has $4 ,348,800 in deposits.

municipal bond division of the investment

study of municipal finance.

This branch

of the investment business is highly special
ized and Mr. Chambers has made it a life
long study. For the past five years he has
assisted , in an advisory capacity, many

The statement of condition of the Dis

municipalities in their problems of finance.

count Corporation of New York , as of Sep

DISCOUNT CORPORATION OF
NEW YORK

Mr. Chambers was born in Scranton , Pa., tember 29, 1923, shows capital and surplus

Citizens Savings Bank of New York

YO

This building, vaults and equipment designed by

CLARENCE WILSON BRAZER, Architect
1133 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Architect for a number of other distinctive Bank Buildings

This Building is one of the most remarkable structures now nearing completion
in New York City, on a lot fronting 75 feet on the Bowery and 85 feet on Canal
Street, facing the Manhattan Bridge Plaza . The old bank building still occupies a
50 foot frontage on the Bowery while the new building is being erected on a 25
foot lot adjoining. The foundations have been installed under the existing building,
supporting the new building over present quarters without disturbing the old bank
ing room , which has been occupied every day during the construction of the new
building. Upon completion of the adjoining 25 foot section the Bank will move into
this portion and into the top story containing the Directors' Room , Dining Rooms,
etc ., while the lower 20 feet on the Canal Street side is being completed . Thus at
a slight additional cost, the Architect has provided a design in which the Bank might

continue business on the old site, saving moving expenses, rent, etc., of tem
porary quarters.

The Building is constructed of Barre granite in the substantial and distinctive
Florentine Renaissance style, so appropriate to strong financial institutions.
670
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Second avenuebranch Mechanics and Metals NationalBank.New York City
of $6 ,000,000 ; undivided profits of $ 1,320, expansion is the policy adopted by The
705 ; and total assets of $59,513,667. The Mechanics and Metals National Bank in
statement reads as follows:
constructing new and modern quarters for
its branches. Two of them are now in the
ASSETS
process
of construction ; another was for
Acceptances discounted
. ..... $ 34,898,808 mally opened on October 11 at Second ave
New York State bond , at cost.......
985
United States Treasury certificates
nue and Fourteenth street.
and Treasury notes at market bid
This building, which is accessibly located
20
.
prices
........
20,693,499
..
........
.
..
*
...
.....
**..
United States Government securities
to all parts of the lower East Side of New
under resale and repurchase agree
ments
2,400,000 York City, took a year to construct. It is
Cash and due from banks .......
1,439, 181 of red brick with white stone columns and
81, 193
Sundry debits
$59,513,667 trim . The main banking room is spacious
LIABILITIES
Capital .....
Surplus .
Undivided
profits ..
Reserve for dividend ......
Reserve for taxes, etc.
Loans
payable and due to banks
customers .....

and particularly light and well ventilated .
A safe deposit vault of the most modern
$ 5 ,000,000
1 ,000,000 construction has been installed. The door of
1 , 320, 705 this vault weighs six tons and as a pro
75,000
20 ,936 tective measure it is equipped with a system
and 19,817,443 of
time locks.

Acceptances rediscounted and sold
with endorsement
29,795,961
United States Government securities
repurchase and resale agreements, 2,400,000
per contra .......
Unearned discount ...
44,398
Sundry credits ...
39, 221

William MacCammon, who has been man
a number of years and has a wide ac
quaintanceship
in the district, continues in
that postion.

ager of the Stuyvesant Square branch for

$59,513,667

THE PLAINFIELD TRUST COMPANY
NEW MECHANICS AND METALS
BRANCHES

The Plainfield Trust Company, Plainfield,

N . J., which began business in 1902 with de
An evidence of the manner in which New posits of $124 ,000, showed, on September
York City banks are providing for future 14, 1923, deposits amounting to $ 10 ,439,001.

“ STEELCRETE ”
ARMORED

VAULTS

AS DEVELOPED FOR FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS
An enmeshment

ofheavy steel
embedded in a
thick wall
of rich concrete

With every

modern device
of destruction ,
and then
Cross -section of Vault Showing “ Steelcrete ” System
TIME is the element vital to burglar or

strength that resists cutting Aame, ex

I mob attack upon the vaults of a bank.

plosives and edged tools.

added hindrance puts the job

To cut a hole large enough for the

further away from possible accomplish

smallest man to wedge through would
require all the skill of a most expert
cracksman aided by every modern device
of destruction — and then , an allotment of
time far beyond that ever in this country
found available for any job of bank
robbery .

Each
ment .

To

gain

illicit

entrance

into

a

Steelcrete Armored Vault there are hun
dreds, literally hundreds, of heavy steel
strands to be cut. Each strand would

have to be individually severed.

The “ Steelcrete" Armored Vault

This enmeshment of heavy steel is em
bedded all through a thick wall of rich
concrete . This system gives a united

system

has been adopted by many

noteworthy financial institutions, in

cluding many Federal Reserve Banks.

The Consolidated Expanded Metal Companies
BRADDOCK, PA.
NEW
YORK
537 West 35th St .

PITTSBURGH

Oliver Buildins

PHILADELPHIA
1075 Germantown Ave ,

CHICAGO
1234 W . Washington
Boulovard
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Considering Plainfield 's close proximity to
New York City banks, and the fact that
four other local banks are supported by a
population of less than 31,000 , it is clear

R
CO POR
IN GOR

that the company's remarkable growth is
based upon merit, service rendered and the

wisdom of those to whom the guidance of

the company's affairs is entrusted .
The president, Harry

H .

Pond, was

elected last June. He has been connected
with The Plainfield Trust Company since
1910, when he became secretary and
treasurer. In 1913 he was elected vice
president of The Mechanics and Metals Na
tional Bank of New York , and at the same
time he was elected to the vice-presidency

of The Plainfield Trust Company. He is a
banker of wide experience and sagacity, and
is eminently fitted to guide the destinies of
so progressive an institution .
The active executive management of The
Plainfield Trust Company is ably directed
by DeWitt Hubbell, who holds the position
of vice-president, secretary and treasurer .

His business acumen and rare personality
have won for him , as for Mr. Pond, the con
fidence and high regard of the residents of
Plainfield , and the loyal co -operation of the
employees of the bank .

1886

THIS BANK offers com
plete facilities for the

transaction of every kind
of banking business.
Collections made promptly and

on favorable terms on every
part of the world
Foreign Exchange Bought

and Sold
Commercial and Travelers'

The Plainfield Trust Company has also
been distinguished by the successful men of
high character and ability that have been
called to serve on its board of directors. The

Correspondence and

present board is composed of Charles W .

inquiries invited

McCutchen , chairman of the board , Henry
M . Cleaver, Frederick Geller, Arthur M .

Harris, Augustus V . Heely, DeWitt Hub
bell, Edward H . Ladd , Jr., Harry H . Pond ,

Charles A . Reed, Frank H . Smith, John P .
Stevens, Samuel Townsend, Cornelius B .
Tyler, and Lewis E . Waring.

Letters of Credit

Capital - $3,000,000
Surplus and

Profits - 8,700,000

The officers of the company are Harry H .
Pond , president; Augustus V . Heely, vice

E . F. SHANBACKER

president ; DeWitt Hubbell, vice-president

President

and secretary-treasurer ; F . Irving Walsh,
assistant secretary -treasurer ; H . Douglas

Davis, assistant secretary and trust of
ficer, and Russell C . Doeringer, assistant

Che

treasurer.

UNION TRUST COMPANY OF
ROCHESTER

|FOURTH STREET

A building was leased in the early part of

September at Joseph and Clifford avenues,
Rochester, N . Y ., to house a new branch
of the Union Trust Company of that city.

The opening of a branch bank on this site
will meet the urgent necessity of the present

NATIONALBANK
Philadelphia

MWWW

MMMMMMMMMMMMMWWMWWU1

HIMINIMUM

LU

C . C . SHAYNE & CO .
Importers and Manufacturers of

STRICTLY RELIABLE FURS
-

- - --

-

-

COATS - WRAPS - SCARFS
IN EVERY DESIRABLE FUR
126 WEST 420 STREET
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this pros

perous neighborhood .

Evidence of the steady growth of the
Union Trust Company is shown in the fact

that during the past year deposits have in
creased over $ 2,000,000. The resources are
over $ 23,000 ,000 .
Officers and directors are :

President, Frederick W . Zoller ; vice
presidents, John C . Frankland, Allan B .
Fraser, James L . Hotchkiss; vice- president
and trust officer, Charles H . Moore ; secre

THE “ BANK SHY ”

ARE DEPOSITING !
Positive Protection

Brings New Accounts
The menace of the check raiser
has been removed. " Bank shy"
people are opening accounts.

tary, Deloss M . Rose ; treasurer, M . G .

In thousands of banks, all over

Palmateer; assistant secretary and auditor,

the country, the story is repeated .

Charles H . Eshelman ; assistant secretaries,
Carl R . Snider, Edward J. Meyer, Arthur
J. Meyer, William J. Hauser.
Directors, James E . Gleason, James F .
Hamilton , Charles Winslow Smith , Dr.

New accounts - new business — since

Philip Conboy, Irving S. Robeson, Thomas
W . Finucane, Eugene J. Chapman, Willis
A . Matson , Erickson Perkins, J. E . McKel
vey, Charles F. Crandall, Arthur E .
Sutherland, Gordon E . Thing, James L .
Hotchkiss, W . W . Foster, Eugene J. Dwyer,
Charles P . Schlegel, Allan B . Fraser, Jere
miah G . Menihan , George L . Swan , James
L . Whitley, John L . Keenan , John C . Frank
land, D . M . Richards, Charles F . Pond,
Frederick C . Malling, Frederick W . Zoller.

positive protection became a fact.

Super-safety INSURED Checks
are triply safe -guarded against the

check raiser. They are made of the
world's best safety paper. Each
check protected by the world
famous Wm . J. Burns International

Detective Agency, Inc.
And each bank and depositor in
sured , up to $ 1,000.00 — in the
strong, old -line Hartford Accident

& Indemnity Company — against
losses through check alterations.
They protect bank and depositors.

And they give the bank something
definite, something tangible to " sell"
to prospective depositors.

CHARLES M . AUSTIN ELECTED
CASHIER

The board of directors of The Wyoming
National Bank of Wilkes- Barre, Pa., at a

recent meeting elected Charles Morgan
Austin cashier, to succeed the late Elmer
Ellsworth Buckman , who died recently fol
lowing a stroke of paralysis.

Mr. Austin has been connected with the
institution for twenty -seven years, having

Wemaintain a complete advertis
ing department and furnish adver
tising helps — free — to make sure
that all banks providing Super

Safety Insured Bank Checks secure
the maximum value from that added
feature.
Get the facts — all of them . One
of our representatives is near you

now — write or wire.

filled every position up to senior assistant

The Bankers Supply Company

cashier, which position he held at the time of

Largest Manufacturers of Bank Checks

Mr. Buckman 's death . He is one of the

most popular and well liked bank men in

this section, and is prominent in state
Masonic circles.
During the last few years The Wyoming
National Bank has enjoyed a remarkable
growth. A continued expansion and ability

for greater usefulness is predicted under the
administration of Mr. Austin .
Col. Dorrance Reynolds continues as

president of the institution , which office was
made an active one.
The present officers are as follows: Col.

Dorrance Reynolds, president; George R .
Bedford , vice -president; Theodore S . Bar

ber, vice-president; Charles M . Austin,
cashier ; Theodore Alexander, assistant cash

in the World
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Kings County Trust Company
City of New York, Borough of Brooklyn

Capital $500,000 Surplus $3,000,000 Undivided Profits $518,000
OFFICERS

HOWARD D . JOOST. Assistant Secretary
ALBERT I . TABOR , Assistant Secretary
J . NORMAN CARPENTER, Trust Oncer
ALBERT E . ECKERSON , Auditor

JULIAN D . FAIRCHILD , President
JULIAN P . FAIRCHILD , Vice- President
WILLIAM J . WASON , JR ., Vice- President

THOMAS BLAKE , Secretary

BROWER , BROWER & BROWER, Counsel
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

ACCOUNTS INVITED
- _ - - - - -- - - - - - -

-

- - - - - - -- - - -

ier : Ridgway B . Espy, trust officer. William
M . Sherrill is manager of the publicity and

new business department.

-

-

menced business in temporary quarters on
Mattison avenue. At that time she was
secretary to President W . J. Couse and later
was promoted to the banking department,

where she has since served in all capacities,
finally working up to the position of assist
Announcement has been made of the ant secretary-treasurer. For the past six
death , on September 2, of Dr. Charles D . years she has had charge of the women's

DR. CHARLES D . SCHAEFFER

Schaeffer, former vice-president of the department. She has made many friends
Allentown National Bank , Allentown, Pa.

and has built up a splendid following for the
trust company. In fact the women 's depart

MISS MORTON TO JOIN ASBURY
PARK TRUST COMPANY
The women 's department of the Asbury
Park Trust Company has a new head in the
person of Miss Hetty Morton , formerly of
Trenton and Allenwood , who succeeded Miss

ment of the Asbury Park Trust Company

Marguerite Hampton . Miss Hampton left

National Bank of Trenton in positions of
increasing responsibility, having evidenced

the bank October 1 to be married .

has been regarded as one of the most com
plete and effective in the state.
Miss Morton is declared well equipped
for her work in Asbury Park. For four

years she has been with the Broad Street

Miss Hampton started with the Trust an unusual aptitude for accounts, and
Company twelve years ago when it com proved a real asset to the institution. She
is a graduate of Rider College, Trenton ,
where she specialized in finance and eco

NEW ACCOUNTS
5c EACH
This is the actual

nomics while taking secretarial training, and
went directly from school to the Broad
Street National. Miss Morton is declared
qualified by experience and has won many
friends in banking circles. The bank counts
itself particularly fortunate in having ob

tained her services.
SUNBURY, PA ., MERGER

cost using direct

by-mail publicity.

Sunbury, Pennsylvania, boasts of the

oldest and strongest bank in its part of the
The

Colonial Business Service
109 West 42d St. :: New York
mu

FAC -SIMILE LETTERS

state, due to the merger of the First Na
tional Bank, Walter S . Rhoads, cashier, and
the Sunbury National Bank , E . B . Hunter,

cashier. The books show resources of $3,
839,128 and deposits $ 2,572,365 . The First
National Bank was incorporated April 1,
1831, the records show .
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THE SEYMOUR TRUST COMPANY

NEW BUILDING NOW UNDER CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SEYMOUR TRUST
COMPANY, SEYMOUR . CONN .
Thomas M . James Company, Architects

Thomas M . James Company
Architects and Engineers
Boston
3 Park Street

New York
342 Madison Avenue

Specialists in Bank design and construction

BANK BUILDING FOR THE SAVINGS BANK OF MONTCLAIR , MONTCLAIR , N . J.
Thomas M . James Company, Architects

A Record of Twenty Years
Our work speaks for itself. During nearly twenty years the
organization has been called upon to solve the alteration and
new building problems for upwards of two hundred banking
institutions.

Thomas M . James Company
Architects
Boston and New York

NUK 07

OYOY

NAT

BANK BUILDING FOR THE BANK OF EUROPE , FIRST AVENUE AND SEVENTY-FOURTH
STREET, NEW YORK
Thomas M . James Company, Architects

Some of the Most Recent Work
Commonwealth -Atlantic National Bank , Boston ; First National
Bank , Fort Wayne, Ind .; Second National Bank , Houston , Tex.;
Bank of Europe, New York City, N . Y .; Federal Land Bank ,
Springfield, Mass.; Industrial Trust Company, Branch , Paw
tucket, R . I.; Portland Savings Bank , Portland,Me.; Rutherford

National Bank, Rutherford, N . J.; Cambridge Trust Company,
Chester, Pa.; Bank ofMontclair, Montclair, N . J.; Beacon Trust

Company, Boston .

Thomas M . James Company
Architects
Boston and New York

Growth Due to New Building
THE following quotations indicate in the bankers' own
words how a bank housed in a building of architectural
merit and enabled to give the individuals of a community
a maximum service thereby assumes its proper place in the life
of any community and becomes a public asset and a source of

civic pride, these values being limited only by the service the

institution can give the individuals of the community.
" Changes in construction are made primarily to accommo
date increasing business .

Such improvements result nearly

always in increased deposits and a larger growing clientele.”

" We easily have twice the number of people in our new
quarters that we had in the old . As general conditions in town
have not materially changed during the past three years, and
as this bank has maintained about the same policy, I can
attribute our large gain in business mostly to our new and

up -to -date quarters."
" Since moving into our new quarters, we recognize these
advantages gained by modern equipment and facilities, and

regard the outlay as a good investment for the institution ."
" The modern bank building adds to the comfort and speed
with which a great volume ofbusiness can be disposed of with
a thoroughly modern equipment and this is a constant source

of pleasure."
“ Satisfaction expressed by depositors and added interest
shown by them ."
" The air of strength and prosperity shown by attractive
quarters gives a feeling of confidence to the bank' s clients."
" The modern bank when built with due regard to archi
tectural values is a public asset to the community in which it

is located and is recognized as such ."
“ A new building contributes to pride and efficiency in the
working force and creates a pleasanter atmosphere on both
sides of the counter .'

Thomas M . James Company
Architects and Engineers
Boston

New York

3 Park Street
342 Madison Avenue
Specialists in Bank design and construction

New England States
Comprising Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts , Connecticut
and Rhode Island

P

REHRAMBEN

.

BEHOIDMAHRENÖRER

bide

BETRILIE

The
First National Bank
of Boston
The leading financial institution in
New England

Branch at Buenos Aires, Argentina
Branch at Havana, Cuba
Special Representative in

London

Resources $300,000,000

;

On time, thanks to New England
W

H EN Louis XVIII said

in banking, as in business. The

" Punctuality is the polite ness of kings,” perhaps he meant
that only royalty could then afford

position occupied by The National
Shawmut Bank in this time- sav
ing industrial district, evidences a

accurate timepieces. Thatwas be
fore New England ingenuity pro

swift, sure, efficient service.

duced reliable watches and clocks
for every purse. Now , even school
boys own timekeepers that are nearly
as reliable as the multi

improving an organization that
would give the utmost satisfaction
to clients, whether situated in New
England, and having finan
cial business to do with
distant points, or located
elsewhere and interested in
developing connections
here. To appreciate to the

jeweled watches their

fathers carry, and both are
made in New England.
So, too , are most of the

clocks in American homes.
Nowhere in the world
are seconds measured more

closely than in America .
Nowhere in America is
time more highly valued
than in New England -

For 87 years, this bank has been

full how thoroughly this
service has been perfected ,
and how it saves the time

and dollars of clients, route
your next drafts on New

England points via

THE NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK

of BOSTON
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
NEW ENGLAND STATES

URING the past month there has been
a material change for the better in the

major New England industries. The cotton
mills are in a much better position than

they were a short time ago, and their only

Audits and Systems
for Banks

worry at the present time is that raw cotton
may go so high as to put the price of
finished goods beyond where consumers will
buy. Just now prices are reasonable and

Our specialty is con

the mills and are placing orders as far ahead

ducting efficient and
thorough bank and com

as the price situation permits the mills to

mercial audits, and the

The woolen mills report a

installation of account
ing systoms for banks,

jobbers and retailers are buying freely from
accept them .

sharp increase in the volume of orders at a

fair level of prices, and practically all of the
mills that closed for rather lengthy " vaca
tion " periods in the summer are now open

trust

companies, and

and are rapidly increasing their output to
keep up with the swelling tide of orders.

partments.

foreign exchange de

The shoe factories are very busy on both

standard goods and specialties, and while

McArdle ,

the report for the year may be a bit disap

pointing, these closing months certainly
promise to go far toward overcoming the

handicap put on the trade by the labor
troubles of the first part of the year. The

Djörup & McArdle
42 Broadway,New York

machinery and hardware trades are busy at

lower prices than earlier in the year. Crop
conditions have been fair throughout New
England generally and the rural com
munities are buying much more freely than

they did a year ago. Savings institutions
report substantial increases, and the demand
for money is more insistent than it was a
month ago . There has been a sudden in crease in the demand for mortgage money,

undoubtedly be prominent factors in the
spring in both trades, for it is confidently
predicted that both real estate and building

much of it going into repairs, additions and

prices will be much lower in the coming

alterations encouraged by the sharp drop in

season .

the price of building material.

The threat of a coal shortage promises, at

The demand for labor is not quite as
sharp as it was earlier in the season , but

this writing, to be removed, and while the
situation is not as comfortable as it might

there are no signs of unemployment. New

be in this section that is so dependent on

England industrial leaders express the belief
that there will be little unemployment this

anthracite, yet there is little danger of any
such experiences as were suffered last year.

winter, except possibly in the building
trades, where exorbitant wages have put a

Thousands of commercial, manufacturing
and even home buildings have been read

damper on building activity. Low rates and

justed to heating by oil or other means al

a plentiful supply of money are lending new
life to the real estate business, especially

ready and more will follow , so that this
"best" market for hard coal is being slowly

in the larger centers. City real estate is very

but surely lost to the producers of that kind

active for this season of the year, while in

of fuel.

the smaller communities the activity is tak -

Retail business is far ahead of a month

ing the form of increased inquiries that

ago . The cool weather of the latter part of

promise a very busy spring. Speculative

August brought about an early demand for

interests in both real estate and building
fields have been very quiet ever since the
latter part of the spring season , but they

fall goods, and all the large stores report a
very satisfactory trade. Credit conditions
are fair. Collections, which have been slow

now are displaying a new interest, and will

during the vacation season, now show signs

Remington
yesc
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Complete Descriptions on Remittance Letters
Every bank knows their importance. The Federal Reserve
Banks have requested greater explicitness in reports from

membership banks. And more banks every day recognize this
necessity.

This is one reason why the use of the Remington Bank
Machine is extending so rapidly.

This combined writing and

adding machine writes complete descriptions on remittance let
ters — and more. It insures the placing of every description
opposite the correct amount— for both are written at the same
writing. It also registers the correct total of every letter and the

grand total for the day — thus furnishing a perfect accuracy
check .

The Remington Bank Machine is more than a combined
writing and adding machine- it is EITHER , according to your

needs. It will do all the writing and all the adding the average

bank requires — either combined or separately .

Remington Typewriter Company
374 Broadway, New York
Branches Everywhere

Remington Bank Machine
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of returning to normal. Business failures Walter S. Bucklin , who for two years past
are few in number and of relatively small

has been a director, to succeed Mr. Aiken as

influence. New business ventures, as re- the president of the bank .
flected in the reports of new incorporations, Mr. Bucklin is president of the Liberty
are on the increase and seem to experience Mutual Insurance Company, one of the
little difficulty in financing their needs.
largest mutual liability insurance companies
in the country. He participated in the or
ganization of the company in 1912, when the
workmen's compensation act became law .
Hewas its vice-president and general man
ager up to 1914, when he became president.
Mr. Bucklin was born in New York City ,

of New England stock. He was educated in
the public schools

and then attended and

was graduated from Colby Academy, New
London , X . H .
ADDISON L . WINSHIP LEAVES
SHAWMUT

Addison L . Winship, vice-president of the

National Shawmut Bank , Boston , has re
signed , and will take an extended rest be

ALFRED L. AIKEN
Chairman of the board of directors National Shawmut
Bank , Boston

CHANGES IN LEADERSHIP OF
SHAWMU' T BANK
Colonel William A . Gaston, who since
January 1, 1918, has been chairman of the
board of directors of the National Shawmut

Bank , Boston , has resigned . Mr. Gaston
later said that he will continue active in the
business of the bank and will remain as a
director. He is one of the largest stock
holders.

ADDISON L . WINSHIP

Alfred L . Aiken, who resigned the gov Who has resigned his position asvice-presidentof the
ernorship of the Federal Reserve Bank of
National Shawmut Bank , Boston
Boston to become president of the Shawmut
when Colonel Gaston left that position and
was elected chairman, was elected chairman
to succeed Colonel Gaston .

fore undertaking new plans. He has been
in poor health for some time.

At the samemeeting the directors elected

Mr. Winship became vice-president five
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" BANKERS ATTENTION !”

president of the local chapter, also spoke,
as did Miss Martha Scally and Harold
Orendorff.

Do you need an executive?

Man in prime of life, broad bank
ing and financial experience is

E . H . KITTREDGE GOES WITH
HORNBLOWER & WEEKS

open for position. Very successful
in handling men. Address M . Box

E . H . Kittredge, publicity manager of the
Old Colony Trust Company, Boston , for

557, City Hall Station , New

the last six years, has resigned from that in

York, N . Y.

stitution to accept a position with the Bos
ton office of Hornblower & Weeks. He as

sumed his new duties on October 1.
Mr. Kittredge has been in the Old Colony
Trust Company for twelve years, during

which time he organized the statistical de

years ago, resigning from the position of
civic secretary of the Boston City Club .
Through his connection with the City Club ,
he came into close association with the

partment, and later took charge of the pub
licity department. His duties in the latter

leaders of the entire country .
Prior to becoming vice- president of the
bank , he was for five years head of the
National Association of Civic Secretaries.

He has been a resident of Melrose for a
long time, and has always been identified
with matters of local interest.

He was at one time a member of the
schoolhouse commission , and served on the
board of park commissioners for Melrose
many years. He has been president of the

citizens' public celebrations committee of
Boston , a member of the Republican Club
of Massachusetts, and is a well -known club
man.

WOMEN CLERKS URGED TO TAKE

BANK COURSES

Robert P . Holdsworth , chairman of the
educational committee of the Boston chap
ter, American Institute of Banking, speak

ing at the annual rally of the women mem
bers in Kingsley Hall on September 27,
asserted that " inasmuch as girls employed

in banks have to use a crowbar to get gen
eral banking information from men em

ployees, the easiest and safest way to obtain

that knowledge is through the courses pro
vided by the chapter" .
Miss Jane Stimson, director of the

E. H . KITTREDGE
Who has resigned from the Old Colony Trust Com
pany to go with Hornblower & Weeks

women 's department, John Hancock Mu

tual Life Insurance Company, spoke of
“ American Women in Business" ; Miss Isa
bel Trowbridge, last year's chairman of the
women's committee, National American In -

department have given him a prominent
position in the financial advertising field,
including membership on the committee on
publicity, Trust Company Division , Ameri

stitute of Bankers, with headquarters in

can Bankers Association .

Albany, spoke on the capabilities of women
in business and why they should advance
to executive positions. Joseph Morris,

Mr. Kittredge has served as secretary of
the Boston Association of Stock Exchange
Firms since its organization .

Bank
Partitions
Our bank partitions are

specially designed for
bank service. They have
the same features of
beauty , speed in install
ation , improved design ,
and economy that char
acterize all our par

titions.

Whether you are open
ing new offices or con

templating rearrange
now for advice. We

ment, write our Dept. 14

MADE BY THE MILE
Copyright
SOLD BY THE FOOT

gladly offer you the skill
and experience of many
years' service to banks.

Mount & Robertson, Inc.
41 Beaver St., New York
Phone Broad 1957

NEW PRESIDENT FOR FIRST

NATIONAL BANK OF CONCORD
Burns P . Hodgman has accepted the
presidency of the First National Bank of
Concord , N . H . He was formerly clerk of

the United States district court in New
Hampshire .
THIRD

NATIONAL

BANK

extra dividend stockholders
of 3 per cent., both payable
October 1 to
of record Sep
tember 25.

The directors of the City Bank and Trust
Company of Hartford, Conn., declared the
usual quarterly dividend of 21/2 per cent.,
payable October 2. It is expected that
dividends at this rate - 10 per cent. per
annum - will be continued in the future.

OF

SPRINGFIELD

ASSOCIATES HONOR ALONZO P.

The report of condition of the Third Na
tional Bank of Springfield , Mass., at the

WEEKS

close of business on September 14 , 1923,

shows capital stock paid in , $ 1,000,000; sur
plus and undivided profits, $ 1,820 ,508 ; de
posits of $ 14,830,706 , and total resources of
$ 18,439,637.

In honor of his completion of fifty years
of service with the Merchants' National
Bank, Boston, Alonzo P . Weeks, senior vice
president of the institution , was yesterday

presented with a watch by his fellow -officers
and directors. The presentation took place
at the bank offices, 28 State street.

DIVIDENDS DECLARED

The

presentation was made by President Alfred

Directors of The National Shawmut Bank
of Boston declared a regular quarterly

L . Ripley.

dividend of $ 3 per share, payable October
1 to stockholders of record September 20 .

nial design , simply but artistically en
graved . Inside the case is this inscription :

The watch is in a platinum case of colo

Directors of the Central Trust Company " To Alonzo P . Weeks, from his associates
of Cambridge, Mass., declared a regular
quarterly dividend of 3 per cent. and an

in the Merchants' National Bank of Boston ,
in token of affection and esteem , 1873 - 1923” .
683

ADRIAN
H . MULLER & SON
55 WILLIAM STREET, Corner of Pine Street, NEW YORK
AUCTIONEERS
The Business ofBanks, Bankers, lavastors and Doalers in Securities

generally, receives prompt and careful attention .

STOCKS AND BONDS AT AUCTION
REGULAR AUCTION SALES OF ALL CLASSES OP STOCKS AND
BONDS EVERY WEDNESDAY

Real Estate at Public and Private Sale
Prompt Returns on all business entrusted to us

Mr. Weeks entered this bank at an early
age, when it was the largest bank in New

England and occupied a foremost place

among all the national banks of the country.
Before it was made a national bank , with
its capital of $ 4,000,000, it was one of the

largest banks in the country. He was the
cashier of the institution for a little more

than twenty years and in 1908 was made
vice-president, the first man ever to hold
that office in the Merchants.

Today Mr.

Weeks is one of the best known bankers in
New England.

200 DELEGATES ATTEND

NEW

BEDFORD CONVENTION

More than 200 delegates from seventy

five banks attended the thirty -fifth annual
convention of the Massachusetts Co -opera
tive Banks League in the New

Bedford

Hotel on September 29, the opening day.
Mayor W . H . B . Remington welcomed the
members.

The secretary's report showed that of

the 213 co -operative banks in the state,
179 belonged to the league. President
Charles B . Bethune of Lynn, who was pre
vented from attending by illness sent a mes
sage in which he urged that all co -operative

banks join the league.
ALONZO P. WEEKS
Senior vice-presidentMerchants National Bank,
Boston
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At the annual dinner in the evening the
speakers were Joseph C . Allen , bank com
missioner, and Dr. Frank Crane.

Southern States
Comprising the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia , West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missis
sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky and Tennessee

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
farm implements alone of the principal lines
SOUTHERN STATES
showed an improvement in July over June.
But of the principal lines, only dry goods
By Thomas Ewing DABNEY
and stationery showed a decrease, compared
July, 1922. Dry goods were 21 per
D ROAD and bright strokes continue to with
cent. better in July than in June, but 7
D bring the picture of the South 's eco per
poorer than last July. Stationery
nomic progress into bolder and bolder relief. was cent.
5
per
less in July than June, but
Such announcements as the purchase of 8 per cent.cent.
poorer than July, 1922. The
$ 18,000,000 of cotton mills in Dixie Land; furthest
compared with July of
proposed hydro -electric projects in Ten last year,advance,
was
made
furniture, 35 per
nessee totalling $ 18,500,000 ; large building cent., with hardware by
28 per cent.,
projects, of which the $ 1,250,000 eight-story and drugs third , 21 persecond,
cent.
department store structure in Memphis is
Improvement in wholesale groceries, com
an example ; contracts for $600,000 of
municipal improvements in Deland , Florida ; pared with July 1922, averaged 20 per cent.
the district, Vicksburg being in
new $ 1,000,000 hotel for Palm Beach, through
the lead with a 32 per cent. gain . Improve
Florida ; concrete road building in Jackson ment
in dry goods averaged 6 .8 per cent.
County, Mississippi, with Alabama getting
ready to fall in line, thereby giving modern

highway connection between Mobile and the
gulf coast as far west as Pass Christian ;
increased capitalization of a miscellaneous

array of manufacturing and mercantile en
terprises throughout the section - are bright
spots of color upon the giant canvas

As one of the representative bankers of
the South said, speaking specifically for New
Orleans and its territory, but background
ing his remarks upon the general situation
of the entire section and country, business

throughout the dull summer months has been
remarkable. New Orleans never did a bet
ter business at this time of the year — the
period when in former days Canal street
looked like a deserted village. Now , the
thoroughfare is thronged . Department
stores report about 9 per cent. better busi
pa Auldan

ness this August than last, with collections
fair.
July's business in New Orleans was about
8 per cent. better than it was in 1922. And
New Orleans is at the bottom of the list,
as far as percentage of improvement is con

cerned . Chattanooga was 28 per cent. bet
ter than last year ; Birmingham 23 per cent.

better; Savannah 18 per cent.; Atlanta 15
per cent.; Nashville 11 per cent.; Jackson

Merchants
National Bank
RICHMOND, VA.
Capital . . . . . $1,000 ,000.00
Surplus and Undivided
Profits . . . . $ 1,000,000 .00
One of the largest, strongest and

10 per cent.; and the average for the entire

oldest banks in the South

sixth Federal Reserve District 13 per cent.

Send Us Your Items

In wholesale trade, the improvement was

not as general as in retail. Dry goods and
685
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trol the export and price of that cereal.

Bank
of Charleston
National Banking Association
Charleston,

S. C.

Established 1834

A meeting of rice producers and business
R . S . Hecht, president of the Hibernia

men was recently held in New Orleans, and

Bank, summarized the situation when he
said that the future of the industry was at
stake. Rice exports from the United States

to business of liquidating branch

vary from 3,500,000 to 5,000,000 bags a
year, and with 70 per cent. of the move
ment under control the corporation would

Capital and Surplus . $ 1,500,000.00

Co-operative Association was recently or

The Bank of Charleston succeeded
Bank of the United States.

be able to stabilize the market.

The River Farm Bureau Rice Growers'

ganized in Louisiana with the expressed pur
pose of controlling the marketing of the
entire river rice crop of Louisiana, aver
aging 300 ,000 bags. By financing the pro
ducers, the crop could be held until it is
gradually disposed of, instead of being
upon a heavy market, according to
down, with Knoxville making the most dumped
w . P . Connell of Baton Rouge, president
Resources . . .

$ 12,500 ,000 .00

favorable showing, a gain of 20.3 per cent. of the organization . The association has
Improvement in hardware averaged 29 per
cent. better, with Montgomery leading, 44
per cent. gain . Improvement in furniture
averaged 35 per cent. better, with Atlanta

secured rice mills in Baton Rouge and New
Orleans, so that, if the market for rough
rice is off, it can sell the cleaned product.
This association is affiliated with the Louis

leading, 56 per cent. gain. Improvement in

iana Farm Bureau Federation and will work
shoes averaged 15 per cent. better.
in
co -operation with the rice marketing asso
Lumber production , which began to re ciation in the western part of the state.
cover from its slump in July, continued on
Development of New Orleans as an air
the road to improvement through August. port is making progress, with the organ
As September opens, production is close to ization here of a chapter of the National
normal, with the volume of takings steadily Aeronautic
Association , and the beginning
increasing. It is noted that most of the
the of work upon plans for a passenger and mail
orders for Southern pine are for commer service between New Orleans and Mobile.
cial and industrial construction. During the Plans are also under way to stage a flight
earlier months of the year, residential con from New Orleans around the West Indies
struction held the spotlight.
to Central America later in the year.
A forecast of 11,000 ,000 -odd bales of cot and
The purpose of this is to focus attention
ton for the year, made by the Interstate upon possibilities of air service.
Bank of New Orleans, whose forecasts in
record in river transportation has
the past have been encouragingly accurate, beenA new
set by the Government barge line, with
seems to indicate the continuance of high the transportation of 15 ,000 tons of wheat
prices. Certainly such a crop would not and assorted merchandise in one tow from
meet the consumption demands, which would Memphis to New Orleans. The previous
have to be limited by prices.

high record was 13,000 tons. This is indi
cative of the increasing demand being made
been a falling off in loans and discounts, but upon river trans
transportation facilities, with
Banks are generally optimistic. There has

an increase in demand deposits. The volume

which the destinies of the Mississippi Val

of bills on hand held by the Federal Re

ley are so strongly identified.

serve banks was many million dollars larger

Business men are taking much interest in
the reclamation convention to be held in

in July than in June. Savings deposits show
a slight drop compared with the month be

fore, but a big gain compared with the
year before. Commercial failures reached
a lower ebb .

New Orleans November 21. The conference
is led by F . H . Newell, consulting engineer

of the reclamation service, U . S. Depart
The rice industry of the South , which ment of Agriculture, to arouse greater in
has been in sore straits, takes courage in terest in the South in reclamation projects
the organization, plans for which were be- and the settlement of idle acres by immi
gun in late August, of an export corpora -

grants and native sons, who are crowded

tion , under the Webb - Pomerene law , to con -

out of other agricultural sections. There are

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF RICHMOND , VIRGINIA
with

EXPERIENCE – Over fifty -seven
years
2999

000
09 ODPAD

STRENGTH - Capital and Surplus
$4,000,000.00

OFFICERS— Experienced, capable and
well versed on conditions
and credits thruout this
territory :

invites your business

JOHN M . MILLER , JR .
President
The Old First
Est. 1865

Resources over $ 30 ,000,000

millions of acres of land available for agri-

In 1916 he joined the Washington Artil

culture in the South, awaiting the proper

lery and served with them in France until

encouraging impulse to blossom like the 1919, when he returned to New York. After
rose. Most of it needs only drainage. Some his return he was employed by the Guaranty
of this land is as fertile as any that can Trust Company of New York in their for
eign department and after a period of eight
be found in the country.
months was sent to their Paris office , where

HIBERNIA BANK , NEW ORLEANS
APPOINTMENT
At a recent meeting of the board of directors of the Hibernia Bank and Trust
Company of New Orleans, C . Adrian Bodet
was appointed assistant manager of the
foreign trade department.
Mr. Bodet came to the Hibernia Bank in
January 1923, and his previous experience
in banking and foreign trade fits him ad mirably for his new position . Though only
26 years old , his career has been as color-

ful as it has been varied . Born in San
Diego, Texas, in 1897, his education soon
began to assume an international aspect.

he remained until January 1921. After
traveling extensively through Europe, study
ing economic conditions and the effects of
the war, Mr. Bodet was transferred to the
Constantinople office of the Guaranty Trust
Company.
In October 1922 he returned to New York
and after a short stay there joined the staff
of the Hibernia Bank and Trust Company
in January 1923.

Mr. Bodet has made a study of all phases
of international banking, which , coupled
with his practical experience in this work,
makes him well fitted to handle his new
duties.

JOHN W . REED MANAGER OF ST.
CHARLES AVENUE BRANCH

He attended schools and colleges in New

Orleans, Mexico City , Paris, Madrid and

The board of directors of the Hibernia
Constantinople, specializing in the study of Bank and Trust Company at their regular
economics and languages.
monthly meeting appointed John W . Recd
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NATIONAL BANK OF WASHINGTON

DAPERSHELL

ECANS
The nuts that make the South famous.
SUCCESS and RUSSELL pecans, extra large,
running 40 to 50 the pound ; exquisite flavor ;
thin shells ; the meat comes out whole.

ELECTIONS

J. Frank White who was assistant cashier
of the National Bank of Washington, D . C .,
has been elected cashier of the bank , suc
ceeding W . Wallace Nairn , who resigned on

account of ill health. Mr. White hasbeen in
the employ of the bank since 1885 .
The following have been elected assistant
cashiers: Edmund H . Graham , John Alden ,
William E . Howard and Rutherford J.
Dooley .
T. E. DABNEY
FOURTH NATIONAL BANK OF
Boscobel Orchards
Ocean Springs, Miss.
ATLANTA
The statement of condition of the Fourth
National Bank of Atlanta, Ga., as of Sep
tember 14, records resources of $30,496,100,
including $ 19,540,813 of loans and discounts
as manager of their new St. Charles avenue and
in cash and funds due from
branch , which is located at the corner of banks.$ 7,183,728
Deposits
total $ 25,629,928.
St. Charles and Louisiana avenues, New
Orleans.
W . VAUGHAN CROWLEY NOW
Mr. Reed was born in Alabama, but re
VICE -PRESIDENT
ceived his education in New Orleans, and
W . Vaughan Crowley, formerly cashier of
since 1874 has been actively identified with
the banking business. He started in with the Atlanta office of the Citizens and South
the New Orleans National Bank as messen ern Bank of Savannah, Ga., has become
ger boy, and in that institution ultimately vice-president and director of the bank , and
S. Cohen has been made cashier. Mr.
filled every position up to that of general Henry
Crowley will have charge of the bank's
bookkeeper.
From 1884 to 1890 he was cashier of the newly established department of public re
Alabama National Bank of Birmingham , lations.
Mr. Cohen, besides his new duties as
after which he returned to the New Orleans
National Bank and was with that bank con cashier, is also vice-president of the Mitchell
tinuously until its consolidation with the street office of the bank .
Hibernia Bank and Trust Company several
HIBERNIA BANK DIVIDENDS
Order now for Thanksgiving dinner, or for
Christmas presents. Will be sent direct to
any address, with card enclosed .
Price, $ 1 a pound , delivered . Special prices
on quantities above 50 pounds.

years ago .

Mr. Reed is well known in the up-town

The board of directors of the Hibernia

section of New Orleans, which the new

Bank and Trust Company of New Orleans

branch is designed to serve, and his long
experience in both the clerical and adminis
trative department of the banking business

of 6 per cent. out of the profits of the bank

adequately qualifies him for his new position .

THREE BANKS' DEPOSITS NEARLY
EQUAL

have declared the usual quarterly dividend
for the quarter ending September 30 , 1923
and payable to stockholders of record Sep
tember 19, 1923.

At the samemeeting an additional divi
dend was voted the employees. This dividend

partakes of the nature of a yearly bonus,
it is based upon the length of time the
but
The clearing house statement of the
been with the bank , the older
employee
Richmond, Virginia, banks, as of Septem employeeshasreceiving
proportionately
ber 15 , 1923, indicates an interesting state larger than those who sums
have been employed
of affairs in that three of the largest banks

in the city report deposits approximately
the same.
The Planters National Bank shows $ 15 ,

411,100 ; The Merchants National Bank
$ 15,383,300, and the State and City Bank
and Trust Company $ 15,347,900 .
Total deposits of all banks are in excess
of $ 111,000,000 .

only a short while.

FIDELITY TRUST COMPANY
The board of directors of the Fidelity
Trust Company of Baltimore declared the
regular dividend of 412 per cent., payable
September 29 to stockholders of record Sep
tember 21.

Middle States
Wisconsin, Minnesota ,
Comprising Ohio , Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
i
Iowa and Missour

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
MIDDLE STATES
BY CHARLES L . Hays

they have been at any other time in the last

three years, and this fact will relieve the
metropolitan banks and the Reserve System

of much of the burden of the crop -moving
season .

DALL business in the Central Western
the exex.
States has opened briskly and the
pectation of a profitable season is general.
Sentiment in the interior is much more
cheerful than it was earlier in the year, with
the assurance of bountiful crops and some
improvement in the prices of farm products.
Banks as a rule are in a comfortable posi
tion and the indications are that there will
be ample funds to meet the requirements
T

Wholesale orders are in larger volume
than for the corresponding time last year,
notwithstanding the conservative attitude

of merchants toward the covering of future

needs. Their purchases are of small quan
tities, as a rule, but are frequent, the result
being a satisfactory volume of distribution
of merchandise. Even in staple cotton tex
tiles, in which there has been some tempta
tion to stock up because of the sharp ad
of the last quarter of the year without in vance in the raw material in the last month
convenience.
or so since the reduction in official crop
Aside from a little closeness in money estimates,
purchases are being made cau

rates because of the mid-September tax tiously. There is no doubt that there has
been considerable depletion of stocks be
is expected during the remainder of the cause of the good summer turnover, but re
year. Commercial paper rules at 5 to 51/4 tailers evidently are resolved to keep their
per cent., and while the city banks are pretty

payments no material change in conditions

well loaned up there is an adequate outlet

to country banks, especially in the South
west. Bank loans are 5 to 51/2 per cent.,
with a small proportion of business at 6
per cent. Some money from the Pacific
Coast has been lent here recently at as low
as 5 per cent. on call, but this is somewhat
under the market. Borrowing demand is
only moderate and there is not much evi
dence of expansion , industrially or com
mercially. Manufacturers are keeping close

supplies in healthy condition.
opened with some firmness
vances in prices, but buying
tained its initial activity and

Woolen goods:
at slight ad -has not main
there has been

some easing of the markets in these lines.
Fall buying at retail started several weeks

earlier than usual because of an exceptional
lowering of temperatures in the latter part
of August , and has kept up a good pace
ever since. Orders of the large mail selling
houses continue to run 25 to 50 per cent.
ahead of last year. They cover a wide range
to the distribution by their sales forces and and
reflect confidence on the part of country
retailers are not disposed to depart ma buyers.
terially from the policy they have followed
Manufacturing activity is well maintained ,
for the last year or so of buying on a hand- especially in the iron and steel industry and
to -mouth basis.
in the motor field . Implement makers have
Rediscounts at the Federal Reserve bank had only a fair
season and report some ir
are down nearly to the low figures of the regularity in the prospects for the imme
year - around $60 ,000 ,000 — and the reserve diate future. In the automobile trade sales
ratio has risen to around 85 per cent., which are holding up surprisingly well and it
leaves an unusually wide margin of credit seems reasonably certain that the year will
available for member banks at this time of be the most profitable in the history of the
the year. Some good -sized loans on grain business. Some of the leading makers are
have been made in the past few weeks, but still behind on orders at a time of year
they are not yet so large as to affect the when it is customary to begin storing cars.
general financial situation materially. Coun There has been a slight lull in production
try banks are in a better position to take due to the shifting over to new models, but
care of their home demands themselves than the course of production figures is again
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upward and the trade is absorbing output
in a satisfactory manner.

Steel plants of the district are operating

1923

1863

at 80 to 85 per cent. of capacity, which is
somewhat less than the peak of production
in the summer, but is large considering the
interruption of schedules due to the change
from the twelve -hour to the eight-hour day.

Buying of finished steel is again on the
upgrade, although bookings are still less
than shipments. Most of the principal pro

Upon the foundation of sixty
years experience and growth is

ducers have orders enough on hand to insure
continuous operation at present schedules or
higher well into the new year. Prices are

steady, but less talk is heard of prospective
advances due to the increased costs imposed

based the present organization of

by the shorter working day . The railroads

continue to be the chief purchasers of ma

The First National
Bank of Chicago
and the First Trust
and Savings Bank
This experience has developed a

terials. Rail commitments are especially
heavy, and there is good demand for track
accessories. Oil companies are taking large
quantities of plates for tank construction ,

automobile requirements are heavy, and
there has been an increase of late in orders
for structural materials. Pig iron is firm

around $ 27 to $27.50, and the trend of scrap
prices is upward .

Building operations are active, but there
has been a noticeable dwindling of the per
centage of increase over 1922 from

that

highly specialized service in both
banks, applicable to the needs

maintained in the earlier months of the

of banks and bankers.
Calls and correspondence are

increase of 392 permits and $ 2 ,214,200 in
construction costs over August last year, or

invited relative to the facilities

afforded for the transaction of

year. Permits for August in Chicago totaled
1440, involving an outlay of $ 20 ,134 ,150, an

12.35 per cent. For eight months the num
ber of permits was 9645 and the expenditure
involved $218,903,462, an increase of 50.3

cial business of every conservative

per cent. over the corresponding part of
1922 . Labor conditions are less satisfac
tory because of disaffection in the ranks of

character.

the Landis awards, and there has been little

Combined Resources exceed

relief in the numbers of workmen . Wages
are about as high as they have been at any

domestic and international finan

$ 368 , 000 , 000. 00

employers banded for the enforcement of
time.

Railroad traffic is of record proportions,
but earnings of the carriers do not fully

JAMES B . FORGAN , Chairman
Board of Directors of both banks

FRANK O . WETMORE
President
First National Bank of Chicago
MELVIN A . TRAYLOR
President

First Trust and Savings Bank

reflect their prosperity, as large sums are

being used for rehabilitation of properties
and the building up of equipment and
charged against operating expenses. Addi
tions to rolling stock are going ahead
rapidly and the improving transportation

situation as the season of heaviest carrying
demands approaches is not the least of the
encouraging features of the outlook for the
remainder of the year.

Investment Service by Your Bank
is the subject of a series of advertisements now being
published by our bank in farming communities.

We aim through these advertisements to direct the
This is only one feature of the service rendered by our

farmer to the banker for the investment of his funds.
Bond Department to out-of-town bankers.

We solicit inquiries regarding investment of funds.
DAVID R . FORGAN , President
Country Bank Department
F . A . CRANDALL , Vice-President

Bond Department
J. B . CHRISTERSON, Manager

The NATIONAL (ITY BANK
of HICAGO
CLEVELAND CLEARING HOUSE
ASSOCIATION IN NEW QUARTERS
now has its headquarters in the new Fed
eral Reserve Bank building, Superior ave

Union Trust Company, the Cleveland Trust
Company, the Guardian Savings and Trust
Company, the National City Bank , the
United Bank , the Pearl Street Savings and
Trust Company, the Commercial office of the
Guardian Bank , and the Central National

nue and East Sixth street, Cleveland, Ohio ,

Bank Savings and Trust Company.

The Cleveland Clearing House Association

with the offices of Francis Coates, Jr., exam

iner, and G . A . Kelsey, secretary and man FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN DETROIT
ager, on the seventh floor. J. A . House,
ELECTS WALTER L . DUNHAM
president of the Guardian Savings and
Trust Company, is president of the associa
The financial and business sections of De
tion ; C . E . Sullivan , president of the Cen - troit are greatly interested in the announce
tral National Bank Savings and Trust Co., ment of the First National Bank in Detroit
is vice -president; and A . F . Hummel is that Walter L . Dunham has been elected
treasurer.
vice-president and is to begin at once his
The Cleveland Clearing House was organ active duties with the bank.
ized in 1858, and for sixty - five years had its
Mr. Dunham is one of the best known
headquarters in the lower Superior avenue bank officials in the city. He was for many
section . The first president was T . P . years active head of the Highland Park
Handy, head of the Commercial Branch State Bank, and it was under his guidance
Bank, which later merged with the that the bank became one of the prominent
Merchants Branch Bank to form the Na
financial institutions of the community . Mr.
tional Commercial Bank , now the Commer Dunham retired from his position as vice
cial office of the Guardian Savings and president of the Highland Park State Bank
Trust Company.
to become senior vice-president of the Dime
In addition to the associate members the Savings Bank , from which position he has
Clearing House has nine active members. very recently resigned.
They are the Federal Reserve Bank , the
Mr. Dunham has always been largely in
691
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terested in banking as applied to commercial

Savings Bank . He will now be located at

affairs, and his election as one of the senior

the Detroit office. The company maintains

vice-presidents of the First National Bank branch offices in both Chicago and New
in Detroit will give him an exceptional op- York.
portunity for a close and important asso
ciation with the financial and commercial
BANKS COMBINE STATEMENTS
development of Michigan .
The combined statement of condition of
Emory W . Clark , president of the First
National Bank, stated that the directors the Northwestern National Bank and the
were gratified to be able to announce the Minnesota Loan and Trust Company of
election of Mr. Durham as vice -president. Minneapolis as of September 14 reports
“His qualities and experience will be a ma total resources of $ 92,315 ,252, including
terial factor in broadening and developing $53,430 ,980 in loans and discounts, $ 11,983,
our contact and association with the indus 542 in United States and other bonds and
trial and commercial development in this $ 21,841,238 in cash and money due from
region . We are all very happy to have him banks. Deposits total $81,999,374.
in our official family." .
CHAPPEL LEAVES FEDERAL FOR
EDWIN K . HOOVER MADE
THE COMMONWEALTH
VICE -PRESIDENT
Bert V . Chappel resigned as assistant
Emory W . Clark , president of the First secretary of the Federal Reserve Bank ,

National Company of Detroit, the invest
ment banking organization of the First Na

Cleveland, Ohio, on October 1 to take up the
official position of assistant to the president
of the Commonwealth Banking and Trust
Company, located in the Hanna building,
Cleveland. In this capacity he will have
charge of the business development and
publicity departments of the Commonwealth .

Mr. Chappel has been connected with the
Federal Reserve Bank for the past four and
a half years, and was in charge of the edi

torial department. It is from this depart

ment that the Monthly Business Review ,
which now has over 30,000 readers located
in nearly every state in the United States

and many foreign countries, is issued .
He has had twelve years of banking ex
perience in both small and large institutions,
interspersing his bank work with his college
training. He is a graduate of the American

Institute of Banking, and has taken special
work in banking and law at the University
of Chicago and the University of Wisconsin .
The first thing Mr. Chappel did after com

ing to Cleveland five years ago was to af
filiate with the Cleveland Chapter of the
American Institute of Banking. Since that
time he has been very active in institute

work , having served as secretary and vice
president, and for the past two years as
chairman of the Bankers' Forum Committee.

He first received national recognition
EDWIN K . HOOVER

when , during his service as chairman of the
National Membership Committee, 12,600 new

Vice-president First National Company of Detroit members were brought into the American
Institute of Banking in nine months' time.
tional Group, announces the election by the This number constituted over a third of the
board of directors of Edwin K . Hoover as number which had joined the Institute dur
vice-president of the company. Mr. Hoovering the previous eighteen years of its
was formerly with the Harris Trust and existence.
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Last year he was Cleveland's candidate
On the same date, the First Wisconsin
Trust Company statement is as follows:
institute's annual convention held in Port- Capital stock , $ 800,000; surplus and un
land, Oregon . He was elected as one of the divided profits, $ 983,252 ; deposits, $ 1,818,
twelve councilmen to a three year term , and 763, and total resources of $5 ,793,605.
his supervision over bank institute work ex
tends from Butler, Pa., to Saginaw , Mich., BANK ASSOCIATION ELECTS NEW
and as far south as the Ohio River.
HEAD

as a member of the executive council at the

The Commonwealth Banking and Trust
Company was the second bank to locate in

Guy Huston , president of the Chicago
the fast growing section of Playhouse Joint
Stock Land Bank, was elected presi
Square. It does a commercial, savings, and dent of the American Association of Joint
trust business and while only eighteen
Land Banks at the closing session
months old, has resources well over $ 2, Stock
of
the
annual
meeting. William B . Schiltges,
000,000.

Indianapolis, was elected treasurer, and W .
W . Powell, Washington, secretary . The
FIRST WISCONSIN NATIONAL BANK following
were elected directors for their
STATEMENT

The statement of condition of the First
Wisconsin National Bank of Milwaukee as
of September 14 , shows the following : Capital stock , $6 ,000,000 ; surplus and undivided
profits, $5,265,174 ; deposits, $83,919,894 ;
with total resources of $ 103,772,784, including $69,378,588 in loans and discounts and
$23,398,275 in cash and money due from
banks and the Treasurer of the United
States.

respective Federal Land Bank districts :
W . J. Murphy, New York, First District ;
George A . Harris, Washington , Second ;
Walter Howell, Louisville, Fourth ; and
Evans Woollen , Indianapolis, Sixth.
BANK INCREASES DIVIDEND RATE
On September 11 the directors of the
Continental and Commercial National Bank
of Chicago declared an increase in the
693

PURCHASING ECONOMY
In purchasing for our clients we are enabled to effect economy
by price reduction thru mass buying and by standardizing as
far as possible all equipment and supplies.
Undeveloped Coal Lands are examined and appraised and
development plans made.
Peabody Coal Mine Management covers the whole field of coal
production and distribution .

PEABODY
COAL
COMPANY
UH

CHICAGO
UDINE E
( FOUNDED 1883)
THE LARGEST PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF COAL IN AMERICA

annual dividend from 14 to 16 per cent. She was chairman of the national women's
The quarterly dividend of 4 per cent. was committee of the A . I. B . in 1921 and 1922,
made payable October 1 to stockholders of and first chairman of the women 's division
record September 20.
of the National Association of Mutual Sav

George M . Reynolds, chairman of the ings Banks.
NEW CHICAGO BANK OPENED
A new financial institution , the Ridgeway

board of directors of the institution , is re
ported in the Chicago Tribune as saying, in
connection with the increase in the dividend,
"We feel that the time is ripe to give the
stockholders a larger share in the bank's
earnings. The bank has been earning about

State Bank, held its formal opening on Sep
tember 30 at 3722 West Chicago avenue,

twice the old dividend and we have passed

Chicago , according to the Chicago Tribune.

the troubles of the post-war period . We

The new bank , it is said , has a capital of

feel that the increased dividend is still con

$ 100,000 with surplus of $30,000, and its of

servative.”

ficers are Henry Schrik , president; John
Schrik , vice -president and William 0 . Con

BROOKLYN WOMAN BANKER TO BE

rad , vice-president and cashier.

ASSOCIATED WITH WILLIAM
GANSON ROSE , INC .

Miss Adeline E . Leiser, for fourteen years
with the Williamsburgh Savings Bank of

REPUBLIC NATIONAL BANK OF ST.
LOUIS CHANGES
C. W . Bainbridge, heretofore vice

Brooklyn, N . Y., and director of the home president and cashier of the Republic Na
service department of that institution , has tional Bank of St. Louis , has resigned to
joined the organization of William Ganson become the president of the Second Citi
Rose, Inc., Financial Advertising, Cleve- zens' State Bank of Chicago.
land , Ohio .
George W . Hobbs, a vice-president of the
Miss Leiser is well known throughout the Republic National Bank , becomes cashier
country for her active work in home eco - as well to succeed Mr. Bainbridge, and E . C .
nomics and for her promotion of the women 's Keyes has been appointed an assistant
work in the American Institute of Banking.
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cashier.

Western States
Comprising North Dakota , South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
WESTERN STATES

Heavy corn raising districts are feeling
cheerful. Depression is most severe where

oil is the dominating commodity . The wheat
By SAMUEL SOSLAND

W

districts and the mining points are next,
but about them there is irregularity . Sea

HILE President Coolidge and his ad sonal buying gives retail trade a better tone
visers are reported as engaged in than expected. To outfit school children and
studying measures to improve the position
of farmers, and while independent proposals

to prepare for the changed season mercantile
interests report that the West has been buy

for new legislation are said to be almost

ing in fair volume. Practically all reports

certain at the next Congress, the Western

emphasize economy as the watchword of the
patrons of retail stores in rural communi
ties and in cities. Even the trade in women's
wear, the last to feel growing tendencies to
economize, is noting demand centering more

States are showing little interest. The agricultural states are in the same frame of

mind as an individual that has been loaded
down with prescriptions and talk of pre
scriptions for his betterment, without notic and more on the lower priced hats, suits,
ing any benefit therefrom . The agricultural shoes and other articles. This merely proves
West is therefore continuing to help itself that the West is helping itself- not relying
and watching Federal and other efforts to
improve its position . It feels that something can be done to help it, but finds
greatest comfort from its own activities.
If the Western states were asked today
to make an investment to give impetus to
measures designed to strengthen their prin -

on artificial measures which it is easy to
talk about but from which it has learned
that almost nothing may be expected .
Of all the suggestions lately made in the
course of a revival of discussions of farm
relief plans at Washington , two find sup
porters from a large number of practical

cipal industry they would probably refuse
as promptly as an individual tired of paying
for prescriptions that have been of no

men . One is the proposal that the tariff on
wheat be increased under the provisions of

and more that from such offers it cannot

the new law that permit an advance of 50
per cent. over existing rates by Presidential
decree. This would mean an increase from
30 cents to 15 cents a bushel as the duty on
wheat, and a revision from $ 1.56 to $ 2.34 in
the duty on flour per barrel. The other
proposal is to cut freight rates on agricul

lose and may possibly gain something. In

tural products, which would be of great help

this connection exception must be made of a

to farmers notwithstanding the baseless

few reformers who have taken some of the
West's money in payment for the inaugura -

claims of some spokesmen of the carriers
that the producers themselves would not

tion of relief schemes that did nothing else
except teach farmers that little reliance can
be placed upon panaceas. The reformers

profit.
Even if President Coolidge and the
United States Tariff Commission agreed to

of this class, who relieved farmers of money

an advance of 50 per cent. in the duty on
go up 15 cents a bushel, the amount of the

avail. However, the Western States are
still in a frame of mind that is agreeable
to the acceptance of gratuitous offers of
" assistance" from politicians in return only

for votes. Its attitude is becoming more

they could have used to far better advan -

tage, can hardly get a hearing.
General business in the Western States

wheat, the markets of the West would not

proposed addition. The maximum change

is of moderate volume, with decidedly mixed

that could be counted upon immediately

conditions at various points and sections.
One who desires to see some buoyancy in

would be, it seems, only a few cents. There
is a shortage of hard wheats in the United

Western business can find it in the cotton
areas. There is also some buoyancy where

States, but the crop of soft wheat is large.
Some surplus for export is still to be worked

wool and sheep are the leading products. off. Adding another stumbling block to the
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movement of Canadian wheat to the United
States would temporarily halt the scattered
importations now reported . The better
grades of domestic wheat would then enjoy
a somewhat larger demand, but the exportable surplus would still be felt. Perhaps a sharper advance in wheat prices
would come later in the crop year with the
absorption of more of the 1923 crop in con suming channels. After that ? If 1924 sees
a large crop in the United States it will be
necessary to maintain markets on an inter

key not only in oil, but in all of the markets
for the products of the West. There is still
larger than pre -war production and schemes
for raising less are not gaining adherents
in any volume.
Turning from crude oil to the brightest
commodity from the standpoint of prices

finds the observer of business in Oklahoma
and other cotton sections. Cotton is ex
tremely high . It would not be so high had
nature not reduced the crop through poor

growing weather. Still, there is enough

national price basis . Always, however, there

cotton at the high prices to make very good

is some benefit in a high tariff against Can -

business in the cotton states.

During the past month prices on live
ada because it preserves for American
farmers the trade of more than 110 ,000 ,000 stock and grain have held well on the
consumers who are the best buyers of wheat whole . Wheat moved upward until the big

and flour in the world .

Canadian movement set in . Corn and other

Some of the soundest Western business

feed grains advanced . Lambs moved up .

men are numbered among the advocates of
reductions in freight rates. The cost of

Cattle receded, as usual during the period
of big range marketings.

transportation is excessive to farmers, which

means much to the West. This territory
feels that a readjustment in prices to agri
cultural levels is inevitable, that sound busi WALTER W . HEAD MADE RAILROAD
ness improvement cannot come without such
DIRECTOR
a change, and thinks that the Interstate
Commerce Commission could accelerate the

Walter W . Head, president of the Omaha

elimination of disparities by ordering reduc - National Bank and the Omaha Trust Com
tions on the agricultural tariffs of railroads. pany, Omaha, Nebraska, has been elected a
If the West could be convinced that the director of the Chicago and Northwestern
world faces a higher price era it would not Railroad. Mr. Head is the only director
favor freight rate reductions, but it is now residing west of Chicago.
pretty well convinced that the days of high
prices are at an end and that it is necessary APPLICATION FOR BRANCH BANK
REJECTED
to operate on a sounder plane. The economy
it is practicing in shopping at retail stores
The Federal Reserve Board rejected an
shows that it is sincere in this view . Of application
for the establishment of a
course, no little of this economy is forced.
branch
Kansas City Federal Reserve
of
the
Further sharp cuts in the market for
Wichita, Kan . Facilities provided
crude oil tell a mixed story . The drastic Bank atKansas
City bank appeared ample
declines in oil prices are due to over by the
handle
business,
members said .
to
the
production . It is creditable to the West to
say that it is so rich in oil, but today it
KANSAS BANK ADMITTED TO
wishes somemeans could be devised to check
NATIONAL SYSTEM
production in order to make a better market.
It deeply regrets the absence of a huge
A press dispatch from Fort Scott, Kan
demand from foreign sources, for declines sas, on September 29, according to the
in crude have resulted in a shrinkage of Topeka Capital, stated that the Fort Scott
millions of dollars in the income of its oil State Bank had been admitted to the na
areas. Had nature not intervened with un - tional system . The new name of the bank
favorable weather, the wheat districts would is the Fort Scott National Bank. It has a
be complaining as loudly about wheat prices. capital of $ 100,000, surplus and undivided
It happens that yields sharply below ex - profits of $ 75 ,000 and deposits in excess of
pectations brought a rise in the wheat mar- $ 1,000,000 .
ket. Even in the case of wheat, the growers
There will be no change in the personnel
are beginning again to look to the demand, of the institution , it is said . The chairman
for the outlook for the next winter wheat of the board of directors is George W .
harvest is bright with abundance ofmoisture Marble, and the president is Frank Cun
in the soil. Demand conditions are the

ningham .

Pacific States
Comprising Washington , Oregon , California, Idaho, Utah, Nevada,
Arizona and Alaska

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE

investments, is still high and credit for

PACIFIC STATES

worthy projects is abundant.
The crop condition in the region on the

whole is more favorable than it has been for
some years. This in spite of the low prices
THE Pacific States region has experi- which have prevailed in the grain market
1 enced during the summer months the and which have been the subject of so much
usual seasonal slowing down of economic agitation and comment throughout the coun

By ROBERT J . Sevirz

activity in all lines, in comparison with

try during the past few months. Reports

figures of the early spring months, but the received from the harvest fields indicate
volume of business transacted throughout that there will be bountiful yields of all
the district continues substantially larger in agricultural products and in many of them
most lines than in the same period a year

records will be broken .

ago . It is not quite clear as yet whether
Preliminary estimates made by the United
the curtailment is purely seasonal or not, States Department of Agriculture on the
but reports from the larger industries in - wheat crop of California and the Pacific
dicate that they have been able without dif-

Northwest place it at 135 ,430,000 bushels in

ficulty to adjust production to current de- the principal producing states. This is com
mand without greatly reducing their outputs pared with 97,453,000 bushels, the final es
from the record levels of the spring months timate of the 1922 crop .
of this year.
Figures and reports from everywhere in
the region would indicate that all business is
progressing on an even keel with practically

no dissatisfaction of any nature reported NEW HOME FOR CALIFORNIA BANK
from any quarter. The number and the
OF LOS ANGELES
liabilities involved of business failures are
now at normal levels. It is typical to note
that the number of failures in July showed

a falling off of 5.33 per cent. as compared
with June and the amount of liabilities, al
though larger than in June, was less than

in any other month since May 1921.
The situation in banking circles during the

On September 24 the elaborate new home

of the California Bank of Los Angeles, Cal
ifornia, was opened at 625 South Spring
street, Los Angeles. When planning
the building , the comfort and convenience of
the bank 's customers and depositors were
given first consideration .

Thirty- five banking offices under the di
summer months has been indicative of good , rection
of the head office are located in out
sound progress in all lines. Debits to in - ' lying sections of Los Angeles. The deposi
dividual accounts, according to reports from tors of the bank number 140,000, and its
the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco ,

resources exceed $65,000,000.

were 18.4 per cent. greater in July than a

The bank is conducted under the able

year ago, despite a greater than seasonal

management of A . M . Chaffey, the presi

decline as compared with the early spring
member banks of the Twelfth District was

dent, aided by vice-presidents A . N . Kemp,
George A . Howard , Leo Chandler, A . E .
Huntington , G . L . Alexander and James

comparatively stable over the spring and

Forsyth .

months. The amount of total deposits in

summer months, while loans have apparently
increased gradually over the same period to
a new high point for the year, according to

L . M . GIANNINI RETURNS FROM
YEAR'S TOUR

figures available at this writing. However,
L . M . Giannini, assistant to the president
the ratio between total loans, discounts , and of the Bank of Italy , San Francisco, has
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Number Two
of a Series

HARVARD
YALE
CORNELL
PRINCETON
CHICAGO
ANNAPOLIS
WEST POINT

DENTS

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
ON

Thousand Students

9 Visualize, if you can , the entire population of Topeka ,
capital of Kansas. Add a few thousand, transform them
into bank men and women , and you have the fifty -two
thousand members of the American Institute of Banking .

g Imagine, if you can ,the combined enrollment ofHarvard,
Yale , Princeton , Cornell, Chicago , and United States

naval and military academies, and you have a number
nearly equal to the Institute's thirty thousand students.
g Our great universities provide those fortunate enough to
attend with an education of a liberal nature. The A . I. B .
offers even the lowliest bank messenger a chance to learn
things that will help him with his immediate job , and an
opportunity to advance by study to a position of high
rank .

g And isn 't it the chap who digs for his education who
really counts — as a banker or anything else?
The American Institute of Banking is

the world 's greatest trainer of bank
men and women . Are you actively
supporting it ?

AMERICANSECT INSTITUTE
OFIONBANKING
AMER
SOCIAT
LANNING

COUCATION

SectioION

ICAN
SS
U NKERR SAASS
CRICAN BA

CHAPTERS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
COURSES BY MAIL
National Office: 110 East Forty- Second Street, New York
Space Trohaled le
Nasional Publicity Conomia
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returned from a year's tour of the principal
trade centers of England and Continental

TEL

.

TIGES Birth

Europe .

While in Italy, Mr. Giannini was selected
as San Francisco's representative at the

annual convention of the International
Chamber of Commerce in Rome. Here he

was influential in securing the election of an
American, Willis H . Booth of New York ,

UDIW

as president of the organization .
H . HOWARD PEPPER ELECTED
CASHIER

H . Howard Pepper was recently elected
cashier of the First National Bank of Santa
Barbara, California, succeeding C . C.
Cumings who resigned to take a position

Hand them a letter
to this Bank "

with the Hellman Commercial Trust and

Savings Bank, Los Angeles.

Mr. Pepper began his banking career
with the Third National Bank of Provi
dence, R . I., and later became assistant

our patrons and

treasurer and trust officer of the Industrial

California will be ex
tended every courtesy

friends visiting

Trust Company of that city. He was for
president of the Providence Chapter,

and consideration at
the
Security Bank if
they bear à letter of

American Institute of Banking, treasurer

introduction from you

several years president of the Bank Officers'
and Clerks' Association of Rhode Island,
of the Providence Boys' Club and a
TAPITAN:
BIT.

member of the school board. He was in
strumental in the formation of Santa Bar

bara Chapter, American Institute of Bank
ing, and was its first president.
Five years ago he organized the Nature
E

Study Club of Santa Barbara and through
his affiliations with that organization has

Over 260,000

hobby being roses.
WELLS FARGO NEVADA NATIONAL

BANK STATEMENT
The statement of condition of the Wells

GENERELT SUCHE
ER

formed a large acquaintance with the tour
ists who visit Santa Barbara every year.
He is an enthusiastic flower gardener, his

Resources Exceed
$ 195,000,000
Accounts
SEGURITY TRUST
D &SAVINGS
SAVINGS
BANK
COMMERCIAL

Fargo Nevada National Bank of San Fran

Capital and Surplus $ 10,525,000

cisco as of September 14 records assets of
$ 91,570,305, including $51,723,277 in loans
and discounts, $18,170,846 in cash on hand

Twenty-nine Banking Offices in

and with other banks, and $ 15 ,182,379 in
United States bonds and certificates of in
debtedness. Liabilities include $64,577,938
deposits, $ 7,244,500 in rediscounts with the

Hollywood - Long Beach - Pasadena -Glendale
South Pasadena - Highland Park · Eagle Rock
San Pedro • Huntington Beach - Burbank

tional bank notes outstanding.

H

Lankershim · Santa Monica · Montebello
.ili

Federal Reserve Bank and $ 5 ,937,200 in na
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Just off the Press !
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING DIRECTORY,
now being distributed, will be found of inestimable
value to those requiring a dependable and compre

hensive reference book containing a listing of banks and
bankers throughout the world .

It gives in addition

requisite information as to resources, branches, agencies
and correspondents as well as the names of the

principal executives.
In addition there are new maps in colors showing every

country , a complete table of money values of every
country, a section on foreign trade information , and
other features of practical and daily use.
. . . . . .. . . . . . 192

THE BANKERS PUBLISHING CO .,

P. O . Box 557, City Hall Station, New York, U . S. A .
Please send us prepaid . ............ .....copies of the next......

.....annual issue of The

International Banking Directory, for which we will pay Ten Dollars ($ 10 .00 ) per copy.
Name. . . . . . . . . ..... . ..... . . . . .

Address. ............
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Dominion of Canada
Nova Scotia , New Brunswick , Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatche
wan, Alberta, British Columbia, Newfoundland, Prince Edward
Island and Yukon

A REVIEW OF THE BANKING
SITUATION
By A . G . SCLATER

AN improvement in the general position
A of the Canadian banks as a whole , a
revision of the Canadian Bank Act,
and the readjustment of the capital of two
of the smaller Canadian banks may be said
to have been the outstanding events of the
first seven months of 1923 in Canada, so far
as Canadian bankers were concerned. When
it is remembered that this improvement took
place in the midst of an industrial and
commercial depression , which only toward
the end of the period under review showed
signs of passing, it is not difficult to under
stand why most Canadian bank officials re
gard the improved position of the banks as
an achievement. The completion of the re
vision of the Canadian Bank Act and the in
cidental renewalof the charters of the banks
for another ten years, in the face of attacks
from radical elements in the Canadian
House of Commons, without the making of

any fundamental changes in the act, was an
other achievement from which the Canadian
banking world derives considerable satisfac

tion. The virtual defeat of those radicals
who would have introduced into the Cana
dian banking system certain more or less

untried credit mechanisms, and the re
adoption of the act virtually intact, is today
generally regarded in Canada, as a vindica
tion of the Canadian banking system . In a
way it may perhaps be also regarded as a
reply to the critics, mainly from the Cana
dian West, who have insisted during the
financial and commercial difficulties of the
past two or three years, that the Canadian
system was to blame for most of the trouble

which Canada like other parts of the world
has faced since the close of the war.

TOTAI. BANK ASSETS SHOW INCREASE

The readjustment of the capital of the
two banks while serious enough from the
point of view of the two banks themselves,
did not materially change the position of
the Canadian banks as a whole. For despite

the fact that some six millions were cut from
the assets of the two banks concerned, the
total assets of the Canadian banks as a
whole were larger at the close of July than
they were at the end of December 1922.
Further, as the readjustment put both
banks in a better financial condition than
they had been in some years, the change
even from their point of view had its com
pensations.
The chief effect of the two readjustments
referred to was their effect on public opin
ion. On the whole, however, the two banks
concerned , by their frank acknowledgement

of their losses, won for themselves the ap
proval and congratulations of the better
informed portion of the public. It was more
or less generally recognized that their losses
had been incurred as the result of a com

bination of circumstances which had made
difficulties for bankers in all parts of the
world and that in frankly making the neces
sary adjustments in their capital and divi
dends both banks had done the only thing

possible under the circumstances.
On the whole, however, the Canadian

banks have come through the first half of
the present year in a creditable fashion .
While within the past few weeks the unfor
tunate suspension of the Home Bank of
Canada, a small institution with a capital
of two millions, has again roused those who
would revise the Canadian Bank Act in
certain directions and disturbed public
opinion

somewhat, the more important

Canadian banks closed the first seven months
of the current year with their prestige unim
paired . Their financial position was, in ad
dition, distinctly stronger than it has been
for years. While those who are inclined to
forget the gigantic nature of the task which
the Canadian banks, large and small, han
dled during and after the war, without
making any readjustments of their capital

until recent months, are somewhat more
vociferous than those who are not so for
getful, there is every reason to believe that
such criticism of the banks as is at present
heard in Canada, is largely superficial and
likely to pass. It is becoming clearer to
those who are better informed in the
701
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banks, the total capital and rest, or reserve

First Bank to Incorporate in Hawaii

I

fund of the banks as a whole, was smaller

HONOLULU, HAWAII

at the close of July than it was at the end
of December 1922. It totalled $ 247,000,000
or some $ 8,900,000 less than it was at the

Cablo Address: " Bankoh"

beginning of the year.

THE BANK OF HAWATI.LTD.
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits $2.653.894.91

Current loans and discounts inside Canada

TotalResources ................... 24.774.697.72

increased only moderately during the open
ingmonths of the year, the increase totalling
for all banks only $ 10,000,000.

C . H . Cooke, President

E . D . Tannoy , Vice- Pres E . F . Bishop, Vice- Pres.
Roxor Damon , Vice - Pres. G . G . Fullor , Vice- Pres.
M ak Crawford , Vice- P . R . MoCorriston, Cash ' r

Brunch Banks: - Lhuo and Kapan, Island of
Kauai; Waipahu ,Wainda, and Poarl Harbor ,
Island of Oahu .

Prompt handling of collections through dove connec

tions on each ofthe Islands in the Territory.

Dominion that the Canadian banks during
the past year or so have been going through

an experience which came earlier in other
parts of the world, an experience which
sooner or later was unavoidable when the
extent of the inflation between 1914 and
1919 is taken into consideration .

Loans against stocks and bonds, so -called
call loans within Canada, also increased only

slightly. Here the increase totalled $5,
000,000, reflecting the narrowness of the
trading done in the Canadian stock and
bond market during the period under re
view .
Call loans, outside Canada, while they
increased some $ 28,000 ,000 up to the close
of June, had by the end of July fallen back
to $ 191,000,000 the total at the end of Jan

uary. As usual the Canadian bankers dur
ing July withdrew a large part of the funds
they had in the New York money market,
in preparation for the crop moving season
in the Canadian West.

Circulation of bank notes increased during
high point at the end of June, when the
total was some $22,000 ,000 over that of the

the seven months $ 10,400,000 but reached a

SOME INTERESTING FIGURES

The improvement which took place in the
postion of the Canadian banks as a whole
is made clear by a detailed study of the
statistics provided by the monthly state
ments of the chartered banks published by
the Canadian Minister of Finance. These
statements indicate that between January
31 and July 31, the total assets of the Cana
dian chartered banks despite the readjust
ments in the capital of two of the banks,
increased from over $2,527,000,000 to $ 2,
571,000,000 or about $44 ,000 ,000 .
During the same period savings deposits
increased from $ 1,195 ,000 ,000 to $ 1,200,000 ,

000, or over $5,000,000, an extremely in
teresting fact when it is remembered that
Canada is still in the grip of a depression
and that at the date of the last bank re
port the vast sums of money the Canadian
farmers receive for their crops had not yet
begun to flow back into the coffers of the
Canadian banks.

Demand deposits were also higher at the

month of January . It is interesting to note

that this increase was virtually the same as
that shown by commercial loans.
The bank's holdings of both gold and

Dominion notes, decreased . The decrease in
the case of the gold holdings was slightly
over $ 10,000,000. In the case of holdings of
Dominion notes, it was $ 15,000,000.
As against decreases in reserves of gold
and legals, as the Dominion notes are called
in Canada, holdings of securities increased
$42,300 ,000 .

Securities holdings reached

their high point for the period under review
at the end of June when they totalled $46,
800,000 more than they did at the close of

January. This increase was largely due to
a marked increase in holdings of provincial
and municipal bonds.

LIQUID ASSETS GAIN OVER 1922

If the various items enumerated above
are considered together, it will be seen that

close of the seven months period than they between January 31 and July 31, the liquiti
were at the beginning despite the depression .
The increase in these deposits, the liquid

assets of the Canadian chartered banks in
creased over $22,000,000 . When it is re

portion of the working funds of Canadian membered that during the first six months
business kept on deposit in the banks, in of the previous year, the opposite was true
creased over $ 5,000 ,000 .
and liquid assets declined over $ 101,000,000 ,
Reflecting the capital readjustments made the improvement in the position of the
during the period under review , by two banks becomes apparent.

Are You Interested in Canadian Trade ?
If so, this bank can be ofservice to you . With Branches
and direct connections in all important centres through
out theDominion and a Foreign Departmentmaintained
exclusively for their needs, Importers and Exporters can
ONYS

rely upon an unexcelled service.
OMADA

For turther particulars write
Foreign Department
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Standard Bank of Canada
TORONTO
Capital Paid Up - - - - - $ 4 ,000,000.00
Reserve - - - - - -

- -

2, 750,000 . 00

While it is true, as the statistics in tab

Hamilton has been absorbed by the Cana

ulated form which accompany this article

dian Bank of Commerce, these percentages

show , that the banks' liabilities to the pub -

do not now hold good . At the time of writ
ing with the assets of the Bank of Hamilton
added to those of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce, the percentage in the case of the
three banks above referred to would be o ver
60 per cent., and in the case of the group

lic in the shape of deposits and notes in
creased to the extent of almost $ 20 ,000,000,
the increase in liquid assets was still somewhat in excess of the increase in what may
be termed " current liabilities to the public" .
The relation between total assets and

liquid assets at the beginning and at the end
of the period under review also form an
interesting exhibit. In January 1923 state-

of four, over 69 per cent.

The banks may be said to have come
through a rather difficult period with some
credit and at the end of it to have achieved

ment, the banks' total assets totalled $2,- a position strong enough to justify the
527,000,000; in the July statement they belief that their resources were in shape to
totalled $ 2 ,571,000,000. The liquid assets in

meet any possible eventuality.

January $ 1,939,000 ,000 ; in July they were

I t is hardly necessary to refer here to the

$ 2,039,000 ,000 .
A review of the changes in the position
of the Canadian banks during the first seven
months of the year would not be complete

readjustments of capital and reserve the
Union Bank of Canada and the Standard
Bank of Canada made during the period
under review ; these changes have already

without reference to the increase of the

been discussed in the pages of THE BANKERS

concentration of bank assets in the hands

MAGAZINE.

of a few of the leading banks which took

general position of the Canadian banks as a

place.
In January 1923 according to the bank

we have just completed.

That they have affected the

whole very little is obvious from the analysis

statements of the Minister of Finance, three

Nor is it necessary to refer in detail to the

of the Canadian banks, the Bank of Mon -

generally satisfactory reports most of the
large Canadian banks issued during the

treal, the Canadian Bank of Commerce and
the Royal Bank of Canada , controlled 56
per cent. of the total assets of the chartered
banks ; four of the banks, if the Bank of
Nova Scotia is added , controlled over 65 per

early part of 1923 covering their operations
in the fiscal year 1922-23. These state
ments while on the whole satisfactory to the

banks' executives and shareholders, reflected

cent.

the depressed condition of business in Can
At the end of July, the Bank of Montreal, ada and abroad and indicated that this con
the Canadian Bank of Commerce and the dition had affected to some extent the earn
Royal Bank of Canada controlled 58 per ings of the individual banks. The tone of
cent., and the group of four made up , if the the official comment on these annual reports
Bank of Nova Scotia is added , 66 per cent. was, however, hopeful and while advising
As since the end of July the Bank of caution on the part of Canadian business.
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MY FALL AND WINTER
IMPORTATIONS CONSISTING

OF THE NEWEST DESIGNS
PRODUCED BY THE LEADING
FOREIGN MANUFACTURERS ARE
NOW READY FOR INSPECTION

M . ROCK
TAILOR
315 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
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men and bankers alike, may be said to have
reflected the optimism with which the ma
jority of Canadians regarded the immediate

705

REGARDING AUDITORS

In the original draft of the bill submitted
for
the consideration of the banking com
future.
mittee, it was provided “ that no person shall
be appointed for more than three years in
REVISION OF BANK ACT
succession to audit the affairs of any one
nor shall a member of any firm be
The decennial revision of the Canadian bank,
appointed if any member or members of
Bank Act, to which we have referred, took the
alone or in the aggre
place in the late spring and the early sum gate,firmactedhave,for either
three years in succession as

mer. It was preceded by lengthy hearings

before the House of Commons committee on

auditor or auditors respectively of the af

of the bank” .
banking and finance. These hearings were fairs
This clause in the proposed new act was
held in the presence of the Canadian Minis
ter of Finance, the Canadian Cabinet Of
ficer under whose jurisdiction the Canadian
banks operate, and every effort was made to
enable critics and supporters of the Cana
dian banking system alike to air their views.
Led by a number of Progressives, repre
sentatives of the fariners of the Canadian
West insisted that a number of radical
changes in the bank act were necessary .

Some suggested the adoption of a national
banking system such as that adopted by the

United States after the close of the Civil
War, others would have had the banking

objected to on the ground that it would de
prive the banks' shareholders of the con

tinued service of capable auditors. It was,

therefore, finally decided to make this sec
tion of the act read as follows:
The shareholders shall at each annual meet

ing appoint two persons, not members of the
same firm , to audit the affairs of the bank , but
if the same two persons, or members respec
tively of the same two firms, have been ap
pointed for two years in succession to audit
the affairs of any one bank , one such person ,
or any member of one such firm shall not be
again appointed to audit the affairs of such
bank during the period of two years next fol
lowing the term

for which he was last ap

committee make a study of the organization
and method of operation of the Common

pointed.

wealth Bank of Australia.

regarding the powers of the bank auditors
reads as follows:

The result, however, of the hearings and
the debate which ensued when the banking
committee submitted its report to the House
of Commons, was that no radical changes

were made in the bank act. The principal
changes made affected those sections of the

bank act dealing with the audit system in
vogue in the Canadian banks, the method of
granting bank loans against merchandise in
course of manufacture and the preparation
of monthly statements submitted to theMin
ister of Finance.

A further section added to the new act

It shall be the duty of the auditors to report
to the general manager and to the directors, in
writing, any transactions and conditions af
fecting the well-being of the bank which are
not satisfactory to them and which in their
opinion require rectification , and without re
stricting the generality of this requirement, they
shall report specifically to the general manager
and to the directors from time to time upon
any loans exceeding 1 per cent. of the paid - up
capital of the bank which , in their judgment,
are inadequately secured , but this provision shall
not be construed to relieve any director from
the due and proper discharge of the duties

of a director.

The sections of the act dealing with the
These changes were also adopted by the
appointment of auditors by the shareholders banking committee partly as an answer to

of the Canadian banks, were changed so as the demand which sprang up after the
to increase the responsibilities and powers Merchants Bank of Canada disclosures for
of the auditors. The Canadian Bank Act

supervision of banking opera
authorized the appointment of two auditors government
Minister of Finance
Canadian
The
tions.
each year to go over the affairs of each bank apparently felt that the adoption of any
and report back to the shareholders at the system of supervision by the government
annual meeting. In the course of the inves would involve the assumption by the gov
tigation of the affairs of the Merchants
Bank of Canada, absorbed in 1921 by the
Bank of Montreal, a condition was revealed
which indicated, according to some students
of banking, weakness in the section of the
act dealing with the auditing system . Thus
arose a demand for a removal of these

the shareholders' capital and the depositors'
savings; as this was a responsibility he did
not want to have to assume, he suggested
instead the above changes in the sections
of the bank act and certain changes in those
sections dealing with the making of report:

apparent weaknesses. This demand was met

to the Minister of Finance .

in the revised bank act by certain changes.

ernment of responsibility for the security of

As the revised act was originally drafted
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two new requirements were enumerated in
connection with the annual report to the

of the past rather than of the present, but
there can be no doubt at the same time

banks' shareholders on the part of the man -

that the fact that business has not im

agement. One related to " appropriation ac-

proved with the approach of the autumn

count" ; the other to " contingent reserves, in cluding undistributed profits ”. The intent
of the section dealing with " appropriation
account” and that dealing with " contingent
reserves” was to inform shareholders re-

season has been a factor in the situation .
The crop will be a big one but early esti
mates have been considerably reduced and
the situation as regards prices for farm
products is anything but satisfactory from

garding the extent of the various banks' ap - the standpoint of a country which is so ex
tensively interested in agriculture.
The country's vast resources provide al
After some heated discussion, it was
finally decided by the Banking Committee most unlimited credit, but an adjustment

propriations for bad and doubtful debts.

to abandon the use of both sections and to
leave matters about where they stood .

between agricultural purchasing power and
the cost of living will be necessary to bring
a return of boom conditions. In the mean

time the increase of immigration is perhaps
the most encouraging indication . The fol
lowing comment upon the prospects of
Canadian agriculture, which appeared in a
recent issue of The Grain Growers' Guide,

the official organ of the farmers in the
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN CANADA prairie
provinces, is deserving of special

eral banking situation has been pro vided by a statement by Sir Frederick

notice in this connection :
"We firmly believe,” says this journal,
“ that there is no country under the sun
today where agriculture generally is in any
better condition than it is here, and that

Williams- Taylor, president of the Canadian

this country will return to a period of agri

By J. W . Tyson

COME reassurance in regard to the gen

Bankers Association , to the effect that there cultural prosperity as rapidly, and probably
is no reason to believe that there will be more rapidly, than any other country. We
further bank mergers. The statement, how
ever, comes as an individual opinion and

are suffering from 'artificial economic handi

not as the pronouncement of the head of
the association . If the Bankers Association

land, yet few countries have the natural ad
vantages which we enjoy . Slowly but

caps which is the lot of farmers in every

would conduct some inquiry within its own

steadily adjustments will be made and in

membership and issue an official statement
along the lines of the views which Sir Fred -

justices will be righted ; there can be no
advantage derived from persistent pessi

erick has expressed it would do much to
Regarding the Hamilton -Commerce con

mism . . . . We know there is considerable

restore confidence .

improvment needed in our government,
financial, industrial and transportation in

solidation Sir Edmund Walker, president of stitutions, but it is a great mistake for the
the Canadian Bank of Commerce, made a

people of any country to lean too much upon

reassuring statement regarding the situa-

governments and politicians. This country

tion ; he saw no reason for expecting that will not come into its own through what
such an occurrence as the suspension of governments will do Governments and

the Home Bank should be repeated. There parliaments can help , but the great effort
had been an improvement in business con - must be made by the people themselves and
ditions during the past year, he continued ,
and with ordinary care conditions would

right themselves gradually .
Apart from developments in regard to the
banks, the business situation is practically
unchanged. It is generally accepted that
the banks are making adjustments because

through self-help . We shall be glad to hear
from those who believe in the country and
its people , who have confidence in the

ability of the people to carry on and make
this country what it was intended to be, and
who can discern the 'silver lining in times
of depression ."
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Favorable Business Outlook
S the year 1923 draws towards its close the business outlook in

the United States continues favorable, and this fortunate
situation does not appear to be much affected by the fact that
for some time conditions in Europe have been growing darker and
A

darker . Conceivably things may get so bad over there as to react
unfavorably upon the situation here , but up to the present we have
shown remarkable capacity for going ahead with business despite the
European muddle. This fact no doubt tends to uphold the views of
those who contend that we ought to keep out of the mix -up across
the Atlantic. They feel thatwe can maintain our prosperity without
much regard to what happens in Europe, and they argue further
that it would be unwise to put this prosperity in

jeopardy by

plunging into the morass of European politics . This view
represents what seems to be the policy of the Administration at
Washington , and it appears also to be the prevailing sentiment of
the country . One need not necessarily assent to this attitude to
recognize that it is by no means destitute of much force.
It could well be wished that the European situation would soon
right itself , for this would mean a larger and more certain prosperity
in the United States. But such a favorable turn of affairs does not
seem to be in sight. Meanwhile , although heartily wishing that
affairs on the other side of the water were in better shape, or that
there was some hope that they would become so within a reasonable

period of time, we can rejoice that here at homewe have abundant
crops, active business, substantially no unemployment and generally
favorable economic conditions.
This favorable state of affairs reveals the vast resources of

our land and its people , and the really marvellous capacity we

have of adapting ourselves to conditions by no means favorable
in themselves.

Perhaps one reason why we have been able to

go ahead under circumstances not specially conducive to confidence
has been the great faith we all have in our country and its
institutions (and, incidentally , in ourselves ) and the disposition of
all classes and sections to pull together. If these elements go far
707
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toward accounting for our present prosperity, we should strive to
preserve them in their full vigor.
Whatever may be the cause of the existing favorable outlook for
continued prosperity, it is something for which the people of the
United States may be thankful.

Constructive Work in Japan
LTHOUGH the late ravages of the earthquake and fire in
Japan were confined to a comparatively limited extent of
territory, the damage was so heavy as practically to reach
the proportions of a national calamity, so appalling was the loss of
both life and property. To rebuild the devastated cities of
Yokohama and Tokio and to restore the destroyed industries and
commerce must prove a serious task even for a nation as resourceful
and efficient as Japan . But there appears reason to believe that
this rebuilding and restoration , already well under way, will
continue until evidences of the great disaster will disappear and new
structures take the place of those that have been destroyed . The
loss of life must remain as the greatest infliction upon the people of
Japan which this terrible calamity entailed , and this, unfortunately ,

can not be repaired .

Much new building material is being required , and quite heavy
orders have been placed in the United States already. Japan has
maintained her credit, and should have no difficulty in procuring
foreign loans for reconstruction purposes should these be needed .
Immediately following the disaster there was an outburst of

sympathy for Japan in its great loss. This sympathy was general,
and was especially strong in this country. It greatly helped in
relieving the people of the stricken cities from the first effects of the
calamity. Now must be faced the heavy task of clearing up the
ruins and rebuilding the homes, public buildings, factories and

commercial establishments. It is an undertaking that will call forth
the high qualities of patience, resolution and energy which the
Japanese people have consistently displayed in the development of
their national life. The example of pluck they have already shown, in
the face of a calamity of an overwhelming character, will command
general admiration . If it shall be found that in the work of

repairing their enormous losses they need financial co -operation in

-

Japan has an excellent basis for credit in the resources of the
country and in the record already made for a scrupulous observance

-

the United States, such help will no doubt be promptly forthcoming.

-

of her obligations.
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Federal Reserve Banks and Other Banks
IN the investigation to ascertain why the state banks do not join
1

the Federal Reserve System some curious views are being
discovered . One witness declared that the state banks kept out
of the system because they felt they could rediscount with less
trouble with their own city correspondents . This witness regarded

this as an evidence of competition of the city banks with the Federal
Reserve Banks in rediscounting, and suggested that this practice
be discontinued .
If this proposal should be carried out, it would tend to destroy
the really national character which many of the city banks have and
relegate them to the position of local institutions solely . It is not
believed that any such development was ever dreamed of by the
proponents of the Federal Reserve Act.
The national and state banks of the United States perform a most

important function in carrying on the credit operations of the

country — a function of which they can not be deprived without
great injustice to

themselves and

severe loss to

the business

community . Some of the great banks in New York , Chicago, St.
Louis, Philadelphia and a number of other cities themselves perform
rediscount services for thousands of correspondent banks in all parts
of the country . These relations are to a considerable extent based
upon long years of satisfactory service rendered , and in many cases
they have grown out of personal contact between the city bank and

its correspondent. The latter knows that when in need of loans it
can get them without red tape, without a knowledge of and
compliance with the complex regulations of the Federal Reserve
Board as to paper eligible for rediscount. In return for its services
the city bank gets some balances from the country correspondent,

paying interest for such balances while the Federal Reserve bank
does not. Should all this business be taken away from the city
banks, it would destroy reciprocal relations of long standing which

have worked to the satisfaction of both sides. By impairing the
present size of the city banks, and by curtailing the volume of their
business, the usefulness and strength of these institutions would be
seriously affected .
It must not be forgotten that the Federal Reserve Banks were
not designed either as antagonists or as competitors of existing
banks but as their auxiliaries. The Federal Reserve Banks of the
respective districts are in fact instrumentalities created by the banks

of each particular district, and designed for the service of the
national banks and such state banks as choose to join the system .

The member banks could hardly be expected to see their ordinary
banking functions usurped by the superior institution they
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themselves had created . The Federal Reserve System was not
created to supplant the ordinary banking system of the country,
but to supplement it. Already the Federal Reserve Banks, in some
of their operations, have gone further than is relished by many of
the other banking institutions.
The United States has long boasted of its free banking system .
If all the banks are to be coerced into joining the Federal Reserve

System , and if this system is gradually to absorb the functions of
ordinary banks, this boast will become an idle one.

Preservation of the Federal Reserve Banking System will be
best assured by confining the operations of the Federal Reserve
Banks to their original functions.

State Indebtedness and Tax Exempt
Securities
ROM a compilation recently published in “ The Budget,” it
appears that the net debt of thirteen of the states increased
between

the years 1914 and

1922 from

$ 34,273 ,379 to

$ 197, 248, 130, or by $ 162,974 ,751 in the aggregate.

The net per

capita debt rose in the same period from $ 1.20 to $ 6 .18 .

Should this rate of increase continue unchecked indefinitely , or
even for ten or twenty years, it might justly occasion alarm . But
since the soldiers' bonus and highway construction have been chiefly
responsible for this large augmentation of state debts, it can hardly
be expected that the present ratio of increase will be maintained .
Very likely all the states that intend to grant a bonus to the soldiers
will have done so before the end of the next ten years. As to
highway construction , the case is somewhat different, since the
number of miles of bad roads compared to the total road mileage
is still overwhelmingly large. If we are to go ahead with
road -building on the present scale , the cost is certain to be heavy
formany years to come. In view of the mounting cost of this sort
of public improvement, it would

no

doubt be wise to

limit

expenditures to the construction of the most necessary highways.
The present somewhat feverish pace of road -building might be
moderated without any abandonment of the policy of improving

the country's highways

as rapidly as

circumstances permit .

Desirable as road improvement is , the benefits flowing from

it may

be impaired if not lost altogether by plunging the states into debt
to an extent that would make the burden of taxation unbearable .

We often hear it said that road construction can be carried on
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practically without cost to the people by putting a tax on automobile
and motor traffic . But the 13 ,000 ,000 owners of automobiles would
hardly see the matter in that light. And it is suspected that even
those who do not own automobiles would not get off so easily as
they imagine. Attempts to put taxes upon any one class are
usually failures.
The constant improvement of the country 's highways will be
promoted in the long run by a conservative policy . It would be
unfortunate if , by too much haste in the matter, state debts should
be piled up so rapidly as to discredit the good roads movement.
One influence tending to the easy increase of state indebtedness
has been the exemption of state securities from the Federal income
tax. The demand for tax -exempt securities has enabled the states
readily to float their bonds on very advantageous terms. It is not
improbable that in the near future this influence will be removed by

the adoption of an amendment to the Constitution of the United

States authorizing the Federal Government to impose a tax on the
income from state securities. No doubt the present exemption of

this class of income from Federal taxation operates to relieve some
of the very wealthy from a large share of taxation they would
otherwise have to bear and thus puts a heavier burden upon those
who must meet the demands of the Government for revenue from
income taxes. The demand for an abolition of tax -exemption of
state securities is undoubtedly growing.

Helping the Farmer by Lowering Prices
EARLY all suggestions put forth to help the farmer begin
with the assumption that the one thing most needed is to

increase the price of the crops the farmer has to sell. But
there are other ways, and some of them more economically sound
and probably in the long run of more benefit to the farmer. For
example, the production of wheat in the United States per acre is
far below that of several of the old world countries. If without too

much addition to the cost the production could be brought up to this
higher level (amounting perhaps to double our present production
per acre ) there would be more wheat to sell and more net income for
the farmer with no increase in the price to consumers. Very likely
all too little attention has been given to this phase of the subject.
Another way, and an obvious one, to help the farmer is by
reducing the price of the things for which he must, in effect,
exchange what he grows on the farm .

The high tariff on most
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manufactures, and the high wages in the chief industrial occupations
other than agriculture, tend to keep up the prices of these things.
This tendency is further accelerated by the present restrictive

immigration policy. Aswas recently said by Thomas W . Lamont:
“We find in our industrial communities a shortage of labor, due
largely, of course, to our more stringent immigration laws, under
which our immigration has been pulled down from an average of

about 1 ,035 ,000 during the five years before the war to 523,000

during the last fiscal year. In levying very high tariffs on foreign
goods our legislators explain that they are protecting our American

labor from the competition of cheap foreign labor. Very good .
Also, in putting up the bars against immigrant labor, our

legislators are again trying to protect domestic labor. Does it not
occur to you that in this double protection of our labor we are
perhaps overdoing the job a bit ?”

But we hear constantly that this same prescription must be
administered to the farmer ; that is, his wheat and other crops must
be protected by high tariffs. When this is done, the natural sequence

will be for the laborers in other industries to demand higher
wages to reimburse them for the higher prices they must pay for
food products.

Is not the real remedy to reduce the tariff , to get

wages in the manufacturing industries down to a reasonable basis ,
and perhaps to stimulate farm production by the relatively better
prices that farm products would then bring ? It is , of course, more

popular to raise the tariff and wages, to provide fresh credit facilities
that will enable the farmers to hold their wheat indefinitely for

higher prices.

This is the more popular way, but is it the most

sound ?

Recently Chicago quotations showed wheat and corn at about
the same price per bushel, which is not so bad for the farmer

considering that many of us remember when corn brought only 25
cents a bushel or less. As the poet remarked, “ There are gains for
all our losses ;" and , fortunately , the farmer is no more exempt from
the working of the law of compensation than are the rest of us.

The Branch Bank Question
PEFORE very long, as a result of pending litigation , an
U

authoritative decision may be expected in regard to the
establishment of branches by national banks. Meanwhile the

national banks desiring to open branches will have to be guided by
the recent opinion of the Attorney -General of the United States,
which holds that national banks may establish offices to receive
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deposits and cash checks, but that these offices must be confined
within the limits of the town or city in which the bank is organized .
If this opinion should hereafter come to govern thematter, branch

banking would be robbed of most of its terrors to its antagonists.
For so confined , the big city banks could notmonopolize the banking
business of the whole country, which is what the opponents of
branch banking evidently dread . Furthermore, where the state
banks already have the power of establishing branches in the cities

where their head offices are located, the national and state banks
would be placed on the same basis — something greatly to be desired
if the national banks are not to find themselves at a marked
disadvantage in competing for local business.

The branch banking controversy could be ended in another way ,
namely, by denying to state banks the right to establish branches.
But this would require legislative action by a number of the states,
which could not be readily obtained, and to now deny this right to
the state banks that have branches would be to deprive them of a

privilege they have long enjoyed without question . A solution of
this character can hardly be expected .
It would seem that the easiest way out of the situation is to
restrict branches of both the national and state banks to the cities
where the head offices may be located . This will obviate the

objection of monopolistic banking, which has been urged against
the branch banking system with considerable force, and at the same
time would put the two classes of institutions upon an equal basis
with respect to branches.
The relative merits of independent and branch banks have been
exhaustively discussed in these pages from time to time, and little
is to be gained by reopening the subject. It may be said , however,

that the country remains committed to its system of independent
banks.

Prospective Tax Reduction
CCORDING to a recent Washington dispatch , the Chairman

A

of the Finance Committee of the Senate in the next Congress,

Senator Smoot, believes that could the soldiers' bonus be
sidetracked and unnecessary Federal expenditures prevented , it

would be possible to cut the annual tax burden by $ 500,000,000.
Hewould effect this reduction in the following manner :

1. Reduction of the maximum
33 1 - 3 per cent.

surtax on incomes from 50 to
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2. Elimination of taxes on incomes running less than $3000
annually .
3 . Scaling off of approximately $ 100 ,000 ,000 on the next
bracket, embracing incomes ranging from $ 3000 to $ 6000 , and

$ 50 ,000,000 from incomes ranging from
$ 50,000,000 from larger incomes.

$ 6000 to $ 10 ,000, and

4 . Elimination of the “ nuisance taxes” and certain special taxes
now netting the Government approximately $ 75 ,000, 000 annually .
The Senator is quoted as saying that he did not think it

opportune, however, for the coming session of Congress to seek a
revision of the Revenue Act, and that he believed the bonus bill
would be passed . It therefore appears that immediate prospects of
reduced taxation are not very bright.

Very likely the increased

receipts of the Treasury may tend to incite extravagant proposals
for additional Federal outlays. This is to be regretted , for even
with the greatest possible exercise of economy the tax burden is
bound to be exceedingly heavy for many years to come, and you

can not tax profits and income without making business enterprise
more uncertain .
One reason that tends to encourage a liberal scale of public
expenditure perhaps is to be found in the fact that the heaviest
taxes fall, in the first instance at least, upon those having very large
incomes. This class, possessed of great wealth and not very
numerous, receives but little public sympathy. On the contrary ,
there exists a disposition to regard this heavy taxation as more or

less in the nature of retributive justice, a means of making the
distribution of wealth more equal and of depriving those who make
undue profits or who have large incomes of some of their “ easy
money.” So long as this view prevails, difficulty willbe experienced
in scaling down the taxes on large incomes.
If the tax on these incomes were merely of the nature indicated ,

a fair case might be made out for maintaining them at something

like their present level. But it is a familiar principle of taxation
that the one upon whom the burden of taxes first falls uses every

possible effort to pass the load along to someone else, and that this
process continues indefinitely, with a tendency to add to the original

sums during the progress of their transference from one shoulder
to another. Again , the heavy taxation of large incomes operates to
diminish the supply of funds available for investment in agriculture,
mining, railway and industrial enterprise generally. As already
intimated , the ease with which large sums are obtained from this
source of taxation , and the comparatively small number of those
apparently affected by it, foster public extravagance.
A material reduction of Federal taxation would go far toward

_
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assuring continued prosperity. Unfortunately , the prospects for
such reduction are not promising .

Lloyd George in the United States
IN his quite rapid and somewhat spectacular tour through
1 Canada and the United States, the former British Prime
Minister ably sustained his reputation as an exciter of public
interest. He was everywhere received with great enthusiasm and
his speeches were listened to with close attention in the hope that
they might disclose a way out of the existing European tangle. It
can not truthfully be said that Lloyd George offered any really
fresh proposals along this line. He reiterated with approval the

suggestion made by Secretary Hughes, that an expert commission
be appointed to determine the capacity of Germany to make
payment on reparations account.

This plan after having been

rejected by the Premier of France, who under existing conditions

has the decisive voice in the matter, has recently been accepted in

principle .
The speeches which Lloyd George made in America represent
the well-known British attitude toward this vexing problem . It is

the view of English statesmen that the best means of extracting the
highest possible amount of reparations from Germany is to pursue

a policy that will, as a preliminary to obtaining such payments, not
only fix the sums at a reasonable figure, within the capacity of
Germany to meet without crushing the economic life of the country ,
but will also give Germany a fair chance of getting on its feet
industrially. The French policy of force is opposed as being
unproductive. All these arguments are familiar, and Lloyd
George, in his American speeches, has done little more than restate
them , though with this customary force and brilliancy .

The former British Prime Minister must have been gratified
by the warmth of his American welcome. It was a spontaneous
and deserved tribute to the man who constituted one of the great
inspiring forces, not in his own country alone, but among all the
Allied Powers, in keeping up the spirit and energy essential to the
winning of the war. Although he remained in office longer than any
of the other statesmen of the war period, the task of unravelling
the tangle which the great conflict left was too great for him , as thus
far it has been for anyone else . If the counsels of moderation now
urged by Lloyd George were more generally accepted , a more
promising beginning toward settling the grave world problems
could be made.
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Proposed State Reserve Banks
NE point brought out in the recent investigation of the Federal
Reserve System may well arouse attention . Reference is made
to the suggestion for establishing a system of State Central
Reserve Banks. There are several reasons which make this
proposal of exceptional interest. Theoretically the states could
establish central banks that would be equal in soundness and
efficiency, within their limits, to the Federal Reserve Banks. But
the possible forty - eight varieties of such institutions may well excite
concern . No immediate alarm need be caused , however, for at
present there are no such banks, nor is it at all certain that there ever
will be.

Should the states ever decide on a system of central banks,
which would confine their services to the state banking institutions,

this would probably lead to a greater competition between the state
and national banks than now exists. It might also tend to give the
state banks the benefits of a central bank with fewer requirements
and restrictions than are now imposed on the members of the
Federal Reserve System .
As the reserves of the state banks are now quite generally in part

redeposited at points most convenient, the establishment of State
Central Reserve Banks, although it mightbring about a considerable
shifting in the location of reserves, would probably not make much

difference in the sums which the state banks now hold in their own
vaults and the amounts they deposit elsewhere. Financial and
banking power , under the proposed arrangement, would be more
concentrated , and to some extent brought more closely within state
lines, although
to accumulate
nted . €rcofiabanking
l llevel
ecommercial
ulds,persist
likelytheofa present
et prevtendency
evel would
wofunds
svnatural
at their unpoints
unless
compulsory legislation prevented .
Not unlikely a system of State Central Reserve Banks, in some
be led into unsafe operations under

he states especially, would
ooff tthe

the force of political pressure — a danger from which the Federal
Reserve System is by no means exempt, but which would be
increased by the number and variety of the state systems and their
greater liability to political influence. This is not to say that in
many cases they might not be able to function satisfactorily and to
perform a useful service. But they would seem to afford an
additional source of credit expansion , for which no present need

exists.

The principle of banking unity embraced in the Federal

Reserve System

is undoubtedly a good thing .

too much of a good thing.

But there can be

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD
RIGHT HONORABLE DAVID LLOYD GEORGE

Former Premier ofGreat Britain

AVID LLOYD GEORGE was enthusiastically wel
comed in the various cities which he visited in the
United States and Canada during his brief tour on this
side of the Atlantic . The speeches delivered by him

during the tour drew large and attentive audiences, while
hundreds of thousands heard him by means of the radio.
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ELLIOTT & FRY, LTD.
DR . WALTER LEAF

Chairman Westminster Bank, Limited, London

W ALTER LEAF, banker and Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge, is not only one of Great Britain 's
leading financiers, but is a well known authority on Greek
literature and history . He has been a recent visitor to the
United States. He was guest of honor at a dinner given at

theMetropolitan Club, New York, on November 1, by the

American Acceptance Council. Dr. Leaf is co-author of a
prose translation of Homer 's “ Iliad" which maintains its
place as the most readable, accurate and artistic of the
English versions. He was one of the founders and first

members, and vice-president of the London Chamber of
Commerce, later deputy chairman and then chairman . He

has been president of the Hellenic Society ; deputy chair
man and later chairman of the Committee of London

Clearing Banks; and president of the Institute of Bankers.
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The Banker's Attitude Toward the
Automotive Industry
An Interview with Walter P. Chrysler
By Carl H .Getz
TO better index to the progress
that the automotive industry has
made during the past ten years

can be found than in the changed atti
tude of bankers toward the industry in
that period of time.

Bankers instinctively frown upon
businesses which grow with the rapidity
of mushrooms.

Bankers prefer — wisely so— to build
more slowly and more soundly and to
measure their steps.
Immediately after the war the auto

motive industry found itself facing a
real depression . So it set about to place

its house in order. It concluded right
fully that no longer could anything with
four wheels that would run , be sold as
an automobile .
In adjusting itself to the changed

conditions the industry made real prog
ress in the direction of standardization

and the elimination of waste . It also
eliminated a tremendous amount of ex
travagance. And what is equally im
portant is that it greatly improved the

WALTER P . CHRYSLER

quality of the products of its factories.

Chairman board of directors Maxwell Motor Corpora.

The saving effected was passed along

tion , Chalmers Motor Company

principally to the car purchasers and in
so doing the industry won public ap
proval and appreciation .
During this readjustment period

the American Locomotive Company at

competition was keen and the casual-

pany, the largest of the General Motors

Pittsburgh to the Buick Motor Com

ities among the manufacturers were

Corporation units.

high. And today the industry is on a
sound basis. To be sure, there is room

Motor Company he went to Toledo to
take charge of the Willys-Overland

for improvement.

Company at a time when that company

But tremendous

From

the Buick

strides have been made during the past was facing bankruptcy. From there he
five years.

went to Detroit to reorganize the Max

No man can better testify to the
economic health of the automotive in dustry than Walter P . Chrysler who is
universally recognized within the in -

well Motor Corporation and the
Chalmers Motor Company, two com
panies that were then in trouble .
Chrysler' s amazing success at the Buick

dustry as a production man second only

and Willys-Overland companies is au

to Henry Ford. Mr. Chrysler in 1911
went from the general managership of

tomobile history. His extraordinary
progress in handling the Maxwell and
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Chalmers companies is a frequent topic
of conversation in the industry today,
" In analyzing the financial plan of
the automotive industry it is necessary
first to get rather a definite idea of the
size of this great industry,” said Mr.
Chrysler, to The BANKERS MAGAZINE.
“ Few people have any understanding
of the amount of money that the in
dustry represents. Statistics are tire
some but a few should be permissible
here .

building, retail merchandising , subur
ban development - should be built upon
the firmest kind of a foundation . And
upon such a foundation the industry is
being constructed today .

FINANCING THE BUSINESS
“When a man decides he wants to
become an automobile dealer he usually
goes to his bank and obtains help in
financing his business. Whether he

succeeds is determined largely by the
A FEW STATISTICS

man , what his business experience has

been in the past, how large a credit he
“ The capital invested in the motor has
enjoyed , what his reputation is .
vehicle business is $ 1 ,456 ,649,954.
element entering in is whether
That was in 1922. During the same Another
the
bank
can satisfy itself that his
year the cost of material bought was
territory can stand another dealer. And

$ 1 ,289,614,326 . The wholesale value of this last point is important because the
the output of automotive products was manufacturer does the same thing. If
$ 2 ,558 ,207 ,389. The value of complete the manufacturer is at all doubtful as
car and truck output was $ 1,789,638,
by to the capacity of a given market to
365 .
absorb more cars, he declines to ap

“ The industry last year employed point another dealer. This means that
253, 104 men and paid them $ 395 ,797, the manufacturer himself sees to it that
men who think they ought to be dealers
531 in wages.
" The capital invested in the motor in territory which has all the repre
car manufacturing business is $ 1,154 ,- sentation it can stand, are not running
103 ,335 and in the truck manufacturing
business $ 302,546 ,620 .
" The wholesale value of the acces-

to banks asking for money to finance
their motor car business.
“ The dealer is asked to take a certain

sories manufactured in 1922 was $ 1 ,- number of cars. It is suggested to him
too what kind of cars he should take
751,000,000 .
“ The automobile industry is the

and how many of each .

This quota is

third largest of the manufacturing optional. However, it is accepted to a

industries. Slaughtering and meat sufficient extent so that the manufac
packing is first, petroleum second , turer knows fairly definitely just what
foundry and machine shop products his production must be during a given
fourth and steel works and rolling

period of time.

mills fifth .

stabilization . At the present time the

This tends toward

" The automobile industry is the third
largest rail shipper of manufactured

total number of cars assigned is deter
mined largely by the capacity of the

articles. It has been responsible for various plants to turn them out.
the growth of the second largest man -

" If the prospective dealer succeeds

ufacturing industry — petroleum ; it is in borrowing sufficient money to finance
also the largest rail shipper of manu - his business and is able to get his ap
factured articles, and has been instru - pointment from the manufacturer, he
mental in creating the largest of all
construction industries- road building.

then orders his cars, which he pays for
upon receipt. Note that it is a cash re

“ Now it is perfectly obvious that any

lationship that exists between the fac

industry as large as this which is a

creator of economic wealth and which is

tory and the dealer.

" But 15 per cent, of the automobiles

so closely related to all phases of our sold today are sold for cash . The 85
economic life - transportation , home per cent. are sold on a part -payment
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" The vital necessity of doing this is
plan . TheGeneral Motors Corporation
and the Ford Motor Company operate something that a few bankers even today
their own acceptance corporations and cannot see. They dislike to see pro
there are one or two others who do, but duction interrupted. They enjoy get
most of the manufacturers enter into

ting reports of continued net earnings.

contracts with independent finance com panies which make possible the purchase of cars on a part-payment basis.
" The usual plan of part-payments is
to require 25 , 33 1/ 3, 40 or 50 per cent.
down and the balance payable in six ,
eight or ten months. Some few run as
long as a year, but none longer than
that. After making his initial payment
the purchaser signs notes covering the
balance due. It is also the general
practice for the purchaser to pay the
guaranty company 's charge in addition
to the required down payment.
" It is the usual practice to require
the purchaser to file a financial statement with the dealer and to have his

But they fail to realize that an automo
bile is dependent upon its reputation .
If that is undermined the best financing
in the world won 't help the company .
“ The healthy companies today are
those which have been conscientious in
the manufacture of their cars. They
make no claims which their cars cannot
live up to. When anything is wrong
with a job they see to it that the fault
is remedied .

" Some few bankers have the idea
that the automobile industry is divert
ing money from what they describe as

more legitimate channels. They com

plain too that there are people riding
around in cars who cannot afford them .
credit established before the retail To be sure. And people are also buy
ing from banks securities which they
financing plan can be used .
“ The plan is simple and sound. Motor cannot afford . People are living in
car sales would drop off from 30 to 40 houses which they cannot afford . The
per cent. if this plan of making sales atuomobile industry in this instance is

was not used . The losses from the part- no different from any other business.
payment plan are so small they are
negligible .
" Now there are still a few bankers
who are not quite sure of the soundness .

AUTOMOBILE A CREATOR OF ECONOMIC
WEALTH

“ The automobile is a creator of eco

of the automotive industry. They have in nomic wealth . This is a fact which the
learned from experience that the man average person has not yet compre
ufacture of automobiles is a business hended fully. To illustrate :
which does not subject itself readily to
“ The states with the highest income
diagrams and charts and graphs and have the most cars. And the states
curves. Things move a little bit too which have the most cars have the
rapidly in the automobile business for highest incomes. The two are related .
some bankers.
New York has the greatest total income
" The manufacture of automobiles is and the largest number of motor
partly — largely , in the manufacture of vehicles, while Nevada has the smallest
some cars - an assembly of parts. And

income and also the smallest number

in the manufacture of each of these
parts error may take place. Suppose
that a manufacturer fails to discover

of automobiles.
“ Cars promote home ownership .
Figures are available to prove this is
that he is using faulty bearings until true. Those states which have the most
two months after the bearings were automobiles in proportion to popula
first used . That means that two months

tion , also have the highest percentage

production of cars are on the market

by their
homes owned
of
their occupants .
owned by
of homes

Conversely , where rented homes are
ufacturer not only immediately stops most common , the supply ofmotor trans
production but he also takes steps to portation is relatively less. These facts
are revealed by a study of the car regis
recall the imperfect cars.

with faulty bearings. The wise man
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tration figures of the United States being manufactured , which is too many .
Bureau of Public Roads compared with In the years to come we will see com
the data on homes compiled by the binations of various companies, fewer
United States Bureau of the Census. makes of cars and larger companies.
" The states with the fewest cars in
“ I recall a certain New York bank
ratio to population have the largest per- that was induced to loan $ 11,000,000 to
centage of rented homes. That's sig- a certain Michigan automobile company.
At the first opportunity this banking

nificant.

withdrew . It was explained that
“ Think of the extent to which sales group
investment
the
involved too great a
men increase trade through the use of

risk . If that group of bankers had
remained they would have realized
“ Business houses today own half a twenty times more on their investment
million motor cars.
than they did . This particular com
" Think what the motor car has done pany today is one of the most substan
for suburban development. Try to get tial in all America.
some idea of the contribution the auto “ In the years to come there will be
cars .

mobile has made in this instance to the increased efficiency and less extrava
gance in the industry. Less money
will be spent to sell cars. Sales organ
GUESS ELEMENT BEING ELIMINATED
izations will be much simpler.
industry
today
invites the
care
scrutiny
banker.
of the
“ To the satisfaction of bankers par- ful“ The
It seeks

economic wealth of the nation .

ticularly, the guess element in manufac-

the banker's criticisms and suggesti

ture is being eliminated more and more.
“ Automobile manufactures require
The industry as an industry is getting large sums of money for operation and
on a firmer basis every day. Today the banker will always be an integral

there are 112 different makes of cars part.”

Why Invite Swindlers to Your Bank ?
I T would seem that banks fail to real- various points resulting in a great
ize the significance of accepting amount of work , protest notices and
restitution on worthless checks, says the correspondence which the bank could
Illinois Bankers Association . If banks otherwise have saved itself, with the

continue to invite forgery and swindle possibility of paying and assuming a
they may as well leave their vaults open

loss.

and allow the general public to visit
The underwold talks. If your bank
their reserves at will. In the first place, prosecutes every case of crime against
many bankers are so anxious to build

your institution , rest assured the under

up their business that they accept

world will leave you alone for it takes

checks from strangers, open accounts very little time to spread the word
and turn over pass books and check among criminals that this or that bank
books before they are able to determine is " easy " or that it is best to leave it
that the checks are of any value. If the alone.
account is opened for the purpose of
Prosecute and assist in ridding your
fraud not many days elapse before community of crimeaccept restitution
checks drawn on the bank , appear from and invite criminals to your bank.

Getting New Business From Newcomers
By W . E . Walker
TN a growing city it is important that Dear Mr. Macksay:
I your bank secure its fair share of We always like to be among the first to

a few years the increasing numbers
of newcomers will constitute a con-

say "How -do- you -do ” and “ Welcome” to
new arrivals in our city, for we know we
would appreciate a like welcome were we
move into a new town.
toto mo

siderable portion of the population .

To give you a glimpse of our civic

the business of newcomers, for in

activities and enable you
to get in touch with
things in your new home
town, we're having Madi
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE which
son's largest
paper,
The,
will deal with various plans and
Wiscons
Journal
in State
are born there. It is method
s of increasing the busi
important that the ness of the average sized bank . sent to your home every
day for one month with
of the material which
bank seeking new busi hasMost
our compliments. We
heretofore
appeared
the
on
iness consider both .
have paid for this sub
subject of new business opera
Various methods are tions has been applicable only scription and you are
under no obligation to
used by banks to go to the larger city banks. In
continue with it.
articles
these
Walker
Mr.
will
after business from
Possibly there is some
have in mind the average sized
little service or informa
each of the two groups. banks in the smaller cities.
tion we can give you . We
W . E . Walker, the author , is
In the cases of new
want
you to feel free to
manager
the
the
new
busi
of
residents moving to
call on us at any time
ness department of the First
town, the most com National Bank of Madison , and give us the opportun
to helply. a satisfac
ityNatural
. He is the author of many
mon practice is to get Wis
subje
publi
articl
city
cts
.
on
out a welcome letter The esEDITOR
tory banking connection
.
is always desirable to
inviting them in and
strangers or compara
placing the facilities
strangers and we
of the bank at their disposal. would esteem it tive
a favor if you would
permit us to explain why this is the proper
In the smaller communities where bank
for you to use.
new residents are not very numero

Newcomers are of
two types, those who
move into your com
munity and those who

THIS article is the first of a
I series to be published in

us,

We shall be glad to see you.

the banker might profitably call on each

I know from experience that a let
new business where many
The most effective method I know repliesmeand
letters. fail to accomplish these
of to reach newcomers without calling , welco
desired results

new arrival personally and pay his re
spects.

ter like this one gains interest and

however, is a method that can easily
be used in co-operation with the news- WHY WELCOME LETTERS ARE EFFECTIVE
paper in any community.
It is easy to appreciate why a wel
This method appeals to banks be
letter to a newcomer should be
come
cause it enables them to get more than
their share of newcomers' business. It well received, for when he arrives the
appeals to newspapers because it en chances are he is not acquainted . He is
ables them to secure more new sub probably lonely for his old home town .
scriptions from newcomers than they He is seeking new friends — social and
business friends.
would ordinarily secure.
selecting his new friends , however,
The letter you might send to new theInstrang
er is wary and it is a difficult
residents under this plan best explains matter to get down below the surface
itself :
and extend to him a real cordial greet
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ing that impresses him as being sincere
and makes him feel right at home.
Yet there' s nothing like a represen

Various methods are used by banks
in different sections of the country .
Some get the names and addresses of

tative newspaper for putting strangers

newcomers from gas and electric light

in touch with civic activities and other

or telephone companies, for new ar

things local and for getting them rivals ordinarily come in contact with
worked into the spirit of the community . these public service organizations soon
And so , when your welcome letter to the

after becoming located .

new arrival tells him that you are going
to the trouble of seeing that he gets a
paper delivered to his new home every

secure their names from real estate
men , storage concerns, draymen , Y . M .
C . A .s, apartment hotels and insurance

evening so that he may become better

men .

Other banks

acquainted with what's going on in
More and more smaller cities are en
town, and when night after night that acting ordinances which require that all
paper is delivered at his doorstep with moving and storage concerns report to
your compliments, he's going to be the chief of police all removals in the

pretty well convinced that your tangible

city and into the city . Such regulations

attempts to welcome him are from the

are usually fostered by the health de

heart and he's going to have a good partment. Where ordinances of this
opinion of your bank .

Where this plan of reaching new -

type are in force, local civic bodies
usually secure the names and tabulate
them for the benefit of members, or the
names may be secured directly by the
bank .
In every case where a bank has used
this method of reaching new arrivals ,
results have been very satisfactory. Not
only have responses by letter been grat

comers has been worked out in co operation with newspapers, results have

ifying , but without exception banks
have secured more business from this

Your first reaction is probably that
this plan involves too much expense.
As a matter of fact, however, the only
expense should be the cost of getting
out a letter, for any newspaper should
be willing to give such trial subscrip tions without charge .

demonstrated that the papers secured

source than they had secured before and

permanent subscriptions from about 90

much more than their proportionate

per cent. of the people to whom the

share.

paper was thus introduced by the bank .
In fact, so popular is this plan with
the newspapers that in several instances

Then there is the other class of new

where the bank co -operated with but

comers
who are
are born in the com
comers— those
those who

one newspaper , the other paper or
In such

munity.
Some banks send a bank book with a

cases the trial subscriptions can easily

one dollar credit to new babies. Some

papers applied to be included .

LETTERS TO THE NEW BABY

be divided among the papers included in

send a representative to call in person

the plan and the letter revised accord -

with a home bank . Some send a baby
book as a gift. Some send a lucky

ingly.
The only clerical work required as

far as the bank is concerned is the send
ing of new names to the circulation de
partments of the newspapers each week .
HOW TO GET NEW NAMES

penny. Some send a welcome letter.
Some invite the parents to call for a

coupon which entitles them to one free
picture of their baby at some local
photographer' s. This should cost the
bank nothing for in most cases the

parents will order more pictures from
How is the bank going to secure the the photographer and it will also mean
names of new arrivals in order to carry more business for him . If no additional
out this plan ? This is a question that order for pictures is given , the photog
naturally arises.
rapher should bear the expense of the
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one photograph as his part in this new

Wewill be watching for him , because if he

business campaign .
Two typicalbaby letters that are pro

show him the kind of service we give folks
who do their banking business here.
Good luck to you, and may you grow up
to be healthy, wealthy and wise.

ducing results follow :
To the New Baby :
When we saw in the paper that you had

come to town to stay, we made up our minds
to send you this little note.
Of course, just now everybody is fussing
over you , trying to make you comfortable
and trying to decide whether you look like
papa, mamma, or whether you are just the
image of Grandpa.
But don 't let the grown folks worry you .
Just kick up your heels and have a good
time, for there is lots of fun ahead of you .
You don't need money now , but you will
some day, and so you can 't start too early
to save. Just tell mamma and papa the
best you can by winks and blinks that the
next time either of them comes down town
we want a call, for we are laying aside a
nice little home savings bank for you . Not
only that but we are putting a BIG ROUND

isn 't already a depositor here we want to

To the New Baby:

This is to welcome you and to tell you we
are glad you are here. All your friends and
relatives are glad too , for you will grow up
to be a valuable citizen , and make us all

and get your bank and your bank book with
our dollar gift. Then have papa and mamma
put in odd change for you - or better still, a

proud of you .
If your mother or daddy will give you a
dollar, we will start a savings account for
you, and send you a little bank book all your
own, and also a toy bank to cut your teeth
on , and to save your coins in , one that will
make a nice rattlebox for you to play with .
When the bank gets full, tell mother to
bring it to us for you, and we will add the
amount to your savings account, and you
can start filling the bank again . After a
while we will put some of our money with
it . This is what big folks call " interest.”
We want you to do this because it is a
good habit for you to form , and when you
something to help you on the long road of
life.
Sincerely yours.
P . S. - Because this is such a big world, with

dollar a week . It will count up like every
thing.

so many folks in it, we want to be sure
you get the bank we have for you, so when

DOLLAR to the credit of your savings ac

If papa comes home and says he forgot they come to open an account, tell 'em to
bring this letter, and we will know it is
howl, and the next time he won't forget. really you.

to call here for your bank, you set up a

H

Says Bankers Should Advocate Farmthe importance
Fertilization
of which have
facts,
ERBERT C . Brewer of the Soil certain
Improvement Committee of the only been emphasized by the trend of farm

conditions during recent years.
The oldest story of the farming business
It has taken time for the banking fra - is still the newest and most important mat
ternity generally to realize that its welfare ter before the farmers today — the story of

National Fertilizer Association says:

depends largely upon farm prosperity. It
may not be too much to say that from an

diversification and fertilization . One of the
things which demands the serious attention

attitude of indifference, the average banker of the farmer is that his feed and fertilizer
purchases are sometimes out of proportion
nizes that the farmer's condition is a matter with each other. During ten years we have
of importance to himself and to the com - increased our fertilizer purchases 187 per
munity. Many a banker, particularly in the cent. and our feed purchases 267 per cent.
agricultural sections of the country, is today If reversed , these figures would tell a tre
spending his time and money to influence mendous story. If, in another ten years,
has advanced to the point where he recog-

farmers to adopt sound, business methods,
stabilize the business of the community and

we increase our feed purchases only 150 per

knowing that in so doing, he is helping to

cent., and our fertilizer purchases 300 per

to insure its prosperity.
In a letter issued sometime ago to its
clients, the American National Bank and
Trust Company of Richmond, Va., stated

cent., we will write a new story of agricul
tural prosperity.
This country needs more fertilizer on its
plow land instead of more acres under its
plow , to insure economical production .

Loans and Discounts
Article VIII of a Reading Course in Banking

By Glenn G . Munn
Formerly with Chase National Bank ; instructor in banking, New York, Elizabeth and

Hudson County (New Jersey) Chapters, American Institute of Banking
T

HE actual lending of a bank' s by the cotton , sugar, coffee, and produce
money is merely a matter of rather exchanges. Considerable sums are nor

formalized clerical procedure. It mally invested in call loans by New
is a sequel to the credit investigation York banks, however, for the account of
and analysis — the passing upon the ap

interior bank correspondents. This is

especially true when the call loan rate
discount department is but the book - rules higher than that for commercial
keeping machinery for giving effect to paper.
plication . In other words, the loan and

the decisions of the loan and discount
committee. That committee, in turn ,

CALL LOANS

bases its judgment, except where the

The advantage of investments in call

borrower is well known by reason of

loans is that it offers a convenient

previous transactions, upon the findings medium for surplus or temporarily idle
and recommendations of the bank 's

funds, or funds which a bank desires to

credit men . Passing upon loan applica - keep in a liquid condition . Since these
tions was the subject of our last funds can be converted into cash within
article.

twenty-four hours' notice, a bank can

In the above outline, emphasis has make a commitment without endanger
been given to the differences between

ing its cash reserve position , or without

loans and discounts . It should be re-

losing an opportunity of investing the

membered , however, that the distinc- same funds at a higher rate on a time
tions brought out are primarily of legal basis, should a favorable market even
and bookkeeping treatment, rather than tualize. With the exception of cash and

of fundamental banking. Attention has balances on deposit with other banks,
also been called to some of the more im -

call loans' usually represent a bank' s

portant classifications of loans and their most available asset.
inter-relations. In constructing these
outlines, it has been necessary to make
distinctions appear more rigid than will
always hold in actual practice. Nevertheless, an attempt has been made to

In New York City , call loans are ne
gotiated by the lending banks either di
rectly with the borrowing brokers or
through the call loan desk at the stock
exchange, usually the latter. The call

set out the significant lines of differen -

loan renewal rate is fixed by the stock

tiation as briefly as is compatible with

exchange money committee daily, and is
transmitted over the ticker in the same

comprehensiveness .

This article will largely confine itself . manner as security quotations.
to call loans, commercial loans, and

The amount which a bank can invest

mortgage loans. The call loan market
is a part of the mechanism of a stock

in call loans depends upon its imme
diately available uninvested surplus

exchange , and is the source through

funds.

Banks which habitually enter

which brokers fill the largest part of the call money market defer making
their requirements. New York is the their offerings until they can determine
chief call loan center of the country ,
and New York banks are the most im -

the amount of their other commitments
for the day. The first step is to ascer

portant lenders on stock exchange col-

tain the ratio of cash reserves to net

lateral, and margin certificates issued

demand deposits in order to see that the
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OUTLINE OF ARTICLE VIII
I. Loans and discounts distinguished :
1. Loans.
a . A direct contract between
lending bank and bor
rower.

b . Money is lent to maker.
c. Interest payable at matur
ity or at stated intervals.
d. Frequently secured by col
lateral.

e. Arise out of commercial,
investment,

speculation ,

mortgage, or consump
tive transactions.

f. Maturity sometimes indefi
nite, e. g., call loans.
g. Rate of interest specified .
2. Discounts.
a . A purchased contract.
b . Money is lent to indorser.
c. Interest deducted in ad
vance, i. e., at time in
strument is purchased
d. Not usually secured by col
lateral, but oftentimes
by indorsement or guar
anty.
e. Usually arise out of the
purchase and sale of
goods moving into con
sumption .

f. Maturity necessarily fixed .
g. Interest not necessarily
specified .

II. Loans and discounts classified :
1. According to maturity .
a. Time- fixed or determin
able maturity .
(1) Short-term , i. e., 30
to 180 days.
(2 ) Intermediate-term ,
i. e., 6 months to
3 years.
(3 ) Long-term , i. e., 3
to 100 years, or
longer.
b . Demand or call- termin
able at option of borrower or lender.
2. According
to purpose.
a. Commercial — to finance pur
chase and sale of goods.
( 1 ) Mercantile.

(2) Industrial.
(3) Agricultural.
(a ) Livestock.
(b ) Grain .
(c) Cotton , etc.
b . Investment- to finance dur
able, or fixed , assets.

c. Mortgage- to finance pur
chase of real property .
d. Speculation — to finance the
carrying of securities or
commodities for profits
from price changes.
e. Inter-bank.
( 1) Rediscounts with
Federal Reserve
bank.

(2) Bills payable with
Federal Reserve
bank.

Participation loans.
(4 ) Loans to corres
pondents and af
filiations.

3. According to security.
a. Collateral security.
(1) Securities — stocks,
bonds, etc.
(2 ) Negotiable paper
notes,
accept
ances, etc.

(8) Negotiable receipts
- bills of lading,
warehouse
re
ceipts, etc.
Mortgages
– real
(4 )
estate, chattel,
etc.

(5 ) Assigned book re
ceivables.
(6) Miscellaneous pass books, cer
tificates of de
posit, life insur
ance policies, etc.
b. Personal security, e. g., in
dorsements, guaranties.
c. Without security .

4. According to obligation.
a. Single-name paper.
b . Double -name paper, e. g.,
acceptances.
c. Three-name paper, etc.

III. Loan bookkeeping records:
1. Loan card - an original entry

for loose card system .
2. Loan register - an original per
manent entry - loans arranged
chronologically.
3. Loan ledger (liability ledger )

loans arranged by borrowers.
4. Maturity tickler - loans arranged
by due dates.
5. Rate book - loans arranged by
interest rates.
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legal reserve requirements are being tory purchases at the time of their sea
met. This, however , will depend upon sonal peaks. In order to take advantage
whether the clearing house balance for of cash discounts , resort is had to com
the day is a net debit or credit. When mercial banks. A commercial loan
a bank determines what amount of

always implies that the funds are to be,

money is available to lend on call, it or have been , used for the purpose of
communicates with the money desk at moving goods directly into consump
the stock exchange, and gives instruc-

tion channels. With the proceeds of

tions to offer the sum on the board, sales to consumers the loans are re
either at the established renewal rate, paid . Wherever goods do not move
or at some other specified rate .
directly into consumption but are held
Call loans, like all loans made to for the purpose of obtaining possible
finance speculation , are, or should be, profits through price appreciation , the
secured by collateral. Brokers' collat- loan can no longer be considered as a
eral consists of securities listed on the commercial loan . It then becomes a
stock exchange. Unlisted securities are

speculation loan . Banks should avoid

not acceptable as security because they

loans of this character.

are not marketable, and a high degree

The great advantage of commercial

of marketability is necessary in order loans is their liquidity. This is secured
to insure the liquidity of the loan. not only by the fact that they are of
Banks lending money at call usually short maturity, but that they are the
require a margin of from 20 to 30 per only class of loans which are eligible
cent. This margin must be kept con - for rediscount at the Federal Reserve
tinually good , otherwise the bank has

Banks.

To be eligible, however, they

the right to sell out the collateral, and must have a maturity at the time of dis
to remit the excess above the face of the count, of not over ninety days. Excep
loan, plus charges, to the borrower.
tion is made of agricultural loans, how
ever, which under the new Agricultural
COMMERCIAL LOANS AND DISCOUNTS

Credits Act of 1923, may be eligible

with a maturity not to exceed nine
The great bulk of the investments months.
In all cases where the loan is
of a commercial bank consists of com
mercial loans (and discounts ). These $ 5000 or more, the Federal Reserve
Bank may require the financial state
are notes, acceptances, bills discounted , ment
of the principal debtor.
É
and bills of exchange, which arise out
of commercial, i. e ., mercantile, indus
MORTGAGE LOANS
trial, or agricultural transactions. In
this classification may also be included
Mortgage loans are those made with
what has come to be known among

morgtages on real estate, whether urban

bankers as commercial paper, i. e.,
notes of well-known commercial houses
that borrow through the open market.
The characteristics of all commercial
loans, which entitle them to a high in -

or rural, or business or residential, as
security. The intent of mortgage loans
is to finance the purchase of, or to pay
off existing indebtedness on , real prop
erty. Frequently mortgage loans are

vestment rating, are ( 1 ) early ma-

made on the amortization plan , i. e.,

turity, ( 2 ) self-liquidating character,
and ( 3 ) soundness in origin and purpose of use.
Commercial loans, if genuine, therefore , are made to finance some step or
stage in the productive or distributive
process — the progression of goods from
producer to consumer. Most businesses

provision is made to retire a part of the
principal at each interest date. Farm
mortgage loans by the joint-stock land
banks and by national farm loan asso
ciations (under the Federal Farm Loan
Act of 1916 ) can only be made under
the amortization plan .
Mortgage loans are specialized in by

are seasonal in character, and lack suf-

savings banks, mortgage investment

ficient working capital to finance inven -

companies, building and loan associa
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Trust companies (in most states).
tions, farm mortgage companies, and
er the
Federal
Private banks.
the Federal
the banks organized under
LOANS ON STOCK EXCHANGE COLLATERAL
Farm Loan Act. Mortgage loans may
National banks.
also bemade by national banks (except State banks.
Trust companies in most states).
where located in a central reserve city )
Private banks.
and by state banks and trust companies.
Credit unions.
Restrictions upon mortgage loans made Savings
banks (with restrictions).
by national banks, however, are more MORTGAGE LOANS
National banks (except in New York and
stringent than for the other banking

types. For example, while New York
state banks are required to have only
15 per cent. margin on first mortgage
loans, a national bank may lend only to
the extent of 50 per cent. of the ap
praised value.

Chicago ).

State banks.
Trust companies.
Savings banks.
Mortgage companies.
Building and loan associations.
Private banks.
READING ASSIGNMENT

In applying for a mortgage loan upon

W . H . Kniffin : The Practical Work of a
city property, the applicant fills in a Bank
, Chap. 9. (Loan procedure and book
blank provided by the lending institu keeping.)
Langston & Whitney : Banking Practice,
tion , giving the following information :

( 1) amount of money desired ; (2 ) pos

Chap. 17.

sibility of depreciation in neighborhood

loans and discounts.)

values ; (3 ) earning power of the prop
erty in rentals and the amount of their
excess over taxes, insurance, repairs,
and all other charges ; (4 ) adaptability
of buildings to other uses ; (5 ) location
with reference to transit facilities.
The papers incidental to a mortgage
loan are : ( 1 ) note or bond (as evidence

(Short general treatment of

L . H . Langston : Practical Bank Opera
tion , Chap . 10, 12. (Loan and discount

operations in a large bank.)
J. T. Holdsworth : Money and Banking,
Chap. 16 . (Loans and discounts.)
T. J. Kavanaugh : Bank Credit Methods
and Practice, Chap. 4 , 6 . (Commercial
paper, acceptances, and lines of commercial
credit.)

W . H . Kniffin : The Business Man and His
Bank , Chap . 19. (Brief outline of kinds

of the debt) ; ( 2) mortgage duly exe
cuted (as security for the loan ) ; (3 )

and characteristics of loans.)

certificate of appraisal (indicating the
value of the mortgaged property and its

(Loans of banks to banks.)

C . A . Phillips: Bank Credit, Chap. 15.
W . H . Kniffin : Commercial Paper.

(A

complete treatment of the analysis of com
excess of value over the mortgage) ; (4a ) mercial
paper and acceptances.)
abstract of title, or policy of title in
QUESTIONS
surance , indicating that there are no
1.
Mention
six
differences between loans
prior liens against the property ( in the and discounts.
2. Are any of these differences fundamen
case of the title insurance policy, guar-

anty of the validity of the title ) ; and

tal from a banking standpoint?

3. From what sources does a commercial
(6 ) insurance papers (to protect the bank
procure funds to lend ?
lender against loss in case of destruction
4. Does a bank lend its deposits, or does
of the property by fire ) .
it lend in order to create deposits ? Discuss.
In the following table the loans sup (See Article II.)
5 . Mention four important loan classifica
plied by the various kinds of banks are tions.

given :

SMALL PERSONAI. LOANS

Personal loan brokers (companies).
Credit unions.

Morris Plan companies.

6. Into what subdivision may time loans
7. Into what subdivisions may commercial
loans be classified ?

be classified ?

8. Into what subdivisions may agricultural

National banks.
State banks.

loans be classified ?

Trust companies.

curity.

Private banks.
COMMERCIAL LOANS
National banks.

State banks.

9. Name two broad classifications of se

10 . Name at least eight kinds of collateral
security .

11. a . What is the function of the loan
and discount department ?
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11. b . What is its relation to the credit
24. What is meant by saying that a com
department?
mercial loan is self-liquidating ?
i1. c. What is its relation to the loan and
25. Is a national bank limited in the
discount committee ?
amount it can lend to a single borrower if
12. Trace the making of a commercial the funds are to be for a commercial pur
loan through all the loan bookkeeping pose ?
records.
26. What is the advantage to a bank of
13. What is the maturity tickler, and its investing in commercial loans?
purpose ?
27. What is commercial paper ?
14 . What is a call loan ?
28. What is meant by two-name paper ?
15. Who are the principal borrowers of Give an example.
call funds ?
29. Define a mortgage loan.
16 . What is the advantage to a bank of
30. What classes of institutions may make
investing in call loans?
real estate mortgage loans?
17. What instrument is used to evidence a
31. Up to what per cent. of the appraised
call loan ?
value may a national bank lend with a mort
18. a. What is meant by the call loan re gage as security ?
newal rate?
32. May national banks lend on second
mortgages ?
18 . b . By whom is it fixed ?
18. c. Are lending banks necessarily gov
33. What institutions lend on farm mort
erned by it ?
gages ?
collateral
19. a. What kind of
is offered
34 . Up to what per cent. of the appraised
as security for call loans?
value may a joint-stock land bank lend with
a farm mortgage as security ?
19. b. How much margin is required ?
35. What is meant by an amortization
20. What are commercial loans ?
21. Would a cattleman 's note secured by a loan36 ? What information is required by a
chattel mortgage on beef steers represent a bank from an applicant for a mortgage
commercial loan ?

22. Would a loan to a wholesale grocer to loan37.? What papers are incidental to the
build a warehouse be a commercial loan ?
making of a mortgage loan ?
38. What factors must be considered in
grocer to
23. Would a loan to a wholesalecommercial
making an appraisal of a piece of property
purchase goods for resale be a
loan ?
for loan purposes?

Large Sums Saved By Arbitration
THOUSANDS of business disputes Formal vote of thanks from the Manchester
are being settled by arbitration in -

stead of litigation, according to Charles
L . Bernheimer, chairman of the arbi
tration committees of the New York
Board of Trade and Transportation

and the Chamber of Commerce of the

State of New York . Cases involving
have been settled by arbitration , ac
Bernheimer

sums ranging from $ 1.50 to $ 2,800 ,000
cording to Mr.

.

In a recent WJZ (New York City )
broadcast by radio Mr. Bernheimer
said :
One morning early in 1921 I found on my
desk a parcel from the Department of Com
merce weighing about sixty pounds and con
taining 104 dispute cases between British
and American merchants. The department
asked us to take these cases in hand. The
amounts involved were, in the aggregate,
approximately over $5 ,000,000. This num
ber was swelled later to about 150 cases.

and Bradford Chambers of Commerce, in
England, for the successful disposition of
this great task tells the result.
Arbitration is the time-honored method
for the fair, speedy and inexpensive dis
position of business disputes and controver
sies, and was recognized as such by the
Father of Our Country, George Washington,
when he made his last will and testament
the largest single contract he had ever made,
namely, the disposition of all his earthly be
longings by means of a single document.
He included therein an arbitration clause
which stipulated that the disputants were
each to select a man “ known for probity
and good understanding," and these two to
select a third; the will then continued:
“ Which three men thus chosen shall, unfet
tered by law or legal constructions, declare
their sense of the testator's intention ; and
such decision is, to all intents and purposes ,
to be as binding on the parties as if it had
been given in the Supreme Court of the
United States." The will was dated July
9, 1790 .

How to Make Window Advertising Pay
By M . E . Chase
THE national concensus of opinion

of going about it , and of course you

among banks, large and small, that are interested in cutting down the high
have used window advertising, is

cost of experimenting by learning the

experiences of the other fellow .
that it pays handsomely .
To test the pulling power of its win In this article is briefly given the sum
dows, one bank raised a curtain on a total of what has been found to be the
elements that go to
display of toy air
planes one Wednesday
morning at 9 o 'clock .
A very small display
card read : “ Come in

kiddies and get one.”
In an hour and a half,
the whole supply of
600 was gone.

Another bank made
the test with home
safes. It had never
be
safes sed
used
fore. home
It adverti
them in no other way .

During the two weeks
in ,
wass ac
this
over display
300 saving
counts were opened in
order to get the safes.
Yes, the window
displaytionsin financial
is a com
institu

paratively new thing,
but interviews with
more than 100 banks
and investment houses
the country over show

that this phase of ad
vertising is firmly es
tablished with those

who have tried it out ;
that many are on the
verge of adapting their

THIS is the first of a series
I of articles dealing with the
why and the how of financial
window advertising.
These
articles will show the actual ex
periences of financial institu
tions in every part of the coun
try that have pioneered in
window displays. They will
help the advertising manager
bridge over days when not an
original idea will come to the
rescue ( these days do somehow
come to
best
us) with
itiesa
hundred the
and oneof possibil
for window displays .

In these suggestions, every
branch of banking will be in
has not
small, town
. The rded
cludeddisrega
been
for most
of
the material necessary for these
displays may be obtained in a
town of 5000 .
Some of the suggestions will
fit your institution and your
community . Others are sure
not to — but, from these others
you may get ideas to put with
your own, which together will
produce windows that bring
folks in .
The author wishes to make
grateful acknowledgment to
the financial institutions that
have so readily co -operated
with opinions and illustrations,
and to the different window
display houses that have very
liberally supplied data. — THE
EDITOR .

windows for displays ;
that all are interested

ward making really
successful

windows,

including the construc
tion and the dressing
of windows.

Then you will be

given separately the
opinions of advertis
ing men in financial
institutions that are
'utilizing their win
dows — with photo
graphic reproductions
of their displays.

Following this will
be new and practical
suggestions for featur
ing in windows, every
department of a finan
cial institution . As
many of these sugges

tions are suitable for
small country banks as
for large city banks
and investment houses.
MAKING WINDOW
DISPLAY CARDS

The large framed
colored posters which
are being put out by a
dozen or more con
cerns, are not in

tended as units in
in what is being done in that direction, window displays. They are complete
and in what are the full possibilities
of window advertising. Country banks

pictures and messages in themselves.
If your windowsare small, these posters

as well as city banks are alert to this make very good window advertising.
medium of putting themselves before

However, if you have windows suit

their public . In window advertising, as able for displays, make your arrange
in anything else, there is a best way ment of objects form the picture , put
731
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ting the fewest possible words of ex planation on a display card. Notice how
in the “ Thrift and Prudence" window ,
shown below , a big story is put over
with very little assistance from cap

gin as important as in your newspaper
or magazine advertising. Because your
card will be read from a distance, do

· For the best effects, your display and

not crowd your lettering ; do not use
fancy lettering and do not use all caps.
Do use a strong colored ink or paint for
your lettering.

display card should not be equal in

If you are in one of the larger cities,

tions.

magnitude. In featuring a bond issue you will probably go to a show card man

on the Toledo Edison Company, for for this work , and you will simply have
example, a row of small lamps of the to see that he produces what you want.

BISSIPATIO

RUDENCE

THRIFT

Thrift and Prudence
far out oigh Dissipation
and Extrasagance on the
scales of life Experience
has shown this - voit do
not have to try both to
find out

Which side of the scale
depicts Your LIFE ?

Illustrating how an idea is expressed and a story told with very little assistance from thecaption

different sizes is used across the front
of the window . (See illustration op
posite.) The display card predominates
and predominates very decidedly. It
look of
saves the window
window from
from aa look
of
stinginess or insignificance, which it
would have were the card small , and in
proportion to the lamps, in this big
window .

MAKING YOUR OWN

But iany adverdo not givecause your

But if you make your own cards—
and many advertising managers do
make their own - do not give up trying
to get attractive stock because your
printing office hasn 't it. To keep your
windows interesting, you need to keep
your cards looking different all the

On the other hand , if you are featur while by varying them in size, in color
ing, for example , the idea of travelers' and in amount of text. It is these little
checks being a part of the vacationist 's things that give finish to your work .

paraphernalia, then give paraphernalia
magnitude, with your card only large

Try your picture store, your book store,

your art store. If you have no luck ,
enough to carry the short explanation send to the bigger cities for samples to
needed to get your idea across. What select from . For your larger cards, you
ever the size of your card , regard mar- will want a ten ply board ; for the
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DEPARTMENT
Other

In this window the display card predominates. It saves the window from a look of stinginess and insignificance ,

which it would have were the card small, and in proportion to the lamps in this big window

smaller ones, six or eight ply. As a cluding gold , silver and bronze. They
rule, have your cards light colored

are put up in two ounce bottles at 20 or

now and then throw in a mottled tint 25 cents a bottle. You will find a Red
for variety.
Sable rigger show card brush easy to

Watch your color combinations when work with because it works to a chisel
but keep them pleasing. Sometimes, not so readily. On smooth stock , it is

you add your lettering — have contrasts , point, whereas camel's hair brushes do
use a color harmony — a dark blue on a

effective to mix ink and paint, doing the

blue tint stock will be attractive when

larger letters in paint. In putting on

your display has considerable contrast- your text, group your phrasing to make
ing color.

the reading of it easier - clearer. One
thought in each group.
for your next display, reason whether
FRAME YOUR CARDS
there is to be much lettering or little.
If much , take a plain card, for your
If you are doing things up right, you
lettering will show up better. For a will
frames for
for your
will have
have frames
your cards,match
If you are picking up a mottled card

small amount of lettering a mottled carding the style of your background. Have

would be good — the mottled effect several sizes of frames to take care of
would keep the card from looking lone-

some with its few words.

your different sized cards.

Omit polycrome trim or any kind of
gee- gaw . Have your frames narrow ,

PEN AND PAINTS

remembering it is your message you
Many advertising managers regard wish folks to look at, and not your
the Speed Ball pen a happy find for frames. But do not forget that a frame
lettering on smooth stock . For rough of cheap material and poorly made,
stock , use water color paints , as even a even though plain , will show up poorly,

Speed Ball pen will catch on rough killing your message.
stock. No, not the water colors weused
Because light against a glass over
to work with in school — but the show your caption will blur your message, it
card writer 's own moist water colors is better to leave your caption cards un
which come in twenty -four colors in - covered. You change your cards often
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AMERICAN BOND-& :MORTGAGE CO .
INVESTMENT BONDS
AGE

INVESTMEN
SYSTEM
DARRAMENT

AMERICAN BOND & MORTGAGE CO.

Some banks vary the height of their window backgrounds to suit different displays by pegging on an additional
center piece. The center piece may be flat and serve as a shelf as in the display above

enough that you do not need a glass to

for such displays as financial institu

keep them clean .

tions use .

PROPER CONSTRUCTION OF WINDOWS

BACKGROUND

If you are about to build new win dows, or adapt your present windows

A solid window background twenty
four inches high serves to frame in your

for displays, such questions will arise
as, what height is most effective for a
bank or investment house display win dow ? Should , or should not financial
institutions have full height back

display and at the same time allows
the passersby to lift their gaze and look
into your institution - a very desirable
thing in creating the open -and-above

board air, for which all financial houses
And, from

the standpoint of

grounds to their windows? How should

strive.

windows be lighted ?

your own comfort, such a background
shuts out practically no light. Most

HEIGHT OF WINDOW

bank and investment house window

backgrounds are not enclosed , but sev
According to the best authorities, the
floor of your window should be within
easy range of your vision when standing
three feet from the window on the side-

eral advertising managers have voiced
the opinion that if they were building
windows again , they would have them
glassed in above the wood background

walk . Twelve inches above the sidewalk is too low . On a level with the

to keep out the dust. Some financial
houses vary the height of their window

eye is too high. Tests have shown that backgrounds to suit different displays
about twenty-seven inches above the by pegging on an additional center
sidewalk is the most satisfactory height piece. The center piece may be flat
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A slightly rounded window horizon is less severe and more pleasing. Curves suggest ease;
angles express severity

and serve as a shelf, as in the display, “Automatic Recording Safes” repro
"Making of a Bond,” shown opposite. duced above. Always, curves sug
gest ease ; angles express severity . The
DEPTH OF WINDOW

function of your window is to invite , so
A window depth of twenty inches will you want the lines not so severe — just
allow for a very decent display arrange pleasingly easy.
ment. However, some institutions have
PANELLED BACKGROUND
a window depth of thirty inches. Others
have their backgrounds adjustable , so
Your windows of course should be
that when a deeper floor is desirable, a constructed of the samematerial as your
shelf may be added and the background inside woodwork . Backgrounds are
pegged into it. From the inside the most effective when panelled off into
shelf arrangement is not unsightly , for three sections, with the center panel the
shapely little legs may hold up the largest because it sets off and em
shelf . It does cut off that much work - phasizes the attention getter in your
ing space. In one institution such a display , which most often will hold cen
shelf has the corners cut off — for two ter position . Then too, having this
reasons: it is nicer for those inside not center panel larger than the others
to have sharp corners to dodge , and

the corner space inside the window is

breaks monotony.

By way of further breaking the

space wasted , as the extreme corners are monotony of your window , it is ef
out of vision except from the very cen -

fective now and then to use neutral

ter position . Then too, a slightly colored drapes of silk , velvet, etc., over
rounded window horizon is less severe your built-in background. A neutral
and more pleasing. For illustration , color is recommended because it will set

see the construction of the window , off your display rather than overshadow
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Every day hundreds of people pass your bank. Are you making themost of the advertising possibiiities
of your windows? The Bankers Trust Company of Indianapolis is bringing in new
business by its effective displays

it. In a draped background give a such little refinements as parquetry
thought to what shade will be most floors and well panelled backgrounds.
complimentary to a particular display. They serve as the “ 18K ” of substan
For instance, a dull purple was used
with splendid results behind a turquoise
blue book . American Beauty would
have contrasted nicely too, but it would

tiality.
YOUR NAME
It is desirable to have the name of

your
aa part
window
your institution
institution
part of
ofon .your
have overshadowed the blue book being picture,
either painted
the window
displayed . Have your drapes of good

quality . Because they may be cleaned
and used from time to time over a long

pane, or lettered on the bevel front of

your window floor.

A bond house

wished to heighten its window floor, so

period, the expense will not be too great. had a box effect built with the front
PARQUETRY FLOORING
If you want the floor of your window
to suggest dignity and refinement, have
it of parquetry. A simple design suit
able for windows would cost around
$ 1.50 to $ 2.00 per square foot, and its
wearing qualities are excellent. Less
costly flooring is to be had in plain
mahogany, if that matches your wood
work. Then, there is a wood carpet .
However, it is to the advantage of concerns occupying the position of banks

bevelled , on which bevel its name was
placed in gold lettering. It was easily
readable to the passerby standing close
to the window , or a few feet away.
The back of this box effect opens to

receive frames and window fixtures not
in use.
ELECTRIC FLOOR CONNECTIONS

While you are building the floor of
your window is the time to install most
economically an electric connection such

and investment houses, to give heed to as you will want for lighting your
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Christmas tree at holiday time, or for
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stands out from any of your own pre

motion power in certain displays. The vious windows, and from other windows
center back of the window floor is an along the street, it can be inexpensively
advantageous position for this plug.
done by the use of a colored gelatine
Directly underneath the window floor
is an excellent place for a small motor,
as needed in some displays.

film of red , blue, green or amber over
your lights. But have a care for what

color will bring out the character of
your window to the best advantage.

LIGHTING

If a red book , for instance, were
The lighting of your window should placed in light that does not contain red
be from the top front, with the lights rays, its appearance to the eye would
having them
them above
by having
wholly concealed
concealed by
above not be red, but black . A red light, on
the window line. If that is not possible,

the other hand , would greatly increase

use a heavy valance. By wholly con cealing your lighting , you throw the

the richness of the book ' s color.
It is worth remembering that light
tinged with yellow , orange or red will
add to the richness and warmth of red,
brown and golden hues, which suffer
under artificial illumination . To em
phasize whiteness , or to bring out blues,
use a blue-green light. If lay figures

reflection on your display and not a
glare into the passerby' s eyes , making

it difficult for him to see your display.
Haven't you had the experience of hav
ing to shade your eyes against a win dow to see the display ? And , of course,
that is not good business.
If the distance between your lighting

are used in the window , a green or blue

light would be unwise , unless you

and your window floor is seven feet, you

wished to give the human features a

need less light than if the distance is
con foot for the reason that

ghastly appearancebeautiful
.
effects to be
The novel and

less light has opportunity to filter out had by varying the colored lighting are
of the window and off your display. many. Winter settings may be flooded
And again , if your street outside is with a blue-green light to suggest zero
brilliantly lighted , your window needs weather. A yellow light with a touch of

to be more brilliantly lighted . Your blue, will best illuminate a summer
problem is to keep your window the beach scene. A window filled with a
blaze of red light holds the passerby
far more successfully than does a win
COLORED LIGHTING
dow full of red objects.
If you are endeavoring to put special ( The next article on Window Display

brighter place.

emphasis on some window so that it

will appear in an early issue.)

Attention is called to the complete Table of Contents ,
describing the various features of this number, which appears
on page II of the front advertising section .

Investment Bankers Gather atWashington
Coolidge Welcomes Investment Association at Twelfth Annual
Convention . Bankers Want Uniform Laws on Public
Utilities. Federal Blue Sky Law Urged . Prentiss
Made New President of Organization
state

undesirable element among securities

laws regulating public utilities

promoters. " You provide,” said the

securities, and of Federal legis -

President to the delegates, “ an oppor

DVOCACY

of

uniform

lation designed to help check the sale
of fraudulent securities, received a

tunity to those of our citizens who are
of a thrifty and saving disposition , and
prominent place in the proceedings of that in itself warrants your business
the twelfth annual convention of the activities. But you do more than that.
Investment Bankers Association of
America, held October 28 to 31 at

You provide for a gathering together
of the resources of our nation , putting

Washington , D . C . The investment them in order for the purpose of sup
bankers also centered their attention on porting the industries and commerce of
reports submitted by committees on

four groups of securities: real estate ,
railroad , marine, and industrial, and

our nation .” The President continued :
" You have your responsibilities. It is
necessary that you should exercise

unanimously adopted the recommenda -

sound judgment and discretion ; it is

tions set forth in these reports.
John W . Prentiss, a partner of
Hornblower & Weeks, was elected the

necessary that you should always pro
vide a fair and safe background on
which your customers may rely.

new president of the association. He
“ If there is anybody interested in
graduated from Harvard in 1898, and honesty in the transaction of business it
in October of that year entered upon is those who are engaged in making the
his business career, starting out as a

investments of the nation , and it is a

messenger boy for a Boston Stock Ex - great pleasure to commend with an al
change house at a salary of $ 3 a week . most universal commendation the hon

He remained in Boston until 1904 , esty and the character of those who are
when he came to New York as one of

engaged in this great enterprise.

the employees in the New York Stock
" It is almost impossible to weed out
Exchange firm of Hornblower & Weeks. every undesirable element, but the coun
In 1906 he was admitted to the firm

try has come to know that it can rely

and still continues to be one of its upon the honesty of the representations
partners. He has been a director of made by its investment bankers. More
many industrial corporations, owing to

than that, here is an additional service

the activities of his firm in industrial

you can render: The country is coming

financing . He was one of the early
presidents of the Association of Stock

to realize it must depend upon your

Exchange firms.

those who are not desirable by reason
of not maintaining a high standard of
ability and honesty. It is that oppor
tunity especially I want to leave with

COOLIDGE LAUDS WORK OF BANKERS

assistance and your help to weed out

On the opening day of the convention

you — the opportunity to render this

the delegates were received by Presi
dent Coolidge who delivered an address
to them . The President lauded the
work of the investment bankers, and
stressed the country's dependence upon

public service, a public service to your
selves and to protect them against any
wrongdoing in all places and at all
times."
The desirability of participation by

their co-operation in weeding out the the United States in efforts to solve the
738
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reparations problem , developments in
the domestic agricultural situation and
the necessity for definite action to de-
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service will be helpful in preventing
such unfair political attacks."
The report outlined the expansion of

feat the operations of promoters of fake the public utility business in the last
securities, were topics of major import- year and pointed to the sale within the
ance at the opening session of the asso- last two and one-half years of nearly
ciation .

$ 2 ,500,000,000 bonds, notes and stocks.

In a discussion of the outlook for an
adjustment of enocomic affairs abroad ,
John A . Prescott, retiring president of

the association , predicted that the latest
movement to get the allied powers to
gether and bring America into the con
ferences would be successful.

" While disorders and dangers still
lurk in world affairs and momentous
problems remain unsettled ," Mr. Pres
cott said , “ there appears a growing dis
position to caution and moderation and

a greater realization that political expe
diency must be subordinate to human
and economic necessity .”
UNIFORM LAWS FOR PUBLIC UTILITIES

Uniformity of state laws regulating
public utilities was advocated in a re

port submitted to the convention by the
committee on public service securities.
The committee's report also urged that
all state commissions be vested with
authority over valuation , rates , services

and capitalization of privately owned
utility plants and that they be required

to publish full financial reports of their
operations.

“ When administered with the broad
est powers and in a judicial manner,”
the report said , " statewide regulation
of public utilities has been conclusively

JOHN W . PRENTISS
Partner Hornblower & Weeks, New York ,
President Investment Bankers Association of America

This expansion , it said , was continuing .

The task of raising funds for public
proved in the opinion of the committee utlities,
the committee found , " has been
to afford a maintenance of that in made difficult
because of the general
tegrity of investment necessary for a systems of taxation
throughout the
ready flow of money into the business." country.”
Pointing out that investors are dis

posed to withhold funds from business KRECH SPEAKS ON TRANSPORTATION ACT
affected by " purely political” agitations,

the committee said that such a situa

Alvin W . Krech, chairman of the

tion " cramps a utility and the public is

board of the Equitable Trust Company

eventually not adequately served.”
" It has becomemore evident," the report added , “that a development of

the Transportation Act, saying :
“ The Transportation Act contains in

local sales of investment securities by

it a limitation which will, in my opin

operating companies direct to users of

ion , if unchanged , defeat the primary

of New York , in his address referred to
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purpose of the Act. I refer to the provi- throughout the country, with a view to
sion by which , in substance, railroad

stamping out the mail swindlers and

security -holders are limited to a return

diverting to legitimate business $ 1 ,

of 6 per cent., and income over and
above this amount is subjected to the
control of the Government, either

000 ,000 ,000 now collected annually as
a tribute by the schemers.
“ A million gullable Americans yearly

through recapture or through the crea - lose $ 1,000 ,000 ,000 in money and prop
tion of restrictive reserve funds.

erty in mail fraud schemes," declared

" The fact that the stocks of the best Mr. Donnelly , adding that these figures
and most successful railroads- stocks were not extravagant.
which , if that success endures, are en titled under the Transportation Act to

Describing the drive inaugurated by
Postmaster General New , aimed partic

a return of more than 6 per cent. (this ularly at oil stock promoters,Mr. Don
on account of appreciation in value of nelly said that already fraud orders
the property ) — are selling in the market have been issued against the names of
on a basis more profitable to the in -

168 persons and concerns, of which 111

vestor than 6 per cent., in my opinion

were against oil stock promoters. Hun

demonstrates that the framers of the dreds of other promoters abandoned
Transportation Act have missed the operations before they could be reached
mark , and that unless economic condi- with fraud orders, he said .

tions as they exist are recognized by
our legislators, new capital cannot be

ASSOCIATION APPROVES TRANSPORTATION

recruited , and the Act will fail of its
purpose."
The bankers received a message from

ACT

The association went on record as

endorsing the fundamental principles of
their co-operation with the Government the Transportation Act, including the

Postmaster General New asking for

to check sale of fraudulent securities, in
the purchase of which, it was estimated
by Government officials, the American

valuation provisions and the so-called
" guaranty" clause known as section

predicted that by the fiscal year 1925
the budget of the department would be
made to balance, whereas in the past
it had shown a deficit . He then took
up the Government's efforts to check
the sale of worthless securities. He

Bankers Association of America ex
presses confidence in the fundamental
principles underlying the Transporta
tion Act of 1920. The association be
lieves that, while the act contains cer
tain imperfections, it has nevertheless

said he had found stock swindlers “ more

proved to be a long step in the direction

15A , which radical elements in Congress

to repeal.
public wasted $ 1,000,000,000 during the haveThethreatened
following
resolution was adopted
year.
Mr. New discussed the various opera unanimously :
tions of the Post Office Department and
“ RESOLVED, That the Investment

rapacious” and “ equally without con

of the solution of the American railroad

science of anything you will find in the

problem ., an
problem
and that, subject to such im

zoo ."

provements in operation as experience
may suggest , it should stand as an ex

CO -OPERATION IN STAMPING OUT
SWINDLERS URGED

pression of the cardinal principles in
volved in the complex relationship be

Horace J . Donnelly, senior assistant tween the Government, the shipper and
solicitor for the Post Office Department,

the private owner of railroad securities.

urged the co-operation of the Investment Bankers Association , the National
Vigilance Committee of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World and its
affiliated Better Business Bureaus

Unless these principles are clearly form
ulated and fairly administered , it is
obvious that private capital cannot be
collected to provide extensions and bet
terments to the transportation systems
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O UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

President Coolidge receiving at the White House the delegates to the twelfth annual convention of the
Investment Bankers Association of America

which are so vital to the adequate de-

erned the investment of savings banks

and trust funds in the past , and have
velopment of the country.”
been
practice by conservative lend
The report of the committee on real ers ofthelong
experience.
estate securities also was a center of
" The great majority of the committee
interest, as there had been a division
of opinion in committee and it was rec
ognized that real estate bonds in re

therefore believes that 50 per cent. of
the present costs should be the standard ,

cent years had found great popularity

with 60 per cent. as a maximum .

among small investors.

arriving at this conclusion we are not

In

unmindful of the viewpoint of those

who maintain that , with the application
of modern methods, rapid serial reduc
The committee made this recom tions in principal, periodical deposits
mendation on the question of the prac- of income, and with the added watchful
HIGHER REAL ESTATE LOANS OPPOSED

tice of lending more than 60 to 66 - 2 / 3

per cent. of the value of improved

property:
" Your committee has given considera

ness of the investment dealer, a higher
percentage may be loaned on first-class
income producing property with safety.

This could only be countenanced, how

tion to the widespread discussion con ever, if the investor is compensated for
cerning a more liberal allowance of loan the added hazard by way of an interest
to appraisal than has obtained in the return above the normal and knows
past, but is strongly inclined to the

what he is actually getting as security .

belief that, in view of the fact of great
ly increased building and labor costs of
recent years, it would be most inad -

tate mortgage bonds are being offered
today which , in fact , encompass bonds,

visable to recommend a departure from

preferred and

the conservative rules which have gov-

founders' shares, all in one, without the

" It is conceivable that many real es
common

stock

and
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investor knowing what he is really getting. An honest set-up of a new build -

recommended that the Government
should drop the shipping business as
ing corporate enterprise which suggests soon as it could do so without disturbing
itself would be to base the mortgage present needs of trade. This report
bond issue on 50 per cent. of sound was adopted .
value as determined by methods hereThe association went on record as
tofore mentioned , let the balance of the opposed to a Federal bonus for former
sound value be represented by preferred soldiers, but advocating liberal relief
stock , and let any capitalization of for all wounded or otherwise disabled
superior earning power be represented veterans.

by common shares of no par value.
“ The same principles recommend
themselves, with slight modification , in

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

.

Association elected the follow
the case of a privately owned enter ingThe
officers: President, John W . Prentiss
prise ."

SAFEGUARDS NEEDED AGAINST HIGH COSTS

of Hornblower & Weeks; vice-presi
dents , Eugene F . Thompson of Crane,

The committee also called attention
to the high level of costs of materials

Harris & Co., Washington ; Walter S .
Brewster of Russell, Brewster & Co.,
Chicago ; Philip S . Dalton , of Coffin &

and labor, and its recommendations Burr, Inc., Boston ; J. A . Fraser of the
were accepted, not as prediction of a Dominion Securities Corporation, Ltd.,
heavy slump in building activities and in Toronto , and Arthur Sinclair , Jr., of
values, but as urging that caution be

Estabrook & Co ., New York ; secretary ,

exercised and every safeguard possible

Frederick R . Fenton of Fenton , Davis

and consistent with sound business
methods be erected .
According to the report, less than 1
per cent. of farm mortgages were fore-

& Boyle, Chicago ; treasurer, John G .
Brogden of Strother , Brogden & Co.,
Baltimore ; governors, terms expiring
1926 , Robert Stevenson , Jr., of Steven

closed during the last year. From this

son Brothers & Perry, Chicago ; Richard

the committee drew the conclusion :

E . Norton of W . H . Newbold 's Son &
Co., Philadelphia ; Robert H . Moulton

" It seems that the average farmer is of R . H . Moulton & Co., Los Angeles ;
not as near bankruptcy as many of his George
of Colston & Co. ,
self-appointed protectors would lead the BaltimoreA ;. Colston
C . O . Kalman of Kalman ,
general public to believe.”

Gates, White & Co., St. Paul; C . H .
A minority report was rendered dis Moore of Union Trust Company, De-.
senting from " the portion of the major- troit ; Joel E . Ferris of Ferris & Hard
ity report which fixes the criterion for grove, Spokane ; B . A . Tomkins of
the percentage of loan and savings bank
and trust fund basis of 50 per cent. with
60 per cent. as a maximum ."

The Committee on Marine Securities

Bankers Trust Company, New York ;
Barrett Wendell, Jr., of Lee, Higginson

& Co., Chicago; and Henry R . Hayes
of Stone & Webster, Inc., New York .

Protecting Vaults From Air Attack
An Interview with Alfred C. Bossom
By Carl H . Getz
( ILL the people of the United

ing.

It is contended that this great

States some morning wake up

slab on the top of the vault is sufficiently

to read in their morning newspaper how burglars effected an entrance
into some bank vault by dropping high

strong to resist the attack of any bomb
ing plane.
“ Surrounding this vault is a ditch or
moat of water, between ten and twelve

explosive bombs from the air ?
It will be recalled that it was not
so long ago that a dirigible collapsed

of chicassing over a dirigibleit was

feet deep and four feet wide. This en
tirely encloses the vault. The mass of

while passing over the business district water is retained by two entirely
of Chicago and that it landed on the separate concrete walls, about a foot
roof of a bank , resulting in injury to

body and property and causing serious
confusion .

and a half thick .
“ The great citadel can be entered
only by crossing a drawbridge which is

Alfred C . Bossom , New York arch - thrust forward or slid from the upper
itect, who specializes in bank building vestibule to the inner wall at the upper
construction all over America and who
has made a particular study of means
of vault protection , recently went to
Europe to see whether the banks of the

story level of the vault. When the
bank is closed for the night the bridge
is withdrawn automatically by electric
ity , the wrought iron doors on the bank

Continent had learned anything about side of the bridge close , and the doors
protection which was unknown to this on the outer wall are like a portcullis
country. Mr. Bossom knew that France made of steel bars and glass, very sim
had seen the possibilities of attack from ilar to those still existing in many of
the air and he wondered whether the the finest chateaux of France today.
banks were prepared against such a
danger

Mr. Bossom found that
of France are fortifying
against the possibilities of
While in Paris Mr. Bossom
the new quarters of the Bank

“ The great inner steel doors across
this water chasm which swing to by

the banks electricity, automatically cause the two
themselves walls to be sealed entirely. When these
air attack. vault doors are shut one trained to
inspected observe such things notices that there
of France, are no handles or pulls or projections

which is housed in a palace once occupied by the Duke of Orleans. In

of any kind. The doors are flush with
the wall and it is practically impossible

this bank Mr. Bossom found a vault
that is like the castle of the middle

to see where the frames are located .
There are no sill ledges at the bottom ,
nor marks of any kind . The sides of

ages.

" It is built entirely within the ex
terior of the old building,” explained
Mr. Bossom , to THE BANKERS Maga-

cumference, so it would be impossible
for any human being to find a hold for

ZINE.

hand or foot.

" The security vault, which is

the vault are smooth in its entire cir

two stories in height, is protected on top
by a tremendous roof of reinforced concrete , many feet thick , the great weight

“When the bank opens, the portcullis
or iron gates in the outer walls are
opened, the floor or drawbridge slides

of which is supported by heavy columns

across the moat, and the greater inner

inside the vault that are carried right

steel vault doors swing open. The bank

down to the foundations of the build - : custodians and visitors can then enter
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the vault at a gallery level from which considering . Mr. Bossom believes that
they descend by a staircase to the floor the day is not far distant when traffic
of the vault itself.

in air will be developed to such an ex

“ The Bank of France has hundreds tent that air accidents will not be un
of branches and it is the intention of known. Banks must be prepared
the officers to use this form of protection against the possibility of such accidents,
in most of them .”
Mr. Bossom believes.
Mr. Bossom said that most of the
The vault of the Bank of France has
American banks are better protected no metallic lining which Mr. Bossom
against possible burglary than are the believes is unnecessary under the cir

banks of Europe. However, he believes cumstances. Instead , reinforced con
this new form of defense is well worth

crete affords adequate protection .

Predicts Railway Expansion
IN the November number of “ Lis
- man 's” published by the New York

such
problem as overexpansion. On the
other hand, there are now presented to the

numerous opportunities for normal
Stock Exchange house of F . J. Lisman railroads
and profitable expansion and consolidations.
& Co., F . J. Lisman predicts an era of It is a fortunate thing for the industries
railroad expansion which will have a
favorable effect upon other industries.

He writes:
In practically every line of business en
deavor throughout the country we have wit
nessed during the past seven years an enor
mous expansion . Industries have been built
up to war-time trade; crop plantings have
been tremendously increased, and all this
has been done on the basis of high costs
for land, buildings, labor, etc. These ex
pansions have been accompanied by tre

of this country that there will be available
the business resulting from the catching up
in railroad construction . This should be a
substantial factor in taking up the slack
which would otherwise occur in many lines.
The position of the railroads today, there
fore is a strong one, for this delayed ex
pansion can now be undertaken on a normal
basis at reasonable costs both for the im

In the necessity which faces us of get
ting back to " normalcy " in domestic and

provements to be made and the financing
necessary to carry them out.
We can look forward during the coming
year to the carrying out of this program in
a satisfactory way. We can unhesitatingly
direct the investor to the purchase of good
underlying railroad bonds. The large amount

world trade, we shall undoubtedly find that

of moneys which will be spent on new con

the readjustment period will bear heavily
in many quarters; particularly will this
apply in the cases where expansion has been
financed by funded debt borrowings.
In the case of the railroads we face no

struction will in the main be represented by
new securities in the way of junior bonds
and preferred and common stocks — all of
which will combine to increase the equities
behind these bonds.

mendous volumes of new securities.

Cleveland Bank Issues a Book of Advice
for Its Employees
Your employment by The Cleveland
( F you are a young man or woman Trust
Company makes you an active repre
about to start your banking career sentative
of the bank , and as such you are
with The Cleveland Trust Com directly charged
with certain definite re
pany you will have handed to you on the
day your service begins a little booklet

sponsibilities. The public forms its opinion
of the bank through its contact with you .

That opinion will depend largely on the
which will be your friend and guide in loyalty,
tact, intelligence and serv
meeting all of the perplexing problems ice to itscourtesy,
needs which it finds in you as a
of a new job . It will tell you what your representative of the bank . It is necessary
privileges are and what your duties are. that you appreciate this fact for upon it

depends in a large measure your success,
and the success of the bank . The bank de
mands the best effort you can give, and in
return opens to you all the opportunities

that banking can offer. Your ability com

Manual of

General
Directions
for

Employees

bined with the loyalty and enthusiasm which
you show will be recognized, and you will

find the bank interested in you , your suc
cess and advancement.

Then follows a history of the bank
and a paragraph on " bank geography"
which emphasizes the importance of

every employee becoming conversant
with the location of every department
and their functions. Under the heading
of “ Responsibility” the manual says:
The bank is judged by the result of the

The

personal contact which the public has with
bank employees. It is essential, therefore,
that your conduct both inside and outside
the bank be above reproach. Keeping of
excessively late hours, frequenting of places

Cleveland

of questionable character, speculation and
betting not only lower working efficiency

Trust Company

but endanger the reputation of the bank .
You are advised against incurring debts,
but if once incurred you should meet them
promptly. Keep your credit good. Do not
overdraw your account. Do not borrow
from your fellow employees or from loan

Every new employee of the Cleveland Trust Company
is handed one of these booklets

agents. If you are in need of financial
assistance, talk it over with your depart
ment head or the head of the personnel

department.

It will tell you what the bank expects of

EVERY NEW EMPLOYEE ON TRIAL

you and what you may expect of the

bank . In short , it will supply an answer
to almost any question that may arise in
the mind of the banking neophyte.

The manual explains that every new
employee is on trial for the first few
weeks, and says:

This book is entitled a " Manual of
General Directions for Employees" and

The bank considers your employment for

word written by the presidentwho says:

to adjust yourself quickly to your work.

first few weeks as a trial period. It is
is issued by the personnel department the
to the advantage of both the bank and your
of the bank. It starts in with a fore self that you be retained only if you are able
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You have been employed on the basis of
apparent general fitness for the work you
are to do. If after a fair trial you fail to

show adaptability to your work , you will be
informed of this by your department head .

PERSONAL DIFFICULTIES
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Courtesy, pleasant manners, prompt and
intelligent service to the needs of customers
are absolutely essential on the part of every
employee. The bank exists to serve the
public and any discourtesy or unpleasant
ness destroys that service. In all your deal
ings with the bank's patrons you must show
the greatest courtesy and tactfulness. As

Employees who look upon banks as nearly as possible you must treat each cus
cold blooded , heartless corporations tomer as though he were always right. Do
not argue. If you cannot satisfy complaints,
must have been surprised to read the take
them immediately to your chief.
following :

Several pages are devoted to describ
You may meet some difficulties and dis couragements in becoming accustomed to ing the various services for employees

Employees of the Cleveland Trust Company get their lunches in this well equipped cafeteria

your work. Even after you have been in

that are maintained by the bank , such

the employ of the bank for a considerable
time and are thoroughly acquainted with

as a cafeteria , a health department,

your job , things may not always run smooth
ly. Minor misunderstandings with fellow
employees may arise. You may have finan
cial or other trouble at home. Any one of
a number of difficulties may confront you

group insurance, pensions, trust fund
and the Cleveland Trust Club . The
Cleveland Trust Company makes

and lower your efficiency . When such
troubles, financial or otherwise, arise and
you need assistance remember that your im mediate chief, the head of the personnel

awards regularly to employees for new
business obtained through their efforts,
and the manual describes the workings
of this plan. The educational facilities
available to employees are also out

department, or an officer will be glad to try

to help you. Do not hesitate to talk the lined.
This manual is a splendid piece of
matter over with one of them . They are
never too busy to discuss such matters with work and should be a most effective
employees, and the subject will be treated means of starting employees along the
as strictly confidential.

right path . While manuals of this sort

COURTESY TO THE PUBLIC

are best adaptable to the problems of
the larger banks, many of the smaller

The importance of courtesy in all banks would profit by preparing a
of employees.
in the following words:

dealings with the public is emphasized written outline of rules for the conduct

Some Bank Credit Problems
THE BANKERS Magazine has secured the services of a capable bank credit man
Questions of general interest to credit men and bankers will be answered and only
the initials of the person asking the question will be used . In case the question is
not one of particular interest to bank credit men as a whole or is one which has been
answered before, a reply will be made by mail.
In order that all questions may be answered intelligently, it is requested that
they be direct and to the point, but that sufficient necessary detail be included to
enable the editor to draw the proper conclusion . Inquiries should be addressed to
the Editor, Bank Credit Problems, THE BANKERS MAGAZINE, 71-73 Murray Street,
New York . - EDITOR.
to answer the inquiries of readers on current problems of the credit manager.

QUESTION : I occasionally see on

current year and consequently are in the

same class as reserves for dividends, ac
counts payable, notes payable, etc. On the
General Contingencies," "General Re other hand, reserves for bad debts cannot
serves,” etc. These usually represent a technically be classed as liabilities at all,
will ever be paid out because
lumping-together of all reserves in a ofsincethemno .money
They
really represent an inflation
general provision to cover depreciation , of assets and should
be treated as a reduc
bad debts , inventory fluctuations, and tion of the offsetting receivables rather

balance sheets items called " Reserve for

sometimes even taxes. Do you consider
it important that reserves
be hinh
separated
Det
thay

than as a quick debt. The proper way to
show them is as follows:

receivable ................... $ 150, 000
A Less reserve
for bad debts ... .
1 ,500
according to the assets which they Accounts

cover ? - D .A .

$ 148,500

Answer: We consider it very important
that specific reserves be set up on balance

QUESTION : Will you please ex

sheets according to the assets to which they

plain to me what is meant by a “ de

apply.

liability — it is obvious that it should never

ferred asset?” Kindly give examples.

be concealed under some such general head
ing as “ Reserve for Contingencies.” If re
serves for bad debts are not applied to the
receivables the latter will represent an in

- W . N.
ANSWER : In figuring profit and loss for

A reserve for taxes is a quick

flation of their true worth and give a false
impression . Consequently it is essential that

reserves covering current assets be so stated
in order that the quick position of the com
pany in question may not be misconstrued .

Likewise reserves for depreciation on build
ings, plant, machinery, etc., should always
be specifically named in order to give an

accurate conception of the value of fixed
assets. A “General Reserve" might mean
almost anything and always calls for an ex
planation .

QUESTION : In analyzing a mer

any given period of time all expenses in
curred in that period are charged to the
income account. It very often happens,
however, that certain expenditures have

been made which apply to the benefit of
future periods and which do not reflect to
that of the period in question . Such ex
penditures may, for instance, be in the na
ture of rent or taxes paid in advance ; it is

obvious that these should not be charged to
the present period but should be propor
tionately borne by the periods which enjoy
the benefits. In making up the balance

sheet, expenditures of this sort are carried
as deferred assets and charged off over a

cantile statement will you kindly tell

period of time. For example , if a concern
has a monthly rental of $ 1000 and on Jan

mehow to treat the following: Reserves
for taxes ; reserves for bad debts. Are

these quick liabilities? - S. T. B.

uary 1 pays this rental six months in ad
vance, then it would show on its balance
sheet of January 31 a deferred asset of

ANSWER : Reserves for taxes are quick
liabilities. They represent reserves to cover

January expense account. Other examples
of deferred assets are prepaid interest, dis

obligations that will come due during the

counts on bonds and stocks, etc.
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Banking and Commercial Law
Important Decisions of Current Interest Handed Down by State and Federal Courts

Upon Questions of the Law of Banking and Negotiable Instruments

Contents of Safe Deposit Box

National Bank of St. Mary's at Leon

ardtown, Md., in a special case stated
Not Covered by Burglar
under article 75 , 88 52-55 , of the Code.
Policy
The action was brought by the ap
First National Bank of St. Mary's at pellant against the appellee upon two
Leonardtown v. Maryland Casualty
burglary insurance policies, one for
Company, Court of Appeals of
$ 40 ,000, and the other for $ 20 ,000, is
Maryland, 121 Atl. Rep. 379.
sued to it by the appellant, to recover
the contents
" HE plaintiff bank took out two the
value of
contents of safe deposit
the value
of the
policies of burglary insurance with boxes belonging to others to whom the
rented ,, which were stolen
the defendant insurance com - boxes
boxes were
were rented
pany. One of the policies was for the from the boxes by burglars who in No
sum of $40 ,000 and the other for the vember, 1920 , broke open and entered
the vault of thebank in which the boxes
sum of $ 20 ,000 .
The policies were in the form known were
kept.
The form of the policies is known as

as atidard form ofIn each poliehat the

as the American Bankers Association
standard
form of bank burglary and “ the American Bankers Association
robbery policy . In each policy there standard form bank burglary and rob

was a clause to the effect that the bery policy," which was devised and
by the American Bankers Asso
insurance
company would not be re drafted
sponsible for property stolen . which
ciation , of which the appellant is a
did not belong to the bank , or with ref-

member.

erence to which the bank kept no books
of account. Burglars forcibly entered
e bank and broke open its vault. After
unsuccessfully undertaking to enter the
burglarproof safe therein , they broke
open the safety deposit boxes, which
were in the vault outside of the safe ,
and feloniously abstracted the contents
of the boxes.
It was held that, under the provisions
of the policies referred to , the bank

The larger policy has attached to it
two riders or indorsements. The sm
one is without riders. The form of each
policy , however, is the same, and they
differ only in the date and the
amounts of premium and insurance. The
riders on the larger policy, which do
not appear on the smaller ones, were

could not hold the insurance company

regarded and treated by the parties in
the submission of the case below as
unimportant in their operation and ef
fect upon the case on trial. Therefore ,

liable for the loss, notwithstanding the as the policies are in all other respects
fact that the bank was liable to the alike, we will hereafter speak of them
renters of the boxes for their respective as one, and in referring to the appellant
we will call it the "bank ,” and in speak
losses.

OPINION
Action by the First National Bank of

ing of the appellee we will refer to it

as The
the "policy
insurance
company.”
provided that

in consid

St. Mary' s at Leonardtown against the eration of the premises therein stated ,
Maryland Casualty Company . Judg- the insurer, the insurance company,
ment for defendant, and plaintiff ap - agrees to indemnify the insured , the
peals . Affirmed .
, in the amount named and for the
PATTISON , J . - The appeal in this bank
length of time therein mentioned :
case is from a judgment entered in the
Baltimore city court, in favor of the
appellee , the Maryland Casualty Com -

GENERAL AGREEMENTS

A . For all loss of money and securities

pany, against the appellant, the First from within any safe or vault to which in- .
751
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surance under this policy applies, caused by at the place of loss any and all books,
the felonious abstraction of the same dur

ing the day or night by such persons after
forcible entry by such person or persons or
any accomplice thereof into the safe or
vault while duly closed and locked , located
in the banking room described in the
schedule.

The policy then provides that ,

papers and , vouchers, bearing in any
way upon the claim made, and such
other evidence as may be reasonably
required to substantiate the claim .”

It is set out in the special case stated

that before and at the time of issuing

the policies, the assured was a member
of the American Bankers Association,

The foregoing general agreements are and had at such time, as a part of their
made subject to the following special agree business,
or in connection therewith , a
ments which shall be construed as conditions
safe deposit boxes which it
of
number
precedent to any recovery hereunder :

rented to its depositors, who alone had

SPECIAL AGREEMENTS

Definitions.

No. 1. The term “money " as used in this
policy shall be deemed to mean currency,Y
) , bul
and unsigned
notes (signed
coin , bank
States postage
United
and uncanceled
lion,

access thereto, and that on the night
of November 12, 1920 , while the pol
icies were still in

force , burglars

forcibly entered the bank , and broke
open its vault, and after unsuccessfully

and revenue stamps. The term “securities”

undertaking to enter the burglarproof

as used this policy shall be deemed to mean
express, postal, pension and bank money

safe therein , broke open the boxes that

acceptances, promissory notes, certificates

were in the vault on the outside of the
safe, and feloniously abstracted the con
tents therefrom .

of deposit, certificates of stock , warehouse
receipts, bills of lading, and all other in -

tains the admission :

orders, bonds, debentures, checks, coupons,

demand and time drafts, bills of exchange,

The agreed statement of facts con

struments of a negotiable character as re
spects which , if negotiated by any holder,
the assured would have no recourse against
the innocent holder thereof.

When Company Not Liable .
No. 2. The company shall not be liable :
(a ) For loss of money and securities, unless

That the plaintiff (the bank ) kept no
book or record of the contents of said safe
deposit boxes, and that it had no way of ac
curately determining from its books or
records the pecuniary losses suffered and

they belong to the assured , or are held by

sustained by the said renters of said safe
deposit boxes, but which said losses were

assured in trust or as collateral for indebt
edness to assured, or are held by assured
in any other capacity as respects which assured would be liable to the owner for their
loss. * * * (c ) If the books and accounts of

actually ascertained by the plaintiff from
affidavits from the box renters and other
wise, in which said affidavits the box renters
make oath that as a result of said bur
glary they have lost securities, other than

the assured are not so kept that the loss

registered bonds, amounting in the aggre

may be accurately determined therefrom bygate to $ 11,164 .55 at themarket value at the
the company.
time of the loss.

Other subdivisions of section 1 folIn the record is found a letter, dated
low , and these are followed by other November 15 , 1920, to the bank's
"Special Agreements ;" but of these cashier, from an employee of the in
none need be mentioned for the pur- surance company, A . B . Nickerson ,
poses of this case until we reach section “ examiner of claims,” which was ad
5 , in which it is provided that in the mitted as a part of the case stated , in
event of a claim or loss under the policy, which it is said :
the bank shall furnish to the insurance
company under oath “ a statement in

Answering
the 'phone,
that theover
company
I beg
to adviseyour
you inquiry
is not

detail of the property on account of the

liable for the contents of the safety deposit

loss or damage to which claim is made.

boxes, which were rented and which prop
erty is not the property of the bank . I

a statement clearly defining the as refer you to special agreement 2, section 2.
sured 's interest in such property.
* * * The assured shall, if requested ,
It is admitted that the bank is liable
facilitate the adjustment of any claim to the renters of the boxes for the
for loss made hereunder by producing pecuniary losses sustained by them , re
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sulting from said burglary, and that

character of the contract, its object and
purpose, and the facts and circum
stances surrounding the parties at the
It was also admitted that all things time of its execution by which they
had been done by the bank that it should would ordinarily be influenced in mak

n ,alsthe
o ad bank
ad beelosses
hsuch
paid has
and fforor the pur
poses of this case paid and satisfied .

have done to entitle it to recovering it.
against the insurance company for the
The policy in this case was obtained

loss of the contents of the boxes, should by the bank and was issued to indem
the court determine that the insurance nify it " for all loss of money and se
company was liable therefor under said curities from within any safe or vault
policies issued by it ; and it was agreed to which insurance under this policy
that if the court held that the insurance applies, caused by the felonious abstrac
company was liable , it should enter a
verdict and judgment for the amount

tion of the same * * * by any person
or persons after forcible entry * * *

of its liability with costs. But if the

into the safe or vault while duly closed

court should find that the insurance
company was not liable , it should then
enter a judgment in its favor for costs.
The court found that the insurance

and locked , located in the banking room
described in the schedules." By ref
erence to the schedules, the banking
room and vault mentioned in the policy

company was not liable, and a judg- are those of the appellant at Leonard
ment for defendant's costs was accord -

town , Md.

And to ascertain what

ingly entered . It is from that judg- "money and securities” are meant,
ment that the appeal in this case was precedent to the right to recover under
taken . As stated in the brief of the
appellant, the sole question involved in
this appeal is whether the appellant is

the policy .

In the policy are found certain pro
visions, designated “ Special Agree

entitled to recover from the appellee ments ,” to which the “General Agree
under its burglary policies for the con - ments " are made subject, which , as
tents of the boxes burglarized. This stated in the policy, shall be construed
depends upon the proper construction to be conditions precedent to the right

of the language employed in the policy. to recover under the policy.
As stated in 14 R . C . L . 931, § 103,

The first of these “Special Agree

it is a well-settled rule " that contracts ments" defines what is meant by
of insurance, like other contracts, are "money ” and “ securities."
These

to be construed according to the sense
and meaning of the terms which the

definitions we have already fully set
out, and for the purposes of this case

parties have used , and if they are clear

we need not further allude to them .

and unambiguous, their terms are to be
taken and understood in their plain , or

The second “Special Agreement”
states for what “money and securities”

dinary , and popular sense .”

the insurer, the insurance company ,

They “ like

other contracts must receive a reason -

shall not be liable under the policy .

able interpretation consonant with the

of the safe deposit boxes were covered

These are stated to be :
fix
First . Those which do not belong to
assured .
Second . Those which are not held by
the assured in trust.
Third . Those which are not held as

by the terms and provisions of the pol-

collateral for indebtedness to the in

apparent object and plain intent of the
parties." . . .

We will first determine in this case
whether by a proper construction of
the contract of insurance, the contents

icy . To determine this question , we sured .
must ascertain the intention of the
Fourth . Those which are not held
parties, gathered from the language by the assured in any other capacity as
employed by them , and in ascertaining respects which the assured would be

that intention we are to consider the

liable to the owner for their loss, and
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Those in connection with

and because of this they, under oath ,

which no books and accounts of the
assured are so kept that the loss may
be accurately determined therefrom by

could not have rendered a detailed
statement of the contents of the boxes,
on account of the loss or damage to
which claim is made, and as no books

the insurer.

The meaning and effect intended by are kept, none could be produced as re
the parties to be given to the above

quired by the policy to facilitate the ad

provisions of the policy was, we think , justment of the claim . The law , as we
that the "money and securities” therein have said , presumes that “ the parties
mentioned were not to be covered by understand the contract they make.”
If so , it does not seem reasonable that
the policy .
It is expressly admitted that no books they intended to include within the pro
whatever were kept by the insured, or visions of the policy property in respect
in fact by any one, by which the loss

to which it was impossible, as known to

resulting from the felonious abstraction
of the contents of the boxes may be de-

the parties, for the assured to do that
which under the policy he was required

termined , and we think that it may be

to do in order to recover thereunder.

safely stated that it was known to both
the insurer and the insured, at the
time of the issuance of the policy , that

It may also be said that it is difficult
to conceive that an indemnity insurance
company, interested in its own welfare

books are not kept by banks in respect
to boxes so rented to depositors, who
alone have access to them , by which the
contents of the boxes may in case of
loss be ascertained . The provision , we
think , was inserted in the policy for
the very purpose of excluding there
from the contents of such boxes and
like property, in connection with which
no books are so kept from which in case
of loss the amount thereof may be ac
curately ascertained .
That it was the intention of the par
ties that the contents of the boxes should
not be covered by the policy is further
shown by the provisions therein that,
in case of loss, the insured was to ren
der under oath a detailed statement of
the property “ on account of the loss of

and reasonably thoughtful as to the
risks assumed by it, would insure by a
policy of this character, issued to the
bank , the contents of rented safe de
posit boxes, of which not only the in
surer but the insured has no knowledge
and can obtain none, except through
the holders of the boxes, who alone
have access to them , and upon whose
truthfulness and honesty both the in
surer and the insured must entirely de

pend therefor, at a time when they are
strongly tempted to exaggerate the
amount of loss, knowing they alone
have knowledge of the contents of the
boxes and are in a position where they
cannot be contradicted .
As in our opinion , the contents of the
safe deposit boxes were not covered by

which claim is made” and , if requested, the policy, the question of waiver in
facilitate the adjustment of the claim
for loss, by producing any and all

volved in the contention of the appel
lant is not presented or does not arise.

books, papers, and vouchers bearing in

The learned judge, we think , was

any way upon the claim made.
right in the conclusion he reached , and
It was or should have been known to therefore we will affirm the judgment
both parties, as we have said , that no entered by him .
books are kept by banks in such cases,
Judgment affirmed, with costs.

Owning Oneself
From the Rectorial Address of Rudyard Kipling, at St. Andrews
University
MONG

the generations that period — one mostly spends it in lodg

A haxsity were

have preceded you at this university were men of your own

ings alone — that corresponds to the
time when man in the making began to

blood - many and many — who did their

realize that he was himself and not an

work on the traditional sack of peas-

other.

meal or oatmeal behind the door .

The post-war world which discusses

weighed out and measured with their so fluently and frankly the universality
own hands against the cravings of their and cogency of sex , as the dominant
natural appetites.
factor of life , has adopted a reserved
These weremen who intended to own and modest attitude in its handling of
themselves, in obedience to some dream , the imperious and inevitable details of
leading, or word which had come to mere living and working . I will respect

them . They knew that it would be a

that attitude.

hard and long task , so they set about it.
The initial payments on the policy of
with their own iron rations on their own 'one's independence, then , must be
backs, and they walked along the sands

financed , by no means for publication ,

to pick up driftwood to keep the fire

but as a guarantee of good faith to
going in their lodgings.
wards oneself, primarily out of the
Now , what in this world or the next, drinks that one does not to continu
can the world , or any tribe in it , do ously take ; the maidens in whom one

with or to people of this temper? Bribe does not too extravagantly rejoice ; the
them by good dinners to take larger
views on life ? They would probably

entertainments that one does not too
systematically attend or conduct; the

see their hosts under the table first, and transportation one does not too mag
argue their heads off afterwards. Offer
them money to shed a conviction or two ?

nificently employ ; the bets one does not
too generally place , and the objects of

A man doesn't lightly sell what he has beauty and desire that one does not too
paid for with his hide. Stampede them

generously buy.

or coax them

into

revenues can be added to by extra work

countenancing the issue of false weights
and measures? It is a little hard to

undertaken at hours before or after
one's regular work, when one would

liberalize persons who have done their
own weighing and measuring with
broken teacups by the light of tallow

infinitely rather rest or play. That in
volves the question of how far you can
drive yourself without breaking down,

candles. No ! Those thrifty souls
must have been a narrow and an un fractious breed to handle ; but, by their
God , in Whose word they walked , they
owned themselves. And their owner-

ship was based upon the truth that if

and if you do break down , how soon
you can recover and carry on again .
This is for you to judge, and to act
accordingly.
Bit by bit, one builds up and digs
oneself into a base whence one can move

you have not your own rations you must

in any direction , and fall back upon in

or threaten them

Secondarily, those

feed out of your tribe' s hands, with all any need . The need may be merely to

that that implies.
THOSE FIRST TEN YEARS
Should any of you care to own yourselves on these lines, your insurance
ought to be effected in those first ten
years of a young man 's life when he is

neither seen nor heard.

sit still and consider, as did our first
ancestors, what manner of animal we
are, or it may be to cut loose at a min
ute's notice from a situation which has
become intolerable or unworthy; but,
whatever it may be, it is one's own need ,
and the opportunity of meeting it has

This is the been made by one's own self.
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Laba Can Your Bank
Go On Without You ?
DURING his lifetime a certain man had carved in
marble a full-sized monument of himself, for he
wished to leave something by which he might be re
membered always.
Hewas an eccentric ; butnot be

ity of its founder is taken away.

cause he wished to be remem .
bered . It was because he failed
to realize that there is only one
real reason for remembrance - a
service to our fellowmen so estab

Has your bank this characteristic ?
Onlü if it is a well advertised in

lished that it shall continue.

stitution , which has extended its
interests and woven them into
the people's interests so closely

One of the most durable , sub

that the institution is no longer
yours alone but in an important

stantial and lasting forms such a

sense theirs.

monument may take is a well.
established banking business that
has been so closely knit into the

Consult The Collins Service re .
garding publicity that will so
mold the attitude of the com

lives of the people as to stand munity toward your bank that it
solidly in its own strength , un
shaken even when the personal.

shall be a permanent, public in
stitution .

The Collins Service
Sa

The Recognized Standard of Financial Advertising

Philadelphia , Pa
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Getting New Business
and certifica
Through Employees deposit,bond
In this con
deposit business.
test a total of 3023 accounts
By J. V . Corrigan

icate of

Manager Publicity and Purchasing Department, Liberty Central Trust Company of St.Louis was secured. The total amount
ilontinued on page 759)
THE THIRD employees' contest
has recently been brought to a

successful close at the Liberty
Central Trust Company of St.
Louis.
'The contest was called a
“ Vacation Trip Contest," the
purpose of which was to en
courage the “ travel spirit"
and a race to a set destination
which the employee chose him

self. Various trips from
St.
Louis were outlined
such as,

1882
125 HP.

Los Angeles, San Francisco ,

19231

San Diego , Portland, Yellow
stone Park, Colorado points,
Michigan points, and others,
showing the number of boxes
required in order to secure free
transportation. It was em

phatically stated that in case an
employee desired to remain at

home and use the money for
some other purpose, he could
do so.
The purpose of this contest,

unlike the two previous contests

staged by the Liberty Central,
was to secure only safe deposit
business, including boxes and
A total of 161 safe deposit
customers was secured in the
contest, bringing the grand
total of safe deposit customers
secured in three contests within
amonths
periodto 813.
of about
Anyoneeighteen
realiz
ing the difficulty in securing
this class of business will agree
that this record of close to a
thousand, is very gratifying.
The cost of securing these 813
boxes averaged less than $1.50.
contest which was
putTheon first
at the Liberty Central
included savings, checking, safe
storage.

70,000 HP

Forty -one Years of Progress
Forty-one years ago - an September 4, 1882
electric current was turned on at the central
station in New York City. 257 Pearl Street
This staten began with fifty -sine customers.

and theatres - just in homes alone,more than
thirty-three
light andpeople
with electric million
with arepowerbeingfor served
laber.
saving devices

who were at first so skeptical that current was
supplied them free for nearly five months.
The Pearl Street central station contained six

The Bonds of Electric Light and Power Com

duties

and development of many of the largest Elec .

panies are, as a clas, entitled to a high invest
rating . They are obligations of an estab
was ment
andof itthose
nicknamed
" Jurnbos",
generators,with
lished industry which not only supplies
mentioned
awe
that
each
one
service indispensable
to the batsocialoccupies
and comthe
dynamo-electric machines had a capacity of mercial
of the nation.
125 horsepower - 104 the capacity of the esviable lifeposition
a constantly grow .
dysamo is from 60.000 to 70.000 isg demand for ofthisfacing
modern
service
Barnings
are
barsepower.
unusually stable, being attle affected by
periods offromprosperity
oryeardepression,
and in
From this small beginning there has grown creasing
year
to
with
the
increase
a wanderful industry. The service performed in the population of the country. The scur.
Light and Power Companies ities of these companies possess the further
Electric
byextends
today throughout the entire length important
advantage
offering awithbighlysalety.
at
and breadth of the land. Industrially speak tractive
interest
returnof combined
has all but turned mught into
13day.. electricity
It has improved working conditions,
arded in increasing producten , and in hun. Harris, Forbes & Company was organized in
dreds of other ways woven itsell into the very 1882, the sameyear which withesied the birth
lighting
industry.bondWewere
fibre of the country's existence in farm , lac ofof the
the electric
first large
investment
housesoneto
tory and home, aiding the people in their purchase
original issues of Electric Light and
business activities, their pleasures, and their Power
Bands. We have aided in the financing
tric Light and Power Companies in the
That original list of fifty-nine customers has country,
all times an extensive
assortmentandof have
such atsecurities
which we offer
with
our recommendation
tion shope, factories, public buildings, churches

grown during four decades until today . in
homes alone without talang into considera

Upon request for Ctrevlar All shall be
pleased to and copy of our Jure Bed Ofening

Harris,
Forbes & Company
Pine Stroot, Corner William , New York
Haris Verhes Ceny

Marria, FortLead& Company

Harri Trust and savings Bank
odDonc

It has been said that investors want " tacts, not pretty

pictures." Yet what investor could object to the illustration
ance has never in itself hurt any advertisement. People like
pictures,
and even hardened investors are from
no exception.
So
long as the copy is pertinent, and straight
the shoulder

and layout in the above advertisement. A pleasing appear

- as it is here - -an investment ad is strengthened, rather than

weakened, hy the proper use of an illustration combined with

a pleasing layout.
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Banking Publicity munity. Speeches by your

Any advertisement that

officers, suggestions for civic

can pass these two tests is

improvement,

very apt to contain the in

RICHARD F . DURHAM , Editor

Monthly Publicity Sootion

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
71-73 Murray St., New York

NOVEMBER 1923

HOW

often does your

bank's name appear

constructive

plans for the betterment of gredients which go to make
some phase of community
welfare and efforts to help

up an advertisement both
good and appropriate to the

carry them out - these are a

purpose for which

it is

few things that offer a fer written. If they fall short
tile source of real news. on these two counts your ad

in the news columns of your Properly handled they will vertisements will fail, not
get the right sort of recep- probably but surely.
daily paper or papers ? Not tion
from the average editor.
as often , it's a safe guess, as
you would like it to . And

whose fault is this anyway,
A BANKER wrote in to
yours or the editors'?
The trouble with most us a few days ago, in items that banks send in to closing proofs of some of
editors is that they are just the advertisements which
his bank had published . He
items and not news items.
Not a day passes but that asked if we thought they
some incident occurs in your were in keeping with the

THERE ARE more loopholes
of escape open to bank ad
vertisers when they gen
eralize regarding Service,
Courtesy and Personal At
tention than there are when
they get down to brass
tacks.

bank that has in it the element of news. If your bank

principles of sound banking
When you talk about some
practice, if they upheld the definite banking service in

has a publicity manager it is
an important part of his
business to be constantly on

dignity of a long established
banking institution , and if
they were sufficiently con -

the alert for anything relating directly or indirectly to

servative. We have had not be side- stepped.
Whether specific or gen
letters of
very sim
other letters
of aa very
sim other

your bank having in it the
substance of news which can

ilar nature.

appropriately be sent in to

which this banker asked us

you can , be specific , and

editors. If you have no pub

concerning his advertise
ments, are important and not

when you are specific take
particular care not to be

made the duty of someone in to be overlooked .
There are two other ques
your bank with a facility for
or
writing to seize upon any tions which he did not ask ,
incident or event relating in and which are of very
any way to your bank which obvious and primary im -

misleading. Don't forget
that you are firing at a lim

can be translated into terms portance. They apply to
of news and sent in to bank advertisements and all
editors .
other advertisements. They

apt to take what you say
quite literally, and, to be

rather definitely disturbed

Some of the officers in

have been harped on and

if, upon investigation , they

your bank are identified in

hammered into a bromidic

chance to feel that what you

some way with the civic ac-

triteness , and still they are

promise and what you per

tivities of your community.

neglected .

licity manager, it should be

All three of the questions

These questions

specific terms, you have
taken upon yourself an ob
ligation to fulfill which can

eral- mean what you say .
But wherever and whenever

ited class of persons rather

than the banking public at
large.

form

These persons are

are

two

different

Your bank itself, of course , are: 1. Will they be read

things. A misleading ad
vertisement can becomemore

should be identified definite-

2. Will

ly with activities in behalf

something of a positive na- of a liability than several

they accomplish

of the welfare of your com -

ture ?

bad debts.
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Getting New Business
Through Employees
(Continued from page 757)
of business approximated $800,
000 of which almost $ 150,000

was savings, representing 1957
accounts, averaging $ 74.71 each
at an average cost of $ 1.36 . In

the first contest also, a total of
472 safe deposit boxes was se
cured at a cost of $ 1.03 each .
The large number of boxes se
cured in the first contest as
compared with the third contest

is accounted for by the fact
that the safe deposit depart
ment was installed only about
one month previous to the first
contest. Therefore, employees
had an unusual opportunity of
soliciting customers of the
bank who, heretofore, had no

opportunity of renting a safe
deposit box with the institution.
All in all, we considered this
good business because we feel

that while employees secured

When Will You Arrive ?
A traveler once asked Aesop how long it would take to
get to Athens. Aesop said that he didn't know , and the traveler

stalked off exasperated.
After he had walked for a few moments, Aesop hailed
him . " It will take you one hour to reach Athens," he said.
"Why didn 't you say so in the first place ?" demanded
the traveler .
walk ." "Because,"

said Aesop, “I had to see how fast you could

There are travelers on the road to " Financial Indepen
dence” who probably would like to know when they will reach
their goal. According to Aesop, it will depend on the amount

and regularity of the deposits they make.
Why not start on your way to financial independence
to -day! . All deposits made in our Special Interest Department
between now and October tenth will receive interest from the first.

credit for some boxes which
would have come to our safe

deposit department on their

The Fidelity Trust Company

own initiative, nevertheless, we
secured many more boxes which
would not have, at a very small

Main at Swan Street

of Buffalo

average cost.

The second contest was limit
and safe deposit boxes. By

Main at Utica Street
Kensington at Bailey Avenue

Delaware at Chippewa Street
Hertel w Parkside Avenue
FIDELITY

ed strictly to savings accounts

concentrating, a total of 2813
savings accounts was secured ,

Effective dialogue based

on a page
unusually good savings advertisement

from Aesop. An

.

.
representing an increase of al
most a thousand accounts more made a thorough analysis of might be a reflection on the
than the first contest in a short the status of the savings busi- employee as to his method in
er period of time. This con - ness secured in our first contest. securing such business.
test was divided into teams, The result was a very pleasant
Any banking institution
the captains of which were

surprise by an increase of from
$ 144 ,000 to $ 184,000 , or an ap -

which has not as yet taken ad
vantage of the opportunity of

proximate 30 per cent. increase
180 safe deposit boxes was also in eight months.
secured in this contest. The
This analysis knocks the ar average cost per account was gument in the head that em about $ 1.30.
ployees secure too much busiThere has been much discus ness simply as accommodation
sion as to the relative value of accounts, which will remain in employees' contests; as to the active, or possibly be withdrawn .

securing new business through
The first thing to determine is
the class of business the bank
desires. Many banks will find
savings and safe deposit busi
ness to be the most praetical in
employees' contests. Of course,

type of business, particularly
savings business, that employees

they cannot expect to secure
nearly the number of safe de

picked from the high leaders in
the first contest. A total of

On the other hand, we believe
that employee's friends would

its employees, should do so .

secure from their friends. At feel guilty in closing an account posit customers as they do. sav
the time when we were con - opened for the credit of an em sidering our second contest we ployee in a contest, in that it

ings accounts. Almost any em

ployee can jolt a friend of his
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Banks who employ outside
representatives are careful to
select men of a type likely to

reflect credit upon their institu
tion . But these same banks
think nothing of sending out
thousands of colorless salesmen
in the bank correspondence field

- the only thing resembling red
blood about them , the stamp on

the outside of the envelope.
Let us examine one of these
the bank's standpoint. This
letter is quoted from an article

lack luster letters written from

The LessorWe Too Often Forget
w he
veolis

here
the

h

relay

yen

tha

al

.

and see
Me

terve
urtweg

medy

.

Hiện

đang

|

» UnionCom pa Trust.
ty
First trust company in Detroit

a series which the author states
sults.” If this is so , a really
good series would have resulted

produced “ very tangible re

4d
Rhese

- 1

in a recent issue of an excellent
bank magazine. The author of
the article, and presumably of
the letter, is a man famous in
the bank publicity field. This
letter is the fourth and last in

Griswold at Congress PhoneMain 4470

in an avalanche of business.
In reading this letter, note
how the bank is placed in the
picture first throughout. Of
the eight sentences, all but
three begin with "we.” Two out
of those three have "we" for
the second word.

A very good full-page newspaper advertisement on the
subject of thrift, published by a Detroit bank. La
copy are both good. The copy is long - a little too long we
think - but very readable , and always to the point.

or hers into opening a savings
account because it is simply a
matter of setting aside a few
dollars, and almost everyone
will agree that this is a good
thing to do. Besides too, al
though a friend has an account

curing a $5 savings account and
renting a $5 safe deposit box ,
is a very wide difference, of

elsewhere, this does not stop

The “ We” Attitude in

him from opening a new ac

saving and spending.

An Employee
YouYou cannotCannot
Wait To Train
break in " as executor for your estata
as you would an executive for your business Yea
should not charge your estate with the expense of
teaching theperson who- ill take charge of youraffiro,
begia at once.

mistakes are costly - and the duties of na executor

The American Louaad Trust Compray comenta
you already trioad .or his task already equipped
with men, facilities ang is to deveto to your inter
esta; alread poressia , tbe exzerie ce secessary for

count at another institution .
Bank Letters
On the other hand, safe de
By Raleigh E. Ross
posit business comes from an
altogether different type of WHEN YOU are writing a letter
customer. Anyone to be in the to attract new business for your
market for a safe deposit box, bank which do you think of

must in the first place, have first: Your bank, or the person
something to put in it. We all to whom your letter is ad

know that unless a man has dressed? If you think of the
papers, he will not spend $5 a his angle, you are an exception.
year for such protection.
For, unfortunately, few bank

istelligent managoment of say state, largo er sal
Aside from its complete trust service, this institutina
has baca in the investorst business for many year ,
and Ihus exceptional experience is yours at the same
cost you would have to pay na izdividual acting in

trast espacity .
new folder,
A Leng
explains trewhy
youOurshould
dn . "your
will Journey",
nese sod saine
company us executer. We shall isdly resd you .
copy'on request, without ebligation to you.

American Loan & Trust Company
151 Congres St., West Detroit,Michigan
Telephonse Mein 2325

something more than insurance addressee first and write from
The difference between se - letters are written thus.

Copy on the value of a trust
company as executor. Fairly ef

fectively written , but too long, and
not very well laid out.
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Here is the letter :
Dear Sir:
We believe that we understand
thoroughly the problems of com
not an easy life. We know that
expenses are high and that there
never seems to be any let-up.
But we also know that money
in the bank is a cure for many
troubles and that is why we have
set out to be the financial doctor
for the people of this community.
We have an interest department
where we open accounts with de
posits of from one dollar up and
pay interest at the rate of.......
per cent. compounded semi-an
nually
. Your money here is pro
tected by all the assets of this
strong and fast -growing national
bank which is a member of the
Federal Reserve System and
operates under the strict super
vision of the United States Gov
ernment.
Moreover, we will give you a
personal welcome as a depositor.
We are here to help you in any
way possible .
Yours truly ,
( Signed ) President.

muters. We know that yours is

URO

Bubbles !
"generally
Bubble"bearw
Investments
should earmarles
be carefully avoided
e of which
the following
S

w

GRIOS

2
1 Fath

?
LINN

Ah

of

casethe fun.
old

w rulea
brewrats
howa toke

Of course we will revise this
letter. Since it closes the series
it should be the best. Instead ,
it is probably the weakest of
thought to any great extent,

the four. Without changing the

Te

Union Trust Company
Telephone Main 4470

First trust company in Detroit

Griswold at Congress

Excellent
copybody
on of"bubble"
ments.
Thosefullwhopage
feel newspaper
that the main
the copyinvest
is too
much to plough through can quickly and readily get the
story of what it's all about in condensed form through a
glance at the outline inclosed in the box,

we will seek to strengthen the if we will but write and rewrite.
letter by placing the bank's in - What a wonderful improvement
terests second, instead of first. this will make in bank corres
Dear Mr. Brown :
Commuters have a hard life.
Expenses are high with no let- up

Why is

London's "Wall Street
called Lombard ?

in sight. With this kind of a
prospect, laying aside money every
w

week is difficult . But surely you
will agree that it is well worth
while the guarantee of a broad

The Seaboard National Bank

er, brighter future.
Your deposits here are protected
by all the assets of this strong,
fast growing bank - a member of
the Federal Reserve System and
operating under strict supervision
of the United States Government.

Nas O BROAD AND BEAVER STREETS
March
11 BROADWAY
LAST STREET

Interest deposits earn —
per
cent. compounded semi-annually.

The copy
gives history,
an in
teresting
bit here
of banking
which
most
of
us
should
knowof
but perhaps don 't. This type
copy is obviously rather difficult
to tie up to present day banking.
Its principal
its
very
historicalstrength
interest. liesIt inhelps
the bank that runs it if, after
you have read it, you can asso
ciate the bank 's name with it.

Get the habit of depositing
regularly and success will be
yours in increasing measure with
every passing year. The writer
will be glad to meet you person
ally when you call.

pondence.
Worth trying, isn't
it ?

How Banks Are
Advertising
THE ILLinois Merchants Bank,
Chicago, publishes a series of
six well planned folders de
scribing concisely, but ade

quately, the services rendered
by six different departments of

the bank. These folders bear

the following titles: Foreign
Bank
Servi A Capable
and ing
Conscienti ce; Trust Serv

Cordially yours,
ous
My what a difference! Don't ice ; Inviting You to Join Our
you think so ? The "we" habit Family of 200,000 Savers ; A
is one that all of us can break Complete Service for Buyers
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given in the booklet regarding
the actual drawing of the will,
statute pertaining to the clos
ing of an estate, compensation
of executor or administrator,

AN OLD INSTITUTION

$ 3,000,000.00
Capital
, Surplus and Profits

and what the will may contain.

Planters
National Bank
Richmond, Virginia

the Bank of New York and
Trust Company, volume 1,
5, has come in to this
number
office. This monthly bank pub

“NUMBER ONE," house organ of

100 % Commercial Bank. Preferred as a correspondent.

lication is very good as regards

up and attypog
content,
hand
The number
raphy. make
contains interesting articles on
Bankers' Acceptances, Factors
in Foreign Exchange Fluctua

the laws of the State of Virginia
Incorporated under
Established in 1865
Exceptional service to correspondents is available at all timer. Banks and bankers especially,in need of suitable
connection in Richmond, write, 'phone or wire.
HISTORY: The Planters NationalBank isone ofthe oldest and bestknown banks in the South . It was founded
just after the close of the CivilWar, when Richmond was in ashes, and it helped materially in the
rebuilding of the city during reconstruction days. Since its inception the Planters National Bank

has orderly
always been
readyand
willingbusiness,
to co-operatewith Southern industry,and has gladly assisted in
the
financing
of Southern

and Bank Credit Investi
tions,
gating.

BUSINESS: Commercial banking is a phase of finance that deserves special attention in itself. The Planters
NationalBank is a Commercial Bank ,and has always specialized in this particular field . The Plant
ers Bank numbers among its patrons someof the largest and most successful manufacturers, cor
porations, and banks in the South. Years of pleasant relations assure perpetual contact.
MANAGE Although commercial banking is the exclusive field of the Planters NationalBank, its official per.
MENT: sonnel are all specialists in themany ramihcations entering this line of financial endeavor. Credits,
transit
problems, advertising counsel, foreign exchange questions, re-financing ,etc.- all of these
and more are some of the high peaks of Planters service to its clients.

UNDER THE headline " Fortune

ASSETS:

is But a Weapon,” the Bank of
America recently published the

following excellent piece of
trust copy :
upon
oneCommenting
of the most editorially
famous fortunes

The ample resources of the Planters National Bank and its strong financial position , as evidenced
by a capital stock ofonemillion , and surplus of double this amount,insures a liberal line to concerns
whose seasonal requirements are in excess of that available from their local banks. In addition,

numbers
marketing national products have relations here that are provingmutually sat
isfactory ofandhouses
profitable.

$3,500,000

PURPOSE: tions
The enlargement
of the official stafftheof the
Plantersin National
Bank,position
and theto take
additions
altera
to the originalbuilding,places
institution
an excellent
on newandaccounts
- cither banks, corporations or individuals. In offering its services and facilities to logical South
ern business,the point is clearly made that permanent alliances are desired, and that all efforts
will be directed to cementing personal friendships between the bank and its clients.

A.I.NAMM & SON
First Mortgage 66 Sinking Fund Gold Laur

This service, offered now, is available at all times, and is subject to your approval.

These Facilities Are Recommended for Immediate Use
Manufacturers Compese New York City. Feel Age

(The information submitted above is guaranteed, as it is taken from sources thoroughly reliable.)

NAMMIDEA
Teb
hade tres se
and requiere
ing the w
heels she

A novel presentation of a bank 's history, assets and
facilities, patterned of course
after a frequently
formal
type of investinent offering.
This theme has beenused
splendidly

the A

handled .

and Sellers of Bonds; Commer- an unusually clear exposition,

cial Banking
supplemented
Service
for Mod- manner
bywhich
charts,regular
of the
ern
Business
in
Requirements;
and, Safety Deposit Facilities monthly deposits will accumu
- Modern and Convenient.

u

ASSETS
d ApieA
The. proper heetenwe
Gap

SENENG AND
. The Conte n tngeles
with
widewinder
odwy
podl
e d wa et

durch

late over a given number of

treated
individually in the
folders.
A BOOKLET issued by

Na
tional City Bank, NewtheYork,

“ I low Money Grows," contains

monthly at 3 per cent. per

annum .
THE CEDAR Rapids Savings
Bank and Trust Company,
Cedar Rapids, Ia., issues a
booklet, "Make Your Will,”
which
coverswillthemaking
subjectveryof
wills and
thoroughly. Some useful mem
oranda and suggestions
are

her med de
Sieg e
of the Con
heterophene
p
the t
dhe
fetare
the
o
wegian
hdual
B

Huh

This bank also publishes a years with interest compounded

very comprehensive booklet
"Meeting Your Every Banking
Need,” describing under one
cover the services of all six of
the departments which are

S

MENINGS
The other
CThe Lentu
. . . a dothewte thot
s Yo Carto e on

A

W . Recommend this ledto meet
Arkan and later yelding poesia y Ases
m will be made tothe these are on the New York
Theo
Piero
alene ,

INVESTMENT DEPARTMENT
Manufacturers
Trust Company
19Best New York

A distinctive and well-arranged
layout is used to decided advan

tage York
in thebank
presentation
by this
New
of an investment
offering.

THE BANKERSMAGAZINE
in America , the NEW YORK
TRIBUNE recently stated : " * • .
In the world of affairs a fortune
is but a weapon , ineffective save
as there is an all powerful arm to
seize it."
The truth of this statement is
borne out in an impressive manner
when a family loses control of a
great industry with which its
name has been associated. In a
less spectacular manner it is con
firmed in connection with thou
sands of moderate estates which
are built up by able men , but
which by reason of falling into
unskilled hands dwindle away and
fail to accomplish the purposes
for which they were created.
Where the support of depend
ents is the purpose in view , the
man who provides the " weapon "
may if he choose provide also
" the all powerful arm ," for if his
loved
ones are themselves inex
perienced in financial matters he
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may place the management and

control of his estate in the hands
of a powerful financial institution
which will act as trustee and
wield the weapon in their behalf.
Banks and trust companies are
the outstanding fiduciary experts
and the logical trustee for a man' s
estate
is that bank or trust com
pany in whose integrity and
ability he has the greatest con
fidence. An institution 's record ,
tested in the light of intimate
knowledge of its policies and per
sonnel, should be the deciding
factor.
For more than a century The
Bank of America has been estab
lishing its record and as a cus
tomer of this bank you have had
an opportunity to form an opinion
of our methods. We invite you
to consider our record and offer
to serve as your trustee.

Under the head-line “ Diversi
fication,” the front cover of an
investment booklet issued by
the Hibernia Securities Com
pany, Inc., New Orleans, con

tains the following copy:
Andrew Carnegie once said ,
" Put all your eggs in one basket,
but first be sure it' s a good
basket."
All of which was good enough
for Andrew Carnegie, but for the
average investor of moderate
means such a policy would be
full of risk . He might make one
wrong selection and lose all,
whereas by placing his funds in a
number of different issues it is
hardly likely that he could lose
very much , particularly if he con
sults a responsible investment
house in making his choice.
Safety should always be the
Arst consideration in making an
Investment, and the surest way
to minimize risk and enhance
gafety is by diversification ; by
selecting safe as well as profitable
investments; by selecting several,
not one.

There is an infinite variety of

JULIAN M . CASE
Bank, Detroit, Michigan
THE advent of Julian Case in the financial new busi
1 nessof field
particularly
be
cause
the afactyearthatagoheis has
tackled hisinteresting,
job entirely
Manager business extension department of the Dime Savings

without previous financial experience, yet with a broad
record of advertising and merchandising training. The
attitude which Mr. Case has adopted toward the adver
tising of his institution is that banks in general ought to
get much more in the way of direct results from their
paid publicity than they are now securing. His policy

is to strive for direct results from every advertisement.
Generalities are eliminated from the copy and definite
things only are discussed which are offered the public
with the same persuasion and opportunity for immediate
action that is the sum and substance of most other
advertising.
Another requirement of his advertisements as ex
plained by Mr. Case, is that they must be so pertinent
to his own institution that the copy could not apply if
the signature of any but the Dime Savings Bank were
used . Several exclusive features of service were added
by the bank which has made this possible. He has com

pleted several campaigns, all aiming for direct results,
and all have proved productive.
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human letters
urge the
world toGroup,
save. Milwaukee,
Members ofposed
the Progress
organiza
tion Using
for employees
of theto First
Wisconsin
for the Club,
aboveanphotograph
recently . Every employee has the privilege of depositing one-tenth of his salary each
pay day. Each year since the organization of the club the directors of the institutions have
made a contribution to its reserve fund so that now the reserve fund practically equals the total
savings of the employees. In addition to receiving interest yearly on their deposits, the employees

earn a right to a share in the reserve fund under certain restrictions.

which to choose
bonds frommunicipal,
good
indus Kinley, twenty-fifth president
- Government,
trial, railroad, corporation , etc.
disposal
your be
are weat shall
services
Our
glad
time and
at any
to discuss with you the planning
of your investments.

A THIRTY- TWO page booklet is
published by The Geo. D .
Harter Bank of Canton, Ohio,
showing twenty-four photo
graphic views of the interior
and exterior of the banking
structure, reproduced in sepia
tint through a rotogravure
process.

A feature of the booklet is

the reproduction of the twelve
panels
decorating the walls of
the banking room , each one con
taining an extract from one of

the speeches of William Mc

of the United States and one
of the organizers of The Geo.
D . Harter Bank.
VARIED SERVICES offered as cus
todian of securities are well out
lined in " The Custody and Care
of Your Securities," a booklet
published by the United States
Mortgage and Trust Company,
New York. Under the sub -head
of "What We Do," the booklet
lists the following services:

4. On order, sell your securities
- attending to the transfer and
crediting your account or rein
vesting, as you instruct.
5 . Buy securities as directed .
6 . Make delivery of your securi
tieg - as collateral or for any other
purpose.
7. Execute income tax owner
ship certificates.
8. Advise you in advance of ma
turing holdings - so that you may
consider reinvestment.
9. On request, obtain reports on

the condition of corporations in
which
you are financially in
terested .
10 . Watch and check financial

news from many sources, en
deavoring to notify you when such

1. We accept the custody of your affects your holdings.
securities, listing them and re
ceipting to you.
2. Collect incomes from all se
curities - as well as the principal
of maturing investments.

3. Place the income to the credit

of your account or remit by check
or draft to any address,

11. Furnish statements of your
securities and income received .
12. Confer with you - furnishing
information and valuable statis
tical data .
13. Assist in preparing your in
come tax returns.

Advert
Exchan
Bank
ising
ge
Those listed herewith are willing to exchange booklets and other advertising
matter issuedWatch
by themfor. Subscribers
can getOther
on this list free of charge.
Names
New

and

Changes.

Albany,
N . Y., City Svgs. Bank, F . H . Williams, EastF . Moline,
11., Manufacturers State Bank,
max,
T . Shearman , cash .
Asbury
Park,
N
J.,
Asbury
.
Park
J.
Tr.
B
Co.,
.
Elizabeth
City,
N . C., 1st
Fogal, asst. secy.-treas.
Bank, M . H . Jones, cash . & Citizens Nat'ı
Baltimore,
Md., Nat'l Bank of Baltimore, W . B .
Thurston , Jr., mgr. for. dept.

Elmira , N . Y ., 2nd Nat' l Bank, Helen E . Mal.

lory, adv. mgr.
Berkeley,
Cal.,V . Berkeley
Com 'i & Svgs. Bk., G . Evansville,
Ind.,, pubNat'. mgr.
l City Bank, Josephine c.
L . Pape,
P.
MacCorkle

Boston,
Mass., Internat'l Tr. Co., T. F. Megan, Evansville,
Ind., oid State Nat'l Bank, A . F .
asst. secy.
Bader, asst. cash .
Flint,
Mich.,
Citizens
Potter, asst.
cash .Com 'l & Svgs. Bank, H . E .
Boston , Mass., Old Colony Trust Company.

Boston , Mass., National Shawmut Bank

Boston , Mass., State St. Tr. Co., R . M . Eastman,

Flint, Mich ., Industrial Svgs. Bank, A . T . Smith ,

mgr. special serv. dept.
asst. to pres.
Brenham
,
Tex.,
1st
Nat'l
Bank,
A
.
Schlenker,
Flint,
Mich.,
Co. Svgs. Bank, W . Power,
rash . , N . Y ., Home Svgs. Bank , V . M . Pow . Gardner,
mgr.
new Genesee
bus.Gardner
dept.
Brooklyn
Mass.,
Tr. Co., P . O. Ahlin.
V . P.
ell, secy .
Brooklyn , N . Y ., Williamsburgh Svgs. Bank , Goldsboro, N . C., Wayne Nat'l Bank, W . E .
A . E . Leighton , adv. mgr.
Stroud, V . P . & cash.
Bruxelles, Belgium , Moniteur des Interets Ma Greenville, S. C., American Bk. & Tr. Co., R .
Anderson, cash .
terlels, 27 Place de Louvain .
Buffalo,
N . Y ., Citizens Tr. Co., H . G . Hoffman, Greenville,
treas.
Williams,S. VC.,
. P .Woodside Nat'l Bank, J. L .
Buffalo,
N
.
Y.,
Fidelity
Tr.
Co.,
W
.
D
.
Lamp
Haverhill,
Mass.,
1st Nat'l Bank, C. A . Rath
bone, V . P .
man , asst. pub . mgr.
Buffalo,
N.
Y.,
Marine
Tr.
Co,
J.
A.
Edwards,
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
Fletcher Svgs. & Tr. Co..
adv. mgr.
L . A . Buennagel, mgr. serv. dept.
Buffalo,
N
.
Y.,
Peoples
Bank,
C.
R
.
F.
Wichen
Ithaca,
N
.
Y
.
,
1st
Nat'l
Bank, W . A . Boyd, V . P.
den , mgr. new bus. dept.
Jacksonville , Fla ., Atlantic Nat'l Bank , J. M .
Quincy, asst. cash .
Cambridge,
Mass.,
Guaranty
Tr.
Co.,
L
.
A
.
V. P.
Fla.,dept.
Barnett Nat'l Bank, E . G .
CedarFrost,
Rapids,
Iowa, Cedar Rapids Svgs. Bank, Jacksonville,
Haskell, adv.
C . E . Auracher, adv. mgr.
Jacksonville,
Fla.
,
United
States Tr. Co., B . W .
Chambersburg,
Pa., Chambersburg Tr. Co., F. Joliet,Lanier,
secy. & treas.
Ill., Will Co. Nat' l Bank, F . R . Adams.
A . Zimmerman, V . P .
Charleston,
W ., Va.,
Kanawha Nat'l Bank, Lee Kankakee,
Ill., City Tr. & Svgs. Bank, A . M .
S . Trimble
tr. officer.
Shoven , cash .
Charleston , W . Va., Kanawha Valley Bank, H . Kansas City, Mo., Commerce Tr. Co., F . M .
Picklesimer, mgr. new business dept.
Staker, mgr. pub. dept.
Chattanooga, Tenn ., American Tr. & Bkg. Ce

Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Terminal Tr.

Co., H . G . Hunter, V . P .
E . L . Smith, asst. cash .
Chattanooga,
Tenn., Chatanooga Svgs. Bank, Lima,del
Peru,
S. A ., Banco Mercantil Americano
J. V . Holdam , asst. tr. off .
Peru .

Chester,
Pa., Pennsylvania Nat'l Bank, E . C . Lincoln
, Neb., The First Nat'l Bank, C. F .
Snyder, Jr., pub. and new bus. mgr.
Burton , V . P .
Chicago,
Ill., Bauder -Baker, 738 8. Michigan LongL . Beach,
Cal., Long Beach Nat'l Bank, P .
Ave., R . E . Bauder, pres.
Hudson, asst. cash .
Chicago,
Ill.,
Critchfield
&
Co.,
L
.
E
.
Delson,
Los
Angeles,
Cal., Hellman Com 'l Tr. & Svga
finan. adv. mgr.
Bank , D . R . Branham , dir. pub .
Chicago,
Ill., Liberty
Svgs. Bank, H . J. Los Bk.,
Angeles,
Cal., Pacific-Southwest Tr. & Svga.
Bilansky,
mgr. bus.Tr.ex.& dept.
R . M . MacLennan, adv. mgr.
Chicago,
Ill.,
Chicago
Morris
Plan
Bank,
S.
B
.
Los
Angeles,
Cal., Union Bank & Tr. Co., A . L .
Clark, mgr. serv. dept.
Lathrop, tr . off.

Chicago,
Northwestern
Gatos.pres.Cal., 1st Nat'l Bank, C. F. Ham
F . G . Ill.,
Heuchling.
V . P . Tr. & Svgs. Bank, Los sher,
Chicago,
II
.,
State
Bank
of
Chicago,
E
.
L
.
Jarl,
Madrid,
Banco Hispano Suizo, Apartado
asst. cash .
1023, Spain,
E . C . Hirt.
Chicago,
Hardesty,
Ill.,
Union
Tr.
Co.,
P.
L.
Madison
,
S.
D
.,
Lake Co. Nat'l Bank, M . F .
pub . mgr.
Berther, V . P .

Clarksville,
P. I., Banco
V . P . Tenn., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . A. Bland, Manila,
T . Nolting,
pres. de Las Islas Filipinas, W .
Cleveland,
Ohio,
Central
Nat'l
Bank,
R
.
J.
Meridian,
Miss.,
Merchants
Izant, adv. mgr.
Keeton, mgr. svgs. dept.& Farmers Bank, M .
Cleveland,
Ohio,
Cleveland
Tr.
Co.,
I
.
I.
Sperling,
Milwaukee,
Wis., Second Ward Securities Co.,
pub. mgr.
R . P . Hammond, mgr. bus. serv. dept.

Cleveland,
Ohio, Reliance Tr. Co., E . J. Mac Minneapolis,
Minn., Farmers & Mechanics Svgs.
Bank, T . H . Wallace , treas.
Nab, asst. secy.
Cleveland,
Ohio, Union Tr. Co., C. H . Hander Minneapolis,
Minn , Midland Nat'l Bank, L . L .
son, pub. mgr.
D . Stark, asst. tr. off.
Clinton
,
Iowa,
City
Nat'l
Bank,
A
.
C.
Smith
,
Minneapolis,
Minn., Minnesota Loan & Tr. Co.,
pres.
W . E . Brockman , pub. mgr.

Corsicana,
Tex., First State Bank, L. G . Kerr, Minneapolis,
Nat'l Bank,
asst. cash .
F . Merrill,Minn.,
adv. Northwestern
mgr.
Danielson,
Conn.,
Danielson
Tr.
Co.,
C
.
H
.
Missoula
,
Mont.,
Western
Montana
Nat'l Bank,
Starkweather, treas.
J. Bennett.
Dayton
,
O
.,
City
Nat'l
Bank,
L.
C.
Tingley,
Monterrey, N . L ., Mex ., A . Zambrano, Jr., care
of A . Zambrano & Sons, Apartado No. 6 .
bus. ex. mgr.

Dayton,
Ohio, Nat'l Cash Register Co., H . W . Montreal,
Que., Banque d 'Hochelaga, 112 St.
Karr, dir. pub.
James St., Léon Lorrain , dir. pub.
Denver,
Denver
Colo.,
Nat'l
Bank,
G
.
T
.
Wells,
Newark,
Ohio,
Home Bldg. Ass'n " Co., E . M .
asst. cash .
Baugher, pres.
Moines,mgr.
Central
Des Metcalf,
Ia., bus.
State
Bank,
H
.
G
.
New Orleans, La., Canal- Com 'l Tr. & vgs
ext. dept.
Bank, H . B . Caplan, secy. to pres.
Detroit,
Mich., First National
Bank, F . J. Camp New Ellsworth
Orleans, La., Hibernia Bk. & Tr. Co., F . W .
bell, adv. mgr.
, V . P ., W . B . Wisdom , adv. mgr.

Detroit,
Mich., Security Tr. Co., H . B . Grimm , New M Orleans,
La., Whitney-Central Nat'l Bank,
mgr. bus. ext. dept.
. L . Bouden, pub . mgr.
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News, Va., 1st Nat'l Bank, D . L . Down SantaRosa,
Newport
Rosa,J. GCal.,
The 1st Nat'l Bk. of Santa
. Morrow , V . P . & cash
ing,
asst,
cash . R . Clark & Co., 71 Broadway.
N . Y. C ., Ambrose
Schenectady, N . Y ., Schenectady Svgs. Bk.,
Miss A . R . Waldron , director serv. dept.
N . YS.. C.,D . Malcolm
American, gen.
Express
Co., 65 Broadway, Scranton,
mgr. adv.
Pa., 3rd Nat' l Bank , Theda A . Hoppe,
mgr. new bus. dept.
N . Ycash.
. C ., American Union Bank, R . Stein , asst. Shanghai,
China,. American Oriental Bkg. Corp .,
F . J. Raven
C., Bank of America , Withers Woolford .

Y .. C ., The Bankers Magazine.
spacher, Ill
V .., P .1st Nat'l Bank, J. C. Eber
N . YY.Gatling,
C ., Chatham
& Phenix Nat'l Bank, N . P . Shelbyville,
V . P.
Sloux
Falls,
s.
D ., Sioux Falls Nat'l Bank, J. W .
Wadden , pres.
N . Y.pub.C.,mgr.
Coal & Iron Nat'l Bank, M . Wheeler, Smithto
Branch,
N . .Y., Bank of Smithtown ,
wn
J. A . Overton, cash
Y. C., Equitable Tr. Co., A DeBeblan, adv.
mgr.

Farmers
Y.Meehan,
C., Theasst.
V . P . Loan & Tr. Co., I. H .
Y.pub.C., mgr.
Gotham Nat'l Bank, B . W . Griffin,
Y.St. C., Hamilton Nat'l Bank., 130 W . 42nd

Mfg. Tr. Co., D. Lipsky.
NN .. Y.Y.Gehle,
c.,C., Mechanics
& Metals Nat'l Bank, F. W .
. Tr.
Y.mgr.C., NewV. P York
Co., E . Langstroth, pub.
Y.secyC.,. North Side Svgs. Bank, A . A. Ekirch,

SouthV . Bend,
Ind., Indiana Tr. Co., J. C. Stover,
P.
Spokane,
Wash.,
Nat'lmgr.
Bank-Union Tr. Co.,
A . F . BrunkowOld, pub.
St. Joseph,
Mo.,
1st
Nat'l
Bank,
L . J. Morgan,
pub . mgr.

St. Louis,
MO., Liberty Central Tr. Co., J. V .
Corrigan, pub. mgr.

St. Louis,
Mo., Mercantile Tr. Co., 8. P. Judd,
pub. mgr.

St. Louis,
Mo., Nat'lasst.Bankto pres.
of Commerce, W . B .
Weisenburger,
Stockholm
,
Sweden
,
Svenska
P . G . Norberg , pub. mgr. Handelsbanken ,

N . Y.pubC.,. mgr.
Seaboard Nat'l Bank, E . M . Hutchins, Stroudsburg,
Nat'l Bank, C. B .
Keller, Jr.,Pa.,cashStroudsburg
.

Gov't
Bank ofsecyN . . S. W .
N . Y.adv.C., mgr.
Union Bank of Canada, A . G . Sclater, Sydney,
, A . Svgs.
W . Turner,
Rural Bank
and Australia,
& Tr. Co., L
Bank
Citizens-Amer.
N . Y.iltonC .,, Western
Fla.,
Tampa,
Union
Tele.
Co.,
.
H
.
Ham
L
adv. mgr.
A . Bize, pres.

Norfolk, Va., Seaboard Nat'l Bank, W . V. Cappe, Toledo, Ohio, Com 'l Svgs. Bk. & Tr. Co., J. H .

new bus. mgr.
Streicher, asst. secy-treas.
Northampton
, Mass.,
Canadian
A . St.Canada,
L . Trigge,
secy. Bank of Commerce,
G . S . Willis,
pres.Hampshire Co. Trust Co., Toronto,

Norwich
, Conn., Chelsea Svgs. Bank, J. D . Colt,
asst. treas.
Oak L .Park,
Ill., Oak Park Tr. & Svgs. Bank ,
A . Clarahan , mgr. new bus. dept.

Orizaba , Ver., Mex., J . C . Gutierrez, Apartado
146 .

Osaka,
Japan,
Japan Trust Bank, Ltd., H .
Araki,
for. div.

Toronto, Canada, H . J. Coon, 68 Farnham Ave.

Trenton , N . J., Mechanics Nat'l Bank, C . K .
Withers, tr. off. & pub. mgr.

Tuscaloosa,
baugh, V Ala.,
. P . & City
cash.Nat'l Bank, S. F. Cla
Utica , N . Y ., Svgs. Bk., H . W . Bell, dir. serv.
Valdosta , Ga., Merchants Bank, A . F . Winn,
Jr., V . P .
cash .
Washington,
Poole, pres.D. C ., Federal Nat'l Bank, John
Lyons, asst. secy.
Washington,
D . C., Washington
Loan & Tr. Co.,
E . H . Thompson
, pub. mgr.

Owego,
N
hill. . Y., Owego Nat'l Bank, H . L . Under Warren, Pa., Warren Nat'l Bk., R . W . Mackay,
Paterson,
N . J., 2nd Nat'l Bank, W . Van Blar
com , asst. cash .
Pendleton
, Ore., American Nat'l Bank, J. De
Wilde, pub. mgr.
Phila.,
Pa., 4th St. Nat'l Bk., J. T. A. Hosbach,
adv. mgr.

Washington, D. C., Union Tr. Co. of D . C., W . S.

Phila.,V . PPa.,
Overbrook Bank, R . H . Thompson, Watertown,
N . Y.,asst.
Jefferson
Co. Nat'l Bank ,
.
R . W .Wis.,
Oakes,
cash . Bank,
Phila.,
Phila. Nat'l Bank, W . R . D . Hall, Wausau,
Pa.,
Marathon
Co.
H . C. Ber
com ' l serv . dept.
ger, cash .

Phlla.,
Pa.,asst.Tradesmen's
Nat'l Bank, H . E . Waynesboro, Pa., 1st Nat'l Bank, J. E . Guy,
cash .
mgr. serv . dept.
PineDeily,
Bluff,
Ark
.,
Cotton
Belt
Tr. Co., Wellsboro,
Pa., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . L. Matson,
L . E . Bassett, mgr. svgs. & Svgs.
pub. &dept.
adv. dept.

Pine Bluff, Ark ., Merch . & Planters Bank, West Chester, Pa., Farmers & Mechanics Tr.
R . W . Etter,
asst. cash
. Bank , J. M . WII
Co., J . C . Hall, V . P .
Pittsburgh,
Pa., Mellon
Nat'l
Wilkes
liams, pub . mgr.
W . -Barre,
J . Ruff, Pa.,
cash . Luzerne Co. Nat'l Bank,
Pittsburgh,
Pa., Pennsylvania Tr. Co., pub. mgr.
Pittsburgh, Pa., W . H . Siviter, 122 Dithridge St. Wilkes- Barre, Pa., Wyoming Nat'l Bank, W . M .
Prague, Czechoslovakia , Industrial and Agricul
tural Bank of Bohemia .
Quincy, Mass., Granite Trust Co., D . King, V . F

Raleigh, N

Sherrill, mgr. pub. dept.

Wilmington,
N . c.,pres.
Wilmington Svgs. & Tr. Co .,
C . E . Taylor,

C ., Citizens Nat'l Bank, R . A . Winnipeg. Manitoba, Union Bank of Canada,
J . H . Hodging, mgr. pub . dept.

Brown , asst. cash .
Raleigh
, N . c ., Com 'l Nat'l Bank, E . E . Cul
breth , mgr. svgs. dept.

Richmond, Va., Planters Nat'l Bank, R
Hotze, Jr., asst. cash .
Richmond, Va., Virginia Tr. Co., W . Scott, V . P .
Ripon , Wis., 1st Nat'l Bank, W . R . Dysart, cash .
Rochester,
N . Y ., East Side Svgs. Bank, C . C .
Davy, atty.

Youngstown, Ohio, 1st Nat'l Bank & Dollar

Svgs. & Tr. Co., J. N . Higley, pub. mgr.
Zurich , Switzerland, J. Muller, 49 Sonnegg
strasse.
Zurich , Switzerland, Union de Banques Suisses

H . de Muralt, sub -mgr.

Rochester, N . y., Union Tr. Co., A . J. Meyer,

mgr.
San pub.
Tex., Central Tr. Co., D . Ansley.
New Names
VAntonio,
. P.
Camden,
Ark.,
Merchants
San Antonio,
Tex.,
City
Nat'l
Bank,
H
.
M
.
Hart,
T . Hildebrand, cash . & Planters Bank, P.
V. P.

1002 Monadnock Bldg., L. Dayton,
San GFrancisco,
O ., Dayton Svgs. & Tr. Co., A . C . Jack
. Peede. Cal.,
son , mgr. adv. dept.
San Francisco, Cal., Anglo- California Tr. Co
Plainfield,
SchoeffeN l.. J., The Plainfield Trust Co., U . E .
R . P . Anderson, mgr. bus. dev. äept.
lan Francisco , Cal., Union Tr. Co . M . New St. Louis, Mo., 1st Nat'l Bank in St. Louis,
man, asst. cash.
M . Fuchs, pub. mgr.
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BROWN BROTHERS & CO .
Established 1818

59 Wall Street
NEW YORK

4th and Chestnut Sts.
PHILADELPHIA

60 State Street
BOSTON

A Four- Fold Service
Investment Securities
Travelers Letters of Credit
We offer complete facilities for Our well-known Travelers Let
investors in the purchase and
sale

ters of Credit will be found

of high - grade securities.

convenient for those who may

Statistical information and in
vestment suggestions furnished
on request. Private wire con -

now be planning Summer Trav
el. Payable through more than
3,000 correspondents in all

nections with principalmarkets

parts of the world .

throughout the East.

dollars and in pounds sterling.
Commercial Letters of Credit
For nearly a century merchants

Foreign Exchange

Issued in

Drafts and cable transfers on have recognized these credits as
foreign countries bought and a standard method of payment
sold at finest rates. Foreign and

for shipments ofmerchandise to

domestic collections on best

and from America.Issued in dol
lars,sterling or other currencies.

terms.

A Century of Service

BROWN, SHIPLEY & COMPANY
Established 1810
Founders Court, Lothbury
London, E . C .

Office for Travelers

123 Pall Mall, London, S. W .
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Said an
importer :
" Your Import Letter of Credit has
increased our sources of supply ”
A LARGE PERCENTAGE of the merchandise imported into

this country is now financed by Import Letters of Credit
— a form of financing in the development of which The

Equitable has played an important part.
Originated as a convenience, the Import Letter of
Credit has become a necessity to many importers who
must deal with foreign firms. This is particularly true

when their standing is not wellknown,
or when they must overcome a hesi
tancy on the part of an overseas firm

to manufacture for future delivery .

As part of its service to correspondent
banks who wish to accommodate customers

doinga foreign business,The Equitableissues

a large number of Import Letters of Credit.

THE EQUITABLE
TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW

YORK

37 WALL STREET
IMPORTERS

UPTOWN Office

AND TRADERS OFFICE

Madison Ave. at 45th St.

247 Broadway

FOREIGN OFFICES
LONDON : 10 Moorgate . E . C . 2
Bush House, Aldwych, W .C . 2
PARIS : 23 Rue de la Paix
MEXICO CIty : 48 Calle de Capuchinas
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COLONIAL OFFICE
222 Broadway

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVES
PHILADELPHIA : Land Title Building

BALTIMORB : Calvert and Redwood Sts.
CHICAGO : 29 South La Salle St.

SAN FRANCISCO : 485 California St.

The Financial Reconstruction of China
INDER the above heading there distress cannot be relieved without the
has been published at Peking unification of the country and the dis
a comprehensive survey of the

bandment of troops, yet, unification and

present financial situation of China ,

disbandment cannotbe successfully car

accompanied by proposals for a fresh
loan of $ 1,204,000,000, to be secured

ried out without a sound financial sys
tem having been first evolved . It thus

by the new 5 per cent. tariff and the

appears that the financial problem is

21/2 per cent. surtax.

The author of more important and requires even more

these proposals is Chang Ying-Hua, urgent attention than the problem of
Director General of the Bureau of the

the unification of the country and the

Currency , former Minister of Finance

disbandment of troops.”

and Chairman of the National Commis -

Summarizing the receipts and ex

sion for the Study of Financial Prob - penditures for the years 1919, 1920 and
lems. He introduces his proposals
with the following observations:

1921, we get the following results :

“ Students of Chinese financial con
ditions are almost unanimous in assert
ing that the unification of the country

Average annual receipts....

and the disbandment of troops are
fundamental prerequisites to a sound
system of financial reorganization .
Those advancing this theory are of the

opinion that the present financial dif
ficulties and well -nigh impossible situa-

tion are the evil but natural conse
quences of the practice of the
provinces in withholding national rev-

CUSTOMS REVENUES

$ 88 ,473, 000

Average annual disbursements........ 82,545,000

Balance of receipts ... ..........$ 5 ,928,000
SALT REVENUE
Average annual receipts ...... . ......$ 91,893 ,000
Average annual disbursements ..... 91,893,000

Balance of receipts

This indicates an annual average sur
plus, based on the figures of these three

enues and appropriating them for their years, from the sources named , of $5 ,
own purposes. When the provincial 928,000.
authorities not only retain revenues

Wine and tobacco taxes for the same

which should properly go to support period produced $ 14 ,664 ,000, from
the central government but, to make which $ 1,938 ,000 is to be deducted for
matters even worse and more hopeless , administrative expenses, leaving a bal
continually vie with each other in pressing the government for funds, it is but
natural that the national treasury should
be depleted and defaults in the payment of loan obligations should take
place one after another. As long as

ance of $ 12,726 ,000. But of this
amount only $ 6 ,036 ,000 went to Peking,
the remaining $ 6 ,690 ,000 having been
appropriated for provincial uses.
The revenue from stamp duties for
the three years averaged $ 2,955 ,000 ,

this practice continues, it is said that

and after deducting $ 394 ,000 for ad

no effective remedy can be found to re- ministrative expenses, there was left a
surplus of $ 2,561,000 , of which Peking
lieve the situation .
got only $ 680,000, the remaining $ 1,
SOUND FINANCIAL SYSTEM PRIMARY NEED

881,000 going to the provinces. It is

that certain provinces, sup
"While all this may be true, yet , explained
posed to remit a portion of this revenue
from another point of view , the unifica of

to
to the
the central
central government, retained all

n troops
of the country
and the disbandment of it, amounting to about $ 1,000,000 ,
are themselves dependent

upon the straightening out of the finan cial difficulties and complications. In

for local uses.

The land tax revenue for the years
1919, 1920 and 1921 showed an 'an

other words, while the present financial nual average of $80,090,000 , but of
769
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BEANS
TICHIGAN has this year grown about 6 ,506 ,000 bushels of
white beans. This will be fully 65 per cent of the white
beans grown in the United States.

As business men from coast to coast eat their favorite noon
day soup, and New Englanders their week end dinner of beans,
they seldom think ofMichigan as the " Bean State."

The bean crop is but another of many business reasons
through which it may serve your customers efficiently through
out the Great Lakes Region .

why your bank should have the best connection obtainable

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
DETROIT

MICHIGAN

The First National Bank, the Central Savings Bank and the
First National Company ofDetroit, are under one ownership.

X333333333333333
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this there was remitted $ 1,480 ,000 on
account of flood, famine, etc., and $ 16 ,
990 ,000 was retained by the south

An American Bank render
ing complete service for
trade with the Orient and

For the same period the Peking

octroi produced an annual average of
$ 1,842 ,000, and after deducting $ 381,
000 for expenses, there was left $ 1,
461,000.
The receipts and disbursements are

all other parts of the world
CHARLES H . SABIN , Chairman of the Board

summarized below .

Another table shows the present
financial situation of the government,
from which it appears that the revenue

receivable each month is $ 1 ,198 ,000 and
the disbursements $ 9,005 ,000, leaving
a monthly deficit of $ 7,807 ,000 , or in
excess of $ 93,000,000 annually. In ad
dition to this heavy deficit, the central
government has a further debt in the
form of arrears of payments for ad

CHARLES A . HOLDER, President
T. FRED ASPDEN

IRVING V . SCOTT

Vice President

Vice President
A . N . GENTE
Treasurer

E . B . MacKENZIE
Secretary

HEAD OFFICE: 35 BROADWAY ,NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
SHANGHAI

HONGKONG

MANILA

CANTON

HANKOW
PEKING
TIENTSIN
YOKOHAMA

ministrative, military and police ex

penses, which have been steadily ac
end of August last amounted to $ 198,
643,000. A sufficient explanation of
this state of affairs is found in the fact
that while these arrears stand at $ 198,
643 ,000, the total revenue retained by
the provinces for a single year was
$ 187,191,000, or almost enough to wipe

secured domestic and foreign debts of
China shows that the loans secured on
the customs revenue amount to $ 1,410 ,
000,000 and on the customs surplus
$ 250,270,000 , making the aggregate of
the secured loans $ 1,660,270,000. In

out the unpaid sums.

the class of unsecured loans there are

cumulating since 1915 , and which at the

= =

- - = =

- - - - ---- - - - -

A compilation of the secured and un- of foreign loans $ 266 ,043,000, and
GENERAL STATEMENT OF REVENUE COLLECTED AND DISBURSEMENTS MADE DURING 1919- 1921
Designations
Receipts Disbursements
Balance
Customs revenue
$ 88,473,000 $ 82,545,000
$ 5,928,000
Salt revenue ...
91,893,000
91,893,000
80,090,000
80 ,090,000
Land tax ...
50,000,000
50,000 ,000
Regular and miscellaneous duties
1,842.000
381,000
1,461,000
Peking octroi
14 ,664 ,000
8 ,628,000
6 ,036 ,000
Tobacco and wine taxes
Stamp tax revenue . ..
2 , 955 ,000
680,000
2,275,000
Mining duty . . ....
256 ,000
256 ,000
3 ,000
3,000
Income
from
public
propert
ies
14,000
Income tax
14 ,000
Total
$ 330,190 ,000
$ 315 ,812,000
$ 14 ,378 ,000

' Monthly average

$ 1, 198 ,000

.** * .

Asia Banking
Corporation

western provinces, leaving the balance
of annual collections $61,620 ,000. It
is explained , however, that this balance
is not at present available to the cen
tral government, but can only be con
sidered as the amount appropriated for
provincial uses.

The Supreme Cruise
to the Mediterranean
by Specially Chartered New Red Star Liner

BELGENLAND
CIUDWUJ

January 19 to March 26 , 1924
L AS nature's mood ever carried you back
11 to Egypt's glorious past - have you
seen the sun spread gold over the ruins at

Karnak , orwatched the dusk creep up the

purple Valley of the Kings?
You must visit these wondrous Mediter
ranean lands - Spain , Algiers, French
Riviera, Italy, Greece, Egypt, Palestine,
to be conscious of their mystery, romance
and charm . An opportunity beyond com

pare is offered in our 1924 Cruise De Luxe
The giant liner BELGENLAND specially

chartered by us,is the largest,mostmodern ,
most replete steamer cruising next win
ter to the Mediterranean Large sheltered

decks for promenade and sports , superbly
appointed lounges , verandah cafe , state
rooms that are charming apartments,many
with private bath , a unique, perfectly ap
pointed and delightful dining room where

you may order your own menu at any time
at no extra cost.

The comprehensive itinerary covers all
places of present day and historic interest
and provides for a long, leisurely stay in
Egypt.
Managed by COOK 'S TRAVEL SERVICE
- with its 83 years ' tradition as leaders in
travel - its own chain of offices all along

the route - its own Fleet of steamers on
the Nile .

Literature on request

THOS. COOK & SUN
245 Broadway New York
BOSTON

PHILADELPHIA

LOS ANGELES MONTREAL

772

561 Fifth Ave.

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
TORONTO VANCOUVER
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domestic obligations $228,481,000, and
overdue interest $ 82,450 ,000, making a
total of $ 576 ,974 ,000 unsecured loans.
Combining the two classes of loans, it

773

Wm

Dailybulletinsfrom the

is found that the grand total of the
principal and overdue interest of the

head office keep each National

secured and unsecured loans is $ 2 ,237 ,
244 ,000 . This represents the loans as

formed on recent investment

they stood at the end of September

1922, but with the interest calculated
to the end of 1923. Of the unsecured

loans, some are already overdue, others
will soon mature, while still others have
considerable time to run . It is declared
impossible to meet all these obligations
of principal and interest as they fall

City Companyrepresentative in
facts gathered through a wide
system of research , study and an .
alysis. This information makes

interviews with our representa
tives especially valuable to
bankers.
C
KIONAL CITUITY OA
2
N

terms of the agreements.

A

due, in accordance with the original

NEW BILLION DOLLAR LOAN SUGGESTED
NATIONAL CITY GS
BANK )
Y BUILDIN

As “ an adequate remedy, comprehen

VEW YORU

sive enough to work a fundamental

solution of the Chinese financial prob

lem as a whole," the author of these
proposals suggests the flotation of a

new loan of $ 1,200 ,000 ,000 , with the

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA

MONTREAL

NEW ORLEANS

LONDON

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO TOKYO

increased revenue from the enforcement

of the 21/2 per cent. surtax as security,

first devoting the proceeds to the con
solidation of the domestic and foreign
debts, and then to making provision
for administrative expenses and the
disbandment of troops.
Examining the security for the pro posed loan , it is found that there is

between the total receipts and total

already charged upon the customs revenue and surplus a sum of $ 1,665 ,000 ,000 for the payment of principal and
interest of the secured domestic and
foreign loans, the payments spreading

“ The total amount of the customs
revenue for the year 1922 was about
$ 77 ,000 ,000. Taking that as a basis
let us figure out the estimated amount
of revenue for the year 1923 . First,

over a period of years ending with

adding to the above mentioned sum of

charges we may find out how much will

be available each year for the service
of the new loan under consideration.

1960. The basis of calculating the $ 77 ,000 ,000 a sum of $8 ,000 ,000 as the
future sufficiency of the customs rev- increase of revenue due to the putting
enue is thus set forth :

into force of the new effective 5 per

" After finding out the annual charges cent. tariff we get a sum of $ 85,000,000
upon the customs receipts for the serv - for the present year. To this sum may
ice of the foreign and domestic loan be also added the increase of revenue
obligations our next subject of inquiry due to the growth of trade which has
is the total amount of customs revenue been going on at the rate of more than
which can be realized on the basis of $ 3 ,000 ,000 per year. Even taking the

the effective 5 per cent. and the in - conservative estimate of $ 3,000 ,000 , it
crease that will accrue to it through the

will bring the customs receipts for the

putting into effect of the 21/2 per cent.
surtax so that by striking the balance

year to $ 88,000 ,000.

“ Now , assuming that the Special

Northern
Banking
Company, Limited
.
Established 1824.
DUBLIN .
BELFAST.
Authorised Capital $ 17,500,000 .

Subscribed Capital $ 15 ,000,000.

Paid Up Capital
$ 3 ,000,000 .
Reserves
Deposit and Current Accounts
$ 75 ,657, 385.

$ 3,000,000 .

( $ 5 = £1)

THE OLDEST IRISH JOINT STOCK BANK .

Every description of Home and Foreign business transacted.
190 Branches and Agencies throughout Ireland .

Direct relations maintained with the principal overseas markets .

The Bank is prepared to act as Agents for American Banks and Bankers.
Head Office, BELFAST.

Tariff Conference provided for by the

As to the details of the $ 1, 200, 000 ,

Washington Treaty will take place

000 loan, it is proposed that the interest

sometime this year and the surtax can

rate be fixed at 6 per cent. (a rate

be put into force by March 1924 , the deemed reasonable in view of the special
total customs revenue for next year security offered , that the term of the
should considerably exceed the amount

loan be thirty years, interest to begin

collected for this year. First, taking with the present year, and redemption
the estimate for 1923 ($ 88,000,000 ) as of principal to start with 1932, the en
the starting point, there should be
added a sum of $ 2 ,000 ,000 for increase

tire loan to be paid off in thirty years,
the proceeds of the loan to be devoted

due to the effective 5 per cent. from

entirely to the consolidation of the un

January to March . Secondly, there is

secured foreign and domestic loans, the

the increase of revenue due to the put- requirements of administrative expenses
ting into force of the surtax from April

for one year, and the disbandment of

1924, to the end of the year. Theoreti-

the troops and the unification of the

cally this should be calculated at half

country .

the amount receivable under the 5 per

Assuming that $ 100 face value of the

cent. tariff , of $ 42,500 ,000. When , new bonds will be exchange for $ 90 of
however, the surtax is first put into the old bonds, the total amount of con
force it may not bring in the amount solidated bonds to be issued is figured
expected. Let us therefore take the at $ 644,000,000.

very conservative estimate and allow

From the computationsof the customs

only $ 28,000,000 as the amount of in crease due to the surtax. These two

revenue and the requirements for the
service of the new consolidated loan ,

items of increase, plus an allowance of it appears that for the first eight years
$ 3,000,000 for the normal growth of there will be a deficiency aggregating
trade, will bring the total customs revenue for the year 1924 to $ 121,000,000.
In the same way the customs revenue

$218 ,000 ,000 , which is to be provided
for by setting aside that amount from
the proceeds of the loan , to be entrusted

for succeeding years can also be cal-

to the Loan Commission . The new loan

culated .
It should be noted that the 21/2 per

is to be thus apportioned : In redemp
tion of outstanding unsecured loans

cent. surtax is authorized to be imposed

with interest calculated to the end of

before the abolition of likin . When the the present year, $644 ,000,000 ; amount
likin is abolished the tariff willbe raised
to 121/2 per cent. So the proceeds from
the surtax can be disposed of without
reference to the abolition of likin , and

to be deducted at time of issue and set
aside to guarantee payment of interest ,
$ 218,000 ,000 ; administrative expenses,
July 1923, to June 1924, $ 92,000 ,000 ;

such disposal will not retard the prog-

for disbanding troops and unifying the

ress of its abolition ."

country, $ 250 ,000,000 .
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AN OBJECTION DISPOSED OF

The author of these proposals thus
disposes of one objection that will be

raised to his plan :
" The objection may be raised that as
some outstanding loans are already

overdue or about to mature, while others
have considerable time to run , yet it
may be difficult to enforce a uniform

system upon them . In reply it may be

New Orleans

said that while all this may be true,

we must bear in mind, first of all, that

Street Car Service

all outstanding loans, whether matured
or about to mature, will all have to be
extended in any case . Between an un
certainty of payment or rather certainty

of non - payment when the loans mature
under the present arrangement, and the

certainty of payment whenever the
bonds are drawn, though it may pos
sibly mean a little delay according to
the original terms, it will not be difficult
to show that the latter arrangement is

The New Orleans Public Service, Inc.,
operates 463 cars daily over 220 miles of
track , and carries approximately 280,000
passengers every twenty -four hours.
Regarding the quality of service that
this Company readers, a well -known
and disinterested corporation , serving

more than 4000 traction companies, and
therefore intimately familiar with con
ditions all over the country says “ The
New Orleans street railway system , on
the basis of per capita facilities, is unex

celled by any other in theUnited States."

preferable to the creditors.”
As to the sum allocated for the dis
bandment of the troops, he says:

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co .
New Orleans, U . S . A .

" The question may also be raised as
to the sufficiency or insufficiency of an

appropriation of $ 250 ,000 ,000 for the
purpose of the disbandment of troops.
As the exact number of troops and the
exact amount of arrears due to the army

For the life of the loan , thirty years,
the
customs surplus available for the
are not known we can only make our service
of the new loan is estimated at
estimate on the basis of the nominal $ 2,710,550,000.
Total requirements
figure of 1,200 ,000 men . Assuming for principal and interest
are $ 2,836 ,
that 400,000 men will be disbanded out 810 ,000. The deficit for the
eight
of the total of 1,200,000 and assuming years, and a slight deficit in first
1935,
again that these soldiers are all paid at gregates $ 217,560 ,000 , against whichagis
the rate of $ 10 per month and the to be offset $91,300,000 net available
arrears are all of one year, an amount
of $ 192 ,000,000 is required to clear up balances to the government after pay
ing all charges, in the other years. The
all the arrears. If these soldiers be net
deficit is therefore $ 126 ,260,000 .
paid two months bonus at the time of
This thorough study of Chinese
the disbandment an additional amount finance, and the suggestions made for
of $32,000,000 will be required . This improvement, afford a basis upon which
would leave a balance of $ 20,000 ,000 this subject may be intelligently ex
for contingent extraordinary expenses
and $6 ,000,000 for administrative ex penses " in connection with disbandment

amined. The estimated customs receipts,
while fairly calculated , can not be real
ized unless conditions improve, or at

of troops. On the basis of the above least get no worse than they now are.
figures the estimate seems to be within The calculations are, in fact , based
reasonable bounds.”

upon an expectation of improvement.

The Economic Resources of Italy
By Paul Einzig
Doctor of Politicaland Economic Sciences, University of Paris
(Continued from the October issue)
THE evolution of the foreign trade
of the country began at the end of

has more than compensated the trade
deficit. In the first place, the natural

the last century, after a period of beauties, climatic advantages, artistic
slackness which lasted from 1887 to treasures and historical associations of
1896 . The commercial treaties concluded

the country tempt every year a great

in 1891 and 1892 have largely contrib - number of foreign visitors whose ex
uted to the revival of foreign trade, penditures are an important item in the
which showed a steady increase until
the outbreak of the war. The value of
Italian foreign trade, which was 2,232,-

balance of payments of the country .
There are a great number of fashionable
winter resorts : at the Genoa Bay —

000,000 lire in 1896 , increased to 4 ,420,- Genoa, San Remo, Nervi, Rapallo
000,000 in 1906 , to 5 ,326 ,000 ,000 in Bordighera, etc. ; in the vicinity of
1910 , and to 7 ,237,000 ,000 in 1915 . The Naples — Sorrento , Capri, etc., and in
value of raw materials imported for Sicilia. These are regularly frequented
the purpose of industrial transformation by the inhabitants of Northern Europe
was 685 ,000,000 in 1895 , 1,006 ,000,- as well as by Americans during the win
000 in 1901, 1,707,000 ,000 in 1907 and ter months. At the Adriatic Sea there
2 ,092 ,000,000 in 1913 . During the
same period , the value of semi-products

are several popular summer resorts,
such as the Lido of Venice, Rimini,

and manufactures exported increased Grado , Abbazia , etc. The internal part
from 552,000,000 to 1,389,000 ,000, and of the peninsula is exceedingly rich in
the value of agricultural products ex- picturesque sights which attract from
ported progressed from 447,000 ,000 in abroad the admirers of natural beauty .
1901 to 954,000,000 in 1913. In 1910, The northern frontier districts especial
which was the last normal year before ly are by no means behind Switzerland
the outbreak of the Turkish- Italian in this respect. The remains of the arts
war, the United States occupied the and architecture of the Roman Empire,
third place among the countries exporting to Italy - -the first two being Ger-

well preserved in the ruins of Pompeii
and other places, the magnificent works

many and Great Britain — while she oc-

of art of the Middle Ages and of the

cupied the second place among the coun -

Renaissance are the center of interest of

tries importing from Italy , the most im - hundreds of thousands of foreigners.
portant purchaser of Italian goods being Moreover, a great number of Catholics
Germany.

The most important articles

from each part of the world endeavor

of import trade were corn , raw cotton , to see Rome, “ the city of saints and
coal, timber, machinery, livestock , wool, martyrs” at least once in their life .
etc. The most important articles ex
The expenditures of these travelers
ported were silk , fruits and vegetables,

reach a very substantial amount in the

textiles, wines, cheese, vegetable oil, aggregate every year, and form an im
eggs, etc.
portant part of the railway revenue,
In 1913 the value of exports was

keeping up thousands of hotels and res

2 ,512,000 ,000 lire, and that of imports taurants, and furnishing employment to
was 3 ,646 ,000,000 lire. Thus there was hundreds of thousands of hands. The
a substantial excess of imports. Never- existence of artistic small industries is

theless , the value of invisible exports largely based on the purchases of for
778
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WESTMINSTERS
BANK LIMITED
Authorised Capital - $ 165,000,000

Paid-up Capital

- $45,018 ,590

Reserve .

. $ 45,018 ,590

.

(85 - $ 10

New York Representative : C . M . PARKER

80475 Royal Building, 68 William Street
THE BANK is represented by Branches or Agents in all the Principal Cities

and Townsof the United Kingdom and has Correspondents throughout the World

Head Office : 41 LOTHBURY, LONDON, E .CZ
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eign travelers who are unable to resist the goods they are accustomed to con
the particularly able Italian salesmen , sume, and thus contribute to the increase
and leave the country loaded with of Italian exports. The amounts sent
souvenirs and artistic objects. Accord - by the emigrants through the inter
ing

to

approximate

valuations

the

mediary of the Banco di Napoli totalled

amount spent by foreign travelers in

72,000 ,000 lire in 1912 of which 51,

Italy was in 1897 300 ,000 ,000 lire, and

000,000 had been sent from the United

450,000, 000 lire in 1910. It is expected

States, and 981,000 ,000 in 1920 , of

that the improvement of transport con ditions and the establishment of a great
number of modern and comfortable
hotels will largely increase the number
of visitors in the near future.

which 878 ,000 ,000 originated from the
United States. Even if wemake allow
ances for the depreciation of the lire,

Another important item of the bal-

there is a real and marked progress in
the support contributed by the emi

grants to Italian invisible exports.

ance of payment is the savings of emi-

As the transport capacity of the Ital

grants and of Italian workmen tempo -

ian merchant fleet is much above the

rarily employed abroad.

It is very dif-

needs of its own country, there is a

ficult to give even approximate figures
as regards the annual amount sent home
by Italians living abroad , and estimates

considerable surplus in freights received
from abroad over freights paid by
Italian importers and exporters to for

of different authors vary between half a

eign shipping companies. The religious

billion and 900,000,000 lire per annum .
Moreover, as Italians usually form com -

gifts collected among Catholics of for
eign countries are also an appreciable
item in the balance of payments. In
terest on Italian capital invested abroad

pact groups in foreign countries, they
are able to order from their country

SIW

BLANDY BROTHERS & CO .
Funchal, Madeira

BANKERS
Current and Deposit Accounts opened.
Foreign Exchange, Cable Transfers, Collections, Commercial Credits and

Banking Business of every description undertaken.
Current Accounts in London, New York, Paris, Madrid, Cologne,
Hamburg, Basle, Lisbon , Oporto , Prague, Amsterdam ,
Rio de Janeiro , Naples.
Correspondents in all important cities.
Agents in Madeira for principal American and Foreign Banks.
Merchants, Shipping and Forwarding Agents (agents for White Star, Cunard,
Union -Castle, R . M . S . P ., etc. )
Agents for Lloyds, Board of Underwriters of New

York, National Board

of Marine Underwriters. Coal Depot Proprietors. Wine Shippers.
Also firms at
Las Palmas, Grand Canary Island, and 106 Fenchurch

Street, London , E.C.3.

in 1913 was estimated at 70,000,000

000 ,000 in 1901- 1902, to 57,000 ,000 in

per annum , but on the other hand the

1908 - 1909, and to something less than

payment of interest by Italy to her for-

10,000,000 in the fiscal year of 1915

eign creditors totaled more than double

1916 . While a few decades ago a great

that amount.

number of enterprises were controlled

Though the deficit in the balance of

by foreign capital, during the last few

trade has always been considerable ( it

pre-war years the participation of for

was 1 ,149 ,000 ,000 in 1910 and 1, 134 ,-

eign investors in the economic life of

000,000 in 1913 ) still the items of the Italy has substantially diminished .
The development of the Italian col
" invisible exports” were able not only
to counteract the trade deficit, but also onies will in future considerably affect
to create a surplus available for the the foreign trade of Italy . The colonies
purpose of paying off the debts of the
country and of investing Italian capital

are able to supply a great number of
those articles in which Italy is not self

abroad. According to the valuation of sufficient, and through the introduction
L 'Italie Economique (Credito Italiano, of modern methods the agricultural pro
Milan , 1920 ) the surplus of the bal- duction of the coloniesmay be increased
ance of payments in 1913 amounted to to such an extent that they will be able
50,000,000 lire . The amount of Italian to cover the whole requirements of the
state bonds held abroad underwent a motherland in the articles concerned .
rapid decline before the war, as is

On the other hand , the buying capacity

shown by the total interest paid by the
Italian Treasury for foreign bondhold ers which declined from 131,000,000 in
the fiscal year of 1894- 1895 to 102,-

of the colonies shows a steady increase
and Italian manufactures dominate the
market. The amount of foreign trade
between Libya and the motherland in
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enabling bankers and commercial houses to
send or receive a message in either language.

65 ,000 code words embodying this feature
Example:
MYUPD ....Fourth wire today (regarding )
MYURE ....Have you acted on our wire (of)

MYUPD ....Cuarto telegrama hoy (respecto á )
MYURE ....Han obrado Ustedes sobrenuestro telegrama

MYUSF ....Have you received our wire (of) (No.) | MYUSF ....Han recibido Ustedes nuestro telegrama (de) (No.) ?

PRICE $ 30.
(including postage)

Place your order now
so that you may be listed in January issue of
PETERSON 'S INTERNATIONAL CODE DIRECTORY
which contains names and cable addresses of

banks and firmsthroughout the world using
PETERSON CODES

Fill in coupon and mail now
Peterson Cipher Code Corporation

Date .........

298 Pearl Street, New York .
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Name.. ....
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Banco del Perú
y Londres
LIMA, PERÚ

year. At present the population does not
work more land than is absolutely neces
sary in order to cover their own require
ments. Nevertheless, their contact with

Europeans tends to develop their re
quirements for manufacture, and in
order to be able to acquire them , they

will have to increase their production .
Maize, vegetable oils, cotton and tobacco

Subscribed and } £P500 ,000

are the chief agricultural products of

Paid -up Capital )

Somali, while her chief export articles
are hides, wool, butter, ivory, etc. The
economic condition of Libya at the mo
ment of her occupation by Italy in 1911
was very bad, but during the last dec
ade a marked improvement has taken
place, in spite of the war which pre
vented Italy from concentrating much

Reserve Funds

£p235,000

Branches:
Arequipa
Chiclayo
Huacho
Ica

Pacasmayo

Piura

Callao

Cuzco
Mollendo

Chincha Alta
Huancayo

Trujillo

Letters of Credit, Drafts, and

Cable Transfers issued , Bills
negotiated, advanced upon, or
sent for collection .
Agents in

London – Paris – New York

attention on the development of her

newly -acquired colony. Modern agri
cultural machinery has been introduced
and tranpsort conditions have been im
proved . The government endeavors to
direct emigration to the colonies as this
is the safest way of attaching the latter
to the mother country and of improving
their economic condition .
In consequence of the immigration

-

-

creased from 26 ,000,000 lire in 1911 to

restrictions in the United States and
other countries, Italy is endeavoring to
place the surplus population in the col
onies. For this purpose a bank is being

82,000 ,000 in 1915 .

established , with the participation of

The acquisition of Italian colonies is
of relatively recent date. The first col-

the government, charged with the task
of financing colonial enterprises which

ony, i. e., Erythrea , was occupied in

give employment to Italians.

1880 . Her chief export goods are cotton
and tobacco, and her pearl trade has
very promising prospects. Fishing and
breeding of oysters are the chief source
of revenue of a great part of the population . The other Italian colony in Eastern Africa is Somali, which is much
richer in natural resources than
Erythrea. Her forests contain large
areas of ebony trees and other valuable

The rapid economic evolution of Italy
has been largely due to the thrift of the
population . Between 1909 and 1914
the total bank deposits increased from
5 ,296 ,000 ,000 to 7 ,600,000,000 although
the country's economic life was troubled
by the Italian - Turkish war. Among the

timber; rubber growing is also in prog -

particular categories of bank deposits,

ress. The breeding of animals is in

the most important increase was regis

ITALIAN THRIFT

creasing and is expected to attain sub-

tered in postal savings bank deposits

stantial results in the near future. Al

which progressed from 1 ,492,000 ,000 to

though modern agricultural machinery

2,121,000 ,000, and in deposits of ordin

is almost entirely unknown , still , owing

ary savings banks, which attained the

to the natural fertility of the soil, there
are two or even three harvests every

high figure of 2,800 ,000,000 in 1914 .
It is well known that depositors in sav

TRADE WITH FINLAND
KANSALLIS - OSAKE - PANKKI
( The National Joint Stock Bank )
Affords every facility to American Banks and Trust Companies,
Merchants, Exporters and Importers having Commercial and
Financial transactions in Finland
ESTABLISHED 1889

124 Branches in Finland
HEAD OFFICE :

HELSINGFORS
Paid-up Capital and Reserves - Fmk 252,000,000
Every Kind of Banking and

Telegraphic Address :

Exchange Business Transacted

“ Kansallispankki "

ings banks are mostly members of the various categories of savings banks,
lower middle and working classes ; these rural banks, popular banks and co
data prove that the classes of the popu- operative banks increased, during the
lation with moderate incomes are large period of 1909 to 1914 , from 4 ,066 ,
ly inclined to save.
000,000 to 6 ,109,000,000 . The co
The banking system of Italy takes operative banks have a central organiza
due account of the thrift of the lower tion which facilitates their activity and

classes and encourages that virtue by

increases their resisting capacity during

the creation of institutes accessible to periods of crisis.
Even the establishment of the big
those classes. There are in Italy more
than 3000 so -called " ruralbanks” which banks is largely to be ascribed to small
collect the savings of the rural popula- savings, for the nominal value of the
tion and grant advances to freeholders. shares of most banks is very low , so
These banks are based on a co -operative that their acquisition is possible for the
system and include 34 per cent. of the lower classes. The deposits held by
population of more than ten years of these banks substantially exceed their
age. With an aggregate capital of less own resources and this disproportion
than 6 ,000,000 , these rural banks suc- tends to increase steadily , which is also
ceeded in accumulating savings deposits a proof of the thrift of the nation and

amounting to 282,000,000.

The so -

of the confidence of the public in the

called " popular banks” are also col-

banks.

lecting places of small savings, and their

figures of the balance sheets of the

The following table shows the

deposits amounted to 703,000,000 in
1914 . The total deposits held by the

Italian " Big Four” during the period of
1913 to 1919 :
781

International Bank of Lithuania
(The Only American Bank in Lithuania )
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA

Laisvés Alėja No.60

Cable Address : INTERBANK

THROUGH our extensive branch system
in Lithuania and our close connection

with leading banks in the United States and

all the principal commercial countries of the
world, we are especially well prepared to
render complete internationalbanking service.
JOHN T. ROMAN ,

JOSEPH BECK ,

President

Vice-President

Lietuvos Tarptautinis Bankas

(In millions of lire) .
Current

Current

Cash
.129

1918
1914
1916

..171
270
287

1917

.408

1918

..518
...981

1915
1919
1921

..1,308
..2,207

1922*

.982

1920

Discounts debtors Deposits creditors Capital Reserve
702

971

470

77

546

483

1,026
1,036

766
1, 164

91
75
73

3 ,833

496
451
376
446

80

2,796

1,973

5 ,514

638

136

4,910

2 ,561

214

3,229

1,077

8,445
8,032

3 ,467

9,466
12,572
12,540
10, 145

925

5 ,945
6 ,004

1,035
936
988

2 ,081
3 ,171
4 ,500
7,335
9 ,034

751
672
720
987
1 ,861

3 ,336
2, 151

2,285

1,113
850

304

* Excluding Banca Italiana di Sconto.

Of course, this comparison is vitiated the late Austro-Hungarian Empire, the
by the depreciation of the monetary Balkans and Germany , acquiring im
unit , nevertheless it clearly shows the portant participations in the banks and

increasing disproportion between the industrial undertakings of these coun
joint-stock capital and reserves of the tries.
banks, which merely doubled during the
The issue of bank notes is monopo
period concerned , and deposits which lized by three banks, viz ., the Banca
were in 1919 three and one-half times d'Italia, the Banco di Napoli and the

higher than in 1913 , and current cred - Banco di Sicilia. The Banca d'Italia is
itors which increased by nearly 1000 a joint-stock company with a capital of
per cent.
180,000 ,000 , while the other two banks
There is a tendency toward special of issue are state institutions with a
ization in the Italian banking system , as patrimony of 50,000,000 and 12,000,
far as financing the industries is con - 000 respectively. The importance of
cerned . Each bank specializes in a cer

the Banca d'Italia is predominant; its

tain branch of industry, or in a group discounts amounted to 510,000,000 in

of branches of industry. Since the war,
the activity of the big banks outside the
frontiers of the country has undergone
a substantial increase. Italian capital

July, 1914 , while those of the Banco
di Napoli were 145,00,000 and those
of the Banco di Sicilia were 60,000 ,000
only. The discounts of the three note

penetrated into the succession states of issuing banks increased from 343,000,
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AMERICAN

FRENCH
BANKING

CORPORATION
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits
over $ 3,000,000

Klclllllllllll

Cedar and William Sts.,New York
RANCE and her colonies are reached directly
I by the exceptional service of the French
American Banking Corporation . More than 250
branches of our stockholding bank , the Comptoir

National D ' Escompte de Paris, with the French
Colonial Banks, provide a complete equipment
for international banking.

Arch of

Triumph, Paris

000 in 1871 to 838 ,000 ,000 in 1910 ,
and during the same period their re

chief item was that of transport enter
prises, which possessed a nominal capi

serves increased from 307,000,000 to

tal of 1,140,000,000 . Among the par

ticular branches of industry, the leading
vanced from 61,000,000 to 108 ,000 ,000 . category was that of metallurgical in
The Banca d 'Italia plays a prominent dustries with 595 ,000 ,000 , while textile
rôle not only as the biggest note industries figured with 478,000,000 and
1 ,411,000 ,000, and their deposits ad

issuing bank of the country, but also
as the treasurer of the state, and there

electrical industries with 549,000,000.
In 1920 there were 5425 joint- stock

is no important transaction of Italian

companies with 17,685 ,000 ,000 , but of
course the increase of the latter figure
has been largely due to the depreciation
of the monetary unit. Still, the advance
in the number of companies shows a real
progress and the increase of the figures

public finance without the mediation of

the Banca d' Italia. Moreover, that
bank supports the utilization of colonies
and subsidizes certain public works, and
thus plays a more active part in the

economic life of its country than do the of some particular groups exceeds the
note-issuing banks of other countries.
Apart from their rôle in the banking

proportion of the depreciation of the
lire. For instance, the capital of

of the country, the savings of the popu- • metallurgical and engineering enter
lation largely support the economic prises was in 1920 about six times as
evolution through the creation of joint- high as in 1913 .
stock companies. According to statisStatistical data available since 1898
tical data published by the Ministry for show that the annual net amount of
Industry and Commerce, the number of new investments during the period of
joint-stock companies was 407 in 1887, 1898 to 1913 varied between 14,000,000
with an aggregate capital of 1,229,000 ,- in 1902 and 714 ,000 ,000 in 1905 , and
000, while these numbers increased by

that in normal years they were in the

1897 to 514,000,000 and 1 ,374 ,000 ,000

vicinity of 150,000 ,000.

respectively .

1900 resulted in a sharp decline in new

The progress was much

The crisis of

more rapid during the first decade of
the present century, so that on Decem -

issues during the two years that fol
lowed it, but it was succeeded by a boom

ber 31, 1913 , the number of joint-

which attained its culminating point in

stock companies attained 3065 and their
capital totalled 5 ,322,000 ,000 . The

1905 to 1907, which in turn provoked
another period of depression , but dur
783

Telegraphic Address : “ Compdebary, Amsterdam "
Handel-Maatschappij

H . Albert de Bary & Co.
AMSTERDAM
Merchant Bankers

Capital

.

.

.

F1. 6,000,000

(Fully Paid )

ing the African war there was another

panies which have important connec

tions with the succession states of the
slight revival.
The co-operative movement has a Austro -Hungarian monarchy and with
favorable ground in Italy . We have the Balkans. Before the war these two
seen its importance in the banking or

companies represented the greater part

ganization of the country, and the move- of insurance business transacted by fo
ment shows a similar development in
other domains of economic life. In
agriculture there are a great number of
co -operative societies, the most impor-

eign companies in Italy, and their ac
quistion by Italy signifies an important
step toward the elimination of foreign
insurance companies.

tant of which are those ofmilk products ,
wine cellars, tobacco producers, etc .

ITALIAN FINANCE

The number of co-operative societies

(excluding those engaged in banking )
increased from 1203 in 1897 to 4042 in
1906 , and to 8421 in 1916 . On Decem

In order to be able to form an idea
concerning the basis of Italian public
finance it is necessary to survey the

ber 31, 1917, the number of agricultural situation apart from that created
through the war. Inflation and exten
co-operative societies was 1386 .
sive
issue of loans were the only pos
The thrift and prudence of the
sible
means of carrying on war, and
Italian people is shown by the rapid de the state
of Italian public finance, just
velopment of insurance as is shown by
as that of every other European bel
the following table :
ligerent country, has largely deteri
Branches of insurance
Capital insured . orated in consequence. Still, there is no
(millions of lire )
1903
Life insurance ..... ........ ...
1,069
Fire insurance ............................ 28, 196
Transport insurance .. ........ 2,636
Other branches ........... .. .... . ...... 4 ,316

reason to give up hope for a recovery ,

1912

as this is not the first case in

1,796

financial history of the country when

41,
989
41,989

extrem
extraordinary war expenses created a

3 ,485

difficult situation for the treasury. In
consequence of the Independence War

9 ,671

The sphere of activity of foreign in -

the

largely reduced by the competition of

of 1866 , the budgetary deficit amounted
to 721,000 ,000 in 1866 , while it had
been reduced to 149 ,000,000 in 1869 , to

Italian companies, the total capital of
which increased from 105 ,000,000 to

47 ,000 ,000 in 1871, and it entirely dis
appeared in 1875 , when the budget

134 ,000,000 between 1903 and 1916 .
Through the annexation of Trieste to
Italy , the country gained two very old

showed a surplus of 14,000,000 . Sim
ilarly, the deficit of 100 ,000,000 created
by the African campaign of 1893 in the

insurance com -

budget for the fiscal year of 1893-1894 ,

surance companies in Italy has been

and well-established
784
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had been reduced to 30,000,000 in the

next fiscal year, to 9,000,000 two years
later and in the fiscal year of 1898

1899 there was a surplus of 33,000,000.
The rate of the 5 per cent. consolidated

which had fallen to fifty -three in 1867
attained to ninety -three in 1880, and
five years after the African Campaign
of 1894 it exceeded parity. Of course,
the present difficulties are incomparably
greaterusthan those brought about by the
previo wars, still, on the other hand ,
the resisting capacity of the country has
also undergone a substantial increase.

The Punjab
l Bank , Ltd .
NationaEstablished
1896.

Head Office: Anarkall Street,

LAHORE , INDIA
Tel. Addresses : " Stability " for head

office and branches ; " Clearance"
for Bombay, Lahore City and

Amballa Cantonment only .

Capital (subscribed ) ............Rs. 60,00,000
Capital (paid -up )

26 ,75 , 162

OOOOOO

Reserves (31, 12, 1922)...........
Deposits ..... .. .. ........ .. .. .. .. .
Total Resources

20,00 ,408
4 ,92,44,072
8 ,64 ,88,625

Public revenue amounted to 1 ,578 ,
000,000 in 1893- 1894 , to 1,672,000,000

LONDON AGENTS - London Joint City &
Midland Bank, Ltd ., 5, Threadneedle

in 1899 - 1900, to 2, 152,000,000 in 1909

BRANCHES
- Amballa City, Amballa
Cantonment, Amritsar, Bombay, Cawn

St., London E . C . 2.

1910 , and to 2,524 ,000,000 in 1913
1914 . However, public expenditure in
creased to a still greater extent, with
the result that the amount of public

pore, Calcutta , Delhi, Dera Ismail
Khan , Ferozepore City, Gojra , Gujran
wala , Hapur, Hoshiarpur, Hyderabad ,

debt showed a steady increase , and at

City ,

tained 15 ,718 ,000,000 in 1914 as com

pared with

3, 103 ,000 ,000 in

1861. .

However, the increase in public debt

Hafizabad , Jammu, Jhelum , Jullundur
City , Karachi, Kagur, Lahore City ,
Ludhiana , Lyallpur, Multan City , Mont
gomery , Okara , Patiala , Peshawar
Quetta ,

Rawalpindi City ,

Sar

godha, Sialkot City, Srinagar.

Banking Business of every description
transacted .

GOVIND DASS , BHAGAT, M .A ., LL.B .,

Secretary
that has taken place between the date
of the unification of the country and the
outbreak of the World War has been
compensated in great part through a
corresponding increase in the public
wealth represented by railways, roads, to take advantage of the increased tax
ports and other public works. The in
crease in the national wealth of Italy ation capacity of the Italian people.
was before the war much greater than
HOPEFUL OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE
the increase of the amount of public
debt. In 1890 the private and public
Summarizing what has been said

wealth of the country was estimated at

above, it is evident that in spite of the

55,000,000,000 , against 62,000,000 ,000 present difficulties of the country there
in 1900 and 90 ,000,000 ,000 in 1910 . In is no reason for pessimism as Italy will
1920 it was estimated at 110 ,000,000 ,- doubtlessly conquer, sooner or later, all
000 pre-war gold lire, for the devasta -

obstacles to her recovery . Her present

tions of the war have been more than
compensated through the acquisition of

situation is by far less unfavorable than
is generally believed , and the country

all the elements to enable her
new provinces and through the indus topossesses
repair
the
of war and attain
trialization that has taken place during a high degreeravages
prosperity.
of
the war. Thus Italy possesses a suf tural production has not sufferedAgricul
in con
ficient taxation capacity to face the sequence of the war, and industrial
huge burdens representeded by the
the inin- production has made substantial prog
crease of public debts during the war. ress, taking advantage of the absence
"The decree laws of 1919 which brought

of foreign competition .

about a complete transformation of the

system has been disorganized , to a cer

old fiscal system enabled the treasury

tain extent, yet considerable progress

The transport
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William T . Nolting . .. .. . . President
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Cable Address:
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R . Moreno, . .
Secretary
D . Garcia .. . .
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E . Byron Ford ..... Chief For. Dept.
. Acoountant
S . Freixas.. .

Head Office
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BRANCHES : ILOILO AND ZAMBOANGA

Agents and Correspondents in all Parts of the World
Every description of Banking and Foreign Exchange
Business transacted under favorable terms

Collections given special attention and returns promptly remitted
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has been attained in this respect since

- - = -- -- -

- - - - - -- -

- -

again stimulated the exaggerated claims

the armistice, and it is hoped that the of industrial workmen with the result
denationalization of the railways will that a dangerous labor crisis came about
raise transport conditions to above their which attained its culminating point

during the post-war boom . Fortunately,
pre-war level.
The excess of imports over exports, the patriotic elements of the country
which was 15 ,047,000,000 lire in 1920 , succeeded in counteracting the activities
has been reduced to 8,996 ,000,000 lire of extremists, and at present the
in 1921 and 6 ,431,000,000 lire in 1922, political aspect of the labor crisis may

and there is every reason to believe that be considered as competely eliminated.
the present deficit of the trade balance

I n regard to the reduction of expendi

will be reduced to normal level within

ture and the increase of revenue the re

a few years and the increase of in -

sult obtained up to now is quite satis

visible exports will create a surplus,
enabling Italy to attain her complete
financial independence and in time even
to become a creditor nation . The over-

factory. The reduction of the number
of public servants and railway em
ployees is in progress, and the abolition
of superfluous government departments

industrialization which brought about

will contribute to cut down expenditure.

a banking crisis in 1921 has been nearly

Part of the deficit has been due to the

completely liquidated and a consolidation of the economic condition has been
arrived at through the elimination of un sound expansion. The sudden growth of
industries provoked an increase in the

participation of the state in private en
terprises working at a loss. The dena
tionalization of such enterprises has
taken place in part and will soon be
completely achieved. The number of

demand for factory hands, and this taxpayers has been increased through
786

BANKERS INVITED
FOREIGN BANKS ARE INVITED TO

CORRESPOND WITH

The Central Bank of India , Limited
Bombay (India)
UR close contact with the commercial activities with five

Offices in the City and various Branches in other parts of
India , puts us in the best position to serve you.
Doposits (Dec. 31, 1922 ) • Rs. 13,22,00,000
S . N . POCHKHANAWALA , Managing Director

the introduction of new kinds of taxes has been accelerated and the revival of
and much energy is displayed in the nationalism serves as a stimulus for the
repression of fiscal fraud .
work of restoration . Considering the
The re-establishment of discipline in immense natural resources of the coun

production has already shown its fav - try, and the fine qualities of the popu
orable effect on output, and the figures
for 1923 are expected to be much
superior to those of 1922. The work
of reconstruction of devastated areas

lation , there is much reason to hope that
Italy will be among the first European
countries which will succeed in eliminat
ing all traces of the war.

Forty Billion Copper Coins in China
Cents and “ Cash ” With a Hole in the Center Still the Circulating
Medium of the Celestial Republic's Masses

By A . W . Ferrin
Formerly American Trade Commissioner in the Orient
CONOMIC experts who write
thick tomes on Chinese currency

ally worth ten cash but more frequently
called a cent, of which forty billions

and talk learnedly of Shanghai

are recently reported to be in active cir

silver market and of putting
celestial republic on a gold or gold
change basis say very little about
round Chinese copper coin with

the
ex
the
the

culation .

COPPER IS COIN OF CHINESE MASSES
Silver, it is true, is the money of

square hole in the center which goes Shanghai, and of international Chinese
by the attractive name of “ cash .” But trade, and customs and other govern
this ancient, picturesque and picayune ment transactions are in terms of silver
purchasing agent has not been entirely taels , or ounces of silver. It is true also
relegated to the lids of work baskets or that some thirteen varieties of silver
to use as counters in Mahjong by per- dollars circulate in the coastal cities and
sons too impecunious to play for a centrailway centers, and that the use of
a point. They are still extensively used paper money is spreading , but copper is
in China, though they have been super the coin of the Chinesemasses and trav
seded to a considerable degree by large

elers into the interior have to get their

round coppers without the hole, nomin -

silver changed into copper before it is
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The Yokohama
Specie Bank, Ltd .
( Yokohama Shokin Ginko)
HEAD OFFICE, YOKOHAMA, JAPAN
( $0.00= 1 Yen)
.
.
Yen
100 ,000,000
Capital
Subscribed
.
Capital paid up . . .
. . Yen 100,000,000
. . Yen 69,000,000

Reserve Fund . . . .
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Singapore
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This bank is in a position to render direct banking service through its branches
and agencies in connection with commerce between the countries of the Orient
and the United States.

Complete facilities for all kinds of banking transactions in the Far East, including
the purchase, sale and collection of bills, issuing of drafts and letters of credit

negotiable in all parts of the world .

NEW YORK OFFICE

120 BROADWAY

much good to them locally. The vast of the Sung dynasty, which perished a
majority of the 400 ,000 ,000 inhabi- thousand years ago.
tants of the Chinese republic never see
“Old custom ” is an excuse for many
any other coin than copper and to many things in China, and “ old custom ” cer
of them a double handful is wealth .
tainly endorses the copper cash .
China, like all other countries, in its
The cost of living in interior China

infancy bartered goods, then used such
money as sea-shells , or measured the
value of different commodities by an
other as common denominator as silk
and other cloth , knives, and other im -

is nominally low , and the number of
things which can be bought with a
single " cash ” (worth normally less
than a twentieth of a cent in exchange
for American money ) is almost incred

plements, afterwards by metal substitutes, whence the iron "pu” ( spade)

ible. A " string" of cash , nominally
1000 , worth around five American cents,

coins, and " knife money ," but the his-

will support a coolie for days.

tory
of the " cash ” goes back far bevond B . C . For two thousand, if not

the same purposes as a fish 's gills, and

for three thousand, years its appearance

The square hole in the coin fulfills
through 1000 of them a cord is drawn,

has undergone practically no change.
H . B . Morse, an authority on Chinese
commerce , dates cash with round holes

the resulting rosary being a sort of
Chinese copper dollar, though I doubt
if any one has ever called it that.

in the middle from 660 years before the
Christian era , and those with square

THE PURCHASING POWER OF “ CASH "

holes from 221 B . C . Visserring puts
the square holed “ cash ” back to 1022
B . C . Some of the little coins still in
use bear the superscription of emperors

ing power of the “ cash ,” when obtained
in exchange for foreign funds, is less
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The apparently miraculous purchas

RGANIZED in 1900 .
The Franklin National

Bank of Philadelphia has
attained a remarkable growth
through service to the banking

and business interests of the
United States.
Today , with ample resources

and increased facilities gained
through nation -wide and

foreign connections, this
OFFICERS

bank is prepared to give, in

J . R . MCALLISTER

even larger degree, the same
efficient and courteous service
as in the past.

President
J. A . HARRIS , JR .
Vice -President

J . WM . HARDT
Vice - Pres. and Cashier

E . E . SHIELDS
AMBİstant Cashier
w . M . GEHMANN, JR .

Foreign banking in all its

Assistant Cashier
M . U . REINHOLD

branches is transacted. Trav
elers' Letters of Credit are

Assistant Cushior

issued .

FRANKLIN NATIONAL BANK
PHILADELPHIA

Capital .

.

Surplus and Profits

.

.

.

$2,000,000
5,600,000

WORK

O

AULTS
York Leadership
Design , construction and manufac
turing accuracy for nearly half a cen
tury have given

York safe deposit

and security vaults their leadership .
It is our constant aim to maintain York

leadership.

York Engineers can be of service
to Banks and Architects in furnish

ing complete plans and specifica

tions for new and enlarged vault
equipment.
Correspondence with our nearest
branch is invited without thought

of obligation .
Principal builders of high -grade vault
equipment in the world

YORK SAFE & LOCK Co .
New York

55 Maiden Lane
Branches

Philadelphia

Cleveland

Baltimore
Chicago

Boston
San Francisco

UNDE

Factory : York , Pennsylvania

TheCHINESE
MERCHANTS
BAN KITA
T- HECH

N

The First Chinese Bank Agency in New York

LUMITED
KZ

NEW YORK AGENCY, Ironworme Dullding

MERCHANT

BA

OF HONGKONG

A

NO
HO

IN

CH .S
The value of banking service is determined , in the last
KONG ,
analysis — by the informalities of care and courtesy that are
extended over and above the routine attention which every
customer has a right to expect matter-of-course.
Such service, available through the Chinese Merchants Bank , Ltd., cannot help but
facilitate your introduction to trade in the Far East.

Inquiries Invited from Responsible American Business Houses
ches
Head Office
NEWWoolworth
YORK Building
AGENCY Canton, Bran
Saigon, Shanghai
Hongkong
Telephone Whitehall 6330

astonishing when compared with the “ 99/ 100ths pure" like Ivory soap, or
wage of the Chinese artisan and the in come of the agriculturist. If he buys
much with a few " cash ," the Chinese
also receives few “ cash ” for his goods
and services. The fact that a " cash ” is

nearly so , sometimes and in some places
exchanges for 1500 at other times or in
other places for 2000 or some other
number of " cash ,” though theoretically
a tael should equal 1000. There is no

equivalent to only a small fraction of an universally standard “ cash ,” or univer
American cent really means little, for sally standard tael, or silver dollar,
American relations are almost all with though the republic is trying to make

the treaty ports , and have a silver the so- called Yuan a national dollar. By
status.

The fluctuating value of silver in
terms of gold , the basis of currency of
all important countries trading with
China, is what troubles the economist,
and makes commerce with China a
speculative enterprise. Among them -

399,000,000 of the 400,000,000 esti
mated population of China, gold and
the central government's paper cur
rency are considered an “ academic
question” and, as such , condemned as
any abstraction is by the “ hardboiled”
business man of America. The Chinese

selves the Chinese have got along some countryman knows copper, and he

thirty centuries with copper, and can doesn't care a copper about any other
conceivably continue to do so, though kind of money. He doesn 't even worry
domestic business would be much im - greatly because ten “ cash ” do not
proved by a stabilization of " cash .” At always make a " copper” or penny , of

present a string of cash may be 1000

the new Chinese decimal currency, of

in one province, 980 in another, 1020 which 100 are supposed to make a dol
in a third , and a silver tael, which is
not a coin but an ounce of silver

lar, “ small money," and a constantly
changing number to a dollar “ big
789

BANCO

DI ROMA

Established 1880

Head Office: Rome, Italy

Capital Fully Paid and Surplus . . Lire 174,000,000
Total Resources Over . . . . . Lire 3,700 ,000 ,000
200 Branches in Italy
Other branches in : France, Spain, Switzerland, Fiume, Malta ,
Palestine, Rhodes, Syria, Tripoli, Turkey

Affiliation in Egypt: Banco di Roma per l'Egitto e ilLevante

New York Representative Office

One Wall Street

money.” In August, 1923 , a Peking ment banks and of the foreign banks in
dollar exchanged for 196 coppers, the treaty ports , based on silver re
owing, it was said to an over issue of
copper notes. He rather likes the

serves, is but a development of the
paper money system which was in ex

sporting element which the varying
value of his favorite coin contributes
to his life. A standard, gold or silver
based , Chinese currency , which will in clude a tael or dollar always and everywhere of the same value is as imminent
as the establishment of universal, per

istence in China long before Europe
discovered the advantages and disad
vantages of " fying money.” It was
used in China even before paper, im
perial promises to pay being printed on
the dried inner bark of mulberry trees,
according to Marco Polo .

manent peace on earth .

In the mean

“ Cash " not only contented ancient

time the inhabitants of the heart of merchants of China, but also of Korea
China will go on using “ cash ,” and and Japan , into which it was intro
copper multiples of " cash ” in the bliss duced from Chinese sources. Travelers

of ignorance that any other medium of have wondered over the Korean chests ,
great and beautiful wooden

exchange exists.
SLBSTITUTES FOR COPPER

IN

LARGE

TRANSACTIONS

The use of actual copper in large

transactions would be obviously cum
brous. Substitutes have therefore been
ions

, including
inventedrequire
settle balonly to operations,
metalclearing
which
ances and the employment of paper
“ copper notes," sometimes a simple certificate , stating on its face that a certain
number of copper coins have been de
posited somewhere, payable to the
bearer on demand , sometimes a real
note, which the issuer promises to re

deem on presentation and which is
backed chiefly by his own credit . A
of ex
, with” and
bills copper
great banking
as “ cash
as wellsystem
change
notes, has operated in interior China for
centuries, successfully. The present
paper money of the Chinese Govern 790

boxes

trimmed with brass, which now figure
at high prices in curio auctions in

America . They were originally money
chests, not necessarily a millionaire's,
for a thousand strings of " cash ,” worth
less than fifty American dollars in ex
would fill them to bursting.
change
change would
Wheelbarrows had to be used when
going shopping in those days, before
substitutes for the hard money were
found.
" CASH " SUBJECT TO COMMON ILLS
Insignificant as an individual “ cash ”
may appear, " cash ” currency suffers
from all the diseases of moneys of
greater unit denominations. In 1917 - 18
its intrinsic value rose so far above its
value as money that seventy million
pounds were exported as metal, despite
an edict forbidding such export. At

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
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some ports the edict was evaded by cov - of the empire are filled with accounts
ering masses of " cash " with a coating of punishments of false coiners, who
of copper and calling the result an put out short weight or adulterated
ingot, though cracks in the coating im - “ cash ," the penalties ranging from nose
modestly revealed the contents. This slitting to boiling in oil, according to the
year, again , there is fear of the export

extent of the offense .

of “ cash ,” since the 40,000,000,000 cop -

Finally , “ cash” does not mean cash ,

pers in circulation approach the point
of redundancy. Nor have these little
coins been proof against counterfeiting

as we use the word . It is a corruption
of a Sansent word , Karsha or Karsh
pana , which means “ a small coin .” The

when copper becomes more valuable

Chinese term for “ cash ” is ts’ ien and a

than copper money. The ancient annals

string of cash is called a tiao.

BEDFORD LEMERE & CO .

Bank of Australasia, head office, London

The Bank of Australasia
NHE Bank of Australasia , London ,
has extensively altered and en larged within the last year the
building in which its head office has
been located since 1856 . On premises
adjoining the old building, which has

itself been modernized, a new building
has been erected . The floor space in
the old building has been materially in
creased by the erection of three ad
ditional stories.
The Bank of Australasia was in

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
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BEDFORD LEMERE & CO

Main banking room , head office

Board room , head office

Banking Service
in the Far East
BRANCHES
BURMA
Rangoon
Tavoy

INDO -CHINA

Kobe

Yokohama
JAVA
Batavia
Samarang
Sourabaya

Haiphong

CEYLON
Colombo

CHINA

Saigon
INDIA

Amritsar

Shanghai

Bombay
Calcutta
Cawnpore
Delhi
Karacbi

Tientsin

Madras

Canton
Hankow

Hongkong
Peking

PHILIPPINES
Cebu

JAPAN

FRENCH

Iloilo
Manila

Zamboanga

MALAY STATES
Alor Star
Ipoh

SIAM

Klang

Kuala Lumpur

Bangkok
Puket

Penang
Seremban

SUMATRA

Singapore

Medan

Taiping

Chartered Bank of India
Australia
and China
New York Agency, 44 Beaver Street ,Capital and Reserve

Head Office
London

William Baxter, Agent

Over $30,000,000

corporated by royal charter in 1835. was doubled in the succeeding year. By
The original capital was £200,000, 1840 the capital had been doubled . The

divided into 5000 shares of £40 each , following table shows the progress of
and the responsibility of the share- the bank's resources, etc., set forth in
holders was limited to double the decades :
Note circu
lation

Paid-up

Reserve

capital

funds

Deposits

Dividend
and
bonus
per cent.

Net
profits

£

400 ,000
900,000
900,000

1840
1850
1860
1870

119,650
...461,821

596 ,424
2 ,301,212
2,953,179
5 ,803,895
13,657,509
13 ,650,831

1,200 ,000
1,600,000

1900

295,435
324,701
„.435 ,350
..482,985

1910

..564 ,886

16 ,896 ,475

1,600,000

1880
1890

1,200 ,000
1,600 ,000

36 ,255
200,000

210 ,247
295, 710
800 ,000
925 ,000
1,810 ,000

63,910
64 ,422
104 ,914
95 ,823
155, 754

12

224 ,495

1212

3

1334
10

1212

299,887

10

392,252

16
13 *

..571,205
27,018 ,081
3,500,000
3 ,075,000
573,051
* In 1920 £1,000,000 of reserves was capitalized , the dividend for the year was, therefore,
equivalent to approximately 18 per cent. on the amount of capital before capitalization

1920

.

amount of their respective shares. At
the end of the first year's trading, the
bank was able to show a profit of £14 ,728 and declared a dividend at the
rate of 4 per cent. per annum , which

The years of the “ hungry forties”
were lean years for the bank and
other institutions in Australia as indeed
they were for the British Isles, but the
discovery of gold in the Antipodes in
793

Banque Nationale Francaise
Du Commerce Extérieur
Societe Anonyme
Organizer under French Lauf ihtoher 23, 1919

HEAD OFFICE : 21 BOULEVARD HAI'SSMANN , PARIS
Cable Addresses :

Head Office : " Extecomexe, Paris"

Foreign Exchange Dept.: "Lexterozel, Party "

Capital Subscribed
Capital Paid Up

. 100 ,000 .000 francs

.

. 50,000,000 francs

Advanced by the French Government without interest

25 ,000 ,000 francs

Chairman of the Board of Directors

General Manager

M . Charles Petit

M . Eugène Carpentier

The bank was organized in 1919 to perform in France all operations connected with
foreign trade in foreign countries and in the French Colonies and Protectorates all
usual banking transactions, especially those connected with Exports and Imports

the early fifties quickly restored pros- dends as a consequence of this crisis
perity to the bank and from 1855 to and also as the result of serious
1859, dividends of 20 per cent. per droughts, dropped temporarily to 5 per
cent.

The tide turned in 1897 and since
steady and consistent progress. Today
the paid -up capital is £4,000,000, di
vided into 800,000 shares of £5 each
upon which there is a reserve liability
of a similar amount, and the reserve
then the profits of the bank have shown

© BEDFORD LEMERE & CO .

Office of the manager

annum were paid . The panic in Eng

land of 1866 reflected itself in Aus
tralasian business, while the boom that
followed the Franco -German War bene

fited Australia . In 1893, following a

land boom , there was a very serious

BEDFORD LEMERE & CO

Office of the secretary

financial crisis particularly in Mel

bourne and Sydney, but the Bank of
Australasia was one of the very few fund stands at £3,525 ,000 . The bank

banks which kept their doors open has now 205 branches throughout Aus
throughout the “ run.” The bank's divi- tralasia, nearly all of them built on its
794

The Corn
Exchange National Bank
OF CHICAGO
Capital

.......... $ 5 ,000,000

Surplus and Profits...........$ 11,700 ,000

OFFICERS
Ernest A . Hamill.

President

Charles L . Hutchinson .
Owen T . Reeves, Jr...
J . Edward Maass......
Norman J . Ford .

Vice- President
Vice -President
Vice - President
Vice- President
Vice- President

James G . Wakefield ..
Edward F . Schoeneck ...
........Cashier
....Assistant Cashier

Lewis E . Gary ..
James A . Walker...

......Assistant Cashier

C . Ray Phillips....

Assistant Cashier

Frank F . Spiegier..... .......Assistant Cashier
William

E . Walker ....... .....Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
Watson F . Blair

Charles H . Hulburd

Chauncey B . Borland
Charles L . Hutchinson
John J . Mitchell
Edward B . Butler
Martin A . Ryerson
Benjamin Carpenter
J . Harry Selz
Henry P . Crowell
Robert J . Thorne
Ernest A . Hamill
Charles H . Wacker

Foreign Exchange

Letters of Credit

Cable Transfers

freehold property, and its office in
Sydney , one of the finest buildings in
that city, is erected upon the most
highly rated land in Australia. As these
205 branches stand in the balance sheet
at only £18 ,055 , it is evident that a
large additional reserve has been
created under this heading.
The present directors are : Rt. Hon .
Lord Aldenham , a director of the
Guardian Assurance Co.; Charles E .
Barnett, Esq ., director of Lloyds Bank
Ltd ., and chairman of the Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd.; Rt. Hon . Viscount

G . C . S . I., a director of the Chartered
Bank of India , Australia and China, the
Phoenix Assurance Co., and the Un
derground Electric Railways of Lon
don ; Sir Walter Jeans, formerly gen
eralmanager of the bank ; Tom Richard
Johnson , Esq., a director of the Aus
tralian Agricultural Co.; Frederick V .
C . Livingstone-Learmonth , D . S . O ., a
director of the Australian Agricultural
Co.; Rt. Hon . The Earl of Midleton ,
K . P ., a director of the London and
Lancashire Fire Insurance Co .: Harold
Nelson . Esg.. of Nelson Bros. Ltd. ;

Governor of Queensland and New

Chelmsford , G . C . S. I., G . C . M . G .,
South Wales at different times and aft
erwards Viceroy of India ; C . G . Hamil
ton, Esq., a director of the National

Horace Peel, Esq., a director of the

cashire Fire Insurance Co., also gov -

The Bank of Australasia is repre

Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd .
and of the Eagle Star and British
Dominions Insurance Co. Ltd . ; Arthur
Provincial and Union Bank of Eng Whitworth , Esq., a director of the Bank
land Ltd ., and of the London and Lan - of England.

ernor of the Australian Agricultural sented throughout the United States by

Co.; Rt. Hon . Lord George Hamilton , many of the principal banks.
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THE MERCANTILE BANK OF INDIA (LIMITED )
Head Office : 15 GRACECHURCH STREET,
LONDON, E.C.3.
. $ 15,000,000 (£3,000,000

Capital Authorized . .
Capital Subscribed .

.

.

.

.

.

9, 000 ,000 (£1,800,000)

5,250 ,000 (£1, 050 ,000 )
.
Capital Paid -up
. .
6,760 ,525 (£1, 352,105 )
Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits . . .
BANKERS :- Bank of England; London Joint City and Midland Bank (Limited)
Branches and Agencies in India, Ceylon , Straits Settlements, China , Japan
and Mauritius
Tho Bank buyo and sollo Bills of Excbango, inguos Lettors of Crodit and Circular Notos and transnota
Fixod Doposit rates quoted on application .
On curront 1000unto intorest is allowod at 2 por cont. por annum on daily balanco8.

Banking and Agoncy Businosa in condootion with the Eust on torms to bo had on application.

NEW YORK AGENCY, 64 WALL STREET

International Banking Notes
An authorization certificate has been

capitalization account liability of $ 1,800,000.
Names of directors will be announced
at an early date. The officers are: Baron

granted
the J. Henry Schroder Banking Burno Schroder, chairman of the board ;
Corporation , New York, by the New York Prentiss N . Gray, president; Stephen Paul,
State Superintendent of Banks. This cor vice-president; F . Seaton Pemberton, secre
poration, an affiliation of the banking house tary, and Gerald F . Beal, treasurer. Of
of J. Henry Schroder & Co. of London , has fices have been opened at 25 South William
been organized with an initial capital of st
The establishment of the J. Henry
Schroder Banking Corporation here is
As soon as the first board meeting has motivated primarily by the demands ofin
the parent house for services

$2,000,000 and surplus of $500,000, both
fully paid.

been held it is intended to increase the cap
ital by a further $ 2,000,000, of which 10 per
cent. will be paid in , with an addition to
the surplus of $ 500 ,000 fully paid , so that
the total paid -up capital and surplus will

clients of
New York similar to those rendered in Lon
don , such as financing the movement of
goods, either by means of cash payments or
by acceptance of long drafts, making loans

merchandise and securities, granting
be $3,200,000. There will still be an uncalled against
dollar or sterling reimbursement credits,

effecting the collection of documentary
drafts, the purchase and sale of securities
and dealings in foreign exchange, etc. The

banking corporation will also act as New
York agents for the London house in con
nection with sterling drafts granted by J.
Henry Schroder & Co. to American clients.

J. Henry Schroder & Co. is one of the
oldest merchant banking houses in London .
It was organized in 1804. Present senior

partner is Baron Bruno Schroder, grandson

of the original J. Henry Schroder. The
other partner is Frank C . Tiarks, a director
of the Bank of England and of the Anglo
Persia Oil Co. The firm today is one of

the largest issuing houses in London for
foreign , government, municipal, railroad and
public utility loans. As fiscal agents for
the State of Sao Paulo , Brazil, it was
chiefly instrumental in placing the first
coffee valorization loan of £15,000,000 for
that state. Recently the firm issued , in
conjunction with other leading banks in

London and New York , the Federal Gov
Imperial Bank of India, Rangoon branch
796

ernment of Brazil's valorization coffee loan

$ 120,000,000 Increase in Porto Rico's
Commerce Since 1900
As the pioneer American bank in Porto Rico we have given every aid to
the island 's commercial development and have shared in its growth .

Send Us Your Bills of Exchange,
Drafts and Collections Direct.

AMERICAN COLONIAL BANK
OF PORTO RICO
SAN JUAN
Branches: Arecibo, Mayaguez , Caguas

of £9,000,000. J. Henry Schroder & Co. of its capital. London & Brazilian Bank
have also financed numerous railroad enter prises, including the United Railroad of
Havana .

Announcement has been made of the mer
ger of the London & Brazilian Bank with
the London & River Plate Bank, in order

shareholders will receive one River Plate
share for every two Brazilian shares. The
paid -up capital of the London & Brazilian
is £1,500,000 and of the London & River
Plate £2,040,000. The combined assets are
£80,000,000 .

to strengthen and extend the services ren

The Anglo -Austrian Bank, formerly an

dered by the two banks. The London &
River Plate Bank is controlled by Lloyds
Bank, the latter holding over 90 per cent.

Austrian company carrying on a banking
business in the old Austro -Hungarian Em
pire, but now controlled by a new English

Imperial Bank of India , Calcutta . Head office , Bengal Circle
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Ernesto Tornquist
&
Limited
Buenos Aires

Co.

Oldest and Largest Financial House in South America
Established in 1830

Fully paid up Capital, Reserves and Surplus
$ 16 ,404,289.00 Argentine Gold
Specialize in the Investment of Foreign Capital in State,
Mortgage, Industrial and Public Utility Bonds and Shares

Money on Mortgages Placed Direct
BANKING TRANSACTIONS OF ALL KINDS
Handle Foreign Exchange and Give Prompt and Careful
Attention to the Collection of Drafts
Administration of Real and Personal Property
This Bank will be pleased to Serve You in All Business Rela
tions with the Argentine and Contiguous Countries

CORRESPONDENCE IN ALL LANGUAGES INVITED

The net profit for the year ending Decem

shares, however, only rank for dividend as
from January 1, 1923.
The list of branches of the bank indicate
the countries in which it operates. The
principal branches are situated in Austria
and Hungary, but through the bank 's large,
and in some cases, controlling shareholdings
in other banking institutions, its interests

ber 31, 1922, amounted to £70,776 , lls. 2d .
Of this sum a proportion has to be capitalized, representing the profit attributable to
the period prior to the date of commencement of business by the new English com pany. This amount, which has been trans-

and, in fact, practically cover all the terri
tory of the old Austro -Hungarian Empire.
The year under review was one of con
siderable difficulty in all the Central Euro
pean countries in which the bank is in

ferred to an opening reserve account, is

terested .

company, which was formed to reconstitute
the Austrian company as an English con cern , was registered on March 27, 1922, and
permission to commence business was grant
ed on March 31, 1922. The London office
was opened for banking business on July 1,
1922 .

extend to Czecho -Slovakia and Jugo-Slavia,

The violent fluctuations in ex

£25, 156, 58., 2d . This left a balance repre- change were the cause of great industrial
senting the profit for the nine months end - and financial uncertainty.
The position in Austria , which at the be
ing December 31, 1922, of £45,620, 6s. Out
of this amount payment has been made of a ginning of 1922 seemed most serious, has
dividend of 6d. per share, free of British now greatly improved , and the rate of ex
income tax, on the ordinary shares, which change has practically remained stable since
involved a payment to the shareholders of September 1922. The confidence thereby
£25 ,000, leaving a balance carried forward engendered has been reflected in a steady
of £20 ,620 6s.

increase of deposits, and in the number of

During the year additional capital was
provided by the issue for cash at par of

new accounts opened with the bank by
Austrian and other clients.

400,000 6 per cent. non -cumulative partici-

The position in Hungary has not yet been

pating preference shares of £1 each . These

readjusted , though efforts are being made
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DUMMAR

IL

Rotterdamsche
Bankvereeniging
Rotterdam

Amsterdam

The Hague
.

f 75 ,000,000

Reserve . . . . .

Capital

. . .

fl 36 ,500 ,000

Every description of banking business transacted,
including the making of collections, the issuance of
travellers' letters of credit and documentary letters
of credit, buying and selling of foreign exchange

, and of stocks and shares.
Our large capital and complete organization en
able us to handle all matters entrusted to our
care with efficiency and promptness.

Representative for the United States

J. G . van Breda Kolff, 14 Wall Street, New York
WIU

to cope with the situation on lines similar
to those adopted for Austria , which it is
hoped will also prove successful.
In spite of the conditions referred to
above, the bank has been able to consolidate
its position , and taking all circumstances
into account, to earn reasonable profits on
its capital. There is still much to be done,

Bank , Limited , Osaka, has been appointed
chief manager of the bank' s head office, and

has been succeeded by Giichi Higashi, form
erly assistant agent. Chozo Shirai, formerly
assistant agent at the New York office, has
been transferred to the head office, and
Shogo Ihara and Shuzo Hirasa have been
appointed assistant agents at the New York

and it must be borne in mind that the bene- office.
ficial effects of the bank 's reconstitution par

ticularly as to the development of the re
lations of the London financial market with
Central Europe, must be gradual and can

The Bank of Commerce and Industry in

Warsaw has recently opened an agency in
not be fully realized for a considerable time. London . This agency will carry out bank
ing operations of every authorized descrip

tion , and will devote itself especially to the
of commercial relations between
At the regular meeting of the board of development
directors of the Equitable Eastern Bank Poland and Great Britain. The bank has
ing Corporation, New York, held on October
4 , last, a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent.
was declared on the capital stock of the

ninety -four branches in

Poland and also

has branches in Paris, Brussels, Antwerp
and Rotterdam .

corporation payable October 10 , to stock

holders of record October 4 .
Whereas the traveler check of the big

international banks was introduced with a

view to providing the traveler with an in
Sakio Imamura, formerly New York
agent at 149 Broadway of the Sumitomo

strument readily negotiable all over the
world, the Union Bank of Switzerland has
799

BANKING BUSINESS WITH BELGIUM
American banks and bankers are cordially
invited to utilize the organization of the

BANQUE DE COMMERCE, Antwerp
for their business in Belgium
Branches :
Capital Subscribed . . Frs. 40,000,000
OSTEND
BRUSSELS
Capital Paid Up . . Frs. 16,884,000
CORRESPONDENTS
AT ALL BANKING POINTS
Reserve . . . . . Frs. 7,309,784

gone one step further and has just origin ated and placed at the disposal of its cor-

per cent. will be set aside for distribution to
the staff. The calculation will be made in

respondents and other banks of the whole

respect of the gross amount of the dividend,

world a new service called circular checks,
which is destined to greatly facilitate not

and income tax will be payable by the re
cipients, as in the case of the shareholders.

only private, but essentially commercial re-

The sum available will be paid over to the

mittances to Switzerland. The books con taining such circular checks are only issued
to first class banks and bankers, and the

staff representative committee, and the
central committee has been asked to prepare
a scheme for the disposal of it, subject to

novelty consists in that such a check is not the approval of the board .
payable at any given place in Switzerland,

The above arrangement will be continued

but will be honored immediately upon first

for the year 1924, except that the allocation

presentation at more than forty of the most
important places in the country, no de

will not be made half-yearly but after the

duction being made by the paying banks.

varied subsequently, but the directors hope

These circular checks, for which banks have
to apply to the head office of the Union
Bank of Switzerland, in Zurich , are pro
vided in advance with the visa of said bank
up to a fixed maximum amount, and, on con dition of their face amount not exceeding
said limit, recipients in most commercial
centers of Switzerland will be able at short

est possible notice and without cost to col
lect same.

This system seems to do away

end of the year. It may be abrogated or
that circumstances will permit of its con

tinuance, and even extension. They desire,
by it, to give the members of the staff a
direct personal interest in improving the
earnings of the bank.

Hallgarten & Co. and E . F . Hutton & Co.,
underwriting bankers of the 100,000 Ameri

effectually with the often cumbersome is can shares of the Mercurbank Austria issue,
that subscriptions to the bank
suing, on the part of the banks, of checks announce
been received from all over the
have
stock
on small places in Switzerland, with all the country. Foreign
born investors in this
natural delay and expense that are generally
incurred thereby. Of course, such circular

country as well as Americans are represent

attracted by the economic recovery of
checks may also be used as travelers' ed,
in the past few years.
Austria
checks.
The Mercurbank, established in Vienna in

1887, has a number of offices in that city
and branches in other Austrian cities. It
The directors of Lloyds Bank Limited, also has interests in a large number of banks
London, have authorized the announcement in Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia and
This wide-spread banking
that, if the dividend paid to the shareholders Roumania .
of the bank for the current half -year is

representation in Central Europe appeals to

at the rate of not less than 16 2 /3 per cent.,

investors in the United States who migrated

an amount equivalent to one -half of the

from these countries.

difference between such dividend and 15
800

The popularity of Austrian investments in

BANK OF ROUMANIA , LIMITED
Foundod 1866)

(Roglotored in London on 17th April, 1903, under the Companies Act , 1863-1960)

Head Office : 64 , CORNHILL, LONDON, E. C . 3.
Branch : 11, CALEA, VICTORIEI, BUCAREST.
Directors :
THE VISCOUNT GOBCHEN
C. DE CERJAT, Eag.
I W . . . BARRI, Dag.
GENERAL THE HON . BIR H . A . LAWRENCE , K , AB
LIBUT.-COL SIR ALBERT STERN, E B . I . C. X . G .

BANK OF ENGLAND.

MESSRS. GLYN , WALIA , CURRIB & co .

A general Banking business with Roumania is conducted , and correspondence

from those having interests in that country is invited .

the United States was revealed in the large

Bank is to be permitted to rediscount com

over-subscription of new Austrian issues, mercial bills for banks organized under the
recent examples being the Austrian Gov- Chilean laws, whose capital is not less than
ernment guaranteed loan and the Mercur 1,000,000 pesos, and to purchase or discount
bank stock offering. This investment re- bills of foreign exchange, likewise presented
sponse is largely due to the country's finan - by qualified banks. Currency notes may be
cial and industrial stability, under a con - issued by the Central Bank to enable it to
servative governmental policy. Economists perform the above operations should it so
believe Austrian exchange has been sta desire.
Among other functions of the proposed
bilized .
Central Bank are the following: To receive

The Chilean Minister of Finance has presented to the Chilean Congress a proposed
measure for the establishment of a central
bank to regulate Chilean currency, act as
fiscal agent for the government, and stabilize
credit. The measure in principle meets

deposits without interest; to draw bills of
foreign exchange; to serve as a clearing
house for other banks; and to control and
administer the present gold conversion fund

held by the government against the circula
tion of paper money .

The Central Bank is to be governed by
a council of seven members, including the
managing director appointed by the Presi

with the approval of public opinion and of

dent of the Chilean Republic ; four coun

the congress, although there is a feeling
that deliberate attention should be given by

cillors nominated by the Chilean Senate ; the
director of the Caja de Credito Hipotecario

the legislators and all sides of the present
situation be considered , in order that all the
interests of the nation may be consulted.

a councillor named by the Chilean banks.

In general, the measure is similar to that
which was near to realization when the war
broke out in Europe in 1914 . It provides

sary expenses, are to be divided between
the bank's reserve fund and the public
treasury .

for an institution designed primarily to take
over the banking functions now being ex -

The approval of this project would mean
that the present system of paper currency

ercised by the government in connection
with the issue of paper currency and the
dealing in foreign exchange necessarily con

would be replaced by one depending upon
the needs of trade. While the project con
tains no provisions for fixing or otherwise

nected with the government's foreign ob ligations. In place of the present inflexible
provisions for the issue of paper money by
the government to banks against gold deposits, deposits of public bonds, and the

stabilizing the exchange value of the Chilean
peso, it is presumed that the operation of
the Central Bank in accordance with the
law would automatically insure a relative
stability without the possible disturbance of

discounted bills representing advances to

business resulting from the attempt to main

the favored nitrate industry , the Central

tain an arbitrary value.

the semi-official land-mortgage bank - and
The profits, after allowing for all neces
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New Banking Code Serves Also as
Automatic Translator
By a Combination of English and Spanish in One Volume of 65, 000

Code Words a Decided Time-saving Feature is Introduced in

the Second Edition of Peterson 's International Code

By Arnold Hoffman
\HE use of a general banking code

for the exchange of telegraphic
- and cable messages has become so
indispensable to the modern banking

this stone, had been a mystery to

Egyptologists.
That such a comparison is not amiss
will perhaps be more readily conceded

business that special interest attaches when it is explained that in his new
to the forthcoming revised and en - volume Mr. Peterson has linked the
larged edition of the “ Peterson International Code,"

English and Spanish languages in such
a manner that a

person

published by the
Peterson Cipher

not

fa

miliar with the

Corpora

Spanish language

tion , New York.

message to a
bank, firm or in
in
dividual
Spain , South
America , Mexico ,

Code

can send a coded

E . E . Peterson ,
founder of the
firm , with his
original volume
of 340 pages

and all Spanish

containing about

speaking

code

27, 000

tries, and

coun

this

issued

same message

twelve years ago ,
was the first to

will be decoded

words

banking code.

there directly in
Spanish without
the necessity of
writing it out

In his new
volume of ap

first in English
and then trans

proximately 800

lating it into
Spanish. In the

introduce an effi
general

cient

pages and 65 ,000

same

code words he
again comes for

ERNEST E . PETERSON

ward in the light
of a pioneer, this

President Peterson Cipher Code Corporation

time by

introducing

an

automatic

translating system .

manner

banks, firms or
in
individuals

Spanish -speaking
can or British banks, firms or individ
countries can communicate with Ameri

In this he has provided what might uals in their own language, the advan
be termed the Rosetta stone of modern tages of which will be immediately

banking communication . The Rosetta apparent.
stone, as everybody knows, bore inscrip
tions in both Greek and hieroglyphics

The reproduction showing part of a
page from

the new

edition of the

and thus supplied the key for the read- “ Peterson International Code” illus
ing of ancient Egyptian inscriptions trates just how the book serves at
which up to the time of the finding of once as a code guide and translator.
902
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606— WIRE

MYPUP - MYWAJ

MYPUP....Are we to understand from your wire (that)
NYPYU ...As per our wire (of)

MYRAU ....As per our wire of to-day
MYREY ...As you did not wire
MYRGA....Await our wire
MYRIC...Before receipt of yourwire (we bad)
MYRKE....By wire
MYROI....Can wire
MYRUN....Can you wire us
MYRVO....Cancel previous wire
MYSAS....Cancel previous wire and substitute
NYSCU ....Cancel that portion of our wire (relating to )
MYSEW....Cannot answer your wire (until)
MYSIA ....Cannot decipher your wire (of)
MYSME ....Cannot explain in wire (about)

MYSOG ....Cannot wire (because)
MYSRI. ..Confirm wire (of)
MYSUL ....Consider the information in this wire as

strictly confidential

MYSXO....Contents wirewire
MYTAP ...Continue ofto this
MYTEU....Correspondent advises us by wire (that)
MYTIY....Cost of wire
MYTKA....Could not wire sooner (as)

MYTOE... Date of wire (from )
MYTTI....Date
of your last wire (to)
NYTUJ....Did
not wire (because) (to )

MYTZOD

803

receive our

MYPUP....Debemos comprender por telegrama de Ustedes (que)?
MYPYU ...Según nuestro telegrama (de)
MYRAU .. Según nuestro telegrama de hoy
MYREY ....Como Ustedes no telegrafiaron
MYRGA ....Esperen nuestro telegrame

MYRIC ...Antes del recibo de su telegrama (habiamos)
MYRKE ....Por telégrafo
MYROI....Podemos (pueden ) telegrafiar
MYRUN .. ..Pueden Ustedes telegrafiarnos?
MYRVO ....Anulen telegrama anterior

MYSAS ....Anulen telegrama anterior y sustituyan

MYSCU. .Anulen aquella parte de nuestro telegrama (relativa á)
MYSEW .. ..No podemos contestar telegrama de Ustedes (basta )
MYSIA ....No podemos descifrar telegrama de Ustedes (de )

MYSME ...No podemos explicar en telegrama (sobre)
MYSOG ... No podemos telegrafiar (porque)
MYSRI....Confirm (amos) (en ) (an) telegrama (de)
MYSUL ....Consideren información en este telegrama estricta

mente confidencial
MYSXO ....Contenido de este telegrama
MYTAP ....Continúen telegrafiando

MYTEU . ..Corresponsal nos avisa por telégrafo (que)
MYTKA....No pudimos telegrafiar más pronto (porque)

MYTIY . ..Costo de telegrama

MYTOE ....Fecha de telegrama (de)
MYTTI ....Fecha del último telegrama de Ustedes (4 )

MYTUJ....No telegrafiamos (porque) (á)
MYTZO .. .R

NYUAN

des nuestro telegrama (sob
(sobre)

Reproduction from Peterson International Code

It has been mentioned that the first
edition of “ Peterson 's International
Banking Code” was issued twelve years
ago. That this code has indeed become
an international institution used by
banks in every country on the globe
where modern banking is carried on is
thoroughly well known, but the story of

for which there is a great demand. To
say in the same breath that Mr.
Peterson has been working on codes
for a quarter of a century and that he
is still in his thirtiesmay seem puzzling
until it is explained that he began his
busines career at an age when most
boys are out playing ball and thinking

how Peterson 's banking code came to only of tomorrow 's fun .
be, and how Mr. Peterson in less than
He entered the services of Swift &
a decade established an international Company in the Union Stock Yards at
reputation among the most conservative

Chicago at thirteen as a stenographer.

fraternity in the world , is told here for
the first time.
Such an achievement naturally suggests the question : How was it done?
“ It wasn 't done. It did itself,” was
the simple answer which Ernest E .
Peterson, president and founder of the
Peterson Cipher Code Corporation ,
gave to that question . “Wesimply supplied something which filled a genuine
need and the demand grew as the usefulness of the code demonstrated itself.”
Mr. Peterson might easily have used
the pronoun “ I” in speaking of this, for
it was he who originated the code,
who is constantly adding to it and who
also works out private banking codes

One day he delivered a personal
message to L . F . Swift. Mr. Swift,
always a keen judge of men , saw
possibilities in the lad and had him
transferred to the code department
where he " took " to the work so readily
that after a time he was assigned to
handling private codes. He did more
than that,however; he invented his own
private code system which was so well
liked by Swift & Company that this
and others he worked out later, were
adopted by the firm . Young Peterson
very soon became head of the depart
ment and might have remained there
for the rest of his life, but other com
mercial concerns noticed that Swift &
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Company had exceptionally efficient

throughout the world to adopt it, a

codes that saved them thousands of dol-

task to cause even the most sanguine

lars yearly, and they wanted to know

salesman to have his doubts. Neverthe

who compiled them . A demand for
similar codes was created , with the re
sult that Mr. Peterson received so many

less this seemingly tremendous problem

was solved by the very simple expedient
of allowing the book to be its own sales

man . Mr. Peterson believed that the
code itself would be more convincing
clusively to this work . That was the than any advance opinions. He sent a
beginning of the Peterson Cipher Code copy, therefore, to most of the import
ant banks and asked them to hold it for
Corporation.
Next came Mr. Peterson's idea of ninety days. If at the end of that
originating a general banking code. time it had not proved satisfactory, all
orders for private codes that he saw
the advantages of devoting his time ex

Banks at that time used their own pri

he asked was that it be returned .

vate codes, which meant that every

Although a few returned the book ,

of code
code
bank had to keep a largee number
number of

itit is a highly significant fact that each

bank approached at that time
correspondent and every
today carries a copy of Peterson's
banking code. Foreign banks especial
especially for banking , would simplify ly were quick to see the advantages of
matters considerably and bring about a the international code for banking, and
great saving of time and a very large the more they used it the more they
recognized that it had come to stay ,
reduction in cable and telegraph with
the natural result that its adoption
charges.
became international.
Hehad gone far with this work when
That is what Mr. Peterson meant
books— one for each

bank . Mr. Peterson believed that a
comprehensive general code, designed

one day a well-known banker told him

frankly that he was wasting his ef
forts. " If you knew banks as well
as I do you would realize that a gen
eral banking code would never be

when he said that “ it did itself.” The
original edition convinced bankers that

the most practical code was a general
one to which additions could be made
for their own special requirements.
used .” He said , “ Banks have become That was a big step forward , and these
accustomed to their own codes and you special requirements gave Mr. Peterson
for the
work

will find it next to impossible to per-

a new

line to

on

suade them to change.”
Mr. Peterson , however, was not dis couraged . The thought occurred to him
that before the telegraph instrument
had been invented the world had seemed
to get along very nicely without it, and

amplification of his code. Thus the
code covers the widest range of bank
ing requirements in both tabular and
phrase form . The greatest care has
been taken so that nothing in the gen
eral code conflicts with any of the pri
that telegraph operators also had vate codes for banks and commercial
seemed to get along very nicely before houses also compiled by the Peterson
it was discovered that more than one Cipher Code Corporation .

message could be sent simultaneously

An outstanding feature of the new
over one wire , and he came to the con volume
is that a general code is fur
clusion that the banking world was get nished both
in English and Spanish
ting along without a general banking
decided
innovation destined
is
a
which
that
could stand
code only because none

the test of international usefulness had to prove of the widest possible value be
cause of the extensive use of Spanish
been provided .
So he continued with his work until in general transactions.
Peterson's idea was prompted by the
finally the first edition came off the
press . That achieved , the next ques- many requests received from Central
tion was how to induce the banks and South American banks for Spanish
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translations of the original international code clerk is not necessarily a linquist.

code. His new volume, therefore, con
tains an enlarged code in both lan
guages.

But Mr. Peterson 's excellent idea of
publishing the code in both languages
in the same volume has literally pro
vided the Rosetta stone in code com
munication .
The Peterson service includes a copy
of Peterson 's " International Code Di
rectory ” which lists banks and firms

It is possible that a Spanish edition
ally met the demand , but this would
have required that all banks supply
themselves with the Spanish edition so
as to be able to exchange messages in all parts of the world using the

of Peterson 's code might have parti-

with their Spanish correspondents. Peterson code, together with the cable
Moreover, when the message from a address of each . A new edition of the
South American bank had been received directory will be issued shortly, in
and decoded here the service of a trans which will be included all the sub
lator would be required , since an expert scribers to the new edition of the code.

Specimen message from Peterson International Code
CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED
Fa Rata
Hall Rate Deferred
Calle Lotter
Work End Letter
Patreo should merk en X opposite
the class of service desired ; OTHER
WISE THE CABLEGRAM WILL BE
TRANSMITTED AT FULL RATES

Nube

WESTERN UNION
CABLEGRAM
WESTERN UNION

Number of Words

NO

NEWCOMB CARLTON , PRESIDENT

Time Flied

GEORGE W . E ATKINS . FIRST VICE PRESIDENT

Send the following Cablegram , subject to the terms
on back beroof, which are bereby agreed to

New York
BANKERSCO

MADRID (Spain)
NUHORUAWUT

ENGLISH

SOBYULEZME

IRASMDAGAL

These 3 Code words are translated as follows:
TRANSLATION
SPANISH TRANSLATION

Nuhor .. This is our Cable Number 69, sent Nuhor .. Estenúmero
es nuestro
telegrama (Cable)
69 enviado el Viernes
Friday

Uawut. .We have received for your account Uawut..Hemos recibido por cuenta de
Ustedes ($ ) 8,000
(8 ) 8,000
Sobyu ...At what rate will you sell us Cable Sobyu.. A qué tipo nos venderán Ustedes
Transfer Montevideo

Lezme...Have received your letter of 9th

Transferencia
Montevideo ?

Cablegráfica

Lezme...Hemos (han ) recibido carta de
Ustedes del 9

Irasm ...Further remittance will be made Irasm . ..Se hará en breve nueva remesa
shortly

Dagal... Impossible to give full details by
cable. Writing today about same

Dagal.. .Imposible dar detalles completos
por cable. Escribiendo hoy so

bre los mismos

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
IN ST. LOUIS

A big factor in the business life of St.

Louis and the great Central West.
Recognized by the banking world as one of
America's Leading Financial Institutions.

MAKE IT YOUR CORRESPONDENT

IN ST. LOUIS
BROADWAY — LOCUST - OLIVE

Largest National Bank West of the

Mississippi
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Review of the Month
The Business Situation Throughout the Country as Reflected

in the Opinions of Banks and Bankers
THILE the deposits of banks in
central reserve and reserve
cities remained practically

stationary for the first six months of
1923 , deposits of banks outside these
cities, the Monthly Review of the New
York Federal Reserve Bank points out,
increase nearly equal to this amount in
the deposits of all member banks. The
review of the New York Federal Re
serve Bank says that:
Statistics of all member banks recently

increased $ 461,000,000. There was an

made available for the quarter ended June
30 , indicate important changes in bank de
posits that have not been clear from figures
of the 800 weekly reporting member banks
located chiefly in the principal cities. The
figures show that while deposits of banks in
central reserve and reserve cities remained
practically stationary between December 29
of last year and June 30 of this year, de
posits of banks outside these cities which

are termed country banks in the reports
increased from $ 9,534 ,000,000 to $ 9,995 ,000 ,
000 or $461,000,000 , and there was a nearly
equivalent increase in the deposits of all
member banks.
The accompanying diagram compares the
changes in deposits of city and country
banks since 1919, and indicates that the
pause in the increase of deposits of city
banks during the first half of this year fol
lowed an unusually large increase last year
them temporarilycountry
out of pro
which carrieddeposits
portion to
for the
as a
whole. Both city and country deposits, how
ever, on June 30 were much above the high
est levels of 1920, and together well over
two billions higher.
While figures for all member banks are
not yet available for the late summer, the
following table comparing changes in de
posits in different classes of cities in the
Second District alone between June 27 and
August 29 indicates that so far as this dis
trict is concerned such losses of deposits as
occurred during the summer were confined
to banks in the larger cities, where the de

clines were accompanied by extensive liquid
ation in securities.
CHANGES IN DEPOSITS OF ALL MEMBER
BANKS- -SECOND DISTRICT JUNE

BILLIONS
OF DOLLARS
15

CENTRAL RESERVE
RESERYC
CITY BANKS

27 TO AUGUST 29, 1923

(In millions of dollars )
Cities with
population of

COUNTRY BANKS

5000 to 15 ,000 .
15 ,000 to 100,000.
Over 100 ,000.........
Total ..........

1919

1920

1921

Time
deposits

Less than 5000........

1922

1923

Total ofdemand, time and government deposits in all
member country banks and allmember banks in
central reserve and reserve cities

Net demand

deposits
+ 11
+

6

+ 17
—
3

--- 218

+ 8

2

HOW MUCH THE RAILROADS BUY

A study undertaken by the Bureau
of Railway Economics , and its findings ,
807
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SOFT
COAL

ANTHRA
CITE

FUEL

IRON

OIL

STEEL

LUMBER

COPPER
BRASS

48.3 %
30 %
27.8 %
17. 5 %

10 %
The black portions in the above chart show the percentage of the total output of raw materials and the pro
ducts of basic industries consumed by the railroads annually. The figures are based on the reports
of a study made by the Bureau of Railway Economics for 1922

recently made public, show the extent to SUPPLIES Cost $ 1,668,000 ,000 in 1922
which the railroads are among the
The report of the bureau shows that
largest purchasers of raw materials in
the country's basic industries.

in 1922 the class I railroads used ma

terials and supplies costing $ 1,668,000,
They buy annually 27.8 per cent. of 000
. This amount and the percentages

the bituminous coal output and about 6

enumerated above do not include the
per cent. of the anthracite production . capital
of the railroads,
Directly they consume between 12 and with theexpenditures
exception
of
such
15 per cent. of the annual iron and steel as in new constructionequipment,
,
the
improve
output and indirectly about 30 per cent.
ment of lines and tracks, new buildings,

through their orders for all kinds of new shops and other structures. They
equipment to equipment manufacturing
include only the amounts expended in

concerns. In the lumber industry they
purchase directly 17.5 per cent. of the
total cut, and indirectly through equip

process of current operations. The pur

ment orders about 25 per cent. of the

a sum probably almost as great as that

chases of the railroads per capital ac
count, however, sometimes amount to

total output.
from current operations. In 1922, for
In the copper industry the railroads example, the railroads spent more than

consume annually about 10 per cent. of $ 400,000,000 for capital purchases and
the copper and brass produced. In ad - this year the amount authorized is in
dition they also buy large amounts of
tin , lead and zinc, and considerable cotton in the form of cotton waste. Figures
indicating their use of cement are not
complete, but a few years ago they were

excess of $ 1,200 ,000 ,000 . The amounts
purchased for capital account are large
ly determined by the condition of rail
road finances generally .

using more than 5 per cent. of the out
put and at the present time are using a

THE SEASONAL DEMAND FOR CREDIT

larger proportion.

In commenting on the seasonal de
mand on Federal Reserve Banks and

ON
AL

DOLLARS

B

TheNATIONAL BANK
OF COMMERCE
in Saint Louis
and

SENSE

lit

A wise combination of the two makes an ideal bank

ing relationship.
In 65 years of experience, we have developed facilities
for intelligent banking service — the kind that
leaves no aftermath but satisfaction .

Let us know your requirements.

Willing Cooperation is a Part of Our Working Capital
banks which are members of the Fed -

ducing their balances carried with corres

eral Reserve System for accommodation ,

pondents in financial centers .
RESERVE BANK ACCOMMODATIONS
During the current year the chief demand

the Federal Reserve Bulletin notes that

the demand comes at a time when the

banking situation differs from that of a for Reserve Bank accommodation has come
year ago in that the volume of loans from the member banks in the agricultural
after a year of growth is at a much districts. From the middle of January to
higher level.
the middle of September, out of a total

"Loans of member banks in the

increase of over $ 260,000 ,000 in Reserve

larger cities,” says the bulletin , “ have

Bank discounts, about three- fourths repre
sents an increase in borrowings from the

increased by nearly $ 1,000,000, the ad

Reserve Banks in the cotton and in the
In the Dallas

ditional borrowing being chiefly for wheat growing disricts.
commercial and industrial purposes.
Member banks have met this growing

district the early marketing of cotton has

recently reduced the volume of borrowing at

demand for credit out of the addition

the Reserve Banks.

The increase in dis

of about $ 440 ,000,000 to their time de

agricultural districts since the first of the

counts at Reserve Banks in some of the

posits, through an increase of a similar

year has been accompanied by a reduction

amount in accommodation at the Reserve Banks and through the use of

in their open -market holdings, so that the
total volume of their earning assets has

increased much less than their discounts.

gold imported from abroad.” The bul
letin goes on to say :

THE DEMAND FOR CURRENCY

While most of the increase of bank loans

The Reserve Banks, particularly those in

for the year occurred in the industrial dis-

the agricultural districts, have recently felt

tricts, during the past two months there has

the seasonal demand for Federal Reserve

been an increased demand for credit at the
banks in the agricultural districts, and these

notes. The demand for currency, which
has increased throughout the year and has

banks have met this demand in part by re-

recently reflected the crop -moving require
809

INT

UID

Chartered 1836

PHILADELPHIA
- the “Workshop of the World "
Philadelphia , the third largest city of the United States,
and thenation 's second greatest port, is America 's and the
world 's greatest manufacturing center.

For about a century the Girard Trust Company has been
intimately associated with Philadelphia ' s commercial and

financial progress.

Corporations and Individuals desiring Philadelphia connec
tions are invited to avail themselves of the Banking, Trust ,

Real Estate and other facilities of this Company .
Capital and Surplus . . $ 10,000,000
Resources

.

.

60,000,000

Individual Trust Funds .

.

.

.

340,000,000

Corporate Trust Funds .

. 1,450,000,000

GIRARD TRUST
COMPANY
BROAD & CHESTNUT STS.
PHILADELPHIA

O
Capital and Surplus
$ 10 ,000 ,000
810

EFFINGHAM B .MORRIS

Member Federal Resery

President
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ments, has chiefly been met, however, by
other forms of currency than the Federal
Reserve note. The following table shows the

different classes of money in circulation on
September 1, 1922 , and September 1 , 1923 :
MONEY IN

THE

CIRCULATION

PEOPLES

Sept. 1, 1923 Sept. 1, 1922

· BANK

Gold and gold certifi
Silver

and

silver

cer

683,446 , 364

564 , 954, 874

United States notes...... 304, 576 , 800

285,000 ,737

tificates

OF

.... $ 838,496,751 $610,375 ,435

cates ...

BUFFALO

Federal Reserve notes.. 2 , 204,824,450 2 , 141, 305 ,949
Federal Reserve Bank
17,612, 842
60, 158,812
notes .

National-bank notes...... 728, 949,604
Total

...........4,777,906 ,811 4, 393,506 ,927
IMPORTED GOLD IN CIRCULATION

Of the total increase, $ 228,000,000, or
about 60 per cent., was in gold and gold
certificates, which corresponds approxi

mately with the net gold imports for the
year.

Established 1889

731,711,120

THIS BANK offers excep

tional facilities in Buffalo
to correspondents all over the
country by reason of its young

Thus the imported gold has not been

added to the reserves of the Reserve Banks,

est branch office situated in the

but has gone into circulation to meet the
currency demand . The large increase in sil

heart of the wholesale produce

ver certificates and United States notes is
accounted for in part by the retirement of
Federal Reserve Bank notes and in larger
part by the demand for currency of low
denominations. The growth in Federal Re

and fruit district at

serve notes has constituted only about 17
per cent. of the total increase of money in

circulation .
Since the currency demand has been
largely met by the use of gold certificates
representing additions to the country's gold

stock, and since the growth in discounts
during the year has been accompanied by a

Michigan Avenue and
Perry Street

(Elk Street Market)
This banking office is the only
one in an important locality ,

reduction in open -market holdings, the total
volume of Reserve Bank credit in use has
not thus far shown the usual seasonal in
crease. In the agricultural districts, how
ever there has been an increased use of Fed
eral Reserve Bank credit and currency in

and will welcome your in

response to the requirements of crop moving.

OF BUFFALO

TWO DOLLARS FOR MOTORS TO THREE

Head Office :
Main and Seneca Streets

FOR BUILDINGS

“ The American people are spending
two dollars for automobiles for very
three dollars of outlay for new build

ings,” says the Cleveland Trust Com
pany in its Midmonth Business Bulletin .
“ During the past four years motor ex
penditures have amounted to about $6 ,

quiries.

THE PEOPLES BANK

Uptown Office :

Main Street at Tupper
Branch Offices :

Niagara and Virginia Streets
Michigan Avenue and Perry Street

600 ,000 ,000 and those for new building

about $ 10,000,000,000,” according to
the bank 's computations.
“ Whether or not these relative pro
portions are for the best good of the na

Resources $ 24 ,000,000.00

A Record that Spells
Investment Security
IN 1900 there was one Bell telephone

I to everyninetypersonsin the United
19

States. Today there is one to less
than every eight.
Over thewires oftheBellSystem (which
is theAmerican Telephone and Tele
graph Companyand Associated Com
panies)more than thirty- fivemillion

telephone conversations daily take

" The People's

place.

Messenger

Day and night, the service of A . T.& T.
is continuous; forforty -one years the
company has an unbroken dividend
record ; and back of each share of its
stock there is an unusual stockhold
ers' equity which has resulted from

a sound and conservative policy.

In the growth and record of the Bell
System service lie the reasons for the
security of A . T. & T . stock as an in
vestment. And this security , in turn ,
accounts for the fact that there are

more than 270,000 holders of this
GRN

TPHONES

stock .
A .T. & T.stock pays 9 % dividends,netting over
7 % on its present open market price. Full

W

information on this Seven -Per-Cent-and-Safety
investment sent on request.

BELL
U

SYSTEM

I
N

ON

I
M

ASS

O
C

OC

BELL TELEPHONE
SECURITIES CO . Inc.
D . F.Houston , President

195 Broadway

612

NEW YORK
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tion , and whether or not they will be
substantially maintained in the future,
are questions which it seems impossible

813

a
owPORA

Ne

T

to answer now ,” says the bulletin .
“ What seems clear is that the peaks of

production records have been reached ,
and that declining volumes of output
are to be expected in both industries
in the coming months. ”
says further :

The bulletin

1886

The period of business recovery that got

THIS BANK offers com

well under way in 1922 and reached its
peak of prosperity in the early months of

plete facilities for the

1923 , had as its most important elements the

transaction of every kind

building boom

and the great activity of

automobile plants. The prospective de
clines in these activities will be more than
seasonable .
They will represent the recession from

high levels that could only be reached in
a time of great business prosperity and that
were too high to be maintained .

of banking business.
Collections made promptly and
on favorable terms on every
part of the world

As these

volumes of output shrink , the effect will be
felt in scores of related lines of manufactur
ing . In both lines high relative activity is
to be expected for a long time to come, but
not of the sort that was in evidence last

Foreign Exchange Bought
and Sold

Commercialand Travelers'

spring.

THE ECONOMIC HORIZON

" While the economic horizon is un
doubtedly hazy, there are as yet no
really threatening clouds above us,"
says President J. L . Johnston of the

Liberty Central Trust Company, St.
Louis , in his monthly review of busi

ness. “ Conditions during the past thirty
days have been characterized by a rea
sonable stability, with no remarkable
developments one way or the other. A
record movement of freight by the rail

Letters of Credit
Correspondence and

inquiries invited
Capital - $3 ,000,000
Surplus and

Profits - 8,700,000
E . F. SHANBACKER
President

ways, retail trade in exceptional volume,

a somewhat improved buying power in
the

agricultural

sections,

sustained

activity in various industries, including

The

building, are among the noticeably
good points in the situation. As to con
ditions at the present time, in fact, there
is little dispute ; in their sum total, they
are satisfactory. This is the verdict
arrived at, from the evidence furnished

by tangible factors.”

Mr. Johnston

continues:
When it comes to an examination of the
future, we find a somewhat greater diver

FOURTH STREET
NATIONAL BANK
Philadelphia

22
SUHO
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Indiana Limestonenow being re-worked for use in a new building, after serving for twenty years

as facing of building at 41st Street and Madison Avenue, New York City

Interminable Service !
When an Architect or Contractor recommends the use ofIndiana
Limestone,he can assure the owner a building material that will
indeed give him “ full value received." For this natural stone has
one quality found in no other building material - its remarkable
salvage value.
Indiana Limestone will stand the severest test of service: exposure to the
elements for innumerable years with no appreciable deterioration . And
its worth is increased through its easy workability. After a halfa century's
use, it may be taken from a building, re-cut and re-worked for use in new
structures. There is no otherbuildingmaterialwhich affords equaldurability.
Our handsomely illustrated booklet on bankbuildingwill
be
sent free upon request. Address Indiana Limestone
Quarrymen ' s Association , Box 758. Bedford . Indiana.
Service Bureaus in New York and Chicago.

INDIANA

LIMESTONE
HT
Th . NATION 'S BUILDING STONE
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gence of opinion than has recently been the
case. In surveying the months to come
there are various intangible elements to
consider, and the importance that should be

given to these is a matter over which

WANTED

authorities disagree. The concrete data
moreover, relating to the present, are sus

ceptible of various interpretations in their
bearing upon the future. The result is that

while we have many optimistic forecasts,

· Back Numbers of The

Bankers Magazine

there are also some rather gloomy pictures
thrown upon the economic screen , showing

the “major depression " that we must ex
pect in 1924 .
The present condition of the financial
markets is one cause for looking at the
future in a less rosy light. The statistical

A Japanese bank whose library

position of the steel industry, relatively
high wages paid to labor, and the lack of
European markets, are others that at pres

was destroyed in the recent

ent receive particular consideration .

Es

pecially worthy of mention is the growing

apprehension as to what Congress will do .
It will be seen that those who take the
more pessimistic view are basing their con
clusions not only upon some things that

have happened , but also upon others that
may happen . For our own part, we will
refrain from making any long-term pre
diction . No human being can forecast the

actions of a legislative body. It is difficult,
however, to speak of the future in mournful

accents when we take stock of the con
servatism and good sense that has charac
terized business developments in 1923, in
contrast to the feverish boom of 1920.

disaster wishes to obtain copies
of the following numbers :
1914 -- January, July , August,

September, October No
vember.

1915 — February, May.
1917 — March , April, May, Au
gust, September December.
1918 — January, July .

1919 — June, August, September,
October.
1920 — January , February ,March ,

THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK

Discussing the business outlook , The

Mechanics and Metals National Bank
of New York in its October letter to cus

September, December.

1921--January, March , June,
July , October, November.

tomers, says :
A feeling of conservatism marks the busi
ness situation in the l’nited States at the
present time, yet the buying of goods is

large and steady, prices for the most part
are well maintained, and production con
tinues on an active scale. The underlying
base for a continuation of good business is

still firm , and one favorable aspect contrib
uting to insure continued activity of pro

Subscribers having copies of the
above numbers which they would

be willing to sell at 50 cents per
copy, kindly notify the following

duction is the absence of any undue ac

cumulations of unsold goods on sellers'

address :

shelves. This does not mean that there is
any notable dearth , but it does signify that
output in the immediate future will not
be interfered with by reason of unsold stocks
of previous production .

It is far better, all things considered , that

the quickening in autumn trade should not
now be at a notable pace, for, coming on the
top of the boom

which occurred in

the

spring and early summer, any attempt to

Subscription Department

Bankers Publishing Co.

71Murray St.

New York

BUFFALO — The City of Home Owners
iers

The percentage of home owners in the city
of Buffalo is more than five times that of the

city of New York . Thismeans a thrifty careful
people with a large earning and saving capacity.

The home owner is a good citizen, and a
good citizen is a good neighbor.

They are well served by
THE MARINE TRUST COMPANY
OF BUFFALO

Capital, Surplus and Reserves $ 20,000,000
erves

force a rapid expansion would create an ab -

look , is the comparatively small margin of

normal situation that would have to be cor -

profit left to the producer, manufacturer

rected , perhaps painfully, later on . So far
as the labor situation is concerned , that is

and distributor, after their expenses are
taken care of. Business has operated, and

more satisfactory , from

the standpoint of

is operating, under the handicap of ex

the general welfare, than it was in the
spring and early summer. Competition for
workmen , and wholesale shifting of labor
from one shop to another and from one city
to another because of the lure of higher

cessive labor costs , and though it has been
possible to pass a part of the burden on to
the consuming public, through the general

wages, has about ended .

So far as wage

rise in prices , the margin of profits among

the country's industries has been measur
ably curtailed.

The problem

of expenses

geared up high , with prices possibly working
any let-down, although industries which are to lower standards, is something to consider
paying high wages and at the same time for the future, particularly if there is any
high prices for raw materials are not in the pronounced decline in consumers' demand.
most favorable position when it comes to Wage scales are always flexible on the up
matching their expenses against income. grade, but on the down-grade there is a
One feature of the industrial situation in marked resistance to adjustment, which
the United States throughout 1923, and one leads to strikes and needless costs and hard
that has an important bearing on the out- ships.
scales are concerned, there has not been
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Eastern States
Comprising New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware

CONVENTION DATES
Trust companies mid -winter conference
National Association of Credit Men - at

at New York City , February 14 .

Buffalo, N . Y., June 10 - 13 .

SPRING MEETING OF EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL, A . B . A .

various activities, but also for considering
business problems of national importance
and listening to prominent speakers on out
standing questions of the day.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON TAXATION
APPOINTED

Willis G . Nash, vice-presidentof the Irving
Bank -Columbia Trust Company, New York ,

The next annual spring meeting of the

as president of the New York State Bankers

Executive Council of the American Bankers

Association will be held at the Bon Air

the eight groups of the association , with

Vanderbilt Hotel, Augusta, Georgia , April
28 to May 1, 1924 , inclusive, it is announced

president C . E . Treman of Ithaca as

The sessions of the executive council will
be held on Tuesday, April 29, forenoon and

CHEMICAL NATIONAL TO OPEN

Association, has appointed the chairmen of
the president as chairman

and Vice

deputy chairman , of a special committee on
by F . N . Shepherd , executive manager of taxation
, to formulate plans to secure the
the association .
passage
of a state law to bring the financial
The entire first day of the meeting , Mon institutions
of the state into the class with
day, April 28, will be taken up by meetings manufacturing
corporations
of the committees and commissions of the whereby they willandbe business
taxed
on
their
association . Among these are the admin income instead of on the ad valorem annual
;
istrative committee, finance committee, that is, the 1 per cent. tax under the basis
pres
agricultural commission, commerce and ent statute. The chairman of group 8 ,
marine commission , economic policy commis which comprises the state banks of Man
sion , public relations commission , commit hattan, is Jackson E . Reynolds, president of
tee on Federal legislation , committee on the First National Bank. The chairman of
membership , committee on public education , group 7, comprising the banks of Brooklyn
committee on state taxation , special com and Long Island, is William K . Swartz, vice
mittee on taxation , insurance committee, president of the Lawyers Title and Trust
protective committee, commitee on branch Company.
banking and committee on state legislation .

BRANCH

evening, and on the forenoons of Wednes

day, April 30, and Thursday, May 1. The
Executive Council, which is the governing

The Chemical National Bank, New York ,
known as “ Old Bullion ,” announced on No

body of the association in the interim be-

vember 1, that it would open a Fifth avenue

tween the general conventions, is represen office within a short time in the Burton Build
tative of every state in the Union, its mem - ing at Fifth avenue and twenty -ninth street.

bers being elected by the membership of the
association in each state.

This will be the Chemical's first office out
side of its main location which is at 270

The meetings of the council are second Broadway facing City Hall, where it has
in importance only to the annual conven been for seventy -three years. The Chemical
tions of the association as a whole. They opened as the first bank on Broadway just
are usually attended by from 150 to 200 ninety -nine years ago at 216 Broadway , fac
representatives of bank members composing ing St. Paul's church .
The opening of this office marks a sig
the Executive Council and the chief com -

mittees and commissions of the organiza-

nificant step in the Chemical's pioneering

tion . The meeting is made the occasion not but conservative policy, and will be a fit
only of conducting the routine business of ting part of the bank's celebration next year
the association and receiving reports of its of its one hundredth anniversary.
817

Visit Vibrant Islam
a day from France
CROSS the blue Mediterranean , just a day's sail

Under Ideal Conditions

from France - lie lands ofveiled women and stately
sheiks, of domed and minarretted Moorish cities
gleaming like alabaster. Orange groves bloom ,

From New York on the de luxe

feathery date palms wave in the soft, perfumed
air under African skies - a Mohammedan paradise as ac

cessible as Europe.
In flower -decked gardens feathered minstrels carol the

year around. The serenity of the calm , wise-eyed East en
velops and rests you as you explore oriental Algiers, Tunis ,
Fez, Biskra, and visit destroyed Carthage and wonderful,
ruinous Roman cities.

liner Paris, France or Lafayette. A
week in Paris. NextMarseilles.
The following day Algiers. Then
luxurious automobile tours over
straight,smooth roadsto famous
cities of Islam , excursions into
the Sahara sand ocean - a land

ofmediaeval peoples and cus
toms. Everywhere comfortable
hotel accommodations. A tour
where every item of sea and
land transportation and hotel
expense is covered by the rate

French Line
Compagnie
Transatlant
Generale
19 State Street,New York

Offices and Agencies in
PrincipalCities of Europe

ique

charged for the tour from the
lime you leave New York till
you return home,

Extremely interesting literature
furtherdetailing these toursmay
be had by writ.ng to the nearest
French Line « ffice - or 19 State
Street,New York .

and the United States

5 North African Motor Tours
Morocco - Algeria Tunisia
See
818
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The exact date of the opening of the
Fifth avenue office is not fixed but it will
probably be early in 1924 . This Fifth ave

The Corporation Manual

nue office will be in charge of Wilbur F .

Twenty-fourth Edition
Revised to January 1, 1923

Crook , vice- president, who will be assisted
by other officers and a competent staff.
The Chemical Bank was given the name
" Old Bullion " in 1857 when it was the only

A systematic arrangement ofthe statutes affect
ing both foreign and domestic business cor
The Uniform Stock Transfer Act.
The Blue Sky Laws.
The Anti-Trust Laws.

porations in all states.

bank to continue specie payments .

NEW COMPTROLLER FOR UNITED

Formsand Precedents.

STATES TRUST COMPANY

United States Corporation Company

Frederick W . Robbert, formerly assistant
secretary, has been elected comptroller of

65 Cedar Street,New York

the United States Trust Company, New
York .

ANNUAL RED CROSS ROLL CALL
Prominent bankers of New York City

SOME TRUST COMPANY FIGURES

are co-operating actively with the Red
Cross in its annual roll call, which opened

dollars is the impressive total of resources

Armistice Day, November 11, and will con -

held by the trust companies of the country ,

tinue until Thanksgiving, for the enlist-

according to " Trust Companies of the

fourteen and one-half billions of
Nearly
ei

ment of new memberships to maintain the United States" just published by the United
organization 's manifold peace-time program States Mortgage and Trust Company ofNew
York . Institutions reporting numbered
of relief and public health work .
Louis L . Clarke, president of the Ameri-

2478 as compared with 2372 a year ago.

can Exchange and National Bank, heads as

The actual figures for the year ending

general chairman a special banking division

June 30 , last, are $ 14,441,460,650, as com

functioning in the campaign organization of pared with $ 12,739,620,733 in 1922, repre
the city to facilitate the roll call effort. Act senting a gain of $ 1,701,839,917. Deposits
climbed from $ 10,470 ,475 ,000 to $ 11,828,
983,000 . California and Ohio for the first
time report trust company assets in excess
secure the maximum response to the roll of a billion dollars each. The figures for

ing with Mr. Clarke within the banking
division are a number of individual groups,
each under its own chairman , in order to

call, and plans are already under way to the five leading states are as follows:
1922
1,563,473,528
1, 263,537 ,383
879, 831, 752

970,778,773

reach every person directly with the Red

1923
$ 3, 931, 340,448

1,832, 326, 397
1, 390, 964,012
1 , 200. 895 ,428
1, 133, 962,485

Gain
$ 374 ,983, 930
268,852,869
127,426 ,629
321,063,676
163, 183, 712

Due to the steady and consistent increase

Cross appeal.

in those states, the Middle Atlantic, East

The chairmen heading the banking division
groups are: G . Edwin Gregory, vicepresident National City Bank, heading the
national banks group ; James H . Perkins,
president Farmer's Loan and Trust Com pany, heading the trust companies group ;
Harold C . Richards, president State Bank,
heading the state banks group ; E . P . Hungerford , agent Bank of Montreal, heading
the foreign banks group ; Deputy Governor
Edwin R . Kenzel, heading the federal reserve group ; and Victor Lersner, vicepresident Bowery Savings Bank, heading
the savings banks group.

North Central, and Pacific Coast groups
easily lead other sections of the country.
Commenting on the excellent showing as
set forth , John W . Platten , president United
States Mortgage and Trust Company, says :
" These figures speak for themselves. They
also testify in no uncertain manner to the
growing popularity and added appreciation
of the helpful service being rendered by the
trust companies to their respective communi
ties throughout the United States. Such con
crete evidence of confidence can only lead
to an ever widening and deepening influ
ence on the part of these institutions."
-

Ohio

$ 3 ,556 , 356 ,518

-

New York
Pennsylvania
Illinois
California ...
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Largest clearings on any one day in the
JAMES S . ALEXANDER HEADS
past year were $ 1,253,117,991, on May 1.
CLEARING HOUSE
The largest daily clearing transaction on
James S . Alexander, chairman of the Na- record was $ 1,423,063,788 , on January 3,
tional Bank of Commerce in New York , was 1921.
elected president of the New York Clearing
Total balances during the past year
House Association at the recent annual amounted to $23,281,765,357. This compares
meeting. He succeeds Walter E . Frew , with total of $21,032,674,951 in 1922.
president of the Corn Exchange National
The largest balance on any one day dur
Bank, New York.
ing the past year was $ 122,893,681, October
William Woodward, president of the 18, 1922. The record daily balance was
Hanover National Bank , was chosen chair- $ 157,020,486 for June 17, 1920.
The association is now composed of six
teen national banks, ten state banks and
twelve trust companies. The Federal Re

serve Bank of New York and the Clearing
House City Collection Department also
make exchanges at the Clearing House,
making forty institutions clearing direct.
The names of chairmen of other com
mittees follow : Conference committee, Lewis
E . Pierson ; nominating committee, John W .
Platten ; committee on admissions, J. How
ard Ardrey ; arbitration committee, H . Ward
Ford .

Dunham B . Sherer, vice-president Corn
Exchange Bank, was elected secretary of

the association , succeeding Lewis L . Clarke,
president American Exchange National
Bank.
William J. Gilpin was re-elected manager
and Clarence E . Bacon assistant manager of
the association.

ARTHUR R . JONES RESIGNS
Arthur R . Jones, assistant vice-president
of the Guaranty Trust Company, New York,
has resigned to become general partner with
McClure, Jones & Reed. He has been with
the Guaranty twelve years.
JAMES S. ALEXANDER
Chairman of the board . National Bank of Commerce

HAROLD E . RILEY ASSISTANT
CASHIER

The board of directors of the Seaboard

New York ; president New York Clearing
House Association

National Bank , New York , have appointed
Harold E . Riley an assistant cashier.

man of the Clearing House Committee in

BANK ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING

succession to Stephen Baker, president of
the Bank of the Manhattan Company.

Clearings during the year ended Septem ber 30, 1923, amounted to $ 214 ,621,430,806 .
This compares with clearings of $213,326,385,751 in 1922. Record clearings were made
in 1920, when the total was $ 252,338,249,466 .
The Clearing House is seventy years old ,
and during that period has cleared $4 ,202,187,518,523, and balances settled amount to
$ 272,443,840,849.

DIVISION EXPANDS
The Bankers Development Corporation of
New York has expanded its accrual division
to require an executive in charge, and Park
Mathewson has been made a vice-president
for that position . This system is now suc
cessfully operating in two Federal Reserve
and over 100 other banking units in the
United States, and is growing rapidly with
the appreciation of bankers of the benefits

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
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to the bank which result from operating its
DI
XONSRADO
EL
taeskDOul
ma
er aa
sa

records on an accrual basis. Mr. Mathew
son 's books on acceptances, budgets and
finance are standard on these subjects.

D . C. BORDEN JOINS NATIONAL
CITY BANK
D . C . Borden has been appointed assistant
comptroller of the National City Bank , New
York . He will take up his new position , to

which he comes after eight years in the Gov
ernment service, on December 1. Mr. Bor
den has served as chief national bank
examiner for the Second Federal Reserve
District at New York for two years, and
before that was chief examiner for the Fed
eral Reserve District at Chicago. He has

served in like capacities in Cleveland, Phil
adelphia and Atlanta , and before going into
the Federal Government service was state

bank examiner for Tennessee.
Other recent appointments to the person
nel of the bank are DeWitt A . Forward ,
assistant vice-president, and Alfred Mullen ,
assistant cashier.

THE telleratthewin

DIVIDENDS DECLARED

dow — the bookkeeper

The Tradesmens National Bank of Phil
adelphia has declared the regular quarterly
dividend of $ 3.50 per share, at the rate of
14 per cent. per annum , payable November

— the clerk at the add
ing machine— the care

i to stockholders of record at the close of

ful bank executive

business October 31.

all will welcome Dix

The Third National Bank of Philadelphia
has declared a regular semi-annual dividend
of 7 per cent., payable November 1, to stock

on 's Eldorado pencils.

of record October 29. The previous rate

They ease and quicken

had been 6 per cent. regular and 1 per cent.
extra .

the day's exacting

COMBINED STATEMENT OF JERSEY

tasks.

BANKS

Trust companies, savings banks and state

DLXON 'S

partment of Banking and Insurance of New

LDORADO

Jersey as of September 14 , had total re

“ the master pencil”

banks, under jurisdiction of the State De
sources of $ 1,072,816,265 and deposits of
$ 921,043,242. As compared with September

SEND FOR

15 , 1922 , this is an increase of $ 91,276 ,508 in

FREE SAMPLES

resources and $65,475 ,050 in deposits.
MANUFACTURERS TRUST COMPANY

Write for full-length free samples of

DIXON'S ELDORADO and full
length free samples of Dixon 's " BEST”

COLORED PENCILS. Both are

The statement of condition of the Man
ufacturers Trust Company, New York , as

of October 1 shows resources totaling $ 119,
852,090 , including $ 76,492,373 in loans and

$ 21,012,853 in cash on hand and deposits in

supreme in their field .

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY
Pencil Dept. 163-J, Jersey City, N . J.
Canadian Distributors :
A . R . MacDougall & Co., Ltd., Toronto

TODAY, more than ever before, the public is demanding
absolute protection for valuables left in the custody of
banking institutions. The bank whose service includes mod
ern vault protection is the one that wins the patronage of

the public. For years we have specialized in the installation
of modern vault equipment.

Herring-Hall-Marvin vaults

always include the most efficient devices which science has
discovered for the protection of valuables against fire and theft.

HERRING-HALL-MARVIN SAFE CO.
Factory — Hamilton, Ohio, U . S. A .
BRANCHES

400 Broadway, New York, N . Y .
165 Devonshire St., Boston , Mass.
214 California St., San Francisco, Cal.
225 W . Lake St., Chicago, Ill.
1805 First Ave., N ., Birmingham , Ala .
Cable Address — " Fireproof" New York
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other banks. Deposits aggregate $ 97,676,
911.

The second largest liability item

is

$ 11,075,500, due the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York .
OWEN T. REEVES, JR ., APPOINTED
EXAMINER
Owen T . Reeves, Jr., vice-president of the

Audits and Systems
for Banks

Corn Exchange National Bank of Chicago,
has been appointed chief national bank

examiner for the Second Federal Reserve

District, with headquarters in New York
City , in place of D . C . Borden, who has re
signed to accept a banking position.
Mr. Reeves was at one time in the office
of the Comptroller of the Currency at Wash

ington, and later served as a national bank
examiner in the New York, Pennsylvania

and Washington ( D . C.) districts.

NEW LABOR BANK FOR NEW YORK

Our specialty is con
ducting efficient and
thorough bank and com
mercial audits, and the
installation of account
ing systoms for banks,

trust companies, and
foreign exchange de
partments .

The International Ladies' Garment Work
capital of $ 250,000 and a surplus of the
same amount, at Fifth avenue and Twenty
first street, New York , according to an

McArdle,
Djörup & McArdle

announcement by officials of the union . De
posits sufficient to bring the bank 's resources

42 Broadway,New York

ers' Union will open a bank with a paid up

up to $ 1,500,000, at the end of the first
week's business, have been assured , accord

TITLED

ing to those in charge of the enterprise. The
new organization will follow the general

lines of other labor banks.

The International Ladies' Garment Work
ers' Union is one of the richest units affiliated with the American Federation of
Labor, according to a survey made by
Philip Kaplowitz , secretary -treasurer of the
joint board of the cloak and dressmakers'
unions. The union owns real estate in New

of about 14 ,000 square feet. It is also ex
pected that the rooms at 48 Wall street, now
described as the banking office of the com
pany, will be taken over by some of its
foreign department branches.

York City to the value of more than $ 1,000,

BANK TO DOUBLE CAPITAL

000, all acquired during the past ten years.
There are 80,000 members in the metropoli

A plan to double the capital of the Na
Drovers Bank , New .

tan district. They pay from $7,000,000 to

tional Butchers &

$ 8,000,000 annually in dues.

York , will be considered by stockholders

who have been called to a special meeting
BANK PLANS ALTERATIONS
Alterations have been planned by the

for that purpose on November 27. The
present capital stock is $500 ,000 and the

Bank of New York and Trust Company in

of the directors, would be offered to present

its building at 52 Wall street, New York .

stockholders at $ 150 a share to the extent

The work will require until next spring for
The offices occupied by the Bank of Nova

of 100 per cent. of their holdings. Accord
ing to information obtained at the office of
the bank it is proposed to maintain the

Scotia and the Discount Corporation , to gether with the old office of the New York

present 8 per cent. annual dividend rate on
the new stock .

completion .

proposed additional stock , under the plan

Life Insurance and Trust Company, will be
The reason for the increase, it was said ,
thrown into one office occupying the entire lay in increased profits and the fact that
banking floor of the building, with an area national banks under the law are restricted
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to lend not more than 10 per cent. of their are of a distinctly high order, and the Wil
mington Trust Company is to be congrat
capital and surplus.
ulated upon again securing his services.
MANUFACTURERS TRUST COMPANY
ENLARGES QUARTERS

the city and one of

organizing this ban!
its first president.
now been made pres

WILLIS H . BOOTH TO ATTEND
INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF

becomes vice-preside

COMMERCE MEETING
York , located at the corner of Thirty
fourth street and Eighth avenue, has opened
Willis H . Booth, vice-president of the
additional quarters on Thirty -fourth street Guaranty Trust Company, New York , has

affiliation for handlir
was also one of th
formerly chairman

to provide further space for its officers and sailed for Paris to attend the meeting of

mittee.

The Manufacturers Trust Company, New

New York Hamilton

the general development of the banking

MICHAEL F . E

activities which have increased so markedly
in this section .
Alfred C . Bossom , specialist in bank
architecture, was in charge of the work .

CA
Michael F . Bau

assistant cashier
Phenix National B

S . D . TOWNSEND RETURNS TO

make his office at th

WILMINGTON TRUST CO .

street branch of th

Some twenty years ago, S. D . Townsend

entered the service of the Wilmington Trust
Company of Wilmington , Delaware, as
treasurer, and advanced to the position of

MIDWOOD TE

vice-president.

The Midwood ]

BP

Four years ago he left to become a mem

pr
its
Dorcheinstcipal office

ber of the firm of Laird , Bissell & Meeds,

er road ,
ing a special in
means that the
ranks of the bus

panies of Brook
savings deposits .

NEW BI
B
The ank of
pects to open
nue and Forty
January 1.
WILLIS H . BOOTH

Vice-president Guaranty Trust Company, New York ;

trGeearsuarledr Fo. I
f

the executive committee of the International
Chamber of Commerce of which he is presi

New York , to
Schroder Bar
corporate
America db i
n u
Co . of Lond
ciated with
e1a9r1l9y. lHaset wye

dent.

S. D . TOWNSEND
Vice-presidentWilmington Trust Company

GE

president International Chamber of Commerce

HAMILTON NATIONAL BANK
CHANGES

James R . Postal, formerly vice-president
but he has now been induced,by the present pany, has been elected vice-president and
of the Salts Textile Manufacturing Com

management of the Wilmington Trust Com pany, to return to its employ as vicepresident.
Mr. Townsend has been welcomed back to

years
a country banker in Michigan. His
appointment

his position very heartily by his many

Hamilton National Bank .

friends. His training and natural ability

Fisher, at one time deputy comptroller of

cashier of the Hamilton National Bank,
New York . Mr. Postal was for several
follows other changes at the
Edmund D .

TROY BA
Th Ma
Troye, N . iY
it stoc
a
firsl stke i
Peotple p
's N
Troy , N
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t while Mr. Fisher

where it used to be money-orders

d president of the
oration, the bank 's

Miss S............ works in the city.

urities. Mr. Emery

Frequently she executes small com
missions for an elderly aunt, who
lives in a small town in the middle

anizers. He was
le executive com

west.
For many years this lady hasbeen

| ASSISTANT

fearful of banking . . . . checks,
particularly. She has insisted upon
sending funds for these small pur

chases, to her niece, by money
been appointed
Chatham and
w York, and will
way and Howard
ution .

MPANY OF

pany, which has
ush avenue and
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artment. This
has joined the
and trust com
h that receive
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Until recently . A letter contain
aunt! Wonder of wonders! In
part the letter said :
" Checks are so much nicer. But
I never felt safe, until our bank an
nounced that it was furnishing these
remarkable SUPER -SAFETY IN
ing a check . . . . signed by her

SURED BANK CHECKS. They in
sure me for $ 1, 000.00 against loss
if my check should be raised or

altered. And Mr. Burns, the famous
detective, protects each check . In
addition , every one of the checks is
made of the world's safest check
paper.'
The interest in this little story,
for the banker, is in the fact that
it is true - and, more important,

OPEN

that it is being repeated daily in
SUPER -SAFETY INSURED BANK
CHECKS do give you a powerful,
thousands of banks.

| Company ex

Madison ave
New

York , on

new argument to the " bank shy"
ones of your territory , do give you a
tangible new hold upon present de
positors . And they cost no more

than checks of a similar quality .
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to lend not more than 10 per cent. of their
capital and surplus.
MANUFACTURERS TRUST COMPANY
ENLARGES QUARTERS
The Manufacturers Trust Company, New
York, located at the corner of Thirty

are of a distinctly high order, and the Wil
mington Trust Company is to be congrat
ulated upon again securing his services.
WILLIS H . BOOTLH
INTERNATIONA

TO ATTEND
CHAMBER OF

COMMERCE MEETING
Willis
H . Booth, vice-president of the
fourth street and Eighth avenue, has opened
nty Trust Company, New York, has
additional quarters on Thirty -fourth street Guara
to provide further space for its officers and sailed for Paris to attend the meeting of
the general development of the banking
activities which have increased so markedly
in Alfred
this sectioC .n . Bossom , specialist in bank
architecture, was in charge of the work .

S. D . TOWNSEND RETURNS TO

WILMINGTON TRUST CO.
Some twenty years ago, S . D . Townsend
entered the service of the Wilmington Trust
- -mington
are

the city and one of the moving spirits in
organizing this bank in January last, was

its first president Archibald C. Emery has
now been made president while Mr. Fisher
becomes vice-president and president of the
New York Hamilton Corporation, the bank's
affiliation for handling securities.Mr. Emery

Ere

was also one of the organizers. He was
formerly chairman of the executive com

mis
live

mittee.

MICHAEL F. BAL'ER ASSISTANT

CASHIER
Michael F. Bauer has been appointed
assistant cashier of the Chatham and
Phenix National Bank, New York, and will
make his office at the Broadway and Howard

streetbranch of that institution.

feail

par
sen
cha

ord

ing
aun
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Miss S................ works in the city .
Frequently she executes small com
missions for an elderly aunt, who
lives in a small town in the middle
west.
For many years this lady has been

securities. Mr. Emery
organizers. He was
f the executive com

UER ASSISTANT
HIER

has been appointed
f

the

Chatham

and

k , New York , and will

Broadway and Howard
institution .

ST COMPANY OF

OKLYN
st Company, which has
it Flatbush avenue and

ooklyn , is now conduct
rest department. This

idwood has joined the
ss banks and trust com

i Borough that receive
NCH TO OPEN
Manhattan Company ex

branch at Madison ave
rd street, New York , on

LD F . BEAL

has resigned as assistant
Discount Corporation of
ome treasurer of J. Henry

s Corporation, recently in
ew York , to handle the
is of J. Henry Schroder &

Mr. Beal has been asso
Discount Corporation since

ected an assistant treasurer

INCREASES CAPITAL
turers' National Bank of
s voted to increase its cap
$600,000 to $1,000,000 as the

fearful of banking . . . . checks,
particularly. She has insisted upon

sending funds for these small pur
chases, to her niece, by money
order.
Until recently. A letter contain
ing a check . . . . signed by her
aunt! Wonder of wonders ! In

part the letter said :
" Checks are so much nicer. But
I never felt safe, until our bank an
nounced that it was furnishing these
remarkable SUPER - SAFETY IN
SURED BANK CHECKS. They in
sure me for $ 1 ,000.00 against loss
if my check should be raised or
altered. And Mr. Burns, the famous
detective, protects each check . In
addition , every one of the checks is
made of the world's safest check
paper.'

The interest in this little story,

for the banker, is in the fact that
it is true - and, more important,
that it is being repeated daily in
thousands of banks.
SUPER -SAFETY INSURED BANK
CHECKS do give you a powerful,
new argument to the " bank shy"
ones of your territory , do give you a
tangible new hold upon present de
positors . And they cost no more
than checks of a similar quality.
Get the facts !
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oklyn
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of Bro

Capital $ 500,000 Surplus $3,000,000 Undivided Profits $518,000
JULIAN D . FAIRCHILD , President

New England
Comprising Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
and Rhode Island

OFFICERS HOWARD D . JOOST, Assistant Secretary

ALBERT I. TABOR, Assistant Secretary
J. NORMAN CARPENTER , Trust Officer
WILLIAM J. WASON , JR ., Vice-President
ALBERT E . ECKERSON , Auditor
THOMAS BLAKE , Secretary
BROWER , BROWER & BROWER , Counsel

JULIAN P . FAIRCHILD , Vice- President

ACCOUNTS INVITED

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

- -- - - - - - - - year: William C . Heppenheimer , president ;
Spencer Marsh , vice-president, and W . A .
Conway, secretary . Walter Gardiner, Henry
NEW BUILDING
J. Gordon and Williard M . Brown were
The United States National Bank of elect
ed to the nominating committee, H . H .
Johnstown, Pa., has recently opened bank

MERGED PENNSYLVANIA BANKS IN

The
First National

ew England States
•,New Hampshire,Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Rhode Island

The
National Bank
GARANTERTAMA

of Boston
g financial institution in

UA
TE

New England

R

Buenos Aires, Argentina
at Havana , Cuba

resentative in London

28 $ 300,000,000

TRITT.
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
NEW ENGLAND STATES
THE manufacturing interests of New
bro

England a
are really
recorded 1
be attribu

I England are in amuchmore comfortable one indus
frame of mind than they were a year ago The bar

at this time. The outlook now, as analyzed The demin
by close observers, is entirely favorable to a as it was,
gradual increase in productive activity,with is a bit pu
full assurance of a good market for all be right in
goods, at prices that will yield a small butcial money
moderately suremargin of profit. The price on the wil
situation has been watched very closely by a rather
manufacturers of cotton goods, and sudden part of
shifts in raw cotton prices have, to a cer- largely "
tain degree, clouded the future a bit, but The con
on the other hand there is a very steady de- there is no
mand for cotton goods on the part of con- age, but
sumers, and the efforts of manufacturers have raise
are now directed toward keeping prices flected in
within reason. If they can do this, they feel oil burning
assured of a good business, but Southern Realest
competition, high wages and a rising price new life
for cotton brings about complications that tohu il
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England are steadily on the decrease and
are really at a very low level. Among the
recorded failures there are none that can
terests of New be attributed to any special strain in any
nore comfortable one industry or locality .
were a year ago
The banking situation shows little change.
now , as analyzed The demand for money is not quite as brisk
ly favorable to a as it was, and to some ext
extent this situation
ive activity, with is a bit puzzling, for all conditions seem to
market for all be right for a sharper demand for commer
yield a small but cial money. Savings accounts are increasing
profit. The price on the whole although withdrawals showed
1 very closely by a rather sharp increase during the early
oods, and sudden part of October. These withdrawals are
s have, to a cer- largely “ seasonal” however.
NS IN THE

> TATES

future a bit, but

The coal situation has improved in that

a very steady de- there is no longer any fear of a fuel short
the part of con - age, but the various increases in prices
of manufacturers have raised a storm of protest that is re
d keeping prices flected in a greatly increased demand for
i do this, they feel

oil burning and other heating devices.

Real estate and building suddenly took on
ess, but Southern
and a rising price new life during September and early Oc
complications that tober, the volume of real estate transactions
The woolen and
pplied with orders.

being almost of record proportions for this
time of year. This is due in part to the

ve met with rather plentiful supply of mortgage money, and in
he part of buyers, part to an insistent belief that building
display a marked costs will be lower in the early spring.
fair level of prices.

Building material prices have gradually

i report a volume shaken down to a fair level, and as labor
far toward over- has been released from some of the larger
siness in the early jobs started earlier in the season there has
his field also there been a sharp and rather unexpected increase
to any advance in in smaller construction work at this late
the manufacturers time of year. The outlook for a busy spring
vith the volume of

in both building and real estate has im

largin of profit al- proved quite materially.
The farming sections of New England
is pretty narrow .
trade in New Eng- have had a fairly good season , judging from
ipward curve. The the increased volume of buying orders re
y response to offer- ported from those sections.
ds and the sharp
wo weeks has stim
co :
heavy clothing, shoes,
: credit situation, as
es are concerned , is
comfortable employ

HOME SAVINGS BANK , BOSTON,

ELECTIONS
iffords plenty of work
who are at all anxious
H . Wendell Prout has been elected
the volume of cash treasurer
of the Home Savings Bank, Bos
res. Credit managers
ation closely and are ton , to fill the vacancy caused by the pro

of Carl M . Spencer to the position
slow accounts respond motion
president.
of
essure. Losses on bad
In addition , Nelson J. Bowers and Lind
de are at a low level. ley A . Bond were elected assistant treas
mallmargin of profits urers and, together with Robert F . Nutting,
ver prices it is interest- now holding that office, complete the of
siness failures in New

ficial organization of the bank.

Operating Under Technica
Peabody's Service is based on large scale
The maintenance cost of our trail
experts is spread over a argi LL
which one mine or a small grous ! ..
Peabody Coal Mine Management COVET

coal production and distribution .

DER

BY

SAV

ING B
S W

PEABO
COCHI
M
( FOUR

THE LARGEST PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

serating Under Technical Experts
y ' s Service is based on large scale operating.
aintenance

is

cost of our trained

staff of mechanical

spread over a large number of mines — services

one mine or a small group of mines could not afford .
y Coal Mine Management covers the whole field of

oduction and distribution .

EABODY
COAL
COMPANY
NA
CHICAGO
( FOUNDED 1883)
EST PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF COAL IN AMERICA

FOR HARTFORD

HARTFORD

BANK INCREASES
CAPITAL

NK

Stockholders of the City Bank and Trust
0,000 building for the

Company, Hartford , Conn., have voted an
nk of Hartford , Conn ., increase of $ 100,000 in the capital stock

next spring on Pearl of the bank, making the capital $ 700,000.
FOR FEDERAL

ATE CREDIT
NK

The new stock is to be issued at par in the
early part of January 1924, and will be
offered to stockholders of record as of Sep
tember 19, in the proportion of one share
of new stock for each six shares of old.
Henry A . Hoadley, president of the bank

for the past five years has resigned, to take effect January 1, 1924.
sident of the National No successor has been appointed as yet.
York , has been elected
ral Intermediate Credit
Mass.
BANK N . B . A .

TWO SPRINGFIELD BANKS TO
MERGE

The prospective merger of the Atlas Trust
Company of Springfield , Mass., with the

eld , vice-president and Chapin National Bank was announced re
Haven Bank N . B . A ., cently by Harry A . Woodward, president
., has been chosen as of the Chapin bank . A committee acting
istitution , succeeding E . for the Chapin bank has acquired control
ed. Mr. Redfield started
old New Haven County

of more than two-thirds of the $ 300,000
capital stock of the Atlas, the only out.

i became vice-president standing large block being the McKnight's
New Haven Bank upon
New Haven County, City
anks. George J. Bassett
sident; Charles E . Corn and trust officer ; Abel

interest of about 300 shares.
The Atlas directors applied for a national
bank charter preliminary to the merger.
Ultimately the Chapin bank will operate two
local Atlas branches. Charles A . Frazer,

sident, and George R .

president of the Atlas, will become a vice
president of the Chapin .
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Southern St;
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Comprising the District of Columbia, Marylan
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Fl

See

sippi, Louisianą, Texas, Arkansas, Ken
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HOUSE
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Co
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES
BY THOMAS Ewing DABNEY
W ITH theweather turning good in time
W for harvest, after weeks of almost
uninterrupted rain that caused considerable
crop deterioration ; with the prices of farm
produce high ; with business far in advance
of what it was at this time last year, and
prospects for the fall and winter better ;
and finally, with executives keeping their
heads in spite of the prosperous conditions,
and buying carefully, only fou

taken si.
far-seein
is on the
The ic

econom

years to
most im

lower til

pi belo
especiall
matter,
ness ento
lishing

nern States
olumbia , Maryland, Virginia , West Virginia ,
rolina, Georgia , Florida, Alabama, Missis
, Arkansas, Kentucky and Tennessee

taken shortly. This safeguard, for which

THE

far-seeing men have been working for years,
is on the road to realization .

The spillway should be one of the leading
economic factors of the section for some

»d in time

years to come. While it is true that the
lower river section — that is, the Mississip

of almost
insiderable

most immediate benefits will be felt by the

es of farm

pi below Red River — and New

in advance

especially, it is not by any means a local

t year, and
eeping their

matter, for many manufacturing and busi

iter better ;

s conditions,

Orleans

ness enterprises have been kept from estab
lishing at New Orleans because of the
danger from floods-- a very real danger,

for current
tic waiting,"

despite the concealments of the past. The
of such factories and business
multiplication
ofn the leading enterprises, working up the raw materials
119

'O

of the tropics and the interior United

icouraging .
the recent ac
evee Board of

application to
ion to create a

pressure of the
y year threatens

ses through the
good the threat.
most remarkable

ever held in the
the Safe River
and was attended
men , bankers, of

he lower river sec
pusly that a spill
levees by giving a
d waters when they

the markets of the

RioPreguntas
MerchantRICHMOND,
Bank
s National
VA.

ſississippi River Com

Capital . . . . . $ 1,000,000.00

right, is absolutely
ement, not only of

1, but of the South

generally, for which
it, and through which

at themeeting. Their
he past was completely
ey have declared pub

offer no objection to
i are now being drawn.
catively that active steps
the enterprise will be

wpist Asident

Surplus and Undivided
Profits . . . . $ 1,000 ,000.00
One of the largest, strongest and
oldest banks in the South

Send Us Your Items
833

NATIONAL BANK
MOND, VIRGINIA
with

EXPERIENCE - Over fifty -seven
y - seven

years

STRENGTH - Capital and Surplus
$ 4 ,000,000.00
OFFICERS - Experienced , capable and
well versed on conditions

and credits thruout this
territory :
invites your business

JOHN M . MILLER, JR .
President

Resources over $ 30,000,000

che finished prod -

12 per cent. better in August than during

would be a strong

the same month last year.

e millions of acres

showing will be still more favorable, judging

South , and bring

from informal comments by representative

September's

where stumps now merchants. Chattanooga led the field in
C'he lifting of the August, with an increase of 53 per cent.;
isands of acres of
needs no comment.

then came Jackson and Birmingham , 17 per
cent. ; New Orleans and Savannah , 10 per

oducts of the South,
h the demand.

cent.; and Atlanta, 1 per cent.

ugar , 7 .50 cents com -

business in August than in July.

In the wholesale trade, the effects of sea
t the end of Septem - sonal buying are being felt. With one ex
1.50 cents, compared ception , the principal lines showed a larger
That ex

st year ; and rice at ception was agricultural implements. The
with 4.75 cents last decline during the month was 18 per cent.
Groceries were 9 per cent. better than

• takings of Southern July and 5
ising steadily since the 1922 ; drugs
:. The condition of the respectively ;
ged from the following respectively ;
hern Pine Association

per cent. better than August
13 and 26 per cent. better,
hardware 16 and 17 per cent.,
stationery, 31 per cent. better

than July but 5 per cent. poorer than

5 September 28, a week August last year ; furniture 32 and 25 per
riod: Production, only cent. better, respectively ; shoes 45 and 3
normal; shipments, 3.09 per cent. better , respectively ; dry goods 48
oduction ; orders 8.38 per and 8 per cent. better, respectively .
ition.
Financial reports are satisfactory. Bank

as opened up nicely. Ac deposits throughout the South are holding
th Federal Reserve Bank, up well, though there is a small decline in
hout the district averaged demand deposits and in savings deposits
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JOHN SCHOENEWOLF
PresidentNational Bank of Baltimore

ital of $600,000 , a sur through all the various stages and periods
d undivided profits of of its growth from its modest beginning up

to the modern, fully equipped banking in
to the original agree- stitution of today.
ng business fifty years
Van Zandt, who was
JOHN SCHOENEWOLF HEADS
yresident of the then
BALTIMORE NATIONAL BANK
After fifty years of
John Schoenewolf has been unanimously
urageous leadership ,
I guides the destinies chosen president of the National Bank of
only president it has Baltimore, Baltimore, Md., to succeed the
| the age of 87, the late T. Rowland Thomas. Mr. Schoene
anking, his firm and wolf's name was the only one presented to
les to hold the bank the board of directors. He assumed the
management of the bank immediately .
course .
The new head of the bank has been
tional today owns the
in which it is housed , actively connected with its management
since 1906 , when he was elected a member
e first floor.
if its golden anniver of the board of directors of the Third Na
Ehed an artistic and tional Bank , which absorbed the National
Tot with

a

striking

Bank of Baltimore, the merged institutions

Jet traces the growth retaining the name of the latter.
In 1919, when the business of the bank
National
Tort Worth
W

Middle States
Ohio , Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa and Missouri

ION DATE
as City, May 20 -21.
EACHES FIFTIETH
INK CAREER

in 1886 and held the helm until he was
with the late Edmund D . Hulbert, then
president of the Merchants Loan and Trust
Company, becoming president of the in

made chairman of the board two years ago,

terests that were merged to make the
present institution . At Mr. Hulbert's death

Mitchell returned to the presidency of
loyees of the Illinois Mr.
the newly merged banks.

Bank and the Minois

ented John J. Mitchell,
i silver loving cup and

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING
DISTRICT BANK , CHICAGO
The Central Manufacturing District Bank
of Chicago has transferred $ 100,000 from the

undivided profits account to the surplus ac

count, bringing the latter to $500,000. The
capital stock now shows $500,000, making
the capital and surplus $ 1,000,000 .

Re

maining undivided profits amount to ap
proximately $ 80,000.
The Central Manufacturing District
Bank opened for business in 1912 with a

capital stock of $ 250,000. Since its organ
ization the bank 's business has shown a

steady increase, resources now being in ex
cess of $8 ,000,000 .

FIRST WISCONSIN TRUST COMPANY
PROMOTIONS

Walter H . Dietz and Leon F. Reed have
been appointed assistant treasurers of the
First Wisconsin Trust Company of Mil
waukee. Mr. Dietz was promoted from the

safe keeping and individual trust depart
ments. Mr. Reed has been trust auditor of
the company.

CINCINNATI BANKS MERGE
ITCHELL

The merger of the Fourth National Bank
and the Central Trust Company, two of
Cincinnati's oldest banks, has been an

and Savings Bank and
hants Bank

known as the Fourth and Central Trust

nounced .

The new organization will be

Company.

lor of his fifty years

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF

as a messenger for
i Savings bank fifty
Gresident of the bank

MICHIGAN BANKS
An abstract of the reports of condition
of the 572 state banks, two industrial banks
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ACCEPTANCES
ased on request for our correspondent banks.
ervices of our Banks and Bankers Department

le advice of the Officers in charge of it are at
sposal of our correspondents.

NATIONAL (ITY BANK
of (HICAGO
DAVID R . FORGAN , President
Banks and Bankers Department
FRED A . CRANDALL , Vice President
ashier
R . V . KELLEY, Ass't Cashier
ISON , Ass't Cashier

Lichard W . Hill, na-

Ind., where they will visit the Studebaker

rican Institute of
v -second street, New
an January 1, 1924 .

plant and make a first-hand study of the
system now used by Studebaker dealers in
financing deferred payment sales. The New

ctitious names that
y of their authors.
ddressed to the na -

York bankers include W . S . Lambie , vice
president and W . W . Hoffman, trust officer
of the National City Bank ; C . J . Schmidlapp,

he

vice-president Chase National Bank ; F . H .

institute, each

I name and also the

Clarkson ,

o his paper. These

Columbia Trust Company ; Theodore G .

vice-president

Irving

Bank

ened until after the

Smith, vice- president Central Union Trust

ade.

in number, a scien -

Company ; C . R . Parker, vice-president
Guaranty Trust Company ; Robert D . Scott,

icer of the Depart.
he United States, a

vice-president Chemical National Bank ; S.
Sloan Colt, vice-president Farmers Loan and

bad man, the editor Trust Company ; F . T . Walker, New York
managing agent of Royal Bank of Canada;
banker.
s offered by Mr. W . T . Perkins, vice- president Chatham and
te pioneers' dinner Phenix National Bank, and R . L . Cerero,
oman has been for vice-president National Park Bank .
The bankers are making this visit at the
à enthusiastic sup
invitation of John Markle, president and

STUDEBAKER
'S

Arthur J. Morris, vice-president of the In
dustrial Finance Corporation of New York

and South Bend, which conducts the financ
ing plan . The party will be the guests of
m New York and President E . R . Erskine and other officials
for South Bend, of the corporation .
841
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QUICKENING CAPITAL TURNOVER
Over half a century of Service to our

111

TheUNION
TRUST Co.
Resources over 260 Millions
CLEVELAND
DOO

Dn

fellow bankers has given this organization
a fine appreciation of what our colleagues
require.
Today more than 800 banks call us their
direct " correspondent" in Cleveland.
To you this means exceptional collection
facilities, a directness which eliminates
demurrage charges for your customers and
" float" for you .
In short -- a quicker "turnover " of your
invested capital.

rlsI
ni.
Izb

117
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S

ANK FOR

Higginsport, Ohio, has been changed to the
First National Bank of Winchester, Ohio .

the Brother
nal Bank of
0,000.
OPENED
any opened
rary bank

2 and Oak
new bank
is of $ 10 ,
king , sav

CHICAGO BANK INCREASES
CAPITAL
resolution
A
has been adopted by the
stockholders of the Boulevard Bridge Bank
of Chicago to increase the capital of the
bank from $200,000 to $400,000 and the sur
plus from $50,000 to $ 100,000. The new

capital becomes effective November 25. The
additional stock (par value $ 100) will be

disposed of at $150 per share.
W . R . GREEN ELECTED CHAIRMAN

es, presi
'hompson
s ; E . J.
ad T . L .

OF
by the
e title
ink of

OF COUNCIL OF ADMINISTRATION

W . R . Green, vice-president and comp
troller of The Guardian Savings and Trust
Company, Cleveland, Ohio , was elected

chairman of the Council of Administration
of the Ohio Bankers Association on Novem
ber 15 , in Columbus, succeeding B . G .
Huntington , vice-president of the Hunting
ton National Bank , who was elected vice
president of the Ohio Bankers Association
at the annual convention held in Toledo last
June.
843

Western States
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana,

Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma

ITIONS IN THE
STATES

SoSLAND
-How many super

things political in
hat these are the
i are crying out at

wheat is being seeded for the 1924 harvest
as a year ago. Thanks to abundant mois
ture, soil conditions are excellent, and the
crop is going into the ground in the best
shape in years. The prospect is for a
large 1924 wheat harvest in these states,
seeded at a minimum of expense.
In surveying economic conditions in the
Western States today the observation that
stands out as most encouraging is the start

iber is doubtless
however, that the that has been made toward a large harvest

's, and the wheat of wheat in 1924 . A year ago dry weather
e Western States,
politicians. The
way to get votes
farmer and to

hindered seeding and gave seeded fields a
poor start. The soil conditions today are
so favorable that many acres are going into
wheat because the outlook for the produc

ik that at Wash tion of a crop is very stimulating to seeding.
pants of elective " You cannot cheat Western Kansas out of

to such offices a wheat crop in 1924 , with the brilliant start
being made this fall," a veteran Kansas mil
Western States ler told the writer after a trip of inspection
:ver. Farmers over that great wheat producing territory.
the politicians Here the 1923 harvest was poor, a failure
or them above on many farms; and it is here that farmers '
e banker puts hopes are now high because of fine weather,
nselves - help not because of the feigned sleeplessness of
trying to devise

and by plan
24 .

L'nited States
liticians who
: talk about
's, the agita
rious. Every
i market is
itician who
ince of his
armer, it is
buyers and
ate lower
flour men ,

various politicians. But for the generosity
of nature in providing a great abundance
of moisture to give the 1924 crops a great
start, many wheat growing localities in the
Western States would be very pessimistic.

Today, however, though many are pinched

financially because of a low yield this year,
they are looking forward to 1924, counting
on a better year. Not only are farmers
encouraged , but bankers in the winter wheat
states and merchants, too, are more hopeful.
Coupled with the bright new winter wheat
outlook is the fact that not a dollar was
wasted in seeding.

last June

There is a feeling in some quarters that,

and less

with a national election near, something
drastic, possibly the setting-up of a Gov

insincere

d supply
re than a
plies are

ernment wheat price control corporation ,

re in a
farmers
2 Kan

may be undertaken at Washington . How
ever, the prevailing feeling is that nothing
will be done. One thing is certain , and
that is that there will be a lot of resentment
expressed by the farmers themselves

s much

especially toward the politicians who are

ind

the

845

1923
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mplete Financial Service
The Omaha National Bank
The Omaha Trust Company
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

urces over

.

arketing of fat stock
over a year ago. This

.

$ 35,000,000

Money is firmer. Probably the next two
months will see some easing, for the ideal

lemand will be neces -

soil conditions have tended to reduce sales

upplies. Some allow n this connection for
ight of hogs, and peritisfactory prices tend

of wheat pending extensive seeding opera
tions. Then , too, the next two months will
bring fat cattle, hog and sheep marketings.
There will be more corn to sell. The in

e marketings. Cotton

fuence of the fat stock sales will depend on

best showing on liveings of breeding cows

the prices feeders receive. Bankers continue
to anticipate that this crop year will end

een abnormally large

with reduced deposits in the aggregate but

loan liquidation . Foreich sales mean a short.
future, but anything
the immediate pros
tions are favorable for

with a relatively larger reduction in loans.
The reduction in deposits will be determined
by the range of prices and the demand on

grain and live stock markets. The better

producers fare, the better the showing in
upply. Flockmasters the banking situation, but the outlook now
in in the sale of lambs does not point to any development that will
ers are holding large increase bank deposits. There is not enough
S.
wheat and the live stock situation lacks suf
feeling is developing ficient strength . The best showing probably
h the winter, roughage

: Recent changes in
· been in the direction
oline stocks have been
stry is more important
lepression in markets
imbers .

will be in the parts of Oklahoma that have
generous harvests of cotton , which is com
manding an extraordinary price. In con
nection with the money situation, it is in
teresting to note that the Western States
are absorbing fewer bonds; capital is not
847
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Bank

Partitions
Our bank partitions are
specially designed for
bank service. They have
the same features of
beauty, speed in install
ation , improved design ,

and economy that char
acterize all our par
titions.

Whether you are open
ing new offices or con
templating rearrange
ment, write our Dept. 14

now for advice. We

MADE BY THE MILE
Copyright

gladly offer you the skill
years' service to banks.

and experience of many

SOLD BY THE FOOT
Mount & Robertson , Inc.
41 Beaver St.,New York
Phone Broad 1957

: days when farmers master and introduced the speakers. The
gathering at the table was one of the most
representative of American business life

ever assembled at the Omaha Chamber of
Commerce.

İN DATES
ur, May 27-28.

NEW OFFICERS OF NEBRASKA
BANKERS ASSOCIATION

C . A . Minick , cashier of the First Na
uron , June 17 -18.
tional Bank of Crawford , Neb., was elected
president of the Nebraska Bankers Asso
AD HONORED
ciation at the twenty -sixth annual conven
tion of this organization, held in Omaha,
ts, including some of October 24 -25 . H . C . Nicholson vice
s in the West, mem president of the Packers National Bank
lamber of Commerce of Omaha, was elected treasurer, and W .
athered at a banquet
r 23 to honor Walter B. Hughes was re-elected secretary.
the Omaha National FIRST NATIONAL BANK , EUREKA,

of the chamber, and
at of the American
The banquet was a

KANSAS, REORGANIZED

Reorganization of the First National

tion of Mr. Head's
ional bankers organ

Bank of Eureka, Kan., through the addition
of capital and the advent of new stock
holders and directors, has been perfected.
ent of the chamber, New officers and directors are: Cyrus Brook
Kennedy, president over, president; Charles E . Moore, chair

al Bank, was toast - man of the board of directors ; E . L .
849
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V. Moore, vice-presi- satisfactory for the first year's results, as
Morgan, cashier. These most of the savings are in pennies, nickels

rall, James A . Henley, and dimes. The school savings system , al
ge Penwell, form the though
started in 1889 at Chester, Pa., is
only entering upon its fifth year under su
. ., BANK ELECTS
HIER

pervision of the American Bankers Associa
tion, and its total deposits, according to the

fourth annual report, are $ 11,844 ,941.

ormerly assistant cash

tate Bank of Boulder,
·lected cashier of that
g E . A . Johnson, who
vion has been with this

Statement of the ownership , management, cir
culation, etc., required by the Act of Congress
of August 24 , 1912, of The Bankers Magazine,
published monthly at New York , N . Y ., for
Oct. 1 , 1923.

State of New York , County of New York . Be

's.

fore me, a notary public in and for the State

UST COMPANY

and County aforesaid, personally appeared J . R .
Duffield, who having been duly sworn according

NIZED
Company of Kansas

ned for business with
id profits account of
are: J. B . Case, chair
.: E . Laughlin , presi
and E . Lee Williams,
J. Raffety, secretary,
t secretary and H . B .

' the real estate mort

nber of the Federal
ill conduct a general

TIONAL BANK
INER

rmerly of Abilene,
ently of the Colony
cansas, has been ap
kaminer for the tenth
: his headquarters in

NATIONALIZES
tors of the Ft. Scott
, Kansas, have re
the Comptroller of
ng them to nation

f the Ft. Scott Na
k has a capital of
rofits of $ 75 ,000 and

; IN DENVER
of the Denver pub
nown as the public
as entered upon its
counts and $ 8324 in
f $ 4 .38 for each ac
ittee of the Denver
ose supervision the
zards this as very

to law , deposes and says that he is the busi
ness manager of The Bankers Magazine and
that the following is , to the best of his knowl
edge and belief, a true statement of the owner
ship, management (and if a daily paper, the
circulation
), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption , re
quired by the Act of August 24, 1912, em

bodied
in section 443, Postal Laws and Regula
tions :
1. That the names and addresses of the pub
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business
managers are : Publisher, Bankers Publishing
Co., 71 Murray street, New York ; editor, E . H .
Youngman, 71 Murray street, New York ; man
aging editor, E . H . Youngman , 71 Murray
street, New York ; business manager, J. R .
Duffield , 71 Murray street, New York .
2. That the owners are : (Give names and
addresses of individual owners, or, if a corpora
tion , give its name and the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding one per cent.
or more of the total amount of stock. ) Bankers
Publishing Co., 71 Murray street, New York ;
W . C . Warren , 71 Murray street, New York :
W . H . Butt, 71 Murray street, New York ; E .

H . Youngman, 71 Murray street, New York ;
J. R . Duffeld , 71 Murray street, New York ;
K .3 . F That
. Warren
71 Murray
street, mortgagees,
New York .
bondholders,
the ,known
and other security holders owning or holding 1
per cent. or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are : (If there

are4 none, so state .) paragraphs
None.
. That the two
next above, giv
ing the names of the owners, stockholders, and
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list of stockholders and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company,
but also, in cases where the stockholders or se
curity holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary

relation , the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given ;
also that the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant' s full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and condi
tions, under which stockholders and security
holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securi
ties in a capacity other than that of a bona
fide owner and this affiant has no reason to

believe that any other person , association or
corporation has any interest direct or indirect
in the said stock , bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him .
5 . That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed ,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid sub
scribers during the six months preceding the
date shown above is................ (This information
is required from
J. R . DUFFIELD.
Sworn to and subscribed before
me this 24th day of Sept., 1923.
JOHN EDSON BRADY,
Notary Public.
My Commission expires March ,
30, 1924.
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Hand them a letter
to this Bank ”
Your
patrons and
I friends visiting
California will be ex

:he
for

tended every courtesy
and
consideration
atif
the
Security
Bank
they bear a letter of

ral

introduction from you.

all

est
on
een
re
lan

000

fth
re
rve
the

Resources Exceed

$ 195,000,000
Over 260,000
Accounts

and
will
ruit
om

VEGURITYTRUST
& SAVINGSBANK
COMMERCIAL

SAVINGS

THU.

ent.
een

Capital and Surplus $ 10,525,000

the

The
Dads

for
ca

ious
922,
:heir

Twenty-nine Banking Offices in
Los Angeles
Hollywood - Long Beach - Pasadena - Glendale
South Pasadena · Highland Park - Eagle Rock
San Pedro · Huntington Beach - Burbank
Lankershim · Santa Monica · Montebello

y to
THEM

E

THE

LAST TERASE

ominion of Canada
w Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatche
British Columbia, Newfoundland , Prince Edward
Island and Yukon

| IN CANADA Advices from Alberta indicate that the ben
efit of the distribution of goods through

f the Dominion
far to restore
tability of the
e considerable

the spending of the big sum in harvesters
wages paid by the farmers is in evidence.
As a matter of fact the spending of these
wages will probably have as much influence
the failure of on retail business as a whole in the cities as
the merger of the spending of the funds realized by farm
the Bank of ers themselves. In addition to what is spent
its in the re with merchants, however, the farmers are
expected to make substantial payments to
lard banks as the
mortgage companies and distrib
arding other utingbanks,
houses. Improvement in other western
journalistic
is not so marked as in Alberta ,
er the title provinces
but
a
gradual
betterment is reported .
ted by the
Implement companies like the Massey
outlook has Harris Company are looking for better re
dications of turns all around than last year. The price

created by for wheat is regarded as satisfactory in

of natural

view of the size of the crop. Reports on

The Finan actual collections are not yet available, but
asis of in it is anticipated that the big crop in Al
of Septem berta will mean more satisfactory returns
rom Cana

than for some years. Prospects in Sas

and fish

katchewan and Manitoba are regarded as

100,000,000

fair to good. Reports from the mortgage

2 ofmore
iere is to

institutions are likewise satisfactory and

is apart
created

was reported in Canada during September,

ring in

year. There has been pronounced activity

the returns should be better than last year,
ive stock , when collections were a great deal larger
puntry at than for some years preceding.
of $85 ,
New construction valued at $50,779,000
which is nearly $ 12,000,000 higher than last

! to had

this year in the construction of public

f $ 172 ,

works and utilities. During the first nine

is over

1 $ 200 ,

months of the year contracts were awarded
for bridges costing $3,730,000, dams and
wharves $3,379,000, sewer and water sys

ida are
nce of
crops
ie big
aver

tems $ 3,677,000, and road contracts $ 28,
000,000. This represents a total of $76 ,629,
000 expended on engineering developments,
or $ 24,630,000 more than during the same

Mani
2 the

proy

The following summary indicates in a
comparative way the estimated returns from
crops and other fundamental industries for

rmal.

1922 and 1923 :

period in 1922.
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MEMORY OF BUSINESS” - LEDGER -PAPER

AVOID ACID -EAT

kecutive who values permanent rec
think about this :
-Papers are made from wood pulp

bred rags. Thismixture is bleached
id -eat is used . This acid -eat takes
t of the rags, but itself stays in . It

the color out of your ink — to eat
ur binding — to eat all strength out

Sometimes, the damage starts in
imetimes , longer. The

· Linen Ledger, the memory of
is safe from acid -eat. Brown 's is

00 % pure all-white rags. Needs
seventy -three years, it has never

, ruined a binding, or gone yel
nanence, specifiy Brown 's Linen
ver you order.
Also makers
of Advance Bond

the high - grade
business paper

[NEN LEDGER PAPERS
ANY, ADAMS, MASS. ESTABLISHED 1849
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im ? The Story of a Name
eresting than place, intending to go over themeadows,
name? Our was prevented by the villagers ; they
a part of us; apprehending that the ground over

's, when our which a king passed was forever after
ames cannot to become a public road. The king,
ght. Names incensed by their proceedings, sent
see and feel from his court some of his servants to
inquire of them

the reason of their

ple , so with incivility and ill-treatment, that he
think of a might punish them by way of fine. The

th , and our villagers, hearing of the approach of
Ve think of the king' s servants, thought of an ex

mind come pedient to turn away their majesty 's
for us an-

displeasure . When the messengers ar
rived at Gotham they found some of the

iss the sea inhabitants engaged in trying to drown
ottingham - an eel in a pool of water ; some were
Gotham , employed in dragging carts upon a large
charming barn to shade the roof from the sun ;

‘icans and others were tumbling their cheeses down
ish them - a hill that they might find a way to
f William Nottingham for sale , and some were em
the high - ployed in hedging in a cuckoo , which
sham to had perched upon an old bush which
he south , stood where the present onenow stands ;
life of in short, they were all employed in
doors.
some foolish way or other, which con

Gotham

vinced the king's servants that it was a

into the
he first

village of fools . Whence arose the old
adage of the "Wise Men of Gotham .”

the

Hence it will be seen that the
Gothamites of old were true diplomats ,
and early showed that shrewdness for

ify his

which their half-brothers on the other

yn

he earls
len

side of the Atlantic became famous long
or sev

years after. From this celebrated rebuff

as lent

to a British monarch grew many other

e west

tales of the “ Wise Men of Gotham ”

of the

which , if all gathered together, would
form a volume.

on an
nglish
nhabieness ,

But the English , it seems, are not al
lowed full title to the name of Gotham .
As far back as 1807, which is pretty
far back in American history , Wash

this

New York , relates the “ Chronicles of

2am

a

ington Irving , writing on his beloved
859
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owned City of recite, says, “ He rode on an white ass,”
"its marvelous of its record it may chiefly be said that
1-heeled vouths and continuous that it would be difficult
He also refers its growth has been so easy, normal,

ally those who indeed to pick out the high lights of its

Voltaire wrote, “Happy is
e wise men, so progress.
the
country
that has no history .” Al
ring most ven lowing for the
Frenchman's exaggera
er sea in a tion , the history of theGotham National

S Bank is typical of all sane and forward
ty that gave looking financial institutions, with em

Once bursting
Most enlightis my heart

phasis on the fact that in a growing,
vital section of a great city, it has not
only grown , too , but actually lead in
developing that region which is so often

behold your called “ the heart of the town.”

Figures : Figures are living things
ng their at to a banker, so let them here tell their

ful discern own graphic story.
ulding:
Capital
at Gotham ,
phers and

Total

Deposits

resources

$ 1,396,201.07

is of little
glory and

1910
..$ 200,000.00 $ 1,042,858.60
200,000.00 1,522,159.55
1911
200,000.00 1,787,408.49
1912
200,000.00 2,243,847.39
1913
200, 000.00 2,543, 158. 78
1914
200. 000.70 4,596, 190. 92
1915
2003 2004 ,860,008.26
1916
200,000.00 5,788,736 .95
1917
200 ,000 .00 6 ,490,675 .17
1918
1919 . ...... .. .. 500,000.00 10,820,775 . 13
1920 ............. 500 ,000. 00 11,690,636 .14
1921 .............. 1 .500,000.00 14,491,630. 23

nough to

1922 ............1,500,000.00 15,775 ,179. 18 20,495,406 .16

will dis
ct origin
vent you

The tale is also told architecturally
in the pictures.
Probably never has any bank moved
directly from such a small bụilding as

he town
ful title

the one which now comprises its en
trance, into such a towering structure

ee wise
securely
grand
eans so
it plain

as the Gotham National Bank Building

will

busy corner, and the increasing clientele

re , is a city

zed world,
adquarters
rious seat
Whether

m

le his
ot.
in the

1,944,178.33
2,326,890.86
2,820,686.93
3, 292, 189. 96
5, 165 ,990. 94

5,487,825.92
6 ,867,533. 36
8, 414, 038. 42
15 , 208,455 .54
15 .745 ,040.35
19,821.372.69

of New York . Starting only thirteen
years ago , the bank soon became so

popular that the lines which extended
out on Broadway, particularly on Sat
urday ,, interferred with traffic at its
of the bank necessitated the larger

it one

building
Thus has been indicated in brief out
line an outstanding instance of what
sound banking , based on methods at
once democratic and conservative, can

chro

accomplish in the first city of the

er to

great republic.

e

and

While

par
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Entrance to main banking room

esk at entrance to main banking room
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om Broadway entrance to main banking room

ham Bank Building showing elevators
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ANNO DOMINE

OLAYOTTE MOMENT

AMERICAN NATIONAL BAR

DLIVALA

American Bank of Washington

in Bank of Washington
ederal
n, D .
Four

n, D .
bank
f its
oun

by
enty

of unusual features inasmuch as there
will be no wickets in the counters be

d of een the cages tellers.
n
a
The divisionsbetween the cages will be

tween the customers and the tellers.

very low and of glass instead of the
usual form of wire cage work . Meet
ing rooms will be provided in which the
bank can give lectures to its customers

und
nez

and interested friends.
The architects on the building are
Alfred C . Bossom of New York , and
J . H . DeSibour, Washington, D . C ., his

ber

associate.
867

ogressive Southern Bank
ibility constantly

Today the resources of the National

eting the needs
ommercial,agrieeds ofits terrik of Commerce

Bank of Commerce have increased from
the small beginning of $ 50,000 .00 to
the imposing figure of $ 22,000,000.00 ,
an increase of 41,000 per cent. It is

21] deserved the Norfolk 's largest financial institution
has repeatedly

and is one of the largest banks south of

id surplus, has Philadelphia.
Iding, and has
THE NEW BUILDING AND LATER
to a very high
IMPROVEMENTS

is progressive

pment of the
The thirteen story building of the
griculture and National Bank of Commerce was erected

very notable in 1906 and was hailed as one of the
i is recited in most commodious banking structures in

the South. Before the entrance of the
United States into the recent war, in
D RESOURCES

1917, it was realized that the large
d in 1870 as growth of the bank necessitated the
, with a cap - provision of additional space for the
: in 1878 the transaction of the business of its cus

ne Bank of tomers. The outbreak of the war, how
ever, made impossible the provision of

Seaman be- the additional facilities which were de
Bank of

sired, and immediately after the war,

or the pre- the inflated costs of building operations
its organ -

and the impossibility of securing ade

nained un -

quate labor made another delay neces

he deposits sary . In consequence, when conditions
Beaman 's finally justified the enlargement of the
he capital

banking house , it was determined that

he growth
ates from

the customers should be provided with
a place in which to transact their busi

th the in -

ness which would , in appointments, fa

er thirty

cilities and appearance be second to
none.

nerce be-

The addition to the building provides

ommerce.

more than twice the amount of lobby

gain in
ve years

addition , provides a large lobby for the

o $ 500, -

exclusive use of savings depositors. The
space for the clerical force of the bank

ears , in

has been more than doubled . The bank
occupies the entire ground floor, and in
addition the basement, the front and

ed and
became

space for the use of customers, and in

ions in

rear mezzanine floors, a balcony, and a

$ 1 ,000 ,
000 . 00 .
E Com

part of the second floor.
The officers' space has been greatly
enlarged and occupies over half of the
length of the bank on the west side .

k , and
00 .00 .
ted to

Windows for eleven paying and re
ceiving tellers are provided on the east

side of the lobby, the largest number to
BA9
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south. This room and is located across the rear of
insure the the main lobby.
immediate

It is interesting to note that the Na

heir bankat's delay.
vice to the
ellers has
odern and
both pays
This are annoy dow and

tional Bank of Commerce building is
entirely an independent plant. It
operates its own electrical generators
and supplies itself with electrical
powerand lights. There are three large
generators in the basement, and one of
them is sufficient to supply all light and
power normally needed in the entire
building. It also operates an ice- water

drawals. plant from which extend pipes carry
w bank - ing ice -water for drinking purposes

: deposit throughout the building. The building
These is cleaned by means of a large vacuum
marble cleaning plant located in the basement

1. The with pipes running throughout the
of Engths are
nay reeir safe
nodern

building. Large water pumps in the
basement force water to the stationary
wash -stands found in each office, and
additional large pumps are available
for fire protection for nearby buildings.
The engine room force consists of six

oncrete

men .

e fireThe building committee that has had
n any charge of the remodelling plans and the
addi- erection of the building consists of

etrical Robert P. Beaman , vice-president of the
t any

bank , and F . R . Barrett, S . L . Slover

lings, and J. H . Schlegel, members of the
pered

ding,
Is.

board of directors.

The officers and directors of the bank
are :

have

may

Officers — R . S . Cohoon , president;

bso

Tazewell Taylor and Robert P . Beaman ,

'alu

vice-presidents ; A . E . Wharton , cashier ;
R . C . Taylor, Jr., R . Cornelius Taylor,

art

and Z . A . Gay , assistant vice- presidents ;

sep
na

assistant cashiers; J. H . Fanshaw ,

by.

auditor.

C . S . Phillips, and F . J . Schmoele,

ral

Directors— John H . Rodgers, W . R .

of

Martin , Tazewell Taylor, W . T .
Simcoe, J . H . Schlegel, J . T . B . Hyslop ,
R . D . Cooke, B . D . White , Thomas H .

nd
ite

Willcox , John E . Wales , R . S. Cohoon ,
al
or

Robert P . Beaman , J. Watts Martin ,
C . S . Carr, S . L . Slover, T . S . South

gate , R . C . Taylor, Jr., R. B . Tucker,
F . R . Barrett, James A . Ridgwell, W .
B . Baldwin , W . J . Stanworth , Jefferson
D . Hofheimer, G . R . Loyall, R . S .

Voight.
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IN MEMORY OF

NATHANIEL
BEAMAN
FOR THIRTY YEARS PRESIDENT
OF THIS BANK
1891 - 1921

THIS. TABLET HAS BEEN ERECTED BY
ITS ECARD OF DIRECTORS IN
RECOGNITION AND APPRECIATION OF
HIS
STERLING WORTH AND CHARACTER
HE WAS THE BUILDER OF THIS BANK
AND ONE OF THE BUILDERS OF THE

COMMUNITY WHICH MADE IT POSSIBLE

tors' room

873
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ner in the employees' dining room

s all power and light for thebuilding
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: Trust Company, Asbury Park , N , J., recently remodelled

ist Company in New Home
ompany,
ormally
aproved
· It is
ing re-

with new electrical wiring , plumbing
and heating equipment.
As originally constructed , the bank
building had both inside and outside
walls carried to the foundation for sup

le insti
ision of
ding to
er , but
e busi

ducted
nience .

open
ipants

never

ilding
ny in
bank

; the
econd

arble
e for

pper

ising
iteen
two

nent
ens ,
ges,

WILLIAM J. COUSE

ther

President Asbury Park Trust Company

877
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Board of directors' room

in Levanto

rates lower than are available on any

doors and other type of construction . The Asbury
ght through

Park Trust Company is the first in its

ent, at the section to provide this type of protec
ind in full tion for its safe deposit department.

The vault's

To the left of the vault are coupon

vehind the booths and conference rooms for safe
fe deposit deposit customers. In the basement are

ncy chests
ED

nost mod

ing being
in adopt
ard after

y consist

mass of
lining of

otection .
iches in

six tons,
el, non

e doors ,
ault are

omplete
ts were

mpany ,
ogether
e bank
ents at

View ofofficers' quarters
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HETTY A . MORTON
lanager ladies' department

881

JEFFERSON B . FOGAL
Assistant secretary-treasurer

comfort-

Cork tile has been used as flooring

ic space
ided for
departtellers’
the rear

in officers' space, ladies' department and
working space, and rubber tile in the
safe deposit vault itself.
Pedestals for the support of counters,
filing cabinets and all shelving through
the banking rooms are of steel. The

ith Ten -

plaster walls are scored and lined off

marble and are finished with Craftex to repre

railings sent a light buff stone. Throughout the
tructure banking room there are no chandeliers

ith the

instead the light is softly diffused by

bronze.

indirect lighting from a trough in the

cornice of the counterscreen. This same

s showing safe deposit boxes
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tel, Asbury Forsyth , assistant secretary-treasurer .
d treasurer The directors include William J .
Couse, Lee W . Berry, Frank Durand ,
at Asbury counsellor-at- law ; J . Lyle Kinmouth ,

and read- editor and publisher Asbury Park
d progress Press; John C . Palmateer, retired ; L .

met the Carberry Ritchie, president Coast Gas
tors.
Company; Albert Robbins, real estate
ddition to and insurance; George A . Smock , re
been its tired ; and William Winans, president
rry, vice- C. G . Winans Company.

nt of the

The Asbury Park Trust Company

Railroad ; was the thirtieth banking institution in

reasurer,
, having
rer since
issistant

Monmouth County at the time it com
menced business, July 1 , 1911. It has
made steady progress until now there
are only four banks in the county that

Morton, have deposits in excess of this in
| James

stitution .

entrance arrives from steamer

ld & Son , Ltd ., Hamilton ,
rmuda
I

Company who are installing the vault,
were compelled to use the local steam
roller to draw the heavy eight-ton door
through the streets.

Three complete York vaults have
been installed in this building .
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ne benefit of its readers a concensus of banking
' Secretary Mellon that the nation 's tax bill for
). THE BANKERS MAGAZINE requested repre
its of the country to summarize their views with
pic. Replies received in time for publication in
here.

lis Banker............

....By John N . Eaton 906

nue, in the opinion of the writer of this article .

to concerns whose figures in the financial state
so condensed that they make proper analysis
is Associates, of which Mr. Eaton is president,
deal toward improving conditions in this

Il much to be done. In this article the belief
is partly to blame for a situation, existing all
ver wants his banker to know as little as
ss. Mr. Eaton stresses the need for closer
id borrower, and makes some very constructive
y be brought about.

...By W . H . Steiner 907

sis..

7 and pertinent discussion of such matters
2e

content of the analysis , fundamental

dards. The author points out that while
in recent years to the analysis of financial
as been made, the work has, unfortunately ,
ling . This article shows that, though there
ters that there is a sharp conflict between
nd the older or traditional ones, the same

ver represent merely an extension of the
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children secure the opportunity to visit
ity on Bank Day , is known to everyone
Activities . This article describes the way
e have co - operated to make Bank Day
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ing served its correspondents
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o build bank business, is interestingly told in this article.
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hod of visual education the public libraries make up
ng educational pictures relating to important industries
it them on handsome mats and lend them to school
onnection with their studies. To date almost every
iness or individual endeavor except banking is covered
| cards. In this article a practical plan is outlined,
e banks and libraries can work together to present to
i interesting fashion valuable educational material

banking
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eting.

ap of Pacific Coast wheat growers started the first
keting association, based on the pooling principle

Torth Idaho Wheat Growers Association. In 1921
?re put under way in Oregon, Southern Idaho and
joined under one head, known as the
rganizations
rs, Associated, and in 1921 marketed a pool of about
1923 the movement had spread through all the
1 in practically every one of them . Recently the

of the Far West, Northwest and Middle West,

rs, Associated, expanded into what is known as
wers, Associated , which includes associations in ten
tion operates, what it has done, its policy in the
other important matters in connection with its
very comprehensively in this article.

..By Glenn G . Munn 923

Accounts.

leral discussion of provisions for safe keeping of
les through the rental of safe deposit boxes and
he advantages of custodianships are outlined , and

sit company records and custodianship records
by the author.
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y feature which many banks find indispensable.

as of the month involving points that concern
uder to keep in touch with the general trend
natters. Many a banker has obtained informa
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solve the distressing problems confront
ing the industry.
BANKS are large
The Part of the ly dependent on
bile
Automo
the deposits of the
Financing
.
people for their
funds and automo
ny
in Compa
our Credit
bile finance com
Structure
panies are largely
dependent on the
banks for their funds. Through experi
ence the people have come to consider
the banks an excellent place for a cer
tain amount of their funds, but all banks
do not as yet regard automobile
finance companies as an excellent place
for a certain amount of their funds.
EMLEN S. HARE, vice-president of
Hare & Chase, Inc., one of the best
known automobile finance companies in
the field today points out in an interest
ing and timely article in what ways the
in
automobile finance company presents a
real opportunity for service to commer
ve cial banks. Mr. Hare explains how the
automobile finance company - in matters
pertaining to automobile finance- supple
ments our commercial banking system
just as branches of a large bank, through
ry. enabling the bank to expand and handle
of efficiently business comprised of smaller
units, supplement the work of the bank 's
en
ent main office.
lol

ell,
his
ited
: of

ica
per

rity
may
h

e

his
king
: the
now

THE stock

ex

The Banker and change, an essen
tial prop in our
the
Stock Exchange financial structure,
suffers much crit
icism which is directly traceable to the
fact that the fundamental purpose for
which it functions is not properly under
stood. Its activities are so often misin
terpreted and misconstrued . The presi
dent of the New York Stock Exchange,
SEYMOUR L . CROMWELL, tells you
in this article what the purpose of the
stock exchange is. He tells you what it

iring does and what it does not do . He ex
riod. plains by what methods the stock ex

Jan
f the
ictors
waste
cusses
with
from

change, while it has no direct interest
in the matter of the issue of fraudulent
securities, has fought this evil consistent
ly and effectively. Mr. Cromwell's treat
ment of his subject is direct and out
spoken . He wastes no words. What he
has to say is readable , illuminating and

:lp to always to the point.

In strength of resources, in volume
of business , in widening of business
friendships, our progress has been
consistent and constant.

While mindful of the best traditions
of the past, our present management

and Trustees are in complete accord
with the needs of the present.
We invite you, if you feel the need
of an institution of this character, to

use the complete facilities of our
banking and trust service .
Acts as

Acts as

Executor
and

Under

Adminis
trator

Trustee

Acts as Transfer Agent or Registrar

Mortgages

paper into Gold ”
chant's amazing discovery
:voyager
credit,“ good paper" has becomethe cur
hirteenth rency of commerce.
China,
The extension of credit- today the spe
tales of cialized function ofbanking institutions
ast. He calls for the services of experts, experi
empire enced in industry, commerce and finance.
end, of It calls for conservative business judg
million ment, as well as for " business imagina
iles
tion ” ofthe highest order.
eating
On this phase of banking - commercial
rocks banking - the Seaboard has a definite
urned policy . Above all else, the Seaboard is a
commercial bank which seeks to do busi
ld of ness only with concernswhose “ paper" is
as as

as good as gold. To such clients the Sea

d for
aper

board proves itselfmore than a fair-weather
friend sailing familiar seas. It can be and
is the staunchest kind ofall-weather part
ner on well-planned voyages for the dis
covery of more business and better
business .

at it

·ld .”
an
n of

1 National Bank
CY OF NEW YORK
2FFICE
Uptown Branch
AVER STREETS | 20 EAST 45TH STREET
near Madison Avenue

ment of Facilities

bank is not only indicated by the
arces , but also by the development

TUR
arces over 125 million

cial Banking, since 1812
reign Banking, since 1814
jartment, Organized 1888
e principal financial, wholesale, and
anhattan and Brooklyn bring to the
own banks that close and constant

in no other way.
V
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OF AMERICA
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ith this Bank carries with it

ussurance that its services as
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odern methods are here sup
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1864 – SERVICE – 1923
TOR fifty -eight years the First National
T Bank of Jersey City has striven con
tinuously for the attainment of the high

est ideals in banking SERVICE.
Public appreciation constantly in
creased the demands made on this insti
tution until it becamenecessary to greatly

increase facilities.
This new building, the last word in bank
construction , provides these additional
facilities so that a still broader and more

efficient banking service will be rendered.

tional Bank of Jersey City
Jersey City , N . J.

The
С
THE abili
1 credit is
as of June 30
in this vast
branches in F
Manchester ,

for the trans
Barclays ' bi
cipal cities
reaching th
dially invity

VARD I. EDWARDS , President
-President

JACOB R . WORTENDYKE . Asst. Cashier

• Cashier

CLIFFORD A . SPOERL . . Asst. Cashier

quirements

5 , FORBES & CO
N . W . HARRIS & CO . New York
Sv Herbe:

- et,

Corner William

NEW YORK

BARCL

AY

Wars

e

also in

FOR INVESTMENT

THE B2 :
THE 's
Ridin
THE AS

Mals.

pany

Harris Trust & Savings Bank
Bond Department
Chicago

la

į of Service
eat Bank
to supply present day demands for

leposits in excess of $1,479,500,000,
ration of banking services generated
onducted through more than 1700

icluding foreign branches in London,
lford which are completely equipped
siness.
diate from London to all of the prin .

ntinent, of Asia, Africa and Australia ,
fenterprise. American banks are cor,
irclays' facilities for their overseas re.
ine 30, 1923

al..................$ 100,000,000
up Capital.... 77, 961,860
................ 41,250,000
............... 1,635,737,591
{ converted at $5.00)

BANK LIMITED
.Goodenough, Chairman
man

Edmund Henry Parker, Vice- Chairman

MBARD STREET,London, E. C . 3

8,Fenchurch Street, London, E. C. 3
FILIATED BANKS
D : Offices in Paris, Bordeaux, Boulogne, Havre, Lyons,
tone. Monte- Carlo , Nice and other Continental cities.

ces in Scotland.

ER: 149 offices in Lancashire, Cheshire, and the West

TED : Branches in Egypt and Palestine ; also at Gibraltar,

tive in America - H .Poë Alton
LL STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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CAPITAL and SURPLUS

$ 7 , 000,000 .00
LLLL

GOVERNED
BY

SOUND
PRINCIPLES

CENTRAL TRUST
COMPANY OF ILLINOIS
CHICAGO

Capital and Surplus $ 16 ,800,000

INTERNATIONAL
MPORTS AND EXPORTS FINANCED

NDIVIDUAL ATTENTION

CCEPTANCE
RBITRAGE AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE

DVICE AND INFORMATION

ANK , INC.
ONDS AND SECURITIES
ULLION AND METALS

" Old World Experience and New World Enterprise"

PAUL Chairman
M . WARBURG

GOODHUE
F. ABBOT
President

31 Pine Street, New York
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Continental Service with 7 ,450 Banks

CONTINENTAL
COOPERATION

The CONTINENTAL and

COMMERCIAL

BAN
KS
CHICAGO
Resources more than $500,000,000

Through the individual and collective co-operation
of 7,450 banks there has been developed the
Continental and Commercial system of nation
wide banking co-operation . This enables us to
handle business for a great number of correspon

dents with the same precision and dispatch as
though we were serving only one.
Each correspondent bank has contributed to
this effective system . Each institution has helped

us in various ways to increase the usefulness of
our service. For this reason each correspondent

has won the appreciation and loyalty of the
CONTINENTAL and COMMERCIAL
NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO
" An Extra Measure of Service "

9

.

1
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The First National Corporation
OF BOSTON
Dealers in

BANKERS' ACCEPTANCES AND

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS
Act as Agents in the
Purchase and Sale, in All Markets, of
FOREIGN GOVERNMENT AND

DOMESTIC SECURITIES
30 FEDERAL STREET

BOSTON
100 Broadway

111 W . Monroe St.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Let Us Serve Your Massachusetts
Fiduciary Interests
This Company offers its special training and experience to individuals
and corporations having fiduciary business in Massachusetts.
We are versed in the estate and Trust lawsand practices of the State of
Massachusetts, experienced in banking and modern methods of ac
counting, and keep in close contact with new developments affecting

24
wa

EDION

SAJT

SRED

fiduciary matters.

We render expert service as Agent, Attorney,
Custodian of Property , Executor and Trustee
underwill and Trust agreements. You are in

vited to correspond with thepresidentor other
officers of the Company.

Charles E. Rogerson, President

BOSTON SAFE DEPOSIT 8
~

TRUST COMPANY S
100 FRANKLIN STREET

At Arch and DevONSHIRE STREETS
We have over 800 Personal Trust Estates aggregating $ 73,000,000,

leston

the result of our 45 years' experience in managing Trust business.
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IN DETROIT
Clearing House Receipts show
big increase

August— October, 1923 - $1,696,055,483.55
August — October, 1922 - $ 1,468 ,725 ,670.54
$ 227 ,329,813.01

STATE BANK
THE PEOPLES
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
MEMBER

RESOURCES OVER ONE HUNDRED MULION DOLLARS

Organized 1885

UNITED STATES DEPOSITARY

The

Capital ..

. . . $1,000,000

Surplus and Profits . $1,190,000

ORFOLK
NATIONAL

W . A . GODWIN ...................President
A . B . SCHWARZKOPF ... . Vice President

J. B . DEY, Jr..........
.. . .. .. .Cashier
C. S. WHITEHURST........Asst. Cashier
I. T. VAN PATTEN .........Asst. Cashior
E . D . DENBY . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .Asst. Cashier
R . H . MOORE . . . ..
.... .. .Asst. Cashier

The Oldest National Bank

BANK

in Eastern Virginia
CORRESPONDENTS
- National City
Bank, Now
York ; National Bank of
Commerce, Now York ; Fourth Street
National Bank, Phlladelphia ; National

Shawmut Bank,

Boston ;

Merchants

National Bank, Baltimore .

Our growth is the directresult of the confidence
PRE

ION

SEN

RAT
TES
APO
OF
WTED TO THE COM
NORFOLK IT OOV ROBERT DINWIDDIE
IN 1733

of the business world in our bank - a bank that
has cultivated an intimate appreciation ofbusi.
ness problemsand has tried to behelpful in up

building vitalbusiness interests of our country

The Gateway
— to the “ Inland Empire ” is always open when
you send your business to The Old National Bank
in Spokane.

This district comprises eastern

Washington and Oregon , northern Idaho, and
western Montana.

Strategic location , complete organization and
efficient service makes a connection with this bank
of maximum value to you .
IESFC

TELET

The

HUT US

Old National Bank

ISI

FREE
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Spokane, Washington
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With resources of over $ 22,000,000 we offer to bankers,

merchants and shippers a thoroughly organized Collection
Department, exceptionally equipped for prompt, efficient and
economical service in connection with the collection of drafts,

checks, or foreign bills of exchange.
OFFICERS

TAZEWELL TAYLOR, Vice-Pres.

R . S . COHOON , President
ROBERT P . BEAMAN , Vice -Pres .

A . E . WHARTON , Cashier

R . C . TAYLOR , Asst. Vice -Pres.
C . S . PHILLIPS, Asst. Cashier

R . CORNELIUS TAYLOR , Asst. Vice -Pres.

Z . A . GAY , Asst. Vice -Pres .

F . J . SCHMOELE , Asst. Cashier

J. H . FANSHAW , Auditor

Norfolk 's Largest Bank

The National Bank of Commerce
of Norfolk
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

Citizens-American Bank & Trust Co.
TAMPA , FLA .
Member Federal Reserve System

Capital - - $ 1,000,000.00
Surplus - 300,000.00
000

FIT
DAPPER

DR . L . A . BIZE . . . . . Prezident
W . W . TRICE . . . . . Vice-President
Vice -President
ISAAC MAAS .
L . L . BUCHANAN .
· Vice-President
D . H . LANEY .
.
Cashier
W . W . BLOUNT . . . Amistant Cashier
EUGENE KNIGHT . . . Assistant Cashier
C . E . HESTER . . .
.
Auditor

Our extensive connections and complete facilities enable us
to handle all branches of foreign and domestic banking

with the highest degree of efficiency
Collections given special attention , and prompt
remittances made

NO
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ESTABLISHED 1832

· Banking
Service in
Canada,
Newfoundland
and West Indies

With 280 branches in Canada, 22 in Newfoundland,
11 in Jamaica and 8 in Cuba, Porto Rico and the
Dominican Republic, we are well equipped to bandle
the accounts of banks and corporations wishing to do
business with these points.

Capital Paid-Up

.

$ 10, 000,000

Reserve Fund . . $ 19,500,000
Total Assets over . $220,000,000

The Bank of Nova Scotia
GENERAL MANAGER 'S OFFICE :

TORONTO , ONT.

J. A. MCLEOD, Gonoral Managoi
NEW YORK AGENCY

.

.

.

49 WALL STRERT

H . V . CANN and F . W . MURRAY, Agonte

ONDON BRANCH : 56 Old Broad St., E.C . 2

CORRESPONDENTS

LONDON, ENG . – London JointCity & Midland Bank, Ltd .,
Bank of England

Now YORK - Bank of New York & Trust Co.
National Bank of Commerce in New York

mu

A

TIA

BANE

NOVA
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Capital

Reserves

$5 ,000 ,000

$ 7,000,000
Head Office- TORONTO , CANADA

CANADIAN COLLECTIONS
Special facilities through our Branches and arrangements with other Banks

for making Canadian Collections for Banks and Business Houses in United
States and foreign countries. Our service comprises close supervision

and
prompt remittance. Information will be gladly furnished when required .

CANADIAN ACCOUNTS AND BALANCES,
Deposits lnvited . Interest allowed on balances. Close rates of exchange
given on amounts transferred.

THEBANKOFTORONTO

INOORPORATED

JOHN R . LAMB

1855

Gononal Manager

THE MOLSONS
BANK
Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1855
Head Office : MONTRBAL, CANADA
Capital Paid Up, $4,000 ,000

Reserve Fund, $5 ,000,000

Resources Over, $70,000,000
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
WM . MOLSON MACPHERSON , Honorary President
F . W . MOLSON , President
WM . M . BIRKS
8 . H . EWING

W . A . BLACK , Vice- Presidene
JOHN W . ROS8
J . M . MCINTYRE

EDWARD C . PRATT, Goneral Manager
T. CARLISLE , Chief Inapootor
H . A . HARRIES, Superintendent of Branches
E . HABERER , Inspector

Agents in Great Britain and Colonies
LONDON and LIVERPOOL - Westminster Bank , Limitad .
IRELAND - Munster and Leinster Bank , Limited . AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND
The Union Bank of Australia , Limited . SOUTH AFRICA - The Standard Bank of South

Africa, Limited .

Foreign Agents
FRANCB - Société Générale .
BELGIUM , Antwerp - La Banqu. Devon
Brussels - Soci606 Générale de Belgique. CHINA and JAPAN - Hong Kong and
Shanghal Banking Corporation

128 Branches throughout the Dominion of Canada

Agents in all the Principal Cities of the United States
Colloctions made in all parts of the Dominion and returns promptly ro
mitted at lowest rates of exchange. Commercial letters of credit and
travellers' circular letters issued, available in all parts of the world .
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A Local Institution
1923
An International Force

DORN over fifty years ago in the City of Halifax
D

and during the distracting period following the

American CivilWar, The Royal Bank of Canada,

then known as the Merchants’ Bank of Halifax,
started in a very modest way, but through sound

business principles, foresight, faith in the Dominion
and in its own development, it has today a history

of phenomenal growth to its credit.
The Royal Bank of Canada now stands in the
forefront of Canadian Chartered Banks. It has 700
branches within the Dominion and abroad, and
it is recognized as one of the world 's largest finan
cial institutions.

THE ROYAL BANK
OF CANADA
Total Resources $551,000,000

Imperial Bank
Established 1876
of Canada
HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO
Capital (Paid Up)

. . . $7,000,000

Reserve Fund - . . .

7,500,000

PELEG HOWLAND, PRESIDENT
WM . HAMILTON MERRITT, M . D ., (St. Catherines), VICE PRESIDENT
A . E . PHIPPS, GEN . MANAGER

G . D . BOULTON , ASST .GEN .MANAGER

H . T . JAFFRAY, Asst . GEN . MANAGER
UNITED STATES

Agents and Correspondents
GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND
England - Lloyds Bank , Limited.

New York - Bank of the Manhattan Co.

- The Commercial Bank of Scot.
Scotland
land .
Ireland
Northern
Banking Co., Limited,
Belfast, and Branches.

Boston - National Shawmut Bank.
Philadelphia - Fourth St. National Bank
Buffalo - Marine Trust Co .

Chicago - First National Bank .
San Francisco - Wells Fargo Nevada Na
tional Bank .
Seattle - Seattle National Bank .

Minneapolis - First National Bank.

FRANCE , BELGIUM and
SWITZERLAND

Lloyds _Bank
& National
Provincial Foroign
, Ltd.

Having as its correspondents the largest and strongest banks

throughout the world , the Imperial Bank of Canada is in a

position to afford the most efficient banking service.
With 212 branches in Canada our facilities for handling business
throughout the Dominion are unexcelled ,

Austin National
Bank
AUSTIN , TEXAS
Capital $300,000

Surplus and Profits $766 ,812

Resources $7 , 374,400

WM . H . FOLTS, President
JOHN H . CHILES , Vice - President MORRIS HIRSHFELD , Vice - President
C . M . BARTHOLOMEW , Cashier
T . H . DAVIS , Vice - President

S . B . ROBERDEAU , Asst. Cashier

LEFFLER CORBITT, Asst. Cashier

This old established bank is thoroughly equipped in every department. Its
strong financial position , efficient management and reputation commend it to
banks, bankers and individuals requiring a good banking connection at the
capital of the Union 's largest State.

We are at the center of an Empire of Business and would like to represent you here
H . A . WIROE , President
C . ROBERDEAU , Vice -Pres.
L . J . SCHNEIDER , Vice -Pres.
D . THOMPSON , Vice-Pres.
L . D . WILLIAMS, Cashier

H . PFAEFFLIN , Asst. Cashier

D . H . HART, Jr., Asst. Cashier

For Prompt and Best Service Send Your
Texas Items Direct to the

American
National Bank
AUSTIN , TEXAS
Capital, $300,000
Louis, Kannape
United State. $800,000
Sw Over 88,000,000 Surplus,
Capital,
Diroctors Rosponsibility Over $8,000,000 United States GovernmentDopository
WIN romit in New York , Boston , Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City
or New Orleans Escohange when requested . We have unsurpassod

facilities for collecting on all banking points in Texas.
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The A B C
of international banking is provided through our
62 branches and offices distributed as follows:

Argentina
ENGLAND
GUATEMALA
URUGUAY

Brazil

Chile

FRANCE
SPAIN
MEXICO
PERU
VENEZUELA
COLOMBIA
SAN FRANCISCO , U . S .

NICARAGUA
ECUADOR
SALVADOR

ANGLO -SOUTH AMERICAN
BANK ,LIMITED
and its affiliations

sh Bank of South America
and

Commercial BankRepresented
of Spanish
America
by
THE ANGLO -SOUTH AMERICAN
TRUST COMPANY
Incorporated under the laws of the State of New York

49 Broadway, New

York

Bank of Liverpool & Martins Limited .
Head Office: 7 WATER STREET, LIVERPOOL.
London Office : 68 LOMBARD STREET, LONDON, E.C. 3.
$5 = £1

Capital Subscribed

--$93,955,600

Capital Paid Up .
- 11,744 ,450
Reserve Fund and Surplus Profits........... 8,130 ,495

Deposits, etc., at 30th June, 1923.. ....319,671,980
350 BRANCHES AND SUB-BRANCHES.
All descriptions of Banking , Trustee and Foreign
Exchange Business Transacted .
The Bank is prepared to act as Agents for Foreign Banlos
on usual Terms.
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Established 1833

THE NATIONAL PROVINCIAL AND
UNION BANK OF ENGLAND, LTD.
($ 5 = £1)

Subscribed Capital - $217,235 ,400

Paid -up Capital
Reserve Fund

-

46 ,547,080

. .

45,000,000

HEAD OFFICE : 15 , BISHOPSGATE, LONDON , E.C .2.

OVER 1000 OFFICES in ENGLAND and WALES.
Every Description of Banking Business Transacted.
The Agency of COLONIAL and
FOREIGN BANKS undertaken.
PRINCES STREET OFFICE : 2, Princes Street, London, E .C. 2.
The Foreign Department at this Office is specially organized for the conduct of the
Accounts of the Colonial and Foreign Correspondents of the Bank .

COUTTS &

CO .

Established 1692, is affiliated with this Bank
LONDON : 440 Strand , W .C . 2. 15 Lombard Street, E .C . 3 . i Park Lane, W . 1

AUXILIARY

LLOYDS & NATIONAL PROVINCIAL FOREIGN BANK LTD .
Principal Offices : London and Paris.
MINIMIIIIIMIIMMUNIT
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In Every Important
Italian Market
IN EIGHTY commercial and indus
| trial centers of Italy a branch of
the Banca Commerciale Italiana per
forms all the functior.. of a local
bank, with its service closely inter
woven with the business affairs of the

community it serves.
The New York Agency of this insti
tution, therefore, brings to American
bankers and business men an inti
mate knowledge of Italian commerce
and industry obtained by constant

and direct relationship with these

eighty Italian business centers. Foreign branches and affilia
tions extend our service to England, France, Switzerland , Bel
gium , Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, Austria, Hungary, Roumania ,
Jugoslavia, Bulgaria , Turkey and throughout South America .
Facilities thus provided for American foreign trade are of
exceptional breadth and scope.

FOREIGN BRANCHES
New York

Constantinople

London

AFFILIATED INSTITUTIONS
Banca Commorcialo Itallana (Franco ) :
MARSEILLES
, NICE , and other im .

Boehmische Union Bank : PRAGUB and
branches.

Banca Commerciale Italiana . Bulgara :
SOFIA

Banca della Svizzera Italiana : LU
GANO and branches.

portant cities.
and branches .
Banca Commorclalo Italiana e Romena :

BUCHAREST and branches.

Credit Anvorsols : ANVERS, BRUXEL
LES and branches.

Banca Ungaro Italiana : BUDAPEST

Socleta Italiana di Credito Commor

Banquo Francais .

ciale : VIENNA , and branches.
Banco Itallano : LIMA and branches

et

Italienno pour

PAmérique du Sud : PARIB, BUENOS
AIRES , SAO PAOLO, RIO de JA
NEIRO, VALPARAIBO , and other
important cities in Argentine, Brasil

and Chile.

Banco Francos do Chilo : SANTIAGO.

Banco Francés e Italiana de Colombla :
BOGOTA .

Banca Comme
rciale Italiana
Head Office, MILAN , ITALY
Authorized Capital $80,000 ,000

Surplus

Capital fully paid $69,757,200
Five

Resources . .

$ 36 ,000, 000

$ 1, 345,547,956

Lire = One Dollar

NEW YORK AGENCY, 62 -64 WILLIAM STREET
Telephone - John 1000

Giovanni Costa

Siro Fusi

John Stewart Durland
AGENTS

Edoardo Roffi
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THE

BANK
OF CANTONLID
New York Agency Established January 9th, 1922
1 WALL STREET
HEW FAN UN , Agent
An institution equipped to render an exceptional banking service to American
Bankers and business men, because of its native personnel, whose training gives

them a most comprehensive knowledge of business conditions in the Far East.
Valuable information is available at all times to those interested . We invite

your inquiries and correspondence.
HEAD OFFICE, HONG KONG

Branches: HANKOW

SHANGHAI CANTON BANGKOK

The Banker and Tradesman has for
over fifty years been the representative financial
and business weekly of Boston and New England.

465 Main Street

-

-

Cambridge 39,Mass.

A Native Bank in Peru
for all Banking Operations

BANCO

ITALIANO

LIMA, PERU

Established 1889

Capital Fully Paid Lp. 400,000

Surplus Lp. 401,585

BRANCHES

Callao - Arequipa - Chincha Alta -Mollendo - Trujillo

CALLAO KLIMA

Representatives for the U . S. A .

Banca Commerciale Italiana
62-64 William Street, N . Y .

CHINCHA
ALTA

AREQUIPA .
LENDO

Phone: John 1000

In Rhode Island
— the Industrial Trust
Branch offices in the principal centers throughout the state, and head
quarters in Providence, equip the Industrial Trust for prompt and satis

factory service. Your first transaction with us will prove this to you
INDUSTRIAL TRUST COMPANY
Member of Federal Reserve System

Main Offices Providence, Rhode Island
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Number Four
of

Series

Bankers of Tomorrow
g With the advancement of science, the development
of the nation 's resources, and the growth of industry
and commerce, bankers of tomorrow will face even
bigger and harder problems than you face today.
g Men developed by forty years of plodding will not
fill the need . The banker of tomorrow must learn in
his youth the broader principles of finance , credit,

economics, law , and international trade. Upon this
fundamental knowledge, experience will build minds
able to meet the demands of their day.

g Onehundred and fifty - seven chapters of the Amer
ican Institute of Banking are teaching thirty thousand
bank men and women Elementary Banking, Commer
cial Law , Standard Banking, Negotiable Instruments,
Economics and other kindred subjects. These courses
are also available to correspondence students.

g Your bankers of tomorrow should take advantage
of this wonderful road to success.
The American Institute of Banking is
the world's greatest trainer of bank
men and women .

Are you actively

supporting it ?

AMERICANSE INSTITUTE
OF ONBANKING
AME
UCATION

CTION R"ICCAAN BABNKEDS ASSOCIATI

CHAPTERS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
COURSES BY MAIL

National Office: 110 East Forty- Second Street, New York
Space Donated to
Nasional Purity Commlulu
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Banca Nazionale di Credito
Capital Paid up ·

Lit. 250,000,000

HEAD OFFICE: ROME, ITALY

Over 70 Branches and Agencies Throughout Italy
es

Correspondents
in all the Principal Cities of the Kingdom

Every Description of Domestic and International

Banking Business Transacted
Special Travelers' Letters of Credit and

Money Order Departments

Inquiries and

Correspondence

Solicited

AFFILIATED BANKS

Banque Italo -Francaise de Crédit
PARIS

PAR

MARSEILLES

MARSEILLES

VIS
TUNIS
TU

Capital Paid up . . Frs. 15,000 ,000

Italian Discount & Trust Co.
NEW YORK CITY
Capital and Surplus . . $ 1 ,500,000
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Banca Nazionale del Reduce
(ITALIAN VETERANS BANK )
ESTABLISHED 1919

Capital Subscribed

. Lire 30,000 ,000.

. .

.... ” 11,344,300.

Capital Paid -up ..
Reserve Fund (Dec. 31 , 1922 ).

2,000,000.

"

HEAD OFFICE : ROMA, ITALY
GR . UFF. ALFREDO CALORO , President

NEW YORK AGENCY — 231 East 14th St., New York City.
Telephone ; Lexington 5860-5861-5862-5863

FFICES_ Roma, Milano, Genoa, Tivoli
FOREIGN BRANCHESNew York, Paris
Affiliated Banks: First State Bank, Boston,Mass .; South Philadelphia

State Bank, Philadelphia, Pa.

3,000 Correspondents in Italy : Correspondents all over the world .
Cable Transfers ; Drafts ; Letters of Credits ; Bonds; and etc.
-

-

-

-

_

-

_ -

KHARISHLUA INTANTILIACUTEREARSTILAINATARIN ALALARNITHIURILERIUNORIATIONEDONIERENLENENELITIAN NOTENDALUTANULTAMINTALNILUNATALIENDIAREKINIANOTADATERATTRIBINAINIANUSES

Nederlandsche Handel-Maatschappij
(NETHERLANDS TRADING SOCIETY ) .
Established by Royal Charter A .D . 1824

Capital Paid up.......................f.80 ,000 ,000 Neth . Currency ( £6 ,666 ,666 )
Statutory Reserve Fund............ . 19,769,180

"

Extraordinary Reserve Fund f.22,660 ,000

"

(£1,647,432)

"

(£1,888 ,333 ) I

Head Office: AMSTERDAM
Branches: ROTTERDAM , THE HAGUE.
Branches in the NETHERLANDS INDIES : BATAVIA , SOUR

BAYA , SAMARANG , MEDAN, and further Principal Ports.
Branches in the STRAITS SETTLEMENTS, BRITISH

INDIA ,

CHINA and JAPAN : SINGAPORE, PENANG , RANGOON , CAL

CUTTA, BOMBAY, HONGKONG , SHANGHAI and KOBE.
Grant Drafts and Issue Letters of Credit on all their Branches and
Correspondents in the East, on the Continent, on Great
Britain , Africa, America and Australia , and transact

Banking Business of every description .

LONDON CORRESPONDENTS : The National Provincial and Union
Bank of England, Ltd ., LONDON .
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Guarding the
Treasure of
the Incas

The precautions taken to ensure the safety of the Treasure

of the Incas were, considering the period in the world's
history, extremely ingenious and complete . Approach to
the secret hiding place on an island was concealed by a

maze of mysterious contrivances, surrounded by a massive
stone structure, on the threshold of which picked guards

maintained an unceasing vigil.
The marvels of one age are the commonplaces of the next.
But the methods men used in the past are not to be derided
because they have been superseded . Our forefathers did

thebest they knew .

The stout oaken chest, hewn from a tree with an axe,
bound with iron bands and cumbrous hinges and held with

ponderous locks - ridiculous as it seems to us today - was
good enough until the saw was invented and severed in a

few minutes thatwhich the axe had taken weeks to fashion.
The ironclad was a power until a gun and shell were pro
duced which penetrated it , this in turn being followed in

evitably by armour-plate which resisted the shell.

The poison is invariably followed by the antidote ; and the
antidote to the modern burglar armed with the most for.
midable safe-breaking implements is The Chatwood Safe.

THE Since 1858
CHATWOOD
SAFE
SINCE
1858

be
guna
mu
anni
BA

" Achievement is but another
milestone along the highway
of progress - the end of the

journey lies ever beyond.”
THE CHATWOOD TRADITION

THE CHATWOOD SAFE CO , LTD .
Bankers' Engineers

mu

Head Ofices and Works: Bolton , England .

SINCE

Branches : London - 56 Gracechurch St. E . C .

1858

Glasgow - 12 Greenlodge Terrace, Greenhead .

Manchester - Royal Exchange.
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The Union Bank of Australia , Limited
Established 1837. Incorporated 1880.
Capital Authorized and Issued...... . ... £9,000,000
Capital Paid -Up
Reserve Fund ............

£3,000,000
................£3,350,000

Reserve Liability of Proprietors £6 ,000 ,000

Head Office — 71, CORNHILL, LONDON , E . C . 3
Manager - W . J . ESSAME
Assistant Manager - W . A . LAING
Secretary - F . H . MCINTYRE

187 Branches throughout Australia and Nor Zealand , diz,:
la Victoria , 43 : In South Australia , 14 ; In New South Wales, 42 ; la Western Australia, 20
In Queensland, 19 ; In Tasmania, 3 ; In New Zealand, 16.

Agents and Correspondents in all parts of the World

The Bank offers facilities for the transaction of every description
of Banking business in Australia and New Zealand .

Bills negotiated or sent for collection . Commercial and Circular
Credits issued available throughout the World .

..

The Anglo-(Affiliated
Egyptian
Bank, Limited
with Barclays Bank, Ltd .)
Subscribed Capital

£1,800,000

CAPITAL PAID -UP

£ 600,000

Reserve Fund

£ 720 ,000

Head Office : 37 to 39 King William Street
London , E . C . 4
•

EGYPT.

BRANCHES

Alexandria ,Cairo, Port-Said ,Suez, Tantah,
Zagazig ,Mansourah, Assiut, Beni-Suef,Minieh .

Omdurman , Khartoum , Port Sudan , Makwar,
Wad Medani.
PALESTINE. Haifa, Jafta , Jerusalem , Ramallah, Nazareth .
SUDAN .

MEDITERRANEAN . Malta, Gibraltar .

TRANS - JORDANIA . Amman .
The Bank transacts every description of Banking business in Egypt
and other Countries where it has branches, grants letters of credit
and affords facilities to travellers proceeding to Egypt and elsewhere .
Deposits received for one year at rates to be ascertained on application .
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THE BANK OF TAIWAN ,LTD .
Incorporated by Special Imperial Charter, 1899

Head Office : TAIPEH , JAPAN

Capital Subscribed......
Capital Paid Up

Yen 60,000,000

..
cooo

„ Yen 52,500,000

...Yen 12,580,000

Reserve Funds.........
KOJURO NAKAGAWA, Esq.

HIROZO MORI, Esq.

President

Vice-president
Directors

MASUMI ESAKI, Esq.

GUNJI KAWASAKI, Esq.

DENKICHI TAKITA, Esq .

TADASU HISAMUNE, Esq.

BRANCHES:

JAPAN — Tokyo (General Manager's Office ), Kobe, Osaka, Yokohama,
Moji.

TAIWAN — Giran , Heito, Kagi, Karenko, Keelung, Mako, Nanto ,
Shinchiku, Taichu, Tainan, Takao, Tamsui, Taito, Toyen .
CHINA — Amoy, Canton , Foochow , Hankow , Kiukiang, Shanghai,
Swatow .
OTHERS — Hongkong, London, New York, Singapore, Semarang,

Soerabaia , Batavia, Bombay, Bangkok, Calcutta , Dairen .

New York Office : 165 Broadway
MASAJIRO ARAKI, Agent

London Office : 25 Old Broad Street
New York Correspondents:
HANOVER NATIONAL BANK
CHASE NATIONAL BANK
GUARANTY TRUST COMPANY
NATIONAL CITY BANK
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
BANKERS TRUST COMPANY
IRVING BANK -COLUMBIA TRUST CO . THE EQUITABLE TRUST COMPANY

CENTRAL UNION TRUST COMPANY BANK OF THE MANHATTAN COMPANY
NEW YORK TRUST COMPANY

FARMERS LOAN & TRUST COMPANY

Cable Transfers, Drafts, and Letters of Credit issued ; the
Negotiation and Collection of Bills of Exchange and other
Banking Business transacted through our various Branches

as well as correspondents in all parts of the world ; offers
exceptional facilities for handling transactions in the Far East.
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The Sumitomo Bank, Limited
ESTABLISHED 1912

(Successors to The Sumitomo Bank)

Capital Subscribed
Capital Paid up .

.

Reserve Fund .
Deposits (June 30, 1928)

.

. Yen 70,000,000

.

. "

50 ,000,000

. “

26,100,000

.

. " 334,600,000

Head Office : OSAKA , JAPAN
BARON K. SUMITOMO,
President
S. YOSHIDA, Esq ., Managing

K . YUKAWA, Esq., Managing Director

Director

N. YATSUSHIRO , Esq., Managing Director

New York Agency, 149 Broadway, New York
G . HIGASHI, Agent
HOME OFFICES
Osaka ( 11)
Shimonoseki
Kurume

Tokyo
Moji
Kure

(7)

Yokohama

Kobe

Hiroshima (2 ) Hakata
Wakamatsu

Kokura

Kyoto ( 2 )
Hyogo
Yanal

Nagoya
Niihama
Onomichi

Foreign Branches - Shanghai, New York , London, Hankow , San Francisco, Bombay
Amliated Banks— The Sumitomo Bank of Hawaii, Ltd ., Honolulu, T . H .; Tho Sumitomo
Bank of Seattle , Seattle Wash .

Chlef Bankers in New York and London - National City Bank of New York , New York ;
Lloyds Bank , Ltd . , London

Correspondents in All Important Places at Home and Abroad
The Bank buys, sells and receives for collection drafts and telegraphic transfers ; Issues
Commercial and Travellers Letters of Credit available in all important

parts of the world , besides doing general banking business

THE MITSUI BANK , LTD .
Capital Subscribed .

. . Yen 100,000,000.00

Capital Paid -Up . . . ( 1x) . . Yen 60,000,000.00
ReserveFund (Aug. 1922).
. . Yen 33,900,000. 00
HEAD OFFICE
(No. 1 Suruga -cho, Nihombashi-ku)

TOKIO
BRANCHES

Nihombashi(Tokio),Otaru, Yokohama,Nagoya ,Kyoto, Osaka,

Nakanoshima (Osaka), Nishi (Osaka), Kawaguchi (Osaka ),
Fukuoka, Nagasaki, Shanghai, New York

Kobe, Hiroshima, Shimonoseki, Moji, Wakamatsu (Kyushu ),
Foreign Agents
London , Barclays Bank, Ltd . ; London Joint City & Midland Bank , Ltd .
Paris - Banque de l'Union Parisienne ; Comptoir National d'Escompte
de Paris

Hamburg — Commerz und Privat Bank
Bombay - National Bank of India , Ltd. ; Lloyds Bank , Ltd ., Cox Branch
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Bank of Chosen
The
Incorporated by Spocial Charter of Imperial Japanese Government,
1909

. .
.

Capital Subscribed .
Capital Paid-Up . .

Yen 80,000, 000
Yen 50,000 ,000

Yen 600,000 ,000

Total Resources .

)
(Korea
Chosen
Office, Keijo (Seoul), Deputy
Head
Governor,S.
SUZUKI
S.MINOBE
Governor,
Directors
1 . IUCHI
Y . KATAYAMA
S. KAKEI
FOREIGN DEPARTMENT : TOKYO

( All communications relating to the arrangements of correspondents and the Bank 's goneral
foreign business to bo addressed to the Foreign Dopartment) .

Principal Branches :
CHOSEN : (Korea) Chemulpo, Pyengyang , Wonsan , Fusan, Taiku.
MANCHURIA : Mukden, Dairen , Changchun, Newchang , Harbin , Antung .
JAPAN: Tokyo, Osaka, Kobe, Shimonoseki.

China: Shanghai, Tsingtao, Tientsin , Tsinan .
SIBERIA : Vladivostok .

New York Agency, 165 Broadway
H . YAMASHITA, Agent

The Kajima
Bank, Limited
Establishod in 1888
Yen

CAPITAL PAID UP

. . . . 15,100,000.00

,

RESERVE FUND . . SMU

. . . . .

DEPOSITS (June 30, 1923)
Keizo Hirooka, Esq., President
Seijiro Gton, Esq., Director

Chusuke Yoshli, Esq., Managing Director

4,700,000.00

• 140,319 ,014.96
Yukinori Hoshino, Esq., Managing Director
Seishichi Kawakami, Esq., Managing Director
Hikotaro Ohmura, Esq ., Director

Tadanosuke Emura, Esq., Director
Manroku Matsui, Esq., Auditor

Kyuemon Hirooka, Esq., Auditor

Kin-ichiro Hoshijima, Esq., Auditor

Head Office, Osaka, Japan
Principal Branches
Tokyo

Kobe

Okayama

Fukuyama

Hiroshima

Tokuyama

Transacts General Banking, Foreign Exchange and Trust

Company Business
New York Correspondents

Yokohama Specie Bank , Ltd .

London Correspondents

Bank of Talwan, Ltd .

Yokohama Specie Bank, Ltd .
Bank of Taiwan, Ltd .

American Express Co .

London Joint City & Midland Bank , Ltd .

SKANDINAVISKA :
KREDITAKTIEBOLAGET
Established in 1864

GOTHENBURG

STOCKHOLM

MALMÖ

Branches
In All Parts of Sweden
PAID -UP CAPITAL AND RESERVES
KR . 182,000,000

Telegraphic Address: Kreditbolaget
Foreign Exchange bought and sold, bills collected , deposit

and current accounts opened and all kinds of banking
business transacted

Commercial
Bank of Greece
( A Limited Liability Company registered in Athens)
Head Office : Athens
Branches : Piraeus, Argos , Pyrgos, Patras, Corfou , Cephalonia , Nauplie,
Vostizza, Calamata, Syra , Chio , Candia , Volo , Salonica, Larissa,

Triccala , Mytilene and Canea

ASSOCIATED BANK in LONDON

The Commercial Bank of The Near East, Ltd .
1 Broad Street Place, E . C . 2

with branch in CONSTANTINOPLE
Correspondents in the principal towns of Greece and in foreign countries
throughout the world

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED
Collections, Letters of Credit, Cable Transfers, Current
and Term Deposits, Etc .

Capital .
.
Dr. 25 , 000,000 . 00
Reserves
.
.
18, 103,997.79
of the above Dr. 20,000,000 are represented by assets of £800,000 evaluated at Dr. 25
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The National Bank of New Zealand , Ltd.
Authorized Capital, $ 22 ,500,000

Subscribed Capital. $18,750,000

Paid-up Capital,
Reserve Fund,

$ 6,250 ,000
$ 6 ,250 ,000

AUCKLANO

NEW

ZEALAND

Head Office
8 Moorgate Street, London, E. C. 2

OWELLINGTON

Manager, ARTHUR WILLIS

CHRISTCHURCH

Chief Office
In New Zealand at Wellington
GeneralManager, ALFRED JOLLY

DOUNEDIN

73 Branches and Agencies Throughout New Zealand .

Bills of Exchange Collected. Wool and Produce Credits Arranged.

All Classes of Banking Business Undertaken .

Industrial and Agricultural
Bank of Bohemia
(Česká průmyslová a hospodářská banka )

Prague, Czechoslovakia
Paid up Capital

Reserves over

Kč

210 ,000,000.00

( $ 6 ,300 ,000 .00 )

. Kč

70 ,000 ,000.00

($ 2,100,000.00 )

Resources over . Kč 2 ,650,000,000.00 ( $ 79,500, 000.00)
(Kč 100. 00 = $ 3.00)

65 Branches and Sub - Branches in Czechoslovakia
Correspondents in every town of the Republic
Foreign Branch :- LJUBLJANA, Yugoslavia
FOREIGN AFFILIATIONS :

Hungarian- Bohemian Industrial Bank, Budapest, Hungary.
Anglo -Roumanian Bank, Bucarest, Roumania .

Prva Hrvatska Obrtna Banka, Zagreb , Yugoslavia.

Special Facilities for Foreign Banking Business

ANK

ALSALTH B

MMONWE

Commonwealth Bankof Australia .
Guaranteed by the Australian Commonwealth Government

HEAD OFFICE, SYDNEY
Branches in all the princi
pal towns and cities of
Australia , and at London

(2), Rabaul and Kaewieng.
A Savings Bank Depart
ment at all Branches and
SO

3,249 Savings Bank Agen
cies at Post Offices through

BERETT

out the Commonwealth of
Australia , Territories of
Papua and New Guinea ,
Solomon Islands Protecto

rate and other parts of the
Head Office
Syd ney, N . S. W .

Pacific.

Agents and Correspondents throughout the World

Banking and Exchange Business
of every description transacted within the Australian Commonwealth .
United Kingdom ,United States, Canada and Abroad
June 30th, 1923
General Bank Deposits
Other Items

Savings Bank Deposits
Note Issue Department

$ 175 ,496 , 176 .00
35 ,017 ,632,40
200,754,449 .04
260 ,510 , 127 .40

8671,778 ,384.84

Cable Remittances made to , and drafts drawn on United States,

Canada and foreign places direct
Letters of Credit issued to any part of the World
Bills Negotiated or Forwarded for Collection

Current Accounts Opened
Interest on Fixed Deposits
Advances made against approved Securities

JAMES KELL, Esq., Acting Governor
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Bank ofNew
Zealand
ESTABLISHED IN 1861)
Bankers to the Government of New Zealand, which holds Prefer
ence Shares in the Bank for $5 ,474,812, and guarantees
its Redeemable Stock $ 2,579,186

Paid-up Capital

$ 19 ,003,624

Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits..

10,934,816
.220,482,213

Aggregate Assets at 31stMarch , 1923..
Head Office :

WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND
General Manager : H. BUCKLETON
London Office :

1 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E. C. 4
Manager : ROBERT MILL
Head Office, Wellington
THE BANK OF NEW ZEALAND has Branches at Auckland, Blenheim , Christ
church , Dannevirke, Dunedin , Gisborne, Hamilton , Hastings, Invercargill, Masterton ,
Napier, Nelson , New Plymouth , Oamaru , Palmerston North , Queenstown, Rotorus,
Timaru , Wanganui and Wellington, and has also Branches or Agencies at 190 other
towns in New Zealand , at Melbourne and Sydney in Australia , Suva and Levuka in Fiji,
and Apla in Samoa , also Agents in all the principal Cities in the World .

The Bank has facilities for conducting every description of Banking Business.
It is prepared to negotiate at any of its Branches, Bills drawn in Dollars or Sterling
under Credits established by its American Agents, and to issue Drafts or Credits, either
in Dollars or Sterling, on any of the principal Cities in North America .

Chief Agents in New York : IRVING BANK -COLUMBIA TRUST COMPANY

Chief Agents in San Francisco : FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SAN FRANCISCO

Other Agents and Correspondents
in United States :
Hanover National Bank of

Adams Express Company, New York

American Exchange National Bank, New
York
American Express Company
American Foreign Banking Corp ., N . Y . C .
Bankers Trust Company, New York
Bank of Italy , Callfornia
Brown Brother & Co., Boston
Chase National Bank , New York
Commercial Bank of Spanish America , Ltd .
Crocker National Bank of San Francisco
Drexel & Co., Philadelphia
Equitable Trust Company of New York
Farmers & Merchants National Bank ,
Los Angeles
Farmers' Loan & Trust Company, N . Y.
First National Bank of Boston
First National Bank of Chicago
Guaranty Trust Company of New York

the City of

New York

Hongkong
& Shanghal Banking Corp .
Illinois Merchants Trust Co., Chicago
International Acceptance Bank, Inc., New
York

International Banking Corporation
Lee, Higginson and Company, Boston
Merchants National Bank of Boston
Morgan & Co ., J . P ., New York
National Bank of Commerce, St. Louis
National City Bank of New York
National Shawmut Bank, Boston
Northern Trust Company, Chicago
Philadelphia National Bank
Riggs National Bank of Washington , D . C .

Standard Bank of South Africa, Ltd.,
New York

Chief Agents in Canada :
CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE
BANK OF MONTREAL

Other Agents and Correspondents
in Canada :
Dominion Express Company

American Express Company
Bank of Nova Scotia
Dominion Bank

Imperial Bank of Canada

Royal Bank of Canada

, Toronto
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National Bank ofAustralasia, Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1868

Head Office: MELBOURNE

....$ 25,000,000
..... 8,625,000

Authorized Capital

...... 13,625 ,000

Capital Paid Up.......

Doch
Reserve Fund.........
6 ,315 ,000
Reserve Liability....
Total Assets on 31st March , 1923, $ 176 ,426 ,740 .

DIRECTORS
Sir JOHN GRICE , Chairman

EDWARD TRENCHARD , Esq ., Vice-Chalrman
J . NEWMAN BARKER , Esq .

HON . F . G . CLARKE, M .L .C .
HUGH M . STRACHAN , Esq .

BOWES KELLY , Esq .

Auditors: JOHN BISHOP , F. C. P.A . 8 . J. WARNOCK , F .C.P .A .
Solicitors : MALLESON , STEWART, STAWELL and NANKIVELL
MOULE , HAMILTON and KIDDLE
Chief Manager :
Deputy Chief Manager :
Chief Inspector :
E . H . WREFORD
JAMES WILSON
J. A . G . HADLEY

OFFICES
VICTORIA , Head Omice and 136 Branches NEW SOUTH WALES, Sydney and 21 Branches
8 . AUSTRALIA , Adelaide and 42 Branches

QUEENSLAND , Brisbane and 38 Branches

WEST AUSTRALIA , Perth and 29 Branches TASMANIA , Hobart and Launcoston .
Agents in all important towns in New Zealand.
LONDON OFFICE , 7 Lothbury , E . C .
Sub - Branch - Australia House

AGENTS AND CORRESPONDENTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
Trade Bills discounted or collected . Foreign Bills bought or collected . Moneys remitted to
all parts by Drafts , Telegraphic or Cable Transfers . Circular and other Letters of Credit
issued , available in Australasia and Abroad for Touring and Commercial needs.

English , Scottish & Australian Bank,
Limited
Authorized Capital

. . . . . . . $ 15 ,000,000

Subscribed Capital . . . . . . . . $ 15,000,000
$7,500,000
Paid -up Capital . .
Further Liability of Shareholders . . $7,500,000
Reserve Fund .
.
.

HEAD OFFICE : - 5, GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON , E.C. 3
and 325 Branches and Agencies in Australia
Banking and Exchange Business of every description transacted with
Australia . BILLS NEGOTIATED or sent for COLLECTION . RE
MITTANCES made by TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFER . WOOL and
PRODUCE CREDITS arranged . LETTERS of CREDIT and

DRAFTS issued on all the Branches of the Bank.
Chief Agents in United States
NEW YORK - Guaranty Trust Company of New York .
CHICAGO - First National Bank.
SAN FRANCISCO — Crocker National Bank.
E. M . JANION , Manager.
WIMUM
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BALO N .

USA

THE BANK
OFbyAUSTR
Royal Charter,ALASI
1835) A
(Incorporated
Paid-up Fund
Capital. .. .. .. .. .. -- £3,525,000
£4,000,000
Reserve
Reserve Liability of Proprietors
under the Charter . . . . £4,000,000

5C25. 2,000
£11,
Threadneed
Office,
Head
Street,
le
London,
4
.
E
West End Branch, 17 Northumberland Avenue, London, W . C . 2
VICTORIA

EDMUND GODWARD , Manager
Branches in Australia
Victoria Contd.

Melbourne: 394 & Shepparton,
CollinsSt.St.: 384 Stawell
396
Stony Creek
Eliza

beth

Brunswick
Burnley
Coburg
Coll
ingwood
Elsternwick
Malvern
Middle Brighton
PortMelbourne
Prahran
Kilda
St.
Willamstown
Bairnsdale
Ballarat
Benalla
Bendigo
Bright
Castlemaine
Charlton
Chiltern
Cobram
Corry
ong
Drouin
Euroa

Fish Creek
Foster

Geelong
Katamatite
Kingston
Koroit
Vale
Korong
Korumburra
Leongatha
Mirboo North
Mooroopna
Morwell
Nathalia
Numurkah

Port Fairy (Belfast)
Rutherglen
St. James

Sale

Wellington
Auckland
Christchurch
Dannevirke
Dunedin
Eltham
Ashburton

Featherston
Feilding
Gisborne
Gore

Strathmerton
Tallangatta
Terang
Traralgon

Tungamah
Walwa
l
Warragu

Warrnambool

Wedderburn
Welshpool
Wycheproof
Yackandandah
Yarram
.Yarram
Yarrawonga

NEW SOUTHWALES
Sydney : Martin

: 64 Pitt
St.
Sr.Sonth
5Place
.55 George
Went
Aven
wort
h
William Street ue
Bondi Junction
Hurstville
Kogarah
Leichhandt
Marrickville
Newtown
Petersham
Albury
Ballina
Bathurst
Bega
Bellingen

Berrigan
BlayneyHill
Broken
Cootamundra
Corowa
Crookwell
Dorrigo

S Wales, Contd . Richmond
Queensland,
Rockhampton
Roma

N. .
Dubbo
Forbes
Glen Innes
Goulburn
Grafton
Grenfell

Contd

Toogoolawan

Toowoomba
Townsville

Howlong

Jerilderie
Kempsey
Kyogle
Ligniore (West)
Maitland
Maitland (East)
Moree
Murwillumbah
Muswellbrook
Narrabri
Narromine
Newcastle
Now ra
Orange
ParkesHill
Peak
South
Graft
Stroud on
Tamworth
Tullamore
WaggaWaa
-Wagga
Wee
Young
QUEE
NSLAND
Brisbane
Cairns

Charters Towers
Chillagoe
Cooyar
's Nest
Crow
Herberton

Hughenden
Ipswich
Kingaroy

Longreach
Maryborough
Oakey

SOUTHAUSTRALIA

Adelaide

Kooringa
Mount
Barker
Port Lincoln
Pirie
Port
Wirrabarra
WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
Pertb
Albany

Beverley
Bunbu
ry
Fremantle
Gnowangerup
Kalgoorlie
Moora
Northam
Pingelly
Wagin
Wickepin

TASMANIA
Hobart
Burnie
Delorajne
Devonport
Fingal

Latrobe
Launceston
Sheffield
Stanley ne
Ulversto
Wynyard

Branches in New Zealand
Hastings
Hawera
Invercargill

Kaitaia
Mangonui
Marton
Masterton
Matamata
Morrinsville
Motu
Levin
Manaia

Napier
New
Otaki Plymouth

Kaiti
TeTemuka
Puke
TeTimaru

Raetihi
Rotorua
Stratford
Taihape
Taumarunui
Tauranga
Te Aroma

Waipukurua
Wairoa
Wanganui
Waverley
Whakatane

Palmerston
Patea

(Nth.)

Waipawa

Hamilton
Whangarei
Correspon
America
Principal
dents
North
in
CANADA :
UNITED STATES :
Bank ofMontreal
Canadian Bank of Commerce

STATES :
UNITED
Bank ofNew York & Trust Co., New York
Hanover National Bank, New York
National Bank of Commerce, New York

Bank ofNew YorkBk . of Chicago
NationalCity
Continental
& CommercialNat.
of Chicago
Exchange
BankChicago
National
Corn
Trust
IllinoisMerchants
Co.,
of
Republic,
Chicago
Bank
National
the
Bank, Philadelphia
Street Nevada
Fourth Fargo
NationalNational
Wells
Bank of San
Francisco

transaction of every description of Banking Business in Australia
Offer facilities for theNegotiate
Collect Bills. Issue Telegraphic Transfers, Letters
Zealand.
New
and
Credit and Drafts, also CircularorNotes and Circular Credits, in all parts of the world.of
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THE

STANDARD BANK
OF SOUTH AFRICA, LIMITED
(with which is incorporated the
AFRICAN BANKING CORPORATION , LIMITED )
Bankers to the Government of the Union of South Africa
in Cape Province ; to the Imperial Government in

South

Africa ; and to

the Administration

of Rhodesia .

Authorised Capital -

£10 ,000 ,000

Subscribed Capital .

£8,916 ,660
£2,229, 165
£2,893,335

Paid -Up Capital
Reserve Fund

.

Uncalled Capital

£6 ,687,495

£11,809,995
BANKING BUSINESS TRANSACTED

IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

HEAD OFFICE: 10, Clements Lane, Lombard Street, London , E.C. 4.
London Wall Branch : 63, London Wall, E. C . 2
West End Branch : 9 Northumberland Avenue, W . C. 2 (Opposite the Royal Colonial Institute)
Rotterdam Branch : 15, Coolsingel
Hamburg Agency : Bank of British West Africa, Ltd., 49-53, Schauenburgerstrasse

Branches and Agencies Throughout
SOUTH and EAST AFRICA

New York
Agency : 67 Wall Street
ROWLAND SMITH and R . GIBSON , Agents

Representing in
Nero York

| Bank of British West Africa, Ltd .
I Bank of New South Wales
The New York Agency

offers to Bankers andMerchants throughout the United States and
Canada its unsurpassed service for facilitating trade with
the markets of Africa, Australia and New Zealand .
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ESTABLISHED 1817

BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES
AUSTRALIA

• $ 30,000,000

Paid-up Capital . .

19,000,000

· ·

Reserve Fund . . .
Reserve Liability of

Proprietors · . .

. . .

BANKPRINCTAVOTA
OF N

30,000 ,000
$ 79 ,000 ,000

C
BORNEO ? CELEBES

Gilbert is ..

09h

Soort TIMOR
Port Darwin

NEGWUINEA

Lo
FSraannc
is
6600 co
mile
-.- s

un

Solomon 1

2BRANCHES-& PortMoresby
9,
TORRES STR
Samarai
New Hebrides

3 BRANCHES
NORTHERN

LaLevuka
utoka
SUVA

Townsville

TERRITORY
QUEENSLAND Rockhampton

WESTERN
AUSTRALIA
13 BRANCHES

New Caledonia

50 BRANCHES

BRISBANE

SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
BRANCHES

PERTH )

NEW

SOUTH WALES / Newcastle

1175 BRANCHES / SYDNEY
Y ADELAIDE
VICTORIA

AUSTRALIA

Pop., f.511,000 ; area , 2,974 ,581 sq.
miles ; wheep, 77,900 ,000 ; cattle , 13 ,

47 BRANCHES
MELBOURNE
Launceston

500 ,000 : horses, 2,415 , 000 ; imports ,

$505 ,320 ,000; exports, $637,010 ,000.
Value of Australia 's Products
Agriculture
Pastoral
Dairying
Mining
..
.
Manufacturing .
Total.

Head Office George St., Sydney

Auckland

NEW

ZEALAND
52 BRANCHES / 3
TASMANIA
,
HOBARTS BRANCHES

Dunedin

$ 563, 985, 000
469 , 120 ,000
269.065 ,000
112,500 ,000
1,622,935 ,000
$ 3 ,031,605 ,000

WELLINGTON
Christchurch

& Auckland Is

London Office — 29 Threadneedle St.,E. C.

385 BRANCHES AND AGENCIES
In all the Australian States, New Zealand , Fiji, Papua (New Guinea) and London
Cable remittancesmade to and drafts drawn on Foreign Places DIRECT
Foreign Bills Negotiated and collected .

Letters of Credit Issued .

NEGOTIABLE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The bank collects for and undertakes the agency of other banks and transacts every
description of Australian Banking Business

Africa, Ltd .
Agents in New York: National
StarStandard CityBank Bankof South
of New York.
Agents in San Francisco, Bank of California National Association , Crocker National

Bank and Anglo and London Paris National Bank

BRANCHES
AGENCIES
AND
388

AGENCIES
AND
BRANCHES
385

Aggregate Assets, 31stMarch, 1923, $ 396 , 102, 130
OSCAR LINES, General Manager

NET

Exports from

the Interior

THE financing of shipments from the
1 interior to foreign ports is often facil

itated through this Company's service in
exchanging railroad documents for ocean
documents.

We undertake to make such

exchange through the shipper's forwarding
agent or representative in New York, a ser
vice which is often of value to bankers who
finance transactions on initial documents.
Full details of this and other services to
banks will be sent on request to our

Collection Department.

Guaranty Trust Company
of New York
MAIN OFFICE : 140 BROADWAY , NEW
LONDON

PARIS

BRUSSELS

LIVERPOOL

YORK

HAVRE

ANTWERP

THE
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ELMER H . YOUNGMAN , Editor
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At the End of the Year
TN taking an account of the situation at the end of the year,
1 the people of this country may congratulate themselves on a
prosperous economic condition . Labor is well employed, crops
generally are good, and industry and trade, with few exceptions,
are active. Speculation is not being carried on to an extent likely

to endanger our sound economic position . There is even a faint
hope that the burden of taxation is to be lightened . This hope may
be disappointed if the bonus measure becomes a law .

Just in the offing two political crafts may be descried , one
labelled “ Republican ” and the other “ Democrat.” Other crafts,
of lesser size, havenot yet come sufficiently near to enable one to see
under what appellations they are sailing. The two big ships, at this

distance, bear a striking resemblance to one another, whatever
differences a closer inspection may disclose. It is suspected , as both

are making for the same port, and each trying to meet the wants of
the samemarket, that their respective political cargoes will be found
much alike.
However much the average citizen ( granting that such persons
exist) may be inclined to rail at the substantial identity of the two
leading parties, their lack of real differences actually constitutes, in
some respects, an element of safety. For, whichever wins, the

course of legislation and administration will not be much altered .
The real element of danger lies in the possibility of radical tendencies

developing in both parties. At present, these tendencies appear to
be held fairly well in check by the exceedingly prosperous state of

the country. It seems reasonable to assume that in the election to
be held next year neither of the leading parties will propose anything
of a very radical character .
Conditions here in America are such as to justify a confident
outlook for the year ahead. And while the situation in Europe

has not yet righted itself , time, which does so much to heal wounds
of all kinds, is performing its beneficent work in that quarter of the
world .
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Secretary Mellon 's Proposals to Reduce
Taxation
IN a letter addressed to the acting chairman of the House
1 Committee on Ways and Means, the Secretary of the Treasury
has proposed to make important reductions in Federal taxes.

The Secretary says that for this fiscal year and for the next four
or five years there should be an annual surplus of something over
$ 300 ,000 ,000, which gives a reasonable margin not merely for tax
revision but for tax reduction . His recommendations are thus
summarized :
1. Make a 25 per cent. reduction in the tax on earned income.

2 . Where the present normal tax is 4 per cent. reduce it to 3
per cent., and where the present normal tax is 8 per cent. reduce it
to 6 per cent.
3 . Reduce the surtax rates by commencing their application at

$ 10,000 instead of $6000, and scaling them progressively upward
to 25 per cent. at $ 100,000.

4. Limit the deduction of capital losses to 121 2 per cent. of the
loss .
5 . Limit the deductions from

gross income for interest paid

during the year and for losses not of a business character to the

amount the sum of these items exceeds tax exempt income of the
taxpayer.
6 . Tax community property income to the spouse having control

of the income.
7 . Repeal the tax on telegrams, telephones, and leased wires.
8 . Repeal the tax on admissions.

9 . Miscellaneous nuisance taxes.
Speaking of the course of the Government in keeping the budget

balanced , Secretary Mellon says:
"What has been done during the two years since the establish
ment of the budget system shows clearly what united effort can
accomplish , and gives every reason for hope that the task to which

the Administration has set itself for this fiscal year can be success
fully performed ,namely, the reduction of the ordinary expenditures
of the Government to a total of not more than $ 3 ,500 ,000,000, of

which about $ 500,000 ,000 will be fixed charges on account of the
sinking fund and other retirements of the debt. To do this means
reductions of about $ 170,000 ,000 in the estimates of expenditures
submitted by the spending departments and establishments and the
exercise of continued pressure all along the line for the utmost
economy and efficiency in the operations of the Government.”
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The Secretary recommends that application of the surtax rates

should start at $ 10,000 instead of $ 6000 and that they be progres
sively scaled upwards to 25 per cent. at $ 100 ,000. His arguments
in favor of this proposal are :
“ This will readjust the surtax rates all along the line, and the
Treasury recommends the readjustment not in order to reduce the
revenues but as a means of saving the productivity of the surtaxes.
In the long run it will mean higher rather than lower revenues from
the surtaxes.

At the outset it may involve a temporary loss in

revenue, but the Government Actuary estimates that even during
the first year, if the revision is made early enough , the net loss in
revenue from all the changes in the surtaxes would be only about
$ 100,000,000 , and that in all probability the revenue from the
reduced rates will soon equal or exceed what would accrue at the
present rates , because of the encouragement which the changes will
give to productive business.
“ The readjustment of the surtaxes, moreover, is not in any

sense a partisan measure. It has been recommended , on substantially
this basis, by every Secretary of the Treasury since the end of the
war, irrespective of party .

The present system is a failure. It was

an emergency measure, adopted under the pressure of war necessity
and not to be counted upon as a permanent part of our revenue
structure. For a short period the surtaxes yielded much revenue,
but their productivity has been constantly shrinking and the
Treasury's experience shows that the high rates now in effect are
progressively becoming less productive of revenue. The high rates

put pressure on taxpayers to reduce their taxable income, tend to
destroy individual initiative and enterprise, and seriously impede
the development of productive business. Taxpayers subject to the
higher rates can not afford , for example, to invest in American
railroads or industries or embark upon new enterprises in the face
of taxes that will take 50 per cent. or more of any return that may

be realized.

These taxpayers are withdrawing their capital from

productive business and investing it instead in tax -exempt securities

and adopting other lawful methods of avoiding the realization of

taxable income. The result is to stop business transactions that
would normally go through, and to discourage men of wealth from
taking the risks which are incidental to the development of new
business. Ways will always be found to avoid taxes so destructive
in their nature, and the only way to save the situation is to put the

taxes on a reasonable basis that will permit business to go on and
industry to develop.

This, I believe, the readjustment herein

recommended will accomplish , and it will not only produce larger
revenues but at the same time establish industry and trade on a
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healthier basis throughout the country . The alternative is a gradual
breakdown in the system , and a perversion of industry that stifles

our progress as a nation .
" The growth of tax -exempt securities, which has resulted
directly from the high rates of surtax, is at the same time
encouraging extravagance and reckless expenditure on the part of
local authorities. These state and local securities will ultimately
have to be paid , principaland interest , out of taxes, thus contributing
directly to the heavy local taxation which bears so hard on the
farmers and small property owners. There is no immediate remedy
for this within the power of Congress except the readjustment of the

surtaxes on a basis that will permit capital to seek productive
employment and keep it from exhausting itself in tax- exempt
securities. The productive use of capital in our railroads and
industries will also tend to bring lower costs for transportation and
manufactured products, thus helping to relieve the farmer from the
maladjustment from which he now suffers.”

In concluding his letter, Secretary Mellon says:
“ The present burden of taxation is heavy. The revenues of the
Government are sufficient to justify substantial reductions and the
people of the country should receive the benefits. No program ,
however, is feasible if the Government is to be committed to new

and extraordinary expenditures .

The recommendations for tax

reduction set forth in this letter are only possible if the Government
keeps within the program of expenditure which the Bureau of the
Budget has laid down at the direction of the President. New or

enlarged expenditures would quickly eat up the margin of revenue
which now appears to be available for reducing the burden of
taxation , and to embark on any soldiers' bonus such as was
considered in the last Congress or any other program calling for
similarly large expenditure would make it necessary to drop all

consideration of tax reduction and consider instead ways and means
for providing additional revenue. A soldiers'bonuswould postpone
tax reduction not for one but for many years to come.

It would

mean an increase rather than a decrease in taxes, for in the long
run it could be paid only out ofmoneys collected by the Government
from the people in the form of taxes. Throughout its consideration

of the problem the Treasury has proceeded on the theory that the
country would prefer a substantial reduction of taxation to the

increased taxes thatwould necessarily follow from a soldiers' bonus,
and I have faith to believe that it is justified in that understanding ,

Certainly there is nothing better calculated to promote the well
heing and happiness of the whole country than a measure that will
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lift, in some degree , the burden of taxation that now weighs so

heavily on all.”
In

this issue are presented

opinions from

a number of

representative bankers in support of Secretary Mellon 's recom
mendations. The proposal to reduce taxation is receiving wide
approval from bankers and business men generally .

Failure of Plan for Proposed Investigation
of Germany 's Capacity to
Pay Reparations
ESPONDING to inquiries addressed to the American
Government by the British Government, under date of
October 13 ,Mr. Hughes, the Secretary of State, declared , on
October 15, that “ the Secretary of State desires again to express the
N

deep interest of the United States in the economic situation in
Europe, and its readiness to aid in any practicable way to promote
recuperation and a re-establishment of economic stability.” The
Secretary of State goes on to say that “ present conditions make it

imperative that a suitable financial plan be evolved to prevent
economic disaster in Europe, the consequences of which would be
world -wide.” After expressing the hope that existing circumstances

are propitious for the consideration of such a plan, Mr. Hughes
makes this important statement:
“ The Government of the United States is, therefore , entirely
willing to take part in an economic conference in which all the
European Allies chiefly concerned in German reparations
participated , for the purpose of considering the question of the

capacity of Germany to make reparations payments and an
appropriate financial plan for securing such payments.”
Both Mr. Hughes and Lord Curzon , the British Secretary of

State for Foreign Affairs, state that lack of unanimity among the
interested powers has heretofore prevented an earlier move of this
character .
In his memorandum Mr. Hughes declares that “ the Government
of the United States has no desire to see Germany relieved of her

responsibility for the war or of her just obligations. There should
be no ground for the impression that a conference, if called , should

have any such aim , or that resistance to the fulfillment of Germany's
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obligations has any support. It should be evident that in the effort
to attain the ends in view , regard must be had to the capacity of

Germany to pay and to the fundamental condition of Germany's
recuperation , without which reparations payments will be impos
sible .” As to the nature of such a conference, Mr. Hughes says
that it should

be advisory and not binding on

any of the

governments, “ but to assure appropriate recommendations by a
thoroughly informed and impartial body intent upon the solution
of the difficult pending problems upon their merits.”
Lord Curzon in his note to the American Government said that

the European problem is of direct and vital interest to the United
States “ if for no other reason because the question of the inter-Allied
debt is involved therein .” Mr. Hughes rejects this view , contending

that Germany's capacity to pay is not affected by the indebtedness

of the Allies to this country . He also points out that the adjustment
of these debts has not been committed to the Executive, but to a

debt- funding commission created by act of Congress, whose powers
are

closely

limited .

But Mr. Hughes adds this

significant

observation :

" It is hardly necessary to add, as it has frequently been stated
by the Government of the United States, that while the American
people do not favor cancellation of the debts of the Allies to the
United States or of the transfer to the people of the United States
of the burden of Germany' s obligations, directly or indirectly, the
Government of the United States has no desire to be oppressive or
to refuse to make reasonable settlements as to time and terms of

payment, in full consideration of the circumstances of the tried
debtors. Itmay be added that the establishment of sour: . . chomic
conditions in Europe, the serious reduction of mil... !

Outlays and

the demonstration of a disposition of European peoples to work
together to achieve the aimsof peace and juistice will not fail to have

their proper influence upon America thought and purpose in
connection with such adjustments.”
To these joint proposals of the British and American Govern
ments France has replied that any consideration of the subject must
be made under the direction of the Reparation Commission , and
that neither the amount of Germany's obligations on account of
reparations nor the French occupation of the Ruhr are to be
discussed. The French Government also insisted that consideration
of Germany's capacity to pay must be limited to the present or to
the next few years.

As will be seen , the different viewpoints of the United States on
the onehand and of Great Britain and France on the other in regard

to the interdependence of reparations and inter- Allied debts remain
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unreconciled ; and, from the note of Mr. Hughes, it appears that
the question of payment of Allied debts to this country is to be left

out of the discussion .
Notwithstanding these sharp differences of opinion , which
seemed to foredoom to failure the proposed negotiations, it was
hoped , both in Europe and in this country, that this move would
constitute

a most important step in

settling the reparations

controversy, and it was regarded as of especial significance that
the United States, Great Britain , Belgium , and Italy had all
signified their willingness to participate in the discussions even
with some limitations. This hope was not realized, as the
limitations which France placed upon the proposed inquiry caused

the Governments of Great Britain and the United States to regard
it as fruitless .

Despite the failure of this most recent attempt of the United
States to participate in the settlement of Europe's difficulties, the
hope is entertained that in the near future a plenary conference
may be assembled atWashington to consider political and economic
problems of joint interest to the United States and Europe. Such
an eventwould be a source of especial satisfaction to THE BANKERS
MAGAZINE, which has continuously urged upon our people the
desirability of a closer relation to European affairs. As long ago
as November, 1922, in an article on America's Relation to European

Affairs, it was said :
“ We ought to have an international political and economic
conference convoked at Washington , whose members should be
clothed with power, as were those who participated in the
Disarmament Conference, so that something may be achieved .

Whatever the form or method employed to render our voice in
European affairs effectual, urgency for such action exists in some
definite way.”
This statement was notmade offhand , but after careful personal
observation of the situation made in Europe. The preliminary plan
offered by Mr. Hughes to bring about our effective help in settling
Europe's serious problems, had it been carried out, might have
proved of far-reaching importance ; for, whatever may be the need
of a " financial plan " for settling the reparations problem , there
are a number of grave political and economic matters demanding
attention , and in which our help is greatly desired. The efforts of
the Administration to get this country back in the line of duty
toward Europe are worthy of the united support of the people,
irrespective of party.
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Further Work for the Capitalistic System
The capitalistic system has brought to all the people more comfort and greater leisure than
has any other system thus far tried .
Its higher evolution demands that, with the further
development of the machine, there must be given greater consideration to the development of
the man . - JOHN H . PUELICHER , ex - president American Bankers Association .

THAT under the capitalistic system material comforts have
been greatly multiplied and widely distributed , as Mr.
Puelicher says, will hardly be questioned by anybody . It is

also true that the people have more leisure from work than they
ever had before. Whether this increase of comfort and leisure has

brought correspondingly increased satisfaction , is a question more
difficult to answer. Material comforts, while generally desired , are
probably less satisfying than the almost universal desire for them
would seem to indicate. The more of them we have, the more we
seem to want. Nevertheless, while these material comforts do not of

themselves afford content, few of us would be willing to surrender
our share of them .
It is a fortunate circumstance that the wise use of capital, and

the many improvements introduced by science and invention , have
sensibly diminished thehours of labor. Particularly is it a source of

rejoicing where this reduction of working hours has lessened the
burdens of those engaged in the most laborious forms of employ
ment. But it is at least an open question whether many of us have
learned to make a wise use of this leisure. This freedom was thrust

upon us rather suddenly by the rapid growth of invention and the
increase of capital. Most of us had heretofore been so busy trying
to make a living, that when we found a lot of extra time on our
hands, we did not know what to do with it. Few of us know how
wisely to employ surplus money, and fewer still how to use surplus
time. Doubtless we shall gain this knowledge by experience.
Thus far the directors of the capitalistic system have been chiefly
employed in developing their plants and in making use of the best

forms of machinery . Their purpose has been to increase the output
of their establishment and to add to the efficiency of the labor

employed . All this was necessary in bringing about that high
degree of efficiency, speed and cheapness of production which have
made American manufacturing establishments an example to the
world . Does the higher evolution of the capitalistic system demand ,
as Mr. Puelicher says, that there must be greater development of

the man ? It might be plausibly argued that this is something
outside the province of capitalistic effort, and is something
pertaining to the domain of morals. But there is a very powerful
movement, already well organized , whose purpose is to upset the
capitalistic system . The charge is made that this system has used

men , women and children almost as it has used materials in reaching
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its present state of efficiency . Perhaps the feverish haste which
the directors of capitalistic enterprise have displayed in getting
ahead has justly laid them open to this imputation . But it is a

charge they are now eager to relieve themselves of, and perhaps they
could do this in no better way than to show that interest in the

development of the man which Mr. Puelicher suggests. If the
capitalistic system has been generally beneficial, to the public , to
the directors of industry and to employees, it would be a great
misfortune if through lack of proper information the latter should
rend the system that has conferred such great benefits upon us all.
No doubt the development of the man , which Mr. Puelicher has
in mind, contemplates a dissemination ofmore accurate information
respecting the benefits of capitalism , and also an effort so to elevate
the mental and spiritual outlook of the workers as to render them
capable of deriving greater enjoyment and satisfaction from the
added leisure and increased material comforts which the capitalistic
system has made possible.

The Reserve Board and Branch Banking
RRANCH banking by state banks, outside the limits of the town
D

or city where the parent bank is located , will be prohibited to

state banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System ,

after the first of next February. This decision was embodied in a
ruling of the Federal Reserve Board promulgated on November 7 .
The resolution adopted provides as follows:
“ That the Board continue hereafter as heretofore to require state

banks applying for admission to the Federal Reserve System to
agree as a condition of membership that they will establish no
branches except with the permission of the Federal Reserve Board ;
“ That as a general principle state banks with branches or
additional offices outside of the corporate limits of the city or town
in which the parent banks are located , or territory contiguous

thereto , ought not to be admitted to the Federal Reserve System
except upon condition that they relinquish such branches or
additional offices;
“ That in acting upon individual applications of state banks for
admission to the Federal Reserve System , and in acting upon
individual applications of state banks which are members of the
Federal Reserve System for permission to establish branches or
additional offices, the Board , on and after February 1, 1924 , will

be guided generally by the above principles.”
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It is explained that in putting this resolution into effect it is not
intended to affect the status of any branches or additional offices
established prior to February 1, either those of banks at present

members of the system or those of banks subsequently applying for
membership .
This decision was based upon the conclusion reached by the
Federal Reserve Board that if state banks may establish branches
throughout the states where they are located , while this privilege is
denied to the national banks, the two classes of institutions can not
exist within the Federal Reserve System on a fair basis. It
represents another attempt to reconcile the inequality of the national
banks as compared to state banks in the matter of branches.
Probably the immediate effect of the action will not tend much in
this direction , butwill further discourage the entrance of state banks
into the Federal Reserve System .

There were , it would seem from

the comparatively small number of such members in the system ,
already sufficient obstacles to their membership .
It is a significant fact that the branch banking question is at
present attracting more attention than perhaps at any time in our

banking history.

Public Indifference to Extravagance
QTUDYING some recent election results, where huge majorities
were piled up for a large increase in public expenditures for
more or less indefensible purposes, one can not escape the

conclusion that the people are indifferent to the increase of taxation
which these enlarged outlays mustmake necessary . It can hardly be
supposed that if the average voter understood that he himself must
pay more taxes to meet these additional expenditures, that he would

be so ready to vote them . Evidently , he does not understand this
fact, but believes that the bulk of the taxes will be paid , not by him ,
but by the very rich who have large incomes. On account of the
heavy taxes on large incomes and profits , this belief receives
apparent confirmation . The average voter seemingly fails to
realize that the rich who pay these heavy taxes in the first instance

manage to pass the greater share of them along to the community,
made up in large part by these average voters who so carelessly
vote away hundreds of millions. The remedy is to lay the rod of
direct taxation more heavily upon the backs of all the people, which
does notmean that the average person would actually pay anymore
taxes than at present; but it does mean that the fact would be

brought feelingly home to him , that after all he is the fellow upon
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the burden of taxation chiefly falls , and that, realizing this

fact, he would be careful to see that this burden be made as light
as possible. He would therefore think twice before voting away
hundreds of millions for questionable purposes, realizing that he
himself must bear a large share of the increased taxation which
such extravagant expenditures necessarily entail.
This is not a plea for heavier taxes on the poor or on those in

moderate circumstances . Much less is it a plea for the abatement
of taxes now imposed upon the rich . But it is a plea in favor of

making the taxes that are now really paid by the masses come upon
them in a way to make them understand that they, after all, are the
real taxpayers.
It is demoralizing for people to fool themselves into the belief

that they can vote huge sums out of the public treasury without
suffering increased taxation .

They should be cured of this belief,

even though the necessary remedy should have the appearance of
harshness. In the long run it would , by promoting public economy,

prove a generalblessing .

Seeing Things and Not Seeing Things
" Where there is no vision, the people perish ." -- BIBLE .

DDRESSING

the bankers convention

at Atlantic City ,

A

Melvin A . Traylor, president of the First Trust and Savings
Bank of Chicago , sharply called the doubters and pessimists
to account. Considering the complaints of various kinds that are
being raised, he said he thought that maybe after all, things were

not so bad as they were pictured, and began earnestly to try to
discover why all the agitation , the unrest, the turmoil, the
bickerings, and the arguments. “My quest for the answer,” said
Mr. Traylor, “ has led me pretty definitely to the conclusion that the

greatest part of our trouble is purely mental. * * * In short, we
are seeing things.”

Mr. Traylor then carefully analyzed our

present situation and drew a true picture of the wonderfulmaterial
progress the country has made. This material progress constitutes
a favorite theme of most public speakers of the time, and with

good reason ; for it is one of the astounding facts in the recent history
of the country , and is a just source of individual and national pride.
Weneed not decry progress nor wish for the “ good old days" when
we question the lack of satisfaction which this progress affords. It
is, sure enough , an era of bath -tubs, motion pictures, gramophones,
radios, airplanes, automobiles, telephones, etc., etc. All these things
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enable us to go faster, keep cleaner, do more work in a given time,
and divert our idle hours. The interesting question is, why, with all
these multiplied and ever -multiplying material comforts, human
restlessness and strife correspondingly increase ? Is there some

latent capacity in the soul of man that the bath -tub, the motion
picture and the radio fail to satisfy ? So to conclude can not be
considered as altogether rash in view of the ever-growing restless

ness as these varied concomitants of civilization and progress
increase .
Mr. Traylor was entirely right in challenging the pessimists

and in taking a cheerful and hopeful view of things.

Those who

take this view are the ones who really go ahead with the great

constructive work of society , and who make the wheels of enterprise
revolve. “ Seeing things” - imagining difficulties which haveno real
basis — is a grave fault, which Mr. Traylor ascribed , in part, to " a
certain accompaniment of accumulating years." No doubt many
who have passed life's meridian sigh for the “ good old days,” who
yet would miss many a modern comfort should those days suddenly
return . But, on the other hand, some who fail to see certain things
that do exist may owe their lack of discernment to the wider vision

which the accumulating years often bring, along with a tendency to

indulge in some delusions. And while we can all take the keenest
satisfaction in the many evidences of progress, prosperity and
happiness which our country affords at the present time, there are
many tendencies which can not but give us concern . Here are a
few of them :
The growth of divorce, the disregard for human life, sensational
and degrading use of the motion picture, trivial character of the
press, the greedy insistence of groups upon what they call their
rights, the decline in manners, lack of spirituality, the growth of
frivolity of mind, contempt for the Constitution of the United

States, usurpation of law enforcement by mobs, extravagance in
municipal expenditures — the list might be made much longer, but
need not be.
Happily, there are many offsetting factors which might be cited
to lighten the darkness of this picture. But thoughtful observers,
whether having a “ certain accompaniment of accumulating years "
or not, must regard these unfavorable tendencies in American
life as of sufficient importance to excite serious attention . The
soundness of our institutions, or their generally beneficent

character, is not brought into question . But we need to inquire
whether our rapid rate of material progress has not brought in its
train some evils that we should seek to avoid or at least to minimize
as far as possible. Failing to see things that are, may be fraught
with equal peril as seeing things which are not.
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England Rejects Protection
XCEPTIONAL interest attached to a recent statement of

L

Stanley Baldwin , the British Prime Minister, advocating
the return ofGreat Britain to the policy of protection . Before
this proposal could become effective, a general election had to be
held at which the adoption of protection was passed on by the voters.

At the elections, held in December , the protective policy was
rejected . If protection had carried it would have represented a
reversal of the policy which has interruptedly prevailed since the
time when Sir Robert Peel came into office in 1841.

But in quite

recent years there was put into effect a modified form of protection
under the designation of the " Safeguarding of Industries Act.”
This was legislation somewhat resembling our anti-dumping laws,

and the object of it was to protect certain manufacturers from undue
competition from countries having real or supposed advantages
from depreciated currencies or low cost of labor.
It is stated that England adopted free trade under compulsion ,
because trade languished , widespread unemployment existed , and

shipping was tied up in the harbors . For almost exactly the same
reasons, it was recently proposed that the country turn from free
trade to protection .
England substantially abandoned protection on manufactures
in 1842 , and by 1846 had made further removal of restrictions on

food products and on shipping. It is stated that the total increase
of British imports and exports during the last thirty years of the
full protective system was about $ 340,000,000 . In the like period
under free trade the increase was $ 2 ,400 ,000 ,000 . This may not
prove that free trade caused the increase, but it is evidence of the

fact that the country was not hindered in its economic position by
the abandonment of protection , but rather the contrary .

That an opposité policy was proposed to remedy conditions
almost alike is probably less illogical than appears on the surface.
For while conditions in England — so far as relates to unemploy

ment, stagnation in manufacturing and shipping - may be similar
to those existing in 1842, the fiscal situation of the country and the

competition in industry are widely different. It is because of these
differences, and in despair of remedying them in any other way,
that Mr. Baldwin proposed a protective tariff as a remedy .
The United States, being wedded to protection , must of course

have rejoiced had England seen the error of her way, and finally
accepted the doctrine of the saints. Still, this rejoicing might have
been somewhat dampened when certain manufacturers awakened to
the realization that the protective dose they have been so joyously

administering to others must now be swallowed by themselves.
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The war has given birth to several small nations, and has
increased the economic friction among others, with a result tending
to erect new tariff walls and to build still higher those already in

existence.

This is to be regretted, for the world needs greater

freedom of commercial communication rather than severer restric
tions. It may seem insincere to say this, in view of the example

given by the United States in adhering to a high protective policy .
But for sometime this publication has urged upon our Government
a modification of this policy , especially in view of the country's
changed economic situation since the war.

A leading British banker recently made the statement that
with free trade and prohibition the United States would become the
economic master of the world . Prohibition we have, legally, but we
have rejected the other supposed indispensable condition to our
economic leadership . England declines to accept prohibition , and
is not disposed to adopt protection .

NATIONAL THRIFT WEEK
January 17th -23rd , 1924

Thursday,

January 17th

Thrift Day

Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,

January 18th

Budget Day

January 19th

Pay Bills Day

January 20th
January 21st

Share With Others Day
Life Insurance Day

January 22nd Own Your Home Day
January 23rd Make a Will Day

UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD, N , Y.

HENRY FORD
Who expects to produce 10,000 cars a day in 1924

H11ENRY
FORD recently telegraphed requests to
manufacturers from whom he buys large quan
tities of automobile accessories to speed up production

to the extent that he may have enough materials
available to enable him to produce 3,000,000 cars in
1924. It is said that one reason for this order to
accessory manufacturers to increase production is
that so many people who are purchasing Ford cars
on the weekly payment plan have now deposited suf

ficient funds in banks to enable them to secure
delivery of their cars. In the New England district
alone it is estimated that there will be a call for
weekly payments deposited with banks.

approximately 200,000 cars purchased on the basis of
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UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

ANDREW W . MELLON
Secretary of the Treasury
Whose tax reduction plan has received widespread public acclaim

THE plan presented on November 10 by the Secretary

of the Treasury in a letter to the acting chairman of the
House Committee on Ways and Means, whereby taxation
would be reduced by an amount aggregating $323,000,000

has the approval and commendation not only of bankers
and business men, but of the American public at large.
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Mellon's Tax Reduction Program Ap
proved by Leading Bankers
THE recently announced proposal

extent would reduce the large amount of

of Secretary Mellon that the na
tion 's tax bill be cut next year by
$320 ,000,000 has been received with
approval and enthusiasm by business
men and bankers in all parts of the
country. Following are Mr. Mellon 's

capital now being transferred from produc
tive to non -productive investment. It is
proper that there should be a distinction
between earned and unearned income. How
ever, careful provision must be made for
its detailed administration , as it will be dif
ficult in many cases to draw the line

equitably.

recommendations, which he proposes

should become effective next January 1: Emory W . Clark, president First
( 1) Make a 25 per cent. reduction in the
tax on earned income (meaning wages, sal
aries or fees from professional services).
(2 ) Where present normal tax, is 4 per

National Bank, Detroit :
Under the guidance and direction of

Secretary Mellon , the Federal Government
has met its heavy obligations of 1923 with
cent. make it 3 per cent. and where 8 per practically no disturbance of the financial
waters.
cent. make it 6 per cent.
(3 ) Reduce surtax rates by commencing
The Secretary now presents a plan con
their application at $ 10,000 instead of $6000, templating a substantial reduction in the
and having the highest rate 25 per cent.

Federal taxes. That such a reduction is

which will apply to all net income in excess
of $ 100,000.

desirable and necessary if business is to be

(4 ) Limit the deduction of capital losses
to 121 , per cent. of the loss.

(5 ) Limit the deduction for interest paid
and for losses not of a business character

fostered and developed , is accepted by all
who have given the subject serious thought.
The heavy taxes have not only retarded
business, but have taken the zest out of the
game to an extent that is not appreciated .

to the amount that the sum of these items Capital must be attracted into business
exceeds the tax -exempt income of the tax-

channels to an extent that is not possible

payer.

under our present tax burden .

(6 ) Tax community property income to the
spouse having control of the income.

( 7) Repeal the tax on telegrams, tele

phones and leased wires.
(8 ) Repeal the tax on admissions.
(9) Revision of the "nuisance taxes.”

In order to publish for the benefit
of its readers a consensus of banking
opinion on the above proposals, The

Mr. Mellon 's plan, with possibly some
modification, should be adopted , and I

hope that President Coolidge will feel that
he can adopt it as his program .

F . 0 . Watts, president First National
Bank in St. Louis :
Secretary Mellon 's proposal for tax re
duction should commend itself to all busi
ness interests. The heavy burden of taxes
throughout the war years, the enormous ex
penditures and growth of debts by Federal,

BANKERS MAGAZINE has requested rep
resentative bankers in all parts of the
country to summarize their views with state and local governments cannot continue
regard to this important topic.
Following are the replies which were
received in time for publication in this
number :

without producing its effect on industrial
progress. His plan is to be approved not

only because of the actual reduction pro
posed , but also because of the readjust
ment of taxes which will produce greater
equity among tax payers, and at the same

Walter W . Head, president The time, not produce less revenue, in some
cases, for the Treasury . This is especially
American Bankers Association :
true in regard to the surtaxes.
It is unnecessary for a business man to

One of the best tests of democracy and
representative government is coming to be
cing income and other Federal taxes. We the way in which the governments will
are all agreed that a reduction is desirable. spend the increasing proportion of the peo
The plan proposed by Secretary Mellon will ple's income which it takes to meet the
at least partly relieve the burden which now increasing expenses of the nation . There
rests upon productive industry, and to that are some reasons to doubt whether our

express his opinion as to the necessity of
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Federal, state and local governments are as
wise in spending money as they are re-

it is difficult to describe without calling it a
raid on the United States Treasury.

sourceful in devising new ways to get it.

M . Reynolds, chairman of the
W 'aldo Vewcomer, president National George
board
Continental and Commercial
Exchange Bank, Baltimore :
National Bank , Chicago :
The suggestion of Secretary Mellon for
I am glad to have an opportunity to en
a radical reduction in the high taxes on

dorse the recommendation made by Secre
tary of the Treasury Mellon , regarding tax
ation . I should like to make my endorse
ment of the plan emphatic. If business is
continuously hampered, we will get to the
point where it will be difficult for the Gov
ernment to raise necessary revenues. There
very sensible considerations.
is no question in my mind but that the ex
First, that a lowering of the taxes will cessive
tax charges are hampering business
decrease the tremendous demand for tax at the present
time and they will continue to
exempt securities and make it possible for do so until there
is a modification of the
more people to invest in productive enter law .
prises and still receive a reasonable return
unfortunate that the subject has
on their investment; and, secondly, that a beenIt isbeclouded
by being linked with the
considerable cutting down of the rate can proposition to pay
You have not
be accomplished without materially reduc asked me to expressa bonus.
an opinion upon the
ing the revenues of the Government.
desirability of a bonus, but in any statement
About the only serious objection to it relative
to Federal taxes, I cannot refrain
appears to come from those who fear that from saying
that the two questions, taxa
it will interfere with the passage of a tion and soldiers'
should stand apart.
soldiers' bonus bill. Surely the advisability They should be bonus,
settled
independently of
of the latter, to say the least, is open to each other .
most serious question. When we consider
that it has always been recognized as utterly Edward W . Decker, president The
impossible to fix adequate payment for a
man who risks his life in a service, and that,
Northwestern National Bank, Min
therefore, all nations have found it neces
neapolis
:
sary to depend on patriotism at such times,
heartily
am
I
in accord with Secretary
and not on the amount of pay ; when we
further realize that the Government pro Mellon 's proposed reduction of income taxes.
it would do more to stimulate busi
vided a liberal plan of life insurance for all I believe
in this country than almost anything
the men who went into the war, is making ness
that could be done at this time. If our
strong endeavors to take proper care of all else
people only knew it, it would be just as
who were wounded or whose health was much
in the interest of the farmer and
ruined by reason of that service, that there
man as it would be in the interest
will undoubtedly be a large amount of pen laboring
of the larger capitalist. What helps one
sions eventually to be paid, it does seem helps
all, providing general business is en
that there is nothing gained by loading the couraged
and supported.
American
people
with
a
debt
running
into
A reasonable reduction which would en
billions for the purpose of paying a mod courage
men to invest their money in new
erate sum of money to every man who went enterprises
employ more labor and fur
into the war regardless of whether he suf nish more tomouths
to eat the farmers
fered thereby or not.
products would benefit every one. A bonus
Surely , if such a consideration is to stand bill
passed at this time would be, in a
in the way of a reduction of the tax burden opinion
a bad thing for every one in the
on the whole people, and of an incentive to United ,States,
including the ex -service men .
general business which will be for the ben Most of the northern
have already
efit of the entire population , including the paid bonuses and are states
especially in
very men who would receive the bonus, it is terested in helping to paynot
the bonus for the
inconceivable how any sensible man can use southern states.
this as an argument against Secretary Mel
lon's plan , and it is sincerely to be hoped E . H . Pringle, chairman Bank of
that the plan will receive such unanimous
Charleston , S. C .:
and strong approval throughout the coun
try that our weak-kneed legislators will be
The elimination of a surplus of revenues
compelled to vote in favor of what they from the present heavy taxes, if accom
kpnw to be right and against a move which plished, would remove a temptation from

corporations and large incomes is meeting
the country. This approval comes not
merely from the selfish standpoint of the
individual or corporation who wishes to have
less taxes to pay, but is based on several
with deserved commendation throughout
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the advocates of the bonus, whose success suffering from the huge destruction and
would place in the hands of three or four cost of war, which now finds itself trans
million young men a substantial sum of lated into taxes which reach , in some form ,
to the last individual in the community. So
cash , which would tend to increase tem
porarily their unwillingness to work , and long as this abnormal tax burden has to
accentuate the shortage of labor from which be carried , just so long, and to that extent,
the country is now suffering. Particularly will the necessary funds for the develop
is it probable that this would be the case ment of industry be withheld and diverted
with colored soldiers, who belong to a race into this non -productive channel of Gov
notoriously unwilling to think of the mor- ernment waste and expenditure. If industry
row , and to work when they have money in is denied its required capital resources pro
duction must inevitably decline, and the
their pockets.
Secondly, the proposed reduction in the present high cost of living mount still higher,
taxes upon individual incomes, which would whereas if the capital resources of the
bring down the maximum amount exacted country, whether they represent the wealth
from large incomes from a percentage just of the rich or the small savings of the poor
less than 58 per cent., to a proportion — and both are equally involved here can
slightly less than 31 per cent., 25 per cent. be directed into channels of national de
surtax and 6 per cent. normal tax , would velopment, as they should be, there would
seem likely to give an opportunity for actual inevitably follow increasing health and ma
proof of the contention made by Secretaryterial well-being to the entire country .
Mellon and a number of others, that the
I feel, therefore, that the utmost in
very high taxes now and heretofore prev
fluence should be brought to bear to make
alent upon large incomes, have the effect Secretary Mellon 's recommendations effec
of actually reducing the amount of dollars tive at the earliest possible date, and as for
received in taxes by the Government from the proposed bonus measure, it is to our
minds morally indefensible and it is , there
these incomes.
Those who agree with this reasoning, of fore, not a question of whether the country
whom I am one, believe that with lower is able to pay the bonus or not. It is not
taxes upon large incomes wealthy men will only morally wrong, but utterly debasing to
feel more free to invest in business enter - all high standards of patriotism , upon which
prises, and will feel a lesser degree of com - our national security must ultimately rest.
pulsion to purchase only tax exempt se
curities, so that a larger supply of capital Charles A . Hinsch , president Fifth
will become increasingly available for the
Third National Bank of Cincinnati :
repair and expansion of the country's in
dustrial machinery, thus tending to create
I am thoroughly in accord with the sug
more work , more jobs and cheaper goods. gestions made by the Secretary of the
The reduction in taxes on small incomes Treasury, believing that a material reduc
and the elimination of telegraph and tele tion in the surtaxes is absolutely essential
phone taxes and of admission taxes, are if business is to be restored to anything like
probably necessary, in order to create popu a stable or normal condition. The present
lar enthusiasm for the reform sufficient to taxes are confiscatory and destroy initiative.
I was especially pleased to note the sug
obtain support in Congress for the major
gestion that earned income be placed in a
features of the program , which would seem
to be the defeat of the bonus, and the mod- different classification than that derived
eration of the severe toll heretofore taken from real estate or securities of any charac
ter. Many of our salaried men throughout
from large incomes.
the nation , who are fairly well -to -do, find
J. P. Harris, vice-president The Union that their salaries are in reality placed on
top of their other income, and in many
Trust Company, Cleveland, Ohio: the
cases practically confiscated and the initia
To any sound thinking individual the tive, therefore, to continue to labor is more
clear and concise recommendations of the or less destroyed .
Secretary of the Treasury, looking to a
As a matter of fact, I feel that our Gov
reduction in Federal taxes, must inevitablyernment has undertaken to reduce the na
appeal as one of the most constructive pro - tional debt too fast, and in so doing has
nouncements that has issued from a Gov crippled business. Many concerns find it
ernment office in many years. It is equally difficult to show any progress owing to the
courageous and deserves the cordial en high price of labor, and the keen competition
dorsement of every right-minded citizen, which now exists. My own thought is that
whether he be a payer of the heaviest income the debt should be systematically distrib
surtaxes or the most poorly paid day la- uted over fifty to sixty years, that being the
borer. Both are equally and vitally in - period fixed for the liquidation of the British
terested. One does not need to argue that debt to this country. There is no reason
the entire world, including America, is still why the present generation should stand the
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entire burden of the Great War; part of it
should be passed on to posterity.

It is my opinion that the present law is

I should like very much indeed to see the
income tax further amended so that profits
derived from the sale of real estate, and

vicious in that it destroys initiative and is
a serious drain on the small pocketbooks it
pretends to help.
I find there is a bitter resentment against

securities in the hands of other than a
dealer be treated as an accretion to capital,

the present law amongst all classes of
society and a strong feeling that it is be

and not treated as income. If I am cor
rectly informed , profits derived from sales

coming more and more difficult to get in
vestors to go into new enterprise.
In this connection , it occurs to me that
of this nature are classified in Great Britain,
as stated above, an accretion to capital, and the interests of our ex - soldiers could be
not treated as income. Our present laws much more intelligently served by seeking
impede the progress and growth of the na to bring about conditions which would give
tion . I know of a great many real estate the young men an opportunity to earn a
trades that would probably be consummated competence during the twenty- five years,
at once were it not for the fact that a large say, of active life ahead of them , than by

portion of the profit must necessarily be meeting the demand for a bonus - a demand
turned over to the Government. This means that comes from a very small percentage of
that many old shacks will remain as they the men themselves.
The income tax law as it stands en
are instead of being supplanted by up-to
date modern structures, which would mean , courages extravagance, increases the cost of
of course, additional income, so that in the living , penalizes success and thrift and dis
long run, I am satisfied the Government courages new enterprise, thus narrowing the

would be the gainer by removing this re

field of remunerative employment.

striction to progress.
I was pleased to note the elimination of
many nuisance taxes. This to my mind is a
splendid thing.

Oscar Wells, president The First
National Bank . Birmingham . Ala . :

I am thoroughly opposed to the soldiers'

Judging from the expressions of many

bonus, and I see no reason why our politicians should be afraid of the soldiers'

bankers through the columns of the daily
press, there seems to be but one point of

bonus. In my opinion, it is a bugaboo. At
heart, I do not believe the average ablebodied soldier desires a pension, especially
when it would result in such a tremendous

view on the subject of the desirability of
mental policy and the probable effect of
such a reduction , if secured, on the business

burden to a country already taxed to the

of the country. I need not tell you that the
bankers have all along been in favor of a
course which would lead to a reduction in
the surtaxes and in the taxes on industry

limit.

I am in full sympathy with going

the limit in taking care of soldiers who were
wounded , or whose health has been im
paired in the service of their country, and

the reduction of Federal taxes by Govern

imposed by our National Government, and

believe that ample assistance should be ex - have so stated in the various resolutions
tended to the families of those who lost their passed at conventions of bankers assembled
lives, provided they are in need , but I do not
believe that our able-bodied soldiers who

in the states or in national conventions in
one form and another, and the reasons given

have been improved physically and men tally in serving their country should receive
any compensation . It seems to me that it
cheapens the great service that they have
rendered to their country. Attention has
been called to the fact that foreign gov ernments extended a bonus, but in this con nection it should be borne in mind that the

have always had to do, of course, with the
matter of productivity ; so it is not strange
to find so many bankers now agreeing so
heartily with the suggestions made by the
Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Mellon , for
a reduction of taxes.
The American Bankers Association has
not only shown some concern about the con

difference in pay was very material. Fur-

tinuation of high tax rates but it has even

thermore, many of the states have extended

gone to the extent of passing a resolution

the bonus to their brave sons, and I see no

against proposals for the creation of a bonus
to be paid to able ex -soldiers because of the
burden that such payments would put upon
the Treasury of our Government.

need, therefore, for the Federal Government
to duplicate this action .
F . B . Anderson , president The Bank of

California , San Francisco :
I am in accord with Secretary Mellon's
plan for reduction of income taxes, al

though I believe it would be sounder to
eliminate profits and losses since they repre

sent gain or loss of capital and not income.

W . S . McLucas . president Commerce

Trust Company, Kansas City , Mo.*
Secretary Mellon 's plan to reduce income
taxes and abandon the proposed soldier
Mr. McLucas writes under date of Novem
ber 22, 1923.
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bonus involves two major questions one of
economics and mathematics, and the other
of morals.

A revision of income taxes seems impera
tive. The salaried and wage earning in
comes have borne a burden of war obliga tions without a serious murmur, while
surtaxable incomes have quietly taken
refuge in tax exempt securities obviously
a clever business move for the individual,
but in the aggregate, none the less far
reaching in its effects as a business deterrent.
Nothing can be economically sound which
is economically unfair. A $300,000 ,000 mar
gin between Government income and ex
penditure becomes a “hastening ill” when

that margin is created through inequitable
tax levy.
A general downward revision of income
tax would , I believe, initiate a cycle of four
economic operations
First - By easing the burden on all classes
of incomes improve the national mental at
titude.
Second- Induce a conversion of heavy
tax exempt investments into commercial
channels, thereby
Third - Increasing the general public's in
come, resulting in ultimate
Fourth - Partial restoration of the Gov
ernment's income, possibly even to its pres
ent proportions.
To my mind, the moral question involved
is simply this would the proposed tax re
vision be accomplished at the sacrifice of
our duty to ex -service men ? Or perhaps
more directly to the point - is a soldier
bonus our moral obligation ?
One's sense of moral obligation is in herent, and is never susceptible of debate.
But his application of that sense to any
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Luck tagged along with me, and I came
I don 't figure
Uncle Sam owes me anything for sol
diering."
And he added, with all the vigor and
spirit of a typical American , “ But I do want
to see Uncle Sam take darn good care of
my buddies that got theirs and the fam
ilies of those that 'went west .' ” .
Isn't
Isn 't that the whole answer to our moral
question in a nut shell?
Finally - What is the soldiers' economic
equation ?
The future financial prospects of young
men in America are vastly improved because
of the impetus given to business as a result
of the war. Not for a moment do I con
sider that impetus worth the price of blood
shed, but from a purely matter of fact
point of view the war occurred , and one
of the results was commercial growth of the
United States.
That impetus to business presents pos
sibilities to young men which are of far
greater economic value than could be
reckoned in terms of a money bonus.
home without a scratch .

George F. Baker, chairman , First
National Bank, New York :
In a newspaper interview ,Mr. Baker

recently stated :
I am strongly in favor of Secretary Mel-.

lon 's plan of a tax revision. A reduction
of taxes would give the people an incentive
to make more money and the Government
would collect more. If you give 58 per cent.
of what you make to the Government, there
will be very little left for you, but with the
given question is distinctly a mental opera revision there will be more incentive to
work . Better business will also result from
tion.
The American body politic does not differ this revision of taxes. I haven 't studied the
in this respect from an individual. Our question of tax revision carefully, but I cer
National sense of moral obligation takes a tainly think that high surtaxes should be
firm position in saying : " If we owe the sery- discontinued. I think everyone, both rich
ice men a bonus, we will pay it regardless and poor alike, should share taxes and help
of economic consequences.” But the de- pay Government expenses, because the Gov
batable point is - Do we owe the obligation ? ernment needs the money.
Some three years ago when agitation for
I am not in favor of the bonus, and I
a state bonus was at its height, I took oc- don 't believe that thinking soldiers are
casion to inquire of scores of ex -service either.
men how they felt about the proposal. To
their eternal credit the vast majority of
them took a position which is best summed H . Martin Brown, president Industrial
up in the words of one of their buddies, a
Trust Company, Providence , Rhode
buck private who went through the two
Island
:
major offensives in France. He said : "With
rare exceptions, men of the prescribed miliI fully approve of the proposed reduction
tary age asked no quarter and received no of income and Federal taxes as outlined by
favors. They went over there, and did the the Secretary of the Treasury, Hon . Andrew
job laid out for them as Americans. It W . Mellon , and believe that it would be a
wasn 't any different from any other job
benefit to business generally in this
it was our business for the time being. Lady great
Count,

The Borrower in Relation to His Banker*
By John N . Eaton
Manager Credit Department Merchants National Bank of Boston
D

REVIOUS to twenty -five years

ago banks loaned a great deal of
money without requiring even
financial statements.
The Robert
Morris Associates have accomplished
much in improving conditions in this re
spect, but I venture to say there are few
banks, if any, represented here today,
which are not loaning substantial
amounts to concerns whose figures are
so condensed that they make proper
analysis impossible. Even when com
plete audits have been made, we fre
quently find cases where a company has

NEED FOR CO- OPERATION

I cannot help feeling that the banker
may be somewhat to blame for this sit
uation . In too many cases the banker
does not make it clear to the borrower

that his attitude is one of genuine co
operation. Under such conditions the
borrower feels that the bank is regard

ing the matter entirely from its own
standpoint and consequently his attitude
too frequently shows a lack of frank

ness. The banker, and particularly the
loaning officer or credit executive, should

its accountant prepare a condensed bal strive to make the relationship one of
ance sheet for his bankers, containing mutual confidence. This can be pro
much less information than appears in moted best by a study of the customer' s
the balance sheet which accompanies needs and by absolute frankness in the
the audit. Usually these are useless in frequent interchange of opinion. Where
assisting the banker to analyze a com the banker does his part in promoting
pany's position , and many times they such relations there is little hesitation
on the part of the borrower in submit
are positively misleading

Leading accountants are glad to have ting all the facts.
In

banks receive all the information which
the ethics of their profession will allow .
I believe many of them wish they were

cases where the customer fur
nishes the bank with full financial in
formation there are possibilities which

never called upon to make simply a we are just beginning to develop , of
condensed balance sheet for the banks. using that information to the common
They would prefer that the banks

advantage of both . The ratio analyses,

should see the complete result of their
work . Unfortunately, though , it is
usually the borrower and not the ac

to which much time and study has
been devoted , frequently reveal dan
ger points which cannot be detected by
the usual examination of statements and

countant who passes the information

along to the bank . Altogether too often
the borrower wants the bank to know
as little as possible regarding his busi
ness . He does not seem to realize that
when a banker knows some unfavorable

ratio . They may show that a company

does not know all the facts, he naturally
suspects that there may be other un favorable things which are not disclosed . In such cases, of course, one
is especially careful in making loans.

has progressed too far in an unfavor
able direction , it is frequently possible
to correct the trouble and prevent
serious loss to both the bank and the

When one is sure that he has all the

company itself.

facts, he is more willing to give favor
able consideration to requests for credit ,
even though there may be some weak
points in the situation .

•From an address delivered before the tall
meeting of the Robert Morris Associates, held

the consideration only of the current
is pursuing policies which , if continued ,
will place it in a position where its

solvency is threatened. When these
features regarding his customer and he ratio
studies are made before a company
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in Boston on November 16, 1923. Mr. Eaton 13
president of that organization .

The Theory of Statement Analysis
By W . H . Steiner
[ The author acknowledges indebtedness to the American Institute of Banking for permitting

uton Creartsinertoe enrom.

the use of certain material which he gathered in preparing its text on Credits . - THE EDITOR . )

IN recent years, much attention has the line of credit and the termson which
I been given to the analysis of finan - it is extended .
cial statements, and great progress

These two problems are fundamen

has been made, in particular by bank
credit men . Unfortunately, however,
this work has given rise to some misunderstanding. There has been a feel
ing in some quarters that there is sharp
conflict between the newer methods of
analysis and the older or traditional

tally distinct in nature, and the differ
ences between them cannot be too
strongly emphasized . The fact that in
are often made concurrently should not
be permitted to obscure this truth . The
analyst, while running his eye down the

methods.

Yet the same ideas underlie

statement, is consciously or unconscious

both , and the newer represent merely
an extension of the older methods. This
is readily evident when we examine the
theory underlying statement analysis
and the methods by which it is car
ried on .

ly considering each individual item in
the two ways just mentioned. Usually,
of course, the test appears rather
cursory to the layman , for the credit

KINDS OF ANALYSIS

actual practice the two kinds of analysis

man , trained by long experience,merely
examines an item in detail if it appears

“ out of line," and passes by the re
maining items with a glance . This

Two questions arise in judging a means a great economy of effort, but it
statement: ( 1) Does the statement, item does not mean that analysis of either
by item , give an accurate picture of the kind is neglected .
condition of the business ; and , (2 ) as-

While credit analysis thus involves

suming that it does, is the condition of two aspects, essentially distinct in na
the business it shows satisfactory or un ture, neither one can be neglected . The
satisfactory ?
one involves in large measure account

· Each item in the balance sheet must ing considerations, and much attention
be considered in succession , and sub jected to careful analysis. In this
process, the basis on which the inven -

has been given to it . Yet the second ,
which is on the whole of more recent
development, raises a far wider range of

tory is valued is ascertained , past due
receivables are separated from " live"
ones, etc. When each item has been

questions, and holds forth much promise
for the future. A clear statement of its
aims and content will therefore be de

verified, so that the statement is known

sirable.

to afford a true picture of the concern 's
condition, the second kind of analysis
can be made. The changes occurring in
the various items over a series of years

CONTENT OF THE ANALYSIS

The bank as credit grantor considers
a borrower from two points of view :
First, as a going concern , and second, in

are considered , in addition to the rela
tions existing between certain leading dissolution . That is to say, it considers
items. In this way , the concern' s busi- both the immediate liquidity and the
ness methods, liquidity, etc., are ascer ultimate solvency. The immediate
tained . The banker must decide whether liquidity is of primary interest , for it
the showing is satisfactory for the par is the belief that the concern will con
ticular kind of business and territory. tinue to prosper that underlies an ad
If the answer is favorable , the loan of- vance of funds. But the possibility of
ficer can proceed to fix the amount of a forced liquidation is always present,
907
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and hence the second point must not be

and indicates the ability of the concern

neglected. In his analysis, the credit
man centers his attention upon the

to meet its shortly maturing debts. The
credit man may supplement the exam

financial features and the position of the

ination of the current assets and cur

concern , and considers its business
operations only for the indication they
give of its liquidity and solvency. As
a rule , he does not try to project the
various asset and liability items into the
future so as to discover what the finan cial position of the borrower will be
when the loan matures. This is usually

rent liabilities by comparing cash and
receivables with the current liabilities
the so -called “ acid test.” While the
current ratio is basic , it is insufficient,
so that it must be supplemented in a
number of ways in order to understand
its real significance. The credit man
must examine the constituent parts of

done only where concerns present a

the current assets so as to ascertain their

statement which does not afford a satis-

quality or liquidating power, for obvi

factory basis for an extension of credit.

ously the size of a satisfactory current

When this is the case, the probable ratio varies with their quality. While
financial result of the operations that a ratio of one and one-half to one is
would be undertaken were the loan sufficient in a stable business like meat
granted is shown in some detail in a so - packing , three to one may be low in a

called financial budget. This has been

seasonal line, like millinery, which is

customary since 1920. The applicant subject to style influence. Two to one,

whose present condition satisfies the the old popular rule of thumb, is by no
banker is generally assumed to be com - means universal. In making the analy
petent to handle his affairs and the sis, receivables must be compared with
funds he receives, so that in most cases
he will probably be asked merely to
indicate to the bank the general purpose
for which he desires the loan .
As already indicated , the credit man
devotes his attention primarily to the

sales, to ascertain promptness of col
lections; and merchandise with sales, to

ascertain rapidity of turnover. In this
way the credit man may discover the
liquidity of receivables and merchan
dise ,

proportion which the statement before

From a longer run point of view , how
him shows. A well- rounded statement ever,
the credit man must consider other
has the various items in proper propor
factors
, while they do not imme
tion to each other. Plant investment, diately which
affect the current position , may
for example , is not too heavy for the ultimately undermine it. One of these
current operations indicated by sales, factors is total debt. Before passing
merchandise and receivables. A series judgment, the credit man must deter
of comparisons or tests has become
more or less recognized by means of mine whether the concern carries too
which each of the principal items may heavy a load (by comparing debt with
be scrutinized , and is used by the credit

man in his daily work.
FUNDAMENTAL COMPARISONS

net worth ) ; whether net worth suffices
to care for plant and supply some work
ing capital in addition ; and finally ,
whether the concern does a satisfactory
volume of business ( from earnings and

The fundamental comparison which

growth in surplus arising from earnings

is generally made is between the cur retained in the business). A favorable
rent assets and the current liabilities, showing on all these matters serves to
and the difference between these two establish an element of continuity in the
items- variously called the margin of concern 's operations.
current assets, excess quick , or net
T he comparisons just indicated may
working capital — is calculated. This be summarized briefly in tabular form
shows the current financial position, as follows:
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Shows

Comparison of
Current :

Quick assets with current liabilities...
Receivables with sales ..............

Current position
Collections

Turnover of inventory

Merchandise with sales
Long-run :
Total debt with net worth
Plant with net worth .....

Size of indebtedness
Sufficiency of capital

Plant investment
- Volume of business

Sales with net worth /

Sales with plant

S

these norms, he has an alternative sim

FINANCIAL STANDARDS

ilar to that which exists when he judges
The credit man may make his analy - the individual statement. He may rely
sis in one of two ways. Most banks entirely upon general impressions, or
actually calculate the current ratio , but else he may refer to calculations which

otherwise they rely entirely upon men

he or others have made from groups of

tal calculations by the credit man

actual statements. Much pioneer work

analyzing the statement. Moreover, in assembling data and calculating
the analysis is largely negative in char
acter, only itemswhich are " out of line”
being scrutinized.

ratios has been done by Alexander Wall
and the Robert Morris Associates . He

Some institutions, uses eight ratios, seven of which make

however, are more systematic in their the comparisons indicated above. He
analysis, and actually compute ratios has calculated ratios for a large number
similar to the current ratio , between

of lines and localities, over a period of

other selected items. On the whole
these ratios serve merely to express in
figures these comparisons which the
credit man usually makes when he
examines a statement. They may be
expressed in percentages, but this
method often yields results which do not

years, and scattered computations by
others have also appeared .
The theory upon which this computa
tion of type ratios is based may be
briefly indicated. The result of the
law of averages or large numbers is a
type which represents the entire lot of

correspond to business usage.

The

statements.

But the group must be

average merchant or credit man tests

fairly homogeneous.

merchandise on hand by the number of
times it turns over per annum , or by

curate to compute ratios designed to
apply to all lines and classes of busi

It would be inac

the number of months' sales on hand .

ness, as well as for all sections of the

It is intelligible to him to say that in -

country. The situation of the millinery

ventory turns over five times per annum , manufacturer differs radically from that
so that, except in a highly seasonable of the packer. The former has a highly
business, slightly less than two and one-

seasonal business , so that his sales, mer

half months' sales are on hand at any

chandise and receivables fluctuate great

one time, but he has to become used to ly ; his stock may depreciate greatly if
the fact that saying cost of sales equals style changes occur ; and he sells on
500 per cent. of merchandise means the long time. The reverse holds for the
same thing. Percentages, while con - packer. In the same way, a New Eng
venient to work with , are on the whole land concern cannot be compared with
unfamiliar.

a Pacific Coast concern , nor can a whole

The general run of statements sup - saler be compared with a retailer. A
ply the data used in judging any in - separate type ratio must be computed
dividual statement. The credit man for each line of business and each sec
derives norms or standards for each tion of the country. In so doing, all the
comparison, either consciously or un - statements in any one group should be

consciously , from the statements which taken for approximately the same date ,
have come to his attention . In obtaining in order to avoid seasonal differences.
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Most statements are taken at the close

value to him .

of the season , when inventory, receiv ables and debt are at a low point, al
though for tax purposes there has been
an increasing tendency to make them at

definite indication - based upon actual
data, in place of general impressions
to guide his actions. And , for the com
munity as a whole, they make available

the close of the calendar year.
An ever increasing body of financial
dards is becoming available. While

credit conditions.

they are not mechanical in the sense
that they can be used as yardsticks and

series of years, they afford an indica
tion of change in credit conditions as

They give him a more

a definite body of knowledge as to

In particular, as

these figures are continued and cover a

applications of

business conditions change- in short,

judgment by the credit man , it is never -

an indication of credit conditions in re

theless true that they are of distinct

lation to the business cycle .

thus dispense with

Bank Day During National Thrift Week
By J. H . Puelicher
Chairman Milwaukee Thrift Week Committee and presidentMarshall and Illsley Bank ,
Milwaukee, Wis.

D

VERYONE interested

in

the this knowledge, classes in English for

National Thrift Week activities,
has read of the Detroit Plan ,
whereby school children secure the op portunity to visit the banking institutions of the city on Bank Day.
There is much need for the future

new Americans in the social centers and
night schools of the Milwaukee educa
tional system , were invited to devote
one evening to visiting banks.
The banks belonging to the Clearing
House Association voted to hold open

American to understand the fundamen tals of banking, so that he will feel an
acquaintanceship with its purposes and
its functions that will serve him when
he is through with his schooling and be-

house from 8 to 10 o ' clock one evening .
The students met at their respective
schools and went with their teachers to
the bank assigned them . About 500
adults took advantage of these field

comes an adult member of the commun -

trips.

ity

At each bank a general talk was given
to the group as a whole on the relation

and this commonwealth .

Only

through such knowledge can he make
use of the institution which strives to

help all members of its community to
succeed in life. The opportunity to
visit the banking institutions of Mil
waukee has been given to theMilwaukee

of the bank to the community and the
services of its different departments.

The group was then divided into smaller

sired throughout the year.

parties which were personally ushered
through the departments by bank of
ficers, thus permitting these new
Americans to feel a personal acquain

Americans who have so great a timidity
and misunderstanding with regard to
banking institutions that many have
never even been inside of a bank ,needed

had never been inside of a bank before.
Many of those who were acquainted
with banks, knew only of the savings de
partment.

school children on Bank Day of Na

tional Thrift Week and whenever de

Realizing, however, that not merely tanceship with the officers of the bank .
The visits seemed to mean much to
the future American , but many adult
Americans, especially among the new these new Americans. Many of them

A Little Psycho-Analysis May be Good
For Your Bank
This California Banker is Using Some, Even Though That's Not
What He Calls It

By O . R . Johnson
UT in Fillmore, California , there
is a banker who is using psychoanalysis to create new business

they behave in ways strange and un
pleasant to us, we feel angry, embar
rassed or mortified , depending upon cir

for his bank . Of course, if he were

cumstances. Afterwards, when we get

accused of it he would deny the fact them alone, we usually attempt to make
for he doesn 't call it psycho-analysis at them see themselves as we saw them ,
all. He calls it “ community spirit" so that they will in the future act more
But regardless

in harmony with our own ideals and

of the name we give his activities, they
are building business for him and for

and " good business.”

standards. Sometimes we succeed — but
not often .
To a lesser degree we identify our

his bank .

The peculiar kink in human nature selves with our home town and its base
that he is turning to his benefit is called ball team , and with our country and its
“ identification " — that is , by the psy - army and navy. Any infringement
chologists. Although the thing it upon the rights of these , or aspersions
describes is as old as Adam , it is as cast upon them , are reacted to precisely
useful and important today as ever, so as if they were infringements upon
it may pay us to examine it a bit and our rights, and aspersions directed
learn how to turn it to our advantage, against us.
as did this Fillmore banker, in creating
Now , our behavior is infuenced con
new business for our banks.
siderably by the identifications we
We are at all times unconsciously

make, and many otherwise inexplicable

projecting ourselves into the people and actions become clear when we discover
things about us, the psychologists say, what these identifications are. In
and taking unto ourselves the qualities creating new business for your bank , it
in them

which we consider desirable.

will pay you to take advantage of the

That is what they mean when they use

influence that can be exerted for or

the term “ identification .” We are, they
say , identifying ourselves with other
things .

against it by the identifications that
your patrons and prospective patrons
make.

For instance, every business man
Obviously , the ideal condition to be
identifies himself with his business , so attained is that of having all the people
that as it grows, so does he ; and as of your community identify themselves
it takes on dignity and prestige, so does

and their interests with your institution .

his own ego. Through constant asso -

This is partially accomplished when

ciation with the same things and the

each new patron is acquired , and the

same people it may happen that we are
compelled to identify ourselves with un

longer your customers remain with you ,
the stronger and more complete is the

pleasant and undesirable things. We

identification .

must, for example, identify ourselves
with our relatives — not because we ad
mire them , necessarily, but because, un
like our acquisition of friends, we have
obtained these as “ an act of God .” If

ESTABLISHING AN IDENTITY OF INTERESTS

To assist the development of this
feeling of identification is the object of
most of the more familiar methods of in
911
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luore Citate

Display of Fillmore Citrus Fruit Association in Fillmore State Bank

The banker sends

the prosperity of the community in

out letters congratulating people upon
engagements, graduations, births and

creasing business.

which they both reside, and upon whose
growth they are both in a measure de

marriages, and in many other ways

pendent for their own prosperity.
When a community or section is noted
tween himself and the recipient. By for one cause or another, say for the
identifying himself with things of in - character of its crops or the quality of
terest and importance to his patrons, its cattle or its manufactured products,
the banker is attempting to be included it will pay any business man , and es
implies a community of interests be

within themagic circle of what the pros

pecially the banker, to identify himself

pect considers “ him and his” and is , and his business with that product , for
by so doing he is identifying himself
therefore, especially favored.
In the examples given there is a more and his bank with something dear to
or less conscious feeling that the banker his customers, something that is part of
is an interloper — that he is straining to them , and something which is a factor
imply, or to create , a relationship of influence in their actions and de
where none normally exists.

To state

it more familiarly , there is a feeling of

cisions.
Some sections of the country are ex

lack of sincerity upon the banker's part, clusively devoted to the raising or pro
and no matter how well he does it, there duction of a particular product for
is an effort apparent to which we are which they are more or less famous. In
very sensitive.
such instances the towns in that section
There are, however , other ways in and the people in those towns take a
which the bankers can accomplish the particular pride in their work — they
same purpose more completely because identify themselves with it very com

more sincerely . There are enterprises pletely , Like a mother with her child ,
whose prosperity and advancement are the way to their heart is through that
equally the concern of both the banker which they hold dear. At the same
and his customer, and one of these is

time, being also a member of the com
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Lobby display in Fillmore State Bank during Fillmore Orange Show

munity, a banker' s interest and support BANK GIVES PRIZES FOR BEST EXHIBITS
of that specialty is considered only
Many prizes are offered for the best

natural and proper. He is quite en

exhibits , and ribbons of different colors

titled to his share of the glory, so to

are awarded to the best displays. The

speak , and is not suspected of emulating

bank pays for the prizes and manages

those salesmen who, wishing to sell the
mother something, interest themselves
in her child .
The work of the Fillmore State Bank ,
of Fillmore, California, is a splendid
example of the proper use of this prin ciple in creating new business for a

the exhibit from start to finish . Yet so
well has the project been managed , and

bank . Fillmore is in the heart of the

citrus fruit area of California , and it

so completely has the bank identified it
self with the community in this work ,
that the attitude of the whole com
munity, and its newspapers, is that
“ this is our show and we're proud of it.”

A few newspaper clippings indicate
this clearly . Here is a paragraph from

one paper: “ Let it be remembered that
has, figuratively speaking , taken citrus there
is another orange show besides
fruit to its heart, lemons and all.
that at San Bernardino. This is at
George W . Tighe, president of the

Fillmore. This, too , will last a week,

bank , decided three years ago to stage
an annual orange and avocado show , at
which would be shown the best examples
of citrus fruits raised in his territory,
and he has done so for three years now
with considerable success. His bank
lobby is given over to the exhibit every

from Saturday, March 11, to Saturday ,
March 18 . Not only oranges but also
avocadoes will be shown in all their
splendor, as grown in Ventura County."
Another paper said : “ The Fillmore
show is an exhibition of county -wide
interest, showing , as it does, the great

year, and the show continues for one

value of the citrus crops in that most

week , the middle week ofMarch usually

favored section ."

being selected for the occasion .

All of the papers in the section give
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full publicity to the terms of the con - for one, can assure you of my future
tests, the prizes offered, and all other hearty co-operation to a greater extent
information necessary . At the conclu -

than in the past."

sion of the show they publish complete

judge for himself whether this is good

The reader can

lists of the prizes awarded , and the business or not.
prize and honor winners. One of the
Bankers considering the feasibility of
newspapers, the Fillmore Herald , doing something of the same thing them

donates a silver loving cup each year to selves may be interested in the follow
the grower making the best individual ing selection from the exhibits called
display .
for and the prizes awarded :
Altogether, at this time of the year
for best feature exhibit.
the bank is in the enviable position of $25
$ 10 for best commercial pack oranges.

being the focal point of public interest,

$ 10 for best commercial pack lemons.

and there is no doubt that it benefits

considerably in a business way through
These commercial packs are limited
thus being taken to the heart of the to displays of not less than two boxes,
community one week out of the year.
nor more than five. Other displays and

Tangible evidence of its success in

prizes are:
letter from the Fillmore Chamber of
$2 for best plate display of navel oranges.
Commerce, in " Fortune Favored Fill
$2 for best plate display of Valencia
oranges.
more," Ventura County, California :
$2 for best plate display of tangerines.
this work is afforded by the following

$ 2 for best plate display of grape fruit.

George W . Tighe, President,
$2 for best plate display of avocadoes.
Fillmore State Bank ,
Fillmore, Cal.
Second prizes of $ 1 each are offered
Dear Mr. Tighe:
for each of the above, and exhibits are
Of the many duties coming before the also requested of flowering shrubs, sweet
secretary, none gives him greater pleasure
in the doing than that of writing a letter
conveying appreciation from the members
of the Fillmore Chamber of Commerce for

ne
peas,

and flowering bulbs. Fruits for
the exhibit are accepted up until the
day of the show , which opens usually
your public -spirited endeavor.
at 7 in the evening of the first day, and
I am , therefore, glad to extend to you , on
closes at 9. During the week the ex
behalf of the members of the Fillmore
Chamber of Commerce, congratulations for hibit is open only during banking hours.
the progressive spirit as represented by the The prizes and awards are made on the
Second Annual Orange and Avocado Show Monday of the week of the show , and
held at the Fillmore State Bank from March are indicated at each display.
11 to 18, and the bringing of same to such
The slogan of the Fillmore State
a successful culmination .
Also appreciation of the valuable adver
tising and good it has done this community.
Yours very truly,

FILLMORE CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE.
(Signed ) W . J. Goodacre,
Secretary.

Apparently the Californians regard
the boosting of their communities in the
light of personal favors.

One of the contestants and prize win ners expressed something of the feeling

Bank is “ The Bank of Helpful Serv
ice.”

This is not by any means a new

slogan , but there are probably few
banks in the country that demonstrate

so well as this what they mean by such
a slogan. There's no copyright on the
idea, and it is one that practically any
bank can use to advantage, adapting it,
of course, to local requirements.
When you 're talking about service ,
don 't forget that actions speak louder
than words, and that one such attempt

of the whole town when he said : “We as this convinces more people of your

growers all feel the great good you

sincerity than a thousand words of

are doing in this yearly event, and I, copy.

Educating School Children About Banks
Through Library Cards
Public Libraries Could Use Pictures and Facts Regarding
Banks to Supply to Public School Pupils

By Frank Hilton Madison
66 UT THY can't the banks help

beries, interesting vehicles for the trans

too ? - the public libraries
seem to be getting educational pictures from all other industries
and businesses and lending them to the
pupils of the public schools."

port of money, unusually large vaults
and the like. But as for the func
tions of the bank , they seemed to
resolve themselves into a succession of
counters, cages and listing machines.

The writer asked this question of
Miss Viola M . Bough , a member of the

What child would become interested
in such dull pictures of a bank ?

staff at the Hamilton Park Library in

If a bank can prove that there are

Chicago , who had been summing up the
fields covered by a new method of visual
education . This new method is a prac
tically overnight development. Through
it the public libraries make up collections of interesting pictures, mount
them on handsome art mats, and school
children borrow them to use in connec-

interesting scenes in its field it will find
an efficient channel for disseminating in

tion with their studies.

formation. And these scenes need not
be actual photographs— good half- tones
on durable paper will be sufficient in
most cases. As an example of the ef
fectiveness of such channels , Miss
Bough gave a glimpse of her work ,

HOW PICTURES ARE DISTRIBUTED

:

"Well," replied Miss Bough , “ there

is a big demand for pictures of coins,

“ This branch lends picture collections

money , money -making in ancient times,

to ten large schools which have a total

odd coins from foreign countries and

enrollment of between twelve and fifteen
thousand pupils. In addition the col
lections are borrowed by the students

all those novel things.
" Then banks frequently get out il
lustrated booklets that show scenes in

from the Cook County Normal School

the earlier days of a community. A
public library always wants all the historical pictures it can get.”
But these things did not exactly cover

the future teachers of the public and
parochial schools.

the field I had in mind .

on the work and seeking new ideas.

The main

" I spend a great deal of my time
visiting these ten schools, checking up

question was: “What kind of pictures

The interest of the children is remark

could the banks furnish that would

able .

One large school has already

educate the coming generation as to the begun to make its own permanent pic
services that banks supply, and would ture collection of industrial, travel, na
implant in the minds of the children the

ture, art and other subjects . The prin

fact that the bank plays its important cipal there recently told me that he be
part in carrying on all the other indus-

lieved that it was but a question of time
until almost all schools would have their
Apparently none. If there is any own picture collections. It was his
phase of banking that can be pictured idea that this was bound to develop into
interestingly it did not occur to several one of the big things of school work ."

tries which the children study ?”

Some of the more novel

But a question arose . Perhaps this

phases were suggested , such as the

librarians.

system was only used in the forty-odd

unique means taken to prevent rob -

branches in Chicago ? Perhaps it could
915
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not be used in the smaller places ? Miss

Bough. She emphasized that the li

Bernadine McLaughlin , librarian at

brary circulates other material, issuing

Hamilton Park , dispelled the doubt. it on the library cards just as it does the
Assurance was also given by Miss
Alberta McDermott, librarian of the
Blackstone Branch , that the plan was

pictures.
As an example she cited what she
would do if she were a bank that had

used generally throughout the country.

issued a booklet or other piece of adver

As to its use in smaller cities, Miss

tising matter describing the services of

McLaughlin told how she had recently

the bank - in short telling some real

been in an Iowa city of only 28 ,000
where there was a main library and two
branches. The main library, and at

as.
facts about banking
“ I would mail at least two copies to
each branch of a library or two to the

least one branch were circulating these main library if it were in a small town.
pictures to the schools. It was this very

These would be indexed under the sub

recent development of the branch

ject of banking, where they would be

library plan , she pointed out, that made

handy for children studying the subject

it possible for libraries, schools and

of banking in school, for club -women

business concerns to work together.
Children could go to a branch library

preparing papers, for the college stu
dent, and for anybody else interested in

for material when they could not travel the subject.
to the main library.

“ But if the booklet contained pic

Any pictures that a bank would sup ply would be mounted on 10 by 16

tures I would send more copies. The
library will want to cut it up. The

inch brown art mats , captions would
be placed under the pictures, and they
would be indexed and cross-indexed

bank building itself might be mentioned
as of a particular style of architecture
or it might be an excellent example of

under all possible headings. Actual the use of a certain kind of building ma
photographs are preferred , but printed terial. It might contain pictures of the
material is also used. In fact, trained first bank building in the town erected
workers go through magazines of
science, nature, travel, art, building and
trade papers in search of material.

- say three quarters of a century ago.
That would go under historical pictures.
There is no telling what uses the li

Even advertising booklets are used

brarian might find for it.”

whenever possible. If a picture is in
teresting the only thing that could pre -

vent its being used would be that it was
on newsprint.

HOW BANK HOUSE ORGANS CAN BE USED

A bank house organ that publishes il
lustrated articles about the industries in

" You see,” said Miss McLaughlin, its field is especially valuable to the
“ the artmats cost 6 cents each in large" library
the conversation Miss
quantities. When you consider the cost Bough .tookDuring
from
a
drawer, where it was
of mounting and the time of a trained
being
preserved,
a
started as
cataloger, it does not pay to attempt a bank house organ magazine
but
later
taken
over
to circulate anything that is not strong by an investment house . It contained
enough to withstand the wear and tear
-three excellent half-tone illustra
of circulation and handling in the class thirty
tions that the library could use, in ad
room . Otherwise anything that is
to the information about several
durable enough is not only acceptable dition
important
industries. But as the library
but is eagerly welcomed."
received only one copy, it was preserved
intact, so that the information and edu
COULD USE OTHER MATERIAL TOO
cational pictures did not receive the cir

Aside from the plan of using pictures , culation they deserved.
the public libraries could use other maThis suggests that banks having

terial from the banks, suggested Miss many industrial accounts could supply
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libraries with pictures of scenes from

could be made of information relating

the different factories, the raw materials, and the like, and by so doing
establish the function of the bank in

to the services of the bank , another on
ways women have found to effect econ
omies (these could be clipped from

the minds of the community. Here is household and farm papers) — and in
the way it could be worked out, without fact upon any subject of interest in the
having the library appear to be an ex- community and which , when fully de
clusive advertising medium for any par veloped , meant more business for the
bank .
ticular bank .
Let the bank collect from its indus trial patrons, scenes relating to their

“ Package libraries ” are lent by the
state organizations to farmers' clubs,

industries — either actual photographs women ' s societies , boys' and girls ' clubs,
or half-tones . Get two sets from each and any other responsible organization
customer . Then let the bank present or person for a period of two weeks.
one set to the library , of course , after Where they must be sent by mail the
finding out if such pictures are desired ,
and use the other set for a window dis -

postage is paid by the sender. But the
bank could make the service without

play with a card explaining that this is

cost to customers or prospective cus

a duplicate of a set supplied by the
bank to the library and public schools

tomers living on rural routes.
If a bank adopts a plan like this the

for the purpose of teaching the facts
about the iron , shoe or other industry ,

importance of notifying the different
schools that “ package libraries” on

as the case may be. This could also be

timely subjects are available should not

utilized as the basis for a newspaper be forgotten . The growth of the con
or some form of direct mail advertise - solidated schools makes it possible to
ment. Naturally the bank will not reach larger numbers of pupils (repre
neglect to explain that the industries senting families in the community ) at
pictured are its customers , and that the one time. Last year 1838 were estab
bank plays an important part in the lished , bringing the total to 12,500.
industrial life of the community .
PACKAGE LIBRARIES

As an indication of the interest in the

“ package library,” in North Carolina
nearly 30,000 books, pamphlets, and
magazine articles were mailed out in

Even if the town has no library , the
bank could follow the examples of the
Michigan Agricultural College and the
State Library Commission of North
Carolina and make up for itself what
are called " package libraries" on sub jects on which the bank wants to educate the people in its territory . The
nature of these collections is explained
in a sentence : “ These packages are
made up of a collection of the best bul
letins, pamphlets and clippings that can

nineteen months. Does not that sug
gest that the bank can use it profitably
on a smaller scale in order to get its
ideas to the public?
The machinery of the public library
is available for the banks; its ideas for
disseminating information are easy to
adapt. Both the library and the bank
have a common aim — to acquaint the
child with the facts that will enable
him to make the best of life . And even
the older folks today will not escape

be obtained on a given subject."
Some of the subjects which the

learning some of the things he finds out.

Michigan school has found popular have
a natural interest for the bank , such as
agricultural credits, farm accounting
and household accounts. A collection

well as seen . As John Adams says in
his new book “ Modern Develpoment in
Educational Practice" : " The present is
the time of the child .”

Michie Librard makea librarients to

The youngster of today is heard as

Co-operative Wheat Marketing
By Carl H . Getz
THILE Congress was debating
just what were the necessary

amount in Idaho, and the Montana asso
ciation increased sixfold , from a pool of

steps to take to relieve the

1,000 ,000 to 6 ,000,000 bushels . A newly

farmer in his economic plight, there was

organized association started operations

one agricultural group which resolved in North Dakota as a part of the North
to work out its own salvation. It can - west Wheat Growers, Associated group
not be denied that this group was just with prospects of a 5 ,000 ,000 bushel
a bit impatient with Congress over the pool in its first year.
innumerable delays, but the reason it
Other sections of the country by this
decided it must solve its own problems time had learned the advantages ob
pretty largely by utilizing existing

tained

in

the Pacific Coast states

means of helping itself, was that little through co-operative wheat marketing.
faith was placed in the efficacy of the As a result the 1923 season found or
ganizations active in Kansas, Nebraska ,
contemplated farmer legislation .
Three years ago a group of Pacific Colorado, Texas and Oklahoma. Some
Coast wheat growers started the first
co -operative wheat marketing associa tion , based on the pooling principle
the Washington and North Idaho Wheat
Growers Association . In 1920 that or-

of them still are small in scope, as
were the earlier organizations during
their first years, the state pools ranging
from 250 ,000 to 4 ,000 ,000 bushels. But
everywhere the movement is growing

ganization , comprising a pool of 2 ,000,000 bushels , marketed with such suc-

until the present time finds it firmly in
stalled in practically every large wheat

cess that the next selling season , 1921,
found the original association grown to
include a contract volume of more than
6 ,000 ,000 bushels of wheat. In addi

producing state of the Middle West,
Northwest and Far West .
growth for the wheat marketing move

tion similar organizations were put un -

ment, the eys of producers throughout

der way by wheat producers in Oregon ,

the nation have been turned toward the

Southern Idaho and Montana.

Pacific Coast states for evidence of
what it has been able to accomplish for
the farmer.

So the marketing season of 1921
found wheat growers in four Pacific

Northwest states marketing their own
crops through the new co -operative as
sociations.

These four organizations

Throughout these three years of

Fortunately, for purposes of com
parison to determine just what the re
sult of co -operative marketing in the

joined in the establishment of a central West has been , the Pacific Coast mar
sales agency to open offices and co- ket is distinctly separated from those
ordinate the actualmarketing under one of the Middle West and East. Wheat
head , and to assist in financing mem bers and to provide statistical and pub -

from west of the Rocky Mountains
that grown in Washington , Oregon ,

licity assistance — the Northwest Wheat

Idaho and part of Montana - flows

Growers, Associated . The 1921 pool in

westward to mills and for export. Thus

the four states amounted to about 15 ,The 1922 marketing year brought

its course and price range can be clear
ly traced in comparison with that raised
elsewhere in the nation and moving to

even greater development in co -opera tive wheat marketing than its predecessor had shown. Growth continued in

the East or South .
Statistics of the United States De
partment of Agriculture form the basis

000,000 bushels.

the four original states ; a million

for the price comparisons below , which

bushels were added in Oregon , a similar

show what orderly, co-operative mar
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keting has meant to Pacific Coast

grown in the two sections of the coun

farmers.

try have not changed . Handling charges,
comparatively , are the same. The qual
SOME COMPARISONS

In making

ity of Pacific Coast wheat now , as com

comparisons between

pared with before the war, is no better.

Pacific Coast markets and Chicago op -

Here are some of the things it has done

tions, it has been assumed that the

to get better prices for farmers:

Chicago prices, for each year, amount to
HAVE PREVENTED DUMPING
100 per cent. Figuring from this basis ,
the Pacific Coast wheat prices in pre
The associations have prevented
war years, before the marketing asso dumping of the crops immediately after
ciations were in operation , averaged harvest, thus holding up prices in the
only 90 per cent. of the prices in Chi fall. Instead of being forced to sell as
cago. But for the season of 1921-22
the coast prices had increased until they soon as they have finished harvesting ,
amounted to 95 per cent. of Chicago members of themarketing organizations

turn their wheat in to their state head

prices.

quarters and receive an " advance” on it

During the selling season of 1922-23, amounting to approximately three
from July 1 to January 1 , coast prices fourths of the market price. This ad
have been 108 per cent. of Chicago vance is used to meet current obliga
options.

Pacific Coast markets, then, since the

tions and to finance the members until

the pool is sold .
advent of the farmers' organizations,
The wheat thus held out of early

have increased 18 per cent. - to the
farmer ; the price to the consumer has
remained unchanged - as compared with
Chicago options. With wheat at $ 1.00
a bushel in Chicago, that would mean
18 cents a bushel more on the coast
than in pre-war years.
During this same time wheat pro

ducers in Washington , Oregon , Idaho
and Montana in pre -war years received ,
on the average, 88 per cent. of the

prices received by Middle West farm
ers. During the 1921- 22 season ,
however, farmers in the four far west
ern states received 95 per cent. of the

prices paid in the Middle West .
During the 1922 -23 season , from
July 1 to January 1, coast farm prices
were 102 per cent. of middle west farm
prices.

Pacific Coast farmers, since they or
ganized their own marketing institu

markets is sold throughout the year, as
demand arises. There may be a good
demand for a certain quality of grain

in September , and for a quite different
quality in the next March. Through a
statistical service , and accurate informa
tion in regard to future milling and ex
port requirements, the farmers' organ
izations fit their sales to meet these re
quirements .
Purchasers of Pacific Coast wheat
have learned that they now must pay
for the real value in each lot of wheat
they buy. Competent graders and
chemists test the crops of members of
the associations, and sales are made on
the basis of their findings.
The competition of the marketing as
sociations has cut the profits formerly
taken by the grain trade. Whenever
a miller is in the market for wheat, at
a satisfactory price, the associations
have it to sell. If a grain dealer also

tions, have been receiving 14 per cent.
more for their wheat, as compared with has wheat to sell he must offer it at a
the Middle West. Fourteen cents a

small margin over the price he paid for
bushel, with prices at $ 1.
The one cause for the better prices it. The time has gone when the grain
received by Pacific Coast wheat growers trade can buy at a low price and sell at
during the past two years has been the a high one.
co -operative marketing associations.
Recently the NorthwestWheat Grow
The relative costs for shipping wheaters, Associated , expanded into what is
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known as the American WheatGrowers,
Associated , which includes wheat grow ers' associations in Washington , Oregon ,
Idaho, Montana, South Dakota, North
Dakota , Minnesota, Kansas, Nebraska
and Colorado. And it is only a matter
of months before associations in Okla -

every detail until it is moved from the
state to terminals.
The plan of the organization is built
on the foundation laid down by Cali
fornia fruit growers associations and
provides for a 100 per cent. pooling of
the commodity handled, and the pay

homa and Texas will be included. This ment of an average price, each member
organization is incorporated in the
State of Delaware for $ 1,000,000.
There are two classes of preferred
stock . The first, intended for open
sale, is what is known as investment
stock . It carries 6 per cent. interest

receiving the same price with due al
lowance in the way of a differential as
to the value of varieties and grades and
territorial premiums, the average price
being based on terminal values and a
deduction made for payment of freight

and is issued in the form of certificates

from point of origination to terminal.

of indebtedness. The second is issued
in a similar form and is returned to

In this manner an equitable settlement
is provided for between all members.

state associations to the extent of oneThe state associations at the present
fourth of a cent a bushel on wheat time do not control or operate any ele
vators or warehouses, but make use of
pooled by each association.
elevators and warehouses licensed and
HOW THE ASSOCIATION OPERATES
bonded in accordance with the laws of
respective tostates,
member
This is how the association operates : their
being permitted
delivereach
his whe
Each of the state associations is duly the elevator most convenient for him
incorporated in accordance with the and the one of his own choosing except
provisions of the statutes of their re-

in cases where special arrangements are

spective states. They operate as a non
profit, non -capital selling agency, serv

made for service. He receives a regular

ing wheat growers who have entered

negotiable storage ticket and this ticket
duly endorsed and delivered to his asso

into a contract by which they agree to ciation constitutes the actual and physi
deliver to their association all the wheat cal delivery of the wheat to the associa
they raise for market, for a period of tion . The plan of operation necessarily
five or six years' duration , and take for provides that each grower is financed

same as the selling price the average at the time of delivery of his wheat in
amount for which the association has an amount approximating 75 per cent.
sold the wheat less the expense of of the current market value of the
operation and a small reserve fund , wheat delivered. This advance is paid
On

the grower on delivery of the storage

delivery to the state association the title
passes to that organization and the

tickets to his state association , and the
state association in turn uses the tickets

right to sell. store or hypothecate vests

as collateral in borrowing funds from

in the association absolutely and com

which the advance is made.
When the wheat is moved from the
interior to the terminal, the loan for

which the contract provides for.

plete in every respect, which title and
right is revested in the American Wheat

the storage tickets were used as
Growers, Associated , on moving the which
collateral, is retired , the tickets are de
wheat to terminal markets.
livered to the elevator company, and
Each state association has its board the financing thereafter is taken care
of directors, its own corps of officers of by the American Wheat Growers ,
and employees, maintains its own com

Associated .

plete organization , has to do with all

banks located at the points of delivery ,

transactions that arise within its respective state, and handles the wheat in

banks located within the larger cities in
the respective states and banks located

Funds are secured from
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at terminal markets . The War Finance
Corporation has also been used ex-

The contract which each grower signs
provides the relationship between the

tensively for the past two years and has

grower and his association , and the con

rendered a valuable service. The re-

ditions under which the wheat is deliv

spective state organizations, likewise
the selling agency, are in a position to

ered and handled, and it also establishes
the movement for a period sufficiently

furnish satisfactory security , that of a long in duration to permit the building
non -perishable , readily marketable com - of a complete organization so organized
modity, held in store by licensed and and equipped that it can operate to the
bonded warehousemen . The credit of very best advantage to proveen the bene
the various associations has been thor- fits and soundness of the plan .
Banks in the ten states where the
oughly established, as shown by the

fact that banks of the Northwest of American Wheat Growers , Associated,
fered commitments to handle the 1922 have state associations asmembers, have
crop ofmore than $ 20 ,000 ,000 , to which looked with favor on the growth of the
there was added commitments by New co-operative marketing plan because it
York banks of more than $ 2 ,000,000. has meant increased prosperity for the
The organization 's paper as used in
various forms is eligible for rediscount

farmer. And better times for the farm
er mean better times for the banks. In

with the Federal Reserve System .

Montana, North and South Dakota and

POLICY IN HANDLING SALES

hundreds of bankers who are willing to

in Minnesota, too, there are literally
that it is not possible to continue
The policy of the organization in testify
in
the
banking
business with the agri
handling its sales is to do that which cultural population
of the state bank
will bring the highest prices at all times. rupt and demoralized .

In the carrying out of this policy it
The American Wheat Growers, Asso
duly recognizes the legitimate grain ciated
has not been without its prob
trade and the various facilities that have lems. , But
so far it has survived them
been established through long years of all. Economists
have examined the
operation for the better handling of plan have said itwho
was
sound and would
wheat as it moves to and through our prove practical provided
various markets. Its purpose is , how leadership was always assuredcompetent
.
ever, to sell as directly as possible,
thereby reaching the ultimate consumer
A TARGET FOR CRITICISM

at as low a spread between producer and
Within the past few months the wheat
The fundamentals of the movement farmers have been subjected to the

consumer as it is possible to bring about.

are orderly marketing ; a merchan - severest kind of criticism because it is
dising of the product; the meeting of
consumptive demand as it develops.
Through the orderly marketing of a
large volume of wheat, which the asso

charged that the skill which the grain
growers have displayed in getting their
story before the American people has

ciations expect to acquire, it is hoped

resulted in the public getting a distort
ed picture of the whole farmer situation .

that a stabilized market may be estab -

It has been pointed out that but one

lished and cost plus a fair profit se in seven farmers are wheat farmers and
cured . It is not the thought of those that cotton , corn and hay are all more
furthering the movement that the eco- important money crops. It has been
nomic laws of supply and demand may

charged , too, that the wheat farmer is a

be overcome, but it is their thought that poor farmer in that he gambles entirely
the supply can be so regulated to de-

in wheat, that he has not learned the

mand that the highest efficiency will be lesson of diversified farming. Finally
maintained and a fair and proper price
secured .

the reports of the Department of Agri
culture are quoted to show that the
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farmer is really in better condition
today than he has been for years. To
be sure , the plight of the wheat farmer
is serious, but he occupies but a small

the entire state. The politicalupheaval
in Minnesota was largely due to the
troubles of the wheat farmers.

Wheat is altogether too important a

grain crop to be subjected to the at
The American Wheat Growers, Asso- tempts that have been made to minimize
ciated , is charged with being principally its importance. Travel from Minne
responsible for this public point of sota through the Dakotas, into Mon
tana , Idaho , Washington and Oregon
view .

part of the picture, it is claimed .

WHY WHEAT FARMER IS ONE CROP MAN

In reply it should be pointed out that

and back through Nebraska, Kansas and
Colorado, and finally through Oklahoma
and Texas, and anyone will conclude
that if that many states are in sore

diversified farming is practically im

distress because of a low price for

The wheat

wheat, something must be done about it .

possible in the wheat belt .

farmer is a single crop man because he

The wheat farmer is not getting
is compelled to be such . What would enough for his grain . In comparison
happen to the North Dakota farmer he pays too much for what he buys,
who went into dairying or stock rais- and finally he has no control over the
price of his product.
ing ? It simply can't be done.
To meet these difficulties is the prin
It must also be remembered that
wheat is the farmer's cash crop. Corn cipal reason for the rapid spread of the
And for proof
is a more importantmoney crop but the co-operative movement.
rapidly
spreading
all one has
it
is
that
he
feeds
;
corn
farmer doesn't sell his
of the
is
books
the
to
examine
to
do
it to his stock . It is from his wheat American Wheat Growers, Associated
,
that he gets his money.
membership
has
its
that
show
which
Minnesota is a state which has increased from 25 ,000 to 60 ,000 since
demonstrated that a single group of May 1 and that instead of marketing
dissatisfied farmers — Minnesota grows 25 ,000,000 bushels , which were the May
but 20 ,000,000 bushels of wheat a year 1 figures, the association will market

- - can exercise a radical influence upon

60,000,000 bushels.

" FOR seven years the people have borne with un
I complaining courage the tremendous burden of
national and local taxation . Thesemust both be reduced .
The taxes of the nation must be reduced now as much as
prudence will permit, and expenditures must be reduced
accordingly. High taxes reach everywhere and burden
everybody. They bear most heavily upon the poor. They
diminish industry and commerce . They make agriculture
unprofitable . They increase the rates on transportation .
They are a charge on every necessary of life.
“ Of all services which the Congress can render to the
country, I have no hesitation in declaring this one to be
paramount.” - -CALVIN COOLIDGE.

Safe Deposit and Custodian Accounts
Article IX ofa Reading Course in Banking
By Glenn G . Munn
Formerly with Chase National Bank ; instructor in banking, New York, Elizabeth and
Hudson County (New Jersey) Chapters, American Institute of Banking
OUTLINE OF ARTICLE IX
3. Securities are always immedi

I. General:

ately available and subject to

1. Two means of providing for the
safe-keeping of securities and
other valuable papers, etc.,

safe-deposit boxes and
namely,
custodianships
.

2. Legally , property so deposited
is called a “ special deposit” ;
the special depositor being a
bailor, and the bank or safe

deposit company, a bailee.
3. Special deposits appear neither
as assets nor liabilities on the
statement of a bank . As

the owner's instructions, i. e.,
can be sold, exchanged , con
verted , or new securities can

be bought through the bank's
trading facilities.
4 . Securities are available for use
as security for loans.
5. Financial advice from custodian
institution .

6 . Notification to owner of im

portant developments, e. g.,
rights to subscribe, conversion
privileges, privileges to sell to
sinking funds, redemption

bailee, however, the bank or

prior to obligatory maturity,

safe deposit company is re

and the reduction , passing, or

sponsible.

4. Deposits in safe deposit boxes
remain solely under the con
trol of the depositor or an
accredited representative ; in a
custodianship, the deposit re
mains in the physical posses

sion of the bank or trust com
pany, but subject to the own

er's orders.

increasing of dividends.
III. Safe deposit company records:
1. Signature identification card.

2. Appointment of deputy card.
3 . Safe deposit register.
4 . Safe deposit cash book.

5. Visitors register.
IV . Custodianship records:
1. “ Control”

or special deposit

register (in which transac

II. Advantages of custodianships:

tions are arranged in chron

1. Protection against physical loss
or destruction ; a bank' s vaults

oligical order ) .
2 . Vault deposit and withdrawal

are fire, water, burglar, and

3. Special deposit customers' led
ger (in which transactions are
arranged in order of custom

mob -proof.
2. Income, i. e., dividends on stocks,
and interest on bonds, notes

and mortgages, is promptly
collected ; thereby, loss of in
come through delay in collec
tion is avoided .

slips.

ers' names) .
4 . Special deposit securities ledger
(in which transactions
are

arranged

alphabetically by

names of securities).

VHERE are twomain ways of pro - latter is known as a custodianship ac- ·
viding for the safe keeping of se-

count, or as a safe keeping account.

curities and other valuables. One

Some institutions also refer to them as

is to rent a safe deposit box or vault. " agency " or " financial secretary" ac
The other is to place them in the cus- counts.
When one places his valuable papers
tody of a bank or trust company . The
923
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in a safe deposit box , the property re

A FINANCIAL WAREHOUSE

mains under the depositor' s exclusive

A safe deposit company may be
supervision and control. Access to the described as a financial warehouse. As
box can only be gained by the owner such , its premises are usually located in
of the property, or his accredited the
basement of a fire-proof building .
deputy .
The
vault itself is usually constructed
As defined by the New York bank of armor
steel heavily encased in brick
law , a safe deposit company is " a cor or concrete.
double doors, outer
poration for the purpose of taking and and inner, areThe
equipped with compli
receiving upon deposit as bailee for safe
locks, and frequently with time
keeping and storage, jewelry, plate , cated
clocks
special emergency alarm ap
money, specie , bullion , stocks, bonds, paratus.and The
doors are sometimes so
securities and valuable papers of any
huge
that
they
are
swung open by elec
kind and other valuable personal prop trical power. The combination
locks on
erty , and guaranteeing their safety upon the outer and inner doors are subject to
such terms and for such compensation joint control and access is impossible
as may be agreed upon by the company
and the respective bailors thereof, and without the independent working of two
to rent vaults and safes and other re sets of combinations by two persons.
Among the larger companies special
ceptacles for the purpose of such safe watchmen
are placed on duty day and
keeping and storage."
night
as
a
safeguard. Inside
Thus a safe deposit company is or the vault arefurther
separate steel compart
ganized to provide facilities for the ments
of various sizes, each with a sep
systematic safe keeping of securities,
arate
door
and lock for rental to cus
contracts, wills , insurance policies, jew
.
elry, plate, and other valuables, either tomers
deposit boxes vary in capacity
as a separate institution , or in connec andSafe
shape from a small drawer to a

tion with a bank or trust company.
sized safe, the rental charge
While there is no specific provision in moderatebeing
in
proportion to the space oc
the national bank laws or in the Federal

cupied . Access can be gained only by
Reserve Act empowering national banks the
renter in person , or a duly accredited
to maintain safe deposit boxes, the
deputy . No box can be unlocked, of
Comptroller of the Currency has ruled course
without the joint action of the
that the directors of a national bank renter , and
the vault attendant, and al

may, at their discretion , invest a mod

erate sum in the construction of safe
deposit vaults for the use of customers.
In most states, moreover, state banks
and trust companies have power to
make limited investments in the stock of
safe deposit companies.
The modern construction of safe de
posit vaults, together with police and
special detective agency protection se
cured by electrically controlled signal
systems, offer too many obstacles for
the operation of even the most scien
tific burglars and safe-crackers. For
all practical purposes these vaults are

fire ,water , and burglar proof. No such
guaranties are provided by an ordinary
home or office safe , many of which will

even fail to provide protection against
fire.

though each is provided with a key,
neither key alone will unlock the door
of the box or vault. In other words,
no renter can enter the vault unless ac

companied by the vault attendant, who
has possession of a master key to each
box. This must be inserted before the
renter himself can unlock the door of

his box. Within the locked compart
ment is a separate box, usually of sheet
steel, with a lock of its own . This is
withdrawn by the renter. Frequently
private rooms are furnished so that the
owner may clip his coupons, examine
his valuables, or otherwise administer

his affairs in privacy .
STATUS OF THE RENTER

A renter of a safe deposit box is a
general depositor. The relation between
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a safe deposit company and the box the latter, it is a trustee. As agent, the
renter is that of bailee and bailor, and bank or trust company is responsible for
like that of landlord and tenant. The the safe keeping of the property as a
renter is entitled to the identical de physical unit or units, but as trustee is
posit entrusted with the safe deposit responsible for maintaining the value

company, while the latter is responsible of the property intact.
for the renter's possessions. The renter
ADVANTAGES OF CUSTODIAN ACCOUNT
is bound only to pay his rent and to
submit to regulations necessary for the

To those who are interested in pro

safety of his own property and that of viding the utmost safety and con
his fellow renters.

The safe deposit

venience

in

keeping

their valuable

company has a lien upon the contents of papers, the advantages of a custodian
a box, when the renter fails to pay the account over a safe deposit box are :
( 1) In addition to protection provided
rental charges.
Safe deposit renters should keep at by the vault , the customer has a receipt
home a list of the securities and other of the bank or trust company for the
valuables deposited in their safe deposit property deposited , thereby clearly
boxes. Such a list will be found useful setting forth what property has been

on many occasions, and perhaps save deposited ; ( 2) income is collected
many trips to the bank. This will be
true especially when the depositor
wishes to know dividend or interest
dates, or numbers of bonds in case they
are called for redemption . It is also
advisable to keep a list of the contents
of a safe deposit box in the box itself.
A custodianship differs somewhal

promptly, whereas if securities are de
posited in a safe deposit box , collection
is frequently delayed with a conse
quent loss of income; ( 3 ) orders to buy
or sell securities may be left for execu
tion at any time; ( 4 ) financial advice
is available , and customers are auto
matically advised of the calling of

from a safe deposit account. In the bonds ; the right to convert bonds into
former, the customer's valuables are
kept in the possession of the bank or

stocks, and to subscribe to new issues ;
the privilege of selling to sinking funds ;

trust company but always subject to of the increase , reduction , or passing
the customer 's orders. The legal re- of dividends; of the reorganization , re
lation between the depositor and bank

capitalization , or merger plans of the

is the same as in the case of a safe de- respective companies whose securities
posit account, i. e., bailor and bailee. are held ; and of any other pertinent
Any bank or trust company is allowed facts with regard to the investments.
to accept custodianships, national
As expressed by the Guardian Sav
banks having the specific power to holdings and Trust Company of Cleveland ,
securities in custody for customers with securities placed in custody are " as well
or without compensation .
protected as in a safe deposit box, and
A custodianship involves care of the as readily available by order as cash

following sort: ( 1) to keep the property
intact; ( 2 ) to collect the income- in
terest , dividends, etc., and to disburse

is by check .”
READING ASSIGNMENT

turity ; (4 ) to receive rights or other

Clay Herrick: Trust Companies, Chap. 7.
(Forms and records used in the safe de
posit department.)
Langston & Whitney: Banking Practice,

privileges which may accrue on stocks :

pp . 358 -361. (Care and safe-keeping of se

it in accordance with instructions; (* )

to redeem bonds called at or before ma-

curities.)

and (5 ) to tranmit instructions for pur

L . H . Langston : Practical Bank Opera

chase and sale of securities through a

tion , Vol. 2, pp. 499-507. ( The customers'

broker.

securities department.)

Custodianships differ from voluntary
trusts in that in the former the bank or

trust company is an agent, whereas in

SUPPLEMENTARY READING
For those who wish to undertake a more

thorough study of the subject:
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J. P. Carter: In the Cave of Aladdin (a count, i. e., what service does it include for
narrative of the safe deposit vault.)
Morgan & Parker: New York Banking
Law , Art. VIII.

the customer ?

12. By what other names is a custodian

1. In what two ways may a bank provide

ship account known ?
13 . What are the advantages of a cus
todianship account over a safe deposit box
from the standpoint of the customer ?
14. Which is the more profitable to the

for the safekeeping of its customers' se

bank, the safe deposit account or the cus

curities?

todianship account?

QUESTIONS

2. Do all securities and valuable papers

15. What are the principal records of a

require to be deposited in a bank in order safe deposit company?
16 . What are the principal records of a
to protect the owner against loss?
3. Is it necessary for the owner of regis customers' securities department?
17. May any bank open a safe deposit de
tered bonds to provide for their physical
partment? A customers' securities depart
safety ?
4. Is the owner of coupon bonds in any ment?
way protected against loss in case of their
theft ?

5 . Is it advisable to place life insurance
policies in a safe deposit box ? A will? A

18.
stock
state
19.

(a ) May a national bank invest in the
of a safe deposit company ? (b ) May a
bank ? (c ) May a trust company?
Describe the construction of the vault

of a safe deposit company.
mortgage ?
20. Describe how a safe deposit company
6. Valuables placed in a safe deposit box safeguards
its renters from theft by other
or in a custodian account are known as
" special" deposits. Mention three ways in renters.
21. In case of death of a safe deposit
which special deposits differ from general
box renter, how is access to the decedent's
deposits.
7. What is the legal relation between a

property in the box, gained ?

22. What is the difference between a cus
safe deposit box renter and a safe deposit todianship
and a trusteeship ?
company ?
23. May a safe deposit company do a
8. How far does the responsibility of a banking
business ?
safe deposit company extend ?
24 . What are the duties of the customers'
9.
What
obligations
does
a
safe
deposit
securities department?
box renter assume?
Why should a bank desire to build up
10. If your bank should contemplate the its25.custodian
accounts?
establishment of a safe deposit department,
26 . Describe how a " control" of the se
where would it find information on the curities deposited and withdrawn by cus
subject?
tomers having custodian accounts is se

11. What is meant by a custodianship ac- cured.

" OUR authority among the nations must be represented
by justice and mercy. It is necessary not only to have
faith , but to make sacrifices for our faith . The spiritual forces
of the world make all its final determinations. It is with
these voices that America should speak . Whenever they

declare a righteous purpose there need be no doubt that they
will be heard . America has taken her place in the world as a
republic- free, independent, powerful. The best service that
can be rendered to humanity is the assurance that this place

will be maintained.” — CALVIN COOLIDGE.
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THE DANSARD STATE BANK, MONROE, MICHIGAN

A simple, dignified , building especially suited
A

to banks of moderate size. Note particularly

the imposing entrance feature, the large window
openings, and the beautifully lighted interior.

Full information as to the cost of the building and
its general planning will be sent upon request.

WEARY AND ALFORD COMPANY
Bank and Office Buildings

1923 Calumet Avenue, Chicago
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Banking and Commercial Law
Important Decisions of Current Interest Handed Down by State and Federal Courts
Upon Questions of the Law of Banking and Negotiable Instruments

upon
Stopping
rsonhoneoftCheck
Stopping PePayment
rtifSupreme
Check byby cethecertificate
Honorathen following
icatefromfromCourt
ththee Honorable
Court of
Telephone

Civil Appeals of the Third District :

Hewitt v. First National Bank of San

stop payment of the check . He called

This suit was brought by appellant to
recover from the appellee the sum of $ 700,
paid by appellee upon a check given by ap
pellant, the payment of which appellant had
attempted to stop by notifying the cashier
of appellee, by 'phone at his residence, on
Sunday, not to pay the same.
The case was tried in the court below with
out a jury, and judgment was rendered for
the defendant, appellee herein . Upon ap
peal to this court, we reversed the judgm
of the trial court, and rendered judgment
for appellant. A certified copy of our
opinion herein accompanies this certificate,
to which reference is here made. This cause
is now pending in this court upon motion

up the cashier of the bank on the tele phone at his residence and requested

for rehearing.
The undisputed facts are :

him to have the check stopped .

( 1) The appellee is a national bank , and
its place of business is fixed by its by -laws
at 102 South Chadbourne street, San Angelo ,
Tex., where it has its banking house.
(2 ) Its hours of business, as fixed by its
by-laws, are from 9 a. m . to 3 p. m ., but
it has been its custom for many years, as is
the custom of all other banks in San Angelo ,
to unlock its doors at 8 a. m ., and, while the
doors are not open , deposits will be received
and checks paid from and after that hour,
when customers enter the bank and so de
mand.
(3 ) Appellant was a customer of the
bank . He lived in an adjoining county, and
is not shown to have had actual knowledge
of this custom of the bank.
(4 ) Appellant had on deposit with ap
pellee, on Saturday, May 19, 1917, an
amount in excess of $ 700 . On that night he
drew a check in favor of Luke Robinson
for $ 700, and delivered same to Robinson .
(5 ) At this time C . H . Powell was, and
for a long time prior thereto had been, the
cashier of appellee, having the general man
agement of the affairs of the bank and full

Angelo , Commission of Appeals of
Texas,

252

S.

W . Rep .

161.

TTHE
HEckinplaintiff,
g accounHewitt,
tia che kept his

checking account in the defendant

bank . He drew a check against
the account in the sum of $ 700, pay
able to the order of one Robinson and
delivered it to Robinson on Saturday
evening.

On the next morning, Sunday, the
plaintiff , for some reason , desired to

This

the cashier agreed to do.
The bank' s hours of business, as

fixed by its by- laws, were from 9 to 3 .
It was the bank 's custom , however , to
open at 8 a . m . and to receive deposits

and pay checks after that hour.
On Monday morning , the cashier was

delayed by illness at his home and did
not arrive at the bank until 8.40 a. m .
The check in question had been pre

sented by the payee and paid a few
minutes earlier.

It was held that the bank was
liable to the plaintiff depositor for the
amount of the check . The notice to
stop payment was valid , though given
to the cashier at his home and on Sun -

day. And it was not invalidated by a
statute making it unlawful to labor on
Sunday .

OPINION

control over all of its employees.

(6 ) At this time N . S. Rives was, and for

Action by T . E . Hewitt against the a long time theretofore had been , the paying
First National Bank of San Angelo . teller in said bank, which fact was known to
appellant.

Judgment for defendant was reversed
by the Court of Civil Appeals, a re

(7 ) On Sunday following the giving of
the check

referred to

appellant called

to the Supreme Court. Question an

Powell over the 'phone at his residence in
San Angelo , which was about a half mile
from the bank, and told him not to pay the

swered .

check referred to . Powell replied that he

hearing granted , and question certified

POWELL , J. — This cause is before would make a written memorandum of the
929
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matter, and attend to it when he returned
When money is deposited in a bank , the
relation of debtor and creditor is thereby
to (8the) On
bankMonday
.
morning Powell was de- created . Bank v. Shannon, 159 S. W . 398.
tained at his home by sickness in the family,
A check drawn on a bank is not an assign
and did not arrive at the bank until 8.40 ment of any part of the fund against which
a. m . Upon arriving at the bank , he in it is drawn until it is presented and ac
structed Rives not to pay the check referred cepted as paid . Bank v. Shannon, supra ;
to , and then learned from Rives that Robin - Bullard v. Randall, 1 Gray, 605 ; 61 Am .
son presented the check a few minutes be Dec. 433 ; House v. Kountze, 43 S . W . 561.
If the bank, in the instant case, paid the
fore, and that the same had been paid .
By reason of the novelty and importance check after it was notified not to do so, it is
of the issue of law here involved , the Su- liable to appellant. The only issue is : Was
preme Court not having jurisdiction to notice to the cashier, under the circum
grant a writ of error by reason of the stances stated in the findings of fact herein ,
amount involved, and being requested by notice to the bank ?
The cashier of a bank is usually its chief
appellee to certify such issue, we here sub
mit to your honorable court the following executive officer, and within the scope of
his official duty he is the bank. Bank v.
question
Under: the facts of this case, was the Douglas, 161 S . W . 607 ; Bank v. Bank, 149
notice given by appellant to the cashier of S. W . 495 .
We do not think that there is any merit
appellee
to appellee?
In thisnotice
connection
, we beg to call your in appellee's contention that the notice to
honor's
to the
that we
not
assert, asattention
contended
by fact
appellee
in did
its mo-

Powell was ineffectual because the same was

given on Sunday. It is true that Sunday is
a legal holiday, and, with certain exceptions,
it is unlawful to labor on that day. R . S .
not to pay a check , given when the cashier art. 4606 ; Penal Code, art. 299. But Powell
not asked to perform any labor on
was not at the bank , was notice to the bank, was
but only that such notice under the facts of Sunday. Certain information was imparted
to him , upon which he was requested to
this case was notice to the bank.
act the next day.
Nor do we think the legal principle, that
It will be seen that the opinion of the informa
tion obtained by an agent in the
Court of Civil Appeals herein , as well prosecution of his private business is not
tion for a rehearing, the general proposi
tion that notice to the cashier of a bank

as the certificate, confines the rules of imputable to his principal, has any applica

law discussed to the facts of this par

tion to the facts of this case. Stopping the

was not the cashier's private busi
ticular case. No effort is made to payment
the business of the bank , and notice
reach a conclusion applicable in any ness
notice to the bank Bank v.
to himbut was

general sense. Therefore the answer

Ledbetter, 34 S . W . 1043 ; 1 Morse on Bank

we shall recommend will be confined to

ing, pp . 369, 370 .
Even if we regard the cashier as only an
agent, and not the alter ego of the bank , still
as such agent, it was his duty to act upon
the information he had received ; and his
knowledge that the drawer of the check de
sired that it be not paid was the knowl
edge of the bank . Bank v. Ford , 152 S. W .
700 ; Bank v. Douglas, 161 S. W . 602.
It is the contention of appellee that the

similar limits.
We have carefully considered the
extensive briefs filed by each of the
parties hereto and made considerable

independent investigation . We have
reached the conclusion that the Court of

Civil Appeals, in an able opinion by
Justice Jenkins, has itself correctly

notice given to Powell was not binding on
him for the reason that he was not at the

answered the question now under con bank when the same was given . " For some
sideration . We think the latter opinion purposes,
the cashier is clothed with official

concisely, clearly, and correctly answers character only at the banking house and in
hours ; for other purposes he re
the various contentions urged by coun banking
mains clothed with it at all times and at

sel for the bank . We have read the all places." 1 Morse on Banking, p . 378,

authorities cited by Judge Jenkins and $ 168. Notice as warning

may be given
are of the view that they sustain his elsewhere. Id ., p . 379,
transactions
There
are
some
a bank
conclusions in every instance . We feel can properly attend to only atwhich
its place
of
that we cannot present these matters to

business. Thus a bank has vaults and safes

belnful in which to safely keep its money, and books,
the Supreme Court in any more
more helpful
trans
in which it is necessary to enter
way than to quote as follows from the actions with its customers, in orderits that
it
opinion of the Court of Civil Appeals : may know the state of their accounts. These
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being kept in the bank , an officer has no
right to receive deposits at a place other
than in the banking house, and should he do
so, he will be held to be the agent of the
party delivering the funds to him , and not
of the bank. The same is true as to a
check presented to a cashier at a place other
than in the bank. He has no authority to
accept it. He may have known that the
customer had funds in the bank when he
left it, but they may have been drawn out
within five minutes thereafter. It is for
these obvious reasons that the law requires
national banks to have a place of business,
and that they are not authorized to transact
their business elsewhere. U . S . R . S . 88
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ville as to facts which if known to the agent
at Sherman would have rendered the rail
way company liable. It was no part of the
duty and not within the apparent scope of
the duty of the local agent at Gainesville
to instruct the local agent at Sherman with
reference to shipments to be made from that
point. Had the facts been communicated
to the general manager of the road, the
case would have been different; or had such
notice been given to the local agent at
Sherman , at a place other than at his office,
the fact that he was not in his office when

he received the information would not have
excused him from using reasonable diligence
to prevent the injury.

5136 and 5190 ; Autry v. Bank, 38 Fed . 883 ;

1 Morse on Banking, $ 168 ; Bullard v.
Randell, supra .

In the instant case the cashier was not

required to transact any business away from
the bank, but, acting upon the information
which he had received , to stop the payment

We do not think it can be seriously
contended, in view of the authorities,

that notice to stop payment of a check ,
when served upon a bank cashier, is
ineffectual simply because not served in

of the check at the bank. Though there the banking house and during banking
were some things that he could not do, as hours. On page 379, vol. 1, 5th Edi
cashier, except at the bank and within bank
ition ofMorse on Banks & Banking, we
ing hours, he was as much the cashier at
home on Sunday as he was when he was read :

in the bank transacting its business on any
The information

So, if any person wishes to impart in

which was received by him at his house on
Sunday was given to him , not only because
he was cashier, but as cashier, and was bind

formation so as to warn the bank or to

other day of the week .

ing on him on Monday or any other day of
the week .
Appellee, reasoning from analogy, says
that as the cashier could not receive de
posits, or pay or accept checks in behalf of
the bank at any place other than in the

affect it with notice, it would be absurd to
say that he could do so effectually only if
he should make his communication to the
cashier actually within the walls of the

banking house, and before it was closed to
the public for the day . There would be no

reason in such restrictions, and there is no

law in their support. But if information
banking house, for the reason that the be s.Jught from the ceshier, it should be
sought at the banking rooms, where he can
vaults, safes and books are kept there, so, have
as the evidence shows that the bank is com recordsaccess to the books, papers, and
.
pelled to keep a stop -check register for the
orderly conduct of its business, and that en
tries therein must be made at the bank where

Nor do we think it can be said that

the same is kept, notice to the cashier to stop

it is unlawful for a bank cashier to re

the payment of a check, given at a place

ceive information of this kind on

other than at its place of business, is not
binding on the bank. We concede that such

Sunday . If so , he could not lawfully
receive a telegram or special delivery
letter. In the case at bar, the con:

would be the case, until the cashier, by the
use of reasonable diligence, was able to com
municate
such information to those in charge
of the bank's business during his absence,
whose duty it would be, upon receiving such

information , to make the proper entry in
such register .

In the instant case, no reason is shown

why the cashier, if he knew that he would
not be at the bank when it was opened Mon
day morning, should not have communicated

the information which he had received to the

munication happened to be by tele
phone. We have not found any court
decision holding it unlawful to receive
information of this kind on Sunday. We
do not think this would constitute work
ing on Sunday within the purview of

our statutes.

In this case, the bank undertakes to

paying teller.

escape liability, so far as this notice

In support of its contention that notice
to an agent of a corporation must be given
at his place of business, appellee cites Ry.

was concerned , because of an alleged

Co. v. Belcher, 88 Tex. 549. In that case,

office within certain hours as its place of

infraction of its by-laws fixing its home

notice was given to a local agent at Gaines- business, and yet the record further
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shows that payment of this check would
have been stopped had the bank , itself,
observed its own by -laws and not
opened for business before 9 o 'clock on
Monday morning. In the same suit it
invokes one infraction to excuse itself
and condemns another.

expect him to execute diligently the
promise he had given and to stop the
payment of this check at the bank when
it opened on Monday morning , either in
person or by message to the proper
employee.

Under the facts of this case , we are
There is an equitable phase to this clearly of the view that this notice to
case which appeals to usmost strongly , the cashier was notice to the bank.
and we think to hold this notice inefTherefore we recommend that the

fectual would work grave injustice. certified question herein be answered
When the cashier was called over the in the affirmative.
telephone, he made no objection to talk CURETON , C . J.- The opinion of
ing this much bank business on Sunday , the Commission of Appeals answering

or when away from the bank . On the certified questions is adopted, and or
contrary, he seems to have accepted the dered certified to the Court of Civil
notice without any protest, promising

Appeals .

to make a written memorandum and at

tend to it nextmorning. It was natural,
therefore, for Hewitt to conclude that
he could rely upon this promise of the
cashier and make no further efforts him -

Bank Liable in Paying Forged

self to save his money. Had the cashier
objected to the notice for any reason and

Checks Though Depositor

refused to accept it, the drawer of the

Neglects to Call For

check would , at least, have had an op
portunity to go to the bank in person
by the time it opened on Monday morn

Monthly Statements

ing and serve the notice there. We do

not say whether or not, as a matter of
law , a cashier could refuse to receive

Coleman Drilling Co. v. First National
Bank of Burkburnett, Court of Civil

Appeals of Texas, 252 S. W . Rep. 215.
The defendant bank in this case fol

this notice over the telephone at his

lowed the custom ofmaking up monthly

home on Sunday. That question is not
before us. But we do say that the

statements of its customers' accounts.
These statements were not sent to the

action of the cashier in the case at bar,

customers but were held by the bank

in receiving the notice as he did , very

until called for.

naturally lulled Hewitt into a sense of
security and kept him from acting

The Coleman Drilling Company kept
its deposit in the bank . The company

further in his own behalf in person .

had knowledge of the bank 's custom in

Hewitt had given this check on Saturday night. He naturally feared it
would be presented at the bank Mon
day morning, as it was, and before office
hours at that. Confronted with that

regard to making up statements of ac
count. It neglected to call for the
statements, however, for a period of
eight months. And during that time, a
series of forged checks, purporting to

emergency , he called the cashier on

be drawn against the company's ac

Sunday to give him notice at once in

count, were paid by the bank. If the

order that the bank might know of his

company had called for the monthly

wishes immediately upon opening Mon- statement covering the first of the eight
day morning . This cashier had in his months, at the time when it was ready ,
hands " the general management of the the first forgeries would have been dis
affairs of the bank and full control of covered and subsequent forgeries would
all of its employees.”

He knew the

have been prevented .

custom of the bank to open at 8 o'clock

In an action by the company to re

in the morning. Hewitt had a right to

cover the amount paid out on the forged

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
checks, it was held that the bank was
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plaintiffs. This employee disappeared ,

liable notwithstanding the company's and became a fugitive from justice when
failure to call for its statements.
the forgeries were exposed . The
forged checks paid and appearing in
OPINION
the first monthly statement amounted
sum of $ 268. 80 .
Action by the Coleman Drilling Com to the
The jury found, and there is no at
pany, a copartnership , against the First tack on their findings, that forged
National Bank of Burkburnett. From
judgment for plaintiff in amount less checks to the amount of $ 4011 had been
than petitioned for, it appeals. Re paid by the bank ; that the officers and

employees of the bank were guilty of
the payment of such
checks, and could have discovered the
by the Coleman Drilling Company, at fo
forgeries before payment by " exercising
partnership , against the First National ordinary
care and skill” ; that the
formed and rendered.

BOYCE , J. — This suit was brought negligence in

Bank of Burkburnett , to recover funds
deposited with the bank and paid out

plaintiff Coleman was “ guilty of neg

by it on forged checks.

ligence in failing to call for and secure

The bank

pleaded negligence and estoppel on the his monthly statements and examine the
part of the plaintiffs in that they failed same and discover the forgeries among
to examine the monthly statementsmade his canceled checks." The court ren
up by it, which were accompanied by dered judgment for the plaintiffs for
checks charged against the account, thus $ 268.80, the amount of forged checks
included in the first statement. The
permitting the continuance of the for only
question on appeal is whether on
geries, which would have been otherwise
detected. To this the plaintiffs in turn the verdict the plaintiffs were entitled
answered that the bank was negligent in to judgment for $4011 instead of the
not detecting the forgeries in the first
instance .

The plaintiffs deposited a large
amount of money with the bank , and
drew checks against their account from
time to time. It was the bank 's custom
to make up monthly statements of its

accounts with its customers, and place

amount awarded them .

The SupremeCourt of this state held
in the case of Weinstein v . National
Bank , 69 Tex . 38 , 6 S . W . 171, 5 Am .
St. Rep . 23, that it is the duty of the
depositor to examine statements of ac
counts with vouchers furnished him by
the bank " to the end that he may verify

it, if it be correct, or detect the errors
if it be found erroneous," and that,
the depositor " negligently fail to
the customers. The bank followed this should the
examination and consequent
custom in handling the plaintiffs' ac make
discovery where he could have dis

these in charge of a special clerk in the
bank for delivery when called for by

count. The plaintiffs knew of the cus covered it,” he is estopped from deny
tom , and that they could get their state
ments by calling for them , but neg ing the correctness of the account,
lected to do this for a period of eight where to permit him to do so would
months. When they did get the state entail loss on the bank that it would not
have sustained. The court
ments plaintiff Coleman , who wasman otherwise
cites with approval the case of Bank v.
aging the business , discovered at once Morgan , 117 U . S . 96 , Sup . Ct. 657 , 29
that forged checks amounting to some
thing over $ 4000 had been paid by the L . Ed. 811, where the question is
bank and charged to plaintiff' s account. elaborately considered. There is a fact
These forgeries were easily detected , in this case now for decision that was
and would have been discovered upon not discussed and probably did not ap
examination of the first monthly statement. The forgeries continued through

pear in the case of Weinstein v . Bank ,
supra , to wit , that the bank 's employees

the entire period of eight months, and

were guilty of negligence in failing to

were committed by an employee of discover the forgery before payment of
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the checks. As to the law with this ad- the case of Critten v . Chemical National
ditional fact shown, the Supreme Court

Bank , supra, denied the applicability of

of the United States said , in the case of

the principles of estoppel to a case such

Bank v. Morgan , supra :

as we have been discussing, butheld , in

Of course, if the defendant's officers, be
fore paying the altered checks, could by

effect, that the depositor would be
liable to the bank for the damages sus

proper care and skill have detected the

tained by it for his negligence in fail

forgeries, then it cannot receive a credit for

ing to detect the forgeries and give
notice to the bank . But the rule an
nounced by the New York court will
lead to the same result in this case, as
will appear from the following quota

the amount of those checks, even if the de
positor omitted all examination of his ac
count.

In this connection , see, also , New
Bank vv. tion from that decision :
York Produce Exchange
Exchange bank
Houston , 169 Fed . 785, 95 C . C . A .
Since * * * the liability of the plaintiffs
251; National Dredging Co . v. Bank , 6 (the
depositors ) to the bank was solely for
Pennewill, 580, 69 Atl. 607. 16 L . R . A .

the loss caused by their negligence, it is a
Merchants' National Bank v . Nichols that its own negligence contributed to the
action unquestionably was
& Shepard Co., 223 Ill. 41, 79 N . E . loss. * * on* The
contract, and it remained such.
41, 7 L . R . A . ( N . S .) 752 : Critten v . brought
The plaintiffs sue for a debt to which the

( N . S.) 599, 180 Am . St. Rep . 158 ;

complete answer to the defendant's claim

& SheL. R.A.(N. Sank, 171 N.. Y.Y .
Chemical National Bank , 171 N

defendant answers :

We have paid the

219, 63 N . E . 969, 57 L . R . A . 529 ; money, true, not according to your direc

First National Bank v. Allen , 100 Ala.
476 , 14 South . 335, 27 L . R . A . 426 , 46
Am . St. Rep. 80 ; 3 R . C . L . pp . 588,
539, § 168 ; note, 17 Ann . Cas. 125 ;

tions, but in compliance with what we be
lieved to be your directions, and your negli
gent conduct and your duty towards us led

stein v . Bank , and Bank v . Morgan ,

us into that error. To which the plaintiffs
rejoined : Your own negligence contributed
to the loss. All this may be true yet the
plaintiffs recovered not in tort but on con

supra , the right of the banks to defend

tract, for the allegation of negligence on the
part of the defendant is used only to defeat

note , L . R . A . 1915D , 753.

In Wein -

on account of the failure of the cus its claim for relief on account of the plain
tiffs' negligence.
to the bank was allowed on application
Several of the other cases cited , to

tomer to examine his account and report

of the principles of estoppel. Now
one principle of estoppel, as stated by
Pomeroy in his work on Equity Juris-

prudence (section 813 ), is that,

wit, National Dredging Co. v . Bank ,
Merchants' National Bank v . Nichols ,

and First National Bank v. Allen , fol

low the reasoning of the New York
court. But, as we have already stated ,

The party who claims the benefit of an
estopped must not only have been free from
fraud in the transaction , but must have acted the result in this case will be the same
with good faith and reasonable diligence ; whether we accept the reasoning in the
otherwise no equity will arise in his favor.
case of Bank v. Morgan , supra, or that

We assume that the recognition of announced in the other cases. In either
this principle led the Supreme Court of event, the plaintiff was, in our opinion ,

the United States to announce the law

entitled under the verdict of the jury to

recover the $ 4011; and judgment will
The New York Court of Appeals , in be rendered accordingly .

as above quoted .
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Sketch by Alfred C . Bossom
Oldest Bank in the World

Genoa, Italy

Famous Banks of the World
By Alfred C . Bossom
OT JE in America naturally think
The oldest bank of all, at Genoa, is
that we have the finest bank what you would expect on the shores of
buildings in the world , but the the sunny Mediterranean , where the
more I have studied this subject the
more I have found worth the deepest

ships from Venice rub sides against
boats from Constantinople and Alexan

consideration and respect in the older

dria.
What play for the imagination here !
Think of the men in far-off places who
had handled the money that ultimately
passed within these walls, to emerge
again to pass on to perhaps some new
romance in other distant lands.

countries.

As I stood in London looking at the
“ Old Lady in Threadneedle Street,"
I could not imagine this venerable
structure ever being used for anything
but an English treasure-house. Heavy,
almost ponderous, with no light tower

M

ost of the countries, in their bank

such as any Latin would give to its
building , it portrayed exactly the Eng
lishman 's idea of what his Bank of
England should be.

buildings, have drawn their inspiration
from the classics for their national
strongholds of wealth , but they each

can give us some points that we may

When its tall office structure has been

well think about when we design those

built inside of it, it will be just as true
to the accepted type of Englishman that

homes of finance in which, without
undue egotism , America may easily

has developed since the World War.

claim to be leading the world today.
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High Points
By Richard W . Saunders
THE BANKER IN LITERATURE

today , been looked at askance by the
poets and writers of the ages. There

THE editor of The BANKERS has always been the feeling that the ac
MAGAZINE has requested that from

cumulation of wealth and the conse

- time to time, we send in under the
above title, some of the interesting
things that come to notice during a
somewhat wide course of reading . He
states that if possible, they be of a

quent power that it brings, has for its
basis a high degree of selfishness. It
is only when such a man, through bene
factions such as those of say Stephen

kind of especial signification to bankers

Girard , is looked upon from the stand

but that this need not exclude particu larly choice quotations of purely literary value, bankers being but human
beings after all.
Of course there are all kinds of

point of a philanthropist, that an in
terest is taken in them from a literary
or artistic point of view .
When the village banker is found in
fiction , it is generally as the hard and

human beings, but, letting that pass, we crusty old soul who is about to fore
hope you will find some interesting bits close the mortgage on the widow 's prop
here and there. For example , in glanc erty. Some day this will be changed
and the real sterling qualities of the
ing over “ The Oldest Code of Laws in bankers
and their tremendous benefit to
the World " being those of Hammurabi,

King of Babylon B . C . 2285-2242 the world will be embodied in song and

translated by Johns we wondered if by

story.

allusion to
some allusion
to
be some
chance there might he

Meanwhile, we may well include a
, printing the one that stands al
poem
bankers and found the following - Laws
alone in its description of our
most
122 and 123.
" If a man shall give silver, gold or great medium of exchange “ Gold .”
anything whatever , to a man on deposit , all whatever he shall give he shall

Truly Thomas Hood portrays it in its
good and bad aspects and that it can

shew to witnesses and fix bonds and be a medium of great good or great evil
we all well understand and agree upon .
shall give on deposit.”
“ If without witness and bonds he has
given on deposit, and where he has de Gold ! Gold ! Gold ! Gold !
Bright
yellow , hard and cold ,
posited they keep disputing him , this Molten ,and
graven, hammer'd , and roll' d ;

case has no remedy."

The absence of any reference to a
pass book will be noticed .

It is a somewhat amazing fact that
notwithstanding all that financial or

Heavy to get, and light to hold ;
Hoarded, barter'd , bought, and sold ,
Stolen , borrow 'd , squander'd , doled ;
Spurn 'd by the young, but hugg'd by the old
To the very verge of the churchyard mould ;
Price of many a crime untold ;

moneyed men have done throughout the Gold ! Gold ! Gold ! Gold !

ages, to help along the cause of prog

Good or bad a thousand fold !

How widely its agencies vary
ress and civilization , there should be so
To save - to ruin — to curse - to bless
few allusions to them in the writings of As
even its minted coins express,
the past and even of the present. In Now stamp'd with the image of Good Queen
spite of their many great services, men
Bess,
of wealth have always, as they are
And now of a Bloody Mary !
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THE BANKER IN LITERATURE

today, been looked at askance by the
poets and writers of the ages. There

THE editor of THE BANKERS has always been the feeling that the ac
MAGAZINE has requested that from cumulation of wealth and the conse
time to time, we send in under the
quent power that it brings, has for its
above title, some of the interesting basis
a high degree of selfishness . It
things that come to notice during a

somewhat wide course of reading . He is only when such a man, through bene
states that if possible , they be of a factions such as those of say Stephen
kind of especial signification to bankers Girard , is looked upon from the stand
but that this need not exclude particu - point of a philanthropist , that an in
larly choice quotations of purely literary value, bankers being but human
beings after all.
Of course there are all kinds of

terest is taken in them from a literary
or artistic point of view .

When the village banker is found in
fiction, it is generally as the hard and

old soul who is about to fore
human beings, but, letting that pass,we crusty
close the mortgage on the widow 's prop

hope you will find some interesting bits

here and there. For example , in glanc
ing over “ The Oldest Code of Laws in
the World” being those of Hammurabi,
5 -9942
King of Babylon B . C . 22852242
translated by Johns we wondered if by
chance there might be some allusion to
bankers and found the following- Laws
122 and 123.
" If a man shall give silver, gold or

erty. Some day this will be changed
and the real sterling qualities of the
bankers and their tremendous benefit to
the world will be embodied in song and
story.
Meanwhile, we may well include a
poem , printing the one that stands al
most alone in its description of our
great medium of exchange “Gold.”

anything whatever, to a man on de-

Truly Thomas Hood portrays it in its

posit , all whatever he shall give he shall
shew to witnesses and fix bonds and
shall give on deposit .”
“ If without witness and bonds he has
given on deposit, and where he has de

good and bad aspects and that it can
be a medium of great good or great evil
we all well understand and agree upon .

posited they keep disputing him , this

case has no remedy.”

Gold ! Gold ! Gold ! Gold !
Bright and yellow , hard and cold ,
Molten , graven , hammer'd , and rollid ;
Heavy to get, and light to hold ;
Hoarded, barter'd , bought, and sold ,
Stolen , borrow 'd , squander'd , doled ;

The absence of any reference to a
pass book will be noticed .
by the young, but hugg'd by the old
It is a somewhat amazing fact that Spurn'd
To the very verge of the churchyard mould ;
notwithstanding all that financial or Price
of many a crime untold ;

moneyed men have done throughout the Gold ! Gold ! Gold ! Gold !
ages, to help along the cause of prog Good or bad a thousand fold !
ress and civilization , there should be so
How widely its agencies vary
To save- to ruin - to curse - to bless
few allusions to them in the writings of As
its minted coins express,
the past and even of the present. In Noweven
stamp'd with the image of Good Queen
spite of their many great services, men
Bess,

of wealth have always, as they are

And now of a Bloody Mary !
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This is whatUncle Sam taught the bank builders ofthe country about vault construction . Here is seen in
the process of construction the bank vault ofthenew CitizensMutual TrustCompany ofWheeling,West
Va. This picture shows a part of the wall as well as the floormat. Themetal used is known as “ Steel

crete” and ismanufactured by the Consolidated Expanded Metal Companies of Braddock, Pa.

VA

Another view of the vault ofthecitizens Mutual Trust Company of 1 heeling.

After the steel mat is placed into position it is thoroughly imbedded in co 'crete. Note that the
principle ofentanglementis employed. Nodrill or flame can penetrate.
982

Some Bank Credit Problems
The BANKERS MAGAZINE has secured the services of a capable bank credit man
to answer the inquiries of readers on current problems of the credit manager.

Questions of general interest to credit men and bankers will be answered and only
the initials of the person asking the question will be used. In case the question is
not one of particular interest to bank credit men as a whole or is one which has been

answered before, a reply will be made by mail.

In order that all questions may be answered intelligently, it is requested that
they be direct and to the point, but that sufficient necessary detail be included to
enable the editor to draw the proper conclusion . Inquiries should be addressed to

the Editor, Bank Credit Problems, The BẠNKERS MAGAZINE, 71-73 Murray Street,
New York . - EDITOR.

- QUESTION : I wish you would ex - stockholders. In consolidating these two
method of
of show
sheets we will of course have to
plain to me the proper method
show balance
show the minority interest on the liability

ing on a consolidated balance sheet the
minority interest of stockholders in a

side of the consolidated statement. This
will consist of the $ 10,000 in stock owned 'by

subsidiary company. For instance, sup pose we have two companies, a parent
corporation called " A ," and a sub
sidiary corporation called " B ." We

the minority interests as well as a 10 per

will assume that these two companies'

Company, i. e. $2500 . The $ 90 ,000 investment
in B Company (carried on A 's statement)
will cancel $ 90,000 of B Company's capital
stock . The consolidated balance sheet will

statements show up roughly as follows: then appear as follows:

“ A” COMPANY
• Assets :

Cash, mdse., rec., etc. -

Investment in “ B ” Company.
Total assets

Liabilities:
Capital stock

Surplus -

Total liabilities

Consolidated Balance Sheet
“ A ” and “ B ” Corporations
$ 110 ,000
Total assets :
90,000 Cash
, mdse., receipts, etc. . .
. $235,000
Liabilities :
$200,000 Capital
stock
$ 190,000
... $ 190,000 Minority interest in B Company. ...$ 12,500
... 3:2,500
- 10,000 Surplus

- $200,000

“ B” COMPANY
Total assets:
Cash , mdse., rec., etc.
Liabilities:
Capital stock
Surplus

Total liabilities

$ 235,000

QUESTION : In a recent number of

„$125,000

The Bankers Magazine there was an
article on factors, in the course ofwhich

. ....$ 100,000

it was stated that a mill dealing with a

25,000

factor does not have to worry about any

Total liabilities
- -- ---$125,000
Will you kindly make up for me a
consolidated balance sheet of these two
companies, indicating the way you
would show the interest of the minority
stockholders in “ B ” Company. The
" Investment in B Company” shown on
A 's statement of course represents $ 90 ,000 of B 's stock , carricd at par value,
indicating a 90 per cent. control.-

problems except the manufacture of the
goods, as the factor takes care of sales,
credits, etc. It has always been my
impression that a factor cashes sales,
guarantees credits , advances against
merchandise, etc., but that it docs not
sell. On the other hand , a commission
house has a selling organization , dispos
ing of the products of its mills.
I would be interested to have your
reaction on this. - R . H . M ., Jr.,

S . T. A .

ANSWER : The terms" factor” and “com

ANSWER : In the nhore problem “ A ” mission house" are often used almost
Company owns 90 per cent. of the stock of synonymously. Frequently a factor will do
* 1 ," and the remnining $ 10,000, or 10 per a commission business with several of tlie
cent., represents the intercst of the minority mills it factors, whereas the commission
063
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" Uneynired Suhenrint
item "Unexpired
house usually factors the mills for which it is the
Subscriptions,"
the item
selling agent. As a general rule , however, representing subscriptions paid in ad

R . H . M ., Jr., is correct. The common pro

cedure for the " factor" is to cash sales,
guarantee credits and advance against mer
chandise, but not to act as selling agent.
The mill usually has its own selling agent
with offices at the headquarters of the factor.

vance of the actualmailing of the issues.

Is this a slow or a quick liability ? Could
a portion of it be termed a quick li

ability, in view of the fact that in order
to fulfill the contract of the subscrip
On the other hand, the commission house tions
the publishing house will un
usually acts as both banker and selling agent

for the mill, i. e., it cashes sales, guarantees
credits, etc., and sells the goods as well ;
practically all the mill does is to consign the

goods to the commission house and allow it
to take charge of their disposition from

doubtedly have to buy a certain amount
of paper, ink , etc., to make up the
issue- W . V .
ANSWER : The item of " Unexpired Sub
scriptions" is a deferred liability and as
such is slow . It is in the same class as un

then on. In our discussion of the relation
ship between the factor and the mill we earned interest, unearned rent, etc., and is
perhaps adhered too closely to the proce not a " dollars and cents" liability in the
dure followed in one or two cases with which sense that it is a matter of bookkeeping and
we are particularly familiar ; in these the no money will be paid out to meet it. It
factor acts as selling agent as well as should not be treated , either in whole or in
banker. As a matter of fact, in New York part, as a current liability. Legally, per
City there is not any fine line drawn be
tween the various types of houses of this
sort. A factor may factor a mill which has
selling agents of its own ; or it may factor
selling agents who represent various mills;
or it may both factor and act as selling

agent for a mill (in this case the mill is
practically regarded as a " department” of
the factor ). It was this latter type which

we discussed particularly in our previous

haps, a subscriber cancelling his subscription
could demand a refund of the unexpired
portion of it ; or a bankrupt publishing
house might legally be liable for the unfilled
portion of its subscription lists. Practically,
however, the instances of such procedure are
so few as to make the possibility negligible.
Any liabilities for paper, ink, etc. which the
publishing house may have to incur in order

article .

to fulfill its subscriptions will of course
show up in the item of “ Accounts Payable."

QUESTION : Not long ago I noticed
on the statement of a publishing house

liability such as “ Unexpired Subscrip
tions."

These have nothing to do with a deferred

Letters to the Editor
The pages of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE are always open to readers, in so far
as limited spare permits , for expressions of their opinion on matters of general interest
to bankers . -- - THE EDITOR .

MORE CHRISTMAS CLUB BUSINESS
WITHOUT INCREASED OVERHEAD

Editor Tue Bankers MAGAZINE:
Just now when the Christmas savings de
partments are about to open their coffers

this if he could go to his banker and explain
all of these items and tell the dates they
fall due, as the banker could show him
exactly how much per week he must de

posit so as to be ready on each payment
date.

A Christmas fund department could
handle this without any difficulty or addi
tional overhead , and it would collect a lot
of money for the purpose in a great many
efiit to the bank and the community as well. cases.
In my experience in designing banks all
Practically every man has definite pay over
the country with Christmas fund de
ments to mcet during the year at specific partinents, I have often thought very seri

wide and let out the golden stream , a method
has occurred to me for expanding the
Christmas fund department into a household
budget department, which would be of ben
dates known in advancc.

For instance

rent, interest on a mortgage, insurance, club
dues, children 's schooling, holiday expenses,
etc.

ously that this department could be made
to function more profitably and more con
stantly.
ALFRED C. BOSSOM .

There would be no difficulty in handling New York, N . Y.
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ARCHITECTS' DRAWING OF THE NEW WESTINGHOUSE BUILDING , NEW YORK
Thisbuilding
is to be completed May 1, 1924. The Westinghouse interests,including the Electric
International Company, Lamp Company, and Airbrake Company, will occupy the upper hillCominy.
of the
building. It is being erected by Fred. T . Ley & Co., from plans ofStarreti and Van Vleck, architects.
S . W . Straus & Co. have underwritten a 6 per cent. first mortgage serialbond issue of $ 1.5)),1 ))
on the property.

Can Your Bank
Go On Without You ?
DURING his lifetime a certain man had carved in
marble a full- sized monument of himself, for he
wished to leave something by which he might be re

membered always.
Hewas an eccentric ; but not be-

ity of its founder is taken away.

cause he wished to be remem .
bered It was because he failed

One of the most durable, sub

Has yourbank this characteris:ic ?
Only if it is a well advertised in
stitution , which has extended its
interests and woven them into
the people's interests so closely
that the institution is no longer
yours alone but in an important

stantial and lasting forms such a

sense theirs.

monument may take is a well.

Consult The Collins Service re.

to realize that there is only one
real reason for remembrance - a
service to ourfellowmen so estab .

lished that it shall continue.

established banking business that

garding publicity that will so

has been so closely knit into the

mold the attitude of the com

lives of the people as to stand munity toward your bank that it
solidly in its own strength , un
shall be a permanent, public in
shaken even when the personal.

stitution .

The Collins Service
The Recognized Standard of Financial Advertising

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Winning New Depositors at Christmas Time

Club one bank — The Dime Sar
ings Bank located at Fort and

By Charles H . Smith

Griswold streets, Detroit, Mich
igan - last year used radio . By
means of The Detroit Free
Press broadcasting station,

Durixo THIE holiday season accounts their thoughts turn to

wlien the business of nearly the Christmas Club member
ship. This is, of course, a very "WWJ," this bank delivered

cvery retailer is booming, show

ing the stimulation of the Yule
scason , the banker is experienc

Christmas spending. This con -

good plan for securing new ac its message regarding Christ
counts and the total of them in mas Clubs to thousands of peo
many banks reaches an amazing ple who were listening in . On
amount. Depositors in these the day that the bank sent its
clubs show a surprising regular message it published advertise
ity in meeting their weekly or ments regarding it.
monthly payments and many
“ LISTEN IN "
banks disburse at Christmas

dition affects only the smaller
depositors usually and is due, in
some measure, to the maturing

time hundreds of thousands of
dollars which have been ac
cumulated by themembers dur-

of many Christinas Club ac-

ing the year.

ing a shrinkage in the accounts
of his smaller depositors. In deci , a great many accounts are
closed at this time of year due,
of course, in many cases to

counts.

On the Radio
Toniglit

If you want a bigger an hop
pier Christmas next year " Listen
In " toniglit. You will learn how
five million people in the United

To advertise its Christmas an

There can be no good reason,
however, for the banker not
sharing some of the abundance

(' ont nued on page II)

COURTESY -EFFICIENCY _ SERVICE

of prosperity prevalent among
all businesses at this time of
ycar - provided he goes after

A Banking Service
That " Follows Through”

liis share . This can be done by

cffective advertising and spe

THE banking service of Manufacturers Trust Company
1 " follows through ." . . . . In the textile trade, for exam .

cial features and attractions
which will cause people to dc

ple, our service starts with raw materials and continues

sire to open accounts. Of course

through the various stages ofmanufacture to marketing of

piece goods - woolens, silks or cottons . . . . Thence our
service proceeds through the cutting-up trades to wholesal
ing and retailing the finished garments . . . . At each stage
weheartily co-operate for the promotion of sound business
. . . . Two of our offices are conveniently located in the
Mid -Manhattan textile trade district, - 4th Avenue and
27th Street, 8th Avenue and 34th Street . . . . Consulta
tion. invited.
Nathan S. Jonas, President

the advertising, special features
and attractions will have to be
unusual - for the holiday is a
scason of spending rather than
of saving - but with extra ef
fort on the part of the bank

some of the money which is

Manufacturers
Trust Company

handled so freely during the
wecks preceding Christmas may
be diverted to savings accounts,
and the new (lepositors may be

maile to greatly out-nuniber tlie
· closed accounts.

MANHATTAN
BROOKLYN
Tie Broadway, corner Sumner Are
139 Broadway, at Cedar Street
Broadway, cure Berry Street
3. Eighth Ave , corner 341h St
715
Harerger
St., near Broadway
38 Fourth Ave ., career wyth St
719 Grand St, near Graham Are
QUEENS
1696 Myrtle Ave., comer Cypress Ave.,Ridgewood

Nearly all banks now have
Christmas Clubs through which
themembers may save a certain

sum by weekly or monthly pay
ments, the object being to de

frny the next year's Christmas
' cxpenses, and so when most
bankers think of new holiday

This New York bank 5ives , in copy that runs short of a
hundred words, a good verbal picture of the way in which
its service " follows through " in the various stages of a given
trade from raw materials to the retailing of the finished
article .

987
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Banking Publicity
RICHARD F. DURHAM , Editor
Monthly Publicity Soction

Tue BANKERS MAGAZINE
71-73 Murray St., New York
DECEMBER 1923
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E look forward to some
distant day when there

will be a " Let's Talk About
Banking " movement in
financial advertising . This
will not come, to be sure,
until we have run the gamut
of history from King Tut to

Henry Ford .
If you were an automobile
salesman would you try to
sell a car to a man by talk -

lots of good books on the Too MUCH credence still
subjcct.

seems to be placed in the

No up-to-the-minute fi

time worn theory that bank
nancial ad man 's bag of tools ing is an uninteresting sub
is complete without several ject to talk about.
sets of encyclopedias and
Hand -in -hand with this
divers histories of the Unit - goes the theory that it is a
ed States, Egypt and other difficult matter to sell any
countries.
thing as " intangible” as
The historical advertise - banking service.
.
ment in financial publicity
We can think of no sen
has passed the novelty stage sible reason why either of
it has become a disease these
these two
t
theories should be
more contagious than mea - adhered to.
sles, and it threatens to as
Banking is uninteresting
sume the same deadly pro
when it is presented in an
portions long since reached uninteresting manner. So is
by the well-known Friendly
other subject.
Banking and Personal Serv - anyThomas
P . Kane' s book
ice complexes ?

" The Romance and Tragedy
ing to him abcut the Glory
of the Roman Empire? You

In the field of present day

bet you wouldn 't! And yet banking, of things
this is just about as sensible about that pertain
a procedure as the way in to banking there is
which a good many banks Bankers themselves

of Banking” contains plenty
of material in refutation of

to talk
directly any belief that banking is
no end . a dry -as-dust subject. We
have to would recommend a perusal

Illamolveslavend.

are trying , through the me- do no small amount of read of this book to any writer
dium of financial advertis - ing and study if they are of financial advertising copy
ing, to sell the services that

to keep pace with develop -

who feels that he can 't talk

they have to offer.
ments and changes.
The best means of acIf the banks don 't talk

banking and be interesting

quiring a good historical about banking to the public,
background today is neither

through travel, going to col
lege or buying expensive
books on history.
If you want to follow the
history of various nations
through various periods — if
you want an accurate and
complete picture of conditions in different sections of

who else will ?

at the same time.

Regarding the intangibil

ity of banking service, we

When we say " talk about fear that all too often bank
banking” we do not mean
talking about Four Per
Cent, Courtesy, Service and
Personal Attention .
You are not insulting the
intelligence of the man in
the street when you assume
that possibly one out of a

ing service seems intangible
to the man who is writing

about it simply because he
has failed to grasp the fun

damentals of the various
phases of it, and for no other
prises
reason .

The modern bank , large
the United States during the hundred of his number realearly '40 's or the post- Civil ly knows something about or small, has a variety of
War period — read the bank the fundamentals of bank - very definite services. Each
advertisements in the news- ing . Why should he when of these services is not only

tangible , but once urder

papers of our larger cities.

banking seems to be one of

Of course if you want to

the last things in the world

stood may be described in

know something about banks that banks are prone to talk
and banking - well, there are about?

terms both specific and well
defined .
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Winning New Depositors od Thisof somewhat
unusual
meth
advertising
Christmas
at(Continuerl
Christmas
Time
froin page 957)
Clubs by radio has the advan
States are receiving Christmas
chucks this week aniounting to the
the
stakkering total of a quarter of
a billion dollars.
radio
recciving
outfit
i
s
becom
“WIJ"
ing well-nigh universal it should
once

be increasingly effective.

Tonight " VWJ" will broadcast
the remarkable story of this new
iden that has literally swept tho
country so short a time. You
will learnin how
very casy it has
been for these millions of men and
ehristmas bills through a nem
bership in a Christmas Thrift
Club).
Tuils hank is distributing thou

e

miums to members joining the
Christinas toClubs
added
incentive
open asan anaccount.
One of these The Peoples

Savings Bank
ofGranda Rapids,
Michigan
- offered
child's

mnils
these IfChristmas
at thisoftime.
you are notcliecks
ono

bank
filled with candy tod : each
mo

of the fortunate Club members
this
week up your niind to
enrollyear make

FREE

Our 1923 Membership
Club now Open for
Make a Small Deposit
Out of your earnings each week,
or monthly from now until the
maturity of the club, and you will

receive the full amount due next
Deceniber, just
several
beforea
Christmas,
at a weeks
time when
little ready money will come in
handy.
You will never miss the small
weekly
deposit, and will be agree
ably surprised to see how easily
you
will have accumulated a nice
sum of money for Christmas or
for any other purpose. This Club
is open to everyboily. All that is
necessary is to call at our bank
and make your first club deposit.

Classes offered to suit all pur
poscs.

THE PEOPLES SAVINCS BANK

this
and be in line for
In " toniglit and you will reallzo

Join
our 1923
CHRISTMAS
CLUB

banksmerely
nccd notto increas
confine '
theirButcfforts

The Christmas Savings Club
The Dime Savings Bank.

And getFilled
a Child's
Candy Bank
With Savings

Christmas Clubs— important as

a clicek next Christmas, " Listen

how easy it is to join

The Man Who PaidBrooklyn
for the Bridge

When You Were Married

ing the membership of their

To Him Who Moves the Stone

The Spiritof Accomplishment

ve
NNNN

Am

dende

OZ
ThePT
TVE

The Fidelityof Buffalo
Trust Company

The Fidelityof Buffalo
TrustCompany

TheFidelitofy BuffaloTrustCompany

The FidelitofBuffalo
y Trust Company

a fable and the
marriage,advertisements
Bridge,
Statistics
bank.
of amoving
BuffaloImpulse
of interesting
this group
matter forBrooklyn
subjectregarding
furaish

of an idea,
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Monthly deposits which
accumulate $10,000
in 10 to 25 Years.
Interest: 3 % per Annum

$10,000

Savings,ofGrand
Rapids,Mich
exceptionally

$9,000

for folks to give a savings ac
count. The bank advised :

$8,000

$7,000
$6,000

Compounded Monthly

igan made it

easy

Glvo a 4 per cent. savings ac
count. Here's a fine last minute
gift for the children , young folks
and everybody that will help form
the priceless hinbit of saving and
spread its influence over many,

many Christmases to come. Just
write on your caril or letter head .

$5,000
$4,000
$3,000

Christmas from ...
Merry
A $ ........ ...... 4 per cent.

$2,000

names
lucky recipients the
first of ofthetheweek .

$1,000

Thus not even a trip to the
bank was necessary to do this

> Luetta

Savings
Account at the Home State Bank

for Savings.
FII in your name and tho
amount, $ 10, $ 25 or more, and sllp
into the stocking or hang on the
tree. Mall us the cheeks with tho

lines accumulation
sbow wbat partto
25$22.37
Years 20$30.39
Years 15$43.95
Years 10$71.38
Years ofDotted
the total
Per Month Per Month PerMonth Per Month representedby interestearned

Chart showing how $10,000 may be accumulated in from
ten to twenty - five years through monthly deposits drawing
interest at 3 per cent. compounded monthly. This chart was
prepared by the compound interest department of tho
National City Bank , New York .

that it had a "
mas Dollar for every boy and

girl in Detroit.” In the offer
addressed
to fathers and moth
crs the bank's copy read: : :

tution to assist in the develop
inent of the coming generation .
We therefore credit
will deposit
One
Dollar
every

to the
of
boy
and girl in Detroit who opens a
savings account or has an account
opened for them in this bank, be
tween this date and Christmas.
The account to remain on deposit
for one year and to be adıleil to at
least three times. $ 5 .00 - $ 10. 00

even as little as $ 1.00 will open a
savings account here. This is an
opportunity for mothers, fathers

When you go shopping
take a list of the things
sou wish to purchase.

.today, you will no doubt

Be sure your list is
complete and decide to

purchase for future

preds
as well as for the ag
persent.
Opening a Savings Ac
count is theway to do so.
and your money will earn

14. The little sums you
save by shopping wisely

A CHRISTMAS
DOLLAR
For

and friends to give the kiddies
something really worth while. It
isthatan carries
inexpensive
gift and yet one
with it untolil pog.

are
not safe in your purse.
and they earn no interest

Every Boy
and Girl in
Detroit.

sibilities for the development, edu
cation and future happiness of the

count grow
One of our ofhces in
convenient to you and
it takes but a minute to
start your Savings Ac
count. You may do so
daily - from 8 :30 A . M .
until Midnight.

To MOTHERS AND FATHERS:
- Of course, you are cagerly plan
ning and spending so that your
little ones will have a wonderfully
happy Christmas. But have you
thought of a gift of truly lasting
benefit - -soinething that will help
the development of the youngsters

into just the kind of brown-ups"

children .

Take advantage of our Christ
mas
offer. Drop in today at our
main office
or at any one of our
sixteen branches and start one or
more little children on the road

to happiness and success.

Ć

this may be. They should seek
other depositors as well. By a
generous
offer made by large
sized newspaper advertisements
Thic Dime Savings BankChrist
an
nounced

Purchase a
Future

there. Put them in the
tank and watch your ac.

TEACH YOUR CHILDREN

TO SAVE

FRANKLIN
TRUST
Company

you want them to be ? A Dime
Bank Snvings account opened in
the children' s name will be re
membered and valued long after
all other gifts are forgotten.
A savings account will not only
teach your boy or girl thrift- 80
indispensable to their future suc

THE DIME SAVINGS BANK.
This appeal is primarily for
the accounts of children - with
the probable addition of sav

cess and happiness -- but it will
prove of ever-increasing valuo.
GIVE THEM A DOLLAR
WE WILL MAKE IT TWO
While it is theduty of every parent to teach their children to save

later date. But many banks

Talking to the housewife about

advertise extensively putting
forth the attractive features of
a savings account as a Christ

a savings account. This adver
tisement of a Philadelphia bank
starts out by talking about the
day'
s shopping a good point of
contact with the readers it is de
Sened to reach , and then very
skillfully lewuls up to the subject
of 4 savings account. .

a part of what they have, we feel

ings accounts of the elders at a

It is also the Jury of this insti- gift the Home State Bank For

The Week That Gare Paradelanie there and Night Brexit
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Christmas " shopping." In the
usual rush of Christmas buying
this feature is appreciated by
many people.

The above plans are a few of
the most suggestive methods

usçd Jast Christmas by pro
gressive banks in Michigan . The
attractive fcatures and excep

Who's Who in
Bank Advertising

tional aclvertising appeal are
worthy of the notice of bankers
in otlıcr communitics.

How Banks Are
.. Advertising
“ TIE Field Wc Cover,” a book
let published by the First Na
tional Bank of Lincoln, Ne
braska, presents , in extremely
pleasing typographical form ,
an outline of the facilities of
the bank 's various departments
that is specific, easily under

standable and very readable.
"Ox W ' ild Cat Stocks" is the
title of an attractive little
pamphlct issued by the Wyom

ing National Bank, Wilkes
the story of a certain man who

Darre, Pa . The pamphlet tells
went to his banker for in

formation regarding an invest
ment proposition , and what

WILLIAM M . SHERRILL

Manager public'ty and new business department TheWyoming

happened .

National Bank , Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

A WELL illustrated booklet en
titled, " I'wenty Years of
Growth ," has been issued by
the Citizens Trust Company of

Utica, New York , dedicatoil to
" the citizens of Ulica whose
frienilly interest has made pos
sible the growth of this insti

tution during its first twenty
years."

;

The booklet shows illustra
tions of the company's hand

some and cominocions quarters

erected in 191.1, " a lanking
idcals of the institution, a land

hoine that should typify the

mark anı at monument of scrie
ice, of strength , of integrity and

of success."

Mr.
Sherrillnkisince
institutional
ce
d experie with
ai an
r itThe
tenhal
ted wideby atNational
s prepared
a nbe
espNHE
.cihis
focopy
inWyoming
BBank,
connection
ginning in 1921, has attracted wide attention and inuen
favorable comment for its interest and originality . His
training and experience have been such as to qualify him
esp . cially for financial advertising and new business work .
As reporter on the NASHVILLE BANNER , Nashville, Tennes
see, ant later as assistant to the manager of the Nashville
COMMERCIAL DAILY. Jie gained much valuable experience

in the handling of news and advertising matter. Mr. Sherrill
was for two year's lursar anal heall of the business de .
partment in Tennessee Polytechnic Institute , Cookeville.
He installed the accounting system used in this institution
the U . S .
and organized the business department. When supervisor
Army schools were established he was appointeil
of the business Schools of the First Army Division and
served in that capacity at Camp Taylor, Kentucky, and
('anip Dix, New Jersey . Mr. Sherrill has had experience
, Johnson
in general bank work with The City National Bank
City, Tennessen. He was erucated at Peabody College and
Vanderbilt Univerity, Nashville. He is a charter member
of the Wilkes- Barre Advertising Club, and chairman of the
finance committee. He is also a strong believer in and
supporter of the work of the Financial Advertisers
Association .
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The story tells how in 1903
the Citizens Trust Company

was organized and relates the
history of the growth of the
institution .

Keep Us In Touch
With Your Work
Each month in this department cur

rent advertising matter is reproduced
and commented upon. The editor of
this department keeps on file bank ad

vertising matter from all parts of the

The LIBERTY Trust and Savings
Bank , Chicago, publishes two
folders which it has distributed

by direct mail to 25,000 cus
tomers, and which the bank says
hare produced exceptional re
sults.

These two folders are entitled
“ Two Kinds of Dollars," and
“ Our Partial Payment Plan .”
The former portrays the ad
vantages of sound investment,
while the latter outlines a sys
tematic plan of saving and in
vesting

Tue EQUITABLE Trust Company

of New York publishes a book

country - newspaper ads, booklets,

let describing its service, which

folders,specialties, etc.

good typography with a high

combines effective layout and
(legree of skill.

Every im

portant phase of the bank 's

service is (lescribed adequately.

Keep us in touch with your own
publicity work . Weare especially in
terested in newspaper ads. Clip some

of yours as they are published and

yet concisely and without any
superfluous words or phrases.

Tur Grapaxty Trust Company
of New York has issued two
new booklets, " Some Things to
Consider in Having Your Law
ver Draw Your Will," which

outlines some of the practical
business considerations for the

send them along to us.

indiviilual to have in mind in

planning a will or in renewing
an old one, and " Trusteeing

Address all communications to :
EDITOR BANKING PUBLICITY
omm

BANKERS
MAGAZINE
71 Murray St., New York City

Your Insurance," which dis
cusses the advantages of plac
ing in trust the proceeds of life
insurance policics.

Tie UNION Trust Company of
Chicago publishes a portfolio
" Selecting a Chicago Corres
pondent Bank " which gives &

well presented and interesting
insight into the services which
the bank renders to correspond

ent banks, and the plans which
the bank places at their disposal

for handling their requirements
so that turnover is speeded up.

Exchan
Bankwith aAdverti
ge
wiliseribesing
s
t
o
a
t
r
n
r
h
s
d
e
e
matter issuedWatch
by themfor. Subscribers
can get on this list free of charge.
New Names and Other Changes.
Albany, N . Y., City 8vgs. Bank, F. H . Williams, Detroit, Mich., First NationalBank, F. J. Camp.
.com *State Bank,
Baltimore, Ma., Nat'l Bank of Baltimore, W . B. East Moline, m .. Manufacturers
Those listed herewith are willing to exchange booklets and other advertising

bell, adv. mgr.
treas.
Asbury
Park, N . J., Asbury Park Tr. Co., J. B . Detroit,
Mich., Security Tr. Co., H . B . Grimm ,
Fogal, asst. secy. -treas.
mgr. bus. ext. dept.

Thurston , Jr., mgr. for. dept.
F . T . Shearman,
Berkeley,
Cai.,V. Berkeley
Com 'i & svgs. Bk., G . Elizabeth
City. N . cash
C., .1st & Citizens Nat'l
Bank, M . H . Jones, cash.
L
.
Pape,
P
.
Boston
, Mass., Internat'l Tr. Co., T. F. Megan, Elmira,
N . Y., 2nd Nat'l Bank, Helen E . Mal.
lory, adv. mgr.
asst. secy.
Boston,
Mass., National Shawmut Bank.
Evansville,
Ind.,, pub.
Nat'lmgr.City Bank, Josephine a
MacCorkle
Boston, Mass., Old Colony Trust Company.
Boston,
Mass.,
State
St.
Tr.
Co.,
R
.
M
.
Eastman,
Evansville,
Ind.,
oid State Nat'l Bank, A. F .
Bader, asst. cash.
asst. to pres.

Brenham
, Tex., 1st Nat'l Bank, A . Schlenkor,
cash .

Brooklyn,
N . Y., Home Svgs. Bank, V. M . Powo
ell, secy.

Flint,Potter,
Mich .,asst.
Citizens
cash .Com 'l & Svgs. Bank, H . ..

Flint,mgr.
Michspecial
., Industrial
Svgs. Bank, A . T. Smith ,
serv. dept.

wor ,
Brooklyn, N . Y ., Williamsburgh Svga. Bank, Flint,mgr.
Mich., Genesee Co. Svgs. Bank, V
new bus. dept.
A . E . Leighton, adv. mgr.
Bruxelles,
Belglum
,
Moniteur
des
Interets
Ma
Gardner,
Mass.,
Gardner
Tr.
Co.,
P.
O.
Ahlin,
V . P.
terlels, 27 Place de Louvain.

Goldsboro,
N . C., Wayne Nat'l Bank, W . E
Stroud, V . P . & cash .
Buffalo,
. Y., pubFidelity
Bk. & Tr. Co., R .
man , Nasst.
. mgr. Tr. Co., W . D . Lamp Greenville,
Andersons., c.,
cashAmerican
.
Buffalo,
N
.
Y.,
Marine
Tr.
Co.,
J.
A
.
Edwarda,
Greenville,
S.
C.,
Woodside
Nat'l Bank, J. L
Williams, V . P .
adv. mgr.
Buffalo,
N
.
Y.,
Peoples
Bank,
C.
R
.
F
.
Wichen
Haverhill,
Mass.,
1st
Nat'l
Bank,
C. A . Rath
bone, V . P .
den , mgr. new bus. dept.

Buffalo, N . Y ., Citizens Tr. Co., H . G . Hoffman,
treas.

Cambridge,
Mass., Guaranty Tr. Co., L . A . Indianapolis,
Ind., Fletcher Svgs. & Tr. Co..
Frost, V . P .
L . A . Buennagel, mgr. serv. dept.
Camden,
Ark ., Merchants & Planters Bank, P . Ithaca,
N . Y ., 1st Nat'l Bank, W . A . Boyd, V .
Fla., Atlantic Nat'l Bank,
Hildebrand, cash .
CedarT . Rapids,
lowa, Cedar Rapids Svgs. Bank, Jacksonville,
Quincy, asst. cash .
Jacksonville,
Fla.,
Barnett Nat'l Bank, E . G .
C . E . Auracher, adv. mgr.
Haskell, adv
. dept.
Chambersburg,
Pa., VChambersburg
Tr. Co., F . Jacksonville,
A . Zimmerman,
. P.
Fla.,
United
secy. & treas. States Tr. Co., B . W .
Charleston,
W . Va., Kanawha Nat'l Bank, Leo Joliet,Lanier,
Ill., Will Co. Nat' l Bank , F . R . Adams.
S . Trimble , tr. officer.
Charleston
, W . Va., Kanawha Valley Bank , H . Kankakee,
Tr. & Svgs. Bank, A . M .
cash City
Shoven , ill.,
.
Picklesimer, mgr. new business dept.
Tr. Co., F. M .
Mo.,
Commerce
City,
Chattanooga, Tenn., American Tr. & Bkg. Co., Kansas
Staker, mgr. pub . dept.
cash .
asst. Chatanooga
E . L . Smith,Tenn.,
Chattanooga,
Svgs. Bank, Kansas City, Mo., Kansas City Terminal Tr.
J. V . Holdam , asst. tr. ofl.

Co., H . G . Hunter, V . P .

Chester,
Pa., Pennsylvania Nat'l Bank, E . C. Lima,delPeru,
S. A ., Banco Mercantil Americano
Peru .
Burton , V . P .
Chicago,
Ill.,
Bauder
-Baker,
738
8.
Michigan
Lincoln
,
Neb
.,
The First Nat'l Bank, C . F .
Snyder, Jr., pub. and new bus. mgr.
Ave., R . E . Bauder, pres.
Beach Nat'l Bank, P .
,
Cal.,
Beach
Long
Co.,
L.
E.
Delson,
&
II
.,
Critchfield
Chicago,
L . Hudson, asst.Long
cash.
Anan . adv. mgr.

Chicago, I ., Liberty Tr. & Svgs. Bank, M .

Los Angeles, Cal., Hellman Com 'l Tr. & 8vn

Rosenthal, asst. cash .
Chicago,
Ill., Chicago Morris Plan Bank, 8. B .
Clark , mgr. serv. dept.

Bank, D . R . Branham , dir. pub .
Los Angeles, Cal., Pacific- Southwest Tr. & Svg .
Bk., R . M . MacLennan, adv. mgr.

Chicago,
III., Union Tr. Co., P. L. Hardesty.
puh . mgr.
Clarksville,
V . P . Tenn., 1st Nat'l Bank, M . A. Bland,
Cleveland,
Ohio,mgr.Central Nat'l Bank, R. J.
Izant, adv.
Cleveland Tr. Co., I. I. Sperling,
Ohio,
Cleveland,
Cleveland,
Ohio,
Rellance
J. Mac
ClCleveland,
se
evelpuh.an, mgr.
aeOhio,
nion Tr.Tr.Tr.Co.,
st. rUUnion
Co.,Co.,C. HE .. Hander.
son , pub. mgr.
Clinton.
iowa, City Nat'l Bank, A . C. Smith,
pres.

Madrid,
Spain , Banco Hispano Sulzo, Apartado
1023, E . C . Hirt.

Chicago,
Northwestern
Angeles, Cal.,
Union Bank & Tr. Co., A . La
F . G . Ill.,
Heurhling,
V . P . Tr. & Svgs. Bank, Los Lathrop,
tr, off.
Chicago,
Ill.,
State
Bank
of
Chicago,
E
.
L
.
Jarl,
Los
Gatos.
Cal.,
1st
Nat'l Bank, C. F . Ham
sher, pres.
asst. cash .

Madison,
s. VD.,. P Lake
Co. Nat'l Bank, M . F.
Berther,
.
Manila,
P.
I.,
Banco
de
T . Nolting , pres. Las Islas Filipinas, w .
Meridian, Miss., Merchants & Farmers Bank, M .
Keeton , mgr. svgs. dept.
Milwaukee, Wis., Second Ward Securities Co.
R . P . Hammond, mgr. bus. serv . dept.
Minneapolis, Minn ., Farmers & Mechanics Bvri.
Bank, T . H . Wallace, treas.
Minneapolis,
Minn., Midland Nat'l Bank, L . L
D . Stark , asst. tr. ofl.

Corsicana, Tex., First State Bank, L . G . Kerr, Minneapolis, Minn , Minnesota Loan & Tr. Co.,

pub. mgr.
w . E . Brockman,Northwestern
asst. cash .
Nat'l Bank,
Minn.,
Danielson,
Conn., Danlelson Tr. Co., C. H . Minneapolis,
Starkweather, treas,
F . Merrill, adv. nigr.
Dayton, O ., City Nat'l Bank, L . C. Tingley,

Missoula, Mont., Western Montana Nat'l Bank

J. Bennett.
Monterrey,
N . L ., Mex.,
A . Zambrano, Jr., care
of A . Zambrano
& Sons, Aparta .lo No. 6 .
Dayton,
Ohio,
Nat'l
Cash
Register
Co.,
H
.
W
.
Montreal,
Banyue
d 'Hochelaga,
James Que.,
Karr, dir. puls,
Lorrain
St., Léon
, dir. puh. 112 st

bua, ex. mikr.
Dayton,
O., Doyeon Srgs. & Tr. Co., A. C. Jack
son, mgr. alv. dept.

Denver,
Colo .. L'enver Nat'l Bank, G . T . Wella,
asst. cash .
Sinte Bank, H . G .
Central
Des Moines, In .. bus.
ext. dept.
Muteuil. mgr.

Newark
. Ohio ,pres.
Home Bldg. Ass'n Co., E .
Baligher,
La.,
Canal-Com 'ı Tr. & Bugs
Orleans,
New Bunk
, H . B . Caplan, secy. to pred
963
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New Orleans, La., Hibernla Bk. & Tr. Co., F. W . San GFrancisco,
. Peede. Cal., 1002 Monadnock Bldg., L

zzzzżżźżz

V . P ., W . B . Wisdom , adv. mgr.
New Ellsworth
Orleans, , La.,
Whitney -Central Nat'l Bank, San Francisco, Cal., Anglo -California Tr. Co.,
R . P . Anderson , mgr. bus dev.
.
M
T.
Boudea
, put
mgr.l Bank , D . L . Down
Newport News, Va.,
1st. Nat'
San Francisco, Cal., Union Tr. Co.,Qept
M . New
man, asst. cash .
ing , asst. casli.
NN .. YY.. T.,C ., Ambrose
R
.
Clark
&
Co.,
71
Broadway.
"
Santa Rosa, Cal., The 1st Nat'l Bk. of Santa
American Express Co., 65 Broadway,
Rosa, J. G .N Alorrow
, V . P . & cash .
Schenectady,
. Y ., Schenectady Svgs. Bk.,
. Malcolm , gen mgr. adv.
N . Y . C ., American Union Bank, pub. mgr.
Miss
A
.
R
.
Waldron
, director serv. dept.
N . Y . C ., Buukur Annerica , Withers Woolford . Scranton, Pa., 3rd Nat'l Bank , Theda A . Hoppa
N . Y . C ., The Bankers Magazine.
N . YGatling.
. C ., Chatham
& Phenix Nat'l
V. P .

mgr. new bus. dept.

Bank, N . P . Shanghai,
China,. American Oriental Bkg. Corp..
F . J . Raven

Y.pub.C.,mgr.
Coal & Iron Nat'l Bank, M . Wheeler, Shelbyville,
spacher, Ill.,
V . P . 1st Nat'l Bank, J. C. Eber

N . mgr.
Y. C., Equitable Tr. Co., A. DeBeblan, adv. SiouxWadden
Falls, , s.pres.
D ., Sloux Falls Nat'l Bank, J. W .

N . YMeehan,
. C ., Theasst.
Farmers
Loan & Tr. Co., I. H . Smithto
Branch, N . . Y., Bank of Smithtown,
J . A wn
. Overton , cash
V. P.

N . Y.pub.C ., mgr.
Gotham. Nat'l Bank, B . W . Grimn, SouthV . Bend,
Ind., Indlana Tr. Co., J. C. Stover,
P.

N . St.Y. c., Hamilton Nat'l Bank., 130 W . 42nd Spokane,
Nat'lmgr.
Bank-Union Tr. Co.,
BrunkowOld, pub.
A . F . Wash.,
St. Joseph,
Mo.,
1st
Nat'l
Bank,
L. J. Morgan,
D. Lipsky.
Y.Y , CC.,., Mechanics
Mfg. Tr. Co.,& Metals
pub. mgr.
Nat'l
Bank,
F
.
W
.
Louis,
Nat'l
Bank
MO.,
St.
in St. Louls
1st
.
Frank Fuchs, pub. mgr.
N . Y.Gehle,
C., NewV . P York
Tr. Co., E. Langstroth, pub. St. Louis,
Mo., Liberty
Central Tr. Co., J. V .
Corrigan,
N . Y.mgr.
O. North Side Svgs. Bank, A. A . Ekirch, St. Louis
Mercamgr.
ntlle Tr. Co., 8. P . Judd ,
, Mo.,pub.
secy.
N . Y.puh.C. mgr.
Seaboard Nat'l Bank, E . M . Hutchins, St. Louis,
pub . mgr.
Mo., Nat'l Bank of Commerce, W . B .
NN .. YY .. CU .,., Trade
. Y ., R . Steln
Union Bank
Bank ofof NCanada,
A . G .. Sclater,

Welsenburger, asst. to pres.
Stockholm , Sweden , Svenska Handelsbanken,

N . Y.adv.C .. mgr.
Western Union Tele. Co., H . L . Ham mgr. Nat'l Bank, W . V. Cappe,
Ilton , Va.,
adv.Seaboard
Norfolk,
new bus. mgr.
Northampton,
Mass., Hampshire Co. Trust Co.,
G . S . Willis, pres.

P . G . Norberg, pub. mgr.
Pa., Stroudsburg Nat'l Bank, C. B .
Stroudsburg.
Keller,
Jr.,
cash,
Sydney, Australia , Gov't Svgs. Bank of N .

and Rural Bank , A . W . Turner, secy.
Tampa,
Fla ., pres.
Citizens-Amer. Bank & Tr. Co., L
A . Bize,
Norwich, Conn., Chelsea Svgs. Bank, J. D . Colt, Toledo,
Ohio,
Svgs.-treas.
Bk. & Tr. Co., J. H .
Streicher, Com
asst.'l secy

Canada, Canadian Bank of Commerce,
Oak asst.
Park,treas.
III., Oak Park Tr. & Svgs. Bank , Toronto,
A . St. L . Trigge, secy.
L . A . Clarahan , mgr. new bus. dept.
Canada, H . J. Coon , 68 Farnham Ave
Orizaba, Ver., Mex., J. C . Gutierrez, Apartado Toronto,
N . J., Mechanics Nat'l Bank. C . K .
146. Japan, Japan Trust Bank, Ltd., H . Trenton,
Osaka,
Withers, tr. off. & pub. mgr.
Tuscaloosa,
Ala., City Nat'l Bank, S. F . Cla
iOwego,
Araki, for. div .
V . P . & cash .
N . Y., Owego Nat'l Bank, H . L. Under . Uticabaugh,
, N . Y ., Svgs. Bk., H . W . Bell, dir. serv .
Ga., Merchants Bank, A . F . Winn
N . J., 2nd Nat'l Bank, w . Van Blar . Valdosta,
Paterson,
Jr., V . P .
com , asst. cash .
Pendleton,
Ore.,
American
Nat'l
Bank,
J.
De
Warren
,
Pa.,
Warren Nat'l Bk., R . W . Mackay.
cash .
Wilde, pub. mgr.

Phllaadv., Pa..mgr.Ath st.Nat'l Bk., J. T. A. Hosbach, Washington,
D . . C., Federal Nat'l Bank, John
Poole, pres.

D. C., Union Tr. Co. of D. O., W . 8.
Phla , Pa., Overbrook Bank, R . H . Thompson, Washington,
• Lyons, asst. secy.

V . Pa..
P . Phila . Nat'l Bank, W . R . D . Hall,
phu com
•
' l serv, dept.
Pa. Tradesmen 's Nat'l Bank, H . E .
pwa.
Deily asst. cash .
Pine L .Blurr.
Ark., Cotton Belt pub. &dept.
Tr. Co.,
E . Bassett, mgr. svgs. & Svgs.
Merch.
Planters
Pine
Bluff.
Ark.,
&
Bank,
*
R . W . Etter, .asst. cash .
Pittsburgh . l'a ., Mellon Nat'l Bank , J. M . Wil
linms, ,pub
Pa.,. mgr.
Pennsylvania Tr. Co., pub . mgr.
- Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh , Pa., W . H . Siviter, 122 Dithridze St.
Plainfeld , N . J ., The Plainfield Trust Co., M . E

Washington, D . C ., Washington
Loan & Tr. Co.,
E . H . Thompson, pub. mgr.
Watertown,
Nat'l Bank,
N
Y
Co.
.
.,
Jefferson
R . W . Oakes, asst. cash.
Wausau,
Wis., Marathon Co. Bank, H . C. Ber
ger, cash. Pa., 1st Nat'l Bank, J. E . Guy,
Waynesboro,

mgr. serv.
Wellsboro,
Pa ., dept.
1st Nat'l Bank, M . L . Matson,
. adv. dept.
WestCo.,Chester,
Pa., VFarmers
J . C . Hall,
. P . * & Mechanics Tr.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Luzerne Co. Nat'l Bank

Sehoeffel.
! W . J . Rult, cash .
and Agricul. - Wilkes-Barre,
Czechoslovakla
, Industrial
Prague,
Pa., Wyoming
tural
Bank
.
of
Bohemia
Sherrill, 'mgr.
pub. dept. Nat'l Bank, W . M .
* Quinry.
Mass.,
Granite
TrustNat'l
Co., DBank,
. King.R .V. PA .. ,Wilmin
Raleigh,
N
C
.,
Citizens
.
.,
N
C
Wilmington Srgs. & Tr. Co.,
gton,
Brown, asgt cash.
C . E . Taylor, pres.
e

Raleigh.
N . C .,, Com 'l Nat'l Bank, E . E . Cul. Winnipeg,
Manitoba..
Union
Dept. of Canada,
mgr.
pub. Bank
J . I. Hodging,
breth , mgr. Sygs. dept.

Richmond,
Hotze, Jr., Anst. cash .
Richmond , Va., Virginia Tr. Co., W . Scott, V

1st Nat'l Bank & Dollar
Youngstown,
Sviss. & Tr.Ohio,
Co., J . N . lllgley, pub. mgr.

Ripon, Wis., 1st Nat'l Bank, W . R . Dysart, cash .
Rochester.
N . Y ., East Side Svgs. Bank, C . C.
Davy, atty.

strasse .
Switzerland, Unlon de Banquen Suisbe.
Zurich,

Va.. Planters Nat'l Bank, R . E .

Rochest
N . Y., Union Tr. Co., A. J. Meyer,
pub,er,mgr.

BAD Antonio,
Ban
Pilo. TTex.,
OX Central Tr. Co., D . Ansley,

urich , Switzerland, J . Muller, 49 Sodness

H . de Muralt, sub -mgr. .
.

•

New Names

Ban. : Antonio,
Tex, City Nat'l Bank, H. M . llart, ,Chicago,
11..adv.Centoni
mgr.Trust Co. of III., Louis W .
Carboy,
V. P .
- -

-- - -

-- - - -
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BROWN BROTHERS & CO .
Established 1818
4th and Chestnut Sts.

59 Wall Street

PHILADELPHIA

NEW

60 State Street

YORK

BOSTON

A Four-Fold Service
Investment Securities

Travelers Letters of Credit

We offer complete facilities for

Our well-known Travelers Let

investors in the purchase and
sale of high -grade securities.
Statistical information and in
vestment suggestions furnished
on request. Private wire con
nections with principal markets

ters of Credit will be found
convenient for those who may
now be planning Summer Trav
el. Payable through more than

throughout the East.

dollars and in pounds sterling.

Foreign Exchange
Drafts and cable transfers on

3, 000 correspondents in
parts of the world .

all

Issued in

CommercialLetters of Credit
Fornearly a century merchants

have recognized these credits as

foreign countries bought and a standard method of payment
sold at finest rates . Foreign and for shipments ofmerchandise to
domestic collections on best and from America.Issued in dol
terms.
lars,sterling or other currencies.

A Century of Service

BROWN , SHIPLEY & COMPANY
Established 1810
Founders Court, Lothbury
London, E . C.

Office for Travelers
123 Pall Mall, London , S . W .
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FREE

A cable a minute
TACH BUSINESS DAY an average of 363 cables passes
L through the wickets of the Cable Department of

The Equitable. This is equivalent to a cable a minute

during banking hours.
Last year approximately 109,000 cables were sent
and received in connection with The Equitable's

foreign banking service. These cables were used to
transfer money to and from all parts of the world, to
finance importand export shipments , to buy and sell
foreign exchange and securities, to furnish trade and

credit information , and to expedite many other in
ternational transactions.

The Equitable offers the facilities of its Cable De
partment to correspondent banks for the use of cus
tomers who can benefit by the saving of time and

money in transacting international business.

THE EQUITABLE
TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
37 WALL STREET
IMPORTERS
UPTOWN OFFICE
Madison Ave. at 45th St.

AND TRADERS OFFICE

247 Broadway

FOREIGN OFFICES
LONDON : 10 Moorgate,.E .C . 2
Bush House, Aldwych , W . C . 2
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Chile 's Economic and Industrial Problems
By Francisco Rivas Vicuña

Representative of Chile to the League of Nations, and Chilean Ambassador to Switzerland
The following article of the Representative of Chile to the League of Nations is of considerable

importance, not only because it was written by one of the foremost men of Chile, whose field of
activities has not been confined alone to the diplomatic service of his country, but
also to the
reformation of social and economic conditions in Chile , at times to the detriment of his own
wealth ; it is also important because it concerns the agricultural people of the United States
particularly , since the price and supply of Chilean fertilizer is or will become in the future a
subject which will deserve paramount attention .
Mr. Vicuña holds that the American farmers would be able to obtain nitrate from Chile at
a cost considerably lower than that which prevails at present, if the means could be found to
simplify the present methods of extraction and elaboration . It seems that while at the present
time nitrate extraction is highly profitable not only for the English companies that control the
mines, but also for an American company engaged in Chile in the manufacture of explosives ,
little attention has been paid to improving the methods of production , with the result that about
35 per cent. of the nitrate contents of the original product goes to waste . The method of
nitrate extraction at present employed in Chile is still that of hand shovelling the product from
the soil into the conveyances which carry it to the elaboration plants. This system , besides being
expensive in the extreme, entalls a considerable waste of time which might be avoided it up -to - date
means of excavating were employed . The steam shovels used at present for excavating purposes
in this country would not serve the purpose, since nitrate is found in surface veins of varying

depth . The field is therefore open , as Mr. Vicuña states, for American mechanical genius to
study the problem , under the moral support of the Government of Chile , in order to design and
build appropriate machinery for the mining of nitrate on the most efficient basis.
The Government of Chile would also welcome a body of American chemists to study the
problem of nitrate elaboration , with a view to saving for the world ' s consumers the 35 per cent.
of nitrate contents which go to waste at present on account of the antiquated methods employed
in its treatment. In order to give an idea of the amount of money that this saving would
represent, it sufllces to state that about 750,000,000 tons of nitrate are calculated to be available
for extraction in the deserts of Chile . But outside of the merely dollars and cents interest that
this matter would awake, it is more important to consider that the 35 per cent. wasted is
fertilizer which is knowingly taken away from the agricultural fields of the world in need of
it. It is the contention of Mr. Vicuña that the farmers of this country and those of the world
in general would be able to obtain nitrate at half its present cost if only the extraction and
treatment processes were improved , and it is indeed encouraging that Chile and its prominent men
are looking upon men of this country to bring about such an improvement, which will mean so
much for the world ' s welfare and for those who will undertake the task of reformation.
THE EDITOR . )

THE criticism of Chile's economic
system by G . Butler Sherwell in
his article “ Banking Evolution in
Chile" in the August issue of THE
BANKERS Magazine is just, and will,
I believe, be well appreciated in Chile.
I think it is necessary, however, to
make certain observations derived from
an intimate knowledge of the situation .
In discussing the expenditures and re
ceipts of the Chilean Republic Mr.
Sherwell did not take into consideration
the figures of a normal year, such as
1913 , which show that our budget is
equitably divided among the different

The total income from ordinary rev
enues, amounting to about $60,000,000
in 1913, was distributed as follows:
Per cent.

-Taxes on the exportation of nitrate and
iodine

.......... ............ 54 . 1

Indirect and consumption taxes, such
as the tariff, taxes on tobacco and
alcohol
... 37.6
Taxes on capital, such as insurance,
banks and other businesses ................. 3 .0

Revenue from the services of the state,

from the post office, telegraph , etc... 5.3

100.0

The defects of the taxation system of
Per cent. table, resulted in a campaign which I
Department of the interior. .................... 15.4 may term one of social justice, seeking
Department of foreign affairs --- 2001- 2.5 to bring about reforms calling for an
... 4 .0
Departinent of justice -

administrative branches as follows:

Chile, as may be noted from the above

Public instruction .. . .

equitable tax on capital, in order to re

....... 13 .7

lieve the heavy burden weighing upon
General administration of public rev
6 .1 labor. The effectiveness of this cam
enue ...
10 . 2
Service of the total debt
paign was soon apparent and a law was
..... ........ 13.7 passed whereby a proportionate tax was
War department 12.3
Navy department
Public works and railroads

placed on all urban and farm property
100.0 minimum of which tax was stipulated.
22.1

of the country, the maximum and the
967
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Taxation on products injurious to health

benefits, known as the “ exportation

was likewise increased , and at the tax.” Without entering into details, I
present time a considerably higher in - shall outline the nitrate problem in the
come is obtained from tobacco and al- following paragraphs:
cohol than prior to 1913 . The modifi
Under our old legislation , the nitrate
cation of our taxation system resulted mines, as they are called, were turned

in a decrease of revenue derived from over to private individuals by sim
the nitrate industry . On the other hand, obtaining from the proper authority the
necessary permit to exploit the nitrate
deposit after the mineral had been dis

covered .

The expenditures connected

with this part of the transaction were

small, but then other disbursements had
to be made, incidental to the surveying

of the property, the determining of the
amount of the mineral, the exploration
in the desert to find the necessary water

for industrial exploitation , means of
communication , etc., which were con

siderable .
This system of concessions has been
discontinued and all nitrate deposits
without previously constituted titles,
after the enactment of the respective
law , became the property of the Gov
ernment of Chile. At the present time,
all explorations and studies for the ex
ploitation of the “ pampas," as nitrate

mines are called, are undertaken by
government engineers. A complete
plan and survey are made, so that fu
ture industrialists will be in possession

of all the necessary data to build their
“ oficina,” a name given in Chile to the

system of machinery and buildings

FRANCISCO RIVAS VICUÑA
Representative of Chile to the Legue of Nations
and Chilean Ambassador to Switzerland

which are necessary for the exploitation
of nitrate mines.

the world 's demand for nitrate increases

at public auction a certain number of

daily , due to the constant increase in the
number of consumers of bread , meat and

nitrate deposits, to satisfy the demands
of the industry. It has always shown

The government offers periodically

other products the essential base of

itself disposed to sell as much land as

which is nitrogen , which is furnished to
the soil by efficient farmers in the form

is asked of it , without ever attempting
to restrict offers in order to obtain high

of Chilean nitrate or other similar fer-

er prices.

tilizers. Increase in revenue is thus ob
tained from incrcased production .

I have used the word revenue in

PROFITS OF THE EXPLOITERS

The profits of the exploiters of these

speaking of the income derived from mines average from $ 10 to $ 11 per ton
the cxportation of nitrate. This term of nitrate, and the government' s share
is not proper, since that which the gov- is practically equal to that amount. It
crnment collects is only part of the sale might be concluded that the profit of the
price of the nitrate deposits, under the Chilean Government is excessive, but it

form of participation in the industrial must be considered that the price of

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
the sales of nitrate mines is regulated
on the basis of 50 to 75 cents per ton
of nitrate which may be exploited.

Thus, my government is scarcely reim
exploration expenses, inspection of
warehouses, plans of communication and
other outlays which the owner would be
obliged to make.
The first payment made to the gov

國友華

bursed for the expenditures relative to
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Asia Banking
Corporation
An American Bank render
ing complete service for

ernment is, therefore, simply a reim

trade with the Orient and

bursement of the expenditures inciden

all other parts of theworld

tal to the establishment of the plant.

The value of the property itself is paid

subsequently bymeans of industrial par
ticipation collected in the form of an
export tax. The advantages of this
system are better understood by means
of an example . Let us suppose that

CHARLES H . SABIN , Chairman of the Board
CHARLES A . HOLDER , President
IRVING V . SCOTT

T . FRED ASPDEN

Vice President

an American capitalist desires to buy a

E . B . MacKENZIE

nitrate mine in which there are 1,000 ,
000 tons of nitrate. He plans to ex
tract 50 ,000 tons per year ; in other

Secretary

words, he intends to exhaust his mine

in twenty years. In accordance with

the present system of production , and

Vice President

A . N . GENTE
Treasurer

HEAD OFFICE : 35 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
HONGKONG
MANILA
HANKOW
PEKING
TIENTSIN
YOKOHAMA

SHANGHAI
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basing calculations on averages, his out
lay of capital would be as follows:

For the purchase of the nitrate
mine at 75 cents per ton of
nitrate exploitable --.....$ 750,000
( apital for the installation of the
" oficina ” and advances for cx
ploitation

-

duce an income for the national treasury

750,000

of about $ 500,000.
Under the present conditions of in

$1,500,000

produce the above income, the indus

terest and amortization, necessary to
Total investment -

trialist would be obliged to contract an
The capitalist would obtain a very obligation of at least $ 4 ,000,000 to pay
good remuneration for his effort, besides the government and frec himself of the
the interest on his capital invested , and export tax. If the amount of $ 1,500,

funds for amortization and for the re

000 previously calculated is added to

pair of hismachinery. Under such con -

the $ 4,000,000 , a total of $ 5,500 ,000 is

ditions, the nitrate industry of Chile can obtained , which would be the total ex
and obligations of the in
develop and fulfil its fundamental ob penditures
dustrialist
in
case Chile demanded the
ject : to provide humanity with the ni
payment
of
the
price of nitrate mincs
trogen needed for its nourishment.
instead
of
a
participation
the profits,
Let us suppose now that the Chilean as is the case at present. inUnder
these
Republic should desire to collect the conditions, the industrialist would not
price of sale in cash . I have stated that obtain
obtain even
even 7 per cent. interest on his
the benefits derived by the industrialist

capital. The
Chilean law
las been very
capital.
The Chilean
law has

and by the government are practically prudent, and its application , being of
equal. The exploitation of 50,000 tons, benefit to our country, is yet of greater
according to the nitrate law , would pro - advantage to the world consumer. Any
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ICHIGAN is an important fruit State. This year she has

grown approximately 12,133,000 bushels of apples--1,125,000 bushels of peaches---and around 5,600 cars of grapes.
This fruit is marketed throughout the entire central and
northeastern districts of the United States.
The fruit crop is but another of many business reasons why

your bank should have the best connection obtainable through
which it may serve your customers efficiently throughout the
Great Lakes Region .

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
DETROIT

MICHIGAN

The First National Bank, the Central Savings Bank and the

First National Company of Detroit, are under one ownership .
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variation whatever of the present sys
tem would amount to the spoliation of

its property .
ASSOCIATION OF NITRATE PRODUCERS

World-wide
distributors ofhigh -grade securi

This point established, I shall now

ties:Bonds,Short Term Notes and

take up that relative to the so -called

Acceptances. Correspondent
Offices in more than 50 leading

Association of Nitrate Producers, an

industrial corporation to which a
monopolistic tendency has been attrib
uted with the purpose of raising prices.
This tendency is foreign to its organiza
tion or to the practice of its business.
Several years ago, Chile supplied the
world with a greater amount of nitrate

cities .

Bankers of this section are
invited to use NationalCity Com
pany service through one of our
following conveniently located
correspondent offices.

than any other country. This was due

ONAL CITY

lo two reasons. First, the consumption

of mineral fertilizers in agriculture was
relatively small, due to the lack of
scientific agricultural knowledge on the

PAVEVA ,
CIATIONAL CITY BANK

part of the farmers of both continents.
Special schools have improved this sit

NPBUILDINGS
EW

uation. Secondly, the elaboration of
substitutes was not much advanced . The

scarcity of substitutes was later
remedied, due to chemical progress,

VEW YORU

NEW YORK

CITTADELL' ITA

MONTREAL

CILICAGO

NEW ORI.KASS

1. 0 % DOX

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO TOKYO

which has permitted , in the manufacture

of the latter, the use of secondary
products of coke blast- furnaccs and

other industries, and use has been made

of even the nitrogen of the air we

who connect the producer with the ulti
breathe.
mate
consumcr. The policy of thic as
The incrcase in the use of fertilizer,
on the one hand, and that of the pro sociation is to sell at the lowest possible
duction of substitutes, on the other, have price and under the most cconomical
resulted in a decreasc of the proportion conditions possible an arlicle of primo
of our fertilizer in world consumption. necessity, as is our nitrogen fertilizer.
Following another order of ideas,
Moreover, before the war Chile's quota
in world consumption of nitrogen did with regard to production costs, let us
not amount to 40 per cent. It is there consider first the proportion of expendi
fore impossible for the Chilean pro

tures as follows:

Pcr cent.
ducers to fix the price of a fertilizer
Extraction of mineral (saltpeter )- 40
over which their competitors have the Elaboration

supremacy in world trade.

Fuel
The Association of Producers was General
expenses

_ 20

15

formed not with the purpose of raising
prices, but with that of placing nitrate,
An artificial decrease in the quantity
at the lowest possible cost, in all the of nitrate produced annually docs not
markets of the world . This organiza- alter any of the expenses relative to ex
tion offers the great advantage of traction, elaboration and fuel. On the
eliminating intermediaries wherever other hand, general expenses remain
possible, supressing speculation and the identical as a round sum , and, consc
remunerations accruing to middlemcn quently , tend to increase costs in case of

Around the World
on the " Samaria "
January 26 to June 3, 1924

The supreme event of a life-time,
I achieving the Grand Circuit in 130
days of luxury and leisure ; sailing east
ward in the path of spring. No
crowding, no confusion . Our own

offices with

their special service all

along the route .
The

itinerary embraces : - Madeira ;

Mediterranean cities; Egypt; India ;
Burma; Sumatra ; Java ; Philippines ;
South and North China ; Japan ; Hawaii ;

San Francisco ; Panama; etc .

THE CRUISES SUPREME
totheMEDITERRANEAN
January 19 to March 26, 1924

on the S . S . Belgenland
An opportunity beyond compare to
visit the historic wonderlands of the

“ Sea of the Ancients,” traveling with
leisure and in comfort on the largest,

most modern , most replete steamer
next
JE

cruising to the Mediterranean
season.

An abounding itinerary embracing all
points worth while — with a long stay in
Egypt. Stopover privileges in Europe,
with return by Majestic , Olympic ,

Homeric , etc .

THOS.CO
OK &
585 Fifth Avenue

245 Broadway Los Angeles

Boston

Chicago

Philadelphio

San Francisco NEW YORK
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Therefore, the

association has no interest in limit

ing production, and any restrictive
measures which may be undertaken
have no other purpose than that of
regularizing the annual elaboration and

of bringing about harmony between the
industrialists, preventing ruinous com

petition among themselves.

New Orleans

NITRATE INDUSTRY DEVELOPED IN DESERT

X

It is important to set forth the fact
that the nitrate industry is developed in

Street Car Service

a desert, since nature has placed there
nothing but sand and salt . All that is
needed to support the men working at

operates 463 cars daily over 220 miles of

the mines, as well as forage for the
animals, must be brought from cur ter
ritories to the south. In order to obtain

this Company renders, a well -known

water, it has been necessary to lay long

pipes from the cordillera of the Andes.
Up to the present, little progress has
been made in industrial machinery in
the nitrate plants. Each fifty tons of

TheNew Orleans Public Service, Inc.,
track , and carries approximately 280,000

passengers every twenty- four hours.
Regarding the quality of service that
and disinterested corporation , serving
more than 4000 traction companies, and
therefore intimately familiar with con

ditions all over the country says “ The
New Orleans street railway system , on

the basis of per capita facilities, is unex
celled by any other in theUnited States. "

nitrate extracted requires the employ

Hibernia Bank & Trust Co .

ment of one laborer annually . On this

New Orleans, U . S . A .

basis, every increase of 1 per cent. in
the actual production of 2,500,000 tons
necessitates an immigration to the des
ert of 500 men . Due to the working
standards and family arrangements of
our population , an actual immigration been to reduce the cost of the distribu
of 1500 persons would be required . This tion of the fertilizer. In the develop
is only an approximate figure. If I ment of this program , the association
should refer to the type of mining fam -

finds its advantages in the proper reg

ily working in our coal mines, which is

lation of the industry, a circumstance

more or less analogous to that which of paramount importance for the safe
goes to the nitrate region , four persons investment of capital.
should be counted for each worker. Re
The association could do still more
verting to our case, an increase of 1 along the lines of its policy if it counted
per cent. in the production of nitrate

upon the co-operation of scientific and

would entail an immigration of 2000

technical men and capitalists for the

persons.

improvement of the industrial process

The internal effort of the Nitrate of elaboration of nitrate. This is a mat
Association is to regularize the move ter of considerable importance which
ments of workers and their families, will appeal particularly to American

climinating needless expenses; to bring

genius.

about accord among nitrate owners for

Let us suppose that the amount of
saltpeter (the amount of exploitable
sumption needed by the laborers ; in nitrate contained in the mineral) is 20
onc word , to reduce the cost of produc per cent, and that the residue, or ripios,
the joint purchase of articles of con
tion . The external effort of the Asso

which contains a certain amount of ni

ciation, as previously explained , has

trate varying according to the kind of

BLANDY BROTHERS & CO .
Funchal, Madeira
BANKERS
Current and Deposit Accounts opened.
Foreign Exchange, Cable Transfers, Collections, Commercial Credits and

Banking Business of every description undertaken.
Current Accounts in London, New York , Paris, Madrid, Cologne,
Hamburg, Basle, Lisbon , Oporto , Prague, Amsterdam ,
Rio de Janeiro, Naples.

Correspondents in all important cities.
Agents in Madeira for principal American and Foreign Banks.
Merchants, Shipping and Forwarding Agents (agents for White Star, Cunard,
Union-Castle, R . M . S . P ., etc. )
Agents for Lloyds, Board of Underwriters of New York , National Board
of Marine Underwriters. Coal Depot Proprietors. Wine Shippers .
Also firms at
Las Palmas, Grand Canary Island, and 106 Fenchurch
Street, London, E . C .3 .

machinery used and to the refinement be obtained. This means that instead of
process followed, from 5 to 1 per cent. ; obtaining only 105 kilograms of nitrate
applying the same percentages to min - for each ton of mineral containing 150

crals of 15 per cent. and 10 per cent., kilograms, we shall be able to extract
the following table will be obtained :
Percentage of mineral
20 15 10

14212 kilograms, or, in round figures,
35 per cent. more. In other words, in

Ripios of 5 per cent. product 0 .79 0.70 0.52

stead of selling 2,500,000 tons to the

0 .83 0 .76 0.63

world as we are now doing, we shall be

«

“ 4
« 3

*

«

0.87
0.82 0.73 able to sell, at the same cost of produc
0 .92 0 .88 0 .82
«

0. 96 0.95 0.90

tion , 3,750,000 tons, with a reduction of
35 per cent. in the market price.

Our industry is in such a backward
condition that the ripios generally have
5 per cent. nitrate and, since the salt

NEED AMERICAN CO - OPERATION

In order to achieve this result, we
need the co -operation of American intel
about 15 per cent. of that substance, ligence. We shall furnish the knowl
only 70 per cent. of raw material is edge of our problem , and the United
obtained , according to the above table. States must contribute the co-operation
There is no theoretical difficulty which
would prevent obtaining ripios contain of its research schools and its great in
ing only 1 per cent. nitrate, and there is dustrial system . In addition, I believe
no reason why a process or some it possible for American technical men
mechanism could not be invented to through mechanicalmeans to reduce the
bring about that result. When this is cost of extracting the mineral, which
peter

commonly

exploited

contains

achieved , a yield of 95 per cent. will
874

we have seen figures at about 20 per
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804/5 Royal Building, 68 William Street
THIE BANK is represented by Branches or Agents in all the Principal Cities

and Towns of the United Kingdom and has Correspondents throughout the World

Head Office : 41 LOTHBURY, LONDON, E .CZ

cent. of the cost of exploitation , by 50
per cent.

cent. more nitrate, or sometimes less,
according to the industrial progress at

In the matter of fuel which is used
to heat and to evaporate our saltpeter

tained ; her income would be increased
and the capitalization of other indus

for

tries would become possible ; private

each four tons of nitrate obtained. This
could be materially reduced.

solutions , one ton of coal is used

owners would see the life of their mines

With these improvements effected ,
the cost would be reduced to 67 .5 per
cent. and , as the production would be

satisfied with less yearly profit. And
humanity as a whole would profit by
obtaining at most economical prices the

prolonged and they would therefore be

35 per cent. more, one can readily see

nourishment for the soil which in turn

that it is technically possible to produce

produces nourishment for man .

Chilean nitrate at half its actual cost.
Under the liberal regime of our laws,

All this may be achieved through
American -Chilean co-operation that

our industry hasmade tremendous prog-

would bring to us innumerable blessings.

ress , but there is still a long way to go.

You have seen the significance of co

the Chileans much

operation among nitrate owners, and you

It would afford

pleasure to obtain the co-operation of can calculate what would be the result
American capital and intelligence . The of a great Chilean -American associa
advantages would be reciprocal: techni- tion for the definite regularization of
cal experts would gain honors, capital- the industry and the greater advance
ists good investments and American ment of agriculture and of humanity,
farmers nitrate at a low price.
which nourishes itself with bread , meat
With regard to Chile , her wealth and sugar, products for the growth of
would be greatly increased , permitting which the land which produces them
the utilization of poor mines with 10 per must be nourished with nitrogen .
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Our new
“ Out-of- Town ” Office
Probably no banking transactions require the

samedegree of accuracy and dispatch demanded
of those occurring daily between correspondent
banks throughout the United States.

Errors in routing, misunderstanding of the
service required , needless delay – these are the
irritating causes of loss of time and interest on
items in transit.
In recognition of the vital importance of
adequate facilities in handling your New York
business, we have created the Out-of- Town

Office - a new unit of service -- devoted solely
to handling business originating outside Greater
New York .
Several members of the staff of this office

have gained their experience as executives of
out-of-town banks. Others have had training
in field service. All have a sympathetic under
standing of the interests and problems of banks
and bankers throughout the country.

The services of this office are at your dis
posal.
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Economic Position of Jugoslavia
By D . F. Andricevic
Of the Jadranska Banka (Adriatic Bank), Belgrade
D EFORE giving a general economic

A FRUIT GROWING COUNTRY

survey of Jugoslavia, it might be
I
well to explain what this new
post-armistice country consists of, in

Next to grain growing, comes fruit
farming, and in particular, plum grow

view of the extraordinary geographical

ing. In the production of plums, Jugo

ignorance of post-armistice Europe slavia occupies the first place in the
existing even among many enlightened world . The whole of the United States
has arisen a large Jugoslavia compris

and France together produce 240 ,000
tons of plums a year, whereas the an
nual production of Jugoslavia is nearly

ing in the main three peoples, the Serbs.

600 ,000 tons. Of the total production ,

Europeans.

Out of the tiny pre-war Serbia there
enes, with
the old
Croats, and Slovenes,
with the
old Ser:
Ser
bian capital, Belgrade, as their chief

two-fifths are dried into prunes and ex
ported , and in recent years local pro
Zagreb isis considered
considered duction has benefited by more modern
political city, while Zagreb
as their chief commercial center. The methods of scientific drying, grading,
component parts of the new kingdom

and packing in small cases, thus caler

are Serbia , Croatia , Slavonia , Dalmatia , ing to the requirements of the western
:Bosnia , Hercegovina, Montenegro and world . Although the Jugoslav prune is
' the provinces north of the Danube, considerably smaller than the California
product, it is sweeter, and therefore pre
Banat, Baeka and Srem .
· Its position on the Adriatic gives ferred by many people . This prune
Jugoslavia a large strip of coast line business is a very great asset to the
with a number of undeveloped ports .

country, and with added transport ſa

Even withi the question of l'iume still

cilities to enable producers to cxport
with greater ease than at present, it is

"unsettled and in any case not likely to

be settled to the complete satisfaction
of : the Jugoslavs, there seems little
doubt that the development of modern

going to be an important contributory

ports on the Adriatic coast will be an

its immense forests, with which a grcat

important factor in the cconomic de

industry in the making is associated .
The total forest area exceeds 18,000 ,

velopment of the country .

Jugoslavia is eminently an agricul
tural country. Of its population of
closc on 13,000 ,000 , 84 per cent. are
cmployed in agriculture. In most parts
of the country the system of tillage is
primitive, and since neither modern im
plements nor scientific methods for the

factor toward economic development.
Among the country 's other riches are

000 acres, and consists chieſy of oak ,
beech and pine. Slavonic oak is de

manded the world over, and for many
decades before the war the Austro
Hungarians did an important export
business to Europe and trans-oceanic

cultivation of the soil are in use to any

countries in this commodity . However,
herc, even more so than in the case of

considerable extent, its yield is far

grain and prunes, the vexed question of

below what it would be if more modern

inadequate transport enters.

methods of cultivation were employed .

Mineralogically, Jugoslavia is con

Even so, it is the largest corn growing

country in Europe, the second largest

sidered by experts to be extremely
wealthy. There is a very rich copper

in the world , and the eighth largest pro-

mine at Bor in Northeastern Serbia,

ducer of wheat in the world . After

which for years has been exploited by

these grains, in the order of output a French company. In pre-war days
come rye, barley, and oats.

its yearly output was 7000 tons of cop
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Two vitaL PROBLEMS
The two problems vital to Jugo
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the former, it is hoped that by the aid
of the recently contracted American

loan , of which $70,000,000 are ear
marked for the construction of new
railways and for the improvement of
old lines, great strides will be made

toward the solution of what must be

£p235,000
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Chiclayo
Huacho
Ica

slavia 's economic welfare are the ques
tions of transport and exchange. As to

considered the country 's most vital
economic problem .
Regarding the question of exchange,

there is no reason to be pessimistic . The
Piura

Parnsmayo
Cnllao

Cuzro

Chincha Alta

Mollendo

lluancayo

Trujillo

Letters of Credit, Drafts, and
Cable Transfers issued Bills
negotiated , advanced upon, or
sent for collection.
Agents in

London – Paris – New York

amount of paper money in circulation
works out at no more than 400 dinars,

at the prevailing rate of $ 6.25 per head
of the population . For several months
now the government has stopped print
ing notes and, most important of all, a

serious and honest effort is being made
to balance the budget. The estimates
provide for a revenue and expenditure
equal at, approximately , six billions of

dinars, which in these days of extrava
gant governments throughout Europe,
must be considered a moderate figure.
The crux of the financial problem in this
country is undoubtedly the taxation of
the agricultural population. At the

per. In Slovenia there is the largest
lead mine in Southern Europe, and at
Lubia in Bosnia there are iron deposits
of immense extent, which since the
Armistice have been eagerly sought

inadequate contribution to the national
income, and as yet there has been no
political party strong enough to intro
duce and enforce a measure providing

after by some of the most important
mining groups in England and France.
Coal occurs and is mined in many parts

for his increased taxation . However,
that must be purely a matter of time,
and as it is so obviously the solution to

of Jugoslavia, but for the most part it is
of low grade, principally of the lignite ,
or brown coal variety . In Croatia, oil is
being prospected for by some of the

the problem of the budget, one assumes
that the time is not far distant.
Once these two matters have been
dealt with efficiently, there seems to be

large international groups, but beyond

no obstacle to the comparatively rapid

the finding of considerable quantities of
natural gas, no actual oil has been found
yet, and prospecting continues.

economic progress of Jugoslavia and ,

existing rate , the peasant pays a totally

fancy. There are beginnings in a young

given normal times politically , there is
little doubt that the country will be
among the first to approach that eco
nomic rehabilitation and consolidation

leather, textile and silk industry , but in

for which the whole world is striving.

Industrially, Jugoslavia is in its in
relation to local requirements , the local
production is negligible , and fully 90
per cent. of the requirements in manu

factured goods have to be imported .

JUGOSLAVIA'S MERCANTILE MARINE
By virtue of the Peace Conference,

Jugoslavia acquired a coast -line of 600
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kilometers in length , accessible to navi
gation at every point, and provided with
useful, though small and modest har
bors. The available tonnage, however,
is , for the most part, wanting. The

OS

W ILLEST

SOM
Van

Italians as a result of the conferences
at Spa and other places. The follow
ing figures may serve to give an idea of

.

merchant navy of Jugoslavia hardly
numbers fifty bottoms, the bulk of the
former Austro -Hungarian commercial
fleet having been acquired by the

1677

the Jugoslavian merchant vessels now
afloat: The Dubrovacka Paroplovida

Co., Ltd., of Dubronik , owns thirteen
steamers with a tonnage of 20 ,000 ; the

Racinh Ivo Co., Ltd., formerly of

Triest, but now situated at Dubrovnik ,
24 ,000 ; the Oceania Navigation Co., of

possesses six steamers with a tonnage of

Triest , which will shortly transfer its
seat to Susak , the most important navi
gating concern of Jugoslavia , owns thir
teen ships with an aggregate tonnage of
28 ,500 . The last named company has
taken over three steamers from the fleet
of the Hungarian Croatian Navigation

Head Office :
LOMBARD STREET, E.C. 3.
CAPITAL :
SUBSCRIBED

PAID UP

($ 5 = £1.)
$ 359,323,900
$ 71,864,780

Co., of Fiume, with a tonnage of 4200 .

Besides these , the Jadranska Plovidba
Co ., Ltd., owns some small steamers

with a total tonnage of 28,000. This
company, which was established last
winter, is a combination of five small
shipping companies, with their head of
fice at Susak . There are two more,
quite small and unimportant concerns,
the Vesna Co., Ltd ., of Bakar, and the

RESERVE FUND $50,000,000

DEPOSITS,& c. $1,659,767,335

ADVANCES,& c. $616,943,395
1,600 Offices in England
and Wales.

Transatlantic Co., Ltd. The former is

eager to buy suitable ships in order to

Colonial & Foreign Department :

be able to undertake passenger traffic on

20, King William St., E .C . 4.

the lines of the late Adria Company,
viz., about Italy , France, Spain , and

TheAgency ofForeign & Colonial

Northern Africa. The chief Jugoslav
harbors are at present Split ( late

Banks is undertaken .

Spalato ), Sibenik (Sebenica), and

Affiliated Banks :
THE NATIONAL BANK OF SCOTLAND LTD.

Gruz (Gravosa ), which can be used by
foreign ships, such as those of the
Cunard Line and Italian Cosulich
Line (formerly the Austro-Americana ),

which latter company, by the way, com
petes rather keenly with the English

companies, especially with regard to
emigration traffic .
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The Central Bank of India, Limited
Bombay (India )
UR close contact with the commercial activities with five
Offices in the City and various Branches in other parts of
India, puts us in thebest position to serve you.

Deposits (Dec. 31, 1922) • Rs. 13,22,00,000
S. N . POCHKHANAWALA , Managing Director

ernment is not going to use. You will, no
doubt, have seen, as I have, suggestions for
creating
out of nothing artificial money to
The most significant factor in the finance this,
that and the other. It is not
British trade situation is the Prime in that way that
the problem of unemploy
Minister' s declaration in favor of ment is to be tackled . There is no truth
in any stories that you may hear
some form of protection of the home whatever
from any quarter that any government of
market as a measure of relief for unem which
depart tofrombe
am a member
willcountry
ployment. The whole question of pro what isI understood
in this
tection or free trade has created a sound financial policy. It is well that this
political situation the outcome of which should be understood clearly at home and
, as great harm is being done to
will not be known until after the com abroad
British credit, on which so much depends,
ing general election. It is interesting by loose talk about inflation . We are not in
to note that protection is now being ad present circumstances, any more than we
vocated for almost exactly the same have been for many months, pursuing a pol
reasons that free trade was recommend icy of active deflation , and we certainly do

Great Britain

not propose to proceed in the direction of
ed by Sir Robert Peel in 1841.
inflation. No such project has ever been
The October figures of Great considered .

Britain 's foreign trade are considered

encouraging, imports being the largest

Commenting on the decline in de

since January . 1921. Figures for the posits at the London banks, The London
first nine months of the vear show that Economist in its Banking Supplement

English imports from the United States

says :

were £141 ,200,000 as against £157 ,
700,000 in 1922, while exports to the

We pointed out a year ago that the small
decrease in deposits then recorded had been :

United States were £65 ,200 ,000 against

brought about during a year in which a

reduction had taken place in the bank
This represents a sub rapid- from
6 to 3 / per cent.- thus seeming
stantial reduction in the adverse “ vis toratesuggest
caution in accepting the doctrine
ible balance of trade” with the United that movements in the official rate can be

£54,800,000.

States as compared with last year.

Much satisfaction was expressed in

financial circles over the Prime Min
ister's definite commitment of the gov
vernment to a sound and conservative

counted on to produce a prompt effect on
the volume of banking credit. According
to this theory , the lower bank rate should
have been expected to stinmulate expansion
whereas it had been accompanied
of credit, contrac
by slight
tion .

fiscal policy. In a recent speech Mr.
During the year that we are now re
Baldwin categorically denies any inten viewing the theory has been contradicted
equal emphasis, though in a different
tion of promoting inflation . He says: with
way. Bank rate was again recluced , from
But let me just say, in passing, there is 31/2 to 3 per cent. in July, 1922, and re
one wenpon , about which suggestions have maine.l throughout the rest of the year at
been made in some quarters, which the gov- this low level, but deposits instead of ex
980
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RANCE and her colonies are reached directly

I

by the exceptional service of the French

American Banking Corporation . More than 250
branches of our stock holding bank , the Comptoir
National D ’Escompte de Paris , with the French

Colonial Banks, provide a complete equipment
for international banking.

panding were contracted by £115 ,000,000.
These facts, taken with the previous record ,
which showed deposits continuing to expand

long after the 1919 and 1920 rises in bank

Arch of
Triumph , Paris

treasury will still have to pay out for
reparations and reconstruction work .

It is reported that in 1924 the Credit

National and various groups in the
pounded by Professor Cassel and Mr. devastated regions will be authorized to
Hawtrey were to be relied on literally, de
manded their contraction, seem to justify issue loans amounting to 6,000,000
the skepticism with which it is usually re francs. This is 5 ,000 ,000,000 francs
rate had , if the theory so eloquently ex

ceived by practical bankers.

France

below the 1923 figures, the reduction
being due to the necessity for slowing
down the pace of reconstruction owing

to the increased strain on the money
A writer of authority in one of the markets and the rising costs of bor

French financial papers recently stated
that France is ever confronted with the
same choice between ( 1) a solvent Germany without security for France and
ultimately also without reparations, because the desire to pay must disappear

rowing.
The current issue of Commerce
Monthly , published by the National
Bank of Commerce in New York, con
tains a study of the remarkable re
vival of French wool manufacture and

Germany recovers strength , and ( 2 )

the marked competition which it is

security for France without reparations
and ultimately also without tranquility,
because there can not be tranquility
with anarchy at the gates. This may
be an unduly pessimistic view of the

offering the wool industry of Great
Britain . A petition from the Bradford
Chamber of Commerce has been laid
before the British Board of Trade look
ing to the establishment of some sort

as

situation , but it states in graphic terms, of tariff barrier as a protection against
at any rate, the two horns of the French this competition .
A study of comparative conversion
dilemma.
A substantial increase in the revenue
derived from taxation during the first

costs on wool fabrics in France and
Bradford shows a distinct advantage in

ten months of 1923 is reported . Total
income from taxation for 1923 is estimated at 21,000 ,000 ,000 as compared

favor of France. Probably the most im
portant reason for this advantage is the
low franc exchange rate, although it

with 14 ,000 ,000,000 in 1920. The is pointed out that there are other rea
Finance Ministry estimates 2-4,000,000 ,- sons such as heavy taxation and local
000 as the total amount which the municipal charges in England, large
081
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differentials between mill and retail has been stopped, important and ef
prices for goods and garments, higher
wages and shorter working hours.

fective economies have been made in

French foreign trade at present is

public expenditures, definite steps have
been taken toward funding the public

near equality in value of exports and

debt, revenue returns have been satis

imports, according to official statistics

factory and the railway deficit has been

cabled to the Department of Commerce
at Washington .
Exports for the nine months of 1923
ended with September were valued at

substantially reduced.

The industrial

situation is reported to be satisfactory
and unemployment is being gradually
decreased , standing at 183 ,144 on July

21,562,000 ,000 francs, and imports at

31 as compared with 216 ,287 on the

22,552 ,000,000 francs. Figures for the

same date the previous year.

corresponding months of 1922 were :
Exports, 14 ,219,000,000 francs ; im ports, 16 ,520 ,000 ,000 francs. Exports
for the nine months of 1923 consisted
of foodstuffs valued at 2 ,238,000,000

A feature of Italy 's foreign trade is
the rapid growth in transactions with
the United States. Imports from the
United States for the first half of this
year have increased 42 per cent. as

francs; raw materials , 6 ,552 ,000,000
francs ; manufactured goods, 11,623 ,-

compared with the corresponding period
last year, and exports to the United

000,000 francs ; and parcels post, 1 ,-

States have increased 62 per cent.

147,000 ,000 francs. Imports for the
first nine months of 1923 amounted to

is expected that the big harvest of this
year will help to reduce greatly Italy's

It

40 ,421,000 metric tons, of which coal adverse balance of trade.
constituted 23 ,000 ,000 tons. Foodstuffs

It is estimated that expenditures by

in ports were valued at 5 ,228 ,000,000
francs ; raw materials , at 14 ,166 ,000 ,000 francs ; and manufactured goods, at

foreign tourists in Italy during 1922
amounted to in the neighborhood of
2 ,500 ,000 ,000 lire. Remittances from

3 , 157,000 ,000 francs.

emigrants in foreign countries sent into

Italy through banks, postal orders,
registered letters, and from sums
Italy
brought in by those who return home
The Association of Italian Corpora- are calculated at about 2 ,800,000,000
tions, in its November report on Italian for 1922. This makes a total of ap
trade and industry, calls attention to

proximately 5 ,500 ,000 ,000 from these

Italy 's celebration at the end of October
of the first anniversary of the recovery

two sources as an offset to the adverse
trade balance in 1922 of 6,400,000,000 .

from the post-war crisis with the forma-

According to cable advices to the De

tion of the national government presided over by Mussolini. During this
year, according to the report, inflation

partment of Commerce, in Washington ,
the combined statement of the issue
banks for September 20 , gave note cir
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grade fire-proof and burglar
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in the world
Vaults recently installed or
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Federal Reserve Bank New York
Federal Reserve Bank Philadelphia

Federal Reserve Bank Boston
Federal Reserve Bank Pittsburgh
Federal Reserve Bank Buffalo
Federal Reserve Bank Cleveland

Federal Reserve Bank Chicago
Federal Reserve Bank Minneapolis
Federal Reserve Bank Jacksonville

"Merit has made them
Famous"
Factory - York , Pennsylvania

YORK SAFE & Lock Co.
55 Maiden Lane, New York
Boston
Baltimore

Chicago

Federal Reserve Bank of New
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Three York Vaults, the largest in the world ,
under installation

Philadelphia

Cleveland
San Francisco
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culation as 16,900,000,000 lire, a de
crease of 46 ,000,000 lire from August
19 ; discounts amounted to 6,842,000,
000 lire compared with 6 ,779,000,000
lire on August 19 ; the metallic reserve
stood at 1,249,000,000 lire.
Deposits in the principal private
banks of Italy amounted to 2,261,000 ,
000 lire compared with 2,268,000 ,000
lire on July 31 ; discounts and loans

totaled 7,945,000,000 lire compared
with 7,983,000 ,000 lire.

Germany
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The Punjab
National Bank , Ltd .
Established 1895.
Head Omco: Anarkall Street,
LAHORE, INDIA
Tel. Addresses: " Stability for head
office and branches; " Clearance"
and
for Bombay, Lahore City

Amballa Cantonment only .

Capital (subscribed ) ............Rs. 60 ,00 ,000
26 , 76 , 16
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20,00 ,408
Reserves (31, 12, 1922)...
4,92,44 ,072
Deposits
Total Resources
8,64,88,826
LONDON AGENTS — London Joint City &

Midland Bank , Ltd ., 5 , Threadneedle

Germany's new

bank of issue

(Rentenbank ) is now in operation , its
functions being to take over the old

mark debts and to enable the Reichs
bank to cease the issue of the old paper
marks. Behind this new bank is the
security of a mortgage on all German
real property, which is neither gold nor

convertible into gold. Its capital is
3 ,200 ,000 ,000 property marks. The
bank is permitted to issue currency up
to the amount of its capital. This new

St., London E . C. 2.
City , Amballa
BRANCHES- Amballa
Cantonment, Amritsar, Bombay, Cawn
pore, Calcutta , Delhi, Dera Ismail
Khan, Ferozepore City, Gojra , Gujran
wala , Hapur, Hoshiarpur, Hyderabad
Hafizabad , Jammu , Jhelum , Jullundur

City , Karachi, Kasur, Lahore City ,
Ludhiana, Lyallpur, Multan City , Mont
gomery, Okara , Patlala , Peshawar
City, Quetta, Rawalpindl City, Sør
godha, Sialkot City , Srinagar.

Banking Business of every description
transacted .
GOVIND DASS, BHAGAT, M . A ., LL. B .,
Secretary

currency will be accepted by the state
and will be an authorized currency but

not a compulsory legal tender . Behind
it is a mortgage claim to 4 per cent. of
the real property of the farmers, and blatt that 4 ,500,000 persons are now
to an equivalent amount to be assessed
against banking, industry and trade. On

receiving unemployment support in
Germany, 2,000 ,000 of this number

this 4 per cent. mortgage which con- being in the occupied territory. It is
stitutes a first lien the debtor must pay estimated that gold prices in Berlin are

6 per cent. interest. He can pay in 60 per cent. above those prevailing in
the new rentenmarks, but must pay at 1914. According to latest reports the
the gold rate on the date the interest German automobile industry is now
falls due. If he wishes to avoid a
mortgage he may do so by making a
payment in foreign currency .

turning out 300 cars a month . There
are ninety German automobile works

Commenting on the above plan the
Neue Freie Presse of Vienna states:
" The success of the plan depends en tirely on how much of its requirements
Germany provides with newly issued
paper money. It is absolutely dan gerous to have different currencies cir
culating side by side, for experience

According to a cable to the Depart
man imports show a decided decrease
during the third quarter of this year,
as will be seen from the following table
( in metric tons) :

inevitably
shows that a bad currency meriavy

employing 10,000 men.
ment of Commerce in Washington , Ger

July

August September

Imports .. .... .4 , 150,000 4 ,120,000 3,410,000
€
..........1,050,000 1,070,000 1, 140,000
Exports

absorbs the good currency.”

It is estimated by the Berlin Tage-

Total

-...5,200,000 5,190 ,000 4 ,550,000
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The figures in individual groups indilines. Details are not yet all available,
but a drop of 865,000 tons is reported
in imports of coal and coke, the most
important key commodity required by
Germany, August figures being 2,525p.,
1,
000 tons, while in September only Tom
660,000 tons were brought in .
Foodstuffs imports have increased,
and were in September 281,000 tons.
Coupled with the reports of the domes
tic harvest which , though better than
last year, will be considerably under:
that of pre-war years, there is an indi
cation that underfeeding in industrial
cate decreased activity in practically all

- = - = - = - = - = - - -- = =

finished goods have suffered in propor
tion .

Switzerland
It is estimated that the 1924 Swiss

hu
will show a net deficit of 2,150,
budget
00
000 francs as compared with a deficit

of 84 ,000,000 francs in 1923 and 79,
000,000 in 1922. In the budget for
the current year expenses have been

reduced 17 ,200,000 francs, of which

7,400,000 francs is due to reduced per
sonnel.
Tourist trade is reported to have

been better this last summer than the

previous year, especially in the case of
centers is probably very general, ag American
, English and Dutch tourists.
gravated by the widespread unemploy

Tourists from low exchange countries
are still few in numbers because of the
Iron ore imports increased from 120,- unfavorable exchange rate.
000 tons in August to 260,000 tons in
Commenting on the business situation
September, but this higher amount is in Switzerland, Lloyds Bank Monthly
only 29 per cent. of last year's monthly says:

ment of recent months.

average consumption of imported ores.

Orders came in well during the early

Naturally exports of rolling mill and part of 1923 for machinery, but during the
981
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summer there was a marked falling off. Not
withstanding this, however, unemployment
figures gave a better showing

Here again

the Swiss manufacturer has had to be con
tent with a very small margin for himself,
and in many cases he has supplied the mar

ket at factory prices. Those countries which
compete so closely with Switzerland for the
supply of machinery can produce at cutting
rates through the lower wages which they
pay for labor.
Before the war Switzerland can be said
to have actually possessed certain foreign
markets, and her supply to these markets
met with little serious competition . During
the war, however, these countries, who were

countries a surplus of at least $ 216 ,

000,000 in securities.
An interesting change of markets for

Swedish staple products which has
taken place since the war, according to
the bank 's statement, is the change from

near-by countries with low purchasing
power to distant lands where the pur

chasing power is high . Consequently
it is stated that Swedish trade is now
better known in North and South

America and in the Far East.
In Norway unemployment is said to

such good clients of Switzerland, found the be increasing, largely due to unsettled
necessity of supplying themselves with the labor conditions involving many strikes
machinery which previously came from
Switzerland , and it is now only natural that and lockouts. Norway's foreign trade
Thus it

is growing, exports for the first nine

would appear that these markets have been

months of the year being valued at

permanently, or at least for a considerable

598 ,000 ,000 crowns as against 550,000 ,

number of years, lost to Switzerland. Not

000 for the same period in 1922 . Ship

they should continue doing this.

only is Switzerland affected in this manner

as regards her foreign market, but the same ping is reported slightly improved.
The general business situation in
sumption were it not for the fact that she Denmark is said to be good in spite

would apply with regard to the home con

of depressed financial conditions. All
rely on her previous reputation to regain of the country 's industries are active
her former markets, but she will have to in with the exception of the textile fac
protects herself by a high import tariff .
It is realized that Switzerland can no longer

crease production by being able to sell on

tories which are reducing operations on

competitive lines; this can only come by a 'account of the high prices now prevail
reduction in the cost of production.
ing for cotton . The price index is ris
ing. The total unfavorable trade bal
ance for the first nine months of this
Scandinavia
year is said to be 295 ,000,000. Prin
According to the Svenska Kreditak cipal exports this year are packing

tiebolaget, during the period from 1914

products, dairy products, eggs and

to 1922 Sweden , although she acquired

livestock .

an unfavorable trade balance of more

than $ 208,000,000 , materially reduced
her foreign indebtedness , and in the
same period brought back from other

Poland
Continued currency depression and
credit stringency are having a de
995
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pressing effect on Polish business, which

Czechoslovakia

is still further aggravated by unsettled
conditions in Germany. Rediscounts by
the state bank are restricted to from
three to four weeks and the rediscount
rate has been raised. Currency in circulation was more than doubled in
October, in spite of which complaints
of currency shortage are common as
prices are increasing even faster than
inflation . On October 31 the Polish
mark was quoted at 1,575 ,000 to the
dollar. Revenues so far this year are

It is reported that the iron and steel
industry and the timber trade of
Czechoslovakia have been adversly af
fected by the German situation , which
has brought about a sharp decline in the
market for these industries in that coun
try. Largely due to this situation the
September favorable trade balance de
clined to 6 ,500 ,000 crowns.
Unemployment is said to be decreas
ing , an official estimate giving the
amount of unemployed on October 1

only 66 .4 per cent. compared with the as 180 ,000 as compared with 198 ,000

same period last year. It is reported,
however, that the preliminary budget
for 1924 shows a surplus of 23,779,696
gold francs with estimated revenue at
1,112,269,312 gold francs and expenditures at 1,088,589,616 . Poland will
have this year an excellent crop. During the first half of 1923 Poland had a
favorable trade balance of 38 ,000 ,000
gold francs.
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in September. The 1924 budget indi
cates a deficit of 603,000 ,000 crowns
as compared with a deficit of 565,000 ,
000 crowns in 1923. No provision is
made in this budget for the service on
the debt to the United States. Note
circulation is increasing slightly and
savings deposits continue to gain , as
they have for the past six months.

Money is plentiful. In the foreign ex
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change market the crown stood at 34.50
to the dollar on October 30.

Austria

Government finances are being rapid

ly improved . In 1922 the budget deficit
was 60 per cent. During the first half
of 1923 this had been reduced to 20 per
cent, and it is expected that the budget

The process of deflation continues in
Austria, and on October 7 the Austrian

will be balanced in the first half of
1925 . Particular attention is being

National Bank put out a statement in given to the problem of reviving the
dicating that 52 per cent. of its out

prosperity of Austrian agriculture. The
standing notes were covered by gold or latter is improving , but is far from at
by drafts and foreign currencies. The taining its pre-war proportions. It is
crown remains steady in the foreign ex said that before the war two-thirds of
change markets and does not appear to the entire population was engaged in
be unfavorably affected by the per agriculture while today this is reduced
formance of the German mark .
to one -third . It is estimated that Aus
High interest rates still prevail, and trian agriculture ought to be able to

it is said that Austrian agriculture and provide for the needs of the entire
industry are paying as high as 25 and population .

50 per cent. according to the amount of
risk involved . This condition is natur -

Additional capital is being sought for
the building of water -power works and

ally attracting foreign funds which will the electrifying of railroads.

in time alleviate the scarcity of capital
and tend to reduce interest rates. Mean
time the Austrian banks are said to be
prospering and are making very satis
factory profits.

Roumania
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE is indebted

to the New York agency of Banque
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BANCOEstablishedDI1880 ROMA
Head Office: Rome, Italy
Capital Fully Paid and Surplus . . Lire 174,000,000
Total Resources Over . . . . . Lire 3,700,000 ,000
200 Branches in Italy
Other branches in : France, Spain, Switzerland, Fiume, Malta,
Palestine, Rhodes, Syria, Tripoli, Turkey

Affiliation in Egypt: Banco di Roma per l'Egitto e il Levante

New York Representative Office

the following statement on the consoli

dation of the Roumanian external float
ing debt:

Pound sterling
French francs
Belgian francs ......
Italian lire
Spanish pesetos
Swedish kroner

Portuguese escudos

:

Chrissoveloni,head office Bucharest, for

One Wall Street

Par
50
francs
francs
lire
25 .50 pesetos

...53
88

16. 70 kroner
...60 escudos

" "

Immediately after the Armistice the
The treasury notes issued in American or
Roumanian Government was obliged to Canadian dollars were to be exchanged
make heavy purchases abroad to relieve the against bonds payable in American or
dollars respectively.
needs of the country. These purchases Canadian
Interest on the bonds was to be paid on
were completed through a so called supply
commission in Paris which paid for the April and October 1 in sterling, and the
merchandise in short term Roumanian
treasury notes that were issued in the cur

rency of the country where the purchases
were made. "

These treasury notes had a maturity of
from one to four years. The following
Roumanian treasury notes payable in foreign currencies were issued in payment of
said purchases:
Pound sterling
10,800,000
Dollars ( American and Canadian ) ......... 32, 000, 000
French francs
.... 240,000, 000
Italian lire ......

Pesetos
.. .
Czecho kronen
Escudos Portuguese

Swedish kronen
Belgian france
German marks ..

.. 110 , 000,000
... 1 ,400, 000
280,000,000
940, 000

6 ,000,000
40,000,000

217,000,000

When these various treasury notes ar
rived at maturity the Roumanian Govern
ment did not find itself able to pay them
off. It therefore negotiated with the great
majority of the holders of these notes, about
the middle of June 1922, for the refunding
of these short term treasury notes into a

coupons of the dollar bonds are also pay
able in sterling at current rate of exchange.

The total amount of the so called con
solidation bonds which were issued in ex
change of the above mentioned various
treasury notes is about £30,000,000 .
The first interest payment was made on
April 1 and the second interest payment
was made on October 1 of this year.

Beginning with April 1, 1928, the Rouma
nian Government will make available semi
annually, besides the necessary sums for the
interest payments, a sum to be paid in a

sinking fund computed so as to pay off
all bonds of this issue not later than April
1, 1968.

The great majority of the foreign hold
ers of the Roumanian treasury notes issued
in foreign currencies have agreed to ex

change the notes they were holding against
the new consolidation bonds.

As already mentioned, interest on the
new bonds has been paid promptly on April
1 and October 1 of this year, and the export
taxes which have been pledged for the serv

ice of the consolidation bonds issue have
made available amounts far in excess of the

necessary yearly payments.
long term bond issue.
This funding of the Roumanian external
All the treasury notes had to be ex floating
debt is one of the first steps toward
changed against bonds payable in pounds establishing
normal financial conditions. The
sterling, bearing an interest of 4 per cent.
per annum and maturing in forty years. The
rates of exchange at which the exchange
of the treasury notes against the new bonds
were completed are as follows:
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only difficulty encountered by the Rouma
nian Government was in Italy where

Italian holders of treasury notes have re
fused, up to the present moment, to ex
change same for the new consolidation

1

Banking Service
in the Far East
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SIAM
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SUMATRA
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Alor Star
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Puket

Seremban
Singapore
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Chartered Bank of India
lia and China
Austra
New York Agency, 44 Beaver Street

LODU
Capital
and Reserve

Head Office

William Baxter, Agent

London

bonds. However, negotiations are pending
and it is expected that a solution will soon
be found.

Over $30,000,000

regions and rendered great service by

the discounting of commercial bills, is
fully equipped to collaborate with the
Finance Minister in his task and should

Japan

be able to do so without unduly strain
ing the currency or the bank 's resources,
A recent bulletin of the Swiss Bank which
is of the greatest importance for
Corporation contains a very complete the maintenance
of the exchange. In
study of the financial and economic con this connection the bulletin refers to the
dition of Japan .
of payments. During the war
Regarding the effect of the earth balance
Japan had a very considerable export
quake on public finance, the bulletin balance in her favor, while her invisible
quotes a statement made by the Finance exports from shipping, etc., brought in
Minister in which he foresees a certain large sums. Her investments abroad
falling off in the revenue, while on probably brought in more than the in
the other hand large sumswould be re terest which she had to pay on her for
quired for relief and reconstruction . In
debt. Subsequently , however, the
order to be able to cope with this task, eign
situation changed , and though recent
he has
decided to introduce the strictest

foreign loans for the South Manchurian
Railway Co., the Oriental Development
started, and to postpone all new pro Co. and the Tokio Electric Railway
provided the country for the time being
jects.
As for the currency needs, the Bank with important foreign resources, the
of Japan, which has already granted a amount of interest to be paid abroad
moratorium to all debtors in devastated will be considerably increased . It is to

economy and in particular to stop all
new government works even if already
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THE MERCANTILE BANK OF INDIA (LIMITED )
Head Office : 15 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, E . C . 3.
.

Capital Authorized

.

.

.

.

.

$ 15 ,000 ,000

.

(£3 ,000 , 000

9,000,000 (£1,800,000)
Capital Subscribed . . . . . .
Capital Paid -up
5, 250 ,000 £1,050 ,000 )
6,760 ,525 (£1,352,105)
Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits . . .
BANKERS:- Bank of England; London Joint City and Midland Bank (Limited )
Branches and Agencies in India , Ceylon , Straits Settlements, China, Japan
and Mauritius
and Circular Noto and transacts

Tho Bank buys and sells Bills of Exchange, issuos Lottors of Credit
Banking and Agoncy Business in connection with the East on torms to be had on application .
Fixed Deposit rates quoted on application .
On curront 100ount. lnterest is allowed at 2 per cont. per annum on daily balances .

NEW YORK AGENCY, 64 WALL STREET
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-
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be expected that the deficit in the bal
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-

--- - - --- - - - - -

-

South America

ance of payments will grow in the next
The president of Ernesto Tornquist &
few years since the work to be under
A.
taken in reconstruction will require Co., Buenos Aires, Senor Carlosesti
published
his
has
just
Tornquist
,
large quantities of material from
Argentine “ balance of pay
abroad . To sum up, it would ,therefore, mate of the
covering the two-year period

appear that in spite of the crisis since ments”
ending September 30, 1923. In his
1920 , Japan's position has remained balance
sheet Senor Tornquist has listed
that
the
sound and it is well known
transactions involving
international
all
government has large balances in Lon the transfer of payments
either in or out
don and New York. It is, however , of Argentina. His figures show an ad
likely that to meet the work of recon - verse balance of $ 270 ,000 ,000 gold . The
struction without unduly upsetting the balance of trade is adverse to the extent
money market at home and the ex - of $ 122,715 ,000 gold in 1920 - 1921 and
change , foreign assistance will be re- to the extent of $ 115 ,300,000 gold for
the two-year period of 1920 - 1922.
quired in the form of new loans.
Anº external loan of $ 150,000 ,000
The bulletin is illustrated by a large
number of tables both in the text and in gold at 6 per cent. interest and i per
an appendix dealing with financial, eco - cent. amortization has been authorized
nomic and commercial questions in by the Argentine Parliament and will

Japan .

be floated in New York . National rev
-

- =

- -

- = -

- = - = - = - = - = -= -=

Du Commerce Extérieur
Banque Nationale Francaise
Societe Anonyme
Organized under French Law of October 23, 1919
HEAD OFFICE : 21 BOULEVARD HAUSSMANN, PARIS
Cable Addresses :

Head Office : "Extecomexe, Paris"

Foreign Exchange Dept.: " Lexterozel, Paris "

Capital Subscribed

Capital Paid Up
Advanced by the French Government without interest
Chairman of the Board of Directors

M . Charles Petit

100,000,000 francs

.

50,000,000 francs
25 .000.000 francs
General Manager

M . Eugène Carpentier

The bank was organized in 1919 to perform in France all operations connected with
foreign trade in foreign countries and in the French Colonies and Protectorates all

usual banking transactions, especially those connected with Exports and Imports.
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The Corn Exchange National Bank
OF CHICAGO
.......... $ 5 ,000,000

Capital ..........

Surplus and Profits. .......$ 11,700,000
OFFICERS
Ernest A . Hamill.

Charles L . Hutchinson.

..President
Vice- President

Owen T . Reeves, Jr....

Vice- President

J . Edward Maass..........

Vice - President

Norman J . Ford . .........

Vice - President

James G . Wakefield..

Vice- President

Edward F . Schoeneck ........

..........Cashier

Lewis E . Gary .......... ......Assistant Cashier
James A . Walker ..... ......Assistant Cashier
C . Ray Phillips.......... ......Assistant Cashier
Frank F . Spiegler ....... ......Assistant Cashier
William E . Walkor. ...
Assistant Cashier

DIRECTORS
Watson F . Blair
Chauncey B . Borland
Edward B . Butler
Benjamin Carpenter

Charles H . Hulburd
John J . Mitchell
Martin A . Ryerson

Henry P . Crowell

J . Harry Selz

Charles L . Hutchinson

Ernest A . Hamill

Robert J . Thorne
Charles H . Wacker

Foreign Exchange

Letters of Credit

Cable Transfers

International Banking Notes
sources shows a satisfactory increase The report of the Anglo - Polish Bank ,
compared with the same period a year Limited, of Warsaw , for the year ending
ago. Argentine exports are growing in December
31, 1922, has been received , show

enue both from the customs and internal

volume, satisfactory increase being ing net profits of P .M .79,860,762.49. Divi
shown in corn , linseed and quebracho. dends were paid to the shareholders amount
Much concern is felt in the Argentine ing to P .M .30,000 ,000 which is at the rate
over the possibility of Great Britain

of 30 per cent. per annum . At the third

imposing a tariff on meat imports, which

annual meeting held August 7, 1923, it was

decided to increase the joint capital of the
would have an adverse effect upon the bank
to P .M .1,000,000,000.
chief source of Argentine prosperity.

Any such action on the part of Great
Britain would undoubtedly be met by
retaliatory measures against British

manufactured products entering Ar
gentina.

The thirty - first ordinary general meeting
of the English , Scottish & Australian Bank,

office of which is in Lon

, the head
The Buenos Aires branch of the First Limited
don, was held November 14. At the meet
National Bank of Boston cables that ing the directors announced profits for the
October bank clearings were $ 3 .230 .000.000 as against $ 2 .780 .000 .000 in

year ending June 30, 1923, after making
provision for bad and doubtful debts,

to £1,251,197 10s. 6d. Expenses
September. The October increase is amounting
of management for the year amounted to
said to be due to large movement of £557,038 14s. ld ., and income and other

banks gathering reserves and heavy taxes to £223,311 ls. An interim dividend

selling on the stock exchange.

of 5 per cent., free of income tax, was paid ,
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BANKING BUSINESS WITH BELGIUM
American banks and bankers are cordially

invited to utilize the organization of the

BANQUE DE COMMERCE, Antwerp
for their business in Belgium

Capital Subscribed . . Frs. 40,000,000
Capital Paid Up . Frs. 16,884,000

Branches :
BRUSSELS
OSTEND

Reserve . . . . . Frs. 7,309,784

AT ALL BANKING POINTS

CORRESPONDENTS

amounting to £65 ,994 7s. 6d. The sum of bane on August 16, 1923 . The report and
£15,000 was placed in the reserve fund.
balance sheet for the year ending June 30,
Further appropriations were made as 1923, was submitted. The chairman , James
follows:

Milne, in moving the adoption of the report

8. a.

To reserve fund, additional, making £
with £18, 150 18. 9d. the premium
on issue of new shares , £170 ,000
will
for the year, when the fund
.............. ..............136 . 849 18
stand at £1,620,000........
To the E . S. & A . bank officers'
guarantee and provident fund .... 35 .000 0
To the payment of a further 74
per cent., making a dividend of
1242 per cent. for the year, free
....112,500
of income tax ....
To the purchase and cancellation

of deferred inscribed deposit stock
in accordance with the articles

stated :

" The net profits are £20,531 14s. 6d. better

than the previous year, and we feel justified
3

in recommending a bonus of 2s. 6d. per

share, making, in all, 1242 per cent. for the

year paid to shareholders. We are main
taining our strong position ; liquid assets

0 0

held to meet liabilities show a percentage

of 50.02. During the period under review,
our advances to customers have increased by

: 59,498 26 £762,050 Os. 8d., and our deposits by £620,
563 lls. 4d., though I wish to mention that
40,500 00 included
in the deposits is an amount, ap
384,348 09 proximately £200,000, on account of real
ization of wool awaiting distribution . With
the object of furthering the progression of
The ninety-seventh ordinary general meet the bank, the directors have issued a cir
ing of the proprietors of the Queensland cular offering a 50 per cent. increase in
National Bank, Limited, was held in Bris- your holding of shares. We are satisfied
of association ....
To the payment of a bonus to the
staff as at June 30, 1923, of 10
per cent. on their salaries.....

BANK OF ROUMANIA , LIMITED
(Founded 1866 )

(Registered in London on 17th April, 1903, under the Companies Acts, 1862-1900)
Head Office : 64, CORNHILL , LONDON, E. C . 3.
Branch : 11, CALEA, VICTORIEI, BUCAREST.
Directors :
THE VISCOUNT GOSCHEN
C . DE CERJAT, Esq.
GENERAL THE HON . SIR H . A . LAWRENCE, K . C. B .

E . W . H . BARRY, Esq .

LIEUT.-COL. SIR ALBERT STERN, K . B . E . C. M . G .
Bankers: BANK OF ENGLAND.

MESSRS. GLYN , MILLS, CURRIE & co .

A general Banking business with Roumania is conducted , and correspondence
from those having interests in that country is invited .
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Ernesto Tornquist & Co.
Limited

Buenos Aires
Oldest and Largest Financial House in South America

Established in 1830
rves and Surplus
Fully paid up Capital, Reserves

$ 16 ,404,289 .00 Argentine Gold

Specialize in the Investment of Foreign Capital in State,
Mortgage, Industrial and Public Utility Bonds and Shares

Money on Mortgages Placed Direct
BANKING TRANSACTIONS OF ALL KINDS
Handle Foreign Exchange and Give Prompt and Careful Attention

to the Collection of Drafts
Administration of Real and Personal Property
This Bank will be pleased to Serve You in All Business Relations
with the Argentine and Contiguous Countries

CORRESPONDENCE IN ALL LANGUAGES INVITED

that the issue is wise and justified — applica -

ing a balance of £50,247 4s. 3d. undivided

tions for the new shares commenced to come
in immediately after the notices were sent
out, and the rights are now quoted on

profits to be carried to next account.

the exchange at approximately 27s. 6d.”

The annual meeting of the shareholders of
the North of Scotland Bank, Limited, whose
head office is in Aberdeen , was held on

The Northern Banking Company, Limited ,

November 2, 1923, at which time the report

whose head office is located in Belfast, held
its ninety -ninth annual general meeting on
October 25. 1928. At this meeting net
profits were announced amounting to £153,
279 4s. ld . A bonus to the bank 's officers

and balance sheet for the year ending Sep
tember 29, 1923, was submitted . The re
port reveals that net profits for the year

amounting to £19,844 5s. 9d . was deducted

per cent. were paid . The reserve fund was

from this sum , leaving a balance of £133,434

increased to £800,000.

were earned amounting to £206 ,061 12s. 6d.

Dividends for the year amounting to 18

18s. 4d. to which was added £50,042 12s.,

brought forward from last year, and a
special profit on realization of government
securities of £100,958 5s. 8d., making a
total for disposal of £284,435 16s.
Dividends at the rate of 1712 per cent. on
the “ A ” shares and 834 per cent. on the

The half-yearly general meeting of the
Colonial Bank was held at the head office
in London on October 11, 1923. The Colonias
Bank has branches in the West Indies,
British Guiana and West Africa. At the

“ B ” shares, were paid to the shareholders,

meeting net profits for the half-year ended

amounting in all to £91,875, less income tax,

June 30, 1923, were reported as £42,615

£22,028 4s. 3d. The sum of £14,341 16s. was

2s. 6d .

applied in reduction of bank buildings ac-

cent. per annum less income tax was paid

A dividend at the rate of 8 per

count, £50 ,000 was transferred to reserve for the half year ending June 30, amount
and £100,000 to contingency account, leav- ing to £27,450. A provision of £15 ,000 was

Rotterdamsche
Bankvereeniging
Rotterdam

Amsterdam

The Hague
Capital . .
. fl 75 ,000 ,000
Reserve . . . . . fl 36,500 ,000
Every description of banking business transacted ,
including the making of collections, the issuance of
of credit, buying and selling of foreign exchange
travellers' letters of credit and documentary letters

and of stocks and shares.
Our large capital and complete organization en
able us to handle all matters entrusted to our
care with efficiency and promptness.
Representative for the United States

J. G . van Breda Kolff, 14 Wall Street, New York
IIIIIIIIIII

MUMUMMre

made for bad and doubtful debts, and £28,

905 8s. 7d . was carried forward .
O

Hallgarten & Co. and E . F. Hutton &
Co., New York , offered on November 8,
100,000 American shares of the Mercurbank ,
capital stock of 3,333,334 Austrian shares at
a par value of Kr.3000 each . The shares

are fully paid and non-assessable, and no

Mercurbank constitute a diversified industrial
investment in coal, oil , sugar, glass, paper,
textiles, machinery, railroad equipment, elec
tricity and chemicals. The blocks of shares in
industries which are held by the bank are
valued on the books at low prices, although
they are practically all in prosperous condition
and paying dividends.
In view of its geographical position and as
a result of the existence of long established
financial and industrial organizations, Austria
is and always will remain the commercial and
industrial center of Central Europe . The events
following the close of the late war, with the

creation of the various " Succession States"
formed in part from the old Austro -Hungarian
Empire , have only served to emphasize this.

extra liability attaches to their ownership .
They are also free from all Austrian taxes
now in force. The statement of the general

Profits of the Commonwealth Bank of

manager, Ernst Schwarz, is summarized as Australia, head office Sydney, for the half
follows:

year ending June 30, 1923 , were £205,021

The Mercurbank , established in Vienna in
1887, ranks today as one of the large Austrian
banks. It maintains a number of offices in
Vienna and numerous branches in other Aus
trian cities. Prior to the war it had branches

7s. 2d., half of which sum was appropriated
to the reserve fund and half to the re

demption fund. The reserve fund now
amounts to £2,201,993 lls. 4d . and the re

throughout what are now Hungary, Poland,
Czechoslovakia and a part of Roumania . These
are now operated as independent banks, in
which , however, the Mercurbank still holds a
substantial and influential interest , with repre
sentation on the respective directorates.
In addition to its commercial banking busi
ness, it is also a holding company which ,
through stock ownership controls and is in
terested in many industrial corporations cover
ing the leading economic fields in Austria and

coin and bullion £24,443,980, debentures and
other securities £25,266,356, and other assets

adjoining countries. Aside from its possibilities
of banking revenue, therefore, the shares of the

£2,391,689 10s.
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demption fund to the same amount. The
note issue department reported notes in
circulation on June 30, 1923 , amounting to

£52,102,025 10s. against which it held in gold

$ 120,000,000 Increase in Porto Rico's
Commerce Since 1900
As the pioneer American bank in Porto Rico we have given every aid to
the island's commercial development and have shared in its growth .
Send Us Your Bills of Exchange,
Drafts and Collections Direct.

AMERICAN COLONIAL BANK
OF PORTO RICO

SAN JUAN
Branches : Arecibo,Mayaguez, Caguas, Ponce

Obligation of Depositors to Banks
IN the race that has been going on

banking business is conducted under

for some years between banks for
large figures, the public has been led
to believe by the published invitations
of philanthropic institution , and to a
considerable extent, all they had to do
was walk in and help themselves. For

great expense , usually with a large in
vestment in building and vaults , in a
desirable location ; good salaries for the
officers, who must be able men , if the
bank is to be managed successfully ;
suitable and sufficient salaries for em
ployees; expenses of management, sta

this ignorance the bankers have only

tionery, books, heat, light and other

to open accounts, that banks were a sort

themselves to blame. Competition has items; that the bank must earn dividends.

led to rates of interest being paid that

for its stockholders and that it is not

have proved a heavy burden for many

safe to attempt to do this by specula - ,

institutions to bear— this is especially

tion , etc. Try it — and see the favor

true when times of industrial depression

able reaction on the part of the public,

occur, when a plethora of loanable who will quickly realize that high rates
funds leads naturally to a lower earn- of interest paid for deposits do not
ing capacity. It is suggested that banks necessarily mean safety for their prin
in
their advertisements incorporate
briefly the obligations that a depositor
owes to the bank where he decides to
carry an account: That it is up to him
to maintain a good character, as a citizen and business man ; that he must believe in the sanctity of contracts ; that it

cipal. It was our good fortune to have
this impressed on our mind again re
cently, by a new director of a National
bank who called our attention to the
fact that he had yet to find a line in the
advertisements of his own or any other
bank , regarding the obligation that a

is up to him to maintain a creditable
depositor owes to a bank. - Think it
balance , at least such a balance that over.
will permit the bank to earn enough to
break even in doing its part for him .
He should also be informed that the

From

the bulletin of the New

York State

Bankers Association.
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A section of the officers' quarters, Seaboard National Bank, New York, showing distributing air ducts which
are at the ceiling between the interior columns and which have the appearance of ceiling
beams. The nozzles or air outlets are on the side of the ducts

Good Ventilation a Sanitary and Economic
Necessity
[ Without a proper system of ventilation in its lobbies and offices, a bank is violating a basic
principle of sanitation and paving the way to disease and economic waste. THE BANKERS
MAGAZINE believes that its readers will be interested in the following presentation of a subject
that is both timely and important the necessity of good ventilation . — THE EDITOR . )

O CIENTISTS have stated new

startling. Of the total annual deaths

facts of great and general interest about 40 per cent. occur during the win

on the results of breathing bad air. ter months, 24 per cent. during the fall
The Smithsonian Institution at Wash - and spring quarters and 10 per cent.
ington , the scientific and research de-

during the summer. That is, the highest

partment of our Government, has care- death rate occurs during the heating
fully considered ventilation and is au -

seasons.

“ This is believed to be due to lower
thority for the deductions quoted below :
“ About one-third of all the deaths in ing of vitality on account of improper
the United States are due to respiratory
diseases."

heating and ventilation ."

When confronted by such a condition
those responsible for the well being of
others must lay aside complacency and
give consideration to means for correct
ing the deadly condition . Comprehen
increased .”
sive thought on the subject causes one to
" The seasonal cycle of pneumonia , realize how great is the need for pure
where house heating is necessary , is air in banks and commercial offices as
" In the last fifty years, practically
all other forms of bacterially caused
diseases have been brought under con trol while the respiratory diseases have
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A corner of the banking floor The Mechanics & Metals National Bank, New York , showing collections,
telegraph , cable and redemption departmentwindows. The octagonal column in the foreground

in this illustration is a dummy having nozzles or air outlets on the upper surfaces

a means of promoting health and main -

Prof. Huntington of Yale University

taining efficiency. The indictment of showed that during the cold season we
scientists is directed not only against should recuperate from the exhaustive
unventilated spaces but primarily effects of the summer and should be
against ventilation based on fallacious doing our best work . All indications as

theory such as has been applied during well as results already achieved, indi
the past, and , because of crass ignorance, is still being applied . Whether
considered relative to health , or economically, with an eye to increased efficiency and earnings, pure air to
breathe is a necessity.
The New York State Ventilation
Commission of which Prof. C . E . A .
Winslow of Yale is chairman , reported
its findings last March. The outstand ing fact stated by them was that ven tilation with great volumes of heated
air as heretofore used was not only un necessary , but positively detrimental,

cate that ventilation will hereafter be
done by diffusing a reasonable volume
of fresh air into the interior atmosphere.
Being of such primary importance
that its pursuit is constitutionally recog
nized as an inherent and natural right,
it is obvious that happiness, in so far
as it may be secured from continuous
perfect health, is a desirability worthy
of great effort. Ventilation is but a
branch of sanitation. We are all con
scious of the pleasure, comfort and hap
piness that is ours due to the sanitary
conveniences that science and engineer

and that ventilation should be done with

ing have made common

much lessened volumes of cool, fresh

Kitchens and bathrooms have now be

property.

air. The scientist, Rankin , gave it as come examples of sanitary perfection .
his opinion that a cool atmosphere made Absolute purity of outdoor air should
bearable by radiant heat was the best. be considered as of as great and fun
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Ceiling of the council room , London , Liverpool & Globe Insurance Co ., New York. Two ceiling outlet
boxes are shown in this illustration , each fitted with three swivel nozzles. The
lighting fixtures are a part of the same units

damental importance as absolute purity

ing the temperature with consequent

of food and water. Means for main higher temperature on the floor level.
taining interior atmospheres healthful Costly, overheated air which has just
and invigorating are as necessary as risen from the radiators is not exhaust
sanitary kitchens and bathrooms.

ed by fans or through open windows,

It is puzzling to many how cold , but is used to make possible the diffusion
fresh air can be introduced into a room

of healthful, cold , fresh air .

Ventila

without causing draught and chill. tion by this method actually saves fuel
Many will agree that it cannot be done. when compared with ventilation by open
It is done, however , and done under a windows or exhaust systems. Dust and
guarantee that greater comfort will be soot are eliminated from the incoming
maintained indoors on the coldest day, fresh air in its passage through treated
by the diffusion of cold air, than if the wood fibre that is renewed about once
ventilator is not operated . On a cold a month .
day the temperature under the high ceilMezzanine floors are frequently in

ing of a monumental bank may be stalled in banking offices having high
twenty-five degrees warmer than on the ceilings. The temperature on the mez
main floor. All the heated air rises byzanine floor during the heating season
gravity to the ceiling. All the cold air, is about ten degrees higher than on the
whether chilled by the windows or com - main floor. This is a negative condi
ing in through the doors, sinks to the tion requiring attention , for serious

floor. If cold fresh air is diffused into

sickness is the result of working under

the heated air at the ceiling , the mix-

such conditions.

Scientists find that

ture slowly falls to the floor, turning sixty- eight degrees is a critical temper
over the entire air-content and equaliz -

ature that should not be raised if ef

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
fective work and good health are to be
maintained. If ventilation is done with
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One great hindrance to the installa
tion of ventilation systems has been the

cold , fresh air, an even temperature is

notion that artistic effect is ruined by

maintained from floor to ceiling and em ployees on mezzanine floors are breath

ducts and outlets. The accompanying
illustrations refute this notion . General

ing air of the same purity as those on

clerical offices, however, do not need the

themain floor.
It is not necessary to rebuild an

refinement of design shown in the il
lustrations. Fresh air is a fundamental

existing building in order to apply to it necessity and can be secured at mod
a cold air ventilation system . The dis - erate cost. The functioning of the sys
tributing ducts are relatively small in
area and when installed are incon spicuous. The size of the apparatus

varies from small, self- contained win
dow units for private offices or small offices, to large systems having extensive
distributing duct systems.

tem should be considered of more im
portance than its appearance. Readers
should note that the nozzles shown in
the accompanying illustrations can be

deflected during the warm season to se
cure increased agitation in the air of
the occupied zone.

Hundreds of Bills on Banking
FIVE hundred bills more or less di-

" In our country, with its forty-eight

rectly affecting banking were intro-

separate law-making bodies, there is a

duced in the last session of Congress

great tendency to diversity of rule , ju

among the 19 ,000 measures presented
in all, it is pointed out by Thomas B .

dicial and statutory, and to courteract
this the states have created Commis

Paton , general counsel of the American

sioners on Uniform State Laws. The

Bankers Association , in his annual re- Uniform Acts on negotiable instru
port recently made public. In addi- ments , warehouse receipts, bills of lad
tion , he points out, there were in session ing and stock transfers, which have been
in 1923 forty -three state legislatures recommended and their enactment ma
which considered many laws relative to terially aided by the American Bankers

banks. Mr. Paton describes the work

Association , have been the production

of the association in examining, digest-

of these commissioners.

ing and watching the progress of all this
“Uniformity of rule should be re
tained . It is regrettable that the Ne
legislation affecting banking .
One of the measures particularly vital gotiable Instrument Act has been
to banking, he points out, was Federal amended by the legislatures of a num
legislation sought by the tax commis- ber of states and is gradually losing its
sioners of a number of states to amend uniform character. The amendments

the United States revised statutes so as may be beneficial, but their application
to permit the states to place banks in a is only local. It will probably be a task
class by themselves for purposes of tax confronting the law office of the associa
ation. The amendment advocated by
the tax commissioners was rejected by tion to draft a supplemental amendatory
Congress following hearings in Wash act bringing in the good in all existing
ington at which the association was
represented .

In regard to the efforts of the asso

amendments of the Negotiable Instru
ment Act and containing such new

ciation to promote uniformity in bank

amendments as experience indicates are
needed and urge its universal enactment

ing law , the general counsel says :

in all the states.

It Is Sufficient
to say our service is satisfactory in every

respect, and well worth your condsider
ation .

The First National Bank in St. Louis
serves more than 2000 banks throughout
the United States.

MAKE IT YOUR CORRESPONDENT

ISTLOUIS

BROADWAY - LOCUST - OLIVE

Largest National Bank West of the

Mississippi
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Review of the Month
A Survey of Current Banking and Business Developments
THE statistical department of

Moody's — Just now the moderately

the Western Electric Company
has made an analysis of the
various business services as of Novem

downward main trend is temporarily
interrupted by less than normal autumn
trade.

ber 1, and classifies their findings
Babson — We have all the conditions
as " neutral,” "moderately pessimistic,” prevalent in a major business readjust
“moderately optimistic," and " opti ment, except tight money.
mistic.” The reviews issued by the
Standard Daily TradeWe do not
Harvard Economic Service , Moody's,

Babson , Standard Daily Trade Sery
ice, Brookmire, Gibson , Federal Reserve Board , Guaranty Trust Com pany, National City Bank , National
Bank of Commerce and the Cleveland

believe that business in this country
in any sense in a major decline.
Brookmire - Present situation is due
to hesitancy and timidity rather than to
unfavorable economic factors.

Trust Company are dissected and their

Gibson — The majority fear (ground

discussions divided as follows: Present
.conditions, general forecast, financial
conditions, stock market, prices, pro-

lessly ) an approaching depression .
Federal Reserve Board — New York
Federal Reserve indices of activity were

duction, agriculture , building, transpor- lower in September than in August,
tation , domestic trade, foreign trade, still close to normal.
and labor conditions. Of the eleven
Guaranty Trust Company — Develop
services quoted , six are “ neutral,” two ments have reflected the irregularity of
“moderately pessimistic,” two "mod the situation , divergences among indus
optimistic" and one " optimistic.”

erately
The opinions set forth are actual tries being especially marked .
National City Bank - The general
quotations wherever possible , and with
situation has not shown the
business
Western
the
deductions
any
out making
Electric Company leaves the reader to pronounced change to greater activity
draw his own conclusions as to the that some people expected .

present state of business and trade.
Under the heading of “ present conditions,” for example , the following quo

National Bank of Commerce - In
spots business is poor and in others
bad, but as a whole business is in fair

tations are cited from the various serv
ices used in the tabulation :
Harvard Economic Service - Outstanding feature is the cautious temper

ne
volume.

enter the final quarter, it seems certain
that generally active trade and produc

of the business community .

tion will last through this year.

Cleveland Trust Company - As we
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Babson - Stiffening in prices is pri
marily
seasonal and there is no basis for
Under the heading " general fore
a
broad
bull movement.
cast,” the tabulated analysis compares
Standard Daily Trade - We think
THE GENERAL FORECAST

the following statements:

cent recession is a temporary readjust

higher prices quite likely , but no steep
upturn soon ; rather, relative stability.

ment rather than the beginning of gen

age was up , many commodities went

Harvard Economic Service— The re
eral depression .

Brookmire - While September aver
down .

Moody's— The first half or three
quarters of 1924 is to be a time of trade

Gibson - The long- time trend of com

prices will be down, with many
reaction , or mild depression , butnothing modity
specific readjustments.
worse.

Federal Reserve Board — Wholesale

Babson - Because of easy money it is

unlikely that the present reaction in
business will be a major one.
Standard

Daily

Trade- We lookK

merely for a slowing down from the

prices increased over 2 per cent. during
September.

National Bank of Commerce- Price
her
levels
must not rise beyond the point
of maximum consumption .

high -pressure activity of this year, not
for a pronounced reaction .

COMMENTS ON PRODUCTION

Brookmire - Business activity on the

average for next six months will not
decrease , but show

considerable re-

bound from present levels.

As to production , the various services
summed up conditions as follows:

Harvard Economic Service - Manu

Gibson - We continue to hold that facturing is spotty , high output through
neither boom nor depression is in pros

summer having cut down unfilled orders

rapidly , and in some cases built up

pect.

Federal Reserve Board — (Blank).

inventory .

Babson — Physical volume of produc
tion
is holding above the summer
ing conditions justify a moderately op
timistic outlook for domestic business as average.
Standard Daily Trade - Production
a whole.

Guaranty Trust Company - Prevail

National City Bank - Tangible fac- has been running 20 per cent. above
tors of importance seem to be in favor 1919 .
of the continuance of high volume of
Brookmire - Production has tended
to
decline, but will soon speed up to
production and trade.
National Bank of Commerce _ The

care for consistenly high consumption .

outlook is for better business, not worse.
Cleveland Trust Company- We are

Gibson - Pig iron production this
year, considered as an index of condi

above normal.
tions, has
has been
been somewhat
se
not headed for drastic depression , but tions,
Federal Reserve Board - Production
1924 activity will run far below the

May , 1923 , peak.

of basic commodities declined in Sep
tember .

VIEWS UPON THE PRICE TREND

Guaranty Trust Company — No in

crease in volume of production is in
Under " prices" the analysis presents immediate prospect, nor is it necessary
these varying views:
for continued prosperity.
Harvard Economic Service Prices
National City Bank — The situation
have moved toward stability and better seems to point to continued high produc
tion .
adjustments among commodities.
National Bank of Commerce - The
Moody 's — A premature weakening of
commodity prices has developed ; nor- manufacturing industries in which gen
mally they advance from summer to uinely unsatisfactory conditions prevail
January .
are very few .
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TheNATIONAL BANKin Saint
OF COMMERCE
Louis
and

SENSE

Hi!

A wise combination of the two makes an ideal bank

ing relationship.

In 65 years of experience, we have developed facilities
for intelligent banking service — the kind that
leaves no aftermath but satisfaction .

Let us know your requirements.

Willing Cooperation is a Part of Our Working Capital
--

-

-- -

Cleveland Trust Company — Indus
trial production in the most fundamen
tal industries has fallen rather rapidly
from the May peak.
LABOR CONDITIONS SURVEYED

$ 32,000,000 LOANED FOR FARM
FINANCING

Approximately $ 32,000 ,000 has been
loaned by the Federal intermediate
credit banks to aid the farmers in
financing the production and marketing

Eight of the eleven services which
had something to say of the labor situation are quoted as follows:

of this year's crops.
Farm Loan Board officials , in an

selling prices.

only $ 2 ,403,896 had been loaned on

nouncing the figures last month , said
Moody's— Unemployment has gone that they failed to show that the wheat
further since April than was realized , growers had taken full advantage of
and after October is likely to increase theGovernment's latest credit facilities,
although appeals for financial assist
faster.
Babson - Rise in wages is all out of ance recently have come from these
wheat-growing areas. Of the total loans
proportion to rise in commodity and made
direct to farmer organizations,

Standard Daily Trade — Practically wheat, they said . There was no expla
full employment still obtains.
Gibson - Purchasing power of the
masses is at a high level and bids fair
to remain there.
Federal Reserve Board — September

nation for this at the Farm Loan Board ,
and Commissioner Cooper declared that
the credit banks had taken care of all
applications for wheat loans.

The board's figures disclosed that

showed no reduction of unemployment

$ 24,000,000 of the total amount ad

at industrial establishments.

vanced was in the form of loans made
1003

The Trust Officer and the
Advertising Manager
Are Agreed
INLESS trust officer and advertising manager are

agreed in approving it without reservation

Unless the trust officer considers it a real explana
tion of the functions of his department, based on

actual experience in serving trust customers , dignified

in matter and manner , professional in tone
Unless the advertising manager approves it as an

attention getter, a thing of class and distinction , a read

able piece of copy from start to finish , and a real ex
ample of printed salesmanship

Unless every item of a trust advertising plan
deserves and gets this double OK, - it does not solve
the new business problem of your trust department.
Would you like to see two plans that have solved
this problem

for many representative institutions?

Plan A is for selected lists of high quality. Plan B is
for wide distribution at low cost.
TWewill send you complete details and samples of
either or both of these on request.

The Bankers Service
Corporation
19 and 21 WARREN STREET
NEW YORK !
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directly to co-operative and other
farmer associations. The remainder
went to agricultural credit corporations
and to banks which rediscounted agri
cultural paper with the credit banks.
Included in the loans to farmer organ
izations were advances of $ 12,652,435
on cotton , $ 5 ,316 ,444 on tobacco, $ 1 ,
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THE

PEOPLES
· BANK

800,000 on raisins, $ 252 ,964 on rice ,

OF

$ 50,000 on broom corn , $ 1 ,307,278 on
canned fruit, $ 193,902 on wool and
$ 25,800 on red -top seed.

BUFFALO
Established 1889

AMERICANS OF MODERATE MEANS
INCREASING THEIR INVESTMENTS

The Wall Street Journal has made a

THE degree of activity in

study of the statistics of the holdings

a Bank may rightly be said

of U . S . Steel common stock and finds

to define its value to the com

that only 20.83 per cent. of the total
issue of this stock is now in brokers'
hands, the balance being held by the
investing public. The floating supply

munity in which it is located.

of this stock is being gradually de
pleted . It is pointed out that this con
dition is an illustration of the awaken

ing interest in good investments on the
part of Americans of moderate means
who before the war were not interested .

This is also true in the case of many
public utility securities, which are being
widely distributed among consumers of

public utility services.
ANTHRACITE FIELDS VALUED AT

$ 989,900 ,000

The Engineers Advisory Valuation
Committee has reported to the United
States Coal Commission that it esti
mates the total value of the anthracite
fields, all of which are situated in Penn
sylvania , at $ 989, 900,000. This con
trasts with a valuation of $640 ,000,000
shown on the books of the companies.
The committee estimates the total
amount of recoverable coal remaining
in the anthracite fields as 8 ,979,474 ,000
tons. For the northern fields a life of
fifty years is estimated , for the east
ern middle fields thirty- five years, for
the western middle one hundred years
and for the southern fields one hundred

and ten years.

The engineers estimate

that by 1925 gross production can be

A prominent visitor to Buffalo

recently remarked as follows:
— “ The Peoples Bank seems
to be a hive of industry, the
lobby is always full, the Offi

cers are busy from opening
hour until long after closing
time, the clerks are running
from one department to another

with an air of responsibility ,
in fact the whole institution
seems to realize that it repre
sents an important cog in the

business wheel of Buffalo."
This gentleman noticed, so he
told us, the happy spirit which
pervaded the atmosphere at our

four offices.

THE PEOPLES BANK
OF BUFFALO
is what its name implies

“ The bank where you feel
at home ”

The State Bank
7 Branches in Greater New York
Member of the New York Clearing House Association
Condensed Statement as of the Close of Business,
November 15 , 1923
Resourres
Loans and Discounts ...........
Public Securities .............

Private Securities

$63,164 ,799.96
9,048,349.28

16 ,792,285.38

...

Banking Houses

1,440,598 .24

Real Estate (Other than Banking Houses). ...
Cash and Exchanges ...

65 ,750 .00

............ 13 ,269,078 .57

Customers' Liability, Account of
1 ,759 ,267.97

Acceptances, etc.

$ 105 ,540,129.40

Liabilities
Capital Stock

$ 2 ,500 ,000.00

Surplus and Undivided Profits

......

5 ,048 ,943.29

Reserved for Taxes and Contingencies...............
738 ,483 .84
........... 95 ,331,142.37
Due Depositors.......
Acceptances, Letters of Credit, etc. .. ..

.....

1,921,559.90

$ 105 ,540, 129.40
HAROLD C . RICHARD , President
Vice - Presidents
ALBERT I. VOORHIS
JOHN KNEISEL
WILLIAM B . ROTH
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CHARLES A . SMITH
HARRY W . VOGEL
JAMES A . ALLIS
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increased to 100,000,000 tons per year
and that this average production can be
maintained for forty years.

O
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NATIONAL BANKS SHOW GAIN OF

$500 ,000,000
The growing strength of the coun
try's national banking system is reflect
ed in a composite statement of the con
dition of the national banks as of Sep
tember 14 , made public last month by
the Comptroller of the Currency. The
statement disclosed that although there

1886

THIS BANK offers com

plete facilities for the

were 8239 national banks in operation

transaction of every kind

on that date — one fewer than a year

of banking business .

ago - almost every item

in their com

bined resources showed increases over
the bank call of September 15 last year.

Total resources of $ 21,712 ,876 ,000
included loans and discounts of $ 11,
934 ,556 ,000 , or an

Collections made promptly and
on favorable terms on every
part of the world

increase of about

$ 700,000,000 in the latter item alone.
Holdings of Government securities were

Foreign Exchange Bought

and Sold

also larger by about $ 200 ,000 ,000 than

in September, 1922, although the en
tire volume of Government securities
outstanding has decreased materially in
the year covered by the statistics. There
was, moreover, an increase of about

Commercial and Travelers'

$ 100 ,000 ,000 in the value of securities
other than those issued by the Govern

inquiries invited

ment, which were held by banks.

The total deposits of September 14
of $ 17,040,530 ,000 represent an in
crease of nearly half a billion dollars
over the deposits reported in the call

Letters of Credit
Correspondence and

Capital - $ 3,000,000

Surplus and
Profits - 8,700,000

of September 15 , 1922 .

Reserves of the national banks, held
in the twelve Federal Reserve Banks,
however, had fallen slightly from the
amounts of a year ago. The latest
figures show the reserves at $ 1 , 169,000 ,
000 , while in September of last year
they were reported above $ 1,200 ,
000 ,000 .
OCTOBER

EXPORTS

OVER

THE

$ 400,000 ,000 MARK
According to preliminary figures ex
ports from the United States during
October were valued at approximately
$ 402,000 ,000, the largest monthly total
since February, 1921.

This is an in

E . F . SHANBACKER
President

The
FOURTH STREET
NATIONAL BANK
Philadelphia

Across the Blue Mediterranean
lies the Garden of Allah
77NE day's sail from France lies the
S last great stronghold of the Proph
et's power — the Mohammedan
paradise of North Africa .

There daysare warm and the nights
are cool - a land of fig trees, date
w palmsand orangegroves -offlower
scented gardens and soft African air - of slumber

ousMoorish cities still living in the twilightof Islam
- of dead Roman and Carthaginian cities of
sunlit wastes and vividly green oases in the Sahara
- of strange oriental peoples and customs.

Accessible as Europe
Leaving New York on the de luxe
liner Paris, France or Lafayette, you
spend a week in Paris. Next Mar
seilles. Algiers the following day.
Then leisurely tours in luxurious au
tomobilesoversmooth motor roads,
with comfortable hotels at all stop
ping places. Cities ofMoorish splen
dor, Fez, Biskra , Tunis ,Marrakech
off the beaten tourist track . A com
bined sea and land tourwhere every
item of expense is covered by the
ratesquoted,from the timeyouleave
New York tillyou return home - no
extras for guides - even gratuities
cre figured in .

French Line

Extremely interesting literature fur
therdetailing these toursmaybe had

Compagnie Générale Transatlantique
19 State St., New York

by writingto the nearest French Line

office -or19 State Street, New York .

Offices and Agencies in
Principal Cities of Europe
and the United States

North African Motor Tours
Morocco - Algeria Tunisia
1008

ANNOUNCEMENT
I now have an unusual assortment
of new light weight fabrics specially
imported for wear in the South .

M . ROCK
315 FIFTH AVENUE

.

-

-

NEW YORK

Imported Golf Hose

crease of $ 20,000,000 over the previous last year or so , carrying production, in
month , $ 91,000 ,000 above the August some instances, even beyond the enor
export figure , and $ 31,000,000 or 8.4 mous war volume, with continual con
per cent. greater than exports in Octo -

sumption of nearly everything produced

ber, 1922 .

largely by our own people, while

Total exports for the ten months end
ing October, 1923, amounted to $ 3 ,348 ,000,000 , an amount $ 135 ,000,000 more

Europe was only half recovered , has led
some people to think that we can always
get along without Europe— that our

than the value of imports in the same domestic consumption is so vast that we

period and $ 235 ,000,000 greater than
exports in the corresponding period in

need not worry about buying by the out
side world .

1922. The sharp jump in export values
in September was largely due to heavier
exports of crude material for use in

B ut this very action of foreign coun
tries, says the Review , in endeavoring to
get along without us, even if it does not

manufacture.

However, in the total become an organized movement in re

exports for the yearmanufactures ready taliation , but is carried on purely as a
for consumption and manufactures for natural operation of each country to
further use in manufacturing show the improve its trade and financial position ,
greatest increases over 1922 .
should open our eyes to the fact that we
October imports show an even greater must depend upon the outside world for
increase over September than exports,

markets for our surplus; and that, if

being valued at $ 303,000,000 , compared

we cannot dispose of this surplus, how

the previous

ever small it may be, it will settle back

month . While this figure is also above

with

$ 253,000 ,000 in

upon us and produce a glut of goods in

that of July and August, 1923, it is

this country, the effect of which will be

below that for each month of the first

to drown out our prosperity .

half of the year and $ 94 ,000,000 below
March , 1923, the month of peak im

URGES BETTER PROTECTION FOR BANKS

ports, but greater than any single month
of 1922.

The generallevel of prices has varied

A recent bulletin of the Illinois
Bankers Association says :

but little in the last two years and the
Since September 1 there have been re
above figures reflect not only an in ported
to this office seven robberies of banks
creased value but also a greater volume in this state, four burglaries and three at

of goods.

tempted burglaries.

CAN WE GET ALONG WITHOUT EUROPE ?
The Bache Review points out that the

all of the attacks during the eight months
previous.
It will be remembered that in one of
the recent burglaries, the crime was com

spurt in American business during the

mitted by a gang of ten or twelve men, who

This total is equal to
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BUFFALO — The City of Opportunity
sends to its many friends its best
wishes for the coming year.

This message is sent by one who has
shared in its prosperity, the largest
and oldest commercial bank on the
Niagara Frontier.

THE MARINE TRUST COMPANY
OF BUFFALO

Capital, Surplus and Reserve $ 20,000,000

previously cut all telephone wires and terrorized the town during their stay. Illinois
is not an exception in this recent crime wave,
as newspaper accounts indicate that many

best construction of safe and vault and to
this should be added a complete burglar
alarm system . Of course, this cannot be
obtained immediately, but you should place

other states are experiencing similar attacks. What is believed to be the same

your order at once. In the meantime, we
recommend that you hire special guards to

gang which operated at Oakland, Illinois, a
short time ago, visited Spencer, Indiana,
last week, and after throwing a cordon of

patrol both day and night. This applies
specifically to the banks in the smaller com
munities. ('nless you act now you may have

guards on every road leading out of town

occasion to regret your delay .

cut all wires of communication and burglarized the two banks. A town in Kansas

of bank protection is a subject which sho

has been similarly attacked .

This matter
Id

receive early consideration by the bankers

The situation requires serious considera
tion. Banks are again and emphatically

of your county and you ought to see to it
that a meeting is held in the very near
future to discuss plans for organization and

urged to give heed to our warnings which

safety measures .

we have so many times bulletined in the past

Should you see any suspicious characters
in your town, quickly notify your local
authorities and prepare for an emergency,
The situation is serious- it requires your
immediate action .

years.

As permanent protection , if you have not
already done so , you should provide adequate equipment, and that means only the
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Eastern States
Comprising New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware

CONVENTION DATES

ber of the advertising firm of McLain

Trust companies mid -winter conference

Hadden -Simpers, New York and Philadel

at New York City, February 14 .
National Association of Credit Men — at
Buffalo, N . Y., June 10 -18.

1919 to go into business for himself. In

NEW

phia. He left that company in the fall of
1920 Senator Walter E . Edge of New Jer
sey, head of Dorland International, ap

DEPUTY MANAGER FOR
AMERICAN BANKERS
ASSOCIATION

The appointment of W . E . Albig of Pitts
burgh, Pa., as deputy manager, American
Bankers Association , to succeed L . D .

Woodworth , resigned, has been announced
by F . N . Shepherd , executive manager of
the association. As deputy manager, Mr.
Albig will serve as secretary of the Savings
Bank Division of the association , which

gives particular attention to the interests
both of savings institutions and all banks
having savings departments .

Mr. Albig, who is a graduate of the Uni
versity of West Virginia , and pursued a

post- graduate course at Harvard , has spe
cialized in economics and finance and has
written and spoken extensively on these
subjects. For some years he was engaged
as a school superintendent, but during the

last four years has been field secretary of
the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States, both in the East and on the Pacific
Coast, giving him wide knowledge of con
ditions in many of the large cities through
out the United States and familiarity with

current business and banking problems. He

HOWARD S. HADDEN

is a director of the Citizens National Bank
of Bellevue, a suburb of Pittsburgh , where

President The Dorland Agency, Inc.

he has made his home.

proached Mr. Hadden with a view to con

HOWARD S . HADDEN HEADS
DORLAND AGENCY
Howard S. Hadden , one of the country 's
foremost authorities on financial advertising,

solidating the two companies, and Mr.
Hadden became vice-president of the new
combination .

Upon the recent retirement of Barrett
Andrews to become publisher of the Boston

has just been elected president of the ad- American, Mr. Hadden acquired a control
vertising company of Dorland Agency, Inc., ling interest in the Dorland Agency, and
heretofore known as Dorland International, was forthwith elected to the presidency,
New York, with branches in Atlantic City Senator Edge continuing as chairman of the
and ten foreign cities.

For some years Mr. Hadden was a mem

board.

In addition to his presidency of the
1011

Safe Deposit Vault of Peoples Trust Co., Kansas City, Mo.

OES the person who enters your vault sense the
dignity, impressiveness and security of it ? Does he
feel what he should be made to feel — that is, the assurance

of absolute safety ? Does the design and construction of
your vault impress one as the last word in strength ?
Vaults and safe deposit boxes manufactured by us are the
ultimate in design, construction and strength .

HERRING-HALL-MARVIN SAFE CO.
Factory - Hamilton, Ohio , U . S. A .
BRANCHES

400 Broadway , New York , N . Y .

165 Devonshire St., Boston , Mass.
214 California St., San Francisco, Cal.
1805 First Ave., N ., Birmingham , Ala .

225 W . Lake St., Chicago , III.

Cable Address — “Fireproof" New York
1012
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KEYSTONE VIEW CO .

FREDERICK SIDNEY GIGER

Assistant to the vice-president, First NationalBank of Philadelphia, Pa., who hasrecently completed
fifty -nine years of service with the same bank, having begun his banking career

with the First National on July 22, 1864

Dorland Agency, Mr. Hadden has many Webb and Knapp Building, New York, at
other interests. He is a member of the Madison avenue and Forty -sixth street,
University Club of New York , Hamilton soon after January 1. The announcement

Club, Anglers' Club, Sons of the Ameri- has been made by Percy H . Johnston, the
can Revolution , Camp Fire Club, Ball Is-

president.

land Duck Club , secretary of the Rambrandt

Another branch is soon to be opened in

Club, treasurer of the Philharmonic Society,

the Burton Building, at Fifth avenue and

vice-president of Brooklyn Institution for

Twenty-ninth street, New York.

Safety, and director of Brooklyn Hospital
and the Brooklyn Y . W . C . A ., and for nine

years was president of the Blooming Grove
Hunting and Fishing Club. He was born

DEPOSITS OF NEW YORK LABOR
BANKS

in Brooklyn, where he resided until moving

Total deposits of four labor banks in New
York are expected to approximate $ 9,000,
000 by the end of the year. Peter J. Brady,
president of the Brooklyn Savings Bank and president of the Federation Bank, said that
an officer of many other representative when the first six months of the institution 's
financial institutions and other organizations career has passed the bank will make $4,
of Brooklyn and Manhattan .
000,000 its deposit goal. The funds of 180
to Manhattan about a year ago . He is the
son of Crowell Hadden , the well-known

unions are deposited in the bank . The Amal
CHEMICAL

NATIONAL

TO

OPEN

gamated Bank, organized by needle trades

NEW BRANCH ON CENTENARY

workers and having 5216 depositors, has

As a part of the observance of its hun -

more than $3,000,000 deposits.

dredth anniversary the Chemical National
Bank is to open a branch office in the new

The building of the new bank of the In
ternational Ladies Garment Workers' Union

Kings County Trust Company
City of New York, Borough of Brooklyn
Capital $500,000 Surplus $3,000,000 Undivided Profits $518,000
OFFICERS
JULIAN D . FAIRCHILD , President

HOWARD D . JOOST. Assistant Secretary

JULIAN P . FAIRCHILD , Vice- President

ALBERT I. TABOR, Assistant Secretary

WILLIAM J . WASON , JR ., Vice- President
THOMAS BLAKE, Secretary

J . NORMAN CARPENTER, Trust Officer
ALBERT E . ECKERSON , Auditor

BROWER, BROWER & BROWER , Counsel
INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

ACCOUNTS INVITED

T HAIMAROUANAMUMUNAANANARIANSATLANTADIATIMAINKAULAKORUSUNOHWIMBO ALIMENTATORIAUNANHANTARAN TEMPATANSAMOA SANMARMITIMINGASTINATAWAMATERIALAMTUMIZ
- - - - -- -

has been opened at Twenty -third street and
Fifth avenue, New York .
The fourth labor bank will be that of
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,
the
expected to be ready by the end of Decem
ber, at Thirty -third street and Seventh ave
nue. The capitalization will be $500 ,000.
Its depositors will be principally railroad
workers, it is expected .
IRVING BANK -COLUMBIA TRUST

SCULLY BECOMES SECOND VICE
PRESIDENT OF BANK OF

COMMERCE

c. Alison Scully has been appointed a
second vice-president of the National Bank
of Commerce, New York . He has been for

several years trust officer of the Corn Ex
change National Bank of Philadelphia Prior

to the war he had engaged in the general
practice of law there, having been graduated

COMPANY

from the law school of the University of

The statement of condition of the Irving
Bank-Columbia Trust Company, New York,

DIVIDENDS DECLARED

Pennsylvania.

as of November 15 , shows total resources of

An extra dividend of 4 per cent., in ad
$ 368,352,751, capital stock $ 17,500,000, sur dition
to the regular quarterly one of 3
plus and undivided profits $11,419,484 and per cent.,
announced by the Na
deposits of $300,668, 191. A condensed tional Bankhasofbeen
Commerce.
The dividends
statement follows:
are
payable
January
2
to
stockholders
of
RESOURCES
record December 14 .

Cash in vault and with Federal Re
...........$ 34, 160,730
serve Bank .......... ..
Exchanges for clearing house and 57
57,736 ,377
due from other banks - . . . .. .
Call loans, commercial paper and
loans eligible for rediscount with
81,535 ,283
Federal Reserve Bank 38,851, 254
United States obligations
105, 9 20,683
Other loans and discounts
18, 9 26 ,679
Short term securities .. .
2 , 385 , 231
Other investments .. ...
2 , 768,884
New York City mortgages
4 , 985,042
Bank buildings .....
Customers' liability for acceptances
by this company and its corres
pondents outstanding (anticipated
21.082,588
$ 1,686,081) .. ....

$368,352,751

Directors of the General Motors Ac

Corporation have declared an in
ceptance
itial dividend of 8 per cent. for the year
1923, payable December 15 . The company

points out that while it operates as an in
dependent banking institution, the General
Motors Corporation owns its entire capital
stock of $6 ,000 ,000 , and thus acquires a re

turn from the Acceptance Corporation of
$480 ,000 for the year 1923.
The American Bank Note Company has
announced an extra dividend of 10 per cent.

LIABILITIES

or $5 a share on the $50 par value common

... .. .. . $ 17 .500.000
Capital stock .....
Surplus and undivided profits .. ....... 11, 119,485
Discount collected but not earned .
1,061, 198

of record December 17; also the regular

Reserved for taxes, interest and ex
penses .. .. ..

Foreign bills of exchange sold with
endorsement of this company. . ....

1, 142,820
4 ,448, 205

Acceptances by this company and by
Its correspondents for its account
outstanding ( including acceptances
to create dollar exchange ). . ... .... .. 22,768,670
9,344 ,181
Orcial checks
Deposits ......
1014

stock , payable December 31, to stockholders

quarterly dividend on the preferred stock .
PARK MADE VICE-PRESIDENT OF
COAL & IRON
Charles F . Park, Jr., has been elected a

300,668,192 vice-president of the Coal & Iron National
$368 369 257 Bank, New York , in charge of their bond
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department. Mr. Park formerly was a mem
ber of the firm of Hitt, Farwell & Park .

To bring out the
THE STATE BANK CUTS A MELON

The directors of The State Bank, New
York , have declared the regular quarterly

hid away in socks

dividend at the rate of 16 per cent. per

or safety deposit

annum , and also, subject to the approval of
stockholders, at a meeting to be called for
December 31, declared a stock dividend of
20 per cent.
addition
stock
holders
will beIn given
the thereto,
right to the
subscribe
for a further 20 per cent. of their holdings

DOxes
Every banker knows that there are still

hundreds of thousands of "bank shy"
at par. It was also agreed that the same people — hundreds, perhaps thousands, in
dividend rate will continue on the increased any given locality. Bring out the money
capitalization .
they are hiding away, in your own com
The board of directors furthermore de munity, and you will have materially
clared a bonus to all officers and employees.
All those who have been with The State

increased your present deposits.

You can do it — as thousands of banks
Bank for a period of ten years or more
will be given 25 per cent. of salary received are doing it, today — by making use of this
in 1923. Proportionate amounts, not less powerful, business-building force:
than 10 per cent. of salary received in
1923 , will be given those who have been
with the bank from nine years, down to a
year or less.

In 1918 The State Bank paid an annual
dividend of 6 per cent.; in 1919 this was

increased to 11 per cent.; in 1920 to 12 per
cent.; in 1921, 12 per cent. plus an extra
return of 4 per cent.; in 1922, 16 per cent.
For the five year period from January 1,
1919, to January 1, 1924, The State Bank
increased its capital, surpius and undivided
profits from $ 2,410,000 to $ 7 ,500,000, after

C
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having paid $ 1,750,000 in cash to stock

holders. The net deposits during this time It is a definite, tangible step in banking
advanced from $35,000,000 to $85,000,000 . service. Checks positively protected
The bank 's net earnings have averaged over against alteration will do more to convert
50 per cent. annually on the capitalization the "bank shy" than any number of oral
during the same period .
or written arguments.

Our “PAY BY CHECK " adver
NEW ACCOUNTING PARTNERSHIP
FORMED

John F . Byrne, A . F . Lindberg, Joseph
T . Byrne and I. A . Lindberg, have formed a
partnership under the name of Byrne, Lind

berg & Byrne, to act as accountants and
auditors, with offices at 30 Broad street,
New York City.

tising campaign , which reaches
millions of readers every month
- through the Saturday Evening
Post, Literary Digest, American
Magazine, Forbes Magazine, Coun
try Gentleman, and other pub
lications — is but one step of our
program to aid you.

And . . . . in no way does any
of this increase your costs !

Write today .
NATIONAL CITY

PROMOTES

HOFFMAN

Find out how ,

and why !

THE BANKERS SUPPLY COMPANY

Largest manufacturers of bank checks
The directors of the National City Bank ,
in the world
New York , have elected William W . Hoff NEW YORK CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
man a vice-president. For the past two ATLANTA
DENVER
DALLAS
years he has been trust officer.

- GERDES
METHOD

To Bank Executives
You and your employees are breathing bad air during
the col·l season !
Winter
is
the time for intensive business. Preventable sickness, absenteeism
and inefficiency cause serious losses. Greater profits will result if your
employees breathe pure air .
Vacations with pay for your employees are an investment in health and
ambition . The investment will soon be lost unless a healthful atmosphere is
maintained during the cold season .

The popular but erroneous belief that heated fresh air ( cooked air" ) is
healthful, is a contributing cause to the result noted below . Those breathing

" cooked air" aremenaced equally with those breathing stagnant air.
Modern science demands ventilation with cool fresh air. By the Gerdes
Method of Ventilation healthful and invigorating unheated fresh air is diffused
without causing draught or chill.

A booklet giving references of highest character will be sent on request.

Theodore
R . N . Gerdes, M . E .
Engineer. Manufacturer, Contractor
105-107 Bank Street, New York City
Telephone Watkins 1808

- GERDES
-- -- -

NEW

- - - - --

DIRECTORS OF GOTHAM
NATIONAL

- - -- -- - - - -- - ---- -

F. N . FINGER LEAVES GUARANTY
TRIST

Jasper A . Campbell, retired merchant

F. N . Finger, credit manager of the Guar

and real estate owner, and William E .
McGuirk , president of the Yellow Taxi Cor-

anty Trust Company of New York for the
last five years, has resigned to become vice

poration have been appointed members of

president and managing director of Edgar

the board of directors of the Gotham Na-

T. Ward 's Sons, Inc., an old established
specialty steel product house, with head
quarters in Newark , N . J. For ten years
prior to 1918, Mr. Finger was associated
with the Carnegie Steel Company, where he
rose to the position of eastern credit man
ager.

tional Bank, New York .

HAROLD D . BENTLEY MADE
VICE - PRESIDENT

The Guaranty Trust Company of New
York has announced the appointment of
Harold D . Bentley as a vice- president. Mr.
Bentley became associated with the company
ten years ago, and for the past four years
has served as investment trust officer. He
will continue to have direct charge of the
company's investments in trusts and estates.
Mr. Bentley was born and educated in
Rochester, and entered the banking field
there with the Merchants Bank of Roches
ter. He later served as manager of the
bond department of Erickson Perkins and
Company. He joined the Guaranty Trust

Company in 1914 .
1016

WYOMING BANK OPENED
PHILADELPHIA

IN

The new Wyoming Bank and Trust Com
pany has opened for business in Philadel

phia . Capitalization is $ 200,000, with $40,

000 paid in surplus. The bank was organ
ized by residents of Olney. Officers are:
President, J. Frank Leonard ; vice-presi
dents, H . James Sautter and Emil P . Stahl;
secretary -treasurer, John B . Krug ; title of
ficer, John F . Connor.

New England States
Comprising Maine,New Hampshire, Vermont,Massachusetts,Connecticut
and Rhode Island

MERCEDES

TE

The
First

National Bank

.

of Boston
The leading financial institution in
New England

Branch at Buenos Aires, Argentina
Branch at Havana, Cuba
Special Representative in London

Resources $ 300,000,000
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While you enjoy Florida
FVEN under the smiling

South . These are banks of

skies of climate-blessed

the highest local standing, in

Florida resorts, financialmatters have a way of creeping in
to demand prompt attention .

close touch with southern
enterprises as well as with
the North .

It is well to know that a bank
capable of serving you effi-

The facilities of these
southern banks are available

ciently is within easy reach.

tesy to our clients

to clients of our correspon
dents, as well as to those
who deal directly with
us. They willbe pleased
to honor Letters of
Credit from this bank .
The addresses of our
affiliated Florida banks,
and any information

vacationing or on
business trips in the

desired , will be gladly
sent upon request.

Banks closely identi
fied with The National

Shawmut Bank are lo
cated at convenient points
throughout Florida .
They are ready to
extend every cour

THE NATIONAL SHAWMUT BANK

of BOSTON
101
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE

NEW ENGLAND STATES

N

EW England is not getting very
TV much excited over either the brass
band methods of the optimists or the crape
hanging methods of the pessimists. What

New England is most interested in is the

Audits and Systems
for Banks

steady demand for its manufactured goods

on the part of consumers. Following a
policy of conservatism that has taken ac

Our specialty is con

count of all the uncertainties in the general
situation , New England manufacturers have
for soine months quietly curtailed produc

ducting

tion to avoid piling up goods that might not
be called for. At present stocks are rather
low , inventories are satisfactory, prices are

fairly stable, and the consumptive demand
shows no sign of letting up . Inflation of
stocks of raw material and finished goods
has been avoided and New England manu

efficient and

thorough bank and com

mercial audits , and the
installation of account
ing systems for banks,
trust companies, and

foreign exchange de
partments.

facturers are looking forward to a new year
of substantial business in all lines. The
prices which manufacturers are receiving
are low and production costs are still high.

This has cut themargin of profit to a very
narrow limit, but a continuance of a good
volume of business even at this narrow mar

gin of profit is preferable to the fluctuations
and uncertainties that complicated the sit

McArdle,
Djörup & McArdle
42 Broadway,New York

uation earlier in the year.

Employment is at a very high level for
this time of year and wages are high. This
of course is a big factor in maintaining
consumptive demand, and there seems to be
little likelihood of any decrease in employ

ment. In a few of the trades seasonal quiet
has set in , but even this has failed to have
any marked effect on the general employment situation .
The shoe factories are well supplied with

the situation and are even proposing a vol
untary reduction of wages in order to help
maintain the shoe prestige of that city.
Woolen mills are well supplied with
orders. Wool is in fair demand, woolen yarns

orders. Shoes are selling at very reasonable

are more active than they have been for some

prices and the retail demand is strong and
steady. Troubles earlier in the year curtailed production materially and for some
months it looked as though the volume of
business for the year would be much below
normal. The last few months have more
than turned the tide, however, and the year's
report will be far better than was expected.

time, and while the demand for goods is
somewhat spotty there is a general tendency
toward a heavier demand for the better
grade materials. Early attempts to raise
prices of woolen goods met with some suc
cess but the pressure for lower prices is
steady and insistent and is causing manu
facturers much trouble. Many of the small

One of the most interesting developments in

er New England mills have been curtailing

the shoe trade has come out of the labor
troubles of the early part of the year. One
of the great shoe centers of New England
has been steadily losing business owing to
the fact that small manufacturers, dissatisfied with labor conditions and restrictions
in that city, have been moving away. At
last the labor people themselves have

production for the past few weeks but do
not find that a threatened shortage of goods
makes the buyer any the more ready to pay
high prices.
The outstanding developments in the cot
ton manufacturing industry of late have
been the continued rise in the price of raw
material, the failure of most lines of fin

awakened (very tardily ) to the dangers of

ished goods to rise with the cost of raw

ES ATIONAL ANK
B
N

PEOPL

ERE
T

AL

THE old building of the PeoplesNational
Bank of Waterville, Maine, was reno
vated by the erection of a new front

of Indiana limestone and bronze giving
the effect of a new building.
On

Thomas M . James Company
3 Park Street, Boston

342Madison Ave.,New York

Architects and Engineers
We would be glad to help you solve your
bank building problem
Write us for booklet
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materials, and the unwillingness of buyers to
do more than fill immediate needs at present

price levels.
IUU

The New England banking situation is

satisfactory. There has been a tendency
toward slightly lower rates for first grade

mortgages during the past few weeks, quite
a bit of money being placed at 5 per cent.

There is a plentiful supply of mortgage
money and this, combined with low rates,
has had a tendency to maintain a high rate
of activity in the real estate market, despite

the lateness of the season. City real estate
is exceptionally active, and while suburban
home property is less active the number of
inquiries coming in to brokers' offices indi
cate a busy spring season in prospect.
Owing to lower material prices and a bet

ter supply of labor, building projects took
a sudden jump during October and the early
part of November. As reported by the
F . W . Dodge Co., October building con
tracts in New England amounted to $ 31,
157,000 , an increase of 29 per cent. over the
previous month and of 18 per cent. over the

corresponding month of last year. Included
in last month's total were the following:
$ 16 ,710,000, or 54 per cent., for residential
buildings ; $4 ,906 ,000, or 16 per cent., for

business buildings ; $ 2,957,000, or 9 per cent.,

Good
Management
of Coal Properties
There are no dark secrets or

mysterious methods by which
Peabody management adds to

the profits of coal properties.
The results accomplished are
due to common -sense business

methods;wise handlingoffunds
both in saving and spending;
tested systems of development
that promote future econom
ical operation ; comprehensive
knowledge of the most effici.
ent mining methods acquired

through long and varied exper.
ience, and above all a vigorous,
aggressive , seasoned organiza.

for educational buildings ; $ 2,144,000, or 7

tion functioning smoothly un

per cent., for industrial plants ; and $ 1,773,

der intelligent and capable di.

000, or 6 per cent., for public works and

rection .

utilities.

Mine management is found in

Construction started in this district from
January 1 to November 1, of this year,

amounting to $281,505,000, is not quite 2
per cent. less than the amount for the cor
responding period of last year.

Contemplated new work reported in Oc
per cent. more than the amount reported in

tober amounted to $ 38,397,000, which is 46

September.

Retail trade is good . Collections are fair
and the few reports of business failures in
dicate an almost total absence of strain in

Proof of the value of Peabody

its steadily growing clientele.
Descriptive booklet mailed on
request.

ABODY
PE
COAL COMPANY
CHICAGO
Founded 1883

Operating 44 mines with annual capacity
of 23,000,000 tons

all lines. The retail stores are preparing for

a heavier-than -usual holiday trade, basin :
their opinions on the widespread employ
ment of workers of all sorts. The dealers

are, however , insistent that any substantial
advance in prices will immediately kill even

the most promising trade.

W . Nelson , manager, has some important

vault work on hand in New England includ

ing work for the Hyannis Trust Company,
Hyannis, Mass.; Indian Head National

Bank, Nashua, N . H .; Attleborough Savings
DIEBOLD VAULT INSTALLATIONS

Bank, North Attleboro, Mass.; Shelburne
Falls National Bank , Shelburne Falls, Mass.;

The Diebold Safe and Lock Company, Wilton Banking and Trust Company, Wil
Canton, Ohio ., through its Boston office, E . ton , Me.; Peoples National Bank , Farming

A good Paper Fastener is a Banking Necessity

The
“ Challenge” Eyelet Press
will answer every requirement in this line. A single
stroke of the handle back and forward drives the eyelet
thru the material and firmly heads it over. Without
additional attachment, the machine removes the eyelet
or will convert it into the common hollow -headed style

for inserting sealing ribbon . Two sizes :

No. 1. (capacity 90
50 sheets
bond) $ 10.00
Deliv'd.
"
30 . 00

No. 2 .

Send for Catalogue

Edw . L. Sibley Mfg. Co. Inc., Bennington, Vermont
ton, Me., and the Rhode Island Hospital tinians, according to E . M . Newman, famous
'Trust Company, Pawtucket, R . I.

traveler and lecturer.

" There is not a bank building in Bos
ton any finer than the First National Bank
building in Buenos Aires," said Mr.
OF BOSTON
Newman. " It is really a financial monu
The Mosler Safe Company, through their ment. I believe that keen judgment
Boston office, H . J. Robinson, manager, have been shown on the part of the bank itselfhas
in
just successfully delivered to the new First the selection of a central location which will
National Bank Building in Boston the doors surely double in value within ten veurs.
to the security and safe deposit vaults to be
" The only thing that will retard tem
installed in this building. The doors for the porarily a rapidly increasing trade relation
security vault had to be lowered fifty-two ship between the wool growers of the Ar
feet below the street level and those for the gintine and the consumers of wool in Mas
safe deposit vault thirty-two feet below . sachusetts is the question of unstable

NEW VAU'LTS FOR FIRST NATIONAL

These doors weighed eighty -five tons and
it was necessary to move them in sections

exchange, but that is only transitory, and I
will predict that the day will come when the

from the railroad to the building. The cost First National Bank of Boston will be one
of this moving operation alone was $13,000 .

of the leading, if not the leading, financial

Among other new contracts through the
Boston office of the company are three new
doors for the Worcester Bank and Trust

institutions of the country.”

Company, Worcester ; new work for the

Harvard Trust Company, Cambridge ; new

vaults for the Industrial Trust Company,
Pawtucket, R . I.; South Weymouth Savings
Bank , South Weymouth, Mass.; Phoenix
National Bank, Hartford ; Washington
Trust Company, Westerly, R . I.; New Bed ford Safe Deposit and Trust Company, New

Bedford ; Cambridge Savings Bank, Cam
bridge, and l'nion Trust Company, East
Greenwich , R . I.
BUENOS AIRES BRANCH OF FIRST

NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON
PRAISED

The branch of the First National Bank
of Boston located in Buenos Aires holds a

leading position in that city, and has the
confidence and good will of the cabinet of
the Republic of Brazil and of the Argen 1022

BAY STATE SAVINGS DEPOSITS
EXPANDING
Savings bank deposits in Massachusetts
increased over $ 100,000,000 during the fiscal
year ended October 31, according to a state
ment made by Bank Commissioner Joseph
C. Allen . This is the largest increase in any
one vear in the history of savings banks.
The exact increase was $ 117,655 ,501.
Total deposits on October 31, 1923, were
$ 1,433,749,747, as compared with $ 1,316 ,094,
246 on the same date in 1922. The report
states also that the total assets of the sav .
ings banks of the state on October 31, 1923 ,
were $ 1,569,988,838 , as compared with $ 1,
440,647,622 on the same date in the previous
year, a gain of $129,314,216 .
The total amount paid in dividends by the
savings banks during the year was $59,935,
065. The total number of open accounts was
2,745,743, an increase of 100,696 over the
preceding year.

States
Southe
rn
Comprising the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missis

sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Kentucky and Tennessee

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES

By THOMAS Ewing DABNEY
D
N

EVISING downward, in November,
by 767,000 bales its previous estimate
of cotton production , the Government gave

a century have inclined the balance of trade
in our direction .
There are parts of South Georgia and
Alabama where business is hanging on by
its eye teeth because of the losses of cotton .
In upper Louisiana, conditions are very
distressing. No state in the sixth Federal
Reserve district has an average condition in

immense emphasis to the work launched in

cotton as high as the Government's average

New Orleans in the latter part of October,

for the United States.

to develop a national program for eliminat-

This is the curtain upon which is projected

ing the boll weevil. When the National the activities of the new national movement.
Boll Weevil Convention was called , the in The protracted warm weather of the
dications were that there would be a pro - South cut into the expected volume of busi
duction of 11,000,000 -odd bales in the South , ness. Nevertheless, the total business done
and a crop of this size, it was pointed out, shows an increase over last year.
was all too small for the consumption needs.
Chattanooga led the procession, with a 40
per cent. gain over September of last year.
Then Birmingham , 18 per cent.; Atlanta , 10

are actually threatening the balance of trade
of the United States, become apparent even
to the “man on the street."
The fact that the convention was called
by the Louisiana Bankers Association may

per cent.; Savannah , 9 per cent.; New Or
leans, 5 per cent. ; Jackson, 4 per cent.;
Nashville, 2 per cent. These and other
cities in the sixth Federal Reserve district
give a general average of 10 per cent. im

be taken as a further indication of the
gravity of the situation, for the banking

provement.
Stocks of merchandise, at the same time,

fraternity is conservative, and slow to rush

were 12.4 per cent. greater than at the

H

Now that the forecast is for a crop of 10,248,000 bales, the ravages of the pest, which

to the front with predictions of the charac- same time last year, and 7 per cent. greater
ter that featured themeeting's deliberations.

than they were a month before.

The further fact that the permanent organ

Reports from typical centers are to the

ization that has been formed as a result of

effect that buying is being done only for

the council of war is so largely supported

current needs, and that price advances are

by bankers, is the best guarantee of success the movement has, for when those who

meeting with increasing resistance.
This , it should be remarked , is the usual

control the purse strings insist on certain

state of mind immediately preceding the

cultivation and eradication methods, the holiday season . It is the tightening of the
message has a great deal more influence

belt before going over the top. When the

than when it is delivered by entomologists

Christmas-shopping battle cry is sounded,

and chambers of commerce.

there will be no hestitancy about the

The economic condition in certain cotton
sections of the South is very acute.

" charge.” While it is foolish to forecast a

There

record -breaking Christmas business, one may

are places where it takes a farm to produce
the bales that formerly an acre yielded.

predict with all conservatism a healthy sea
son , for since the winter period began , there

Unless the boll weevil is checked, cot-

has been a general psychological improve

ton production will be so far diminished
and the price increased, that other sec-

ment all down the line.
In every line except drugs, the wholesale

tions of the world, for instance Brazil

trade showed a substantial improvement in

and

immense

September, over August, and over Septem

acreages to the staple, and the l 'nited
States will lose exports that for half

ber of a year ago. Drugs were 3 per cent.
below August, but 9 per cent. above Sep
1023

Australia,

will

develop

ADRIAN H . MULLER

&

SON

55 WILLIAM STREET, Corner of Pine Street, NEW YORK

AUCTIONEERS
The Business ofBanks, Bankers, Investors and Dealers in Securities
generally, receives prompt and careful attention .

STOCKS AND BONDS AT AUCTION
REGULAR AUCTION SALES OF ALL CLASSES OF STOCKS AND BONDS
EVERY WEDNESDAY

Real Estate at Public and Private Sale
Prompt Returns on all business entrusted to us
=

= = = = -- -

-
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tember, 1922. Farm implements showed the
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-
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there has been a steady increase in the out

greatest advance - 26 per cent. better than

going trade of the port. In September,

August, and 22 per cent. better than Sep
tember of a year ago . Next is dry- goods:
11 per cent. better than August, and 15

16 ,454 carloads of freight were shipped out
of New Orleans. The total in September,
1922, was 15 ,161.

per cent. better than September a year ago.

Likewise in September, imports totalled

The wholesale grocery trade registered
the highest advance in Meridian - 22 per
cent., with Atlanta second, 17 per cent. Drygoods did best in Atlanta, 28 per cent., with

the heaviest volume of dutiable goods in the
history of the port. The Government did
almost a $2,000 ,000 business during the
month . The month before, the total was

Nashville second, 20 per cent. Hardware in

less than $ 1,000,000 .

Montgomery, 25 per cent., and in Nashville
15 per cent. Furniture, in Atlanta and

A million -barrel rice pool has been started
by the American Rice Growers Association ,

Nashville, both 12 per cent. Shoes in At
lanta, 20 per cent.
Savings deposits have recovered their

with headquarters in New Orleans. Farm
ers are to be advanced $ 3 a barrel on the
rice they put into the pool, and the crop,

losses of the previous two months. They
are now about 14 per cent. greater than they
were a year ago. Debits to individual accounts also show a gain . Building generally
throughout the South has shown a seasonal
decline, but there is a vast amount of con -

instead of being dumped upon a sagging
market, will be distributed gradually, as the
trade demands it. It is declared that dis
tribution methods such as this are needed to
save the prosperity of the rice-producing
sections.

A flourishing condition of Louisiana banks

struction still going on .

Despite the dock strikes in New Orleans,

is shown by the state bank examiner, who
reports that cash and general reserves are

about $3,000,000 higher than at the time of

the last quarterly report.

Bank of Charleston
National Banking Association

Charleston ,

S. C.

Established 1834
The Bank of Charleston succeeded
to business of liquidating branch

CONVENTION DATES
Executive Council, A . B . A . — at Augusta ,
Ga., April 28 -May 1.
Mississippi- at Columbus, May 6-7.
Texas at Austin , May 6 -8.
North Carolina- at Asheville, June 4-6.
American Institute of Banking-- at Bal
timore, June 15 - 18 .

Bank of the United States.

Capital and Surplus . $ 1, 500, 000.00
Resources . . . $ 12,500, 000 .00
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BALTIMORE BANKS UNITE
The National Exchange Bank and the At
lantic Trust Company, both of Baltimore,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF RICHMOND , VIRGINIA
with

EXPERIENCE – Over fifty - seven
years

STRENGTH - Capital and Surplus
P040

$4,000,000.00

00all

99

PLN

OFFICERS- Experienced , capable and
well versed on conditions

and credits thruout this
territory ;
invites your business

JOHN M . MILLER , JR .
President
The Old Pirst
Est. 1865

Resources over $ 30,000,000

have merged under the title of the Atlantic
Exchange Bank and Trust Company. Their
combined resources will exceed $ 26 ,000,000.
Waldo Newcomer, president of the National Exchange Bank , became chairman of
the board , and E . L . Norton, president of

farmers, particularly members of the cotton
and tobacco growers' associations. Local
banks will be invited to take stock in the
corporation and act as agents in their ter
ritories.
The purpose of the corporation is to en

the trust company, was made president of

able farmers to obtain loans to finance the
production of their crops, enabling both the
farmers and the merchants to go on a cash
basis and doing away with the old credit

the joint institution .

CLIFFORD A. PETRY
The Alabama Bank and Trust Company of
Montgomery , Alabama, has announced the
death of its cashier Clifford A . Petry, on
Tuesday, November 6, in Montgomery.
MORE FARM CREDITS

system whereby the merchant furnishes the
farmer supplies and waits until the crop is
made to collect his money, meantime paying
interest on his notes at the bank .
NEW BANK PLANNED FOR ELKINS,
WEST VIRGINIA

The North Carolina Agricultural Credit

H . G . Kump, of Elkins, W . Va., is at the

Corporation of Raleigh , has been organized

head of a movement to start a new national

with an authorized capital stock of $ 2,000,-

hanke there.
th
bank
It is the intention to name it
the Citizens' National Bank. Mr. Kump
has obtained official approval from the Fed
eral Comptroller of the Currency to or
ganize the institution with a capital stock of
$ 100,000 .

000 but will begin business on $ 100,000. It
will obtain loans through the Intermediate
Credit Bank of Columbia. With $ 100,000
paid in capital it will be able to borrow up
to $ 1,000,000 which will be reloaned to
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“ STEELCRETE ”
ARMORED VAULTS
AS DEVELOPED FOR FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS

Big Banks Rely on “ Steelcrete”
THERE is no compromise with se
curity in selecting the materials to
safeguard the valuables of the banks
where vast wealth is concentrated . The

burglar must be checkmated.
The burglar plans his work for quick
action .

He counts in minutes and

seconds (not in hours) the period in
which he hopes to complete a " job."

In the “ Steelcrete" Armored Vault
the yeggman 's drill or torch encounters
heavy strands of steel — a mesh work of
countless individual strands. Laborious
ly severing one or two, or a hundred

strands and digging out the intervening
concrete, avails him nothing. There are
always more, and yet more, steel strands
between the yegg and the wealth .

It is this principle of heavy steel en
meshment that makes the “ Steelcrete "
Armored Vault secure that enables it
to withstand electric drill, cutting Aame
and explosive.

Many big financial institutions, includ
ing Federal Reserve Banks, have adopted

“ Steelcrete." And it is adaptable for
smaller vaults, too.
Wework with your Architects
and

Engineers

in

providing

modern protection at moderate
cost,

BOWERY SAVINGS BANK
York & Sawyer, Architects. Geo . A . Fuller Construction
Co ., Contractors. " Steelcrete" Armored Vault .

The Consolidated Expanded Metal Companies
BRADDOCK , PA.
NEW

YORK

537 West 35th St.
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PITTSBURGA

PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO

Oliver Building

1075 Germantown Ave .

1234 Boulevard
W . Washington

Middle States
Comprising Ohio , Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin , Minnesotil.
lowa and Missouri

CONVENTION DATES

Garretsville.

He has been with the

Guardian sixteen years.

Missouri- at Kansas City, May 20-21.
Mr. Force manages the stock transfer
Illinois — at Chicago, September 29-30, division of the trust department. He joined
October 1-2.
the Guardian staff twenty years ago as a
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
CONVENTION DATE
The date for the 1924 convention of the

bookkeeper and for the past ten years has
directed the stock transfer work of the in
stitution .

Mr. Herrick joined the bank 's staff six
years
ago . He was formerly with Ernst
American Bankers Association , to be held and Ernst
and before that was with the
in Chicago, will be September 29 and 30, and Cleveland Trust
Company, where he organ
October 1 and 2, it is announced by F . N . ized the first statistical
department in a bank
Shepherd, executive manager of the asso in Ohio . Before entering the banking world
ciation .

was a teacher and for a time was asso
The convention headquarters will be the he
ciate professor of history at Berea College,

Congress Hotel, and the general sessions will
be held at the Auditorium Theater across Kentucky.
Mr. Irish was for sixteen years with the
the street from the headquarters hotel. The Bell
Company, resigning in 1912
meetings of the various divisions and sec from Telephone
the district superintendency at Akron
tions will be held in the Congress Hotel. The
first day of the meeting, Monday, September

29, will be devoted to the meetings of the
The invitation to hold the convention in
Chicago was extended to the association at
its recent convention at Atlantic City on
behalf of the members of the Chicago Clear
ing House Association through George M .
Reynolds, chairman of the Chicago clearing

committees of the association .

house committee.

GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST
COMPANY PROMOTIONS

Four members of the staff of 'The Guard jan Savings and Trust Company, Cleveland,
have been promoted to vice-presidencies by
the board of directors, according to the
announcement of J. A . House, president.
They are Howard A . Carlton , formerly
assistant treasurer ; Clayton H . Force, form erly assistant secretary ; Clay Herrick,
manager of the credit department ; and A .
L . Irish , who for the past two years has
been doing special personnel work for the
bank .

Mr. Carlton has charge of the commercial
banking department. He began his bank ing career in Mantua, Ohio , later going to
Cleveland from the First National Bank of

to reorganize the general and factory of

fices of the B . F . Goodrich Rubber Com
pany. In 1918 he became secretary of the
Republic Rubber Corporation and its sub
sidiaries, with headquarters in Youngstown.

He came to the Guardian in 1921 and is
now operating vice- president.
Junior officers elected by the board are
as follows:

Assistant secretaries : H . H . McKee,
assistant manager of the credit department;

T. P. Reitinger, manager of the securities

analysis department.
Assistant treasurers ; P. P . Janicki, mana
ger of the Woodland-East Thirty- first street
office ; T. C . Edmonds, loan department,
formerly a national bank examiner ; D . S .
Falls, commercial office; T. R . Roberts,
mortgage loan department; Ralph Waycott,
collateral loan department. Assistant trust
officer, 0 . H . Gray.
THE BANKERS SUPPLY COMPANY
BUILDS LARGE NEW ADDITION

A new $150,000 addition to the Chicago
factory of the Bankers Supply Company,
Chicago, has just been completed . This pro
vides a plant more than 450 feet in length ,
which is believed to be the largest space
1027
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ufactures a line of antique moorish savings
and commercial pass books, check covers,

Reed Mass Plan

etc., which are very distinctive and different

EMPHATICALLY
BET TER

seventeen years ago with $ 25,000 capital,

ADVERTISING

now has a capital of over a million dollars,
and with factories at Chicago, New York ,
Dallas and Denver, and sales offices in addi

The Bankers Supply Company, starting
and one small factory at Denver, Colorado,

P. M . RE E D
&

Banker Associates

111 West Washington Street
STATE 2481

RMPI
PMR

from those ordinarily produced and used.

tion to the above at San Francisco , and at

Atlanta, Ga.
DES MOINES BANK TO USE NEW

CHICAGO

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB IDEA

A new idea which will be incorporated
in the Christmas savings club campaign of

the Iowa Loan and Trust Company of Des
Moines, Iowa, this year has been originated
occupied by a lithographing plant in the by J. E . Morton , cashier of that institu
tion. The plan is to conduct not only the
western part of the country.
In addition to Super-Safety Insured Bank

regular club , but to issue special books to

Checks, the Bankers Supply Company man -

those who wish to save for any particular

- - -

-

-

- - - - - --- - - - -

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE IN ST. LOUIS
Who are making a tour ofparts ofMexico and the Southwest. The delegation is headed by John G . Lonsdale,
president of the bank. Reading left to right, front row : W . B . Weisenburger, J. C . Doneghy,
W . Frank Carter, John G . Lonsdale, John B . Strauch , ColumbusHaile, N . L .Moffitt and
C . F . G .Meyer. Top row : F . J. Paro, F . W . A . Vesper, David Sommers,
W . L . Hemingway and E . A . Faust

COMMERCIAL PAPER
BANK ACCEPTANCES

purchased on request for our correspondent banks.

The services of our Banks and Bankers Department
and the advice of the Officers in charge of it are at

the disposal of our correspondents.

The NATIONAL ITY BANK
of HICAGO
DAVID R . FORGAN , President
Banks and Bankers Department

FRED A . CRANDALL, Vice President

S . P. JOHNSON , Ass't Cashier

R . V . KELLEY, Ass't Cashier

purpose requiring payment at some other
time of the year than Christmas. For in stance, under the new plan, a person may
save for a vacation , insurance, taxes, furniture, payment on a home, mortgage, hope
chest or wedding ring. The bank will pay
the money at any date designated by the
saver. For those who do not wish to
make public their plans, a “ Confidential"
book is provided . The dominating ideal is

embodied in the slogan " Save For a Pur

Iowa, whose term expires ; George J. Schal
ler, banker , Storm Lake, Iowa ; John C.
Hicks, banker, St. Johns, Mich., and W . D .
Connor, banker, Marshfield, Wis., have been
placed in nomination by the bankers of
group three. Several state groups of the
Iowa Bankers Association have indorsed
Banker Schaller, of Storm Lake, that state.
CENTRAL MANUFACTURING BANK

DECLARES DIVIDEND

pose."
At a meeting of the board of directors
NOMINATED TO BOARD OF CHICAGO
RESERVE BANK

Nominations have been made for two va
cancies which will occur in the board of

directors of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago. Robert Mueller, a manufacturer
of Decatur, Ill., whose term expires at the
end of this year, has been nominated to
succeed himself. Other nominations for the
same place made by member banks in group
two, are Harvey J. Sconce, farmer and

of the Central Manufacturing District Bank
recently , the regular quarterly dividend of
21/2 per cent. and an extra dividend of 2
per cent. were declared, both payable Jan
uary 1, to stockholders of record December
31. The capital stock of this bank now is
$500,000 and surplus $500 ,000. The stock
of the bank recently sold at $ 350 a share.

STEVENSON , PERRY, STACY & CO .
Stevenson, Perry, Stacy & Co., Chicago,

business man, Sidell, II ., H . U . Morton ,

investment bankers, has been organized as

manufacturer,

the successor to Stevenson Bros. & Perry .

Chicago,

and

Ernest

R.

Perry , manufacturer, Bay City, Mich .

E . L . Johnson , banker of Waterloo,

Charles L . Stacy becomes a member of the

firm , the firm of Stacy and Braun having
1029
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" The spirit and capacity

which a city bank brings
to the service of its corre
spondents are best judged
by routine incidents out of
the day's work . "

Account
Credited
24
Hours
Sooner
“How can a Chicago bank help us to carry the credit needs of several
large shippers of grain to such points as Memphis and New Orleans?"
This problem was recently put to us by a bank located two hundred

miles south of Chicago.
The arrangement we made with this correspondent for simultaneous
mailings to us and to point of destination of cargo would quicken turn
over and reduce the credit needs of customers for hundreds of banking
institutions.
To the service of our correspondents and their customers this Bank brings an
unusual experience with TIME-SAVING METHODS and an unusually com
plete relationship of correspondents, private wires, and other facilities for re

ducing the time element on both funds and information in transit.

UNION Offering
TRUST
COMPANY . Chicago
the Seven Essentials of a Banking Home
SAFETY SPIRIT EXPERIENCE CALIBER CONVENIENCE COMPLETENESS PRESTIGE

been dissolved December 1. Robert Steven - profits of $ 160,000. Percy Williamson is
son, Jr., John A . Stevenson and I. Newton president.
Perry, with Mr. Stacy, constitute the firm .
Walter Braun and Erwin Bosworth will RICHARD P. JOY TREASURER OF
PACKARD MOTOR COMPANY
form the firm of Braun, Bosworth & Co.,
with offices in Toledo, Detroit and Cincin
Richard P . Jov, president of the National
nati.
Bank of Commerce of Detroit, has been
COMMERCIAL NATIONAL OF MILES elected treasurer of the Packard Motor Car
Company, to succeed F . R . Robinson, re
CITY ABSORBS BANK
signed .
The Miles City National Bank , Miles City,

Mont., has been absorbed by the Commercial

OBERLIN SAVINGS BANK

National Bank of that place. According to
a press dispatch from Miles City appearing
in the Montana Record last month , it is
stated that owing to the limited volume of

On the occasion of the formal opening
of the new home of the Oberlin Savings
Bank Company, Oberlin , O ., recently, be

business and the high cost of operation, the tween six and eight thousand people passed
directors of the Miles City National

Bank
deemed that the interests of their share
holders would be best conserved by turn ing the institution over to the Commercial

through in an almost unbroken line until
the bank was closed at 11 p . m .
Two hundred and fifty new savings ac
counts were opened by the bank and each

National Bank. It is also stated that the new depositor in this department was given

assets of the bank were passed on and
checked by the national bank examiner and

a new dollar bill with the compliments of
the bank. New money was used exclusively

that the consolidation had the approval of

by the bank in all its transactions on open

the Comptroller of the Currency. The Com - ing day.
mercial National Bank has a capital of
It was the opinion of the callers that it
$ 250,000, with a surplus and undivided would be difficult to find in any other town
1030
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of similar size a bank housed in quarters
better fitted for the transaction of business

under such ideal working conditions.
DUBUQUE BANK OPENS NEW

BUILDING

The Union Trust and Savings Bank,

1863

1923

Dubuque, Iowa, opened its new bank build

ing November 20. The bank was founded
in 1887 , has a capital of $ 150,000 , surplus and

undivided profits of $ 300,000, and deposits of
over $3,000,000. Its officers are as follows: C .
H . Berg, president ; A . F . Heeb , vice-presi
dent ; L . H . Breds, vice-president ; B . J.
Schwind , assistant cashier ; R . A . Shannon ,
assistant cashier ; N . C . Gindorff , cashier.
NEW CHICAGO MERGER PROPOSED

The consolidation of the Kaspar State
Bank and the American State Bank of
Chicago has been proposed, according to
recent newspaper advices. The directors of
both institutions, it is said , have decided on
the union, and special meetings are to be
held shortly to obtain the approval of the
stockholders.
If the merger is effected , the new organi

zation will have a combined capital and sur

plus of $ 2,000,000 and resources of more
than $ 20,000,000. Tentative plans are, it is
said , to operate the resulting institution
under the title of the Kaspar -American

State Bank and to occupy the quarters of
the American State Bank after they have
been remodeled and enlarged to meet the

Upon the foundation of sixty

years experience and growth is
based the present organization of

The First National
Bank of Chicago
and the First Trust
and Savings Bank
This experience has developed a
highly specialized service in both

banks, applicable to the needs
of banks and bankers.

Calls and correspondence are

needs of the new bank . Otto Kaspar, presi

invited relative to the facilities

dent of the Kaspar State Bank , will head

afforded for the transaction of
domestic and international finan

the new institution, and J. F. Stepina, presi
dent of the American State Bank, will be
first vice -president.

cial business of every conservative

CHRISTMAS CLUB STARTED FOR 1924

character.

The Illinois Merchants Trust Company,
Chicago , has already started an aggressive
1924 Christmas savings club . The loop banks

have been astonished at results in this field .
At first it was thought such things belonged
only to suburban or smaller town banks.

John J. Geddes, vice -president of the com
pany, has returned from a ten -day trip to
Boston and New York and reports that he

Combined Resources exceed
$ 368 , 000 , 000. 00
JAMES B . FORGAN , Chairman

Board of Directors ofboth banks
FRANK O . WETMORE
President

finds almost every line of business good,
with probably one or two exceptions, among

First National Bank of Chicago

them being leather, which has not yet
caught up. “ I do not know of any lines

MELVIN A . TRAYLOR

of industry that are over-extended. Christ

mas shopping is picking up, but unfortun
ately the retail clothing trade is dull because

President
First Trust and Savings Bank

S1E55C5E 53 56 57 627
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FOREIGN TRADE
• COUNSEL ONmanufacturing
and export
In this center of

fellow bankers.
Feel free to call upon this outstanding de
partment of The Union Trust for counsel

on any or all matters pertaining to the
foreign trade of yourself or your customers.

TRUSTCo.
TheUNION
CLEVELAND
Resources over 260 Millions
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our Foreign Department would only
partially fulfill its purpose if it did not
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of the unseasonable weather. You can not especially for school children, making plain
sell winter clothes in summer weather," he the relation of the community bank to the

IOWA SCHOOL CHILDREN

community's other activities, and particular
of the committee on public education of
the bankers association include: G . O . Van

Practical lessons in economics will be
brought before the school children of Iowa

Derveer, Waverly; E . S. VanGorder, Audu
bon ; Leo Stone, Mason City; B . B . Vorse,

said .

EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR

ly to agricultural enterprise. Other members

Moines ; C. C. Jacobson , Mapleton ; H .
in the next few weeks through the educa Des
tional committee of the Iowa Bankers Asso E . Smith , Clarion ; W . N . Enyart, Agency ;
ciation and that of the American Bankers E . Webbles, Burlington ; Joseph W . Meyer,
Association . A . C. Smith of Clinton , chair- Dubuque, and H . S. French , Osceola.
man of the committee on public education
of the Iowa Bankers Association, has mailed
BANK OF DETROIT PRESIDENT
to 1900 Iowa bankers a letter explaining

RESIGNS

the nature of the work to be done and call
ing upon the bankers to help bring to the

Senator James Couzens has resigned as

people of the community through the children and rural schools “ a proper under
standing of the fundamentals that govern
our financial and economic welfare." Bank
ers in each community will go before the
school children , with the co-operation of
county superintendents and school officials
over the state to bring messages prepared

president of the Bank of Detroit, Detroit,
Mich., which he organized in 1916. George
B . Judson, vice-president, is said to be
slated for the presidency.
The fact that his Senatorial duties took
him away from Detroit six months of the
year was given as the reason by Mr. Couzens
for his resignation.
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Western States
Comprising North Dakota , South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
WESTERN STATES

BY SAMUEL SOSLAND
AS the Western States are about to enter
A the winter season they aremaking a re
capitulation of their position and their prospects now that the first six months of a

new crop year are about to close. Since
July, or a bit earlier, the Western States,

especially those in the southern tier, have
been marketing wheat. They have also been
marketing other cereals and live stock. Yet
their bank deposits are practically the same
as when the new crop year opened . What
is the signficance of this? What does it
hold in store for bankers of the Western
States ? And for business ?

To answer questions that involve the fu
ture it is necessary to analyze first the reasons for the present situation. No great
disappointment is apparent among bankers
over the fact that their aggregate deposits
are no larger today than when the crop year
started . It is needless to say that there
is anything except satisfaction over this
showing, but it is about as expected when
the harvest was well under way some months
ago. Being able to recall the recent years
when a new crop season , especially the first
half, brought sharp increases in deposits,
bankers cannot accept the present situation
without some regret. Yet they find basis
for hope as they examine it.

Light wheat production stands out as an
influence. Another is the depression in oil.
Another is the fact that cattle on the whole
earned very small, if any, profits. Lambs
and sheep sold very well in the past range
season , but the benefits from this stock are
not general. Corn has been very high, but
marketings have been very light. Fed stock

has not sold on the basis of high corn . Only
dairy products have returned prices com
paring with high corn . Summarizing the returns from the marketings of the principal
products of this territory, it appears that
the gross income has not left sufficient to
pile up deposits in banks to the degree of
recent years, or even to a total leaving an

important increase over the July 1 state
ments.

Another factor which must be considered
is the influence of the investment of funds.
Scattered bank failures in the Western
States, especially in rural regions, have
tended to encourage buying of Government
and of other high grade bonds with funds
which would ordinarily be deposited. The
extent of this influence cannot be deter
mined , but it is recognized as a factor by
conservative bankers. The shock of scat
tered failures affects rural points more than
cities, as far as bank depositors are con
cerned. The money put into Government
bonds and accumulated in other ways adds
to the resources of the Western States, but
TO

when not deposited in banks it affects the
financial situation , temporarily at least. It

is, of course, still encouraging to know that
there are resources which are well invested
and which will come out at some future time.
It isis doubtful
doubtful if there has been large
It
liquidation of loans, although some reduction
has been effected in obligations. The re
serve position of reserve city banks does not
indicate any extensive liquidation, for if
farmers had paid off bank debts their coun
try banks would have improved their rela
tions with their correspondent banks and
the latter would show higher reserves.
whether there has been more liquidation of
farm loans held outside of the Western
States against the farms and ranches of
this territory is a question . Farmers have
been eager to pay off as many loans as pos
sible, but only those in the cotton areas
favored with good crops of cotton are able
to show any heavy liquidation .
After noting these conditions, what are
the impressions of bankers? Views differ,
but on the whole there is a feeling that the
coming six months, or the period that must
elapse before another harvest season ar
rives, will see no sharp change in bank de

posits. The last six months of each crop
posits; the bulk of the harvests are sup

year usually record decreases in bank de

posed to be out of the way and many farm
ers are supposed to have accumulated money
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WANTED
Back Numbers of The

question was asked by a business man who
is a friend of the farming community that
purchased the load. In answer to his ques
tion he was advised that the price of tank
age sold by packers is very high . Tankage
is a concentrate high in protein that is used

especially for feeding hogs. It is a combina

Bankers Magazine
August, 1914
May, 1917
October, 1919
January, 1920

Subscribers having copies of the
above numbers which they would

be willing to sell at 50 cents per

copy, kindly notify the following
address:

Subscription Department

Bankers Publishing Co .

71 Murray St. New York

tion of inedible meats and other products of
this character in the meat packing business.
Rather than buy tankage, the farmers, it
was learned, are shipping in the horses,
which motor cars have reduced to a very
low price, slaughtering the animals, and
feeding the carcasses as a substitute for
tankage. The farmers are also skinning the
horses for their hides, but the hides are so
cheap that there is little profit in this part

of the operation .

Why is this story so interesting in con
nection with Western banking and Western
business ? Because it shows how intensively

farmers are working to reduce the cost of
their products in order to reap a profit from
current markets . In these intensive efforts

there is hope for bankers and hope for
Western business, although the immediate
influence on merchants is not favorable.
Indications of the economy the West is
practicing are to be found in the activities
incident in mercantile circles with the ap
proach of the Christmas season . No feverish
stocking up is apparent. On every hand
there is conservatism . The farther removed
the store is from a city, the less interested

to carry them through for the remainder of

it appears to be in loading up for Christmas

the twelvemonth . In endeavoring to antici or in anticipating a heavy business. There
pate what the showing of bank deposits is, of course, an exception in the cotton
will be, it is found that there is reason for areas with generous harvests. Even in the
expecting larger total marketings of various cities the slackening influence of curtailment
products than many interests believe to be

in farm

buying makes for conservatism .

in sight. The movement of wheat is already High-priced articles are not as popular as
bringing out the old comment about a short a year ago and decidedly less popular than
crop having a long tail. In the winter wheat
states, notably Kansas, Nebraska and Okla homa, new crop prospects are so bright that
farmers are more likely than in a long time
to enter the new harvest season with very
light reserves of bread grain. This will add
and
cattle and
to marketings. There are more cattle
sheep on feed, and about as many lambs.
Probably more mules will be sold. More
dairy products will be sold .

two or three years ago . All of this, how
ever, is a part of the healing process through
which the Western states must pass. They
have protested and protested through their
agricultural spokesmen about disparities in
prices. There has not followed any artificial
movement to effect readjustments, but si

lently the farmers' spending is effecting a
cure. The most notable evidence of efforts
to use the powers of the Government or one

What else in the way of marketings? A

of its branches to effect a cure is the holding

little story gleaned by the writer on a re
cent trip into Nebraska is timely in this con nection . At a small town near Omaha , a
large packing center, farmers brought in a
load of range horses from Wyoming. Whe'
do we need with range horses here ? This

of hearings on grain and grain products
and hay rates in the West by. the Inter
state Commerce Commission , following pleas
for lower railroad charges. This is a step
in the right direction .
Farm relief ta ' looms high. Congrese

1923
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Complete Financial Service
The Omaha National Bank
The Omaha Trust Company
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Resources over
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$ 35 ,000,000
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will give it impetus. But nobody is spend -

silly to think that co-operative marketing

ing any money that is expected to be repaid
through the inauguration of farm relief

can broaden demand for the products of
farms and ranges.

measures. Just now there is more confi-

Climatically , the Western States have rea

dence in the likelihood of an increase in the

son for giving thanks. It is necessary to

tariff on wheat than any other action , but
this is held to be very problematical. The

turn back to the fall of 1913 to find a season
when winter wheat entered the winter in

Western States have about come to the con -

better shape. The meaning of this cannot

clusion that there would be little, if any,

be understood without taking cognizance of

talk about farm relief measures if such talk
had not become a means employed by politicians to curry the favor of farmers. With

the greatest winter wheat crop in the West
ern States. Livestock will fare well with

big political contests near, it is believed that
something more than talk may be witnessed ,

the abundance of feed that it has been pos
sible to produce. Of course, extreme winter

but even if there is action the prevailing

weather may cause trouble, but stock
men are well prepared for such contin
gencies .

notion is that it will be very temporary .

Just now there is evidence that wheat, al

the fact that the 1913 fall was followed by

ready cheap, would be considerably lower

So far as those who serve farmers are

if tariff talk was not exerting an influence

concerned, that is the commercial and in

favoring purchases of flour. At the same

dustrial enterprises, there is notice in what

time, there are signs of larger importations is being witnessed that a paring down of
of Canadian wheat with a duty of 30 cents costs is the need . Europe is not enlarging
a bushel than would be witnessed if there purchases from this country. Labor cannot
were not possibilities of an increase in the be expected to enjoy more prosperity than in
tariff to 45 cents a bushel, together with a
corresponding advance on the flour duty .

the last year. Farmers give evidence that
the talk of cutting production to raise prices

The talk of more co-operative marketing is is not their way, but that they lean toward
deprecated as much as anything, for it is

generous production with a shaving down
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Furs For the Holidays
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Partitions
Our bank partitions are
specially designed for
bank service. They have
the same features of
beauty, speed in instal
lation , improved design ,
and economy that char
acterize all our par
titions.

Whether you are open
ing new offices or con
templating rearrange
ment, write our Dept. 14

MADE BY
THE MILE
Copyright

now for advice. We
gladly offer you the skill
and experience of many

SOLD BY THE FOOT

years' service to banks.

MOUNT AND ROBERTSON, INC.
Phone Broad 1957

41 Beaver Street, New York City

of costs to meet world competition. They

carry $ 20,208, 359 in loans and discounts ac

require co-operation , and will get it, willing-

cording to the latest report of Byron Huie,

ly or unwillingly, from those with whom

state examiner.

they do business. Economic laws cannot be

The banks, according to the report, have

ignored . .

practically $900,000 in undivided profits.

CONVENTION DATES
Oklahoma - at Sulphur, May 27-28 .

South Dakota — at Huron, June 17 -18.

Deposits are $ 22,256 ,748 .

FIRST NATIONAL OF SANTA FE
KEEPS SCHOOLS OPEN
The First National Bank of Santa Fe

recently went to the rescue of the rural

PEOPLES STATE BANK , MCPHERSON ,

school districts of Santa Fe County by

KANSAS

granting the County Board of Education

The statement of condition of the Peoples advances to carry on the rural schools and
State Bank of McPherson , Kansas, at the
close of business on November 15, shows
total resources of $ 354 ,628, capital, surplus
and undivided profits of $80,107, and de
posits of $ 274,520 .

WYOMING STATE BANKS
Wyoming's eighty-nine state banks now
have aggregate assets of $29,832,170 and

pay the teachers' salaries until income from

taxes, amounting to more than $90,000, is

available . This may not be for somemonths,
and certificates of indebtedness bearing 6

per cent. interest will be issued as needed
to cover the deficiencies in the school fund.
If it had not been for this, the schools would

have had to be closed for probably the
greater part of the term .
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WIDE WORLD PHOTOS

A FORTRESS ON WHEELS
Armored bandit proof car of the Hellman Bank, Los Angeles, being inspected by Irving Hellman ,
vice-president ofthe bank, and William Traeger, sheriff of Los Angeles County.
In the observationthattower
ofthe car is a machine gun so mounted
it may be fired at any angle

© WIDE WORLD FHOTOS

WALTER HEAD

The new president ofthe American Bankers Association is justasmuch at homein the saddle as he
is in the bank president's chair. Mr. Head is pictured here as he appeared
on a recent visit to Wyoming
1038

Pacific States
Comprising Washington, Oregon, California , Idaho, Utah, Nevada,
Arizona and Alaska

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN THE
PACIFIC STATES

BY ROBERT J. Sevitz
A CONTINUED record breaking activity
A in building in almost all quarters of
the Pacific Coast region and reports of
bumper yields in almost all crops of the

district are the most outstanding features
of economic interest in the Pacific States
evidenced in the fall months. Bankers, business men and farmers all over the sections
seem satisfied that conditions are looking
up and predictions are that the winter
months will be a season of prosperity for
this region .
Perhaps the only serious complaint has
come from the stock growers, who claim
that the prevailing autumn prices for steers
will eventually force them out of business
if prolonged to any extent. The wool grow -

ers, on the other hand, are enjoying pros
perity. The wool prices prevailing mean
nice profits in most instances, and perhaps
will offset in some degree the dissatisfaction
felt by the beef growers.
As was reported in these columns before,
construction totals in the larger centers
reached the highest level in history in Au
gust. While the records for that month
have not been equalled in most instances,
activity throughout September and October
has continued at high levels, and the totals
for the year will run far ahead of 1922.
This is evidenced from reports from all
sections - Oregon , Southern California , Cen tral California , l'tah and Washington . The
August total of building permits in Los
Angeles City alone was over $ 22,000,000 ,
placing that city second only to New York
for that month . It is noticeable that much
of this activity is represented by business
and industrial building .

As was expected, some car shortage developed in October when the crop moving
season was at its height, but authorities have
estimated that this shortage has not exceed
ed a maximum of 10 per cent. in any district, as compared with figures running as

This has tended to produce earlier payments
for agricultural products, and the late fall
and early winter business has started on a
sound basis at an earlier date than usual.
The grape crop of California has been
finally estimated at 82 per cent. of normal.
Summer rains and damp weather caused
considerable mildew in most vineyards,
which accounts for this loss in production.
Prices in most quarters have held uniformly
good , however, and most of the growers
have had a satisfactory, if not unusually
good season, particularly when compared
with last year, when many were ruined be
cause of the lack of adequate transportation
to the Eastern market.
The Columbia River country reports that
approximately 6,000 ,000 bushels of wheat
were shipped in October. This total sur
passes all previous records, and is due prob
ably wholly to the record breaking yields
of that commodity in the northwest states
this year.
anxiety was felt for the
year. Some
this
ing ofSome
this crop at the time of the
market

Japanese disaster, for a good per cent. of
the wheat exports from our northwest ports
are taken by Japan. However , with Japan
ese reconstruction work steadily under way,
it has been found that one third of all

the exports of wheat and flour are being
shipped to Japan .
There is still much comment, economic
and otherwise , in this region regarding the
Japanese disaster. The commission ap
pointed by the Japanese Government has
estimated the total loss to that country as a
result of the disaster at 1,869,000,000 yen .
While really not for discussion here, it is of
interest to note that this represents only 1.9
per cent. of the total wealth of all Japan .
It has left the agricultural and main in
dustrial resources of the country, as a
whole, practically unimpaired , and the
calamity , economically considered, is not so
overwhelming as a mere consideration of its
horrors might indicate.
Of course the item of economic interest
as far as the Pacific region of the United
States is concerned , has been the effect of

high as from 50 to 60 per cent. in 1922. the disaster on Japanese trade with this
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certain indications that the peak of produc
First Bank to Incorporate in Hawaii

THE BANK OF HAWAII.LTD .

tion in the proved areas in the new Southern
California fields has been passed, but this

HONOLULU, HAWAII
Cable Address: " Bankob"

many months to come, as the industry con
tinues to be largely overstocked, and there

Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits $2,653,894,91
TotalResources ................... 24.774,6 ,7.72

possibility of the dis
always remains the producing
covery of new large
wells in the

C . H . Cooko, President
D . Tonnoy , Vice Pres E . F . Biabop , Vice- Pres.

E.
Boxor Damon , Vice - Pres . G . G . Hallor, Vice - Pres.
Frank Crawford , Vice - P . R . MoCorriston , Cash 'r
Branch Banks : - Lihue and Kapas, Ioland of
Kauat ; Waipahu , Waialan , and Poarl Harbor ,

Island of Oahu.

Prompt handling a collections through clove connec
tions on each of the Islande in the Territory .

does not point to settled conditions for

newer fields. Shipments of oil from Los
Angeles harbor remain heavy , and if con

tinued at the present level will eventually
mean the drawing on stored stocks which
will tend to stabilize the industry in time.

In Utah conditions generally are very

promising in all lines, with the one possible
exception of the cattle growers, who find
the presentmarket unprofitable. The sugar
beet crop of Utah for 1923- 1924 is estimated
at 1,000,000 tons, an increase of approx

country. As yet the result can hardly even
be guessed at, but it is interesting to note
that already there has been urgent demand
for Pacific lumber by the Nipponese for use
mainly in reconstruction work . We have
been exporting lumber in increasing amounts
to Japan during the last few years, and
while the disaster stopped this for a short
time, the reconstruction work has created
an unprecedented demand already. Japan
has no large and accessible timber supplies
of her own, and it has been found, all factors
considered, that Pacific coast lumber can
be laid down at Yokohama or Tokyo 20 per
cent. cheaper than even what native lumber
supply there is can be brought to those same
centers. Hence now , in a time of stress,

imately 25 per cent. over last year, with

prices to the grower probably about the
same as last year, i. e., a little over $ 8.00

per ton average. This increase in crop will
make it possible for all the beet sugar fac

tories in the state to operate this year. The
grinding season starts about November
1 and all plants are generally in opera
tion by the middle of of the month . The

manufacturers estimate the sugar output of
the intermountain region at 4,000 ,000 bags
this year, and Utah will furnish about half
of that total. All canning crops have yield

ed abundantly, and the season 's pack is es
timated at 2,000,000 cases, exceeding by

100,000 cases the best previous total in the

state's history. In a report submitted by
Japan has naturally turned to our timber the State Industrial Commission of Utah
supply .
covering the fiscal year ending June 30,
The Japanese Government has already

1923, a most gratifying post war industrial

placed orders for 260,000,000 feet of lumber

recovery is shown, as well as a healthy in

with Pacific coast mills, to be delivered in

dustrial growth. Total payrolls for labor

six months . The Japanese, however, require in that state, according to reports filed with
lumber cut according to specifications the commission , were $81, 192,310. When all
peculiar to their land and their own style the reports are in the total will be in the
of architecture, and as this is not according neighborhood of $ 100,000,000. This is as

to the standard of specifications of the mills
where the orders have been placed, consid

compared with a total of $68,000,000 in
1917- 1918, $65,000,000 in 1918- 1919, $75 ,000,

erable waste and loss of time will result if
those specificationsmust be carried through .
Producers say it will take at least a year
to supply the demand already made known
at those peculiar specifications, as far as
cutting is concerned .
Conditions in the oil industry in the

000 in 1919- 1920, $ 75,000,000 in 1920 - 1921,

region are still far from satisfactory. In

and $ 56 ,000,000 in 1921- 1922. While the re

striction of the coal market and reduced sil

ver and lead prices may show some reduction
in the mine labor totals for the year, the
new industries now being established and
the housing program in progress in the

urban districts should more than overcome

Southern California , where this industry cen - any deficiencies in those lines.
ters, conditions seem to be improving, but
In other words, in spite of uncertain con
are still so unsatisfactory as to make pre- ditions in some lines, the basic economic con
diction as to the future unsafe. There are dition of the Pacific Coast region is so
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strong and favorable that all authorities
point to a season of continued prosperity
during the winter months. As has been the
rule of the year, however, a spirit of caution

prevails sufficient to indicate that business
generally will continue on conservative lines
without speculation or inflation .

100
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BANK OF ITALY
Issuance of 50,000 additional shares of the
authorized capital stock of the Bank of
Italy, San Francisco , Cal., has been sanc
tioned by the board of directors , increasing

the bank 's paid in capital to $ 20,000,000.

This increase will make the Bank of Italy
one of the six largest financial institutions
in the United States in point of captal.
Three of the other banks with an equally

large capitalization are in New York, and
two are in Chicago .
A . P . Giannini, president of the Bank of
Italy, stated :
We are issuing this new stock first to reim

burse the Stockholders' Auxiliary Corporation
12,500 shares borrowed by it
immediately with
ders , to accommodate the over

from stockhol
subscription in July last year when the bank
increased its number of stockholders from 4000
to 14, 000 . Subscriptions will be accepted at
once for an additional 12,500 shares of Bank
Italy and Stockholders' Auxiliary Corporation
of
stock at $ 225 per combined share, after formal
notification to stockholders. The books will
close December 31 of this year. Subscriptions
for the remaining 25 ,000 shares will be received
after January 1 next year at $ 250 per combined
share .

Further, it has always been our policy to
make the increase in the bank 's capital keep
pace with its growth in deposits. Since July
of last year, when our paid -in capital was
increased to $ 15 ,000, 000, our deposits have
gained more than $60,000,000, and our resources
have grown to approximately $ 300,000,000. Be
cause of this splendid increase, and the expected
continuance of our growth , we feel that plans
should now be made to preserve our established
conservative ratio between capital and deposits.
Moreover, the demand for stock in many of the
communities where the bank has established
branches was not satisfied by the last issue.
By offering this new stock now , we shall be
able to meet the requirements of the people in
cities such as Petaluma, Vacaville, Salinas and
Ontario, recently entered .

The board of directors expect to ask
waivers from the present stockholders in

*Hand them a letter
to this Bank "
Tour patrons and
friends visiting

California will be ex
tended every courtesy
and consideration at

the Security Bank if

they bear å letter of
introduction from you

Resources Exceed

$ 195 ,000,000

Over 260,000
Accounts
VEGURITYTRUST
& SAVINGS BANK
SAVINGS
TRUST
COMMERCIAL

Capital and Surplus $ 10,525,000

order that the first 12,500 shares of this new

issue may be used to reimburse those from
whom it was previously borrowed by the
Stockholders' Auxiliary Corporation .
With the issuance of these 50,000 addi
tional shares of Bank of Italy and Stock

holders' Auxiliary Corporation stock, these
corporations will have a combined working
capital of approximately $45,000,000.

Twenty-nine Banking Offices in
Los Angeles
Hollywood - Long Beach - Pasadena - Glendale
South Pasadena · Highland Park - Eagle Rock
San Pedro · Huntington Beach · Burbank
Lankershim · Santa Monica · Montebello
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CALIFORNIA BANK ADDS TO
CAPITAL

To maintain the desired relation between
capital and deposits the directors of Cal
ifornia Bank , Los Angeles, have authorized

the issuance of 8000 additional shares, in

Wells Fargo Bank-Union Trust Company.
The merged bank will have a capital of
$ 7,200,000 and resources of $ 132,000,000.
The Wells Fargo Bank is the third na
tional bank in San Francisco to shift to a
state charter in a year, the other two being
the American National and the Merchants

creasing the capitalization to $3,000,000. The National.
EASTERN TRUST
A . M . Chaffey, president of the bank, SPOKANE AND
COMPANY
made the following statement:
new stock will be offered to shareholders at
$ 150 a share.

" Consistent with the remarkable growth

of the California Bank and to maintain the
proper proportion of capitalization to deposits, we have decided to offer to our stock holders the remaining 8000 shares so as to
bring our total issued capital to $3,000,000.
“ Added to the normal growth of our deposits is that resulting from the additional
facilities offered at our new home office on
Spring street, and each day we are reach ing new high points, our deposits recently

With assets in excess of $11,552,000 and
deposits $9,079,000, the trust department of
the Spokane and Eastern Trust Company,
Spokane, Wash., is now carrying a total
trust responsibility of $ 24,696 ,000. President
Rutter says it holds Liberty bonds alone
for clients to the amount of $ 1,089,950.
The bank regularly prepares a very in
teresting table of the condition of Spokane
banks on date of call, which shows the fol
lowing :

being $64,807,000 in one day.

“When , in September 1922, the outstand
000, the bank's deposits amounted to $44,

ing capital stock was increased to $2,200,

201,857. It will therefore be seen that we
have had a growth of $ 20,605,000 in de
posits during the past year."

HENRY S. MCKEE MADE RESERVE
DIRECTOR
Announcement has been made of the ap
pointment of Henry S. McKee, vice-presi
dent Merchants National Bank, Los Angeles,
and last year president of the California
Bankers Association, as director of the Los
Angeles branch of the Federal Reserve Bank

Loans, dis - Shares
counts and book
Banks

Deposits overdrafts value
Fidelity Nat........ ..$ 3,778.582 $ 2,604,215 $ 124 .71
Exchange Nat... . .. 8 ,392,856 6 ,085 , 291 127.67
Spokane & Eastern 9,079,213 6 ,930, 209 156.73
Old National . ..... 19,726 ,530 14, 785,679 160. 25
Washington Trust 1,586 ,564
934,814 153. 26
Farmers & Mech ...
297,722
249,545 117.10
Union Park ......... . 407. 980
299, 131 174. 26
American ............... . 1,740, 277 1 ,464,457 169.70
Spokane State . . 323, 864
258,414 1 27. 10
Bank of Montreal 1, 411,453 1 , 157, 122 107 . 84
Union
Trust
('occa
205 ,780
119 .002 176 .06
Security State . ... 844,211
470. 378 353. 13
Wall Street ...
320 .002
149,496 108.29
7 .180 115 .97
Brotherhood Nati 246 ,668
... $ 48, 361,709 $ 35,515,939
Totals

CO -OPERATIVE BANK PLANNED

FOR TACOMA
of San Francisco. Mr. McKee is the type
A new national bank for Tacoma, Wash .,
of financier and thinker who would bring
upon a co-operative basis,with the
strength to any banking board, and to the operated
control
in
of four railroad
important Federal Reserve directorate in brotherhoods,theis hands
planned . The name will
Los Angeles his knowledge, experience and be the Co-operative
National Bank of
judgment should be invaluable .
Tacoma.

SAN FRANCISCO BANK MERGER

SAN FRANCISCO BANKS TO MERGE
Nevada National Bank has confirmed the
The Italian -American Bank and the Co
President F . L. Lipman of Wells Fargo

report of plans for the merger with the lumbus Savings and Loan Society of San

Union Trust Company of San Francisco, to Francisco will merge in the near future,
year. The Wells Fargo Bank will dena- tiations which have been under way for the
tionalize and the new bank will be called last five months.

be carried out soon after the first of the following the successful conclusion of nego

Dominion of Canada
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatche
wan , Alberta , British Columbia, Newfoundland, Prince Edward

Island and Yukon

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN CANADA
By J. W . TYSON

the situation in the public interest and in
this Hon . W . S . Fielding, Federal Minister
of Finance, under whose department the

THAT there is insidious and dangerous Bank Act is administered, is in agreement.
I propaganda being employed to under Mr. Fielding declares that an inspection
mine public confidence in Canadian banks, machine to cover the thousands of bank
was intimated during the short-lived and branches in Canada would be very cum
hysterical run on the Dominion Bank, by bersome and would give the public a feeling
Premier Ferguson of Ontario. The failure of false security while at the same time
of the Home Bank. with 60 .000 depositors
in all parts of Canada, has naturally had

handicapping the operations of trade and
commerce . Mr. Fielding suggests that an

an unsettling effect, and this is being cap

opportunity should be provided to test the

italized by agitators. More recently there new Bank Act, passed at the last session of
have been several efforts, principally in the Parliament, and under which he believes
Province of Quebec, to start other runs. themonthly reports would not permit of the
These have made little headway, but the

concealment of a bank's real position , as

general effect is

was the case with the Home Bank .

to make depositors

In considering what is likely to happen in

nervous.

In the case of the Dominion Bank , Canadian business during the next six
Premier Ferguson issued a warning to those months there are several factors like the

who had spread false reports and threatened
criminal prosecution with severe penalties
under the law. Campaigns since organized
in Quebec, in which circular letters con taining comments on certain banks, regarded

income from mines and forests, in addition
to the record crop , which must be taken into

consideration as creators of purchasing
power. Preliminary estimates are that rev

enues from field crops, live stock , mines,

as slanderous and libelous have been widely

forests, etc., exclusive of manufacturing,

distributed , have led to the matter being

will total $ 2,420,000,000, showing an in

taken up by Attorney General Tashchereau .

The letters which have been circulated
from Montreal are in French and English
and have been addressed to members of

crease of $ 250,000,000 over the previous year
and of $ 1,000,000,000 over 1913 . ( The latter
figure is subject to adjustment on the basis
of values in making comparisons.) The
Financial Post issues the forecast given on
the following page.
As an encouraging sidelight, it is pointed
out that there was an increase in Canadian

governments,

exports of $204,000,000 for the first nine

The banking interests are actively interest
ing themselves in efforts to stamp out the
propaganda and make an example of the

scandal mongers.

Dominion

and provincial

mayors, parish priests , heads of religious in - months of the year, as compared with last
stitutions, bankers, brokers, editors and year, while the excess of exports over im
bank shareholders. They contain reckless ports during this period was $ 94,000,000 .
statements regarding certain of the banks Canada has now risen to the position of
and bring in the names of men standing high fifth in the countries of the world in foreign
in political and financial spheres in Eastern trade, while exports per capita are three
times those of the United States and one
Canada.
In the case of the Home Bank the state third more than the United Kingdom .
Wonderful weather for threshing has
ments made monthly to the Dominion Gov ernment obviously failed to indicate losses marked the harvest season in Western Can
suffered on certain speculative loans and ada and this has been of great benefit to
this has encouraged the demand for gov - the farmers because, with such heavy straw ,
ernment inspection . The bankers do not wet weather would have been a serious

believe that such inspection would improve

handicap and would have further raised the
1043
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Products of the farm

Grain
, roots and fodder
Livestock and poultry .

$ 1,002, 799,000
318, 300, 000
308,430,000

Butter, cheese and eggs
Fruits, vegetables ...
Wool
Tobacco

57, 400 ,000
3,302.000
3 , 700 ,000

Fur

8 , 295,000

$ 1, 702,226,000
Mines, forests and lakes
Minerals .......
Paper, pulpwood and timber, etc ..
Fish , lobsters, etc . .....

...$ 236 ,611,000
443,570 ,000
... 38,000,000

Total natural products

already high threshing charges. The stable
price of wheat has also been a satisfactory
feature of the situation because it has not
placed those who have been delayed in getting their grain to market, at a disad vantage. Following a visit to the West by
Aaron Sapiro, the California co -operative
fruit marketing expert, steps have been
taken to form a wheat pool in Alberta , but
the extent of success is yet very uncertain .

1922
96 2 ,5 26 ,000
281, 166 , 000
309, 433,000
55 ,855 ,000
3 , 250,000

4 ,548,000
9 , 250,000
$ 1 ,626 , 028,000
$ 184,097,000
316 , 000, 000
42,000 ,000

$ 718,181,000

$ 542,097,000

$ 2,4 20 ,407,000

$ 2, 168,125 ,000

1913
$ 552,711,500
245 ,554,000
119, 220,000
46,390,000
1, 860,000
1,875,000

4 ,000,000

$ 1,051,610,500
$ 145 ,634,000
177,120,000

33,389,500
$ 356, 143,000
$ 1 ,407,754,000

in the Dominion Bank was emphatically
shown by the action of the Government in
making a deposit of $ 1,500,000 during the
run. The next day the hysterical rush for
withdrawals had subsided and there was a
stream of people putting their money back
in the bank again . Statements by the
president of the bank Sir Edmund Osler,
by the general manager C . A . Bogert, and
by Sir Frederick Williams Taylor, president

Supporters of the idea point to the success of the Canadian Bankers Association , prom
attained by the fruit growers in California , ising the support of the other big banks
while on the other hand it is argued that in Canada, as well as the expression of con

conditions are altogether different; that fidence by the National City Bank of New
there is a well organized machine now for York , went far in clearing the air.

the marketing of grain crops throughout the

Since then there have been some further

world and that it has not been shown that small demonstrations on the part of deposi
anything
is to be gained by changing it. tors in various parts of the country, but
Retail trade throughout the country is these have been quickly checked.
showing improvement but not to the extent

The bank statement shows that the note

which had been hoped . Western farmers circulation of all banks amounted at the
have heavy obligations to meet and the end of September to $ 184,000,000, or an in
extent of new buying power is greatly cur crease of $ 14,000,000 during the month and

tailed, but harvest hands have been paid big of $7,000,000 during the year. Cash and
wages and these are being spent freely. bank
balances
increased $6,000,000 during
Vincent Massey, president of the Massey September
and amounted to about the same
Harris Company, the big Canadian imple
mentmanufacturers, who has been making a
tour of the West, expresses the opinion that
there will be a pretty nearly full discharge

as a year ago. An increase during the month
of $ 20,000,000 in current loans in Canada
was offset by a contraction in call and short
loans of a similar amount, but current loans

of farmer obligations within a reasonable

increased
$10,000,000.
Deposits
by
adjust abroad
the
debt
regards
time. scheme
Mr. Massey
the
public
in
Canada
fell
$8,000,000
and
de
in Alberta and Saskatchewan

ment
as working out satisfactorily under the of
ficial referees.
Whether the recent run on the Dominion
Bank was caused by such a trifling incident

posits abroad $ 9,000,000. Government de
posits, however, increased $ 21,000,000. The
total assets of all banks stood at the end

of September at $2,625,000,000, an increase
of $ 25,000,000 during the month and $6,000,
as a foreigner thinking the bank had failed 000 duri

when he could not get a check cashed after
hours, or whether there was a sinister or
THE MOLSONS BANK
ganization at work , is a matter for specu
lation . But there can be no doubt that the While showing a drop in profits for the
manner in which the bank was able to meet year, Molsons Bank improved its position

the situation has done a great deal to re
store confidence throughout the country. The
reaction has had a favorable effect in em phasizing the strength of the banks generally.
The confidence of the Province of Ontario

the year.
in relation to the publicbyduring
about $70,000 ;
Total assets increased
assets, quickly available, increased by nearly
$700,000, but liabilities to the public in
creased by but $ 200 ,000 .

Are You Interested in Canadian Trade?
If so , this bank can be of service to you. With Branches
and direct connections in all important centres through

out theDominion and a Foreign Departmentmaintained
O

CNNA
DA
FC

VO
N

STAN
HE

exclusively for their needs, Importers and Exporters can

rely upon an unexcelled service.

For further particulars write
Foreign Department

3
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Bank of Canada
Standard TORONTO
Capital Paid Up - - - - - $ 4,000,000.00
Reserve - - - - - - - -

2,750,000.00

Natat

Savings deposits showed a very substan
tial increase during the year, rising from
$44 ,618,422 to $45,179,236 . On the other
hand, contraction in business throughout the
country seems to be indicated in the de
clines in both current deposits and current
loans, the former showing a drop from $9,
303,610 to $8,801,567, and the latter from

THE TREND OF PRICES
The Canadian Bank of Commerce index
number for the price of imports rose slightly

from 163.59 in mid -September to 163.81 in
of corn , sugar, cotton, wool, leather and
linseed oil, which offset a general decline in

mid-October, owing to increases in the prices

the metal market. The number for exports
fell slightly, from 153.29 to 152.07 ; wheat,
cattle,
hogs, flour, potatoes, copper and sil
definitely set at rest any rumors that have ver registering
lower prices, and salmon and
been going around concerning the position
higher prices. The number for
of the Molsons Bank, and that led to " runs" woodpulp
on some of the Island of Montreal branches imports and exports combined stood at
$41,267,981 to $39,446,352.

The annual report of the bank should

157.94 , as against 158.44 , thus continuing
the gradual decline in the general level of
some uneasiness. They had their basis, it prices which has been in evidence for some
seems, in discussions relating to a certain ac months.
count where Molsons Bank was known to WINNIPEG MEN ON BANK AUDIT
have suffered a considerable loss. But in
PANEL
quiry a few weeks ago brought out the
The names of the men qualified to act as
fact that not only was the amount of this

of the bank . These rumors gained currency

in usually well- informed circles, and caused

loss much smaller than rumor had it, but bank auditors under the provisions of the
the loss was not a new and serious develop new bank act have been announced . There
ment, but had, in fact, been thoroughly

are 299 names on the list, and out of this

cared for about three years ago and was number forty -two have offices in Winnipeg .
not now a source of worry to the bank 's di Winnipeg, therefore, furnishes 14 per cent.
of the list from which the auditors of banks
rectors or officials.
must be drawn. Auditors under the new
Pront and Loss Account
1923 1922
Net profits ....
Dividends ...
Govt. tax
Pension fund
Subscr.
Bal. .

Prev. bal.

To reserve ..............
Bal. fwd. .

1921

$614, 357 $682,104 $ 752,389
480 .000 480,000 480, 000
68,000 75 ,000 55 ,000
37. 817 38, 141 38, 1 26
10, 000
10,000
10 ,000
$ 18,540 $ 78, 963 $ 169, 263

act may serve for two years. Two are
nominated for each bank and must be from
different firms. No auditor may hold office

for more than two years consecutively .
JOHN COWAN NOW WITH A . J.
DENNE & CO ., LTD .

266 ,318 187, 355 518,092

$ 284,858
$266 ,318 $687,355
150 ,000

500 ,000

John Cowan , formerly publicity officer of

the Toronto General Trusts Corporation , is

$124 858 8966 318 $187.355. now associated with A . J . Denne & Co..
1046
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ASSETS
... $ 13,535,855
Deposit in central gold
reserve ... .... 1 , 100. 000
od reserve
s 11,105,601
Government and municipal securitie
Railway and other bonds, debentures
and stocks
343,865
Call loans in Canada ..
2,596, 465
Loans to cities, towns and munici
palities ......
1,715,408
Other loans and discounts
43,987,509

('ash on hand and in banks

Liabilities of customers under letters
80,742

of credit
Bank premises
Real estate other than bank premises

1,883,983
280,540

Mortgages
on real estate sold by the
bank .. .. .

49,100

Deposit with Dominion Government
for security of note circulation ........

200,000

$76,879,068

BANK OF MONTREAL
The statement of condition of the Bank
of Montreal, Montreal, as of October 31,
1923 , shows capital paid up $ 27,250,000, rest
fund $27,250,000 and total assets $692,382,
109. The condensed statement follows:
LIABILITIES
Capital
stock
(all
paid up ) ................ $ 27,250,000
27, 250,000
Rest ....
Balance of profits carried forward
659,582

JOHN COWAN
Manager financial advertising department A . J. Denne
& Co.,Ltd., Toronto
Limited, adertising agents, Toronto, where
he will have charge of the financial adver
tising department.
Mr. Cowan, who in his new capacity will
also direct the publicity of the above men
tioned corporation, is widely known in finan
cial circles, and brings to his new connection
an extensive experience in financial pub
licity. He was recently re-elected the Cana
dian director, for the third year in succes
sion , of the Financial Advertisers' Associa

tion, the largest department of the Asso
ciated Advertising Clubs of the World.

THE STANDARD BANK OF CANADA
The statement of affairs of The Standard
Bank shows
of Canada, Toronto, as of July 31,

Unclaimed dividends and quarterly
dividend and 2 per cent. bonus
1,372,277
payable December 1, 1923.
Notesitsof the bank in circulation .. ..... 41,602,736
Depos
.....
............. 579, 056,783
Balances due to other banks in
Canada and foreign countries, and
other liabilities ........
5,307,234
411,807
Bills payable .
Acceptances
under
letters
of
credit
as per contra .........
9,471,690

$692,38 2.109
ASSETS
Specie and Government demand
notes ...........
........$ 81,589,682
Deposit with Dominion Government
for security of note circulation.... 1,320 ,000
Deposit in central gold reserves...... . 17,000,000
Notes of and checks on other banks 45 , 272,652
Due by bankers elsewhere than in
Canada ...........
14,259,745
1 29,984,918
Call and short loans ..

Bond debentures and stocks...
103,114,841
Loans and discounts and other assets 279,000,351
9,300.000
Bank premises ... .
Real estate other than bank prem
ises and mortgages on real estate

sold by the bank ....
Liabilities of customers under letters
of credit (per contra ) ...

1,568,230

9,471,690

$692,382,109

capital, reserve and undivided
1923,
DIVIDENDS DECLARED
profits of $ 7,078,342, deposits of $59,606,
The Bank of Toronto, Toronto, has an
642, and total resources of $76 ,879,068. The nounced
the declaration of a dividend of 3
condensed statement follows:
per
cent.,
being at the rate of 12 per cent.
LIABILITIES
per annum , upon the paid -up capital stock ,
Capital paid up .. ... . ........ ... . . ........$ 4 ,000,000 payable December 1 to shareholders of rec
2, 750,000
.. ... ....
Reserve fund
Undivided
profits
328,342 ord November 10.
4 ,555 , 710
Notes in circulation
The Dominion Bank, Toronto, has de
59,606 ,642
Deposits .......
Dominion Government
2,000,000 clared an extra dividend of 1 per cent. and
Deposits made by and balances due
to other banks
3,557,632 regular quarterly dividend of 3 per cent.,
Acceptances under letters of credit.... 80 ,742 making total distribution of 13 per cent. for
$76,879,068

the current year.

TALKS ON " THE MEMORY OF BUSINESS” - LEDGER -PAPER

WAIT TILL 1943

To know your ledger-paper, wait,say twenty years.
Wait till a 1943 court demands your 1923 records.
If your Purchasing Agent boughtcheap ledger-papers,
you'll know it. The writing will be faded out. The
sheets yellow and brittle. Corners gone. And you'll

have to pay!
If he bought quality ledger-paper - you'll know it.
The writing will be fresh as today. The sheets still
white and strong and whole. They'll give you the

figures, and the figures will save you!
But you can't wait twenty years ? Well - go back

twenty years. The paper that has stood up since 1903,
will stand up till 1943.
Brown's Linen Ledger has stood up since 1849. Any.

thing ever written on Brown's is still written. The
memory of your business is perfect if you use

Brown's.So,have it specified by name,on every order.
Also makers
of Advance Bond

Write for
Sample Books of
Brown' s Papers
Watermarked

IBC

the high - grade

business paper

BROWN'S LINEN LEDGER PAPERS
L . L . BROWN PAPER COMPANY, ADAMS, MASS. ESTABLISHED 1849
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Charlotte NationalBank,Charlotte,N. C.

IN designing the interior of the new home of

1 the Charlotte National Bank , Charlotte,
N . C ., a special effort was made to avoid

strong coloring and to employ such soft har
monies as would have a pleasing effect on the
eye. In laying out the equipment all details

requiring constant attention were eliminated in
order to preserve a constant standard of smart
ness which is required by this up to date and
constantly growing bank .

ALFRED C BOSSOM
BANK ARCHITECTS EQVIPMENT ENGINEER
680 FIFTH AVENVE NEW YORK
1048

THE NATIONAL TRADESIGNS BANK

& TRUST COMPANY OF NEW HAVEN

PI
Sod.

BRADESMES I
AND
TRUST COMPANY.

SURROS
590/000
STABLISHED BIS

Entrance to the National Tradesmens Bank & Trust Company of New Haven

The National Tradesmens Bank & Trust
Company of New Haven
JITH the recent opening of its the famous Green. The bank occupies
new quarters at Church and

the entire first floor , basement and mez

Court streets, New Haven , The zanine of New Haven 's latest fireproof
National Tradesmens Bank & Trust modern office building.
Company is now provided with a bank On entering the public space of the

ing equipment which is as modern and bank one is immediately impressed with
the soft color scheme which has been
Connecticut. The rapidly expanding worked out. The floor is of selected

well adapted as any in the State of
business of this bank and the needs of
its many customers made its removal to

Tennessee marble, especially selected
for its brightness and color, setting off

its present enlarged quarters essential. the rest of the marble work of the bank .

Such a step is in line with the progres The screen is of Botticino marble , com
sive policy which has always charac- ing from the Northern part of Italy .
Themarble screen railing of the officers'
terized its management.
The new location is probably the most space and the wainscotting is all of
prominent corner in New Haven , facing special design and of the finest work
1049
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New home of the National Tradesmens Bank & TrustCompany of New Haven
at Church and Court streets
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Officers' quarters

The main banking room
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GEORGE M . GUNN

FREDERICK C . BURROUGHS
Vice-president, cashier and trust officer

President

B

1052

Board room
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Vault door open, showing safe deposit boxes

manship . Special attention was given pleasing finish , thus caring for the com
to the bronze work. The castings were

fort of employees.

made from plaster models and were
The desks, counters, files, chairs and
then hand finished , trimmed and other equipment were all built to order ,
colored .
manufactured of metal and finished to

In the ceiling panels, the architect imitate mahogany.
has worked out replicas of coins and
also designs symbolic of commerce,
transportation , industry, thrift, etc.

There are two elevators of ample
capacity which are equipped with the

most modern safety devices to guard
against any kind of accident. The de

sign of the elevator cabs is made to

MODERN

VENTILATING

SYSTEM

The new premises are equipped with
a ventilating system which forces fresh ,
cleaned air into every corner of the
bank , making it possible to breathe air
just as fresh as that out of doors. This

ventilating system has been found to
harmonize with the Gothic bronze en be
very effective in cutting down the
trance doors and windows.
The floors of the officers' quarters, loss of working time which comes from
cages and bookkeeping departments are the illness of employees. It was installed
of a natural colored cork tile manufac by Theodore R . N . Gerdes, M . E ., ven
tured from

granulated cork which is

pressed by a hydraulic press and cut

tilation specialist of New York .
SAFE DEPOSIT EQUIPMENT

into the size required, with a design
The pressed steel partitions which
especially worked out. After these cork
tiles are laid they are sanded by ma- enclose the secretary 's and conference
chine, hand scraped and finished , and quarters, known as the “ consultation
then waxed, which leaves a soft, flat, booths," as well as the partitions in the

1054
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The twenty-two ton vault door closed

rear of the bank and coupon booths in

to his personal matters in the seclusion

the basement are of a pressed steel
which is absolutely fireproof and

which the coupon booths provide. The
safe deposit department which com

The coupon

prises three vaults, has a total of over

rooms are especially designed and laid

500 tons of steel and concrete incor

finished in mahogany.

out so that light may be obtained from porated in its construction . The door
a natural source, and are directly be- of the safe deposit vault weighing more
neath the sidewalk . The coupon than twenty -two tons, operating on ball
booths are equipped with every mod - bearing hinges, is so well designed that
ern convenience so that anyone using it does not require much strength to
the safe deposit department may attend push the door either way when open .

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE
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Both floor and roof, walls and door of
the vault provide protection from every
known method of attack , and will resist any amount of explosives. There is
a steel used that is drill proof and is
also of non -burnable metal. Besides

In 1867 it became a national bank .
Its business had expanded , due to the
efforts of its officers who were always
aspiring to render to the public a better
service, and in 1887 it removed to its
own building. In 1913 this building

these features the vaults are equipped
with an electrical alarm , which is also
another absolute guarantee against any
known method of attack . The vault
equipment was manufactured and in -

was remodeled and re-equipped.
faithful personal service, with deposits
increasing and business reaching the
point where the bank was beginning to

stalled by the Herring-Hall-Marvin

feel cramped in a building which ten

After a period of about ten years of

years ago seemed amply large enough ,
Safe Company of Hamilton , Ohio .
All the materials that were used the bank' s officers were forced to seek
throughout the entire project are fire - more spacious quarters where they
proof, most modern and up -to -date, and

could improve the facilities to meet their

in its new quarters the bank knows that

growing needs.

it can render to its present clientele, the
public and new customers the best bank -

The bank was known as The National
Tradesmens Bank up to a few months

ing facilities and service that are ob -

ago when a trust department service

tainable.

was added and the name changed to

Alfred Hopkins of New York was the
architect for the bank.

The National Tradesmens Bank &
Trust Company of New Haven .
The present officers and directors are :
George M . Gunn , president; George

HISTORY OF THE BANK

The Tradesmens

Bank was or

ganized in 1855 under a charter granted
by the General Assembly of the State
of Connecticut.

T . Bradley, vice-president ; Frederick
C . Burroughs, vice-president, cashier
and trust officer ; John E . Coburn , as
sistant cashier ; and Milton M . Pratt ,

Its first place of business was in an
upper rear room of the building on
Chapel street known as the “ Bank
Building.”

assistant cashier and assistant trust

After a number of years at this
location , the business of the bank had
grown to such an extent that it was
compelled to move to larger quarters.

Burton , R . Wesley Mills, Jr., Henry
Fresenius , George M . Gunn , Eugene
DeForest, Frederick C . Russell, Paul
S . Thompson .

officer.

Directors — George T . Bradley, Clar
ence E . Thompson, Horace F . Chase ,
Frederick C . Burroughs, Charles E .

Attention is called to Table of Contents
describing the various features of this num

ber. See page III of the front advertising
section .

SEM REN

The new home of the Merchants NationalBank, Asbury Park, N . J.

A New Bank of Distinctive Character
THE design of the Merchants National Bank of Asbury Park is so
distinctive that it attracts many
visitors by its architectural magnetism .
Many bankers, spending their summer
vacations in Asbury Park , have been attracted from a distance to investigate
this unique and attractive building. It
is ably designed in the Georgian or so -

terior, which has just been decorated in
colonial buff and white , brings out the
delicate modelling of the colonial de
tail. Harmonizing with the black and
white tile floor, the public space is
wainscoted with beautiful East India
mahogany which is carried around the
base of the banking screen . The upper
part of the bank screen is most unique.

called Colonial style of architecture by

In order to eliminate glass , so as to

Clarence Wilson Brazer, now a dis - make the relations with the clerks and
tinguished architect of New York but

customers more intimate, the architect

many years ago a clerk in the bank on

invented a screen composed of colonial

the opposite corner.

balusters set upon a wood panel, the

President James

M . Ralston conceived the idea of an top of which is below the eye level,
harmonious colonial building both on thus making conversation with the
the exterior and interior, that would clerks more congenial while affording
breathe the early American spirit of ample security as well as circulation of
welcome so subconsciously felt by the air.
people of old Monmouth County, with
The vault has been magnified , so as
its early traditions.
to become the most distinguished fea

The architect has invented new forms ture of the interior, thereby impressing
in the old spirit of the style to comply depositors with the strength of the
with modern requirements . The in - bank ' s strong box, which after all is
1036
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Main banking room , Merchants National Bank , Asbury Park, N . J.

the most distinctive feature and “ raison
d 'etre " of any bank .

Over both the vestibule and the board
room is located a bookkeeping gallery,

The building is located on the corner having direct access to the working
of Bond and Madison avenues on a lot
33 by 100, and the walls have been

space below .
The Merchants National Bank was

made sufficiently strong to support four

founded just five years ago with a cap

additional stories of offices which may

ital of $ 100,000 and a surplus of $ 25,

be entered from the side street, should

000 , about half of which was immedi

they be desirable in the future. For the ately invested in the new banking house.
present, however, the bank prefers not The wisdom of this action has been
to submerge its identity in an office amply demonstrated by the rapid
building. However, the thick walls growth of the institution , which has in
which have been provided add much to this short time risen to ninth place
the substantial character of the edifice. amongst all of the old banking institu
The corner entrance problem has
of Monmouth County, with
been solved by a vestibule having but tions
deposits
exceeding $ 2,000,000. The
one entrance into the bank , although an
account-pulling
quality which Mr.
exterior door opens upon either street. Brazer , the architect,
has given to this
The board room is located adjoining
the vestibule so that friendly corpora- new building has no doubt been of con
tions may have the use of it without siderable help to the officers in building

really coming into the bank proper. up this institution .

Thos. Cook & Son in New Home
to meet the requirements of the world 's
oldest and most famous travel service.

Thos. Cook & Son now have over 150
offices throughout the world , and a per
manent staff of over 3500 employees.
This firm had its humble beginning in
the year 1841, when Thomas Cook , an
enthusiastic writer and lecturer on tem

perance, organized the first public rail
road excursion ever attempted . This
now historic excursion train was char

tered from the Midland Railway to
carry members of the Temperance So

ciety from Leicester to Loughborough ,
where a convention was to be held . The
return trip covered a distance of
twenty-four miles, and 570 passengers
were booked at a fare of one shilling

each. Mr. Cook also arranged for their
reception and entertainment in Lough
borough and personally supervised all
the details of the trip.
The success of this venture marked

the first step along a great highway of
COOK'S TRAVEL SERVICE

pleasure travel that now encircles the

globe, and thanks to the unremitting
work of Thos. Cook & Son in the most
distant lands, one may now undertake
THOS.COOK & SON

a jaunt around the world with far less

anxiety than was felt by the original
excursionists who set forth behind the

puffing and groaning locomotive of 1841.

RE

Today there is scarcely a line of rail
way or a steamship line by which the
Lint

New building of Thos. Cook & Son , 585 Fifth ave ...
New York

firm 's international travel tickets are
not available, while their hotel vouch
ers, travelers checks and letters of credit
are accepted in every quarter of the

world . Thos. Cook & Son 's offices are
found in Europe, the United States,
THE head office in America of Canada, Australia , New Zealand , Tas
Thos. Cook & Son is now located mania , India, Burma, Ceylon, the
- at 585 Fifth avenue, New York , Straits Settlements, Palestine, Egypt,
in a new six -story building which has the Sudan, China, Japan , South Africa

been specially designed and constructed
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and the Belgian Congo.

New branch of The Mechanics and Metals National Bank

The New Stuyvesant Square Branch of
The Mechanics and Metals
National Bank
Is its new Stuyvesant Square branch ,
1 views of which are given herewith ,
The Mechanics and Metals Na-

COLONIAL DESIGN EMPLOYED

The building, which was designed
and erected by Hoggson Brothers, New

tional Bank of the City of New York

York, is of Colonial design, executed

has developed an unusually attractive

in tapestry brick with limestone arches

and profitable type of branch building and pilasters. The main entrance is on
The building is so designed that it gives Second avenue, with a separate office
this unit, although a branch of a large
institution , all the individuality of a

entrance on Fourteenth street. The con
struction is fireproof throughout.

distinct banking structure and at the

The interior is executed in Colonial

same time returns enough to the parent treatment to conform with the architec
The color scheme

institution on the investment, through

ture of the exterior.

the rentable space, to compare exceed
ingly favorably with the much less pre

is particularly attractive, old ivory

being used for the ceiling, with a buff

tint on the walls. This harmonizes
tentious quarters so frequently rented beautifully with the rich walnut of the
for use as branches. The Mechanics counterscreen and paneling .
and Metals National Bank , while not
INTERIOR ARRANGEMENTS
necessarily setting a precedent in this
The corner location makes available
way, has nevertheless established a
an unusual amount of natural light and
most interesting example.
1059
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General view of main banking room

Main banking room looking toward entrance, showing officers' quarters
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Coupon booths and emergency door, installed by York Safe & Lock Company, New York

air, and the interior of the building is

of this vault weighs six tons and as a

therefore particularly light and well protectivemeasure it is equipped with a
ventilated . Besides these natural ad - system of time locks.
vantages, the building is equipped with
The building has a telautograph
a special ventilating system , with a fan system for establishing communication
room and air washer located on the between the first floor and the banking

roof. It is heated by an individual low

space on the second floor, and an inter

pressure steam heating plant.
The main banking room , located on
the street floor, has a spacious central
public space, with officers' quarters on
the Fourteenth street side of the build
ing. The second floor combines rent
able space with additional working

communicating telephone system . There

space for the bank, while the third floor

is entirely devoted to rentable office

is a check lift from the first to the
second floor.
THE THIRTEENTH BRANCH

This building , which houses the
thirteenth branch of The Mechanics &
Metals National Bank , indicates the

valuation which this institution places
on the business district surrounding

space.
SAFE DEPOSIT DEPARTMENT

Stuyvesant Square, and marks an in

The safe deposit department, which teresting development in the banking
occupies the basement, has a capacity
of over 5000 boxes and is equipped with
a daylight raid alarm system . A vault

industry in that section . It is easily ac
cessible to all parts of the lower East
Side of New York City.

of the most modern construction has

William MacCammon , who has been

been installed by the York Safe and manager of the Stuyvesant Square
Lock Company of New York . The door branch for a number of years and who
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has a wide acquaintanceship in the dis - and that were operating branches
trict, continues in that position .

throughout New York City . In this way

The Stuyvesant Square Branch of the New York Produce Exchange Bank ,
The Mechanics & Metals National
Bank is one link of a chain of branches

with nine branches, was merged into
The Mechanics & Metals National

which has been built up during the past Bank , and last year the Lincoln Trust
few years . C'p to a comparatively short Company, with three branches, was
time ago none of the national banks in likewise merged .
New York City conducted their operaUnder this system there has been ex

nducted that type the

tions through branches ; that type of

tended to the New York public the fa

banking was confined exclusively to the
state chartered institutions. In 1920,
however, The Mechanics & Metals National Bank , together with several

cilities of strong and well-managed in
stitutions, whose services were formerly
available only in the downtown financial
district, thus making it practically im

others, entered the branch field by con -

possible for the rapidly growing up

solidating , under a special ruling of the town districts to be served save by the
Federal Reserve Board , with institu - state institutionsand by the independent
tions that formerly were state banks and comparatively small national banks.

Bankers Startled by Mock Hold -Up
IN the National Surety Company An - vised bankers and brokers in the audi
nex, 4 Albany street, New York , on

ence to split their valuables among sev

December 4, 200 representatives of

eral messengers and guards and to

leading banks and brokerage houses
were holding a meeting in a large room
on the ninth floor. During a discussion

change their routes as often as possible.

on the prevention of hold -ups two bank
messengers carrying a heavy satchel en tered at the far end. A man sprang
from behind a pillar and fired point
blank twice and , as the messengers

is so great a factor that the fact that
bank messengers are armed or that
there are policemen near by doesn 't
seem to matter in most cases. The mes
senger is struck down and his satchel

dropped, two other men seized the

snatched before he or his guard or the

satchel and with the armed man dashed

police can draw their guns."

" Surprise is the biggest factor in the

success of all hold-ups," he said . “ It

Mr. Brown added : “ Always keep
through the door and were gone.
T. D . Brown, vice-president of the your moving of securities a secret. Only
National Surety Company, was speak - give out your orders at the lastminute.
ing at the time and, as the bandits raced Don 't constantly use the same messen
through the door, he assured his startled gers, guards and routes. Itmakes them
audience, which included many guards marks for hold -up men . Don 't let mes

and messengers who annually carry mil-

sengers go through streets with your

lions in securities through the streets,
that the hold -up was only a demonstra -

securities thrust in plain sight in their
overcoat pockets. Don 't discuss your

tion to impress the financial men with
the conditions they faced in sending
large amounts of securities and money

plans over the telephone. One telephone
talk by a financial man cost his firm
$ 700 ,000.”
A large number of New York City
financial institutions were represented

through the streets.

R . A . Algire , another vice-president
of the National Surety Company, ad-

at the meeting .
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The Work of the Paying Teller
Of Interest to All Who Come in Contact With the Bank in

with adequate amounts, kinds

Any Way

tions of the money department
of the Federal Reserve Banks.
The book is written in such a

THE PAYING TELLER'S DEPART-

department of the Chase National Bank of New York at the

and denominations of currency,
understand the correlative func

MENT. By Glenn G . Munn.
of writing. He is now a clear, non -technical style that
New York : The Bankers time
lecturer for two of the chapters it can easily be read by the
Publishing Company. 186 of the American Institute of business man who daily draws,
accepts, deposits or cashes
pages. 61/2 x 412. $ 1.25.
Banking.
The duties of the paying tell - various instruments at the
ALTHOUGH some attention has er entail responsibility of a bank , often with little real
been given to the paying teller's

surhigh order and his acts are sur
rounded by a variety of busi
dealing with banking subjects, ness customs, laws and legal
never before has a volume ex decisions, the observance of
clusively devoted to this depart which act as a safeguard
ment appeared . The books re against
loss. The non-obsery
ferred to have not attempted to ance of these
and cus
place at the disposal of the toms is almostpractices
certain
to
paying teller, certification , in losses to the bank , andresult
for
check, money and shipping those employees of the bank
department by several books

clerks a complete compendium

aspire to become paying
of the information over which who
they should have complete mas tellers this book will serve as an

excellent guide in mastering the

tery .

very important fundamentals of

This volume therefore en the position, the knowledge of
deavors to present in a practi

will prevent unfortunate
cal manner the functions of the which
experiences.
paying teller and related de

partments in

every

phase,

whether they occur in a city

In theTeller's
second Department
printing of The
op
Paving

understanding of what respon
sibility continues, or what pro
tection he has after he affixes
his signature as maker, ac
ceptor or indorser. For this
reason we recommend the book
highly for anyone in business,
and in this connection it is in
teresting to read what the
Office Eoonomist said in a re
view of the book recently :

This is a most interesting book .
We have never been a paying
teller; we never expect to be one.
But we read the " Paying Teller' s
Department" with a great deal of
zest and interest. The facts about
any man ' s job are interesting and
worth while it for no other reason
than that they help us to under
stand what the other fellow is up
against. • • •

portunity was taken to add the
The pages on the handling of
checks at the window are inter
esting
worth the reading of
and the story of the money de every and
one who handles a bank
partment of the Cleveland Fed - account.
. . Incidentally the
eral Reserve Bank as appen layman picks
up bits of interest

or country bank. It can be used Negotiable Instruments Law
as a reference book to which the
officers, paying tellers and other
clerks may turn for guidance in
answering questions which con
stantly arise with regard to
cashing checks, certifications,
reserve requirements, supply
and disposition of money, tests

dices. The Negotiable Instru - ing Information from the reading
ments

Law ,

now

adopted

throughout all the states (with
certain variations ) is the basic

of these pages.

Besides the complete explana
tion of the paying teller's duties

law of banking. While everye in this handy volume, the ap
bank officer and employe
which are given here
raised bills, shipping currency, should be thoroughly conversant pendices
found
will
of help to the
be
etc.
with its contents, it seemed reader :
for counterfeit money and

The book is an outgrowth of logical to place it in the first of
actual contact and experience, the " Bank Department Series” .

both with the operations of the Since the Federal Reserve
paying teller and related departments and in presenting

the material and problems in

Appendices: I. Digest of Court
Decisions Showing Liability of
Bank to Drawer for Certain Ir

in Certified , Altered .
Banks have now assumed the regularities
Post-Dated and Stopped
functions of the sub -treasuries Forged,
Checks. II. Purposes of and

and supplies of money are fur

Principles Underlying Subsidiary

volved to classes in banking, as nished by them , it is fitting that
the author, Glenn G . Munn, was paying tellers whose duty it is
connected with the personnel to provide their institutions

or Fractional Coins. III. Chart
Showing Engraved Portralts on
Various Kinds of United States

Money.
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has a wide acquaintanceship in the district, continues in that position .

and

that were operating branches

Bank is one link of a chain of branches

The Mechanics &

throughout New York City. In this way
The Stuyvesant Square Branch of the New York Produce Exchange Bank ,
The Mechanics & Metals National with nine branches, was merged into
Metals National

which has been built up during the past Bank , and last year the Lincoln Trust
few years. L'p to a comparatively short Company, with three branches, was
time ago none of the national banks in likewise merged.
New York City conducted their opera -

Under this system there has been ex

tions through branches; that type of
banking was confined exclusively to the

tended to the New York public the fa
cilities of strong and well-managed in

state chartered institutions.

stitutions, whose services were formerly

In 1920 ,

however, The Mechanics & Metals Na
available only in the downtown financial
tional Bank , together with several district, thus making it practically im

others, entered the branch field by con - possible for the rapidly growing up
solidating , under a special ruling of the town districts to be served save by the
Federal Reserve Board , with institu - state institutions and by the independent
tions that formerly were state banks and comparatively small national banks.

Bankers Startled by Mock Hold -Up
IN the National Surety Company An nex, 4 Albany street, New York , on
December 4 , 200 representatives of
leading banks and brokerage houses

vised bankers and brokers in the audi
ence to split their valuables among sev
eral messengers and guards and to
change their routes as often as possible .

were holding a meeting in a large room

"Surprise is the biggest factor in the

on the ninth floor. During a discussion

success of all hold -ups," he said . “ It

on the prevention of hold -ups two bank

is so great a factor that the fact that

messengers carrying a heavy satchel en tered at the far end. A man sprang

bank messengers are armed or that
there are policemen near by doesn 't

from behind a pillar and fired point seem to matter in most cases. The mes
blank twice and , as the messengers senger is struck down and his satchel
dropped, two other men seized the

snatched before he or his guard or the

satchel and with the armed man dashed

police can draw their guns.”
Mr. Brown added : “ Always keep

T . D . Brown, vice-president of the

your moving of securities a secret. Only

National Surety Company, was speak -

give out your orders at the last minute.

ing at the time and, as the bandits raced
through the door, he assured his startled

Don 't constantly use the same messen
gers, guards and routes. It makes them

audience , which included many guards marks for hold -up men . Don't let mes
and messengers who annually carry mil- sengers go through streets with your
lions in securities through the streets,
that the hold -up was only a demonstra tion to impress the financial men with
the conditions they faced in sending
large amounts of securities and money

through the streets .
R . A . Algire, another vice-president
of the National Surety Company , ad .

securities thrust in plain sight in their
overcoat pockets. Don 't discuss your
plans over the telephone. One telephone
talk by a financial man cost his firm
$ 700 ,000.”
A large number of New York City
financial institutions were represented
at the meeting.
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The Work of the Paying Teller

and denominations of currency,

Of Interest to All Who Come in Contact With the Bank in

understand the correlative func

Any Way

tions of the money department
of the Federal Reserve Banks.
The book is written in such a

THE PAYING TELLER': DEPART- department of the Chase Na
Bank of New York at the
MENT. By Glenn G . Munn. tional
time of writing. He is now a
New York : The Bankers lecturer for two of the chapters
Publishing Company. 186 of the American Institute of
Banking.
pages. 64/2 x 41/2. $ 1.25 .

clear, non-technical style that

it can easily be read by the
business man who daily draws,
accepts, deposits or cashes
instruments at the
various
The duties of the paying tell

ALTHOUGH some attention has er entail responsibility of a
been given to the paying teller's high order and his acts are sur
department by several books rounded by a variety of busi

bank , often with little real
understanding of what respon
sibility continues, or what pro
dealing with banking subjects, ness customs, laws and legal tection he has after he affixes
never before has a volume ex decisions, the observance of his signature as maker, ac

clusively devoted to this depart :
safeguard ceptor or indorser. For this
act
ment appeared . The books re which
against loss. asThea non -obsery reason we recommend the book
ferred to have not attempted to ance of these practices and cus highly for anyone in business,
place at the disposal of the toms is almost certain to result and in this connection it is in
paying teller, certification, in losses to the bank, and for teresting to read what the
check, money and shipping those employees of the bank Office Eoonomist said in a re
clerks a complete compendium who aspire to become paying view of the book recently :

of the information over which

tellers this book will serve as an

they should have complete mas

excellent guide in mastering the
tery.
very important fundamentals of
This volume therefore en the position , the knowledge of
deavors to present in a practi
will prevent unfortunate
calmanner the functions of the which
experiences.
In the second printing of The
paying teller and related departments in every phase, Paying Teller's Department op
whether they occur in a city portunity was taken to add the
or country bank. It can be used Negotiable Instruments Law .
as a reference book to which the and the story of the money de
officers, paying tellers and other partment of the Cleveland Fed
clerks may turn for guidance in eral Reserve Bank as appen
answering questions which con dices. The Negotiable Instru
to ments Law , now adopted
stantly arise with regard
regard to
cashing checks, certifications, throughout all the states (with
reserve requirements, supply certain variations) is the basic
and disposition of money, tests law of banking. While every
for counterfeit money and bank officer and employee
raised bills, shipping currency should be thoroughly conversant

This is a most interesting book.
We have never been a paying
teller ; we never expect to be one.
But we read the “ Paying Teller 's
Department with a great deal of
zest and Interest. The facts about
any man ' s job are interesting and
reason
worth while it for no other under
than that they help us to
stand what the other fellow is up
against. • • •
The pages on the handling of
checks at the window are inter
esting and worth the reading of
every one who handles a bank
the
account. . . Incidentally
layman picks up bits of interest
from
reading
the
ing information

of these pages.

complete explana

Besides

the
tion of the paying teller's duties
in this handy volume, the ap
pendices which are given here
will be found of help to the

etc.
The book is an outgrowth of

with its contents, it seemed reader :
logical to place it in the first of
Appendices : 1. Digest of Court
actual contact and experience, the “ Bank Department Series”. Decisions
Showing Llability of
both with the operations of the Since the Federal Reserve Bank to Drawer for Certain Ir
in Certified , Altered ,
paying teller and related de Banks have now assumed the regularities
Forged, Post- Dated and Stopped
partments and in presenting
the material and problems in-

functions of the sub -treasuries
and supplies of money are fur

the author, Glenn G . Munn , was

paying tellers whose duty it is

connected with the personnel

to provide their institutions

volved to classes in banking, as nished by them , it is fitting that
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Shop Talk

THE BANKER and his pro- We have received many let
fession are often spoken

ters of congratulation on the

slightingly of in fiction, publication of The Romance
newspapers, humor columns,
cartoons, etc . Some good
suggestions on how the
banks might overcome this

and Tragedy of Banking,
and to see what those who
have already purchased this
book have to say about it we

tendency were given in an are sure is of far more in
article in the June issue of terest to Book Talks read
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE.

ers than anything we might

These quips and jokes that
published in the fall, is to be we
familiar with are
added to our Bank Depart madearethrough
in
ment Series. This book will most cases, of ignorance,
the work of
cover the women's depart
ment in the bank , and will banking , and for that reason
be the first book entirely de the educative advertising

have to say about it our
selves. The following are
examples of letters that we

ANOTHER new book , to be

have received . W . G . Edens,
a Chicago banker, has writ

ten :
I am of the firm conviction

many banks are doing
voted to this subject. As that
now will eliminate these

that your book should be read

the women 's department is
one of the newer branches in

prejudices in time. Apropos

not only by the more mature
bankers of the t'nited States,

of this, we were interested
in coming across the follow

banker in America.

ing lines from Success by

but have a decided influence for

the banking field this new
book on the organization of
such a department will be of

but certainly by every young
better banking

It cannot
stricter

ob
great help to those banks Samuel Hopkins Adams servance of theand
national bank
that are contemplating or which show that all fiction ing laws and sound banking
ganizing this department, writers have not fallen into practice.

and will no doubt have many the habit of using an

C. Russell Arnold , a

absconding cashier as repre-

banker in Chester, Pa., has

ments that have already

sentative of the bank in the expressed his opinion clev

been started .

home town , and incidentally

erly :

give sound advice to the

I have read it through with
much interest, in fact, some
parts
of it a second
time. It is
entertainingly
and interestingly
written and should make bad
bankers good and good bankers

bank employee:
THE AUTHOR is Viss Anne

. . . . " I got it from a man

Seward , manager of the

who made himself a bank presi

women's department of the dent in seven years.”
Hamilton

National Bank ,

New York . Miss Seward is

well known in banking cir
cles and is one of the ever
increasing group of women

who are turning to the

“ Yes? How did he do that?” better .
From James Trimble , of
“ He started by reading
everything he could find about Washington , D . C ., came the
money and coinage and stocks following :
and bonds and other financial
paper. He told me that it was
ncredible the things that finan cial experts didn 't know about

banking field . Before be
coming associated with the
Hamilton National Bank , their own business -- the deep
Miss Seward was with the
travel bureau at the Paris

office of the Park Union
Banking Corporation of

New York.

It hardly seemed possible to
me that so fascinating a book
could be written upon a subject
embracing historical facts SO

prosaic as that of banking . This

will be of great value as
down things — and that he work
a complete history of our Na
guessed it was so with any tional Banking System from its

business. He got on top by

organization , and will serve as

really knowing the things that an invaluable guide in the fu
everybody was supposed to ture to all connected with the
know ."
Treasury Department.

" I believe this book should be read by all young bank officers just coming into positions
of rosponsibility and trust in order that they may have the bonefit of so many historical
cases as a guidance to thom in their work." F . O . WETMORE, President First National Bank ,

Chicago, Illi.

The Romance and Tragedy of Banking
A New Book by Thomas P. Kane

Late Deputy Comptroller of the Currency
- HE story of national banking since the Civil War, how the system was
first put into operation and how it has been administered , is told in the

pages of this extremely interesting book . A chapter is devoted to each

Comptroller of the Currency, and therein is given his biography and all that
occurred during his administration . The opinion of one of the leading
bankers of the country in the extract from his letter to us, given above,
demonstrates the value of the book to all those engaged in banking .
The volume is written in an easy, readable style with particular emphasis

laid on the human side of banking, the vivid personalities that have held the
stage in the banking drama of the past half century being described . An

interesting feature of thebook is its graphic description of the events leading

up to many of the most famous bank failures. The causes of such failures
are always of vital interest to bank executives and these inside stories of

famous disasters should prove particularly valuable.

Price $ 5 .00
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dends; Zimri Dwiggins chain of
banks; Chemical National Bank

and its branch in the Exposition
grounds; First national bank
organized ; Organization of the
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Book Reviews
ENOLIX MANUAL FOR Busi- ESSENTIALS OF Economics. By
NESS. By Robert Winternitz
and P. T. Cherington . Chi

cago: A . W . Shaw Co. $1.00.
MANY WRITTEN business mes

Fred R . Palrchild . New
York : American Book Com
pany. $ 1.60.
A BOOK on economics written

sages fail and fail essentially
because they are vague, incom plete, forbidding in form , dif

in the language of the high
school pupil and illustrated and

to understand. This book shows

starting in business this book

especially how to keep clear of

would be a good one to begin

diagranied within his compre
ficult to read and more difficult hension . For the young person

New Books
HANDBOOK OF BULNESS COR
RESPONDENCE. By Samuel R

Hall. A reference work cov
ering the principles and prac
tice of letter writing for
business purposes. McGraw
Hill. $5.00 .
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING. By Wil
mot Lippincott McGraw
Hill. $ 5.
MATERIALS FOR THE STUDY OF
BANKING. By James D .

these errors. It tells what ex- with in his study of economics, Magee. Prentice -Hall. $5.
pressions should be avoided, as the more simple and readily LETTERS ON PRACTICAL BANK
what abbreviations, omissions

understandable a study is in the

and contractions are objection - ' beginning, the more easily
easily the
able and provides the rules to interest of the student will be
follow to make your business held throughout the later books
writing clear, readable and on the subject. For this reason
more effective.

This manual which is en
dorsed by the educational com mittee of the Associated Ad
vertising Clubs of the World , is
designed especially for the busi
ness executive who is anxious to
improve the quality of his writ -

ten English . Briefly it outlines

we recommend the book.

THE GENTLEMAN FROM SAN
FRANCISCO AND OTHER STORIES.
By I. A . Bunin . New York :

Thomas Seltzer.
THE FIRST story in this book

gives the book its title. The

the principles of applying good other stories are “Gentle
English to business and deals Breathing" . “ Kasimir Stan with the fundamentals of sen islavovitch" and " Son ". The
tence structure, punctuation , translations were made by D .
grammar, spelling and con
H . Lawrence, S. S. Koteliansky
nectives. Special attention is and Leonard Woolf.

ING. By John Brunton.
Longmans, Green Co . $ 2.50.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE ; The Fi
nancing Mechanism of Inter

national Commerce . By Ed
gar S . Furniss. Houghton
Mifflin . $2.50.
ESSENTIALS OF ECONOMICS. By
Fred R . Fairchild. American
Book Co. $ 1.60 .

Money. By W . T. Foster and
W . Catchings. Houghton

Mifflin. $3.50.
THE BUSINESS LETTER ; Its
Principles and Problems. By

Carl A . Naether. Appleton.
INTERNATIONAL

EXCHANGE,

NORMAL AND ABNORMAL. By

given to the common forms of

Thomas York. Ronald Press.

business writing, including let

$5 .
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS or INDUS

ters, advertising copy and re

ports.
The table of contents suggests
the scope of the book : Part I

- Principles: Introduction ; The
Subject ; Tle Reader ; Variety

How to Order

and Individuality ; Organiza

Orders for booksmen
tioned in Book Talks

tion ; Paragraphing ; Part II

will be promptly filled
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on receipt of the price
indicated .
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Spelling ; Connectives; Part III
--- Types of Business Writing :
Letters; Advertising Copy ; Re
ports; Appendix containing
rules

for

choosing suitable

type; rules for layout of copy ;
proof-readers' marks ; how to

determine the dimension of a
cut; estimating quantity of
work ; how to find weights of
paper ; type measurement, etc.

Books listed on thelast
page of Book Talks will
be sent on five days

TRIAL PENSION SYSTEMS. By
Luther Conant, Jr. Macmil
lan $ 1.75. Discusses the fun
damental principles under

lying the pension problem and
system of cumulative paid -up
takes up a consideration of a

annuities.
RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOP
MENTS IN RUSSIA. By Harold

Westergaard. Oxford Univ.
Press $ 2.50 .
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The July Bankers Magazine contains
Paying and Receiving Functions
By Glenn G . Munn
W

HAT points should a receiving teller observe in taking a deposit?
W What is meant by (a ) direct cash letter, (b ) indirect cash letter,
(c) transit remittance letter, and ( d ) collection letter? What is the
"unit" system of paying and receiving and what are the advantages of
this system ? Will a paying teller be legally protected if he pays a
check that is (a ) undated , (b ) postdated, (c) two years old, (d )
written in lead pencil, (e ) different in amount in words and figures,
(f) " stopped” , etc.? These are a few of the questions discussed by

GLENN G . MUNN in article IV of " A Reading Course in Banking” ,
under the head of PAYING AND RECEIVING FUNCTIONS.

IN the argument and discussion which has followed the establishment
1 of "par collection” of bank checks under the Federal Reserve
System , little attention has been given to the difference between the
exchange charge made by the bank upon which the item is drawn and

the charge made by the bank which merely acts as an intermediate or
collecting agent. Much has been said regarding the charge of the paying
bank, but comparatively little concerning that of the bank which , as a
collecting agent, receives an "out-of-town" item from a customer for im
mediate credit or cash ; ROBERT C . TEARE of the Illinois Merchants
Trust Company, considers this neglected phase, in his article
THE EXCHANGE CHARGE OF THE COLLECTING BANK .

DOW can the manager of a department get the most out of his
11 workers? T. N . T ., one of the best known writers in the banking
field , tells in a very human short story, THOSE GIRLS ON THE
INDIVIDUAL BOOKS, of the troubles of Jim Brannon , in charge of
the individual books, and how Jim both solved a very important problem
in departmental management, yet won the lasting good -will and loyalty

of those working under him .
THE amount of money that was saved, ought to have been saved, or

I was not saved, by workmen , has been the subject of much discussion
throughout the entire post-war inflation period and the depression which
followed . The Union Trust Company of Cleveland, after two years of
hard -earned experience, is now operating in a large number of Cleve

land factories, an industrial savings plan which enables the factory or
shop worker to save conveniently and systematically right at his place
of employment. Read DON KNOWLTON'S interesting story of the
“Save at the Shop Plan " in the July issue, HOW MUCH DO WORK
MEN SAVE :
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The Question Box

Exchange by Deutsch (London
pub .) ; Primer of Foreign Ex
change by Spalding ( Pitman ) ;

On this page every month questions relating to bank
ing and financial books will be answered . Books marked
with a star will be sent on approval to any bank or

International Exchange by Pat
terson (Alex. Ham . In.) ; For

banker. Books not starred will be sent on receipt of
the amount indicated . Make checks payable to The
Bankers Publishing Company, 71 Murray Street, New

Guide (Guttag Bros.) ; Foreign
Exchange- Before, During and

York .

After the War by Gregory

eign Currency and Exchange

(Oxford Univ. Press ).
QUESTION : I have at
some time seen a chart

QUESTION : Can you
sociations ($ 7.50 ). Write to H .
Rosenthal, 15 West Sixth street , tell mewhat books have been
Cincinnati

for

information

published

on

fingerprints

which shows the various about the book .

and handwriting ? - J. T .

functions of the bank from
the president to the lowest

us from a banker in Pennsyl

( The above question came to

QUESTION: Our bank
know has recently opened aa for
positions. Do youI know
for -

vania . Banks in quarters of
cities where the foreign popula

where I might get such a eign exchange department tion is large use finger prints as
and I have been given the means of identification for
chart ? - B . F . B .
ANSWER : The New York chance to be head of the de those having accounts . As such
Chapter of the American Insti partment. I have not studied use is constantly spreading, we
tute of Banking uses as one of
its text books an Outline in

the subject for some time,

are passing on this list of books
on the subject for all who may

Bank Organization and Admin

that is, since leaving college. be interested.)

istration . On page 25 of this
book is a bank organization

Could you give me a list of
books on foreign exchange ?

ANSWER : Books on finger
printing: Finger Print Instruc

chart.

--- P . D . B .

tion (Evans) ; Finger Prints

ANSWER : Here is a list of
the books on foreign exchange.

Simplified by J. H . Holt; Fin
ger Print Evidence (Supt. of

QUESTION : What books

are there that will explain

for me the work of the pay
ing teller's department ? L . T. D .

; Finger Prints
It would be well for you to Documents)
(Reed ); Finger Print Civil

examine them if possible at a
public library in order to get
the more advanced ones on the
subject as there are both ele

ANSWER : There is one
and advanced books in
book on the subject, The Paying mentary
the list.
Department
Teller's
* by Glenn
Domestic and Foreign Ex
G . Munn ($ 1.25 ). A chapter change by Cross (MacMillan ) ;
on the paying teller's work is Banking and Credit by Dewey
given in The Practical Work of and Shugrue (Ronald Press ) ;
a Bank* by Kniffin ($ 5.00 ) ; and Foreign Exchange by Owen
a part of vol. 3 of Westerfield 's (Century ) ; Foreign Exchange

Banking Principles and Prac
tice covers this department.

by York

Service Examination

Instrue

tion (Civil Service Chronicle) .
Books on handwriting: Char

acter Indicated by Handwriting
by R . Baughan ; Handwriting
Secrets Explained

(Regan ) :

Classification and Identification
of Handwriting by Lee and

Abbey ; Graphology and the
Psychology of Handwriting
(Warwick & York ) ; Graphology
by H . J. Von Hagen ; Revela

(Ronald Press) ; tion of Character in Handwrit

Problems in Foreign Exchange

ing (Remont) ; Applied Graph

by Shugrue (Appleton ) ; For

ology by A . J. Smith .

QUESTION : Can you eign Exchange by Whitaker
(Appleton ) ; International Ex
change
by York (Ronald IF ANY reader of Book TALKs
books published on building
) ; Modern Foreign Ex - has in mind some banking or
and loan associations?-- - Press
change by Gonzales (Ham - business subject that he would
give me the names of any
H. D.

mond) ; Foreign Exchange Ex -

like to know more about, write

ANSWER : The only book we plained by Escher (Macmilknow of is the Cyclopedia of lan ) ; Elements of Foreign Ex -

to the Editor who will be glad
to give a list of hooks that

Building, Loan and Savings 43- change* hy Escher ( Bankers

cover the subject.
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Some Books for Bankers

NEW YORK

Paying Teller's Department

The Romance and Tragedy of Banking
By THOMAS P. KANE, late Deputy

By GLENN G . Munn, lecturor, New

York Chapter, American Instituto of
Comptroller of the Currency.
Banking.
$5 .00
Over 600 pages.
The author of this book was connected
$ 1.25
144 pages.
with the Comptroller 's office for thirty -six Presents in a practical manner the functions
vears. had known personally most of the of the paying teller and related departments
Comptrollers of the Currency , and was inti in every phase — whether they occur in a
mately acquainted with the many incidents, city or country bank, or in the East or West.
both romantic and tragic , that have taken It is intended as a reference book to which
place in the banking world during his term the officers, paying tellers and other clerks
of office. In this volume he tells the inside may turn for guidance in answering ques
story of hundreds of interesting incidents. tions which constantly arise with regard to
A chapter is devoted to the administration cashing checks, certifications, reserve re
quirements, supply and disposition of money ,
of cach Comptroller.
tests for counterfeit money and raised bills,

shipping currency, etc.

Bank Credit Methods and Practice
By THOMAS J. KAVANAUGH , vice

Bank Directors

prosident Mississippi Valley Trust
Company of St. Louis and lecturer on
credits at St. Louis University .
Second edition. 241 pages. IL
$ 2.50
lustrated with forms.
An accurate description of the operation of
a credit department in a modern bank, show
ing how credits are passed upon by the bank
executive and how essential information is
kept on file. It is useful not only to the
banker but also to the business executive
who is interested in learning the banker's

Written to explain in simple outline just how
directors should proceed with an examina
tion of their bank. This book tells how to
appraise the assets ; verify the cash ; verify
exchanges for the clearing-house ; check up
loans and discounts ; examine items such as
bonds and securities, bank building, furni
ture and fixtures, real estate, etc.

attitude on credit risks.

MacGregor's Book of Bank Advertising

By O . W . BIRCKHEAD, formor national
bank examiner.
75 pages.

$1.25

By T. D .MACGREGOR, vice-presidont E .

Bank Agricultural Department

Bird Wilson , Inc.

By R . A . WARD, general manager Pa
cific Coöperativo Woolgrowers ; form erly vice-president First National
$ 1.25
Bank of Bend, Ore.
This book shows the bank serving an agricultural district how to organize a special department to serve the farming interests of
the community . It tells why a service of this
kind is profitable for the bank and how it
can be of help to the bank's customers .

400 pages.
$ 5.00
A complete treatise on bank advertising
from every angle. The most exhaustive book
on the subject yet published , it is really a
cyclopedia of bank and trust company ad
vertising. It contains thousands of para
graphs which can be used as actual material
for building banking, trust, investment and
safe deposit advertising.

Practical Work of a Bank
Bank Credit Investigator

By William H . KNIFFIN , Je.

By RUSSELL F. PRUDDEN
200 pages.

$ 1.50

Exact, definite and practical information in
as concise a manner as possible as to what
problems the young man may expect to meet
in a bank credit department. In the chap ters will be found information and advice
as to the steps to be taken in a credit in vestigation and analyzation of a credit risk.

600 pages. Fully illustrated and
indexed .
$5 .00
There isn't a single practical banking prob
lem or detail of modern bank administration
that this book doesn 't take up carefully and
describe in detail . Tells how to increase
the efficiency of a bank - how to make the
work run more smoothly - how to get the
most out of equipment.

See last page

Bankers Publishing Company, 71 Murray Street, New York

How to Build a Banking Library
W

ITH a very small investment it is pos
Realizing that it is difficult to decide on
sible for any bank or banker to ac- the suitability of a banking book without
cumulate a useful and practical library of an actual examination of the book. itself, the
books pertaining to the immediate problems Bankers Publishing Company has adopted
of bank administration .

For the individual banker such a library
means the increased efficiency which comes

an approval system which enables any bank
or banker to send for any of its publications
on five days' examination, at the expiration

from keeping well informed. For the bank of which time the booksmay be returned or
as an institution the maintenance of such a

a remittance sent if they are satisfactory .

library means giving to members of the

These terms apply only on orders from

staff the means of increasing their useful

ness through increased knowledge. Every points within the United States. Orders
bank, no matter how small, should have a from outside the United States must be ac
companied by cash (New York Exchange).
library of banking books.
It is not necessary to purchase a complete A refund will be made on all foreign orders
library at one time. Books can be accumu if books are not satisfactory, provided they
lated gradually , a few each month. In a are returned to us within five days of re
surprisingly short time & well-rounded cipr.
library can be built up .
The approval privilege is extended only

The books described in these pages were to banks or to bankers who should state

all written to be of practical value to the their banking connections when ordering.
banker in the solution of his every-day prob- Orders from customers who are not bankers
lems. They contain no theory or guess work

should be accompanied by cash, which will

but the tried -out conclusion of writers who

be refunded if the books are not satisfac

have learned from actual experience.

tory and are returned within five days.

- - - - - -

- - - - -

- - -

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

-

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY — 71 Murray Street, New York
You may send me on approval the books checked below . At the end of five days I

will pay you the amount indicated or return to you.
I

Bank Credit Investigator ............... $1.50

I

Bank Credit Methodsand Practice .....

I
I

Bank Agricultural Department.........
Bank Deposit Building ............

[[

Pane and Analysis of
] Commercial
Commercial
Paper
Credit Statements . . . . .

T

New Business Department............... $1.25
] PracticalWork of a Bank ............... $5.00

[

[

] Bank Directors........

$1.25

[

[
[

Bank Window Advertising ........... $3.00
] Book of Bank Advertising ........... $5.00

[

$2.50

Paying Teller's Department.............
] Romance and Tragedy of Banking...... $5.00

[ ] Trust Companies.........

$5.00

Name
(Please print)
Bank
Address
N . B . Thisapproval privilege is restricted to banks and bankers. Stato your banking connection.
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other points the relation of the

A New Book on Foreign Exchange

Federal Reserve Act to the ex

Subject is Discussed With Problemsof Business Men in Mind
as well as Questions of National Policy

change market. In the last
pages in which dollar exchange

Foreign Exchange. The Finan -

is discussed, the author com
His first chapter naturally is ments on the question as

cing Mechanism of Interna- given over to an explanation of to whether the New York mar
nature and use of bills of ket will ever take precedence
tional Commerce . By Edgar the
exchange, defining them , ex - over London .
S. Furniss. Boston : Hough -

ton Mifflin Company. $2.50.
PROFESSOR FURNISS' clear and
well-proportioned account of

plaining the banking relations
created by foreign bills of excounts of the bankers in foreign

The rapid expansion of the
foreign trade of the l'nited
States, coupled with the abnor
mal conditions of the exchange

exchange are cleared . From

markets of the world , has in

change and telling how the ac

the subject of foreign ex

creased on one hand the im
portance of foreign bills in the
transaction of business, and on
the other, the problem of na
tional welfare and national
policy which are the especial
concern of the student. And
University and his book will expenditures, immigrants re this volume brings into greater
naturally appeal to the student mittances and the like, short prominence these somewhat
of this subject whether he is in term loans between financial neglected aspects of the sub
ject. Without neglecting the
a school of commerce or in busi cen
this chapter the reader is led
change should go far toward to one on demand and supply
correcting the common impres- of bills of exchange which
sion that there is something takes up such subjects as in
peculiarly mysterious about it. ternational trade in securities,
Mr. Furniss is assistant profes international payments of in sor of political economy at Yale terest and dividends, travelers'

ness at present
and studying
Chapters on rates of exchange banking mechanism through
angre for his own follow , in which the determin - 'which the bills of exchange
knowledge and advancement.
ing factors,market fluctuations, pass, the attempt has been made
The author places books on specie points, gold exchange to bring the discussion to bear
foreign exchange in two classes, standard, arbitrage, specula- upon the problems of the busi
first, those that are made up of tion , reaction of the rates on ness man concerned with for
purely technical details, such as
monetary standards, commer-

the currents of trade, silver ex changes, embargo on gold , and

eign trade, as well as upon the
broader questions of national

all other sub -topics related to policy.
In stating and developing the
the subject are discussed.
Bankers bills of exchange, basic principles of the subject,
subject obscure by entangling commercial bills, letters of the author has assumed through
it with the intricate problems credit, and other formsof bank necessity a normal state of the
of the general theory of inter- credit each have entire chap- exchange market, such as exist

cial laws, stamp taxes, exchange
books that tend to make the
rates, etc., and second, those

national trade. So he has
avoided the two extremes by

ters devoted to them . Foreign investments and the ex-

ed prior to the war. This
method of treatment does not,

leaving out technical detail on

change markets are explained however, place the book out of
i relation to present-day prob
making the subject very clear
The last three chapters are lems of the exchange markets.
through keeping close to con - given to the exchange market, Wherever significant changes
crete realities. Proof of the the London market being dis- have taken place in the practice
latter is given in the simple, cussed first with an explanation of the markets, allusion has
clear way in which the author of the position of the Bank of been made to these changes at
develops his subject, giving England rate in the market, appropriate points in the text
many illustrations and stories and the book is closed with as a means of emphasizing and
of actual transactions in order the discussion of the New qualifying the normal prac
the one hand, yet on the other

as well.

to make clear all points.

York market, giving among

tices.

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE - BOOK TALKS
BOOK TALKS now in preparation , which portunity for servicewithout
EVELYN M . PRICE, Editor

is to be published early this
fall.

delay. Every time you help

Monthly Book Section

advance the bank's interests

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE

you help yourself. Your ad

vance is contingent upon

71-73 Murray St., New York

“ Nor long ago a bank of whether or not your bank
fered a reward for each em prospers and goes ahead” .
ployee who would make ac

AUGUST 1923

ceptable suggestions where
by the bank could eliminate
SINCE CREDIT is the founda- waste in the use of supplies, THERE ARE SO very few
tion of all business , The save time and labor in the books on trust companies

Shop Talk

Bank Credit Investigator by
Russell F . Prudden will be

operation of its bookkeeping
system , improve its service

found of interest to business
credit men as well as bank

to patrons, or increase its
business . The offer of $ 5

that it will not take you long

to decide that Clay Her
rick’s Trust Companies,
Their Organization , Growth

credit men . In proof of this

for every suggestion that
read what the Drug and could be used ' started some and Management published
Chemical Markets, a paper thing' in the bank. Em by the BANKERS Publishing
of that trade, has to say ployees soon were asking COMPANY is one of the com
I. plete books on the subject

about Mr. Prudden 's book :

themselves, 'How

An entertaining book on bank
customs in relation to credit.

eliminate waste in my de-

Not one chapter is dull and
many are positively fascinating

can

which every trust company

partment ? How can I needs. Order it on approval
eliminate duplication in my by using the coupon on the
work ?

In what way can I

last page of Book TALKs .

in the detail with which the

author points out the way to
learn whether the commercial
paper of a firm or company is
Al or N .G . The frankness with
which Mr. Prudden discusses

improve service to my pa
trons, and what can I sug
gest that will help the bank
to secure new business ?' ”

SOME

BANKERS

complain

that their safe deposit vaults

the way to interview a note

do not seem to pay .

And

broker or the credit man of a
rival bank is refreshing, amus
ing and instructive. Every

W . R . MOREHOUSE in his

that they could be played up

business man will read the book
with interest and gain informa-

latest book , How to Succeed
in the Bank , tells in the in -

in the daily advertising.
which usually gives only the

tion of value.

Every bank

library needs the book for ref

yet they never seem to think

troduction how he began his formal notice, such as “ Safe
Deposit Vaults”. In Mac
gives his advice throughout regor's Book of Bank Ad
the book in a snappy, read
able style on just what the vertising a chapter of 25

erence and for its employees.

banking career and then

“ THE DIFFERENT Anne
Seward” is the title of an

title says - how to succeed in
the bank . The paragraph

pages tells just how to ad
vertise a safe deposit de

article in the August num -

above is quoted from

the

partment, vaults and serv

ber

book , and he goes on to say :

ice, gives reproductions of

of

" Success"

which

sketches some of the experi-

" Do not wait for the man -

good safe deposit advertise

ences of the author of the

ager of your bank to offer a

ments, and also gives many

new volume on “ The Wom
en's Department in Banks”

reward for work of this paragraphs that will be a
kind, but seize every op - help in preparing copy.

A Book for Every
Country Bank
LTERE is a book that tells the

11 country bank how to organize
and operate a special department
to be of service to agricultural de

positors. What the New Business
Department is to the city bank the
Agricultural Department is to the

country bank.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

The Bank Agricultural
Department

Bank Agricultural Ser.
vice
be
Organizing the

De

is written by R . A . Ward , General Manager
of the Pacific Co-operative Woolgrowers and

formerly vice-president of the First National

partment

Planning a Program of
Work

Bank of Bend, Oregon .
In this book Mr. Ward gives many con
crete examples of how a country bank can
serve its community and build its own de

Using the Agricultural posits by the operation of its Agricultural
Survey

Increased Crop Pro
duction Campaign
Livestock

Department
Country banks and students of agriculture
will find this little book both interesting and
instructive.

Improve .

ment Project

Order your copy today by signing and
mailing the coupon below .

Members' Agreement
for Cow Testing As
sociation

Boys' and Girls' Clubs
Advertising and Pub
licity

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
71 Murray St., New York .
You may send me on five days' approval a
copy of " The Bank Agricultural Department "
by R . A . Ward . At the end of five days I will
either return the book or remit $ 1 . 25 .
Name
Bank

Banker - Farmer Ac- !

Address

tivities
N . B . Sent on toapproval
to banks and bankers
state your banking connection .

only .

Be sure

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE - BOOK TALKS
Book Reviews
NEW YORK Laws AFFECTING
Busixess CorroRATIONS. Re
rised to October 1, 1923. Con taining the Amendments of
the Legislative Session which

hangs about a man's fondness
for the sport. The book will
general corporation law refer- appeal to every golfer with a
ring exclusively to stock cor sense of humor.
porations have been revised and
transferred to the stock cor DOCTOR Jouxson : a Play. By
A . Edward Newton . Boston :
poration law ; so that all sub

adjourned May 4, 1923.

ject matter exclusively affecting

Fourth edition . New York :
United States Corporation

stock corporations after Octo
ber 1 will be found in the

Company. $2.00.

stock corporation law .

latest Newton book, the text of

Tus PAMPHLET furnishes an -

COTTON AND THE COTTON MAR

nually, upon the adjournment

KET. By W . Hustace Hub

which is truly and quite literal
ly of the eighteenth century

of the New York legislature,

all the valid statutes relating to

bard. New York : D . Appleton
& Co., $3.50.

private business corporations.
They include the business
corporations law , the general

ing exposition of how cotton is

corporation law , the stock cor
poration law , the provisions of
the tax law applicable to pri

vate business corporations, the
uniform

stock

transfer act,

provisions of the penal code re

The Atlantic Monthly Press.
ALL LOVERS of eighteenth -cen
tury literature will welcome this

phases of cotton cultivation, a

Doctor Johnson is the central
figure, with nearly every word
of the dialogue drawn from
Boswell, the Doctor's letters
and other contemporary sources.
Included in the cast are Sir
Joshua Reynolds, David Gar
rick , Boswell, OliverGoldsmith

subject rendered especially im

Mrs. Wuffington and other well

THIS BOOK gives a very inform
raised and how it is marketed .

First the author discusses all

known characters. One finishes
by the boll weevil. Secondly , the little play with a genuine
there is sketched the machinery love for the brusque and at

portant by the problems raised

lating to monopolies, and the used to market the bales, in times course- grained principal,
provisions of the general busi cluding a study of the ware but his death leaves one with a
ness law relating to fraudulent houses
in the lump in one's throat and in en
practices in respect to stocks, South, ofandall compresses
Southern
mer tire agreement with Sir Joshua
the
bonds and other securities; also chants, and
" Take him for all in all, I
the official recording and filing doing futureof the methods of --shall
not look upon his like
contract
business
a
fees, together with a synoptic
again " .
exchanges
large
three
on
.
analysis in which the relation Thirdly, there is carefully

ship of the various corporation

studied the manner in which
laws, and their provisions, are merchants
use the future con
coördinated and digested - all
comprehensively indexed.

tract system to protect them

New Books
APPLIED PERSONNEL PROCEDI' RE.

against market risks, the
By Frank E . Weakly . Me
In this edition , the amend selves
" hedging" . Finally , Graw
so-called
-Hill. $ 2.00 .
ments of the last legislature, there is consideration
effective October 1, have been subject of speculation of the
PRINCIP
LES
OF ECONOMICS. By
its
in
identified by marginal notes. connection with cotton market
Arthur L . Faubel. Harcourt,

These amendments amount sub
stantially to a revision . The
stock corporation law has been
completely revised and rear
ranged. The entire business
corporations law , with the ex
ception of five sections which
relate to district steam corpora tions, to water companies and
to real estate improvement
companies, has been repealed
and the sections relating to organizations, to consolidation
and to coöperative corporations
have been revised and inserted
in the stock corporation law .
Pikewise, the sections of the

ing

Brace . $ 1.60. An elemen
tary text book

for high

schools and colleges. A new
LYRICS OF THE LINKs. By
treatme
nt. 1. Desire, value
Francis B . Keene. New
and exchange ; 2. Production
York : D . Appleton & Co.
and distribution .
Tue POETRY, sentiment and PRACTICAL FEDEBAL INCOME
humor of golf is what one finds
Tax PROCEDURE. By James V'.
in this little book . The author's
Giblin . 5th rev. Ed. Seaver
poems on the game have won
Howland Press. $6 .00.
for him the title of “ Laureate
A condensation of existing
of the Links” - and this collec- tax regulations and important
tion of them is filled with the decisions ; together with a sup
characteristic humor that flour- plementary chapter, new 1922
ishes where gather the addicts corporation return , form 1120 :
of the game and with some- released by Treasury Depart
thing of the sentiment, too , that ment, February 12, 1923 .
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Bankers Guide Book

BANKING

By W . R. MOREHOUSE

Questions 403-413
Q . 403. Has any individual a right to engage
in the banking business

THIS book contains 1190 questions and

A . 403. In the absence of any statutory pro

Price $3.00

vision , the business of banking is open to all in

1 answers carefully classified and indexed ,

dividuals.
State Bk. v. San Francisco, 142 Cal. 276 .
Q . 404. Has a corporation the right to en .
gage in the banking business

of which 999 pertain to practical banking
problems which are apt to arise any day in
your work . The other 191 questions and

A . 404. A corporation cannot engage in the

banking business unless the power to do so is
granted in its charter or in the statute under
which it is incorporated .

McCarter v. Imperial Trustee Co., 72 N . J. L .42.
Q . 405 . Has the legislature the power to reg.

ulate and control the business of banking i
A . 405. Because of the nature of the business
of banking , and its relation to the fiscal affairs
"he Dannia ho lagi-labawa may daw the no

answers deal with bank business building
methods and service. As can be seen in the
reproduction of one of the pages here, legal

citations to leading court cases accompany
the answers. John E . Brady, editor of THE
BANKING LAW JOURNAL , collaborated
with the author in the preparation of the
book .

This will be a valuable reference book for
every banker, and is especially adapted for

educational work among employees (a special price being given when ordered in
quantity ) . To order, use the coupon on the last page of “ Book Talks" , writing in the

name of this book .

A Handy Volumewith Flexible Cover

Bankers Publishing Co., . . . 71 Murray St., New York
A Reading Course in Banking
Series Appearing in THE BANKERS MAGAZINE of interest to Bank Employees
New READERS of Book TALKS
who may not know of the reading course in banking which is
now a department of The
BANKERS MAGAZINE will be in terested in learning just what
the author of this series of
articles is covering.
His first article was intro -

facilities. He did this in an
extremely interesting way by
showing how a young man just
entering business comes to need
different banking services as his
life goes along, from establish
ing his own business to creat
ing an estate.
Article IV

work of the transit department.
The subject of " par collection ”
is also brought up.
This series will run for some
time in THE BANKERS MAGA
ZINE. An extensive outline is
given at the beginning, and a
reading assignment, supple

explained the mentary reading and from

ductory and treated of barter
and money , showing how credit
finally came to be used for the
carrying on of business.

“Receiving and Paying Func- twenty to thirty questions are
tions" of the bank . In begin - always given at the end of each
ning his explanation of the month 's article.

The second article, appearing
in the May issue was entitled,
“ The Fundamentals of Credit" ,

author chose these functions with the Chase National Bank
first because it is there that of New York and author of
depositors first come in contact The Paying Teller's Depart

direct work of the bank , the

Glenn G . Munn, formerly

and dealt with the nature and with the bank, and the tellers ment is conducting this series.
kinds of credit, particularly are in a good position to “ sell” You can order the back num
bank credit.
their bank to the public.
bers of the magazine that you
“ Bank Organization and
The next article covers the may have missed, firsť sending
Functions" was the title of the subject of " Collections, Tran- for a sample copy, if you wish ,

third of the series, in which the sits and Transfers”. It dis- in order to see whether the
author showed the origin of cusses the collection and clear course will be helpful and in
the need for particular banking ing of checks and explains the teresting.

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE - BOOK TALKS
Bank Dignity Gone To Seed
W . R . Morehouse Shows How Bank Dignity Keeps Bank
Deposits Down
VE FRIEND Andrew arrived

“Well, no- only to the three

on the Limited at 4 p . m . I

that ar: losing business, because

“ Then it is my opinion that
the three banks referred to as
losing lusiness will continue to

lose as long as your son clings
to the old dignified method of
conducting your business."

took him to dinner, and after they need his attention most.”
“ You don 't mean that bank
wards we retired to my den to
" Whatkind ofmanagers have dignity ' is driving business
smoke and talk over " old vou for the banks which you say away, do you ?”
times". It was a surprise to me are making headway ?"
“ In your case, it most cer
to learn that three years ago
" They are all good bankers, tainly is."
my guest sold his chain of lum rather easy- going and inclined
“ Let me explain : Banks lo
ber mills and invested the pro to be accommodating, and cate on prominent corners for
ceeds in bank stock . He now

everybody speakswell of them .” the same reason that they build
buildings and finish
" All right. Now pardon me, magnificent
controls eight, although he Andrew
their offices in expensive mar
being
little
just
for
,
a
takes no active part in the man
how does your son bles and woods. Simply to
agement,
entrusting this to his personalregard the dignity of the bank create favorable comment and
son .
attract new business. Isn 't
Naturally I soon found that ing profession ?"
so ?”
his heart and soul are centered
“Well, just before I left that
" Exactly."
owns stock in twenty banks and

in the banking business; and

home he was telling me how

interested in the

much he regretted to see our

since I am

bankers losing their oldtime
changed views on this subject dignity . He said , I remember,
with great pleasure.
that he didn't approve of the
" I want a suggestion from advertising our competitors
you, Will", my guest began. " I were doing in order to get
am heavily interested in three business.”
banks in particular, two of
“ Then I may assume that
which are located in cities of your son belongs to the class
banking business myself, we ex

about 50,000 population and the
other in a city of 30 ,000, and

of bankers who still cling to
the old traditional idea that a

“ Keeping up appearances has
always had the tendency to
make our bankers dignified , a
fact which you have observed ,
I am sure. Now tell me, what
is it that stands between your
son and the patrons of those
three banks and makes him

hard to approach for advice or
anything else ? Isn 't it his bank

dignity?"

these three banks are doing no bank must be ultra -dignified ?”
And Mr. Morehouse has a
more than just holding their
" Yes, I guess that is a good
great deal more to say about
own. They are centrally lo - way to express it."
"bank dignity" in the remainder
cated ; the bank buildings are
of the first chapter of his book,
modern , and their equipments
“ Bank Deposit Building”, of
are better than the average.
which the lines given above are
Other banks in the same towns
a part. He gives of his entire
How
to
Order
creditab
gains
show
le
in de
experience in telling many ways
posits
these three
, and

yet

banks show a loss. My son,
of whom I spoke a few mo
ments ago, is giving these three

tioned in Book Talks

to build bank deposits. He
does not use this conversational
style throughout the book , as

banks his personal attention ,

will be promptly filled

he gets right down to facts in

and still deposits are shrinking

which I also own the control,
notwithstanding the fact that

on receipt of the price
indicated.
Bookslisted on the last
page of Book Talks will
be sent on five days

lay the book aside.

their 'lay-outs' are old and out

approval to any bank

of date, are steadily gaining in

or banker .

-- somehow the people don 't re
spond. Several other banks in

deposits. Now , can you tell me
what is the matter ?"

Orders for books men .

If you wish to order this

“ Does your son give his per

Book Department
BankersPublishingCo.

sonal attention to all the banks

71 Murray St., New York

you mention ?" I asked.

his second chapter, but every
line is written in just as in
teresting and entertaining a
style. You will find it hard to

book (on approval to banks

and bankers) use the conven
ient coupon on the last page
of Book TALKS.

BANKERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
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Some Books for Bankers a

NE York

NE PORO

The Romance and Tragedy of Banking
Paying Teller' s Department
By Glenn G . Munn , lecturer, Now
By THOMAS P. Kane, late Deputy
York Chaptor, Amorican Instituto of
$ 1.25
Presents in a practical manner the functions
of the paying teller and related departments
in every phase — whether they occur in a
city or country bank, or in the East or West.
It is intended as a reference book to which
the officers, paying tellers and other clerks
may turn for guidance in answering ques
tions which constantly arise with regard to
cashing checks, certifications, reserve re
quirements, supply and disposition of money,
tests for counterfeit money and raised bills,
shipping currency, etc.
Bank ByCreditMethodsand
Practice
Thomas J. KAVANAUGH , vice- Rank Directore
president Mississippi Valley Trust
By O . W . BIRCKHEAD , former national
Company of St. Louis and lecturer on
bank examiner.
credits at St. Louis University.
$ 1.25
pages.
Second edition . 241 pages. IL Written to 75explain
in
simple
outline
just
how
lustrated with forms.
$ 2.50 directors should proceed with an examina
An accurate description of the operation of tion
of their bank . This book tells how to
a credit department in a modern bank, show appraise
; verify the cash ; verify
ing how credits are passed upon by the bank exchanges theforassets
the clearing-house ; check up
executive and how essential information is loans and discounts
; examine items such as
kept on file . It is useful not only to the
and securities, bank building, furni
banker but also to the business executive bonds
who is interested in learning the banker's ture and fixtures, real estate, etc.

Comptroller of the Currency .
$5 .00
600 pages.
The authoOver
r of this book was connected
with the Comptroller 's office for thirty -six
years . had known personally most of the
Comptrollers of the Currency , and was inti
mately acquainted with the many incidents,
both romantic and tragic, that have taken
place in the banking world during his term
of office . In this volume he tells the inside
story of hundreds of interesting incidents.
A chapter is devoted to the administration
of each Comptroller .

attitude on credit risks.

Banking.
144 pages .

MacGregor's
Book of Bank Advertising
By T. D . MacGregor , vice-president E .

Bank Agricultural Department
By R . A . Ward, general manager Pa
cific Coöperative Woolgrowers; form erly vice-president First National
Bank of Bend, Ore. .
$ 1.25
This book shows the bank serving an agricultural district how to organize a special department to serve the farming interests of
the community . It tells why a service of this
kind is profitable for the bank and how it

Bird Wilson , Inc.
$5 .00
400 pages.
' A complete treatise on bank advertising
from every angle. The most exhaustive book
on the subject yet published , it is really a
cyclopedia of bank and trust company ad
vertising. It contains thousands of para
graphs which can be used as actual material
for building banking, trust, investment and
safe deposit advertising.

can be of help to the bank's customers.

Practical Work of a Bank
Bank Credit Investigator
By RUSSELL F . PRUDDEN

$ 1.50
as concise a manner as possible as to what
problems the young man may expect to meet
in a bank credit department. In the chap
ters will be found information and advice
as to the steps to be taken in a credit in vestigation and analyzation of a credit risk.
200 pages.
Exact, definite
and practical information in

By WILLIAM H . KNIFFIN , JR.
600 pages. Fully illustrated and
indexed .
$6 .00
There isn't a single practical banking prob
lem or detail of modern bank administration
that this book doesn 't take up carefully and
describe in detail. Tells how to increase
the efficiency of a bank - how to make the
work run more smoothly - how to get the
most out of equipment.

See last page

Bankers Publishing Company, 71 Murray Street, New York

How to Build a Banking Library
W

ITH a very small investment it is pos

Realizing that it is difficult to decide on

sible for any bank or banker to ac- the suitability of a banking book without
cumulate a useful and practical library of an actual examination of the book itself, the
books pertaining to the immediate problems Bankers Publishing Company has adopted
of bank administration.
an approval system which enables any bank
For the individual banker such a library

or banker to send for any of its publications

means the increased efficiency which comes on five days' examination , at the expiration
from keeping well informed . For the bank of which time the books may be returned or
as an institution the maintenance of such &

a remittance sent if they are satisfactory.

library means giving to members of the
These terms apply only on orders from
staff the means of increasing their useful
ness through increased knowledge. Every points within the United States. Ordors
bank, no matter how small, should have a from outside the United States must be ac
companied by cash (New York Exchange).
library of banking books.
It is not necessary to purchase a complete A refund will be made on all foreign orders
library at one time. Books can be accumu if books are not satisfactory, provided they
lated gradually, a few each month. In a are returned to us within five days of re
surprisingly short time a well- rounded ceipt.
ceipt.
library can be built up.
The approval privilege is extended only
The books described in these pages were

to banks or to bankers who should state

all written to be of practical value to the their banking connections when ordering.

banker in the solution of his every-day prob- Orders from customers who are not bankers
lems. They contain no theory or guess work should be accompanied by cash, which will
but the tried -out conclusion of writers who be refunded if the books are not satisfac

tory and are returned within five days. .

have learned from actual experience.
- - - - - -

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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-

-
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BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY — 71 Murray Street, New York
You may send me on approval the books checked below . At the end of five days I
will pay you the amount indicated or return to you .

I

Bank Credit Investigator................ $1.50 [ ] Commercial
Paper . .and
of
Credit Statements
. . . . . Analysis
... . ..
..

$ 2 . 50

Bank Credit Methods and Practice ..... $2.50
[
[
[

[

] Bank Agricultural Department .........
] Bank Deposit Building ........... . . .

Bank Directors.....
] Bank Window Advertising ...........
Book of Bank Advertising . . . .

New Business Department.............
. ..

$ 1. 25

PracticalWork of a Bank . . .

$5.00

$ 4 . 00

$1.25 [

Paying Teller's Department............. $1.25

$3.00 [ ] Romance and TragedyofBanking......
$5.00 [

Trust Companies..........

$ 5 . 00

$5.00
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Organizing the New Business Department

business are accomplished and
is illustrated by forms.

First-hand Knowledge of How to Solve the Problem of Getting
New Business for the Bank

The central card file which
of the entire work of the de

THE NEW BUSINESS DEPART- many bankers and advertising

partment is explained in chap

MENT: Its Organization and
Operation in a Modern Bank.
By T . D . MacGregor. New
York : Bankers Publishing Com
pany. Price, $ 1.25..

the author believes is the heart

men . He is familiar with the ter V . This file has both nega

many problems of getting new

tive and positive uses in the

business for financial institu

analysis of accounts, cutting out
waste and pointing the way to
greater profits. It enables the
department to tell quickly
where to direct its efforts to
get the best results from pres

tions, has a first-hand knowl
edge of how to solve them , and
The third edition of “ The gives through the medium of
New Business Department” his book the results of his ex
has just been published. The perience.
It is not necessary for a bank
book has been completely re

ent customers. Other chapters
to have in mind the organiza- are given to handling the ac
and has many additions,making tion of a large new business de counts, getting leads from in
it now a book of 127 pages. partment in order to make use quiries, a follow -up system , and
Most of the new material has of this handbook , as its in finally chapter IX gives many
vised and brought up -to -date

come under the heading of the
last chapter as many additional
new business ideas and suggestions for gaining new accounts

formation is of just as much new ideas and suggestions.
A good follow -up system may
interest and benefit to those
smaller banks who wish to mean the difference between
build up their institutions, the success and failure for a new

are given there.

book being full of ideas and

This book is

suggestions which the officer in
other published work on the charge of publicity and new
subject, and as a complete, business can use to advantage.
In the first chapter the author
concise description of how to
its

61

business campaign .

The out

line of a typical follow -up plan
is given in this book , with an
instance of how in one year
over $ 4,000,000 initial deposits

conduct a publicity and new tells the purpose of the new were received by use of this
business department in any business department ; in the sec- methed.
bank , large or small, it will ond he gives the sources of new
In an appendix are short ar
serve as an excellent guide.
The important thing in start-

business , such as prospects from
present patrons, leads from

ticles on the new business de

ing out to get new business for
the bank is to effect some kind

various departments, affiliations
of directors and stockholders,

the country written by the
heads of those departments,

partments of banks throughout

outside the

covering the following topics:

The third chapter

New Business and Analysis of

of organization and then make

prospects from

systematic rather than desul-

bank , etc .

tory or spasmodic efforts to de-

discusses the relations with

Accounts (National City Bank ,

velop present customers and get

other departments, and about

New

new ones. " The New Business
Department” shows how to or-

new business department should

try Bank (Bank of New Rich

ganize such a department and

act as an interpreter in helping mond, Wis.) ; New Business
the various departments to ex Suggestions (Guaranty Trust

then gives numerous suggestions as to how to keep it going

York ) ; Applying New

press themselves, to explain to

and Savings Bank , Los An

The many new

the public what they have to

geles) ; New

business-getting plans described

offer, should act as a salesman

(Cleveland Trust Company) ;

successfully .

Business

Aids

are not confined to those em - in convincing prospective cus How the New Business Depart
tomers".
ment Functions (Guaranty

ployed by one institution . The
author's long and successful
experience in every phase

Chapter IV explains the ma- Trust Company, New York ) ;
chinery by which the manifold Keeping Track of New Busi

of finarcial advertising has objects of a typical depart - ness (Union and Planters Bank
brought him into contact with ment of publicity and new and Trust Co., Memphis ).
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BOOK TALKS on the organization of a with their newspapers or
EVELYN M . PRICE, Editor
Monthly Book Section
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71-73 Murray St., New York

women' s department for the

conversations, lost in their

benefit of other banks that own thoughts. But while the
may be contemplating add - mind is occupied the eye is
ing such a department to
their services.

also busy. Many persons

seeing a bank 's car card

daily for weeks, eventually
go to that bank totally un
aware
the fact that it was
Miss SEWARD says that the carof card
Shop Talk
that directed
many bankers at various their steps. Car cards must
Too MUCH cannot be said conventions and by letter
SEPTEMBER 1923

.

seen . The eye must find
about the duty of the bank have said to her, “ We be
a
lodgment.
Travel where
to make itself a familiar in have wanted to organize a
stitution to women . Need

it may, it eventually rests

holding that place can alter
the fact that she is there.
It is then up to the bank to
familiarize women with the

in starting the work , but as lustration discussed in Mac
Book of Bank Ad
it takes a great deal of her Gregor's
vertising
in the chapter on
time, and is impossible to do advertising mediums.
in all cases because of

women 's department for on the car card . If your
less to say the woman of some time, but just how bank
yet used this
today has taken her place in should we go about it - how mediumhasn't
advertising you
of
business beside the man and can we get the women in the
no arguments in favor of or bank ? ” She has often taken will find the nature and
against the way she may be trips to banks to help out character of the copy and il

work of the institution be handling her own depart
cause the bank is the gainer ment, she has now put all
thereby. Women of inde her experience in a book so IN A LETTER to T. P . Kane,
pendent incomes in many that every bank in the coun the author of The Romance
cases manage their own af try may have the benefit and Tragedy of Banking,
fairs today, and the bank of it .
just before his death , a
banker friend in Marion ,

ought to be at their right
hand ready to give advice ;
women in business have to
put aside their money for
the rainy day. Both should
be helped to invest their

For those who use the new
You have, as I was sure you
text-book the work of es would , given us a most re
tablishing this now indis markable and interesting his
of our national banking
pensable department of the tory
system and you write with a

money in the soundest se -

modern bank will be a sim -

curities.

ple matter, as Miss Seward

other one has had an oppor

tells exactly how to do it

tunity to attain . I have never

even to the minutest detail.

read a book with greater in
terest or which has given me

Miss Anne Seward as man

Va., wrote :

personal knowledge which no

more pleasure. It is a fascin

ager of the women 's depart

ating story written in a plain ,

ment of the Hamilton Na

practical, every-day style . You

tional Bank , New York , has ARE car cards read ? They
always aimed to reach these are, by millions. Fre

have treated every official dis

two groups of women to

not hesitate to criticise when

quently

the observer may

cussed with fairness and yet do
necessary and always give rea

bring in new business for her gain the opposite impres sons to show your criticism
bank and has written a book sion . To him the passen just. I congratulate you on
(now in the printer's hands) gers may seem listless , busy your accomplishment.

“ Opportunity never knocks at the door of the young bunker who

has folded his arms, seated himself in a comfortable chair, and is
waiting for something to happen . Opportunity is for those who

are on the lookout for something more responsible to do.” —
W . R . MOREHOUSE.

How to Succeed in the Bank

- --

-

--

A New Book by W . R . MOREHOUSE
Price $ 2 ,50
OUBTLESS you have noticed the tendency of passengers to block
the rear platform of our city street cars. You have observed
that many people take a step or two and stop , others wedge them
selves in the aisle behind them . Periodically the conductor in
desperation calls out, “ Please move up front" . No one moves.
* Plenty of room up front" , he urges this time more emphatically than
before, and finally a passenger or two work their way forward in the

car. This condition compares favorably with the business situation

-

-

today.

Bankers are calling for competent young men and
women, and yet only a limited number are responding.
The latest book of this favorite author on banking subjects, W . R .
Morehouse, frankly discusses with bank employees such important sub

jects relating to daily work and daily contact with fellow workers, as
salaries, promotions, fitness, punctuality, permanency, brains, work,

service, personal appearance, broken promises, foolish notions and
twenty or more just as interesting subjects. Mr.Morehouse writes from
experience. For twenty years he has been in close personal contact
with bank employees . He knows what it takes to succeed . Beginning
in 1902 as bookkeeper and janitor in a small country bank , he today
occupies the position of vice-president in the Security Trust and Savings

Bank of Los Angeles, with resources exceeding $ 165,000,000 . He
knowswhat the banker is looking for in the men and women who will
go ahead in the banking field .
Every bank employee should
have a copy.

Every bank ex -

I

I enclose $2.50 for a copy of “ How to Succeed in
the Bank " by Morehouse.

For the banks wishing to pre
-

sent copies to their employees
a special price will be quoted

Bankers Publishing Company
71 Murray Street, New York

ecutive should see that each
employee has a copy.

Name. . .. ... . .. . .
Bank . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .

on request.
Address. .. .
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plains in brief compass some of
Book Reviews
CROWELL 'S DICTIONARY OF BusiNESS AND FINANCE. A Com
plete Guide to Business,
Financial and Legal Terms
New York: Thomas Y . Crow ell Company. $ 3.50 net.
moet
This book is perhaps the most
complete and comprehensive
work of its kind that has yet
been offered to the public. It

business terms so that the sub-

the leading changes which have
occurred in the English mone

ject is not only clearly defined , tary system during recent years,

but thoroughly analyzed . It is
aimed to be complete and selfsustaining , giving the clearest
and most explicit information
on a wide range of business

and relates them to the condi
tions and principles of pre-war
practice . The scope of the book
is shown by its chapter headings
as follows: Elements of Mon

topics.

etary

The work proceeds alphabeti.
cally, the items being listed in
will be invaluable to the busi bold -face type, and the defininess man and executive. It has tions themselves being given in
been in preparation for a con clear, non -technical language.
siderable period, during which Each definition is intended to
time a constant effort wasmade be self-supporting, but wher
to include every sort of fact re ever necessary, cross-references
lating to business and finance still further aid the reader to

Theory ;

Quantitative

Theory and Its Relation to
Prices ; Position and Functions
of the Bank of England ; The
New Finance ; From Inflation
to Deflation ; The Departed
Gold Standard ; The Present
Position .

which could possibly be of use develop any given topic.
for those for whom it is in
tended.

Although called a " diction
ary" , it is really encyclopedic in
character as articles of several

Pamphlets Received
CURRENCY AND CREDIT. Before
WHAT
IS THE SAFEST MUNICIPAL
and Since 1914. By Hubert
Blake, London : Effiingham
Wilson

hundred words in length are It will be noted that this is an
often given in explanation of English publication. It ex

Bond? An analysis laying
special emphasis upon the
legal phases of the subject.

Remick, Hodges & Co., New
York .

* Bankers Guide Book

BANKING .

BANKING

By W . R. MOREHOUSE

Questions 403 -413
Q. 403. Has any individual a right to engage
in the banking business
A . 403. In the absence of any statutory pro
vision , the business of banking is open to all in
dividuals.

State Bk. v. San Francisco , 142 Cal. 276 .
Q. 404. Has a corporation the right to en
gage in the banking business ?
A . 404. A corporation cannot engage in the
banking business unless the power to do so is
granted in its charter or in the statute under
which it is incorporated .

McCarter v. Imperial Trustee Co., 72 N . J. L.42.
Q . 405. Has the legislature the power to reg.

ulate and control the business of banking ?
A . 405 . Because of the nature of the business

of banking, and its relation to the fiscal affairs
he parole " he lastnina may
day
the na

Price $ 3.00
THIS book contains 1190 questions and
| answers carefully classified and indexed,
of which 999 pertain to practical banking
problems which are apt to arise any day in
your work . The other 191 questions and
answers and
dealservice.
business
with bank
methods
As can
be seenbuilding
in the

reproduction of one of the pages here, legal
citations to leading court cases accompany
the answers. John E . Brady, editor of THE
BANKING LAW JOURNAL , collaborated

with the author in the preparation of the
book.
This will be a valuable reference book for

every banker, and is especially adapted for
educational work among employees (a special price being given when ordered in
quantity ). To order, use the coupon on the last page of " Book Talks" , writing in the
name of this book .

A Handy Volume with Flexible Cover

Bankers Publishing Co., . . . 71 Murray St., New York

For Bankers

The Bankers Magazine
BANKERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
NEW YORK

In the September Issue
WHAT FOREIGN TRADE MEANS TO AMERICA
That foreign demand for American merchandise, or the lack of it, has a far
reaching effect on our daily life is shown by Allan B . Cook in this article.

LABOR BANKS AND CAPITAL
John Walker Harrington who has made a close and accurate study of labor's
activities in the establishment and building of a chain of efficiently organized
and operated banks discusses this subject.

ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF THE CREDIT DEPARTMENT
The author invites the consideration of the "middle-sized ” city bankers to his
outline of the credit department.

NEW ACCOUNT Doo -DADS AND THEIR DANGERS
If a novelty is used to get prospects for your bank be sure the prospects
become sold on the bank, not the novelty.

CLEARING HOUSES
Article VI of the reading course in banking which appears monthly in
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE.

OTHER FEATURES
Sections of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE are always devoted to editorial comment,
banking and commercial law , banking publicity, international news, interesting
personal notes about the country's bankers and new bank buildings.

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK
-

-

-

-- -

-

-

-

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE,
71 Murray St., New York

Please send me a copy of the September issue of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE and put me

down for a year's subscription , billing me $5. If I like the September number which is sent to
me without obligation on my part, I will pay the bill- if not I will notify you to cancel
the subscription .
Name
Bank

........

.. ..

Address ..... ... . .. .. . .
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program . This is more often
seen by the banker who is look

Service is the Bank's Commodity
Advertising and Good-will Value
How STRANGE it is that more
bankers do not realize that
service is the only commodity
which they have for sale, and
whether it is good and efficient,

of the Agricultural Department
on the work differ considerably
among banks, but there are
certain well-defined principles
and approved practices which
it is advisable for any bank to

or poor and inefficient, determines to a large extent the
success of their institutions.
With the present safeguards
which our laws throw around
banking, the difference inn the
quality of service is about all
that makes one bank more de-

follow .
For various reasons the agri
cultural departments of a few
banks have been unsuccessful,
failure usually being traced to
placing
the wrong
man inin
wrong man
placing the
charge of the work . Too many
bankers have imagined that this

sirable than another.

work can be handled by an

The banker has only to
look about him in the business world to realize the im
portant place that the giv
ing of good service occupies
in the successful business en terprise. Railroads, agricultural implement concerns, fertilizer manufacturers, pack -

agricultural college graduate
without any business experi-

ers and kindred industries
maintain complete agricultural
departments and bureaus sim ply to supply good service to
their patrons. The employment
of agricultural experts costs
these concerns many thousands
of dollars annually. Yet they

find it good business to carry

ing five or ten years ahead
point of view — than by the

one who has the long-term

average citizen, but the benefit
which may be derived from con
structive work of this character
is becoming increasingly evi
dent to thinking people every

where. The banker who estab
lishes this work impresses the
banking fraternity , the farming
public and his townspeople as a

constructive banker and leader
ne

in community welfare.

If you have been interested

Toto

ence. This is a mistake.
Other banks lost their agriculturists during the war, and
since that time several of the
State Farm Bureaus and other
agricultural organizations have
attracted bank agriculturists to
their staffs by paying larger
salaries than the average coun try bank can afford. But during 1920 and 1921 numerous
banks have started the work
and many more contemplate
taking it up as soon as they
can locate suitable men .

in the above article you will be
glad to know that it is the first

chapter of The Bank Agricul
tural Department entitled
" Bank Agricultural Service"
After the author shows the
need of such a department
in country banks he tells
in the second and subse
quent chapters just how to
go about organizing the depart
ment, giving all the informa
tion he has gained in his agri
cultural work .
R . A . Ward , the author, was
formerly vice-president of the
First National Bank of Bend,

The department fills a real Ore., was a member of the agri

on this work , even though they need in the country banking
may handle a product that sells field . Aside from its advertiswell upon its merits and with ing and publicity value, by
out the assistance of one of which it may be the means of
these facilitating bureaus.
attracting and securing con The advertising and good -will siderable new business, it provalue of an agricultural depart- motes the right kind of feeling
ment to these concerns and to between the agricultural and
banks is an item of considerable banking fraternities. In these

cultural committee of the Ore
gon Bankers Association , and
is now general manager of the
Pacific Co -operative Wool
growers. His book is one of
the series on bank departments
that is being published by the
Bankers Publishing Company.

trade value and commercial im - days of radical tendencies this
In the June issue of THE
is a worth -while asset and the BANKERS MAGAZINE there ap
recognized for some time by agricultural department may be peared an interesting article,
means preventing discon progressive
portance. This fact has been

of
and far-seeing the
“ An Adventure in Publicity " ,
bankers, and as a natural con- tent, which would be damaging on what an advertisement on
sequence the agricultural de- to the banks and to the com - " happy, healthy little pigs" did
partment has entered the bank - munity as well.
for a country bank along the

The real direct and tangible
ing field during the past few
years.
benefits to be secured from the
At the present time some activities of an agricultural de

line of creating good -will . THE
BANKERS MAGAZINE from time
to time publishes such articles

thirty -five banks employ agri- partment consist in the creation
culturists and maintain some of new wealth that comes as a
kind of agricultural depart result of carrying out the

which tie up with the new co
operation that the bank agri
cultural department is starting

ment. The methods of carrying bank's agricultural development between the banker and farmer.

BANKERS

PUBLISHING
COMPANY
NOV vona

Some Books for Bankers

The Romance and Tragedy of Banking
By Thomas P. Kane, late Deputy
Comptroller of the Currency.
$ 5 .00
book was connected
The authorOverof 600thispages.
with the Comptroller 's office for thirty -six
years, had known personally most of the
Comptrollers of the Currency , and was inti
mately acquainted with the many incidents,
both romantic and tragic, that have taken
place in the banking world during his term
of office. In this volume he tells the inside
.
story of hundreds of interesting incidents
A chapter is devoted to the administration
of each Comptroller .

Bank Credit Methods and Practice
By THOMAS J. KAVANAUGH , vice
president Mississippi Valley Trust
Company of St. Louis and lecturer on
credits at St. Louis University.
Second edition. 241 pages. IL
lustrated with forms.
$ 2.50
An accurate description of the operation of
a credit department in a modern bank, show
ing how credits are passed upon by the bank
executive and how essential information is
kept on file. It is useful not only to the
banker but also to the business executive
who is interested in learning the banker's
attitude on credit risks.

Bank Agricultural Department
By R . A . WARD, general manager Pa
cific Coöperative Woolgrowers ; form
orly vice-president First National
$ 1.25
Bank of Bend , Ore.
This book shows the bank serving an agricultural district how to organize a special department to serve the farming interests of
The community. It tells why a service of this
kind is profitable for the bank and how it

BANKERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY
NEY WORK

Paying Teller's Department
By GLENN G . Munn, lecturer, Now
York Chapter, Amorican Institute of
Banking.
144 pages.

$ 1.25

Presents in a practical manner the functions
of the paying teller and related departments
in every phase-- whether they occur in a
city or country bank, or in the East or West.
It is intended as a reference book to which
the officers, paying tellers and other clerks
may turn for guidance in answering ques
tions which constantly arise with regard to
cashing checks, certifications, reserve re
quirements, supply and disposition of money,
tests for counterfeit money and raised bills ,
shipping currency, etc.

Bank Directors
By O . W . BIRCKHEAD , former national
bank examiner.
75 pages.
$ 1.25
Written to explain in simple outline just how
directors should proceed with an examina
tion of their bank . This book tells how to
appraise the assets ; verify the cash ; verify
exchanges for the clearing-house ; check up
loans and discounts ; examine items such as
bonds and securities, bank building, furni
ture and fixtures, real estate, etc.

MacGregor's Book of Bank Advertising
By T. D .MacGREGOR, vice-president E .
Bird Wilson , Inc.
$5 .00
400 pages.
A complete treatise on bank advertising
from every angle. The most exhaustive book
on the subject yet published , it is really a
cyclopedia of bank and trust company ad
vertising. It contains thousands of para
graphs which can be used as actual material
for building banking, trust, investment and
safe deposit advertising.

can be of help to the bank 's customers.

Practical Work of a Bank
Bank Credit Investigator

By WILLIAM H . KNIFFIN , JR.
600 pages. Fully illustrated and
$ 5 .00
indexed .
$ 1.50
200 pages.
Exact, definite and practical information in There isn 't a single practical banking prob
as concise a manner as possible as to what lem or detail of modern bank administration
problems the young man may expect to meet that this book doesn't take up carefully and
in a bank credit department. In the chap- describe in detail. Tells how to increase
ters will be found information and advice the efficiency of a bank - how to make the
as to the steps to be taken in a credit in - work run more smoothly - how to get the
vestigation and analyzation of a credit risk . most out of equipment.
See last page

By RUSSELL F . PBUDDEN

Bankers Publishing Company, 71 Murray Street, New York

How to Build a Banking Library
W

ITH a very small investment it is pos
Realizing that it is difficult to decide on
sible for any bank or banker to ac- the suitability of a banking book without
cumulate a useful and practical library of an actual examination of the book itself, the
books pertaining to the immediate problems Bankers Publishing Company has adopted
an approval system which enables any bank

of bank administration.

For the individual banker such a library or banker to send for any of its publications
means the increased efficiency which comes on five day's' examination , at the expiration
from keeping well informed . For the bank

of which time the books may be returned or

as an institution the maintenance of such a a remittance sent if they are satisfactory.
library means giving to members of the
These terms apply only on orders from
staff the means of increasing their useful points
within the United States. Orders

ness through increased knowledge. Every from outside the United States must be ac
bank, no matter how small, should have a

companied by cash (New York Exchange).
library of banking books.
refund will be made on all foreign orders
It is not necessary to purchase a complete ifA books
are not satisfactory, provided they
library at one time. Books can be accumu
surprisingly short time a well-rounded

are returned to us within five days of re
ceipt.

library can be built up .
The books described in these pages were

to banks or to bankers who should state

lated gradually, a few each month . In a

The approval privilege is extended only

all written to be of practical value to the their banking connections when ordering.
banker in the solution of his every-day prob- Orders from customers who are not bankers
lems. They contain no theory or guess work

should be accompanied by cash , which will

but the tried -out conclusion of writers who be refunded if the books are not satisfac
tory and are returned within five days.
have learned from actual experience.
- - - - -

- - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - -

- -

-

-

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY - 71 Murray Street, New York
You may send me on approval the books checked below . ' At the end of five days I
will pay you the amount indicated or return to you .
[

ſ

Commercial
Paper and Analysis of
Credit Statements . . . . . . . .

I
I

I

] Bank Deposit Building ................. $4.00
$1.25
Bank Directors..........
Bank Window Advertising
$3.00 [

New Business Department.............. $1.25
PracticalWork of a Bank .......... . 5 .
PayingTeller's Department............. $1.25
Romance and Tragedy of Banking...... $5.00

[

] Book of Bank Advertising .... ........ .. $5.00

[

Trust Companies. .... ..... ... . .. . ..... .. $5.00

I

] Bank Credit Investigator ............... $1.50

Bank Credit Methods and Practice .....

Bank AgriculturalDepartment......... $1.25

[

Name

-- - -

-

(Please print)

Bank
Address . - -

-

- -- - - - - --

N . B . - This approval privilege is restricted to banks and bankers,

State your banking connection.
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Are You Doing Bank Credit Work ?

chapter takes up interviewing

A Book the Young Banker Should Not Be Without; And of In

second, interviewing the banker
and a third , interviewing trade

terest To All Who Come In Contact With the Bank
THE BANK CREDIT INVESTIGATOR.

By Russell F. Prudden. New
York : The Bankers Publish

ing Company. $1.50.

has been written for those who

want to start in bank credit

commercial paper brokers, a
houses. A reviewer of the book
said of these chapters : “ The
frankness with which Mr. Prud

work, that is the young man or den discusses the way to inter
woman who wishes to take up view a note broker or the credit
that kind of work , or for those man of a rival bank is refresh
already in the bank who may be ing, amusing and instructive ".

THE WORK of the bank, it has going to have charge of a credit
The last chapter takes up
been aptly said, may be divided depart
ment about to be organ - summarizing the investigation ,
into three parts, namely - ob ized . The
information contained shows the value of a summary,
taining money on deposit, put in the book
will also help any suggests forms, and emphasizes
ting it out at work , and watch
man who receives the need of constructive criti
ing it while working. Every business
credit from the bank to under
bank, no matter how large or

small, has these functions al
though they may be more or
less divided and apparently

stand the banker's point-of

view .

cism , sound judgment and cour
tesy in this very important part

of bank work .

DETAILED CONTENTS

concealed in many ways. Any
one who has had banking ex

The organization of the credit

perience either as a depositor

department is thoroughly ex

has to do with the third func

Of the greatest importance in

" THE CREDIT MONTHLY" SAYS
Credit managers will find the

or emplovee. has a general plained in the first two chapters. book of use in training the
knowledge of the first two A chart with this chapter helps members of their staffs so that
operations, and for that reason the reader to visualize what is they may avoid the errors that
this book is confined to the given in the text about division come from inexperience. The
Credit Monthly in a favorable
bank 's credit department, which al responsibility.

review made the statement that

this department is the filing “ though designed as a com
for beginners, it will
bank's money while it is work system . The credit informa pendium
tion , in its entirety and ar- prove to be refreshing reading
ing.
ranged so that it can be quickly for the 'old' credit man who ,
COMPLETE FILES NECESSARY
read , must be available at any though he has read scores of
time. The third chapter de books and articles on the sub
Practically
tion — that of watching the

every commercial
bank , regardless of size, has a
credit department. This department may not be known by
such a name and in the case of
the snaller banks, it may be
represented by the cashier who
has a multitude of other duties

systems,
scribes various filing systems.
tells how to make up the credit
folder, gives the duties of the
iction of
file clerk and a reproduction
a loan and discount card .
Agency reports are discussed
in one chapter, and the elements
of accounting in the following

to perform as well. But no

two. The chapters on state

bank can operate to the best

ment analysis are well illus

ject of bank credit, can only
Jec
profit by such a skillful survey

of the field as that given by the
author.”
author.' The Credit Monthly
is the official organ of the
Credit
Creant Men's Association and

speaks with
wit authority on credit
matters.

The volume is pocket size and
consists
of 192 pages, illustrated
advantage without complete trated and each item of the bal
credit information , at least on ance sheet is given special at with forms and attractively
its own customers. The suc- tention .
bound in brown buckram . It is
cess or failure of a bank de
sent on approval to banks and
INTERVIEWING
bankers and can be conveniently
pends on how it selects its

risks.

The latter half of the book is

ordered by using the coupon on

The Bank Credit Investigator!!! given over to interviewing. One the last page of Book Talks.
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LET us remind our readers list of them below . Wewill
again that we are always be glad to send a copy of any
glad to send comprehensive of them , without charge of
circulars on our books to course , to anyone who is in

them on request so that they terested in

the subjects

71-73Murray St., New York

may know just what each

named .

OCTOBER 1923

book covers before ordering.

The Daily Balance — the
Country Banker's Biggest
Problem by Ray E . Bauder ;
How to Determine Banking

Shop Talk
A COMPREHENSIVE investiga A BANKER wrote to us durtion of the work being done ing the past month that he
by various banks in agricul wished we would put his
tural development has been name on our Book Talks
made by R . A . Ward andToin list and send the bill to him .

his
book, The Bank Agricul He said that he had been
tural Department, he has using a " second -hand " copy
given concrete examples and from the desk next to him
illustrations of what has every month , but was afraid
theman might forget to
actually been accomplished that
give it to him some month .
by up -to -date banks in farm His
name is now on our list.
ing communities. For the
be in
wants to new
banker
formed who
on everything
in

the banking field this book is
a necessity, as it is the only
one so far published on this
new bank department.

Costs by Thomas C. Jef
feries ; Twenty Per Cent.
Rule or Why Banks Keep a
Part of the Money They
Loan by Glenn G . Munn ;

Trust Departments in Na
tional Banks by Clay Her

rick ; Some Thoughts on
Bank Letters by Roger
Steffan ; Every Bank Its
Own Teacher by Glenn G .
Munn ; Relations Between a

but there was no bill, of Bank and Its Employees by
course, as Book TalkS is

Raleigh

E . Ross : Human

sent to those interested in its Equation in Banking by
Glenn G . Munn.
contents, without charge.

IF YOU can stand being
ONE THOUSAND one hundred talked
to " straight from the
A THIRD edition of The New and nirety questions and an
shoulde
Business Department by T. swers carefully classified house r " then read More
's How to Succeed in
D . MacGregor, completely and indexed, of which 999 the Bank
. Here is what he
revised and with many addi- pertain to practical banking has to say to the bank em

tions, making it now a book problems which are apt to

of 127 pages, has just come arise any day, are contained ployee about study:
Of course, if you are not
in the Bankers Guide Book
off the press.
accusto
to devoting a part
by W . R . Morehouse. This of yourmedspare
time to study

book is especially adapted
preparation for your work ,
In November Book Talks for educational work among and
it will be hard at first for you
we are going to reprint one employees .
to forego supposedly good times
of the interesting incidents
and get down to business. I
that Thomas P . Kane tells
found it so , and I am no ex
ception to the rule . But after
about in his Romance and
Tragedy of Banking. If you WE HAVE on hand reprints you become interested in your
studies and see some of the
have thought that this book of articles that have ap benefits
of knowing your busi

is “ dry as dust” you will peared in The BANKERS ness , you wouldn 't give them up
change your mind by DeDe- MAGAZINE during the past for any of the old amusements
cember.
few years and are giving a you once enjoyed so much .

- -
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-

-
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-
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Bankers Publishing Live

71 Murray Street

NEW YORK

New York

Company

Books of use to bankers, from
officer to clerk , that will increase
efficiency and insure promotion :
MacGregor's BOOK OF BANK
0 ) ADVERTISING is the most ex

1 ) The inside story of hundreds of

interesting incidents in banking,
told by the late Deputy Comptroller of

haustive book on this subject yet pub

the Currency, Thomas P . Kane, in THE

lished . It contains thousands of para

ROMANCE AND

graphs which can be used as actual ma
terial for building banking, trust, invest
ment and safe deposit advertising.

TRAGEDY OF

BANKING has been read and comment
ed favorably upon by banking officials

throughout the country.

71 A book that will be useful not only

Just how bank directors should pro

1 ) to the banker, particularly the be

2 ) ceed with an examination of their
bank is told step by step in BANK
DIRECTORS by O . W . Birckhead ,

ginner, but also to the business executive

former national bank examiner.

METHODS AND PRACTICES by
Thomas J . Kavanaugh . An accurate

interested in learning the banker's atti

tude on credit risks is BANK CREDIT

2 \ Every bank serving an agricultural
D ) district will eventually organize a
special department to serve the farming
interests of the community . THE BANK

description of the operation of a credit
department in a modern bank is given in

its 241 pages, illustrated with forms.

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT by

O Many a young man who has con
0 ) sidered going into credit investiga
tion work has wanted just such a book

R . A . Ward is the first book published on
this subject.

BUSINESS DE

as THE BANK CREDIT INVESTI

4 ) PARTMENT by T . D . MacGregor
has just been completely revised for its
third edition , making it now a book of
127 pages. This book is unique in its

GATOR by Russell F . Prudden . It gives
exact, definite and practical information

A

THE NEW

in as concise a manner as possible as to
what problems the new investigator may
meet in a bank credit department.
O THE PRACTICAL WORK OF A

field and will serve as an excellent guide

when organizing such a department.

> BANK by William H . Kniffin is so
well known among bankers that we won

A reference book to which officers,
v ) paying tellers and other clerks may

der whether there is a bank that has not

turn for guidance in answering questions
that constantly arise with regard to

yet bought a copy. But for those who
haven 't let us say that there isn't a
single practical banking problem or de

cashing checks, certifications, reserve re
quirements, tests for counterfeit money,

etc., is THE PAYING

TELLER'S

tail of modern bank administration that
this book does not describe in detail.

DEPARTMENT by Glenn G . Munn.
BAKARU

POLISHING
COMPANY

For prices and coupon
for ordering

NE FOR

see the last page of
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THE BANKERS MAGAZINE - BOOK TALKS
reparations crisis; the Ruhr
Expedition ; conditions in Rome
JAPAX BUSINESS DIRECTORY FOR ceptance among biologists. Mr. and Italy, etc.
1923. By S. H . Sommerton . Long does not see in nature a GENERATING Economic CYCLES.
Yokohama, Japan : Eastern constant struggle for the sur
By Henry L . Moore. Mac
Commerce. 1085 pages. $7.50. vival of the fittest, but believes
millan . $ 2.50 .

Book Reviews

A monthly trade journal of
the Far East, Eastern Com
merce, has just compiled a

that the different forms of ani
mal life live together in co
operation .

Generating cycles of products
and prices ; the origin of the
eight-year generating cycle;
generating cycles reflected in a
century of prices; the eight
year generating cycle in rela

business directory of Japan, the

first directory of its kind ever

Booklet on China
an all year reference book, list
An economic survey of China tion to its physical cause.
ing only Japanese firms in good has been issued in book form TURKEY, THE GREAT POWERS
financial standing, giving ready
published in that country. It is

AND THE BAGDAD RAILWAY.
information to the business by the Commission on Com
and Marine of the
By Edward M . Earle. Mac
houses who are interested in merce
American
Bankers
Association
.
millan.
$2.25.
doing business in Japan.
presents what is described
The table of contents com It
prises postal information , cables as “ a balanced statement of the
factors of China's
and local telegraph service, outstanding
Question Box
day economic life and
present
weights and measures, Japanese indicates the most probable de
business firms and addresses,
of the immediate QUESTION : What books
phone numbers, line of business velopments
future, particularly with ref can you suggest on home
in detail, and names of pro erence
to American interests”. economics and budget-mak
prietors, names of exporters
classified by the products they

handle ; data on Manchuria ,
Korea, Formosa and Hokkaido.
A limited number of copies

ing for the home for a bank

New Books

that is planning to add this
service to its women 's de
partment ?

THE EXPANSION OF Europe. The ANSWER : The following is a
through the World Wide News
Culmination of Modern His
Association , 303 Fifth Avenue, ' tory. By John R . B . Muir. list of books on these subjects:

of the directory are available

New York City, the American
representatives.

Art of Spending; How to
Houghton Mifflin. $3.50.
Live Better and Save More.
A résumé of the problems American School of Home

of world -politics and of the im Economics. 24 pages (Pub
perial expansion and the im
for the use of banks in
MOTHER NATURE : A STUDY OF perial rivalries of the greater lished
budget
planning. Other good
ANIMAL LIFE AND DEATH . By states of Western civilization, and inexpensive
may
William J. Long. New York : together with the political ideas be obtained frommaterial
the
same
which are implicit in or which source). Business of the House
Harper Bros. $3.00.
Mr. Long, the author of this result from the conquest of the hold . C . W . Taber and others.
book , has based the arguments, world by Western civilization. 438 pages. Getting Your Mon
conclusions and theories which PriNCIPLES OF ADVERTISING. Byey's Worth ; A Book on Erpen
Daniel Starch. A . W . Shaw diture. Isabel E . Lord . 210
he presents in the volume on
pages. Household Accounting
years of observation of animals
Co. $5.00 .
of the wilderness. He quotes
Economics. W . A . Sheaffer.
and
Experiences of hundreds of
numberless incidents to illus advertisers; shows why some 158 pages. Save and Have; 4
trate his reasoning and these campaigns fail; discusses na Book of " Saving Gracer" for
American Homes. 142 pages.
incidents make the book fas
retail, foreign and finan Spending
cinating reading. The book is tional,
the Family Income.
cial advertising.
addressed to the lover of na EUROPE
S
.
Agnes
Donham . 174 pages.
1918. By Her- Successful Family Life on the
ture primarily but its appeal bert ASINCE
. Gibbons. Century . Moderate Income. Mary W .
is even more to the scientist and
$ 3.00.
philosopher, for it challenges
Abel. 251 pages. Thriſt by
some of the basic theories con
A fair statement of the effect Household Accounting and
cerning the laws and methods of the Treaty of Versailles and Weekly Cash Record Accounts.
of nature that have general ac -

other treaties on Europe; the

34 pages.
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In the October (Convention Issue
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION
The Federal Reserve System ; banker-farmer relations; international
relations; domestic relations and all the other important topics that were
discussed at the convention are covered by interesting articles in this issue, as

well as the general proceedings.

SHIFTING OF THE GROUND IN THE EUROPEAN CONTROVERSY
For the last fourteen months, Elmer Youngman, editor of THE BANKERS

MAGAZINE, has been abroad making a careful study of the economic and
financial position of Great Britain and the leading European countries. He
has just returned to the United States. This article sums up his final
impression of the present and probable future state of affairs abroad, with
particular reference to the relations between France and Great Britain .

GRANTING CREDIT
Article VII of the reading course in banking which appears monthly gives
the essentials of credit, the organization of the credit department, sources of
credit information , contents of the folder, and statement analysis.

HELPING DENVER Boys To SAVE MONEY
The Bankers Trust Company of Denver published a booklet on " Forty Ways
Boys Can Earn Money" as they realized that the boys must earn money before
they can save it .

THE MAKING OF A SAVER
How is a " spender” changed into a “ saver" ? Raleigh E . Ross in an enter
taining article tells how one young man was made into a saver, and the
change it made in his life.

OTHER FEATURES
Sections of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE are always devoted to editorial comment,
banking and commercial law , banking publicity, international news, interesting
personal notes about the country's bankers and new bank buildings.

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE ,
71 Murray St., New York
Please send me a copy of the current issue of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE and put me
down for a year' s subscription, billing me $ 5 . If I like the current number which is sent to

me without obligation on my part, I will pay the bill - - if not I will notify you to cancel
the subscription .

Name

Bank
Address
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Paragraphs From The Practical Work of a
Bank

corporations; (b ) accounts
but mostly personal; (c) the

Showing How W . H . Kniffin Explains theMethods and

might be added the general or

Machinery of the Bank

with property, real or personal,
nominal accounts.

To these

THE PAYING TELLER

from the time he received it to

controlling accounts, from which
is made up the statement of

the bank counter, did he win

condition or balance sheet.

WHO HAS not had a check

his case. Had he made out his
own deposit ticket, the error

cashed ?

And who has not

watched the teller quickly
scrutinize it, reach for the bills,

pass them swiftly through his

would not have happened .

BOOKKEEPING OF THE LOAN

EXAMINATIONS AND AUDITS

Bank examinations may be
divided into two classes: (1 )
External

examinations

per

hands, hand them out and
As soon as a loan or discount formed by the Comptroller of
place the check on the spindle ? is accepted the loan records be- the Currency, state banking de
But what happens when you gin to take shape. The note partments, clearing-houses and
pass in a check and say : " Ten
fives and five ones, please, new
bills ” ? What are his mental

processes as he pays your check
and listens to your comment on
the topic of the day ? It looks
so easy - just count money all

day, and go home at three
o'clock - or six ! Nice job this !

No, not a " job", but a position,
for while he was listening to

you he was glancing that check

over. The paying teller pays a

forgery at the bank's peril.
THE RECEIVING TELLER

A doctor went into a bank
and offered for deposit a single

bill, claimed to have been $ 1000 .
The clerk, who had never seen
a bill of that denomination ,
evidently mistook it for a $ 100
bill, made out a ticket, and
gave the doctor credit accord

must be made out and signed . periodical audits by certified
If it is already in signed form , public accountants ; and (2 ) in
as in the case of a discount, it ternal examinations or andits
must be properly indorsed . If made by the bank's auditing
it is a collateralnote with finely staff or public accountants.
printed terms, the bank will in - The latter is in the nature of
sist that the note be on its own an internal audit by an outside
form . If securities are to be de- source, but the audit is by order
livered, they must be brought in of the bank and not by an in
and examined . Having the note dependent supervising body.
in hand we must determine : The most common form of in
When it matures ; the value at ternal audit is the examination
maturity including interest, if by the directors - a bank exam
interest is to run ; the time in ining itself.
days until day of payment, for
interest calculations; the inter
est or the discount, and the
The above collection of para
proceeds. Having determined graphs is taken from " The
the proceeds the amount is Practical Work of a Bank" by
credited to the customer, the in - W . H . Kniffin. This book has
erest to interest account, and long been considered the best
the face amount charged to on this subject. The para
loans and discounts. Tickets graphs have been selected from

for the various entries are sent
ingly. Without looking at his to the several departments ; or
pass-book , the doctor began to in the case of the small bank
check against the account and put through the journal rec

soon found that he had over
drawn the amount. Upon re
ceipt of an overdraft notice he
explained the transaction and

ords.

claimed credit for the addition al $ 900 .
The deposit slip being in the

BANK ACCOUNTING
The accounts of a bank differ
somewhat from the accounts in
a mercantile house in that the
records of a bank all have to

clerk's handwriting, and the

do in the main with cash . There

various chapters throughout
the book in order to give an
idea of the style of exposition
of the author. There are many

other chapters besides those sug
gested among them one on " The
Daily Mail” and “ Lending the

Bank's Money", from which we
have not had space enough to
print selections. The book is
sent on approval to banks and

bankers and can be ordered

pass-book calling for a like is no merchandise to handle or

conveniently by using the cou

amount, the bank insisted that

account for ; no " accounts re

pon on the last page of Book

ceivable", for nothing is sold ;

TALK

the doctor was mistaken , inasmuch as the cash balanced the
next day. Suit was subsequently brought and only be
cause the doctor could prove he

received the bill, and traced it

no returned sales or inventories.
Bank accounting is an exact
science. Bank accounts may be WHY NOT subscribe for THE
divided into three classes : (a ) BANKERS MAGAZINE? Only $5 .00

The accounts with persons and

a year.

E B

The New Business Department
Its
Organization and Operation in a Modern Bank
By T . D . MacGREGOR
Price $ 1.25 postpaid
THE third edition of “ The New Busi- excellent guide to those in charge.
I ness Department” has just been pub It is not necessary for a bank to have
lished. The book has been completely in mind the organization of a large new
revised and brought up-to -date and has business department in order to make use
127 pages. This book is unique in its just as much interest and benefit to those

many additions, making it now a book of of this handbook , as its information is of

field, as there is no other published work smaller banks who wish to build up their
on the subject, and for a complete, con- institutions, the book being full of ideas
cise idea of how to conduct a publicity and suggestions which the officer in
and new business department in any charge of publicity and new business can
bank, large or small, it will serve as an use to advantage.
SUMMARY OF CONTENTS
Chapter 1.-— The Purpose of a New Business Chapter V.— The Central Card File
Department
Aims and purposes of the department,
namely, " to promote the growth and
prestige of the bank by every legitimate
and approved method , and to assist in

keeping up the loyalty and efficiency of

its working force" .
Chapter 11. - Sources of New Business
Prospects from present patrons; leads
from various departments ; affiliations
of directors and stockholders; prospects
from outside the banks; lists; inquiries;
solicitations.

Chapter III.-- Relations with Other Depart
ments of the Bank
The New Business Department acts as an
interpreter in helping the various de
partments to express themselves, to ex

plain to the public what they have to
offer.

Chapter IV. Subdivisions of the Department
Explains the machinery by which the
manifold objects of a typical Depart

ment of Publicity and New Business are
accomplished. Illustrated by forms.

The heart of the work of the depart
ment. It has both negative and positive
uses in the analysis of accounts, cutting
out waste and pointing the way to
greater profits.

Chapter VI. — Handling the Accounts of
Banks

Analysis of accounts, and plans for
soliciting new business from other bank

ing institutions. Readjustment of in
terest rates.

Chapter VII. - Getting " Leads" from In
quiries
Timely issuance of booklets. Following
up Inquiries . Making the most of a
name.

Chapter VIII. - A Follow -Up System
Outline of a typical follow - up plan. How

in one year over $ 4,000,000 initial de
posits were received from " follow -ups” .
Chapter IX .-- New Business Ideas and Sug
gestions
Duties of chief clerk ; publicity commit
tee; press clippings; meeting advertis
ing solicitors; courtesies to visitors, etc.

Use coupon on last page of BOOK TALKS to order

How to Build a Banking Library
W

ITH a very small investment it is pos-

Realizing that it is difficult to decide on

or banker to send for any of its publications
on five days' examination , at the expiration
of which time the books may be returned or

as an institution the maintenance of such a

a remittance sent if they are satisfactory.

library means giving to members of the

These terms apply only on orders from
points within the United States. Orders

staff the means of increasing their useful

ness through increased knowledge. Every from outside the United States must be ac
companied by cash (New York Exchange).
library of banking books.
A refund will be made on all foreiga orders
bank , no matter how small, should have a

It is not necessary to purchase a complete if books are not satisfactory , provided
they
are returned to us within five days of re
surprisingly short time a well-rounded ceipt.

library at one time. Books can be accumu
lated gradually, a few each month . In a

The approval privilege is extended only
The books described in these pages were to banks or to bankers who should state
all written to be of practical value to the their banking connections when ordering.
library can be built up.

banker in the solution of his every-day prob- Orders from customers who are not bankers
lems. They contain no theory or guess work should be accompanied by cash , which will
but the tried -out conclusion of writers who

be refunded if the books are not satisfac

have learned from actual experience.

tory and are returned within five days.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY - 71 Murray Street, New York

You may send me on approval the books checked below . Atthe end of five days I
will pay you the amount indicated or return to you.
] Commercial Paper and Analysis of

Bank Credit Investigator ............... $1.50

|

Bank Credit Methods and Practice ..... $2.50

New Business Department.. ..... .... .. . $1. 25

I

[

] Bank Agricultural Department ....

I

Bank Deposit Building ...........

[

Bank Directors.......... .. ... ....

[

] Bank Window Advertising ........

[

Book of Bank Advertising .......

$2.50

$ 1 .25

PracticalWork of a.Bank ................ $5.00
5125 [ ] Paying Teller's Department............. $1.25
$3.00

[

] Romance and Tragedy of Banking ...... $5.00

$5.00 I

Trust Companies.....

.. $5 .00

Name
( Please print]
Bank

Address
N . B . - This approvalprivilege is restricted to banksand bankers.

Stnte your banking connection .

.- - -

an approval system which enables any bank

For the individual banker such a library
means the increased efficiency which comes
from keeping well informed. For the bank

-

of bank administration .

-

sible for any bank or banker to ac- the suitability of a banking book without
cumulate a useful and practical library of an actual examination of the book itself, the
books pertaining to the immediate problems Bankers Publishing Company has adopted
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A " Tragedy ” Of Banking

examiners in charge of sus

The Story of the Panic of 1893 As Told by Thomas P. Kane,
in bis " Romance and Tragedy of Banking ”

man proved to be a recreant to
his trust and the confidence re

WITHIN A little more than a
month after James H . Eckels

writer was occupied in translat
ing cipher messages and in

pended institutions, only one

posed in him by the Comp
troller .

" A BANNER RECEIVER "
assumed charge of the Cur- sending replies or instructions.
This
an had
con ected
rency Bureau the country was Messages came so thick and
plunged into one of the most fast that it was impossible to with the Comptroller's office
violent and memorable finan - file them away in any order for for years previous to the panic
cial panics in its history. Na- reference, and the expedient of 1893, and had such a record
tional, state and private banks was resorted to of filing each for efficiency and good results
failed in quick succession , and day's messages on a spindle obtained for creditors that he

the business of the entire coun - marked with the date of their was regarded as the "banner
try became paralyzed. During
the six months immediately fol-

receipt, and telegrams were six receiver” of the office and a
inches deep on each file .
model for imitation by all new

lowing Mr. Eckels' induction

Among a stream of messen

into office, 158 national banks

ger boys who poured into the

comers. He was appointed re
the panic, had been receiver for

ceiver for several banks during

suspended and closed their
doors, sixty - five of which were
found to be insolvent and were
placed in the hands of receivers,

Dry As Dust?

eighty -six resumed business and

Read this incident

struct other receivers in their

seven were placed in the hands
of bank examiners in expecta
tion of their resumption .

from the " Romance
and Tragedy of

work . It was discovered later

During this trying ordeal,
such as no Comptroller of the
Currency ever was called upon

Banking ” and you

systematically appropriated to
his own use part of his cash
collections, diamonds, jewelry
and other valuable assets of the
trusts, and did it in such an

before to undergo, Mr. Eckels,
inexperienced as he was, even
in the detail workings of the

others before Mr. Eckels' ap

will wish you had
the book in your
hand.

pointment, and was the prin
cipal reliance of the office to in

that in a number of receiver

ships under his charge he had

adroit manner that it was im

possible to obtain such proofs
Bureau , discharged the onerous
duties of the office with rare office all day long was one who against him .

skill and good judgment. * * *

had a defective or blind eye,

TELEGRAMS " THICK AND FAST"

whom Mr. Eckels called “ The

If you were reading this book

bird of evil omen .” Every mes-

you would find it hard to put it
aside at this point, as Mr. Kane
goes on to tell in his fascinat
ing way of the remarkable case
of the appointment of an ex

For weeks, there was no rest, sage he delivered announced
night or day. Every hour of another suspension , so that
the day and late into the night whenever this boy entered the

telegram after telegram was
received announcing additional
suspensions of banks or new
complications which had to be
met promptly . As many as
thirty suspensions occurred in
a single day, and for a time it
looked as if every national bank
in the system would succumb.
Telegrams from bank exam iners and bankers came in such
quick succession that the entire

Comptroller's room , Mr. Eckels
convict as bank examiner and
other bust.”
receiver ; how he was informed
The greatest difficulty, how upon, confessed, was allowed to
ever, that Mr. Eckels encoun- hold his position, discharging it
tered during this trying occa- in a most satisfactory way and
sion was in quickly finding leaving his books in excellent
reliable and competent men to condition . In later years it was

would remark, “ Here comes an

place in charge of the sus- learned that he went wrong
pended associations, either as again , but the exposure of his
examiner or receiver. * * *
penitentiary career, which cost
But of the large number of him his position finally , no doubt

time of the Comptroller and the receivers appointed, and of

had broken his spirit.
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Shop Talk
THE TEXT BOOK selected for

use in the course on “ Bank

8. The field of commercial
paper.

happen
ings; a wonderful tale whose
interest lies not so much in

9. Credit relations of domestic depiction or analysis of real
life and character as in ad

and foreign trade.
10 . How one bank loans to
another.
11. The bank client's account.
12. What to do with an em
barrassed account.

13. General conditions relating to credit.
14 . Foreign credit.
15 . Review .

venture , surprising incidents

or the like.'” After reading
the book you will see the

title from his viewpoint in
deed .

It will be recalled that

Credit” to be given at the
Thomas P . Kane was con
Wall street division of New
nected with the Currency
York University is Bank This outline is completely Bureau for nearly forty
Credit Methods and Prac covered in Bank Credit years, being Deputy Comp
tice by Thomas J. Kav Methods and Practice. All troller at the time of his

anaugh .

who " are now employed in

death in March of this year.

a credit department or are
THE COURSE as planned by

looking forward to work in

the lecturer , William S. that department" can choose
better book than this one
Swingle , credit manager of no
that
has been selected for
the Asia Banking Corpora the New
York University
tion , New York , will deal

with the organization of a course on credit.

AN INTERESTING chart of

the record of the aver
age service life , in years,

of different kinds and de

Have You read the " pages
from The Romance and
formation , analysis of finan - Tragedy of Banking” that
cial statements, with special we have reprinted on the
reference to the men now first page of Book Talks?
employed in the credit de- It is only one small extract,

nominations of paper cur
rencies is given in The
Paying Teller's Depart
ment. In looking at this
chart the reader would find
that the longevity of the
Government issues of the
denominations of $ 10, $ 20,
$ 50 and $ 100 is greater than

partment or those who are

and at that, because of lack

any

looking forward to work in

of space in this small
publication , only a part of

This is due to the fact that
these notes were formerly

credit department in a bank

and will take up the prob
lems of granting credit, se-

curing and using credit in

that department.

other

denominations.

one of the numberless inci- held from year to year in
dents of romantic and tragic bank reserves.

THE FOLLOWING outline of

interest in Mr. Kane's book .

the course has been decided
upon :

1. Credit, its application and
uses.

2 . The credit department and
how it functions.

3 . Securing and using credit
information .

HAVE YOU any idea as to the

Mr. Kane explains his use number of years paper
of the word “ romance " in

money in genera

the title of his book , thus :

The $ 10 denominationsmen

“ I use it in the broader sense

tioned average three and a

given to it by half years. The life of a

of the word
4. The financial statement.
act one
lexicographerr -- 'an
the
an act
one dollar bill is sometimes
8 . What a statement shows, the lexicographe

and its analysis .

of experience or a series of a little over a year.

Of Interest to Every Credit Man
Bank Credit
Methods

THE simple theory and principles of
I credit are combined in this book with a
description of modern credit department
methods as practiced by leading banks and
trust companies. The credit department
of a bank is the most important considera

and
Practice

tion before the banker, because it regulates
the interchange between the bank and its
customers ; therefore the methods of this
important department are given careful at
tention , such as the actual keeping of the
necessary records, with many illustrations
showing the forms in use in the up -to -date
banks. Statement analysis is given the same

thorough attention and is well illustrated.
By

One of the interesting features is a study
of the ideal personnel of the bank credit de

Thomas J.

partment, in which the author presents his

idea of the successful bank credit man . The
personal element, tact, politeness, individual
attention and other desired features of serv

Kavanaugh

ice are emphasized.
The book is designed not only for practical
value to the credit department, but also to
the student of finance, whether in the col
lege or the home.
To the business man who comes in con

240 pages
$ 2 .50

tact with the bank in seeking credit, it

will be of value as it will enlighten him as to
the viewpoint of the banker in the making

of loans, will show how the credit man will
judge him as a risk , and will give him gen
eral information on the Federal Reserve

System , bankers' acceptances, foreign
credits, etc.

12 chapters covering the subject thoroughly
1 . The Theory of Credit. 2 . The Essentials of a Credit Risk . 3. Analyzing
a Financial Statement. 4 . Foreign Credits. 5. Bankers' Acceptances. 6 . Com

mercial Lines of Credit ; Reciprocal Relations. 7. Theory of Statement Analysis.
8. The Federal Reserve System . 9. Commercial Paper and Trade Acceptances.

10. Investigation and Compiling Information . 11. Credit Department Methods

and Organization . 12. Importance of Statement Analysis.
BANKERS PUBLISHING CO ., 71 Murray St., New York .
I am

enclosing $ 2 .50 for a

copy of " Bank Credit Methods and Practice . "

It is

understood that if the book is not satisfactory I may return it and you will refund the
money.

Name
Bank
Address

N . B . Thisconnection.
approval privilege is restricted to banks and bankers. State your banking
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ELEMENTS OF ECONOMICS.

Book Reviews
ScientiFIC ADVERTISING.

By

Charles J. Bullock ,

is a book of surpassing interest

Claude C . Hopkins. Lord & and value.
Thomas Advertising Agency.

Burdett. $ 1.60.
FISCAL FUNCTIONS OF THE FED
ERAL RESERVE BANK. By John

M . Chapman. Ronald. $2.50.

New Books

THE AUTHOR of this book is

By

Silver,

a leading advertising authority The OPEN DOOR DOCTRINE IN GERMANY'S CAPACITY To Pay,
A STUDY OF THE REPARATION
and has probably written and
RELATION To China. By
PROBLEM . By Harold G .
planned more advertising than
Mingchien Joshua Bau, Ph.D .
Moulton . McGraw -Hill. $2.50.
any other man . He is now
Macmillan . $2.50.
president of Lord & Thomas, MANUAL OF SECURITIES; BLUE FARM MORTGAGE FINANCING.
By Ivan Wright. McGraw
an advertising agency fifty
SKY Laws. By Leonard L .
Hill.
years old , and considered one
$ 3.00 .
Cowan . Corp . Maintenance &
of the largest in the world. In
AND CREDIT. By R .
CURRENCY
Service Co.
100 pages, written in a par
G
.
Hawtry.
Longmans, Green .
EconomiCS
OF
THE
HOUSEHOLD
;
ticularly interesting style, he
$5.00.
ITS
ADMINISTRATION
AND
discusses: How Advertising
FINANCE. By B . R . Andrews. THE REPUBLICS OF LATIN
Laws Are Established ; Just Macmillan
AMERICA ; Their History ,
. $ 3.25.
Salesmanship ; Offer Service;
Governments and Economic
Mail Order Advertising- What HISTORY OF MODERN EUROPE. By

It Teaches; Headlines; Psy

George P . Goach. Holt. $5.00.

Conditions. Harper. $3.50.

chology ; Being Specific ; Tell

Your Full Story ; Art in Ad
vertising ; Things Too Costly ;
Information ; Strategy ; Use of
Samples; Getting Distribution ;

Can You Answer These Questions ?
After You 've Tried Compare Your Answer With the Correct One

on
Leaning
Test Campaigns;
: NegaDealers;
Individuality

THESE QUESTIONS have been

tive Advertising; Letter Writ

taken at random

the amount of their stock there

the

in at par value, in addition to

Bankers Guide Book, a book
ing ; A Name That Helps; Good which
comprises 1190 questions
Business.
and answers (with references)
on legal banking problems and

the amount invested in such

GREATER ROUMANIA, By Charles
Upson Clark , Ph.D . New

from

shares. The liability for a stock
holder in state banks is gor
erned by the laws of the state

the bank is organized ,
bank business-building methods. inandwhich
is not the same in all states.

Q . 143. What is a qualified

A . 325. Not in the absence of
proof that it reached a properly

York : Dodd, Mead & Com

indorsement?

pany.

the stockholders' liability for

the corporation .

the bank 's debts ?

Bank v. Amer. etc. Co., 92 N .
Y . Supp. 1006 .

Q . 419. What is the extent of

THIS BOOK deals with Rou -

authorized agent or officer of
Amer. Euch .

mania 's wealth and her vast

Q . 325. A notice of dishonor,

potentialities ; her fascinating
peasant costumes and house

intended for a corporation , was

A . 516 . Yes, if in proper

form ; but a certification on a

hold arts ; her ballads and

served personally by leaving it
at the cashier's window . Was

lyrics ; and her varied land -

this sufficient service ?

scapes. It is profusely illus-

Q . 516 . Is a certification by

trated and contains new maps
and numerous important docu -

telegraph valid ?
Q . 1006 . Is it a good practice

ments. The chapters on his- to mix standard, condensed and
tory, art, literature, politics, extended type in an advertise -

separate paper as in the case
of a telegraphic certification

does not bind the bank except
in favor of a person to whom
it was shown and who, on the

faith thereof, received the check

for value. N . 1. L ., Soc. 222.
A . 1006 . It is not. An ad
been extensively revised by ANSWERS:
vertisement composed of mixed
Roumanian experts. The book
A . 143. An indorsement faces is not as easily read as
is the only standard work of “ without recourse" or an in though it were composed of
banking and

railroads have

ment?

reference in English for a coun - dorsement using words of sim -

standard faces only. Combina

try now of first-class impor- ilar import. N . I. L . Sec. 68.
tance ; and the many thousands
A . 419. The statute creating

tions of type faces compel the
eye to change focus so much

who have heard Dr. Clark 's il-

this liability usually allows the

that the advertisement is more

lustrated lectures on Roumania
will not need to be told that it

claims against stockholders in
national banks to the extent of

or less confusing and difficult
to read.

-- --- -
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BANKERS
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COMPANY
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In the November Issue
THE BANKER'S ATTITUDE TOWARD THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
The banker has seen the automotive industry go through a real depression
since the war, adjust itself, eliminate waste and extravagance, and with
tremendous strides get on a thoroughly sound and healthy basis as the third
largest of our manufacturing industries. Walter Chrysler, chairman of
Maxwell and Chalmers Motor Companies, and recognized within the automotive
industry as a production man second only to Henry Ford , gives a straight
forward story of the financing of the automotive business, and tells you how ,
to the satisfaction of bankers, the element of guess is being more and more
eliminated.

How To MAKE BANK WINDOW ADVERTISING PAY
This is the first of a series of articles dealing with the why and how of
financial window advertising. This and other articles of the series will show
the actual experiences of financial institutions in every part of the country
that have pioneered in window displays. In these suggestions every branch of
banking is included. The small town has not been disregarded , for most of
the material necessary for the displays described may be obtained in a town

of 6000.

GETTING NEW BUSINESS THROUGH EMPLOYEES
This article describes the third of a series of three successful employees'
contests for new business conducted by the Liberty Central Trust Company,
St. Louis, of which the author, J. V . Corrigan , is publicity manager. Unlike
the two previous contests, this third contest was to secure safe deposit business
only . In the three contests the bank secured a total of 813 new safe deposit

customers at a cost of $ 1.03 each.

PROTECTING THE BANK's VAULT FROM AIR ATTACK
The banks of France are fortifying themselves against air attacks. Read in
this article how the Bank of France is guarding its vault against the possibility
of destruction by airplane bombs.

OTHER FEATURES
Sections of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE are always devoted to editorial comment,
banking and commercial law , banking publicity, international news, interesting
personal notes about the country's bankers and new bank buildings.

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK
7

THE BANKERS MAGAZINE,
71 Murray St., New York
Please send me a copy of the current issue of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE and put me

down for a year's subscription , billing me $ 5 . If I like the current number which is sent to
me without obligation on my part , I will pay the bill-- if not I will notify you to cancel
the subscription .
Name

Bank .. .... . ..
Address
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Boys and girls of the pig, egg and chicken clubs formed by a bank to encourage interest in
side-lines of farming and in saving

club, the bank carried on the

The Farmer In The Making

egg club .

The bank supplied

Boys and Girls Agricultural Clubs Solve the Problem of Keep

boys and girls with flocks of

ing Farmers' Children on the Farm
PERHAPS The first form of agri- Conn ., may be considered typi

pullets which the young poul

cultural work to be undertaken
by banks was that of boys and
girls club work . A great many
of the country banks of the
United States have inaugurated
some kind of a boys and girls

trymen paid for with their un
unendorsed notes. In
secured,
cal and will serve to indicate nearly every
instance they were

how agricultural departments
may attack this work. This
bank carried on pig clubs, egg
clubs and sheep clubs. In 1917
the bank made loans to boys

able to meet the notes at ma

turity from their profits. Dur
ing the season a field day was
held at a model poultry farm .

agricultural club.

and girls with which to buy

The boys and girls inspected the

The Boys and Girls Club
Work Division of the States

pigs, accepting in payment their
unendorsed notes payable in six

poultry plant and listened to

addresses on poultry raising by

Relation Service of the Depart-

months.

practical poultry men .

bank also carried on a
The first year the bank agri veryThe successful
ment of Agriculture, through
sheep club.
ed
t
the various state agricultural culturis furnish 177 chil Some 250 lambs were
pigs. The work uted to club members distrib
colleges, is in a position to give dren with 207
and a
expert assistance to any bank was repeated in 1918 and 1919.
desiring to undertake club
work . In fact, through their
state club leaders they have
aided in carrying on hundreds
of pig, sheep , calf, poultry and

A total of 709 pigs were pur practical course in sheep hus
chased by the bank and dis- bandry followed .
tributed to 615 individuals.
The State Pig Club agent
Boys and girls club work is,
stated that the average return according to the author of the
above " perhaps the first form

other clubs in co -operation with

per pig club member above cash

banks. It is advisable to carry
on all boys and girls club work

outlay was $ 17.65. The bank of agricultural work undertaken
estimated the amount of pork by banks." In The Bank

in co -operation with state club

produced by the children to be

leaders, as they have the work

seventy-five

tons, valued

at

Agricultural Department, from
which these paragraphs have

$ 30,000.
been taken , R . A . Ward gives
To take care of the boys and many other concrete examples
by which it can be most profit. girls living in the city limits of of how & country bank can
New Haven , who were prevent- serve its community and build
ably conducted.
The activities of the First ed by rulings of the Board of its own deposits by the opera
thoroughly

standardized and

are familiar with the methods

National Bank of New Haven , Health from joining the pig

tion of this department.

BANKERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Bankers Publishing NEW YORK 171 Murray Street
New York
Leo
Company

Books of use to bankers, from
officer to clerk, that will increase
efficiency and insure promotion :
MacGregors BOOK OF BANK

The inside story of hundreds of
interesting incidents in banking,
told by the late Deputy Comptroller of

ADVERTISING is the most ex

1

haustive book on this subject yet pub
lished. It contains thousands of para
graphs which can be used as actual ma
terial for building banking, trust, invest
ment and safe deposit advertising.
71 A book that will be useful not only
1 ) to the banker, particularly the be

the Currency, Thomas P. Kane, in THE
ROMANCE AND TRAGEDY OF
BANKING has been read and comment

ed favorably upon by banking officials
throughout the country.

Just how bank directors should pro
2 ) ceed with an examination of their
bank is told step by step in BANK

ginner, but also to the business executive

DIRECTORS by O . W . Birckhead,

interested in learning the banker' s atti
tude on credit risks is BANK CREDIT

former national bank examiner.

METHODS AND PRACTICES by

2 ) Every bank serving an agricultural

description of the operation of a credit

Thomas J . Kavanaugh .

district will eventually organize a

An accurate

special department to serve the farming

department in a modern bank is given in

interests of the community. THE BANK
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT by

its 241 pages, illustrated with forms.

O Many a young man who has con
0 ) sidered going into credit investiga

R . A . Ward is the first book published on
this subject.

tion work has wanted just such a book
BUSINESS DE

as THE BANK CREDIT INVESTI

PARTMENT by T. D . MacGregor
has just been completely revised for its

GATOR by Russell F . Prudden . It gives
exact, definite and practical information

A

THE

NEW

third edition , making it now a book of

in as concise a manner as possible as to

This book is unique in its

what problems the new investigator may

127 pages.

field and will serve as an excellent guide

meet in a bank credit department.

when organizing such a department.
) A reference book to which officers,
paying tellers and other clerks may
turn for guidance in answering questions

O
THE PRACTICAL WORK OF A
Y ) BANK by William H . Kniffin is so
well known among bankers that we won
der whether there is a bank that has not

that constantly arise with regard to

yet bought a copy. But for those who

cashing checks, certifications, reserve re
quirements , tests for counterfeit money,
etc., is THE PAYING TELLER 'S

haven 't let us say that there isn 't a

tail of modern bank administration that

DEPARTMENT by Glenn G . Munn.

this book does not describe in detail.

single practical banking problem or de

BANKERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY

For prices and coupon
for ordering

Svona

see the last page of
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How to Build a Banking Library
W

ITH a very small investment it is posRealizing that it is difficult to decide on
sible for any bank or banker to ac the suitability of a banking book without

cumulate a useful and practical library of an actual examination of the book itself, the

books pertaining to the immediate problems Bankers Publishing Company has adopted
of bank administration.
an approval system which enables any bank
For the individual banker such a library or banker to send for any of its publications

means the increased efficiency which comes on five days' examination , at the expiration
from keeping well informed. For the bank ofwhich time the books may be returned or
as an institution the maintenance of such a
library means giving to members of the

a remittance sent if they are satisfactory .

These terms apply only on orders from
staff the means of increasing their useful points
within the United States. Orders
ness through increased knowledge. Every from outside
the United States must be ac
a
bank, no matter how small, should have
companied by cash (New York Exchange ).
library of banking books.

refund will be made on all foreign orders
It is not necessary to purchase a complete ifA books
are not satisfactory, provided they
library at one time. Books can be accumu

are returned to us within five days of re
surprisingly short time a well-rounded ceipt.
con
library can be built up.
The approval privilege is extended only
lated gradually, a few each month. In a

The books described in these pages were to banks or to bankers who should state
all written to be of practical value to the their banking connections when ordering.
banker in the solution of his every -day prob - Orders from customers who are not bankers
lems. They contain no theory or guess work should be accompanied by cash , which will

but the tried-out conclusion of writers who be refunded if the books are not satisfac
tory and are returned within five days.

have learned from actual experience.
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Building Bank Business By Better Letters
Over Sixty Examples of Letters Given in One Chapter Alone of the
" Book of Bank Advertising ” .

But the balance of your let
ter must carry out the proposi
tion you state in the opening.
You must “make good ,” or your
letter is worse than wasted .

It is no easy or simple thing

“mail-order" business and the When you have got your man's

to write letters that will make

establishment of scientific fol-

people do just as you want

low -up systems is making itvince him , make him act !

them to do.

absolutely essential that as

attention , hold his interest, con

Make your paragraphs short,

It is hard enough even in a much thought and effort be ex - because a short paragraph let
personal interview to bend the pended in producing letters that ter looks interesting and easy
will of another to your own in pull, that close up business, as to read , while long paragraphs
a business matter.

is given to the preparation of give the impression of heavi

To accoinplish the same end
by correspondence, there must

advertisements to
initial inquiries.

be something in the letter to
take the place of the en thusiasm , the versatility, the
magnetism that are brought
into play when there is personal contact between you and

What folly it would be to
get the names of a large num
ber of possible customers,
through your strong advertising
matter, and then to fail to hold
their interest, convince them
and lead them to act by means

your “ prospect."

get

the

ness.

The day of lengthy pre
ambles in business letters
is past. The wise writer
summarizes his own bus

iness messages.

of your correspondence with
them !

Avoid conventionality
and put human interest
into your letters.

Getting attention is important. Some business letter
writers go so far as to start

This applies particularly to
a form letter, because the re
cipient does not have to read it,
and, nine times out of ten, if

their letters with a display line, it does not look interesting he
just like the headline of an ad won't read it.
This matter of doing business
by mail has become so im
portant that whole books have

vertisement. Judiciously used ,
So you may write with the
this is a good thing to do
wit of a Mark Twain or with
The human mind often needs the logic of a Daniel Webster
a jolt to make it turn in a new and it will do you no good if

been written on the subject, and
there are specialists who con duct courses of instruction in
business correspondence.

direction . Moreover it is nat
ural to try to satisfy curiosity,
so that a display line in a let-

There is surely a field for

ter practically compels the

work of that kind.

It needs

reader to continue into the sec

only a cursory reading of any ond paragraph of your letter.
average batch of correspond
ence - one morning's mail, for
instance - to convince one that
the art of writing good business
letters has never been learned
by most business men .

One of the largest trust com
panies in the country now has a
course of instruction in letter
writing for the benefit of its
officers and department heads.
This shows the modern trend
in the matter.

The development of the

In writing
of Henry
the bestP .
Davison
, perhaps
known of the Morgan
partners, B . C . Forbes
said : “ Now , just how did
he climb from assistant
cashier to the presidency
of an important bank in
so short a period ? Most
of the story can be told
in three words : ' He got
business '."

your message is not attractive
enough in appearance to get it
self read .

The above is a very small
excerpt from

the chapter on

bank business letters that T. D .
MacGregor gives in his Book
of Bank Advertising. He fol
lows up his “ talk ” on bank let
ters by giving over sixty ex
amples that cover various sub

jects. But this very important
chapter, though thirty -seven
pages in length, is only one

tenth of a book of almost 400
pages which covers every other
phase of bank advertising just
as completely as it does the

subject of lettera.
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BOOK TALKS department as an indispens
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able part of bonke oracinion

tion .

Just

as

journalisin

has its

as engineering has
It has been estimated that thrill,joy just
of creation,It sois banking
50 per cent. of the deposits its
has its romance.
this ro
in the uptown Manhattan mance that Mr. Kane has re
banks are in women 's names.
One bank puts it as high as

Shop Talk

forget (or, rather, never think
of) that side of banking that
has made it the supreme in
terest in life for many men .

85 per cent.

THE women 's department is

corded from his thirty -seven
years of bank experience .
* * * * This book is profuse
with interesting anecdotes of
bank experiences, and furnishes

a comparatively new depart
entertaining reading for the
ment of the modern bank . WHY NOT order in advance layman as well as the banker.
According to Miss Anne your copy of The W ’omen' s

Department in the Bank , or
have
us notify you when the
department in a New York
is out, as the demand
book
City bank was opened seven
for
the
first edition is
years ago when the Colum
bia Trust Company appoint already large.
Seward , the first women 's

WITHIN THE next month or
so we will be able to tell

you more definitely about
the publication date for the

ed Miss V . D . H . Furman
as manager in their Fifth
avenue office.

TWENTY -ONE

Miss FURMAN, first as man

should ordinarily be covered formation about it.
when the investigator is in

Encyclopedia of Banking
and Finance, compiled by
suggested Glenn
G . Munn . Watch

questions or points which

Book Talks for further in

terviewing the commercial

ager of the department and paper broker are given in
later as officer of the bank , the first chapter on inter Haven 'T YOU often won
so admirably demonstrated viewing in The Bank Credit dered where you might get
more information about the
the wisdom of the step that Investigator .
from her performance other
banking and financial terms

banks were encouraged to

you come across daily

follow suit, until now almost FORGIVE us if we seem to
all the banks of importance bring to your attention too

your work , when you take
over a new position , or on
the financial page of your

outside the financial district

often

in New York City have de
partments managed by wom

Kane's Romance and Trag- newspaper ? This Encyclo
edy of Banking is not " dry pedia will give it to you .

en for women .

the statement that

in

as dust.” Here is a new re

view on the book , just come
A VERY full bibliography ,
given after the definition
partments exist have ap as it shows that others be and explanation of the finan
preciably increased their de sides ourselves have discov cial terms in this forthcom
posits, have built up a bigger ered what an extremely in - ing Encyclopedia , will tell
book it is.
clientele , have formed more teresting
you what further
books devote
explanchap
When we think of bankin
ation
ters
to our desk , which we' d

THE BANKS where these de

really like to have you read

to a
valuable contacts than ever literature we think of volg
before, and have acquired a uminous treatises on banking of the subject defined . This

just one of the
the features
favorable publicity which laws and the economic phases isis just
has established the women 's of bank operation ; we totally of the book .

For the Bank Advertiser
Here is a book which includes within its covers anything that the banker

needs to know to plan and conduct an advertising campaign for his
institution intelligently and effectively . It covers the subject thor
oughly , and the reader can rest assured that every idea and suggestion
therein has stood the test of actual use. It eliminates costly experi
mentation . Its conclusions are not merely the result of one man 's

experience and observation . The author has also set down in this
work the results of the experience of hundreds of others who have
been successful in advertising banks and trust companies in the past
ten years or more.

MacGREGOR 'S BOOK
OF BANK ADVERTISING
By T . D . MacGREGOR ,

Vice- President Edwin Bird Wilson , Inc .

THIS 400 -page book is really a cyclopedia of bank and trust com
Ipany advertising , although not arranged in that form . It is thor
oughly illustrated and is in part a revision and re -arrangement of

material from several of the author's previous books, but also contains

a wealth of new material, the result ofMr.MacGregor's ever -widening
experience and observation in this field .

It contains thousands of

paragraphs which can be used as actual material for building banking,

trust, investment and safe deposit advertising in the form of newspaper
advertisements, street car cards, lobby posters , moving picture slides,

booklets, circulars, form letters, outdoor displays, electric signs, etc.

THE author is vice-president of Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc., New York ,
I an advertising agency which specializes in bank advertising.
Through this and previous agency connections, Mr. MacGregor has
written advertising copy for hundreds of banks and trust companies in

all parts of the country. In the past ten years or more, probably no
man has written so much or more acceptably on the subject of bank

and trust company advertising in all its various phases as Mr.
MacGregor.

THE chapter titles of “MacGregor's Book of Bank Advertising"

I are: Copy and Typography; Advertising Mediums; Advertising
Commercial Banking Services; Savings Account Advertising; Trust
Advertising ; Safe Deposit Advertising ; Bank Emblems; Investment,
Real Estate, and Insurance Advertising; Building Bank Business by

Letters ; Miscellaneous Bank Advertising Ideas.
Check

$ 5 .00

this book and All out and mail the convenient
coupon on the last page of " Book Talks" .

$ 5 .00
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labor problems, "profiteering,"
unemployment, and business
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKING therefore been based upon an cycles, or whether, as most
DIRECTORY. Bankers Pub - exhaustive study by the authors economists have long declared,
lishing Co ., New York. 958 of official and other data bear it is merely the “ insignificant

Book Reviews

pages. $10.00
The 1923 edition of this di
rectory , just published , contains

ing on the reparation problem .
The institute has not been
hampered by lack of time or fa -

surface of things" are the
questions the authors deal with
in a new way, and strictly in

cilities, and has accordingly not accord with what is going on
been
with any super- in banking and in business
portant of these is the section ficial content
gathering
of data and today.
on Foreign Trade Information . opinion . The findings
it Mr. Foster, formerly presi
It should prove useful not only submits are believed towhich
of Reed College, is now a
be
as
to foreign department execu conclusive and trustworthy as dent
of the Pollak Founda
tives of banks but also to ex would be those of any commis- director
tion,
and
Mr. Catchings, form
port managers of corporations. sion. No discussion of the po- erly president
of the Central
There is also a separate sec
several new features. Most im

aspects of the problem is Foundry Company, is now a
tion on telegraphic and cable litical
attempted
, nor is any detailed member of Goldman, Sachs
addresses. The arrangement is plan of settlement
recommend Company and a director of
alphabetical by telegraphic ad

dress. In the listing of each
head office bank , the telegraphic
address also is given . The two
arrangements insure the find

ed. The purpose has been mere- numerous large industrial com

ly to make as complete a diag- panies.
The contents include:
nosis as possible of Germany's

economic condition and of her
ability
continue making
ing of the desired address reparationto payments,
and to

quickly.

point out the bearing of inter
national trade conditions and
policies upon any
5000 banks in the United commercial
whatso
settlement
reparation
States and the principal banks ever.
The directory contains in
formation about approximately

of all countries. In no other

directory are so many banks
outside the United States listed.

An entirely new printing of
maps was included in the 1923

directory. There are fifty-four
maps, showing all countries of
the world.
Only a limited number of

copies are available. Make

checks payable to The Bankers
Publishing Company, 71 Murray
street, New York.

The contents cover :
What Paying Foreign Debts In
volves ; Germany's International
Balance of Accounts ; What Ger
many Has Paid and How ; German
Foreign Trade Requirements ; The
Budgetary
Problem :
German
Monetary Situation : How France
Met the Indemnity of 1871: In
ternational Implications of Prob
International
Germany' s
lem :
Trade and Financial Accounts :
Estimates of Gains From Sale of
Paper Marks: Foreign Purchases

of Urban Real Estate in Germany;
Methods of Accounting of Repara
tion Commission ; Clearing -house
Operations; Valuation Problem in

Connection with German Treaty

GERMANY'S CAPACITY TO PAY .

By H . G . Moulton and C. E .

Fulfillment: Budgetary and Taxa
tlon Questions; Brief Tabular
Summary of Principal Official
Proposals for Settlement of Prob

lem from 1920 to 1923.

Money & Central Interest of
Life ; Money and Other Terms De
fined : Money as a Medium of Ex

change, as a Standard of Value;
Money in Relation to Inflation , the
Gold Basis , the Commodity Basis,
d PurchsInternational
Rate
uces ; Mones
riddeInterest,
In Relaof

Trade, Price - Level, Prices ; Money
as Suspended Purchasing Power :
In Relation to Goods; Speculation ;

Money Advanced in Production,
in Consumption ; Circuit Flow of
Money : Annual Production - Con
sumption Equation ; Costs and
Pronts

in

Relation

to

Annual

Equatlon ; Conclusions ; Appendix ;
Index

New Books
COURSE OF STUDY FOR BROKER
AGE, STOCK Exchange AND
INVESTMENT BANKING; In
cluding a Section on Econom
ic Factors Effecting Prices.
By Robert L . Smitley. Dixie.
$ 2 .50.

OUTLINES OF EcoxOMICS. By
Richard T. Ely. 4th rev. ed.

Macmillan. $3.00.

McGuire. New York ; Mc
Graw -Hill Book Company.

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS. By

By William T. Foster
This volume is one of The Money.
and Waddill Catchings. Bos

Henry R . Seager. 3rd rev.
ed. Holt. $3.00.

ton : Houghton Mifflin Com

PERSONAL AND BUSINESS Er

Institute of Economics Series,
the authors having written it
with the aid of the council and
staff of the Institute of Eco

pany for Pollak Foundation
for Economic Research . $3.50.

FICIENCY. By C . A . Hender
son . Doran. $ 2.00.

The subject that touches the A survey of the problems of
nomics. The institute has been
animated by a desire to get at interests of more people more efficiency, with an appendix for
the facts, without prejudice or frequently than any other, is each chapter, outlines, notes,
bias, regarding Germany's ca - money. Whether it is the sub -

and exercises. Written for busi

pacity to pay, and this book has ject that has most to do with

ness man and student. .

For Bankers
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COMPANY
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Coming Features
PREVENTING LOANS ON OVERVALUED LAND
A real estate company was organized to purchase 70,000 acres of land in a
certain western state, to prepare it for settlement. Bankers, relying on the
judgment of reputable real estate men and such tax information as they were
able to get as to the assessed value of the land, were induced to advance
$ 400,000 to aid in the preparation of the land and $ 75,000 more to pay taxes.
Today the company is bankrupt and the bankers are vainly seeking to recover
a part of their losses by selling the land to the state at $ 2 an acre. The
bankers later found that, had they spent $ 3500 to have a scientific survey of
the land made before the loan, instead of afterwards, as they did, they would
have saved at least $300,000 . The agency which could have made this saving

possible is known as the Institute for Research in Land Economics and Public
Utilities. The organizer of this agency, DR . RICHARD T. ELY, professor
of economics in the University of Wisconsin and recognized as one of the
foremost authorities on land economics in America, tells you in a compreliensive
article how this agency, which is purely disinterested and has no economic
interests to serve, can render a great service not only to bankers, but to
• humanity at large. This is an article which every banker should read.

FRIENDLY BANKING
Most communities have experienced in the last few years what might be
broadly characterized as an epidemic of Friendly Banking. The largest bank
on the Pacific coast entertained for a time a very complete case of this malady.
Since this bank was among the first to feel the full sting of this epidemic of
Friendly Banking, its experience in diagnosing the affliction will be helpful to
those who are in the midst of their difficulties, or are tottering on the edge of
metaphorical confinement. This bank, after nosing about from all sides, and

devising remedies as impractical as they were ingenious (including rubber
looking, plainly marked and with full directions for using in an emergency.
F . R . KERMAN , publicity manager of the Bank of Italy, tells you in an
article which is as helpful as it is readable, how his bank found the Cure for
Friendly Banking.
tired spectacles) found the bottle of smelling salts for which it had been

OTHER FEATURES
comment,
Sections of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE are always devoted to editorialinteresting
banking and commercial law , banking publicity, international news,
personal notes about the country's bankers and new bank buildings.

BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, NEW YORK
THE BANKERS MAGAZINE,
71 Murray St., New York
Please send me a copy of the current issue of THE BANKERS MAGAZINE and put mo
down for a year' s subscription , billing me $ 5 .

I

mo without obligation on my part , I will pay the bill
the subscription .

Name

Bank
• Address ...... ......

ODOS

not I will notify you to cancel
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Practice in Personnel Work by

Benge; Personnel Administra

Please Read

tion by Tead and Metcalf; Ap

On this page for the past months we have been

plied Personnel
Procedure by
Weakly
.

printing questions about books on banking and financial
subjects. They are taken from letters sent to us and
we like to pass them on to Book Talks readers to help

QUESTION : I wish to ob

them become acquainted with the contents of the books
suggested.

Of course all the books named are not our own pub
lications, so we have marked ours with a star (*) . Of
those books of other publishers (books not starred, that
is ) we can only give the last information obtained as
to price, etc. We will be glad to refer you to the
publisher for further information , or order the book
for you ; but we cannot be responsible , as we are for our
own publications, if for some reason, such as being
temporarily out of print, the book cannot be obtained .
Our own books, those starred, will be sent on approval
to any bank or banker . Make checks payable to The
Bankers Publishing Company, 71 Murray street, New
York .

QUESTION : Have you , by

partments in banks? I am

tain a book bearing on the

transfer of stock , giving ex
amples of the different cases
that may arise in making

transfers. - E . P. M .
ANSWER : We suggest Legal
Aspects of Stock Transfers by
Campbell, a Bankers
publicationAssocia
of the
Investment
tion , the price according to the
last information being $1.75 .
There are very few books
covering this subject, but an
other we might mention is

Fundamental
of
Stock TransfersPrinciples
, published by

chance, a book that deals particularly interested in the Boston Chapter, A . I. B .
with the exportation of farm

learning the extent and

machinery to China or any types of departments organ
product of like nature that ized for the purpose of QUESTION : Will you
handling personnel functions kindly giveme any informa
goes to China? - P . J. H .
tion about any book on the
ANSWER : We know of no exclusively. -- E . F . B .
book covering this topic ex

" guarantee to depositors”

clusively, but will give a list of
some of the standard books on

ANSWER : There is no book
devoted to the personnel de

exporting.

partment of banks exclusively.

laws provide? - E . K .

Practical Exporting by
Hough ; Export Merchandising

How to handle the personnel
of the bank is covered in some

ANSWER : Guaranty of Bank
Deposits by T . B . Robb , pub

by Hyman ; Selling in Foreign

general banking books, but not
to any extent.

lished by Houghton Mifflin Co .

Markets by Snider (Govern

ment Printing Office at Wash

Articles that have appeared

that certain state banking

Price $2.50.
The First National Bank of
Midland, Texas, has printed a
pamphlet by W . R . Chancellor
on A Practical Guarantee Fund
Plan for National Banks. This
of course is a discussion of such
a plan .

ington, 50 cents); Trading in THE BANKERS MAGAZINE on
the subject are: Every Bank
tional Bank, New York ) ; Its Own Teacher ; Relations
Trading With
Asia by Between a Bank and Its Em
Eldridge; Foreign Trade Mar ployeesg; Human Equation in
we
kets and Methods by Cooper ; Bankin . ( These first three
Financing Exports and Imports will be able to send without IF ANY reader of Book Talks
by Cook ; Exporting to the charge to anyone interested as
World by Preciado ; Principles they have been reprinted from has in mind some banking or
of Foreign Trade by Savay ; the issues.) Keeping a Record business subject that he would
With the Far East (Irving Na

like to know more about, write
to the Editor who will be glad

American Foreign Trade by

of Personnel, March 1920 ; Per

Trade by

Sonnel Department, May 1920 :
Relations Between a Bank and
Its Employees, November 1921 ;
Selecting the Bank's Personnel,

to give a list of books that
cover the subject.

kindly suggest some books

Three books on general per-

ard articles on personnel de-

sonnel work are: Standard

WHY NOT subscribe for THE
BANKERS MAGAZINE? Only $5 .00
a year.

Pepper ; Foreign
Kidd.

QUESTION : Will

you February 1920.

BANKERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Bankers Publishing
Company

71 Murray Street
New York

NEW YORK

Books of use to bankers, from

officer to clerk, that will increase
efficiency and insure promotion :
11

The inside story of hundreds of

6

MacGregor's BOOK OF BANK

1 ) interesting incidents in banking,

0 ) ADVERTISING is the most ex

told by the late Deputy Comptroller of
the Currency, Thomas P. Kane, in THE
ROMANCE AND TRAGEDY OF

haustive book on this subject yet pub
lished. It contains thousands of para
graphs which can be used as actual ma
terial for building banking, trust, invest
ment and safe deposit advertising.

BANKING has been read and comment

ed favorably upon by banking officials
throughout the country .
Just how bank directors should pro

71 A book that will be useful not only

I ) to the banker, particularly the be
ginner, but also to the business executive

2 ) ceed with an examination of their

bank is told step by step in BANK

interested in learning the banker 's atti
tude on credit risks is BANK CREDIT

DIRECTORS by O . W . Birckhead,
former national bank examiner.
2 Every bank serving an agricultural

METHODS AND PRACTICES by
Thomas J. Kavanaugh . An accurate
description of the operation of a credit
department in a modern bank is given in

) district will eventually organize a
special department to serve the farming
interests of the community. THE BANK
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT by

its 241 pages, illustrated with forms.

O Many a young man who has con
0 ) sidered going into credit investiga
tion work has wanted just such a book

R . A . Ward is the first book published on
this subject.

THE NEW

BUSINESS DE

4 ) PARTMENT by T . D . MacGregor

as THE BANK CREDIT INVESTI
GATOR by Russell F . Prudden . It gives

has just been completely revised for its

exact, definite and practical information

third edition, making it now a book of

in as concise a manner as possible as to

127 pages. This book is unique in its

what problems the new investigator may

field and will serve as an excellent guide

meet in a bank credit department.

when organizing such a department.

WORK OF A
THE PRACTICAL
0 ) BANK
William
Kniffin is so

A reference book to which officers,
v ) paying tellers and other clerks may
turn for guidance in answering questions

by
H.
> )
well known among bankers that we won
der whether there is a bank that has not
yet bought a copy. But for those who
haven 't let us say that there isn't a
single practical banking problem or de
tail of modern bank administration that

that constantly arise with regard to
cashing checks, certifications, reserve re
quirements, tests for counterfeit money,
etc., is THE PAYING TELLER 'S
DEPARTMENT by Glenn G . Munn.

this book does not describe in detail.

BANKERS
PUBLISHING
COMPANY

For prices and coupon
for ordering

N

YOps

see the last page of

BOOK TALKS

How to Build a Banking Library
W

I TH a very small investment it is pos-

Realizing that it is difficult to decide on

sible for any bank or banker to ac- the suitability of a banking book without
cumulate a useful and practical library of an actual examination of the book itself, the
books pertaining to the immediate problems Bankers Publishing Company has adopted
an approval system which enables any bank

of bank administration .

For the individual banker such a library or banker to send for any of its publications
means the increased efficiency which comes
from keeping well informed . For the bank

on five days' examination, at the expiration
of which time the books may be returned or

as an institution the maintenance of such a

a remittance sent if they are satisfactory.

library means giving to members of the

These terms apply only on orders from
points
within the United States. Orders
ness through increased knowledge. Every from outside
the United States must be ac
bank , no matter how small, should have a
staff the means of increasing their useful

library of banking books.

companied by cash (New York Exchange ).
A refund will be made on all foreign orders

It is not necessary to purchase a complete
library at one time. Books can be accumu
lated gradually, a few each month. In a

if books are not satisfactory, provided they

surprisingly short time a well-rounded
library can be built up .

The approval privilege is extended only

are returned to us within five days of re

ceipt.

The books described in these pages were to banks or to bankers who should state
all written to be of practical value to the their banking connections when ordering.
banker in the solution of his every -day prob -

Orders from customers who are not bankers

lems. They contain no theory or guess work should be accompanied by cash, which will
but the tried - out conclusion of writers who be refunded if the books are not satisfac
have learned from actual experience.
tory and are returned within five days.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BANKERS PUBLISHING COMPANY — 71 Murray Street, New York
You may send me on approval the books checked below . At the end of five days I

will pay you the amount indicated or return to you .
[
[
[
[

Bank Credit Investigator ............... $1.50
Bank Credit Methods and Practice ..... $2.50
$2.50
Bank AgriculturalDepartment .... ... .. $1.25
] Bank Deposit Building .................
] Bank Directors...................

[

] Bank Window Advertising ....

[

Commercial
Paper and Analysis of
Credit Statements .. . . . . .

[

New Business Department..............

.... ... $2.50

[
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